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J Oltr~ul of the Procee_dings. ~r th~ L_egislative ·Council of the Governor .of 
Bombay, assembled under the· p1~ovisions of the Indiiu1: Councils ... ·\_~ts, 
1861 to 1909. : · . ? • . · · 

The Oouncil_met at Bombay on Fri~~y~ the 13tl~ ~Iar.ch 191..4t at 12 o'cloc~ noo.I). 

. . 
PRESENT: 

ilis Excellency the Right Honourable Lorcl WiLLING DON of RA.TTON, G .Q~T.:E., 
Governorof BomlJay, presiding~ 

':rhe Honourable Sir RTCHARD A~iPHLETT LA:Mn, ·K.C,S.I.,' C.I.:E., I. C. S. · 
The Honourable lir. CLAUDE HamLTON ARcn.im. HI~L, c'.s.I.; C.I.E., I. c. S. 

The Honourable 1£r: PRADIIASHANK~R D. P~TTANI, CJ.Ej 

The Honourable 1\Ioulvie RAFIUDDIN Aintari, Bar.~at .. Lri.w. 

Tho Honourable Mr. R. P. FAR~o\v, 'I. C.~:: .. 
The Honourable :Mr. DATT.ATRAYA V;ENKA.'J'ESII l;lE:{..vr, LL.B. 
The !Ionourable lir. GnliLAM ~IuiiAnM:MAD ·wah1.(l Kh:in Bahadur '\V A.Lr.l\:IulfA~~AD 

BnURGRI, Bar.-at·Law. · · · · : · · · 

The Honouxable Mr. FAZALBHQY ~IEHERALLY CHINOY. 

The Honourable 1tlr. G. s. CuRTIS, C.S.I., I. c. s. 
. ' 

lb&Hotiourable Dr. D. A. D'.Mo~TE, M.D., L.H.C.P. (L()ndon), L.1r. -~-~v S •. - . . 
The Honou_rable Mr. R. W. L. DmuoP, C. I.E. · 

The Honourable' Sardar SYED ·ALI EL En~wos. 

The Honourable :\Ir. KASltlNATit RA.MCRA.NDRA GonnoLE. 

The Honourable ~Ir. ,V. L. GRAH.nr~ 
The Honourable SHEIKH GIIULAU IIusslnN HIDAYA.T..\LL.'tii, LL.D. 

The Honourable Sir JAliSE.TJEE JEEJETIBHOY, .Bart. 

The· Honourable :Mr. J. E. C. JuKEs, I.·c .. s •. 
- . 

· The Honourable ]{r. BALKRisnNA SrT~n.\:u·Ka:MA.T • 

. The Uonourabl~ Sardar DuLABAwa' RAISINGJI~ Thakor.of Kerwada. 

The lionourable Mr. NAVROJI Do11~nJi KrrANDAL.lVALA, LL.B. 
~ha Ho~ourab1e :Mr. JEnANGIR H. 1\;0'fHAlU •. 
''+~e Jl:onour~ble Sardar BUALCHA.NDRAE.AO ANNA.s!nEn r A'rW.A.RDII~N, Chief of 

'Kurundwad (Senior). 

ThQ l!ouo,urable Surgeon-General R; W. S. IJYONS1 li..D., I:M. S. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir CniNUBHAI 1\IADIIA VL!L, Bart., C.l.E~ 
I • 

The lio"Qourable Yr. J .. A. D • ..McBAI~. 
The llonourabl(t Mr. LALumui S.hrALD!.s MEIIT.A. 

ll 41-l 
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The Hono~rable Sir PHEROZESH~II MEu.WANJEE liE~TA, K.C.I.E., Bar ... at·Llw 

'.rhe Honourable Rao Saheb VENKA.TESH SHRINIWAS NAil\:, 

The Honourable R:io B1hadur RAMANBHAI .M:AHI"PATitAll NILKA._NTH, LL.B .. 

The Honourable lir. J~ P •. ORR, C.S.I., I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. RAG ;KUNATH Pun.sno'!TAl! P A.RANJPYE •. 

· 1'he Honour:tble Mr. GoKULDAS·K~HAND.A.S PAREKH, LL.B. 
The Honourable ~fr. VITRALBHAI JHA.VERBRAI PATEL, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable lir. AnnyL HussEIN ADAMJEE P.EEnnnoY. 

The Honourable Sir HENRY E. E. Pn.oc·rER, Kt .. 

The Honourable lir. MANMOHANDAS RA.MJI. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SnniNIWAS KoNHER l'tonnA. . . . 
The Honourable Rao Babadur GANESH KRISHNA SATHE. 

The Honourable .J\tfr. 0HIMA.NLA.L1 HAR~tA.L SETALVAD, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. '\v. H. SIIARP. . · 
The Honourable J\Ir. W. D. SHEPPARD, C.I.E., I. C. S. 
'rhe Honourable Mr. F. L. SrRoTr. · , 
'fhe Honourable Mr. E. G. TURNER, I. C. ~· 
The'Honournble Mr. SHRIDHAR 13ALKRISRNA UPASAI;I. 

I, 

;l'ho.Honourable Mr. HAR.OllA.NDRA.I VrsiiiNDAS, LL.B. 
I • . 

New Members. 
. . 

Tl~e following .Additional l\icmbers made tho prescribed. oath of allegiance to His 
Majesty the King-Emperor and took their seats in the Council:-

The Honourable Surgeon-Gen~ral R. W. S. LYoNs,· M.D., I. M.S. 
'fhe Honourable Mr. E. G. TuRNER, I. <U.S. 

Obse1~vations by t4e P1·esident. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT said :-While welcoming HonoQ.!'able Members 
this morning to this Council Meeting, I do not intend to detain them for more 
tha~ one or two ·moments with --any.' preliminary remarks, for I think we are 
all sufficiently aware that there is a good deal of business to be transaated · 
during the' next few days, not, I hope, however, of a very contro~rersial 

character.· 13ut I think that, before commencing that ordinary business, Honourable 
}!embers would wish me to say one word, and only one word, with regard to 
what .we read in the papers the other day-! refer to tha lamented death of ·the late 
Viceroy Lord :MINTO. :By his admirable ancl most sympathetic references to that sad 

. event at his. own Council, His Excellency the Viceroy has, I think,·voiced the feeling 
of the whole. of India, and I need do nothing more than merely echo wha~ he has said, 
but I have felt that it would probably be the wish of this Council that, havin~ regard 
to the fact that the enlarged Councils were es~ablished under Lord MINTo~s Viceroyalty, 

· we should place on record our ·deep regret ah his death and our feeling, and I am quite 
..sure that lam expressing the views of every Honourable l\:Iember in this Coundl when 
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1 say this, that by the death of Lord MINTO the Empire has los~. a straightforward and. 
honourable citizen, and India has lost a symp:1thetic and broadminded friend, a~d I feel 
·sure that you will further wish me to put on reoorl our expression of deep sympathy 
for Lady :MINTO and her family. · 

LIST OF QUESTIONS AND AXSW.ERS. 

Que:ltiJns. 

'THE HONOURABLE )IouLviE RAFIU ____ . 
AII.MAD. . . 

1. Will Government be pleased to state 
. what progress has 

· Scbo.ol at P~onn.--:;- been made in the 
~he ~Ir Curr1mbha.1 tt. f: th 
Eb1-ahlm. . ma er o . e 

establishment of 
the Sir Currimbhai Ebra.him School at 
Poona, the foundation-stone of which 
was laid by LorJ Sydenh::tm in 1912? 

THE HONOURABLE ~h. DATTATRAYA 
VEN KA'l,ESH BEL VI. 

J.. 'Will Government be pleased to state 
the total number of criminal cases 
decided by the HuzU.r Deputy Colle~tor 
and :Magistrate, First Class, Belgaum, 

jn eaeh of the five 
Trial . of ccimir.al years ending with 

cases m Belgau'31 th SOth ":\" b town. e ... , ovem er 
1913? 

[TMs question was.asked at the meeting 
held on the l(JtJ~, JJecember 1913, wlwn 
an ad interim reply was given.] 

'2. Will Government be pleasei to state 
. . . . what steps were 

Conc1ha.tors-abohtwn tak t . 
of appointments of-. en o commant-

. cate to litigants 
whose applications to Coi!.ciliators were 
then pending rleeis;;on, the orders of 
Government coo.tained in Government 
:Notification No. 3478, dated lOth May 
1913,. cancelling th~ appointments of 
Conciliators under the Dekkhan Agri· 
culturists' Relief Act in the Bombay 
Presidency ? 

-3. (a) Will Government be pleas(d to 
Trial of criminal state the tohl 

cases by the Special number of nceuse:l 
Mngistrata at Gajnal person.<; tried by 
in. the Belgaum Dis-· ·Mr. Y. V. Randive, 
tnct, • tl d t I! smce 1e a e o.~. 

llis appointment as a Special !bgistl·ate 
of the first class in the Helga urn Uistrict 
.to the encl of February 1914? 

Answers. 

I. The, land required for the school has 
· been , acql'tired by Government and 
handed ~ver to the m:magers, and the 
rough plans and estimates for the 
buildings received from the Honourable 
Sir · Fazulbhai Currimbhai Ebr:thim 
have been returned to him with certain 
criticisms whieh. ara now nuder his 
consideration. 

1. · A statement* containing the inform
ation has been 

4' Appendix E. placed on the 
Council Table. 

2. The notification cancelling the 
· appointments of Conciliators was 
. published in the Bombay Government 
Gazette for: the information of the 
pablic. 

3. The information will be obtained. 



Questio~ls. 

{b) :riow inany of. tb~s~ accused persons 
)were· convicted and how many of them 

i. Cbnfess.ed. ·to their guilt? · How many 
of the accused were defended ? 

(c) Will Government be pleased to state 
the largest nnmlJer of . prisoners in 
nustody at one time in the l1amlet of 

. . Ghjnal in· the Gokak 'Taluka of the 
. :Bclgaum District since the location of 

· the Office of the Special ll agist rate 
there? 

(cl) Wh~t .are, the ·d~mensions ·of the two· 
· . h9us.,es in wh\ch the -prison~rs arc kept 

in custody. a~~ do .. the Jt.ous~s coD;fo.rm 
. to the. ru~es ~nd regulations obtammg· 
. j:n ordinary jails in ·matters of ventila· 
. tion and sanitation ? · 

(~} Is·.tbe lock~~P at Gajnal in charge of 
. any .Officer oftthe :~ail,. Depar.tment or 
ill charge of the Pohce?. 

(/) Is Government aware "of the fact that 
the only two small Hindu temples at 
Gajnal ht\ve been occupied for months 

· together :by. non-Hinqu Polico 'Officers· 
and Constables 'who are there to sssist 

· the S'peoial 'Magistrate ? · · · ' 
. . . - ...... . 

4. (a) What is the objeQt of Government 
. . · in taJdng measure-

R!ver KriShna.. at ·ments of the water 
lnah and Kusnal. • tb K . h . 

o 1n e r1s na 1n 
the . rains near the villages of Ingli 
in the Chikodi Taluka and Kusnal in 
'the Sangli State? 

. .- r(b) .Is it intended to ·put up a dam, 
across the. Krishna·· .somewhere near 
the aforesai<l villages ~~~ ,irrigational 
purposes;? . 

{c) What villages situated · high~r 
up on the said rive~ will suffer if the 
proposed dam be put. ~p? 

5. (a) Are the.holders of alienated vi11ages 
in 'the Bijapur 

· Re.covery ?f r?nts on District prohibited 
Slten lands m alienated b Re Qt!! · 
villages. · Y venue wcers 

· there from xecover
; ng their :rents f.r:om their temints 
on their Slzeri lands independently of 
village officers ? . 

·{b) What is the practice obtaining in 
. the other Districts of the Bombay 

Presidency ? 

4 

4. ( ~) . The purpose · of · rh·er g!:mgcs. 
·generally is to find out the maximum 
· flood · discharge, . the least discharge 
in the drv weather. ~mel the dischn,rge 

. available ~throughout tho year, alSO· 
the level-to which flo8ds may rise. 

·, ' , 

(b)' There is no intentbn to builu a high.~· 
dam there. 

(c) No work is proposed for the present. 

o. . Tho information wlll be caUed f:>r. 



Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE 1.h.. G. M. BHURGRl. 

1. Are Government aware of the practice 
. of · burning old 

Destruction ?f S~ttle· records (class· 
ment Records m Smd. b d' ) . th · un IS m e 
Settlement Record Office? If so, have 
Government considered the advisability 
of discontinuing this practice ? . 

2 •. Are Government aware that the 
' Settlement Record 

Settlement Record Office is situated 
Office a.t Hydero.bad. • th f t t In e or a 
Hyderabad, Sind, and that it is neces· 
sary for the public to obtain a military· 
pass to secure admission ? 

THE HONOURABLE DR. D. A. 
D'MONTE. 

1. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
state if the arrange~ 

Hospital accommoda· ments at St 
tion in Bombay for the G 00 , H •t 1· betterolasses. eoroe 8 08P1 a 

whereby the better 
class Europeans are enabled to receive 
the benefits of that Institution without 
the stigma of receiving charity have 
proved satisfactory ? 

(b) If so, will Government be pleased to 
state whether thev have considered the 
necessity of affording Indians, in the 
same circumstances, similar facilities in 
connection with the public hospitals in 
the City of Bombay ? 

2~ Will Government be pleased-
( a) to lay on the table a list of the 

Municipalities agree· M ~ n i cipalities 
inoo or refusinoo to WhiCh have 
appoint Health 0°tlicers. appointed or 

· and Sanitary !~spec• . · agreed to a p· 
tors. point Health 
Officers · and Sanitary Inspectors 
under the terms of the Government 
Resolution of .May 1913 ; nnd . . 

H 41-2 
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:Ansroevs. 

1. As soon as the bandlli book of eaoh 
deh·. and its index: has been verified, 
revised and brought up to date, and an 
index: of the field book has been pre
pared, the classer's bandhis are destroyed 
as they are of no further use.· No 
re~ords other than the classer's bandhis 

· are being destroyed. · The answer to the 
second part. ·.of the question is in ·the 
negative. . · 

2. Enquiry will be made. 

I .. (a) The Honourable Me:nber presurn
.ably refers to the contemplated establish
ment of· a Nursing Home in . connection 

. with St. George's Hospital. . This ar• 
rangement has riot yet como into force. 

(b) .No proposal has yet been made or 
considered. 

2. (a) The following Municipalities bave 
. agreed to appoint Health Officers and 

Sanitary Inspectors under the terms of 
Government ltesolution No. 4090, datecl 
the 28th May 1918:-. 

Ahmedabad. Dhulia. 
Surat. Nadiad. 
Poona. Nasik. 
Hyderabad. Belgaum. 
Broach, Dharwar. 
Hubli. Gadag~Betligeri. 
Sholapur. 

The 1eplies of the Shikarpur and Sukkur 
Municipalities are nwaited. Tho 
Ahmed nagar and Bijapur Municipalities 
have decided to postpone consideration 
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Answers. 

of the . proposal for the present. The 
remaining Municipalities which come 
under the scheme have either deelared 
their inability to accept the offer of 
Government on accouut · of · their 
straitened finances or have put forward 
conditions which cannot . be accepted 
by Government. 

(b} to state whether Government inte~d (b) The reply is in the negativr.. 
to take any action in the case of those · 
Municipalities which have refus'ed. 
the liberal offer of the Government 
of IndiaP 

THE HONOURABLE Mn.. KA.SHINATH 
RAMCHANDRA GODBOLE. 

1. Will Government be pleased to state 
T • t t' t' when the state-

aga.l S a IS lCSe d" 
. ment. regar mg 

Tagai Loan transactions which Govern· 
ment promised to prepare in July 1913, 
will be ready for being laid on the 
Council Table? 

THE HONOURABLE SHAIKH GHUL!M 
HUSSEIN HIDAYATALLAH. 

1. , (a) Will Government be pleased to 
. state if there are any 

vi!~tenstons of ser- rules fram~d by. 
Government on the 

subject of granting extensions of service 
to officers of various departments? If 
so, will Government kindly place them 
on the table? . 

(b) Will Government be pleased. to state 
what extensions ·have been granted, 
and to whom, during- the last three 
years P 

2. (a) Is it a fac~ that in' consequence 

Irr
. ti 

1 
·P of the Rohri canal 

. 1ga,onn ro· • t . th 
jects m. Sind. proJec , var1ous o er 

schemes for the im .. 
provement of water-supply in Sind 
1·emain in abeyance P 

(b) If sq, will Government be pleased to 
state .what these schemes are ? 

~c) Do Government ·propose to take them 
in handP 

1 •. The information required for com· 
pletion of the statement is still awaited 
from certain districts. On receipt of 
this information the statement will be 
laid on the Council Table. 

1. (a) The grant o~ extensions of service 
is regulated by Article 459 of the Civil 
Service Regulations. 

(b) Government do not consider that any 
useful. purpose will be served by pub
lishing the personal details asked for. 

2. Enquirie3 are being made from loeal 
officers and the necess~ry information 
will be supplied on receipt. 



Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE lh. BALKRISHNA 
SITARAM KAYAT. 

1. . Will ·Government be pleased to fur-
. nish the :fi;;ures 

.Statistics of con- showin~ the an
s_umpti?n of country nual c~nsumntion 
hqn.or m Poona. f . t 1:-

0 coun ry 1q uor 
during each of the past ten years for 

. Poona City and Cantonment ? 
{This question was asked at the meeting 

held on the 16th December 1913, when 
an ad interim reply was git?en.] 

2. (a) Are Government aware that oon-
. . siderable inconve· 

P~lg;tm~ at Shelar- nience is caused to 
wadi Statton. th d f 'I ousan s o p1· 
grims for want of a high-level platform 
at the Shelarwadi Station of the G. I. 
P. Railway Company, at the time of 
the annual fairs at Dehu and A'landi in 
the Poona District ? 

{b) Will Government be pleased to call 
for the figures showing the number~ of 
pilgrims carried over this station on the 
occasion of these fairs during the last 
three years, and the total receipts from 
the fares of such pilgrims? 

.3. Referring to the reply from the 
. . Agent, G. I. P. 

Railway SbttOn Railway Company 
~~:· Hours. · of No. 17 Q/2, of 11~h 

August 1913, In 
answer to my question stating that 
Station )!asters at road-side stations 
have to be on duty 12 hours a day, will 
Government be pleased to say whether 
the G. I. P. Railway has seriously 
considered the desirability of shortening 
the hours of duty, and if Govern• 

· ment has ever requested the Railway 
Administration to consider this matter? 
If so, with what result? 

4. Will Government be pleased to fur· . 

V 
. ~ish the . fol~owing 

erna.cular A.gncul- mformatwn re .. 
tural School m the • 
Poona. District. gardmg the Ver-

nacular AgTicul
tural School in the Poona District: · 
{a} the number of applications for 

admission received in 1913-14, nnd 
those admitted ; 

.7 

4-nswers. 

I. The figures of consumption of country 
spirit in the Poona City and Canton
ment for the years 1903-011 and 1904-05 
are 42,084 and 91Jl82 proof gallons, 
respectiv:ely ~ 

2. (a) No. 

(b) The information will be called for. 

3. Government have ascertained that the 
question of the hcurs of duty of Station 
Masters at road-side stations has been 
seriously considered by the Agent, Great 
Indian Peninsula Railway Company, 
who sees no reason for shortening them. 
Tbe reply to the ·latter part of the 
question is in the negative. 

4. (a) The number of applications for 
admission to the Vernacular Agricul· 
tural School, Poona District, re"eived 
during the year 1913-14 was 47 and 
the number of admissions was 17 •. 



. · Que~tim~a. · 

(b) the cost per annum of maintenance 
of the school ; 

to) the cost of construction of the 
school-building P 

·a. With reference to the· report of the 

5 

Department (Jf 
Fodder storage. A gricultnre to the · 

Conference of Commissioners ·of· Divi· 
sions regarding the storage of fodder, 
will Government be pleased to state the 
conclusions arrived at, especially regard
ing the proposal to set up a plant for 
shredding and baling kadbi? 

THE HONOURABLE lb.. RAGHUNATH 
PURSHO'r.rAM P ARANJPYE. 

1. In the case of those villagers whose 
rice lands or whose 

Land acquisition villaO'e sites have 
under Tata Hydro- b 0 u1 · • 
Electric Scheme. een. comp sorily 

acqUired u n d e r 
the Tata Hydro-Electric Scheme, is the 
option being given them of having 
their u;arkas lands also acquired by 
Government p· 

[ Thi8 question was asked at the meeting 
· · held on · the 28th Julg 1913, when a1J 

a"d interim reply u;as·gi"en.] 

Atzswers. 

(b) The cost of maintenance of the 
school during the year 1912·13 is 
shown in the appended statement :-

j 
Rs. a. p Rs. a. p, 

L &lance from J»ll ~ 0 1, EstabE&bment ... 1.025 0 o 
u z, Boarding cbarres ... 2,Moa 11 11 

s. PooN, Trclaul"! 7,!36 15 1 8. l'11rchase of lh·e {!6 o o 
(GoYernmentl stork. l gnmt). '-. Culu"ation cha~. 65>5 6 11 

S Local Boud grants. !,~ 0 I making sbeds, ete. 
' 5, Feedin!! of stock - 57' 6 4 

1. SAle.proceeds of pro- 159 ll ( 6. BA!nt of IChool acd1 l,ti98 ' ;, 
duca. · sweeper~ I 

5. ~ir Sassonn D:nid 730 0 ( 7. School furnit:ue and: 199 15 6 

Trost Fund. 8. Oil book.:: - •• .'l ('J ll 8 
9. Stationecy IIDd 9ft 1 0 

posbge. . 
10. Tours of obse!Ta-

1 
19 2 .0 

tion. 
ll. TraYO!Iing allOW•) 17! 0 I) 

- IUICili W U!ltbcnl. 
1!. lliscellauoollll olticc 163 ! 0 

expenses. 
13. Sale-proceeds o 1 158 2 0 

~::_ce (S::t ':1' . 

I 
Poona Treasurr). 

__ _ U.. Balance in hand - 2,£51 .l! 1 

lii,S&7 1 3 110,887 1 s 

For the cost of maintenance during the 
years 1910-11 and 1911-12, the 
Honourable Member is referred to 
the statements printed on the twenty· 
third page of the Annual Reports of 
the Agricultural Department for 
these years. 

·(c). The cost of construction of the school
building is estimated at Rs. 2·!,920. 
The building is not yet completed. 

5. The report on the subject which the 
Director of Agriculture has been 
directed to submit J1as not yet been 
received. 

l. From the reports received from the 
Collectors of Kolaba and Poona it 
appears that,1 except in the villages of 
J evre, U mbre, Avundhe Bndrukh 
and Tome in the Poona District, the 
villagers referred to in the question do 
not desire to have their warkas lands 
also acquired. The question of the 
acquisition of such lands in those four 
villages has been referred to the Resi .. 
dent Engineer of the Tata Hydro-Elec· 
tric Power Supply Company whose 



Question·s. 

2. (a) Has the attention of Government 
. been called to·,. a 

Coolies recruited in 'letter (h e a d e d 
this Presidency for ,, Sla . . th 
C I . . very 1n e 

ey on. . . Island of. Ceylon") 
which appeared in the Kesar$ newspaper 
of February 3rd, 1914, about the way 
in which coolies for service in Ceylon 
are recruited in the Bombay Presidency? 

(b) If any inquiries as to the truth of 
the alleged facts have been made, what 
is the result of these inquiries? 

3. Has any circular been sent within 
. the last year to 

DecJara~Ion ur;der the .Re()'istrars of 
tbe Special Marrmga • 0 d 

· Act 1872. Marriages un er 
' Act III of 1872 

asking them not to accept any ex· 
planatory note about the declaration 
to be made under that Act ? If so, 

·will Government be pleased to lay it on 
the Council table? 

4. Will Government be pleased to state 
T . · the result of the 
ea~hers tramed for provisional arrange-

Technical Schools. d f h . ments ma e or t e 
training of teachers for Technical 
Schools as per Government Notification 
No. 3001, printed in the Bombay Go'&
ernment Gazette of December 12th, 
UJ08 ? In particular will Government 
be pleased to state-

( a) the number of teachers that have 
. been trained in this way ; 

(b) the number of these that haYe 
been employed in Government 
Technical Schools or other 
similar educational institu.tions 
as contemplated in the said· 
notification ; · , 

(c) the directions in which GoYern
ment intend in future to make 
use of the men trained as above 
and from whom a legal oond is 
taken which requires them to 
. accept service within three years 
of the completion of their course P 
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application .for acquisition of the lands 
is ·awaited. ' , : :, '· . · 

2. .(a) Government_have seen the letter .. 
• • j • 

(b) Noinquiries have been made. 

3. .·A copy of the letter No. 7 45-General,. 
" . dated· the 9th July 
. .AppendiX D. 1913, issued by the 

Registrar-General 'of :Briths, Deaths 
·and Marriages to the Registrars of 
Marriages under· .Act III of 1872, "is. 
placed on the table.* 

4. (a ~ b) 18 students have passed out 
of the Normal Class referred to by the 
Honourable :Member. Of these 11 are- · 
employed, drawing salaries ranging from 
Rs. 60 to Rs. 150 per mensem (in some
cases incremental), two of them serving 
as teachers. The remaining 7 wera till 
very recently serving their apprentice
ships in workshops on salaries ranging 
from Rs. 30 to Rs. 60 per mensem. 

(c). The matter is !lnder the ~onsid~ration 
of Government m connection With ·the 
question of the retention of the class. 



.. . ,. . 

Questions. 

rfiiE ":EioNouR~u31~ 1rk. ·GoKutnAs 
KAB A.NDAS PAREKH·· . . . 

1:· · Will ·Government·•be pleased to. say·· 
whether in the 

:Bail applications in district of Broach 
Broach. · the District 

Ma(J'istrate has issued instructions to 
J\fa~istrates subordinate to him to con•· 
suit the Police when any application 
for releasing any offender charged with 
an offence that is non-bailable is made 
and unless the Police be agreeable t9 
such release to refuse the application ··as 
far as possible ? 

.2. '\Vill Government be pleased to enquire 
into the questions,':-· · . · · .. · 
(1) Whether the location of. the ~econ~ 
. · · ·. ·· Class Subordi· 

. Snl;lordinate _Court nate Judges' 
at v aO'ra. c ' . f h 

o ourts · or t e 
·. viliages of th~ · V agra . and A' rood 
~ralukas at Vagra causes inconvenience 
generally to the· majority of litigants, 
their witnesses · and the pleaders . 
practising therein, and 

(2) Whether the transfer of the Court 
· to Samani, on the Broach-J ambusar 

Railway shortly to be opened, would 
be desirable from the standpoint of 
publ~c convenience? 

.3. 'With reference 'to my question. No. ·2 
·. . asked at the 

Lands m Broach t• f · t. • 
leased to a Patta."al a: · mee mg o ,his 

. . · · , Council held on 
. the 28th of July last, will· Government 
be pleased to say whether t~e "right of 
cultivating the said land for one. y'ear 

.(1913-14) has :t>een giycn again to the 
same Pattavala for Rs •. 400 or Rs. · 450 
and that he has let jt out to cultivators 
n t a profit of over Rs. 600 ? 

• 

4. ·will Government be pleased to place 
on the Council Table a. statement of 

.. applications made to the Excise Collect• 
.en;-, _Bo1llbay-. . 
(a) for the opening of new shops for 

· . . . vending liquors 
L1quor shops 1n . of all kind 

Bom.bn.y. s, 
country or· 

foreign, wholesale or retail, inclusive 

A';iswers. 

1. · . The instructions issu.ed by the Pistrict. 
· Magistrate were _th~t a h~aring. should 
·ordinarily he given- ·to the· prosecution 
before the release on bail of the 'accused 
in non-bailable ·cases. · · 

2. 

(1) The ·answer is_in ~he negative. 

(2) Enquiry shows· that. Vagra is. much 
· more· convenient to the majority of those 
·concerned than Samani. 

3. The pattavala was given in 1912-1::1 
two lots of bet land for five years for 
Rs. 350. The remeasurement of lots 
in 1912-13 disturbei those . of the 
pattavala. He therefore relinquished 
them on condition of his obtaining two 
new ones. Accordingly in 1913~14 he 
was given two kacha lots in Jhadesh war 
for a period of four years on payment 
of Rs. · 350. As far as Government are 
aware, the pattavala does not sublet his 
lands. · 

4. The requisite statements* are laid on 
the Table. . 

* Appendix B. aud Appendix' O • 



Qtf~stion~. 

of refreshment. ro_oms, durin~ the 
years 1910·11, 1911·12 :a~~ 1912·13, 
showing the names of applicants, thf? 
locality of the shops, whether objec· 
tions against the opening were raised 

·by the Temperance Council, Bombay, 
and 'whether the application was 
successful or failed ; and 

(b) a similar statement of applications 
for tho transfer of such shops showing 
in addition the locality in which the 
shops originally stood. 

.5, (1) With refere:nce to the answer of 
· Government to my 

. Free grant of lands question No. 1 (c) 
m Broach for cattle· k d h 
breedin()' farm. as ·e at t e meet-

~:~ ing of this Council 
of the , 28th of July last, will Govern
ment be pleased to say whether before 
the grant of the Mandva and Matier 
lands to 1\Ir. J ehangir Dalal, the Mam
latdar of Ankleshwar had appointed a 
Panch for estimating the p;rice of the 
Babul plantations and that the Panch 
. had reported that the plantation on the · 
Mand va land alone was worth more 
than Rs. -6:000 ? 

· (2) If so, will Government be pleased to 
say ,,·hether the fact of the valuation 
by the Panch was placed before the 
Commissioner when he sanctioned the . 
giving of the land to Mr. Dalal ? 

, (3] Will Govermnent ~e. pleased to say 
whether some of the numbers on which 
Babul plantations were sparse and the 
giving of which the Commissioner had 
sanctioned were subsequently under
chnged by the substitution of other 
numbers which were thickly wooded by 
Ba bul plantations ? 

· 6. Will Government be pleased to say :
(1) Whether according to the statement 

of unoccupied 
Free grant of lands 1 d (V'll 

in Broach for cattle- an s 1 age 
breeding,farm. form N~. 2) the 

UI).OCCUpiedlands 
measure 330 acres at :M:andvaand 347 
acres at :Matier? 

(2) Is it a fact that Mr. Jehangir D~lal 
has by advertisements in the Broach 
Mitra newspaper invited Panjrapols. 
to send their spare cattle to his farm P 

: [Tlzese questions were asked at tlte meet
ing held on the 16tl, JJecem~er 1918 
1ohen ad interim replies were given.] 

ll 

.t1 nswe1·s. 

5 .. (1) The. babuls ·.on the· ·Mandva 
· Matier ·land ·and the· Matier land. were 

valued by a Panch under orders.'from 
the Assistant · Collector.. Their gross 
value · was estimated ·as exceeding 
Rs; 6,000. 

(2) The answer is in the negative.. The 
· net value was ~eported to the Oommis· 

sioner. ~· 

(3) As portions of some of the fields first 
selected had been washed a way by the 
action of the river, other lands were 
substituted for them. The babul 
growth on the substituted ·area was 
uniform with that on the srea originally 
selected. There was no undercharge. 

6. (1) The areas of the .unoccupied 
lands are:-

Mandwa. ••• 
Matier ••• 

A. g. 
... 474 21 
••• 483 17 

(2) :M:r. Jehangir Dalal by advertise
ment in the newspaper refer~ed to 
invited Panjrapoles to send as many 
young and healthy cows and heifers, 
free from defect1 as they c~uld spare. 



Questions. 

7. Will Government be pleased to say

(1) Whether it is a fact that in some · 
parts of the Dis· 

Land. Revenue Collec• trict of Breach, 
tiona iJ~ Bhagdari villa· in BhnO'dari 
ges from bhagdars who ·n ° 
are not registered. Vl ages, persons 

other than the 
registered bhagdars who hold lands 
in the bhags used to pay, up to now, 
the land revenue in resp.ect of their 
lands direct to the village officials P 

• ' I ; • • 

~(2) ,If !so, .is it a fact that ,vUlage 
officials now refuse to receive. the land 

. revenue direct, from $uoh persons 'and 
·direct them to . make thclr payme;nts 
through the registered bbag4ars? 

(3) Whether this new practice is 
adopted in consequence of any orders 
from Government P 

8. Will Government be pleased to say

. (1) Whether certain respectable gentle
. men of the Town 

The rece:t;tt ¥a;Mlkan of. M dasa mad 
o~ Modasn. . . o e 

some serioii.s 
complaints against the late Mahalkari 
to the Assistant Collector in charge 
of the Mahal and expressed their 
.readiness to pro~uce evidence .,~n 
support of the same? " 

(2) Whether, when ~he Assistant Collec
tor was encamped at or near liodasa, 
they asked him to give them an i~ter .. 
view and he granted ono upon the 
condition that they would a void· re
ferring to the.Mah~lkari's affflir,? 

. (3) 1Vhe_ther any investigation of the 
com,plaints has been made and, if so, 
wh~tPi·· · · 

9. Will Government be pleased to say

(1) Whether the animal inspection' or 
. . . , ex11minatipn of 

_School at ~1maha. 1n . the · Vernacu• 
·the Broach ';J:a~uka. • 1. S · h' · l t · · ., a.r. coo a 
·~Si~.ali~ .~q :th~ Broach Taluka · of the 
13roach .District d:uring the yeal' 1912 
took place at 'the Shnalia school house 
or at Palej? 

12 

l 
I 
I 

I 

Answers. 

7 •. T~e r~pli~s.to t~e queries are in the-
. affirmat1ve. · · ' ' · · 

.. -;· . 

~8. 
I' 

Inquiry will•be mnc:e. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
J 

9, ; Inquiri~~ are being made. 



Qzeestions. · 

(2) If it took place at Palej, what is the 
distance between Simalia and Palej ? 

(3) What was the month and date of 
such inspection or examination ? 

(4) .At what h.our were the S~t:O:alia. 
students reqmred to be at PaleJ and 
when were they allowed to depart 
from Palej to Simalia P 

13 

(5) 'Vhat were the standards which the 1 

pupils of the Simalia School were 
studying and how·many pupils were 
there in each standard P · 

( 6) 1Vas the master of 'the Simalia school 
transferred from .Simalia to Tansa in 
the Gogba Mahal shortly after this 
examination or inspection on reduced 
pay? 

(7) What 'Yas the reason for the reduc· 
tion of his salary and the transfer ?' 

, .tl.nSUJers• 

10. Will Government be pleased to.place .' 10.: Inquiries are being made. 
on the Council 

Scho~ls.~ the Nor~h· Table a statement 
ern DlviSton ceasmg · f h I · th 
to teach the higher . ~ SC 0? S • m e 
Vernacular Standards. five Dtstrxcts of 

Gujarat which used 
to teach higher Vernacular standards 
but have now been reduced to the posi
tion of inferior schools, giving th~ 
numbers of students in each school study·: 
ing in each of the higher standards? 

(2) Will Government be pleased to say . 
on wbatprinciple were schools teaching 
higher standards reduced to the pos· 
ition of inferior schools ? 

11. Are Government aware that between 11. Enquiries will be made. 
. s h 1 8. • . the villages Sej pur 

c oo at eJpnr 111 f th n d 
the Eorsad Taluka.. · o , e .uorsa 

'faluka and the 
neighbouring villages of Ras and Virsad 
there are water channels which often 
get so filled with water during the 
rainy season as to render during that 
season the going of school children from 
Sejpur to these villages and from these 
villages to ::sejpur very inconvenient_ 
and sometimes dangerous? 

(2) Have Government con~idered the N .J.: o. 
desirability of restoring the Sajpur 
school to the position of a superior 
school?. 
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Quest!ons. 

12. Will Government be pleased to say
(1) Whether they have .sanctioned th~ 

levy of octr01 
Octroi on fuel at duty on coal and 

.Ankleshvar, wood-fuel by the 
Municipality of Ankleshva~ P 

(2) Whether they have considered the 
effect of this duty on the cotton 
ginning factories at Ankleshvar in 

. their competition.with similarfao~~ies 
in· the neighbourmg Baroda, RaJplpla 
and Dritish villages ? 

13- Are Government aware that the octroi 
duty on carts, the 

Octroi on carts at levy of w hicb by 
Ankleshvnr. . the Ankleshvar 
:Municipality is sanctioned by Go~ern· 
ment, falls mainly on cotton which is 
brought to Ankleshvar for being cleaned 

. and exported? 

14. Will Government be plea~ed to say 
whether with a 

High Schools. view to relieve the 
congestion of students in the High . 
Schools they have consid.ered any pro· 
}Josal to confine tbe teaching in the 
High Schools to the four higher Anglo· 
Vernacular standards P 

l5. Will Government be pleased to say 
. . (1) how many 

. Accommodation 1n tudents were 
Colleges. 8 · • • 

refused adm1ss1ons 
into Colleges affiliated to the University 
of Bombay since the month of Octo her 
last on account ·of insufficiency of 
accommodation P 

(2) Do Governmen't propose to make 
arrangements to provide anv increased 
accommodation for students in the 
Government Colleges ? 

16. Will Government be pleased to say
(1) Whether the Collector of Surat had 

· issued orders to 
Fees for notices ~o his subordinates 

pay land-revenue In • 
Surat District. that notices of 

demand of the 
first instalment of the land revenue 
for the year 1912-13 should be issued 
under !iection 152 of the Land 
Revenue Code on the 20th :March 
1913r 

" 

I 
I 

A 11Bt.eera. 

l12 &13 •. As the Ankleshvar Municipality 
1 is not a city :Municipality, the Commis· 

I sioner, N. D., and not Government, is 
the authority whose sanction is required 

~ under section 61 of Bombay District 

J 
:Municipal Act, 1901, to the levy of 
taxes in that Municipal district. The 

: requisite information has been called j for from that officer. 

·l 

J 
14. No. 

15. (1) Enquiries are being made. 

{2) It is not proposed to enlarge any .Of 
the existing Government Colleges, but 
the question .of establishing a College 
for the Karnatic is under consideration. 

18. Information will ~e <3allei for. 



Questions. 

(2) Whether after the issue of such 
orders notices were as a matter of fact 
issued some days previous to. 20th 
March 1913? 

(3) Whether notice fees were charged 
from the revenue payers who paid 
their proper instalment on or before 
20th March 1913? 

15 

17. Will Government be pleased to say- . · 17. Information will be called for. 
(1) Whether the usual date for tbe 

paymznt of the 
L~nd-revenuc-Date first instalment 

of Ftrst Instalment at f th G 
U mrachi, o e . overn .. 

ntent revenue 
according to standing orders for the 
group of villages comprising U mrachi 
of the Orpad Ta.luka is the first of 
March? 

(2) Whether the holders of lands at 
Umrachi petitioned to the Collector 
to transfer the day of the instalment 
ten dan later on thee-round that the 
produce of their lands does not 
ordinarily become fit for sale before 
lOth March? 

(3) Whether upon this petition the 
Collector ordered that the land-holders 
of U mrachi should 'Pay their first 
instalment on 15th February instead 
of 1st :Mareh? 

18. Will Government be pleased to say-
(1) Whether, under the order$ of 

Lands granted on theo 
restricted tenure and 
converted into the 
sun·ey tenure in Surat 
District. 

Government, 
waste lands in 
the Surat Dis.:. 
trict were given 
for cultivation 

on the restricted tenure ? 
{2) Whether these tenures are being 

converted into survey tenures on the 
payment of premiums? 

(3) What is the area of land· in the 
Surat District originally granted on 
the restricted tenure which is now 
held on the survey tenure? 

(4) What is the amou.nt of premiums 
that Government have realized from 
tbeso lands? 

~19. With reference to paragraph 15_ of 
the Excise Admin• Toddy CollEumed in 

:Bombay. • istration report of 
the Commissioner 

18. Information will be called for~ 

l9. · The polioy has been adopted. as the 
result of the. recommendations of . the 
Excise Committee. and with the approval 
of the Government of India. It is consi-



I .- ~ ,, 

Questio~M. 

for the ·year 1912·13, will Government 
. be pleased to say on what grounds they 
have adopted the policy of dimit;~~i~g 
the consumption of Toddy sputu In 
Bom}>ay? 

20. (1) Has the British Medic.al. Journal 
shown that the 

pnty on medicated percen t a g e s of 
drmks, alcohol in liquors 

known as medicated drinks· vary from. 
14 to 40P 

(2) Is a reduced duty charged on these 
medicated drinks P 

THE HONOURABLE MR. VITHALBHAI 
JHAVERBHAI PATEL. 

1. Is it true that men of the Educational· 
· Departm~nt who 

Fees to persons con• conduct the ex• 
ducting examinations amination for 
in schools for scholar-
ships. scholarships held 

in European 
schools are given remuneration for the 
work, while others who do the same work 
at the high and middle school scholar
ship examinations do not l'eceive any• 
thing for their trouble ? · · 

2. Are first assistant masters of secondary · 
. echools and First 

Confid~ntia.l reports -Assistant Deputy 
on certam classes of Ed t' l 
men in the subordinate uca IOna In-
educational service. specters furnished 

with copies of the 
annual confidential reports regarding 
t~eir work,and beh~viou~ and are they 

:. gnen any opportunity either to tender 
· their e:xpla;natio.n o~ to im~rove their 
. werk and· beJJ.av~our 1n the hght of the 

- reports P · · · 

:t1. nsu:ers. \ 

dered desirable to eliminate the reoog• 
nised production of toddy spirit; as the 
spirit is easily produced by primitive 
methods from· fermented toddy and as 
long as licit toddy spirit is allowed as 

· ·the standard country spirit in any area 
licensed vendors are exposed to the 
temptation to enhance their stocks by 
illicit manufacture. It is also consi· 
dered highly desirable that the palm 
juice available for consumption should 
be consumed in the form of fermented 
liquor rather than in that of distilled 
spirit. 

20.. (1) Government have no information. 

(2) Yes. 

1. It is the case that whereas in the cas&. 
of the scholarship examinations of"' 
European Schools, the examiners, iha 1 

great majority of whom have no official 1 

connection. with such schools, receive 1 

remuneration, . the examiners fur'j 
scholarshi}Js in high and middle schools, 
all of wbom are connected, . either as1 
inspecting officers or as teachers with. 
such schools, do their work without;. 

' remunewtion. · The Director of Public!· 
Instruction is being directed to report,,, 
whether, since the examining duties are: 
really somewhat outside tbe ordinarr· 
d. uti~s of these officers, it should not b~l 
arranged to grar.t them some remu-1 
neraticn. 

· 2. Annual confidential reports are re
ceived in the case of first· assistant 

·masters, but generally speaking, na 
such rep::rts are received in the cas~ o~ 
First Assistant Deputy Educational In .. 
spectors. It bas been the practice tc 
communicate to the assistant masten 
concerned those portions of an adversE: 
report which deal with matters ir 
respect to which improvement is pos·· 
sible. This would give· the person 
reported upon the opportunity referrec 
to. 



Qu~stions. 

3. Will Government be· pleased to state 
. hew many soh~ols 

Schools m Tb~na (with children) in 
District teachmg · th Th, D' t . t 
Gnjarati. e ana 1s r1c 

teach Gujarati, 
and what provision exists for their 
inspection, examination and efficient 
supervision F 

4. {a) Will Government be pleased to. 
state whether under Government of 
India's Resolution· No. 1 143-G, dated 
13th December 1884, two appointments 

· (one ·of Assistant Engineer and the 
other of Apprentice Engineer) were 
guaranteed to students of the Poona 
CollP.ge of Science who came under the 
statutory definition of "Natives of 
India " and were put at the top of t"Qe 
candidates who passed the L.O.E. 
Examination of the University of 
Bombay? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to F;ay 
whether sub· 

Selected students sequently the 
from t~e Poona College guaranteed post of 
of Sc1ence and other • • 
Indians in the Pnblic AssiStant Engmeer 
Works Department. was t:\bolished and 

that of the A p• 
prentice Engineer which had been for 
some time transferred to the Oivil list 
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. of the Govoi'nment of India was brought 
buck to the Provincial list of Bombay 
and that at present the latter is the only 
appointment open ·to the .Engineering 
students of this Presidency P . · 

(c) Will Government be pleased to say 
how many appointments have been 
made to the list of Government of India 
after this change was made? 

(d) Will Government be plea.sed to say 
whether the Public Service Commission 

a 41-o 

.J.nswers. · 

3. There are 34 Gujarati schools With 
2,162 pupils in the Thana District. 
'Ihe work of supervision and inspection 
of these schools is divided between two 
of the Assistant Deputy · Educational 
Inspectors who know Gujarati. 

4. · (a) The Government of India 
Public Works Department Resolution 
No.14!3-G, dated 13th December1884, 
guaranteed 2 appointments to students 
of the College of Science, (now College 
of Engineering) Poona, who came 

. under the statutory definition of 
"Natives of India'', 'Dide Government 
Notification No. 60, dated 30th Decem
ber 1884. 1t was announced in Gov
ernment Notification No. 10, dated 18th 
February 1885, that ''with the approval 
of the Government of India the candi· 
date who passes first in the first clas~ 
at the Bombay University Examination 
for the Degree of L.C.E. will, as· 
heretofore, be appointed to the Publio 

· Works Department, as .Assistant Engi .. 
neer 3rd grade and that the candidate 
next in order of merit will, under the 
provisions of paragraph 9, Chapter II of . 
the Public \V orks Depa:y;tment Code, be 
appointed as Apprentice, and will be 
considered as on probation for one 
year.'' 

(b) Yes, the:re is now one appointment of 
. .Apprentice Engineer made each year 

from the College. But there is also 
one appointment of Assistant Engineer, 
Provincial .Service, made in every 
second· year from the Subordinate 
ranks. 

(c) After the transfer of one appointment 
to the Government of India List three 
appointments were made by the Gov· 
ernment of India. , 

{d) The Public Service Commission did 
not directly recommend an increase to 



Questions. 

recommended an increase to the number 
of 'such guaranteed appointments 

and 
whether such reduction was not in 
contravention of such recommendation P 
(e) Will Government be pleased· to say 

what the recommendations of the 
Public Service Commission were as. 
to the appointment of an Indian to the 
post of Under Secretary to Government 

~ of Bombay, Public Works Department 

and 
whether any Indian has ever been · so 
appointed in this Presidency P 
(f) Will Government be pleased to place 

on the Council table a list of officers 
· who· entered tho Public Works Depart- . 

ment · of the· Preddeney ·under the 
Resolution mentioned in question (a),· 
giving therein the year of appointment, 
the length of service· and the appoint· 
ment last occupied in each case P 

[These questions were asked at tile meet
ing lteld on the 16th December 1918 
when ad interim replies were given.] 
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Answers. 

. the number of such guaranteed ap• 
pointments, but made recommendations 
" furthering the larger admission of 
qualified· Natives of India to employ· 
ment .in this important Department.'' 

(e) The Commission ha~ made no recom .. 
· mendation regarding the appointment 

of an Indian to the post of Under 
Secretary to the Government of 
Bombay, Public Works Department. 
But they- recommended that the 
Imperial Branc~ should be engaged in 
control ·and direction, and on works 

. calling for high engineering skill . 

(/) The statement• attached gives the 
necessary information, 

• Appendix H. 

5. Will Government be ple.ased to say ·) 
. . · · · why the recom· 

to!ducatiOnal InspeC<o mendation·· of the 
Public Services. 

Commission of 1886-1887, to recruit all 
superior Educational Inspeoting Officers 

. in India (vide please, paragraphs 4 and 
5 of a despatch from the Government of 
India to the Secretary of State, 

. No. 17 (Public), dated the 25th March 
1891) has not . been carried out in this 
·Presidency and when the said recom• 
mendation will be carried out P . 

6. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
say why the • suggestion of the 
Secretary of State that . at least. 
one· half of the Inspectorships should at 

· an early date be transferred to the 
Provincial Branch of the Educational 
service (vide please, paragraph 6 of a 

I 
1

5 & 6. The attention of the I.tonour• 
able Member is invited to the answer to 
parts (b), (d) and (e) of his question 

l No. 7 put at the last meeting as also· to 
the answer given to question No. 12 
put by the Honourable Mr. R. P. 
Karan~ikar. at the meeting of the 

I 

Oouncll . held on the 26th 83ptember 
1912, 



Questions. 

despatch to the Government of India, 
No. 9 Public (Educational), dated ·the 
28th January 1892) accepted by the 

· Government of India has not yet been 
carried out in this Presidency and when 
the said recommendations will be 
carried out ? 

7. Will Government be pleased to say 
whether they pro-

Fra~ng. of rul~s f.or pose to frame rules 
promotiOn m Provincial • d 
a.nd Subordinate Edu- govermng an 
cational Service. regulating pro· 

, motions in the 
Provincial and Subordinate Edu· 
cational Services and. publish them for 
the information and guidance of persons 
concerned ? . 

8. Has the attention of Government been 
. drawn to the 

Confidential Reports. article 'headed . 
confidential reports in the army in the 
"Times of India", dated Friday the 
16th January 1914 ? · 

· Has Government considered the question 
· of extending the concessions therein 

mentioned to the officers of the Civil 
Departments? 

Q. · Will Government be pleased to ·say 
E . . whether they are 

Deputy dueational now able to make 
lnepectors, t te t th as a men on e 
subject referred to in question No. 16 
put by me at the last meeting of the 
Council r 

10. Will Government be pleased to state 

I t
. . f 

1 1 
what reply, if any> 

nspec 1on o · ooa th~ h . d 
Board Schools. vy ave re~e1ve 

from the Director 
of Public Instruction with regard to 
question No. 18 put by me at the last 
meeting of this Council ? 

11. Will Government be pleased to place 

S h I 
. on the Council 

c oo s 1n the t bl t t t 
smaller villages of the ~ , e aths a amen 
Northern Division. glVIng e names 

of villages with 
schools in each district of the N ortbern 
Division with population under five 
hundred P 
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I 
J 

7 •. Government have no such proposal 
under consideration. 

8. Government hate seen .. the article in, 
question.. They have. recently issued 
revised instructions enlarging· ·the seope 
of the. already. acoepted principle that 
adverse comments contained in an 
officer's confidential report should ba 
communicated· to him. 

9. Government are unable. to make. a 
statement. 

10. No reply has been received yet from 
the Director of Public Instruction •. 

11. The information will be obtained. 
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Questions. 

12. Will Governme,nt be pleased to 
. . state in respect of 

Adm1BB1ons to Ool· each of the 
leges refused. C ll , th . o eges m e 
Presidency the number of admissions · 
refused this year for want of accommoda· 
tion? 

13. Will Government be pleased to say 
: . whether the Reso

Tal~~s. in the Nort~':' lution No. '7509, 
ern DlVlSlODo . R D t avenue epar • 
ment, dated the 8th August 1911, 
granting to Talatis concessions ~s 
regards leave and travelling allowances 
similar to those granted to the superior 
revenue services has been put into force 
in favour of the Talatis of the Northern 
Division P If not, why not P 

14. (a) Is it a fact that 'in some of the 
~ · · · . · · N arvadari villages 
, . Beoei~ts for Lav.d. 1of the Kaira and 

revenue m some Narva.. S t Di t . t th 
dari villages.. . ~ra . S r1c S, e 

· · . · village accountants 
' . have, of late, adopted. the practice of 

giving receipts on separate pieces of 
paper for the payment of the land 
revenue in place· of that of giving such 
receipts in receipt-books? 

(b) Is it a fact that an attempt was made 
1
, by, the, Kaira Revenue authorities ill .. 
· · the year 1908 or therea.'bout to introduce· 

such practice but on the question being 
pressed to the attention of the higher 
authorities by the N adiad Pattidar 
Sabha, the old practice was allowed to 
continue? 

. (c) Is it a fact that representations signed 
by Lallubhai Kashibhai Desai and 

1 others of N ad~d have . been submitted 
in 1913 to ·the Collector of Kaira and 
the Commissioner 9f the Northern 
Division protesting · against the intro
duction of such practice in N arvadarl 
villages? . 

15. ,(a) Will Government be pleased to. 
' . . . · say . whether the · 

· Cel'fa.~ ornm.~al special grass frauds 
cases 111 the Kaira • • • th K . 
District. mquuy 1n e a1ra 

District is at an end ? 

(b) How many cases of grass frauds were. · 
enquired into since the start of such 
inquiry? 

Answers. 

12. The information will be obtained. 

13. As regards leave the answer is in the 
affirmative. As regards travelling 
allowance a special rate of 5 annas daily 
allowance was fixed by the Government 
of India ·when the tala tis' service was 
reckoned as inferior. This rate has 
not been· altered, as it is considered 

· sufficient. 

14. Information is being called for. 

15 •. Information will be called for. 



Questions. 

(c) How many cases were put on trial 
and how many convictions obtained·? 

(d) What amount has Government 
spent in connection with this special 
enquiry? 

~21 

16. (a) Will Government be pleased to 1 
. . say when the list I 

Prepamhon of. a .list required _by sec• 
under the Cr1mmal f 4 f th ,. 
Tribes Act, l9ll. 

0
10!1 . l 0 T 'b e nmma r1 es 

Act, III of 1911, was first made with I· 
regard to the Dharalas and W aghris of · 
the 55 villages i'n the Kaira District 
noted in Government N otifi.cation 
No. 5631, dated the 3rd October 1911, 
and when it was placed in the keeping 
of the Superintendent ·of Police as 
·required by. section 6 of the Act ? 

Answers. 

· (b) Has the said list been in any way 
subsequently. altered so far as the 
villages of Salol, Dewa~ and Khathana 
are concerned, and have the provbions 
of notices mentioned in section 7 been 
followed .as regards such alterations, if 
any? 

t .16. . The information is b~ing obtained. 

(c) Will Government be pleased to say 
whether they have received any report 
from the District Magistrate requesting 
to notify the application of the Act to 
the Girassias of the said 55 villages and 
whether they have in fact extended its 
application to all or any of them by any 
subsequent notification or in any other 
manner? 

I 
l ,. 
I 
I 
J 

17. (a) Will Government be pleased to 1 
. give a list of I 

Sub-Ass1stant Sul"" t' d' . 'l 
geons. s 1p~n 1ary . ClVl 

med1cal and pay-
ing students who having passed in their 
final examination in 1896 to 1902 are 
now in Government service as Sub· 
Assistant Surgeons? · 

(b) Will Government be pleased to give 
the dates of their confirmation with the 
dates of commencement of their tempor• 
ary services if any, next prior to their 
confirmation and if such temporary 
service is not continuous in any case 
will Government be pleased to state 
also the period of break ? 

H 41-6 
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Questions. 

(c) Are Government aware that the 
· stipendiary and civil medical students 

who paesed in their final examinati?n 
in M;ay 1899, were confirmed earher 
than those who passed in such examin- · 
ation in 1896 and those who passed out 
in 1900 to 1902 were confirmed earlier 

I 
~ 17. Enquiry is being made. 

than those who did so in 1897 P · 

(d) Is it tr~e that in case of such students 
who passed in 1899 May, their services 
on Plague dn,ty before they pa~s~d were 
tacked to the1r subsequent serv1ce for 
the purposes of confirmation and con .. 
sequently their confirmations were ante
dated from September 1898 ? 

(e) Will Gove~n~ent ~? please~ to st~te 
. whether a ClVll medical pupil pass1ng 

in a particular year has a pref~rential 
claim. for a permanent appomtment 
<?ver· a stipendiary s~~dent p~ssing- . 

(i} in the same year, 
t 

(ii} in previous years, 

I 

though the latter holds continuous 
temporary Government service since J' 
the date of his passing out P 

18. Has the attention of Government 
been drawn to the 

Income-tax. recent orders of the 
Government of India directbig that 
income;.tax should be levied on the 
total amount drawn irrespective of the 
period for which the claim. is made P 

. THE HONOURABLE MR. MAN:MO· 
. HANDAS Rf\,MJI. 

1. Whether the attention of the Govern .. 
. · ment has been 

' Boiler . Inspection drawn to the cor-: 
Department. respondence in the,· 
" Bombay Chronicle " d~ted 24th Octo
ber and 5th November, 1913~ and to a 
paragraph hi 'Truth' (India), dated 
23rd N ovem her, 1913, about the Boiler 
Inspection Department, and, ·if so, 
whether they will be pleased to state 
what action, if any, they propose to take 
upon the~.· 

18. Government are aware of the orders 
of the· Government of India mentioned 
by the Honourable Member. 

1. · Goternment have seen the articles and 
. letters in question. They · do not pro"' 
pose to take any. action with regard to 
the· suggestion that the administration 
of the Boiler Inspection Act should be 
entrusted to a Commission but they are 

. considerin~ the question whether the 
department should be taken over by 
Government, its cost being hornEr 

. entirely by provincial revenues .. 



Questions. 

2. Will Government be pleased to state 
the Amount of the 

Official Assignee's realisations from 
collections and com- the estates in the 
mission. 

charge of the 
Official Assignee and his commission 
thereon during the last quinquennium? 

THE HOSOURABLE RAo BAHA.DUR 
SHRINIVAS KONHER RODDA. 

1. Will Government be pleased to state 
. in how many High 

. High. S~hools and schools the stan• 
mstruct1on m the V er- d d f . . 
nacular. • ar s . or g1vmg 

mstruction through 
the ·medium of vernaculars in the 
several subjects taught, have been 
introduced? 

( TMs 1uestion was aslled at the meeting 
held on the 16th IJecember 1913, when 
a1~ ad ip.terim reply «!as given.] 

THE HONOURA13LE RAo Buanu.lt 
GANESH KRISHNA SATHE. 

l. Will Government be pleased. to state 
A-s P 1. . whether they pro· 

.t:ll"Ul in o 1ce t . d 
Stations. pose o cons1 er 

the necessity of 
prov}ding. gu~s to outlying Police 
Stations m 'new of the fact that a 
dacoity recently took place at Pangri, 
Taluka Barf'i, in the Sholapur District, 
where there is a Sub·lnspector and a 
party of policemen permanently 
stationed, who were powerless to oppose 
the dacoits, the latter being armed 
with guns? . 

l 'Phis question was asked at the meeting 
· Tteld on the 16th December 1918, token 

an ad interim reply was gitJe·n.] 
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Answers. 

2. · The 'information is being obtained. 

1. There are no specialstandards for giving 
instruction.in High schools through the 
medium of the vernaculars. The free use 

· : of the vernacular of the district in the 
.teaching of certain subjects is recom
mended in revised schedule D to the 
Grant-in-aid Code. The · vernacular is 
freely used in almost all the Govern· 
nient high schools in the Presidency 
proper and in Sind to a ~all extent in 
standards IV and V. Effect will be 
given more fully to the above principle 
when vernacular text books in history, 
geography and science are available. 
This is the case to a )imited extent only 
at present. 

1. Under the reorganisation scheme for 
the police, the introduction of which has 
now commenced, armed policemen will 
be stationed at many police stations. 
Their numoers and distribution . have 
already received the careful oonsidera· 
tion of Government. 



Q~estions. 

2. · Will Government be pleased to give 
information on the following points :-

(a) How many grades are there in 
· the service of 

Salaries of vaccinators. vaccinators p 

{b) What are the salaries of the several 
grades P 

(c) Since what ye~r has this been iri 
force P 

(d) Does Government intend to revise 
· · the scale in view of the rise in the 
. cost of living p . 

~ 3. Will Government be pleased to supply 
· infor~ation on the following points:-

. (a) Sin~e what year has .separate ·pay· 
. · ment ·to sub .. 
. . . Payment of cash al• sharers of cash 

' Iowancos to sub.sharers. ll b 
1 a owances een 

. stopped in the. Central Division?,. 

(b) What is the number of such sub .. · 
sharers in' the Central Division who 
have ceased to receive such payments 
from the treasury di.rect ? -

(c) Whether a similar change has been 
made in the other Divisions? 

(d) What reasons led the Commissioner, 
Central Division, to issue orders 
whereby the practice of making 
separate payments . to sub-sharers 
was put a stop to P · 

. . 

4, Will Government be pleased to state 
. · when the work of 

Railway level-eros. th . b 'd t 
~n~ at Sholapur. e. over ri ge . a 

the level·crossmg 
at Sholapur on the Sholapur-Pandhar· 
pur !toad is likely t? be taken in hand ? 

5, Will Government be pleased to state 
. if preference is 

Taga1 Grants. ·being latterly given 
in granting Tagai to Kabjedars of lands 
assessed at rupees ten and upwards, and 

. if so, whether ·this practice prevails in 
all the districts ot the Presidency and 
whether such preferential treatment 
has the sanction of Government r 
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Answers. 

2. The information is as follows :-

(a) Three. 

(b) lst grade 

2nd grade, 

3rd grade 

(c) Since 187L. 

... Rs. 24. 

• •• " 18. 

.• ' " 14. 

(d) Thera is no such proposal before 
.. ' Government. 

3. The ·Honourable Member is refer~ed 
to the reply given to question No. 5 asked 
by the Honourable Mr. R. P. Karandi· 
karat the meeting of. this Council on 
26th September 1Hl2. 

~. The question of the construction of an 
overbridge at Sbolapur is under the 
consideration of the local officers and 
tbe Railway Authorities and until a 
decision is arrived st, no work can be 
taken in band. 

5, The principle which is being followed 
in the Central Division is to grant taka vi 
readily to cultivators who really derive 
their .livelihood from agriculture, and 
not to those who cultivating only a 
small area depend on labour for their 
support. 

The pringiple bas the approval of Govern· 
ment, 



Questions; 

THE HONOURABLE MR. CHIMANLAL 
HARILAL SETALVAD. 
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AnswerS: 

1. What is the total number of students · 
in (a) the 1st LL.B. Class and (b) the 
2nd LL.B. Class, in the Government 

1, 2 and 3. The subjoined statement gives 
the information required by the Honour-
able Member:- · 

Law School at Bombay at present?. 

· 2. What was the total number of students 
in the 1st and 2nd LL.B. Classes respec• 
tively in the Government Law School 

3. at;::~~si~:~::~a:::~~: of students 'I 
Law School at Bombay. in the 1st and 2nd >

, LL.B. Classes res. 
pectively in ~he Government La'v School 
at Bombay 1n the year 1913 ? . 

4. What· progress has been made as 
regards the pro· 

Law Schoolat Bombay. posal for the con- . 
struotion ·of a hostel for the students 
attending the Government Law School 
at Bombay? 

THE HONOUR! RLE 1\h. SHRIDHAR 
BALKRISHNA UPASANI. 

1. Has Government's attention been 
. . drawn to the fact 

Chowkies 1n. West th t t'l 1909 Khandesh. a un 1 
there were so 

many as 87 Bhil Chowkies in. the West 
Khandesh District but they were 
abolished under the orders of the Dis .. 
trict Magistrate with the exception of 
only 5 P · _ · 
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Number of Students, 

Year. Second First LL.B. 
Class, LL.B. 

Class. 

1912. 

First term ... ... 292 166 
~econdterm . .. .. .. 288 . 164 

1913. 

First term ... ... 288 182 
Second term ' ... . .. 276, 191 

1914. 

First term ... . .. ~45 188 

4. The whole question of the future 
organization of the Go'veriiment Law 
School is under consideration. · 

1. There are at present ·six: chowkies, 
The ·question, however,· of re-establish· 
ing in selected places a certain. number 
of chowkies which have been abolished 
is at present engaging the attention of 
the District Magistrate, West :f{handesh. 
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Questions. · 
I ' 

2. Will Government be pleased to state · 
the total land 

. La.n~ Revenue colleo· revenue demand 
tlon · tu Ahmednagar f · .. h. · t 
District. or ~ e curren 

year 1n the several 
talukas of the Nagar District and the 
amount collected until the end of 
November last P · 

3, Will Governme"P.t be pleas(:)d to state 
. . on· how many days 

Ra.tlw.ay from Dhuha during the month 
to Ch&hsgaon-alleged f l . t N b 
unpunctuality. o as . ovem er 

the trams on the 
Dhulia-Cha1isgaon line arrived at Dhu ... 
lia and returned to Chalisgaon at the 
right time ~nd on how many days late ? 
On how many days during this month did 
the evening train miss theN agpur Mail ? 

4.. Will Government be pleased to state 
. . the number of admis· 

_:A.ccommodatton m sions refused for want 
Htgh School&. f . , , ·· · · · o accommodation ·tn 
the several High Schools in the Central 
Div.ision during the. last three years? 

..J..nswers. 

2. Statement showing the total la~ad 
revenue demand for the: year 1918-14 
in. the. tdlukas of . the Ahmednagar 
District and tll.e amount CQllected up to 
the end of November 1913. 

Total land Total eoUeetlons 
:NameotTAlUke. revenue demand up to the end of Remarks, 

for 1913•Uo, N QVember 1913. 

Bs. a. p. R~; a, p, 

Nagar .... 1,67,355 6 6 17,820 li li Represent 11ppro· 

1,19,624. 13 10 11,086 11 8 
:t:mate figures 

P:l.rne't ... ad Jamablindi of 
some of the· 

Shrlgond& ... J,SO,S2~ lS 0 46,217 IS 1i tilluko.s ia yet to 
be dllne. 

Karjat ... 7~,$74, IS 7 25,604 0 11 

Jamkhed ... 95,768 8 8 • 19,941 3 ' Shevgaoa • ... 1,96,860 6 9 . 32,186 13 4 

Ne,llsa ... 1,65,600 0 0 25,1!6 0 ,8 

Rib uri ... 1,1'6,064 711 28,579 6 0 

Kopargatm. ... 2,32,~1!10 0 0 1,02,\\92 10 0' 

.Sangnmner "' 1,69,203 2 6 1",48118 7 

A kola ... .99,162 14 9 J,e49 10 4 

Path an!! ... 1,05,2~1 0 0 9,551 1 9 ----
Total .. , 17,26,862 .I& 6 3,27,977 11 51 

3. A *copy of letter from the Agent, Great 
· • Appendix A. In~ian Peninsula 

Ratlwsy Com"' 
pany, No. 30-Q/2, dated 15th December 
1913, with its accompaniment, is 'laid 
on the table. 

4. . In the case of the high ·schools at 
Poona, SaMra and Sholapur no students 
were refused admissionforwant of accom· 

· modation during the last three years. 
In the case of the other high schools the 
information received is as follows~-

Elphinstone Bigh School, Bombay. 
No record is kept, but it is thought that 

about 30 have· been refused admission 
each year for this reason, · 

_ High School, Ndsik, 
The a pproxhr.~B.te numbers who were refused 

admission at this school were as follows :-· 
1910-11 ... 150 
1911·12 ••• 100 
1912-13 ••• 75 

Garud High School, lJkulia. 
1910·11 ... About 50. 
1911·12 ... Number not known. 
1912·13 Ul Nil. 



Questions. 

o~ .Are Government aware that the course 
of studies fixed for 

Teaching in rural the infant chiss 
schools. · and the· first three 
standards for the rural schools is more 
hard and advanced than that prescribed 
for the corresponding standards for 
urban schools or the European Schools P 

6. Is it true that the Southern ltahtatta 

Southern. Ma.bratta. 
Railway using cattle 
tt4ncks for passengers. 

Railway Company 
is still using cattle 
trucks for carriage 
of passengers P 

7. Will Government be pleased to ·state 
. . the number of 

.School Fmal Exa• tudents wh 
rnmees. 8 . 0 

. passed the School 
Final Examination during the last 
three years, how many of them came 
from the 1·egular School Final Olassand 
how many from the matriculation side 
of the schools from which they appeared 
for the examination ? 

8. Are Government· aware ot the very 
Ed·' t' f f 1 backward condi. 

uca. lOD o ema ell t' f f I 
in the Central Divittion. IOn .o , ema e 

educat10n 1n the 
Central Division and will they be 
plea8ed to state what steps they proposs 

· to take to fmprove it? · ' 

5. Government are of opinion that the 
rural course as a · whole cannot be 
regarded as harder than the correspond· 

. ing part of either the full primary 
course laid down for the urban verna
cular schools or the primary course laid 
down· for .European schools'. But ~t 
introduces some ex.tra work "in the be· 
ginning, where the teaching is likely to 
be least competent, and it is therefore 
apprehended that stagnation is most 
likely to -occur giving rise to some 
difficulties. The course, however, ·has 
been introduc-ed very recently and must 
be given a fair trial before it can be 
adjudged as too ambitious. 

6. The Agent, Madras and Southern 
Mahratta Rail way Company, reports 
that cattle trucks are never used for 
the carriage of passengers on thlt ·Rail· 
way. 

7. 'rhe information_ tequited by the· 
Honourable li~mber is given in the 
subjoined statement:-. 

-
j To~l Number of 

j 
number of successful Number of 
students students who successful 

wlto appetarcd from students who 
Yf&r. passed appeared from 

the tbe regular the Matriculation 
School School ~'ina.l side of the 
Final Cla.sse• of tba schools 

Exami· -school$ concerned. 
n&tion • concerned. 

.. 

1910·11 ... 466 175 ~91 

1911·12 ... • '677 241 4S5 

1912~13 ... t609 162 402 

• Inclusive of 1 ex·student. 
t lnclushll of 4:5 ex·studeDts of whom 17 ai\ended the 

regular School FinAl Claal. · 

8. The number of primary schools for 
girls in the Central Division on the 
31st Maroh, 1913, was 179 against 224 
in the Northern Division; and 200 in 
the Southern Division. As the Central 
Division has a larger populs.tion than 
either. of .the other two divisions, female 
primary education in that division may 
be said to be in a relatively backward 
state. No real advance, ·however, is 
possible until a larger supply ?f sui~·· 
able teachers is available, and w1th th1s 
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Questions. 

9. Is it true that the prospects • of 
. . . pay and promotion 

Pay of tralned · for trained female 
female teachers. t h t eac ers are no as 

, favourable as those for trained male 
teachers? 

10. Will Government be pleasettto state -if 
C • · 1 £ . P • the District Local 

urncu nm or n· B d · d · . 
mary Schools! · · • oar.~ an ·Mum· 

c1paht1es are con
sulted in the matter of :fixing the courses · 
of studies for the Primary Schools p : 

Am.u:ers; 

end in view arrangements have already 
been m ada for increasing the output 
of the Training College for Women at 
Poona (vide paragaph 2 (ii) of Press 
Note No. 2471, dated the 22nd August, 
1913). 

9~ ihe following are the code rates of 
pay and promotion laid down for Verna .. 
cular teacher, male and. female, in the 
Centr~l Division :-

F~rst year women ... Rs. 
... 11 

l!,irst year men and second year women 
(face va,lu~ of the certificates Rs, 12) :

l-10 years' service 
~0-20 ye~rs' service • .,.. 
Above 20 yearF! service ••• 

15 
... 20 
... 25 

· ;;econq year men and third. year women 
(face value of the certific~te~ Rs. l5) :-

1-.10 years~ service .. . 20 
10-20 years' service ... ... 30 

· Above 2~ years' service • .. 41) 

Third year men (face value of the cel'ti~ .. 
·cates Rs •. 20 and 25) :- · 

1-10 ye!lrs' service ••• 40 
10-20 years' service .... 
Abo,ve 20 years" service··~· 

... 50 
60 

Fourth year wo.men (face valul). of the ce:J;· 
tificates Rs .. 20 and 25) :-

1-10 year!f se~vice. ..... .·.. 30 
10-20 years: service ••• ••• 40 
Above 20 years" se~vice ... ... 50 

As the standard of thtl entrance examina
tion for the 'Iraining College for women 
is standard V, while that for the Train· 
ing College for men is the VeD;lacular 
Final Examination OJ~' the completion 
of standard VII, the second year . 
certificate in the case. o.f women is 
considered as the equivalent of the first 
seu certificate for men. It will ·thus 
be seen that women teachers receive 
equal treatment with men teaohers 
except with regard to the maximui;U 
pay obtainable in the highest grade. 

~0 The answer to the question is in the· 
n.egative. 



Questions. 

11. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
state the ·number of 

Police Patels and Police Patils ex:er-
th?ir.powers in petty- cising jurisdiction 
cr1m1na.l eases. d tb V'll un er e 1 age 
Police Act VIII of 1867 and how many 
of them have been given commissions 
under tha said Act ? 

(b) * * * * 
. (c) Has Government's attention been 

drawn to the oases referred to in the 
Khdndesh Vaibhav'sissue of .the 2'3rd 
October 1913 · of three respectable 
merchants of the Dhulia Town having 
been sentenced to imprisonment by the 
Police Patil ·of Dhulia on· petty com
plaints made to him r 

12. (a) Will Government be pleas6d to 
, state the total :num· 

G. I. P. Railway her of the : first, 
an~ treatment of second and· third !:: class passen• class . passengers 

booked from the 
Victoria Terminus Station during the 
last year P 

13 .. Is it true that in the Nagar District 
'in the J amkhed and 

1.and ~venue col• some other . talukas 
lection In Ahmlld• • • 
nagar District. tlie first two mstal· 

ments were collected 
for the greater part before the Kharif 
crops could be disposed of and. that the 
remaining instalments are also being 
collected w bile the Rabi crops are .still 
standing P 

14. Will Government be pleased to state 
the usual ordinary 

L.and ~evenue col· dates for collection 
lect1on 1n Oentral 
Division. of the several 

kbarif and rabi 
instalments of land revenue in the 
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·Answers. 

11. The total number of the Police Patils 
who exercise ordinaryjurisd.iction under 
section 14 of the Village Police 
Act, 1867, is 21,287; the number 
specially empowered under section. 15 
is 360. · 

(b) * • • • 
(c) Government have received a report . 

on . the case~, and ~o- not propose to 
take any action. · 

~2: (a) A copy* of letter from the 
• . Agent, Great Indian 

Appendix G. Peninsula Railway 
Company,·· No. 12~Q 12, . dated 7th 
March 1914, is laid on the table. 

13. It is not a fact that revenue was 
collected before crops could be disposed 
·of. Orders were issued to collect 
Government dues as soon as crops were 
sold. Cultivators who had good cotton 
crops have in some cases paid all their 
dues from that crop before any rabi was 
harvested ; but in the case of all whose· 
crop was mainly rabi, recoveries have 
been postponed till aft~r ~hA rabi ~arvest. 
Proportionate recovenes have tn fact 
been made as crops were sold. 

14. Under the first proyiso to Rule 85 of 
the Rules under section 214 of the Land 
Revenue Code orders have been issued 
this year to change the dates of kha~if 
and rabi instalments of land rdVenue m 
.the following districts :-



Questions. 

several Districts of the Central Division 
• · aQ.d those fixed for this year's coD:ectio~? 

Have the dates been changed this year? 
If so, for what reason. 

[Pkese quest&ons were asked at the meeting 
held on the 16th JJece'mber 1918 tohen 
ad interim 1'tplies were given.] . . 

30, 

15~ (a) Will Government be pleased to 
· ·. . place on the table 

· • Second Class. Irriga- a list of the Second 
i1on Works 1n the Cl I . t' 
Presidency. . ass mga Ion 

works, referred to 
in Bill No. IV of 1913, in the several 
districts in the Presidency proper P · 

(b) How m&.ny of these works have been 
improved and extended by the British 

· Government and as regards which of 
them have· any disputes or difficulties 
actually arisen to· require their. control 
being taken up· by Government from 
the bands of the irrigators r 

.(c) What was the area under Eagayit 
cultivation in the viliages of. Dabhadi 
and Patna in the N asik District before 
the Chankapur Tank was opened and 
what increase in area of Eagayit culti· 
vation 'has taken place in the said 
villages since t)le tank was opened? 

(d) Is the water of the Chanka pur Tank 
m:ed for the Girna. Left Bank Canal 
and for supplementing the supply for 
the Jamda Canal in East Khandesh and, 
if ·so, will Government be pleased to 
state the.area of land irrigated last year 
from these two canals and the assess• 
ment realized for the same p 

• .J.nswera. . 

,e T41ukaa or Dates changed 
"' Petae in 
'd District. whloh ohangesl------t 
:; have been 

Rea80ns, 

- ordered, From To 

1 Ahm e do 1, Nagar ... 5th Jann• 5th De· Owing to tbe 
nagar. 2, Rtlburl ... ary, <:ember. early season 

s. Bangamner. thie year, 
4, Sbevgaon ... · 
5. Nevasa· .. . 
6. Kopargaon, 
7. Pathardi 

MaMI, 

Do, Do. • .. 1, Jlimkbed ... 5th April, 5th March 
2. Karjat .. . 
3, Nagar .. . 

· '· NevN!a .. . 
6, Parnor .. . 
6, Rlibnri ... 
'1. Bhevgaon,,. 
8. Shrigond& • 

ll W e s t 1, Slndkheda, Gth Janu• Gtbl De· As kharlf crops 
Khan· Z. Dhulia · ,,, ary. . <:ember. were good and 
desb, early, it was 

thought advis 
able to oom 
menes collec
tion work early 

ll Slit4ra ... Three villages 5th Feb· 5th Janu· In these villnges 
In Man ruary, ary. kharif crops 
T4luka. were sown 

5th April. 5th March generally, The 
date& wore 
therefore obang· 
ed in view of 
the special cir· 

' cumstances of 
the present 
year, 

' S h o 1 '- 1, Bboll\pur ... lith March 5th Febo Jowarl crop at• 
pur, 2. Barsi .,, ruary. tained mMu· 

3, Madha ... 6th April. 5th March rity earlier 
' '· Karmila '" than nsua). 

15. (a) A list· will be prepared and laid 
on the table. 

(b) and (c) The information will be col
lected. 

(d) First sentence, yes. Second sentence, 
the information will be called for. . . 



16. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
state what action 

Income-tax ,as.sess- it contemplates 
ment and AdviSory taking in con-
Boards. t' •th th neo 10n Wl e 
Resolution adopted in the Imperial 
Legislative Council on the subject of 
Advisory Boards for Income Tax 
assessment P 

(b) Was the experiment successfully tried 
at Dhulia in the West Khandesh Dis· 
trict?. 

17. Will Government be pleased to state· 
the · number of 

Forfe~ture of land for cases in which 
aiTears m Ahmedna.gar I d d d 
and Sholapur Districts. an s were .or ere 

to be forfeited for 
arrears of assessment in the several 
talukas in· the districts of Ahmednagar 
and Sholapur during the last three 
years? 

What was the area of the lands forfeit~d, 
their annual ass~ssment and the amount 
of arrears for which they · were for-
feited P · 

In how many cases were they restored to 
the owners aml what was the amount 
of the arrears for which they were for
feited and the amounts which the owners 
were required to pay in addition to the 
arrears P . 

How many of the remaining lands were 
sold, what was their area, assessment, 
the amount' of the arrears due and the 
amount realised by their sale P · 

18. (a) Is it true that a number of lands 
. in the Inam village 

• Forfeiture of }ands of Malsiras in taluka 
1n the Idm village .c • • 
of Malsiras. Purandhar m the 

Poona District were 
resumed by the Inamdar's agent under 
forfeiture notices in 1912 and 1913 for 
arrears due since 1900·1901 and that 
in some of those cases the notices of 

31 

.J.nswers •. 

(e) The information will be called ~or .• 

16. (a) The matter is receiving considera .. · 
tion. -

(b) Enquiry will be made. 

17. The Honourable Member is referred 
to Jamabandi Return No.9 appended to. 
the Land Revenue Administration 
Reports, Part I, for 1910·11, 1911·12 
and 1912-13; the ·last-mentioned will 
be shortly published. The whole of the . 
information asked for regarding. indi • 
vidual talukas is not available on the 
·records' of Government and its com· 
pilation would involve an ·amount of 
labour and trouble disproportionate to 
the importanoe of any purpose which 
it is likely to serve. 

18. Government have no information on 
: the subject. Enquiries are being made 



. 
forfeiture were not served on the tenants : 
personally nor even on their house's 
which were in the neighbouring vil· 
lages where they iived? 

{b) If so, wha.t. action does Government 
propose to take in the matter ? 

19, Will Government be pleased to lay on 
· . the table tb,e opi· 

~albodh and Modl nions and repre~ 
Sortpt. • , b 't sentatlons su m1 • 
ted to them on the subject of the Modi 
script and· the substitution of Balbodh 
for it and the Government Resolutions 
issued with reference to. the sa me ? 

20. Wliat amount has been sanctioned for 
, · the current year for' 

Teachers pay. giving the .trained 
vernacular teachers their fnll pay and 

. from wha~ date are they to get i.t ? 
Wili tl'ained tQachers lent to. Municipa· · 

lities get the benefit of the provision 
, froJ;n .. the same date . .as the teachers 
:'employed in the local bqard. sGhools? 

r; 

. . 

21, ~' (a) Will Gover;qrp.ent be .pleased to 
-.4 . · · • : state if they have 

: . ,r~ooe~dm~s ·of. the· ·considered the ad .. 
Leg1slative' Oouncil. · · , l..il't f l , : . . , . . . v1sa~,~ 1 Y: o pu )· 

·~ lisb.ing the :Prqceedings of the L.egislative 
Oouncil ·in the . Vernacular for the 
information of the gen~ral public P 

(b) Do Government supply copies of the 
English Proceedings to all the Verna· 
cular Newspapers free as well as to· an 
public and bar libraries ? · 

22. ~s it true that Mr. R. L. Gharat 
1 

8
· :-.~ · .

1 
t. A, : • • and several other vi}., 

cnoo · a . Vl/.8 11\ ] f · 
.Alib8g T&laka. · . agers · 0 . A v a s, 

. · Sasvana, Navedar 
Kolgaon, Dhonkavada, · l\:fandva, Zirad 
and Sure . in tha Alibag Taluka had 
submitted p'etitions to the President of 
the District Local Board, Kolaba, and 
to the Director of Public Instruction 
praying for some provision for teaching 

19. The opinions and representation$ sub-
• Appendix: F, mit ted 'to Govern· 

menton the sub-
. ject of the substitution of the Balbodh 

for the Modi script in official correspond· 
ence and the Government Resolutions 
issued with reference to the same are 
laid upon the Council table.~ 

20. The current year's provision for giving 
code pay to primary teachers is 
Rs. 1,50,000. It has been sanctioned 
with effect from 1st .April 1913. . -

The attention of the Honourable Member 
is drawn to the ·reply given to the 
Honourable Mr. Patel's questi9n No. 13 
put at the meeting of the Legislative 
Council held on 28th July 1913. 

~L (a) The labour and ex:pense involved 
in the translation and publication of the 
~r.oceedings into the Vernacular 1angua· 

· ges would be incommensurate with any 
possible advantage to the public, espe. 
cially as a considerable period of time 
would necessarily elapse between tha 
.close of. the session of the Legislative 
Council and the publication of the trans· 
lations of the Proceedings. 

(b) ·copies of Part VII of the 13ombau 
Government Gazette which contains the 
Proceedings of the Legislative Council 
are supplied free of charge to the Editors 
of some newspapers (English and Ver· 

· nacular) and to certain approved Libra· 
ries. 

22. No undertaking to pay the addi· 
tional cost was .giver). in the petittori. to 
the Collector, dated the 31st August 
1913, but in his }E)tter td the Director of 
Public Instruction .Mr. Gharat on be
half o£ the petitioners stated that they 
would pay .for one year . the . difference 
between. the sal~ries . of . th:e English 

: teacher and the .. tra~ned assistant . 
. ! J\b .. Ghttratwas.in~ormed:hz_the Director 



Questions. 

the first three English Standards in the 
School at A vas which teaches the Verna. 
cular 7 standards; and were their 
applications refused though they under· 
took to pay the additional cost required 
for a qualified English teacher? . 

23. (a) Is it true that the Charitable 
. , dispensary which 

DISpensary a.t Jal· the Jal()'aon 1Iuni· 
gaon. cipality

0
maintained 

in that town was closed in April last 
because a new Civil Hospit1:ll was opened 
there outside the town ? · 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state 
the average daily attendance in the 
Charitable Dispensary during the three 
years before it was closed and the 
average daily attendance in the Civil 
Hospital since April last ? 

(o) What was the annual expenditure 
which the· Municipality was required 
to incur for maintaining the Dispensary 
and what amount is it now asked tQ 
contribute for the upkeep of the Hospi· 
tal? 

(d) Have the residents of the town peti
tioned the Municipality and the Local 
Authorities for continuance of the 
Charitable Dispensary in the town P 

24. (a) Is it true that collections . 
for educational 

Populnrco!ltributions purposes have 
for ed~cattOnal ~ur- been made in the 
poses m the East 
KMndesh District. Chopda and 

Erandol Talukas in 
East Khandesh during the last two years 
and that the amounts collected are held 
in the Government Treasury in that 
District? If so, what is the total 
amount raised? 

(b) Is it true that similar collections are 
being made in the Amalner, Chalisgaon 
and other talukas of East Khandesh? · . 

(c) Have any official instructions been 
issued with -reference to these contribu· 
tions and, if so, will Government be 
pleased to place them on the Council 
table? 
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.J.ns r.o era. 

that until the question of supplyin" 
English teaching in primary. schooh 
regarding which a resolution had been 
moved by the Honourable member at 
the last meeting of the Council, had 
received fuller consideration, the Depart
ment was not willing to .make the 
arrangement proposed by Mr. .Gharat. 
Mr. Gharat has since applied to Govern· 
ment and has been informed that the 
matter is under consideration. 

I r 23. .Enquiry" is being made. 

I 
I 
.J 

24. (a), (b) and (c) Enquiries are being 
made. 



Questions. 

25. Is it trrie that in the village of 
Kukurmunda in 

Mission Institution taluka Taloda in 
at Kukurmunda. West Khandesh a 
site has been granted for a Christian 
·Mission Institution close to Hindu tem· 
pies and a Muhammadan mosque and 

• · if so do Government propose to allot 
another convenient site? 

26. Is it true that several sub. pro tem. 
. , grade promotions 

Subord1nat~ Judges · of Subordinate 
grade promot10ns. J d . th p . u ges m e res1• 
dency proper were notified in tl1e 13om· 
bay Government Gazette, dated the 5th 
June last, to take effect from the "st 
Aprill913, but the officers promoted 
have not yet been allowed to d~a w theit 
promotion pay ? If so, are Government 
expediting. the necessary action in the 
matter? 

27. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
. state· the number of 

~ol~s in Ahmeduagar poor a!lriculturists 
D1str1ct. o 

who were entered 
on the dole list in the last fawine in the 
Ahmednagar District ? 
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(b) Is it true that the amount spent on 
their maintenance is .now peing con
verted into a takavi loan in several 
talukas of that district P 

28. (a) Has Government"s attention been 
Land revenue col· drawn to the corres ... 

lections in the pondence published 
~mednagar Dis· on page 2 of the-
trict. "Kesari" newspaper 
of the 16th December 1913 with re• 
ference to. the oond~tion of the crops and 
the coer01ve measures adopted in the 
Ahmednagar District for the early col• 
lection of the kharif and rabi instal·· 
ments of land revenue in that district p 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state
. how far the facts stated in t:nat corres .. 

pondence are tn1e or otherwise p 
(e) Is it true that orders to the effect re• 

ferred to in paragraph 6 of the sard 
. eorrespondence for collecting double too · 

Answers. 

25. Information will be called for., 

26. The facts are correctly stated in thl3 
first part of the question. The sanction 
of the Government of India was found 
to be necessary to the arrangement upon 
which the notification was based. Gov· 
ernment are expe1iting the necessary 
action in the matter. 

27. (a) The number of poor agrid'ultur• 
ist~, as distinguished from other poor 
persons {labourers, destitute persons, 
etc.), who ·were gratuitously relieved 
eti:nnot be stated. 

· {b) In accordance with section 238 (d) of 
the Famine Relief Code subsistence 
advances were granteu to cultivating 
occupants ; and in the case of poor occu
pants with only a little land who could 
not work, these advances were given in 
the form of rations on the scale appli
cable to gratuitous relief. 

28, Enquiry will be made. 



· Question11. 

cu.rrent year's demand were issued. by 
the authorities in the district? If so, . 
will Government be pleased to place a 
copy of the same on the. table ? 

2J. Is it true that instructions ha'\"e been 
issued by the Com .. 

Excess recvverie11. • • C D m1ss10ner, ~ ., 
directing that surplus amounts recovered 
on account of assessment, income tax, 
&o., should not be refunded to the 
parties concerned, but held over for 
appropriation in payment of future 
assessment, and -are parties refused 
refund of their amounts though no 
arrears be actually due against .which 
they- might be immediately set ~ff ? 

30. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
· state the Income· 

Inoo?le·tax assess• tax assessment for 
ment 1n the Oentr~l 1 • • •-
'Division. the se~era district 

towns m the Cen
tral Division for the year 1013·14 and 
for the preceding two years P In how 
many towns in this division have supple
mentary 'lists been issued this year and 
what is the total increase secured under 
them? 

<b) In the supplementary lists issued for 
Vambori in ltahuri Taluka in Ahmed .. 
nagar District has the assessment of 30 
people been raised from Rs. 900 to 
Rs. 2,500? 

(c) In the supplementary list issued fot 
the municipal town of Sangamner in 
the same district have some of the 
assessees been charged for this year the 
amounts which had been remitted in 
appeal for this very year? 

(d) Has this been done in the ca.se among 
others of Balaji Hari Nirhali of that 
town and has he been served with a 
notice that if he did not pay the amount 
charged within two months, double the 
amount would .be recovered from him ? 

(e) Will Government be pleased tD call 
for and place on the table lists of the 
individual income-tax assessment charged 
for this year and the pre-vious two years 
in these two towns? 

.An8wers. 

2J. Government have ruled that a refund 
of revenue colleoted in excess should be 
paid, if it was demanded, but that if the 

. demand was not made, it might be 
Rssumed that the payer preferred to 
have the amount credited against any 
other demand for revenue ·already due 
from him or against future demands and 
so save the trouble of taking payment 
at the kaoheri. 

30. (a) to (d) Information will be called 
for. 

(e) The lists are published !Mally and it 
appears unnecessary to lay them on th~ 
'I' able. 



Questions. 

31. {a) Will Government be pleased to 
state how many 

Subordinate Revenue places and of what 
Establisb~e~~ in the ades har-e been 
Central DlVIBlon. gkr t •th' ept vacan w1 m 
the last three year~, with a view to 
improve the service, in the Subordinate 
Revenue Establishments in the several 
districts in the Central Division P 

{b) How many new hands have been enter
tained during this period on the said 
establishments as permanent and acting 
clerks and as candidates and how many 
of them have not passed any qualifying 
tests? 

32. (a) Withreference to the reply~iven 
C U . .~.~ to my question one Iawr8• 
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No. 5 put at the 
Council Meeting of the 28th July 1913, 
will Government be pleased. to state ·· 
what action has been taken in the 
matter of the proposed appointment of 
Subordinate Judges to be conciliators 
within their respective jurisdictions for 
the disposal of all applications which 
were filed before conciliators previous 
to the date on which their appoint· 
ments ceased, in virtue ,of Government 
Notification No. 3478, dated the H th 
May 1913 p ' 

(b) What was the total number of' the 
appli~ations pending on the 30th May 
1913 before the conciliators in the 
several districts in which their appoint· 
ments were cancelled by the Government 
Notification, and do they still remain 
undisposed of P 

(c) Are there any casrs where claims 
which were within time when the ap· 
plications were .filed and which would 
have been kept within time by the 
conciliators' certificates, if ·granted, 
have become barred by reason of want 
of provision to ,grant the certificates 
before the appointments were cancelled, 
and are there any such cases where, 
suits having been filed in Court without 
the certificates, the claims have actually 
been dismissed as barred by limitation ? 

(d) If there are s '.}.ch cases, does Govern· 
ment propose to take any administrative 
or legislative action P 

Ansu;era. . 

31. 'J'he collection of the information 
asked for would involve an amount of 
labour wholly incommensurate with anv 
purpose which the information is likely 
to serve, in view of the fact that the 
scheme for improving the Subordinate 
Revenue Service has now been sane· 
tioned by the Secretary of State. 

32. {a) No action has been taken in the 
matter. 

(b) The information will be obtained. 

{c) Government have no information of 
suqh cases, but inquiry will be made, 
and information supplied to the Honour
able Member. 

(d) The matter is under the co~sideration 
~~Government. 



Questions. 

33. Has ·Government's attention been 
Pil rim Tax at Alandi. draw~ to a petition 

g submitted by a 
number of leading gentlemen of Poona 
and other stations in the mofussil on 
behalf of the V arkaris and the general 
public protesting against the imposition 
of a new monthly pilgrim tax by the 
.A.landi Municipality? 

Has Government taken any action on that 
petition? 

Is it true that the Municipality is already 
levying a pilgrim tax on the Kartiki 
Ekadashi day w hioh has been raised from 
2 to 4 annas per head and yields 
Rs. 12,000 as against the lfunicipality's 
own local income of about Rs. 609 
a year 

Is it true that the Municipality makes a 
saving of over Rs. 5,000 out of the 
income from the Kartiki Tax and that 
it is not necessary to impose a new tax 
for any arrangement required for the 
pilgrims? 

Is it true that the new tax is proposed to be. 
imposed for a bund to be put up on the 
Indrayaniriver at a cost of Rs. 1,00,000 P 
Is the bund wanted for this siiUlll town 
with a population of 1,600 and is the 
bund desirable from the sanitary point 
of view? 

:34. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
K lk' . d Tal't" statetbetotalnum· 

u anus an a IS. ber of Vatandar 
Kulkamis and the remuneration paid to 
them in the Central Division and the 
number of Talatis appointed in place of 
some of them and the remuneration paid 
to them? 

(b) Have special officers been appointed to 
collect details for schemes for the sub· 
stitution of Talatis for Kulkarnis ? If 
so, will Government oe pleased to lay 

H 41-10 
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Answers. 

33. Inquiries are being made. 

34. (a) The number of watandar village 
accountants in the seven districts of the 
Central Division and the total remu· 
neration paid to them per annum was 
in 1909-10, the latest year for which 
returns are available, 4,~60 and 
Rs. 5,68,457-4-7, respectively. Up to 
the present stipendiary aocountants 
have not been appointed in place of 
watandar accountants in any villages 
where kulkarniki watan rights exist; 
but where the representative watandar 
has failed to serve in person or appoint a 
deputy accepted by the Collector, the 
deputy appointed under the Act on 
behalf of Government has in some cases 
been remunerated by a. monthly pay 
instead of by remuneration according 
to scale. 

(b) Yes, three Mamlatdars and one Dis· 
trict Deputy Collector ha. ve been deputed 
on special duty for collection of inform· 
ation required in connection with the 



Questions. 

on the Table the schemes for which the 
details are being collected P 

85. Will Government be pleased. to state 
what amount was 

• Re~ards for examina- spent during the 
tiona m languages. last five years for 
'.rewards in high proficiency in the 
Oriental languages and for what langua. .. 
ges were the rewards given? 

THE HONOURABLE MR. HARCHAND-
RAI VISH1NDAS; LL.B. . 

· 1. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
. state whether it is 
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. . Land Record Office a fact that the Land 
m Hyderaba.d. Settlement Record · 
Office for the Province of Sind is situate 
in the Fort of Hyderabad where no 
admission can be had without a permit 
from the Military authorities? . 

{b) If so, is it .a iact that ordinary 
rayats having business there experience 
difficulty in obtaining access ? 

2. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
state if it is a fact 

Destruction of records. that the . Record 
Office is kept for the· preservation of old 
records affecting public and individual 
rights to lands ? 

(b) If so, is it a fact that several old 
records, suoh as class Bundis, through 
which the identtty of the present survey 
·numbers in villages. with the old sub
divisions called "Makans" can be 
traced, are· being destroyed in several 
talukas P 

(c) Will Government be pleased to state 
what records have b.een destroyed and 

· in what talukas of Smd. 

A.tlBtcera. 

proposed replacement of watandar by 
stipendiary accountants. No scheme 
bas yet been formulated by Govern· 
ment nor can any such scheme be 
prepared till the information now being 
collected is available. 

35. Information will be called for. 

1. (a) and (b) Inquiry will be made. 

2. (a) The principal duties of the Central 
;Record Office at Hyderabad are] the 
correction and maintenance of the 
Survey Records. · 

(b) and (c) The Honourable Member is 
referred to the answer given to the 
Honourable Mr. Bhurgri's question 
No.1 at this meeting. 

'' N • ..B.-Where the Answer to a Question is a blank, the Question will be repeated 
and the Answer given at the next meeting of the Legislative Co~ 
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APPENDIX A. 

GREAT INDIAN PENINSULA RAILWAY COMPANY. 

N~. 30-Qj2. 

AGENT'S OFFICE : 

. Victoria Terminus, 
Bombay, 15th December 1913. 

THE JOINT SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY, 
Public Works Department (Railways), · 

· 13o.mbay. 

Bunning of trains on the On.alisgaon·Dhulia Bail wag duriny Nor;ember 1913. 

Dear Sir, 

With reference to your letter No. 2258, dated 11th December 1913, I forward 
herewith a statement showing the running of trains on the Chalisgaon-Dhulia Railway 
during the mont~ of November 1913. 

2. On ten occasions the No. 254 Up Mixed (the evening train' from Dhulia) missed 
connection with the Down Nagpur Mail during November. 

3. The No. 253 Down :Mixed from Chalisgaon, which runs as the No. 254 Up 
:Mixed from Dhulia, halts at the latter station for 50 minutes for the purpose of detraining 
and entraining passengers, parcels and luggage an~ for shunting. . · 

4. The No.· 253 Down Mixed, which is booked to wait at Chalisgaon for 1 hour 
for the arrival of the No. 27 Down Delhi Express, and for 2 hours for the Dow~ Postal 
Express, was detained on 8 occasions during November 1913 for connection with the 
No. 27 Down Delhi Express and on 3 occasions for the Down Postal Express, resulting 
in the running of the No. 25~ Up :Mixed being correspondingly late. 

Document accompanying
Statement. 

· ·Yours faHhfully, 

(Signed) FRANK.:_J. CLARK, 
Secretary. 

Statenwnt showing running of trains on the DhuZia·Ohdlisgaon Branch 
. during November 1913. , 

ARRIVAL DHULU. 

I Arrival Under 5 Over 5 minutes Over 10 minutes' 
Train No. Right minuLeit and under 10 and under 20 

Time • late. minutes late. minnteslate. 

. 
251 down ... ... . .. 6 8 6 4 
253 down ... ... ... 6 ·5 . .. 7 

ARRIVAL CULISGAON, 

252 up ·u, 4 2 3 ... ... ... 
254 up ... ... . .. 3 3 7 ... 

-

Over 20 
minutes 

late. 

6 
12 

-
6 

17 
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APPENDIX ]J. 

Statement of applications rmade to the Collector of Bomba!l for th~ Ofellin!J. of new. shops for "end it.; 
liquors of all kinds. ao,mtrg or Foreign, wholesale or retatl, znclu~n·e of Refreshment Boo~ 
during the years 1910·11, 1911-12 and 1912·18~ 

Sorial 
No. Kind of Ucense. 

. 

1\ 

Name of applicant. 

191().11 • 

Locality of the shop. • 

Whether 
ob jcction against 
the opening wa& 

raised by the 
Temperance 

Connell, 'Bombay • 

Whether the 
application 

was aucc6i8ful 
or failed. 

1 Hotel Majeetic ... Brandon and Company r ••• Wodehouse Road ••• Yes ... ... Successful. 

2 Refreshment- RooDJ ••• Kaikhus.TU A, Irani . ... Dadar, Lady Jamshedji No . ,,, . •·• Fo.Ucd. 
Road. 

3 Do. ... Rodrigues and Sons ••• Gaiety Theat:re, opp"oaite No 
Victoda Terminus. 

4 Do. ••• Oovind Ba.baji Dahi . • .. Cavel ... No 

0 Foreign "on» ... Vlnayak Vaman Gnpte ... Sandhurst Road ••• No 

6 Regimental Canteen Boy';G and Company .. Royal Garrison Artillerr, No 
:l'enant license, · Col4ba. 

I 

'I Do. ... Lipton, Umited ... British Infantry Regimen~ No 

8 Tf"liolestJliJ foreign liquor, Dorabji J. Madon ... OolAba Causeway ... No 

·o Wbolsale and retail " off " A. J. DeSoUza. • Ripon Road, Byculla ... No ... 
foreign liquor. 

' 
10 Retail " off" 

liquor. 
foreign Martin a~d Company ... Ripon Road, Jacob Circle. No 

11 . Do,. ••· B. R. Parelwalla ... Apollo Raclamation ••• No 

12 Do. ... D. DeMello and Company. Chnrchgate Street, Fort... No 

lS Retail "off 11 
, foreign J. Rayams ••• ... Babula Tank Road 

liquor (for the sale of 
Pll.les~oe wines only). 

14 WMlB~tJZnndremil"off'· Tb. Vafi.adis and Com· Tamarine Lane,.Fort 
:foreign liquor (for the pany. 
sale of Greek wines and 
brandies only). 

15 Retail "off" foreign Jamshed.N. Gazdar ... Frere Road. Fort 
liquor (for the aale of 
Portuguese wines only). 

16 Retail "oft'" foreign Lawrence ·Bright and Bellasis Road, Byeulla 
liquor (for the. sale of Company, 
plll'8 Lisbon wines only). · 

1911·12. 

... No 
' 

... No 

... No 

••• No 

••• Fanea. 

... Failed. 

... Failed. 

••. Successfal. 

.. . ... Succesafal. 

. .. ... Failed. 

... ••• Snccessfal. 

... ... Failed. 

... ••• Failed. 

... •.. Faile!. 

... ... l::uccessfal 

... ••. Snccessfnl 

- ... Failed. 

... Failed. 

Remarks. 

1 F.aplanade Hotel ... A. 'Framji ana N. N. Esplanade R~ ... No . .. ••• Snccessfol •.. Old lieense mived. 
Bharucha, 

~ Refreshment Boom ... C. Pernon4 · . .. Watson's Annex~, Apollo No . .. ... Failed. 
Bonder, 

3 Do. ... . .. A •. M. Coutts (proprietor, 
English Restaurant). Churchgate St:eet ... No ... ... Fa.i.Icd. 

' Manufacture and whole- Bo'llbay British Beer 
sale sale of Malt llquor~ Brewing Company, Lim· Fergusson Road, Parel ... No . .. ... Successful. ited. . 

6 Country .liquor ... Raotoo Lingoo ••• Near the Matnnga Station No ... ... Failed • . of G. I. P. Railway, 
6 W.AolutJle :foreign llqnor • G. A. Blackburn• ... Custom Rouse .&c.d, Fort. No ... ••• Successful. 

7 Do. ... Mackenzie Lyall and CoJD· Coaching S~t, Fon ... No . .. ••• Successful, 

8 Retail "off» :foreigu 
p!m.y 

... Simram Bulldirigs, Ardeshir D. llietry No ... Failed. 
liquor. Princess Street. 

... 
9 Do. ... D. D'Mello and Company. Nal"'linha .Mansions, No . .. ••. Failed. 

Carnac Road. 
10 Do. ... W. H. Raymer and Com· Apollo Buoder ••• Yes• . ... ... Successful ... • The tJbjeetioa. wu tizn<. 

. pany. ba'!"''ed. The license il 

11 Be tail "off"' foreign Arde3hir Framji Girgaum B~, opposite No ••• Fo.Ued • 
no longer in elistenc<l. ... 

liquor (for the sale of Dadyshet' Agiari Lane. 
beer only). 

12 Do, ... Me:~.kin •nd Comp:my .•. Dhobi Talao - . .. No ... Saccessfnl 

13 Do. ... Do. . .. Sandhnrst Road, Null No ... Sn!X'~ssful. . 
&w. 
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APPENDIX B-continued. 

SeTial 
No. 

Kind of license. Name of applicant. Local~ty of the shop. 

Whether \ 
objeoUon against 
the opening waa 
raised by the 
TempPranco 

Council, Bombay. 

Whether the 
application 

was successful 
or failed. 

ReJilarke, 

1 Hotel 

2 Refreshment Room 

8 Do. 

I 
1912·1918. 

... T. W. Youll and W. E. 

. . I 
Watson's Anuexe, Apollo No 

Bunder. Young. 

••. A. M. Co,utts 

,, Byramji Dczanji 
I 

... Matunga on the new road. No 

... Sandhurst Road near No 
· Sandhurst bridge, , 

4 Retail '1 on'' foreign liquor. Hormasji Adarji ... Tulsiram Po.da1 Parel No 
Cbawl Road. 

5 Regimental Canteen Ten· Spencer and <;ompany 
ant licenso. 

• .. Royal W o.rwickslliro No· 
Regiment, Colaba. 

6 1Jo. .. , L. Motiram and Sons 

7 Country liquor ... Dattaram Tukaji 

,, Nottingham and Derby· No 
shire Regiment, Colab(l. 

... Pard ncar Lalbag No · 
Terminus, 

8 W/loleaale foreign liquor , Atdeshir 
Batliwalla, 

Framji Delisle Road ... No 

9 

10 

Do. 

Do. 

... W. & A. Graham and Farsi Bazar Street, Fort .•• No 
Company. 

... A, Reginald and Sons ... Tamarind Lane, F'ort ... No 

11 Wholesale foreign liquor . H. S. Smith and Company. Bakehouse Laue, Fort ... No 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

De, 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do, 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do, 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

... Wyndham Lloyd and l:Ioruby Road, Fort 
Company. 

... No 

... D. D'Mello and Company. Carnac Road, C1·awford No 
Market. 

... Vo!kart Brothers ... Rampart Row, Fort .••• No 

••. Manecksba R. Kapadia .., Girga.nn Road, opposite No 
Portuguese <.:burch. · 

,, D. P. Batha o.nd Com- Apollo street, opposite No 
pany. !Share Bazar, Fort, 

... Croft, Mody and Com· Esplanade Road, Fort ... No 
pany, 

... R, D. Hughes and Com: Hornby Road, Fort. ... No 
pany. , 

... Bomanji Dlanjibboy '" Esplanade Road, Fort ... No 

... Manager, Indian States Hornby Road, Fort ... No 
and Eastern Agency. 

.. Ewart Latham and Com• Tall'\arini Lane, Fort, ... No 
pany. 

... Lipton, I.imited 

... H. A. Cooper 

• •. Apollo street, Fort ... No 

... Hamam street, Fort , .. No 

.. Noble ~on and Company , Hornby Road 

,,, ~amuel Fitze and Com• ~polio street, Fort 
• pany, 

•• , No 

... No 

... S, 1), Miranda ... Matharpacady, Mrugaon... No 

27 fl'holetale and retail Dinyar Mobed Rustam ••• 
·~oil'' foreiguliquor. 

Bhandarwada 
Matunga, 

street, No 

28 fietai} Cl Off " 
liquor, 

Retail "<'ff" 
liquor. 

Do. 

li 41-11 

foreign Curzon nnd Company ... Wnterloo Mansions, 'No 
Apollo Dunder. 

foreign Martin nnd Compan.J ... Ripon Road ... ... No 

• .. A, Harold and Company ... Colaba Causoway ... ... No 

. ... 

••.• 

... 

. ..! Failed, 

... Failed. 

... Failed. 

••• Failed. 

... Successful, 

... Successful. 

... Failed. 

... Failed, 

... f::uccessful. .. 

.. . Successful ... rhis is t10t new shop, The 
existing one was licensed 
in consequence of the 
sales . in original cases 
.being brought under con• 
trol by Act XII of 1912. 

.. . Successf.ul ... 

Do . 

Do. 

Do . 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do, 

Do, 

... Failed. 

Do. 

Do. 

... 

.. 

,Do. 

Do • 

Do • 

'Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do • 

Do 

Do, 

Do. 

.. Do, 

Do, 

Do, 

Do, 
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APPENDIX 0. 

Statement of applications made to the Collector of Bombay for the removal of 8hops for ve1Jdi1.i 
liquors of all kinds, couni1•y or foreign, wholesale or retail, inclusive of Refreshment Room~ 
during the gearsl910·11, 1911-12 and 1912wl8. 

Serial 
NQ. 

Number and kind . 
ot license. 

N~me of 
applicaut. 

.. 

The loca.lity 
in which the 

shop originally 
stood. 

Nature of 
application. · 

Locality to 
which removed. 

Whether 
objection 

against the 
opening of 
the ehop 

was r~~ised 
. by the 
Temperance 

Council, 
Bombay, 

Wbether the 
application 

was succeosful 
or failed . 

Rema1ks. 

.. -------r----.---l------1---.-----l~--:----l·----l----'---l-----! 

" 

1910-1911. 

1 Hotel No. 6 English Byramji Cursetji, Bastion Road ... Removal 
Hotel. 

, .. Hornby Road ••• No 

2 Hotel NQ.. 7 Alexan• Maneekji Pestan• Prince's Dock, 
dra. Hotel. ; ji Maasidia. Fre1•e Road. 

Do. ... Frere Road neaF Yea 
the General 
Post Office • 

• 
3 Refreshment room "Virbaiji1 widow Bello.sls Boa.d , .. Do. • •• Bellasis Road ••• No 

No. 251 .Albion of Sora.bji 
Restaurant. Naoroji. 

' 2nd Class foreign Wasu Bapu Pad· Delisle Road ••• Removal to a Junetion of No 
liquor No~ 23. , wal. distance of Delisle and 

, , about .84 yards~ Art;hur Roads. 

5 1st Cla~s country Cursetbai, widow Gilder Street ... Do, 50 yards. Gilder Sbrett . ... No 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

l6 

17 

18 

19 

liquor No. 1, of Sheriar K, 
Irani. 

·Do ... Do. ... 
2nd Class country Nnraren Bhikaj.i . liquor No. 35. Warekar. 

J)o,. No.46. Damodar Bapu 
' Padwal. 

Do. No. 71.: Khursetji P. 
Umrigar, 

po. No.89, ..M'aneckji Pestan-
ji Darn walla.. · 

Do. No.102. Merwanji Dada· 
' bhoy. : 

2nd Class Ura~ Mahadu Govind • 
liquor No. 7. 

Po. No. Sl. Shirinbai; widow 
I of Cowasji M. 

·China. 

,Pure Mowra. spirit Nana. Yessoo 
No.1. Padwal. 

Do. ... Do. . .. 
·''Do. ... Do. ... 
. : 

Do. ... Do. ... 

.Do. .. . 
Mount Road, 

Mazgaon. 

Dhar&vi Road ... 

Lohar Chaw I 
Street. 

1st M;arine Lane, 
Dhobitalao. 

Suparibaug Road, 
hrel. . 

· Falkland Road • 

Carpenter 8treet, 
Mazgaon. · 

... 

Coppers mit b 
Lane, Ma.zga.~m. 

Do. .... ' 
Do. ... 

I 

Do, . .. 

Do. 22 yards. Do. . .. No 

Do. · 27 yards. Mount Road, No 
Mazgaon, 

Do. 50 yards. DMr4vi Road ••• No 

Do. 20 yards. Lobar Chawl No 
Street, 

·Do. 20 yards, 1st Marine Lane1 No 
Dhobitalao. 

Do. 176 yards. Suparibang Hoad, 
Po.rel. · 

No 

Do. 15 yards, Fs.lkla.nd Road. •• No 

Do, 95yards, Carpenter Street, No 
Mazgaou. 

Removal to a Coppa r 1 m i t h No 
distance of Lano1 Mazga.on. 
about (ll 166 
yards and (2) I 
140 yards, 

Do. 50 yards, Do. ... No 

Do. 114 yards . Rea.y Road, No 
Mazgaon • 

' Do. 140 yards. Do • ... No 
I>o. No. 16. Sakbaram Ra· New Hasuman Removal 

ghoba Nagwe- Lane. 
••• Parel Cross No 

hr. · Road, 

Do, No, ~9. Shapurjl. Dada· Supa.J•ibau ··Red, Re!"onl · to a SuparibaugRoad, No 
bhoy M1stry. Parel. , distance of l'arel, 

about 10 yard•. 

20 Wholesale and retail fformasji 
11 oil'' foreign liquor Mullan, 

No.23 

D. Cheera Bazar ... Do. 20 ya.rds. Oheora Bazar ... No 

21 Do, No, 26, Ardeshir Ros· Srd Carpenter Removal 
tamji Lakda• Street, Maz· 
willa, ga1>n • 

• 

... llrd Carpenter No 
Stree~, Maz~aou. 

... Fulled, 

... Successful. 

.Do. 

Do. 

••. Failed, 

... Successful, 

... Failed. 

.... Successful. 

... Do, 

... Do, 

... Do. 

... .Do. 

. .. Do. 

... Failed 

... Do • 

. .. Do. 

... Do, 

. .. Do. 

• . Successful. 

... Saooessful. 

... Failed. 

, .. The applicatii 
contaic.ed tu 
altern at i ,.,. 
requeJts. 
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.APPENDIX 0-continued. 

-----------.-------~------~-------------.----~~------------

Ecrial 
No. 

Number 11nd kind 
of license. 

Name of 
applicant. 

The locality 
in which the 

slaop originally 
stood. 

Nature of 
application, 

J.ocalitv to 
which renl<~ved. 

Whether 
objection 

against the 
oponing of 
the shop 
was raised 

Whether the 
application 

was successflll 
~r failed. by the· 

Temperance 
Council, 
Bombay. 

1911·191S. 

1 Hotel No.6, English Byramji Cursetji. Bastion Road ... Removal 
Hotel. 

... Frere Road ... No 

2 Hotel No. 11, Carlton W, J. Matcbin ... Do. Do. • .. Outram Road ... No 

Hotel. 

8 Forei!Vl liqucr «on'' Bapuji Hormasji, North b roo k Do~ 
No. 14. Street, Girg11ou. 

... Arthur Road, No 
Pare!. 

4 Country liquor shop .Mabadu Sacca• Junction of Jan· Removal to a J n n c t ion of No 
No, 29. ram, jikar and Cazi · distance of Janjikar and 

:Syed Street, about 16~ yards. Cui S y e d 
Mandvi. Street, Mandvi. 

5 Do. No. 37. Sarabji Dosabhoy. Clerk Road ... Do. llO yards. Parel·Road ... No 

6 Do. No.4\!.. M erwu.nji Edalji Parel Road 
Bbarucha, 

... Do. 65 yards. Bapti Road . .. No 

7 Do. No.46. Damodar Bapuji Dbarivi , .. Remo"'al . .. Parel Cha.wl No 
Padwal. Road. 

8 Do. No. 62. Dhondoo Kashi· Fergusson Road , Removal to a Fergusson Rol\d. No 
nath Mayeker, di>ta.nce of 

about 5 yards. 

9 Country liquor shop Knshinath Gha~ W a rib under Removalto a dis- Belvedere ·Road, No 
No. 75, lUJI• Road, Mar..aga.on. tance of about Mazagaon, 

' 25 yards, 

10 Do. ... Do. ... Do. ... Do. ... Waribunder No 
Road, ,Mazagaon. 

11 Do. No.85. Cursctbai, widow 
of She.tiar K. 

Curry Read ... Do. 82 yards. Curry Road . .. No 

Irani. 

12 Do, No.94. Khodadad Tiran- Breach Candy Do. 25 yards. Breach Candy No 
daz. Road, Girgaon. Road, Girgaon. 

13 Do. ... Do ... Do. .. . Do. 10 yards, Do. . .. No 

14 Do. No.139. Deoji Raghuji ... Bapu 
SGreet, 

Khote Removal ... Parel Road . .. No 

15 Uran liquor No. 46 ... Ar;jun Narayan , Elphinstone Pipe Removal to a dis· El phi us t o n e No 
Road, tance of about Road, 

300 yards. 

16 Pure Mowra spirit Nana tessoo Cop per s m i t b Do. , 25 yards. Co p per s m i t 11 No 
No, I. Padwal. Lane, Mazagaon. · Lane, ~azagaon. 

17 Do. No.17. Sitar~~om Ganu Khojo. Street ... Removal to an Khoja l'treet ... No 
Polekar, arljoining room 

in the same 
building, 

18 Pure Tt ddy eph·it Dewoobai, widow Vincent Road ... 
No, !H. of Keshav 

Annaji. 

Removal to a di!!- Vincent Rr.ad ... No 
ta.nce of about 
IJ2 yards. 

19 Wlaolesal~ 11nd retail The llranagor, Junction of Kal- Removal 
"ofl'" foreign liquor Alembic Cbe· badevi and 

... Girgaon 
Road. 

No, 30, mical Works Carnao Roads. 
Company, Lim· 
ited. 

20 R~tail 11 ?ff" foreign B. X, Furtado Ca,•cl Road 
liquor No, 25. · and Sons. 

... Removal to a dis· Cavcl Road 
tn.uce uf about 
67 yards in the 
sn.me locality. 

Back No 

... No 

... Failed, 

... 8uccessful, 

.. , Failed, 

.,. Successful. 

• .. Do. 

••• Failed. 

... Do. 

.. . Sucllessful. 

... Failed. 

... Successful. 

• Do. 

,., Failed. 

~ .. Successfal. 

... Failed. 

... Do. 

... Succcs3ful. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

no. 

Bcmarkl. 
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.APPENDIX 0-continued. 

----~--~----~----~--~----~--T~----~--~ 
Whether 
objection 

11gaiust the 
opeui"g of 
tho shop 
was raised 

by tho 
Serial Number and kind 
. No, of licen~e. 

Name of 
ppplicaut • 

Nature (lf 
application. 

Lora.'ity to . 
which l'emovcd. 

\Vhet11cr the 
11 pp!ication 

was succ•essful 
o~.fo.Ue:d. 

The locality 
iu wl1iJh tbo 

shop o•.ijrluo.lly 
stood. Temperance 

Council,· 
Bombay, 

.' . 1 · 1912-1913. 

1 Refreshment lloom Mrs, A. Sturn ... Apollo Street 
No. 22, Criterion 

... Removal ... Colaba Causeway. N'o 

Bar. 
Do. 2 Do. 

'8 Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

,., Remoyal ton dis· Apollo Street ••· No 
tance of ubout 
67 yards • 

. ... Removal in the Oa.lt Lane off No 
same locality. Meadows Street. 

4 Foreign liquor cc on '' Sot·abji Edulji Thomas f'treet, Remo\"nl to a dis· , 'l'homas. Street. No 
No. 1. , Machhiwalla. Lower Culab11. tance of about , Lower ColaLa, 

60 yards • . 
5 Foreignliquor "on" Bapuji Hormas- Northbrook Removo.ltoadis· Khetwady, Back No 

No. 14. ji. Street, Girgaon. tatlce r.f abont Road, 

6 Do. 

7 Do. 

8 Do. 

9 Do •.. 

10 ·Do. 

11 Do. 

12 Country 

13 Do. 

14 Do. 

15 Do. 

16 De.. 

17 Do. 

18 Do. 

' 
19 Do. 

20 Do. 

. . , · 4.64 yards, . 

!:'o. 15 ... Damodar Bapuji Chine h b u n de r Do. 42 yards. Junction of Yea. . l'adwal • Road,. C ll i u chbunde1 
Road and 

0 
Chinch hun d e r 
1st Road, ,. 

... Do. ... Do. .. . Do. 40 yar(ls. Chinch bunder No 
Road. 

No. 35 ... Na~r~ji Cowa~ji Babula Tank Do. 45 y1uods. Babula Tank No 
Wo.diwa.lla. · ~oad, Road. 

I 

No. 50 .... , Burjorji Bezanji Girg&On Road ... RemoYal ... ·DeLisle Uond ... No 
Darllwalla, . 

... Do. ... Do. .. Do. ... Sorarihaug Road, No 
Paral. · 

. , ,. . 
.. Do. ... Do. ... .. 

Do, ... DeLisle Road ... No 

Iiquot• Merwanji Edulji Parel Road ... Removal to a dis· Bapti Road ... No 
No, 44:... Bharucba. ' tance of about 

61\ yards! 
No. 54 .•• Jiwanji Rnstam· W .ellington Do. 21 yards. W o 11 in g ton No 

· ji l>ochkbana.- S&reet, Street, 
walla. 

~o. 60... Ra.mji 
. Patel. 

No.6! ... Pestanji 
bhoy. 

do. ... Do. 

Govind .Agripa.da, 
culla. • 

·:Motta. Erskine Road 

... 'Do. 

do. ... Do. ... Do. 
' 

By· Removal a to dis· Camathipura1 5tb t\o 
tance of · ove, . Lane; 
1 mile.. · 

... Removal ... Sandhuret Road . No 

. .. .Do. ••• Vincent Road •.. Yes 

.. . Removal to a ois· Erskine Road ••• No 
tance of about 

Bhikibai, widow Wellington 
20 yards. 

No. 79 ... l>o. 18 yards. Wellington No 
of Fak~rji No.o· Street. 
roji, 

Stre=t• 

No. 80 ... Ramji Govind Agripada, By· Remo\"al ... DeLisle Road ... No 
htel. culla. 

' 

No.I20. Cureetbai, widow Gilder St1·eef; ... Do. ... Worli, Koliwada. No 
of Sberiar K. 
Irani. 

'.' 
21 Uran liquor No." 46 ... Arjun Narayan • Elphinstone Pipe 

Road. 
Do. • •• Elphinatone Yes 

Road. 

~2 fure Mowrt. apirit Sitaram G8.nu ArthlJr Road •. Removal to a dis- Arthur Road ••• No 
No. 7 ... Polekar, ta.nce of about 

133-yards. 

%3 Do. do .... Do. Do. ••• Do. 133 yards. Do 

l ... Failed • 

. .. Do, 

. .. Do. 

... Sqccessful. 

... Failed. 

. .. Do. 

... Do. 

.. Successful. 

... Failed, 

•... Do. 

. •. Do. 

... Do • 

... Do • 

••. Do. 

. .. Do • 

... Do, 

I •• , Successful, 

.. Failed, 

. .. Do, 

... Do, 

... Do, 

... 'Do. 

... Successfal, 

I 

Remarks, 

. 

* The objcetioa 
was.time·barred 
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Number and kind 
of license.. 

J912·1P13.' 

Name of 
applicant, 

APPENDIX O~oncluded • 

• 
The locality 
in which the 

shop originally 
stood. 

Natll1'8 of 
application; · 

I 
I 

Locality to 
which removed. 

Whe~her 
objection 

against the 
opening of 
the shop 

was raised 
by the 

Temperance 
Council, 

Bombay. 

I 

Whether the 
application 

was successful 
or fail.ed. 

t& Pure Mowra 
N().14. 

spirit Laxman Vithoba. Ghornpdeo road. Removal to a Ghornpdeo read. No ... Fa.il.ed. 
Ma.yekar. • dis ta n c e of 

a.bou~ · 352 
ya~·-

:S Pure : Toddy . spirit Manekji Dorabji Suparibaug road, Removt.i ' ·to r. Supt.riba.ug road No 
No, 22. Gordha.n, Parel. .. d h tan c e of ParoL 

· about 25 yardL 

No. SO. Balkrishna Worlipacady Removal to r.Worlipacadyroad. No 
Mahadoo Ware· road. d is tan c e of 
kar, about 10 yards. 

'fZ Wllolesale foreign Herbert Son and Apollo Street ... Removal ... Apollo street ... No 
liquor No, 1), • . Com pans. , 

Do. No. 29. S,S. Miranda ••• Matarpacady, Bemova.l to a Matarpacady, No 
Mazgaon. d i stan c e of Mazgaon. . 

about 14. yards. 

~ Retail « o:t! " foreign Hormasjl Ma- Barrack Street... Removal to a site Bal'l'81lk street ... No 

11 

:1 

D 

liqaor No.~. nekji Bhiwaudi- · next door. 
walla. 

:-- Do. 'No. 27. A.rdeahi~ 
~ji.' 

Hor Abdul Rehman Removal tO a Oarnao road 
Street. · diatanee of 697 

-.fard.e.. 

••• No· 

··'Do. <,No. 29 .. Millikin and Com· Sandhurst road ••• Removal 
p~lly. 

..• ComerofBarrack No 
· · and Bazar Gate 
·- streets. 

- Do; Retail " off •• 'foreign Do. ... Do • ... ••• (1) Obunam kiln No 
liquor No. 29. · road. 

. - (2) Ba. la.ra)Il 

: 
. street. 
(3). Oharlli road. 

-. 
Do• ... Do. . .,. Do, . •.. ~ '" Chunam ktln No 

road. 

,.., Rl:tail "._off."_ foreign. Th, Vafiadis and Ta~_arilld_ !~na ... Rempv!fol ill;_ the l:leadow~ street • No 
lHfliOt 'l\(), G1. . OoollJ&ny, ' , lla'!De loe.llty,· . 1 

.: c 

aU-U 

.. . Successful. 

• . . Successful. 

Successful 

.. SuccessfuL 

• •. Successful 

• .. Failed. 

• •. Fa.il.ed. 

.. . :Failed. 
' 

' 

... Failed:.: 

... Successful. 

Remarks. 

.-

I 
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AFI'ENDIX D-

Confidential 

:From 

To 

Sir, 

Ref. No •. G!:"!a~ oP 1913. 

Poona, 9th July1913. 

C .. N. SEDDON, EsQUIRE, L C. S., 
llegistrar-General of Births, Deaths 

and Marriages, Bombay Presidency ; 

THE llEGISTRAR OP liARRIAG:ES, 
(Under Act Ill of 1872). 

A case has recently been brought to notice in which a· Registrar of :Marri 
appointed under Act Ill of 1872 accepted, under section 10 of the Act, a declara 
lliade by the contracting parties of the marriage but not worded strictly in accord: 
with the form of declaration given in the ~;econd schedule of the Act. It is an esseJ 
condition of the validity of a marriage under the Act that neither of the parties sh 
prcfess any of the recognized religions and there was, in the case referred to a bot 
violation o:f this condition by the addition of a supplementary or explanatory declar; 
ihat ., the parties professed to belong to a recogmzed religion but they disagreed 
some of its marriage customs and regulations." This addition essentially modified 
meaning and force of the statutory declaration rendering it doubtful whether there 
been a legal marriage. · 

:2. It is undesirable that Marriage Registrars should countenance such irregula 
. and I have the honour, therefore,· to request that you should, on receipt of . 

instructions, refuse to countersign an_y declaration whic~ in any way, modifies or 
to the statutory form cf the declaration. In any doubtful case proceedino-s shouJI 
suspended and the case should be ~eported to this office for orders. 0 

I bave, etc., 

(Signed) C. N. SEDDON, 
~gistra.r-General of Births 

Deaths and Marria.e 
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APPENDIX E. 

Statement showing· the total numJj.er of cr.minal dases demded bg the H.u:ur Deputy 
Collector and Mag&strate, !lirst OlaBB, Belgaum Oity, in eack of the fiDe year. 

· ending with the 30th NotJember 1913. 

.. · 

Period. Year, 

1 s 

1-12-1908 to 30-11-1909 ... 1908-09 

1-1,2·1909 to 30-11-1910 . . . 1909-10 

1·12·1910 to S0-11-1911 ••• 1910-11 

1-12-1911 to 30·11-1912 ... -1911-12 

Number of eues decided, 

Regular. 

92 

69 

75 

85 

Chapter VIII, 
Criminal Pro· 
cedure Oode, 

Total 
Cases. 

5 

96 

80 

81 

94 

Remarks. 

6 

1-12-1912 to 30-11-1913 ... 123* *This includes five cases com
mitted, and is exclusive of 6 

-,.......--1----:-- cases going. on in November 

1912-13 108 

4 

11 

6 

9 

15 

I 

. . but disposed of afterwards. 
Total ... 429 45 474 
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APPENDIX F. 

Modi Script. 
Abolition· of the- in all Revenue and 

Magisterial offices in · the Ratnaigiri 
District. · 

-No; 1939. 

BombaY\ Castle, 24th February 1909. 

REVENUE DEP .A.RTMENT •. 

Memorandum from the Commisslon~r,: S. D., No. 46, dated 6th January 1903-Sub~i!t~n~, for 
information, a letter No. 4958, 'dated 21st December 1908, from the ,po11ector ~~f Ratnagm, .who 
reports that he has ordered, with effect from the :'ltst J anl}ary 19 09, that B~lbodh , t~e usual.pr1~ted 
script, shall be employed instead of 'f Modi '1 in ll.Revenue and. Ma~~ste~ offices tn the distrtct; 
and observing that the experiment i~ well worth rymg, and that 1t mtght, 1f successful, be extended 
~o other districts. . . : ! 

1 

• 

RESOLUTION.-The C~mmissidner should be: requested to submit a report on the 
experiment after it has been tried for a year.! l . 

; : ·. : ') ! tr. B. CLAYTON, · , ' 
1 

1 
: \ ,\ i AQting;Under Se~retary to Government. 

To i I 

The Commissioner, stn: ) . . l I 

. The Co~lector of Ratnag1n, I •. • • ; 

··· ··' The Educational Departm~nt pf the Secretariat, ; 
: '' ,Tpe Jirld~oiar J?epa~t~ent of the Secretatiat. . 

From 

To 

Sir, 

I ! ' 
' I ' No. 4958 oF 1908. 

A. F. J\I.A.CONOCHIE, EsQ., I. C. S., 
Collector of Ratmtgiri 

THE COMMISSIONER, 
Southern Division, 

Batndgiri, 21st December 1908. 

I have the honour to report for the information of Government that in view of the 
inherent illegibility of the Mod_i, or cursive Marathi script, employed in our public 
offices, and of the incurably faulty way in which the clerks habitually write it,
making bad worse, and reducing handsome, though intricate, characters to a hideous 
and almost undecipherable sorawl,-I have, on 'the suggestion of Mr. Kincaid, 
Judge of Poona, who has. thoroughly studied the subject, ordered that from 
the 1st January 1909 . Balbodh, the usual printed script, shall be employed 
instead of Modi in all Revenue and Magisterial offices in this District. · The 
reasons for this change of practice, the obvious objections to it occurring at first sight, 
and the (as I think) conclusive refutation of these objections are set forth in the 
accompanying copies of. two letters, one a criticism from Mr. Divatia, my first Assistant, 
and the other a reply to it from Mr. Kincaid. From actual experience in my own 
office, wher? the expe~ill!ent is already being tried, I am convinced that, if steadily 
enforced, wtthout adwss1on of excuses on any grounds, whether of sentiment or of 
expediency, the change must prove a most beneficial reform, giving us for our own 
vernacular offi.oial correspondence, a plain clear handwriting easily legible by all 
educated-even sligbtly educated-persons, instead of the involved hieroglypP,ica ~f one 
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special e:xolusive class, who feel- this difficult script to be a powerful. weapon in their: 
hands an4 wish to retain it merely for their own selfish ends.. . . 

1 have the honour to b~, 

Sir, 

Your most· obedient servant, 

(Signed) .A.. F. MACONOOHIE, 
Collector. 

No. 46 OF 190~. 

Belgaum, 6th Jamem"u 1909. 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT. 

Submitted to Government for information. 

2. The experiment is well worth trying and if it succeeds might be extended to 
other districts. · 

. No. 1333 OF 1908. 

To 
THE COLLECTOR OF RATN A'GIRI. 

Sir, 

(Signed) lt O. GIBB, 
Commissioner, S. D. 

19th 
Dated. ~Oth November 1908. 

With reference to your circular No. 4333, dated lOth November 1908, on the subject 
of introducing Balbodh in official correspondence and proceedings, I have the honour 
to state that I shall try my best to have.your orders carried out and· make the system 
a success. 

2. With due deference, however, I beg to point out a few considerations. I would 
not attack the new scheme by flippantly calling it a fad. For I yield to none in my 
disgust for the bad features of Modi. For this very reason I. hope I shall be taken 
seriously if I lay stress on difficulties and arguments in.this connection •. 

3. In the first place, it m~y be noted that the work in the Revenne Department is' 
distinguishable, in quantity and nature, from that in the J udicia1 Department, and, it 
appears, it is only in the latter that Poona District has made a start. It is significant 
that the Assistant Col1eotor, W. D., Poona, has replied in Modi to the Balbodh com.• 
munication from the District Judge, Poona. 

4. Secondly, it is really not easy suddenly and at one stroke to wean ·the average 
clerks of the long acquired habit of writing in Modi, which, it cannot be denied, 
P?ssesses the advantage of facility and speed over Balbodh: .the specimens attached to the 
cucular cannot indicate the comparative time required in writing Balbodh and Modi. 

5. Thirdly, I would emphasize the re~l nature of the question by a comparison 
Modi stands to Balbodh in practically the same relation as ordinary English writing 
bea.rs .to the printed script. I would only ask what the feelings and difficulties would 
be If 1t be ordered to write all English correspondence in the printed scrip~. It may J>e 
added that the adverse features of Modi are the same 'as those of wr1tten English · 
character. 

6. If, however, any reform is to be ensured~ the proper course is to start with the 
Educational Department, which may be moved to abolish all :Modi writing and re~ding 

H 41-18 
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in s.ohools and confi.ne the writing and reading to. the Balbodk. Thus, .in the coursa ?f a· 
few years a class of writers and public servants wlll b.e created who. w11l ~ave acqmre.i 
facility in Balbodh and never dream of Modi. I~ Wl~ then be .feas1ble to u;t~oduce thu 
new soheme with any hope· of· success. I know th1s ?'Ill me.an time.. But this 1.s a matter 

·which cannot reasonably he expected to be accomplished w1thout ttme and patience. 
7. With these remarks I leave the matter to you. As I have alre11dy stated, 

I shall, in spite of these views, try my best to carry out your orders. 

From 

To 

Sir, 

· . · I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Signed) N. B. DIV ATIA, 
Assistant Collector, N.D. 

No. 1960 oF 1908. 

c. A. KINCAID,, ESQUIRE, I. c. ~:, 
District Judge, Poona ; 

THE COLLECTOR OF RATNA'GIRI • . 

Poo:NA DISTRICT CouRT: 

4th December 19GB. 

With reference to your endorsement No. 4606, dated 24th November 190~, forward· 
ing for. my remarks Mr. Divatia's letter ~o. 1333 of 20th November 1908, I have the 
honour to observe as follows. . 
. Mr. Divatia has expressed with ability and moderation the ·U~J~ua.l objections taken to 
the substitution· of Balbodh for Modi, and I am greatly obliged to you for tho 
opportunity afforded me of .answerin~ them in an official letter. 'The objections may 

· b.e shortly ·classed as .follows :-(1) Diminished speed in writing ; (2) injury to popular 
sentiment.· . · . 
. . B.efore. answering these objections 'I sh~ll recall the diffiaulties of the existing 

situation. At the present moment there are in this Presidency six: character:~ used in 
official correspondence-A~abic at Aden, Sind hi in Sind, Gujarati in the Northern 
Commissionership, Mocli in the Deccan ·and Canarese inthe four Southern Collectorates. 
~erhaps a better idea of this state of things may be obtained if we conceive its existence 
in a European country. Now, the European kingdom which in size resembles most 
·Qlosely the Bombay Presidency is Spain~ . I would therefore ask you to imagine the 
condition. of Spanish affair. if its correspondence were carried on in six: different scripts. 
·Suppose that the Spanish characters were employed hy the higher officials and the 
Castile .Secretariat. Suppo.se Catalonia and Aragon to employ German letters, Galicia and 
the ·Asturias modern Greek, Valencia· and 'Murcia to favour Russian writing, Estramadura. 
to use Gothjc runes and Andalusia Tu:rkish shikast. You will probably aO'ree that the 
resulting confusion would be indescribable. And yet not one of the above 

0 
characters is 

oas difficult for a foreigner to acquire as Modi. Now, what is the result of this endless 
va:iiation . of scripts. Assistant Collectors, Collectors and Judges grow weary of 
continually learning·fresh characters and give up the attempt in despair; and so we 
have the spectacle of Vernacular letters being every day despatched and,received by the 
thousand and yet unintelligible to. either signatory or recipient. }.fr. Divatia miO'ht 
urge .that the remedy lies in requiring a higher language test from the officers employed 
in tho administration. But assuming that an officer is, as happened to Mr. Baker 
recently, transferred five times in two yearg,. no language test would enable him to master 
the various scripts. And speaking from my own experience-and I have laboured very 
hard to master Indian vernaculars-Indian scripts require prolonged and arduous study. 
'\VhereE:'s an Indian language can be spoken with a ·certain fluency .after a year'.s 

' ' . 
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residence, no Indian script can bo mastered in that time. It .. took me two and a half 
years to read Sindki, two years to read· Gujardti, three years to read lJtlodi, and were· I 
transferred to Kanara I should probably require two years more to learn to read Kd1~arese 
Thus at least nine years are required for an English official merely to learn to read th~ 
four commonest characters in the Presidency. ThiR, you will probably agree with me, is 
too severe a test to make on any Government officer. I have myself strained my eyes 
severely in learning three. Yet if officers cannot read the vernacular scripts, they are in 
the anomalous position of lJeing-so far as half their correspondence is conoerned.
absolutely illiterate. I need not dwell on the dangers of such a situation, especially at 
the present crisis. These dange~s moreover have been repeatedly recognised and at 
various times four re~edies have been suggest9d: (1) Improv.ement of the vernacular 
scripts by greater care in writing and by leaving spaces· between the words; (2) the use of 
Uoman character; (3) the total abolition of _vernacular correspondence; and (4) the 
universal adoption of Balbodk. As regards the first remedy it has been defeated· by the 
wilful disobedience of the clerks themselves. I would especially draw your attention 
to :Financial Department, Government Resolution, No. 200, dated 27th January 1886, 
and General Department, Government Circular No. 70"15, dated 14th December 1901. 
I quote the following from the latter Government Circular:-

• ''It has been brought to the notice of Government that much inconvenience 
and delay is caused in Courts of Law and in public offices by the existing custom 
of writing the vernacular. Acco~ding to the ancient method, which is still adhered 
to, all the words in each line are run together, instead of each word being written 
separately. 'Ihe result is that manuscripts are more difficult to decipher than the 
nefd be, and· there is co:csiderable likelihood of erroneous readings. There is 
little or nothing to be said in favour of this practice and there is much agai:ust ·it. 
Heads of offices under 'the various departments of the Secretariat are accordingly 
requested to take· such action-as for instance by making the clear writing of 
detached words a condition of apFointment or proniotion~as may lead to the abolition 
of the practice.'' 
Yet at the present moment the clerks throughout all the offices in this Presidency, 

not excepting :Mr. Divatia's, are writing as carelessly as possible and are not leaving 
spaces ~etween the words, but, if at all, in the middle of. them. 

'Ihe seconcl remedy was attempted in the Thugi and Dacoity office and the adminis .. 
tration of the United Provinces. ·In the former it still prevails but the attempt was 
abandoned in the United Provinces. And I think rightly so. The Roman alphabet. is 
singularly defective and an Indian language written in it soon becomes gibberish. 

The third remedy has been introduced with great success in the l\Iadras ·Presidency. 
No vernacular correspondence exists there. But the conditions of that Presidency 
are different from ours. English is far more widely known there than in Bombay. 
:Moreover, this remedy has one disadvantage. It entirely obviates in the English official 
the necessity of learning any vernacular at all. N evertbeless this 3rd remedy is a great 
advance on the former evil. I now come to the fourth remedy which I am doing my 
utmost to apply. I shaH first consider 1\Ir. Divatia,s objections. The first ls the alleged 
gteater facility and speed in writing :Modi. In dealing with this objection I have this 
advantage over :Mr. Divatia. I have experimented with both characters. I have found 
that after two or three weeks the Ulerks can record in Balbodhi depositions as fast as Modi 
written with words joined together and faster tban Modi written with words divided. 
And as the latter is the only script officially permitted it is the one with which comparison 
t\hould rightly be made. Other evidence bears me out., Captain Trotter, the Kirkee 
Cantonment Magistrate, has told me that his clerk was by the _change hampered only 
for three days. l\ir. Divatia has urgecl that Balbodh may be better suited for Judicial 
than Revenue work. He has not, however, given any reason for this supposition. And 
~~ a matter of fact Mr. Carmichael, the, Collector of Poona, after considerable reluctance 
m trying my scheme and after limitinoo Balbodh to magisterial depositions has now 
e~tended it to ordinary correspondence as 

0 
well (1 send a specimen of this which you 

will IJlease return). 
As regards Mr. Divatia's second objection that the introduction of Balbodh 

injuriously affects the popular sentiment, I can assure him that if I thought so for a 
moment I should be the last person to urge the change. But before introducing Baloodh 
into my office I met several of the leaders of public opinion in ·Poona, explained to 
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them that I was guided by no wish to destroy a national-character but merely to introduce 
a much-needed reform into the administration. I found none of them adverse to it. In 
fact, I learnt that many of them including :Mr. Tilak, belonged to a society in Calcuttfl 
styled '{en ~qr ~lffft qr{tr;r, of which the avowed object. is the un!ver~al substitution 
of Balbodh, not only for Indian but also for Europe~n sc11pt~. Mr. ,D1v~ha has compared 
Balbodh to Roman print and has asked you to oonce1va Enghsh feehngs 1f the latter were 
universally substituted for the cursive Latin character. The comp~rison, if he will 
excuse my sayina> so, is quite inaccurate. In the first place no Englishman ever uses 
print. In the D~ccan-or at any rate the Poona District-Balbod/& is as much used as 
~Modi.· On enquiry at the various colleges, I learnt that . out of 329 students at the 
Fergusson College 113 used nothing but Balbod'A in· home letters. At the Colleg-e of 

. Science 16 used JJalbodhin such letters as against ·24 who used Modi. At the Deccan 
ColleO'e 34 Deccani students used Balbodk .exclusively and the remaining 65 used 
sometimes 13albodh and sometimes Modi. In addition to this every educated Deccani 
woman· uses Balbodh. And every book sent to the press and every article in every 
paper has to be written in Balbodh, as the absence of long and short vowel signs in Modi 
makes it useless for compositors, Again, it is not the case that the English cursive 
hand in any way approaches the difficulties of Modi.. I have many Indian friends and 
not one of them has ever complained that English writing gave them trouble to read.• 
On the other hand, I have as Marathi Examiner tested both Gujarati and Canarese 
students in reading Modi and they have all confessed· and many have displayed
especially among the former-great difficulty in reaching the required standard .. Further, 
I gather that Mr. Divatia pictures to 'himself the public indignation in England if t'1e 
whole .nation were suddenly compelled to write in print instead of in the cursive 
character. But I have never wished to compel anyone outside the Government offices 
to write in Balbodh.· It would be impossible to do so. And I have always enjoined 
my Sub-Judges that they should use no pressure whatever to obtain plaints or petitions 
in Bal~odk. Now, the British Public ·are an eminently sensible and practical body. 
If they realised that the heads of the ·Government offices were unable to read the 

· prevailing script,. and if it was sug!!;ested to substitute another script far easier to read 
. and equally easy to wri!e, the nation would never allow the temporary inconveniences 
of the office clerks to stand in the way of a great and urgent administrative reform. 
In this connection I might assure :M:r. Divatia that he might travel the lengtll and 
breadth of Ireland, my native country, and he will not see the Erse character in spitq 

. of its modern popularity in a single official letter. 
Lastly, and t~is perhaps is the strongest argument, the introduction of Balbodh is 

not-as Mr. Divath seems to think-a cruel and dangerous innovation. Balbodh has in 
the Central Provi1;10es been for several years substituted for both JJJodi and Urdu. So 
far as I know the change has not caused one patriotio pang or one private regret. 

I think, I have now fully met Mr. Divatia's objections. He has made a counter 
]Jroposal that the Ed~cational authorities should be moved to abolish· Modi in the schools. 
To this I ~ould reply that so drast~c ·~course might well arouse the public indignation. 
Moreover, 1t would not ~nnble GuJarati or Oanarese clerks to read Balbodh. In any 
case why should o~e wait 12 years if the reform is practicable immediately? I would 
conclude by summmg up what are, the advantaO'es of Balbodh. It is a beautiful native 
script and far more ancient than any other in the empire. It was introduced· by the 
.Aryans, while Mod& was imported from Ceylon.* . 

It is tho easiest of all Indian scripts to read. It is also the most correct• It has 
. the great m~rit that it ~uits all Indian languages. equally well. .At the present . 
moment offimal Canarese correspondence is in Bijapur at my request beinO' p:utiallv 
conducted in Balbodh. Every Gujarati student is tauO'ht Balbodh as a child 

0 
The first 

Sindhi dic~ionary ever publis~ed was printed in Balbodh. Half the manuscripts written 
nowadays 1n the Deccan. are 1n Balbodh. Its adoption in vernacular correspondence 

· wo~ld .enable ev~ry offiCial to read his outward and inwarJ post. By doing so he would 
easily Increase hlS knowledge of the lan~uae:e and thus automatically be drawn closer 

• The story. goes that the sage Hemad pant was carried off by a demon to Lanka but wa11 eventually 
released •• ~n his d~pnrture he. aeke~ f~r .a present. ~e was given three: (1) a seed of bajri, (:l) a bug, (8) the 
art of wr1tmg Jtocl' or the. PISach1t hpt, Balbodh lS in contra-distinction called Devna!!.'ll.ri or the heavenly 
character. The names rcqm.re no comment. 0 

t (The demon character.) 
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to the people whom be helps to govern, and if my scheme succeeds, it mav ba that 
)Ir. Divatia, if transferred to Sind, will on :finding Bdlbodh there, yet bless the'day when 
I first undertook the r~ther thankless task of advocati~g it3 universal adoption. 

. -

]Jodi Script. 
Re-introduction of the- in all Revenue and 

:Jl agisterial offices in the Ratnagiri District. 

Orders that all public notices, etc., when in the 
yernacular should be written in Balbodh. 

·No. 11710. 

·I have, &c., 
(Signed) C. A. KI~CAID, 

District Judge •. 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT; 

:Bombay Castle, 23rd December 1910. 

Letter from the Collect<>r of Ratmtgiri, No. 1502, dated 24th March 1910 :·-
. "Wit.h reference to Government Resolution No. 1939, dated 24th February 1909, regarding 

the introduction of Balbodh script in all vernacular work of this Department1 1 have the honour 
to state that the- experiment bas not proved a succe~s and I am strongly in fav.our of the Modi 
ecript b€ing re-introduced. In f2ct as this was abolished as an experimental measure by the 
Collector ()f his own accord I would have issued an ordet· cancelling the former order. 'Only as in 
the meanwhile Government havs tentatively approved of this order, I feel I must await your 
orders before taking such a step. . 

"2. When . I first arrived here I thought the introduction of Balbodh character an 
excellent innovation, and mlld protests made by officials were ignored by me. I first began to 

• have doubts when I found that correspondences were going backwards and forwards between th~ 
oflh·ers a bit too frequentk Th(:'n I d1scovered that ou tccount of the time taken up and the 
<Hficulty in writing Ealbodh the endorsements were short -couched in ter~e technical language
clearness being sacrificed at the altat of brevity. The orders were correct enough, but my 
txyJerience is tliat to make the subordinate staff fully grasp what is wanted it is necessary often to 
be very full in one's explanation, to repeat oneself at time!.l. The result of the short crisp orders 
was that they were misunder~tood and the corre!!pondence delayed or a further reference necessary. 
Even in my own office l found that many orders issued by me had been transposed in such epitomic 
langu<1ge that 1 h2d to get the endorsements all re-written. . 

"But it was when on tour nnd while inspecting the daftars of village officer; and the 
n:ansgement of 'faluka offices that I found the worse effects of the Balbodh substitution. As to 
rillage officers' d~ftars the entries made by them in their books, specially in the Record· of 
nights, are often undecipherable. Mr. Garrett rep:)rted that during his test of the entries in the 
Hecord of Ri~ hts work (a work in which despatch is necessary) going on in.Vengurla Taluka he 
found the writing dten ille;2ible even to the Circle Inspectors. 

·"Again there is no doubt that the arrears of work iu 11Iamla.tdit•s' offices have of late been 
heavier, and this is attributed to the greater . time taken up in writing .B6.lbodh. Where a clerk 
could f(lrmerly make iifty endorsements be can now make only forty, ev~n adopting the cryptie 
l;tyle. Those offices which have no heavy arrears attribute this to the fact that the karkuns all 
work over-time. 

''As to B:irnisbi work, it is here that we find the greatest drawback of the system. No doubt 
-correspondences are longer delayed in their despatch now-a-days, and when the accumulations are 
heavy ?11amlatdars empl·)Y aU the spare candidates and talatis to clear off this work. One l\1amlat
dar admitted to me that he had to employ six: tallitis for ten days to bring the Barnishi up to date. 

"The great advantage claimed by Mr. ·Kincaid for the 13albodb system is that it is s~ easy~~· 
read, I would respectfully urge that this is not eo. Those who are accustomed to wr1~e _.Mo 1 

when they write Balbodh only rarely do so in a neat style. l~ut those who have to do so habltua~
ly always write a worse Balbodhi than Modi h11nd. If we, for instance, look to the Sansk_11t 
manuscripts which are all in Bttlbodh, we must admit that 'the ordinary Modi is much easier 
deciphered. If we were to permanently adopt Balbodh, I do not think the writing would be any 
better tnan in these manuscripts. . 

''The next advrmta~e claimed is that any superior officer from any province ~an read it. I 
would resrectl'ully urge that this reading only (even if be couM read it) is of a mmor. advantage. 

n 41-14 
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If an officer who did not know the Gujarati language for in~tance managed. to read anything 
written in that language because it was in Ba.lbodh, or even had 1t read out to h1m, he will not be 
very much wiser and it will not convey much to him. An office~ who does not know Sanskrit will 
not be much wiser if he deciphered a few verses. If a.n~ officer ~s really. keen and has learnt, say 
Marathi or Gnja1·ati

1 
I do not think he will :find much d1fficulty ln learnmg to read that character. ' 

"I have consulted all my Sub· Divisional Officers, and Messrs. Divatia., Garrett and Parnaik 
aU condemn in stron(J' laD!ruaooe the Balbodh script, and urge that we should at once re-introduce 
the Modi Ecript. The M~ml:td,hs are also unani~ous on this ~int. .T~e nniverE~l opinion is that 
(a) Blilbodh undoubtedly takes much longer to wnte than Modi; (b) It lS respo~s1ble for much of 
the arrears; (c) the Eti.rnishi work can hardly be managed unle~s the staff be mcreased; (d) the
Dalbodh writing is daily getting more undecipherable than Mod1. 

" From personal experienJe I ean testify to the truth of all t~e objections urged above. I 
find it much m~>re difficult to read a hastily written endorsement m Balbodh than in Modi, and 
from enquiries made I lllll cor.vinced that much of the delay in the disposal of con-espondences is 
due to this system. 

"In conclusion, I would urge. that the e~periment has had a fair trial under Mr. Maconochie 
who was keen on it. We must look at the matter from the point of view of the writer rather than 
that of the reader, and, as I haYe pointed out above, it is not an improvement even from the poiot 
of view of the reader. There is something irrihating and disturbing to the sequence of thonght 
in the disconnected formation of the Balbodh lettel's. .Even from the point of view of the Officer 
who wants to Jearn the langba.ge thoronghly the Balbodh system is to be deprecated as he gets 
very little cpportnnity of practice in Modi. He is then unable to read anything except official 

• correspondence. .I am not sur~ that the gene~al introduction of Balbo~h ~s n?t an encouragement 
to an officer to g1ve less attention to the learnmg of the vernacular of h1s diStnot~ 

" For the above reasons in the interest of a.3ministrative efficiency I hore yon will issue early 
orders for the re-introduction of Modi script.'' · 

Memorandum from the Commissioner, S.D., No. 1232, dated 6th Aprill910 :
,,Submitted to Government • 

. 
11 2. The experiment having pro\"ed a failure, the Commissioner is informing Mr. Ghosal that 

he is at liberty to give orders for the re-introduction of the Modi script.'" 

REsOLUTION.-Government have no objection to the action -taken by the 
Commissioner as reported in paragraph 2 of his memorandum. 'l'hey are, however, of 
opinion that all public notices, as well as all receipts, answers to petitions and th& like 
when in the vernacular should be written in D4lbodh. 

To 

• R. D. BELLI 
·under Secretary to Government. 

The Commissioner, N. ·D., 
The Commissioner, C. D., 
The Commissioner, S. D., . 
The Commissioner of Customs, Salt, Opium and A'bkari, 
The. Settlement Commissioner and Director of Land Records 
The !~spector Gene~al of Registration, ' 
The Duector of Agnoulture and of Co-operative Credit Societies, 
The Collector of Salt Revenue, · 
The Collector of Ratnagiri, 
.The Collector of 'l'hana, 
The Collector of Kolaba, 
The Collector of Belgaum, 
All Collectors in the Central Division 
The Conservator of Forests, N. C., ' 
The Conservator of Forests, C. C., 
'l'he Co~ervator of Forests, S. C., 
The RegiS~rar, Co·oper~t.ive Credit Societies, Bombay Presidency, 
The Super~ntendent, C1vi1 Veterinary Department, Bombay Presidency, 
The ~upermtendent, Go.vernment Photozincographic Department, 
The ~ur~eon Genera~ '!lth~the Government of Bombay, 
The Samtary Comm1ss1oner for the Government of Bombay 
The Director of Public Instruction, ' · 
The District Judges of Thana, Ratnagiri, Poona AhmednaO'ar Satara, Khandesh, 

Nasik, Sholapur and Belgaum, ' ::) ' 
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The Inspector General of Police, 
The Inspector General of Prisons, 
'l'he Deputy Inspector General of Police, Northern Range, 
The Deputy Inspector General of Police, Southern Range, 
The · Superintende.nts or Police, Thana, Kol6.ba, Ratnagiri, Pooaa, A.hmednlO'lr 

Satara, East Khandesh, \Vest KM.ndesh, Sholapur, Nasik and Bel()'aum o. ' 

The Superintending Engineer, N. D., · 0 
" 

The Superintending Engineer, 0. D., 
The Superintending Engineer, S. D., 
The Executire Engineer, Thana, 
The Executive Engineer, Kolaba and Ratnagiri, 
The Executive Engineer, Belgaum, 
All Executive Engineers in the Central Division, 
The Political Agent, Kolhapur and Southern ~Iaratha Country, 
The Political Agent, 8avantvadi, · 
The Educational Department of the Secretariat, · 
The Judicial Department of the Secretariat, 
1'he General Department of the Secretariat, 
The Political Department of the Sacretanat, 
The Public Works Department of the Secretariat. 
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1ludi Sc1'ipt. 
Report on tbe results of tbe intrcduction 
· of the Eti}bodh script in the N as1k 

District. 
No. ':()fCO. 

Bombay Castle. 30~h June 1911. 
REVENUE D£PART~ENT. 

Government Memorandum to the Collector of Nasik, No. 673, dated 24th January 1911 :-
"The undersigned presents compliments to the Collefltor of Nasik and with refel'ence to 

Government Resolution .No. 11719, dated .23r~ Decemb9~ 1910, regard.i~g t~e .rz·i~trot~uction of 
the Modi Script in the Revenue and :Macristerial offires lD the Ratnagm DlstnJt, 1s du·eut<'d to 
state that it is undel'stood that Mr. Macot~chie has introduced the Balbodha. Ecript in the Nasik 
District and to request that be will be so good as to furnish a 1·eport to Governml:nt on the resnlts 
of the change." 

Letter from the Colllector of Nasik, Nl). 5716, dated lst May 1911:- . 
"With reference to your No. 673, .dated 24·~h. Ja.~ua~y 1911,' I have th~ ~onour to report 

that the Balbodh script was introduced m the Nas1k D1str1ct by Mr. Maconoch1em January 1910. 
· '' 2. I myself have aU alonO' been opposed to the intrcdnction of B:Ubodh script. :.Mr. Ghosal 

has fully set forth the l'esults of the introduction of Ba.l~odh in Hatn~giri District. l find after 
, a year's experience of the Nasik District that the s:;tme faults of .burned and sc.a!llp~d ~ritin~ and 

updue delay. in vernacular corresponden~e .are as prevalen~ as 1n .the ~tatnagm l?tstnct. ::Som.e 
1·elief was gn·en ·by an order that Barrtisht should be done m :r,rodt, whtle at the ttme of census 1t 
was found necessary that all work should be written in .Modi. 

· "'3, It is incontestably shown that Balbodh takes louger to write than Modi. There is in 
my opinion no corresponding saving of t.ime in reading. The difficulty which sometimes occur_, 
in reading :Modi is almost entirely due to the failure to divide words. 

"4. All the officers throughout the district are anxious for the re-introduction of }.!odi. 
. The Divisional Forest Officer alone has a good .word for Balbodh. He finds it useful for the 
practically illiterate beat guard. I would theref.ore recommend that th~ experiment of Balbodh 
writing be now discontinued." ' 

:Memorandum from the Commissioner, C. D., No. C.-1179, dated 8th May 1911 :-
"Returned. · The Commissioner s.aw a good deal. of the Balbodh work in Nasik and was 

1·ather pleased wit.h ,it. He would be glad to have Mr. Maconochie's opinion.'' 
Memorandum from t,he Collector o£ Nasik, No. 6748, dated 29th ]\by 1911:-

''Returned with comr liments. . 
'' 2. 'l'he undersigned deprecates the abandonment of the exp~riment, which, if the establish· 

ment is not allowed to shirk· it1 can be made corqpletely succes:d'ul The Government of India, 
inde~d, prop~se. to go a step f~rthel', and substitute Roman for vernac?lar script o£ every kind . 

. In view of this 1t would seem a mistake to abandon the ground already gamed.'' 
Memorandum from the Commission~r, C. D., No. R.-1461, dated 2nd June 1911 :-

H Submitted to Government with reference to their Memorandum No. 673, dated the 2Jth 
January 1911. . . · 

"2. The Acting Commissioner does not agree at all with Mr. Ghosal's views. He himt:elf 
examined, a large amount of vernacular W<1rk in Nasik and found that for the first time io his 
e~perie~ce in thi~ ·Division, he ~ould read what ~as writt~n himself. I~ any ca:>e, if Balbodh iil 
d1sco~tmued for correspndence, 1t shoul~ be reta.med for v1llage papers, esp2cially for the Record 
of R1gbts, .He would strongly urge, however, that· the experiment should be allowed to 
continue." 

RE~OLUTI?N.-The Collector of Nasik should be ~ermitted to continue the experi
ment w1th :Balbodh. He sh?uld be .requested to ~ub~1t a further report on the subje~t 
at the end of one year, statmg whiCh of the du;f.f•ct officers favour Modi and which 

· Dalbodh after the further trial. · 

To 
R. D. BELL, 

The Commissioner, N; D., 
The Commissioner. C. lJ., 

Under Secretary to Government. 

The Commissioner, t3. D., . 
The Settlement Commissioner and Director of Land Records, 
The Inspector General of Registration, 
The Collector of N asik, · . 

. The Collectors of Thana, East Kha.ndesh, West Khandesh, 
Satara, Sholapur, Kolaba, Ratnagiri and Belgaum, 

The Educational Department of the Secretariat, . · 
~he Judicial Department of. the Secretariat. 

Ahmednagar, Poona, 
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Balbodlt Script. 
Introduction of thB Balbodh script in all districts 

of the Central Division. 

No. 11277 .. 

Bombay Castle, 9th December 1912. 

Letter from the Collector o£ Nasik, No. 7212, dated 20th August 1912:-
't With referen~e to your No. 3119 of 2nd instant, I have the honour to submit my report on 

the results o£ the introducti\'n of Balbodh instead of Modi as the official script oE this district. 
"2. All my three sub-divisional officers are in favour of Modi and so is the District Superin .. 

tendent of Police, though his opinion seems to be merely that of his subordinates. The Hnzur 
Deputy Collector and the Divisional Forest Officer (Mr. Duxbury) have expressed themselves in 
favour of Balbodh. Two of the advocates of Modi, Mr. Garrett and Rao Bahadur Khopkar, are 
undoubtedly authorities on the subject. I myself am not. I know a fair amount of Marathi and 
am not entirely ignorant of Modi, but I am new to the Deccan and have been, until last year, 
little concerned with any oriental script except rour varieties of the Arabic. 

"3. But if it is merely a question of authority, Mr. Kincaid's authority is probably a high one, 
and he was in 1908 a strong advocate of Balbodh. And my own ignorance of Marathi is an 
argument with more than one side to it. For if a bsginner like myself can read tb.e office Ba.ldodh 
of this district, how can the pa.ndits be listent:d to when they say that they cannot ? 
. "4. Mr. Garrett's opinions and his reasons for them are already on record, and he repeats 
them with the confirmation of still longer experience. He only adds that he is forgetting Modi 
from want of practice. This is 110 misfortune in itself ; and it seems to show that petitioners as 
well as officials are giving Modi up, thus confirming my own experience. . 

" 5. When I first. heard of this question I formed the a priori theory that office Balbodh would 
by a natural process, degenerate in Modi or something like it. I find that when the subject was 
discussed in 1908 (Government Resolution No. g22, Educational Department, of 1908) many 
people made the. sa.me prophecy, And Rao Babadur Khopkar now says that the prophecy has come 
true. He says that karkuns never write Ba.lbodh words separately, because it means so much loss 
of time; they write it in·a. running hand which has been degenerating into a worse form of Modi . 

. "6. 'Ibis I simply deny. 1 find the Ba.lbodh of my own office easy enough to read and 
that of most petitions very easy. It was at least five years, if not ten, before I could read Sindhi 
so quickly. I have not yet seen any illegible Balbodh from other offices, and I once read through 
the whole vernacular record of a third class case. Without indicating my own opinion I asked my 
Chitnis, Mr. Riebud, about this and he told rnA that he never sees any Balbodl:t very badly written. 
It is hardly to be believed that the talnka. karkuns only "Write legibly when they think the 
~orrespondence may possibly go up to the Collector's office; hut if it is so, the remedy lies in the 
Deputy Collectox's own hands. As for the kulkarnis, of whom much was said in the Ratmigiri 
correspondence, I have seen hundreds of village forms in the. distl'ict and have not found them bard 
to read. Sub-Registrars' books are usually beautifully written, althou.gh their writing work is so 
heavy. 

'' 7. The most familiar a.rgu.ment against Ba.lbodh is that it takes long to write. The answer 
is also familiar; quick writing makes slow reading. When I see the Chitnis in difficulty with 
a petition, it is s11:re to be a Modi one. It is then argued·that because it takes long to write, the 
letters written in it are too short to be clear. If so, I should judge from what I have seen that 
formerly they were too long to be clear. I am not aware that brevity is being carried to excess. 
Certainly there would be no excuse for it in the talnka offices of this division, which are certainly 
by no means short-handed. . Mr. Khopkar .complains that karkuns cannot keep up with him in 
Ealbodh when recording evidence in criminal cases. No doubt they do take longer to record the 
evidence, and this fact has probably prejudiced some Sub-Divisional Magistrates against Balbo~h. 
Per!lona\ly I think it is a very good thing, as it gives the Magistrate time to write the English 
record legibly. The villainous scrawls which destroy the eyesight of .A.ppel1ate Courts are com
monly the result of a race with an over-swift karkUn. 

" 8, Mr. Garrett says that Modi would be as legible a.s Balbodh if spaces were left between 
the words; but has any onP. ever seen Modi written that way ? 

"9. The argument that i£ Balbodh is the official script Indian Civilians will ~ever get good 
.at 'Modi has, of course, something in it. But they will read much more of officta.l vernacular 
papers and petitions, if they are in Balbodh. It is not eo very often that they are called. upon to 
decipher private correF'pondence; and I understand from Mr. Kincaid's report that .Modi was far 
from universal for private letters even in 1908. 

·'' 10. Sayad Edrus, my Huzur Deputy Collector, is strongly iu favour of B~lbodh an~ has 
· noted some good points which had escaped me. One is that Modi is not taught m most v1llage 
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scht>ols; E!O that its official abolition is a great blessing to the peasantry •. It will be still more so in 
the next generation. He also notes that some of the educated classes favour .Balbodh because it 
tends to make ~ndians less unintelligible to each other. Balbodh, known by its proper name of 
pew.anag~ri, is the script c·f all the Hindus in Hund~stan. . It has. recently ~een. offici~lly ac~epted 
m the U Dlted Provinces and I have never heard that 1t was 1mposs1ble to wr1te 1t leg1bly Without 
waste of time. Probably it is official in both the Ma.rathi and Hindi districts of the Central 
Provinces as well. Mr. Ed~s also denies the difficulty of reading official Balbodh and notes that 
a Modi record often makes two di!erent words look exactly alike-a fact which may be of the 
utmost importance in a judicial case .. 

, "11. I conclude by submitting that the experiment has been a complete success and that 
Balbodh ought to be made the official script not only in Nasik: but in all the Marathi districts.'' 

Memorandum from the Commissioner, 0. D., No~ 40371 dated lOth September 1912:-

,,Submitted to Government, with reference to Government Resolution No. 6200, dated the 
SO~h June 1911, Revenue Department. 

"2. The Commissioner concurs in the opi.nion expressed by the Collector in paragraph 11 of 
his letter/' 

. RESOLUTION.-The Governor in Council is pleased to direct that the Balbodh script 
should be adopted in all districts of the Central Division. 

To 
The Commissioner, N.D .. , 
The Commissioner, C. D., 
The Commissioner, S. D., 

C. W. A. TURNER, 
,Under Secretary to Government. 

The Commissioner of Customs, Salt, Opium and A'bk:hi, 
The Settlement Oommisdoner and Director of Land Record'!, 
The Inspector General of Registration, · 
The Director of Agriculture and of Co-operative Societies, 
The Collector of N asik, 
All other Collectors in the Central Division, 
The Collector of Salt Revenue, . 
The Conservator of Forests, C. C., 

. The Regis~rar of Co-o~e~ative S?cietiesr Bombay Presidency; . . 
~he Supertp.tendent, Ctvll Veter~na~y Dep~rtment, Bombay Presidency, 
The Superintendent, Government Photozmcographic Department 
The Sur9eon Gener~l :Vith the Gov6rnment of Bombay, ' 
The Samtary CommiSsiOner ·for the Government of Bombay 
The Sanitary Engineer to Government ' 
The Director of Publio Instruction, , 
The District Judges of Poona, Ahmedna11ar Satara Khandesh, Nasik and 

Sholapur, · 0 
' ' 

The Inspector General of Police, . 
The Inspector General of Prisons, 
The Deputy Inspector General of Police, Northern Range:, 
Tbe Deputy Inspector General of Police, Southern RanO'e 
The Superintendents of Pol~ce, Poona, Ahmednagar, Sata;a East Khandesh Wed 

Khandesh, Sholapur and Nasik, ' ' 
The Superintending Engineer, C. D., 
The Superintending Engineer, s. D., 
'.All Executive Engineers in the Central Division 
The Executive Engineer, Sa tara· Diftrict, ' 
The Educational Department of the Secretarht 
The Judicial Department of the Secretariat,. · ' 
The General Department of the Secretariat, 

· The Political Department of the Secretariat · 
The Public Works Department of the Secr~tariat~ 
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B(U~odk Script. 

No. 9072. 

:Memorial from. the Sholapur District Bar 
Association against the adoption of the-in 
the districts of the Central Division. 

. 
REVENUE DEPARTXENT. 

Bombay Castle, 4th October ·1913. 

Letter from the Registrar of His Majesty's High Court of J ndicatare, Appellate Side, No.1726, dated 21st 
June 1913:._Forwa.rding, together with an endorsement No. 1767, dated 2nd idem~ from the District 
Judge, Sholapnr, a memorial, dated 22nd May 1918, from the Honorary Secretary, Bar Association, 
District Shollipur, requesting that, for the reasons stated, Government may be pleased . to cancel the 
orders issued in Government Resolution No. 11277, dated 9th December 1912, by which it was 
directed that the Balbodh script should be adopted in all districts of the Ceneral Division. · 

Memorandum from the Judicial Department of the Secretariat, No. 5036, dated 16th July 1913, 

. RESOLUTION.-The Sholapur District. Bar Association should be informed that 
Government see no reason to cancel the order.s in Government Resolution No. 11277; 
dated 9th December 1912, which were passed after full consideration of the points 
discussed in the momorial. 

To 

0. W. A .. TURNER, 
U n<ler Secretary to Government. 

The Oommis~ioner, 0. D., 
The District Judge, Sholapur, 
The Regi~trar of His Majesty's High Court of Judicature, Appellate Side (by letter 

No. ~073, dated 4th October 1913), 
The Judicial Department of the Secretariat, 
The Honorary Secretary, Bar Association, District Sholdpur (by letter). 
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No. 1726. 

Hzs MAJESTY's HIGH CouRT oF JUDICATURE, 

· Appellate Side, 
Bombay, 21st June 1918. 

R. E • .A, ELLIOTT, EsQUIRE, 

Registrar, High Court, 
.Appellate Side, Bombay; 

TEE SECRET.A.RY To GOVERNMENT, 
Judicial Department, Bombay. 

S'r . 1 ' ' ' . . 
r·am Mrected by the Hono~rable .the Chief Justice and Judges to .fo~ward the 

accompanying en4orsement N~. 1767, dated the 2nd June 1913, from the D1str10t ~u~ge, 
Sholapur~ submittlng·a memorial, dated the 22n~ .May 1913, from the Bar AssoClatwn, 
Shoh1pur requesting that Government ResolutiOn, Revenue Department, No. 11277, 
·dated ·9th December 1912, in connection with the substitution of Balbodh for Modi 
script may .be cancelled. ' 

From 

To 

'· I 

I have the honour to be, . 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Signed) R. E. A. ELLIOTT, 
Registrar. 

CHINTAMAN GANESH RANADE, EsQUIRE, B.A., LL.B~, 
~ Pleader and Honorary Secretary, 

Bar Association, Sholapur, 
District Sholapur; 

HIS. EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR OF BOMBAY 
in Council, Bombny. 

Skoldpur, 22nd · Jl:J.ay1913. 

l;fay_it please your Excellency, 
As resolved at the Annual General Meeting held on the 13th April1913, I have the 

honour to approach your Excellency on behalf of the Sholapur ,District J3ar Association 
with a request to cancel the Government Resolution No. 11277, dated 9th December 
l 912, of the Revenue Department in connection with the substitution of Ba.lbodh-for 

' Modi script for the following among other reasons:-
1. The· e;periment of introducing B:Hbodh for Modi was tried in the RatnaO'iri 

District by Government Resolution No. 1939, dated 24th February 1909, but Governm~nt 
~ad to modify that Resolution as it was found unworkable by means of a Government 
Resolution No. 11719, dated 23rd December 1910, of the Revenue Department. 

2. The present Resolution was issued on the recommendation of the Collector of 
Nasik in spite of the contrary opinions expressed by his three Sub-Divisional officers. On 
such an important subject as that of changing the script of the whole :Marathi-speaking 
province the Association considers it was necessary to ascertain the views of all those 
primarily concerned and really competent to give their opinion. 
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3. An impression is likely to prevail that tbis change is effected to convenience a 
few European J'udges and Magistrates :who :find it a little difficult to read the .M:odi 
script. In spite of the present Resolution old documents, letters, account books and even 
certain number of new registered documents will continue to be in Modi and to go 
through them the Judges and Magistrates will bav:e to lea.rn Modi if they really want to· 
read the whole record themselves. The Judges and Magistrates who want to ma~ter the 
whole record are expected either to learn the script by little more exertion or to get a 
verbatim translation of the dooument (verified, if necessary, by both parties). 

4. There has not been a single case of miscarriage of justice on account of the· 
record being in the Modi script not legible to the trying Judge and no sufficiently justifyinO' 
case bas at all been made out against continuing the Modi script in favour of introducin ~ 
wholesale Balbodh. · 

0 

5. The introduction of Balbodh script will necessarily waste a good deal of public 
time and the Government will have to incur more expenditure in keeping an adequate 
clerical staff to be able to cope with the work. · 

6. The· difficulty of the clerks compelled. to write all papers, and depositions in 
Ba1bodh instead of Modi, will be most realized by European officers if they are asked to 
write all their correspondence, depositions, orders and judgments in the Roman character. 
Besides, the Association thinks that Balbodh, when hurriedly written un:ler stress of work, 
will be worse for a foreign reader than Modi itself and th~ necessity for adopting cryptic 
style will sacrifice clearness for the sake of brevity as it was experienced in the Ratnagiri 
District in 1910. · ' · 

7. 1\fore attention paid to the· employment of suoh ·clerks as have really a goo:l 
and legible Modi handwriting and a little more exertion on the part of European 
Civilians to master the Modi script will in no time remove the small inconvenience felt · 
without the least loss of public money and time. The Association thinks that both from 
the utilitarian and sentimental points of view the change. is undesirable. 

8. This subject was thoroughly discussed at the Conference of Judges, Sub-Judges 
and Pleaders of this District presided over by the Hono:urable Mr. Justice Batchelor in 
February last and the Conference expressed a unanimous opinion that the change of 
script from Modi to Balbodh is a .real hardship. . 

9. The Association, therefore, trusts that your Excellency's ·Government will be 
pleased to cancel the Resolution. · · · · 

Through. 

I beg to remain, 
.. sir, 

Your Excellency's most obedient servant, 

. (Signed) C. G. RANADE, 
Pleader and Honorary ~ecretary, Bar Associati.on, 

District Sholapur. 

The District Judge, Sholapur 
and 

His Majesty's High Court, Appellate Side, 
Bombay. 

Below memorial to Gove'rnmeJZt bu the Bar .Association of Sholapur. 

No~ 1767 OF 1913. 
2nd June 1913. 

. Forwarded with compliments to the Registrar, Appellate Sid~, ·of His 1\Iajesty's 
H1gh Court of Judicature at Bombay. 

(Signed) F. X. D'SOUZA, 
. District Judge, Sholapur. 

ll 41-16 
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TnE SECRETARY To TIIE GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY, 
Revenue Department, 

BOMBAY. 

We have the honour, by direction of t~e Managing Coun~il of the 1\~a~arashtr~t. 
Sahitya Parishad an association started speCially for tlw prrmot10n of l\Iaratht hterature 
which, as the appendix hereto attached .will show,, is enti~led to speak wi~h unq?estioned 
authority and in the· name of the entire Marat~u:~~oalnng peopl~ of tins Prestd~noy aq 
well as other puts of India, to respectfully subm1t "hi~ representatiOn on the sLti~Ject of 
the u~e of the Modi script in public offices and request thereto the earnest attentiOn and 
careful consideration of Government. · 

'Ihe Council reO'rets at the outset that orders .should have been issued on a subject 
of such· vital importa~ce as a change ~f tho script in u~e in publi? o~ces, without 
giving any opportunity to t?e pubhc for an e.xpress10n of the1r . VIews and as 
the Council understands, w1thout even tJon.sultlng expert Marath1 sch9lars and 
writers .of weight and authority. The choice o~ script is as much a ~uestion. of 
public convenience and general usage as that of language. From tho mformabou 
available to the Council it appears that the Collector of Ratnagiri o~ his own initiation 
ordered, with effect from 1st January 1909, the wholesale supersession of the current 
Modi by tb.e Balbodha script in all Hevenue and magisterial offices in his District and 

. that, on being informed of it, Government. allowed the innovation to be tried as an 
experiment for one year, asking for a report of its working at the end of that period. 
The innovating Collectot• had been meanwhile transfen·ed to Nasik, in which district also 
he ordered the supersession of the :Modi· by the Balbodha script. The report of the 
new Collector of' Ratnagiri was, the Council is informed, most unfavourable to Balbodba 
and so also was the report of the Collector who held charge at the end of the first year of 
the experiment in the .Nasik district. Both these officers are .understood to have reported 
that the innovation bad, owing to the difficulty of writing Balbodha quickly, led to the 
adoption of a cryptic style by officers and to illegible and slow .handwriting by clerks, 
involvjng. an increase in the staff and public expenditure and a confusion of orders and 
counter·<·rders arising out of the impossibility of carrying out the change in all official 
work; and further that most of their responsible subor.dinate officer." were decidedly 
opposed to Balbodha and in favour of the complete restoration of the Modi .script. lt 
could not but be, moreover, a great hardship to men accustomed to write from boy· 
hood in one script to be suddenly comp~lled to write in another script. However, the 
Commissioner of the Division being favourably impressed with Balbodha work obtained 
from Government permission to continue the experiment further. The author o£ the 
in~ovation had meanwhile returned to the Nasik. charge and he naturally reported, in 
spite of an avowed adverse verdict of most of his subordinates, in favor of BaJbodha, and 
thereupon Government issued thdr Resolution No. 11277 of 9th December 1912, which 
by one wide jump ordered that Balbodha should be adopted in all Districts of the Central 
Division, presumably in all public offices and in regard to all public records. 

The Council of the Parishad begs respe~tfully to submit that a sweeping change of 
this character should not have been made, specially in view of the adverse. consensus of 
opinion of Government's own officers in the two Districts where the innovation was tried 
only as an experiment and had so ·fur proved a practical failure. The officers of .other 
Districts s~ould h~ve .been cons~lted, and the public were ·entitled to have an opportUnity 
ior expressmg their news. That there was not mature and full deliberation on the 
subject would appear from the fact that Government had by a supplementary Resolution 

. No. 14~9 of 14tll .Pebr~ary 1913, to correct a misunderstanding of their own officers and 
to announce that l\1od1 was not to be dropped from the syllabus of the Civil and Military 

. E:xam~nations, a~.;~ by an answer to an i~terpellation in the Provincial Legislative 
Council to explam that the. orders for usmg the Balbodh::L script were to apply to the 
VI riting down by clerks and other Government officers in the course . of their official 
·work and not to ~et~tions and other documents presented by the public. The Council is 
not sure whether 1t IS clear that the compulsory use of Balbodha extends to B:ll'nislii and 
village recol·d work. · 
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The Council of the Parishad begs respectfully but with all the emphasis it can 
command to point out that the supersessiou of the l\tiodi script can have no defence 
whether from the administrativ~, or the literary, or even the resthetic point of view. 
The possession by any language of a Rpecisl script for writing, which tends to quicker 
and easier despatch of work, is a distinct advantage. which should never be sacrificed for 
the smnll inconn~nience involved in learning two scripts. What an inconvenience it 
would be, for example, to compel all En!?lish writing to be done in Roman characters? 
In regard to Marathi, the origin~l script for writing on· business was Modi, and the 
]akbars and State documents of the :Maratha period .were all written in Modi. Even 
with the impetus given to Balbodba by the development of printing, Modi still 
continues to be the script usecl by the Maratba nation for writing letters and business· 
documents and keeping accounts. The Modi script has been by usage, tradition and the 
special efforts of the Educational Department very' highly developed oo:-.thetically, and 
to· write beautiful Modi is yet .regarded a high accomplishment by the people. Good 
Modi looks decidedly better than the best Balbodha, and its. advantage or quickness 
of writing is beyond question. The supersession of :Modi by Balbodha in public offices 
must mean, as shown by the experience of the Ratnagiri and N asik Districts referred to 
above, unnecessary delay and increased expenditure of public money,. not to mention a 
premium on cryptic style. Balbodha takes not only more time t<J write but involves 
the observance of more difficult rules of orthography. It is said that llalbodha is more 
easy to read than .Modi. The Council submits that this impression ig the result of suffi-
. cient pains not having been taken to master Modi. In truth, good Modi is· as legible as 
good Balbodha, while hastily written Balbodha can be as illegible as bad Modi and as a 
rule is more ungainly in sight. Offi.ce.work bas often to be done at' high pressure and 
the result of enforcing the Balbodha script will therefore be not the elimination of 
illegibility, but the introd~ction of more incorrect and mor~ unseemly handwriting in 
our office records. The remedy for il_Iegible Modi·writing is to enforce good writing by 
clerks, and not the abolition of Modi. - • _ . 

No doubt, the removal of Modi would be very convenien~ to European Officers by 
saving them the trouble of mastering that script in addition to Balbodha. But as ·.Modi 
will continue to be the script of the people, and letters, business. 4ocuments and account· 
books and various other writings including petitions and memorials coming before 
these Officers will continue to be written in 'Modi, any policy of en~ouraging neglect of 
that script by any class of Government Officers, making them dependet1t on others for 
deciphering ~odi documents, must prove seriously detrimental to their efficiency and 
adversely a.ffeot the due discharge of their duties. It is said that Balbodha is the script 
of the masses and that Modi is not taught in many village schools. The Council of the 
Parishad begs in the first place to ·dispute the accuracy of these statoments and secondly 
to urge that the masses should neva ba kept off from a time-honoured script in full. 
vo~ue amongst the literary classes, and that if there be any village schools where Modi 
is not taught, ~he sooner the defect is removed the better. · _ · 

'rhe Council begs in conclusion to point out that the abolition of l\fodi is regarded 
by the people as an act of un.warranted exercise of executive author1ty and has hurt 
their national feelings in no small measure. 

For these reasons, and mainly on the ground of due economy of public funds, of 
public convenience and offlcial ellicency, the Council prays that Government be pleased 
to cancel their llesolution No. 11277 of 9th December 1912 and order the restoration of 
the :Modi script in all public offices of the Marathi·speaking districts, for which act of 
kindness the Council will ever gratefully pray. 

1 
. Maharasldra Sahitya Pa1'i·l 

8/iad office, 81, .h'a,,aswadi, 
Bombay, Octobe1• 19)3.\ 

J 

We have the honor to be, 
Sir, , 

Your most obedient servants, 
VISHNU :MORESHW AR MAHAJ A~~' 

. PreHdent, 
. BHALCHANDRA KRISH~A, 

. Vice-President, 
and Chairman, Executive Council, 

RA.MKRISHNA R. 110RAl\IKAR, 
Secretary. 
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APPENDIX. 

The Maltarashtra Sahitya Pariskad. 

The Maharashtra Sahitya Parishad (literally the Maharashtra Literature Associa
tion) was inaugurated at the Sixth General Sahitya Sammelan or Conference of the 
Scholars, Authors· and well-wishers of the :Marathi language held at Baroda under 'the 
patronage of H.'H. the Gaikwad in October 1909, an~ further oo~solidated at a similar 
·representative Conference attende.d by delegates from the Bombay Pre~idency, the 
0. Ps. and Berar, and several Marathi·speaking Natives States, held at Akola (Berar) 
in October 1912. The aima and objects of the Association are defined to be to promote 
the· growth, development and study of the Marathi language. The Office· bearers of tho 
Association elected at the Akola Conference are as follows::-

President. 

Rao Bahadur Vis~nu ~oi'eshw~r Mahajani, M.A. 

JT ice· Presidents. 

Dr. Sir Bhalchandra Krishna Bhatavdekar, Knight, rJ.». 
Dr. Moreshwar Gopal Deshmukha, M,D., B.sc. 
Mr. Damodar Ganesh Padhye, M.A. · 

, Hari Narayan Apte. . · 
, R~ghunath Pandurang Karandikar. 

Members. 

1\ir. Moro Vishwnath joshi, B.A,, LL.B. 
·. , . Achyuta Sitaram Sathe, M.A·., B, ·rJ,. 

, ~amchan~ra V. Mahajani, B.A., LL.:B~ 
· R. S. Keshav Govind Damle, B.A,, LL.B~ 
Mr. Shripad Krishna Kolatkar, B.A.t LL B. 

, Narsinha Chintaman Kelkar, B.A., LL.B •. 

, · Lakshman Ganesh Shastri .Lele. 
Prof~ Chintainan Gangadhar Bhanu, B.A. . · 

R. B. Dattatraya Balwant Parasnis • 
. Mr. Vishnu Raghunath Lele. 

, Nilkanth P.andurung Patankar, '.B.A,, LTJ.n. 

, Ganesh Krishna Ohitale, B.A., LL~B. · 
~, Govind'Ramchandra Oka, B.A., LL.n: 

. , Ramohandra Narsinha RansinO' . . o• 
Dr. R. V. Khedkar, M,n., F.R.c.s. 
Mr. Nayaran Ganesh Paranjpe, B.so. 
, Pandurang Vaman Kane, M.A., LJJ.M. 

1, Damodal,' Savlarm Yande. 
, Tukaram Jaoji Chowdhari', J.P. · 
,, Ramrae Balkrishna Kfrtikar. 

Secretaries. 

Mr. Vasudeo Govind .A.pte, B.A. 

lt. S. Ramkrishna Raghunath Moramkar. 

Treasurer. 

Hr. Bhaskar Mahadeo Pandit, B.A. 
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· No. 10126 OF 1913. 

REVENUE DEPARTMENT. 

· Bombay Castle, 8th N()'l)ember 1918. 

Ra'o Ba'HADUR ·VISHNU 1\IORESHW A.R MA.HAJANI, 
President of the Maharashtra Sahitya Parishad. 

In reply to the memorial, dated 7th October 1913, from the ManaginO' Council of 
tl1e Maharashtra Sahitya Pari shad, r am directed to inform you that Gover:ment see. no 
reason to cancel the orders in Government Resolution No. 11277, dated 9th December 
1912, '\Thich were passed after full consideration -of the points discussed in the mem,oriai. 

I have, etc., 

(Signed) C. W. A. TURNER, 

Under Secreta~y to Government. 

Sdta1·a City, 11tk ·JJeaember 1918. · 

·From 

To 

Sir, 

R.Ao B.AH.A.DUR V. N. PATHAK, M.A., K.·I.·H., 
President of the Public Meeting, Satara; 

THE SECRETARY To GOVERNMENT, 
Revenue Department, 

Bombay. 

I have the honour to forward herewith a Resolution passed at a Public :Meeting of 
the people of s~itara, held on the 3rd instant, in the Arthur Hall, for favour of your· 
laying it before His Excellency the Governor in Counci1, for favourable consideration. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Signed) V. N. PATHAK,' 

President, Public Meeting, SaMra . 
• 

1. ''That in the opinion of this Meeting, Government have erred in ordering the
exclusion of the · Marathi cursive hand (Modi) and replacing it by Balbodh script in all 
their offices, without, as it appears, even consulting Marathi scholars, or giving Marathi
speaking public an opportunity of expressing its views and tbe popular feeling in the 
matter, and that in view of the fact that Modi script was in use in all offices under the 
old Governments of the country, this. Meetii,lg considers it desirable that Government 
should reconsider their Resolution on the subject, and humbly prays that they may be 
pleased to appoint a Committee composed partly of official representatives and partly of 
l\l ara:thi scholars, with power to call for reports from all Government offices, as to the
results of the new innovation, and to submit their recommendations after a careful 
consideration of the matter in all its bearings and with due regard to old custorn and the 
feelings of the people concerned. 

Sdtdra, 3rd 1Jecembe1' 1913. 
II 41-17 
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No. l i697 OF 1913. 

REVENU.l!l J.)EPARTMENT. 

13ombav Castle; BOtlt JJecember 1918. 

To 
R.Ao B!H!DUR VITHAL NARAYAN. PATHA~. 

Sir, 

In reply to your letter, dated 11th December 1913J forwarding copy of a Resolution 
passed at a publio meeting held in Satara on 3rd idem in connection with the adoption 

. of the :Balbodh scrip~ in Government offices in the districts of the Central Division, I am 
· directed to inform you that the orders of Gov.ernment referred to were .issued after a full 
consideration of tne ·subject in 'all its ·bearings and t~at· 'Government see ·no reason to 
Teconsider them. · · · · 

. 
I have, etc., 

(Signed) C. W. A. TURNER, 
Under Secretary to Government. 
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. APPENDIX G. 

GREAT INDIAN PENINSULA RAILWAY COMPANY 
. AGENT'S OFFICE~ ' . 

· . No. 12-_Q-2. 

Victoria Terminus, 
:Bombay, 7th Marek 1914. 

THE JOINT SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF l30MBAY, 
P. W. D.; ~ailways, Bombay • 

.. 

. Question put by the Honourable Mr. Shridhar 
Balkrishna U pasani at tqe meeting of the LeQ'J.sla.tive 
Council on the 16th December 1913. · 

10 

With reference to your letter No. 322, dated 2nd March 1914, forwarding copy of 
a question put by the Honourable Mr. Shridhar l3alkrishna U pasani at the meeting of 
the Legislative Council on the 16th December 1913, and of the answer given thereto, I give 
below the total number of passengers under each class booked from Victoria Terminus 
during the year 1912, together with· the number of season tic)i:et-holders holding . tickets 
between Victoria Terminus and other stations in Bombay and in the suburbs for the 
same period, viz. :- · . 

First Class ... 
Seconci. 

" 
... 

lnter , ... 
Th1rd ,, ... 

--

.. 

... . .. . .. 

... ... . . 

.. . ... .. . 

... ... .. . 

Total ... 

True Copy. 

No. of passengers, Season ticket-excludmg sea.son holders, Total. 
ticket· hol~ers. 

:31,580 90 31,670 

100,942 3,266 104,208 

24,007 ...... 24·1007 

1,0!7,309 42,400 l,OSJ,70J 
• 

1,203,838 45,755 1,249,594 

Yours faithfully, 
(Signed) W. -H. SCOTTJ 

Acting Secretary. 

I ]), L. 'DESOUZA; 
Superintendent, Railway Branch. 
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APPENDIX H. 

St~ie;nent referred to .i'IJI clause .(f) of the proposed replg. 

Name of officer appointed. 

;Length of servi.ce 'on 
lst March 1914 or 
on date of termina· 

tion of service. 

·· Y. ·m. ·d. 

Appointment last or nt prcsen~ occupb.L 

1886 Mr. V. v: Gole, L.C.E. 9 8 14 Assistant Engineer, 3rd Grade, Died on 
14~h December 1895. 

1887 I· , Karpur Sb1·inivdsrav, B.Sc., 
L.C.E. . · . 

1888 ,, .Chickaballapur S u b r a. o, 

1890 

', ,. 
1891'. 

:s:A., _L.O.E. 

, Hosaagrabar R a.·m ann a~ 
B;A., L.C.E. 

... 
, Cadambi' . Shrinivasachar, ' 

B.A., L.C.E. 

, :Sangalore Krishna rav, 
· :B.A., L.O.E. · 

...... 

, V. T. Agashe, L.C.E. 

.,, N. Belvadi, B.A., L,C,E .... 

,, R. M. ~MacFarla~~' t.C.E. 

1802 ·. · )' · V. S.· Bhkndarkar,',. B.A., 
· . L!U.E •. 

1898 , C. J.l!ansoti, L.O.E. ... 
1894 , K; K. Desai, B.Sc., rd~ .. E. .. .. . . ~ . .. \ . 

26 11 24 Still in rervice as Executive Engineer. 
1 :Now employed· as Chief Engineer in 

. Mysore, Public Works Department. 

12. 2' 3 ·Assistant Engineer, 1st Grade. Died on 
·n~h May 1900. 

9 10 12 .Assisbnt 'Engineer, 1st Grade. Died on 
18th January 1898. ... 

· 3 4 20 Assisbint Engineer, 3rd Grade. Dismis'led 
from 21st July 1892. ' 

24 11 25 Still in service. Executive Engineer, per 
manent, and Superintending Engineer, .. 
CJlass III (temporary). Superintending 
Engineer, D. I. Division. 

\ 

23 ll 3 Still in service. Executive Engineer 
permanent, and Superintending Engineer 
Class III, sub. pro tem. Superintending 
Engineer, Southern Division. · ·· 

23 11 · 7 Still in service. Executive Engineer 
West Khandesh District. 

21 11 24 ExecutiveEnginer, permanent, and Superin 
tending Engineer, Class III, sub. pro tera 
Died on 24th March 1913. 

22 11 24 Still in service. Executive Engineer, 
employed as Assistant· to Ex'ecutive 
Engineer, Thana District. 

1 4 H Assistant Engineer, 3rd Grade. Died on . 
28rd July 1893. 

20 .10 5 Sti,ll in service. Executive - Engineer 
.Ahmedabad District. 

I 

·19 10 27 Still . in service. Executive Engineer, on . 
~ t • •• le'a v·e.. · ···: 

1895 , V. N. Vartak, M.A., L.C.E. · 18 11 0 Still in Eervice. Executive Engineer, 
1\Ialsiras District,.. 

, ·.A.' Nazareth, L.C.E, 18 9 15 Still in service. Executive Engineer 
employed under the· Civil Engineer in 
Sind. 



APPENDIX I. 
. 

REVISED FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF 
THE GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY 

FOR THE YEAR· 1914·15. 

This Statement is presented to the Council 
under No. 10 of the Rules for the Discussion of 
the Annual Financial Statement notified on 29th 
December 1909 under section 5 of the Indian 
Councils Act, 1909. As required by the Rules, the 

·preliminary budget proposals for 1914-I5 were 
considered in January last by the Finance Committee 
of this Council. Effect has been given to the 
changes in the estimates recommended by the Com
mittee. These, together with a few other alteratiom 
made up to 4th February 1914, have been embodied 
in the amended Draft Financial Statement copies of 
which have been supplied to the Honourable Mem
bers.· The present Statement deals. with the actuals 
for 1912-13: the revised estimates for 1913-14, and 
the budget estimates for I 9 I 4-1 5 concerning the 
provincialized services described in Appendix A. As 
usual, the Statement is divided into two parts, Part I 
giving a brief but fairly comprehensive idea, and · 
Part II giving fuller particulars, of the Provincia] 
transactions. Details by ~ajor and minor heads are 
given in Appendix B. The figures throughout ·re
present thousands of rupees except where the 
context shows otherwise.' The figures and remarks 
pertaining to the estimates now framed for I 913-14 
and 1914-I5 are liable to alteration, but in the 
absence of altogether unforeseen circumstances no 
modification seriously affecting the estimates is likely 
to be required. 

Accou11ts of 1912-1 3· 

Revised Estimates for 19ij·t1;: ... 
.3· Th.e opening balance of the· year· 1913·14 

esttmated m the budget at 1,68,o5 was changed to 
I, 79, j 5 on the closing of the accounts of- 1 gu.13. 

4·. The total. Provincial revenue for the current 
year 1s ~ow esttmated at 7,6~,73 against 7,35,59 
entered m the budget, The mcrease of 33 I4 is 
accounted for mainly by larger receipts- ·, ' . . 

(a) under Land Revenue-Provincial share due 
.to the season proving more favourable tha~ was 
anticipated when the budget was frame1, . 
. (b) under Stainps, due mainly to larger sales of 
court-fee stamps, · · . 

(c) under Excise, chiefly under "Gain on sale 
proceeds of excise opium and. other drugs "t. still. 
head duty, toddy revenue, and " Duty op ganja ", 
partly counterbalanced by decrease in fees for 
retail licenses of country spirits, 

{d) under Assessed faxes, due mainly to favour· .. 
able trade conditions, . . . 

(e) under Forest, due to larger receipts·. from 
timber and firewood coupes, partly counterbalanced 
by a decline in the receipts from famine grass· 
operations, . 

(/) under Interest, due mainly to larger 
recoveries of interest from local bodies, and Taluk· 
dars in Gujarat, and on the endowment funds of the 

· Gujarat College and • Madhavlal Ranchhodlal 
Science Institute, 
. (g) under Law and Justice-Courts of Lq,w~ 
chiefly under magisterial fines, 

(h) under lrrigatirm-.Major ·works-Direct 
Receipts, due mainly to extended cultivation on 
the Godavari (Right Bank) and Pravara Canals, 

recovery of arrears on the Jamrao Canal, and in
creaseJi supply of water on the Desert Canal, and 

. 2. The accounts. of the year I 912- I 3 opened ( i) under Civil Works-Public T¥orks Depart-
Wit~ a bal~nce of I ,~S,92. The closing balance was · ment, chiefly on account of the sale of old material, 
estimated m the revtsed at 1,68,05 and in . the ac- produce and tools and plant, and higher bids for 
counts rose to 1,79,75· The total Provincial revenue toll-bars. 
amounted to 7,95,81; compared with the budget ' • . · · · d 
the actuals were better by 96, I 5 against 8

3 9
., cal~ 5· The total Provmc1al expen.dtture IS es~n'!late 

culated in the revised, showing an improve'm~nt of at 7 ,69,92, or a d.ecrease of I 7,22 m . the pr~v1ston of 
12!18. The increase over· the revised ocr.urred ],87,14 ent~red m the budget. 1he savmgs ·are 
chtefly under Land Revenue, Excise~ Assessed Taxes expected chtefly- . 
Forest, Law ~nd Justice-Jails, and Miscellaneot&~ (a) ~mder F~rest, due . rnamly to ~~all~r 
and was partially counterbalanced by decreases under expendtture on timber operations, stores, butldrngs, 
lnte;es~ an~ Irrigation-Portion of land revenue due and demarcation and improvement of forests, 
to trrzgatzorz. The total Provincial expenditure (b) under Law and Justice-Courts of Law_, 
amounted to 7 ,?4·98,, showing a net increase of 48 due mainly to the transfer of a sma1ler d~btt 
as compared Wtth the figure ( 7,24,50) estimated in from J, Land Revenue on ac~ou~t .of establ~sh-
the revtsed. Increases occurred chiefly under the ments graded with Collectors d1st~1~t establtsh-
hea.ds Refund~. and Drawbacks, Law a11d Justice- ments, non-utilization of the p~ovtston. for an 
Jazls, Educatzon,. St~tionery and Printin:, Miscel~ additional High Court Judg~ ~nd hts estabhs.h.rnent: 
laneous, and lnzgatzon-Major Works-Working and savings in the prov1ston for conc1hators 
Expenses, a!1d were pp.rtially counterbalanced by establishments, partially counterb~lanc~d. by larger 
decreases ~htefly under the heads Assignments and expenditure on account of fees. m cnrmnal cases 
C~mpensaftons, Land Revf.nete, Forest, General Ad- and entertainment. of temporary Sub-JudgP.s and 
muzzstratzon, and Civil '!Vorks-Civil J?epartmenl. their est::1.blishments, 

H 41-18 
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(c) und. er Police, due ·mainly to savings und.er ( u) under lrrigatiOJt-.A!ajor 1Vorks-rVorking 
f d Ex~~enses, due to additional grants for urgent works " Presidency. Police 11 and in the provisioh or ts-

trict police re-organization, in iud 1 . · 

. (d)· under Educatio1z,due mainly to .t~e transfer (/z) under Civil rVorks--Civit nepartme;tt, due 
to other head~ of portions of the provtstons made .to· grants-in-aid to .certain.lo<;al bodies from the 

. for recurring·and non-recurring expen~iture out of provision for spectal samtatron schemes under 
the Imperial assignments for promotwn of ~d.uca- 241 Medical, and 
t~on, to anticipated savi?gs ·in those pr?ytstons, (i) under Civil TVorks-Public 1Yorks Depart-
and to the non-utilization of the provtston for ment, due to funds transferred from other heads 
b~ilding. grants i~ aid of primary schools in Born- chiefly for educational, medical and sanitary works: 
b C. · and to additional grants for police and arch::eoloai .. . ay tty, · . . , . b 

· · (e) under'Medical-1 du~ mainly to the ~r~nsfer t~ cal works. 
other major heads of portwns of the provtstons .fo 6. The closing balance of the year is estimated 
expenditure on saoitary projects and medical rehef, at 1, 78,56, or an increase o! ?2,o6 as compared with 

.· non-utili?:ation of the provisions for wants to the the budget. Important vanatwns between the budget 
Bombay Municipality for anti-malanal t.neas?res and revised estimates are explained in Section II of 
and to the Bombay Medical Council.. and savmgs Part II. 
in the provisions f~r s.alaries, . dtre~t plague 7• The disbursements of taka vi and other loans 
charges and the physiOlogtcal laboratone~ at the 'n the Provincial Advance and Loan Account are 

_ Grant Medical College. The decrease ts P~~~a ~stimated at 32 ,75 compar~d with 38.oo entered in 
counterbalanced by grants for an endowment.. . the budget the decrease bemg due to smaller provi
;md current. expenses of the College of Phystctans sions made' for loans to local bodies, cultivators and 
~and Surgeons.of ~o.mbay, . . Gujarat talukdar~. :The recoveri~s are now estimated 

(f) under Polztzcal, due mamly to recovenes at •7 70 agains~ 49 57 entered m the budaet the 
f ' ' 'b ' d J I I I · b I of. ~rre~rs o · for~t~n service :ontn ut10ns, an increase being ·due mainly ~o larger repayments 

savmgs m the provtsions for salanes of officers, and expectt;d from cultivators, Native States and Gujarat 
.(g) ·under Scien(ific ancl other Minor Depqrt- Talukdars. 

ments, due mainly to .th~ transfer to the Forest 
and Public \Vorks Departments of a portion of the 

1 provision from the Imperial grant for non-recurring 
expenditure on agriculture and allied objects, and 
t~ savings ·in that provision an~ in the provision 
for charges of the, Agricultural Depa.rtment. 

Budget Estima 1es for 1914·15.· 

8 .. The budget for 1914-15 opens with a balance 
of I ,78,56, which, it is anticipated, will be reduced 
to 1, I 4,18 by the close of the year, the total revenue 
being estimated at 7,58,92 and the total expenditure 
at 8 23,30. The estimates thus in~'olve. an expendi

. The savings mentioned above are partially t~re:of 64,38 from the Provincial balance. The total 
counterbalanced by increases· mainly-· revenue shows an advance of 23,33 over the current 

(a) under R~{zmds of.excisel; forest and land year's budget and a falling ~ff of 9,81 from the 
revenue, · revised. The total expenditure shows . an increase 

(h) under. Assignments and Compensation.t, due of 36,16 over the current year's budget and of 53,38 
mainly to the payment to the Miraj (Senior) State over the revised. 
of compensatio~) .on account o~ previous years'' 9· The revenue estimates for I914·1S allow for 
arrears of reve~ue £ron: countr~ hquor ,an.d toddy, expected increases, chiefly-
and compensation to vdlagers m the Ma~1 Kantha . . . 
Agency for damage done· to· theil" land by the Luni (a) under .La~zd .Rev~nue-A!zenatzons, due to 
river · . extended culuvatton m Smd, . 

· ·{c) under Gemral Administration1 due mainly {h) under Land Revenue....:_Fi.xed allotment and 
to additional expenditure in connection with the 'adfustnzel!!s, d11e mainly to recurring Imperial. 
equipment of the Government Houses .at Bombay, assignments f~r (i) the remission. of contr!butions; 
P.oona and Mahabal~shvar, and tounng charges by· local bod1es towards certam establishment: 

· ·and contract allowance of His Excellency the charges and tii) education, partly counterbalanced: 
Governor, . by the absence of the non-recurring lmperiall 
· (d) under. Jails, chiefly under dietary and· assignments for medical telief and for agriculturaU 

hospital charges, purchase of raw materials for jail and allied objects, ' 
manufactures, and charges for moving prisoners, . . (c) under Stamps, Excise, Assessed Taxes, and! 
. (e) under Superannuation Allowances and Pe•t- Law and Yustice-Courts of Law, jn view of the 
sions, • due to an increase in the number of new progress· indicated by the current year's revised 
pensions sanctioned over hpses and to the. coin- estimares, 
mutation of pensions, · · . . (d) und~r Forest

1 
·due chiefly to larger receipt~ 

(/) under StatiotJery and Printing, due mainly from timber and firewood, partially counterb~lancec.j 
to large issues of paper .a.nd other articles of by the absence of the current year's provision f01 
stationery from the Central Stores, famine grass receipts, 



{e) under .Interest,· due chiefly to interest on 
loans to local bodies and Talukdars in Gujarat and 
on certain endowment funds, · 

(/) under Law and Justice-:-Jails, chiefly 
under earnings of convict gangs and sale proceeds 

education .< 21,2 s)·, sanitation {9,so ~. ?a ret Gboratqry 
(6~), medical rehef{4o), and agncl;lltural and· allied 
obJects (38), and ({3) discretio1_1ary expenditure 
(8,oo). . . · 

of jail-made goods, and. . 
Items of speCial interest entered in the budget 
are noticed below :-

(g) Jrrigatio~--Jfajor_ Works-J?ir~ct Re.ceipts, 
due chiefly to Improvements to dtstnbutanes on 
the Godavari Canal, and extended · cultivation 
on the Pravara Right Bank Canal. 

The increases are partially counterbalanced . by 
decreases mainly under Ci~1il TVorks-Public Works 
Department owing to the contemplated abolition of 
all toll-bars on Provincial roads. 

1o. The estimate of land revenue (including the 
portion due t.o irdgation) is tak~n at 4,45,?0 (Provin
cial share = 2,22,50 ). Exclus1ve of miscellaneous 
revenue (1,85 in the revised estimate for 1913·14 and 
1,75 in the budget for 19.14·15), ~he. figures of the 
estimated demand, collections, remtsstons and suspen. 
sions for the years I91J·I4 and I914·I5 are given 
below:- · · 

Outstanding balance · •.. g6,o1 
Demand . .. .. · 4,29,79 

- s,2s,8o 
Collections .. . 4, s8, I 5 
Remissions 14,34 

- 4,]2,49 
B:'\lance {Suspensions.· 28,05 

Arrears . 25,26 
_.:,_ 53,31 

53,31 
4,35,96 
- 4,8g,27. 
4,43,25 . 

g,p 
--4,52,97 

14,09 
22,21 
-- 36,;30 

1 t. In view of the satisfactory state of Provincial . 
balances ·in 1908-og, Government resolved to abolish 
the tolls levied at certain toll-bars the receipts from 
which amounted to 50. In paragraph 14 of the 
Financial Statement for that year it was announced 
that Government would be glad to extend this policy, 
but whether they would be able to do so depended 
entirely on the future financial position and must 
depend almost . entirely on the character of the 
~e~sons. In pursuance of this policy toll-bars yield
mg a net revenue of 2,27 have already been abolished. 
Next year it is proposed to abolish all the remaining 
toll~bars on Provincial roads yielding a revenue of 
3,'33. 

. 12. In orde.r to check ~he tendency to over~ 
e~ttmat~ expendtture due· chtefly to the anxiety of 
dt.sbursmg officers not to outrun the particular grants 
w~th the. expenditure of which they are entrusted, and 
wtth a v1ew to securing a greater accuracy of esti
mates, lump deductions for " Probable savings 11 

have been made to the amount of 6 oo under six 
major head~ of account in the budge't for 1914~15 
~ompared wtth 6,20 under seven major heads in the 
budget for .1913· 14. These deductions, however, do 
not necessitate correspo·nding reductions in •detailed 
grants entered in the budget. Out of unexpended 
balances of the Imperial grants given since the year 
.tgt 1-12 a total sum of 46,22 is provided in the 
bud get for 1 q 14-15 for (a) non~recurring outlay on 

(i) Revision of subordinate revenue est;;~.blish. 
ments; 

. (ii) Cadastral survey of the Town and Island 
of Bombay; · · 

(iii) Increase in th~ number of appointments of 
Assistant Collectors, transfer of certain 
appo!ntments to the list of superior 
appomtments, and the grant of minimum 
time-scale of pay to member~ of the 
Indian Civil Service; . 

· (iv) Scheme for the special legal training of 
• members of the Indian Civil Service in 

the Judicial Branch; . 
( v) Creation of the post of a Registrar of Joint 
· Stock Companies; 

(vi) Salvation Army schemes about a Boys' 
Industrial Honie and a Settlement for 
Security Prisoners, Criminal Tribes and 
Habituals; 

(vii) Revision of the pay of certain members of 
the executive branch of the :Jail Depart
ment; 

'(viii) Police re-organization and reforms; 
(ix) Increase of horse and camel allowances to 

the mounted police in Sind and · Kathia-. 
war; . ' ~. . 

· (x) ·Provision of two additional lights off the' 
Sind coast; · 

. (xi) Opening of new primary schools ; . 
(xii) Improvement of the pay and strength of 

teachers in primary schools ; ·. , 
(xiii) Expenditure . from the additional income 

derived from the enhancement of the 
rates of fees in Government high 
schools; 

(xiv) .Results grants to aided secondary schools.; 
(xv) Scheme for the removal ·of the Victoria 

Jubilee Technical Institute to a new she 
at Matunga ; ·· 

(xvi) Erection of a hospital for cases of infectious 
diseases occurring among Europeans and. 
Anglo-Indians in Bombay; · 

(xvii) Grant in aid of the construction of a new 
· ·building for the Civil Hospital at Maha .... 

baleshvar; . · • · 
(xviii) Creation of the post of 11 Dean " and 

· abolition of that of " Principal " at the 
Grant Medical College, Bomb~y.; 

(xix) Grant to the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons of Bombay; 

(xx) Grants for sanitary projects ; 
(xxi) ·creation· of two separate ap~ointments. in 

· piace of the present combmed appomt ... 
ment of Chemical Analyser for Sind and · 
Port Health Officer, Karachi ; · 

(xxii) Increased expenditure in conne'ction with 
the Agricultural Department ; 
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(xxiii) Re-organization of the Subordinate Civil and below, with the exception of appointments of 
Veterinary Department in the Presidency head munshis, which it is proposed to re-arrange 
proper ; owing to the creation of a new grade of Rs. So per 

{xxiv) Remission of contributions by local bodies mensem. The total extra cost of the revision comes 
. towards establishment charges in Govern.. to Rs. Ir,sSo a year. A provision 9f 2 .oo is made 
ment offices i . in the budget for 19 I 4· I 5 to meet the cost of 

(xxv) Construction of a few storage reservoirs item (i). 
in the upper reaches of suitable streams (b) The question of the cost of the cadastral 
with the view of raising the level of surveyoftheTown and Island of Bombay .was consi .. 
subsoil water in the drier tracts of the dered by a Special Committee, who came to the conclu .. 

. Deccan plateau. sion that without actual experiment it would not be 
13. (a) The 'proposals for the revision of the possible ~o frame an. estimate which could safely be used 

grades of pay of employees in the subordinate as a bas1s for drawmg up plans for the financing of 
revenue service mentioned in paragraph 13 (a) of the the survey, especially as it was proposed to defrav 
Revised Financial Statement for 1913·14 have been the. cost to som~ e~tent by means of contribution-s 
sanctioned by the Secretary of State. For the levied on the pubhc and on local bodies. A section 
Presidency proper the re-organization compris;s- of the city comprising about 200 acres was accord
' ( 1) · the abolition of the present lowest grade ingly selected for the experimental operations and 

of Mahalkaris on Rs. So per mensem, the the work of taking the fundamental and minor 
retention 9f the grade of Rs. 100 and traverses of this area is being carried out by an 
the creation of. a new grade of Rs. 125 officer of the Survey of India Department. It has 
per mensem ; been directed that the· operations should be continued 

(2) the abolition of the present lowest grade 0? th~ assumption that t~e cadastral survey of the 
. of aval karkuns on Rs. so per mensem, ctty ~ll be proceeded With to completion after the 

the retention of the grades of Rs. 6o, 70, expenmental area has been surveyed. A provision 
and So,. and the creation of a new of I,Ss is made for item (ii) in th~ budget for 1914·15 

· ·grade of Rs, go per mensem i 1,58 fpr the co~t of sur~ey operations and 2i fo; 
· the cost of prepanng a register of possessions No 

(3) the classification . of sheristedars of sub. provision is made for recoveries from local bodie~ unril 
divisional officers and deputy chitnise$ of the result of th~ experimental operations is known 

. . Collectors with the lowest grade of and the total cost of the scheme is estimated with 
aval karkun! on Rs. 6o per mensem, some degree of accuracy. . . · 
without making reduction in the case of 
any post of deputy chitnis of which the (c) \Vith a view to placing the cadre of the Indian 
present salary is above Rs. 6o pe_r Civil Service on a correct basis and safeguarding the 
mensem l . prospects of the junior members of that Service 

(4) the regrading of appointments on Rs. 5o proposals for the increase by five of the number of 
per mensem and above, except those ap_Pointments of Assistant Collectors of the second and 
specified in ( 1) to (3) above, 50 as to th1rd grades and for the transfe~ to the list of superior 
give an increase of 10 per cent.. in r. Manager, Sind Incumbered appomtments of the three 
expenditure over each Division ·, and Estates, . . posts mentioned in the 

2. Reg..strar of Co-opPrative • h 
(5) re .. arranging the number of appoint~ents in Societies, an~ · rnargm ave been sub-

the lower branch (between Rs. 15 f
3L· One post of Superintendent mitted to the Government 

o and Records and R<:gishation. f J d. · Q , 
and Rs. 45 per mensem) in the proporu . " . . 0 n 13·. . wmg to the 
tion given below;- · unsahsfactory c~ndJtlon of promotiOn m this Presi. 

dency, the salanes. actu~l~y drawn by several junior 
• Pay per mens~:m. ~~~~~. members of the lndtan Ctvll Service tall considerably 

Rs. sh~rt of what is regarded as the standard of salary 
15 ... .•••.• } 

40 
.which officer~. of that. Service may. ordin~rily expect 

20 to draw. W tth a v1ew to removmg thts hardship 
~5 ,,. · 16 proposals for the grant of a minimum time-scale of 
3° •·• •t• 14 pay to these officers have been submitted to the 
35 .. , ·.. q· Government of India, similar concession having been 
:; ::: ::: 

1~ already gran~ed in the .Central Provinces, the Punj~b 
Th 1 d. f and the Umted Provmces. It is intended that in 

e tota extra expen 1ture o these measures eve"y case where the act 1 1 t h' h ffi · 
comes to Rs. 1,89,504 a year. The revenue is e~titfed by his substant~a sa a~[. o .w ~ an od ~er 
establishments in Sind were revised in 1906 at an Jist or by the ~rdinar IVel post 1

10~ m t e g~a. at~on 
additional expenditure of Rs. S1,228 per annum. allowances falls short ol rues/~ atu~g. to ° Chl.athm$ 
This revision was based on the needs. of individual to be auaranteed to h · ~~ -cerffiam ml'llbum w lCd IS 

offices and has not produced an equitable flow of perso~al allowance equlJ?lv'at net ot tcherd~ffl e grbante a 
· · Th · · · . en o e 1 erence etween promotion; e present reviston accordmgly I hts actual salary and the · · d 1 
t d 1 t · t t R · . mmtmum guarantee sea e 

f!X en sony o appom. men son s. 45 per mensem These proposals involve a t d' f. . . n ex ra expen Jture o 



{
Presidency proper .. 

••• Sind ... . .. 
••. ·{P~esidency proper. 
· Smd ••• . .. 

Inspectors 

Sergeants 

S b I t {Presidency pr:::per. 
u - nspec ors ... Sind ... • •• 

Head Constables- . 

Unarmed ••• f ~~esid~ney proper 
LSmd ... ... 

Armed 

Constables-

1 Presidency proper. 
"'lSind ... • •• 

V narmed {Presidency proper. 
Sind... . ... 

\ d f Presidency proper. 
• nne ... lSind... . .. 
, 1 , t d p 1. f Presidency pruper. 
,\ OUn e 0 ICe ·•• l S' J 1n ••• • •• 
Pe_rmanent travel-f Presidency proper. 

hng, con\'eyance, . 
local and other · 
allowances. Sind ••. 

. Total ... 

73 ., 

Number. 

IOI 

34 
18 
8 

5!1 
174 

1,987 
402 
995. 
206 

7,653 
2,076 
4,7°7 
1,289 

272 
I 1I6I 

... 

... 
1 21,604 ,---

Scale nbw sanctioned, 

Number. ! Monthly cost. 

Rs. Rs. 
1 7,325 109 x8,goo 
5,goo 35 6,roo 
1,~6o 18 I 1Q89 

jOO 0 995 
33,040 . 6si 43,570 
1 r,62o It$3 12,250 

38,955 2,041 39·935 
7,565 su 9.97° 

19,070 980 191 I 10 
3,821 297 5.49° 

82,129 g,gi3 r,o6,o7o 
24,288 2,363 27,648 
so,382 5,769 6r,p9 

18, I 7 I 1 s,o79 1,553 
3,128 3,107 274 

15,684 1,375 18,395 
14,798 .. . I6,goo 

21,372 .. . 25,824 

--
3,67,195 26,o81 4,36,1 74 ----

Extra cost Rs. 68,979 per mensem, or Rs. 8,27,748 per annum. 
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0 ·n d this account is to be recou~e? oy t.he I.~vy of light 
1he reforms are being introduced gra ua y, ~n dues on vessels. The reqUisite leg1slattve measure 
it is hoped to give full effect to the ~e-orgamza· authorise their levy has been. prepared and 
.tion schemes before the close of the year. 1916·!.7· to bmitted to the Government of India for their 
Accordinoly a provision of 3100 is made forttem (vm) su · · d · · h 1 1 
• r- "' approva~ prior t? tts mtro ucttou m t e oca 
m the budget for 19t4·IS. . L gislattve. Counctl. 

(i) In view of the rise in the prices of grass and e 
rain the prc.sent scale of horse and camel ~I- (k) In connection wit~ the policyo.f Government 

~wa~ces of the mounted police in Sind a~~ Kathu\ .. to extend and improve pnmary education 2,00 were 
war is found to be inadeguate. In add1t10n to the provideA in the current year's budget, out of which I ,co 

. expense of feedin~ and mamtaining thei~ mounts, the h~ve been assigned for opening new schools, so for 
men are required to meet from . thetr allowances g~ving promotion to trained teachers in accordance 
subscriptions to the mounted police funds and .to with the scale laid down in the Vernacular Masters' 
incur miscellaneous expenditure connected wtth Code and so for providing extra assistants in under
shoeing and stable requisites. With the allowances manded schools. The grant of I,oo will enable 497 
at the existing rates· the animals are ~requen~ly new primary. schools (44 7 in the P~esidency proper 
starved and in many cases are not provtded w1th and 50 in Smd) to .be opened dunng the current 
warm jhools whi~h are in~isp.ens~ble in t?e severe year. The allotment of so for giving code pay to 
cold weather which prevails m Smd. It IS accord- primary teachers has been supplemented by I,oo 
mgly proposed to·raise the rates of these ~llowances provided from the amount of 2,76 allotted by the 
as shown below :- Government of India for primary education out of the 

Horse allowatzce. 
Sind-

K:mi.chi town .. . 
Hyderabad town ... · 
Other head-quarters 
Other places ... 

Kathiawar .•• 

Camel nllou:atZce. 
Sind-

Karachi town ... 
Other places 

Pre~cnt rate 
·per mensem. 

' ... 
... 
... I ... 

.... \ 

Rs. 

25 
20 
20 
16 
20 

7 
7 

Proposed rate 
per mensem, 

. 
Rs. 

30 
30 
25 
25 
'25 

14 
12 

Imperial recurring assignment of s,93 for educational 
expenditure and thus 1,50 in all have been made 
available in the current year for that purpose .. The 
deficiency still remaining in the matter of code pay is 
over a ·lakh and a half. The budget for next year 
provides 2 oo for the continuance of the policy 
referred to ~hove. Of this amount I ,oo are earmarked 
for opening, new scho~ls [ item (xi) ] , and x,oo f~~ 
giving code pay to pnmary teachers and for ~ddt
tiona! assistants in undermanned schools [1tem 
(xii)]. 

It is gratifying to note that_ t~e Gov~rnment of 
India have made a Jurther recurrmg asstgnment of 
I,oo for education .. The allocation of this grant to 
the necessary objects will be considered in due 

The . annual extra expenditure . involved ·by these course. 
propo·sals is estimated at I ,34 for Sind and I 4 for (1) \Vhen t~e rates of fees in Government high 
Kathiawar. A provision ?f 94 is made in next year's schools were raised in ·191 1, the public were assured 
budget for item (ix) to meet the proposed expendi- that the Governor in Council had no intention of 
ture for about seven months of the year 1914-15 in appropriating the extra income from fees for general 
Sind, and for the whole year in K a.t~iawar. purposes, but had d.ecided to devote it to the further 

( j ) In connection with the decision to provide improvement of these schools; and it was announced 
two additional lights off the Sind coast, viz., a light· that in accordance with this decision Government 
house on Cape Monze and a light-vessel off the wo9-ld set aside for e~penditure on the schools,· 
Khai Mouth of the Indus, a provision of 2,15 is made over· and.abo,ve the normal average expenditure then 
in the current year's budget for the construction and being incurred on their maintenance, a sum as nearly 
equipment of the light~house. As this provision is as possible c;:quivalent to the increased receipts from 
not likely to be utilized in full before the ·close of the fees. The additional fee receipts for the years 
year, orders for commencing the construction. of the I9II·I2 and 1912-13 amounted to 15 and 49, 
light-vessel at the Government Dockyard, Bombay, respectively, or a total of 64 for the two years. It is· 
have been issued, the expenditure being met from proposed to spend this amount on the provision of 
the saving in that provision. It is estimated that additional accommodation and equipment for the 
.ab·out 48 will be spent before the close of the current teaching of science in secondary schools. Govern
year and that about I ,73 w~ll be requ~red in the ment have also decided that certain suitable items 
ensuing y~ar for the completiOn of the hght-vessel. of recurring expenditure in connection with· the 
The light-house is expected to be in working order by improvement of the schools should be permanently 
Ist Ju~e 1914. About 32 will be required next year debited to the annual excess, which, for this purpose, 
for its completion and 8 for its maintenance charges is taken as half a lakh. For the present it is intended 
for nine month~ .of that year. Item. {x) relat~s. to to spend about a moiety of this amount on the 
the total proviSion of .2, I 3 made m nex~ year's I improvement of the pay of assistant masters in 
estimates for the two hghts. The expenditure on Government secondary schools. Item (xiii) refers 

' 
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to the provisions of 64 and 26 made for the two ings, provide? it _undertook t~ m~ke availabl~- a site 
objects in the budget. for, and mamtam, the hospital. The Corporq.tion 

(m) Although aided English-teaching schools has .accepted the offer wi.th .some modification and 
d . I d detalled proposals are awaited. In the meanwbile a 

are under the Grant-in-aid Co e, entlt e to a one- lump 12rovision of 1 ,oo for item (xvi) is entered i~ the 
thkd grant, many of them have for years ~een budget to cover the promised contribution. 
receiving not m.ore than from on~-fifth to on_e-mnth 
(){ their expenditure. The total direct expenditure of (p) The present building of the Civil Hospital 
the s.ch?ols amount~d in 1912-~3 to 3,18, but the total ~t Mahabaleshvar has ·been considered to be quite 
Provmcial grant paid to them IS only 65, or about 40 madequate for the needs of the hill station. The 
less than one-third. In the case ~f anglo-vernacular question of constructing a new building was started 
schools also the total expendit.ure fo~ 1912-13. some years ago, but owing to financial exigencies 
amounted to 9,91, while the total grant paid to these! a?d protracted negotiations over acquiring certain 
schools comes to 2,66, or about 65 less than one-: s~tes, .the matter was postponed from time to time. 
thi~d. In both cases reduced grants are paid partly! Subscriptions amounting ( 'Yith accumulated interest) 
~wmg to want of funds and part]~ be~a?se of. defects i to abou~ I 5 have been received from the public and 
m the schools, the greatest of wh1ch 1s mefficiency of ; a comimttee has been forme.d to collect further funds 
staff. The additional amount required to raise the for a. new civil hospital. It is estimated that the 
total grant to the authorised level is about 1,05, but purchase of a site .and the construction of new build
as the maximu?l grants ~annot be paid to .s~veral of ings will. ~ost about 7 5· Government .have promised 
~he scho?Js owmg to their defect.s, a P!OVISIOn o.f 75l to contr.Ibute such amount, not exceedmg 37, as may 
IS made m the budget to cover this reqwrement [Item be reqUJred to make up the total cost of the hospital 
(xiv)]. building after taking into account the subscriptions 

already received· and those that may be collected 
(n) Government have undertaken to finance the hereafter. Item {xvii) refers to the ·provision of 

scheme of removal of the Victoria Jubilee Technical 37 made for the Government contribution. 
Institute, Bombay, to a new site at Matunga. The 
cost of the new site purchased from the Bombay City (q) Item (xviii) relates to the proposals for the 

. Improvement Trust amounts to 3,73, and the whole revision of the administrative arrangements in 
<>f this amount has been provided by Government by connection with the Jamshedji Jijibhai and allied 
way of a subvention, 2,oo being met from the grant hospitals and the Grant Medical College, Bombay. 
sanctioned by the Gov~rnment of India for the Ins- It is represented that these institutions, and more 
titute in 1912-13, I,5o from the· Imperial assignments especially the college1 have undergone such very 
for educational expenditure including technical educa- great development in the course of recent years that 
tion, and 23 from Provincial revenues. The cost of the duties of their administration cannot satisfactorily 
the construction of the new buildings, which is roughly be c?mbin.ed _in the hands of . a single offic~r, 
estimated at about 7}- lakhs will be met in the first esp~~tally m vxew of the fa~t that that offic~r has, m 
instance from advance~ to be' made by Government. addition, to do both professional and tutonal work. 
I ( ) 1 h · · f d After careful consideration, Government have come 
tern xv re ates to t e provision ° 3,5o rna e in to the conclusion that the time has arrived when it is 

next year's budget for an advance to cover the ex. 
d. l'k 1 b · d d · h absolutely necessary in the interests · both of the 

pen tture 1 ·e Y to eb mcudrre durbmgGt at yeart. hospitals and of the college that these institutions 
The sums which may e a vance y overnmen h ld b 1 1 d · t f 
will be repaid from the sale roceeds of the existin s o? e .. com!? ete y separ~te !n . respec o . 
site and buildings of the Ins~itute at Byculla. g their admmtstratwn. Acc?r?mgly It IS proposed 

that the post of the admmtstrator of. the coll~ge 
( o) There is at . present no adequate provision shou!d be held by an officer . of the l_ndiall Medical 

for the accommodation and treatment of cases of Service. who holds no appomtment m the J. J. or 
infectious diseases occurring among Europeans and allied hospitals and who will, _at the same time, be 
Anglo-Indians in the City of Bombay. The entire deb.arred from private practice, that he should be 
absence of such provision and the resultant hardship selected from the teaching stafl: ·of the· college and 
in individual cases were prominently brought to notice designated " Dean of the Grant Med~cal College," 
in the course of the outbreak of cholera in the city and that he should be gr~~ted a c?nsohdated salary 
in 1912; and as under the law it is incumbent on the of Rs. 1,8oo a month, as IS done m the cases of the 
Bombay Municipal Corporation to make adequate Principals of the colleges in Calcutta and M.adras, 
provision for preventing and checking the spread of and an allowance of Rs. 250 ~e~ mense~ m the 
dangero?s diseases, Government requested that bo"dy absence of fr.e~ quarters. ~ provt.stOI'l of II .Is made 
to constder the necessity of making provision for for the add1ttonal. expendtture mvolved m these 
suitabie hospital accommodation for the cases in proposals. 
ques~ioo .. At the s~me ti!De havin~ regard to the (r) In order to place the College of .Physicians 
constderab)e expendtture mvolved m that measure and Surgeons of Bombay 'on a sound footmg and to 
and as ev1dence of the extreme importance which enable it to take its proper :place among the 
they attached to its adoption, Government offered to educational institutions of India, Government have 
co-operate with the Corporation in the matter to this· year contributed 2,oo towards the, endo~ment 
the extent of defraying the entire cost of the build- fund of the institution. Of this amount I ,oo IS met . 



from 'th~ non-recurring ·as~ignment of 38,75 made 
by 'the Government 'of India in the revised estimates 
for 1912-13 for educational expenditure, and the 
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meet all these requirements as well as any unforesee~ 
demands a total provision of 21 ,oo is entered in next 
year's b~dget, of which 2o,o.o ~re met from the 
Imperial assignments for samtat10n and 1 ,oo from 
Provincial revenues. 

· oalance is provided from Provincial revenues by 
re~appropriation of funds in . the current year. 
Government have also sanctioned the payment of a {t) The arrangement under which the posts of 
grant of to towards the exFenditure of the ~~~lege Chemical Analyser, Sind, and Health Officer of the 
for the current financial year as a provisional Port of Karachi are held by one officer was sanctioned 
arrangement, arid have entered an equiv~lent sum in tgo6. Owing to the altered conditions and the 
for item (xix) in the ensuing year's budget. growing importance of the port of Karachi the 

· (s) With reference to item (xx) it is observed present arrangement is found very inconvenient, ~nd 
that . in paragraph 7 of the "Budget of the it is therefore proposed to separate the two appomt .. 
Government of Bombay for 1913-14" the allotments ments. Item {xxi) relates to the lump provision of 
aggregating. 14,86·8 already sa~ctioned against the 10 made for the additional charge involved in this 
total provisiOn of ~ 1 ,so made m t~e bu~get under proposal. 
the head · 24, Medu:al for expehd1ture m connec-
tion with sanitation and grants in aid of sanitary {u) Item {xxii) includes (1) 65 for remodel
projects were specified. The following further allot- ling the Civil - Dairy at ~irkee with a v_iew to 
ments have sincebeen sanctioned against ~he same its serving as an educational and expenmental 
proyision :- · · institution, (2) 19 for additional expenditure on 

·(I) Ahmedabad water-supply project 3,50 agricultural and hydraulic experiments and for 
(2) Furnishing ·and equipping the Bombay 2s testing and demonstrating oil-engines and pumps of 

Ba<;teriological Laboratory at Parel. the latest design,· (3) IS for demonstrating on an 
(3) Renewal of the grant for filling in the tank 2o extensive scale on the Nira Canal the results 

No. x at Hyderabad sanctioned in proved by experiments,; t:iz., ~hat in su~arcane 
' 1912-13 but not drawn in that year. . industry equal results can oe obtamed by usmg less 

(4) Jalgaon water-supply scheme · 14·5 water and less manure than that used by sugar- · 
(5) Renewal of the grant for filling in ·a tank 10 cane growers, (4) I 2 for the establishment of a 

at Kambar sanctioJ;Ied in 1912-13 but not temporary experimental station in the Thana or 
drawn in that year. .. Kolaba district to demonstrate the possibility of using 

(6) Filling in of an insanitary tank in Ratna!' 3'2 tail-water from the Tata Hydro-Electric \Vorks for 
giri town. irrigational purposes, (5) 12 for the establishment of 

(7) Refund to the Dholka Municipality of tbe 3·2 a dry farming station in the North or South-East 
expenditure incurred by it in connection Deccan and of an experimental farm at Broach, (6) 
with boring operations. 6 for the current expenses of a workshop to be 

(8) Shohipur· tow,n-improvement scheme 3'2 opened at the Agricultural College, Poona, where 
(g) Renewal of the grant for filling in two 3 repairs to pumping plants will be carried out and a 

tanks at Ratodero sanctioned in 1912-I3 class will be started for giving practical instruction 
but not drawn in that year. in working oil-engines and pumps to the owners of 

(to) Furthe-r grant tQ the Rajkot Civil Station 1'5 the plants and their servants, and (7) 5 for an 
Committee for the drainage scheme. · l .( 

agncu tural school in GujarCJ.t. 
-T't 6 

ota ... 4,33· (v) \Vhen the re-organization of the Sub-
ordinate Civil Veterinary ·Department in the Pre

Grants-in-aid amounting tv 12,58 are likely_ to be sidency proper was sanctioned in Igo8, it was 
required next year in connection with (a) water- arranged that the full strength of veterinary assist
supply schemes for Aden (2,oo), Nandurbar (r,og), ants then sanctioned should be reached after five 
Godhra '( 1 ,o6), H yderabad (go), Barsi (86), A Iandi years, and that .proposals for the further extension of 
(So), Matheran (75), Nasik (57), Karad (5o), Igat- the Department should be submitted at the end 
puri {so), Sukkur (so), Bijapur (~4), Ahmeda- of that period. The term of five years will expire 
bad (24), Kalyan (14), .and Haliyal ~~o)~ {{3) drain- with ~he current year; and Governi?ent have -now 
age schemes for Dhuha (1,oo), BIJapur {12), and sanctioned proposals for the expansion of the cadre 
Sehwan (1o), and {-y) Dharwar town improvement in the next five years. There are at present three 
sc~eme {t,n). It is ~stimated that 2,2s will ?ere- ~eterinary inspectors, namely, one for each division 
qmred for other town Impro~ement,.surface dramage, o~ the Presidency; an additional veterinary inspector 
etc., schemes, 65 for workmg bormg plants; so for will be attached to the Central Division from the 
gra~ts.in. a.id of the i~provemen.t of f!Iilk-supply, and ens.uing y~ar. The present strength of v~t~rinary 
40 ... or ongmal works 1.n ~onnectlon With the develop- assistants 1s .i 7, and it has been decided to mcrease 
men.t of Salsette. It ~~ mtended to allot I,oo to the the number to 100 during the next five _years. 
Sa~Itary Boa~d to enable them to make grants ~or Arrangements for the promotion of the assistants 
samt~~y proJects, and 8_o t~ the Poona C1ty from grade to gra~e are revised, and the pay of the 

, _Mumc1pahty as a grant m atd of the proposed last two grades ts also raised from Rs. 30 and 
'.:Onstruction of a bridge on the Mutha rive~. To Rs. 45 to Rs. 40 and Rs. so per mensem, respec-
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tively. The increase of pay (the order regarding holders, notabilities and Native States and ('') 
which is. applied to Sind also) is necessary on decrease of 2 under 1 miscellaneous loans 1d 
account of the desirability of obtaining for Govern- advances. .The provi.sion of 12,00 made for loan:~<> 
ment service the best men who pass through the loca! . b~~tes ts mt~nded for eight ·mofussil 
College and of attracting to the College better ~umc~pahtte~ and one ·dtstrict local board in connec
stamp of men. Item (xxiii) relates to the total pro- t10n with samtary _pr~je~ts and the construction of 
vision of 12 made for the additional expenditure in roads and school-butldmgs. . A provision . of l8 is 
the ensuing year. ma?e for !~ans. under the Co-operative Societies Act. 

( w) At present certain contributions· are levied Thts provtston IS made up of (a) 1 o for industrial and 
from local bodies to cover the cost of establishments produ~tive co-operative societies which require help 
entertained in the offices of the Commissioners, m t~eir ir:fanc~ as explained in paragraph 15 of the 
Collectors, Educational Inspectors and Deputy Revtsed Fmanctal Statement for 1913·14, and ({3) 
Educational Inspectors for local fund work. As a 8 for loans to co-operative societies in Sind the 
measure of financial relief to these bodies in pur- circurpstances of w.hieh are peculiar. The B~mbay 
suance of a recommendation of the Decentralization Ce~tral Co-operative Bank will not be of any 
Commission it is proposed to discontinue the asststance to the co-operative movement in Sind 
recoveries, and with this object a sum of 1 ,o7 is .and as that movement is still very backward, speciai 
entered for item (xxiv) in the budget of 1914·15. encour~gement in the s~ape of loans from Govern
The ·expenditure is covered by a corresponding me~t I~ needed for some time. The estimate of 
recurring assignment from Imperial revenues. recovenes for next year is smaller by 6;42 than the 

(x) At a meeting. held on 13th December current year's ·revised, the decrease. being. chiefly. in 
1913, the Finance Committee appointed to consider the repayment~ expec~ed f~om agncultunsts, Nattve 
the preliminary Provincial budget ·estimates for States, and GuJanit Talukdars. · · 
:914-15 recommended that with the object of rais- General Remarks. 
ing the level of the subsoil water in the drier tracts of 
the Deccan plateau, it would be desirable to construct I6. The policy of abolishing all tolls on 
a few storage reservoirs in the upper reaches of suit- Provi~cial roads is carried to completion. From the 
able streams. As recommended by the Committee, a lmpenal Government the new special assignments 
provision of so is made in next year's budget under amount to 2 ,07 only, and time is afforded for 
the head 43~ Irrigation- Minor Works and Naviga- developing scheme~ for the expenditure of the very 
tion-Public Works pepartment to meet the Pro- large grants made in previous years for Education 
vincial share of the expenditure for item (xxv ). The and Sanitation. The conditions ,of the current year 
Government of India have also sanctioned an equal and the prospects of the coming year are such as. 
sum to meet the Imperial share of the charge. The to enable fully adequate 'provision to be made in next 
detailed distribution of the grant and the works on year's budget for all provincial services and the 
which it should be expended will be determined in carrying f~rward of a true provincial balance of 86,10 
due course by the Public Works Department together With a balance of 28,oH on account of sums 

R 
· · f 1 d 'b · bl unexpended from special assignments from Imperial. 

I4. emissions o an revenue attn uta e to 
famine are estimated at 1 ,67 in the current year and I 
97 in the ensuing year, while suspensions are j 
estimated at 9,4 7 and 4,91 for the two years, respec
tively. A gain of about 6o and of 3 is anticipated in I 
irrigation revenue during 1913-14 and 1914-15, 
respectively. A loss of so is also anticipated in excise 
revenue during 1913-14. These figures represent 
the Provincial share. 

R. A. LAMB. 

PART II. 

SECTION I. 

Accou·nts of 1912-1 3· . 

Direct expenditure on famine relief is estimated 

I 7. The estimated and actual transactions of the 
year 191 2-1 3 are given below :-· 

at 3,26 for 1913-14· and 3,00 for 19I4-15, and will I · 
be met from Imperial revenues in accordance with 
the scheme for the apportionment of famine expendi-, 
tur~ brough~ into fore~ from t.he year I907-o8. Opening balance 
lnd1rect famme expenditure estimated at 2,82 in Revenu.e 
1913-14 and 1,5o in 1914-15 will fall on Provincial CExp:ndlture 
revenues. los1ng balance ... I 

Budget 
EstimatE'. 

8g,76 
6,gg,66 
7,27,76 

6t,66 

I . 
Revised I 

Actuals. . Estimate. I 
x,o8,g2 1,o8,g2 
7,83,63. 7,95,81 
7,24,50 7,24,g8 
1,68,os 1,79,75 

I 5· In the Provincial Advance and Loan Account The important differences between the budget and 
the payments of takavi and other loans are estimated revised estimates for Igt2·I3 have been explained 
at 38,75 and recoveries at 51,28 for 1914·15. Com- in Part II, Section II, of the Revised Financial 
pared with the revised estimate for 1913·14, the Statement for 1913·14, and those betwee'n the budget 
former figure shows (i) increases of 3,87 under loans and actuals are noticed in the Draft Financial 
to local bodies, I ,50 under advances to cultivators Statement for 1914-15 (as amended up to 4th 
and co-operative societies, 65 under loans to .land- February 1914). · 

R ·U-20 
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::iECTION II. 
Revised Estimates for 1913-14. 

18. The budget and revised estimates of 1913·14 are shown below:-
------~~~~~~--------~~------~---------

Expenditure. 
Revenue. I 

Revi~ed . No. 
Revised.-Budget. 

lieads, No. 
BodgoL R"bod.~ 

••. i 

2,Q9,32 
g6,39 
27,33 

a,r6;Sa 
g6,5a 
27,48 

Setter.,Worse. 

Refunds 

Assignments and { Cash ••• l 
Compensations. Alienations.~ J 

Land Revenue-

::: ~ I ~ 
Provincial I share 
Alienations ... ... 
Fixed allotment and 
· adjustments 

(Cash ... l 
t Alienations · . .. 5 .. 

IV Stamps 

s,13.00 a,2a,oo 9,00 ... V Excise 

6 

7 11,26 

41,50 

S,oo 

1,00 I 

s~l 
2.5s I 

I 

1,15 

72 j 

I ... I 

... I 
~~ •• s ! 

. I 
7,261 

... 
1,83 i 

3ll•SO 4,05 

47,50 6,oo 

8,10 10 

t2,63 : 28 

. I 
I,07 I • 7 

. SM I 10 

2,5sl ... 
I 
! 
i 

1,30 i 5 

1,20 I 
76 I 

I 

::: I ::: 
13,18 j • : .. 

4 

8,r5 · 8g 

••• I ••• 
1,76! ••. 

' 

VIII Assessed Taxes 

IX Forest 

X Registration 

XII Interest 

·General Administration 

XVI· A Law and Justic~ourts of Law 

XVI·B Lawand Justice-Jails 

XVII Police (Cash ... } 
·;: (Alienations .. . 

XVIII Ports and Pi-lotage 

XIX Education 

XX Medical 

•.•• 

XXI 

Political 

Scientific and 
Departments 

other Minor 

10 XXII Superannuation Allowances and 
1 Pensions. 

... .xxm Stationery and Printing 

XXV Miscellaneous .. ~ 
Reduction or Avoidance of Debt 

Subsidized Compclnies-Lands... ' 

XXIX Irrigation-Portion of land 
revenue due to irrigation .. 

XXIX Irrigation-Major 
Direct Receipts. 

Works-

Working Expenses ... 
Interest ... 

10 

II 

-12 

13 

19-A 58,72 

19-B 11,50 

20 { 96.481 5.oS 

21 

22 

25 

2,831 

95,25! 

48,961 
I 

5·46 

3 

7,50 
I I, I I 

• { Irrigation-Minor Works-
... l XXX Civil Department •.• l { 
· 7 j Public Works Department > 43 

20 
16,oo 

I 123 

10,92 

l2,g8 

8,8g 
10,66 

I Better,! Worse. 

... I 

8 

34 

I,oo 

79 
12 

13 

4 

7 

97 

19,,261 ... 

. 631 ... 
1,72 

I,oo 

1,17 

3 

45 

1 ~ f Civil Works-
8 r 12 4 ... l XXXI Civil. Department ... } { 8 

5,90 l 6,so I 6o ... j Pubhc Works Department. 45 8 ·7
2 

l4.90 ... 6,r8 
----,--- - 3,90 95,00 ... 11,10 
7,35,59 i 7.68173j33,31 17 ••· ••• , Total - ·----~---- ... 7.87,14 7.6g,ga 44,92 27,70 

1,68,05 ' 1179175 
1
n,70 ••• Opening ••• Balance ~ ~ --

. 1 , ••• 051ng 1,1 .so 1,78.s6 62,o6 ... 



. 1g. The revised 'estimates of revenue ~how .a XII, ln~erest-1 ,II, due . mainly to (i) the 
net increase of 33,14 over the budget. The 1mp~rt- recovery of mterest from certam local bodies which 
ant increases anticipated are under the followmg have received loans from Government to meet-
heads:- expenditure on sanitary projt:cts and construction of 

!, Land Revenue.-7·78 made up of- roads (6g), (ii) larger recoveries eKpected from the 
, Talukdars in Gujarat in consequence of a favourable 

(i) 7,50 under " Provincial ~alf share," due season (30), and (iii) further interest expected on 
mainly to the season provmg more favour- the endowment funds of the .Gujarat ·College and 
able than was anticipated when the MadhavlalRanchhodlal Science Institute (1g),partly 
budget was framed and ·consequent counterbalanced by a decrease in the estimate of 
decline in the amount of arrears against interest on loans to Native States (g). Interest is 
suspensions to be collected in I 914- IS ; now realized on fixed dates even on instalments 

(ii) 13 under "Alienations," based on latest drawn by local bodies, while under the old system it 
estimates furnished by district officers;· was not recovered until each loan was fully taken up. 
and · This change in system accounts partly for the 

(iii) 15 under " Fixed allotment anci adju~t- increase under (i). 
ments," due to Imperial contributions XVI-A, Law and Justice-Courts of Law.-65, 
sanctioned in the course of the year for occurring mainly under (i) m~gisterial fines, (ii) sale
the extension of the system of making proceeds of unclaimed and escheated property, and 
monthly payments of pensions to (iii) cash receipts of record rooms. The increase is parti .. 
Indian military pensioners ( 10 ), charges ally counterbalanced by decreases under (i) "Miscel .. 
on account of the office establish- laneous ", and (ii) fees of Subordinate Civil Courts. 
ment, allowances, etc., of the Superin· XXIX, Irrigation-Major Works-Direct re
tendent, Civil Veterinary Department, ceipts,-Bg, due mainly to (i) extended cultivation 
Sind, Baluchistan and Rajputana (g), and sudden and extraordinary demand during the 
archreological expenditure (8), transfer rabi ·season 'on the Godavari Right Bank Canal, 
of the duties in connection ·with the (ii) more land brought under the irrigated area of the 
Native Passenger Ships Act from the Pravara Right Bank Canal, (iii) recovery of arrears on 
charge of the Customs Preventive the Jamrao Canal and the Krishna Canal, and (iv) 
Oepartment to that of the Port Officer, increased supply of water on the Desert Canal. 
Bombay (2 ), and the cost of the stipend The increase is partially counterbalanced by a 
to be paid to a state technical scholar decrease in revenue of the Ekruk Tank. · 
during his preliminary training in India XXXI, Civil Works-Ptthlic Works Depart-
( 1), partially counterbalanced by the · 1 1 · f 
absence of the contribution on account ment.-6o, due mam Y· to arger receipts rom 
of the cost of the Textile Ventilation (i) sales of old material, produce and tools and 
Committee ( 15 ), no expenditure in con·~ plant, (ii) tolls on roads, and (iii) rents of buildings. 
nection with the Committee being required 20. On the expenditure side, the revised estimates 
during the year. . indicate a net decrease of 17,22 from the budget. 

The important decreases anticip~ted are under the /V1 Stamps.-2,25, due mainly to larger receipts f . h 
under "Salt of court-fee stamps", and composition ollowmg eads :-
of stamp duty. I 1 1 Forest. -1 ,oo, due mainly to smaller expendi-

ture on. (i) timber operations in the Northern and 
VI Excise.-g,oo, occurring mainly under (i) Southern Circles (45), (ii) "Establishments." (~7), 

u Gain on sale-proceeds of excise opium and· other (iii) purchase of stores (3o), (iv) demarcatwn, tm
drugs ", (ii) still-head duty, (iii) "Duty on ganja ", provement, and extension of forests (27), and (v) con
(iv) tax on trees tapped for raw toddy, and (v) toddy struction of buildings and other works (2o). The 
shop license fees. The increase is partially count~r- decrease would have appeared larger but for . the 
balanced by decreases chiefly under (i) license fees lump deduction of so made for probable savmgs 
for the retail vend of country liquor and opium,· and from the major head budget figure. 
(ii) recoveries of contributions for establishments. f L 88 

19-A, Law and Justice-Courts o aw-1, , 
VIII, Assessed Taxes.-4,05, due mainly to the occurring chiefly under 11 Criminal C~urts-G~neral 

year 1912, the profits of which form the basis for the Establishment", due mainly to the mtroductt~n of 
assessment of the tax to be recovered in 1913·14, a revised method of accounting for the expenditure 
having been an exceptionally good one for the mill on account of Collectors' j~~icial est~blishments 
and other industries, and to larger recoveries. from (2,01 ). Savings are also antiCipated o~1~g to ~he 
tax on salaries and pensions. non-utilization of the provision for an addttlona! H1gh 

IX, Forest.-6,oo, due mainly to larger receipts Court Judge and his establishme~t (51), and .m the 
under the heads "Timb~r," " Firewood and ch:t.r- provisions for conciliators' estabhshments (25), and 
coal," "Grazing and fodder grass," and "Miscel~ for payments to officers of other provinces {18). 
laneous,'' partially counterbalanced by smaller The decrease is partially coun~erbalanc~d by .largP.r 
receipts from famine grass operations. expenditure on account of (t) fees m c1vll and· 



criminal cases (58), (ii) .·Subordinate Judges (28), 
clerical establishments of District and Subordinate 
Courts (22 ),. and salaries of the Judicial Commis-
sioners of Sind (8). · 
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Public Works Department~ of a por~ion of the pro
vision made for non-recurnng expend1ture out of the 
special assignment made. by the · Gove~nmen~ of 
India in 191 I. 1 2 for agr•.c~ltural .and alhed oble~ts 
(g), and (ii) savin~s. antlctpat~d m that prov~swn 
(35) and in the provisions for ch~rges ?f the Agnc.ul
tutal Department {1 ,46), espectally m connectiOn 
with the establishment of new seed farms at Jalgaon 
and Mirpur Khas. The d~~rease is partially 
counterbalanced by the provision made ,for the 
transfer to the Bombay Presidency of the charges on 
account of the establishment of the Superintendentt 
Civil Veterinary Department, Sind, Baluchistan and 
Rajputana ( 1 1 ). 

201 Police.-s6, due mainly to savings anticipated 
under the minor heads " Presidency Police " (46) 
and " District Executive Force " ( 1 ,6 5), in con
Sf;!quence of the full strength of the Bombay City 
police force as re-organized not having been 
entertained and the partial utilization of the 
lump grant of 2,50 for police re-organization. The 
decrease would have appeared larger but for the 
lump deduction of 1,5ci made for probable savings 
from the major head budget figure. 

22., Education.-I8,6s, due chiefly to the transfer 21. On the other hand, the revised estimates 
to other heads of portions of the provisions made for indicate increases of expenditure, principally under 
recurring and non-recurring expenditure out of the the following heads:-
a.Ssignments sanctioned by the Government of India 1 Retunds.-2,37, occurring mainly under (i) 
for promotion of education including techni~l educa- "Ex~ise" {1,55) due chiefly to heavy payments to 
tion (4,34), and to anticipated savings in those certain States in Kathiawar of the differential duty 
provisions (I s,g I) and in that for the preparation of on excise opium imported by them, (ii) IC Land 
Sanskrit series and departmental books (I 1 ). Also Revenue , (40) in view of the latest actuals, and (iii) 
the provision of 1 ,oo for building grants in aid of pri- ''Forest" (32) owing to the refund of 25 to the 
mary schools in Bombay ·City is expected to remain Bombay Municipality on account of receipts from 
unutilized. The decrease would have appeared trees near~the Tansa Lake erroneously credited to 
larger but for (i) the lump deduction of 2,oo made Government in 1912·13. 
for probable savings from the major head budget 
figure, and (ii) additional grant provided from 2 1 Assignment." and Compensatzo.ns.-The increase 
Provincial revenues for the Victoria· Jubilee Technical of 79 under Cash is due mainly to (i) the payment 
Institute (23). to the Miraj (Senior) State of compensation 

amounting to 59 on account of previous years' 
24; Medicai-Ig,26, due mainly to the transfer to arrears of revenue from country liquor and toddy, 

other ~ajor heads. ~f port!ons. of the provisions .for and (ii) the payment of compensation to villagers 
expendtture on sa~t~ary proJects ( 1. 7 ,93) and on t;tedtcal in the Mahi Kantha Agency for damage done to 
rehef (5~) for whtch the Go~ernment of Indta have their land bv the Luni river (• 3-Provincial share). 
mad~ .assignments from l~lpenal· revenues. Also !h.e The increase· of I 2 under Alienations is in accord
proytsi?ns for a. subv:entton. te· the. Bombay ~umct- ance with the revised estimates furnished by district 
pahty m connection wtth anti-malarial measures (so) offi ·ers 
and for a grant to the Bombay·.Medical Council (10) c · . . 
are .not expectP.d. to be utilized, and Eavings are · . i81 General Administration.-97, due mainly to 
anticipated in the provisions for (i) salaries of officers (i) additional expenditure in connection with the 
of the Medical and. Sanitary Depp.:rtments (91), (ii) equipment of the Government houses at Born bay t 
direct plague charges (51), (iii) establishments and Poona and Mahabaleshvar {4o), and· for touring 
allowances at the mofussil. hospitals and dispen· charges (23) and contract allowance (38) of His Ex
saries (40 ), (iv) 'the physiological laboratories at the cellency the Go'*:ernor, and (ii) the payment of arrears 
Grant Medical College (33), (v) the Bombay of the salary of a Member of Council (7), partially 
Bacteriological Laboratory (2o), (vi) thy embarka- counterbalanced by a saving of 10 in the provision 
tton of pilgrims (19), (vii) the application of the for discretionary grants to Commissioners for works 
Lepers Act to certain areas ( ~ 3), and (viii) the of public utility and the grant of money rewards to 
charges of the Chemical Examiners' department ( 10). specially deserving persons, and by the non-utilization 
The decrease would have appeared larger but for of the provision of 8 for the revision of the establish. 
(a) grants aggregating 2,10 .for an endowment fund ment of the Commissioner in Sind. 
and current expenses of the College of Physicians 1g-B, Law and yustice-Jails.-I,48, occurring 
and Surgeons of Bombay, and ({3) th~ lump deduc- chiefly under (i) dietary ch:trges owing to the dear
tion of 70 made for probable savings in the major ness of provisior:JS in the earlier months of the year 
head budget figure. and iqcrease in jail population (65), (ii) "Jail 

251 Political.-63,. due mainly to (i) recoveries Manufactures" (22), (iii) charges for moving pri
of arrears of foreign service contributions in Kathia- so ners ( 21), and (iv) hospital charges ( 18 ;. The 
war {36), and (ii) savings in the provisions on jncrease is a!so due to the lump deduction of 20· 

ac~ount of salaries of officers (29). under the maJOr head budget figure. 
. 26, Scientific and other lr'Iinor Departments.- 29, St.peramLUation allo'lfJances and pensions.-

J17!l1 due mainly to {i) the transfer to the. Forest and 1,oo, due mainly to (i) an increase in the number· 
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of new pensions sanctioned over apses, chiefly in . 
the Land Revenue, Post Office, Police and Educa
tional Departments (41 ), and Cii) the coTDmuta
tion of pensions which is availed of more freely 
under the new rules framed on the subject (45). 

. Refunds-r. 

The Provincial figures are:_:_· 

Actuals, _· __ · ~~3-~1.'9'4-15-
30, Stationery and Printing.-I,'I7, due chiefly 

to (i) large issues of paper and other articles of 
stationery from the Central Stores owing to the expan
sion of the several :departments cf Government 
( 1 ,oo), and (ii) the purchase of a monotype machine 
for the Government Central Press (iS)· 

42, Irrigation-Major Works-TVorking Ex~ 
penses.-I ,39, due chiefly to larger expenditure on the 
Becrari, Jamrao and Nasrat Canals and Nara supply 
ch:nnel in consequence of the necessity for special 
works such as (i) new head to the. Mirzawah ex
Begari Canal, (ii) additions and alterations to 38th 
mile regulator, Begari Canal, (iii) construction of 
Executive Engineer's bungalow at Nawabshah and 
certain inspection bungalows in Nasrat, jamra9 
and Eastern N ara districts, and (iv) increased 
requirements for maintenance and_ repairs in these 

'9"""· ~g,,_,:l-, B•'•'+"'h'd.'-;;:;.;: 
R,r ... w. ... ~'' j s~s I s,gs j 4m/ 1•:!4/ SlY/ 

!he b':ldget . · for next year provides . for an 
mcrease of (1) 40 under "Excise" (ii) 25 under 
" L d R " d ("') ' ... an , . ~ve~uf! , an . m 5 under '' Assessed 
1 axes m v1ew of the progress of actuals after 
allowing for the current year's abnormally 'heavy 
payments to certain States in Kathiawar of the 
differential duty on excise opium imported by them 
and the refund to the Bombay Municipality of th~ 
sale-proceeds of trees near the Tansa Lake. 

A_ssigni11ents and Compensations-2. 

25. The Provincial figures are:-districts. , 
45, Civil ~Vorks-Civil Departmerd.-61 I8, due I 

mainly to grants-in-aid to certain local bodies Actuals. 1913·14· · I9t4-15. 

(including 4,oo to the City of Bombay Improve- I 1 1 1 / 

ment Trust) sanctioned from the provision for special xgxo-u. I9II·12• 1 
1912-I3·l Budget. !Revised. Budget.. 

sanitation schemes under the head 24, ilfedical. 
45, Civil .rVorks-Public Works Department.- Cash 9·4

1 
J x3.3o 12,47 I4,:5' 14.94 14.22 

u, 1 o, due mainly to funds transferred from other heads Alien~tions ... 83,03 I 82,62 83,oo 83,40 83,52 83,88 

chiefly for educational, medical and sanitary works, Total ... J--;,:;~~- 95,92 ~J-;;Ss" --;s,~6 ---gs-.. 10 
and to additi9nal· grapts sanctioned for. police and· ----------------:--..i....-..t......;._ 
archreolo2:ical -works. The increase is partiaHy Th · d r h · d · 1 · ..., e mcrease.un er ~..~as 1s ue to arger prov1s10n 
counterbalanced by the transfer of funds mainly to for allowances to ~istric.t and villa.ge officers ( 12 ), 

meet unforeseen demands under other r_najor heads. an~ .that u?der Atze12atzons (48) 1s d~e tnai?ly to 
22. The opening balance of the year 1913-14 revisions ot settlements and a good mundatton in 

estimated in the budget at 1 ,68,os· is now raised to Sind. 
1,79,75'· The- estimates for. I913·I4 now framed 
show a deficit of 1,19 against 51,55 estimated in the 
budget, ·the Provincial balanc~ being reduced from 
1,79,75 to 1,78,s6. 

SECTION Ill. 

Budget Estimates for 1914-1 5· 

23. The year 1914-15 is estimated toopen with a 
balance of I ,78,56 and to close with a balance of 
I,I4,18 to the credit of the Provincial account as 
shown in the following table :-

1913•1.._ I ~914_ 15• Column 4 better+, 
or worse - , than 

Budget. I Revised.~ Budget, I Column 2., Cotumn 3· 

I.-Land Revenue-3. 

26. · The Provincial figures are :-. 

Actuals. 1914-t5. 

1910·ll.jl91I-I2.119I2·13. Budget,/ Revised. Budget. 

Rewenue. I -
Pro vi n c i a 1 2,10,48 1,88,92 x,89,o2 2,09,32 2,16,82 2,09,48 
~share, 

Alienations 95,94 ' 95,65 95,87 96,39 96,52 96,81 
Fixed allotment 1,54,76 39,97 1,02,55 27,33 27,48 28,54 

and adjust· 
ments •• -------------·--

----------Ezpenditure. 
']6,54 c ash 70·75 74,80 75.04 75,17 82,15 

A lienations 7.1;)2 1>93 7·7° 7,91 7·83 7·78 --- --- - --
Total ... 78.67 82,73 84,24 82,95* 8J,OO 89,93* 

Opening balance .• t,68,os 1,79,75 
*This is the 'major .head estimate after deducting 1,00 in the current 

- 1,19 year's budget and 1,40 in the budget for I9I4·IS for probable savings. 

Revenue ·• 7.35·59 7,68.73 7>58,92 + 23,33 -9,Sx (a) The budget under " Provincial ~ share " is 
Expenditure .. 7,87,14 7,69,92 8,23,30 -36,16 - 53,3s based on the as_sumptio.n that th~ season will . prove 
Cl · b 1 6 I 1,1.,8 _.:.,38 normal. The increase m the revtsed for 1913-14 1"s osmg a ance ... 1,1 ,so .1,78,so .,., -2,32 ""t 

--------...:..------------·due to the season proving more favourable than was 
li 41-21 

' 



anticipated ·when the budget was fram.i!!dl and con· 
sequent decline in the amount of arrears against 
suspensions to be collected in 1914•15. 

Under "Alienations," ~he estimates furnished by 
the district officers have been adopted, the increase 
over the estimates for 1913-14 being due to· extended 
cultivation in Sind. 

The provision of 28,54 under " Fixed allotment 
and adjustments" in the new. budget is explain:_d 
below:,_ 

li) Contribution from Imperial to Pro- + 13,70 
· Yincial under the Famine Relief 

Scheme. . 1 

(ii) Fixed Provir.cial contribution ur.der -9,38 
the settlement. 

(iii) Imperial contributions (5,93 made in + 6,93 
1913-14 and I,oo made in 1914-15) 
for recurring expenditure on educa-
tion. · , 

(iv) Imperial contribution in connection + 6,70 
with the Darbcir grant for recurring 
expenditure on education. 

(v) Imperial contribution for recurring + 6,oo 
expenditure on sanitation. 

(vi) Imperial contribution towards police ' + 3,25 
. re-organization and reforms. 
(vii) Imperial contribution for the remission + 1,07 

of contributions by local bodies to-
wards certain establishment charges. 

(viii) Provincial contribution on account 
of the amalgamation of the Public 
\Vorks Accounts section with the 

-70 
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{xix) 

{xx) 

{xxi) 

Provin-cial cont~ibution for operations 
connected with oyster beds at 
Karachi. 

Imperial contribution on account of 
the transfer to the Local Audit 
Department . of the Accountant 
General's office of the work of veri
fying cancelled "Currency notes in 
the Bombay Presidency. 

Imperial contribution on account of 
the grant of annual pension of 
Rs. xoo to holders of the titles of 
Mahamahopadhyaya and Shams-ul
Uiama. 

Net total 

+r 

-
(b) The increase of 6,98 in the expenditure 

budget as compared with the budget for 1913-14 is 
due chiefly to (i) revised calculation on account of 
transfer to other major heads of charges for 
Collectors' establishments which are in the 'first 
instance debited to this head, (ii) larger provisions 
for the cost of the cadastral survey of the Town and 
Island of Bomb~ (1,85 against 7 net in the budget 
for 1913-14), the contemplated revision of subordi
nate revenue. establishments (2,00 against 84 in the 
budget for 1913-14), fixed tentage and travelling 
allowances of officers and travelling allowances of 
Mamlatdars, Mukhtyarkars and establishments 

Civil Accounts Department. · 
(ix) Imperial contribution for the improve

ment of aided . Indian · High and 
Anglo-Vernacular Schools.· 

· (x) Provincial contribution on account 
of the reduction in the percentage 
charged to Provincial rerenues on 
the value of imported stationery 
stores. 

{xi) Imperial contribution for a grant .to. 
the Bombay University. 

under '' Charges of District Administration , 
(5,26 against 4,59 in the budget ·for 1913·14), 

+ 6o construction and repairs of chavdis ( 1,56 against 
1,25 in the budget for 1913-14), purchase and 

_ 50 repairs of furniture (33 against 8 in the budget for 
1913-14) and peons' uniforms and belts (32 against 

- 9 in the budget for 1913-14) under "Charges of 
District Administration , , and (iii) provisions made 
in the new budget for the items noted below :-

+45 

(xii) Provincial contribution in connection 
with the imperialization of the sub-
sidy to Reuter's Telegram Company 
for their news service in l'ndia. · '· 

(xiii) Imperial contribution for the improve· 
meot of sanitary services. . 

: (xiv) Imperial contri.bution for expenditure 
connected w1th the Factory Ventila-
tion Committee. · 

(xv) Imperial contribution for the exten- · + 10 
sion of the system of making 
monthly payments of pensions to 
Indian milituy pensioners. 

hvi) Imperial contribution for charges on· 
account of the Superintendent, Civil 
Veterinary Department, Sind, Balu-
chistan . ancJ Rajputana's office . 

. establishment, aliowances, etc. 
(xvii) Imperial contribution for the transfer 

of the duties in connection with the 
Native Passenger Ships Act from 
the charge of the Customs Preven-
tive Department to that of the Port 

·Officer, ·Bombay. 
(xviii) Imperial contribution in connection 

with the abolition of the · contribu
tion for police charges of the 'Rajkot 
and \Yarlhwan Civil Station Funds. 

+9 

+s 

+5 

(i)_ Contemplated increase in the number 
of appointments in the second and 
third grades of Assistant Collectors, 
transfer of certain appointments to 
the list of superior appointments in 
the Indian Ciyil Service and the grant 
of minimum time-scale of pay to mem
bers of that service. 

(ii) Scheme for the special legal training of 
civilians in the Judicial Branch. 

(iii) Installation of a new oil engine in the 
Government ·Photo~ Zinc og rap h ic 
office. · · 

(iv) Improvement of the town of NawabsMh. 
(v) Increase from Rs. Io to Rs. 12 a month 

of the pay of the existing last grade 
of talatis m the Presidency proper and 
the appointment of additional sban
bhogs -in the coast talukas of the 
Kanara district. 

Total ••• 

so 

13 
JO 

The total deduction made for probable saving.; under 
the major and detailed heads in the budget for 
1914·15 falls short of that for the year 1913-14 by 
35· On the other hand, the provision· in the new 
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budcret for the follo\\ing items is smaller than in 
I9IJ·I4 by the amounts mentioned against them:-

(i) Survey of talukdari villages • .. 29 
(ii) Temporary establishments ... 20 

{iii) Purchase of, and compensation for, 19 
land. 

V!Il.-Assessed Taxes-'-IO. 

f29· The Provincial figures are:- · 

xgxo-u.j 191I·~2·1 I912 .. I3·\Budget,l Revised., Budget. 

25,50 '27,07 28,74 28>45 \ 32,50 30,65 

55 58 6o 72 72 ·ss 

Revenue 

Expenditure 
IV. -Stamps-6 .. 

27. The Provincial figures are=-

Actuals. 

I9Io-II. I9II-I2. 1912•13. Budget. Revised. Bud~et, 

-----------
Revenue 43,85 

Expenditure ... 1,16 1,19 

(a) The increase in· the revenue budget occurs 
mainly under " Salaries. and Pensions ", and " 0 ther 
Sources of Income". The la:rge increase under 
" Profits of Companies" which swells the· current 
year's revised estimate is not expected to recur next 
year owing to the Hindu year 1969, the accounts of 
which will form the basis of assessment for 1914-15; 
being some~hat unpropitious for the trading com-
munity and the mill industry. · . 

------~--~--~------~--~----1 
(a) The revenue budget practically follows the 

current year's revised. 

(b) The expenditure budget is normal. 

V.-Excise-7. 

28. The Provincial figures are:-

'Revenue 

· Expenditure ••• 

Actua)s, ·I. 1913·14• .I I9I4·I5•. 

191o-u.1 19ll·12.~ 1912•13·1 Budget, I Revised.\ B11dget. 

94.86 2,02,94 2,12,27 2,13.00 r 2,22,00 2,27.00 

4.73 10,57 xo,So 'u,26 xo,92 u,81 . 

(a) The revenue budget shows an advance· over 
the current year's revised. The increase, as com
pared with the budget, is estimated chiefly under (i) 
still-head duty, (ii) 11 Gain on sale-proceeds of excise 
opium and other drugs'', (iii) 11 Duty on ganja ", (iv) 
tax on trees tapped for raw toddy, and. (v) toddy shop 
license fees, and is partially counterbalanced by 
decreases mainly under license fees 1 for th'e retail 
vend of country liquor and opium, and recoveries of 
contributions for establishments. 

(b) The increase m the expenditure budget 
over the current year's budget is due chiefly 
to larger provisions for (i) clothing charcres · (27) 
(ii) travelling, horse and conveyance allowance~ 
{2o), and purchase of exc.:ise stores (10), and 'to 
provisions for (i) the re-organization of the establish
ment of th~ C?mbinerl Sa.lt, Excise and Opium 
Department m Smd ahd the construction of quarters 
for the extra men (I 1 ), and (ii) the entertainment of 
.an additional Assistunt Collector of Excise and his 
establishment (8). The increase is partially counter
balance~ by a l~rger deduction for probable savings 
(40 agamst 2 I m the current year's budgd). 

(b) The increase in the expenditure budget is 
due mainly to (i) the provision for the entertainment 
of establishments in connection with the extension to 
certain places in the Northern Divi~ion of the 
Bombay income-tax system (5), and (ii) larger 
provision for the Special Income Tax Collector, 
Karachi, and his establishment (3). 

I 

IX.-Forest_;_I 1. 

30. The Provincial figures are :·-

I 
I 

Actuals, 1913·14· I I9I4•I5o 

19IO•II,I I9II•I2.1 I9I2·I3·l Budget. I Revised~~ Budget. 

Revenue ... t8,59 43.31 49 ••• 1 41,50 47,50 45·50 

Expenditure • ... I0,35 26,64 20,93 26,40· 25.40 25,68*• 

. • This is .the major head estimate after deducting 50 in the. CUITe!J~ 
year's budget and 20 in the budget for 1914-15 for probable savings. 

(a) The increase ·in the revenue budget for 
1914·15 as compared with the current year's ~udget 
is due mainly to larger receipts expected from ttm.ber, 
firewood, and grazing and fodder gras~, partta1~y 
counterbalanced bt the abs~nce ?f the curre_nt.yea; s 
provision ( 1 ,so) · for recetpts· 1~ • connection With . 
famine grass operations. The r~vtsed fo.r · 1913·14 
is high owing to good prices obtamed for ttmb~r ·a~d 
firewood coupes which are, not expected to be mam ... 
tained in 1914-15. 

(h) The decrease in the expenditure budget from 
the budget for 1913·14 is due mainly to t~e absence 
of the provisions . for famine g~ass op~rattons (I ,?o) 
and for the purchase of a tractiOn en.g~n.e and. sawmg 
machinery for the Kcl,nara_ Eastern Dtvtston (4o), and 
to smaller provision (to. the extent ~f 32) for 
timber operations in the . Northern ;Ctrcle. The 
decrease is partially counterbalanced b:r ~arger pro
visions for communications and bu1ldmgs (42), 
salaries and allowances (41), and timber and other 
produce in the Southern Circle ( 11 ). · · 
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· The total provision of 38,75 .sh.ows a.n increase ol
1 

X.-Reuzstratton-1 a. b d 0 

75 over the current year's prov1s10n, . emg .~a e up· 
31 •. The figures are:- of 1 00 under item (ii) and 75 under 1tem (m), partly 

;....:._----::---------:-------;---'-- cou~terbalanced by a decrease of 1 ,oo under 
Actuals. 1914·15. item (iv). · 

1910•II.,Ig!l•l2., 1912•13, Budget., Revised. Budget. 

R~enue ••• 7•55 7,43 7,82 S,oo 8,10 8,20 

Expenditure. ••• · 3,78 3,8o 3>72 3,67 3,69 

(a) The budget for 1914-15 allows for a small 
i.nc~ease over the revised for 1913~14. 
. (b) The increase in the expenditure budget is 
due mainly to the provisions for a full-time Registrar 
of Joint Stock Compai}ies (13), .and for t~e .re
organization of the grades of Sub-Reg~strars' 
karkuns ( 7 ). 

XII.-Interest-IJ. 

32. The Provincial figures are :-

General Administrati01t-I8. 

34. The Provincial figures are :......: · 

Actuals, 

1-----:----:----1--~-- --· 
I9It•HI.,t91.2·I3. -B-·ud-ge_t. R_e_vi-se_d. Budget, I9Io-II. 

Expenditure 27.$51 17,91 18,79 18,8o 

The increase in the new budget is due mainly to· 
(a) the provision for the replacement of the metre 
gauge saloon of His Excellency the· Governor (so), 
and (b) larger provisions under (i) " Civil Secretariat" 
(u), (ii) "Civil' Offices of Ac~ount and Audit~~ (1o) 
chiefly on account of the cred1t to the revenue head 
XXV Miscellaneous o£ fees for auditing the accounts 

Actuals. 
1
9

1
3-•4- I9I4·I5· of th~ Official Assignee instead of being taken by 

I 
., I deduction from charges, and increase of establish-

191o-u. tgu-x~: I9I2·13· Budget. Revised. Budget. ment and contingent charges in connection with the· 
1 contemplated audit of the ~ccounts o~ NursinK Asso-

.... 13,69 11,o3 i to,12 14,o4 1S.15 14,ss ciations the Bombay Med1cal Council, etc., (m) pay-
Expenditure ••• 5,97 6,361 7,97 S.41 8.48 7,83 ments to officers of other provinces (5), and (iv) 

Revenue 

' "Expenditure from Contract Allowance" (4): The· 
(a) The increase in the revenue budget as increase is partially counterbalanced by (1) the

compared ·with the budget for 1913-14 is due chiefly absence ofthe special provisions made in the current 
to (i) interest recoverable on loans granted to certain year's budget for furniture for the Government Houses
local"bodies, .(ii) larger recoveries expected from the at Bombay Poona and Mahabaleshvar and for the 
Talukdars in Gujarat, and (iii) interest on the Governme~t ·House at Karachi (6o), and (ii) the 
e·ndowroent funds of the Gujarat College and transfer to the head 45, Civil fVorks-Ci~·il Depart
Madhavlal Ranchhodlal Science Institute. The ment of the. provis.ion ,for discretionary grants to 
in-crease is ·partly counterbalanced by · smaller Commissioners for objects of public utility and pay
recoveries expected on account of loans to cultivators merit of money rewards to specially deserving per-
and to Native States. sons (2o). 

(h) The decrease in the expenditure budg~t from 
the bridget for 1913-14 is ·due chiefly to a .smaller 
outstanding balance in the Provincial loan account at XVI-A.'-Law' and Justice-Courts of Law;_Ig-A. 
the beginning of the year IfJ14-IS, a,nd to larger 
repayments expected from cultivators, local bodies 
and G~jarat Talukd_ars in th~t year. . 

·-. ~ . 33· · The amount to be obtained from the 
Government . of India .. for loans is· provisionally 
distributed as shown below :-

(i) Loans to cultivators ... ' 

(ii) Loans to local· bodies on account of 12,oo 
• . puJ:>lic works. . 
(iii) Loans to. Native States. and to land- I,75 

holders and notabilities apart from the 
:provi~~ons of any Ia~. ' 

(tv) 'Lo_ans to :ratukda~s in. Gujarat. 
(v)'. Loans for the purposes of the Co-opera

tive Societies Act. 

Total ••• 38,75 

35·. The figures are :-

Actuals. I I91J•I4-o 11914•15-. 
tgto-n.l 19U·I2, 1912·1~~ Budget. I Revised.~ Budget. 

Revenue ... 6,o8 6,ss 7·32 7,15 7,8o 7·00 

Expenditure ... 54· 54 55o3I 56,69 sS,7:z* s6~84 57A9 • 

. • This is the major head estimate after deduction of 30 for probable 
savmgs. 

(a) The revenue bridget practically follows the 
current year's revised with a smaii decrease under 
magisterial fines, as the high receipts under this head 
anticipated in the current year are· not likely to be 
repeated next year. 



. Actua}s. • f 19.13·1~ ·l Igt4·ts. 

191~1 I. i 191 1•12.,, i9I2·t3.j Bu~,ge7 iR~fis~d·i ~~~~e:-. 

1 (b) rhe d,e,Ct~S.e jt) the eJpeQditure bq.4get iS 
-due mainly to (i) smaller prDvision under t'' Criminal 
Courts.~Gene.ral Es~l>lishment '' ,{1 4,84 ag~iqst x.6,SS 
.in the current year's budget) owing to the new method 
of exhibiting .the charges on account ,o~ ,Collectors' 
judicial establishments which .are in the first insfance 
-debited to 3, Land Revenue, (ii) smaller provision for 
conciliators' establishments (4 against as in the 
cur.rent year's budget), and for payments to officers of 
{)_tb~r provinces (IS), and (iii) the absence of the Revenue •·· .3·a~ ~~~~· 2

•4.6 ~·35 2,63 2,36 - -------------........... ........_ .....____ 
provis,iOt;l {29) ~~r .r~t:tt .fo,r ,th~ .~O~!t p~ S~~~~ Expenditure-
Causes, Bo~bay. The dec.~e.as.e ;t~s p~rt.tallY. ~O'}~te~- Cash ••• Sg,Sx 9

6
.4° · 97•

16 
g6,4;B 95,83 i,(n,So 

b~lanced ~y (a) la~ger P.~ovtston~ for :(1) ~.h.y .e,nte~.- Mi~n~~ions .":. ..-2.:.~ -l:L_s,os -~ s.•s 
~mm~~t of tempo.ra~y ;S~~-Judge~ ,a,n.d ,thetr Tqt!ll ••• 94,8o ·.~.~h5~ _x,o!,3.3 .. x•!'.'·~6; · •.ox,oo x.o6,95• 
estabhsht:nents (7S · agamst .40 tn the ,current year's 
b~dget), (ii) fees m ··qh;il ~n·~ c~mi.nafc~se'~ ;(3?), ··~;'.fhisis._th;··~;j;~-~~d,~~-~t; !Jt.~~·.d~~cii~~·-~f '1,5ointhecurrent 
.and (iii) sa.la~i~s of }01nt ~nd Asststant J~d~e_s ;(~.I), y~~s bud~et ~nd 1,3~ m the 1b~~~et for 1?1,4·15 ~o?~ob~te savings. 

and ({3) provtswns for (t) the e~tertamJ:I?.ent of · · ' 
·temporary Assi~tan.t Judges, ·ProvinCial Service.( 18) ,,(~) !h~e r~~e~ue ;b.~~g~t l~ n9rll?~,~· !h~ ~~~~-~d 

d (") h fu h · 1 · f h h d, estimate for 1913·14 allows for_ larger recelpts"on 
an 11 t e rt ~nnsta ment ,o t ~ sc erne regar • account ,ol ,fldditio~~l ~p¢1~~~ ·~ahd''J~~~ .fci.i")icenses 
ing the re-organization ·of su.bordinate -judicial granted under the Police. and Bombay· Motor 
-establishments sanctione.d in 1912 (u}. ·' I • • Vehicles A;cts.' ·· · · · 'r ; ·' 

36. The figures are :- · 

.. ~h) ~~,;,e ~xp~~dit~e 1pu~g~t:~qr ,I9,J;4-i,S _pro~~~~s 
fqr ,4;2 l~ss :\~'\~ J~ t~,e,~\lpg~t f~r 1 1.9~4;I14,Rn·~~~c~unt 
~£ .pfO~~ple. saXJ~gs .. up~~r .~pe )PaJ.~F. ~B~ ,q~~a!~e~ 
heads, ~nd Jor _an tq~r_eas~ ,ehtefly un.der~tfte mmor 
h~~d ' 1 )~~stnc(E_x,e~~~~x~ fpr.C,e·~, ~:#~Itt?' (~e,~o~-

\ 

~~mpla~ed 1tl~r~e~.~~.,o.~ th.e_.!~or~e .~nP ~~Cl:m~i.~!Ioyv~~-s~s 
Actuals. .• ·-, -- .!!P3;-·~_4 .. "j t914-t5. .of ..ffi9Hn.ted J>.Ol!.ce m ,Sm~ :(8o),, ai1d to larger pro-

~---~-:-\----~----=--- visions' made for '(i) 'tra:ve1Iirig. ·and 'ot~~r ~ ailo*a.nce·s 
~. ~~~·;.;;, <~~~~"·~~l;~~;-~·~. Bu4g.et.j,~~vised.!Budget. ~~2~, Jii) 1 th~e ,e~!~~.a~nm~~t · .. ~£ -~~~·pi~i~pal'su~ .. 

l 
~p~pec~9~s, ~~~? . con~t~pJ~s }~np · ~o~s~a~.~-~J Jn 

.: .. ~30 ~- ... ~~;,;, · · -~~s; · · ~:;~f--2,~~· 3,o5 consequence of· the graaual ·mtroductton· of the 
••• 10,99' 11,36· 12,011 u,so•l' 12B8 12,36 re-orga~ization' ~ch~me {6"ij',' (iii) 'futther~te~~fga'hiz 

ation "of' the. distri'G't'"police' (so); '(iv))upplles and 

Revenue 

Expenditure 

servic~s. (55_), ·t~) 'co~W1gent1 th,arg~s ;(48), and (vi) savi::.his is the major head estimate after deduction oho for probable grants:.in·aid' to· rriomi.ted 1police Jqnds .. ;( 11 ). Pro 
vjs;on .. is also ! ~.~d~ . f9r ; (yiy: ~ns~~a;se,d · .~~~~~~iture 

. .(~) The i~cre~~e in t~e. , reven\l.e . budget ~s of the Government share on account of cHauktdars 
4ntlctpated mamlymthe earmngs of the Deccan"and emplo_:Yed' on R~llf.~y·~.: ~i.~j;',(vii~Y'~.f.~Y~~iC:nt\•'6£ the 
Sind Convict ~angs, as they ar~ to. be ·employ'ed e~~abl!~hm~~t .,.<;>f, .tlle,.F.t~·ger .. Pr~!lt :Bu~~~~. at )'oona 
on ballast-loadmg and meta_ J-br~a.k.!ng work, and in (14), and '(tx),tD.c~~a~e)n· t,Qe hot~e)illp\y~nces of the 
the sale-proceeds of jail. made goods in view of the I!lounted poli<:e· in

1 ~a~~ia,war, (1.4). · ·" ·· · · ' 
latest actuals. ' " t . • - .: .· ' ' • '' ·• n l e • • • • 

XV// I.-Ports and Pilotage-21. 
{h)·.The·increase in the expenditure budget, is ., ;,· "- 6 ,.:

1 ;:<! · ,: .. ,~ '"" 1 
• 

-due· mamly to (a) the absence of the lump deduction 38. The figures~~~e:::-
of ~0 made in the cur:ent year's budget for probable.-.--.-.. -.. -.-.-.. -.-.:....._.-.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -... - ... -; .. -,.-.. -.. --~-.-... -.-.-:.;-,-

·'S;lVmgs under the maJor head,· ({3) the provtsion for ,~,~t~~1s. 1 .• 1913-~+ 1914·15, 

(•) a grant to the Salvation Army in connection with 
their schemes ·.about a l3oys' · Industrial Home; 
and. a Settlement for Security Pris.oners . Crjminal 
.Tribes and, Habi~uals.{2o), (ii) the .. _revision of .'the 

.. pay of Jailors, J?eputy Jailors,'Superintendents of· Pri-
sons .at K~rac~1 and ·Thana, and . Europe~n warders 
.at H1s MaJesty. s House of CorrectiOn; Bombay,· and 
the Central Pnson, Yeravda ( 7), and , (iii) establish. 
ment for the jail · for juvep.ile adult· prisoners at 
·Dha~~r on th.e ~orstal system (7), an~. (y) _larger 
provtsions for (1) d1etary charges (10), (u) supplies 

. and services under·'~ Jail Manufactures" (8), and 
(iii) charges for,moving.prisoners (6). · 

Jl 4\-22 

Revenue 

------------~t---~----1----
1910·11· 1911-12. 1912•13. Budget. Revised, Budget 
...__.---;.- __.. ~ ~ ..--

1,02 I,CYJ ., 

• ·• t•""' • "•'11 1 •~''' ""' 1 t • .,. ,, ... I 1•6o..l! o"\fl • - • \ '.1.1 \f 

{a) The revenue budget. follows .. the current 
year's . revised estimate with an adq1t1~n of· 2 !or 
estimated receipts from the fee of Rs. 32 levted 
under, section : ~ 4. of ,t~e :N atiye . P~s?~ng_er ·· Sh~ps 
Act, X of 1887, ·and s.ec~ion !5 of the P~Ignm Shtps 
Act, XIV pf ~89~·. for survf!YinR: each shtp. 
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(h) The increase in the expenditure· budget over 
the current year's budget is due chiefly to the 
provision (6) made for an additional appointment · 
of Shipwright Surveyor created for the Port ·of 
Bombay. The budget includes. !3 113 (against !3,15 
entered in the budget for 1913-14) for a light-house 
on Cape Monze and a light-vessel off the Khai 

·Mouth of the Indus. · 

X/X.-Education--::22. 

39· The figures are:-

Actuals. 1913·14- 1 1914-15. 

~9Jo-n.,tgn-t2.,Igt2-13. Budget.IRevised,l Budget. 

Revenue ... 4,21.1 4·54 5,31 5>34 5.44 5,21 

Expenditure ... 47>54 48.73 61,35 95~5· 76,6o r,o2,76* 

· • This is the major head estimate after deduction of 2,00 for probable 
savings. · . 

(a) The decrease in the revenue budget is due 
mainly to smaller estimate of receipts from '.' Govern
in~nt Colleges, General," as oWing to the change in 
the academical year it is intended to charge half fees 
.forth~ t~rm from 3rd January to 1oth March .1915. 
The decrease would have been larger but for {I) the 
·estimate o~ fee-receipts from the College of Com
'merce, Bombay~ .having been framed for the whole 
year, and (ii) fees expected from students of the new 
'high ·sch~ol at Jalgaon. 
· '(h) The increase in the expenditure budget over 
the current year's budget is due mainly to the provi
sions made for the following items:-

(i) Advance required in connection with the · 3,50 
. scheme for the removal of the Victoria -
Jubilee Technical Institute to a new site · 
at Matunga. 

(ii) Opening of new primary schools I,oo 

(.xii) Professor of Physics 'for 'the Royal 1 r 
Institute of Science, Bombay. 

{xiii) Additional provision for grants to primary 10 

-and indigenous local schools. 
{xiv) Additional grant to the David Sassoon 8 

Industrial and Reformatory Institution 
on account of the teaching staff and 
warders. 

.Total n• 9,41 

The increase is partially counterbalanced by (i) 
larger lump deductions (I ,50 against 56 in the current 
year) for probable savings und~r several minor h~a~s, 
and (ii) the absence of the current year's provision 
(79) for .an a.dvance to .the ~om bay Scottish. Educa
tion Society m connection w1th the construction of. a 
new building. · 

40. The tota] expenditure estimate of I ,02,76 men .. 
tioned above is exclusive o( the following items which 
are provide~ under other heads for purposes con
nected with e~ucation :-

(i) Construction and maintenance of Govern·. 
ment educational buildings. 

(ii) Grant Medical College, 1\'ledical Schools 
at Poona, Ahmedabad and Hyderabad, 
and College of Physicians and Surgeons 
of·Bombay. 

(iii) Agricultural education 
(iv) Veterinary College_in B~mbay (exclusive 

of 25 borne by lmpenal revenues on 
account of the salary and allowances of 
the Principal and Assistant Principal). 

(v) Allowanc~ to Dakshina Fellows and 
others (Provincial share). 

(vi) Donations to Scientific Societies 
(vii) Preservation and translation of ancient 

. manuscripts. 

Total 

I,gg 

10 

11 

3 

(iii) Improvement of the pay and strength. of 
. teachers in primary schools. · 

1
'
00 

The total Provincia1 expenditure on educational 
objects in 1914-15 is thus estimated at ~r10,38. (iv) Bxpenditure against the further Imperial I,oo 

assignment of I,oo made in 1914·15. 
(v) Additional-provision for results grants to.. 75 

:aided secondary schools. 
XX.--lrledical-24. 

41. The figures are:-
t(vi). Additional accommodation and equipment 

for the teaching of .science in Govern
ment secondary schools. · 

(vii) Increase (from· 4o,o1 in 191.:3~14 to 40,49 
in 1914-15) of expenditure out of the 
Imperial recurring and non-recurring 
assignments for education. 

t{viii) Revision of the pay of assistant masters 
.. in Government secondary schools. 

(ix) Deputy Director of Public Instruction ... 
(x) Additional provision (36·9 against t 8· 5 

for the current year) for the College of 
Commerce, Bombay. 

(xi) Staff, etc., for the new high school at 
Jalg~on. · 

t Note.-ltems (vi) and (viii) represent expenditure 
against the additional income derived 
from the enhancement of the rates of 
ieeo in Government high schools, 

Actuals, · I 1913•14- 1•9•<·•.> 
191o-ll.l 1911·12.11912·13· Budget., Revised, Budget. 

2,361 

__.._____ 

Revenue ... 2,44 3>25 2,55 2,ss ·2,60 

Expenditure · ... 22,731 24-.36 23,50 48,g6• Z9o70 49,05* 

I 9 Th1s IS the m.aJOr head est1mate after deduction of 70 in the budget 
IS for 1913-14 and So 10 the budget for 1914-15 for probable savings, 

• .. 

(a) The revenue budge.t provides for small 
increases in the fee-receipts at the Grant Medical 

12 College and. in the sale-proceeds of quinine tre-~t
ment~, partially co~.mterbalanced by a falling off in 
lun~tlc asylum receipts. 

(b) The increase in the expenditure budget as 
compared with_. the budget for 1913-14 is due 
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principally to t.he provisi~n.s· m.ade for (i) a contribu- ' schemes for the liquidation of loans advanced to 
·tion to the Bombay Mumctpahty towards the cost of certain Native States. 
the proposed erection of an infectious diseases hospital 
for Europeans and Anglo-Indians (I ,oo), .(ii) a grant 
in aid of the construction of a new bUildmg for the 
Civil Hospital· at Mahabale~hvar (37), (iii) .the 
creation of a post of "Dean ' for the Grant Medtcal 
College (I 1 ), (iv) a grant to the College of Physi· 
cians and Surgeons of Bombay (10), (v) the separa .. 
tion of the appointments· of Port Health Officer, 
Karachi, and Chemical Analyser, Sind (10), (vi) 
revision of the clerical establishments of the Medical 

XXI.-Scientijic and other Minor 
Departments"'"'":"26. 

43· The Provincial figures are:-

Actuals. 

1,21 · r,rs I,1g 
and Sanitary Departments (7), and (vii) the accom
modation in Bombay of pilgrims proceeding to the Revenue 

Hedjaz {5). Also larger provisions are made Expenditure 14,29 s,ss 10,84 . 10,26 11,65 
for (viii) nursing, dieting, etc., charges of hospitals ______ _,_ __ ...__ ...... _...;.._....; __ 

and dieting. charges of lunatic asylums (54), (a) The increase in. the revenue budget as com4 
(ix) subventions to local bodies in connection pared with t4e current year's budget is due mainly 
with the employment of health officers and to (i) .larger receipts expected from experimental 
sanitary inspectors (2o ), (x) grants to leper farms and the Kirke~ Civil Dairy, (ii) hire ofthe 
asylums and municip:1l and local board dispensaries bijac plough in the Guj~rat ~istricts, .and (iii) the 
( 1 5), (xi) the hospital for chronic and incurable cases contemplated sale of an 011-engme, partially counter
established at Poona (15), (xii) grant-in-aid to the balanced by the absence of the current year's 
Bombay Sanitary Association (1o), and (xiii) grants provision for the sale proceeds· of a part of the 
to village sanitary committees in the Northern and Dhulia farm. 
·central Divisions and Sind (8).. The increase is 
partially counterbalanced by (a) the absence of the (b) The increase in the expenditure budget over 
provisions for non-recurring expenditure on medical the budget for 19 I 3~ 14 is due mainly to the pro
relief out of assignment from Imperial revenues visions made for (i) the remodelling of the Civil 
{1,oo), for' building grants in aid of private hospitals Dairy at Kirkee (65), (ii) the establishment of experi4 
and leper asylums (18), and for the sewage insralla- mental stations in the Thana or Kolaba district and 
tion at Poona (5), and (/3) smaller provisions for (i) at Broach and a dry farming station in the North or 
grants to local bodies in aid of sanitary projects (so), South-East Deccan (24), (iii) a scheme for the 
· (ii) the· physiological laboratories at the Grant development of sugarcane industry on the Nira 
Medical College (49), (iii) direct plague charges Canal {IS), (iv) increa~ed expenditure o~ oil-engines 
{33), (iv) the equipment of mofussil hospitals and and pumpsimd on re~atrs, etc., of plants.t~ charge of 
the. Central Lunatic Asylum at Yeravda (25), (v) a the Agricultural Engmeer (14), (v~ addttiOnal estah
grant to the Bombay Municipality for anti-malarial lishment required for the Agncultural Depart-
· measures (10), and (vi) a larger lump deduction (So ment (g), (vi) a workshop to be .. opened at .the 
against 70 for the current year) for probable savings Agricultural College, Poona (6), (vn) the establish
under the major head. ment of an agricultural school !n Guj~rat (5), (viii) 

increase in the number of vetennary mspectors an1 
Politica!-2 5· 

42. The Provincial figures are :-

m the number and pay of veterinary ~ssist· 
ants (I 3) (ix) transfer to the Bombay Prestdency 
of the ch;rges on acc~u?t of th.e establishment of 
the Superintendent, ClVll yetermary Department, 

Expenditure, 

Actuals. rgr4-r5. Sind, Baluchistan and RaJputana (n), and (x) 
additional establishment and travellmg . allowance 

tgu>-n. rgu-u. t912-13., Budget. Revised. Budget. charge.s and weaving schools under the. Registrar of 
-- -- ------ --- Co-operative Societies, Bombay Pres~dencr ( t?)· 

4,73 4,32 4,21 ·5.46 4,s3 · 5,4s Also larger provisions are ~ade for (xt) cu,ttva~IO.n 
~----_. __ .;....._..;..._....;. __ .:.,..__ charges and purchase of hve-st.o~k fo~ the expe:!-
T?e increase in next year's budget as compared mental farms and the Kirkee Ctvii Datry (I7), (~~~) 
wtth the budget for 1913-14· is due chiefly to. the agricultural and hydraulic expe~iments (1 I), and (xm) 
provision (88 against 81 for the current year) for the grants. in aid of veterinary dtspensanes (g). Th.e 
additional charge involved in the reorganization of increase is partially counterbalanced by smaller P.rovi
the Political Department ~aying been made ~or ~he sions for the ne\v seed farms at Jalgaon and Mtrpur 
whole year, and to the remtsston of the contnbuhon Khas (69 against I ,68 for the current year) and for 
( 7) levied from the proprietors of railways in expenditure (38 against 6g for the c~rrent year) out of 
Kathiawar for magisterial work received from the the non-recurring assignm~nts sanctiOned ~y the _Gov
railway limits, pp.rtially counterbalanced by the ernment of India for agncultural and all,ted ObJ~qts, 
-absence of the current year's provision (8) for the and by the absence of th~ cu~ren~ years provtston 
deputation of an officer for the preparation of for the Daulatpur ReclamatiOn ~tation (6). 
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tXX//,..&.:.Supe'rannuati011. .Ail,·zriance't ana {a} The revenue budgeris norma1, . 
Pensions-29. (h) The increase in the expenditure budget over 

the current year's budget is due mainly to (i) the 
44· The Provincial figures ate~_. provision for remission(){ contributions by local bodies 

1 
towards establishment ~tharges in Government offices 

• Actuats. . . • ; . 1913-14- lr914·t.S. ( 1 ,o 7), and (ii) the transfer to tliJS head of the provision · 
1 

\ 
1 

for the reserve to meet unforeseen charges which ;was 
191o-u~ 1911-r2: 1912-13~ Budget,: Revised.~ Budget. hitherto made under other :heads (So). Also larger 

I I 
provisions are ,made for (i) a grant to St. Jose-ph's 

!e!enue ••· _3,24. ~. _3.64 3,8o:l 3.70 :J,go Foundling Home, Bombay {70 against -21•5. in.:t:he 
_ oJ current year~s · u get1, an n a grant-in .. aid to the 

. 

.c. x. pen·d-itlire ••· . 2.9 .• 9. s .... 3 .. •·.39··· .. _33·148·' .. 3.s .. oo_· :, 36,00 1!7•75 b d 1\ d (") 
· {a) The impr{)yemen~ ·in ·the ·revenue budget is .Kathiawar 'Consolidated Local Fund (29 against ~5 
due to an increase ~n (i) ·the nu·mber of officers lent· in the current 'Year's budget). The increase ·is par .. 
to Lo~fl Boa~ds ~nd .• M.u.nicipaJities, .. and (ii) the: tially counterbalanced by a decrease in the provisiordor 
rates .. ·of. pe~SIO~, t:Ontnbutton accordmg to the new, pa:yment to the ·Bombay Municipality on acco~nt o.f 
Foreign Service Rules. 1 the ·genera] tax on Government properties and ·police 

'(, . .. · · I buildings ~in .Bombay .City ·!2,14 against 2,36Jn· . .the 
... b J In:th~ expenditur-e budget proVision is made' current year's budget). · . · 
!o~ tpe .~r,~wth of c'hargesi t:md.er ·u ~~perannnation · 
and Retired ·Allowances'' -(2,61) .and 11 ·Commuted · . Reduction or Avoidance qf Debi--;J6. 
:v~lu~,.of ~pensions"' {?S) as inditated 'qy ·the 'Iatestj -47~ The ·Provincial figures~are :--
actui:U,s. . : -----.-.....;_--------.....-.....--,---

XX/ll:-Statilmery·and Prin~inga:-3a. 

4S· .The '.Provin'Cial'figures·are :- ! i ·19t0o!n. •911.'1~ 1912-~~- .Bu~g~L,.R~vise~. ~n4get. 

:Actuals. 

----.,---A-ct-uals.----'-;-1--19-13 ...... ~~"'""~..._.-............. , ...... 1 9"""'1 ~.._·1-5·: :J(),•Reduction.or :13,70 13,70 1~3,70 :1~,70 . ~ 
' · Avoidance of _.. ·~3.7° : ~~~70 

. .; •o•~••J•on·•~l••: .. ,jtd~ I R.,;,.i Jaud"': ~·. ; 'n.bt. 

~evenu~ - t,o6. .·1,24 1,28 ·t~ •1,201 .J,u! ~n _-aceordan~e 'With. rthe arrangement- 'for ~the 
Expenditure ... . 13.35 13,62 13,59 .12:.4-rj 13,64· •s.or 1 Incidence :of three~ famt.ne charges· describe~· in :para-
-~~~~-...;..-:-~~-.;;.·-~--.;.,~) _ ___;i 1graphf·I5 o!·the Fmanctal'Statement for ·Igo7 .. o8,.an 
- .(a) The' revenue budget' is nnrmal. ; annual.a~signment rof ~13;7o 1 has been ;made .since 

. · ··(h) ·The .increase in th~ e~pe·n·~~~ure 'bu'dget .ove~ I rgo7-o8 from Imperial to Provincial, rthrough :the 
the budget .for. 191.3-14 ts d~e c~tefly ~o:provision$ head ·1, :Lana Re'Uenue, ~for I the;purpose. of' building 
made ·fOr (1) .t~e .p~rchase 0~ etther linotype Or Up a 'reserve LQ{.·cre<lit up: tO ~a ·maximum Of So;oo . 
. monotyp~ machmes. for ;the ·.Government 'Central ~er. contra, •the ·assignment ·is debited 1intthe Pro
.Press. (go), .(ii) ~evi~~on ~f the establishment of ih~ vmctal account to: the expenditure' head, No . .J6. ~ 
C~mmissioner·in ·-Sind's·Press · (7), and .(iii)..debit td separate --~dministrative ~account ·is 'kept 10£. the 
thts head of ,the· charge. for ~he ~supply of electrical accumulations to the,credit·of the Local Governme,nt 
"pow~r~to t~e Ye~avda Priso~. Press .. (j). 'Also large~ which will show at the end of·the"year 1914t15:a 
proVISIOn~ are. made f~r (tv) stationery s~pplied balance of 60!18, direct famine expenditure charge
from the• Central Stores 'tJ?. 'consequence of. increased able to 1m penal revenues under head No. 33 having 
consumption by the several Departments ·0£ -Govern~ amounted .t~- 15 in ~90,7:-oS, .. 33 in 1go8-og, 2 in 
ment (t,Io), (v) the value of; and freight on,· Europe 1 ~og-lo, ntl m Igt.o-u,· 15~17 in 1911·12; and·27,49 
stores for the Government: Central Press, where new in. 1.9r2 ~f3,-and· bemg·estimated at·3;26· {ps-in~the 
type, is requ~ed for printing ,Indian 'Law Reports, Civtl· Department and 1 in the· Public '\Vorks Depart
and. for. the. Y~ravda Prison .. Press owirtg to the ment} for·tgr3-14 and·3,00 for·tgi4•15. 
ti"C~nsfer of pn~tmg of all special forms to that-Press 
.(24), ~It.~ (vi) piece work t:harges at the Government ~Subsidised Co11tpanies-Lands--:40. 
Central Press on account of e&tra work, {to). ~48. · The.Provincial figures are.:-

.:XXV.~Miscellaneous-;.s2. -Actuats. ~~n3~,4-

46 .. .The ProVinciaffigures are·:- • f ] 
, ' ' ·19'IOo4t. J911•l2,1912·13. Bu~g~t. r R~ed :B~<!g~ 

Actuals. 1 · 913•14- . . '•1914•15. E - I I . I . 
191o-JI, 1911•12. 1912-1~. Budget. Revise.d. Budg:. T;:~=~:-:--;:1--L-...!_ _ _:.l_ __ j_ _ _:.. 
1--~~--~,----l,--..,..~~-- 1- xpenditure. ,. 24 ; 7 ,.. ~ 3 . . ... · ·: S 

· he pro~isio~ for 1 914-_15 . represt!nts· the, .cost '.'of 
land reqmred I~ co.nnection with .the extension of, .the 

' 16 Champan~r:ShiVraJpur , Light . ~ail way , .to : Pani. 
7i-J8 The· provtsxo,n made ~or th~, same, purpo.se ,in.,the 

--------...:..-..:..-....:.--!_....;.,!.. __ current y~r s_budget·Is: not likely to. hP.,utilised. 

Revenue Itt 1;14 

3,94 '17,8o I l Expenditure ... 
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Miscellaneou~ ·Rp,ilwr;,y Expenditure-41. 

49· The Provincial figures are :-
I (b) The provision.: of 35,84 for expenditure in 

19 I 4-15 is distributed ·as shown below :-

Actuals. Major Works, Minor Works, 

l!)to-n. 1911-12. 1912·13· Budget. Revised. Budget. _,_ __ , ___ ---
Deccan· 

and 
Gujadt, 

Sind. . Total, 
Deccan 

and 
'Gujartt. 

Sind, Total. 

Expenditure, 2 ..• 
Original Works. IS so 

No expenditure is expected underlhis head during 
the current or next year. 

Maintenance and 1125 3,51 4,76 
Repairs, 

Establishment ... 
Tools and Plant, 
Refunds of 

8,81 

XXIX and XXX.-Jrrigation-42 and 43· 

50. The Provincial figures are:-
---------------..--~------.---~-~--

Actuals. 
/ 

191o- 191 I• 1912- Bud· Revis- Bud-

Revenue. 

65 
6 
s 

1,62 
8 

2,27 
14 
s 

Interest Account., 7,06 4A6 . u,52 
Free .grants for 

the encourage· 
ment of irriga-
tion works in 
specially pre-

86 
8 

10 

3,68 
35 

IO 

Re11enue. 
1 I. 12, 13, get, ed, get. 

carious tracts, I I · 
Total ••• ---;,;s-;,;; --;;,;;--~ -:-;;s --;6,6;, 

12,63 10,28 ll156 13118 13,18 13
1
02 XXIX ~ Portion of land 

M . ' revenue due to aJor • . . 
W rk 1mgat10o. 0 s. Direct Receipts, 

Under 421 Major Works- Working Expenses, the 
6,24 6,68 6,84 7,26 8,15 s,o5 mcrease in 1914-15 over the budget for 1913·14 is 

xxx, Minor Works and Navi· x,79 1,83 1,83. 1,83 1,76 1,74 due mainly to larger probv
1
!sih?n for repairs to the 

gation, · Godavari Canal and for esta IS ment ~harges, partially 
Total ••• 2o,66 18,79 -;,;;--;;,;;--;;;;- ;,87" counterbalanced by smaller provision for maintenance 

------r--- and repairs in Sind. The increase in interest account 
follows the grants from the Government of India for 

M · {Working Ex- 6,n 7,o6 8,13 7,5o 8,89 7,72 capital expenditure on productive and protective works,. 42, ' SJOr penses. 
Works. InterestonDebt. 9,12 9,61 xo,37 u,u 1o,66 11,52 Under 431 Minor Works and Navigation-Public 

Works Department, the increase over the budget for 
t,~~r~::~d~Ci~~nt,· Depart-

3 4 
'5 20 6 10 1913·14 is due mainly to~) the provision made for the' 

Naviga· Public Works x6,75 15,83 15,67 x6,oo x6,36 16,5o construction of storage reservoirs in the upper reaches 
tion. Department. 

---------_ of suitable streams with the vi~w of raising the level 
Total ;.. 32,67 32.54 34·22 34,81 35>97 35,84 of sub-soil water in the drier tracts of the Deccan 

The foregoing statement should not be taken as a 
complete indication of the profitableness of the 
irrigation works, because no separate account is 
taken in the budget for a considerable amount of 
land revenue earned by minor irrigation works. 

plateau and (ii) larger debit for• establishment 
charges. The increase is pai:tialJy counterbalanced 
by smaller provisions for w·orks and~repairs iii Sind. 
In the Civil Department, smaller provision is made 
m view of past actuals for free grants for the 
encouragement of irrigation works. . · 

XXX!.-Civil Works-45. 

51. The Provincial figures are :-

Actuals. 

(a) The decrease under Land Revenue due to 
l~riga~ion in the budget for 191~-15 as compared 
w1th the budget for 1913·14 IS due chiefly to 
t~e adoption of normal receipts on the Tharwah 
and. other branches of the Eastern Nara System, 
partially counterbalanced by the expected recoveries 
of arrears and the anticipated increase · under 

1 1 1 

the Begari Canal. The increase under Direct 191o-n. 1911-12. 1912-13. Budget. Revised. Budget. 

Receipts is due to (i) improvements to distributaries Civil Department. 

of the Godavari R1ght Bank Canal, (ii) extended Revenue 91 9 I to / 8 12 12 

1 · ' h p R' h B Expenditure ... 8,Jo 59,08 14,24 _8.72 ~ ~ cu t1vat10n on t e ravara 1g t ank Canal (iii) Public Works ----

introduction of the lease system on the Hathmati Department. 

and Khari Cut Canals, and (iv) increased supply of Revenue 7,14 6,96 MS s,go 6,50 ~.27 
water on the Desert and Begari Canals. The Expenditure ... 75,01 76,34 83,61 83,9° 95,oo 9o,oo 

increase is partially counterbalanced by decrease of 
revenue anticipated on thB Ekruk Tank and the (a) For the Civil Department, the estim~te of 
Krishna Canal. The small decrease under revenue receipts for 1914•15 is normal. The .decrease m the 
estimate for Minor Works and Navigation is due expenditure budget as compared \~tt.h the cun:ent 
partly to less cultivation expected on the Fuleli year's budget is due to a smaller provtst~n (25 agamst 
Canal and partly to the closure of the Ojhar Left so in the current year) for grants f?r ~he Improvement 
Ban~c Canal from October 191;3 to June 1914, of village water-supply in the dtstncts .affected by 
partially counterbalanced by anticipated increase on scarcity, partially counterbalanced by (t) t~e provJ
the \Vangroli, Savli and Sahiat Tanks owing to s10n of 20 for discretionary grants to Comm1sstoners 
greater demand due to improvements. for general purposes of a public nature, rewards to 

ll 41-23 



specially ·deserving persons and other objects, and 
(ii) an increase of 2 in the provision for grants for 

· village water-supply to Local Boards in Sind. The 
revised for the current year includes grants-in-aid to 
certain local bodies sanctioned out of the provision 
made under the head 24, Medical for special sanita
tion schemes. 

(h) For the Public fVorks Department, the budget 
for 1914 .. 15 provides for normal receipts after allow· 
ing for the contemplated abolition of all toll-bars on 
Provincial roads; yielding an estimated revenue of s,83. 

. . . I 

, (c) The expenditure budget in the Public fVorks 
Department is distributed as follows:-

(i) Original Works
Civil Buildings 
Communications 
Miscellaneous public improvements. 
Discretionary grants for minor works 

to c;ertain "Heads of Departments. 
Reserve 

(ii) Repairs-
. Civil Buildings 
Communications 
Miscellaneous public improvements. 

(iii} Establishments 
(iv) Tools and plant 

24,27 
13,43 
3,8o 
7·50 

- SI,20 

-Total go,oo -
The provision of 51,20 for "Original Works" is 
made up of 34,50 for work~ in progress, 7,oo for new 
major works, 7,50 for mmor works, and 2,2o for 
reserve. 

52. · Th~ grants of 10. and more in ~ach case for 
major works m progress mll be spent chtefly on-

{i) Buildings at Nawabshah (I,2S), Central Offices, 
:J Poona (gx), Gujarat Survey Record office at 

Ahmedabad (47), revenue offices at Satara (2S), 
Government House works at Ganeshkhind, 
Poona (24), Mamlatdars' kacheris at Honawar 
(24), Bulsar. (2o), and Mangaon (2o), civil 
buildings at Karachi (2o), and excise lock-up 
at Bombay (1o) i 

(ii) New High School at Nasik (So), hostel for 
the Northcote High School at Sholapur (49), 
and agricultural college and hostel at Poona 
(27); 

(ii1) New Small Causes Court, Bombay (2,oo), 
buildings for the Judicial Department at 
llrkana (so), bungalow for the Judicial Com
missioner of Sind at Karachi (35), Temporary 
Small Causes Court, Girgaon,- Bombay (3S), 

, District Judge's bungalow at ~holapur (25), 
Subordinate Judge's Court at Ahbag (2o), and 
new court-house at Mirpur Kha.s · ( 10) ; 

(iv) Certain works 'at the House of Correction, 
Bombay (2o), prison at Hindalgi (2o), and 
compound wall round the District Prison, 
Dharwat (r.4); 

{ v) Head-quarter police lines at Karachi (so) and 
Sholapur (4o), additions and alterations to the 
head-quarter police lines at Bijapur (30), police 
lines at Sanghar (36), Umarkot (36), Matiari 
(25), Shahadadpur (22), Jakhrao (2o), Bandra 
(17), Mirpur Sakro (13), ~ehr~bpur (II} and 
Bagalkot (to), new pohce hoes and sub
inspector's quarters at Sirsi (22), site for the 
railway police at Asarwa (21), buildings for the 
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head-quarter police a~ Thana (2o), and rural 
police lines at K~rach1 ( 12) ; . 

(vi) Out-patients' dtspensary, J. J, Hospital, 
Bombay ( 1 oo), additions and alterations to the 
old Gover~ment Hou~;e, Parel, to render it 
suitable for the accommodation of the Bacterio
logical Laboratory (8o), King Edward Memo. 
rial Hospital at Sholapur ( 75}, bungalow for 
the Civil Surgeon at Shotapur (12), and school 
for · training mid-wives and nurses at the 
Victoria Jubilee Dispensary at Ahmedabad ( 12) ; 

(vii) New Press at Yeravda (7S)1 alterations to the 
Government Central Press, Bombay (7o), 
Temporary Central Press building on the 
Kennedv Sea Face (41), buildings for the new 
Public Works district at Alibag (3o), and 
Executive Engineer's bungalow at Sholcipur 
(14) i 

(viii) Bridges at Mahuli (r,5o), over the Tapti (7o), on 
the Thana creek (so), at Mugukhan Hubli (so), 
over the Kalyan creek (37), at Kamatgi (2o), 
and at Aminhalli. (16), roads from Indapur 
to. Sangola (I,2S), from Savalvihir to Chas 
and thence to join Vinchur-Yeola road (so), 
from llkh Station to Koregaon and thence to • 
join the Newasa-Bellapur road (3o), from 
Bhatkal to Mysore Frontier (2S), from Vihigaon 
to Khodala (22), from Mandvi to Deogad (2o), 
and from Deolali to Beiapur town (1o), improve. 
ments to the Khcindesh Nizam Frontier Road 
(7o) and to Sholapur-Aka.Jkot road (2S), 
diversion of the Bombay-Agra road near Kurla 

., (36), completion of the Nizam Frontier road 
(35), improving and metalling the Malharpeth
Pandharpur road (3o), Kalyan-Shil road {28), 

-bridging the Poona-Sholcipur road (2o) and the 
nullas on Mahad-Nagothna road (2o), Uran
Jasai road (2o), causeways over the Tapti (2o} 
and at Hingangaon (17j, crossing at Chehadi 
(14), Sadra-Dabhoda road (Io), dips on 
Hatcamba-Poladpur road (zo), and on Pali
Phonda road (ro), and waterways between 
Hingangaon and Tembhurni {Io) i and 

(i:x:) Kennedy Sea F3:ce improvements, Bombay 
(J,oo), working the boring plant for the Sani
tary Engineer (6o), and Visapur Tank (2o). 

. 53· Among the new major works the most 
1mportant are-

(i) Acquisition of bungalows Nos. 5 and 18, 
· Queen'~ Gardens, Poona. (65), acquisition of 

additional land and bungalows near, and 
sewerage in the compound of, new Central 
Offices, Poona {6o), Khcinapur distillery (so), 
bungalow for the Assistant Collector at Ahmed
nagar (2o), and bonded warehouses at Bassein 

.. (21), and Bardoli (14); 
(u) Record room for the District Court, Dhcirwar 

(28), bungalow for the District Judge, Dhulia 
... (~o), and Court house at Dahiwadi (1o) ; 

(m) ]all at Andheri ( r ,oo) ; . 
(iv) Police works in Sind (75) ~nd in the Presidency 

proper (so), and railway police lines at Dadar 
{so); and 

(v) Works in connection with the Chemical Ana
lyser's L<l:boratory, Bombay (zo), bungalows 
for the Director of. yaccine Depot, Belgaum 
(2~) •. an~ for th: C1vd Surgeon, Dhulia (18), 
electnc 1Dstallat10ns at the Grant Medical 
College (13), and nurses' bungalow at Dhar. 
war (12). 

Bombay Castle, l 
6th March 1914. J G. S. CURTIS. 
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APPENDIX A. 
Schedule of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure. 

REVENUE. 

I I 2 I 3 

Major Heads. l Minor Heads. I Provincial Share. 

I, Land Re· Lands less quit-rents. ' 
{ 

Assessment of Alienated The whole. 

venue. All other minor heads ... One-half. 

IV, Stamps ... All ... ... One-half. 

V, Excise ... All ... ... The whole.* 

VIII, Assessed All, except Tax on Surplus One-half. 
Taxes. Profits of Railway Com· 

panies.t 
.. 

IX, Forest ... All ... ... The whole.• 

X, Registration • All ... . .. The whole. 

XI1, Interest ... Interest on Provincial 

~Tho whol• 
Loans and Advances. 

Interest on Government 
Securities. 

XVI-A, Courts of All' ... ... The whole. 
Law. 

XVl·B, Jails ... All ... .. . 'rhe whole. 

XVII, Police ... All ... .. . The whole, 

XVIII, Ports and All ... ... The whole. 
Pjlotage. 

XIX, Education ... All ... ... The whole. 

XX, Medical ... All ..... ... The whole. 

XXI, Scientific and All ... . .. The whole, 
other Minor 
Departments. 

XXII, Superannua· Contributions for Pensions 
}The whole, tion Receipts. and Gratuities. 

Miscellaneous ... 
XXIII, Stationery and All 

Printing. 
... The whole, ex· 

cept receipts 
for the value of 
supplies . from 
Central Stores 
to Railways, 
Local Funds, 
M u n i ci palities 
and other 
indep e n d e n t 
bodies, 

XXV, M i s c e 11 a- Extraordinary items ... Items not 
neous, 

All other minor heads, 
except-

Gain by Exchange ... 
Premia on Bills 
Unclaimed Bills of 

Exchange. 
Fees for Government 

Audits-Commission 
on interest and on 
sale and purchase of 
securities. 

Percentage chargeable 
on European Stores 
for Provincial nad 
Local Funds, etc. 

Value of old Currency 
Notes assumed to be 
no longer in circula· 
tion, 

exceeding 
Rs, Io,ooo, 

The whole, 

• Prior to 1911-12 the Provincial share was one-half. 

4 

Major Heads. 

I Refunds, etc, 

5 

Minor Heads. 

The heads of which the 
corresponding receipts 
are wholly or partly 
ProvinCial, 

Do. do, 

I 6 

I Provincial Share. 

The same share 
as in the case 0 f 
~he correspond
mg beads of 
receipts. 

Po. 2, Assignments~ 
and Compen· · 
satiQns, Miscellaneous 

sations. 
Compen- The whole, 

. . 

3, Land Revenue ... All ... . .. The whole . 

6, Stamps ... All ... ' ... One-half, 

71 Excise ... All ... ... The whole.• 

101 Assessed Taxes ... All ... . .. One-half. 

111 Forest ... All ... The whole.* 

12, Registration ... All ... ... The whole. 

13, Interest ... Interest on Provincial Ad. The whole. 
vance and Loan Account, 

18, General Adminis- Civil Offices of Account Local Audit 
tration. and Audit, Department. 

All other minor beads, 
except-

Currency Department. 
Reserve Treasury, · 

· Allowance to Presi· 
dency Banks. 

19-A, Courts of Law ... All ... . .. The whole. 

19-B, Jails ... All . .. ... The whole. 

20, Police ... All ... . .. The whole • 

21, Ports and Pilotage, All ... . .. The whole, 

22, Education 

24o Medical 

25, Political 

... !11 

... All 

.... 
... 

• .. All, except-

. .. The whole. 

... The whole. 

Prisoners. 1 
Refugees and State ~ 

Charges for Aden and The who e. 
Persian Gulf. 

261 Scientific and Veterinary and Stallion 
other Minor Charges. 

The who! e, 
except the pay 
and allowances 
of officers on 
the cadre of the 
Civil Veterinary 
Department, 

Departments. 

29, Superan n u at i o n 
Allowances, etc. 

All other minor heads ~ 
except- The whole, 

Census ... 
Ethnographic Survey, 

All, except-· l Pensions of the Military 
Fund, 

Pensions of the Military The whole, 
Orphan Fund, 

Pensions of the Bombay 
Civil Fund. 

30, Stationery 
Printing. 

and All, except Stationery pur· The whole, 
chased for Central Stores, 

t Prior to 1911-12 the Provincial share of the tax on salaries in the Public Worlrs Department was nil. 



I 

Major Heads. 

XXIX, Irrigation-{ 
Major Works. 

XXX, Irrigation-
Minor Works and 
Navigation, 

I 
I 

REVENUEo 

.. 

I 2 ·3 
\ 

" 
J Provincial Share. Minor Heads, 

Portion of Land Reve- } 
nue due to Irrigation, One-baU. 

Direct Receipts ... 

All ... One-half. 
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4. -~ 
Major Heads, I I 

32, Miscellaneous ... 

5 

Minor Heads, 

Extraordinary items ... 

All other minor heads, 
except-

Charges for Remit-
tance of Treasure. 

Discount on Bills 

I 6 

J Provi~~ial Share. 

Items not exceed. 
ing Rs, Jo,ooo. 

The whole. 

XXXI, Civil Works , All ... The · w h o 1 e 1 

except receipts 
on account of 
buildings for 
the use of 
Imperial Deo 
partments, . 

Loss by Exchange ... 
Refunds of value of old 

' 

... 

... .. 
•· 

' ·~ .. 
.I 

.. . 

currency notes credited 
to Government, 

33, Famine Relief 

1 36, Reduction 
. Avoidance 

Debt. -
~·: } All 
of 

: .. { 
As explained in 

paragraph 15 
of the Financial 
Statement for 
1907·08. 

4~ Subsidi~ed Com-
pames. 

411 Mis c e ll an eo us 
Railway ,Ex-
penditure, 

44, Construction · 
Railways. 

of 

.p, lrrigation-Ma j o r 
Works. · 

43> Irrigation-M i no r 
Works and 

Land 

Surveys ... 

All 

{ 
Working Expenses 
Interest on Debt 

All 

Navigation, 
45, Civil Works ,,, All 

. .. 

The who 1 e, 
except in cases 
in which the 
outlay is speci
ally incurred 
from Imperial 
Funds. • But 
Provincial ex
penditure under 
these heads is 
permitted only 

·under special 
orders of the 
Government of 
India in regard 
to each Rail· 
way • 

::: J One-half, 
... One-half. 

... The whole, 
except expendi
ture on build
ings for the use 

[ 

of Imperial 
Departments. 
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APPENDIX B. 

Prfll)incial revenue and expenditure hy major and minor heads for the 
-years 1912-13, 1913-14 and 191 4·1J. 

(Rupees in thousands.) 

REVENUE. 

Major and Minor Heads of Account. 

I, Land Revenue. 
: 

rdinary . . . . .. . .. ..... 
iscellaneous .•• ... ... ... 0 

M 
D 
A 
F 

educt-Portion of land revenue due to irrigation ... 
ssessment of alienated lands less quit-r~nts 
ixed allotment and adjustments 

I~ Stamp_s. 

ale of general stamps ... 
ale of court-fee stamps ... 

s 
s 
D 
F 
M 

uty on impressing documents 
ines and penalties ... 
iscellaneous ... 

V, Excise. 

... 
Total 

... 

... 

... 

. .. ... 
Total· 

... 

... 

... 

.. 

... ... 

. .. 

... 

... 

icense and distillery fees and duties L 

T 
G 
D 
F 

for the sale 
of liquors and drugs. ... . .. ransit duty on excise opium 
ain on sale-proceeds of excise opium and other drugs. 
uty on ganja . .. . .. • .• ... 
ines, confiscations and miscellaneous ••• ... 

Total .... 
V Ill, Assessed Taxes. 

In come Tax on-
Salaries and pensions ... ... ... 
Profits of coll)panies ... ... ... 
Interest on securities ... ... . .. 
Other sources of income •• ... . .. 

Total ... 
IX, Forest. 

imber and other produce removed from the forests T 

T 

c 
R 
M 

by Government agency. 
imber and other produce removed from the forests 
by consumers or purchasers. 
onfiscated drift and waif wood ... ... 
evenue from forests not managed by Government • 
iscellaneous •.. ... . . . 

X, Registration. 

ees for registering documents ... F 
F 
M 

ees for copies of registered documents 
iscellaneous · ... . . . ... 

. .. 
Total ... 

... ... ... 

1912•13. 

Actuals.l 

1199,63 
95 

-II1S6. 
95,87 

1,02,55 

3,87,44 
----

19,57 
19,81 

82 
I" .) 

70 

! 41,03 
---

I,g2,2j 

} n,5o 

7,66 
1:56 

----
'J112127 
---

6,25 
2,70 
2,24 

17,55 
--··-

28,74 --
19,35 

28,70 

6 
6 

I,75 --
49,92 --

7,51 
20 

Il 

' Total ••• , 7,82 --

1913•14-
t I914·IS. 

Budget, I Revised. I Budget. 

2,2i,62 2,29,08 2,21,62 
88 92 88 

-IJ1I8 -IJ1 T8 -IJ102 
g6,3g' 96,52 g6,81 " 

27,33 27,48 28,54 -----
3,33,04 3,40,82 3,34,83 ---------

20,_25 20,20 20,25 
19,75 21,75 21,75 

77 85 go 
IJ 12 I2 
6o 83 83 -----...--

41,50 43,75 43,85 
---- -----. 

1193,10 1,g6,5o 2,or,oo 

u,oo r6,so 17,00 

8,oo ( 8,42 8,73 
90 58 27 

----
2,13,00 2,22,00 2,27,00 
----------

6,o5 6,45 6,5o 
3,25 4,75 3,29 
2,40 2,25 2,32 

16,75 19,05 I8,54 
-----

28,45 32,50 30,65 
-- --

14,60 15,40 IS, 5o 

25,85 30,84 28,84 
.. 
. . 4 4 4 

7 • 7 7 
94 1115 1,05 ----

41,50 47,5° 45,50 ---- . 
7,67 7,8o 7,90 

19 20 20 

14 10 IO 

-- --
S,oo S,xo 8,20 --



Major and Minor Heads of Account. 

XII, Interest. 

est on Provincial loans and advances Inter 
Inter est on Government securities ... 

Total 

X V 1-:.4, Law and Justic~Cour/$ of Law. 

... ... 

... 

proceeds of nnclaimed and escheated property • 
-fees realized in cash ... . · · 

Sale
Court 
Gene 
Plead 
.1\lisce 
.Misce 

rat fees, fines and forfeitures ... 
ership examination fees ... 
llaneous fees and fines . .. 
llaneous ... ... 

Total 

XVI-B, Law and Justice-Jails. · 

jails 
Jailm 

. .. 
anufactures 

... ... ... ... 
' 

Total 

XVII, Police. 

..... ... 

... ... 

... 

... 
r or 

... 

Presid 
Police 

Fun 
Police 

. . .. 
ency pohce ••• ... • •• 
supplied to Municipal, Cantonment and Town 
ds. ' 

supplied to public departments, private 
panies and persons. 
fines and forfe~tures 

com 
Fees, 
Super 
Misce 

annuation receipts 
llaneous 

... ... ... ... 

XVIII, Ports and Pilotage. 

tration and other Fees Regis 
Pilota 
Miscel 

ge receipts ... 
laneous ••• ... 

XIX, Education. 

Government Colleges, General 

... ... 
,. ... 

... Fees, 
Fees, Government Colleges, Professional 

Schools, G~neral · Fees, 
Fees, 
.Contri 
!Iisee 

Schools, Special 
butions ... 
llaneous ••• • 

... ... ... ... 

XX, Medical, 

al School and College fees :Medic 
Hospi 
Lunati 
Medic 
.Contri 
Miscell 

tcil receipts ... 
c asylum receipts ... 
ines sold by Civil Surgeons 
butions ... ... 
aneous ... ... 

... . .. . .. ... 

• ... . .. .. ... . .. 
. .. 

' 

on . .. . .. 
Total 

~·· 

. .. 

. .. . .. 
Total ... 

-.. ... 
... 
... ... 
-·· 

Total ... 

. .. . .. 
.. 
. .. . .. . .. 

Total ... 

Actuals.l Budge~, I Rev~ed.~ Budget. 

1•913-13·1 '1914·1,S. 

. 
g,62 13,24 14,17 13,55 

so So g8 110J --
IO,I2 14,04 15,15 14,58 --

51 45 54 54 
77 70 75 75 

5tl5 5110 s.ss 5·35 . . .. ... 3 2 
66 6o 70 70 
23 30 23 24 

-~ 

7·32 7·15 7,8o 7,6o -

1103 so 6o go 
2,02 2,00 2,15 2,15 -------
J,os 2,50 2,75 3,05 

81 78 87 85 
27 28 27 27 

76 6g 84 66 

18 IJ 15 15 
4 5 5 5 

40 42 45 38 

2,46 2,J5 2,6J 2,36 

1,01 99 I,o6 r,o6 ... . .. . .. 2 
I I I I ----1,02 r,oo 1,07 r,og - ----

72 86 84 62 
64 66 68 72 2,68 2,72 
8 

2,73 2,75 
10 12 12 

31 6 12 6 88 94 95 94 --
5·31 5.34 5·44 5,21 ----

94 95 I,ot 
82 86 ~6 

r,oJ 
86 

29 31 28 28 . .. I 
1,08 

... I 
32 30 30 12 IO IO 12 ----3·25 2·55 2,55 2,6o - -
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Major and Minor Heads of Account. 

XX/
1 

Scientific and other Minor Departments. 

v ... eterinary and stallion receipts •.. 
A griculture receipts, including receipts on account 

of experimental cultivation. 
E migration fees .... ... . .. 
E xamination fees ... . ... ... 
B otanical and other public garden receipts ... 
1iscellaneous 1\ ... ... . .. . .. 

Total ... 

XXI/1 Receipts in aid of Superannuation, etc. 

Contributions for pensions and gratuities 
Miscellaneous • .. ... ... 

Total 

XXII I, Stationery and Printing. 

s tationery receipts ••• • .. 
s ale of gazettes and other publications 
0 tber press receipts · ... ... 

Total 

XXV, Miscellaneous. 

... 

... 

... 

... 
••• . .. 
... 

Unclaimed deposits ••• ... ... 
Treasure trove ... . .. • •. 
Sale-proceeds· of darbar presents . . . . .• 
Sale of old stores and materials . • • . .. 
Percentage on capital cost of furniture supplied to 

high officers. 
Fees for Government audits ..• 
Contributions .. . . .. . •• 
Rents ... ... • •• 
Miscellaneous fees, fines and forfeitures 
Miscellaneous • .. • .. • •• 
Extraordinary items . .. • .. 

Total ... 

XXIX, Irrigation-Portion of land re'IJenue due 
to z'rrt'gation. · 

XXIX, lrrigaUon-Major Works-Direct Recelpts. 

XXX, lrrt"gation-Mlnor Works !lnd Navlgati'on
Public Works Department. 

XXXI, Civil Works. 

1 n charge of Civil Officers ••• ... ... 
l n charge of Public Works Officers ... . .. 

Total ... 
- Total of the major heads ... 

Opening balance ... 
Grand total ... 

191.2-13. 1· · 1913·•+ t 1914-15. 

Actuats •. 1-B~~g~ I Re~ised. \ Budget, 

10 12. 16 I2 
84 

' 92 93 I,oo 
I . 

I -. .. . .. . .. 
15 17 16 17 
3 2 2· 2· 
I I 3 I -----

1119 I,25 I 1JO 1,32 ___._ ............ _ _..... _______ _ 

3,64 3,8o s,6g s,s9 
... ... I I 

-----------
3,64 3,8o 3,70 3,90 

------ --

IO 6 9 9 
s6 , 35 39 39 
82 74 72 74 -- --

I,28 i 1 I5 1,20 1122 

----------
/ 

sE 41 40 40 
I I 2 I 

... I ... . .. 
.2 2 3 2 
I ... ... ... 
4 I 

6 5 7 
6 I 

7 ~ I 

... ... 7 Io 
IO 8 8 9 
8j 6 8 6 
41 . .. I ... ----

2,04 72 76 76 ------
u,s6 IJ1I8 IJ1l8 IJ102 

----1--. 

6,84 7,26 8,15 8,os ----
t,83 1183 1,76 I,74 

--------
• 10 8 1.2 ·u 

7,58 ' 5,90 6,so 2,2] . -------7,68 s,gs 6,62 2,39 ----
7;gs,8x 7,3s,s9 1,68,73 . 7,sS,g2 -----
1,o8,g2 x,68,os 1,79·75 x, 7s,56 -------· 9,04,73 9103,64 I 9,48,48 j 9,37 48 
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EXPENDITURE 

I 

:Major and Minor Heads of Account. 

1, Refunds and Drawbacks. 
Diflided Heads (Provincial Shl,lre). 

Land Revenue ••• ... ... 
Stamps .•• ... ... 
Assessed Taxes ••• ... ... 

Prmncial Heads • . 
Excise ... ... ... 
Forest ... . .. ... 
Registration ... ... ... 

·Total 

:J, Assignments and Compensations. 

Divided Heads (Provincial Share). 

Land Revenue Compensations-
lnamdars and other grantees ... 
Pensions in lieu of resumed lands ... 
·Miscellaneous land revenue compensation3 

Prwincilll Heads. 

friamdars and other grantees ... 
Pensions in lieu of resumed lands ... 
Excise compensations ... ... 
Miscellaneous _compensations ... 

Tofal 

31 Land Revenue. 

Charges of Distric~ Administra\i9n ... 
Survey and Se\tlement • •• · ... 
Land Records .••• ... ... 
Allowances to district and village officers 
Lump deduction . .. .. ... 

Total 

6, Stamps. 

Superintendence .. . • •• 
.. 

. .. . .. 

.. . 

. .. 

... ... 

... 

... ... 

... 

... 

... . .. 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

. .. 

... 

... ... Charges for the sale of general stamps 
Charges on sale of court-fee stamps ... .. • 
Stamp and plain paper supplied from Central Stores. 

Total ... 
7, Exdse. 

• 
Presidency establishment ... ... . .. 
District executive establishments ... . .. 

·~-
Total ... 

ro, Assessed Taxes. 

Collection of Income Tax ••• 
-·-· ... . .. 

I911N:J. I 1913•14- I 1914•15· 

Actuals. I Budget. I Revised. f Budget. 

x,6o· 1,30 1,70 r,ss 
72 10 70 10 
21 25_ 35 30 

3,22 z,6o 4,15 3100 
17 10 42 10 
3 2 2 2 -- --

5,95 4,97 7·34 5,67 ------1--

/' 

3·95 4;11 - 4,18 4,20 
' ··59 1,62 1,59 1,62 

31 32 45 32' 

72,67 72,63 12,68 73,04 
10,33 10,77 10,84 10,84 
6,41 7J9° 8,52 7,88 

21 20 20. 20 ----
95.47 97.55 98,46 g8,Io - ---

38,46 38,40· 39.51 45,29 
I, II 1,o6 84 1,32 

30110 30,00 28,5o 30,42 
14,57 14,49 14,15 J4,30 . .. -r,oo . .. -1,10 ------84,24 82,95 83,00 89,93 --1----. 

45 45 46 46-48 46 so 49' 8 JO 9 9 IS 18 18 19 --1119 1119 . 1,2J 112J --
1136 1,40 1,45 1151 . 9·44 9,86 9,47 10,30 1--

Io,Bo I 1126 10,92 I 1,81 --
6o 72 72 ss -- ~----



Major and Minor Heads of Accou~t. 

rr, Forest. 

Conservancy and Works .•• 
Establishments 

... 

97" 

1912-I3.J. 1913~14- I 1914•15, 

Actuals, l Budget, I Revised. I B~ 

... . 13,42 
... 13,51 

lump deduction ... . .. . .. 
II,86 
14,02 
-20 

Superintendence 
District charges 

12, Registration. 

••• 

13, Interest on Ordinary Debt. 

Total .•• 

Total ... 

------!~.------1------1------

1-------1------1------·1------

22 22 22 

3,45 3,47 3,70 
------t-------t-------l------

3,67 3,69 

Interest on Provincial Advance and Loan Account . •• - 7,97 8,41 

r$, General Administration. 

Salary of the Governor ... . . . ... 
Staff and Household of the Governor .. • • •• 
Expenditure from Contract Allowance • • • • •• 
Tour expenses ••• .•• • .. 
Executive Council ••• • • • , •. 
Legislative Council..:_Travelling ~lowances to Non-

Official Members of the Councll. 
Civil Secretariat ·... ... • •• ... 
Commissioner in S~nd •• • •• 
Commissioners .. . • •• 
Civil Offices of Acc{)unt and Audit ... 
General Establishment of Local Funds ••• 
Charges in connection with the Royal Visit and 

·Coronation at Delhi. 

Total ... 

19-A, Law and justice-Courts of Law. 

High Court • • • ••• 
Law Officers ••• : ••• 
Administrator General ... 
Coroner's Court : ••• 
Presidency Magistrates' Courts 
Judicial Commissioners .. . 
Civil and Sessions Courts .. . 

... 

Courts of Small Causes .. . ... 
Criminal Courts .•• 
Pleadership examination charges 

... • •• 

Refunds .. . ... 
Lump deduction .. . ... 

Total ... 

19-B; Law anrJ justice-jails. 

Jails ... 
Jail manufactures 
Lum(J deductzon 

n 41-25 

.... 

.... 
... ... . .. 

Total· 

1-------·1------1---------1------

1,'13 
2,22 
I 1I8 

20 
I 187 

17 

6,46 
1,45 
2,54 

93 
-30 

6 

11.20 
2,68 
1104 
II 

1196 
9 

u,s3 
1,59 
2,63 
r,o8 
-12 

1119 
3,08 
1142 

34 
2l03 
II 

6,58 
x,so 
~,so 

I 1IJ 

-u 

1,2o 
2,zg 
I,o8 i 

II 

1,96 
·II 

6,64 
1,42 

. 2,47 
11 18 
-r6 

18,8o • 18,79 19!J6 
--1....;;.----1.--.-.........---

7,81 
4,01 

42 
IS 
95 

1,56 
22,93 
J,04 

15,39 

43 

8,10 
J,70 

42 
J6 
97 

1,54 
2J,35 
2,99 

17,40 
I 

38 
-30 

·7;67 
4,i2 

41 
15 
99 

r,61. 
2J1IJ 
3,03 

l5,29 
I 

43 

. 8,o4 
4,04 

42 
15 
97 

1,54 
2J,97 

2,72 
15,55 

I 

40 
-30 

• •• 1------1__,..---__.__...1..-----

5o,69 
~·---------

1o,6S 
I,JJ 

10,17 
I,S3 
-20 

I018I 
I,ss , 
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Majol aad Mioor Heads. of Accowlt. 

Presidency police .... 
Snperintendence . • •• 
District elteC'.Jtive forte ••. 
Village police ,,.., 
Special police .•• 
Railway polic;e ... 
Criminal Investigation Department 
Refunds ••• 

.. .. 

Lump deaut:tion ..... . .. 

1912-I:J. I 1913·1~ \ 1914·15-

Ac:tuals. ' . Budget. I Revised.l Budget. 

11,5Z 
2,14 

66,66 
g,82 
6,sz 
2,79 
~87 

J 

12,11 
2,10 

67,64 
g,ss 
s.s3 
2,64 
2,86 

3 
-I1j0 

u,6s 
2,10 

6s,«;9 
9,82 • 
5,90 
2,69 
2,8o 

5 

12,o8 
. 2,07 
72,o:, 
9.94 
6,o9 
2,90 
3,09 

3 
..-I,JO 

------~----r------·r-----
Total .... 1,02,33 I,o1,56 1,o1,oo 1,o6,95 

:z-r, Ports and Pilotage. 

Salaries ~d allowances of ofiic~rs and men afloat ••• 
Purchase of stores and coal, etc. •• • ...~ 
Ports· and Pilotage establishments ••• .. •• 
Miscellaneous • ... ..... • ... 
Light-houses. aud light-ships. .. . • . ••• 

~2', Education. 

University .... 
Direction .... 
Inspection· . • .• 
Governmerib Colleges, General 
Government Colleges, Professional 
Government Schools,. General 
Government Scllools,. Special 
Grants-in-aid .... . 
Scholarships ... .. 
Miscellaneous ! ••• 

Refunds · ... 
Lump provision for non-recurring 

educational e:x;peaditure .. 
L•mp deduction· ... . 

2'/J Medlcal .. 

~Total ••• 

~~·· ... 

-·· . . .. 
.,... . .. 
and recurring 

... . ... 
Total ••• 

Medical establishment , ••• .... • •• 
Hospitals and Dispensaries ... . • •• 
Sanitatiou and Vaccination .... . .• 
Grants for· medical purposes • •• . .. 
Medical Schools and College .... . .• 
Lunatic Asylums . • •• ..... . •• 
Chemical Examiner • . . .... . .• 
Refunds ..• ••• ·-
Lump provision for DUn-retuning e:xopenditure on 

medical relief. 
LN_mp dedNeh~ .... 

Total ..... 

25, Political. 

Political Agents • .• .. •• 
Entertainment of Envoys and Chiefs •••. 
Darb'r presents and al;owances to VakiJs, etc. ... 
Miscellanea~. • ... , . . . • • 

Total ••• 

--------1------r------·1------

7 
3 

49 
2 

4 

8 
6 

49 
2 

2,18 

8 
9 

52 
2 

2,03 

8 
6 

s6 
a· 

2,16 

------r------·---------1------2,88. 
-----··---11---

3.55 
66 

4,52 
2,3J 
~~·s 

28,6o 
3·59 

14,79 
s& 
51 

J 

55 
70. 

4·72 

2,62 
1,89 

29,24 
5·41 

. 14,32 
ss 
93 

I 
,36,22 

-2,00 

z.ss 
75 

s,Jz 
.a,go 
3,20 

3.2.,,20 

3.75 
J8,J2 

6o 
82 

J 

6,18 

55 
88 

5·3.2. 
2,86 
2,19 

33;8b 
5·54 

18,97 
6s 
94 

I 

32,99 

-2,0() 

1------~------~------1------
61,35 

4,04 

1·15 
4,12 
1,35 
3.5-4-
2,19 

47 
4 

433 
s,ss 

26,45 
2,28 

3t99 
2,46 

56 
4 

J,oo 

4.35 
7·35 
1,5':d' 
1,59 
5,44 
.2',46 

46 
3 so 

4.43 
g,2g 

26,IZ 
:J,g6 
z,so-
2,49 

1Z 
4 

1----1----L----

4,12 
2 

3 
4 

7 
12 

4,63 
2 J 

4 1 
14 , ... 

------~----------·------1------
4,83 

1-------1------~---~-------



Major and Minor Head!l of Acc()unt. 

26, Scientific and other Minor Departments. 

Donations to Scientific Societies - ... • •• 
Agriculture ••• ... . .. • •• 
Veterinary and Sta~lion ch_arges •.• .. . 
Inspector of Factones ... ••• .. . 
Gazetteer and Statistical Memoirs .. . , •• 
Steam Boiler Inspection establishment ... 
Registration of Railway Traffic .. • '!' 
Provincial Statistics . . . . . . • • , 
Preservation and translation of ancient manuscripts. 
Examinations • .. .. . .. . .. . 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies ... .. . 
Miscellaneous ••. ... • •• .. . 

Total ••• 

29, Superannuation Allowances and PenJiiJns. 

Superannuation and retired allowances 
Compassionate allowances ••• 
Commuted value of pensions ... 
Gratuities . • . .. . . .. 
Covenanted Civil Service pensions ••• 
Donations to Service funds... . .• 
Refunds ••• ••• • •• 

30, StationtJty and. Printi'ng. 

Stationery Office at the Presidency •.• 
Stationery purchased in. the country · ••• 
Government presses . • • • •• 
Printing at private presses ... 
Stationery supplied from Central Stores 

32, Miscellaneous. 

... 

... 

Total ... 

... 

Total ... 

Travelling allowances to officers attending examina
tions. 

Rewards for proficiency in oriental languages and 
allowances to Language Examination Committees. 

Annual stipends to Holders of Literary Titles ... 
Cost of books and publications • .. • •. 
Donations for charitable purposes . •• .. • 
Charges on account of European vagrants ..• 
Rewards for the destruction of wild anfmals • , , 
Petty establishments .. .. .. , •• 
Special Commissions of Inquiry ... • .. 
Irrecoverable temporary loans written off .. . 
Rents, Rates and Taxes .. . ., .. . 
Contributions . • • . . . .. ..•• 
Miscellaneous and unforeseen chrges .. 
Miscellaneous refunds .. . • . • .. 
Miscellaneous charges for the treatment of patients 

at the Pasteur Institute. 
Remission of contributions by local bodies towards 

establishment charges. 

Actuals, I 

-7 
30 
5 

1I 

8,94 
. 2,J8 

07 
a 

-8 
.2g 
6 
3 

14 
78 

. 3 

... 2 
.-12 

30 
6 
3 

'14 
I 95 

_________ ,, _______ , ______ , ________ __ 

... 
13 
17 

I 

1 

33,99 
45 
25 
14 
15 

I 

I 

34,40 
48 
70 
25 
15 

I 

I 

36,oo 
43 

z,oo 
15 
15 

I 

I _____ ....,..__, _____ _ 

44 
11 I7 
4,97 

9 
6,g2 

44 
1,20 

4,85 
8 

s,go 

44 
1,20 
·5,oo 

IO 
6,go 

45 
r,2o 
6,29 

7 
7,00 -----1----1----

_...,.,.,_. ------1----1----

4 

17 

I 
16 
47 
10 
6 

-r 
3 

I,sg 
2,37 
9~ 
31 
1 
I 

4 

22 

I 

i9 
70 
13 
6 

21 

I 

19 
49 
10 
6 

2 
50 

2,13 
r,sz 

5 
8 
I 

I 

I 

19 
1119 

13 
10 

19 
so 

2,14 
47 
ss 
8 
I 

Total ••• -6-,3-6-~·-4-,9-5- 1-;:;-~ 



Major and Minor Heads of Account. 

36, Reduc#on or Avoidance of Debt ... 

401 Subsidised Companies-Lands ... 

43, Irrigation-Major Works. 

w 
I 

orking Expenses 
nterest on Debt 

... ... ... ... 

100 

1!)12-l:J. 

Actuals. 

I 

... 13·70 

... ... 

... 8,13 ... 10,37 

. 
1!)13·14- I IS14•15. 

Budget. I Revised. I Budget, 

I3t70 I I3,70 I . 13,70 

~--

3 ... I· 5 --_.... .............. ........_. ............ 

.. 

7·50 8,Rg 7,72 
II1II Io,66 . 11,52 --· 18,61 1 Total ... 

431 Irri'gtllt'on-Mt.'nor Works and Navi'gati'on • 
.. 

ivil Department c 
p 

... 
ublic Works Department ••• , 

451 Civz1 Works. 

c 
. p 

ivil Department ... 
ublic Works Department ••• 

.. ... . .. ... ... 
Total ... 

. .. . .. ... " ... 
Tctalr ... 

· Total of the major heads ... 
Closing balance ... 

x8,5o 

5 
-. 15,67 

15,72 
---

14,24 
83,61 --
97,85 

7,24,98 --
1,79,75 

···19.0
4.73 

Grand Total 
. 

19,55 IS,24 

20 6 10 
·x6,oo 16,36 x6,so 

. 16,20 1-;-6,42 
--

16,6o 

8,72 14,90 8,69 
8J,90 9s,oo go,oo 
-- ......._...........,1........,_,.-..... 

92,62 1109190 g8,6g 

7,87,14 7,69,92 8,2J,JO 
-----

1, t6,so r,7s,56 1,14,18 ----
9103,64 9,48,48 g,J7,48 
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APPENDIX C. 

Statement showing by major heads the ordinary and special or non~recurring Provincial 
revenue and th~opening balauce as estimated in the budget (rJr 1914-1 5· 

[In thousands of rupees.] 

No. of 
Account 
Head, 

IV 

v 
VIII 

IX 

X 

XII 

Receipts. 

, 
2 

{

Provincial share 

I d R Alienations .. an · evenue. 

Stamps 

Excise 

Assessed Taxes 

Fixed allotment 
adjustments ' 

... ... 
. . . ... 

... 
I 

Forest ... ... 
Registration ... ... 
Interest ... , .. 

and 

XVI-A Law and Justice-Courts of Law 

XVI-B 

XVII 

XVIII 

XIX 

XX 

XXI 

xxn 

Do. -Jails ... ... 
Police ... .. 
Ports and Pilotage ... 
Education ... ... 
Medical ... ... 
Scientific and other Minor Departments . 

Receipts in aid of Superannuation, etc .... 

XXITI Stationery and Printing 

XXV Miscellaneous 
"" 

Irrigation-Portion of Land Revenue 
due. to Irrigation. 

Irrigation-Major \V o r k s-D i r e c t 
Receipts. 

XXX Irrigation-Minor Works ... 

{ 

Civil \Vorks-Civil Department 
XXXI 

Do -Public Works Department. 

Total ••• 

Budget, 
1914·15. 

I 3 
• I 

8,20 

2,6o 

1,32 

3,90 

1,22 

IJ102 

8,os 

12 

Opening Balance ... 1,78,56 

Ordinary. Special. 

4 5 

(a)3,65 

Remarks. 

6 

(a) Collections of outstandings 
· of previous years. 

14,69 (b) 13,85 (h)Assignmentsfrom Imperial 
revenues for special non· 
rei:urring objects, . 

4J,85 

2,27,00 

3_o,65 

45,50 

8,20 

I 1108 

7,6o 

J,os 

2,J6 
• 

1,09 

5,21 

2,6o 

11J2 

3,90 

1,22 

76 

13,02 

B,os 

1,74 

12 

2,27 

1,37,92 21,00 

1,06,45 (c)721II 

(c) This is made up of-
(i) 41,68 U n expended 

balance of the 
Imperial assign· 
ments given since 
the year 1911-12 
for recurring and 
non-recurring ex· 
penditure on 
education; 

(li) x8,g6Unexpended 
balance of the 
Imperial assign· 
ments given since 
the year 19II·I2 
for non-recurring 
expenditure on 
sanitation. 

(iii) IA7Unexpended 
balances of the 
Imperial assign• 
ments for non· 
recurring expen• 
diture on Parel 
Laboratory (6g), 
on medical relief 
(4o), and on 
agricultural and 
allied objects 
(38); 

(lv) S,oo U n e x p e n d e d 
balance of the 
Imperial assign· 
ment for non• 
recurring discre
tionary expendi· 
tore'; 

_______ , _______ , _______ , 

:cv) 2,00 Imperial assign· 
ment made in 
rgn-12 for the 
Royal Visit Com• 
memoration 
Building in Bom
bay. 

Grand Total . .. 9,37,48 93, H Total. 72,u 
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APPENDIX D. 
Statement slunJ!ing hy mojo!' he~ds th~ "'recurring_ a1td mm-rccurri11g Pruvincial 

expenditure pravtded m tile hudget esttmates for I 914-1 5· • 
rIo thousands of rupees.] L 

No. of Budget. Permanent Fluctuating Total 
Account Expenditure-. 1914·15. recurring. rtc!brring. recurnng. N on-recuning. 

Head. 
I 

I 3 4 s 7 

I Refunds and Drawbacks ... s.67 ... 4,93 4.93 I 74 

2 Assignments and Compensations . g8,1o 97,82 16 97,98 12 ... 
3 Land Revenue ... ... 89,93 73.74 9.8s 8J,59 6,J4 

6 Stamps ... ... 1,23 33 84 1117 6 

7 Excis·e ... ... u,81 9,84 I,o8 10,92 8g 

10 Assessed Taxes· ... ... Bs s8 20 78 7 

II Forest . .. ... ·25,68 12,80 10,87 23,67 2,01 

\12 Registration . ... . .. 3·92 3,42 41 3,8J 9" .. 
IJ Interest on Ordinary Debt ... 7.83 6,so 1',33 7·83 ... . . 
18 General Administration ... x8,8o 14,92 2,99 17,91 8g 

Ig-A Law and Justice-Courts of Law ... 57.49 "49·.'9 6,84 56,o3 1~46 
! 

19-B Do. -Jails ... 12,36 4,11 . 7,68 11,79 57 

.20 Police ... ... 1,o6,95 91,72 12,36 1,04,o8 2,87 

21 Ports and Pilotage . . . ... 2,88 52 25 77 2,II 

2.2 Education . . 
1,02,76 54,16 15,41 69,57 . .. . .. 33.19 . 

. ! 24 Medical ... . .. 49,05 25,50 s:.9 33.69 1,5,36 

~25 Political ... . .. 5,48 4.74 62 . 5·36 12 . . 
26 Scientific and other Minor Depart. I 4,29 7.46 J,52 10,98 3·31 ments. 

,29 Superannuation 
Pensions. 

Allowances and 37·75 37·59 .. 14 37·73 2 

Stationery and Printing -30. ... lj10I 2,25 11,04 13,29 1,72 
. . 

,32 Miscellaneous -· ... 7,18 1,64 4,52. 6,t6 I,ol .. . . . 
36 Reduction or Avoidance of Debt ... ~3·70 . .. . .. . .. IJ170 ... 
~0 Subsidized Companies-lands ou 5 ... ... .. . 5 
42 ·1 r rig at ion-{\Vorking Expenses. 1·72 6,93 61 7.54 IS Major \Vorks. Interest on Debt ... I 1,52 11,52 ... n,52 . .. ... . . . 

{Civil Department •• 10 ... 5 5 5 Irrigation- · . • 
. Minor \Vorks. Public \Vorks De- 16,so 1 I,Sz J,72 15,54 g6 . partment. 

{Civil Department ... 8,6g 7,61 6 7,67 1,02 
45 Civil \Vorks ... Public \Vorks De- 9o,oo 38,8o 17,00 ss,Bo - 34,20 · partment. 

-- ' 
• 5.75.51 1 

---Total ... 8,23130 1,24,67 7,oo,18 112J112 
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NOTE 1.-The non-recurring expenditure sho~n in column 7 
the following items, which are covered by special receipts :-

is inflated by 

37,84 for increased expenditure on education, sanitation, 
medical relief, and .. the Bombay Bacteriological 

. Laboratory 
I 3, 70 for reduction 'or avoidance of debt 

8,oo lump provision out of the special assignment of 
12,oo in aid of general Provincial resources 

38 for expenditure on agriculture and allied objects 
15 for expenditure connected with the Factory Venti· 

lation Committee 

met from the grants 
made for the pur
pose from Imperial 
revenue. 

The balance of non-recurring expenditure which is met from ordinary revenues 
amounts to 63,05 (including 1 ,so on account of indirect famine expenditure) as 
shown below :-

Total non-recurring expenditure 
Deduct non-recurring expenditure met from special receipts 

Balance , ... 

I 1231I2 

'?o,o7 

63,05 

NOTE 2.-Column 5 represents the minimum expenditure on account of items 
(like temporary establishments, plague allowance, contingencies, and supplies and 
services) for which provision has to be made every year, but of which the amount 
varies from year to year. The lowest figure in the " Budget Estimates, 
1914-·15,'' "Revised Estimates, 1913-14,'' "Budget Estimates, 1913-14" and 
"Accounts, 1912-13/' has generally been taken as the minimum recurring charge 
for each item, and the total of all such items is entered under column 5 against 
the major head concerned. The difference between the total budget provision 
for such items· and the minimum recurring charge entered in column 5 is taken 
as non-recurring, and this, together with the provision for purely temporary 
objects, has been classed as non-recurring and entered in column 7· This. 
method is adopted in the case of all major heads, except 29, Superannuation 
Allowances and Pensions, 36, Reduction or Avoidance of Debt, 42, Frrigation
ltlajor fVorks, 43, lrrigation-Afinor Works (Public Works Depflrtment), and 
45, Civil Works (Public Works Department). In the case of 29, Superannuation 
Allowances and Pensions, the provisions for gratuities and refunds are classed as 
fluctuating recurring, while all other items· are treated as permanent recurring. 
The whole provision under 36, Reduction or Avoidance of D11bt is treated as non
recurring, while that under 42, Irrigation-Major Works-Interest on Debt is 
classed as permanent recurring. .Under the heads 42, lrrigation-Mafo.r Works
~Vorking Expenses, and 43, Irrigation-Minor Works (Public TVorks Depart. 
ment), the provision on account of ordinary repairs, establishments, and tools 
and plant is classed as permanent recurring, the provision for special repairs 
and the minimum provision considered absolutely necessary for works in progress, 
new works, discretionary grants' and reserve is classed as fluctuating recurring, 
and the balance -is classed as non-recurring. Under the head 45, Civil fVorks 
(Public Works Department), the provision on account of repairs, establish
ments,. and tools and plant is classed as permanent recurring, the minimum · 
provision considered absolutely necessary for works in progress, new works, 
discretionary grants and reserve i~ classed as fluctuating recurring, and the 
balanct:: is classed as non-recurring. 
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FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT. 

Bombay Castle, 11th Afarch 1914. 

Memorandum. 

The ·following alterations have been. made in 
the figures of the revis.ed estimates for 1913-14 given 
(in thousands of rupees) in the Revised Financial 
Statement of the Government of Bombay for the 
year 1914-15, copies. of which were fu;rnished on 
6th March 1914 to- the Honourable Members of the 
Legislative Council:-

Major head. 

Rnenue. 

I, Land Revenue (Di-
vided). 

; 

~X, Forest ... 
Expenditure. 

121, Ports and Pilot· 
age. 

Figure in 
the Revised 

F"mancial 
Statement. 

l.:l,t6,82 

-
47.50 

Figure 
now 

adopted. 

2,17,82 

48,so 

Brief explanation of 
difierence. 

The ·increase· of 1,00 is 
based partly on the latest 
actuals and partly to avoid 
petty corrections 
othe;- divided heads. 

under 

The increase is based on 
the latest actuals. 

1,29 The reduction is due to the 
transfer of 1.45 to the 
head 45, Civil Works
Puhlit: Work.t DefJa:/'ttnnll 
in connection with the 
erection Qf a light-house 
on ~pe Monze. . 

Major head. 

( :) 

1.'!4. Medical 

45t Civil Works-
Public Works De
partment. 

Figur" in Figure 
the Revised now 

Financial adopted 
Statement. 

Brief explanation of 
difference. 

27170 The reduction of 2,00 is due 
to (i) the further transfe 
of 1,10 to the head 
45, Ci'Dil Works-Public 
Works Department on 
account of grants made to 
certain municipalities fo 
sanitary wcrks, and (ii) 
an anticipated saving of go 
in the budget provision for 
grants in aid of sanitary 
projects. 

97,00 In view of the transfers from 
the beads Zl1 Ports and 
Pilotage and 24, Medical 
mentioned above, the 
revised is, after allowing 
for probable lapses, · raised 

1 by 2,co. 

2. As the result of these alterations the. total 
Provincial estimates now stand as shown in the 
following table :-

Opening balance ... 
Revenue ... . .. 
Ezpenditure ... . .. 
Closing balance ... 

j 
Column 4 better 

1914-15 + , or worse-, 
than 

Budget. I Revise.i I Budget.! co;~n I Co~~mn 
1 2 t 3 -1 4 I s J 6 

r,68,os 1,79.75 !,82,01 +IJ,96 +2,26 

7.35,59 7,70,73 7,58,92 +2J,J3 -u,8r 

7,87,14 ?,68,47 8,2J.:JO -36,16 -54,83 

r,16,so 1,82,01 1,17,63 +r,13 -64,38 

G. S. CURTIS, 

Acting Chief Secretary to Government. 
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FINAL LIST OF :BUSINESS TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD AT A MEETING 
OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF THE GOVERNOR O:f BOMBAY 
TO BE HELD IN THE COUNCIL HALL, SECRETARIAT, BOMBAY, 
ON FRIDAY, THE 13TH MARCH 1914, AT 12 NOON. 

I.-NEW MEMBERS:-

New Additional Member3 will, under Regulation VII of the Regulations for the 
Nomination and Election of Additional !Iembers, make the oath or solemn affirmation 
before taking their seats. 

!I.-QUESTIONS ASKED BY THE HONOURABLE MEMBERS' AND ANSWERS 
THERETO:- · 

. 
' 

(A li"t of Questions and Answers will be printed separately and laid on the 
Council Table.) · 

III.-PRESENTATION OF THE REVISED FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE GOVERN-
MENT OF BOMBAY FOR THE YEAR 1914~15. 

IV.-BILLS:-

1. A Bill further to amend the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886-Second · 
Beading. 

{i) For notice of motion op the Honourable Mr. G. M. Bhurgri, 'Dide item 
· No. I (a) under Head V. ' 

(ii) For notice of motion by the Honourable Mr. 0. H. A. Hill, O.S.I., 
_ O.I.E., I.O.S., 'Dide item No. I(b) under Head V. 

2. A Bill further to amend the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879-First 
Reading. 

3. .A. Bill to provide for the levy of a cess from the Musalman Landholders in 
Sind for the promotion of education in that community (Motion for 
adjournment). 

Notice of motion by the H_onourable Mr. G. M. Bhurgri, Bar.-at Law. 

"That the consideration of Bill No. VI of 1912 (a. Billto provide 
for the levy of a cess from the Musalman Land·holders in Sind 
for the promotion of education in that community) be adjourned 
sine die.'' 

· 4. A Bill further to amend tha Bombay Tramways Act, 1874--First 
Reading. -

5. A Bill to provide for the making and . execution of Town Planning 
Schemes-First Reading. 

6. A Bill further to amend the City of Bombay Improv ement Act, 1898-
First Beading. . 

7. A Bill further to amend the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879-Secon d Beading 
(vide item No •. 1 under Head VII). . 

H 41-27 

. ll otice of motion by tlze Honourable JJir. K. B. Godbole. 
''That the Second Readin(J' of the Bill (No. IV of 1913) be postponed 

and that a Committe~ of this Council composed of offi~ial a~d 
non-official members be appointed to consider a!ld re~ort 1f a B1ll 
dealin(J' with Second Class IrriO'ation Works m this (Bombay) 
Presid~ncy caLnot be drafted o~ lines similar to those of the 
:Mysore Tank Panchayet Regulation No. 1 of 1911." 
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Notice of motion bg I he Honourable JJir. S. B. Vpasa-ni. . 
"That the Second Reading of Bill No. IV of 1913.(a Btll !~rther to 

mnend the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879) be adJourned. 
· {i) For notice of motion of amendments by tlte Honourable Mr. K. B. 

Godbole, vide items Nos. II (b), (d), (f), (h) under Head V. 
(ii} For 'flotice of motion of amendments by the J!onourable Mr. S. B. 

Upasani, vide items b ... oa. II (a), (c), (e), (o), (t) rmder Head JT. 

8. .A Bill further to amend the District Municipal Act, 1901-First Beading. 

v.-MOTIONS OF AMENDMENTS OF WHICH NOTICES HAVE BEEN GIVEN. 

L Under sub-rule ( 4) of Rule 3S of the rules !or the Conduct of Busin?ss, notice 
has been received of the following amendments to Bill No. III of 1913 (a Bill further 

· to amend the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886) :-

Clause 8. 

(a) From the Honour~ble Mr. G. M. Bhurgri, Dar.-at-Law. 
· Clause B.-To clause 3, sub-clause (a), add the following words:-

"and one shall be elected by the.members for the time being of the 
Karachi Indian Merchants' Association ". 

Olause 16. 

(b) From the Honourable :Ur. 0. H. A. Hill, O.S.L, C.I.E., I. C. S. 
. Clause 16.-In sub-clause (1) of clause 16, for the words ''any of the 

securities speoified in section 20 of the Indian Trusts Act, 1882 ",the following 
· words shall be substituted, namely:- · 

''public securities as defined in section 69 ; and the said securities 
shall be held in trust for the purposes of this Act by the Bo~rd.'' 

. li. Under sub-rule (4) of Rule 35 of the Rules for the Conduct of Business, notice 
ba.s been received of the following amendments to Bill No. IV of 1913 (a Bill further to 
amend the Bombayirrigation Act, 1879), as amended. by the Select Committee-

Clause 2. 

(a) From ihe Honourable Mr, S. B. Upasani, LL~B. 
Olause 2.- · 

New Section 72.-If the term' Second Class Irrigation Work' is to be 
Used in the Aot, it should, I think, be defined as also ' First Class Irrigation 
Wo~k' to make it clear to what class of works those terms respectively refer. 
·I would suggest the following definitions to be embodied in this section- 'An 
~igation Wor~' shall mean a~d i!lclude every canal, channel, stream, river, 
p1pe, or reservOir natural or artificial or any part thereof which is actually used 
or required for the purpose of hrigation. 

'First Class Ir~ati~n Work' means and includes every Irrigation 
work constructed, mamta:med and controlled solely by Government comin("' 
within the definition of canal given in seotion 3 of this Act. 

0 

'Second . Cl~s Irrigatio.n ~ork' shall mean and include every 
communal Irngat10n work whiCh 1s not constructed, maintained or con· 
trolled~ ~olely by Governmen~ ~ut over w~ich it may exercise control and 
superVISlo~ under the proruwns of t¥s A?t· . ~ny private Irrigation 
Works which may be the property of a single Individual or family· thoucrh 
the same be enjoyed by separated members or those claiminO' throu~h 
them, sball not be liable to be ~nstituted Second Class Irrigatio; Works~ 
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lv"'ew Section 78.-For section 73 (1) (a) & (b) substitute the following:-
,,Whenever it is found that an Irrigation Work used by the ryots of 

one or more villages is not maintained in good repair and that the persons 
interested in the enjoyment of its use are not able or willing to inc.ur the 
expenditure necessary to keep up the water.:supply the Government may 
undertake· to do the required repairs and improvements at its own expense 
and for that purpose constitute the work to be a Second Class Irrigation 
Work. In similar other cases also Gov_ernment may assume control over 
any such ·work with the consent of 'the persons intetested or the majority 
of them in case for any reason they are not able to manage it efficientlv. 
In either case the control thus assu~ed by Government shall in no . way 
prejudice the rights of the persons ·entitled to the use of the water from the 
Irrigation Work but shall be exercised so as to sacure them the full 
enjoyment of those rights more efficiently. . 

Before making the declaration referrad to in paragraph 1 a notification 
shall be published in the Bombag Government Gazette notifying that it is 
proposed to constitute the work a Second Class work and specifying there
in as nearly as possible a full and. correct description of the work, its 
situation, limits and source of supply and not less than four months' time. 
shall be allo~ed for submission of obj~ctions to the proposal". 

(b) From the Honourable Mr. K. R. Godbole. 

· New Section 78.-The words "by more than one irrigator" be i~serted 
before the comma preceding the words '' a Second Class Irrigation Work " in 
clause 2, s~ction 73, sub-section ~1) (a). 

(c) From the Honourable 1fr. S. B. Upasani. 

New Section 75.-For paragraph 1 substitute 
·.''Only the following 8ections and parts of this Act besid.es Part X 

shall apply to Second Class Irrigation Works ". · 
Instead of the numbers of sections ·being quoted and the modifications 

shown separately in paragraph 2 the sections as modified may be included 
in this part. · 

Section 26 should be added to the sections quoted in this section and 
Part VIII omitted. One or two sections providing for recovery of amount 
due for actual damage may be added to this part. · .. 

(d) From the Honourable lir. K. R .. God bole. 
(i) New Section 75.-The following words be inserted before the wortls 

"and Part IX" at the end of clause 2, section 75, sub-section (1}~-
" and after omission of the words 'or with imprisonment for a term 

which may extend to one month, or with both' at the end of section 61 
and also of the words' or with imprisonment for a term which may extend 
to six months, or with both' at the end of section 62." 

· (ii) The modification (vi) of clause 2, section 75, sub·seotion (2) bo substi· 
tuted oy the following :-

"(vi) In Part V, section 31, proviso clause {b) shall be omitted". 

(e) From the Honourable 1\Ir. S. B. U pasani. 
New Section 76-

(i) Jn lines 6 and 7 substitute for "a Revenue Officer not below the 
rank of a Mamlatdar '', "a Judicial Officer not belo\V ~he rank of a Sub
Judge''. 

(ii) At the end of ~ection 76, paragraph 1 add'' and th1t afforded by the 
documents which the parties concerned or their witnesses might produce." 
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New Section 78.-In lines 4 and ·5 substitute for" a Revenue Officer not 
below the rank of a ~IamlatdarH, "a Jud.i9ial Officer not below the rank of a 

· Sub-JudO'e '' 0 .. 

. New Section 80.-This section will produce a conflict of interest between 
Government and the owners of the works shown in the Record·of·Rights and 
it should be avoided by ooivinO' the benefit of improvement to the owners them· 

. selves, especially as it will not be possible to measure corr~c~ly the difference 
of supply at different times. Government has been rece1 vmg assessment on 
these works at high consoli~ated rates and may well let the owners of the work 
enjoy the benefit of the improved supply. 

The section should therefore be omitted ~rat least modified so as to 
give the owners equal interest with Government in the disposal of the 
additional supply and in any case preference to utilise it for ·themselves at 
reasonable charge• If provision is made for protecting Government 
·interest under this section corresponding provision to protect the ryots' 
intel'est should be included to provide for the loss to them in case of any 
deficiency in the supply at any time. The loss to them would ba far 
greater than could be covered by a mere remission of assessment partial 

. or total. 

New Section 81.-At the end add 

''Every holder of land irrigated by the Irrigation Work to which the 
Record·of-Hights refers ~ball be supplied with. a copy of the same free." . 

(/) From the Honourable Mr. K. R. Godbole. 

New Section Bl.d.~Tha following section be added as section SIA after 
section 81 of clause 2 :-

"' 81A. Objections shall be invited to the above Record~of·Rights within 
. a period of 'two months from the date ·of the same being. published 

in the manner aforesaid. The Canal Officer entrusted with the prepara· 
· tion ·of Record·ofARights shall consider such objections, if any, and -shall 

then publish the Record·of·Rights as final Record in the manner specified 
. ·in section 81 above." 

'(g) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani. 

Neto Section 82.-After the ~ast pa~agraph add 

''Nor in ariy way prejudice the rights which any holder may be entitled to 
as actually enjoyed by him at the date the work was constituted a Second 
Class Irrigation Work.'' 

. New Section, 88.-0mit. 

{h) From the Honourable Mr. K. R. Godbole. . . 
· New Sectlon 84.-Sub-sections {1), (2) and (3) of section 84 of clause 2 

~e omitted and that sub-sections {4) and (5) be numbered ~1) and (2) respeo· 
t1vely. . · 

(i) From the Honourable ·Mr. S. B. Upasani. 

New Section 84.-The obligation in respect of repairs ouoht not to be 
imposed on the ryots, at any rate not beyond such repairs as may refer to the 
portion of the channel bank immediately touching his land. 

All repairs to the main work and the main canal or channel and the 
r.emoying of silt therein must be done by the department under expert 
directiOn. 
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V.-DISCUSSION OF MATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST:
BeEJolution by the Bonoura~le Mr. Vitkalbhai Jkaverbkai Patel-

1. That this Council recommends to the Gover::1or in Council to rescind the 
notifications from time to time issued under section 8 of the Bombay 
Local Boards Act, 18P4, whereby an exceptional constitution has been 
given to the various Local Boards in the Panch Mahals. ' · 

Resolution by the Honourable Mr. G. M. :Bhurgri-

2. (a) This Council recommends to His Excellency the Governor of Bombay 
in Council to suspend the recovery of the increased rates of assessment . 
sanctioned in July last for the Tando Sub-division of the District of 
Hyderabad, Sind. · 

(b) This Council further recommentls that an enquiry be made into the 
representation of the Zamindars of the Tando Sub-division lately 
submitted to Government. 

(c) This Council further requests that. the enquiry be conducted by a 
mixed commission of officials and non-officials and the rates revised 

· after their report is considered by_ Government. 

llesolzetion by the Honourable Mr. J . .J.. D. McB~in-

3. That this Council recommends to His Excellency the Governor in Council 
that a Committee be appointed to enquire into prevalence of malaria in 
the compound of St. George's Hospital and to recommend measures to 
be adopted. by the rendering of the buildings mosquito proof, or 
otherwise, whereby the possibility of the contraction of malaria in the 

·Hospital may be eliminated or materially reduced. 

VII.-PAPERS· TO BE PRESENTED TO THE COUNCIL:-
1. Report of the Select Committee appointed. to consider Bill No. IV of 

1913 (a Bill further to amend the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879). 

2. Petition from Damodar Prabhakar ·Limaye and two others~ residents of 
Tasgaon in the Satara District, regarding the Bill further to amend the 
Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879. 

3. Telegram, dated the 7th March 1!l14, from the President, Karachi 
Municipality, communicating the Resolutions passed by the Karachi 
Municipality in connection with Bill No. III of 1913 (a Bill further to 
amend the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886). . 

It 411-28 
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PRESENTATION OF THE REVISED FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF 
THE GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY FOR THE YEAR 1914-15. 

llis Excellen~y the PRESIDENT.-The next item on the Agenda is ~resentation o~ 
tbe Revised ~,inancial Statement of the Govern'ment. of Bombay for the year 1914-13.
The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB in presenting the Revised Financial Sbte
ment said:- Your Excellency,-In accordance with 

• AppendU: I · • 1 t. d' t ·b d · custom the printed Statement 1as t·een 1s r1 ute to 
Honourable Members and also the memo. of corrections since received from the Govern
ment of India. Honourable :Members will have noticed that in the memo. of corrections 
no change is made in the Budget for the ensuing year, and the only alterations that are 
made are with reference to the revised estimates for the current year. The result of 
those corrections is to raise our opening balance for next year, and consequently our 
closing balance for that year also, by Rs. 3,45,000. As Honourable Members are aware, 
the Revised Financial ~tatement is still not the final Budget for tllc year. It still 
remains open to further corrections which may be received from the Government of 
lndia ~sa result pf their Budget discussions in the Imperial Legislative Council. This 
Revised Financial Statement repre~ents the result of the deliberations which began in 
December. In previous years the memo. which was. prepared for the first edition of the 
draft Financial S1atement was prepared by ~overnment and submitted to the Govern· 
m€nt of India without any previous consultation with this. Council. 1.nis year an 
innovation has been introduced, and that memo. was considered bv the Finance Committee 

" . 
of this Council previous to the submission of the first edition of the Draft Financial 
Statement to the Government of India. We therefore had the advantag~ of learning 
the views of the Members of the Finance· Committee, which consists entirely of non· 
official Members, except only myself . as Finance Member, and the Chief Secretary as 
Finance Secretary, an·d of sending up to the Government of India our first edition 
embodying the suggestions that have been made :by the non-official }!embers in the 
Finance Committee. I am glad to say that one useful suggestion which was there made 
was accepted by ~his G(;vernment and al~o accepted by the Government of In db, who 
provided, as is required·b~ our financial arrangements, their half-share of the expenditure 
which was required for that object. rrhe half-share of this Government is Rs. 50,000, 
and the Government of India have given their half-share, Rs. 50,000. The item is that 
referred to at No. XXV on page 7 of the Fina~cial Statement "Construction of a few 
Storage Reservoirs in. the upper reaches of suitable streams with the view of raisinoo the 
level of sub-soil water in the drier tracts of the Decc~n plateau., After the recei;t of 
the Government of India's orders on the first edition of the Draft Financial Statement 

' the J.1'inance Committee again met and considered the proposals for the seoond edition of 
that Statement. That edition having been considered by the Government of India, we 
received the Government of India's preliminary, and then final instructions, aml the 
Jewlt is what is embodied in the Revised Financial Statement now before the Council. 
I think it will be recognised that the change of procedure has been beneficial. 

I observe that for the first time,-I think I am right in saying for the first time,
r.ince the enlarged Councils came into being, there is no :Financial Resolution on our 
.Agenda today, and the Revised Financial Statement may therefore La taken as so satis· 
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factory to the Council as a whole that no one Meinbel" considers it neuessary ar de~~abi~ 
to ~ave any Resolution in respect to it. 

Our financial forecasts are as usual very largely affected by the· monsoon. Th& 
monsoon of the past calendar year has on the whole been distinctly favourable. It was 
good in a very large portion of the Presidency, fairly good in another large portion, and . 
in only one restricted area can it be said to have 'been bad, The bad area is the district 
of Sho1apur with a part of Satara,and, to a less ex:tent, qf Poona. The Nagar district, 
which suffered last year, this year is doing reasonably well. In Shohi.pur, excepting one 
or possibly two talukas, conditions are such that in old days we should· have ex:pected to 
have to open a considerable number of famine relief works. But economic conditions 
have so' much changed that not only is there no necessity whatever for opening famine 
relief works, ·hut also the amount of g:ratuitous relief that has been given up to now is 
remarkably small. I think, speaking in round numbers, that "in Sholapur and the 
adjoining portions of Satara the number of perso~s on gratuitous relief including village 
servants to whom it is necessary to give relief does not exceed 5,000. It is not anticipated 
that the numbers will increase to any great extent during the coming hot weathet•. For 
the next year we have as usual ant~cipated a normal monsoon,-neither extremely good 
nor as a whole unfavourable to the Presidency. We anticipate, therefore, the collection 
of the ordinary demands of the year together ~ith. a portion a~ least, or a considerable 
portion, of the suspended revenue of the previous years. 

Deta1ls concerning the financial effect of the monsoon are given in the Revised 
Financial Statement in paragraph 14 on page 17, and again in paragraph 47 on page 40. 
I do not think I need do more than refer Honourable Members to those paragraphs. 

As regards the financial position as a whole, it may be interesting to hj}ve a look at 
the growth of P1ovincial revenue. 1t will be seen from paragraph 8 of the Revised 
Financial Statement that the revenue for 1914-15 is estimated at Rs. 7·,58,92,000$ and 
from page 27 it will be seen that the net assignment and adjustments with Imperial are 
taken at Rs. 28,54,()00. This gives an income of Rs. 7,30,38,000 ex:pected to be derived 
from the sources of revenue a~lotted to Provincial apart from any Imperial contribution 
whatever. This figure does not tally with the figure of the ordirttry Provincial revenue 
which is given on page 57 of the Statement, namely, Rs. 7

1
37,92,000, and the reason for 

the difference is that in the latter figure are included the net results of certain adjust· 
ments withimperial amounting to Rs. 14,69,000 which are permanent, and thus h!lve 

·become a part of the ordinary Provincial revenue, although not derived from sources of 
revenue allotted to Provincial, while from it are excluded certain amounts, namely, 
Bs. 7,15,000, which, though derived from these sources, are regarded as special and 'not 
ordinary. Thus the income which we expect to derive next year from the sources at 
present assigned to us is Its. 7,i3,23,000. o~d.inary, ptus Rs. 7,15,0011 extraordinary, while 
we have a permanent net assignment oE Rs. 14,69,000 from Imperial in addition to tho 
contribution of lts. 1:3,70,000 under the famine relief scb.eme, and a small non-recurring 
assignment. of Rs.· 15;ooo. 

Three years ago I said that in 1909-10 the sources of .Provincial revenue· then 
assigned to,us produced Rs. 6,44,7i,OOO only, including the then fix:ed Imperial assign. 
ment which amounted to no less than Rs. 92,63,000. Nex:t year we expect the sources: 
now ~ssigned to Ul:J tQ:. produce Rs. 85,67,000 more than the figure which I have just 
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mentioned altog~ther apart from any Imperial assignment, the place of the old fixed 
Imperial assignment and previous adjustment being taken by shares of growing revenues, 
namely, Excise,l,orest and a minor head under Assessed Taxes. Thus the average rate 
of increase in the true Provincial revenue for five years works out at Rs. 17,13,400. 
The principal average increases are roughly Excise Rs. 10,00,000, Assessed Taxes 
Rs.1,40,000 and Forest Rs. 1,60,000. The average growth of Rs. 17,13,400 is a little 
less than that mentioned in the Draft Finanoial Statement which I think has also been 
supplied to Honourable Members. There we took Rs. lS,CO,OOO, which was calculated 
on the actuals of the preceding five years. 'Ihis average growth is of course affected by 
the decision to abolish the tolls on Provincial roads, which is a feature . of the present 
Financial Statement to which I desire to invite attention. 

·It will be seen from. paragraph 11 of the Financial Statement that in order h 
encourage the transport of goods and to free cultivators and all those who travel by road 
from the burden of these troublesome payments, we have given up a source of revenue 
yielding· over Rs. 6,tO,OOO. It is corsidered ju~tifiable that, when our revenues are 
increasing at the rate I have indicated, we should reduce and abolish altogether a form of 
raising revenue which is found to cause a. considerable amount of trouble to those who 
have to pay it. 

As regards the growth of Provincial expenditure, it is not quite so easy, in fact I 
.do not think it is possible, to•indicate precisely the growth of the expen:liture out of the 
revenue derived ~rom the sources allotted to us, distinguishing it from the expenditure 
out of the special assignments made to us by the Government of India. Consequently 
in Appendix D on page 58 of the Statement the ordinary recurring and non-recurring 
Provincial expenditure there shown includes not only the expenditure from the sources 

-'of revenue assigned to ns, but also the expenditure from the special assignments made to 
~by the Government of Indi~. · 

It will be seen that our permanent recurring expenditure does not amount to . more 
than Rs. 5,75,00,000. There is a :fluctuating recurring expenditure of ab.out 
Rs. 1,25,00,000, and another expenditure of non-recurring Rs. 1,23,00,000. Out of that 
last item of non-recurring expenditure, it is shown on page· 59 that Rs. 60,00,000 are 
covered by Imperial grants. The remainaer only comes out of. our ordinary revenues. 

I think then, Sir, that it may be taken that our financeS are in a sound positionJ 
and, as will be seen from paragraph lQ of the Statement, we are carrying forward a true 
Provincial balance of Rs. 86,10,000, in addition to a balance of Rs. 28,08,000 on account 
of unexpended balances from special assignments of Imperial Those figures will have 
to be a little altered in consequence of that memo. of corrections which was circulated on 
the 11th instant. The figures will now be Rs. 89,55,000 of tme Provincial balance, and 
Rs. 28,08,000 of Imperial assignments carried forward. .. 

There has been this yp.ar a marked decrease in the assignments from Imperial. We 
have been receiving of late years very large sums, and time has now been given to us to 
develop schemes for the expenditure of these sum9, and very large figures have been put 
down in this year's Budget. 

Horourable Members will notice that against Education the fi!?llre exceeds 
0 

Rs. 1,00,00,900. The exact amount is given under major heads in the Appendix to the 
Statement on page 54. The total grant for Education amounts to Rs, 1,02,76,000, A 
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good deal of tl1at comes out of special gra~ts from the Government of India, and a good 
deal more is carried forward. The 9overnment of India have allotted this year an 
additionallakh of rupees, recu~ing, for Education, and have also given us Rs. 1,07,000 
in order to relieve Local Boards of a charge which they have hitherto. had to pay. ·They 
have had to pay their contributions for establishments entertained. by Governm 'lnt. recently 
for the audit and control of accounts in the higher offices and also in the district offices. 
These.charges they will now be relieved of, and Imperial makes.to Provincial a recurring 
grant of Rs. 1,07,000 to make good the loss to Provincial. Of course our balan'ces, what 
are called our Provincial balances, form really a part of the geJ?-eral balances of tile 
Imperial Government, and our expenditure ha.s been to some extent regulated with 
regard to those Imperial balances. It is possible that for ourselves we should· not have 
desired to budget for quite so large a closing balance as nearly ~s. 90,00,000. We. have 
generally considered it sufficient from a Provincial point of view to budge~ for 
Rs. 60,00,000 or Rs. 65,00,000, the minimum prescribed being only Rs. 20,00,000. But 
the circumstances are such that we are able to. make adequate provision for all the 
:Provincial services and for as much as we are likely to spend, and. possibly even . more 
than we are likely to spend, .on the additional services rendered. possible by the assign .. 
ments from the Government of India and still to carry forwal'd a balance which is nearly 
four and .half times the minimum prescribed. 

I do not think, Sir, there is any particular item that I nee:i refer to in explaining 
the Financial Statement from the purely Financial Department point of view. · I there
fore pass on, Sir, to deal with the major heads beginning with the head of Land. 
Revenue. 

Under the head Land Revenue are the sums reported by. the Collectors showing 
increases of land revenue due to enhanced assessment. The figures for the current year 
1913·14 total Rs. 1,98,140, and for the coming year Rs. 3,63,090. Those are the amounts 
which are estimated as likely to result from the enhancement of assassments which take 
place in Revision Settlement.s. But how much of tho~e figures will be realized depends 
of course on the working of suspensions and remissions. . 

Honourable Members, if.they refer to the Draft Financial Statement as corrected 
up to the 4th February, which was issued on the 12th February, on pages 16 and 17 will 
see that we are budgetting in 1914~15 for a sum even less than was actually recovered 
in 1909-10. In 1909-10 our Provincial revenue was Rs. 2,14,1l,OJO. For next 
year we are taking Rs. 2,09,48,000 only. These differences of course depend almost 
entirely on suspensions and remissions having to take place in a bad year and reducing 
o~r Provincial receipts to as low as Rs. 1,6i,71,000 in 1905-06 and raising it in the 
current year as high as Rs. 2,17 ,_82,000, the figure shown in the c~rrection memo. 
of the 11th instant. These variations depend almost entirely on revisions of assessment 
·and on the working of the suspension and remission rules. 

With regard to the revision of assessment, I should like to mention .that in this 
:Presidency,-wbatever may be the case in other parts of India, and I am ha.ving in mind 
a discussion which recently took place in the Imperial Legislative Council,-it is 
forbidden by law under section 107 of the :Bombay Land Revenue Code to impose any 
enhancement of assessment on account of any improvement made by or at the cost of the 
holder of the land. Instructions regarding this provision of the law are contai~ed in the 
Survey and SEttlement :Manual, and that particular portion of the Manual Is made a 

B 41--29 
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special subject of examin;tion for Assistant Collectors, so that wo take all precautions 
that it is pos..~ble for us to take to ensure that here at least, whatever they may do 
elsewhere, .we shall not enhance our assessment on account of improvement made by, 

or at the cost of, the holder of the land. 

Under the head Expenditure in Land Revenue and Registration, the principal items 
are those mentioned under (i), (ii), (iii),(io) and (rJ) on page 6 of the Statement ... The 
first item relates to the revision of the Subordinate Revenue establishment, and details 
reO'ardinO' that are !riven in para!n'aph 13 (a) of the Statement.· It is a great satisfaction 

1:t ::J b 0 ' • 

that wo are able to announce the receipt of the Secretary· of States ~anchon to the 
scheme which was submitted to him for the improvement of the position of the 
Subordinate Revenue Establishment. The - matter has been under consideration for 
some years, and now at last effect can be given to the proposals made. · There i3 one 
small point which I should like to mention. It will be seen that under sub-paragrah 
{5) of clause 13 (a) of the Statement, the percentage of appointments. on Rs. 15 and 
~s. 20 is bracketted together as 40. The reason of that is that ":"e are by degrees 
reducing and abolishing the appointments on Rs. 15. It cannot be done immediately 
because to reduce them and keep within ~he limits of the s:1nction which we have 
received means a certain redu(!tion ·in the number of the establishment. That is being 
effected in some of the districts, and considerable progress bas been made. The lower 
appointments on Rs. 15 are being reduced and the money so saved is being utilised to 
raise the remaining appointm~nts of Rs. 15 toRs. 20. This improvement will continue 
as quickly as it can be carried out, and it is hoped that by amendments· in the procedure 
of carrying on the work in the local offices it may b.e possible in course of time to do 
away with the Rs. 15 grade altogether. 

I do not think that I need add anything .to the remarks made in the. statement 
regarding items (ii), (iii) . and (iv) on page 6, but I should like to say one word about 
the fifth item, the creation of a post of Registrar of Joint Stock Companies. This is a 
post which is renderad necessary by the enactment of the Indian Companies Act. Endeav
our is now being made to secu!C' a perfectly suitable gentleman to . hold this post. It is 
a matter of some little difficulty, because the Act is new, and any one who takes it up 
will have to study the Act and be 1:lble to apply it. We-shall want an Officer with a 

. good deal ~f tact and discreti~n so that he may neither be slack in applying the Act nor 
rush it too rapidly or wield the big stick. It is, I think, Sir, a very good adv:m~e that 
this Act should haye been passed, and that we should have in the future a Registrar 
specially appointed to se·e to the provisions of.the Act being carried out. The Registrar 
of Joint Stock Companies whom -yve have at present does not attempt to do anythin:-g 
like the amount ~f work with regard to the Joint StQck Companies which is expected 
from the new Registrar. It is hoped that the 'enforcement of the Act in n reasonable 
and proper fashion will assi5t, perhaps greatly, in avoiding su.ch misfortunes, or help to· 
minimise.such misfortunes, as have recently taken place in Bombay. The Government 
of India have still under consideration further legislation relating to banking in particular; 
and the opinions of Local Governments have been sought, and the Local Governments 
have sought the opinion. of those best able to advise. As yet nothin(JI definite has been 

• • . 0 
settled. This enqmry as to. what form the future legislation should take is stilf in 

·progress, but we h~ve'not thought it desirable to make any other sort of investigation. 
We consider the proper course to be to follow closely the proceedings in the High Court 
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by the judicial authorities with a view t~ keeping ours.elves wel~ informed and to taking 
any such action, whether under the Criminal law or otherwise, as may appear advisable. 

The next head to which I need allude is that of Excise. Honourable Members will 
see that the total gross excise revenue for next year is· taken at Rs. 2,22,b0,000. As 
tending to produce that increase of revenue, we have pursued our usual policy of en .. 
hancing the duties on country spirits for the year wherever that appeared to be called for 
and practicable. Possibly Honourable Members may have noticed in the review of the 
Excise administration for the last year which was recently published that the increase o~ 
revenue from country spirit was accompanied by a marked and tangible decrease in the 
consumption of that spirit. We propose to continu~ _our course of enhancing the duty 
at the cost of the consumers in all cases where it is possible to do so without driving the . 
licit and recorded consumption into illicit and therefore unrecorded. consumption. The 
increases of still .. head duty have been ordered in the Parantij taluka of the Ahmedabad 
district by twelve annas per gallon of 25 degr~es . underproof. Similarly in the Panch 

. llahals, similarly in Broach, in the eastern part of Bardoli and Chickli of the Surat 
district, in parts of Kanara above the ghats, in Hubli town and ten miles round and the 
rest of the districts of Dharwar, a:ud in Relgaum district excepting the Balgaum City, 
Cantonment aud ten miles round where the rate is already the same as the increased 
rate in the rest of the district. Similarly in the Poona district, e:x:cept the Poona City 
and Cantonment and ten miles ro:und, the rate is increased from Rs. 4·8-0 to Rs. 5·4·0 
:per gallon 0f 25 degrees. In the Peint biluka of the Nasik district the rate is increased 
from Rs. 1-8·0 toRs. 2-4-0. ·Similarly in the Nawapur Petba of West Khandesh. Again, 
in the towns of Thana, 13andra and Kurla in the Thana District, and the ·rest of Salsette 
taluka also, the rate is increased from Rs. 4·8-0 to Rs. 5-~-0. In Sankheda and Mahi 
Kantha, the area held by Ruling Chiefs of a subordinate character, the rate is raised 
from. Rs. 1-8-0 toRs. 2 .. 4.0 and ·from Re. 0-12·0 toRs. 1-2-0, l'espectively. As a further 
measure with a view to decreasing the c~nsumption of alcohol we have decided to reduce 
the still-head duty rate on spirits of the strength of 60 degrees underproof. Hitherto the 
rate of 60 degrees spirit has been half exactly of the rate on 25 degrees. It is now 
decided that the rate on 60 degrees .underproof shall be less than half of that on the 
25 degrees, and that the maximum selling price shall be reduced in like proportion, with 
the result that the 60 degrees underproof will become distinctly the cheaper spirit as 
compared with the 25 degrees, and that if the consumption should remain, bulk for bulk, 
as it was before, the amount of alcohol consumed, the consumption measured in terms of 
proof gallons, will sho~ a decrease. · 

In connection with Excise, I do not think I need repeat here what has already been 
publh:hed, a certain change in the hours in which shops can be kept open. Honourable 
:Members will be already aware of the alterations which have been directed to be made 
for reducing the number of hours during which shops may be kept open. That also i~ 
with the same object of reducing the total consumption. . 

The next revenue head, Sir, is Forest. In the memo. of corrections the surplus 
revenue under Forest for the current vear is now taken on the revised estimate as 
Rs. 23,10,000. For the Budget of next "year 1914-15, we have taken only Rs. 19,82,000. 
That is, I think, a very fairly conservative ·estimate and may not 'improbably be 
exceeded. · But the prices of timber and the way in which it sells and gets out of the 
coupe are such that it is thought wise not to estimate too highly. :Moreove1•, the figures 
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. of the. current ye.ar include certain sums dtie to recovery of payments made for grass in· 
connection with fodder operations. · Those will be less or non-existent next year. The· 
percentage of cost to receipts of . the Department budgetted for next year works out· 
at 56. This figure of 56 comrares very favourably with the figure as it. e~isted at the· 
time when the Provincial settlement was made in 1904-05, nearly ten years ago. At 
that time the percentage of the cost~ to receipts was as high as 74·3. In 1911-12, as 
I pojnted out three y£ars ago, we bad then reducrd tbe pncenhlge to 61·5. In 1912-1 a· 
it has com~ down to !54. For next yeH we have budgetted for 56. a~ 1 have just faidr 
alld the Fercentage of cost will probably work out in !he end to v~ry much the same 
figure as that of 1912·13. 

Tho Honourable Mr.· PRABIIASIIANKAR D. PATTANI. spoke as follows :-Your· 
Excellency, the next. item is Law and Justice. The budget under this head contains 
no imp01·tant innovation. The increases under the various items simply reflect the 
constant growth which is taking }J~ace in t4e volume of business in the lawMcourts. The 
only item which forms an exception to this is the increase in the provision for "salaries . 
of Assistant and Joint Judges,'' Rs. 21,000. This. increase is merely the result of the
normal fluctuations which take place in this item, according as more senior . or more 
junior Assistant Collectvrs 'are serving as Joint and Assjstant Judges. In the year under 
consideration it is estimated that, on the whole, more senior officers will be serving in 
these posts than in the year now terminating, and hence .an increased provision is made. 

Among the other items, the increases in the provisions f~r (1) ''temporary appoint .. 
ments of Subordinate Judges and their establishments" and (2) "fees (that is, pleaders' 
fees) in civil and criminal cases," respectively, may seem at first sight to be somewhat 
large and sudden increases;- but the fact is that the steady growth of the needs of Law 
and Justice under these heads was not fully reflected in the provisions made in bst 
y~ar's budget; which have had to be largely supplemented by reappropriation during the 
current yea~.. Hence considerab~y larger provisions have had to be made this year. 

The total increased expenditure under the head " Court o~ Law " is more tLan 
· counterbalanced· ~y decreases under various heads. Among these latter the Council 
will notice a decrease from 35,000 to 4,0CO under "Conciliators' establishments." I 

· may explain that the provision of Rs. 4,000 which remains under this head is in reality 
not for Conciliators', but for village Munsiffs' establishments, which have hitherto been 
placed under the head of. Concili~tors' es~ablishment~ for account purposes. 'Ihe appoint· 
ments of Conciliators, as. Honourable Members are aware, have':IU been cance11ed. 

The remaining item~ of decrease, I think, call for no comment. 

The Honourable Mr. CLAUDE HILL said :-Your Excellency, the next 11eadinfl' of 
expenditure for notice is Jails, and although under Jails there is no very large ite~ of 
increased expenditure, a good deal.of work of considerable importance is provided for. 
It will be noticed that t~ere is a~ allotm~nt of Rs. 20:000 in aid of the Salvation Army 
Scheme for the reclamation of pnsoners. The SalvatiOn Arniy have offered to assist us, 
as they aiso do in Madras, Ceylon and the Punjab, by formulating schemes for the 
settl?me.~t forth~ reception a.nd putti~g t~ work of priso~ers, and their present proposal 
consists 1n a scheme to establish a settltem~nt somewhere In Ahmedabad and another one 
not far from Tl1~na. They are at present under consideration and we propose to allot 
Rs. 20,000 to furthel,' the sc~cme during the ensuing year. 
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The other item under Jails which, though not a large one,, calls for comment is an 
increase of expenditure for establishment amounting to Rs. 6,920. That is ear-marked 
for an improvement in the salaries of Deputy Jailors and Jailors· and certain other Jail. 
officials in order to bring the rates of pay in the Jail Department up to the level or 
corresponding services elsewhere, and with a due regard to the rather unpopu~ar nature 
of the Jail Department service. 

The other item, at present only a small one, bqt which may be increased du:ring the 
year, of Rs. 6,708 for the establishment required for the Dharwar Juvenile Prison is the 
first step towards establishing at Dharwar, as was contemplated a year ago, a prison on 
the Borstal system for. the reformation of juvenile prisoners. Now in respect of this 
item there is the same underlying tendency, namely, I think, it connotes the recognition 
by Government of the necessity for improving prison condition. It has recently been 
stated in one or two places and in the newspapers, as a criticism of Government, that 
the Jail Department has not received adequate attention of late and that the jail system 
generally. needs investigation. and improvement. Well, investigatif?n will certainlybe 
welcome so far as we are conoerned, but we have certainly endeavoured recently to 
modernize our jail system as far as possible and to bring it up to modern requirements. 
It is probably within the knowledge of the Honourable Members that it is in contemplation 
to establish a Prisoners' Aid Society for the care of prisoners and to provide means of 
finding employment for them after their release. I need not anticipate what may be 
done in that connection, but all that indicates that the Bombay Government at present 
are not oblivious of the necessity of bringing the Jail Administration of this Presidency 
up to date. 

ThErnext item of ex pl:lnditure to which I have lo draw attention i3 Police. And it 
will be seen at pages 10 and 11 and page 34 of the Revised Financial Statement, that 
at last we have received sanction of the Secretary of State to the completion of the 
reorganization of the Bombay Presidency District P alice and that we propose as the 
first instalment towards completion to allot the sum of 3 lakhs !or the increase involved 
in carrying out this measure this year. We c~nnot at all events be acoused of having . 
been in a hurry with regard to the reorganization "of the Police. The Police Comm~ssion 
sat rather more than 10 years ago, and the measures incidental _to its recommendations 
so far as they related to this Presidency have been under the most. careful and mature 
consideration ever since and it is only during the past year that we have succeeded in 
getting the measure as a complete scheme sanctioned by the Secretary of State. The 
increased cost partly due to improved salaries, partly due to improved. equipment and 
partly to an increase in the personnel, will reach the total, ultimately, of Sl- lakhs .. 
But during the ensuing yea~ it will not be possible to work up to this total and we have 
provided 3 lakhs as being approximately the amount which we shall be able to spend. 

Another item which you will find ref~rred to at page 6 of the Financial Statement 
is the need for increasing the allowances for upkeep of horses and camels at1present drawn 
by the mounted police in Sind and Kathiawar. These have for a long time been les~ 
than they should have been, having reoard to the rise of prices almost everywhere i and 
at last it has reached a poir.t at which it is absolutely impossible for the mounted police 
in those two Provinces to maintain their horses and camels on the allowances allotted to 

·them. I am quite ~ertain that this Council will agree that it is by no means premature 
H 41-30 
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to raise the sllQwanoes up to the very minimum which it costs to keep a. horse or c~mel 
res p~cti vely. · 

Another item, also ·conneoted chiefly with Sind, is the item for the construction of 
Police Lines and, pending the· construction of police lineea, for the provision of hutting 
allowances. One of' the g-reat obstacles to the recruitment of police in Sind has been 
the absence of official quarters where they could live and the extreme difficulty of pro· 
curing any quarters at all, Ultimately I am afraid that the cost of providing quarters, 
partly inoi4enta.l to the reorgani~tlon scheme. will reach a tery considerable :figure .. 
But tbiq year at all events we pl'opose to mak~ a. ~eginning towards remedying 
this defi.Qiency. 

Under Ports and Pilotage, which is the next item in the Financial Statement, it will 
be within the recollection of the Council that last year it was stated that we contem· 
plated pro-v:iding for the con~truction of light· house at 0 ape Menze and a light vessel of the 
Khai mouth of the Indus. The total· provision during the current year's budget was 
Rs. 2,lb,l08; and the ~onstruction of the light house at Cape Monze which was then 
undertaken has been proceedin~ with considerable expedition and entire satisfaction. It 
is now proposed to proceed immediately with the construction of the light ship, and. 
between Rs. 30,000 a~d Rs. 40,000 will have to 'be expended on this ship before the close 
of the c1u~ent year. A scheme for legalizing the levy of light dues will shortly be 
introduced. It is estimated that the provision of Rs. 2,13,000 will cover the remaining 
expenditure for the li~ht·house ·and the light ship during the ensuing year. 

·I now come to perhaps the most interesting item of expenditure for .which I am 
respoD:Sible, namely, Head 19, at pag~ 47, Education. The salient items have been briefly 
referred on page 67 of the Financial Statement. llut it may interoot the Council to· 
have a somewhat more detailed acoount of what is proposed. In the first instance it 
may interest the Council to know that Budget Estimate under Education for the ensuing 
year shows an advance of 7~ lakhs over the provisions of the expiring year and of 
o5! lakhs as oompare4 with .the actual expenditure for 1910-ll, and incidentally I may 
perhaps be allowed to express my p~onal acknowledgment to my Honourable friend 
Sir RICHARD LAliB forth~ readiness with which every single item connected with ednca.· 
tion during the past year, as far as has been possible to do so, has been met. The :first 
item of increased expenditure to which I invite your attention is the provision for the 
post of a Deputy Director of Public Instruction.. That post has already been created
with the sanction of the Govern~ent of India for a period of two years, at the end of 
which we shall have to consider whether_ it shall be continued or not. And I do not 
think that the ~reation of the post will for a moment excite any criticism of an adverse 
kind, when it is realized, as already stated at the previous Council meeting. that the 
increase in the number of primary schools alone in this Presidency during the past four 
years amounted to some 1,940 schools. It will be realized that it is very difficult for the 
Director of Public Instruction to conduct the ordinary duties of his office, in themsehes
sufticiently onerous, side by side with the task of selecting the places at which such 
primary schools should be established, and supervising the various schemes for the 
i~provement of education from collegiate education downwards. I do not think that 
there- will be any hesitation in endorsing the step which has been taken in provjdinO' an 
~fficer who c&n conduct the erdinary duties of the office of. the Dir€c~:>t of P~blie 
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Instruction) thus relieving the Honourable :Mr. Sharp and enabling him to work at the 
exceedingly responsible task of devising the best means for utilizing the increased sums 
which are now a1ailable for education. 

Coming next to the Arts Colleges and the strengthening of their staff, assistance at 
a cost of Rs. 7,000 was afforded last year, but permanent additions and increases of salary 
have been found necessary involving an additional exp~nditure of Rs. 26,898 during the 
ensuing year which will ultimately l'ise toRs. 43,758 • 

.-

Then another interesting item is the· inclusion of Rs. 37,000 for the College of 
Commerce; and in announcing that the College of Commerce was opened in October last 
and has made an exceedingly favourable start, I should like, with your Excellency's 
permission, to take this opportunity of expressing the obligation of Government to Mr. 
Aiyar who gratuitously undertook the office of Principal pending arrival of the new 
Principal who has recently been appointed by the Secretary of State! It is thanks to 
~Ir. Aiyar and to his great en~rgy, that it was possible to open the College in last October: 
thus saving, probably, a year and a half which would otherwise have had to elapse 
before the College of Commerce could have been stafted. And it may ~lso interest the 
. Council to know that, within the last few days, Mr. Anstey, selected by the Secretary 
of State, has arrived in Bombay and taken over the duties of Principal.. · 

It is clear that the Royal Institute of Science must take some three or four years 
more before it can come to completion. But in the meantime it is considered advisable, 
on the recommendation of Sir .d.lfred Hopkinson, that one or two at· least of the 
Professors, ultimately to be brought out from home or appointed in India, should be 
appointed before that edifice is completed, in order that all the internal arrangements may 
be adapted to the needs of up to date scientific instru,cti'on .: and we have accordingly 
decided to indent first for a Professor of Physics and to provide for a portion of his 
salary during the ensuing year. 

Coming to Secondary Education, the first. item to which I should like to draw 
attention is the opening of the J algaon High S(}hool which is expected to take plaoe in 
a short time. The Ja1gaon High School, of which the Government grant was largely 
assisted by local benificence, represents one of the steps in the policy of Government 
towards having one Government High School at the head-quarters of every Dist~ict. 
'fhe provision for the staff etc. of this Institution has been made in the budget. · 

I ought to refer also to the English teaching schools and the Anglo Vernacular· 
Schools aided. Occasionally, partly owing to inefficiency or from other causes, the 
grants have fallen in the past below the one-third limit, and it is now considered desir· 
able to raise those grants in order specifically to provide for an improvement in the 
quality of the staff teaching in those schools ; and the amounts to be provided come to 
lis. 75,000 for this purpose alone. 

When, in 19 J 1, it was decided to· raise the fee rates in Government secondary 
schools, an undertaking was given that the amount of those fees, i. e., the excess 
amount realized in consequence of the raisinO' of those fees should be devoted to the 

0 h' improvement of education in those schools . and in accordance with t 1s assurance a 
provision of Rs. 64,000. has been made for the ensuing year. This is to be spent ?n t~e 
~quipment fot the teaching of science and on providing additional accommodatiOn lD. 

. ' 
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High Schools. Thes~ Rs. 64,000 represent the increased income for 1911-12 and 
1912-13, in consequence of this raising of fees. We assume that half a lakh per annum 
will be the extra amount which Go~ernment can rely ou under this head and we propose 
to appropriate about half that amount to improving the pay of the Assistant Masters 
in secondary schools. That proposal is at present under consideration. 

Coming now to prim~ry schools, I think sotne apprehension was felt, judging by_ 
the vernacular papers' comment on the Director of Public Instruction• a Report, that 
there would be a. slacking off in increasing the number of primary schools in the ensuing 
year. It may be remembered that I was able to announce that 1,940 new primary 
schools have been opened during the past four years and it should, therefore, be grati· 
fying to those who were anxious to know that we propose to provide a Iakh of rupees for 
the opening of 500 more new primary schools in the ensuing year. 

Per~aps the Ia.tiest and the most salient item in the Budget under education is 
concerned with the removal of the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute to its new site. 
In the first forecast of what this measure would cost, it was anticipated that the 
Technical Institute .would be able 'to realise some ten lakhs for the site and building 
which it is leaving and that, with the contemplated expenditure of 12l Iakhs, a deficit 
of only 2l would have to be made good, and that was to be made good partly from the 
Government of India's non-recurring grant of 2 Iakhs and partly by a provincial grant 
of half a Mkh. Unfortunately, the anticipations as to the value to be realized from the 
sale of the old site and building were too sanguine, and it is feared that only about 
'1i lakbs will be realised. The only alternatives before the Board were t~ cripple its 
resources of permanent income by selling securities or postponing the move. To meet 
the difficulty in which the Boord was placed Government have now decided to pay the 
whole of deficit; in other words, including the Government of India's two lakbs, the 
total Government contribution towards the cost of the scheme will amount to five lakhs 
or two-fifths of the whole cost. 

A small item which may interest the Council is that which provides Rs. 1,200 for 
personal allowances to ce~tain Pandits and Persian Teachers of the old scholarly type 
who may be selected and found to be worthy o.f encouragement, and on the suggestion 
of the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE before· the Finance Committee Government have also 
decided that small allowances should occasionally be granted to Sanskrit Pandits and 

· :Moulvis who are not in the service of Government ; and, although no provision has 
actually been made for this, it will not be difficult to provide an amount equivalent to 
that provided in the case of Persian Teachers, namely, Rs. 1,200, by re-appropriation 
during the ensuing year. · 

In regard to the Imperial recurring grant for Education, amounting to Rs. 5,93,000, 
I have caused a statement, showing bow Government propose to utilise this amount, to 
be printed and laid before the Honourable Members; and I do not, therefore, propose to 
go in detail into the distribution of the Rs. 31,00~000 non-recurring, the Rs. 2,00,000 
allotted to the Universities have already been paid and I understand that proposals from 
the Syndicate are awaited as to how the amount is to be spent. From the remaining 
allotment proposals have been matured which involve an expenditure of nearly 
Rs. 16,00,000 and that expenditure has been sanctioned; while other proposals amounting 
• 
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·nearly to six lakhs are still under considerati,on. Thus the balance for which proposals 
are still awaited from the Director of Public Instruction amounts to about Rs. 7,25,000. 

The last item in the Budget under the expenditure he~d for. which explanation· is . 
due from me is Medical. And the first small item thereunder, is covered with a pro· 
posal to bring the Compounders already in Government service onto graded service for· 
the whole Presidency. · · 

Another item, rather a large one, of Rs,. 37,000 is for a building grant-in~~id for· 
the construction of the new Hospital building for .~ahabaleshwar. One lakh of Rupees 
has been provided for as a contribution to the l3ombay Municipality for the construction 
of~ ho~pital for treating cases of infectious diseases among Europeans ·and Anglo-Indians 
in the Bombay City. · 

Hitherto in Sind the offices o£ Chemical 4-nalyser and Port Health Officer have 
been held by one and the same officer .as a matter of ·economy. The arrangement is 
entirely unsuitable •. The Port Health Officer of necessi~y has his office at Manora and. 
it is exceedingly undesirable, as · well as inconvenient, that the omca of Chemica-l 
Analyser should be in the same place. A provision of Hs. 10,000 has therefore been 
made for the expenditure involved in the appointment of a separa~e officer as Chemical 
Analyser. 

The application of the ·Lepers Act to various Districts in this. Presidency ·has 
involved a certain number of grants-in-aid to Leper Asylums, amounting in all to 
Rs. 8,000. 

The revision of the organization of the Grant. Medical College in Bombay, with a 
view to bring its organization more up to date, involves the abolition as such of the: 
Principal and the substitution in his place of a Dean, one of the full time officers. I do 
not propose to go into the details of this re-organization scheme· here, but it accounts for 
an item of Rs. 11,290. 

Then the last item under Medical, Rs, 10,000, . is a grant· in-aid for the newly 
constituted College of Physicians and Surgeo.ns in Bombay and I do not think that 
there is any question in any body's mind that the establishment of .that College is a 

· measure of advance for the inception of which every body is duly grateful to the energy 
and ingenuity of the late Surgeon·General Stevenson. 

The Honourable Mr. PATTANI spoke as follo.ws :-As regards sanitation Government 
have been steadily pursuing the policy of making liberal grants to local bodies for the 
execution of urgent and important sanitary projects. A provision of Rs. 2li htkhs has 
been made in current year,s budget on this account. This provision is made up of (i) the 
imperial recurring assignments amounting to Rs. 10i lakhs for the improvement of 
sanitation in large towns ; (ii) ·an allotment of Rs.' 9 Iakhs representing one-third of the 
special imperial grant of Rs. 27 Iikhs for non.recurring expenditure on urban sanitary 
works; and (iii) a provincial grant of Rs. 2 Ja.khs. Out of this provision of Rs. 21} Iakhs 
grants aggregating Rs. 19:2:1,000 have already been sanctioned, and proposals for the 
utilization of the balance are under consideration. The special allotment was expended 
chiefly on schemes for town improvement, for surface drainage in urban areas and for the 
filling in of ins::tnitary tanks, the most important grants being Rs. 4 Iakhs ~o the Bombay 
Improvement Trust for experimental measures in connection with slum improvement, 

H 41-31 
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R~. 50,000 to the Broach Municipality for the Boharwad Improvement Scheme, Its. 40,000 
for expenditure on original works in connection with the development of Salsette as a 
residential area, and Rs. 35,000 to each of the :Municip'llities of Balgaum and Hubli for 
the opening out of congested areas. On the other hand, tha imperial recurring assjgnment 
and the provincial grant were devoted principally to the promotion of large schemes of 
water-supply and drainage. In the current year we allotted Rs. 3,20,0 10 for the Ahmed· 
nagar water-supply scheme, Rs. 1,75,000 for the Poona drainage and water·sup(lly scheme, 
Rs. 1,50,000 for the Barsi water-supply scheme and Rs. 90,000 for the improvement of 
the water-supply at Sholapur. The Slnitary Board have been authorized to sanction 
projects costing up toRs. 20,000 and to make grants not exceeding half the cost, up to 
a limit of Rs. 10,000 for any one work, and it has been decided that .for the la~ter purposa 
such amount not exceeding Rs. 2 la.khs, as the state of provincial finances will permit, 
should be placed at the .disposal of the Board every year. A Ia.kh of rupees was accord· 
ingly allotted to the . Sanitary Board thi~ year, out of which a. sum of Rs. 89,5JO has 
already been distributed by them and proposals for the utilization of the balance have 
been called for. · · 

' ' 

For next year the dem!lnds on our resources are expected to be very heavy. Grants-
in-aid amounting toRs. 12lakhs, approximately, are likely to be required in the ensuing 
year in connection with water-supply schemes for Godhra, Kalyan, Nasik, Igatpuri. 
Nandurbar, Karad, Alandi, Bijapur, :Matheran, Haliyal, Hyderabad, Sukkur and .Adent 
and drainage schemes ior Dhulia, Bijapur and Sehwan. It is estimated that Rs. 3ilakhs 
approximately will be required for schemes of town improvement, surface drainage, etc. 
Government have recently declared that adequate s~Jhemes fvr the improvement of milk .. 

· supply can legitimately be regarded as schemes connect~d with the improve~ent of the 
sanitary condition o.f towns, that as such they are entitled, pari passu, with other sanitary· 
projects, to Government support from the provision made in budget estimate3 for grants
in·aid to local bodies for this purpose, that for the present no limit will be imposed on 
the proportion of the cost which will be borne by Government and that such proportion 
will be determined in each case on a consideration of thE} merits of the scheme and of 
the extent of the ability of the ~unicrpality concerned to finance it from its own 
resources. It is not possible at present to forecast what a·mount will be required next 
year for such schemes. We have provided Rs. 50,00) in the ensuing year's estimates 
on this account. · It is intended to allot next year a lakh of rupees to . the Sanitary 
Board to enable them to make grants for sanitary ·projects, and Rs. 60,000 to the 
"Poona City Municipality as a grant-in·aid of the proposed construction of a bridge · 
on the li utlla river. To meet all theso requirements as well as any unforeseen demands 
a total provision of Hs. 21lakhs has been entered in the budget for 1914·15, of which 
Rs. 20 lakhs will be met from the imperial assignments for sanitation and Rs. llakh from 
provincial revenues. · 

The Goverm;nent of India have offered, subject to certain conditions, to bear· half the 
cost of the entertainment of the health officers appointed under their scheme for improvin<P 
the sanitary services, while this Government had agreed to bear one· third of the remain: 
ing cost in the case of health officers and the same proportion in the case of Sanitary 
Inspectors. The share of the cost devolving on the .Municipalities which accept the scheme 
will thus be one-third as regards health officers and two .. thirds in the caae of Sanitary 
Inspectors. The Government of India have sanctioned a recurring assjgnment o.f 
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Rs. 20,000 from imperial revenues to assist local bodies in introducing the scheme for the 
entertainment of health officers. A sum of Rs. 10,000 has been provided in the budget 
for 1913-14 as the provincial share of the cost of the whole scheme. The Municipalities ir;J, 
the Presidency were informed of the terms on which Government would be prepared to 
contribute towards the entertainment of sanitary officer:~ and were invited to submit pro
posals accordingly. Proposals have been received from various Municipalities and are 
under the consideration of Government. For ne.d year a sum of Rs. 10,000 has been 
provided from provincial revenues on this account. 

. The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,~The next 
bead is Scientific and other Minor Departments. I have again to complahi, as I did ~t 
·year, that the Agricultural Department, including Co-operative Societies, should continue 
to appear among the minor 'departments. They are in my opinion by no means I minor 
departments; however, the recognition of these things is not in our hands and we have 
to take them as we are told to do. Under the head Agriculture I find that in three 
heads, Agriculture, Co-operative Societies and Veterinary, in 1909-10 the actuals of 
expenditare were Rs. 7,14,000. In 1912·13 they have risen to Rs. 9,22,000. In the 
revised estimate for 1913-14 they amount to Rs. 10,37,000, and in the Budget we have 
Rs. 13,11,000. I think it will be seen that we are increasing our expenditure on these 
departments at a considerable rate. Some details of the objects on which this increased 
expenditure is to be incurred are given under (u) and (v) on pages 15 and 16 of the 
Statement. One amount therein mentioned is the remo:lelling of the Civil Dairy at 
Kirkee. As to that I hope to cause to be published in a few days a brief description of 
the action proposed to • be ta.ken there. We are going to. ~xtend our agricultural and 
hydraulic experiments of testing and demonstrating oil engines and for demonstrating 
t'he result of a more economical use of water on the irrigated area than is now the case 
under our canals. We are also undertaking a test of what can be done for irrigation 
with the water which comes away from the Tata Hydro-Electric Works, or rather. will 
come away from those works, as soon as they are opened. There is certainly a large 
opening there, but it will not be wise to undertake any considerable scheme without 
previous test, and experiment of the land which may come under command of that water. 
We have in the course of the year received the sanction of the Secretary of State-after 
the lapse of a considerable time-to a third Dep-qty Director of _Agricultur.e for the 
Bombay Presidency, which bas enabled us to redistribute the charges of the Directors 
and to relieve at least one Professor of the Agricultural College from out-door work, so 
that greater attention may be given in each Deputy Director's charge to the matter of 
bringing to the kuowledge of the agriculturists the proved experiments of the department 
for the improve:nent of agriculture. We are in hopes of yet obtlining the sanction of 
the Secretary of State to the increase in our expert staff in the sl1ape of a Mycologist. 

For the Subordinate Veterinary Department I do not think I can usefully add 
·anything to what jg stated on page 16 of the Statement. A brief review is there given 
of what has been done hitherto and what. we are now arranging to do. 

The remaining heads under Scientific and Minor Uapartments do not, so far as I am 
concerned, call for any comment. They are in fact really minor departments. 

The next head which calls for comment is perhap3 Stationery and Printing, for 
which a provision of R!!. 15,01,000 is made in the new Budget, and under Miscellaneous 
there is a provision of Rs. 7,18,000. 
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With reO'ard to the reduction or avoidance of debts,· it rel:1tes principally to famine. 
In my· opening remarks I have already referred to the state of famine ~nd the effect it 
has on our Financial Statement arid our prospects of revenue and expenditure, and I do 
not think I need do more than ask the Honourable Members to read the paragraph 
relating to it which. is contained on page 40 of the Statement. The expenditure is· not 
by any means heavy,· but it is, of course, dependent on what the coming monsoon 
may bring. 

The next head to which it seems necessary to refer is 45.-Civil Works. The provision
there is large, it amounts to Rs. 90,00,000, and some information is given as to the 
distribution of that amount on page 43 of the Statement. In paragraph 52 the principal· 
works which are in hand are mentioned. under their principal heads: that is to say, the. 
works that are being carried out for the Land Revenue Department, those that are being 
carried out for the Educational, those for the Judicial, those for the Jails, thosa for the 
Police, for the Medical, for general . administration, for communications and for 
miscellaneous imnrovements. I should like to invite attention to the provision U!!.der 
communications. We are able to make a ~onsiderably larger provision than usual under 
that head because of. the non-recurring grant which the Government of India gave us 
last year. That grant is for the purpose of expenditure on, and has been devoted wholly 
or almost wholly to, the improvement of roads and. bridges. The improvement of 
communications appears, to me at least, to be a very important matter which has in 
past years not received quite so much attention, principally for want. of funds, as it 
deserved, and I hope. that we shall be able to continue steadily a programme of giving 
better roads ·and more fully bridged roads for the transport of traffic from districts to 
railways and through comm~oations from one district to a~other and for improving 
the comfort and convenience of those who have to travel by road. · · ~ 

The only remaining head to which a brief reference may be made is that dealt with 
in paragraph 15 on page 17 of the Statement. It. relates to Provincial Advance and 
Loan Account. There is not? however, anything·that I find necessary to say in further 

·elucidation of what is laid before the Council in that paragraph, and those, Sir, I think 
are all the heads that I have to deal with. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT. spoke as follow3 :-I think I should be wast~g the 
time of Honourable Members if I did more than say a very few words on the satisfactory 
statement that we have just heard from my Honourable colleag~e Sir RJCHARDLAMB, for 
I think it will be the opinion of every Honourable Member that it shows a sound oon• 
dition in our revenues, and that means .that we are able to satisfy the fl,nancial require
ment for the year of the various Departments, which I hope will considerably increase 
their general efficiency. We go forward, as Sir· RICHARD LAJIB has told us, with a 
balance of Rs. 88,00,009; which, I think Honourable Members will a!?ree, constitutes a 
very sa tisf.actory condition of our Provincial finances. 

0 

Now I wish to draw the attention of Honourable 1\Iembers t~ one or two items 
which have struck me during the very lucid statements that have been given by my 
honourable colleagues. with regard to the various Departments under their charo-e, 
~he first thing about which I should like to say one word, is the matter of Exci~e. 
J{onourable Members are a ware that at times Government comes in for a certain amount 
of criticism. from very earnest :veople with regard to their policy in the mat~er of Excise, 
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but I think it may fairly be. said, after what my honourable colleague has told you, 
that our policy with regard to this matter is to carry it on fair and reasonable lines. 
The policy at the present time, as we know and as you have heard, is the charging of 
increased rates on country spirit and tha reduction of hours of opening and clo3ill;g shops 
in order to reduce excessive drink. The result of that has been a decreasa in the general 
-consumption, which is all satisfactory, and yet, as has be9n said by my honourable 
colleague, there is an increase in the Excise Revenue. I think we m:ly fairly say that 
the Government policy Is to secure fair tr~atm9nt for ·all classe3 of the community 
under their care. · 

Another matter that I think Honourable Members will feel pleased to note is that 
we find ourselves able· to do away with Provincial toll~. The toll syst~m is one which 
we all know cause a great deal of worry and trouble, and. to b~ able to do away with 
the tolls on all • provinchl roads will be a great ad vantage to a very considerable 
number of· people.· 

Then I think it must be a matter of satisfaction that after a number of ye1ra' 
conHideration we have succeeded in getting an increase of pay for our subordinate staff in 
the Revenue Department, and an increase of pay and greater efficiency, I hope, in tha 
near future, with regard to our police both in the Presirlency Proper and. in Sind· 
Honourable ·Members will have been pleased to hear of the increased expenditure we 
propose to make with regard to Education, Sanitation and Medical matters. I am 
entirely with my honourable colleague Sir RICRARD LaMB with regard to his remarks as 
to the Agricultural Depirtment. It is, it is true, at the pre~ent tima a minor head.t but 
it does seem to me that the Agricultural ·Department and the department which _looks 
after the Oo~operative Societies should be before long put in under major heads, because 
tt.ese are becoming two of the most important departments in the administra~ion ·of the 
whole Presidency. 

I think that is all that I need say to Honourable Members to·day, beyond expressing 
my keen satisfaction that no Resolutions have. been mover! for discussion on any particular 
point, which proves to me that Honourabla Membar3 feel as I do that our Provincial 
rasources are in a very satisfactory conditioa. I sincerely hope that we may be given a 
good season for the next year, and that my honourable colleague will be able to give us 
as satisfactory, if not more satisfactory, statement for the cJming year. 

I think it would be perhaps convenient if we adjourned for lunch now and met say 
at a quarter past two. The Council will now adjourn. 

The Council adjourned till 2-15 p.m. 

The. Council reassembled at 2·15 p.m. 

BILL NO. III OF 1913 (A. BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
KARACHI PORT TRUST ACT, 1886). . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. A Bill to amend the Karaohi Port 
. Trust Act, 1~86-~econd * Reading-Mr. CLAUDE HILL. · 

• The Bill was not referred to o. Select Committee. 
H 41-32 
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The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, when 
· proposing the first reading of the Karachi Port Trust Act 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. Amendment Dill I intimated that I did not propose to
BILL moves the second reading refer the Bill to a Select Committee as there seemed, so 
of the Bill. • f • "t t K , h" t b t" far as I could ascertam a ter a VlSl o a rae 1, o e en tre 
unanimity re21U'dinoo the provisions of the Bill as then published, and that in respect to 
the only cla:Se which seemed likely to give rise. to any discussion whatever I had 
ascertained that every representative on the Council hailing from Sind who could be 
expected to be interested in the Karachi Port Trust agreed to the terms of the_ clause, 
namely, clause 3 of the :Bill. Well, Sir, what has happened since has, I think, justified 
me in not proposing to refer this Eill to a Select Committee inasmuch as, although two 
amendments have since been received, one of them is a formal amendment to be moved· 
by myself and the other is an amendment relating to the clause I have referred to, an· 
amendment no doubt of the utmost importance but one which we shall be able ta 
discuss fully when the Bill is considered clause by chuse. In view of" the totai absence· 
of criticism in respect to the whole of the rest of the Bill, it would be entirely superfluou$ 

. for meta weary the Council by reiterating. the brief explanation I gave of the Bill 
when r moved its first reading three months ago. I will, therefore, at this stage content 
myself with moving that the Bill be read a second time, reserving for the stage when 
the Bill is taken clause by clause the remarks I may have to make upon th& amendmentS
which have been placed upon the table. 

The Honcurable Mr. G. M. BHURGRI spoke as follows :--My Lord, I beg to move 
that the Bill be referred to a Select Committee. I think I am entitled to. do sa under
rule 7. 

His Excellency the PRESIDE'NT :-Order, order; Has the Honourable Mernber given. 
notice of this motion? · 

The Honourable Mr~ BauRGRI continuing :-I submit,. my Lord, that under rule 7 

lam entitled to move it without notice. I draw your Lardship's attention to rule 7 for 
the conduct of business of thu Council, which s1y3 : [ Rearu.] My L~rd, I beg to move
that the Bill before the Council be referreJ to a Select Committee. My reasons are 
these. This proposed enactment has greatly agitated the mi.nds of the Sind public, sa 
much sa that the public of Sind has taken great 'interest in this Bill and I think it will 
be clear from the criticism we have received now from the Karachi liunicipality and· 
alsa from the mercantile community of Karachi arrl as Gavernment aha admits that 
direct representation on the Port Trust is desirable, that the best way is ta follow the. 
procedure.laid dawn in the rules, that is, refer the Bill tJ a Select Committee. My 
Lord, last time also the question of adjournment was before the Council and I think tha 
results obtained have justified that the adjournment given then was necessary. E¥en 
my Honourable friend the Member in ch9.rge of the Bill has benefited by the adjourn
ment by giving a notice of an amendment in his own name. I, therefore, propos~, mr 
Lord, that the Bill be referred to a Select Committee. 

The Honourable Mr. HAROHANDRAI VISHINDAS spoke as follows :,_May it please 
Your Excellency, I think it my «!uty ta inform Your .txcellencyand the Council that 
since the last Council meeting I have had an opportunity of fully ascertaininoo ·the views 
of the public of Sind, including the Karachi Municipality, and tile public

0 
opinion in 
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the province is very strong against the proposed legislation {Hear, bear). You have 
also before you the resolution of the Corporation. I must say that it is impossible not 
to be struck with the cogency of the arguments that have been advanced in support of 
that view. Certain other circumstances have also happened which should be stated. to the 
Council. Now in the first place the most forcible objection to the proposed legislation 
is that nomiation is propo.qed in place of election. ·As I myself pointed out, that course 
would naturally be repugnant, it was repugnant to me also, although owing to the 
considerations I then suggested, I agreed to the proposed legislation. That is one thing, 
and another thing which has happened since is also worthy of notice. That is this. It 
was pointed out in this Council last time that there ~ere two bodies, the Indian Merchants. 
Associati~n and the Indian Chamber, and on account of their probably c~nflicting-well,.
I do not know whether "conflicting" is the proper word-but o:n account of their 
rivalry, it was rather difficult to select to which to give the proposed representation, it 
being admitted that election would be a better system than nomination, I mean admitted 
even on the part of Government. Well, since then Your Excellency paid a visit to Sind 
and the Indian Merchants Association presented Your Excellency with an address in 
which they made a pr!lyer that they should be given two seats on the Port 'frust. Your 
Excellency replied to them ·that if they and the other Indian Chlmber combined,. 
then-these may not be the exact words-then Your Excellency would give them 
the franchise. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT interrupting :-I should be glad if the Honourable
Member would say exactly what I did say. 

The Honourable Mr. HA.RCIIA.NDRAI :-Yes, Sir, I will refer to the words becausa 
I myself thought I might be committing a mistake. (Reading an extract) ''No doubt 
when your Association. has joined itself with other similar bodies in Karachi and has 
become fully representative of the Indian merchants in this city, the privilege of electing· 
such a representative will be extended to you''. These are the. exact words from thEt 
report. Of courso, there are no other bodies in Karachi but this Indian Chamber, and 
they interpreted this declaration to mean that, if they joined with the other body,. then 
the privile3e of electing such a representative would be extended to them. 

His Excellency the PRESiDENT interrupting :-Can the Honourable Member show
any definite.remark that I ever made at Karachi to the effect that such a thing would 
be promised by the Government to that particular body? 

The Honourable lli. HARCRANDRAI :-No, I do not mean exactly a promise, as 
that is a matter which would have to be cons~dered in Council, I dare say .. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I want to be perfectly clear. The Honourable, 
Member bas definitely referred to me as having made a definite statement in which. 
I promised that if the two bodies would amalgamate we would allow the elective system, 
instead of the nominative system. I want to ask him if he can show any statement 
that I made when I was up at Karachi in which I made a definite promise of th1t sort. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCliA.NDRAt·:-1 do not think it can be called a promise. 
I would not go the lenoth of givincr it the definition of a" promise'', but those are the-

o 0 • d 
exact words that I am quoting from a report and I leave it to Your Excellency tO'JU ge: 
whether o:c not. 
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The Honourable Yr. V. J. PATEL interrupting :-I rise to a point of order. The 
question before the Council is whether the Bill should be referred to a Select Committee 
or not. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI continuing :-I am supporting that. What 
I was going to say was that the two bodies had reason to infer that their combination 
would be a stepping. stone towards the acqui~itio~ of their franchise. Well, it may be 
a mere aspiration, it may not ultimately materialise, but certainly there was justification 
on the part of the two bodies to arrive at this inference. In pursuance of that, both 
these bodies resolved at a meeting that they would combine; in other words, that the 
Indian Chamber would merge itself into the Indian Merchants Association, and a joint 
committee of sixteen has been appointed consisting of very strong representatives to 
consider whether any alterations or addition in the existin~ rules are necessary. In 
pursuance of that, they consider that, now that the Port Tru~t Amendment Bill is on the 
anvil, this is the opportune time for them to point out that they should be given this 
representation. 'of course, the prayer has not: come from the Indian Chamber, because 
the Indian Chamber resolved to have a fusion and to merge into the Indian Merchants 
Association. That new situation having arisen, that being another factor, I think the 
proposal of the Honourable Mr. BauRGitr is a very proper one, and it is only a Select 
Committee that can calmly consiJ.er the whole question from all these points of view, 
and come to any conclusion they deem fit and bring the question up befora the Council •. 

The ·Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAIIAM spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I 
regret very much that the Chairman of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce, the , 
Jlonourable Mr. N ICROLAS, is absent owing to illness on this occasion, especially as it has 
been moved that this Bill should be further delayed by being referred to a Select 
Comn:tittee. It seems to me that it is a great mistake in a Bill of this nature that. any 
further delay than is abs~lutely neosssary should be caused and I ·therefore deprecate its 
reference to a Select Co:nmittea. It is unsettling to the Karachi Port Trust who ard 
naturally anxious to have this question finally settled as soon as possible. 

. . ' 
T~ere appears to be -only one point at issue and that is the question as to whether 

the member representing Indian Mercantile interests should be elected by or nominated · 
from the· Indian Merchants Chamber of Commerce, which I understand is now in 
process of formation comprising the two bodies that formerly existed as the Indian 
:Mercbantst Association and the Indian Chamber. 

As the amalgamation of these two bodies was only very recently decided upon 
it seems to me, Sir, that it would be very much better, at any rate for a time, that th: · 
representative on the Port Trust should be nominated by Government. As a matter of 
principle, election is admittedly preferable to nomination, and I have no doubt that 
wlien the Chamber is thoroughly- consolidated and well established that Government 
will give this question their favourable consideration. In the meantime however I 
favour nomination and as a- precedent for this I would point out to this Council that 
until quite recently the three membe~ representing-· the Indian Mercantile community 
on t~e Bo~b~y Port Trust were nommated by ~overnment. . It ~ only quite recently, 
I thmk w1thin the last three years, that the Indian Mercantile community have bee&' 
gi~en the privilege_ of electing two members on the Trust. I think that is a precedent 
which may very well be adopted in the present case. 
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I can see nothing, Sir, to be gained by the postponement of this Bill, nor do I 
·consider there is sufficient cause to refer ·it t~ a Select Committee', I therefore oppose 
the motion. 

The Honourable Sir PREROZESRAH M. Mehta spoke a~ follows :-Yay it please 
Your Ex:cellency,-My honourable friend Mr. GRAHAM· says that, if this· motion for 
referring the Bill to a Select Committee is carried, it will cause ·delay, but I think he 
might have added that if any delay occurred, it is not due to the mover's action but 
because Government refused to appoint-or I will not say refused-but did not refer this 
Bill to a Select Committee on the last occasion. That is the ordinary course that is 

· generally followed with regard to all Bills. Your Excellency will remember that, on that .. 
occasion, my honourable friend in charge of the Biil, Mr. Hill, wished to push the Bill 
through all its stages, and some of us in Council objected to that course being followed. 
Your Excellency will also remember that I pointed out that, unless t~ere · were very_ . 
urgent or special reasons for not following the ordinary course, the proper thing to do w.a~ ~. 
not to take the three readings at one sitting after having simply given notice that the, ~ 
Bill was to be taken up for the first reading, and it . wag Your Lordship's intervention. 
that allowed the Bill not to be pushed through all its stages at the last sitting. I think, 
·Your Excellency and the Mem~ers of Council· will see, that the course then· ultimately 
adopted by Your Excellency was full of wisdom, because you. will sea, as on a previous 
occasion, in regard to the Bombay Port Trust Bill the result showed that when at. the. 
first ·reading it. looks as if there was no contentious matter to de:1l with many difficult 
points are disclosed in the course of examination by the Select Committee and the 
public. l\Iy Lord, it seems to me that having seen the past history of the matter, the 
Council would do well to accept the motion of my honourable friend that thia Bill be 
referred to a Select Committee. 

The main reason why we should adopt that course on the present occasion is that we 
have received from the Karachi ~iunicipality·a telegram and memorial only yesterday. 
and I think that memorial deserves careful consideration, and I do not think it will 
receive that careful consideration unless the matter was put. in the hands of a Select 
Comnilttee. I ~o not think it will cause any considerable delay in dealing with the final 
stages of the Bill. The Select Committee-there is only really one point to be conaidered 
-can meet this afternoon or tomorrow afternoon, and make its report without any loss of 
time, and it will be in a position to consider the proposal which has been brought forward 
by the Karachi :Municipality, and it seems to me a point of sufficient· iJ;nportanca that it 
should be dealt with in this way. 

To disfranchise the Karachi Municipality, as I. pointed out on the last occasion, is a. 
step which, on the face of it, seems to be an exceedingly retrogr~de one, and unless there 
were very good and cogent reasons for that course to be followed, I think it would be 
lamentable that the Municipality should be disfranchised in the manner proposed iri the 
present Bill. I do not propose at present to go into the reasons which, 'to . my mind, 
show that the proposal of the Karachi Municipality should be adopted, as all difficulties 
and arguments in support of the new innovation can be met by a proposll or by an 
amendment which would require the Karachi l\{unioipality to elect as one of its repre· 
sentatives a member of the Indian l!ercantile Community. · 

R 41-33 
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Your Excellency, I venture to point out, as I pointed out on the last occasion, it is 
a wrong idea to speak of a Municipality that it is divorced or separated or is entirely 
unmixed with the mercantile community. What is a Municipality, after all, but a body 
IarO'ely composed of the tradinO' and mercantile classes of the City ? H sEem to me 

0 0 • 

that the mercantile community and the trade cannot but be and are tn fact thoroughly 
represented on the Municipality, and it could be well trusted to elect one out of the 
two representatives given to it who is a member of the Indian Mercantile Community. 
I say with all deference that a body like that, compo~ed largely of the rate-payers of the 
City, can be better trusted to select a suitable representative from the Indian Mercantile 
Community t-han even Government and as I say . with all deference, that in respect 
of the different positions of the two bodies, that very great consideration is required 
before a step of this sort is now taken by Government. ' 

Then, Your Excellency will see, we are placed · in a very difficult position with 
regard to the amendments. The memorial of the Karacht M unicip~lity suggests an 
amendment of whicl1, I must confess, I am strongly in favour, as I have already stated, 

· 'Diz., that the :Municipality should be required to elect one of its representatives from the 
Indian Mercantile Community. Now there is no notice of such an amendment. There 
is no_time to give any notice based upon their recommendations, and unless Your 
Lordship is pleased to allow an amendment of that character to be moved without notice 
as you alone have power to do, we shall be absolutely precluded from placing that reoom· 
mendation of the Municipality before the .Council for consideration. Therefore, iny 
Lord, I support the reference of this Bill to a Select Committee which should be in· 
structed to bring in its Report within a very short time, ani I think it can be certainly 
brought on Monday before this CounciL But if Your Lordship thinks that that course 
ia impracticable, I do appeal to Your Lordship that when the time. comes for the dis· 
ou.ssion of the Second Reading, and for taking the Bill section by section, that one of us 
should be permitted, under the special powers given ro your Lordship under Rule 35 I 
believe, to dispense with the requisite notice of 7 days. to move an amendment of that 
character. 

The. Honoitrable Mr •. R. P. BARROW spoke as follows :-My Lord,-May I 
venture to express a hope that this Council will not further postpone the consideration. 
of the amending Bill before us.. As I understand it, the usual practice when a Bill is 
brought forward "which affects a particular section of the community, is for that 
community to put forward its objections for the considera~ion of Government, and not 
for Government to appoint a special Committee to consider objections. It seems to .me 
that, if Your Excellency is pleased to accept the suggestion of my honourable friend 
Sir Pherozeshah :Mehta and dispense with notice and allow the objection of the Karachi 
Municipality to- be taken up and put befom the Council in the shape of an amendment 
to be moved at the last moment, all practical p11r,poses will be served. 

The Honourable Mr. GR.A.H.A.ll has pointed out that there is a very serious objection 
to postponing consideration of the Bill longer than is absolutely necessary. The Port 
Trust naturally desires to know exactly whel:'9 it is. The question has been before us 
it has been in the air for some time, and everyone has known what is proposed. Tm: 
is not the moment, I presume, to speak on the merits of the Bill which is before us. 
we shall have an opportunity of doing that afterwards. At present the only point fo; 
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consideration is whether we should further delay the progress of the Bill by relerrinor it 
• . b 

to a special Committee. This, I maintain, is unnecessary, for all that the special Com· 
mittee would do can be effected by an amendment being moved witb. Your Excellency's 
permission, the representation of the Municipality being considered before this Council 
arrives at a final decision. I trust that the proposal made by the Honourable Mr. BRURGRI 
will not be carried, and that we shall be allowed to proceed with the Bill now and have 
it passed as soon as we can. 

The Honourable Mr. F. L. SPROTT spoke as follows :-Your Ex:cellency,-I also 
agree with my Honourable friends Mr. BARROW and Mr. GRAHAM that it is in the last 
degree undesirable that there should be a further_postponement of this Bill. ·The Bill . 
has already been postponed for some time, and there s.eems now no real reason why it· 
should be further postponed. 

It has been represented that two bodies which, I presume, chiefly, though not 
entirely, representthe interests of the Indian Mercantile Community in ~rachi, have 
combined, and that if one representative is elected by them, -be will therefore represent 
the whole of the Indian Mercantile·Community. But such is not always the case, 
because there may be other. merchants who from their standing and posit:on and the 
largeness of their trade; could claim that they would be worthy representatives on the ' 
Port Trust of that community. I think it must be so, and on that account I consider 
so far, at all events, as the present state of things is concerned that noin.ination of a 
member by Government to the Port Trust is a better way than election even by the 
combined association of the two Cham hers. · 

The Honourable Mr. CHUU.NLAL H. ~ETALVAD spoke as follows :-liay it please 
Your Excellenoy,-The Honourable Mr. SPROTT and the Honourable Mr. BA.&ROW nave 
Jeprecated any further delay in passing this Bill ; but there need be no delay at all, if 
a Select Committee be appointecl now with instructions to report by Saturday evening . 
or Monday morning. There is not much to do in the Select Committee. It is a small · 
Bill and there is only one point to consider. If a Select Committee is appointed and' 
if it meets this afternoon, or tomorrow afternoon they can certainly thrash out the 
whol~ thing and submit the report. by Monday morning, and there need be no delay at 
all in. the passing of this Bill. The appointment of a Select Committee with instruc· 
tions to report by :Monday morning would I think be a better course than your 
Excellency suspending standing orders and allowmg an amendment to be moved in terms 
of the recommendations of the Karachi Municipality. The Select Committee is in a much 
better position to consider all the contending views to and coma to a reasonable under· 
standing. Therefore I support the suggestion of the Honourable Mr. BRURGRI that 
this Bill be referred to a Select Committee with instructions to report by Monday 
morning so that there may be no delay. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDIIA.R BALKRISRN'A UPASANI spoke as follows ~-Your 
Excellency, I only wish to say one word. As this question involves a matter ~f 
principle I think it much better that the regular procedure be gone throagh. In ~his 
particular case we were under very great difficulty on the last occasion by its bemg 
represented by our friend, the Honourable Mr. HA&CHAND&A.I, the President of the 
Karachi Municipality, that he was. prepared to give up one of the two sea~s reservecl 
for election hy the l\Iunicipality. On that assurance of the representative of tlw 
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Municipality, we were pressed to proceed with the second reading of this Bill last 
time. And it was due to Your Excellency's very considerate decision to allow the 
second reading to be postponed that we have· t~ .da~ an opportunity to c~nsider 
the objections urged by the Municipality. At that time lf ":e had proceeded Wlt~ the 
second reading and passed the third reading also, 1;10 opportumty would have bee~ g1~en 
to the Municipality for submission of the representation which we a~e. now cons1derm~. 
Another thing to be considered is that under t.he Port Trust Act which was passed In 
1886, nearly 30 years ago, out of 11 members one was to be nominated by Government 
on behalf of the Chief Officer of the North Western Railway, three were to be elected 

. by the Kar4ohi Chamber of Comm~roe, two to be elected by the Karachi ~Iunicipality 
and 5 were to be appointed by Government. 

The Honourable Mr. CLAUDE HILL (interrupting) :-Your Excellency, I rise to a 
point of order. · The Honourable Member is speaking on the ~erits of the Bill and not on 
the question as to whether it should be referred to a Select Committee. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Member must confine himself to 
the question as to whether the Bill should be referred ~o a 'Select Committee-or not and 
must not speak on. the merits o~ the Bill. . 

Th~ Honourable Mr. UPA.SA.NI (continuing) :-Your Excellency, I am not going into 
the merits, I am only referring to this because it is a question of principle that it would 
not. be proper for Government to take away the seats that were given for election not 
less than 30 years ago. It is o~ly with a view to show the importance of the motion 
which our friend has brought forwari-His Excellency the President (interrupting) : 
.I cannot allow the HoJ?.Ourable Member to develop the situation into a discussion~ He 
ha_s got to confine ~imself entirely to the particular question before. the Council • 

. The Honourable Mr. UPA.SANi (continuing) :-Yes, my Lord. What I press for is 
that the suggestion. that this matter be considered by a Select Committee is one which we 
ought to adopt, because, there are points worthy of consideration. If 'the Bill does not 
go before a Select Committee, we shall not be in a position·to consider the prayer made 
by the Karachi Municipality and we shall be limited to a consideration of only the . 
motion that now stands in the name of our friend, the Honourable Mr. BHURGRI. If we 
are limited to that there will be no opportunitY. for us to consider thA representation of 
the Municipality. "\Yith a view to have that opportunity, it would be better that this 
matter should come before a Select Committee. 

~Uh these few remark& I beg to support my Honourabl~ friend Mr. BHURGRI's 
suggestion. · 

'.The Honourable lfr. Vun~HA.I JA.VERBliAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,. I ri~e to support the motion of my Honourable friend Mr. BHURGRI. 
When the first reading of this Bill was carried, I believe, most of us .were under the 
impression that the Municipality of Karachi did not care if it were disfranchised and 
they really supported the Bill th~n under that belief. 

Now as things have transpired otherwise inasmuch as we know that the Karachi 
Municip~li~y· are ~ot willing to p.art with the privilege which it has enjoyed for the last 
27 years, 1t IS only nght that the Bill should be referred to a Select Committee to consider 
what they have got to say on .the ma~ter. 
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To my mind the right course would have been to consult the Municipality before 
the Bill was brought forward. However, it appears that the matter was never referred 
to the :Municipality. It was never consulted and the Municipality now comes forwatd 
to make this representation and as there is no time to move any amendment.~ all the 
grievances will be met, if the Bill be referred to a Select Committee. · 

Under these circumstances I support my ~onourable friend :Mr. BRURilRI's motion. 
The Honourable SHEIKH GRULAM HussEIN HrDAYATALLAH spoke as follows :-My 

Lord, the suggestion about referring the 13ill to a Select Committee with instructions 
to issue its report on Saturday or Monday morning is entirely a ·fair one : because, new 
matters have C!opped up after the first reading of· the Bill which could be very well 
thrashed out in the Select Committee. If the Bill is referred to ·the Select Committee 

. ' it won't cause any considerable delay, and the matter could be finally disposed of during 
this Session of the Council, and it will also give· entire satisfaotion to all parties 
concerned, the Municipality, the merchants and everyone. · 

The Honourable Mr. MA.NMOl!ANDAS RAMJI spoke as follows:-Your Excellency, 
I think the suggestion put forward by my Honourable friend air. SETAL WAD to refer 
the considera.tiop. of the Bill to a Select Committee to report by Monday morning is a 
fair one. Considerable new matter has come before us and at the time o£ movinCI'. this 

:1 

Bill for the first reading, if I remembar rightly, the mover of the Bill said that the 
Karachi Members were in entire agreemant with all the clauses. 

Now it turns out that all the ~Iembers from Sind, it seems, think that the Bill must 
go to a Select Committee, and it is but reason!l.ble that we must see that the matter is 
properly thrashed out there, and then the Council will be in a position to judge about 
the amendments that will be bro~gh~ forward by the Honourable Members. Of course it 
may be that the Bill is desired to be passed at once, but when it is a question of principle 
like this to disfranchise the :Uunicipality which has the privilege of returning Members, 
and when the parties interested also claim that they must have a right of representation 
it is but fair that all sides must be heard. ·· 

There are two bodies in Karachi which claim the franchise. Your Excellency, I 
may point out that to get out of that difficulty the method adopted in Bombay is a good 
one and thai is this: ·That the-Government nominates a body and that body elects its 
own representative. 

Now if Governme~t think that both bodies must have a voice they oan provide f0r 
a joint election or they can-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT (interrupting) :-'!,he Honourable Member is going. 
into_ a sort of general discussion on a. particular clau,se. I must really ask hi~ to confine 

. himself to the particular point. 
Th~ Honourable l\Ir. MANMORANDAS RAMJI (continuing) :-A.s the Sind 1\fembe~s 

are unanimous to-day, I ~hink, a good case has been made out for referring this, Bill to a 
Select. Committee. 

The Honourable 1\ir. C. H. A .. HILL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I regret 
· to be under the necessity of opposing the motion to refer this matter to a Select Com· 
mittee, but I think that really there can be . no .reasonable criticism of the action of 
Government in pursuing this Bill now in view. of what has happened •. _ I must remind 
my Honourable friend Sir FnEROZESHAn_ that, in proposing the. first reading, I made a. , 
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t;pecific offer to refer it to a Select·. Committee if ·any member ·chose' tO propose that it 
should be so referred. No member made that proposal, and therefore it was not referred 

· to a Select Committee~ 
:. · · ·Now the advantages of a: proposal made in the Council ·to have the Bill referred 
to a Select CommitU3e with instructions to report on Saturday night or :Monday morning 
seems to me to ·be entirely illusory. What possible advantage can such a Report, hastily 
conce~ved by a hastily appointed Select Committee, have over the delibera~ions of this 
Council regarding the specific proposals which are before us now? Nothing that the 
:Municipality have represented really modifies the position as we thoroughly understood 
it before, and it seems to me that, since the :Municipality, in the first instance, I may 
point out, after _·the publication of the Bill, acquiesced silently in it and made no 
representation, {and when I went to Karachi on purpose to ascertain the tone of Karachi 
in regard to it, I found that it had not the. smallest interest in this proposal), since more· 
over, on that occasion the representative of the Karachi Municipality assured me cate .. 
gorically that the provisions of the Bill were satisfactory (hear, hear), and seeing that 
even now, judging by the debates which took place in the :Municipality the other day, 
he is personally still of the same opinion, it seems to me that it is reducing the procedure 
laid down in the Rules of this Council to a farce, if we are to regard it as irregular, in 
circumstances such as these, to p oc eed with the consideration of the Bill. · 

As I have indicated, there is only one amendment of any substance before the 
Council after three months' delay. It has taken the Municipality, whose feelings I do 
not wish to belittle for a moment, exactly three months to stir those feelings up and to 
deliver their representation to-day. But it seems to me that, if the feelings are so genuine, 
and are not very largely personal, as seems to have been the case judging by the course 
of events, they should have sent us a communication sooner of what was in their minds. 
As things are, it has beeilleft ·to the representative of the Sind ·zamindars to come for· 
ward with an amendment to this Bill which, when first introduced, was heartily endorsed 
and commended by all the members hailing from Karachi, commercial, municipal and 
otherwise. It is not for rne at this moment to comment upon the remarkable transform· 
ation of opinion which appears to have taken place, but it does seem to me remarkable 
that this Council, a businesslike body, should be asked seriously to refer this Bill now 
to a Select Committee at a time when it is practically absurd, if I may say so, to suppose 
that ~his Council will be better advised in respect of this Bill after perusing a Select 
·commitee's Report than they are now. In these circumstances, Sir, I regret to have to 
oppose this motion, and beg that the Council will s:npport the objections to it and 

. proceed with the Bill. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT ·:-Does the Honourable Member wish to reply? 

The Honourable Mr. G. M. BHURGRI spoke as follows :-My Lord,_;_The Honour
able :Member in charge of the Bill when opposing the motion before the Council said 
that if a · Select· Committee is appointed with instructions to report on Saturday or 
Monday there will be no advantage. As was pointed out by my Honourable friend Sir 
PJIEitoZESIIAH MERTA and the Honourable Mr. SETALV AD, the representations now 
before us from the Karachi Municipality and the Indian mercantile community of 
Karachi. though they are submitted late, are extremely important and deserve attention. 
S'-:Lch matters c~n only be thoroughly thrashed out in the. Select Committee, who may be 

· instructed to submit their report by Monday. I feel that Government. ought to sea 
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:their way to grant only a day or tw~ ·.and appoint a ~elect Co~mittee, who. may _sit now, 
to-day or to-morrow, and submit its report on Monday when th~.Bil1 may be o~nside~ed. 
by this Council.. Government does .not lose anything by this o~ the 9~nt~ry, .Gove'rri, .. 
ment ought to be sati.sfi.ed and the public of Sind will surely. be satis_fi.ed, arid I ·appeal· 
to your Excellency to reconsider' the. matter and give us time. · · · 

His Excellency the PRESIDl!lN'f spoke as follows ::-I should like' to expres~ my Views 
to members. I am simply going to apply myself to the particular point whether this 
':Bill should be referred to the Select Committee or not, and I wish to appeal to the better 
sense of Honourable Members with regard to the ·particular·.amendment that has been 
moved by my Honourable friend Mr. BRURGRI. 

The Honourable Mr. SETALV AD has said, and . said perfectly rightly,, that there is 
only one point of dispute between Honourable Members in this Bill..;...only one ·point. 
Is it really seriously suggested that it is a sound proposition to f~rm a Select Committee 
to discuss one single point and the only point of dispute in , a Bill ? .Honourable 
Members are perfectly aware that when they come to the discussion of olaus~s that the 
. particular point can be thoroughly thrashed out by Honourable Members and · I would 
only suggest to my Honourable friend Mr. BIIURGRI th~t probably. thrashing out of this 
particular point-the only point on which there is any difference-would be more sati~· . 
factorily decided by the Full Council than by referring it to a committee. 

I won't suggest for a moment that. certain Honourable Members are wishing to 
.delay the passage of this Bill, but I say frankly that if this particular amendment is 
pressed to a division I am bound to say it seems that there is a desire to delay· the 
progress of business. Every Honourable·l\fember who has got a reasonable mind must 
see that this particular point can be discussed in the next h~lf· hour, thoroughly thrashed 
out and definitely decided upon more satisfactorily by the whole Council than by.' a 
Select Committee. · 

The Honourable Sir P:a:ERoZESHAII MERTA :-May I ask your Lordship whether he 
would be able to move an amendment without notice P · · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-But the Honourable Member's amendment is on 
paper. 

The Honourable Sir PIIEROZESHAH :-The one suggested by the Karachi Munici· 
pality is not on paper. 

His Ex;cellency the PRESIDENT:-~ am informed that it is entirely within my. pre• 
. rogative to allow any amendment to be moved without notice if I feel so disposed, an.d 
therefore beg to inform my Honourable friend that, if an amendment with regard to this 
particular motion is raised, I should like it discussed in· Council and I think it would 
facilitate the conduct of business very much. 

The Honourable Sir PREROZ:ESltAlt M. MEHTA :...:..May I ask my Honourable friend 
'Mr.BHURGRI to withdraw his amendment P · · 

The Honourable Mr. Bnun.GRI :-My Lord, with your permission I beg to withdraw 
my motion. · , . 

. His Excellency the PRESID~NT :-The~Qtion by l~ave withdrawn. 
Has any oth~r Honourable :Member anything to say on· the second reading of this 

DillP · · . · : . · 
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His Excellency the PRESIEDNT (after a pause) :-The question ~is that this Bill be 
read for the second time. 

Bill read a second time. The motion was put to the vote and carried. 

The Bill was then considered clause by clause. 

· Clauses 1 and 2 were put and carried. 
: His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 3. The Honourable lli. BRURGHl. 

The Honourable :Mr. G. M. BnuRGRI spoke as follows :-Your Excellenoy,-I 
propose the amendment which stands in my name, that is, to clause 3, sub-clause (a),. 
add the following words :- ' 

"and one shall be elected . by· the members for the time being of the Karachi 
Merchants Association." 

. . :My Lord,-A good deal has been said about the Karachi :Merchants Association, but 
probably Council did not know before that ihe Karachi Merchants Association has 
'.recently, only last year, been recognised by Gover~ment and given a right to return 
two members to the Karachi Municipality. If this body had not been of some standing 
and representation, Government would not have given them a direct representative on 
the Karachi Municipality. Furthermore, the Karachi Indian Merchants Chamber which 
accorc;ting to the description _given by my Honourable friend Mr. IIARCHANDRAI 
'contains men of. li2ht and lead from the mercantile community, has also amalgamated . ... . 
·with the other body which contains already something like 200 members. As I have 
·said, th~se two things, namely, the recognition of this Association by th~ Government 
recently in giving it franchise on the Karachi Municipality, and secondly the amal· 
· ga.Dl:3.tion of the Karachi Indian Merchants Chamber really show that this Association 
·1s quite competent to return one member to the Karachi Port Trust representing Indian 
mercantile interests. I therefore submit, Sir, that in view of these things and as also 
Government admits tha~ ·the representation of the Indian mercantile community is 
essential on the Port Trust of Karachi~ Government should consider this matter and one 
;~eat· by election should be given to ·this Association. That is what my amendment 
proposes. .AA regards the third member which, if my amendment is carried, will be 
_given· to the Indian mercantile community by nomination, I may say thg,t the Karachi 
Chamber of Commerce, that is, the European Chamber CJf Commerce, returns even now 
two by nomination and three by election, in all five.. And I submit; therefore, that the 
.Indian mercantile community of Karachi is also entitled, if not to three at least to two 
_members and my amendri:J.ent gives only one by election. I therefore move the amend· 
'ment which stands in my name. 

The Honourable SREIKli GRUL.Ur HussEIN HmAYATATJ.AH spoke as follows :
·Your Excellency,-Bcfore I speak on the (lmendment, I should give a brief explanation 
-as to the change of my ·views. I agreed to the conversion of the elected seat into a 
nominated one, because, at the first reading of the Bill, the Honourable Member in charge 

··of the 13ill told us that he "had consulted the Members of this Oouncil from ··Sind; 
thereby I understood that he had consulted Members of this Council from Karachi. 

. . The Honourable Members from Karichi come more in contact with Indis.n 
.-merchants than any one of us here, and I thought that those gentlemen must have 
·consulted-the Indian merchants of Karachi-before they agreed to the proposed change. 



13T ... 
:Even the speech of one of the Honourable l\Iember~ from KarJ.~hi at the time of 

the first reading clearly showed that the Indian mercantile community of Karachi was 
quite satisfied with nomination; and I would like to quote his words. He s1id (the. 
words are his) " I assure Your Excellency and this Council that the Indian mero::t.ntils 
community of Karachi has received with a feeling oE gratitade such representation as is 
proposed by the :Bill,'' that i~, by nomination. O!J. further investigation I found it 
was quite the reverse: The Indian merchants of Karachi ~ant a seat by election. 

Again I was one of those Members who suggest~d that the Kadchi Uunicipality bs 
deprived of both the seats, because, I was under a wrong· impressi~n that there was 
nothing in common between the Karachi l\:Iunicipality and the Port Trust. 

But subsequently I was told that the Karach~ Municip.'llity was bound up with 
the Port Trust, and therefore, I think, the representation of the Karachi 11:unicipality 
on the Port Trust is absolutely necessary, and, in my opinion, the Karachi· Municipility 
can adequately be represented by one Member. 

Now I come to the p~asent amendment of my honourable fl'iend. The present 
amendment of my honourable friend and. sub-chuse (b) of cla:B3 3 oE tha Bill are both 
quite in conformity with the principle that a3far aJ po3sible representation on t~e Por~ 

Trust should be confined to the commercial interest~. The am~n:l::uent of my honour
able friend and clause (b) give two seats to the Indian mercantile community of Karichi, 
one by election and another by nomination. ',rhe Honourable 1\!fr. BHURGitr's amend
ment only prevents the conversion of an electe"d seat into a nominated one. The Indian 
mercantile. community even desired to be represented. by election when Your 
Excellency visited S~nd. 

The contention of my Honourable friend Mr. H.A.1teliA~DRAI at the first reading of the 
Bill was that ihough there were two associationsJ yet neither of them fulfilled the 
character of-a body who could b~ allowed the right of election; but that conte!Jtion of· 
my friend is not at all sound. I must remind my honourable friend that an association 
of Indian merchants has been given the right of electing two representatives on the 
Karichi ::llunicipality. I really cannot understand if they can. eleot two rapres:mtatives 
on the Kar<\chi Municipality, why they cannot elect a single representative on the Port 
Trust ? (II ear, hear.) 

I am t:ld by my Honourable friend Mr. BIIURGRI, as well as my Honourable friend 
:Ur. HA.RCHA};DRAI, that the two separate associations_, that is to say, the Indian 
l!ere:hants Association and the Indian Chamber, are going to be am:1lga.mated into one 
and I am sura when both wiil shortly combine, if they are given the franchise, they · 
will exercise it judiciously :::t:J.d will return a fit person to the Port Trust. 

When Your Excellencts Government gives a right to a c:>mmunityt I think, Your 
Excellency's Government should give them the power of exercisin; it also. Otherwise 
it is absolutely no right, Sir, I do not know muoh about thu Presidency Towns, but 
so far as the mofussil is concerned,. the nominated 1Iembers are popularly known the 
nominees of Government, ancl even in practice they do not voice the opinions of the 
community from whom they are nominated. (Hear, ~ear.) 

\Vith . these remarks . I support the amendment of my Honourable frien 1. 
)lr. 13nURGili. 

~ H-35 
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, The Honourable :Mr. c. H. A. HILL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-'fhe 
specific amendment before the Council moved by the Honourable Mr. BHURG RI propos~ 
to add to sub-clause (a) of the Bill the following words" and one shall be elected by the 
Members for the time bei11g of the Karachi Indian Merchants Association,tt and it 
leaves untouched clause (b) of section 3. Therefore the effect of the Bill, if this amend· 
ment were to stand as proposed, would be to add an elective member from the Karachi 
Indian Merchants Association, as well as providing that the remaining nominees shall 
one of them be reprasentative of the Indian mercantile community. Well, Sir, this 

·amendment apparently does not touch the matter upon which the Province of Sind and 
the City of Karachi are said to feel so strongly, fiiz., the disfranchisement of the ~Iunici· 
pali~y which the Honourable Mr. BHURG.&I is conttnt to leave alone. Therefore, it is 
unnecessary for me to deal with that question, though it may be necessary to deal with 
it hereafter in connection with any other amendment which Your Excellency may 
permit to be moved, but for the moment, I will confine myself to this proposal that ono 
member on the Port Trust shall be elected by the members for the time being of the 
Karachi Indian Merchants Association. 

Now, Sir, I regret to have to refer again to tbe description which we· have bad from 
time to time in this Council of the qualifications of the Indian · Merchants Association 

· aDd the other Association, the Indian Chamber at Kar~tchi ; but with all deference I 
cannot conceive how the constitution, and qualifications of the memb~rs, of those. 
Associations can in the short span of three months have undergone such a radical 
change as would be necessary to justify· my Honourable friend l\Ir. HARCHANDRAI 

supporting the amendment as it. now stands. Nat only did we infer very definitely last 
December that the Indian Mercantile .Associations at Karachi wera not truly represenh· 
tive and were not properly constituted so as to return to the Port Trust· suit!ible 
re1)resentatives of the Indian m!:rcantile community, but we ha"re had that statement 
reiterated quite recently in the discussions which took place in the Kara(ihi :Munici· 
rality; a;nd I understood that as lately as three weeks ago it was there asserted that 
these two associations were at logger-heads. Now it is very pleasing always to see 
reconciliations, but they are a little unccnvincing when they occur in the manner and 
the circumstances of the present case; and it is a little hard to believe that theso two 
associations, so unrepresen tatiye, three months ago, of the best Indian ~ercantile opinion, 
are to-day representative because they are throwing· in their lot in common in order to 
secure the privilege of returning a member to the Karachi Port Trust. 

Now, Sir, these remarks of mine must not be misunderstood. I do sincerelv 
. sympathise with the main part of the contention of the Karachi Municipality and thei~ 
disappointment in what is involved in this Bill; and I do further sympathise most 
sincerely with the ambition of the Karachi Indian trade community to find themselves 
represented by an elected representative on the Karachi Port Trust,-not only so, but I 
sincerely hope that within a very short time they will be so represented.. In fact, as I 
indicated when this Bill was under discussion on a previous occasion, this Bill, though I 
admit has the appearance of retrogression from the political point of view, will not remain 
very long unamende ~ on the Statat3 Book; and we hope sincerely that this member, 
who is to represent the Indian cJmmercial community on the Karachi Port Trust after 
this Biil, a~ we Lop~, becomes Jaw, will be replaced by an elected representative, or even 
by two elected Iepr.'5en'ative~. But, Sir, I venture to appeal to the common sense, if I 
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am in order in saying so, of Honourable Membe~a of this Oouncil,- to consider for a. 
moment what we are asked to do when wa are asked to ac"ept · this amendment in the 
face of what has happened. We are asked, in other w.>rds, to anend the Bill so ~s to 
give an association-which apparently will or may . shortly repreBent both the previoui. 
associations-to give that as yet non~existent assooiation an ele'cted representative on th3 
K~rachi Port Trust, and we kn:>w, at the time when we are asked to do so, that even 
supposing these two associations do combine for the political purpose of getting this 
representation, sober opinion three months ago held emphatically th!\t the members of 
theso associations were not fitted to elect a representative on the Karachi Port Trust. 
Now, Sir, I cannot conceive how we, as a responsible Council, can, in those circumstances 
amend our Bill, whether it had again baen referred to a Select Committee or not, in the· 
sense we are now asked to do by the Honol!rable Mr. Bnu~GRI. 

Sir, I cannot refrain here from adverting to a somewhat pers10nal aspect of this 
a~endment. I referred in my opening remarks to the circum~tance that it was the Sind 
Zamindars' representative who proposed an amendment to this Bill. I conceive it to be 
rather a unique circumstance, Sir, that such a. reprasenhtive should come forward to 
move an amendment in a Bili"relating to the Karachi Port Tru3t.when we have Karachi 
trade interests and municipal interests so admirably represented on this Council. It is, 
·if I may endeavour to find an an:1logy, ac; though a measure relating t) the Bombay 
Port Trust had met with the approval of the IIonounble Sir PRE&OZESR~II l\IEHrA. and 
the Honourable Mr. SETA.Lv AD and other mernber3 representing Bombay interests~ and 
that then my honourable friend Moulvie RAFLUDDIN representing the Mahom:ldan 
interests in the Central Division were to m1ve an am~nd.ment. Now I cannot conceive 
how my honourable friend Sir PREROZESIU.II would eipress his views on such a circum~ 
stance in parliament~ry language; but that seems to me, technically, at all events, on 
all fours with the currency ·of events underlying the procedura connect 3d with this 
amendment. 

Now in respect of my honourable friend Mr. HA:&CRANDRAI, if the President of the 
Karachi :Municipality had anythllig to say and had proposed an amendment, it would 
havo been intelligible. Th:roughout the proceedingg which have followed upon his, as I 
thought, extremely statesmanlike remarks on the First Reading of this Bill, I for one 
have been a staunch admirer of the ·manner in which, through personal abuse and 
1'bloquy in Sind, he has maintained and justified. the attitude which he then took up. 
[n spite of that, it would have been· thoroughly intelligible had he, M President of· the 
i:arichi :Municipality and as tueir representative· here, even at the eleventh hour, 
submitted an amendment to the Bill relating to the loss which the Karachi Municipality 
sustained in the franchise t~rough the operations of this BilL But we have no such 
amendment, and the amsndment before us relate3 to a propr>sll to giv~ raprasentation to 
two bod.ieg to whom we hope, as I have said, to give the franchise for representation on 
the Karachi Port Trust as soon as may be, but who, we have it on the bast possible 
authority, are not competent to exercise their franchise to the best advantage of the 
Karachi Port Trust at the present time. ·And, Sir, that is a point which· has been over· 
looked throughout in these discussions. After all, we are endeavouring here to make 
the Karachi Port Trust as efficient a body as possible in order that it may represent, 
with the best possible effect, not only tle commercial interests of foreign trade, but also 
the commercial interests of the Indian commercial community; and I appe1l to 
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Honourable Members to uo justice to this attitud"· of Govern~ent.- In~ s~m.e circum·· 
stances: it bec~mes necessary for Government to bko a practics.l view of tlnngs In order to 
endeavour to secure the best immediate -advantaga and. it· is cle:1r t~lat sometimes 
political principles may be served at to~· great a cost. ·Now I believe I shall be express· 
ing · Your Exce~ericy's sentiments accurately if I s~y tha: I_. ~e~onally s.hould be 
prepared to undertake that, at ~he very earliest oppo:t~mty, ~his B1U, I~ passed 1nto law·, 
should come under amendment; as soon, in fact, as It Is possible, to ho.ld that you have 
iD. Karachi an Indian commercial body capable of electing and ot being trusted to elect 
really stalwart an-d capable representatives of Indian commercia~ interests for service on 
the Port TrUst. Nothing would give me personally greater pleasure than such a 
consummation, and I earnestly hope it may come at no distant date. But to talk of it 
now when I understand the Artic!es of A8sociation are being considered for the amal· 
ooamation of these two bodies so recently described as inept, why, Sir, it seems to me, :m 
0 ll ' . impossible proposition to lay be-fore the members of Your Exce ency s Council I 
re!:!Tet therefore I must oppose this amendment, and I trust that this Council wlll ~ee 

0 ' ' . 
that it is rejected. 

The Honourable :Mr. G. :u. BmrRGRI spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-I 
should like, first of all, to point out to my hono~able friend the Member in charge of 
this Bill that the criticism that he passed in finding fault with me, namely, that I as a 
representative of the Sind Zamindars, should come forward to move an amendment to 
the Karachi Port 'frust Bill, is rather unique. I may tell _ him that the point of my 
amendment is' not one of those technical points which only a co~mercial member with 
the' experience of the Port Trust can take up, but it raises a very important question of 
general principle on which every honourabJe member of the Council is entitled. to 
express an opinion or to criticise. I submit, liy Lord, that the question was not of a 
technical character, but the question is of converting the elective seat into a nominated 
one. My Lord, the Council may take it from me that when the Honourable :!\!ember in 
charge of the Bill resorts to such an argument, it may be taken safely that he does so 

. for want of better and stronger arguments in support of his case. 

With regard to the other point, my Ilonourable friend in charge of the Bill s:1id. 
that this Karachi Merchants' Association only three months back was thought to be 
unfit by the Karachi Members to be given this priv:jlege, etc., but I may remind my 
honourable friend that he did not even mention that this very association, whom they 
were calling inefficient, was really thought fit by Government to send two represen~atives 
on such an important body as the Karachi ]Iunicipality by election only reccntly,-I 
mean last year. I may say to my honourable friend that this reco(1nition of this bodv 

. 0 • 

by the Gove~ment is a eonolu!;ive proof that the body is quite capable of returlling 
at least cne member to tbe Kauichi Pmt Trust Board. 

Another feint to1which my honourable friend referred is, tlmt if my amendment 
were _carried, it will not' only give one member by nomination to the Kar:ichi mercantile 
community, but it will also give them one b! direct representation by election. l _may 
point out that my amendment only does this, that the- very same seat which is taken 
away from the Karachi ::Mun~cipality is converted into an elective seat, and out of tho 
nominees ·1Jy G-overnment, only one stat is car .. marked for the Karachi Indian mercantile 
community, and when we know the Karachi Cha~ber of Commerce is really sending 
three elected members and gdting two more by nomination, I realJy 'tllink that the 
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Karachi Indian mercantile community is quite entitled to have at l.east two seats, one 
by election and one by nomination. 

His ~xcellency t~e PRES:tl?ENT · s~id =:-I need hardly a4d a~ything to what my 
honourable colleague Mr. HILL has satd w1th regard to the· Government's decision as t() 
this particular amendmen~, but I would endorse every word he has said with regard t<> 
the extraordinary change round that there appears to be as to the position of honourable 
members from Sind with regard to this particular measure. It will be within the 
:recollection of honourable members that, when only a. very few months ago this Bill 
came up, there was no suggestion on the part .of honourable members from Sind that. 
there was any dissatisfaction pr disagreement with the Bill at all, and as far as I 
remember, my honourable friend Mr. H.!.RCHANDRA~ go~ up and ep.4orsed the provision of 
Bill in every respect. What has happened in the meantime I am not prepared to say, 
nor do I know, but I am rather di~appointed at my honourap}e friend ~r. H~RCHANDRAI 
trying to plac~ the ~espop~~bility of this matter. on the Pre~ident.. :i: st~~d by ~very 
word t~at I sai~ at ~arachi wi~h regard to tlrls p~rt~pular q:uestiqn. I WQ~ld ~k him 
if these two Indian chambers p,~ve yet combined? 

The ~onourable ¥r. fJ:~CHAN,pRAI :-They have not yet. ~hey hav~ re~olved, as 
I have said, eacq o~e of ~he~, that they should combine, and .t~ey ~~yq ~ppointe:l a 
committee of 16 to decide if any rules should be added to or modified.' 

: '- ' • - ·- .• • . 'II. : '-. • • ' ' / J ., ' ~ 

His Excellency ~he P~~$p>ENT (continuing) =~'r.he ~:P,ly ~~~a~k$ thq.t ·1 ever made 
in Sind have beell to ~he effec~ tha~ ~f the two ch~mb~r~ ~~c~me Qn~ ~oF4 ~ofly and were 
known to be really representative of the Indian commerce of ~arachi, then Government 
~ould be very glad ~0 consider t~e elective principle wit~ ~~g~~d ~0' that . par~icular 
association. · · . · . 

The Hon~~rab~e ~r. HARCHAN~RAI (interrupting) :-Wo~l~ ¥our ~o~ds_hip ~llow 
me to give a persqnal word o~ ~xplanation P There seems to ~e t+ misun:dersb:mding. 
When ~ deliv~red ~y speech it was in connection with a reference to the Select 
Committee, because !.thought that all these matters required to be considered, and the 
Honourable Mr. HILL also seems to be under the same misunderstanding that I was 
going to support the Honourable Mr. BHU.RGRI's amendment. But I was only of opinion 
that these thi~gs l~q~ired to be ponsidered. 

IIis Excellency the PRESIDENT :-It does seem to me rather curious, at all events, 
that the Bill having been practically an agreed Bill, the object of delay merely being 
that the opinion was among. members ths,t Government was hurrying it too fast at our 
last meeting, that now there should be this ·curious opposition from honourable members 
from Sind with regard to this particular point. I agree entirely with my honourable 
colleague Mr. HILL, and I do not think that this sort of eleventh hour declaration with 
regard to the elective principle- is quite fair on the Government at the present time. I 
should on broad grounds prefer elective principle to nomination, but I do not think 
Government under present circumstances can be expected to accept the amendm~nt that 
has been proposed by the Honourable ¥r. BRU:B.GRI. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and declared to have been lost. 
The Honourable Mr. BRURGRI then asked for a division which resulted in 11 for

and 3:t against. 
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Ayes. 

The Honourable Moulvie Rafiuddin 
.Ahmed, Bar.·ai-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 
Venkatesh Belvi, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Mu· 
hammad walad KMn. Bahadur 
W ali :Muhammad Bhurgr~ · 
Bar.-at.-Law. 

'fhe Honourable Sardar Syed An El 
Edroos. 

'!'he Honourable Sheikh Ghulam 
Hussein Hidayatallab. LL.B. 

The · Honourable ::Mr. Balkrishna 
Sitaram Kamat. 

The Honourable ' Sir Pherozeshah 
:Merwanji Mehta, .K.C.I.E., 
Bar.-at-Law.· 

The Hon::mrable :Mr. Vithalbhai 
Jhaverbhai Pat-el, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. Abdul Hussein 
Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable Mr. Chimanlal Hari
lal Setalvad, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Shridhar Hal
krishna U pasani. . 

Noes. 

His Excellency the Right Honourable 
L<>rd Willingdon of Ratton, 
G.O.I.E., Governor ..of Bombay, 
presiding. 

The Honourable Sir Richard 
Amphlett Lamb, K.O.S.I., 
C.LE., I. 0. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Claude Hamil
ton Archer Hill, O.S.I., C.I.E., 
L O.S. 

The Honourable Mr. Prabhashankar 
D. Pattani, C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. :Sarrow, 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Fazalbhoy 
:Meherally Chinoy. 

The Hcnourable Mr. G. S. Curtis, 
O.S.I., I. d. S. 

The Honourable Dr. D . .A. D'.Monte, 
M.D.,L.R.O.P. (Lon.),L.M. & S. 

The Honourable l\Ir. R. W. L. 
Dunlop, O.I.E. 

·The Honourable ·:Mr. · Kashinath 
Ramchandra Godbole. 

The Honourable lli. W. L. Graham. 

The Honourable Sir J amsetji J eejee
bhoy, Bart. 

The Honourable Mr. J. E. 0. Jukes, 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable Sardar Dulabawa 
Raisingji, Thakor of Kerwada. 

The Honourable Mr. Navroji 
Dorabji Khandalavala, LL.B. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. Jehangir H. 
Kothari. 

·The Honourable Sardar Bhalchandra· 
rao .Annasaheb Patwardhm, 
Chief of Kurundwad (Senior). 

The Honourable Surgeon-General 
R. W. S. Lyons, M.D., I.:M. S. 
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A ~ .. yes. Noes. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Chinn .. 
bhai Madhavlal, Bart., O.I.E. 

·The Honourable 1\Ir. J. A. D. McBain. 

The Honourable Yr. Lalubhai Samal
das Mehta. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb Venka
tesh Shiriniwas Naik. 

The Honourable Rao :Babadur 
Ramanbhai 1\Iahipatram Nil-
kanth, LL.B. . . 

The Honourable Mr. J. P. Orr, O.S.I., 
I. c. s. 

The Honourable Mr~ Raghunath 
Purshottam Paranjpye. 

The Honourable Mr. Gokuldas Ka
handas Parekh, LL.B. 

The · Ho~ourable Sir Henry- E. E. 
Procter, Kt. 

The Honourable Mr. Manmohandas 
Ramji. 

The Honourable Rao :Bahadur Shri-
niwas Konher Rodda. · 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Ganesh 
Krishna Sathe. 

The Honourable :Mr. W. H. Sharp. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D, Shep~ 
pard, C.I.E., I. C. S. 

The Honourable :Mr. F. L. Sprott. 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, 
I. C. S. 

llis Exce!~eucy the PRESIDENT :-)Iy honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHA.H MEHTA. 

:1\vants to move an amendment. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH M. :MEHTA spoke as follows :-May it please 
Your Excellency, I ask Your Excellency's·permission, under chuse (4) of Rule 35, to 
allow me to move an amendment on this occasion without notice. l\Iy Lord, the 
amendment which I propose is this: Delete clause 3 and substitute as follows :-In 
section 7 of the said Act after the words ''two '' the words " of whom one at least shall 
be an Indian merchant" be inserted. 

My Lord, in moving this amendment, I trust I will be parmittel to m!lke . two 
protests. The first one which I make, most respactfully an 1. <lafcrentially but firmly,. is 
that I do not think it is necessary to call upon any memb3r.of this ·Oo11n:.iil to 'exercise 
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his common sense in dealing with the questions which come ~~ore this Council. I 
hope, Your Excellency, every member of this Council may be trusted, he may be mis· 
informed, he may be wrong,-but he may be trusted to try and endeavour to exercise 
his common sense in dealing with every matter which comes before this Council. 

The second protest which again I desire to make most respectfully, but 1irmly and 
emphatically, is against the doctrine which my honourable friend J.fr. HILL has tried to 
lay down with regard ~t,l· tl1e w~y iD which members of this Council should perform the 
functions which fall to their lot. He tried to point that if a representative of the Sind 
Zammdars.~as to do anytCing ~n this Council, he must confine himself to the interests 
of the zamindars, and he must not encroach upon the province of members who have 
b.eei{ elected 'tis repr~·entatives of !~ther bodies. My Lord, as I said, I emphatically 
protest·ag~inst:that·doctrine.· Once a member of this Council has been elected, he not 
only acts in the_ intere:sts of the people who have elected him, but I venture to assert, 
as was pointed out by l3urko in his famous letter to the electors of Bristol, that every 
member after he hM found his way to this Council is bound in duty to do all in his 
power to· lake· intere~t in every question of every community that may come before 
this Council .. My Lord, that is the way in which I am trying to perform the functions 
w bich have fa~~n to n:te as ~ member of this Council, aiJ.d I hope that Your Excellency 
will endorse that as the right doctrine with regard ·to the duties which lie upon the 
members of this Connell in the discharge of their duties. 
.. • : ' '. '. : ' • ' t ~ .. • ~ .... 

My Lord, coming to the amendment itself, I venture to point out, in the fir.st place, 
that it is the amen~ent ~hich preserves the status quo. It tries to resist an 
amendment brought forward against what has been done and bas existed, (I forget the 
number of years,-:-I bave he~rd i~ said 27 and 30 years), for at least 27 years with 
regard to the constitution of the· Port Trust. After a very careful deliberation, as the 
Karachi memori~flx>ints out, by members of this Council of the very highest weiO'ht • . . .. . 0 

and calibre~ tliat t~ clause was inserted giving to the Karachi Municipality the right 
of returning two members to the Port Trust. That right has· been exercised, as Las 
been pointed out, for a long series of years, and it was with the greatest pleasure that 
I heard. my honourable frien~ :Mr. BARROW on the last oacasion pointing out that the 
legal member who.was elected and returned by the Karachi Municipality to ~he Port 
Trust rendered the most v~lnable services to the interests of the Port Trust and I now . ' . . . . . ' 
see from the memorial which has been addressed to this Council by the Karachi 
Municipality that both the Municipality and the Port Trust passed Resolutions when 
he retired showing in what high estimation they held the important and valuable serrices 
which he had rendered generally to the cause of the Port Trust during his tenure of 

·office as a member returned by the Karachi Municipality. There is nothing in the past 
which shows that_ t~e Kar,achi M;u~ip~P,~~ty hav;~.n~t. re~.ur;ted competent members for 
represen~tion o~ the Port Trust,. I~t h~~ b~n ~id that, there was s_o~e ~derstanding,-
1 bel~eve it was hinted on the last oc~.~o;t '!henl the first r~ading was taken up, that 
there was an understanding u~der w~i~~t~e ~ara~hi Municipality wa8 bound to return 
a. member Qf t~e Indian mercantile com~pnity, and s.till t~ey return~d a lawyer. My 
Lord, it is very well to ta~~ of t.he~e ~nderst~~~ -~~~i 'fPt~~· nr~~ise~ ~~~ letters. 
I. have been often t~ld by off!o~~s m thiS ~oun01l that you must not dr3g ·in under· · 
standfug~t..and promlies unle:s they lTere· embodied in the legislative act itself and I 
weli remembera. v~ry significant instance of the way in which'I Was treated on; former 

' \" . . . ' . ~ . . .. 
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occasion when I pleaded the c:1.u.qe of the Bombay Municipality with ragard to the 
Government contribution as to primary education. We produoed documents after 
documents and correspondence and letters which were passed by Government for the 
purpose of showing that the Municipality h:.t.d been promised .a certain amount of 
assistance, and when I referred to those documents and resolutiom, I was curtly told 
that I had no right to refer to them, because the Act itself did net contain any under
standing of that character. Therefore, ~Iy Lord, it is vain, it is futiie, to speak of 
promises and understandings with regard to bodies which must fluctuate from tim~ to 
time. How are the subsequent members of thl;} Corporation. to know what are tho. 
understandings and promises which had been given on a previous occasion and of which 
they knew nothing whatsoever. Therefore, I put out of account all these things. and it 
seems to me that the burden of showing that there is justification for what my honourable 
friend himself admitted, appeared on the face of it, to be a retrograde step, lies upon the . 
. member in charge of the Bill.· My LOrd, I emphatically submit that nothing ·has been 
placed before this Council for the purpose of showin~ that really the Karachi Municipality· 
deserves to be disfranchised o~ one of the two seats which hal been granted. to them after 
such deliberation when the Port Trust Bill was passed. But, My Lord, be it so, and if 
there is any force in the contention of my honourable friend that it is desirable in the 
interests of efficiency of the Port Tru.St that one of the two members returned'by the Muni· 
cipality should .be a member representing the Indian mercant~Ie community, I answer let 
it be so. The representation of the Karachi Municipa~ity ends by saying th~t, if a direct 
representation could not be given to Indian !lerchanh Association,-and there I might 
be allo~ed to say in answer to what hls fallen from my honourJ.ble frienl M:r. HtLr..
that at present there was no definite mercantile body who could· be. entrusted with the 
duty of returning an Indian merc~ant what has been pointed out by the Honourable 
Member fron Sind, that the Indian Merchant Association of Karachi has been recognised 
for the purpose of returning two members to the Karachi :uunicip'llity. It is a body 
which has already been acknowledged by law. lt'iSI, therefore, futile to SlY th!it it is a 
body of which no legal or legislative cognisan~e. c1n be hken. Oa thf) contury, I 
maintain that tlie stern facts given by my honourable frieni th1t r~<n;nition ln~ bee:~ 
legislatively given proves conelusively.the hollo\vne3s of t~e argument advanced· by my 
honourable friend. A body which. has been entrustel by the legislatu·re wit~1 the 
function of returning ~wo members to the Municip:llity can be well trusted to return one 
mercantile m~mber to the Port Trust.. After all, }Iy Lord, I do not see why we should 
~peak with baited breath of the mysterious character of the ~ork of. the Port Trust. 
It is nothing so wonderful but tJ:iat men of ordinary knowledge. and .ability cannot well 
deal with it. What is that wonderful thing which a Port Trust is doing which clnnot 
be done by rr.embers of ordinary or even mediocre ability ? · 

My honourable friend says that it wa~ desirable that one of the two members 
returned by the Karachi :Municipality should have been a merchant. So be it and 
therefore I move my amendment which will effect that very object contemplated from the 
very first as is so loudly urged. The request. made in the representation of the . Munici .. 
pality is a just and right one. In accordance with. that repre~entation I move to add 
words in this section which would compel them to elect to one of the two seats a member 
;representing the Indian },Iercantile community. :My Lord, it. seems to me th11t while 
the proposal embodied in the amending Bill is. certainly of a most r0trograde character, 
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not only politically, as my honourable friend tried to put it, because I said we cannot 
act up to a full political principl~ because other consideratio~ .of a ~o;e practical 
character lead us sometimes to modify our strict adhesion to politloal prmCiples,-I say 
not only for the purpose of political principle, but also for the purpose of what he lays 
stress upon, 'Diz .• the efficiency and safeguarding the interests of the Port Trust. I do 
not think, :My Lord, that he will put it to the Members of this Council that the efficiency 
of the Port Trust will in the slightest degree be affected if instead of a person from the 
Indian Mercantile community being nominated by the Government that he should be 
on~ elected by a body conversant with their own men, with their own traders and with 
their own merchants who are in touch with them to a greater extent than Government 
could possibly be, even though their official advise~· give them their ad vice and 
assistance with regard to the selection. I submit, My Lord, that when my honourable. 
friend twitted the members from Sind for a sudden change of front, one thought occurred 
to my mind which was that my honourable friend, though he had been to Karachi 
·during the interva~·had failed to elicit the real public opinion of the province on this 
matter. I say, My Lord, that for my"own part I rather admire the members from Sind 
wl10, though they committtd themselves otherwise at the last meeting of the Council 

. when they found that . public opinion was very strong on the subject, honestly and 
courageously came forward to recant what they had said through ignorance, and informed 
Your Excellency at this Council, that now that public opinion had declared itself in an . 
unmistakable manner, that they, as their representatives, were bound to act accordingly • 

. On the last occasion, I venture to say, Your Excellency, that we were misled by the 
assurance which was given to us that everybody connected with Sind had really accepted 
the proposed innovation. Now we find, My Lord, it w~ otherwise. I am generall,1 
sceptical about such sweeping assertions and consider it always safer not to ~epart from 
ordinat·y sa[egus.rd provided by the rules of procedure that I asked Your Excellency to 
intervene on the last occasion. As I have said, the wisdom of Your Lordship's inter .. 
Tention ~as been amply justified as similar action was justified not very long ago with . 
regard to the Bombay Port-Trust Amendment Bill. My Lord, that I ask Your Excel
lency, a~d I appeal to the wisdom of the member. in charge of the :Bill whom I admire 
for the way in which he tries t~ apprehend every aspect of a question, and whom we 
admire for the way in whi?h he tries to ascertain the views and feelings of all parties to 
see if h~ could deal with them liberally and generously,-! ask him to consider carefully 
whether this demand of the Karachi Municipality is. not a just and fair demand, and 
whether" it does not meet the position which he himself has taken up, viz., that he is 
acting in the intere.sts of the Karachi Port Trust, in the interests of the City of Karachi 
and .safeguard ~~ese in~er~sts efficiently. My Lord, we can secure efficiency without the 
sacr1fice of ~oht~cal prmc1ples. 1 appeal to· Your Excellency and to the member in 
charge of thiS Blll not to go ba~k from election once it has been given. Just as Lord 
Clive said on one occasion, it is absolutely impossible to recede from such a situation ; 
once you have taken a step of that character, there is no possibility of a. retreat from it 
and that is a saying of that great man which applies to political matters as to others~ 
Onc.e you have granted. this rig~t of election to a body like the Karachi Municipality, 
I wlll ask Your Lordshtp to wetgh carefully and considerately whether it is ricrht to 
retrace a step of that sort and then I appeal to Your Lordship and the member in 
charg~, and all members of this Council, that they must not join in taking away from 
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. the Karachi :Municipality one of its two seats and substitute into nomination instead of 
election. The Karachi Municipality itself has come forward and frankly t:>ld you that 
they would be quite content if it is provided that one of the two members who are 
elected at the present time should be a member of the Indian Mercantile co::nmunity . 

.My Lord, I venture to submit that my amendment, which is not based solely upon 
the recommendation of the Karachi Municipality, is an amendment which I myself had 
in mind at the time of the first reading of the Bill. It is a just and fair one, a polit~ally 
wise, and even in practice a measuJ,'e which will secure-it will certainly not harro,-the 
efficiency of the Karachi Port Trust. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The amendment proposed is, to clause 3 of 
section 7 of the said Act after the word ~'two" to insert the words "of whom one at 
least shall be an Indian merchant ". 

The Honourable SHEIKH GHUL.AM HussEIN HIDAYATALLAII spoke as follows:
Your Excellency, if it is not practicable for the two .Associations of merchants to elect 
a member on the Port Trust, the amendment brought forward by my Honourable friend 
Sir PHEROZESHA.H MEHTA will solve the whole situation. We know that the Indian 
merchants of Karachi have the franchise of returning two elected members to the 
l\Iunicipality, that is, we know very well that there are two merchants on the Municipal 
Corporation of Karachi. Therefore it wili be so easy to elect one of them. for the Port 
Trust, and the present amendment of my Honourable friend will fulfil both the 
requirements. It will satisfy the liunicip31ity as well as it will give to the Indian 
mercantile community of Karachi a member by election. Therefore I support the 
amendment. _ · 

. The Honourable 1\Ir. W. L. GRA.UAM spoke as follows :-Your Excelle_ncy, m~ 
Honourable friend Sir PHER:>ZESHA.II ~fEIIra by his present amendment which ha hls 
supported with his usual eloquence and vigour is evidently anxious that the right to elect 
two representatives on the Port Trust should be retained in the hands of the Karachi 
Municipality thereby excluding the Indian mercantile interests from eventually electing 
their own direct representative. We know that at the present time in Karachi there 
are two constituted Indian Comnercial Associations. If, as Sir PHEROZESHA.H 
suggests, only one of these bodies is to be recognised an<\ the Karachi Merchants. 
Association is to return a member tiJ the iort Trust, the other body is left out entirely. 
The Indian Chamber is a snlll holy it is trile but it seeJU hardly fair that they sh'luld 
be denied a vote. 

'rhe Honourable Sir PREROZESHA.II interrupting :-They have been promised some 
representation some time in the future. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I don't want to allow a little conversation going 
on in the Council. · 

I • 

The Honourable :Mr. GRAHAM continuing :·-I understand fro:n what the Honouuble 
Sir PHEROZESHAR has suggested that whilst the t\vo SaltS on the Port Trust should be 
left in the hands of the l!unicipr..lity, o~e of these representatives might be chosen from 
the two members returned by the Karachi Merchants Association to the Municipality· 
By this course he, however, denies Indian merchants tha power of election which would 
be no doubt accorded to them in due time. 
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Representation of India~ mercantile interests on the Trust bas long been desired· 
and it bas undoubtedly been a long standing complaint of the Indian mercantile 
community who are interested in the Trade of the Port that they have ~ot had tlieir own 

·representative on the. Karachi Port Trust. Karachi opinion is, I understand, in favour 
of this and i hope it will not be witheld. Then let this new Chamber win its spurs, let it 
be properly established and consolidated, when, as the Honourable "Member in charge of 
the iill has said, nomination can be turned into election. I beg, therefore, Sir, to 
oppose Sir PREROZESHAR's amendment which I trust will not be carrie.d. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISBNA UP ~BANI spoke as follows :-Your 
·Excellency, it may be open to me as a man outside the Province of Sind, to speak on 
the subject and I beg Your Excellency's leave to say a few words. 

The facts, my Lord, are these. The Karachi Port Trust Act was passed in 1896. 
Under section 5 of that Act the Board was constituted of 11 members of whom not less 
tbnn two were to be Indians. And then otit of these eleven trustees two were to be 

·elected by the Karachi Municipality, and three by the Karachi Chamber of Commerce, 
and ~the rest 'to be nominated by Government, and of these one was to be on behalf of the 
North .. Westem Railway. Since then 27 y·ears have passed, my Lord, and I think the 
time has come when this franchise should be extended, and, I think, it .is too late now for 
us to adopt ~ retrograde course and take away one of the only two seats reserved 
out of 11, for electicn by the whole body of the Indian community. 

If the amendment proposed by the Honourable .:Mr. BBURGRI had been accepted 
there would have been no occasion to move the present amendment. I had hoped that 
it would be accepted in the interests of the Indian mercantile community, becaus~ it is 
pertainly not fair that that community which ·represents the ·commercial interests, not 
only of the City of Karachi but of the whole Province of Sind, should have no right to 
elect any Member, when the European Chamber of Commerce has got a right to ·return 
as many as tl:~ree, and when Government has reserved to it~elf the right to no~inate 5, niy 
Lord, I understand, that out of the 5 seats reserved for nomination not one has fallen to the 
share of an India~ and there have been thus orlly two Indian Members on the Board out of 11. 
I do not think that is a fair representation either for the Municipality or for the Indian 
mercantile community. of the whole Province, and under these circumstances it will be 
but ·only reasonable for Government to retain the two seats that have been given to the 
Municipality for elect~on, and then, as has been prom~ed by the Honourable Mover, to 
allow one more seat for elect~on by the lt:~dian mercantile community. It will be only 
giving three s.eats for the Indian ~ommunity which are not too· many considering the 
whole number. · · · · 

That being the case, ·I pray that we ought to move forward and not go back after 
2S years. If an influential and important body like the Karachi Municipality is 
deprived" of one out of the two seats allowed to it for. election ~nd more particularly 
when it is J>roposed that it should bind itself to eleot for one of those two seats a member 
from the Indian mercantile community, there will be no provision for election by any 
body on behalf of the Indian mercantile community. · · .. · 

Government httve already got 5 seats for nomination and there is no need, I pray, 
to add 'to their number, whereas there is need to have some responsible body to elect a 
Member on behalf of the Indian mercantile commullity~ If ·that right were given to 
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the Indian Chambers of Commerce as suggest~d ~y the Honourabi~. Mr •. BRURGRI, w~ 
need not have supported this amendment, and plight have gone in wit~ the. pr~posai to 
transfer the seat to Government. But as things now stand, we are driven to allow the 
law to remain as it stands and accept Sir PHEROZEsiiAn's amendment which, I think~ will 
Mrve our pnrj>ose as best as possible 1mder the circumstances. And I hope . that as 
promised by the Honourable Mover we shall within a very short time have this right 
extended to the Indian :Mercantile Chambers when they join together. 

With these few remarks i beg very strongly to suppor~ the Honourable Sir 
PHEROZESIIAn's amendment. 

The Honourable :M:ouLviE ~AFIUDDIN Anru:n spoke as follows :...;_Your Excellency~ 
I am entirely in agreement with the principle of having elected Members in prefer· 
ence to nominated Members, and I go so far as to agree with almost every word of mr 
Honourable friend Sir PnEROZESitAH in the matter of election. But notwithstandin(Jt that. 

. . . 0 

I oppose his amendment on this ground, Sir, that this is no compromise at all. If you 
want two seats for the Municipality, say so, that you want two seats for the Municipality .. 
If you want a merchant on the Port 'l'rust, then have a real representative of the 
mercantile community. Let there be a representative body for the merchants. This is 
no comprofl\ise at all • 

.And, :t think, my Honourabie friend Sir Pn:EmozEsHA.H is inconsistent . in hls view 
when he says that all :Members a~e a~ke. An~ o~ one occasion he went so far as: ~~. say 
that lawyers were to be preferred even to merchants, that it would be depriving lawyers 
of the opport~ty of going to th~ ~or~ TrJ?-S~, if you .res~ot the Municipality tq se~d only 
merchants as members. I protest. against it that. Sir PHEROZESllA.H is inconsistent. 
Therefore I -say that this. iS no doubt restriction- on the powers of election of the 
Municipality. Perhaps a lawyer or perhaps a doctor wouid be a bette~ representative 
fu the eyes of the ~unicipality to go to the Por~ Trust than a inercha~t. Then why should 
Sir PHEROZESHAH restrict the .discretion of the Municipality to send a merchant also or a 
doctor to the Port Trust. This is my main ground and I would rather have the promise 
of my Honourable friend _Mr. HILL that when this merchants' association is properly 

. constituted, I would rather have a representative direct of that body on the Port Trust 
than a secondary representative1 a third had representative of the merchants on tbe 
Municipality. 

On these grounds, Sir, I oppose the amendment, although as far as the matter of 
election is concerned, I am in entire agreement with the proposal. 

The Honourable ~Ir. CHIMANLAL H. SETALVAD spoke as follows: -Your 
Excellency, I rise to support the amendment that has been moved by- my Honourable 
friend Sir PBEROZEsHAH. I venture to say that the plea which my Honourable friend 
llr. HILL raised on the last amendment affords the strongest justification for th~ 
present amendment. I would ask the Council to recall what the Honourable :\Ir. HILL 

said on that occasion. As far as I was able to follow him this is what in effect he said 
" Government on principle would certainly prefer election to nomination," and in those 
remarks I understood His Excellency · c~ncurred. Government would do it even now if 
there were a body in Karachi which was considered fit to be given ·the right of election. 
He further said that as soon as ever that time carhe and a properly constituted body 
existed in Karachi for that purpose, Government would tak~ the ·earliest opportunity t~ 
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amentl the Act and give this seat by election to that ~od.y. If that is so, if that -is. the 
real position of Government, I put it to the Council that it affords a strong justificatio:g, . 
to accept the p~esent am~ndment. · 

Government ·are anxious to give this seat by election to a body of merchants as soon 
as ever it: is' properly. constituted in Karachi. Then in the meantime why take the 
retrograde measure of substituting nomination -for election P ·Why not wait for that little 
time till the body is .constituted and allow the Municipality to elect a merchant to a 
seat on the Port Trust? Is not that the best solution of the present difficulty ? 

At present you have a Municipality electing t'Yo :Members. The difficulty is felt 
that a merchant~ not returned by the Municipality to tho Port Trust. You want to 
secure that by giving a seat to the merchants. · The proposal is that because election cann~t 
be resorted to at present in the case of merchants, therefore you want to go in for nomina· 
tion.- But you say as soon ~ ever a proper body is· found qualified to elect you will · 
give it a seat by election. Will it not be better for that short time, instead of resorting 
to nomination, to ask the Municipality w elect a merchant in the manner proposed in 
the amendment P I put it to Your Excellency whether that would not be the better 
course to adopt instead of the retrograde me~nre of substituting nomination for election. 
Because, after all, as my Honourable friend lli. 1InL has put it, whatever arrangement 
is made now, it will be of a tentative character and would only last for·a short while till 
you ·have n proper body formed in Karachi. If that is so, would it not be better to 
adopt the suggestion proposed in the amendment to give an elective seat to the Munici· 
pality to return a Member by election belonging 'to the mercantile community. Atid 
that really ought to meet my Honourable friend Mr. GR ARAlr's objection also. He 
fears, that the acception of this amendment would cut out. the other Chamber alto
gether. In my view it is not so. Whatever you do now is merely temporary, and that 
as ~oon as a proper body is formed, we will give a seat to that body. · 

I again put it to Your Excellency whether under these circumstances it will not be 
more wise, more statesmanlike and more prudent to allow an elective seat to remain an 
elective seat and make it obligatory on the Municipa)Jty to eleot. a merchant, because, · 
after all, as the Honourable :Mr. ~LL has pointed out, this will_ be only a tentative 
m~nr~ · 

The _Honourabl~ Yr. R. P. BARROW spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I would 
<lppose the amendment which has been put in by the Honourable Sir PmmozESHAJI 

llilrr.A.. He spoke of the Honourable Mover's failure, if I remember his words arlaht, 
to obtain, during his visit to Karachi, a correct estimate of public opinion on this p~t. 
Well, Sir, things must have changed v~ considerably since I was in Sind if such a 
thing as public opinion with regard to this particmlar point exists 10 miles out of 
Karachi. I do not believe that there is a soul outside Karachi, who has the sliahtest 
interest in whether the Ka.-r3.chi :Municipality returns two members or one and I cthink 
there are very few people in Karaohi itself exclusive of certain classes which miaht be 
affected by this legislationJ who take any more interest than the man outsid: The 
interest lies entir~y'. I ~ between the Po~ Trust and commercial members. n 
seems to me that 1t lS a mistake to use this shibboleth of '' a retroorade step,, in 
connection with o~ consideration of a petty question. It is a petty ~:~question if w 
take a brOad view of. things ~d my Honourable friend Sir PBEROZESRAR _ himse~ 
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referred to it as.a petty matter. It seems to me a misuse of terms to describe nomina
tion in this instance as a retrograde step. Certainly if we were dealing with such a,- matter 
~s the return of an Honourable ·Member to this Council. it would be a ·retrograde step to: 
substitute nomination for the right of election already granted, but, Sir-I speak without· 
any.desire to· give offence in any quarter-my recollection of affairs 'in Karachi with 
regard to Municipal elections to the Port Trust is that the elections were nothing mol,'~ 
!lOr less than nominations. They were practically arrangements made between the variou& 
groups in the Municipality, and to me .it seems rather absurd to apply to describe them.· 
11s elections. I have not looked up tha old Act, and I cannot be quite sure,' but I believe 
I am correct in sajring that, originally whei). the right of .filling two seats was given. to the·· 
Karachi Municipality, it was intended that the ¥unicipality .should send to the Port· 
Trust persons more or less concerned with business •. And for some. time that was what 
the Municipality did do. · It sent up to the Port Trust members who. were connected in. 
some way with Indian commerce. Then there came a time when the Municipality sent. 
up one and sometimes two pleaders, and my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHA.ll will 
remember that I said that I personally never objected to a legal member sitting on the 
Board; gradually the impression was g~ven that the Municipality preferred to send up 
two pleaders. I believe I am right in saying that of late years at least one of the 
:Municipal nominees has been connected with comme_rce. NC?w when my. Honourable 
friend Sir PHEltOZESHAH asks us to accept his amendment,· he is ·asking us to. put into 
the Act a provision which~was really intended to be put in in the year ;1.886 when the Port 
Trust Act was framed and the right of election was given to the Municipality. I am .not 
sure that that point has not been overlooked by Honourable Members who have argued 
all along so far apparently on the assumption that whomever this member may have to 
look to for his appointment, whether to the Municipality as an elected member or to 
Government as a nomin~ted member, he must be a member · of one of the Associations 

· mentioned. I do not quite know what Government in framing t~s Bill had in view, 
but as I read they propose that some representative of Indian merchants not necessarily a 
member of one of the Associations shall be nominated by Government, and that appears to 
me to give.to the coni.mercial community of Sind a more reasonable chance of being· 
represented on the Port Trust than it has at present or than it would have if the ·amend
ment of my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHA.II MEHTA were a~cepted. .The only question 
which seems to me to be of any importance is this question, .whether the :Municipality 
should elect that representative or whether Government . should nominate him~ . I. am 
strongly of opinion that Government are in a far better position to appoint a man who 
does represent Indian commercial interests than is a body such as the Karachi 
Municipality, which can scare ely expect to keep its deliberations free of party arrangement 
I say that without any desire to give offence to the Municipality or the Port Trust, but 
I do think that party feelings are bound to come into play . and that very often the 
Munici1)al representatives on the Port Trust are appointed rather from party considerations 
than for other reasons. That will be avoided by casting nomination in the hands of 
·Government. I do not think that it is at all right to deal with this question as if it were 
one of withdrawing the right of election. . It is merely a transfer of nomination from one 
body to another. I strongly oppose the ame~dment and hope it will not be passed. 

The Honourable M~. MA.NllORA.NDAS RA:MJI spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
1 do not agree with the amendment proposed by Sir PHEROZESliAll MEliTA ·inasmuch as 
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he proppses to give a. seat· to a merchant elected by the Municipality. The amendment 
is. not clear whether that election would be confined to the Members of the Municipality. 
itself or. would extend to outsiders also. Supposing there is no merchant elected on the· 
¥um~ipal Corporation of Karachi, what is to be done P Is a :Member to be elected from 
outside P There is that difficulty,. 

. Now under the proposed arrangement the Indian mercantile community gets a 
representation by nomination and.we have heard today the intentions of Government 
that the Act is to be revised after a short period and that the franchise is to be extended 
to the proper bodies who can elect their own representatives. I think the proposal is far 
more preferable than the amendment proposed. 

Therefore I oppose the amendment. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESR KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I intended to k~ep silent on this subject, but I cannot withstand the tempta· 
tion of speaking on the subject after having heard the Honourable Mr. BARRow. He in 
foot seems to hold that elections and nominations are p~ctically the same. There may be 
cese.s in which persons elected may sometimes be found to be worse than those nominated, 
bu~ o~ that ground we canno~ really say that we Ehould go in more for nomination than 
for election. · 

. Now fq~ instance, on District Local Boards, Municipalities are required to send their 
repres~ntatives. , And I find cases in which pleaders have been sent by Municipalities to : 
represent· them on Dis¥ct Loca~ ~oards, ,though the work to be done by the District 
Local Board$ co.n~ed the ~1. a~ea. But ~ have. always found these persons coming· 
to serve on.the District ~cal Bo.a~ds to the best of their abilities and trying to be· of ·use·· 
to tb~ bodies by w hicb they are sent ... 

. ' ·- . 

. . . The other· objection that was.l;lrged by my Honourable friend Mr. BARROW was that 
the elected Members were from party ranks. What guarantee is there that the nominated. 
Members would not work. under similar disadvantage P 

· ·The Honourable :Mr. :BARROW (interrupting) :..:....Your Excellency; I rise to a point of. 
order. The Honourable Mem~er is _entirely misinterpreting what I said. I did not say 
that nomina~ed and elected M~mber~ wo~d work on party lines. 

The Honourable_ "Rao B.~~d~ SATHE (continuing) :-I am corrected by my friend 
the Honourable Mr. S~y~.~at they are ele~ted on party lines. I did not properly 
hear the Honourable ~r. ;BARROW •. However, I do not think I should withdraw the· 
statement wJ:tich I haye m~de. In all cases it must be admitted that when once a right 
has be~n given it ought not to be withdrawn unless a strong case has been made out. .All 
these flaws will remain until and unleSs we find that every one who comes from the body 
who woul4 not work on party lines, and my suggestion on this point is that if Govern
ment iS really willing to give the Indian Merchants'. Association .a right to elect their own 
nominee, if that body is formally and legally constituted, would it not- be much better 
io Iea'Ve the section as it is, until that body 'is formed? and if I have rightly understood 
the Honourable Member from Karachi, I believe that such a constitution is under. 
consideration, and it will not be too long before we hear any such body having been 
formally constituted ; and though it would be too much for me to ask ·my Honourable 
friend Sir FREROzESHAH to consider whether he shotJ.ld press the amendment and whether· 
lle should not ask Government to leave the section as it is and wsit until the legally 
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constituted merchants' body is created, sti.ll if I am allowed to mov~ that amendment 
I wou1d ask Your Excellency's permission to delete the .whole claus~ and not to amend 
the section at pr~sent. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Will the Honourable Member send me up his 
amendment, whatever it is ? · . · · . . . 

. . -
Sir PnEROZESIIAR MEHTA:-May I point out to Your Excellency that no amendment 

can be moved on an amendment which is under consideration? . It is only after my 
a~"aendment has been disposed of that my Honourable friend can ask Your Excellency's 
permission to move his amendment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I must inform the ·Honourable Member ·thatl he 
will have the power of voting for or against clause 3, H~s view is to delete. clause 3. 
Very well, he can perfectly well do that. When I move the question as to whether he 
and all other Members who agree With Lim will vote against that clause, that will answer 
his purpose well. 

T.he Honourable Rao Bahadu~ SATHE :-Yes, my Lord. 

The Honourable Mr. 0~ IT. A. lliLr. spoke as follows :'-Your Excellency,-It is 
with very great and sincere regret that I find I am unable to accept my Honourable 
friend Sir PHEROZESHAR's amendment as put in by him, because· I do ·feel that that 
amendment might have been regarded as the correct alteration to effect in section 7" of 
the Act, were it not. for the fact that we propose to do something rather more than 
merely remove one seat from the purview of the :Municipality., and, Sir, in: regretfully 
opposing this amendment, I think it is rather a fortunate circumstance, if I may. refer to 
it, that Your Excellency gave expression yesterday in another place to the cordial desire 
which Government have to co-operate in all matters relating to ·Municipal· Government; 
and, if I am in order, I should like to reiterate that expression for the assurance of my 
Honourable friend Sir PHEROZ.ESHAII :MEHTA and to add to it that it is with no desire on 
the part of Government to do what bas been described as 'disfranchise' the Karachi 
:Municipality of one seat that this 1n:easure has been faken, though that has been made 
the outstanding feature of the discussion. Things as they are, seem to have become 
~;omewhat inflated in thl:l. debate. This matter has lJeen spoken of as though we wera 
dealing with an enactment relating to the Karachi Municipality. We are dealing with 
an enactment relating to the Karachi Port Trust and I suggest that the proper avenue of 
approach is to examine and see whether the measure proposed efficiently subserves the 
interests of the Karachi Port Trust. 'fbat is the first thing. Secondly, by all me:ms let 
us conserve, as far as possible, all rights and privileges inherent in tlie law which was 
primarily designed for rendering the working of the Karachi Port Trust Act efficient. 

Well, Sir (again, if t am in order), I should like to express regret if anyt.bing in my 
pre.vious remarks on the subject of common sense hurt any body's feelingR; · but I think 
it is a csmmon experience that whenever sentiment-and sentiment undoubtedly has 
been nromed in this case-whenever sentiment in India enters into the consideration of 
a 'luestion, it is apt sometimes, not only in India but in England also, to divert attention 
from the true issues, the main issues, which are under discussion and to cause perhaps 
personal feelings, or at all events, say :Municipal feelings, to modify a view which under 
ordinary circumstances one would bold. .Again, Sir, I should like to disclaim having 
laid down any doctrine as to procedure to the members cf this Council. I only com. 

H 41--39 · 
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men ted upon the personnel ente~ing the lists in the disc~ssion. on this Dill ns curious, 
and I venture still to maintain that it was rather curious. 

As I have said, ·sir, I would gladly accept the amendme~t which my Honourable 
friend has put in, which in itself, concerning as it does the principle of ~lection which, 
we all prefer, has an attractive appearance of supplying all that is neede.d. in this case, 
were it not, as I have said, that we propose to go rather further .. The amendment 
which is now bE'fore the Council is really a step in the direction of associating directly 
tte Indian commercial community of Karachi with the administration of the Port Trust 
through an elective representative, as I hope to see in a very short time. It is impossible
! need not go again over the aspect of the qualifications of the existing Associations of 
Karachi-to elect a representative to the Pert Trust now, but I do see, in the fact that this 
agitation has resulted in two Associations apparently and we hope perman.ently turning 
their swords into plough-shares or, perhaps I should say in burying the hatchet, reason 
to hope, that the Indian commercial community will take early step to organise itself in 
such a way as to be able to supply an effective representative of Indian commerce in 
the .near future throua:b election to the Port Trust. Bnt, Sir, I do not think we c1n 

. 0 . 

wait for that event, and it is for that reason that we have to take the unpalatable first 
step of apparently disfranchising the Karachi ::Mtmicipality or rather depriving it of one 
of its two seats on the Port Trust. Incidentally may I remind this Council that Karachi, 
apart from Calcutta, is the only Municipality in India that has the privilege of electing 
a representative to any Port Trust? I have to throw myself on the charity of Your 
Excellency's Council; I admit that I said on the last occasion that there. was no other 
Municipality which bad the privilege of electing a representative to the Port Trust. 
That was an error.- The .Calcutta Municipality elects one representative to the Calcutta 
Port Trust, and Karachi at present elects two. Bombay elects none for the present. 
That is how the matter stands. And so when it came to drafting a measure which 
should aim, as I have pointed out, at, ultimately, by process of election, bringing the 
Karachi commercial community to. a stage at which it could elect representatives to th.e 
Port ·Trust, it at once became apparent that one very simple measure was to tr:msfer 
that second seat which the Karachi Municipality ·alone had to another elective body. 
Unfortun~tely, there is at present no elective bJd.y. We therefore had as a first step to 
remove one of the two 'elected representatives from the Karachi Municipality; and, as 
I have assured my Honourable friend privately and now again wish to assure him 
publicly, the very first opportunity that presents itself, compatible with the efficient 
working of the Port Trost, will be taken to change this seat from a nominated seat into 
an elective seat, and I know that my Honourable friend will not misjudge me on th~ 
ground that this promise is not worth very much as a conciliato~y measure, bec:~use I 
am quite confident that he believes that Your Excellency's Government baR in this 
matter every desire not only to subserv:e the sentiment of the Municipal elective fran~ 
chise; but also to further anything. connected with the true interests of the Municipality 
in every poEsible way. 

The other points, to which I wished to refer, have already been taken up by my
Honourable friend :MoUVIE RAFIUDDIN. It is quite true, and it is a true critidsm of 
my friend's amendment, that his is not the most effective way of getting the best Indian 
comm£rcial opinion represented on the Port Trust. That is really the criticism I make 
of this amendment. The Karachi Municipality is not effectively constituted for the 
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purpose although it has mercantile interests represented on H. It is not constituted with 
a view to have trade representation of the class representing the intercs.ts dealt with by 
the Port Trust.. It is for that reason, Sh·, th&t a diluted representation, as would be · 
secured through my Honourable friend's proposed amendment, would not in my opinion 

·effectively answer the purposes which the Karachi Port Trust have in view in proposing 
their present amendment. 

In these circumstances, Sir, as I have said, it is with very great regret, since I 
sympathise very warmly with the motives which have actuated my Honourable friend in 
making the suggestion, that I find myself compell_ed to ask the C~uncil to negative :it. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH M. MEHTA spoke as follows :-May it please 
Your Ex:cellency,-So far as my Honourable friend MOULVIE RAFIUDDlN is concerned 
I can only say that I am amused by his profession to set up as an apostle of consistency 
and a champion of .}awyers. I think, my Lord, that if you consider· his arguments 
carefully, you will see that instead of being consistent, it is he himself who is ·most 
inconsistent, and is not by any means advocating the interes~s of lawyers. He utterly 
hils to understand what I s::~:id on the last occasion about the cosmopolitan character of 
lawyers. I was n<>t asking on that occasi0n that lawyers should. he pushed in all sorts of 
places, good, bad and indifferent. All that I pointed out was that a hwyer was well 
qualified to sit in judgment on matters, not only which affect law, but all other concerns 
of life, and that if alawyer was returned to the Port Trust,. it was no such bad thing 
as had been attempted to be made out. 

As regards consistency, he says that 41 ·am inoonsistent, because I take away one 
seat 'vhich might have been given to a lawyer and make it compulsory to give it to an 

. Indian merchant. Where the inconsistency crept in, I fail to see, and my Honourable 
friend was not careful enough to point it out to me cle!irly. ].:fy Honourable friend 
Mr. HILL has pointed. out that we were q?nsidering in what way we could best 
promote the efficiency of the Port Trust and the interests which it represents, and it was 
from that point of view that I argued t~at it was far more desirable that the Karachi 
Munidrality, which bas re1)resentatives of the trade and commerce and all other interests 
of the City, would be a far more preferable agency for selecting an Indian Merchant than 
Government themselves. I say they would be in a far better position,-! do not speak 
irreverently,-lJeing in closer touch with the trade and mercantile interests, tl1an ·the 
Government could be, though, as I said, they are assisted by the advice of their own 
officers in Sind. But I think I will leave my Honourable friend lloULVIE RAFIUDDIN 

for the moment alone. 

What has astonished me most, what has amazed me exceedingly, is the speech of 
my Honourable friend .Ur. BARROW. I cannot imagine how my Honourable friend 
Mr. BARROW could have put forward the arguments which he put forward in support 
oi nomination against election, because if you consider it for a single moment, if you 
push his argument to its logical consequence, you would have to go back to the .old 
days, when every member of this Council was put in by nomination and not by election. 
Let him push his arooument, and if nomination, according to him, can worl( fat' more 
efficiently for the p~rpose of selecting people, why was all the trouble to substitute 
election iu place of the old system of nomination P Why do we praise Lord :MORLEY 

and Lord :MINTO and ·I am sure my honourable friend joins in that praise, for the 
reforms which have been introduced in enlarging the scope of election as against 
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nomination. If my· Honourable friend Mr. BAn:n.ow who is generally very fair in these 
matters, will consider this question carefully. he will find out why it is that election is 

' preferred to nomination. '' Oh, " he says, '' party arrangements will be brought in''. 
Well party arrangements exist also in the House of Commons. So abolish the House of. 
Commons and abolish election throughout the British Dominions. My Lord, those are 
not the arguments which can really support the opposition against my little amendment. 
He said it was a sma 11 and a very minor matter, so I said myself, but it is the thin end 

·of the .wedge which is mightier than far more strong endeavours subsequently made. 
It is the recognition cf the principle that election does things better than nomination in 
certain circumstances tha~ requires to be borne in mind in the conduct of all ~unicipa1, 
political and other affairs in this as in ether ·countries in the world. Therefore, . s~all 
as it is, I submit, that it is on account of the p~inciple which is involved in the step 

· which was taken that I venture to put forward the claim,-of what ?-of not even 
bringing in a new roll of election, but of maintaining the elective seat when it .has 
been.once given, rather than relegate it to that.of nomination. 

J.:Iy Lord, I entirely ~grea with my honourable frien1, and I entirely. endorse 'the 
assurance that his desire is, as certainly we know, it is of Your Lordship, to co-operate 
in the work of free municipal and other bodies as much as possible. I entirely accept 
with the very greatest thankfulness that assurance, but my honourable friend reminds 
me of some old lfn€S. For the . purpose d co-operation, he first disfranchises the 

. Karachi Municipality, and that reminds me of those lines which, an accomplished 
scholar as he is, he will probably know ; · 

'' Height meafures he in depth and peace in strife, 
and c~lls all this the poetry of lifa.'' 

.Tben again, my· Lord, this d.isfranc1iliement which he calls the first. step reminds m~ · 
of those popular lines : · 

"It was al~ very well to dissemble your love, 
But why, Oh why, do you kick me downstairs<' 

My Lord, my learnEd friend's dialectic skill which I admire, and I have al\Tays 
admit'ted that it is very great, has tried·to put upon the difficult position he has taken 
up the best ].JOssible pli.ilosop:W,cal interpretation, and he says we ·ought to accept this 
little disfranchisement for a short time because" I assure you that in the near future", 
those ominous words,-'' when the Karachi Port Trwit Bill is taken up for amendment 
ano~her time~ we will see that something is done in the interests· of the Indian 

'.merchants,''. My honourable friend has not told me when it will be found necessary 
to amend next the Karachi Port Trust Bill. Are we sitting in the Legislative Council for 
the purpose of amending and re-amending, and find occasions to bring on amendments and 

.. re-amendments at every session, or are we legislating in such a way as to avoid having 
recourse to early amendments ? If my honourable friend admits that it is desirable 
to obtain by election an Indian merchant to the Port '!'rust. He admits that. All that 
he say~. is that the Indian Merchants Association is not fully representative of the 
I;11dian merchants, and t~erefore it is not quite a sufficiently strong body of Indian 
merchants, and therefore he will not allow even for a short ti.me a representative returned 
by election by the Indian merchanb, and that was the fallacy which unfortunately 
vitiated all 'the arguments of my Honourable friend Mr. M.!inroRA.ND..\S BAMJL I 
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could have understood ~im if be had said' that he insisted on a representative being 
returned by an Indian :Merchants body. I support him wholly in doing that. He takes 
up tbe extraordinary position, because that could not be done, he would rather have a 
Government .nomination than allow the Municipality to return a. member by election. 
That is t~e fallacy of my Honourable friend Mr. MANMOHANDAS RAMJr. It really 
seems to me that my honourable friend really admitted every position that I have taken 
up. If he was prepared to support the .returning of a member of the Indian Merchants 
Association by election to the Port Trust, I would at once .withdraw my amendment and 

. ' . . . . . ' 
I would again remind him, which was a matter lost sight of by ~y Honourable friend 
lli."_GRA.HAY,:-~1 ·am' sorry he is not here),;_(A voice_: He is here). Oh, · He has 
changed his seat. I hope he is nQt hiding, Your· E~c~llency (Laughter). I am almost 
~-~rtain _he. is :ret~act~g h.~s vie)¥~· · · ·· · · ' · ... · 

-Your ;Lordship willsee that.my honourable friend h_as really admitted that position 
that .a member of the Indian -Merchants Associat~on should, if there was a body, 
be elected by that b()dy, but I. will _remind h~~ that he has given no answer to the 
t1rgume;nt which. was.supplied to him by my honourable ~riend from Sinu, vi~ .• that the 
Association has _b-~en recognised, for the purp~se of returning two members to the 
,Karachi Municipalj.ty. Surely, My Lord, if ,a.~ody so cqnstituted. ,has_ been judiciously 
.and legislatively re.cogni~~d for the purpose of r~turning two _members t:> the Karachi 
-Municipality, cannot it be trusted to return one ,member to the Karachi Port Trust? 
No answer has been attempted even to that broad fact staring 1n the face. I say that 
if there is su.ch a body, by all means,-nev~r mind the Karachi l\{unicipality,
the~ let that b.ody be: entrusted With ·the task of returning an. Indian Member of their 
oWn.,selection .. But ifthat· is not so, my _argliment is thiS. My honourable friend has 
. not attempted 'to reply 'to the argument, failing that body, which is better for the 
. purpose of returning :a 1Ilercantile member to the Karachi Port Trust? He says, 
Government, but I venture to say~ no :. im, election by ·a body like the Karachi M:unici-
.pality is ce~tain~y.pre.ferable to that. · ·· ·, · · · · 
I . • ' • '. . • ,•, ' 

Well, _my Honourable. friend Mr. B~RROW. says pa~ty arrangement is coming in • 
. My ~xperience is that .party considerations and various other consideraUons come in 
everywhere, even in Government action,_ and they will come to the end of time, 
but that is no reason why we should not entrust the Kar<ichi Municipality with the task 
of returning to the Port Trust from their members an Indian _merchant whom they 
would select from their close contact and connection far better than Government, 
because, after all, Gov~mment are only advised by some officer, anti just as much party 
arrangements creep in in the case of officials as in that of non-officials. Considerations 
of a. variety of characters, personal and othefli...se, enter into the recommendations even 
of officials. · · · · 

. ' 
My Lord, I have taken up the cause of the mmiicipality, because they haye 

brought this matter before the _Council. On the last occasion we. were told that the 
:Bill should be Jlassed at that very sitting, that public opinion was unanimous, and 
therefore we should ~ot hesitate to take up all the three readings at one stroke. 
Now we know that a large portion of the public differ. My Honourable friend 
llr. BARROW says that public· opinion is no . such thing, there is no such thing . 

. ~ut he forgets that when . we talk of public opinion we don't mean the 
opinion of the world but we mean the general opinion of the people who are ' . 

B 41-40 
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interested in the matter. We always talk of the whole world. What do you mean 
by that P Obviously, those interested in any particular matter, and the public opinion 
of Karachi, of people u ho are interested in the question, has declared itself in a way far 
different from what was tried to be made out on the last occasion, and therefore it seems 
to me that now, following the doctrine which was laid down at the first reading, we 
shoUld really give some hearing, some respect to the declaration of that opinion. 

My Lord, there is one thing which J wish to point out. The Karachi Municipality 
has never been consulted in this matter.. I have a complaint to make against Govern
ment. Was this Bill which, affected their privileges, was it ever referred to them, before 
it was brought into this Council at all ? My honourable friend says it was published 
to the whole world, so that the Karachi Municipality should have seen it and given 
their opinion upon it. But is it not the policy of Government that when bodies ~d. 
communities ar~ ~pecially . affected with regard to any legislation that their attention 
should be special1y invited and their opinion sought P In the case of the Bombay 
;Municipality, we have always been told' we sball consult you'. I know there are lapses. 
Government have their failures of memory, and sometimes a body is not asked their 
opinion about matters affecting it. But in this Council we have always been assured 
that whenever their interests are affected Government would take their views. Now I 
ask whether, with regard to this Bill, the opinion of the Karachi Municipality was ever 
invited. I am assured by all the members that it was never asked to express its opinion 
on the subject. 

~y Lord, I do not care about the result of taking votes, because I am one of those 
who, by a ,long public career of disappointments, have learnt patience and resignation. 
Let the division go in any way it likes, but I 'hope I have done my duty by the· Karachi 
:Municipality and by this Council. 

.His Excellency the PRESIDENT spoke as follows :-My Honourable friend Sir 
PnEROZESRAH MEHTA has, with his usual skill and power of language, made his case as 
strong as he possibly could, and I am sure that Government ·fully appreciate the 
arguments that he has put before us. Now he has asked the Government a definite 
question ·at the conclusion of his remarks, and that was. as to whether this Bill has 
ever been put before the Karachi· Municipality. · My honouraole colleagu3 is not 
perfectly sure with regard to this question, but it will be· within my honourable 
friend's recollection, that we have here the President of tho Karachi Municipality, 
who on the last occasion on which we discussed this Bill, expressed himself to be 
strongly in favour of the Bill as it stands at the present time. I quite appreciate my 
honourable friend's point of view, but if I may say so, he has been discussing :with great 
force and gteat power what is really, rather a small question. I am disinclined t·o 
admit for one moment that! am giving way in favour of nomination as against the 
elective principle. I am in favour, where possible; of the elective principle, and I shouM 
always favour it where it could possibly be introduoed. 

I believe that the main reason for the Government position with regard to this matter 
is this, that on the last two occasions the Karachi Municipality returned two members,. 
neither of whom was a merchant, to the Port Trust. This appears to me. . · 

The Honourable Mr. fuRCHANDRAI interrupting :-Will your. Lordship excuse my 
b:~.terroption, because last time also in deference to your Lordship I did not interru~ 
I should have corrected your Lordship. It was only once and not·twice~ 
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Ris Excellency· the PRESIDENT :-I accept the correction. . There has been an 
occa.Sion at the last election when a merchant was not returned to the Port Trust, and 
it was in order to ensure that this should not occur again that the c~use under disoussion 
was inserted. I am inclined to think that the position which Government have taken 
up at the present time is the sounder and better one, to leave this matter at the present 
time in the hands of the Commissioner, with this assurance, that, when those two !~dian · 
Merchants Associations get together and form one comprehensive organization and are in 
every way a representative body of merchants in the town of Karachi, we will favour• · 
ably consider the matter of their having an elected. member to represent them on the 
Port Trust. But for the moment, I fear we must refuse to accept the amendment 
moved by my Honourable friend Sir PnEROZESIIAH. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHA.H MEHTA. then asked for a division which. resulted 
in 18 for and 28 against. 

The 

·.Ayes. 

Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 
Venkatesh Belvi, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Muha .. 
mad walad Khan Bahadur 
Wali Muhammad Bhurgri, Bar ... 
at· Law. 

The Honourable Sheikh Ghulam 
Hussein .Hidayatallah, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Balkrishna 
Sitaram Kamat. 

The Honourable Sardar Dulaba wa 
Raisingji, Thakor of Kerwada. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Chinu· 
bhai Madhavlal, Bart., C.I.E. 

'l1he Honourable Mr. Lalubhai 
Samaldas Mehta. 

The Honourable Sir Pherozeshah 
Merwanjee Mehta, ~.C.I.E., 
Dar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb Venkat· 
esh Shrini was N aik. 

The Honourable Mr. Raghunath 
Purshottam Paranjpye. 

The Honourable Mr. Gokuldas Kahan· 
das Parekh, LL.B. 

The · Honourable ~Ir. Vithalbhai 
Jhaverbhai Patel, Bar.-at•La\\', 

The Honourable :Ur • .Abdul Hussein 
Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Shri .. 
· niwas "Konher Rodda. 

Noes. 

His Excellency the Right Honourable 
Lord Willingdon of Rattan, 
G.C.LE., Governor of Bombay, 
presiding. 

The Honourable Sir Richard Amph· 
lett Lamb, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr, Claude Hamil• 
ton Archer Hill, C.S.I., C.I.E., 
I.e. s. 

The Honourable 1tfr. Prabhashankar 
. D. Pattani, C.I.E. 

The Honourable the Advocate 
General. 

The Honourable :Moulvie Rafiuddiri 
Ahmad, Bar.-at·Law. 

. The Honourable :Mr. R. P. Barrow, 
l.C.S. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. Curtis, 
C.S.I., I. C. S. 

The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'.Monte, 
M.D., L.R. C.P.(Lond. ), L.M.&S. 

.The Honourable . Mr. .R. · W. L. 
Dunlop, C.I.E. 

The Honourable Sardar Syed Ali El 
Edroos. 

The Honourable· .lir. Kashinath 
Ramchandra Godbole. 

The Honourable :Mr. W. L.~G~aham. 
·The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee Jeej~ 

bhoy, Bart. 



Ayes. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur 

Ganesh Krishna Sathe. 

The Honourable :Mr. Chimanlal Hari
lal Setalvad, LL.B. 
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Noes. 

The Honourable Mr. J. E. C. Jukes, 
I.e. s. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. Navroji Dorabji 
Khandalavala, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. J ehangir H. 
Kothari. 

The Honourable Sardar Bhalchandra
.rao Annasaheb Patwardhan, 
.Chief of Kurundwad (Senior). 

The Honourable Surgeon-General 
R. W. S. Lyons, M.D., I. M.S. 

The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. 
McBain. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur 
Ramanbhai lfahipatram Nil· 
kanth, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. J.P. Orr, C.S.I., 
. I. C. S. 

The Honourable Sir Henry E. E. 
Procter, Kt. 

The Honourable lli. Manmohandas 
Ramji. 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. Sharp. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D. Sheppard, 
C.I.E., I. C. S. 

The Honourable lfr. F. L. Sprott. 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, 
I. C. S. 

The amendment was therefore declared to have been lost. 

· Clauses 3 to 15 were then put and carried. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clausell6. The Honourable Mr. CLAtiDE HILL. 

The .Honourable Mr. c: H. A. HILL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-This 
amendment is purely formal. Clause 16 of the Bill, as it. at present stands, related to 
the deposit of· money, and· reads:-" provided that nothing in this section shall be 
deemed to prohibit an investment in any of \he securities specified in section 20 of the. 
Indian Trusts Act, 1882.'' 

That was taken direct from section S9A of the· Improvement Trust Act as 
introduced by section · 33 of the amending Act passed last year. The same clause 
indentically ·was included in olause 9 of the Bombay Port Trust . Bill this year, 
but in the Select ~Committee it was modified to the words which !now find shape in 
my amendment· and which the Select Committee and the . Gov~rnment regard as an 
improvement upon the original words. The wording of the amended seotion will then 
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read: ''provided that nothing in 'this section shall be deemed to prohibit an investment 
in public securities as defined in section 69; and the said securities shall be held in 
tr~st for the purposes of this Act by the Board.'' · 

The fact of the matter was that when dealin~ with the Improvement Trust Act and 
the Bombay Port Trust Bill, it was ascertained that the specification in section 20 of 
the Indian Trusts Act was not wide enough to cover all possible requirements. This 
is purely a formal amendment so as to bring it into conformity with what has been 
accepted as the proper form for this clause. I beg to propose, therefore, that clause 16 
be amended in the manner which I have just rea4 out. 

. . 
The amendment was then put to the vote and carried. 

In moving the third reading of the Bill No •. III, the Honourable Mr. C. H. A. 
HILL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I have now· 

The Honourable Mr. Hu.tmoves the honour to propose that .Bill No. III of 1913 which has 
tho third reading of the Bill. 

just been passed clause by clause be read· a third time and 
passed into law. 

The debate which we have had and which has centered entirely round clause 3, 
which has ultimately been passed, has been an interesting one, and I think from the 
point of view of those who have advocated the amendment of the section, whether in 
the direction indicated by the Honourable Mr. BHURGRI or by my Honourable friend 
Sir PHEROZESAHJ that. they must feel at all events this satisfactil)n, that they have 
succeeded in extracting from a hypothetically reluctant Government,-although I ven .. 
ture to assure the Council that it is not reluctant,-the' assurance that if we are 
pursuing a ·different road, we are, at all events, aiming at the same goal which they 
have in view and the only reason for our purst:Iing a different road has been that we, 
quite mistakenly perhaps, but at all events in good faith, believe that the road which 
we are taking in this matter conduces mo~e thoroughly to the advantage of the Karachi 
Port Trust and its administration, than the other alternative3, however attractive, which 
have been offered. But I venture, Sir, in proposing that the Bill be read a third time, to 
reiterate that, so far as there has been a difference of opinion, it is a difference of opinion 
simply as to method~, and not as to the aims or objects, and that the aim which has 
been so ably expressed by my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESRAH, ~hough it may 
not again result in swelling the Karachi Municipal representation on the Port Trust, 
will certainly, we hope, lead to the wider spread of the elective system, as applied. to 
general-representation on that body. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The question is that this Bill.be read a third time. 
Bill read a third time, The motion was ilhen put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think perhaps it will be a convenience if we 
adjourn now and meet to-morrow at half past eleven. · 

'Ihe Council then adjourned till11-30 on Saturday, the 14th March 1914. 

By order of His Excellency tlze Bight Honourable tiLe Governor, 

J. NISSIM, 

Io.nba!J, 18th March 1914. 
ll 41-41 

Secretary to the Legislative Council. 
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Journal of the Proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Governor of 
Bombay, assembled under the provisions of the Indian Councils Acts, 
1861 to 1909. 

The Council met at Bombay on Saturday, the 14th March 1914, at 11-30 a,m, 

PRESENT: 

His Excellency the Right Honourable Lord WrLLINGDON of RA.TroN, G.C.I.E., 
Governor of Bombay, presiding. . 

The Honourable Sir RicHARD AMPHLETT LAMB, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., I.O.S. 
The Honourable Mr. CLAUDE HAMILTON ARCHER HILL, C.S.I., C.I.E., I, C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. PRA.BHA.SHANKAR D. PATTANI, C.I.E. 
The Honourable the ADvOCATE GENERAL. · 
The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARRow, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. DATTATRAYA VENKATESH BELVr, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. GHULAM MuHAMMAD walad Khan Bahadur W ALI MuHAM · 

Y.A.D BHURGRI, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. FAZAL:BHOY MEHERALLY CHINOY. 
The Honourable Mr. GEORGE SEYMOUR CuRris, C.S.I., l C. S. 
The Honour!lble Dr. D. A. D'.MoNTE, M.D., L.R.C.P. (Lond.), L.M. & S. 
The Honourable Mr. R. W. L. DuNLoP, C.I.E. · 
The Honourable Sardar SYED ALI EL EnRoos. 
The Honourable :Ur. WHINATH RAMCHANDRA GODBOLE, 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM. 
The Honourable SHEIKH GHULAM HussEIN HrnAYAT.A.LLAH, LL.B, 
The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEEBHOY, BART, 
The Honourable lir. J. E. C. JuKEs, I. C.S. 
The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHNA SrTARAM KAli.A.T. · 
The Honourable Sardar DuLA.:nAwA RAISINGJI, Thakor of Kerwada. 
The Honourable Mr. NAVRoJI DoRABJI KHANDALAWALA, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. JEHANGIR H. KoTHARI. 
The Honourable Sardar BnA.LOHANDRA.RAo .AN.NASAHEB PATWARDHAN, Chief of 

Kurundwad (Senior). • 
The Honourable Surgeon-General R. W. S. LYONS, M.D., I. M.S. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir CHINUDH.A.I MADHA.VLAL, BART., C.I.E, 
The HonouraMe lir. J. A. D~ McBAIN. 
The Honourable Mr. LALUBHAI SAlfALDAS lfEHTA., 
The Honourable Sir PnEROZESHAH 1\IE&WANJE:E .'MEHTA, K.C.I.E., Bar, .. at-Law. 
The Honourable Rao Saheb VENKATESH SnRINIVAS NAIK. 
'!he Honourable Rao Bahadur RAMANBHAI MAIIIPATRAM NrLKANTH, LL.B. 
The Honourable l\1r. J. P. ORR, C.S.I., I. C. S. 
The Honourable :Mr. RAGHUNATH PuRSHOTTA.M P A.RANJPYF. 



The Honourable !Ir. GoKULDA.s KA.HA.NDA.S P A.REKH, LL.B. 
The Honourable !Ir. VITHA.LBllAI J HA. \TERBRA.I P A. TEL, .B.~r.·at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. ABDUL HussEIN ADA.MJI PEERBROY. 
The Honourable Sir HENRY E. E. PROC~ER, Kt. 
The Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDAS RAMJI. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur SnRINIWAS KoNRER Rol>DA. 
'l'he Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH KursnNA. SATHE. 
The Honourable lir. CnruANLAL HARlLA.L SETA.LVA.D, LL.n. 
The Honourable Mr. ·w. H. SHARP. 
The Honourable Mr. W. D. SHEPPARD, C.I.'E., I.C.S. · 
The Honourable :Mr. F. L. SPROTT, 
The Honourable Mr. E. G. TURNER, I.C.S. 
The Honourable :Mr. SnRIDHAR BALKRISHNA. UPASA.NI. 
The Honourable Mr. HA.R.CHA.NDRAI VrsniNDAS~ LL.B. 

' ' 

BILL No. II OF 1914 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
LAND REVENUE CODE,. 1879). · 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, Order. A ·Bill* further to amend the 
·.B~nabay Land Revenue Code, 1879...:...First reading.--The Honourable Sir RrcnA.nD 
LAMB. 

In moving the first ;eading of the :Eill to amend the ·Bombay Land Revenue Code, 
· · the Hono)lrable Sir RlOHARD· A. LAMB spoke as follows :-

The Honourable Sir Richn!d A. You~ Excellency,-This short Bill containing only three 
Lamb moves the first reading. . ·clauses aims in its second (1lause to effect a small amend~ 
ment in section 84 of the Bombay Land Revenue Code. The object is ·to ·supply an 
inadvertent omission in the section as it now stands. ·The first paragraph of that section 
reads ''An annual tenancy shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary ••.•. " (Reads). 
The. second paragraph Eays "that an annual tenancy shall require for its terminQ.tion a 
notice given in writing by the landlorq.'_~ 'l'he intention really was that the annual tenancy 
should require a notice of termination only in those cases where it was nqt ·already 
provided for by the terms of th~ contract between the landlord ·and the tenant. That 
bas been stated in more than one Government resolution, but,· as the Courts of Justice 
have rightly poin'ted out, Government resolutions cannot alter the terms of an enact
~ent, nor can the Courts interpret the terms of an Act in terms. of a Government 
resolution. 'They bave.to apply .th~ Act as it is· actually enacted. We, therefore, now 
proJlose to insert the words.,, in the absence of any special agreement in wl'iting to the 
contrary," so that the second Jlarl!graph of section 84 will read ''an annual tenancy 

· shall, in the absence of any speci~l agreement in writing to the contrary, require for its 
termination a notice given in writing •••• ·,, That will have the effe.ct of removing what 
bas been found in the }last to be a source of decisions which the Courts themselves have 

• regarded as inequitable. ~hey were bound by the terms of the Act to insist that thero 
must be a notice g~veii in writing by the landlord, and that when notice is lacking, even 
though in ter~s of the agreement the parties contemplated a termination, nevertheless 

>~~<The Bill with the Statement of Objects and.Reasous was published in the Bombay Gove,·nmtJnt Gazette, 
• Part VII, dated the 21st Febr~ary 1914, · 
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the tf'nancy had not terminated be:!anse the notice required by the Act had not been 
given. Or course, this amendment applies only to the terms of a contract between a 
landlord and a tenant. It bas nothing to do with the Government, and with the survey 
occupant holding directly .under Government. It affects only the .relations between the 
landlord and the tenant.-

The. third clause of the Bill is intended to provide that the relief given by Govern. 
ment through the system of remissions and suspensions 8hall reach the actual cultivator 
w lten that cultivator is a tenant holding under a superior holder. In the new section 94A 
of the Act, which was recently passedjn this Council, that principle has been recognised 
in the cases where.the superior holder of an alien!).ted village asks Government to take 
over the collection of the revenues of the village on his behalf. That section has provided , 
that where Government, in compliance with an application from such. superior holder, 
directs the Collector to undertske the collection of the revenue of a village on behalf 
of the Inamdar, the suspensions and remissions which· are granted by Government in 
respect of Government lands shall also be applied in respect of the holdings in that 
alieni! ted village. That is a principle that has already been accepted in the instance of 
cases dealt with under section 9:tA. Tbis new section B~A proposes to enact that in all 
cases where Government grants suspension or remission of land revenue to a superior 
holder of an alienated viliage or any other superior holder the Collector may be given 
a discretionary power, not an absolute power, to order a corresponding proportion of the 
land revenue or rent or both due from the tenant to the superior hold.cr to be suspended 
or remitted, as the case may be. The object of course .is to secure t.hat where the 
superior holder is benefited by the suspension or. remis.siori. of r~venue granted by Gov· 
ernment, he_ shall pass on the benefit to the tenant who holds land under him. There 
are cases in which the tenant pays a gross .rent to the landlord. There ar~ cases in which 
the tenant pays the Government assessment plus a rent to the landlord. For this reason 
we have to use the words rent or land revenue, or both, so as to provide both for the cases 
where the tenant pays rent only to the superior holder, the landlord, and for those cases 
where he p9.ys, under the terms of his lease, the land revenue· assessment to Government 
and in addition to that some rent to the landlord. · 

It will be observed that in the second sub-section of the new section 84A there is a 
proviso.. • • (Reads). That of course is necessary. Where the landlord levies his rent 
in the form of a share of the crop, he must continue to take that share, whatever the 
suspension or remissions that he may get in respe:}t of the cash payment he has to make 
to Government on account· of the land revenue. Where the year is a bad year, he 
continues to take his one-half, or one·third or one-quarter, whatever it may be, but the 
year being a bad one, his share is very much less in amount than it would be in a 
normal year. Therefore, it ia not possible to provide that the landlord's proportional 
share of the crop shall be reduced in the years in which suspension or remission is granted 
to him. 

The third and fourth sub-sections of, the new section are consequential on the 
previous two sub-sections, and in the iast sub-section it is said '' that nothing in this 
section shall apply to any land situated in the Province of Sind"-. That is, because the 
conditions in· Sind are totally different from the Presidency. There the system of 

R 41--42 -
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suspensions and remissions, which is followed in the Presidency, is not in force. They 
have under their irrigational system a perfectly distinct system of remissions, which is 
not used in the Presidency and which is suitable to Sind only. These provisions, 
therefore, will not be suitable for Sind. 

Section 84A, as mentioned in the Statement of Objects and Reasons, is on the lines 
of certain sections in the Tenancy .Acts of some other Provinces, fJiz., that of th~ United 
Provinces Act of 1901, the Punjab Tenancy Act of 1887, and the Central Provinces 
Tenancy Act of 1898. We have not in this Presidency found it necessary to enact any 
separate Tenancy Act. We find 'it sufficient from time to time to amend our Land 
Revenue Code by. such a Bill as is now before us"" fo:r improving the conditions of the 
relationship between landlord a~d tenant. I may mention that the Government of 
India, in expressing their consent to the introduqtion of this Bill, indicated that we were 
not quite so strict, quite so drastic even, as the legislators of other provinces have been 
in ~espect of this identical matter. They pointed out that the provisions of the sections 
on the lines on which we are proceeding provide for somewhat more severe terms as 
regards this remission of rent or land revenue in the case of the tenant and the landlord. 
But ·on consideration it appeared to us that the proyisions now before us would. be 
quite sufficient in the conditions of this Presidency. I may mention that, as regards 
Go'Vernment, it is not exactly a paying proposition. We stand to lose a certain amount 
by the enactment of this section. It will be a little difficult" to explain that to those 
who are not fully acquainted with the conditions in alienated villages, and perhaps it 
would be more useful for me to take an example, an imaginary case-imaginary, tha~ is 
to sav, as regards the figures, but taking the conditions as they actually exist in alienated 
villages. In an alienated village· there are a number of subordinate Inamdars: sub
ordinate in the sense ihat they are entirely apart from the Inamda.r, the holde:r of the 
alienated village. They have tht·ir rights from a time anterior. to the grant of the 
village to the Inamdar, and they are known by the m.me of Kadim Inamdar. Now, 
suppose there is an Inam villa~e with a gross _revenue of a thousand rupees, and suppose 
on that thousand rupees the village Imb:I!dar pays to Government a Judi, that is to Fay, 
a quite rent, o( Rs. 150, and that the Kadim Inamdars are entitled to receive Rs. 200, 
,which leaves Rs. 650 to go to the Inamdar of the village. Now, suppose a suspension is 
«tan ted, to the village Imimdar of half the land revenue payable by him to Government. 
Thenhe instead of paying ~s. 150, will have to pay Rs. 75 only. But the Kadim Inam
durs are, under the terms of the!-r Sanad, entitled to receive the whole of the Rs. 200 which 
is due to them on their Kadim Inams. That amount would have to b9 paid by Govern
ment, whatever suspension or remission may be granted to the Village Inamdar. Well, if 
the suspension is one-half; then the revenue or rent payable by the ryots to the bene· 
ficiaries will be QUt down to RP. 425. But the Kadim Inamdar's share of Rs. 200 has got 
to be paid, and the Inamdar's share of Rs. 325, to which he is entitled, has also got 
to be paid. The Kadim Inamdar's claim will have to be paid in full, fiiz., Rs. 200, and 
the Inamdar will be entitled toRs. 325, that is to say, one-half of his share of the revenue 
of the village. Thus the total to be paid is Rs. 525. Out of this Rs. 525 we shall recover 
J:ts. 425 only from the cultivators of the village and the balance of Rs. 100 will have to 
come out of tha coffers of Government. It is estimated rougtJy by the· Commissioners 
that by this enactment Government stands to lose· a bout Rs. 20,000 in a year: Thus 
there is.~ loss which will have to be borne by Government in all cases of the kind 
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that I ha~e been trying to describe.· 'l'herefore, it will be ·quite clear that this Bill 
is aimed, even at the cost of some loss to Government, at securing to the tenant, the 
actual cultivator of the land, the benefit that we give already by our system of 
.suspensions and remissions to the holder of the land shown on the Government records as 
occupant. That is all I have to say in connection with this Bill, and I move that it be 
read a first time. 

The ·Honourable SAYED ALI·EL•EDRoos read the following speech :-Your 
Ex:cellency,-I rise to support the first reading of the Bill. There are two minor difficu] .. 
ties which, I submit, require to be remedied. In the first place, the proposed new 
section 84A. does not provide how to recover the a~ount ordered by th~ Collector to be 
·suspended from a yearly tenant. .The next year the man may not continue to be the 
tenant. In such a case it will be a question how to recover the suspended revenue. 
The second difficulty is that it is likely to inflict great hardship on petty Inamdars, 
Wasifdars, and superior holders who mainly depend upon their sm!t.U income from their 
small holdings for their livelihood. Often times it so happens ·th~t the inferior holder 
.(tenant) is a rich. man able to pay the demand and the superior holder, a poor man, 
woman, or a minor ; and if this fection will ·pass into law, it will affect the rights of 
superior holders to recover thEilir dues so ~uspended as .they cannot· get the a~sistance 
.from section 86 after the expiry of the Revenue. year. Therefore some way should 
be found to save_ such superior holders f~·om the . operation of section 8G. I 
trust the Select Committee to whom this Bill will be referred will see their 
.way· to. remedy' these difficulties. With these remarks I support the first reading 
of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. DATrATRAYA VENKATESR :BELVI· spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-I rise not to djscuss the principle of the Bill, but I do so with a view to 
bring in a motion that the fu~her consideratiou of this important, though short, measur~ 
do stand over for some time, and my reasons are these. 

This is a measure which affects the bulk of the populatiQn of the Presidency. It is 
a measure whic~ affects the interests of everi landholder in the Presidency, more or 
less, and a measure of this kind requires to be very carefully considered by this Council 
after the people of the Presidenoy are given a fair opportunity to consider its details. If 
we look at the days on which the original Bill itself and the translation of it into the 
vernaculars of the Presidency were published, we find that the Bill came to be published 
for the first. time in the Bombay Go'Dernment Gazette on the 21st February 1914. It 
means that the publication of the Bill took place only twenty days ago. "I made 
enquiries yesterday in the office of the Secretary to the Legislative Council as to whether 
the Bill had been translated into the vernaculars, and I was told ·that the translations 
were published only the day before yesterday. :Many copies of the translation into the 
vernaculars of the Presidency have not even reached their destination to-day, and yet 
we are asked to consider this .Bill and to pass its first reading. 

I submit that it is necessary to give the people of the Presidency a fair opportunity 
to consider this measure. It is also· necessary ·for us, as representatives of the people, 
that we should h~ve sufficient time to consult our constituents who are scattered all ove~ 
.the l?residency. We have had no time at all to ascertain the wishes of our constituents, 
and so I submit tliat unless the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill thinks that 
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there is special urgency for passing this Bill immediately, the further consideration of 
this Bill should stand OT"er. 

The Bill, as I said, appears to be a small one, and it is also open to any one to say 
that it embodies a principle which wil1, taken as a whole, operate in favour of the tenant. 
But the real que~tion is whether a favourable view of the Bill will be taken by the' large 
number of people who live upon their land principally~ There are thousands of people 
in this Presidency whose main source of livelihood is their rent from their landed property. 
It is absolutely necessary, in my opinion, to consult them, and I pray that there should 
be no burry in considering this Bill now. My request is thst the further consideration 
of the Bill do stand over to the next meeting of this Council. It may be at Bombay or 
it :may be somewhere else, but all that I am anxious to move is that the further considera
tion of the Bill do stand over for the present • 

. The Honourable Sardar BHALCHANDRARAO ANNASAHEB PATWARDHAN, Chief of 
Kurundwad (Senior), spoke as follows :-Your Excellencyt-It is most desirable that ths 
first reading of this BiU be postponed till the next meeting of the Legislative Council, 
as it affects the yrhole of the Pre.sidenoy. It is but just that we, the Members Qf You:r: 
Excellency's Council, should have ample time to cons~lt those concerned. I wish to 
make the following observations. Regarding the second section of the Bill-

' The Honourable Moulvi R.ul'UDDIN :-I rise to a point of order, Your Excellency. 
An adjournment has been moved, and until that question has been decided, my honour
able friend cannot go into the details of the Bill. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable :Member is supporting th& 
motion for postponement. 

The Honourable the CH!EP OF KURUNDWAD :-I am -supporting the adjournment. 

His Excellency the PJJ.ESIDENT ;-'!'"Order, order. :My ruling on this matter is this. 
The Honourable Member is supporting the motion fo~ postponement and is giving bis 
reasons fer doing so, so I do not think that he is out of order. 

The Honourable the CHIEF OF lruRUNDWAD :-If Your Excellency be not pleased to 
postpone the first reading of the Bill, andi.f my Honourable friend Mr. BELVI is bent 
upon bringing his ~otion for the decision of t4e Council, I wlll postpone my remarks till 
the amendment is discussed. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr~ V ITHAL:BHAI J HA VER:BIIAI f ATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-! rise to support the motion of my Honourable friend Mr. BELVL I am 
surprised to hear from him that the translatio~s Qf the Bill had ·not been published till 
the day before yesterday. Such an important measure as a"Q. amendment to the Land 
Revenue Code, to my min4, requires to be thoroughly brought to the knowledge of the 
people who are concerned with if;. ll, as my Honourable friend Mr. BEL vi puts it, the 
translations were published, really the day before yesterday, surely the people who are far 
away from Bombay have had no opportunity of knowing what actually the Bill is, and 
they had thus certainly no opportunity of representing their views on the Bill to this 
Council, or to Members whom they have ~leoted. Of course, the Bill was published first 
in English, as my honourable friend says, on the 2~~t :¥ebruary. Tha~ too really is a 
very short time. Though the Bill appears to ~P a very' short one, all the same it 
contains provisions which afieet the agricult-qrists of tb~ Presidency, and I therefore 
cordially support my honourable friend's motion. 
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The Honourable Mr. SnRIDIIA:& B!LKRISRNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-! think I need not add much to what our friends have said. This is a Bill 
which, though a short one, affects the whole of the agricultural population of this 
Presidency. That being the case, the publication of the translation only two days aooo 
will certainly not be relied upon as sufficient intimation of the contents of the Bill to the 
vast population that is to be affected by it, and, under the circumstances, we shall not 
lose anything by having the first reading of it postponed to the next session. Even if 
the Bill is now taken up its· operation will not take place before January next and by 
that time we shall be able to h9.ve it passed even if the first reading is now postponed to 
the next Council Sessions. In the meanwhile, there will be time for people to submit 
their representations one way or the other, and we ·shall be in a better position to 
consider its details. It is a Dill drafted on the basis of provisions in force in other 
Presidencies which are comparatively new to us. It is true its principle 'has· to some 
extent been adopted in section 94A of the Land Revenue Code, but the present Bill 
I submit, goes further than that. Thera is, therefore, additional reason to allow time 
to the public to submit their representations on the provisions as ttey stand Jn the Bill 
now drafted. With these few remarks I beg to support my Honourable friend 
:Mr.13ELVI's motion for adjournment. 

The Honourable Mr. G. M. BHURG:&I'spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! beg 
to support ~he motion of my Honourable friend Mr. DELVI. I would suggest that the 
motion should be accepted by Government, and in the meantime Government them· 
selves should circulate the Bill to the land-holders and 'to the different public bodies 
asking them to give their opinions to this Connell. Of course, I only make this sugges
tion, and hope Government will consider it. 

The Honourable M.r. G. S. CURTIS spoke a.s follows :-Your Excellency,-I submit 
. that the question at issue is an old o~e in regard to the proviSions of this Bill. .After 
all, by merely allowing the first reading of the Bill, we do not commit ourselves in any 
way. All that is conceded is that this particular suggestion or suggestions are worthy 
of discussion. 

As Honourable Members have admitted, the principles involved in this Bill are 
already thoroughly well :known and recognised in section 94A of the Land Uevenue 
Code. I venture to think, therefore, that there is a prima facie case that this .Bill should 
receive the first reading, and the principles involved be examined and threshed out in 
the Select CJmmittee formed of many members of this Council who have had experience 
of revenue questions. · 

The Honourable Sardar DuLUA'WA RAISINGBJI, Thakor of Kerwada, spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency,-! should like to make one or two observations in connection 
with this 13ill as it affects the landlords of this Presidency. _ 

His Excellency the President :-You can only speak on the motion for adjournment, 
but you cannot speak on the merits of the Bill. 

The Honourable the Thakor of Kerwada :-Yes, My Lord, I am spealdng on the 
motion for adjournment. 

ins Excellency the President :-The Honourable :Member 'is quite clear, I ?ope. 
He can only speak on the motion for adjournment, but he cannot speak on the ments of 
the particular Bill. 
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The Honourable the TMkor of Kerwada :-I· submit, my Lodt that, if the Bill is 
introduced at this meeting, and its further consideration i3 postponed till th9 next 
meeting of the Council, ·I think, that will meet the objection of my Honourable friend 
lli. :BELvi 

The principle of the Bill is undoubtedly a sound one and there has been no difference 
of opinion so far as the principle is concerned, but by postponing discussion till the next 
session, those concerned will get ample time to express their views on the subject. 

The 'Honourable Rao Babadur RAltANBHAI lliRIPA.i:a.ur NILKA:NTH spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency,-! submit that there is nq necessity for postponing the firSt 
reading of this Bill The principle involved in clause 2 of the Bill has been laid down 
in the decisions of Judicial Courts, and clause 3 of the Bill Lrings a measure of relief to 
tenants which it is desirable not to dalay. It is best that the question should be taken 
up before the monsoon se~ in. H there are any objections or criticisms on the Bill, 
they can be threshed out either iri this Council or in the Select Committee. I therefore 
beg to oppose this motion for postponement. 

The Honourable SHEIK GHULA.Y HussEIN Hm!.YATALLA.II spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-! support the motion for postponement on the ground that the usual 
procedure is departed from in this case'! The .usual procedure for every Bill that is 
brought in this Council is that due and sufficient notice is given to the p:uties concerned. 
My Honourable friend Mr. BELVI told us that the Bill originally was printed in English 
on the 21st February, and we know that most people, especially land-holders, do not 
understand English, therefore, they have not been able to read it or to know anything 
about this BilL 

S~comlly, the transiation of the Bill in the V emacular has been published oniy 
two days ago. The object of ·publishing the contents or the amendments of any Bill is 
simply to invite objections from the parties concerned. If they have not been given. 
sufficient time, I do not think they wi~ be in a position to ~nd their objections directly 
to Government or enlighten their representatives about their views. It matters .very 
little whether the Bill will be well threshed out in the Select Committee or not, but all 
the same, the usual procedure ought to be observed and the people concemep. ought to 
be given proper notice. 

The Honourable MoULVm RAFmDDIN An!UD spoke as follows :-Your -Excel
lency,-This is not the first time that an objection has been raised t~ the introduction of 
Bills before they are-properly translated and.before the translations have had time to be 
properly circulated. I hope, Sir, that when the Honourable Member in charge of the 

. Bill gives his e:s:planation, he would enlighten us upon the frequent necessity of Govern ... 
ment for departing from this rule. I do not know why these .translations are made at all 

' ' and why they are published, if sufficient time is not given to the public to read them, and 
as this is not the :first time that the complaint has been made, I would like to know 
from the Honorirable 1\Iembe:r in charge of the :Bill why this practice is frequently 
departed from. 

. The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANEsll KRISIINA SATRE spoke as follows:-Your 
Excelle~cy~-~ rise to support the n:o~on of my Honourable friend llr. BELVJ, and my 
ground IS that 1f we look to the prons1ons of rule 30 · at page ii6 of the Green Book 
(reads the rule)~ it appears that the intention of having this rule preceding the rule 
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nbout the appointment of .the Select Committe~ is to intimate to. the people who .ax:e. 
likely to be affected by the changes to be introduced in this Council, and to give them. 
an opportunity of placing their views before the Select_ Com~ttee. It does. sometimes 
happen, if I am right, that the Bill is carried through in the Select Committee without. 
waiting fo~ such objections. I shall make myself more intelligible. I say that suffi· 
cient time ig not given before the Select Committee meets and disposes of the subject and 
it is therefore right, in my humble opinion, that the people who are likely to be affected 
by the introduction of the Bill ought to get a full opportunity to place their views 
before this Council, and also intimate their views to the . lfembers whom they 
elect to represent their constituencies; and looking at the provisions of the rule it 
seems to me quite clear that the rules intended to give that kind of facility, and if it is· 
so, it is but quite reasonable that the first reading should be postponed and opportunity 
should be given to the people to give their views on this subject. With these few 
remarks I beg to support the motion of my Honourable friend :Mr. BEL VI. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LA~ spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-;-As 
the Council is well aware, I have on more than: one occasion acceded to the motion for 
postponement of the first reading of a Bill when there has appeared good ground fo/ 
such postponement, but) am bound to say that on this occasion there does not appear to. 
me any sufficient ground. So. far. as I can understand from what has fallen from 
Honourable Members who have spoken, the principle on which .clause 3 of this Bill_is 
based is recognised as a· right and correct one, which ought to be applied. The matter 
of the first reading is a matter of principle only. If, therefore, Honourable Members. 
ara of opinion that the principle of this Bill is sound, there is no ground left for post
poning the first reading of the Bill. It has been stated that the Bill having been published. 
in English only a little more than the ·time prescribed by the rules and having been 
published in vernacular only a few days ago, there has not ·yet been sufficient tiine for' 
nil those affected to be acquainted with the provisions of the BilL That again has nothing 
to do with the principle. If the principle is correct, it does not matter whether in the 
world at large there has been sufficient time to consider the detailed provisions of the· 
Bill. The detailed provision'!! of the Bill are not now in question. The only question 
now before the Council is whether this Bill is correct in principle or not. If it is: 
apparent that it is correct in principle, then I cannot .see aiiy reason why the· first: 
reading should not be taken now. If we take the first readi_ng now, there will 
be sufficient time for those affected to be acquainted with th:e details of the Bill
before the second reading is taken at the next ·meeting of the Council, probably· 
at the end of July. I propose .to move that the Bill shall ba referred to a Select· 
Committee, and I am willing to "ijndertake not to call the 8elect Committee together. 
until the beginning of June when Government will have re-assembl~d. ·in Poona. 
In the· int.erval of three months, I submit to the Council that there will be ample time 
for those who are concem~d ·to st~dy both the English version of the Bill, and a great 
many landlords can do that, without referring t9 the vernacular at all, and even fo~ · 
those who cannot study the Bill in English,. ·to study the vernacular translations 
published a few days ago. I think, there~ore, Sir, that the more correct and perfectly .. 
convenient procedure wil~ be to take the first re:1.ding now on the understanding·.that. 
the Select Committee w.ill meet early in June _and will be.directed to report. in sufficient· 
tim~ for its report to be published at the due. period as prescribed by the rules before ,ths 
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next meeting of this Council ·in Poona at the end of July. I do not think that' I have 
anything tnore to s!ly, except that I observe with some admiration the public spirit 

· shown by the intervention of the members from Sind to which· Province, as I have 
already explained, t4ese clauses will not in the least apply. However, the gallant 
gentlem~n come to the rescue of their compeers in the Presidency proper. In my opinion, 
Sir, this motion should not be accepted and the first r~ading should be passed on the 
understanding which I have given. 

His Excellency. the PRESIDENT spoke as follows ;-I hope that Honourable Members. 
will think that this suggestio:q. is a reasonable compromise with regard to this particular 
question. I entirely sympathise with my Honourable friend Mr • .BEtVI on the general 
grounds on which he moves his motion. For I feel it is extremely important, and 
I think I have said this before to Honourable Members, that people who are 'particularly 

· intereste4 in any Bills should have ample opportunity of reading and knowing their 
. . 

provisions. . 

The Honourable Mr. SATHE has drawn my attention to a clause of our regulations. 
which puts the onus of ensuring this entire on the President. So I am afraid that, if 
there is any fault with regard to this Bill, .it is due to a mistake of the President. But 
feeling strongly as I do, that Bills should be distributed in good time so as to give people· 
interested full opportunity of reading them, I shall endeavour to take every possible 
care in the future that full time is given for their consideration. 

I understanq that the. Honourable Mr • .BELVI's main argument is that the 
Members of the Select Committee will not have time to consider this .Bill carefully and 
to ~now e%actly what its provisions are, but I think that, under the suggestion of my 
Honourable friend, they will have now three months to go into the whole question, and 
smely my Honourable frien4 w~ll think that is a reasonable compromise to ~orne to. 

I think it is a fair thing to say that we all want, I am sure, in this Council to get 
on with our business. The principle of the Bill is well known. Honourable 1lfembers 
will have in the future many opportunities, both in the second reading, in the discussion 
of the cl~uses and in the third reading, of going into the various points of detail with 
regard to ~his Bill, so I very much hqpe that my Honourable friend will allow the first 
readinao of the Bill to be passed. (Hear, Hear.) · 

0 ' 

The Honourable :Mr.· DATTATRAYA VENXATESH .BEL VI spoke as follows :-Your· 
Excellency,-In view of the assurance which has been given to the Council by the· 
Honourable Member in charge of the Bill, and in view of the sympathetic words uttered 
by Your Excellency just now, I do not think I should press my motion. I request leave 
to withdraw it. . 

His Excellency, the PRESIDENT :-The motion for adjournment by leave withdrawn~ 

The Honourable Rao . Saheb V ENKATESH SHRINIWAs N AIK read the folio win 0' 
0 

speech :..-May it please Your Excellency,-! rise not to oppose the amendment 
but to point out a serious inconvenience. that will be felt by the superior holders, 
by the introduction of the new clause 84A, as has been now proposed. On the 
other hand, I have full sympathies with the tillers of the soil, I mean the inferior· 
holders, and fully accord my approval to the principle that the benefits of 
suspensions and remissions granted by Government, at the tin:e of famine and 
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b no difficulty whatsoever. Under the. existing rules that· govern the. suspensions ttnd 
remissions no remission is giv~n in the first y~ar. It is only in cases when there is !~mine 
or scarcity· continuously for three years that remissions are granted. If bad ·year is 
Jollowed by good or average years no remissions .are granted, and the suspended revenue 
is collected possibly within the next three years. A superior holder according to this 
new section will have to suspend the proportionate share of rent due to him possibly f~r 
three years, till Government finally decides either remission or recovery of land revenue 
due to them. In the case. 9f annual tenancy it is quite impossible to recover these · 
suspensions, as there is no certainty that the same tenant continues to cultivate the land 
for the next three years;· after the land revenue and rent are suspended. the tenal,lt may 
relinquish the land,. and thus escape payment of rent when better time comes. The 
superior holder not being certain whether the suspended revenue is to b.e remitted or 
recovered, cannot take any precautionary measures, and chances for him of recovering·. 
such suspended rent after three years, by. ~ivil 'or assistance suits, are very doubtful 
Similar difficulty occurs also if bad years happen to fall during the last three years of 
any tenancy. With regard to the State. demand t~ere is the land-lord responsible to the 
Government whereas the tenant not being attached to the land nor interested in the 
land after the lapse of his tenancy, serious injustice is likely to be caused to the land· 
holder by the insertion of this new section. I therefore suggest that the Seleot Com
mittee to whom the Bill will pass, will introduce some provision to avoid this difficulty. 

The Honourable the CHIEF OF KURUNDWAD read the following speech =~~Iy Lord, 
the object . of clause 84A and its sub-sections as stated in the statement of objects and 
reasons is to secure for tenants and. other inferior holders. a share in the concessions 
granted by Government un~er the rules. for,. the suspensions and remissions of land 
revenue. No doubt the provisions are meant for the good of the tenants and other 
inferior holders. . These provisions will not only fail in achieving the object aimed at, 
but, I am afraid, will produce several other unpleasant results. 

The interference of Government between the landlord and the tenant even though 
meant for the benefit of th~ latter, forebodes no good to them. The provisions embodied 
in the Bill will create aspirations in the mind of the tenant which will never be to his 
benefit. If the superior holder finds that his tenant means to resist his demand for rent, 
t~e fate of the tenant is bound to be eviction from the soil on some pretext or other. 

It is in every respect desirable that the relation of the landlord, and the tenant 
should be cordial. The superior holder does in times of distress and famine help his 
tenant in every way at the sacrifice of his interests even. The superior holder naturally 
desires to improve his land in order that it may yield him a good income; and he has to 
depend on his tenant for all . this. So in my opinion Government inter~erence for t~e 
purpose of protecting the tenant will be harmful in the extreme and will estrange thetr 
relations. It is absolutely necessary that the interest of the landlord and the tenant 
should be one and the same. If Government give any oonoessiom tJ tho superior 
holders, it should leave to the discretion of the landlord whether to extend the same 
toward his tenant or not as at present is the case. 

-In good years tenants do not pay more to the landlord than what is agreed upon 
between them.. In years of scarcity and famine the tenant must pay the . landlord from 
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what he has saved~ If the. superior holder finds bu tenant ~nabla so to do,· it is bet:ter 
to leave him toWs 'mercy- which in ·so cas&s out ·of 1.00 "'nl.befoun·d to have been.~howri . 

. . . Thri p~inciple of proporti~n ~s ~tateif in ~ecti~n S4A. (l)··:wUi,'.in. my opinion, wo~'k 
·heavily against the superior holder. tet us .supp~se for instance that a superior holder 
·leases his Ian~ asse~sed at. Rs. 20 to a tenant at a rent of Rs. 60 per annum. Your 
Excellency will see that I have not taken an exceptional c~se. Now supposing .that 
Government in a year of scarcity iemits its assessment to the extent of one half that 
mearis the superior holder will have to ·pay Rs.lO lnsteaa of. Bs. 20 to Government. ~ut 
the !iuperior holder is bound to give a remission of ·hal£ the rent. to his tenant which 
.m~ans Rs~ 30, tha't is, he will have to suffer a loss ·of Rs. 20which means a good deal 
when ~om pared with his gain. · The Government can safely afford to lose an infinitely 
small portion of its revenue in times of distress, but a superior holder whose only means 
of subsistence 'is his rent cannot, in my .opinion, afford to do the same with regard ·to 
'his tenant. And. the pressure of law to compel him to do so Will tell heavily upon him. 

This is. the .case' with tenants at will ; with r~·spect to :Marashi ryots the provision ' . . 

is likely to do still more harm to the land1or~• Owing to the permanent. tenancy, the 
.l'yot leaves no stone unturned to improve .the land in every way possihl(;} and the 
,benefit he deriv~s in good years enormously outweighs th~ occasional loss in a bad year 

·_and thereby the superior holder not rece~ving every year the Kamal asse~sment, but 
s~me fixed sum, much less than. the Kamal assessment from_ his permanent tenant, will 
be put to great disadvantage by being obliged to ke-ep the ratio of suspensions and 
Temissions as stated in the Bill. '· · 

. . . . 

· ·. To encourage cordial relations between superior and inferior holders is and ought 
:~o be. the object of GovernJ.nent which none can doubt. This provision. will estrange the 
xelations and thereby will be found to wid~ri the gulf between them and vitiate· the 
·()~ject (the good. of the ryot) in the long run. 

. . With respect to the amendment regarding notice~ I quite agree with the Honourable 
:Member in charge. ·· · · • : . 

With these remarks, I support the :first reading of the Bill. · 
~ : 

·The Honourable Mr. Gox.uLDAs KA.iu.NnAs ;p A.RlllKH spoke as follows :-Your 
:Excellency, I am in full sym·vathy with the· principle of this Bill.· I only regret that 
there should ·have been any necessity of placing this measure before the Oouncil. So 
far as I know about big landlords .generally, ~ unde~stand that there i~ always a tendency 
to deal with t~~ tenants ·generously, ~t;td I be~eve . that even without any legislative 
provision ther~: would be really very few cases whe.re the landlord would act' in 
.~pposition to the conditions. under which remissio~s. an~ ~ suspensions are grant~d. 
~bere. may be. some black sheep amongst the landlords,- but in these cases I do not 
think t}ley will be ~oing to the Civil Cou.rt, because: going tQ th~ Ci vii Court means 
eonsi,9.erable -loss of time a~ d. money. . . . 

. ~s rega~ds the Mami~tdarsi un4erstap.d that instr~ctions t~ t.hem}la ;e ~1 ways been that 
tvP:~re re~ssio:n:s and s_usp~nsio~s are tp"ap.ted they_ shouldJ~k~· no action tinder section 83 
of the Land Revenue Code in ~pposition_ to t4_e·o~~d~tions .~ll: .wbich"they are given. . . 

~- . I may, however,. point out some reason why the~ landlords are. ~omewhat anxious to 
try to take steps Jor the purpose of i'eeQvering thc~t' rent. ~ .Yott:o-\pll nGte that' under 
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·section So, which' iS the section· of the Land Revenue Co<;Ie which empowers the Mamlat
-dars and· Revenue authorities to give assistance for the reooveq of d~ ~ither. from 
tenants or inferior holders, the right ~limited to the recovery: of ~ues of a single .rear. 
'If that remedy is not av~ed of during the year, the ma~ wo~d have no.righ~ what~v~ 
to obtain the help of the Revenue Court.. This being the position of things, i sho-aia 
think that, unless there is. a further provision in the Law tor giving relief to such. 
as are prevented by this Bill if it becomes law fr.om recoveri.rig s1lsperided revenue, ib.e 
result would be that they would be put into great ditliculty. An([. therefore, if this 
measure should pass, then l should submit th:J.t there snould be some provision wluch 
would enable landlords ·to obtain the help of the Revenue Court for the recovety of rel).t 
or revenue even after that ye3r, and I think that would be a very just and proper conees· 
sion, because, if they are prevented ~y the mere force of law from recovering their aues, 
they should not lose the benefit of obtaining the help of the Revenue Court. Subsequently 
I hope that this matter will be consid.ered by the Select Committee and the Select Oom· 
mittee will consider whether some change in the provisions of section 86 should not 'be 
made for the purpose of enabling those people who have suspended -the recovery of their 
dues to gi.Te them longer time tO recover them. · 

There is one difficulty which has been. pointed 'out in this ,.Council in referencie .to 
tenants who hold on yearly .leases. In this I do not include cases where the tenant is. 
really holding the same land for a considerable time, but to prevent his acquiring any 
right against the landlord, he passes to him rent-notes from year to year for the payment 
of his rent. In such cases the lands remain the same, the rights remain the same, and. 
the tenant wants to keep his land. All the same I do not t~ the provision of 
this Bill is likely to cause any hardship. But there iS another class of cases, namely, 
those of casual tenants who .come in once or occupy the land for one or two years 

. .and then go away. Cases of thiS kind should also be provided for, because in these cases 
there is not the slightest guarantee to the landlord that he would be able to get his rent 
if he omits to recover it at the time, and this is a matter, I think, that will also have to 
be considered in the Select Committee. An exemption therefore is to be made In the c~e 
-of casual tenants who come in for a short time·:·and ·who, therefore, coUld not have 
those claims which would be derived from regular tenants? Of course there will he 
hardship any way. -At the same, time the Council will have to see whether a mnch 
greater hardship would not be caused by the landlord lo'lin~ all his fight of recovering 
the rent. The landlord has only very few rights to recover.. Those rights can be 
enforced ·only through Re-venue Officers, and in those cases there ought to be sJme 
proTision for safeguarding the rights of the landlord as against people who are merely 
casual tenants. · 

With these observations I support the fi.:r:~t reading of the BilL 

The Honourable the THAKOB. oF KERWADA spake as follows :-Your Excellency, I 
submit that the principle of the Bill is no doubt a very sound one, but there is one little 
omission to which I should like to refe~ and it is this that th·ough it makes it obligatory 

~ . 
on the landlords to givE' corresponding suspensionS and ~emissions to his tenant~ It 
does not provide means nor says, how the amount so suspended could be recovere.d.. It. 
reO'ulates the relations between the landlords and tenauts with regard to suspensiOns 

:::J • 

. and remissions. · 
c . 
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• I submit, Your Excellency, that this amending Act has for its object nothing more 
than what a landlord who bas got at heart the interests of the tenant ought to do. , 

. The Honourable Rao Bahadur RAMANBRAI MA.HIPATRAM NILKANTH spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency, the amendments proposed by this Bill introduce a desirable 
alteration in .the law governing the relations of landlord and tenant. The Land Revenue 
·qod.e,.Section 84, p~ovides that a tenancy, if it is an annual tenancy, s~all not terminate 
~:xoopt at the. end of the financial year. and except. by three months p~evious notice. 
:Qut, where there' is a special oontract between the landlord and the tenant as to when 
the. tenancy shall terminate, there is no reason why the law should step in and say that 
~he tenancy shall not terminate as agreed upon but shall terminate only at the end of 
the. year and that too when notice is given. 

' · . It is necessary that this principle should be carried further in a way which has been 
hinted at. in the Statement of Objects and Reasons, but which is not to be found in th·e 
Bill •. I. mean that when a tenant repudiates the title of the landlord the tenancy ought 
to terminate at once. It is not ~ght that, when the tenant denies his position as such, 
the landlord should be compelled to continu~ the tenancy till the end of the year and t() 
give n.otice of ejectment. A proviso to this effect ought to be added at the end of 
·clause 2 • 

. The provisions of clause 3 of the Bill are fair and equitable. When in a bad year 
the State remits or suspends its demands from the superior ho~der, it is but just that the 
latter should give a corresponding remission or suspension to his inferior holder. It may 
b,e that there may be bard cases. For instance, as pointed out by ·the Honourable th~ 
CRIEP. OP KUB.UNDW AD, there may be cases of permanent tenants who may be making 
·defaults persistently and who ought not to be given the benefit of such remissions or 
suspensions.. Or, as pointed out by the 'Honourable Mr. P.A.REKEI, there mayoe cases of 
casual tenants who cultivate only for a season. But these cases can be dealt with by the 
Government under the discretionary powers given to them under this clause. There 
cannot be hard and fast rules for suoh individual cases which can only be adequately 
provid~ for by th~ · Execut~ve, i. e., by the Collector following the policy laid down by 
Government. 

It has been pointed out. by some Honourable Members that the provisions of elau se 3 
will prevent superior holders who have been compelled to give suspensions from getting • 
t}le assistance of the revenue authorities at the end of the suspensions, as, the period of 
one year during which they can get such assistance will have then elapsed. This, I 
~hink, ought to be remedied and there ought to be a provision to extend in such cases 
the period of limitation. · · 

_With these remarks ~ beg to support the first reading of the Bill. · 

The Honourable Rao :Bahadur SR&INIVAS KoNRER RoDDA spoke a.s follows:
Your Excellency, this Bill though calculated to do immense good to the inferior holders, 
has its. disadvantages also.· . I hope the Select Committee which will no doubt be 
appointed will do justice to the superior holders also. I have seen many cases in whic-h 
superior holders have shown indulgence to the inferior holders by postponing the whol~ 
of. the rent in consideration of the service these inferior holders have done to· the superior · · 
holders, with a. view that thej,land should not be alienated from them. In cases where 
the inferior holder has a house to build, sometimes the rent is not recovered, and the 
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land revenue is not recovered and a large remission is ~also made to them. And 'even 
when there ·are Government remissions, etc., it is true that the inferior . holder has paid 
money to the superior holder. But the inferior holder has in cases of· suspended payment 
to suffer a good deal, as it sometimes tells more· hardly than ·.remission,. because iJ1 one 
year it is suspended, the next year it is collected. Sometimes the produce.is not 
bumper but at the same time double the money is to be paid to Gover:rtment.' In such 
cases too the superior holder has come to the assistance of t~e inferior holder by dis· 
tributing his assessment over a number of years. Such being the case, I hope, that, as 
contemplated in Section 84 the proportion to be fixed should be the same amount as ·the 

. proportion of the · remission or suspension. That propo-rtion may be altered or the 
Collector should have the discretion of fixing a proportion in ·consideration of the 
superior holder having shown some indulgence to the inferior holder .. 

With these remarks I heartily supp~rt the Dill which I am. sure will coma to th·~ 
asistance of poor cultivat~r~. But at the same time if the law· is so ·amended ~s t~ giv~ 
relief to the persons who live on their lands in the recovery of their rent, etc,, ~that will 
be a boon both to the superior and inferior holders. With·· these remarks I support thO: 
first reading of the Bill. · · ·, 

'The Honourable :Mr. NAOROJI DoRABJI KnA.NDALA.VALA spoke· as ·follows :~Your 
Excellency, there is no. doubt that the principle of this Bill will·be recognized as just 
and equitable. When ·Government very considerately comes forward to give remissions 
or postponement of the payment of ·land revenue· to the, supe~ior ·holder, it is but· fai~ 
that the su,Perior holder shoUld in his turn show the same consideration to the'· tena.-:1t. 
To leave the tenant tothe mercy of.the superior holder ·has been found not .. always very 
safe, and in !!everal· cases· there have been compl~ints that the tenants' ire notfairly 
dealt with by the superior holder. Although many superior hol~ers ~re very mindful of 
the great difficulties to which tenants are put when·"tbere is a partial or: entire· fail~re of 
crops, still to make it as sure as possible, Government have taken this measure in ·hand, 
and I think it will be conceded ·that such a measure is very necessary. In cases .where 
there has been an entire failure of crops there will· be no difficulty if ·Government 
granted an entire remission. llut in a ca:se where there is only a partial failure of. crops 
and a suspension is granted, I believe some difficulty will certainly come in, 
because, if the tenant is not one who has been .cultivating the l~d from year to. yea~ 
for a number. of years, that is to .say, who is not generally at.tached to: the land but only: 
comes in now and again and cultivates t~e land for a year or two only and goe~ away, 
and the assessment is only suspended and after one or two years more Government ask 
the superior holder to pay the whole of the suspended assessment owing to there having 
been subsequent good years, and the tenant has gone away . taking. partially the crop 
which he l;lad in the year of suspension, the landlord will have very great difficulty in 
getting anything from tho tenant who is then no more a tenant of the land. I am sure 
the Select Committee will take into proper consideration this difficulty where there has 
only been suspension of land revenue and not entire remission, so that the. superior 
holder may not suffer. 

·I think there will be few other difficulties except in. minor ~etails, and I therefore 
support the firs~ reading of the Bill. · 

R 411-45 
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The Honourable Yr. G. S. CuBTIS spoke as follois :-Your Excellency,-It seem& 
tliat there is a certain amount of confusion in the minds of some of the Honourable 
Members who have SFoken on this Bill. It must be remembered that there are three 
separate ways in which the superior holder may recover his rent from the inferior holder. 
There is first of all one method under section 68 of the Land Revenue Code. In the 
second place the. superior holder may apply· to the Collector or his representative, the 
lU.mlatdar; in the third be may go to the Ciril Court and sue for his rent. Now many 
Honourable Members here who are familiar with revenue questions l"lloW that, until 
a few yea~ ago, the revenue administration of the Bombay Presidency was described as a 
cast-iron one. Government recovered its assessment year in and year out. The principle 
'Which was followed, bas been admirably described by my Honourable friend the Chief of 
Kurundwad, when he said that the landholder bad to pay the full assessment out of his 
surplus produce in a good year :a and to pay the same in a bad year out of w~t. he has 
saved in the previous year. 

Honourable friend Mr. P A.E.EKB; will remember that the old system broke down a 
decade ago, and as a result we now have the system of remissions and suspensions which 
promises to work so well as to be almost automatic. Now it is alleged by my Honomable 
friend Mr. PAREK~ that in a bad year, under the rules now in existence, the llamlatdar 
as the Collector's representative is e:qected to refuse assistance for recovery of more 
than the amount which is held to be due from a tenant in Government villages. I 
r~f1l'et to have to info~ him that. such is not the case. The provisions of the law as 
contained in section 87 are clear. On application being made to the Collector, he shall 
cause a written notice to be served on the in(erior hQJ.4er. Then h~ shall make a 
summary inquiry and shall pass an order for rendering assistance to 'Ul,e superior holder 
for the recovery of such amount, if any, of the rent" or land revenue as appears to him 
upon the evidence before him to be lawfully due. "If the ]and h1. dispute is assessed, 
he shall grant assistance to the extent only of the assessment so fixed upon the said 
land.'' . 

The whole difficulty or the major parl of the difficulty in the present case has arisen out 
cf the terms of section 87. The fact is truit the llimlatdar as the Collector's representa
tive has no option to vary the extent of assistance granted in accordance with the character 
cf the harvest: He is bound, if there is a written agreement and th.e evidence supports it, 
to give his decree for assistance according to the terms granted. Therefore, Sir, as I say, 
as regards section 87, the necessity to amend the law ~snow proposed is obvious. If the 
law is to remain as it is, it will follow that Government officers, as I have frequently 
seen, will find themselves in the invidious position of being worried by the Inamdar on 
the one side, and by the rayot on the other. There are still instances in the Central 
Division where there are arrears of 10, 11 and 12 years still due.. The Inamdars have 
repeatedly been asked by officers to remit these arrears. But they still refuse. 

Quite apart also from cases under section 87, there is the case when the Inam
dar sues in the Civil Court. Obviously, of course, that is not possible for a Civil Court 
to vary · the amount of its decrees in accordance with the character of the harvest. 
The Court can· of course suspend execution, but that only means that the file ·of decree9 
unexecuted goes on steadily rising. Various suggestions have been made with reference 
to the annual tenant. I cannot see that, under the new law, the position of the Inamdar~ 
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with reference to the annual tenant will be worse than it is ~ow. What happens now· ii 
that the annual tenant tills his land and takes his harvest. After the harvest is reaped? 
the annual tenant goes away and.the Iminidar is totally unable to execute tlie decree: 
This alone accounts for a la~ge number of decrees, given by the Mamlatdars ·under 
section 87, to remain unexecuted. But, Eir, I venture to hope that if' the new Jaw does: 
place the Inamdar in a worse position as regards. his annual tenants, it will lead the: 
superior holder to give leases for long periods on a large scale. It is perfectly ·obvious~ 
that the arrangement under which large bodies of tenants are merely tenants-at-Will for· 
short periods is not a good one. They cannot ma~e any improvement in cultJvation, or: 

· .attempt to render the land more permanently profitable for the· purpose of agricultll.re:: 
Obviously as far as possible- it is desirable that the actual tenants of .the· soil. should have· 
the interest in careful tillage and should be, encouraged to improve U by lorig ·leases.; 
1herefore 1 say, Sir, that if this amendment of the law leads to~long leases, I venture tO. 
think, it will be a very good thing. · 

A point has been raised by my Honourable friend, Mr. PAREKH,. with reference to the 
proviso in section 86 and also_ by the Thakore of Kerwada, in reference .t~ the recovery· 
of rents in subsequent years. It certainly was the intention, as I understand, of. the· 
framers of the Bill that the arrears of one year should be· collected in the same. way as 
Government arrears are. Under the rules as they at present exist tho$e are often 
recovered in the second year or the third year. I venture to submit, therefore,. Sir, that 
the principle involved in this Bill is thoroughly equitable, that it .will produce in the 
rotations between the Imtmdar or superior holder and the tenant, an element of equity· 
which is often conspicuously absent at present. In many cases it will save the officers of 
Government from being placed in the unfortunate position of end.eavouring to bully the 
ryots in the famine years into the payment of their rants ; and it will tend generally tei 
peace and harmony. " 

I venture to submit, Sir, therefore, that the Bill be read a first time. 

The Honourable :Mr. DATTATRAYA VENKA.TESH BELVI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, a part of this measure is undoubtedly unexceptionable. Clause 2 which is 
.designed to make it easy for landlords to recover their lands from the possession of their 
tenants without giving notice is obviously desirable. It was said by· one Honourabl~ 
Member here that that clause is imperfect as the wording now stands. His idea was 
that it should also .include a provision to the effect that no notice should be necessary 
.where the title of the landlord is denied. I submit, my Lord, that a reference to any 
standard book on Landords and Tenants will show that where the title of the landlord 
is denied by the tenant, no notice whatever is required by the law under any conditions. 
The tenant becomes liable to be evicted at once if he denies the right or· title . of thEJ 
landlord. Therefore, so far as clause 2 of the Bill is concerned, there is nothing that 
needi to be included in it and that is a sound measure of law. But I cannot say the 
same thing about the principle which clause 3 involves. To my mind clause 3 of the 
Bill covers debatable ground. In the first place it seems to me that the Collector is to be 
armed with special powers to break through the o~ntractual relations subsisting b~twe~n 
the landlord and the tenant, and it seems to me that if clause 3 becomes l~w, It Will 

l:mdoubtedly bring about an estrangement of feeling between the landlord and tho 
tenant in a large number of cases. .In the first place I fail to understand _why the 
landholder who holds his land under a special agreement .. with the Government for a-
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definite period should. be compell~d by law to remit in some cases and to suspe~d ~n ot~er 
cases, the collection of his own rent from his own tenant. I do not sea any JUStificatiOn 
wh~tever for this. The only justification that is pleaded is that the· State itself will be 
pleased to grant· to the landlord a certain amount of remission. · Sometimes the State 
may not give the remission of the whole amount of land reve~ue. . At other times it 
may suspend the collection of land revenue. Du~ we ar~ told ~n thiS clause 3 that, 
simply because Government is please~ to rer~llt a defi~l~e P?rtton of the land re.venue 
payable to it, the landlord will be reqwred 'to g1ve a remiSSion m the same proportion to 
his .te:fiant. It seems . to me that if you read this provision which is embodied in clause 3 
the injustice of this would be quite clear. Suppose .A holds a piece of land assessed at 
Rs. 10, and .t1. lets it o~t to a tenant 11 for 10 years on a rent of Rs. 40. Government 
may.be pleased to give .A. tho remission of Rs. 5 in a year. Then under this clause 3t 

·.A. ·will be ·compelled to give a remission of Rs. 20 .. that is, 50 per cent. to his tenant, 
whereas Government loses only Rs. 5 out of its land revenue.· 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT (interrupting) ;-Order, order. I do not wish to stop 
the Honourable Member. But I hope that he quite understands that we are only talking
of g~ner~l principles and he appears to be taking the Bill rather clause by clause. 

The Honourable .Mr. BEL VI (co~tinuing) :-YQur Excellency, my _point is to show 
that this clause 3 embodies a principle which is obviously .wrong. It seems to me that 

., the principle in the legis]ati~n in the Punjab and in the United Provinces is not 
suitable. to the Bombay .Presidency. (My contention is that the landholder in this· 
:Presidency is the owne~ of the soil and Ore legislature has no right whatever to create 
any. special conditions as between the landholder and his tena~ All that.Government 
may ·fairly say is that the landholder may give the same amount of remission to his 
tenants, the amount that is remitted to· him by Government. If a certain amount is 
remitted to him by Government~ the landlord may fairly be expected to make the same 
remission to the. tenant. If Rs. 10 ~re.·remitted ~o him he may be called upon to remit 
Qnly ~s. 10 ... But the principle emhod.ied in this clause 3 says that the landholder is to 
be required to give a remission which the Collector may in. hi~ discretion sanction. It 
I . . . . 

~;eems to. me that this measure is the first step in the rent law which is perhaps coming 
~nto this Presidency. .We have not got any tenancy Act at present, and it se.ems to me 
~h!lt this is only the thin end of the wedge. I have looked carefully into the provisions 
of the seve~al Acts which have been cited in the Statement of Objects and Reasons. I 
have looked into the provision of section 51 of the Agra Tenancy Act (the United· 
~r?vinces .Act of 1~01), ·and of section 30 of the Punjab Tenancy ActJ and of section 18 of 
· tp.e Central Provinces Tenancy 4ct of 1898. :But I am surprised to find that this measure 
goes much beyond the provisions of these three measures. This measure is intended to be 
much more stringent than all those three Acts. For insta·nce those of my Honourable friends 
who have exa~ed the provisions of those Acts, will not find anything like what is to 
be found at page 2, from the words "provided .•..••••• '', from lines 45 to 51 of this 
J3ill. There is a proviso to sub-clause 2 of clause 3 which reads thus : '' Provided 
that •.• ·. , •.. " There is a proviso here which says that if a landlord recovers his rent 
~ven pa~tially from his tenant after . the Collector gives suspension, . then he runs the 
nsk of .being called. upon to pay the whole amount of his land revenue to the Collector: . 

. :not· only t~~t, but he runs the -risk of being sued by the ten~nt f~r the refund of the 
amount he has collected ~rom hiR tenant, which you won't find in any of the three 
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enactments. Reference has been made.t.Q. a p~rticular difficulty in th~ case ot tenants 
who give up possession after the lap~ ~ a ye~r, or ~o .... 'the ~o?~~~b~~ ~Ir; KH.A.'NDALA.· 
w ALA. has already alluded to the difficl\lt;r: a.nd he. ba~ p9;D;te~ ~ll:~ ~!> t)$ ~oun~il that 
there will be considerable difficulty ~u r.e~overing the a~oun.t ~f ~~~ ~u~p~~de~ rent from 
a tenant who gives up the land at th~ end o~ th~ ye,a_~. In: the case ¢ ~ov~~men~ the 
matter is altogether different. The La~d ~e.v~~~ <?ode sa,ys that~ land Qh~nges hands. 
then, whoever the holder of the land is, ~e i~ re~p9nsib~e fo~ all t~-~ ~a~ilities~ ·~e takes 
it subject to all subsisting liabilities. If ther~ are any arrears ~ll:e t~ ~~ colle~ted, he. 
takes the land subject to all those liabi~ti~s. Now ~h~se conditio~~ d? not pbtain in the 
case of a piece of land which is held priva~ely ~y ~ te~a.nt fr~~ ~ 1~¥dlor~. So my 
submission to this 9ouncil is that this imp~rt~n~ ~il~ -~ cl~use ? ~mboclirs a principle 
which is most objectionable. (We ~ust t~k~ ~nt~ c~ns~4~~~tion ~~e fac~ ~~a.t · there is a 
very large class _of people in this Presiden<?.f whose princip~l source of liveli~ood is their 
rents from their lands~ Here again in the ~as~ of Government . the matter is different 
if Government is plea-sed to remit a portion o~ the land r~y~nu~~ i~ does so, because it 
has numerous other sources of reyenue. B~t thes~ private ~aJ?4holders ha~e practically 
no other sources of r~ven"Q.e·. Eithe~ th~y mpst live on the rent of ~~eir l~nd or they 
must starve. Government has got infinite other sources of revenue and so these 
considerations should weigh with the Oo~ncil a;nd I trust that if t~s me~ure pa;s~ the 
first reading, the SelPct Committee will be very careful in considenpg this measure 
clause by clause to ~e,e that the landlord should .not be called -upon to remit his rent. in 
the same proportion in whic~ ~e~i~sio~· o(1:al:ld r~ve~ue ~given ~o bini by Government.. 

. . .. .. '. . . . - . .... . ·' 

~o far as the principle of cla~se -~ 9£ t9is pl~~~ur~ J~ ~oncerned, I cannot see my 
way to accept this Bill. I ~ave alr~~dy ·-~~d ~~~~ s.o far ~.s the .other .clause~ ·are 
concerned, they afe pw~y fo~:~~ ~nd ~y Q~ ?~s~e_d 'P~hout .di.fflcu}~Y~ · · · · · 

The Honour!lble Mr. Sn:RIDHA.R BA;t;KR~R~:A UP~-~~ ~poke .~ /ollolVs ::-,:-Your 
Excelle~cy,--I think we had gone ,enough ~I;l t~e d~~~ct~Qn th~t ~as n:ee~~d in this respect 
:when we embodied section 94A in the Land ~even~e (G~de only ~st yeiJtr. · This s~bject 
.of granting relief to the tenants .of landholders .was then considered and section 94A 

~ . . . ' - . . .. , . . . . .. .. ... ' ' . ' . . .. 
was en~_cted with the e~pres~ Q.bjec_t :that the relief whi~h Goyernme.nt give.s to h~lders 
_of alienate_d villages in the f~rm ~f susp~nsion p_r .r~missio:J?. should pass to their inferior 
holder~ and not pe ;appropljat~d-w~ol.ly by the ~upe~i<;>r J:lol:ders. .That prinoipl~ was given 
effect to so far as .it was then deemed .necess~ry in .t,he ·cas~ refe:~;red t~ i~ t~e said 
,tsection .94A. .and I do not :know what ~as p!lss~d ~~~e th~n :within .this year to require 
further departure frqm .the provision .t~t :was t4~ embo.died in .the law. The present 
)?ill goes further .and extend~ th~ reli~f to the te~~nt~ of all superior .holders throughout 
the Presidency-proper .w:hether tb~se b~ \lqlq~rs 9f.?!li~na~~d qr u~~enated lands. 

In the Statement of Objects and Reasons it is .stated, the object is to secure for 
·tenants -and other inferior holders a share :in the .concessions granted .by Government 
under the rules for the suspension and remission of land revenue. . That principle,· I think, 
-most -of my Honourable friends ~have . .admitted to,be sound and I will not demur to it, 
but the Bill as it stands provides not for a. mere share .but for something more than a full 
share for the· tenant and we have. to see whether that-would be fair. I have been trying 
.to read the sectio~_~s clo~ely ~~ pos~ible~J~ut I ~av·e-bee~:i.unable to make. out. that it doe~ 
. not go beyond giving effect to the object ~et forth in the ~tatement of Objects and Reasons. 

n 41-46 . · 
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· lhe section as it stands actually runs thus :-
"Whenever from any cause the payment of the whole or any part of the land 

revenue payable by a superior holder in respect of any land is remitted or suspended, 
the Collector, acting under the general or special orders of Government, may, by 
order, remit or suspend, as tbe case may be, the payment to. such superior holder 
of the rent or land revenue, or both, of that land by the inferior holder or holders 
to a~ amount which may bear the same proportion respectively to the whole of the 
rent or land revenue, or both, payable in respect of the land by such inferior 
holder or holders, as the land revenue of which the payment by such superior 
holder has been remitted or suspended bears to the whole of the land revenue 
payable by him in respect of the land. An order pas3ed under this sub-section 
shall no~ be liable to be contested by suit in any Court." 

As bas been pointed out by my Honourable friend, the CniE'F OP KunuND\VAD, thh 
new provision may work more hardship than would probably be suffered by the opera
tion of section 87 of the Land Revenue Cod~ as it stands. Government's object is that 
the inferior holder should have a share of the relief which Government gives to the 
superior holder.· Now the section as it stands 'instead of requiring the superior holder to 
allow: his tenant only a share of what relief he may receive from Government actually 
requires him to allow the ~elief to a. much larger extent than he may himself . receive 
at the hands of Government. Supposing the land is assessed at only Rs.lO and Govern· 
ment remits half the assessment which is Rs. 5 ; now if the land is let for Rs. 30, under 
the section as it stan~ the superior holder will have to remit to his tenant not merely 
Rs. 5 but half the rent due to him, i.e., Rs. 1~ and half the land assessment, i.e., Rs. 5 
more. Thus he will have to allow remission to the amount of Rs. 20, while the remission 
grall:ted to him by Government will be only Rs. 5. I do not think, that it is really the 
object of the framers of the Bill that the tenant should thus receive more than a share 
of the relief which the superior holder may receive from Government and if that be the 
case, I prny that the wording of the new section may be modified so as to make the intention 
clear· so that the E!uperior holder may not be chargeable with liability to allow relief to 
·his tenant to a larger amount than he may himself get at the hands of Government. To 
·require him to co-operate with Government in giving to his tenant, part of the relief which 
he may receive from Government is fair and reasonable but to make him allow it to a larger 
·extent than· he may himself receive will be placmg him in a hard position which his 
individual circumstances will not allow. Government's resources, my Lord, are unlimited 
and when Government itself give relief only to the extent of the amount of the assess· 
·ment, ·would it be fair that the superior holde(should be called upon to give relief to the 
tenant to the extent of three or four times that amount. If that will be the operation of 
-this section, as it stands,· its hardship, I .pray, must be avoided in the interests of the 
superior.holder. By all means make the superior holder liable to give the tenant a share 
of the relief that he may receive from Government or even the whole of it., I do not 
:mind, but what I insist upon is that he should not be asked to grant more relief than 
.what he may himself receive at the hands of Government • 

.Ariother thing which I ·would urge, niy Lord, is that it would be better if the 
operation of this provision be limited only to cases where remission -is allowed because 
·Government will allow remissions only in a year of actual famine, and in that case there 
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will be no hardship in the superior holder being also made to· allow ·corresponding rem is• 
sion of his own dues. But as regards suspensions these, I submit, are now allowed under 
principles which it is difficult to work in the case of all individual superior holders. As 
remarked by myself on a previous: occasion in this Council, the present arrangements 
for the crop valuations are not as s:1tisfactory as would be desired and those valuations, I 
believe, are made on the basis of the extent of the failure of the crops. Formerly the 
policy of Government was to allow suspensions and remi~ions according to the capacity 
of the individual holder to pay. That was found unworkable during the famine of 1900· 
1901 and since then suspensions and remissions have been allowed on the extent of the 
failure of the crops in any particular area as recommended by the Famine Commission. 
Now it happens that in certain tracts, though there may be a general partial failure of 
crops in individual holdings, the crops may be full or may not have failed to tha extent 
to which it may be reasonable to estimate the average failure for the whole tract. In 
such cases it would apparently not be necessary to allow remission when the tenant may 
not want or deserve it. It is not possible either' for the Collector or the .Assistant Col
lector to inspect the crops and make the valuation in all individual cases. To avoid this 
hardship it will be better to limit the operation of this section only to such extreme 
seasons where Government may be pleased to allow remissions. I do not know if it . is 
fully realised what hardship will be caused to the superior holders by the operation of 
the new section as it stands if suspensions are allowed under the rules which now apply 
to Government dues. In the case of tenants there is no guarantee that the amount 
suspended will be recovered. The powers 'Which Government commands in ·respect of 
the recovery of its dues are not the same which private landholders possess. Government 
.c!J.n attach immediately his holding and charge 25 per cent. for default in punctual pay~ 
.ment and even.take precautionary measures. Well all this is not possible to private 
landholders. And in this Bill no provision is made that if a superior holder is compelled. 
to allow suspension, he· will be secut'e of the recovery of the amount suspended, even in 
cases where Government recovers its share of revenue from him. Government can 
proceed not o~y against his person but also against his land and his whole property. In 
the case of the tenant the landlord has no security beyond the tenants person for recovery 
of his dues. We know that in many cases it is difficult to· recover anything from the 
·tenant if the crop is once disposed of by him and the enforcement of payment by him is 
delayed. We have heard of cases of Inamdars not being .able to recover a1Teara from 
.1896 until now .. Only lately' very strong measures have been taken to assist the Inamdars 
to recover their dues, but until recently it was difficult for the Inamdars to recover their 
dues punctually. That being the case it will be seen that the private landlord standi in 
a more har~ position as far as recovery of hi$ claims is concerned than Government. If 
he goes to a Court, the tenant is allowed to pay by instalments and as a rule he cannot 
recover his dues as quickly as G:>vemmant can, and the hardship to him is very great. 
I pray, my Lord, that this aspect of the case will be very carefully. kept in mind when 
the Bill is considered in the Select Comnl.ittee. 

Another thing which I beg to point· out, my lord, is this. The section as it stands, · 
gives the Collector the power to remit or suspend payment of the amount dua to the 
superior holder rather than allow this. It will be, I think, better simply to provide that 
in cases where remission or suspension is allowed by Government, the superior holder will 
be bound to allow a proportionate share of the same to the tenant. Now it appears all 
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the credit \till go to the Collector while the superior holder who will actually suffer by 
his dues being remitted or suspended. will not get the credit for the same. This may le!id 
to estrangement between the latter and his tenant which is. not desirable. I know 
Government does not desire it. These strained relations ought not to be allowed and in 
their mutual interests and of fair dealing it .is desirable that the superior holder should 
get the credit for the remission or suspension to be allowed tq the tenant in respect of 
his dues. It is more difficult for the superior holder to tax and harass his tenant than 
in many cases for the tenant to evade the just payment of his dues. Of course on both 
sides there are extreme cases, but on the whole it is much better to leave the parties to 
themselves to take special measures in extreme cases. We have seen in the operation of 
such Acts as the D.ekkhan Agriculturists' Relief Act that it is D:Ot safe nor desirable to 
interfere with the contractual relations between private parties .. They know their affairs 
better than outsiders and now that education is increasing the tenants will be in a bett~r 
position to understand their interests than they bave hitherto been. Even now we find at 
times that. the landlord is at the mercy of the tenant and not the tenant at the mercy of 
the landlord.· Again the section as it stands will apply to all superior holders whethel' 
small or large, and it would be difficult to s11pervise its operation or to counteract or to 
remove the hardship which its operation may cause. Under these circumstances, I 
think, it will be better to limit this provision only to cases where Government is pleased 
to allow remissions in any case. 

(The Honourable Mr. U:PASANI having paused for a few moments,_, the Honourable 
Mr. W. D. SHEPPARD rose to ~ddre·ss the Council, but the Honourable ltfr. UPASANI 

havllig continued, ·the Honourable Mr. SHEPPARD resumed his seat.) 

I want to point ·out only one :more tiling. In the Punjab Act the remission or sns
p·ension to ·the tenant 1s :allowable only up t~ twice the assessment but in our Bill as it stands 
no such limit is placed., ·Now Government itself allows relief only up to the limit of the 
full assessment, and at least that limit should be embodied in this Bill for the Temission 
or suspension to he allowed ·by the superior holder to his tenant. 

With these 'few remarks I beg to support the first reading of this Bill. 

The Honourable M.r. W. D. SHEPEARD spoke as follows :-Your .Excellency, I must 
·apologise .for lraving interr~pted the remarks ·of t~e last speaker. I thought when I rose 
that he.had finished:his remarks. 

I rise ·now to 1tuike ·a few ·remarks in reply to what has 'fallen Irom the 'Honourable 
Mr. ·B~LVI and others. ;They have drawn our attention to the question of remissions 
and :hate argue:d 'that·tt·is not rlght on the ·.Part of 'Government to interfere ·with the 
c:!'ontractual relations existing'between ·private parties, landloros and 'tenants. It ·should 
not· be open ·to· Government to ·come iorward ·and s·ay that given certain conditions a 
remission may be granted by the Collector. With reference to this I -would ask this 
!Council to consider the conditions :under·which·ruone·suc'h remissions will alone be liable 
to be granted. No remission can be allowed· or =is· to be ·allowed until for three consecutive 
years famine conditions.have prevailed thronghout·some particular tract of country and I . 
wOuld ask this Council to consider·what the financial position of an ordinary tenant is likel.Y 
to be in .th~ fourth year following ·these three years in 1which he has obtained nothing from 
his land. The actual result to the tenant we know only too well.from the accumulation of 
·arrears which appear in the books of Imimdars in Inam villages after two .or three years 

. . 



of fanline. I was Collector of Po01ia during some years: of famine -'and T can .tell~ you· 
from my personal expetiencethat the revenue accounts'ofthe ~mimdars became absolutely 
choked with outstanding arrears of which there was no hope of recovery at' all. It is true 
that these accounts have been cleared of ·recent years but this'has ·largely been· done by 
our insisting on remissions and by our using a great deal of p~essure in the collection of 
the rem!linder: I think, Sir, that if this Council will consider the position of the, tenants 
who have had practically no crop at all for three'years, they will b.e ·Jf opinion that it is 
perfectly right that some relief should be given to him .even at the expense of·the 
contractual relations between himself and the landlord. That seems· to me to be the 
only serious point in the discussion of this Bill but 'there are two othe~ matters to which I 
may refer. One is that the assistance of· the Mamlatdar is said to be limited"to one 
year's demand. It seems to me that rent suspended in o~e year· which becomes recover· 
able the next year forms an integral part of that year's demand and will' be leviable in 
the same way as the rent for that year. If this is not so I hopa step~ will be · taken in. 
Select Committee to put the matter right. · · . . · · · · · 

Then there is the questio~ of the Collector's discretion .. I~ do· not quite understand· 
the point of my Honourable friend Mr. Upasani's objection to this provision.in the Bill. .. 
The Bill lays down that the Collector's interf~renoe is optional and not obligatory so that · 
if he declines to exercise the powers given him the ·fact that he has discretion allowed 
him can only eventuate to the benefit of the landlord. I should have · expected ·my · 
Honourable friend to have preferred to see this discretion allowed. · 

· The question of the casual tenant has been disposed · of by the · Honourable· 
Mr. CuRTIS. If the tenant is a casual tenant working only for one year ·the positfon of 
the landlord in regard to him will not be affected by the provisions of· the Bill as· it" is · 
always open to the casual tenant to leave at the end of theyear and .nothing in the Bill 
will a!fect the capacity of tlie landlord to recover his dues. from such a tenant.:· I hope: 
therefore, Sir, that ,this Bill will pass its first reading. · · 

The Honourable Sir RrcnA.RD LA.MB spoke as follows :-Your Excelle~oy,~ithink 
the course of this discussion has shown how very unnecessary was the' motion moved by. 
the Honourable Mr. BE~VI that the first reading of this Bill be postponed.·: · 

I think it has been quite clear to the Members of ·this· Oounoil that landlords :and 
lawyers and landlord-lawyers_;_there are such people-have oome here fully prepared: 
to express their views on the principle of the Bill. · It demonstrates that there· was no· 
need on this ocoa~ion for postponing the diScussion of the first reading of this Bill.• At 
the same time I am grateful to the Members who have spoken for ·indicating ·that: there 
are very good reasons for not referring the Bill to· the Select Committee, immediately· 
after the Session of this Council as I had contemplated~, and that it would ·be wise ·to' 
start the deliberations of the Select Committee after a period has elapsed during which 1 

those outside the Council may have an opportunity of more fully _considering the Bill.· 

Honourable Members will no doubt no~ expect me to make any remarks at aJI a·s to· 
the amendments which have been suggested for introduction in the Bill in the course of 
its passage through the Seledi Committee. ·Those suggestions ·will of course be taken· 
into consideration there and it would be altogether out of place if I as member in charge 
of the Bill ·were now to discuss those suggestions or express_ any' opinion upon· them 
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tJha.teret. They will be brought before the Selee~ Committee and will be threshed out 
th~ and decisions will bQ taken, up:>n them in accords.noa with the opinions of the 
Committee.. There area therefore,. Sir* only a very few points on which I should detain 
the Council with my :remar~ 

In the first p~ce I should like to take the point of the stringency of tha Bill. It 
appears to me that the Honourable Mr. BEL VI cannot have suffi.cient.ly studied the Acts 
to which he says he has referred. As a matter of fact the consequence of the provisions 
of the Act in force in the Central Provinces, is that a landlord levying commuted or 
suspended rent is liable, on the application of the tenant, to a penalty not exceeding 
Rs. 500 or double the amount of the rent, if that exceeds Rs. 500, such penalty being
awarded to the tenant as compensation. I would like to ask the HonourablEt ¥ember 
to con.sldet what provision in our Bill approaches that provision in shinocrency. In the 
Punjab, the maximum penalty which may be imposed by a Revenue Officer of his own 
motion is double the amount of the rent collected and this is refunded to the tenant. 
There again I would like the Honourable Member to consider whether we have any 
Provision in our Bill approaching in stringency to the Punjab .Act. And yet the 
Honourable Member gets up and says that our Bill is much more stringent than what 
is in force in other provinces. It would be well, Sir, it seems to me, if Honourable 
Members took eare to acquaint themselves thoroughly with the subject on which they 
address the Council. Again, I think, the Honourable lli. BEL VI in the course of his 
speech referred to the superior holder being required to remit tha same proportion. I 
be.g your Excellency's leave to draw the attention. of the Council to the fact that the 
words in the section are "w~ch ma!/ bear the same proportion". There is no provision 
~ our. Bill that the landlortl Bllall remit the same proportion as has been remitted to 
him by ()Qvemm.ent. It is only a proyisiou that he should suspend OX' remit a. propo~ 
tion w.lrlcl\ ma!l 'bear thE,\ same proportion as the suspension or remission granted to him 
bears to the revenue due from him. 

I .. sh~d also like to poin~ out in reference to . what the Honourable lir. PAREKH 

said th&tthe whole ~latise ~ discretionary. ~ 

Sir PHEB.OZ.ESHAJI {~terrupting): In whose discretion?. 

SiJ R~CIIA.RD LA.m -(continuing): The words in the Bill a....-e ''the Collecwr 
acting under _the general o:r . special orde~ of Government, may, by order, remit or 
susp~d. '' The discretion is vested ill the Collecwr but express words are used to indicate 
the control of Government in each c;1se on the Collector's discretion, the intention being 
tl;lat. the Qolle_ctor in an or<Unary way should not use that discretion without taking 
the orders of .Government. In the first place when this Act comes into force, I do not 
doubt that. it will be propel;' for the Collector to :report to Government and take 
orders in . each case. As expetience is gained it will then be possible for Government 
to ~e a general order such as is referred to in the clause. T'nat meets, I thiclc, 
the case which has been raised of some landlords being very good landlords and 
granting suspensions and remisSions.· I am happy to say that there are such landlords, 
and to them ·of course it would be perfectly unnecessary to apply the prorl.sions 
of this clause.. But, as the Honourable Mr. F .AltEKH said, there :may . be some 
black~ ·sheep · among the landlords-I am sorry to· say that ther~ are many landlords 
'\\·h.O refuse, whatever the calamities of the year may be, whatever the calamities 
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year · after year may be, to wipe off, suspend or to rep1it one single· pie , due to 
them from their tenants. Well, I regard those as bad landlords, . and 1 consider 
that the Government is perfectly justified in taking power to . intervene in · the 
case of an e$tate mismanaged by ~ landlord . to that extent.· I submit · therefore 
that where th(} landlord is a good landlord, this clatisa if passed into law. will 
not affect him in the least, :}.nd no ateps will be taken, but where it is found that 
he persistently refuses to grant any sott of relief to the occupants, whatever the calami· 
ties ID.8Y be and however much the relief granted to him by· Government, there it will_ 
be proper for the Collector to take orders from Government regarding what proportion of· 
the suspension or re~sion granted to the landlord shall be passed on to the tenant, Sir, 
I arn happy to observe that the principle of the Bill was accepted by all, except one or 
two. I do not think, Sir, that it is necessary for me to detain the Council with any 
further remarks on the subject, those that I have just mentioned being the principal 
points which I have noted as calling for a reply. The motion that ·I have to ·move is 
that this Bill be read a first time. · 

His Excellency the .PJtESIDElJT spoke as follows :..-Frankly I must admit to 
Honourable :Members that I do not feel I am in a position at present to speak on such 
rather intricate JD,atters as the land revenue system, but I can assure Honourable 
Members that to me this debate bas been-and I hope to all Honourable Members~ne of 
considerable intetest. What has been a very great satisfaction to me has been to listen 
to, for the most part, short and business-like speeches giving useful information and 
offering criticisms on certain points with regard to the provisions of the Bill. I feel 
quite sure that this Council and the Seleot Committee when it comes to sit will take the3e 
·speeches and the criticisms into full consideration, and I trust that the result may be a 
fair and just measure both to the landlord and the tenant and to Government itself. 

Bill J:ead a first time. 
The motion for the first reading of the Bill was then put 

to the vote and carried, 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LA.MB spoke as follows :-With your Excellency's. 
permission I propose that this Bill be referred to a Select Committee with instructions 
to report by the 20th of June. I have mentioned that date in view of the undertaking 
which I gave that the Select Committee should not be asked to consider the ·Bill until 
Government have a,sembled at FoomJ.. I think that, after our assembl~ng_there, by the 
20th of June they will have had time to consider the Bill and get out their report in time 
if there be any amendments, before the meeting of this Council, which is likely to be 
held towards the end of July. I propose, Sir, that the Bill be referral to a Select 
Committee, with instructions to report by the 20th· of J una, consisting of 

' . . . 
The Honourable Mr. P AREKll and the Honourable .the THAKOR of KBRW ADA from 

the Northern DiviSion, the Honourable the CaiE:P of Ku:a.uNDWAD and the Honourable 
Mr. KAnt from the Central Division, the Honourable Mr. BEL VI and the Honourable 
Rao Saheb NAIK from the Southern Division, and the Honourable Mr. BARROW, the 
llonourable Mr. CURTIS and myself. . 

· His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The motion is that this Bill be referred to a Sel~ct 
Committee who are to report by June the 20th. The names will be as read by my 
Honourable Colleague. 
· Bill teferred · tQ a Select 

Cominittee, 
The motion was put to the vote and carried·. 
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BILL NO. VI OF 1912: (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE LEVY OF.· A CESS. 
· · ·FROl\f THE MUSSALMAN LANDHOLDERS IN SIND FOR. THE PROMO· 

· · TION; 0~. EDUC~TION IN. THAT. COMMUNITY). · 

Hi~: E~cel~cncy th~. PRESIDENT :.;_The next item on the agenda is, a 13ill to provide· 
for.the levy of a cess from the Mussalman landholders in Sind for the promotion of 
education in that 'community..:....The Honourable Mr. BnuRGRI. 

. . . 

The Honourable Mr. G. :M. 13nuRGRI spoke as follows :~Y~ur Excellency, since 
introducing this l3ill into this Council there has been.unfodunately a d~fference of opinion 
am~ng some of my landlord .. fri~nds and the~efore I have been obliged to say, though I 
may in£o~m the Council that at an early date I hope to obtain the support of my friends,. 
that a~ p~~sent I am unable to go on. with the Bill and I now propose tp ask for an 
adjournment sine die, so that when the Bill is thoroughly digested by the people concerned· 
we can prq~ee~ ~ith.it. . Therefore I have brought this motion to get an adjournment 
and I ask the Council to accept it. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :.:....The question is that the consideration of this Bill 
be now adjourned ·sine die. 

The Hop.ourable Sir PnEROZESRAR MEHTA :-I would advise my Honourable friend 
-~lo withd~aw the· Bill for the present. One does not like this :uractice of bringing l3ills 
forward and hang them over tlie heads of members of this Connell for an indefinite 
period. I think the better course is that the Bill under those circumstances should be . 
withdrawn, but, if opinion is matured infav~ur of the principles of the l3ill after a certain 
time,'then the :Honourable Memb.er. ca~ again come before the ~ouncil and· obtain· 
perinission to·in~roduce.it. 1 think it is undesirable to f?llow the practice of adjour~ng 
Bills sine die. · - ' · · 

·His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Is the Honoura~le Member prepared to accept 
that? . Gov.ernment also thinks that it will be the better way. 

' I I .. : ' ' 

. The Honourable Mr. BnuRGBI .:-Very well, my. Lord, I accept that •. 
I • .f • ' 

·,His ;Excellency th~ PRESIDENT :-The. question is that this Bill may. now be. 
withdraw:n. . . · . · .. 

Bill withdrawn. ~ The ~otion.was put to the vote and carried. 

BILL N,O .. IX OF1912 (AN ACT. FURTHER TO AMEND. 
. . THE BOMBAY TRAMWAYS ACT, 1874). . 

' ' . 

• 
· The .Honourable :Mr. P. D •. PATTANI . then moved for the first reading of the Bill 

. further to amend the Eombay Tramways Act. He said :-The. 
Bill to .. amend .the Bombay. Tramways Act, 1874, of which I 

am.about to propose the :first reading, w.as introduced by publication over the signature 
of the Honourable :Mr. CRA.UBAL in July 1912, but it was not. proceeded. with at 
that time owing. to certain representations which :were received against it relating 

· to the application of the .. Bill to .the ·Trat:nways D,ep6t on the ,Colaba Causeway. These 
representations as well as the reply of the :Managing Director of the Tramways Company 
have been printed and supplied to all the Honourable members of this Council. The 

· ·object of the Bill is to give the grantees statutory protection against actions at law to, 

First Reading. 
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restrain them frorri carrying out necessary overhauling aiul raptirs, in other -words ·to 
prevent the Courts· from issuing an injunction directing the Tramways-to stop altogether 
such overhauling work at the places in question. As to the need for legislation of this 
naturo the Managing Director could not refer to any Indian Act, but brought to the 
notice of Government no less than 16 English Acts d~a~irl.g with Tramways, Electrio 
Supply, etc., which contain pr?visions generally on t~e lines. of those contained. in 'the 
present Bill Government did not a_nticipate opposition to the Bill nor, in fact, have 
there been any representations ~gllinst it except so far as it relates. to the Oolaba Depot. 
It is necess1ry, therefore, to refe'r briefly to the abovementioned representations which 
were received in connection with the Colaba Depot. These representations were received 
from the -Secretary of the Bbmbay. Port T~ust, -the ·secretary . of the lhmbay 
Improvement Trust, His Excellency Sir A. E. BETHELL, the late Naval Oo~mander-iu..; 
Chief, the Rev. Mr. EDWARDS, and other residents of the Oolaba Causeway. The views 
expressed by the latter petitioners are similar to those expressed by . the Secretaries· of 
the Port Trust and Improvement Trust, and the Trusts may, therefore, I think, be taken 
as representing the views of the remai~ing petitioners. Now since the first introduction 
of the Bill the Tramway. Company have, it is believed, partly by their explanation and 
partly by proposed additions· to the Bill, met the opposition of tha Trusts, at any rate to 
the first reading of the Bill. The additions which Government propose to recommend in 
the Bill as published are contained in the provisos to the new section 3A, which have 
also been sent to the Honourab~e members. These provisos state that :- • 

(I) After 1st January, 1917; the Oolaba Depot shall no longer .be used for. heavy 
repairs but only for light and emergent .repair~, and {II) From now up to the 1st 
J~uary, 1917, such heavy repairs as must necessarily be carried out at the Oolaba DepOt 
shall be effected -only between the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 .. 30 p. m. The reason why the ·1st 
January, 1917, has been selected is ~hat the Managing Director informs Government that 
that is the earliest date by which the workshop can be transferred· from the Oolaba ·Depot 
to the north of the Island. The Bombay Municipality were also consulted regarJing the 
Bill and their reply seems to indicate that they regard it favourably. They had only one 
slight alteration to propose in the Bill, which has been entered as a proviso to the new 
section 4A to be inserted by the Bill. Turning to the explanation given by the 
Managing Director, I would draw the attention of llonourable members to the Managing 
Director's letter No. 398, dated 15th Janu:1.ry, 1913, which is among the printei p1pers 
supplied to them, and which explains in detail the necessity for a Bill of this natm~e. In 
paragraph 4 of the letter Mr. Remington refers particularly to the representation of His 
Excellency the Naval Commander-in-Chief, and shows that there will not be an increase 
of the nuisance resulting from the repairing works at the Oolaba Dep6t. In fact, ~fter 

1st January, 1917, there will be less noise at that dep6t than there is at pre~ent. 

When the Bill is read a first time it is proposed to refer it to a Select Committee,. of 
which I intend to propose that the Hon.:lurable Mr. SPROTr and represimtativas of the 
Improvement Trust, the Municipality and the general public, shall be members. So that 
if additional safeguards are necessary the Select Committee will be able to introiu~e them. 
I may adu that the proposfld proviso3 have not' been actually ,included in the Bill, 
because, when a Bill has once been introduced, the Local Government cannot alter it 
without a further reference to the Government of India; but the Select Com :nit tee can 
do so. Government propose, th.erefore, to place these provisos before the Select 
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Committee !or their favourable consideration. The Dill as amended by the Select 
Committee will, of course, be considered further by the Legislative Council at their next 
meeting. The safeguards against any nuisance to the Colaba public resulting from the 
Bill are therefore :-

(1) The addition of the propcsed p~ov·1.ns; 
(II) The explanation given by the Tramways Company whieh shows that there 

will be no increase in the noise at the Colaba Depot; . 
. (III) The fact that the representatives on the Tnnts will be members of the Select 

Committee ; . 
(IV) The Bill as amende:! by the Select Committee will again come before the 

Council for their consideration. 

I think, therefore, that Council will agree that the Bill may now safely be read a 
:first tim~; and I propose its first reading accordingly. 

The Honourable Sir PBEBOZE8HAU: M. lliHTA spoke as follows ~May it please 
Your Ex'Jellency, so far as the Corporation is concerned we very carefully co~sidered 
this Bill and referred it to a special Co~niittee, and wme of the ~epresentations about 
which the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill has spoken were placed before that 
Committee and carefully considered. We ourselves, members of the Committee, went 
into the locality and saw how the matter lay, and came to the conclusion that in the 
interests of t'he public it is. desirable that the main princip1es for which the Managing 
Director of the Tramways Company bad applied should be acceded to with the proviso 
whic;,h will be embodied in the Bill As. my honourable friend Mr. PA'ITA.:t\"1 has pointed 
out, it seems to me that no possible objection can aow be raised either against the 
principles or against the details of the Bill. 

So far as English legislation is cone erned, it is perfectly true that there are various 
Acts iii the English Statute Book relating to this matter, but I can assure my honourable 
friend that we consulted our Solicitors, who scrutinised them, and said that they did not 
go so far as is contended by the Managing Director of the Bombay Tramways Company. 
But leaving those things alone, we considered ihe proposals laid by him before Govern· 
ment on their own merits, and it see.med to the Committee that it would be well if the 
Colaba Workshop were removed within' a definite period to the north of the Island. The 
reco~endations of the Committee were accepted by the Corpontion, and we onri now 
assure Government that, so far as the Corporation is concerned, there will be no objection 
in passing the Bill in the form suggested by my honourable friend in charge. 

The Honourable Mr. F. L. SPROTT spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, the Port 
Trust who objected in the :first instance did so not so much on· principle as in regard to 
the scope of the BilL They considered that its scope '\fas too wide, and that no distinc· 
tion·was made between the work which is to· be done properly in a workshop and the 
work which is to be done in a running shed; without such distinction the bill was such as 
they could not accept. That distinction has now been supplied in the proviso which has 
been agreed to after a considerable discttssion. With that proviso, I think, the rioohts of 

. 0 

both parties are safeguarded, that is to say, the reasonable rights of the tenants and the 
landlords, while it also safeguards the interests of the Tramways Company. With that 
proviso, I &m quite prepared on behalf of the Port Trust to agree to the Fir~t Reading. . . 
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The Honourable Mr. J, P. On:a spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, the Improve• 
ment Trust. acting on the ad vice of their lawyera, objected to this Bill in its present form, 
because it was not made clear that the Bill was not practically amounting to a lioens~ to 
tbe Tramway Company to become a nuisance to their neighbours. T4ere was not any rell 
hardship to the inhabitants of the ImErovement Trust's e~tates from. the way in which 
the work was conducted at the Colaba Causeway Depot for the time being, but the 
Improvement Trust considered it necessary to safeguard their tenants from an extension of 
the Tramway Company's workshops towards the west in the direction of the Trust's estates. 
1 am unable to entirely agree 'with the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill that 
the provisos in the Bill will result i~ comple_tely removing the nuisance cansed by 
work in the Tramway Dep~t. What they seem to effect is to .re1uira that the nuisano9 
which must necessarily result from the heavy work that mnst be done in the Trarnway·· 
Company's workshops shall be reduced to the minimum, and shall not be any more tha1. 
is absolutely necessary for the proper conduct of work in connection with the Tramway 
service. To justify the i~terference of the law- for the assistanc1 of the Tramway 
Company, we have the consideration that the Company are doing an immense amount of 
good to the City of Bombay, and cannot continue to do it unless they are protected by 
law from vexatious proseeutions in conneotion with their workshops which under the best 
management cannot escape being to a certain extent a nuisance to their ·neighbours. 
With t~e provisos we now have, and with the assurance we. have recaived from· the 
Managing Director o~ the Tramways Company t~:J.t the Oornp~ny's C'olaba ~orkshops will 
not be extended further westwards, i. e., ne:trer to the Improvement Trust,s estates, the 
Improvement Trust have authorised me tony that they have no objection to the Bill as 
it now stands. 

The Honourable Mr. PRABllA.SIIA.NKAR D. PATrA.N( spoke as. follows :-Your ~ 
Excellency, after the adoption of the provisos, 'r hai antioipate1 that there would be 
hardly any objection to the acceptance of the Bill in its present form, and those antici· 
pations have been realised. 

I have only one or two remarks to make with regard to what fell from 'my honour .. 
. able 'friend Sir PIIEROZESHAll MERTA. I agree that the English enactments do not 
quite. go to the extent to which i.t is intended to go under our present "Bill.: My attention 
was d,rawn to that fact, and therefore I have taken precautions to say in my opening 
remarks that the provisions of this Bill go "generally, on the lines of the English 
enactments. But I am satisfied to know that the Honourable Member, in spite of that 
slight difference in the provisions, is agreeable to the al3ceptan.ce of the Bill. 

lly honourable friends Mr. Oaa and. Mr~ SPROTT who, it may ba we~l said, :first 
started the opposition, have been quite satisfied with what h!t9 been done by way of 
arranging an amicable settlement. As to the proposal of the Honourable Mr. ORR that 
the workshop should not be extended towards the west, if the Honourable Member is 
very keei:t on it, he being on the Select Committee he will be in a position to bring that 
forward before the Select Committee, and if the Select Committee is satisfied that that 
recommendation should be adopted, I do not anticipate there will ba any ditD.oulty in its 
adoption. With these remarks I move that this Bill be read a first time. 

Bill read a first time. The motion was then put to the vote and oarried. 
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The Honourable Mr: PR!.BR!SIIU-lu.R D. PA.TTL~I :-The First Reading of the 
Bill having been passed, I haTe· now to su(J'(J'est that a Select Com'llittee consistinoo of 

0:::1 !I 

lhe following Members be appointed:-

The Honourable Mr. F. :M. CniNOY, 

The Honourable Mr. R. W. L. D~"'LLP, 
The Honourable Sir JA:nsETJEE JIEJEEDHoY, 

The Honourable Sir P. M.lh:nrA, · 
. %e Honourable lfr. J.P. ORR, 

· ihe Honourable Mr. F. L. SPRorr, and myself, 
with instructions to report within six weeks. 

. . 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Tlie question is that this Bill be referred to a 
Select Committee with instructions to report within six weeks, the names of the members 
being what .you have just heard from· my honourable colleague. 

. . 

Bill_ refer.re4 to a Select Com• l 
•tt . The motion was agree" to. 

m.1 ee. 

·His ·Excellency the PRESIDEXT :-Order, Order. I think perhaps it will br a 
convenience if we adjourn now till say 2-30. 

The Council adjourned till 2-30. 

The Council re-assembled at 2-30 P. ll, after lunch. 
. I 

BILL NO. V OF 1913 (A BILL -.fo PROVIDE FOR THE :ntAXING AND 
_ EXECUTION OF TOWN PL~NING SCHEMES) 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, Order. A Bill to provide for the making 
and execution of Town Pla~ng Schemes, First Reading. The Honoarable lli. CLAUDE. 

IIIILL.-

In moving the First Reading of the Bill to protide for the JD.3king and execution of 
The Honourable Mr. c. H. A.. Town Planning Schemes, the Honourable Mr. C. H. A 

HILL moves the First Reading. liiLL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-After the very 
prolonged remarks which I made last .Dcc.e..l!lber in 

""--·· . .___,_.-
introducing Bill No. V Qf 1913,. I do not_ propQS€( to take up the time of the Council in 
II!Sking a long speech now in moving its first reading. It wi~ be within the recollection 
of Honourable Members t~t last December, partly out of deference to suggestions 
received, it was decided,. in view of the faot that this Bill represented a new departure 
in India, that the motion of the first reading should not then be taken. It might, it is 
true, have. been argued that the taking of the first reading then wa.s merely the aocephnce 
of the general principles underlying the Bill, but I think it was quite reasonably urged 
that the principle underlying it being entirely new, time should be allowed not only to 
Honourable Members of this Council, but also to the Presidency at large, to consider and 
digest its provisions fu order that opportunity might be given, if nece~sary, to .suggest 
modifications in the principles involved. in the BilL Well, Sir, I arp. glad to believe from 
all I have heard, and from informal enquiries made, that there is in fact x:.o feeling 
against the principles underlying this Bill.· Since, a.s I have said, this is the first attempt , 
of its kind to legalise the organised planning of new areas for residentb.l purpo.ses, I think 1 

that is a matter for congratulation to tha drafters of this Bill; and that, incidentally, it I 
somewhat d~tracts from tlie Talidity of a motion which my Honourable friend Mr. GonBoLB 1 

brought fornard when the :Bill was introduced, that it should be entirely recast in order 
to express wlut it was intended to mean. At the same time, I must admit that, 
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when the Bill was introduced three months ago, I was e~tirely new to it, and as I 
admitted on that ·occasion, I found it somewhat difficult to understand, and since then,
thanks to the assistance of Mr. TuRNER and others,-I have gon~ ·very carefully into the 
:Bill again, and when it comes to proposing that it be referred to a Select Committee, I 
fancy that the member who will have the largest number of modifications to propose in 
the Bill as drafted will probably be myself. But none of the amendments touch on the 
essential principles of the Bill, and they make chiefly for clarity and improvement in. 
arrangement. They do, however, as I think will be fo~nd when the Select Committee 
meets, go some way to meet some of the obje_ctions which may be taken prima facie to 
some of the provi~ions of the Bill; for example, such provisions as relate to the finality 
of the decision, of . to the method of appointing the arbitrator, and so forth, and I only 
wish here to say that in respect of those provisions, the changes which will be proposed 
in the- Select Committee will, I think I may say, all be in the direction of greater 
liberalisation, if I may so express it, of the process of formulating final schemes and 
adjudicating on them. 

I do not think, Sir, at this stage 1 need detain the Council longer, but if I may 
for a moment anticipate I. should like to refer to one proposal, which I u_nderstand will 
be made by my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHAR MERTA, without going into the 

·details of it, it has reference, I believe, to the contingency of this Bill being applied to, 
any area within the jurisdiction of the Bombay Corporation. Well, Sir, I can only say 
that in respect of that, every deference will be shown to any suggestions relating to the 
circumstances in which the Bombay Municipality, as local authority, might wish this 
Bill introduced to any part of its dominions, and that I wish in advance to give an 
assurance to this Council that all suggestions will be thankfully received and digested 
by the Select Committee, and that we shall show the utmost readiness to adapt ourselves 
to the needs and requirements of the suggestions that may be received from Honourable 
Members; and I may add that~ there will be many of them invited to serve on the 
Committee. 

The Honourable SHEIKH GRULAM HUSSEIN HIDAYATTALLAR spoke as follows:
Your Excellency,-I quite approve of the principles involved in the Bill, but I see from 
clause 1 "that this Bill shall extend in the first instance to the Island of Salsette, but 
Government may by N otifi.oation in the Bombay Government Gazette apply it to the 
whole or any part of the Presidency ", Therefore, I suggest that all sacred places, 
places of worship and burial grounds should be exempted from the operation of tbis 
:Bill. With these few words I support the first reading of this Bill. 

The Honourable Dr. J1E DEMONTE read the following speech-Your Excellency,-
. I have much pleasure in supporting the motion that the Bill to provide for the making 
and execution of town planning schemes be read for the first time. · I venture to think 
that there can be no two opinions as to the necessity of regulating beforehand the 
construction of new towns and the growth of older ones. For want of such regulation, 
towns have been allowed to rise without any regard to the requirements of sanitary, 
not to mention aesthetic requirements.- When once vested interests have been allowed 
to be acquired, much hardship is naturally caused and a good deal more of heart· 
burning, if such interests have to be interfered with owing to the necessity of town 
improvement. A measure of the kind before us, is, thus, an exemplification of the 
principle that prevention is better ihan cure. Every one should, therefore, accede to 
the principle of. the Bill. The Bill is based mainly on the English Town Planning Act, 

R 41-49 
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and I trust all the safeguards provided by the latter will. be found in the former. The 
. several stages of the progress' of the Bill in- this Council, will necessarily involve some 
time, and there will be ample opportunities in the Select Committee and in the Council 
for modifications and improvements to be effected in its provisions. I should like 
especially to lay stress on the desirability, as the idea of town planning is quite new to 
this country, of the ·public having the Bill before them for discussion for some time 
before it proceeds to the more advanced stages prescribed by the regulations for the 
conduct of business in this Council I may also take this opportunity of remarking 
that a :tneasure of this kind has necessarily to be somewhat complex as it deals with 
long·standing property rights, and as ample time and facility has to be provided for 
those whose interests may be affected, to place their side of the case before the autho
rities. Simplicity is a good thing in itself, but town life, as compared with village life, 
is a complex matter, and nothing but harm can come out of trying to adopt a simple 
remedy for a complicated problem. I am far from saying that the Bill i.s perfect in 
every detail, but it is obvious that a good deal of enquiry and thought has been given 
to its preparation, and that, as-it stands, it provides an excellent basis for framing a law 
to regulate the growth of towns in this Presi:lency and more especially in the adjoining 
Island of Salsette. I do not wish to take up more of the time of the Council at this 
stage, and will only repeat that it is with much pleasure that I support the motion of 
the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill. · 

The Honourable the Chief of Kun.~-nv1D read the following speech :-Your 
Excellency,-The introductory speech of the Honourable Member in charge of this Bill· 
exp~ains • clearly the necessity for the introduction of this Bill at this time. l'he 
princ~ples underlying this Bill are not novel, but they are somewhat puzzling as their 
application (if this Bill becomes law) will be more direct and stringent. The Honour
able Member in charge of this Bill, as the draft of this Bill clearly shows, must have 
taxed his energies and high abilities to the utmost in bringing before Your Excellency's 
Council such lucid draft of a Bill of so complicated a na.ture. I say lucid becaus::t I can
not think, for myself at least, of a more simple draft of this Bill, which has for its 
object the extension and development of towns based upon healthy and restbetio 
considerations. 

The.preamble is not so clear as it ought to be. It is to a certain extent ambiguous. 
1 The ;Bill is, I think, for the development o.f the local areas not included in a town 

proper according to some definite principles; therefore, in my opinion, the Bill should 
not be made applicable to areas already occupied by buildings in existing towns.
It should have effect only where the extension of an existing town is thought necessary. 

The first reading of a Bill necessarily concerns itself with the princi pies underlying 
it. An exhaustive discussion of a Bill, clause by clause, must be left to the second 
reading. As for the principles, I see nothing repugnant in them. The sections dealing 
with the appointment of an arbitrator, ~he costs of the scheme and. one or two other 
sections will require some changes. :But to enter into these points will be a digression 
at this staO'e. And with my congratulations to the Honourable Member in charO'e for 

0 • 0 

presenting to Your Excellency's Council a Dill providing for the better sanitation of_ 
towns on hygenic principles I beg to support the first_reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable Sir. CniNUBKAI 'M.A.DJIA.VLAL read the following speech :-Your 
Excellenoy,-I rise to support the fu'st reading of this BilL It is quite.true that legisla--
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tion of town·pl~nning is quite a new expeii.ment in India. That there is a necessity for 
such a legislation all who take any interest in sanitation and who appreciate living. in 
wholesome localities will readily admit. I would go a step further and say that the 
need; for such a legislation is greater in India than in Europe, because.' sanitary 
principles are hazily understood and hardly appreciated by the majority of_ the popula· 
tion of this country. It is very necessary therefore that the dwellings and places of 
habitations should be governed by some settled method which should be followed and 
maintained steadily according to regulations once laid down. In my opinion localities 
built on such principles ought to be practical.ly immune from the effects of epidemics 
and also from diseases arising from Malaria that spring up quite suddenly and if 
they once start they linger on indefinitely in a more or less chronic state and some 
times make this country their lasting· home. Although legislation in this direction 
is badly wanted we must not shut our eyes to the fact that it is not at all. easy. There 
are so many varieties and so many divergencies of opinions, notions and ideas amongst the 
peoples of even a p9.rt of this country as to make it almost hopeless for any measure 
to be acceptable all round, and therefore it requires an exceptionally strong mind to 
attempt legislation in this · direction. I . must therefore congratulate our Government 
for the present attempt and I feel sure that eventually a satisfactory way that may 
be acceptable to a large majority i£ not to an· may eventually be found out from 
this effort. 

There js one feature of this .Bill that particularly appeals to me and this is ·the 
probability of its application to places like Ahmedabad and Poona when it is passed· 
into law. Places like Ahmedabad which on account of their antiquity and on account of 
their growillg development are rapidly becoming conjested., are mostly in need of such 
a town-planning scheme because they are not likely to get a chance of having' 
anything like a City Improvement Trust of :Bombay or Calcutta, and also becaus~ of 
the rise that is almost daily taking place in the value of land and property on account' 
of its expansion and development. Municipalities single-handed are unable to do 
anything appreciable in this direction, because their resources are quite unequal for the 
.purpose. Even the rich Municipality of Bombay was found to be unequal to this 
task as is evidenced by the existence of the City Improvement Trust, I therefore 
welcome this Bill which will provide som~ relief . to the congestion of Ahmedabad, 
although no immediate action is contemplated for Ahmedabad in this Bill. I see its
application at no distant date if the proposed amendment o£ the District Municipal Act,: 
1901, which we shall presently consider be passed. 

The question of details will be considered by the Select Committee to which tha·· 
:Bill will no doubt be referred and they will best be considered at the second reading. 

With these remarks I support the first reading. 

The Honourable Mr. KAsHINATli RA.liOHANDRA GoDBOLE spJke as follows:-Your. 
Excellency,-! submit that the principle of the Bill is a very sound one. People have. 
1earnt now the value of open air and sanitation, and they are movi~g more freely from. 
congested areas into open plots. It is necessa~y, theref~re, that we should have futuro 
town extensions going on with due consideration and on sound principles. . . 

The Bill applies mainly, I suppose, to the Island of Salsette, but in the first. clause; 
it gives power to Government. by notification in the JJomba!J Government Gazette t() 
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extend it in whole or in part to any Jlart of the l3oml:ay Presidency. With reference 
to this provision, I have to observe that the provisions of the ~ill, as drafted, are not 
very suitable to outlying towns in the district_s. They are suitable to areas where the 
value of, land is very high, but in the caso of towns like Sholapur, Barsi and other 
small places, where land is very· cheap, I think the most economical way in which 
tOwn extensions can be carried out will be by acquiring the required areas out-right by 
paying compensation under the Land Acquisition Act. The acquired areas should then 
be laid out into building plots after construction of_ suital>le roads, etc. The cost of 
acquisition and of construction of roads and other sanitary improvements will be distribut
ed on the building plots parcelled out by the local body i~Eelf. I hope I have made 
myself clear. What I mean is, that in the case of a small town like Sholapur, under 
the town-planning scheme, it should remain with the Municipality or Local Body to 
8ay that they want a town-planning scheme for housing a certain portion of their in· 
habitants. The Local Body should select an area, acquire the whole of that area under 
the Land Acquisition Act, lay out the principal roads, parcel out the land into build .. 
ing plots and sell out the plots by auction, keeping a rese.r\"e price which mn enable 
the Local Body to recoup the whole of the cost of acquisition, and the whole or a portion 
of the cost of constructing the roads and other sanitary improvements. 

· The Bill, as drafted at present, will not suit small mofussil areaP. As drafted now, 
the town-planning has to go through three stages. First, we have the Survey and 
Provisional Scheme and Plan, second the Block Scheme and Plan, and the third the Final 
Scheme and Plan. Before the· Block Scheme and Plan is framed, the areas have to be 
reconstituted·; special accounts have to be kept in the case of each original owner of a 
plot and a debit and credit account has to be opened for him. The arbitrator then 
comes in for wiling us what the price of the plot ,was before the town-planning scheme 
came into force, and what it would be after it comes into operation. All his estimates 
of the reconstituted plots and. their values will be problematical, This complicated 
machinery will not suit the smaller towns of this Presidency. It would be all right so 
far as Salsette is concerned, and perhaps, so far as towns like Karachi and Ahmed:1bad 
are concerned, but for smaller towns and Municipal areas the machinery would not be 
suitable. 

As regards ~he general-principle of the Bill, there is no question at all. Lands are 
being take:r;t up for buildings on all sides, and the growth of towns must proceed on some. 
:recognised system.. The City of :Bangalore has been extended in three or four directions. 
Large new suburban areas have been added to the town, and they have been acquired 
and iaid out in the manner I have explained. Government there have acquired land, 
have constructed their own roads. &c., and have parcelled out the acquired areas. The 
parcelled out plots have been let to people, and I believe the costs of the schemes have 
been partially recovered by the letting out of the parcelled out plots. This is the 
method that I meant to refer to when I sent in a motion at the last sitting of the 
Council The Honourable Member in charge of the :Sill gave me a pretty stiff rubbing 
an that occasion which I do not think I deserved. He ~hould have taken into consi· 
deration that my remarks related to smaller towns only, and not to schemes like those of 
Sa.Isette, upon the consideration cf which the legal officers of Government have had to 
.spend so much time and trouble and to pass several sleepless nights. 
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The Honourable Mr. B.u..niSRNA. StTAlt!.lt K.ur.u spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-I had hoped that my honourable friend :Mr .. GonBOLE, while speaking 
about the mofnssil areas, would allude to the town ~ana, to which a direct reference 
has been made in the explanatory notes to the clauses in the Statement of Objects and 
Reasons in this Bill I shall confine myaalf,, therefore, to the areas around Poona. which 
probably are contemplated in this Bill. 

I think, so far as the areas, 'both around the City· Municipality and the suburban 
Municipality at Poona with which I am connected, are concerned, the main principle 
involved in this Bill will be acceptable. I may say that there has arisen in Poona of 
late years a tendency to 'build hottses outside the congested city area, a~d tG convert 
agricultural lands into building sites. There is also a regrettable tendency on the part \ 
of builders, especially on the Fergusson College side, to build in a most haphazard and j 
random manner, whieh tendency,. perhaps, this Bill tries to counteract. I therefore · 
think that so far as this tendency is concerned, a Bill Uke this in the hands of a Local 
Body like the City Municipality, will be a welcome machinery to put a stop to the 
random and haphazard buildings already going on and spoiling very good localities. 

So far as the resthetic considerations are concerned, that too~ I think, will be a 
welcome feAture. But just as my honourable friend l\Ir~ GoDBOLE has his own 
difficulties in Barsi and Sholapur, I have my own difficulty with regard to the application 
of this Bill even to areas in Poona, and, with Your Excellency's permission, I will only 
point. out some of the difficulties which I feel .. The niain principle which is involved 
in this Bill is in regard to the costs of the scheme, and these costs are to be met by 
means of a_ levy of contributions upon the owners of the lands. Now, in mofussil towns 
like Poona, most of the lands which are in the City Municipality are at present in the 
hands of very small holders or agriculturists, and I fear that even, although the 
agriculturists might feel tnat eventually they have the prospect of reaping a very good 
harvest in the increment of their lands, still if they are called upon now in ord~r to meet 
the cost of the scheme, to pay down a contribution, either in a lump sum Ol' even by 
means of the easy instalments system, still I believe most of the owners who are small 
agriculturists will not be able to meet the demand made by the arbitrator. That is a 
difficulty which may perhaps be very difficult to get over in the case of towns like Poona, 

There is another thing which I may point out. This BUlleaves the question of 
estimating the prospective increment entirely to an arbitrator, ·As far as the English 
Act is concerned, upon which the present Bill is based, I think I am not wrong in 
saying that section 58, clause {4), provides that any person whose property is injuriously 
affected by the making of a town planning scheme shall, if he ~kes his claim within a 
certain time, be entitled to a certain compensation, and the whole of this valuation will 
be done not, in the first instance, by the arbitrator, but there is something like a second 
alternative laid down, that is to say, the arbitrator is to step in onlg in cases where 
people cannot come to any mutual arrangement regarding the prospective increase in 
the value of the land. I think the pr~ent Bill does not provide a similar thing, that is 
to say, under this Bill the az:bitrator is to decide upon the increment in each and e'Derg 
case. If the Local Body and the private owners can come to a compromise between 
themselves, there should not be any necessity to refer the whole question of increment 
to the arbitrator. That is a principle which, I believe, this Bill does uot contain. 

n 41--50 · 
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· Secondly,· even after the· arbitrator decides upon the prospective value ?~the land, 
if the owners feel aggrieved, I suppose an appeal d003 not lie over the decwon of the 
arbitrator. There is no appeal on a question of fact over the decision of the arbitrator. 
What I think is necessary is that the Bill ought to contain a principle which should 
provide for somethin"' like a Tribunal to assist the arbitrator, instead of leaving the 
whole question about fue levy of contribution or the increased value to the judgment and 
discretion of a single individual. Of course, the individual approved by Government for 
the arbitrator's duties might be, according to the best of his judgmen~, ~oing full justice. 
but, after all, it is the judgment of one single individual, and if the principle of assisting 
the .arbitrator by means of two other individuals, I mean something like a tribunal 
we~e to be provided in this Bill, I think it would meet the ~hes of the people in the 
mofussil better than the provisions now laid down. I would not leave the whole ques· 
tion of increment to the judgment of a single arbitrator. These are o~e or tu:o observa
tions which, I think, are applicable to areas like the town of Poona:. 

There is one more thing I wish to say in reference to what has fallen from my 
honourable fr~end Yr. GoDBO_LE. He thought that the present method of acquiring 
lands under the land Acquisition Act would be better than. the provisions of this BilL 
So far as facility and simplicity are concerned, I do admit and confesss that the present 
Land Acquisition Act is' quite suitable for mofnssil towns. But by means of the Land 
Acquisition Act, the result is that the man whose land is acquired is disposses8ed of his 

· land and thereby would lose the advantages which he might get in the long run if any 
proposed scheme comes into operation, 'whereas under this Bill a man whose land is 
likely to rise in value gets the opportunity of retaining the land in his own hands. I 
therefore think that instead of having the application of the Land Acquisition Act, in 
towns like Poona-I am not' speaking of towns like Barsi and Sholapur-we shall be able 
to tackle the complex provisions of this Bill in all the stages referred to by the ~ast 
speaker, ,iz.; the Provisional Scheme, the Block Scheme and Plan, and the .Final Scheme. 
No doubt, the only difficulty wil1 be about the levy of contributions from hol4ers of lands 
who are small agriculturists • 

. The Honourable Rao Bahadur RA.l!A.NBHu YAHIPATRA.lt. NIL~VTH spoke~ 
follows :-Yolir Excellency, I beg to support the first reading of this Bill. In the 
vicinity of large areas, s~burbs are springing up without any previously devised plan 
and in the course of a f~w years it becomes very difficult and costly, if not impossible, 
to.improve these suburbs on the lines of modern notions of sanitation and town-building. 

·Th~ ~onourable Mr. GonnoJ,E observed that the provisions of this Bill are unsuit
able to places like Shol.apur and Barsi. I am not aware of the special conditions which 
obtain in those areas, but the method which he advocated for proceeding in such areas 
seems to me to be impracticable. He suggested that in such places the Municipality 
should buy a large tract. of land, plot out roads and building sites and then sell out the 
building sites by auction. · Now ·tho :li:rst defect which this method has is that the 
Municipality would haTe to incur a large cost in acquiring the land. .And when the 
Municipality sells out the building sites, it would get nothing for the cost it has incurred 
for the roads. And furthe~, when the building sites are sold by auction the Municipality 
may or may not recover· the price it paid for acquiring the .land.. But the method 
advocated has another shortcoming •. It makes no provision for the reimbursement of 
the cost ·of consttucting ·bridges; water-works, drainage, etc. A town planning scheme 
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must necessarily provide for public works of this kind,. an.d the a~terna.tive method. 
advocated leaves no room for any such provision. : In my humble opinion if iS therefore, 
necessary that the scheme provided in this ~ill should apply also to smaller areas. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb VENKA.TESR SHRINIW AS N AIK read ~he following speech:
~fay it please Your Excellenoy,-As has been pointed out in the statement of objects and· 
re&sons almost all our towns have been built and later on developed in a hap-hazard ma:ririer 
without any regard to their appearance and sanitary conditions. The attention of· 
Government and the public has been directed since the appearance . of plague in this 
country towards the improvement of sanitary conditions, the removal of congestion and 
the extension of the towns and suburbs. The basis of all sanitary achieve~ents is the 
knowledge of the people an~ the conditions under which they live. It must be remem
bered that thls axiom not only applies to their· habits and customs, ·but also to· their. 
surroundings. The situation may be summed up by saying tha.t the essentials of life are 
pure water, good food, and living in pure air .and .thereby to be free from epidemic 
diseases. In order to achieve these things sanitary measu~s dealing with conservancy, 
drainage, water·~:Jupply and town improvements are. necessary. These conveniences can 
nowhere be had except in big cities like BoiD:bay. Though the District Municipal Act 
has provisions for dealing with conservancy, drainage, water-supply, etc., the provisions 
regarding the town improvements, and their. extensions on modern principles are defec .. 
tive. This Bill when it becomes law aims to provide remedies for some of the difficulties 
that were felt in the· matter of town improvements, and building new extensions, under 
the existing enactments. It is a short Bill an~ I quite agree with its principles in 
general. 1t is also one of ,mild and modest natura and being of permissive character, 
does not apply all at once to the whole of the Presidency and so there.· is no fear of its 
irritating the country. It leaves at the option of the Government and the Local Bodies 
to adjust their programme a.~cording to their conditions and requirements. If it proves 
successful on application at Salsette for which it is primarily intended, which I am sura 
it will, it will serve as au example to other towns to take it up, anq gradually extend 
its application more widely. The main object of the Bill is to give more airy, sanitary 
and decent dwellings and good appearance to the towns and thereby improve materially 
the physical state of the population of the towns to which the .Act will be applied. 

Though the provisions of sanitary measures like drainage, water-supply form p~l.t't of 
the objects of the Bill, in dealing with the preparation of Blocks and Plans, no provisions 
appear to have been made in the B.ill, making it compulsory for the local authority. 
controlling authority, or the Arbitrator to consult the sanitary experts. The principles 
laid down in section 19 of the Bill, that when the construction of a road le1ds to a large 
rise in the price of a land fronting on it, ·the frontage owners are required to contribute 
up to 50 per cent. of the enhanced value, towards the cost of the road, whi\!h they 
thereby obtain, is rather new to this country and is likely to meet with some opposition. 
Every action of the Government and the local bodies towards the welfare of the people 
committed to their care, is sure to me~t with some sort of opposition in the beginning, and 
it is not unnatural that this measure also may meet its share. I think that there will be 
no hardship if an individual who deriv~s special advantage, at the expense of other 
general IJOpulation living in the area, is made to contribute towards the improvement. 
·when the frontage owners realise the benefits of the measure, and the advantage they 
derive thereby, they will feel grateful to the authorities for the improvements introduced, 
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and will not grudge to pay the contribution. From the careful perusal of the Bill and 
Chapter 3 fu particular dealing with its finances, it appears lio me that the cost of the 
scheme~ per section 19 of the Bill is to be borne wholly by the owners of the building 
plots, and in cities like 'Bombay, Poona and Ahmedabad, the scheme may prove success
ful, but for small Municipal towns, the amount of contributions to be levied on the plots 
may become prohibitive, and consequently it may not be feasible to carry out any scheme 
without a substantial contribution by local bodies as well as by Government and there.. 
fore it seems des~ble that there should be some provision in the Bill, to the effect that a 
certain portion of the net cost of the scheme, will be borne by local bodies and Govern• 
ment in the form of grant·in·aid. 

'Ihe final actions of the arbitrator in the matter of drawing up schemes, awarding 
compens~tion, etc., under the various proviSions of the Act, seem to be without any provi-

, sion being made to correct mistakes and therefore I beg to suggest that ·all his acts 
should be subject to at least one appeal to the controlling authority or his approval. 
Sub-cbuse 6 of section 29 authorises the arbitrator to issue notice, and then to pass 
awards for compensations in respect of property or private rights of any sorts injuriously 
affected by the scheme. Cases are likely to ocour in which the owner of a plot is too far 
from the local area to be personally served with a notice, and may not get timely infor
mation of the notice served in any other ma.nner. The result will be that no cla.im will 
be made and the owner of the plot injuriously affected by the operations of the scheme, 
may not get a::ty compensations for the same. · 

Section 30 prohibits any suits on that account. To obviate injustice likely to be so 
caused, some provision appears to be necessary to ensure that the notice to be issued by 
tLe arbitrator, should reach also the absentee owner. The details as to .the way in which 
these suggestions are to be given effect to, I suggest should be left to be worked out by 
the Select Committee, to whom this Bill-will pass before it is read a second time clause by 
clause. With these remarks I support the first rdad.ing of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. G. K. PAREKH spoke as follows :-May it please YoU!' Excel• 
lency,-No man can deny tha.t the main principles of the Bill, to see that the development 
of Salsette, which is in the neighbourhood of Bombay, goes on in a systematic way, is a · 
sound one. It is also des~ble that in the neighbourhood of big cities like Ahmedabad, 
Poona and Sholapur buildings should not proceed in a haphazard way. So there should 
be such measures to regulate the principles whereby sanitary conditions may be secured 
·and ·convenience and amenities niay be obtained. The whole,question which this Council 
will have to consider would be whether the Bill as it is will answer the objects that are 
intended, whether it will be practicable, and whether other principles of administration -
would not be sacrificed in carrying out the intended provisions of the Bill The measure 
in itself is a very novel one and the experiments that are to be made upon the passing. of 
the Bill would be the first experiments that are to be made in this country. It may be, 
I do n~t at all deny; that under certain conditions great benefit may be derived by .the 
schemes which may be framed. At the same time there may be conditions under which 
the scheme may be unsuccessful, may be too costly and may prove disadvantageous to 
the people. 1.'herefore the success or · failure of the measures that are intended to be · 
brought in by the Bill would depend on whether the conditions necessary for the success or 
otherwise would exist or would not exist.· Government have been for 3 number of years 
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making long and anxious enquiries in connection with the development of Salsette; and. 
there may be, as is likely, before Government several schemes for the· development of 
Salsette and there may be with Government a .large amount of inf~rmation upon -which 
would depend the success or otherwise of the scheme. So far as the information about 
the conditions of success is concerned, we have nothing in the Statement of Objects and 
Reasons of the Bill and we have had nothing also in the very elabGrate speech which we 
had from the Honourable ·Member when the Bill was introduced, but I should think that 
the Council should have information upon several points in order to enable it to make 
out whether the Bill in the condition in which it is a measure the principles of which 
ought to be supported. The first thing upon W:hioh I think. the Council would expect 
some information would be as regards the manner in which the scheme for the development 
of Salsette; as I understand that that would ·be likely to be the first scheme that is going 
to be taken up, would be caried out. In regard to the scheme for the ·development of 
Salsette that is to be carried out, whether it is the intention of the authorities that the 
plots which may be the result ~f carrying out the scheme would be plots which would be 
within easy reach of the majority of the present owners of lands in Babette; whether 
these people who now occupy the lands would continue to occupy them after the scheme, 
whether the scheme would· be carried out in such a way that those peop.le, considering 

. the contributions that the owners may ha~e to make and considering the taxes also 
- which they may have to pay, the present ow:ner~ of lands in Salsette would be the 

persons who would be benefited by the scheme. If that be the condition, then I think 
it would be necessary that the scheme should be- ' · 

The Honouraple Mr. HILL (interrupting) :-I would like .to ask the Honourabl~ . 
Membe;r to make .clear the point.· he has just stated. I understand. that what he.desires 
is that we should make clear how Government are going to· carry out any development 
schemes in, Salsette,hut, as I understand it, his difficulty is that he really wants to know 

. how individuals may or may not be affected by a given scheme and how they are going 
to profit by the scheme. I do n9t understand what the connection is. Woilld the 
Honourable Member make it clear ? . 

The Honourable Mr. PAREKH (continuing) :-I really do not wish to enter into 
details or wish to have any information of details, but what I believe and what I under• 
stand I put before the Council in the way in which I look at the matter is· that if the 
scheme is to be carried out for· the benefit of the people who .~re at present occupying 
lands, then the schemes would proceed upon a particUlar way and upon particular lines, 
and. they would be regulated according to the conditions of those peopie. And my 
partic'Q.].ar desire in refelTing to this matter was that if it was tilought that the result of 
the acheme would be that a majority of the inhabitants would not be able, looking to 
their economic conditions, to . hold lands, then I should consider that it would not be 
proper to apply the Town Planning ·Act for the purpose of carrying out the scheme, as 
a large number of inhabitants who really own the land woul~ ·in the· end be forced. to 
give it up. Another consideration which I think would be necessary, in order that the 
Council :may b.e able to form its opinion in connection with the scheme is what would be 
in connection with the scheme the area of agricultural land or lands which are now held 
for the purpose of agriculture that would be taken into the Town Planning Scheme, and 
what would be the number of people and the number of agriculturists' families tha~ 
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· .. woul<lbe deprived of the land upon which they live for the purpose o~ carrying out the 
.scheme. If.a large part of the agricultural population-'1~he Honourable Mr. HILL 

.(interrupting),-May I rise to a point of order? I would ask the Honourable .Member 
·what he is discussing. He appears to be diEcussing details of a hypothetical scheme 
which is. not even yet formulated or adumbrated for a hypothetical area in the Island of 
-&ilsette for the use of the hypothetical inhabitants some of whom may hope to benefit by 
that scheme. I venture to suggest, Sir, that that is out of order. We are at present con
sidering the general principles of the Bill to regulate town-planning in general~ • 

The Honourable Mr. PAREKH ( continuing)-l£y idea, Sir, is that, in order to enable 
.the.Council to see whether-a measure of this kind would prove bene~cial or otherwise to 
·~e oountry, more information is needed, and it is with a view that, after the information, 
there may. be. certain conditions under which if the information oom.es the views of the 
Members of this Council may be inclined to one thin_s and, if the information is of a 
.different kind, they may be inclined another way, and , therefore I am putting forward 
.this mat~r for ~he purpose that more information be laid before this Council in order 
.that they may be able to form their opinion as regards the advantages or disadvantages 
of the measure now before the Council. . . 

'The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA. (interrupting)-Information of what sort? 

The.Honourabie Yr. PAREKH (continuing)-Approximate information as regards 
ilie number cf the 'agricultural population that niay be affected by the scheme, the 
number of agriculturists, the amount of agricultural area. that may be affected by the 
scheme, and in reference to the provisions that have to be made in reference to the 
agriculturists whose lands may be taken away from the position of a~culture and 
appropriated to town-planning. - · 

'l"he Honourable Mr. HILL (interrupting)-May I again rise to a point of order? 
I just want to make a short explanation. I really do not think that the Honourable 
Member can have read the Bill, because he will see if he glances at the Eill, the whole 
of his enquiries at present relate to schemes which may or may not be taken up. There 
may be one scheme of one, two or three hundred acres in any given area and to ask 

. Government now how many agriculturists ~re · likely to be affected by a hypothetical 
scheme is to ask a conun~ which nobody can possibly answer . 

. :The Honourable Mr. PAREKH (continuing)-! submit, Sir, that considering the 
eomplete novelty of 'the measure,- the Bill, as it is, instead of being applied to a 
Considerable area, may be limited to one or two areas for trial in which experiments 
~y be made. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. Will the Honourable Member 
confine himself to the· Bill? He will see this Bill is confined entirely to the Island of 
Salsette and I do not think he can go into a long history of several other parts as he 
proposes to do. 

The Honourable Mr. PAREKH (continuing)-Yy idea, my Lord, is that it is no 
doubt' confined to the Island of Balsette, but ·the suggestion that I was makin~ was that 
instead: of the operation o~ the Bill being extended to the whole Island of Balsclte it may 
be at present applied only to a limited portion of Salsette, one or two schemes in connec-
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tion with a portion of SB.lsette,.. and. a.full Bill tttay be: put before the <Jouncil after the 
- results of- the eiperiments so· far as those scheznes are concerned are known. There Will 
··be no objection·whateVer SO far as any two;. OI" three. or-four areas are concerned. 

· Hjs Excellency tlie PRESIDENT (interrupting)-I m~st really tell the Hon~ur~ble 
·!!ember that "it seems to'me he is rather wasting. the time of the Council by the way he 
·is· now discussing. I must ask him to confine himself to the p~ovisions of the i3ill o~ 
·general principles. · . _ --~-· '- · · 

The Honourable Mr. PAREKH (continuing)-! put before the Cohncil my view that 
in order to accept this measure the information wo have now before ·the Council' is not 
sufficient. 

The Honourable Sir PREROZESHAH M. MEHTA. spoke as follows :-Your-Exoel
lency, my-Honourable friend in charge of this Bill will pardon me if lbegin With a 
little jarring note, and that is in regard to the circumstance that the present Bill has 
never been referred to the· Bombay Corporation. It is true. that the draft Bill first 
prepared was sent to the Municipal Corporation for its opinion, but that Bill was dropped 
and the Corporation thereupon discharged the committee which they had appointed for 
the purpose of considering it. The present Bill has never heen sent to the Corporation. 
for.its opinion though it immediately affects them. As the Bill includes the whole of 

· the Island of Salsette in its immediate. ~pplication, including the Town and Island of 
Bombay, I·think the course is always preferable that when a Bill concerns the interests 

. of a· body like the Municipal Corpor~tion or any other body, it should be specifically 
forwarded to it for its opinion and criti~ism. · 

Having got rid of this little jarring note, I must say that I congratulate my 
Honourable ·friend on bringing before this. Council a Bill which I consider is a great 
step in ~dvance so far as sanitary improvements for housing in the whole Presidency are 
concerned. I think the time is quite ripe when such a measure should be laid upon the 
Statute Book for the purpose of meeting the necessities and needs that arise, and 
that something should be doria to provide against unhealthy quarters, being run up. all 
over the Presidency, not only .in the Island of Salsette. I quite confess that at. the 
same time we have to bear in mind somewhat more than we have yet done, the 
economic aspect of the working and the operation of a Bill like this. What I mean by 
the economic aspect I can best illustrate by something which I came to know when the 

( ... English Town Planning Act, upon which this Bill is very largely based, .was being con
. sidered. .At that time s very influential meeting of a Society of Engineers-I forget the 
. exact name of that body-was held in London, at which engineers and authorities on 
those points from all parts of Europe were invited, and I remember the humorous 
speech .which a .German authority made on this subject. He said humorously, but 
appropriately, that the action of the British legislature in regard to Town Planning 
reminded him of what used to be said of German ladies who took to French fashions 
after they ceased to be the fashion in France, and he humorously asked the British 
public to take care that they were not going to take up the German method after, 
its having been discredited in Germa-ny itself. Leaving aside the humour of the 
observation, it was founded upon this circumstance that the experience of Town Planning 
i~ Germany led some to the conclusion that, though it was a useful and va.luable 
thing for the middle classes. it somehow. or other was not of equal value or useful• 
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ness to the labouring- classes, upon whom Town :Planning ca~e rather as a. burden 
than as a relief. Now I do not say this for the purpcse of saymg that we should not 
proceed. with this Town Planning Bill I am ~a,ing it only for the purpose of asking 
my Honourable friend, when he sits as Chairman of the Select Committee, to ~onsider 
the proposals in the light of the burdens falling on different class~q, I ask him to care
_fully consider those provisions, so that in the light of past expenence we may be so able 
to frame the measure that it would be beneficial in the interests both of the middle 
class_es as well as the labouring classes. 

I confess I was not able to follow my Honourable friend Mr. P AREKR in regard to 
the criticism which he made upon this Bill. If I· understood him aright, he said 
info:rmation w.as n~cessary before we could see whether we could proceed with this 
.legislation. Well,· it struck me that the information which he indicated should be 
supplied "\'fSS information relating to all possible Town :Planning schemes throughout the 
whole Presidency. I do not sea ·what information would be of any use otherwise. Then. 
he confined himself to the Island of Salsette. I think it was rea1ly what was passing in 
·.his mind, that if Government posseSsed any schemes for Town :Planning in the Island 
of Salsette, they should be laid before the. Council. Now I confess, though very often I 
agree with my Honourable friend Mr. P AB.EKR and his principles are principles in which 
·I generally agree, I do not even follow his observations in that respect, because it seems 
. to .me that we are not ccruidering any specific Town :Planning Scheme. We are con
·_sidering at present only the principles, whether the Town :Planning Scheme is a suitable 
and beneficial measure for the purpose of avoiding that congestion which is admittedly 
taking place in· the greater portion of Salsette. · · 

He said the second point we are considering in this ·Bill is whether the methods of 
·Town Planning are generally adapted for the purpose of securing our object. If my 
, Honourable friend thinks that those methods should be modified or should be more 
adapted to the circumstances prevailing in Salsette, the proper time is when the scheme 
is really before the public for consideration, and in that respect I would ask my 
Honourable friend, the member in charge of the Bill, to see that he deals .. with it in some 

· way by which the Town Planning Scheme may be placed before tbe publio. Might it 
·not be a good idea that schemes for Town Planning for any particular quarter should be 
laid before the public for-their consideration before any definite steps are taken in regard 
to theni P I know there is a clause which says that, when the authority has come to tho' 
conclusion that the Town Planning Scheme is necessary for a whole area, some time 
~ould elapse within which various subsequent processes are to take place, but I should 
like that in a country like this, which is new to a :Biji of this character, some time should 
be' given to the parties concerned to say whether the Town .-_PlaJ:tning should take place
or ·not. :I only throw out this suggestion for the consideration of my Honolll'able friend 
when he comes to a detailed discussion in the Select Committee. 

Now, Your Excellency, so far as the very clear and exhaustive speech of my 
Honourable friend at the time of introducing this Bill was concerned-and I was ver 
glad to receive a copy of a separ-.:~.te reprint of his speech;_ I quite understood it at th! 
time, and I ~arefully read the speech when it came to me in a separate printed form. 
From what u stated ~n page 3 of that pampbJ.et, and he has put it in -rery clear language, 
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he- says ic Hav1rii1 made it clear~ then!, thiit th~ acop·e ~f t~fg ~fit .is aimed, ilo~ only 

pri~ariJy~ but r ;ig~t. a:m:o~t. sa~ .e~~~eit~.,a~ tile ~b~~ct~ ~~· e~~~ii~i~t ~~~, .~~., ~ea~i1~ 
with areas which :Monlcipahtie~ may desue to take up for tlie purpose ot extens1on 1n 
liD orderly and satisfactorY mtinn\er'~ an~ pot' fot de~ling' ~itb: con·gested ~reas/~ t tilink 
this is a· very accurate sumliu\ry of ~lie objectsl fo.r' whi?~ ~lie !own, ~laniii~g :s:m is~ not 
onlt primarily but afniost exolusivelf, irit~iidi3d1 

•. But, fllen, Y~nr. Excellency· will 
observe that so far as the pro\Tisions of the Bill' are concemect·, they are applica~le to' 
every Yunicipality, and every suburban area anci every· J?bssib~e pi~c~ i,~ tne· :P~eslde#cY: 
of Bombay', because in the· first pl~lie· thotigh ~t ·says i~~inuat1ngty; u .~ maf say so~ thaf 
its application shall extend in the first place· to· ~~e. Island of §alse~t~~ i~ coritailiS an 
important section whic~ pla·ce~ tii~· whole Presideney; everf. ~u,riicfpality arid eveey 
suburban area at the irieicy of· the Act. It g'oes 6rl: t'Q· s9:'/ tllat GoverD.nienl maf'' by 
notification in the· Governmeni Gdiettl direct the exterisi6n at £lie Act tO' any part of tll'e 

·Bombay Presidency, so that the provisions of the Bill may be applied by Goverrimeiit to 
any and every part· of the· Presidency. Now that. does· nbt seem~ to be· quite' in harmony 
with the summary. I have just. read with regard to) ''not· only pr!marilyout· almosf 
exclusively," etc.,~ which my Honourable friend·says in 'his speeoh·to·be tlie main object 
of the Town-Planning Bill.· Further,,when· we come' to~ the: Municipalities· wlii(}h· are 
called Local Authorities;' there is: one; important· section I t<t whib 11 I wfsh to c'all. youtl 
:Lordship's· attentionf which is' section· s.. That section· says:.;.;.:.(re~ds)~ ·Your LordShip 
will see-that under. that clause;it. is ·not. milyi thafthe local authority wit~ th(f sarictlon of 
Government can. determine upon a Town Planning scheme;; but it' also; niay: be ordered· by 
Government.to· prepare a·Town Planning. scheme;·s<>·tbat, after·an,-the'whole working· of 
the Act is placed entirely in: the hands · of Government· Now I think that this 
provision ought to be· very seriorisli con.Siderecf.- Take: the iris'tan:ce: of the City of 
Bombay. I should venture to say that it· would:. be a mosti inappropriate: and· a most 
disastrous thing that the provisions of the· Town Planning Bill should ·be applied to= some 
of the congested areas;within the already existing' City of··Bo.nibay~· The Corporation~-!' 
know-at least a large number of mem~ers ofthe· Corporation_..;are' of' opinion· that, s'o 
·far as removing. the congestion of the City··of Bomba:y is ·concerned; tlie: remedy should' 
not be by· applying.the Town Planning Bill,. but that:thEfrEmledy' ought to be 'taken. in a 
different manner, into the details of which I do·not propose to·enter at·present. · But·r 
think that something should be· done which would safeguard the:' lo6al authorities' from 
being ordered to embark upon schemes of that character: My Hdnourable: frHmd~ with 
his usual policy of give and take-though yesterday he-did not giv,e. us: a proof of t~at, 
but I know that he has generally distinguished himself by the liberal manner in which 
he realises ~is duty in carryiitg out the policy of tgive and' take-has alrea~y referred to 
that point in his speech on the present occasion. H~ said all the points will be considered 
in the Select Committee. I go so far, my Lord~ as to hold that the power of i~troducing 
the provisions of a Town Plannin(JI Bill of· this character in the heart of the Oity of 

. 0 . 

B~mbay should'n?t be given to the naked vote of' the majority even of the Bombay 
Corpora~ion. However; those are things which my Honourable f~iend was kind enough 
to 81Y will be carefully.and deliberately considered in the Select Committee; and I am 
perfectly certain that· needs his guidanceJ-and I know what his guidance on ali-. 
important committee means-therefore. I hope that this matter will be carefully and 
.deliberately consider jd b~fore ·it ls fin all; put into the ·report· of the Select Committee. 
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. With these observations, my L>rd, I congtatulate again my Honourable friend in· 
charge of the Bill on having taken, by bringing this Bill into this Council, a Tery great 
step-a very valuable step-in the work of co-operating in the ohject of improving the 
sanitary condition. of housing in the . whole of this Presidency. If properly worked, 
if worked cautiously, and if worked always in the spirit of co-operation, about which my 
Honourable friend has been often recently speaking (though I take one exception to it, 
that we have not always beim strangers to the doctrine of co-operation in the City of 
:Bombay which has attained its present greatness, bec:1use, as ;remuked by Sir WILLLUI. 

HUNTE.& in his account of Lord REAY's administration," all communities, European and 
Indian, worked together in hearty and harmonious C<H>peration for the welfare of the 
city"), if worked in that hearty spirit of co-operation and, I repeat. if worked properly 
and cautiously, I am perfectly certain that if we put such an Aot on the Statute Book it 
will be for the perpetual and permanent benefit of all classes of the people in the whole 
Presidency. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Snnnn:v AS KoNHEB. RoDDA spoke as follows :
Your Excellency.-The Bill which is before the Council is a satisfactory one. I would 
have been still more gratified if' the .Bill had been .framed as a Bill for the making and 
providing not only towns alone but even villages. In regard to. the Town Planning Act · 
it is intended· to apply o~y to towns having a stipulated number of people. llrrt there 
are villages .with a population of even ten thousand or so. Therefore, in order to S3cure 
the advantages of sanitation, etc., in villages and in outlying tracts where edueatio::t has 
not yet permeated to the hearts of the people, it is entirely necessary that villages 
founded. long ago, where principles of sanitation are practically unknown, should receive 
the best attention on the p~rt of Government. The Bill contemplates now o:iily that 
its provisions should apply first to the Island of Salsette and afterwards by· degrees to 
some places of importance like Ahmedabad, Poona, and some other places. It would 
have been one thing had tlrls Bill been made applicable without any restriction whateTer 
to towns having more than 20 or 25 thousand people. Again, the local authority is also 
only a Municipal authority. The Local Boards are not included. Even in England 
Town Councils are striving for their rights, while the District Local Boards are entirely 
omitted. I think, in the local authority District Local Boards should also be included, 
because there are many 'villages where these Boards can do substantial service and can 
give substantial aid to Government with regard to any measures that may be brought 
forward for the improvement of towns. 

As to the cost I do not think that the application of this Bill even to smaller towns 
would entail very great hardship. Now, taking for example the town of Belgaum and 
the town of Dharwar, 1h:e sites which have been acquired for the extension of towns have 
already been laid out and the Munioipalities bare sold plots with the greatest ad rantage. 
The other day I sold about 9 plots in the town of Dharwar-Gibbs Town-and I realized 
more than three thousand rupees, while my expenditure for laying out was not more 
than one t~ousand or a few hundreds. Such being the case the application wholesale of 
the Bill to towns having 20 or 25 thousand people without waiting any longer would be 
a great boon and I am sure would be hailed with satisfaction by all the intelligent and 
educated public inasmuch as it will save thousands of lives from death or from suffering, 
because there have nllt been any sanitary conditions n'Jr amenities of liCe. With these 
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few remarks I heartily sup·porfthe Bill with the earnest hope that without any ·discretion 
its provisions be made applicable even to towns of smaller dimensions. · 

The Honourable Sir JA:MSETJEE JIJEEBHOY spoke as. follows :-Your Excellency,-! 
rise to support the first reading of the Bill. . I agree with the Honourable Sir PnEROZE·. 
SHAH MEHTA that the area of the town and island of Bombay shquld, if possible, be 
excluded from the operations of this Act. Efforts of the Municipal Corporation for the 
improvement of the City are well known. But this is not the time or occasion to dwell 
upon them. Since the Improvement Trust came into existence in 1898, it has been 
doing very valuable work in the same direction. And as long as these bodies have not' 
given any occasion for interference by the operation of the Town Planning Act I respect- · 
fully submit that the area of Bombay should be excluded from its operation. 

The Honourable Mr. LA.Lunn.u S.A.MALDAS MERTA. spoke as follows :-Your. 
Excellency,-I rise to support this motion. Being intimately connected with Salsette, : 
I am in a position to say something about t~e conditions prevailing there. These are 
almost similar to what have been mentioned in the circular on Town Planning to 
Councils by the Local Government Board in England. , With Your Excellency's permis
sion, I will quote only one sentence : '~ Hitherto the absence of any power with the local 
authority to guide and control the development according to the. circumstances and 
requirements of particular cases has resulted t6 a· considerable extent in the development 
of estates whether large or small with sole regard to the immediate interest of a particular 
estate and without regard to the amenities and conveniences of neighbouring lands''. 
The Local Government first gives the reasons why suoh conditions are allowed to grow 
up, and the same reasons apply here in the case of Sillsette. It is therefore a matter of 
congratulation that the Government of Bombay has taken the lead in this matter and is 
trying an experiment, which is a bold experiment, and which with the co-operation of 
the house owners and the local authorities is sure to succeed. With these preliminary 
remarks, i beg to draw the attention of the Council' to a few general principles to which 
some objection may be taken and which may be considered in the Select Committee. 

Clause ~3 provides that the objections can be disposed of by the local authority. ., 

The Honourable Mr. HILL :-I did not catch the Honourable lfember'~ remarks. 

The Honourable I\Ir. LA.LUBIIAI .(continuing) :-Under clause 13 the final considera-
tion and decision rest with the local authority. The English Act provides that all such 
objections should be placed on the Table before each House of Parliament and they will 
be the final authority in the matter. Of course that is not possible here. But I would 
suggest that in the Select Committee, the question should be considered whether it is 
not possible to give the final authority either to the controlling authority or-I will go 
still further and say-to the. Governor in Council. That is one suggestion which I have 
to make. 

The other suggestion is about the financial section. liy friend the Honourable 
lir. KAYAT suggested that instead of power being given to an arbitrator it might, as in 
the Englis~ Act, be given. in the first instance to an umpire appointed by both }larties. 
Section 58 (4) of the English Act clearly lays that down. · I do not kn:>w if it is possible 
to incorporate it in the present Bill. 
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lOE:\ oiher maUers. are tnatters of detail and will be threshed out in the Select 
Committee. But before. I take mr seat, I may quota the. remarks of Mr. John Burns 
WhEn introducing the Bill, that "the object of this Bill is to provide dome.stio conditions 
in. wb.ich their physical health, their morals, their. character and social conditions can be 
iinpro;ved, and. that is what we. hope to secure in this Bill... The Bill hopes to secure the 
house beautiful, the town pl~sant, the. city dignified and the suburb salubrious." I 
h,ope these conditions will result from the p~ing of this BilL 

The HQnou~ble llt\ ,.1>.. QBR spoke·M follows :-Your Excellency,-The. object of 
tW.i Bi)J. is w s~e gQOd developm~nt Qf larg~ tracts of building· land. as; distin:,«7Uished 
frqm..s~a]J. 4J.diviilqal.plots, th.e develPpment of which can be. controlled under Munici~ 
pal by·laws. The call.follegWation, QD,. thi$ ~ccount· is due here,. as: in other: countries 
whosJ.! lead w~ are following', to fi.rstl_y a rise in the standard of comfort and secondly an 
ad van~ in (!apitary science. The unhealthiness of the town atmosphere. is at its worst 
in places_ljke the congested areas in.. the ce.ntra o! Bombay where the congestion had 
alretuly m~y years.~go become so s.erious as to render it impracticable to apply the 
simple~ mo~e~n sani~ey r~me<Ues ; but e.:ven at its best town atmosphere can nerer be 
r~ally h~thy unless factory, worhhop and' ware-house areas are kept quite. separate. 
~m residential areas· ana both have ample spa~ between buildings for. the perflation 
of air while eyery ~bited: rQO.m is well ,lighted and well ventilated. S~nitary science 
has taught us that the ~emedy for exi.Stin~ evils lies in reducing density of population in 
every s~ll unit of area, in admitting light and air. into dwellings and in reducing con· 
gestion of buil~ino~ on land so as. to cre!lte ample open SP.ace around individual dwellings, 
working places and. warehp~. The.application of this remedy to areas that are already 
seriously oongesi~d is,. as 1 mig_ht show from the example of" ~ombay, a matter of the 
gr_eatest practical difli.tmlty. Otl:1er towns have iD. Bombay an_ awful example of what 
they may-come to if"th~y do not quickly bring the development of urban and· suburban. 
areas not yet densely b_uilt over under a.dequate sanitary. oontrol'by some such .methods 
as are p'roVided· for in this Town Pla.P:ning Bill. I might take up much of yo~ time 
in giving details of the difficulties encountered in efforts to reduce congestion in Bombay; 
I ~ght_tell how, because· the poor,must.live·near:their. work,. we have to leave them· in 
conge~~~ are!ls:ex;cept in_so f~_a:S we. c.an.: remove the, working centres themselves out 
of the congesteii:'area, a8 in the .case of the Port Trust,s great work of transferring the 
centre of-the. cotton, grain· andl timber·indnstries .. to the" reclaimed area in· Sewri. I 
might-tell yon· how; because-we cannot·move many_·ofthe poor; we have to· make· mora 
room for-them·where·they-are and·to that end have-to-make it easy for·th·eir·middle and· 
upper class neighbours· to· migrate· by~ providing improved· communication· by· which
they .. might go to and from·-thei:t·bnsiness centres-·in··or·nea.r- tlie congestef are3'; how· we 
have to provide attractions in the shape of sanitaey. suburbans· outside the: congested 
area; and how finally,o.n account of the- spread: of insanitary· suburban· development;· 
more particularly in recent ye&rS, having made it impossible to find any large area· on 
vi.rg~ soil that, can· be :developed.. o~ mQdern.lines within easy reach of business· centres, 
it has become neoessa.ry.to oo~ider, whether:this~ideal site for~a~new-sanitary city:· can: be. 
provid~d _by_ r~lamation within: easy reach of the heart ·of, the, c.ity ~ The Town .Planning: 
l3iU is not. dir~ctlY. concerned with. cong~ted. urban.areas~~ but is aimed. at providing 
only indirect relief from urban troubles by securing: r the : sanitary: development . of. 
~llb~ban a:feas and preve~ting them from deteriorating as so ma:t1y la:r~e areas in Bomb~y 
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Island~ which not so many years ago were quite suburban, have deteriorated in the last 
iO years into a condition in which the only remedies p~ssible are too drastic and too 
costly to be undert11ken by local authorities without substantial assistance from not only 
Provincial but even Imperial Funds. 

In illustration of the large ·share of the outlay on a. scheme that is taken up by 
acquisition, I may mention that in the Improvement Trust's programme the outlay on 
acquisition of the altogeth~r too small pr?portion of the city which their estates will 
ultimately occupy according to their present .sanctioned programm~ will be crores,. 
while the cost of works is comparatively small, "iz., 2 crores. In more advanced 
countries the policy of wholesale acquisition a~d development by . the local authority 
has been tried and found wanting ; and it is now generally recognised that it is far more· 
satisfactory to leave developme~t to private individuals or societies and reserve to the· 
State or the local authority merely the power of SiJ.nitary control; and the Dill before us 
supplies the first step in this dir~ction. · · 

The financial provisions of the Dill are at first sight. somewhat complex:. The. main · 
point about them is that they are devised so as to reduce cash payments whether by bJ: 
to ·the Local Authority to a minimum; against payments due by the Local Authority t9 
an individual owner on account of his land,having been taken up for a road or f~r any 
other public purpose is .·set the payment due by the owner to the Loc~ Authority on 
account of any increment in value accruing to his land by reason of the Local Authority's 
scheme. If the balance is in favour of the owner it will generally be made good by 
cash payment but such payments will aggregate far less than the capital the Local 
Authority would have to provide if it were to buy up the whole area affected by its 
schemes, as the Improvement Trust does in Dombay. 

The general effect of the procedure contemplated by the Bill is to compel owners of 
many small intermingled holdings to so co-operate as to secure the development ·of the 
whole area of these combined holdings under the control of the Local Authority as if i~ 
belonged to a single owner~ Every owner will find p.is wishes consulted in the general 
development, but the interests of the majority will not be sacrifi.ed to those of a re· 
calcitrant minority. Disturbance of possession will be reduced to a minimum· and will 
be directed towards improvement in shape of building sites and in access to them from 
public roads. 

In England it is no uncommon thing for a.single owner to have so large a holding 
that he can embark upon schemes for· suburban development of any part of it without 
concerning himself as to what his neighbours will do; but here the trouble is that 
holdings are so small that the development of a suburban estate by a single owner is 
almost unknown. In order to form a building estate of 775 acres in Dadar, :Matunga 
and Sion th~ Bombay City Improvement Trust had to acquire land from no less than 
1,865 owners at a cost of Rs. 55 lakhs. The acquirement of this land took 8 years 
and the development and disposal of it will probably take 20 mora and the net financial 
result will probably be a loss of Re. i for every square yard in the estate. Under the 
Town Planning Bill it should be possible to sec,ure the development of a similar estate 
in Salsette by the original owners at one-twentieth of the gross outlay to· which the Trust 
have been put and with next to no loss to the public purse, whereas without such an Act 
the orderly development of any large building estate ·on sanibry lines will be an 
absolute impossibility in Salsette since there is no Local .A nthority ·rich enough to 
undertake such wholesale acquisition schemes as the Trust has undertaken in Bombay. 
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I :was amused to receive the other day a copy of a representation against this l3ill 
-addres8ed by the Matunga Residents' .Association to the President of the l3ombay 
;Legislative Council. I was amused .because I knew that the Association included .a 

· number of well-meaning house-owners who have made an awful .mess of what might 
under a Town Planning Act have easily been made ·an ~mirable building estate near 
1\Iatunga. Station. To refresh my memory I made an inspection of it this morning. It 
£upplies in every way an admirable illustration of how estate development should not be 
carried out and how good building plots may be utterly spoilt when their owners are 

·not 'bound to one another by such :prescriptions as the simplest Town Planning schemes 
always contain in the way of limitation on the height of buildings, on the proportion of 
each plot· tliat may be built over, on users, on provision of roads, drains, open spaces, 
etc. I think it is wise to apply the proposed Act to Salsette in the :tirsi instance. It 
breaks novel and difficult ground and it must be recognized as at the outset at any rate 
a piece of experimental legislation. It will need very thorough overhauling in Selec~ 
Committee, I think, and I for one shall not be surprised if it emerges in quite a different 
shape. It may need even mort\ overhauling after it has been tested by practical 
experience in Salsette, but the principles it is based on are, iu my opinion, very sound 
.and therefore I hope this Council will pass its first reading. 

The Honourable Rao .Bahadur GANESH KxrsnNA SATllE s·poke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-! agree with the object with which this lUll has been brought forward in 
this Council, and looking to the principles, one bas .. to ex.Press his concurrence. I do 
not profess to know the peculiar conditi~ns of Salsette, and therefore I would not trouble 
this Council by making observations in .respect of the condition$ of Salsette. However, 
I think I ought to say l!omething which to me appears useful for ft.e inlormation of this . 

. Council so far as the mofussil conditions are concerned. 

1 am afraid, this Bill, though it is intended to bring about sanitary results, seems 
to me to be much in advance of the conditions prevailing in the .mofnssil. Members of 
this Council might be aware, that there are many Munici paliti.es,-1 am talking of large 
::Muuioipalities,-which are suffering from chronic indebtedness on account of schemes 
of water works, drainage, and so on, and I doubt whether such Municipalities will be in 
a .Positiorr to undertake such costly Town Planning Schemes within a measurable 
distance of time, even if, and as it is certain, every effort should be made to promote 
the sanitary conditions of towns, and also to provide, or to guard against the haphazard 
growth of buildings, still, if I ~ve rightly understood the provisions containing in the 
existing Municipal Aot,-I refer to the l3ombay District Municipal Act,-those 
provisions are quite enough to bring about the desired result. Only if the Municipalities 
would care to have by-laws framed under section 48, clauses (n), (o) and (p), and if the 
:Municipalities exercise power given to them by section 90, and if the Municipalities 
take a keener interest in the subject which has now attracted the attention of thls 
Council, and formulate by-laws, really not oniy sanitation will be looked after, but 
improvements can be effected in every direction. My view of the matter is, that so far 
.as conditions ·at present prevail in the mofussil, this Bill seems to me to be much in 
advance. However, if those regulationS or those sections do not go far enough, then .this 
.Bill ought to be accepted, and ought to be introduced into certain areas where. the need 
for its introduction will be felt. · 

The Honourable Mr. GonEoLE referred in his speech to the town from which I coma 
and .to another town in the same district, and said that the Land Acquisition Act might. 
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be easily made applicable. -I t~k he forgets whep 1:te makes ~h~t stat~ment t~t when 
land is acquired by resorting . to Land Acquisition Proceedings; tp.er~ is : ~hyays a 
likelihood of people. making a ~Qrp.}lination .and the :M\t~cipal!ty not ~~tti;o.g ap. ~.deqnate 
price for the plots as reconstituted aftf:'rthe land a.eq~isitio;n pa~~s p~ce. ._The ex:periell.ce~ 
so far as congest~d areas in tAe ~xjsti_ng towns is co11~ern~d, ~as t~e o~~er w_ay ; tUl~ _t~~ 
was because, though the tend~p.cy has grown !~tte:rly to go o~t~i~e t4~ .to~n .:l~d ~ake 
·habitations, still from mercantile co~si~~r~tio_ns, p~9ple ~iv:e ~ore Pt1<?e for I~nd 1'~~4. 
is already within tha heart of tQe t,own, ~11d though e.x:pepm~nt_s_h.ave h.~.en t~c.e_p:>._~de 
in a town like Sholapur by aQ~~~t;tg ~anP. unde:l' the Land ~cqui~~tion .A~t, . th~t 
experiment has not failed, because· we :were !~ -want of such ;pl~~s ; b~t I ~nl: i~. g~e.at 
doubts whether this Bill would secure tl!e desi~ed r~sults so far as .·e:dst!ng 4evelopp1ont 
is concerned. I will not trouble this Co~ncil with any more remarks on \his head. So 
far as certain sections of the Bill go· my first suggestion w~th regard to the C0!1~titutl9n of 
the controlling authorit' is . ~h~t t4e Sanitary J3oard would be ,consi~~red ~s 111;ore 
competent for deciding .. projects of Town Planning S~hemes t~an the Oommiss,i9ne~. 
That is my own view, ~nd· I do not k~ow whet~er it is acceptabl~ to othe~s, ~ut) "a~ 
bound to place my own view before this Co~cil. ~n .the· City M.nnicipalities, · the 
·controlling aut~ority should be, as the provision :r;tow ~x:~ts i-q. the J\IuniQipal A_ct, t~e 
Governor in Council. These are .my t~o alterna~ive suggesti9t;ts, so far as the definitio.n 
of controlling authority goes. . . . . . 

Then in section 9, I have a very small suggestion to make. J u~t ~s t~e ,o~e~s are 
consulted under section 9, I think.they s~C\llld have a voi~e before a pre~iminary ~~~~rpe 
is prepared under section 8. · 

.Then as regards the most im pottant sectio~, namely the section about :finance~,· 
I have some apprehensions, .and I will place my own doupts before the 9ouncil. . I:n ta
good many towns, Government Iand,-not agricultural .land, but Goyern1fie,nt W!l$te 
land, is included within Municipal area, and though it is included in the :1\!unicipal area,
it does not form .part of the town site, and Government, ~der the existing rules. of the· 
Land Revenue Code, is competent to dispose of buil4ing sites on payment of certain 
·occupancy price and building assessmentt Now supposing for a moment that .a local 
authority wishes to bring some part of this Government Ian~. within a Town Planning: 
Scheme, I doubt whether Government will be ready to make its contribution under 
section 19. Of course, if it does, one would be glad, because Government .wou~d b~ 
helping the local authority by giving increment according to the valuation of the 
arbitrator. I have placed my doubts before this Council, and I shall be glad to know if 
I am wrong in .apprehending that Government would not be ready to . make any 
-contribution. 

Another section on which I have to say something is the section about the appoint .. : 
ment of the arbitrator. With ail dEference to the drafters of the Bill, it seems .to me. 
that it is a misnomer, because the arbitrator is to be appointed by the controlling 
11.uthority. Arbitrator has always an idea underlying that word that .he is to be selected' 
by two contending parties, and here the arbitrator's appointment is to be made solely ,by 
the controlling authority. liy submission is that, instead of giving finality to his 
decisions, some Board on the lines of the Tribunal of Appeal under the Improvement 
Trust Act in Bombay should be formed, where people can go an:d have ~heir grievances 
ventilated, if they are not satisfied with the decisions of the arbitrator. These are in 
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short my suggestions on the main principles of the Bill, and. with these suggestions I beg 
·to support the first reading of this BilL 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. TuRNER spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-I~ is not 
always easy to· distinguish between principles and details but I consider that the chief 
principles of our bill are that a town planning scheme should be drawn up in advance of 
development; that the boundaries of land holdings should be altered where necessary so 
as to render them more suitable for building purposes, and that those persons who are 
directly benefited by an improvement scheme should contribute towards its cost. The 
first of these principles gives a local authority power to look ahead and to endeavour to 

rdo for a town what an architect does for a house • 

. · The principle de-aling with the alteration, where necess!iey, of the boundaries of plots 
so as to render them more suitable. for building purposes refers to the existence of a. 

- ' problem which is most evident~ several p,arts of Salsette. Instead of a nicely arranged 
series of_building.plots along a road we get a jumble of irregularly shaped plots, many 
of which- are altogether too small to put a house on. The Bill enables a local authority 
to bring ·order out of chaos. The third p:dnciple that I nave cited ~ys down that those 
persons who are. directiy benefited by an improvement scheme should contribute towards 
its cost. It is common knowledge that when~ road is made, the properties to which it 
gives access rise very considerably in value. The· two things are indissolubly connected, 
namely, the expenditure on the road and the ris~ in value. ~hat the Bill proposes 
to do is to take piut of the rise in value and set it against the expenditure. It· is. 
proposed to take, if-neceSsary, from each owner, fifty per cent. of the profit he derives_ 
from the road. Generally this fifty per cent. will more than cover the cost of the road •. 
In such case·s less than :fiity per cent. is taken each owner contributing in proportion 
to the b'enefit that lie enjoys. ~Ye claim that· this eqo.itable arrangement is a great 
advance on the present system. It is a general pratice for the local authority to build 
roads ;at the expense . of the rate-payer and by so doing to benefit a few at the general 
expense. ·This is surely:not fair. Those ~ho get special exclusive benefit from public 
e:Xpenditure should be asked for a special contribution to meet this expenditure. If 
this principle iS 'put in force, the local authorit1 will be in a position to build far more 
roads than it is able to do-at present, and thus supply in many cases a long felt want. 

. :Under our "Bill the full half-share of the betterment can ortly be demanded from 
owners when the costs demand so much to be taken. 

. - -

-· The suggestion 'of the Honourable Mr. -GoD BOLE that the whole area to which .a. 
town planning s~heme relates should be_acquired and then.sold in lots aft_er carrying out 
the required improvements would add enormously to the capital cost of a scheme and 
~auld in practice ~terially limit the siz~ of the area to which schemes would be applied. 
Within a small area where .plots are irregular and small and where development is. 
immediately required it might- be practicable to apply the Honourable Member's 
~uggestion but ·to ·apply it_ to tracts of land, through which it is necessary to :fix: the 
u.lignment of main roads, though pot necessary to construct them, immediately would 
entail_ a great .hardship Qn .the. owners by forcing them, if they wished to retain their 
lan.ds, to b~y~bick their own plots at a price which includes not only .the sum that was. 
paid. to acquire them, but . also proportionate sl:are of the costs of constructin(JI roads 

- .. . . 0 

~nd drains wh~ch_ neither· they ncl' tle publia may require tor Ecme y£ars. The 
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Honourable Member suggests that after the completion of the necessary work the new 
plot should be offered in the first instance to the original ow;ners at cost price ·which. 
presumably includes the proportionate sh~re of expense.s for the work~ . executed but he 
does not suggest how such expenses are to be apportioned. It. would be no easier to 
make such an apportionme~t than to apportion the contribution mel'!.tio~ed in the Bill. 

The Honourable ~Ir. hlLUBHAI objects to clause 13 which, he says, gives a Ioca. 
authority power to dispose of o~jections, and he refers to the English Act which leaves 
the power of final disposal of objections to the Houses of Parliament. I would point 
out that clause 13 does not give power to the local authority to dispose of objections, but 
it gives a local authority an opportunity of endeavouring to meet objections by.in?d.ifying 
their draft scheme so as to secure mutual agreeme~t. It is the controlling authority 
who finally decides the matter under section 14, and to whom all the objections made t() 
the local authority have to be forwarded, and he ,will only be called upon to decide those 
objections which the local authority have not been able to mee~. The procedure of the 
English Act which has been quoted is by no means parallel. 'rhe objections that can be 
considered by the Houses of Parliament are directed against the Local Government 
Boards' proposal to give their sanction to a final scheme. In other words they c'orres· . 
ponded to the objections that might be raised to the scheme as finally amended by the 
controlling authority and which he proposes to sanction. It might be provided either in 
the rules or in the Act that the controlling authority should publish his intention of 
sanctioning a particular scheme and that any objections thereto might be made to the 
Governor in Council within a prescribed period, but for the present it is sufficient to 
note the Act as drafted lays down the principle, that objections can be made to a scheme 
before it is ·finally sanctioned and I submit that it is a matter of detail to decide when 
they can be made. 

The Honourable Mr. MA.NMOHANDAS RAMJI spoke ag follows:-Your Ex:cellency,-
1 rise to support the first reading of this Bill on principle. As. several diffi.oulties are 
already pointed out by several speakers, I have only one suggestion to offer; and it is 
this that in Salsette and other places, Government aiways claims a certain fine after 
cultivable land is transferred into building site and it should be made clear whether 
in areas dealt with under the Town ~Ianning Act, Government will insis~ upon these 
fines or whether they think of disposing of that claim in some other way. As it is when a 
land is converted from a cultivable land into a building site, has been improved in the 
surroundings by Local' Authorities, buildings grow up, and therefore, th3 value of the 
land is appreciated on account of soma expenditure undarhkan by th~ Locnl Bolrds or 
by Government and to compensate for that a building fine is levied. Now as the owner 
pays for the betterment under the Town Planning Bill, this fine will b~ leviable around 
towns. The details will be considered in the Select Committee, when thig Bill is con·. 
sidered there. I am in entire agreement with Mr. SATRE also in his diffi.oulty about 
Government lands. 

As to the appointment of arbitrators, I think, the Select Committee will have to 
consider some better way of appointing an arbitrator in the shape of a tribunal or 
some other body where the interests of all concerne:i will ba properly looked after. 

The Honourable :1Ir. N oWB.OJEE DoRA.BJEE KnANDA.LAVALA. spoke as follows =-Yo~r 
Excellency,-! rise to support the first rea1ing of this Bill. I have been acquainted for a 
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long number of years with SalSPtte :md the lands that are generally taken up as building 
sites. The Honourable Mr. llANM:OH.A..."''DAS has ju~t alluded to the point whether when the 
Town Planning Bill becomes Law, if agricultural lands are taken up for building sites, 
Government will still take a fine and give a lease . determining a certain rent for a 
number of years, or whether that rule will be done away with. I think that that rule 

· cannot be done a 'Yay with. It is a matter which concerns the changing of one class of 
land into another •. It will be seen that the principle upon which the Town Planning Bill 
has been framed gives a great deal of facility in bringing together, and making into 
suitable plots irregular lands, which are often of very inconvenient shapes and which are 
not generally fit to be built upon. A number of such lands may be conveniently plotted 
out togethet and the owners of the lands would then have no difficulty as they would get 
regular and shapely plots to build upon. This is one of the great facilities that the Bill 
will give to many owners of land, and I am sure that such owner3 of land in Salsette 
will be very glad to have their lands so piotted ont as to be useful nnd convenient for 
building purposes and also opened up by roads. The valuation of land previous to the. 
improvements and the valuation after the proposed improvements will cause a great 
deal of difficulty, but it is probable that when this Bill comes into the Select Committee, 
ways and means will be found by which the increment may be determined in a manner 
acceptable to a large number of owners so as not to press heavily upon those who have 
small pieces of land. A certain amount of inconvenience will occur in a few. ·cases, but 
I think in the generality of cases the valuation of the increment will be fixed in such a 
way as to prove acceptable to many owners. · In the. case of the appointment of the 

, arbitrator also a very delicate point will have.to be considered. It may be that in certain 
cases.the arbitrator will have.to· take the.help of experts in determining. what would be 
the approximate value of the improvements that are proposed to be made, · r;;o as to fix 
fairly correctly the value of land when it is improved by roads. It has been_ said that 
this Act will primarily apply to the Island of Salsette, but there are not many places. 
in Salsette where it can be applied at pre~ent.. The very ex.haustive'report that has been 
pub~hed by Government in regard to the prevalence of Malaria. in certain portions of 
Salsette will help ~ great deal to select salubrious spots in Salsette which could be taken 
up at present for making t~ ·experiment. Government again will have power under 
this Act to apply it wherever it. is found necessary to other places. In. a. place like. 
Po~na, although it will be a beneficial thing to apply the Act tJ some part.s where . 

. ne~essary, it will be found that the prices of land do not go up so high there as in the 
vicinity of :Bombay. It is very appropriate that .this experiment is being made in the 
first instance'in Salsette, which is quite close to Bom~ay and where there are many 
people who ,would like to have buildings in Salsette. Just as we travel a few miles on the 
B. B. & Q .. I. Railway we see. a_ large number of buildings that are put up near the. 
s~all stati~ns.that we passt b~t the ~regular manner in which those buildings have been 
constructed shows that there has been no control of any authority or that very little 
advice has been taken by the owners in building their habitations in such a manner so 
as to be convenient both for the residents of the houses. and their immediate neighbours. 
In many cases owners try to put difficulties in. the way of their neighbours, and this is 
one of the principal things that the Act will remedy. I am sure that all the difficulties 
that may possibly arise in reference to the working of the different sections of the Act will 
be carefully considered by the Select Committee, and that when this Bill comes to be read · 
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. and discussed a second timt:J it will emerge from the Council in a shape which will be 
found generally acceptable to all. With these remarks I support the first reading. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHA.R BALKRISllNA UPAsANI spoke as follows :-Yow: 
Excellency,-! will not detain the Council long. I have only to say a few words. 
The idea of Scientific Town Planning is most welcome and I ·think that the Bill as it 
.stands is well suited for extension of big cities like ~ombay, Karachi, Ahtnedabad,-etc:, 
but so far as mofussil towns are concerned, I think the Bill . is in ~dvanc e of our needs 
and of our means also, and rather than have the Bill extended to us, it would be better 
if we introduce a few sections in the lfunicipal Act, based on the lines of. some of the 
provisions that are embodied in this Bill. In my own town, Dhulia, so far back as 182() 
the new town was laid out on sufficiently scientific principles, more recently 'the town of 
.Jalgaon has also been laid out on new principles, and still more recently open areas fu its 
_vicinity have been taken up and given at reasonable prices to private owners for buildfug 
purposes. I think all the ordinary public necessities, as regards drainage,_ sanitat~on and 
water-supply should be provided for by the Municipality as it· raises from the people a 
large amount of tax: to m~et this expenditure. · 

·It would also be better if all the expenses in theway of contribution for the improve· 
ment of roads a~e likewise met from the corporate funds· of the .wP.ole Municipality·. 
It is not possible to allocate to any individual owners the proportion of benefit which 
they derive from the improvement of roads. The upkeep· of road~, lighting, water .. 
supply, drainage and all similar works are to be taken up by the body corporate and as 
such they are being looked to and paid for· by the :Municipality.· The great difficulty 
we find is as regards open sites requir~d for building. These should be. allotted on. terms 
that would keep it.witbin the means of ordinary owners to. take them up for.· town 
extension. If the rules as regards the sale of open sites close to a town and. the· use of 
agricultural lands adjoining large towns for building purposes are made more favourable 
than at present, I think mnny difficulties as regards town extension will be solved by 
us with a much simpler procedure than that provided in this Bill as it ~tands and I hope 
that when the Bill is referred to the Select Committee, it may be· found possible tq 
separate the provisions suitable for smaller towns from those which. would be suited foJ: 
larger cities like Poona, Ahmedabad and Kar4chi. Also H may be considered what 
provisions could be mado applicable with advantage to· large villages. Towns. with 
Municipalities are better able to take care of themselves than villages. It is the villages 
that are in greater need of sanitary improvements· and for them this Act is far too 
cumbrous, but when the Select Co:nmittee considers all the detailed provision~ I hope it 
may be found possible to embody simpler provisions that might als'l be applied to smaller 
areas. With these few remarks I beg to support the first reading. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JrrAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Ex:cellency,-I should like to say a few words with Your Excellency's permission on this 
Bill. The Honourable Sir PHEROZESliAH MEnTA and the Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE. on 
behalf of the Corporation said that they do not want this Bill for the Corporation~ 
~hose gentlemen who coma from mofussil towns say that the Biil is not suited to them 
In the form in which· it is drafted, and that they are not so far advanoad as the B~ 
contemplates that they are. The Bombay liunicipal Corporation says that they are.· far 
-more advanced than what the Bill assume., they are. However, Salsette being so near~ 
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~~ery Honourable Member's eye falls on it readily and it is prpposed that an experiment· 
· should be tried on p~r Salsette. Your Excellency, if that is so, in the first place, I 
~ould suggest that the defini~ion of" a local authority ,.which· is proposed to be embodied. 
i:Q. the Bill should be changed. The conditions of Salsette at present, if Your Excellency 
Will enquire, except RO far as the Bandra Municipality is concerned, are such that there 
·are Local Fund Committees maiD.ly of nominated members. Each Local Fund Committee· 
~ Salsette oon·sists of three member'S, two Government officials and one non-official 
nominated by Government. If that is so, the local authority is purely a Government 
body, .and people have no representation on it, and they have no voice, and they will have· 
no· voice in the preparation of schemes which are proposed to be applied to Salsette areas. 
~he first scheme that is proposed to be prepared is the provisional scheme in which 
people_have no voice whatsoever; secondly, Block Scheme and Plan, and the third the 
~nal Scheme and Plan. ·Now all these Schemes are to be prepared under the proposed 
legislation by the local authority, and that local authority being a nominated body,. 
people will practically have no voice what soever in any or' these Schemes. 

The second point which I would like to suggest is this, that local authority should 
be so defined as to include District Local :Board. The District Local Board of ·Thana 

.,really is a partly nominated and partly elected body, and I do not see why Salsette
being in the Thana District, the District Board of Thana should not have the right to 
,prepare the schemes under the :Bill. · 

Another suggestion· that I would like . to make to this Council is this, that the 
controlling authority, so far as Salsette is concerned, I submit, should not be the 
. Commissioner of the Division, but it should be the Governor in Council. We are trying 
an experiment in Salsette which is so near Bombay, and the people of Bombay are so. 
m:uch interested in the Schemes to be experimented on in Salsette, and there is no reason 
.why the Governor in. Council should not be the controlling authority in a matter of so. 
great a moment. 

Another thing that I would suggest is, that in the preparation of any of these 
schemes the owners of plots over which such schemes are proposed to be tried must not. 
only be consulted, but they must have an effective voice. Members of this Council will 
remember that we are depriving the owners of plots of certain rights over them against 

. their own wish if we do not give any effective voice to them in the matter. I would 
suggest that unless the majority of the owners consent, no scheme under the 13ill should 
be framed. If the· majority of the owners con sent,• by all means let the local authority 
prepare the scheme and submit it for· the s~nctll6if. of the contr?lling authority, but. 
unless the majority of the plot owners consent, I thiri.k it is not right t& force them to 
accept a scheme in the preparation of which they have no hand. 

'Ihe third thing that I would object to is ~he arbitrary powers which are proposed 
to be given to the ar~itrator under the :Bill who, I understand, will be an official. Not 
only his decisions with regard to the calculations as to increment but decisions as regards. 
compen.sation are to be final. Under section 35 of the :Bill as it now stands, the members 
.of this Council will find that, although there is under certain circumstances a right given 
fo plot owners to appeal to the controlling authority,-but under what circumstances P· 
If more than half the number of plot owners agree that the increment is more than it. 
ough~ to ~ave been. An individual plot owner who is aggrieved as to the amount of 
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'ctmipensation or increment, l1as no right to ·go to :the controlling authority and lay his 
·grievances before him~ and the controlling authority unde~ these circumstances has thus 
no power to appcint another arbitrator to decide as· to, whether a~ increment is c,orrect 
-or not. I submit that the plot owner who is aggrieved as to the calculation of increment 
·()r as to the amount of compensation' which he .. ought -to receive should· have the right 
to go either to the Civil Court or to any other Tribunal such as my Honourable friend 
Mr. SATHE suggested. · · · · 

Of course, with regard to the Bill, on the .whole, I would say that Salsette is really 
.an agricultural district, and if this Bill at all "goes to the Select Committee, I would 
suggest that the Honourable .Members of that Committee will take very good care to see· 
that a certain· amount of land is set apart for agricultural purposes, as it is to be. set 
apart under the Bill for market, gardens and other public purposes. Unless and u~til 
that is done, I am afraid the agricultural population will be driven away from Salsette 
if the Bill as drafted successfully, goes into the Statute-Book. The agricultural population 
will be driven away from Salsette, and they will have to fin~ room somewhere else. I 
know that the gentlemen who opposed this Bill with regard, to towns, or with regard. to 
the Bombay Corporation, a~e really afraid of increased rates. Of course, Town Planning, 
if it is to be worth anything at all, must mean . increased rates. Town Planning means 
the extension of its schools, its colleges .. extension of its public buildings, constructio~ 
of road!!!, and so many other things, and all these mean increased rates, and the · rates 
must 'Predominate' the :whole f question, and the .. praotical· question really for Your 
·Excellency's Council to consider' is whether, in the ·present .state of the ·country, :we are 
in a position t·o afford, all these things. That is really the practical question. ; . 

To my mind, I am not af all confident about: the· success of this legislation. ,I wish 
the measure full success, but I must say- that considering the state of this country, one 
has to thlnk twice before trying the· exp.eriment in a place like Salsette. I must plainly 
tell this Council that if it is tried in ·Bombay, which is· a very ·big city, which is a 
commercial city, which has plenty of resources at its back, and 'which -has very good and 
rich citizens, one would hardly feel the pinch of such an experiment if it proves 
unsuccessf,ul, but to try an experiment in Salsette, I am afraid, one has to think and 
consider whether it is really going to be a success or not. . 

There is also another question which Your Excellency will have to consider in 
passing this Bill into Law. We have to consider whether the building operations will 
not be' delayed. · If they are, then the question is, how are we going to meet the 
slackness thereby arising for some years to come. That is another question. Of course 
I would like to see beautiful cities growing all round us, and beautiful gardens and roads 
laid out and constructed, but the practical question is, whether the country is prepared, 
whether the people are rich enough, to afford all these-what I may, in the present state 
of country call' Luxuries.' The history of legislati~n in England in this respect is this, 
that till the year 1898, there was nothing known of Town 'l'lanning in England. It 
was in 1898 for the first time that one Mr. Howard published a book entitled'' To-morrow" 
on Town Planning in England, and after the publication of that book which laid down 
effectively the advantages of town planning Honourable Members will find that a 
Garden City Association was formed, meetings were held, and the literature on the 
subject. was circulated to the people, and a series of attempts were made to enlighten 
p.ublic opinion on town ;planning. A few years later, in 1914, another Baok-

B 41 ... 55 . 
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The Honourable Sir J.ursETJEE JEEJEEBROY interrupting :-Your Ex~ellenoy, I am 
compelled to rise on a point of order. What I want to know is whether we are discu~s· 
ing the literature on the subject or the Bill before us. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :- I am rather inclined to agree with the Honourable 
. .Member. I think the Honourable Member may reserve his remarks on English Town 
Planning for another occ:asion. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL continuing :-I would be very brief and would take 
oDiy a couple of minutes more. but I must say that I am perfectly right when I am 
·discus~ing how the legislation on Town Planning in England was brought about. In 
the year 1904, another Book-. · 

His, Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, Order. I would ask the Honourable 
Member to obey my ruling. 

·The Honourable Mr~ PATEL :-'V'hat I mean to say is that it was after the public 
opinion ·was suffitiently educated that a Bill on Town Planning in 1909 was 
introduced into the Legislative Assembly ln England, and I am afraid we are inflicting 
upon an ignorant public in India a piece of legislation about which an experiment has 
yet to be made for the first time. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL spoke as follows :_:_Your Excellency,-Before 
dealing with the very few points which still remain to be referred to after the explana· 
tions given by the Honourable !Ir. ORR and the Honourable Mr .. TURNER, I want, at 
the ,opening, to express my regret that a copy of this Bill was not sent to the Bombay 
Municipal Corporation, as I admit it should have been, for their opinion at an earlier 
stage. I am afraid I am responsible for that, not having directly ordered it, but I feel 
certain, with Your Excellency's permission, ·that I may undertake to issue orders for this 
to be done in the future in such cases as a matter of course. 

· · Now, Sir, I do not propose to follow all Honourable Members through all the details 
connected,with the Bill wh~oh they have noticed, but to ·deal only with two or three main 
points. In the first place, because there is such a general unanimity in· favour of read .. 
ing' this Bill a first time, th·us expressing ap.proval of the general principles, and, in the 
second place, because so many Honourable Members have ineidentally replied to their 
predecessors in debate, it seems unnecessary to follow them in detail. But I should like 
to notice one or two salient points which seemed t~ indicate that there is some lack of 
comprehension as to the meaning of what is, after all, an extension clause, in very 
ordinary term. It seems to be supposed that, when Government extends the operation 
of this Bill to places in the Presidency other than the Island of Salsette, that thereby 
Schemes for town p~annin~ will automatically commence to arise. Well, of course, 
;nothing is further from the meaning of that clam:e, and I am really rather surprised, at 
this time of the day, that it should be necessary to explain that. All that it means ·ts 
this, that if from any district in the Presidency a proposal comes up that this Bill should 
be applied to a particular area in that district in order to· legalise the making of town 
planning schemes, that thereafter, if and when Government assents to that proceeding; 
the Act will come into force in that area, and the local authorities can then proceed 
legally to lrame a Town Planning Scheme. That is all that is ip.tended by that _clause .• 



. An important point was certainly alluded to by my Honourable friend ~ir :rn~~OZE• 
SHAH :MERTA when he referred to the question of its _exte:osion or extensibility .to the. 
Town and Island of 13ombay. I did not understand my Honourable friend to objec~ to 
the extensibility of the Act to the Town and Island of :Bombay, as was supposed, I tbJ.nk,j 
erroneously by the Honourable Sir JAMSETJE~, but only that this section should, i,f in 
the Select Committee it appears to be desirable, be so modified as to secure, without any. 
reasonable shadow of a doubt, that such application by the 13ombay Municipality for. 
the extension of the Act to that particular area, shall unquestionably voice ~~e feelings 
of at least a majority, and a substantial majority., of the Municipality. (Hear, hear): 
If that is correct, I have no hesitation in saying that in the Select Committee we shall 
most certainly see whether we cannot frame the section in such a way as to meet aU· 
possible objections. ' 

Then, Sir, the next misunderstanding which seems to have underlain some cri~icisms 
I believe (notably in the case of the Honourable Mr. GonBOLE, and some speakers who 
followed him,) is that there is no difference except in method between what is proposed 
in this Bill and what is provided for in the Land .Acquisition Act; and ihat it· is much· 
better to adopt each and every o! those means which happens at the moment to . be· 
cheaper. But there is the most radical difference in the world between the two. J!art 
and parcel of the meaning of this Bill is that the land which is required for publi~ 

purposes, as indicated in this Bill, shall not pass from the ownership of the persons to 
whom it belongs .. On the contrary, though for the benefit of the community· at large, 
it shall be permissible to modify the boundaries, and: perhaps the whole of such land 
in a particular way for the public weal, it is intended that operations under the Act 
shall not affect the ownership more than is absolutely essential, and that the owner of 
the land shall be the first beneficiary of such improvements, although· not to the full 
extent of the benefits which are involved. D 

Then, Sir, I was rather astounded to listen to the Honourable Mr. PATEL suggesting 
that on the passing of this Bill into law and its application to Salsette, the agriculturists 
will necessarily be at once ousted from that Island. I presume he labours under the 
same misunderstanding to which I referred just now, viz., that he supposes that directly 
a given area comes under the operation of this Bill, then it becomes one mass of town 
planning schemes from which everything else is excluded. Of. course, anybody who 
reads this Bill carefully will perceive that town planning must relate to specific areas 
within the territories to which this Bill will apply, and that it relates to nothing else. 
It will be perfectly clear that my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL is tilting at a wind-mill: 
when he presumes that the unfortunate Salsette was going to be depopulated, and my 
friend Mr. TuRNER and other Government officials were going to up.set the whole Island •. 

Again, Sir, I cannot follow the same Honourable Member's argument that this Bill 
is going to increase the rates. Surely, if anything is really designed in this Bill, it is to 
prevent, as far as possible, the future b~rdening of posterity with the very enhanced and· 
heavy ~ates for the purpose of remedying the reckless and short-sighted town planning 
a~ c~rr1ed out now, and it is so designed by providing for a contribution from benefi .. 
C1anes so as to secure, if possible, that no increase of rates shall be necessary to the local 
authority operating under this Act. . 
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Now, Sir, the next point and one of the last; to.whioh I think.! need refer, is' that 
alluded to by my Honourable· friend Sir PHBROZESIIAll relating to clause 8; in which, 
I think, again there was some over-cautious apprehension as to the sole authority 
~ncerned ultimately with .ihe author ·idn.g ~f the declaration of an intention to town 
plan,~and the means of securing that such declaration of intention shall be·duly notified. 
This is a detail which will certainly: receive our most care[ul consideration in the 
Select Committee, and the addition of a f<:"w words to that clause will remove all 
possible doubts or criticisms. · 

I do not at the present stage propose to enter into the detailed costs of the scheme 
and the methods of levying the costs, because it is quite clear that, since the explana· 
tion -i: gave ·at such "length last time has not been quite understood by Honourable 
:Members, no explanation now, until the Bill comes to be closely studied, cbuld make 
those provisions entirely clear, and I therefore propose to wait until the Bill has been 
thre.she4 out in the Select Committeet when I hope also to arrange for a special publica
tion of it, with a view to attracting to it publio attention in every possible way. 

. There is one point raised by the B;onourable Mr. KAlUT, which, I think, does 
require to be noticed and cleared up at once. The· Honourable Member was appre· 
hensive that it is possible in some case.s that a small cultivator of land who came under 
notification might not be in a position to pay tha contribution which may be reqUired, 
towards the cost of a scheme .. \ I wo~d ask the Honourable. M.e~ber'~ sp~~ial attention 
to clause.25 of the Bill as at present dr~fted, which has ~gain. been. slig~tly. modified, so 
as further to protect the· cultivator, in amend~ents which I shall lay before tbe Select 
Committee; and he will see. that the net amount payable, etc., shall be paid in lump 
sum or in such instalments including charges for interest, as shall be :fi.xed.by the local 
authority with. the sanction of the controlling authority. This is a very general clause, 
it is true, but it is specially designed to give a latitude in cases in which it might be a 
hardship for an individual cultivator to pay his contribution down in cash. 

_. :. Now, Sir, generally in regard to the criticism which has been made on the subject 
of the appointment of-an arbitrator, and of his rather arbitrary powers, and the nature 
of his appointment, I propose at present to say nothing, because I do feel that here 
again there are certain radical differences between the conditions ;irlch led to the 
passing of the English Act in 1909 and which obtain in India at the present time, and 
that these differences render it difficult ·to follow precisely the safeguarding clauses 
whiok are found in the English Act and which ~e have tried, as far as possible, .to 
reproduce with·.referenoe to Indian ~actualities.· But in· the Select Committe~ again, 
I think,· the large number of gentlemen, whom I shall shortly invite to serve on it, will 
be satisfied that everytliing possible is being done to secure all concerned in these 
schemes from any harsh treatment or arbitrary decisions by the arbitrator or by anybody 
else. With these few words, Sir, and With, I should like to add, the sincere appreciation 
of. the kindly and appreciative manner in which this Bill has been received, I beg to 
propose that it now be read a.first time, after .which, if that motion is passed; I shall 
propose the reference 'of the Bill to a Select Committee . 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT spoke as follows :-I only wish to say one word to 
·Honourable :Members in summing up the debate. ·I think we all agree that the one 
oiutstanding feature that has come·out in the debate has been the general chorus of 
~J?proval of the general principles of this To'Wn Planning Bill In fact, I think I may 



fai~ly say that practically the Oijly critic-and l dp!:pot think b.e was a severe ~rit\c, and 
I hope he will become an approver in tirp.e-was my:,Honour;1ble friend Mr. PATEL, who 
seemed rather. anxious about certain details on . :w.hJ~h I hope will be reas~ur~cCr I am 
much pleased at the gratifying reception of the Bill part~cularly for this reas~~- ·;·As we 
are all aware, on this Council lies the respoi\sihiJity of· bringing fo-rw~rd fo~ th~· first. 
time a Bill of this kind. That is a very important ,matter, for we know that· the. other 
Oouncils in this country are looking with inte~est at 9ur proceedings ~nd for t~~ g~neral 
and.final development of our Bill when it becom~.s.ftn Act. It is satisfactory, to feel 
that our Council is satisfied with the general pr:.illQiples of this Bill and that we~ shall 
have much discussion on it hereafter, for my H?P:~.Y:r~~le Colleague him3elf says .that to 
his own Bill he will have many amendments to.,move. I hope that we shall work. in 
~rder to ensure a really satisfactory Act being pnt on tlie Statute Book in th~ future . as !, ... !..~. '. '.J . 

an example to the rest of India. ·I agree with ~Y.. Honourable friend, Sir P.s:M:toz.ESIIAH 
' • \... .:r• • • • 

1rlEHTA, ~hat the whole question has to _be care!?-llY and deli~erately thought. ou( witli 
justice and fairness to the landlord 'and at th.e 'same time to make hiri;l 'realige the 
responsibility and duties which lie on the ownershii>"of property, ani; on. the otheihand:, 
to ensure that in future lands all round great to~its should be planned and. developed in 
a sound aiJ.d satisfactory manner and that peopTe "snould not be allowedtd run "!lP. build~ 
ings in every direction at their will and pleasu·re: I am sure Hono~rable Members. will 
be e:x;tremely satisfied with the discussion that ~e have h:trl and· ~- sincerely 'trust that 
when the Bill becomes an Act it will be of lmrit~nse value to the whole Pre3iden/3y and 
to India. · · · · · · ·· 

The motion for the first reading of the Bill was then put -to the v:>te and Clrri"ed. .. 
• ~ I "' ' • . !. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. C. H. A. HILL sp:>ke .as follows :-vVith Your Ex:<;el,\ency's 
permission I propose that this Bill be now refer~ed to a Select Co:nmittee con~isting of 
a very large number of gentlemen whoso na~es I will shortly read out, and: ~hat the 
Select Committee be in~tructed to report by the 1 Sth of April. Your Excellen,qy; I feel 
that I owe some ·apology for sugg_esting a speciij~ dat~ and one moreover so clos~ at hand, 
but I do earnestly trust that I may raly on . the co-operation of this Council on this 
matter for two reasons. In the first place ( ti,\~~; be 'le:tving India for a sllort: tim,e on 
the 18th April, and that perhaps is a suffi.ci~nt ~eason; but the other reason is· that the 
sooner we.get the Select Committee's report·p~blished, the longer it will· be before the 
public for consideration before it is again ta~en up by Your Ex:celleucy's Council, and 
if we arrange, as I hope jt may be possible,·to· give greater notoriety to the pul}lica~ion 
than is usually the case, then I was going'- to. ·add--to my suggestion that the:·, further 
eonsideration of this 'Bill and of the Report of 'tho .. Select Committee be deferr.f'd. .until 
at least six months from the present time, so as to be .taken up at. the next Bo.mbay 
Session of the Legislative Council The gentlemen .whose names I suggest to_ ~~~ye on 
the Select Committee are-. . . 

The Honourable the AnvocATE GENERAL. 
The Honourable Mr. CuRTIS. 
The Honour~bl~ Dr. D'MoNTE. 
The Honourable Mr. GonnoLE. 
The Ilonourable Mr. KAMAT. 
The Ho:aourable·Mr. KaANDUAVALA. 
The Honoural!Je·Yr.. KoTHARE. 

H 41-56 
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The Honoura'ble·~rr. ·LAiunnAI SAMALDA.S MERTA. 
The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAlt MEHTA. 
The Honourable Rao Habadur RAMANBRAI 1\IAniPATRAM NILriNrn. 

· The Honourable Mr. ORR. 

The Honourable RJo Babadur SATHE. 
The Honourable Mr. SETALWAD. 
The Honourable Mr. TuRNER. 

The Honourable Mr. CHINoY, and 
The Honourable MOULVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The question is that this Bill be referred to a 

Select Committee, the names of whom have been read 'out by my Honourable Colleague, 
with instrUctions to report by the 18th of April, and that further consideration of the 
lUll be deferred until the next meeting of the Council in Bombay. . 

The Honourable Sir PHERozxsRAlt. MEHTA :-:May I make one suggestion? I 
quite r~gnise the desirability of the Select Committee. sitting as soon as possible; 
because I frankly say that though I sh~uld have objected to such an arrangement 
:under ordinary circumstances, I think it is most desirable on this particular Bill that 
we should have the services of the Honourable Mr. HILL, who is in charge of the .Bill 
as Chairman of the Select Committee. I know what that means 4'om actual experience 
in the Development Committee of what value his chairmanship will be, and therefore 
I am quite prepared to accept the proposal that the Select Committee should set to 
work at once, although I would suggest that instead of t?e 18th of April the date itself 
J:!l8Y be put off a little further, though the Select Committee may make its report by that 
time to enable the Honourable Mr. HILL to leave Bombay on the 18th of April What 
I mean is that there will be no harm in putting off the date even a month later; not 
that we are bound to make our report as late as the 18th of April, but I think it may 

. be desirable to leave it open, so that if any representations or anything comes afterwards 
ve may be able to consider them in the Select Committee. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:-What date would my Honourable friend suggest p 
The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAR MEHTA :-Say a month· later; only I do not 

want to make a limit upo~ the making of a report. 

The Honourable Mr. HnL·:-My only difficulty in accepting my Honourable friend's 
mo~on is that I do not precisely see bow, if I am in England, I am to sign the report. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAll MlmrA :-I mea.n that the date should be kept 
npen. !.do not mean the preparation and signing of the report should be delayed, but 
that the date should be kept open formally for that purpose. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-First of all, I must tell my Honourable Colle~1711~ 
that he has forgotten to put his own name in the list of names which he just read, 
That is to be understood as included. 

The question is that this Bill be referred to a Select Committee, con.Sisting of mem• 
bers whose names have already oeen read out,.· with 

Bill referred to a Seleet Com· instructions to report by the loth of May, and that the 
mittee. further con~ideration of the Bill be deferred to the next 
meeting of the Council in Bombay. 

- Carried nem. con. 
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The Honourable :Mr. HILL -M:ay I, Sir, do whatJ omitted to do just now, and that 
is to ask the Honourable Members whose names have been read out, if possible, to meet 
me a.t a preliminary meeting on Thursday next at 3 o'clock in this room for the concert .. 
ing of arrangements for the Select Committee? 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think it will be to the convenience of Honourable 
Members if :we adjourn now tillll·SO on'_ Monday morning. 

The Council then adjourned tillll·30 on _Monday the 16th March 1914. 

lly orde1• of His Excellency the Bight Honourable the Governor, 

J.' NISSIM, 

llombay, 14th March 1914. Secretary to the Legislative Council, 
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Journal of the Proceedings. of the. Legislative. 9ouncil of· the Governor of 
Bombay, assembled under:. the · prc;>visioris· of the Indian Councils Acts, 
1861 to 1909. 

The Council met at Bombay, on Monday, .the 16th March 1914, at·ll-30 a.m. 

PR,BSBNT: 

His Excellency the Right Honourable :Lord: WILLINGDON''op ·RATTON;, G,C.I.E., 
Governor of Bombay1presiding. ·' : · ·· ~ :: ·· ·· '' · i • • · 

The Honourable Sir RicHARD AMPHLETT· LAMB, K.C.S.I., C.LE., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. CLAUDE HAMILTON ARCHER, HILL, C.S.I., C.I.E., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. ~R~HASJIANKAR D •. P ATTANI,~ C.I.E~ · 
The Honourable MouLVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARRow, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. DATTAT:&AYA VENKATESH BE.LVI, LL.B. . 

·The Honourable Mr. GHULAM MuHA.MMAD valad Khan Bahadur W.A.Lr MuHA;MM:A.D 
BHURGRI, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. FAZAL:BHOY MEHERALLY CHINOY •. · 
The Honourable Mr. G. S; CuRTis, C.S.I., I. C. S. · 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MoNTE, M.D., L.R.C.P. (Lond.), L.Y. & S. 
The Honourable Mr. R. W. L. DuNLoP, C.I.E. 
The H'onourable Sardar SYED ALI EL EnRoos. 
The Honourable· Mr. KASHINATH R.A.MCHANDRA GODBOLE. 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM. 

· The. Honourable SHEIKH GULA.:M: HussErx HtDAYATALLAH; :LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir J,aMSETJEE JEEJEEBHOY, Eart. · 
The Honourable Mr. J. E. C. JUKEs, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. BALKRisHNA SITARAM KAMAT. 
'fhe. Honourable Sardar DULA.BAWA RA.ISINGJI, Thakor of Kerwada. • 

. The Honourable· Mr. NA.vROJI DoRABJI KHANDALAVALA, LL.B. 
The Honoutabla 1\Ir. ·JEHANGIR ·H. KoTIDI. 
The Honourable Sardar BHALCHANDRARAo ANNASAHim P.A.TWARDH.!N, Ohief of 

Kurundwad (Senior). · 
The Honourable Surgeon-General R. W. S. tYoNs, 1,LD., 1.1\:L s: 
The Honourable Sardar -Sir CHINUBHAI }fA.DHA. VLA.L, B:ut.11 O.I.E. 
The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBAIN. 
The Honourable ·1\Ir. LALUBHAI SAMALDAS j\fEHTA. 
'.rhe Honourable Sir PHEROZESIIAH l\IERWANJEE MEHTA, K.O.I.E., Bar.-at·Law. · 
The Honourable R:io Saheb VENKATESH SHRINIWAS'· NAIK. 
The Honourable Rao. Dabadur RAMANBHAI 'M.A.RIPATRAM NILKANTII, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. J. P.· ORR, O.S.I., I. 0. S. 
Tile Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PURSHOTTAM l'ARANJPYE.· 
The Honour~ble lir. GoKULDAs KAIIANDAS PAREKli, LL.B. 
n 41-57 
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The Honourable Mr. VITHALBIL\1 JHAVERBHAI PATEL, Bar:-at·L:lw. 
The Honourable Mr. ABDUL HussEIN AD..uiJEE P.EE:&DROY .. 

· The Honourable Sir HENRY E. E. Pno.CTER; KT. 
!rhe Honourable .Mr. lliNHoH.ANDAS R.ur.rL 
The Honourable Rao BaMdur SHRINIWAS KoNHER RoDDA. 
The Honourable Rao BahadUI' Gms:R KRISHNA SATHE. 
The Honourable lir. W. Ho~ SHARP. 
The Honourable Mr. W. D. SHEPPARD, C.I.E., L C. S. 
Tha Honourable :Mr. F. L. SPROTT. 
The Honourable Mr • .E. G. TuRNER, I. C. S. 
'The Honourable 1\fr. SRRIDHA.R BALKRISHNA UPASANI. 
. . . 
The Honourable Mr.IlA.RcHANDRA.I VIsHINDAB, LL.B. 

BILL NO. VI OF 1913 (A BILL FURTHER TO. AMEND THE CITY OF 
BOMBAY IMPROVEMENT ACT; 1898) • 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. A Bill further to amend the City of 
Bombay Improvement Act, 1898; first reading-The Honourabie Mr. PA'rr~I . 

The Honourable Mr. PRABHASHAI\'"KAR. D. PATTANI spoke as follows:-Your Excellency,
! do not think I shall detain this Council long on this 

The BonOU-'1'1lble Mr. PATTA.NI • h d Th Bill f h . . d h c· 
th . stp t f th firsj. Item on t e agen a. e · urt er to amen t e 1ty moves e po onemen o e ., · 

reading of the BilL of Bombay Improvement Act came up before the _Council 
· · for ·its first reading in December last. As Honourable 

Members will remember, the Municipality on that oceasion requested that the considera. 
tion of the Bill be postponed in order that they may have an opportunity of .submitting a 
representation which they intended to do, and we are also aware that that demand was 
strongly supported by the Honourable Member in charge of the interests of the~ Muni~ 
cipality, and in deference to that demand and subject also to the understanding that the 
promised representation should reach us in good time before March, the postponement was 
granted. It has, however, happened that that representation came to us on the after
noon_of the 11th instant, thus giving us :hardly time to consider it carefully. While I· 
allude to this del-ay, I have not the slightest intention to say that the delay has been due 
to any intentional desire on the part of the Municipality. On the contrary, from the 
heavy agenda work that appears from time to time in the Gor;e1'1!ment Gazette, it has 
been quite clear tG me, as it should have been to all Honourable :Members who are 
int~rested in Municipal work, that the last few m"onths of Municipal life have. been 
months of good and strenuous work. The delay therefore, it must be conceded, was 
perhaps ineyitable. I only refer to this t~ show that by that circumstance we have been 
once more confronted with the necessity of granting a postponement. If ·I may be 
allowed to say so, barring a little overstretching of an argument here and there and a little 
vehemence of language in one or two places which should have been made milder 
without affecting the substance and the arguments advanced, the representation would 
appear to be a weighty document, and, if it is to receive at the ha~ds of Gover,nment 
that careful and patient consideration which the influential position of the. Mut:Ucipality 
would demand and which also the importance of the issues J'aised would merit, it becomes 
necessary that the postponement must be granted, and; Your Excellency, I move that it 
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be so granted and that it. may be ruled that the first reading may be taken up when we 
meet next at Poona. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The question is tha·e this Bill be postponed. 

First reading ol the Bill post

poned. 
The motion was put to the vote and carried. 

' BILL NO. IV OF 1913 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY IRRIGA.T~ON ACT, 1879)• 

His Excellency t~e PRESIDE.L"iT :---A Bill'. further to amend the Bombay Irrigation . 
.Act, 1879; second reading-Sir RICHARD LAMB. 

The.Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :.,..:..Your Excellency,-In 
moving the second reading of the Bill, I have extremely 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD • · h B' · If. Th · • 
L th d 

__ .:~:_ f little to say as regards t e ill. 1tse • e meamng and 
A!IB moves e secon rt:l:lrU.Wg o · . 

the Bill. objects of the Bill were explained fully, and I hope clearly, 
in my speech on the first reading, and the report of the 

Select Committee together with the amended Bill have been in the he.nds of Honourahf~ 
}fembers for quite a ~ufficient time for them to read and understand the IiJ.Odifica
tions which have be~n made in the Bill in the Select Committee. It seems to me, 
therefore, Sir, that I should be only taking up unnecessarily the time of the Council if I 
were to go through the Bill again, and I hope that Members- have considered the -revised 
draft, in. which no modifications of essence or substance in the Bill have been made but 
only modifications to get the provisions in better form and to ensure ~he more satisfac
tory working of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE and the Honourable iir. UPASANI have both given 
notice of motions for the postponement of the second reading.. i have to thank these 
Honourable Members for theh· courtesy in giving notice of a motion for postponement, 
which they were not bound to do. They could move a motion for postponement at any 
time under rule 7 without previous notice. I therefore thank them for giving us word 
beforehand that they proposed to move such a motion. At the same time I. am bound 
to tell them that as member in charge of the Bill I am not prepared on behalf of Your 
Excellency's Government to accept either motion, and I hope that the Council will 
resolve to continue the consideration of the Bill at this meeting and to pass the second 
reading. It would be perhaps unfair if I were to state now the reasons' for which I 
should not be able to accep~ this motion for postponement. It woul~ be anticipating 
the arguments which I pres~me my Honourable friends are prepared. to lay before the 
Council in favour of their motion. I will only' say, at this stage at any rate, briefly, that, 
as has already been explained at the time of the first reading, we are not prepared to 
undertake legislation with a view to placing the smaller irrigation works under the 
control or custody of panchayats. That they should be so placed appears to me to be the 
main or only reason for which the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE desires that the consi• 
deration of the Bill should be postponed. Perhaps I may mention, Sir, that even if it 
should appear right and desirable to place some of these works under the management 
of panchayats, that would not in the least affect the necessity for our making the 
provisions that are proposed in the Bill now before the Council, It would· not ba 
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possible t,o place under the guidance of panchayats works of the description which was 
referred to at the time of the first reading, namely, those in which Government have 
contributed largely to the improvement of the works and works which extend over 
severa~ vill~g~s. · It is coi10eivable that works of a smaller kind relating to a single 
village could be placed under the management of panchayats, but th~t fact does not alter 
the fact that it would not be possible to place under th~ panchayat larger minor works, 
and for them we must have some such:Bill as that b~fore the Council. 

What t.he)~O'QOJ!r~pl~ ~fr:. lJ:J!ASANI's. r:~asons.may ~e f9r. a moti~n .of; pos.tponement 
are not stated in his motion, and. I cau·.only. surmise· that he desires to have time for 
further inform~tion, such as he has sought to acquire by the questions asked at this 
meeting •.. It does not appear, however, that the time during which the report of the 
Select Committee has been in the hands. of the Honourable Members has been insufficient 
to: enable the Honourable·l\fember to deVise quite a number of· amendments to ·the Bill 
which he is moying at this meeting, and it is not at all . clear that ~ny advantage would 
he gained by a mere postponemen~ of the consideration of the :Bill~ 

. . . ' 

. . Ani fu'rther remarks that 1 may have to m~ke, Sir, on the Bill I should prefer to 
. ... ... 'f- . .. . . . ' • 

reserv~ until the motions for adjournment have been disposed of and until we come to 
t;h~ consid~ration of.the :Bill.clause by ciause. I the.refore move, Sir, that the Bill be · 
read·~ second tinie. ·· · · · · · · · · 

• -~-. • •• • w • 

The. ·Honourable. Mr. K~HINATR. RAY CHANDRA GODBOLE read. the following 
speech:-. . . · 

·~our Excellency,-The motion that stands in my name is as. given. in the ~genda 
paper. It :asks for a postponement of the second reading of the Bill before the Counyil 
and tbe appointment of a. Committee of the Council to consider and report ~hether the. 
maintenance of the. Se~ond_ Class ~~r~gation works. in t~s Presidency ~annot. be mora 
efficjently secured by other .arranger:ri~nts s~milar to those adopted in Mysore • 
.,.!< • .. - • • • 

· , , -A question might naturally be asked as to. why I did not bring forward this proposal 
at the first reading of the bill. I must tell the Council that I was not aware of the 
Mysore Regulation having been passe~ at the time. The Regulation came to my hands 
before the meeting of the Select Committee, however, and I placed ·it. be~ore. the Select 
Committee but it was not considered there .. 

Before dealing with my motion in detail, l should like to make some introductory' 
remarks regarding the Second Class Irrigation works under consideration. These works 
hav'e originally been constructed by the' people themselves, and have since been improved 
in some instances by the :British Government from Imperial Funds. I tried to ascertain 
the exact number of these works, but have not been successful in my attempts. The 
Public Works Department have 1,344 of. these works on their list which irrigate 148,444 
acres· iand· ·yield Rs-. 5,05,878 as· Irrigation share of Land Revenue. In addition to these 
1,344-works on the Public Works list, there are others which are small and less important. 
I could not ascertain the exact number of these small works. I find, however, that the· 
Irrigation Commission Report of 1903 places their number at 4,300 in Gujarat and 
I- have· reasons to think that their' number in. the Deccan and the Karmttick is 
over 3,000. The· small Irrigation works in Gujarat are stated to be irriaatin(J'. 

0 b 

40,000 acres and. the small Irrigation ·works in the Deccan and Karm1tick 125,000 acres 
in the Irrigation Commission Report. The works are situated ill all the districts of the 
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:Bombay Presidency proper except Sholapur, · Thana and Koiaba. · The total numbe~ or 
the. Second Class Irrigation works, large and small, in this Presidency may thus· be put 
down at over 8,000 and the area irrigated by them at over 300,000 acres. · 

· These details will give the Council some idea of the works that have to be dealt with 
. and their number, character and distribution. ·The works are very important in village 
economy, not only on account of the direct irrigation ·pr~ctised under them, but also on 
account of their usefulness in raising the subsoil level of water in their surroundings and 

· thus feeding the irrigat1on and water-supply wells in the neighbo~rhood. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTTS :-I ri_se. to a point of order, Your Excellency, 
The Honoura't>le Member is· dealing with the nature and constitution of these works. 
I submit that on a motion for adjournment of the second reading of a Bill we canno't go. 
back to the principles. The nature of the works is already well-known and it can have· 
nothing to do with. any question. of panchayat management, when dealing with the. 
question of adjournment of tht' consideration of the second :reading of the Bill~ . 

· His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think the Honourable 1tiember is perfectly 
entitled to give his reasons. I gather from him that he.is giving his reasons as to why 
he considers it necessary that the second reading should be postponed. He must go. into· 
some detail on the particular question. 

The Honourable Mr. GooBoLE :-I thank Your Excellency. 

I have stated above, that alf these works have . been originally constructed by the 
Irrigator~ themselves. They were also efficiently ~aintained and • repaired by ·the · 
Irrigators up to within the last 50 or 60 years. The village . autonomy and communal · 

. spirit for s:uch joint and communal work existed in pre-British times and in the early 
days of the British Rule. During the last 50 years, however, co-operation amongst . 
villagers for communal wo~k has disappeared on account of various reasons, the 
principal of which are the present Revenue and Police organisation of Government, . 
establishment of numerous Civil and Criminal Courts, increased communications and 
the general growth of individualism. The village officers have lost aU moral control 
over ryots and the consequence is that communal work has become almost. impracticable. 

' ' . 
Under the above circumstances, the repairs and maintenance of Second Class . 

Irrigation works are being more and more neglected and the wor~s are going to ruin. 

Go~ernment have been trying during the last 30 or 40 ye~rs to devise some workable 
machinery for the efficient upkeep of these works. and the present Bil1 is the outcome of 
their deliberations. I do not think tho situation has been met adequately in the Bill. 
Let me tell tbe Council what Government have been doing in the matter of repairs of 
Second Class Irrigation works, of late. Of the 8,000 works referred to byrne, they have 
selected the larger and more important ones, 1,344 in number, and have undertaken to 
repair and i~prove them according to necessity . from time to time. The remaining 
works, over 6,500 in number, hav~ been left to their fate. They have been handed over 
to the villagers .fer upkeep with the full knowledge that the villagers will not be able to 
do anything under the present altered qonditions of village communities. I should not 
be surprised therefore, if half of the· 6,500 works referred to, have become defunct under 
existing arrangements. 

· The problem. before Government is to set up an agency for looking after the ~econcl 
Class Irrigation works in the Presidency. The works require frequent inspection and 

n 41-58 
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small petty repairs and periodical silt clearances. The agency of the· Public Worlis 
Department is quite unsuited for the purpose. In the first place it is very expensive, on 
account of the s~attered nature of the work. Again, the Department cannot economically 
arrange for throwipg up a few basketfuls of earth, cutting a shrub, removing a patch of 
silt or other petty work which tnus.t be. done in time and cannot.be delayed on the 

· principle that a stitch in time saves nine, I may tell the Council how these Second 
Class Irri<Yation works are at present goinO' to ruin: The tank bund gets lowered in ohe 

0 • 0 

place on account of the cattle and villagers using it. Five or six baskets of earth must 
be thrown at this low place, before the succeeding rsins .. If this is neglected, the 
crossing wiJl get further lowered in the succeeding year. The flood water of the tank 
will then pass over the lowered spot and cause a breach in· the embankment and the ruin 
of the tank. ·Similarly the lining wall of a channel gets outflanked by canal water. The 
outflan~ng mast be repaired immediately, by throwing up a small bank.. If this is not 
done, the lining wall will have eventu3liy to be extended, AI~ this would be saved,. 
if a few baskets of earth are thro'Y'n where required at the commencement of the damage. 

The only way in which- petty work of the above character can be carried out · 
economically, is by local agency on the spot. The old village communal spirit must be 
revived and strengthe:ned. Legislation should step in for effecting this revival, where 
necessary. 

· The Government of Mysore have a much larg~r property in the shape of Second 
Class Irrigation works than. we have in th1s Presidency~ They havo about 40,000 .of 
these works on their hands, and they have solved the problem by entrusting these works 
to Local Tank Panchayets form ·ed under their Regulation 1 of 1911. I have obtained 
copies of this Regulation and they have been distributed to the Honourable Members of 
this Council through our Secretary. · T am of opinion, Sir, that we shoUld have a 
similar act in this Presidency for renewing the old village machinery for the maintenance 
and repairs and management of our Second Class Irrigation works. 

The Yysore arrangements will have to be mo'dified in some respects, to make them· 
suitable to the requirements of this Presidency. I would have the follo.wing modifica
tions amongst others :-

_lst.-I would hav:e special official -organisers to guide the Bombay Irrigation 
Panchayets in their initial stages. The organisers might be of the grade of Circle 
Inspector working under the orders of the· Collector. One of their duties should be, 
the periodical auditing of the Panchayet accounts. · 

2nd.-I would have some additional ex-officio members of the Panchayet at the 
commencement. The canal subordinate and the regular Circle Inspector of the . 
village concerned, should be such ex-officio members. 

3rd.-All the proceedings of the Panchayet sho-q.ld be appealable to the Collector 
and his assistants. 

4tlt.-An;l.Ong the funds to be placed at the disposal of the Panchayet, I would 
place a contribution from (lovernment which should be, say ith of the Irrigation 
Revenue of each .work. This contribution should be utilised mainly towards the. 
payment of pa.tkaris, manegars and other establishment. entertained for the repairs 
and management of the irrigation work. · 
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5th.:.._Before st~rting. the syste~. ~f ;iil~ge .Irrigation ·Panchayets~ · I woul<l 
exclude from their operation works which· might be i~rigating the lands of more than 
one village. Such joint village works which will be very small in numbe:r, should J>~. 
transferred to the Irrigation Department for management like First Class· Irrigation 
works. The Shahada channel which irrigates lands' in 6 or 7 villages and about the 
mismanagement of which the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS. told us so much at the last 
Council sitting, the Gangwan-Bhadwan-Visapur channel and other works where 
there are intervillage disputes would· thus go out of the purview of the. proposed 
village Irrigation Panchayets. · · · 

I am sangui:w, Sir, that'the Mysore Regulation provisions, if made applicable . 
to this Presidency with the above and other necessary· safe-guards and alterations, 
would prove successful and adequate to meet our requirements. They will go much 
further than the present Bill before the ·Council. I. will give . some of the reasons 
which lead me to tak'e this view. 

. First and foremost, we will be thereby reviving and . strengthening .an exi~ting 

institution. The irrigators under Second Class Irrigation Works .have not yet gene· 
rally repudiated their responsibilibies. In some of the villages, we still find irpga· 
tors clearing their channels of silt and attending to water distribution and petty 
repairs very satisfactorily. l£ Irrigation Panchayets are established by la.w, they 
will be very acceptable to the people, as they will be merely an old livi~g institution 
revived. 

Secondly, the .. work ~~at i~ to be 9a'J;'ried out by the Pa:nyhayets is ,well under• 
. stood by the people~ T~e water. distribution and the sys~em .of repairs and ~ilt ~lear

ances are established by long custom, and .the new. Panchay~t will simply legalise 
existing praetice and make its infringement punishable by la,w.,·. 

Thirdly, if the lrrigation Panchayet takes . root and . becomes firm,· we· can 
arrange for the efficient upkeep of all our·S,OOO Second Class Irrigation Works. and· 
not of 1,344 only, as.is the case at pre~ent. 

And fourthly, the proposed Panchayets will be dealing with matters which are 
of vital and daily interest to the villagers, and with . which they are closely and 
intimately acquainted. Every serious irregularity in their administration will there· 
fore be at once brought to the notice of higher authorities and rectified~ 

I may add that the introduction of Irrigation Panchayets in thif? Presidency will 
mark a distinct adva~ce in the progress of self-government in our rural areas. Self· 
government in this form is not likeiy to fail or to prove abortive, and if we succeed in 
initiating it, as I strongly expect we will, we will be paving the ·way for gradually intro• 
ducing village Panchayets for sanitation, for local works and for adjudication of petty 
cases and petty offences, forward steps in .local self-government that are advocated in 
the report of the Royal Commission on Decentralisation in India, and that will gladden 
the heart of every well wisher of the cou~try. 

I am informed, Sir, that one of the·reasons why the present 13ill ha~ taken so long to 
come before this Council is~ that some of the previous high Revenue officers of .Gov~rn
me~t w.ere in favour of forming village Panchayets for the management . of Second Class 
lrr1ga~10? Works in this Presidency. The proposal that I have . put forward ·before the 
Counci11s thus apparently in accord with the views of those officers. . . 
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Before concluding my remarks, I should like to read to the Council three extracts 
from the speech that was made in the Mysore Legislative Council in introducing the 
Village Tank Pancbayet :Bill which was subsequently passed as ::Mysore Tank Panchayet 
Regulation No. 1 of 1911. 

ExTRACT 1. 

"It is therefo~·e p.ecessary that an effort should be made to create in them (the 
ryots) an interest in the maintenance of their tanks. And if this is to be done there 
should be no feeling of compulsion when the ryot.s have to do any work to tbeh• 
tanks. They should be given a substantial voice in tpe measures necessary for the · 

. maintenance of the tanks. The powers to execute the necessary works should be 
given to them, instead o'f their being pressed and compelled to do those works; and 
the·control over the funds that may be set apart for the .Purpose of repairing and 
maintaining tanks should also be transferred to them, They should be made to 

. regard the tanks as their own and be induced to attend to their repairs and main• 
tenan~e with the same readiness and interest as . they would ~how in renewing the 

· thatch to their h!luses or repairing the hedge of their gardens. In short the ryots, 
interest in the tanks can best be secured by allowing them a certain measure of self. 
government in respect of the tanks. It is with this view that it is proposed to con· 
·stitute Village Panchayets for the ,control of tanks.'' 

ExTRACT 2. 

" Will the ryots show any more zeal in the matter when the -enforcement of the 
.rules is handed over from the Deputy ·commissioner to their own Panchayets and 
when the Deputy Commissioner can e~ercise coercion only on the application of the 
Panchayets P This question has been asked and my answer to this is that· the 
Government have every confidence· that the proposed scheme will revive a communal 
spirit which will effect what any amount of coercion on the. part o£ the Revenue 
officers has failed and must fail to achieve.,, 

EXTRACT 3. 

''Personally I have every hope that the scheme will be a .success in its primary 
object o( improving the condition of tanks and its ulterior' object of reviving the 
com~unal spiri~. . I look forward to a day when the ryot will have so identified 
himself with h~s tank as to feel a proprietary int~rest in it and a pride in keeping it 
neat a~d trim without any prompting from the officials." 

I· fully concur in the Views expressed in these extracts. I may tell the Council that 
I have had considerable. experience in the management of the Second Class .Irrigation· 
Works in this Presidency, having inspected, repaired and managed a considerable · 
n_:umber of them in the. Deccan, Guzerat and ~be Karnatak. .My acquaintance with · 
these works is rather old, but I do not think things have altered since my days to such 
a-p. extent as to make my opinion valueless. I think Irrigation Pancbayets will be ·the 
:nio.st suitable agency for the management and upkeep of our Second Class Irrio-ation . 

• 0 

WorkS, 'The Panchayets will require sympathetic· guidance from Government officers in 
t~e-first period ~£ their existence. When they grow up, they will keep in repair not · 
only our Second Class ~~r}ga.tion W_orks bu~ another class of· village works which we are : 
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iD.itiating in the ·shape of reservo~s for · raising subsoil water level in the Deccan 
'tracts. Government have provided one lakh of rupees for this new class of works in 
the Budget of the next year. When these new works· are constructed, the villag~ 
Irrigation Panchayets will look afte~ their upkeep and management also, 

The Honourable Mr. CuRTis' during the first reading of the present Bill 'remarked 
that I was an old advocate of 'I~gislation for keeping up our Second O~as9;Irrigation 
Works. I can assure him that I have not abandoned that position. I still think that 
· legislation should be resorted to, for keeping up . our· Second Class Irrigation Works in 
·an efficient condition. I think, however, that the legislation should set up local· village 
Irrigation Panchayets with proper s3.feguards and not make the provisions of the 
Bombay Irrigation Act of 1879 applicable to our Second Class Jrrigation Works. I can 
assure Your Excellency with reference to Your Excellency's remarks at the last session 
of this Council, that I do not want to desert my child but I want to see that my child 
grows into a strong, healthy and self-reliant man, and it is with that object that I hav~ 
brought forward the motion that is before the Council. 

With these remarks; I beg to place my motion before the Council £or their 
consideration and adoption. 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARROW :-Sir, as there are two motions of the same 
nature before th~. Council~ shall I be in order in suggesting that it would be well if we could 
take both of them together so that we may not have them both discussed separately? 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Member_is perfectly correct. Not 
only it would be well, but it would be imperative. If my honourable friend Mr. GoD· 
EOLE's motion is negatived, the Honourable Mr. UPAsANr's motion would necessarily lapse 
in the same manner because they refer to t.he same moti~n. Perhaps . my honourable 

· friend would like to understand olearly.the situation. If he wishes to speak on the parti
cular motion for adjounment, he must speak on Mr. GoDBOLE's motion for adjournment 
which is before the Council. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-With Your ~xcellency's p~rmission, I would like 
to say a few words. My motion is simply for an ~djournment. Mr. GODBOLE's motion 
means something more than an adjournment, He proposes the adjournment so that the 
whole may be redrafted on a new basis. It is a larger question and one that requires 
consi4eration and discussion on its own merits. Even if that proposal is nob accepted by 
the Council. still there will be room for my motion lor adjournment of the consideration 
of the Bill as it stands or as it is before us in its present form. Therefore, my reason is 
not the same as· Mr. GoDBOlE. has advanced in support of his motion. It is of a different 
nature and I think it will be more convenient to have them considered separately. I wi,ll 
in that case have a right of reply, which I will lose if I am asked to support the motion 
of Mr. GoDBOLE, which is for the consideration of ~ special scheme in which I myself may 
agree on certain points. I have my own reasons for the postponement~ I may be 
allowed, even if the proposal of Mr. GoDBOLE is not accepted by this Council, to speak 
separately. This is my difficult position. Of course, I will not take much of the time of 
the Council and I beg that I may be allowed to place my motion on its own merits and 
not be called upon to support Mr. GoDBOLE's motion as if it were my own motion. I am 
entirely in Your Excellency's hands, but what I am anxious for is that my motion should 
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receive proper .consider~tion·, because the Bill is to affect 8,000 works, my Lord, over the 
whole Presidency and we shall have to consider whether Jpore time is not necessary to 
allow the people concerned to consider the provisions .of this Bill. It will be a separate 
II1otion and it will not cause much inconvenience to the Council. That is my prayer and 
l am leaving it to Your Excellency's consideration, but I shall be placed in a very false 
position if.I am only allowed to speak on Mr. GoDBOLE'S'motion and not to move my 

()WJ;l motion. · 

His .Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I quite realise the Honourable }!ember's position. 
It is a very unfortunate thing, but there are two motions before the House for adjourn
ment, and I am afraid that under the rules of an-Parliamentary Councils the Honourable 

. Member who has the first to say has the right of reply, and the other Honourable Member 
has to give his views o;· the particular question during the course of the debate, but I 
am prepared, if the Honourable Member will agree to it, to divide his motion into two 
parts : That the secorid reading of the Bill . be postponed, ~nd then he should move 
another motion if he sees fit. If that is negatived, he may move that a C.ommittee of the 
Council, and so on.. Would he agree to that ? What I mean is this. Would he agree 
merely now to discuss the question of postponement, and that will give the Honourable 
:Mr. UPAS~I opportunity to fl.ay what he wants to say with regard to the postponement ? 
Then he would be able to -move another motion, at the conclusion of the consideration of 
the motion for postponement, with regard to a Committee. . . 

. The Honour~ble lir. GODBOLE :-If I understand your Excellency's remarks correctly, 
I have been asked: to ·say whether I agree to divide my motion into two parts: the first 

. will be that the second reading of the Bill be postponed, and the second will be that this 
Council appoint a Committee of the Council to consider and report whether. the main
tenance of the Second Class Irrigation Works in this Presidency cannot be more 
efficiently secured by other arrangements similar to those adopted in Mysore. If I 
understand that position correctly, then I accept the suggestion. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI:-If the motion for adjournment of the Bill as it 
stands is rejected, there will be no room for consideration of Mr. GoDBOLE's motion for a 
separate Committ~e. That is a motion which requires to be first considered. 

· :ais Excellency .the PBESIDENT :-I did not quite catch what the Honourable Member 
said. . W auld he say it again ? 

· The Honourable Mr. UPASA.l\"'1 :-Mr. GoDBOLE's motion deals with two things. The 
·first is. a reconsideration of the provisions of the Bill ?n a new basis and for that purpose 
he wants a postponement. My motion is for further time for the consideration of the 
J3ill.as it stands. If this motion for tiiue for consideration. of the Bill is accepted, it will 
not be possible for the Council to take up his motion. Elis motion must be first disposed 
of, that is, if you are to accept the Bill as it stands. Then we will see whether we should 
pro'ceed immediately with the Bill or postpone the consideration of it. If Mr. GoDBoLE's 
motion is accepted for referring the Bill to a Committee on the lines of the Mysore J3ill 
th~n, ·of course, the postponement will follow and there will be no reason for me to move 
my motion. 

· His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-But the Honourable Member would not be able to 
move ·his motion. . That is the parliamentary procedure. If there are two motions for 
adjourn~ent., and if one Honourable Member gets the right of priority to speak, then 

n 
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the other motion will obviously lapse and the other Member would have to speak on the 
motion for adjournment of the origin~:J.l Member.. ·. . · · . ·.· ' . 

The Honourable :Mr. UPASANI :-Your Excellency,, lam nob cleal;' .myself as to 'the 
position. What I say is that if Mr. GoDBOLE's motion to reconsider the provisions of 
the Bill is accepted, the postponement will follow of necessity ·and there will be no 
ne~essity for me to move my motion. It is only if his motion is rejected that I shall 
have to speak. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. No, ~he Hono~rable Member is 
quite wrong. We are now conside~ing th~ motion for adjournment. ·That is 
what the Honourable Member wishes for, is it not ? The Honourable Member is 
anxioll$ to have the Bill post paned or adjourned. Very well, that is the position at this 
moment. We are discussing whether the Bill should be po~tponed or adjourned ~nd 
·I am informing the Honourable Member that he can say what he wishes to with regard 
to that particular matter. But it is quite obvious that, if my honourable. friend 
Mr. GoDBOLE's motion for adjournment is negatived, it would be somew:Pat ludicrous .if 
I allowed my Honourable f~iend, Mr, UPASANr, to get up and. move the same motion. 

The Honourable Mr. 0PASANI :-I submit to the ruling o~ ~our ·Excellency. 
(Mr. UPA.SlNI turning towards Mr. qoDBOLE) :-I have no objection to support 
Mr. GoD BOLE's motion. · . .., 

His :;Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I shall be glad if the H.onourflble .Member will talk 
to me and not to the Honourable Member. W auld the Honourable Member tell me 
E)Xactly what he wants? 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I will proceed with my motion. That is what I 
understand from your Lordship's ruling. In support of my motion for ·simple adjourn· 
·men t-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Does the Honourable Member wish to move his 
motion ? Is that the position P · 

The Hon~urable Mr. UPASANI :-Yos, my Lord. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-It is quite impossible for him to do so; I have told 
him that three or four times. We are discussing l!rr. GoDBOLE's motion for adjournment. 
The Honourable :Member has already got on the paper the same motion.· If the Honour
able Mr. GonBotE's motion is negatived,. it obviously would be ridiculous to discuss the 
same motion for adjournment afterwards. We cannot have the ·same· discussion twice 
over, if the first is negatived, on the same matter. 

The Honourable Mr. GonBoLE :--I submit, my Lord, that my motion should be divided 
into two parts and the second motion should be taken up first ; whether the Bill should 
not be recast on the lines of the Mysore Fanchayat Bill. That should be taken up first 
.and.the postponement motion afterwards. · · . · · . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I do not see how the Honourable .:Member c~n 
possibly do that. w ~ must, first of aU, make up our mind whether the postponement 
of the discussion should exist, and then, if the motion for postponement of the 
discussion of the second reading is accepted, he is perfectly entitled to say that he 
would like to have a Committee, etc. We must go 'on with the postponement 

. motion· first. 
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The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE :-What I am anxious is that the motion that the. 
Bill should be redrafted should be discussed in the Council, but if the motion for the 
postponement of the second reading is carried, then there will be\fio room for further 
, discussion. 

: His Excellency the P.RESIDENT :-But I do not quite see that. If the Bill survives 
the Honourable Member's motion for postponement, the discussion on the second reading 
would follow on. Then the Honourable Member would be perfectly entitled to bring in 
the second part. of his motion. ' 

The Honourable Mr. GODBOLB :-1 agree. 

The Honourable Mr. DALK&IsRNA. SITARAM KAMA.r spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-1 rise to support the motion moved by my Honourable friend, Mr. doDBOLE, 
for postponing the· second reading of the Bill The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE has in his 
very exhaustive and lucid temarks given us his reasons why he considers the postpone
ment necessary,,. and has shown what we are likely to gain if the Bill is considered in 
the light of the Mysore Punchayat Regulation. Those of us who have gone through 
the Mysore Regulation will see that this :Mysore Regulation is likely to throw a good 

'deal of light on the legislation tba~ we have been considering. The Honourable 
Mr. GoDBOLE has told us the importance of the minor works by quoting the number of minor 
irrigation works throughout the Presidency. But leaving aside the question whether 

·there are six, or eight or ten thousand minor works, I feel that even if the.number is 
· smaller, the Mysore Regulations would gire us an advantage on various other grounds. 
For instance, if this Bill were reconsid~red by a special committee, or if we have a 
reconsideration of it even in the Select Committee, I think we will be able to get a clear 

·idea of what the mainte
1
nance of petty repairs shall me~n; because the Mysore Regula· 

tion tells us what those petty repairs are which they in Mysore have to do.' And, above 
. all, not only would it be advantageous generally, but we shall gain another advantage 
perhaps by postponement in so far as we shall be able to introduce the principle of 
co-operation, if we adopt a Bill on the lines .of the Mysore Regulation; and I am sure 
that every one present here, as well as the· Bombay Government itself, are perhaps 
anxious to .introduce the principle of co-operation in the village economy. On these 

. gro'lnds, as I believe that the Bill is likely to gain by postponement for reconsideration 
at the hands of a special committee, or even by the Bill being referred back to the 
Select Committee, I support my Honourable friend Mr. GooBOLE's motion. 

I 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHA.R BALKRISHNA U:PASANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-My task is a little lightened by what my.friend the Honourable Mr. GODBOLE 
has already placed before the 9ouncil. I have no doubt his valuable remarks will be 
considered, carefully and earnestly, in the light in which they have been made. He 
was placed in a rather unpleasant position on the last occasion in being charged with 
being the fa~her of the Bill, as though the Bill was drafted only on the suggestions which 
he himself had made. It was no doubt a bard position for him in a way, but he has 
cleared it himself and I believe very satisfactorily. As he has stated he is himself in 
favour of some legislation on the subject before us but not for legislation on the lines on 
which this Bill has been drawn up. We must also take into account that when one is 
in office he has to look at things from the official standpoint and I think it was very 
proper of Mr. GoDBOLE to have made the suggestions he is stated to have done while 
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in· office. We do not know what they were from the official standpoint. However, 
assuming that. they were in .favour of some of the provisions em,bodied in the Bill, I am 
the more glad that he has~ with his official experience, now view~d them from the non .. 
official point of view and put the other side before us and has shown us that the Bill 
ad it stands will not meet the actual requirements, either from the Government's or the 
ryots' standpoint. That being the case, I think it would be better for us to reconsider 
the provisions as they. stand in the Bill and to have them _drafted on the lines of the 
Mysore Government .Act, which provides for a. much larger number of works than we 
have to deal with. My Lord; when the Bill w~ last brought before us, it was not made 
clear what works were expected to be ·affected by the provisions of this Bill. We had 
expected that it would be done when the Bill would be considered in the Select Committee 
but that has not been made clear even in· the amended Bill. That is one thing which 
I have to urge. .Another thing which I would refer to, before we pro·ceed further, is 
that a very short time has been allowed for consideration of this Bill. ·My Lord, the 

·Bill which we have now immediately to consider is that amended by the Select Committee. 
·Its translations were published only ·on the 5th March, that is, only a week before we 
met in· this session. I· put "it to this Council whether one week's time was sufficient . 
for consideration . of the Bill by lnillions of ignorant, illiterate agriculturists, who own 
or have interest in 8,000 second class irrigation works, spread over not only one district, 
my Lord, but over all the three divisions in separate districts and in separate village~. We 
know what the proportion of literates is in our Presidency and how still smaller is the 

·proportion of those who know English. Our Billa published in ;English can be studied 
· only by those who know. English. They are published only in the Government Gazette. 
It is no doubt presumed that anything that appears in the Gazette must be taken to 
be known to all. It 'is, however,. only a legal fiction, and a fiction) relied upon so far as 
the knowledge of duly enacted laws is concerned. The fiction has come to us from the 
English law, but we have to remember that in England all Bills, Acts and Laws are 
promulgated in the language of the people. There they have got an advance press and 
~:everal organisations in which these things are talked about. Here we are in an entirely 
different atmo.sphere. So far as the Government Gazette is concerned, only ona copy 
'of it, I believe, goes to a distant taluka, and not more than a few copies to the whole 
district. "J;Jnder those circumstances, I would ask whether it will be fair and right on 
our part to presume that the provisions of this Bill are known to the people actually 
.concerned and that we have given sufficient time to allow them to communicate their 
grievances to us ? Under the rules as they stand, we have to give io days' notice of an 
amendment we may have to-propose, while at the time that we sent in our amendments 
translations were not even published and there was no time for us to receive representa· 
tions •. As a matter of fact, there is only one representation which has been submitted 
to the Council, it is from a gentleman living in the Sata.ra District. The necessity for 
this Bill is stated to have arisen· when ~he question of Government's power of inter• 
· ference in the control of the village Bhandhara . ·works was seriously disputed by a 
':village in the N asik District· and the matter went up to the High Court. The High Court 
ruled that the Government had no power to interfere with their control. Will it be fair, 
my :·Lord, to suppose. that even thes~ people who had contested the right and who went 
up .to the High Court have no· representation to submit in supporb of th6ir rights 
which were judicially upheld. as against Gover]lment and shall we proce~d ou the 
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preSumption fhaf none 'ot :the ;partieS J:oncerned .haV.e 1any·;objeetion to tOUr passirig:tbii 
Bilf" at this sitting.? And I 'beg :to ask whether there ·:has bean "ShOwn :any necessity 
for· expediting :the· pijssage ,of the Bill in· the ·manner that is :bemg done. Keeping: 2lll 
other ·considerations ·apart I will unly put :it ·on the 'broad ground that •matters ~of .this 
kind which affect ·such a 'Vast niass :of .illiterate. population :should 'be gone into very 
slm~ly. My Lord, 'this question of :the present.legislation:has.been before~Goverrim~t, 
I ~beliete, for •nearly 20 years. In 1896 this 'question ·was ~very. carefully considered by 
Government. 'There ·was -a committee appointed :to 1oonsider it, .if I ;am properly 
informed. Then~ the question was also referred :to .the Legal R emenibrancer, and then 
Governme:at decided,' ;if my information is ·COrreCt,. that it :would be :difficult ,to take .up 
any legislation in this· matter or rto rimport any.·am.ending sections in the Irrigation.Act 
as it stooa. It was also then atated that it would be better ~to have a separate Act rather 
than to add any amending sections. to- ·the ·.Act as it stood. The present Bill does llOt 

provide for a separate- .Act as was t'hen :contemplated but -proposes to amend the existing 
Act. · That Act, ·we have already aeen, ·refers to. ·.works ·con'structed by Government 
alone. They- are ;under. Government control and .ar.e of a more .important character than 
those for which the-Bill purports to provide •. Now·would it;be proper.for us to patch.up 
a· few sections An the- existing~ Act and apply them to ·woi:lcs which ·.are admitted not to 
be· Government property but to have been. .mostly co.nstrncted by the people or ·by 
previous ·G-overnments :and ·which 'for ,ee~turies togethel' .have been managed end 
controlled ·by the villagers themselves P .Is it not-proper and.neoessary, I say, to consult 
those . people e'Who actually own these works .and 'have· the right to their . exclusive control 
and·sha.U·we not allow .them sufficient' time 'to, submit their representations.? I am quite 
sure tliat those people·will-be able to show reasons why they desire that the control should 
be left to them, or they will be able to show us the way ·how .they will co-ope~te with the 
Government and in what way they w:ill require Government control and assistance.for 
these works. They .will no doubt welcome any co-operation on the part~of Government to 
help them in the preservation of these work~ These works were constructed in ,ancient 
times, some· so far back as the twelfth .eentury and ev en earlier, , and .for so many years 
people have beeri. able,to control the :works tliems elves without ;any interference on the 
part· of Government. ·unfortunately for various reasons, as the Honourable Mr. GonnOLE 
put it, the village oommunal life ·is changing. The village community, which 'formed ·a 
Governmelit unit, an administrative .unit :by itself, with. all its.village .servants .and with all 
its- cdntrol by -local officials ".of. 'the. village is. now .no .longer what it was. ·Therefore 
-we--shall have. ·to·strengthen.the:hands of the ·villagers. The-Patels and Kulkarnis have 
now so ·many .duties .and. functions. to :perform. that .it is hardly possible for them.to 
devote as:much attention to these works as :they used to devote in former.times. :We 
have to take all. these .circumstances into.CC?nsideration •. Those who are entitled to the 

. ownership and .actual .use of .these works are .the people whose help and . co-operation 
we ought to· seek;-and that :help :and :co-operation, I .beg to state, are JlOt sequre9, as 
they should .. be ·in .the. Bill as it stands. .The :My:sore .Bill provides a. much better 
i3ecurity for· such :co-operation, and, that beiug the case; it is quite:necessary that. larger 
.tilne shouiO.: be allowed for the consideration of the p~ovisions of .this Bill. 

· ·_My· Lord, '1Vhent e~ime ·here· I thought that the provisions of the .Bill must :~have 
been· studied by all concernCd,' but I was· surprised :to.iind that even some . of us did not 
know · what Bandli.araa were· (I mean· · some .: of'~ those : of .us. i who do not belong to: the 
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,~p.tral })ivif:Jio.n;). Tfult: ~eing: the. cpse,;i~ would :ll~:v~ bE)e~ pet~r; · ·r:tb.tnlt; ~- ·this· BiU 
}lad. been :cirpul«ted witJt a f;mall· (sta~m~~t-: or d~s~Ftio~ ·.W. th.~s(t :Wqr]ts, ·witl;t. tb,e.it' 
.number, the prrevio~s 9~ders .which bave :be.en · pas~~d ·by ·GoveJ:D:m~nf; ;w:itl;t. ref~re~ce to 
themJ. so as ~e ·:BollQW Honourable :Me.~b~rs frQm:~erep.t ·:p~tJ~ :to at~dy -~h!;} prov;isions and 
. understand ihem properly. That ha~ ·l;J.ot .~en. <lone, ~nd; .ill the :eonr~e ·of .a, . ·week 
the people themselves have had very little opportunity to place . th~ir te;presentations 
before the .Council. 

. ~his is-m; .. chief. ground for ,as~g for tim.e ~or . fur~er, ,c()ns(~d~~~ti~\l·.of tl>S!l ~~ 

. Thematteris different when·we mov.e Jor ~he P.rst readi~g; .b~t. ·p~s.ing t~oug~ th~ 
secood readi~g .will_pra~ically :mea~ the passip.g.qf the .law, brca?s~ :at .t~e .th,irlf r~aW,~g 

. we shall oniJ go-through formal c.orr~ctioD43,: a.nP, .q~e~tion~ :0~ ~por.ta.nee·~ pave :top~ 
settled be£o.r~ we rCQnsi~er the second :rea4ing., Ther~~OI:e,.· ,\lD;d.er .thps,e · c~rciun~ta.nc~s, 
I think the ·Coun,cil will realise the. n~e.ssity for .postpll¥illg. ~~e ~n~~d~~atio1;1 ~~,tp~. 
Bill.as it $tands, .and in the meantime allowing ,an ,op~~z1:np.ipy ,for· C()~i~~ring t~j) 
very valuable suggestions which our Honourable ~riend)Jr. GQDB9LE ~as pm.d~. 

The Bill as it stands, my Lord, would appear to have been·drawn· up fronfthe stand:~
point of. officW ~nvenience, and not, .frol!l the . standpoint .of ~he ryotf1 ~o far as it is 
necessary,"'""':'l,do .nQt me~n t~ make a:nY sweeping r~marks, .'DlY Lord,-h~1t.t~ is :w~~~ 

, I wish to be ._taken into c~nsideration in- deciding ~he. question; whether ~~e shoul~.b~ 
. allowed. liJ ,remarks are made o~y to s~ppo~t wy prayer; ,for;~~n.tin.g t¥:ne for .. c~· 

sideration pf .t4e Jlill. - · · 

Itrhas n-ot•beetFmade.clear:i:o: 'the Bill as to whether· aiLworks, ·whether. smail or 
·large, Will:be a1iected byit ;·whether tlie works ·ow'ned·by private·in:diV"iduals ·or familia's 
would also be affected. When ·the·.Honourable; MoVER ~of the Bill spoke on the·Iaat 

, !Occasion. ~bout•it, .he ~id t~at th_e Act wopld be applied only :in a, ·v:ery few cases. where 
. the people ·will not. settle matters ar;p.ongst themselves, but ·I .fin(l in the Select ,Commi~~~ 

1 
the.suggest!,on.tp :ex;c~ude .even wo~ks OWJled by single irrigators ~~s ·not _ecceptad, and 
.we :bave. amendment~ in that respect. 'X~a_t would show ~hat itjs proposed that al:l works, 
. ,whether .owned .J?J .. ,individuals or~by families, large or small, are made ii9·Qe governed 
by it. .n that ca~e it will be a very big questi9n. · The chief difficulty, .as the Honourable . 

: lfOVER.has pointed out, arose when a· surpius supply' was introduced: in the channel. . 
I " "• I ' ' ' ' , • 

The. Honourable Sir RI~D LAMB :~I ~ise t~ a p~int of order. The . Hono~rab~e 
.Memb~r .seems to me to be discussing the provieions of the .Bil4 and.not the di~ussioll 

.. of.the question\aa to whether we should postpone the. consideration of tqe Dillor,not. ~ 
would s~ggesY, ·Sir,· that it is out of order to discuss the provisions of the Bill. 

-B:is ·Excellency· the PRESIDENT :....;.l . have given . the Honourable Uember a very 
(!On&aerable amount of latitude· and I must really ask· him :to confine himself entirely for 
theLfutut;e: to·the·particula~ motion before the Honse. ·He seems·to be wandering round 
1he:Billan<lnot~co~6.ning·himsel£ to t~e motion before'the Oouncil. . . 

. . · The Honourable Mr. Ur~SANI :--:-All rlght, my.~ord; iwill ~ot go _futo details,.bt¥; 
I had to refer to them in a general way to support my prayer that time should be giVe~ 
. for further . consideration of the Bill. . I do not Wish to· comment on ~he particular 
JlroviSions at this stage. Witho~t .taking· any more tk~ .~f the Council I will o111; 
.appeal to them and· to their sense of . responsibili~y as . to whe~her .a ~easure li~e ~~s 
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shoUld· not· be considered in a manner : so as to allow all those persons affected an 
opportunity to· do the needful in their ·interest, to place us in a position to intelligently 
discuss an enactment which will affect their interests seriously. We here have a res .. 
ponsibility of our ·own. and I only hope that the Council will come to realise their own 
sense of responsibility and do what they think proper and necessary under the circum-
stances I have stated. · 

. The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows :-:May it please Your 
Excellency,-I ·desire, first of all, to set the Honourable :Member right on a point of 
fact. The· Honourable Member has· made a great deal of the ·point that the vernacular 
·translation of the Bill, as amended by the Seleot Committee, was only publish•ed a 
week ago, ·and he appeals to the ·Council to give a number of ignorant people, who 
are likely to be affected by· this Bill, more time to consider it. I think, Sir, he ought 
also· to have informed this Council that the original translation of the Bill was published 
very nearly _three· months ago, ~~ the 18th December. And I may also point out that the 
members o~ the. Select Committee have had ample time_ to make themselves . acquainted 
wit:P. the real pomts of the Bill 

·. The new Bill has two main parts. One is to enforce what is known as the customary 
obligation .for the removal of silt and petty repairs. That, Sir, was enforced for a good 
'many years before the Committee which the last speaker referred to was appointed, in 
1896~ :Before 1896, if was· cust omary to levy from ~gators who failed to discharge this 
obligation 'the cess known as the Patfora. cess. The Committee of 1896 came to the con
cl\lsion that it ~as not legal, .and accordingly recommended legislation to enforce it. For 
various reasons; which i~ is not n~Qessary to go into now, that legislation was not taken 
JIP in that year, It has been left to us to take it up in the present Bill 

. . . . . 

. With regard to the contention of my Honourable friend Mr. K!MAT that the new Bill 
Is defective in its definitio:q alone and that we have to go to the Mysore Bill for a full 
de_finition of maintenance and r~pairs, I would invite his attention to the fact that repairs 
are almost word. for word. as describe~ in .sub-paragraph 6 of the llysore Regulation.. 
Therefore by adopting the :Mysore Regulation we gain nothing as far as that is concerned. 

As regards the Bill generally, it merely lays doWn. who are the irrigators, what rights 
they possess, what rights o_ther people who are anxi~us to irrigate possess, and what 
'th~ · righ~s and liabilities ara on tha part of Government. Sir, there is nothing in those 
''clauses that can possibly harm any one. I think that some members are under a wrong 
impression as to the· character of the works to be affected by this legislation. To a large 
extent, these works are inter-dependent. They consist largely in the Deccan of a series 
·of B~:pdhara~ or tanks drawn across the rivers, reinforced in some parts by tanks con• 
-~tructed by Bunda •. In one caee a: verf large ·reservoir has been constructed at a cost of 
.twenty Ukhs of rupees by the Bombay Government. Even if the lfysore Tank Regula· 
tion were passed to-morrow, it could . not . be worked as regards 90 per cent. of those 
works •. The. main trouble at the present moment is not so much inside the ~rea affected 

· _bJ the dam or .taD.k, but it is the relations of .one viDag~ with another village, o~ I might 
)a~ of ~ou~s of village~.- :Thera a_re cases w~ch I .~entioned on the last occas~on in 
-~htch disputes have gone for ce~tunes together. It IS therefore perfectly obvious that 
.''any one who has ~ead the lfysore Tank Regulation carefully will . realise that it will give 
• no assistance whatever in solving disputes of that nature. 
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Leaving that on one side, however, I will merely take the Honourable Mr. GonBOLE's 
own description of the differences that arise at present. I do not at present propose to 
go into a detailed history. 

The Honourable Mr. GonBOLE :-I rise to a poirit .o£ ;.order, :Sir. The suitability of 
the Mysore Regulation and the desirability .of drafti~g the Bombay Bill on the Mysore 
lines will come up for discussion 1ater·on •. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :....:The Honourable 'Member is perfectly correct. We 
are taking his discussion in two parts. My 'honourable 'friend will be able ·to discuss the 
secona part under the second part of the motion. 

The Honourable Mr. CURTIS continuing :-I would point out that the Honourable 
Mr. GoDBOLE and the Honourable Mr. KAliAT have referred to the Mysore Tank Regula· 
tion. Well, Sir, perh~ps .I m~y have an opportunity of referring in detail to the Mysore 
Regulation at· a later.stage. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I should just like to say that I have . given 
·Honourable Members a considerable amount of latitude, and I propose to allow Honour .. 
able :Members that latitude having begunlike that, but I do trust they will. not take to() 
·much of it in this debate. 

· ·The Honourable Mr. CuRTIS continUing:.:..._ Well, Sir, I have said very nearly all· 
'! hau to say on the motion, restricted as it is, for adjournment, and I ·have ·very little 
more to say. As ·I said, the Bill was translated and has 'been before t):te •Irrigators for 
three months, and they' had· full opportunities of acquainting themselves with the principles 
of' it. It embodies the principles with which they 'are all familiar for 'something like 
50 years. I think, Sir, that nothing whatever would; be gained ·by ··postponing the con .. 
s1dera tion of the. Bill till the July session. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :-Your 'Ex:cellency,-The 
position before the Councll at present is that there is"a 'double barrelled: motion for adjourn .. 
ment of the second reading of the Bill, one barrel being discharged by the Honourable 
Mr. GoDBOLE, and the other being discharged by the Honourable Mr. U:PASANI. 

Now thE!' reasons that these two Honourable Members have· for· their motions are 
entirely and totally different. I submit, Sir, that the Honourable Mr. GODBOLE's motion 
is not really a motion for adjournment at all. It. is really a motion 'for the rejection of 
the Bill, (Hear, hear), arid as such, it is a motion that is out of qrder. He proposes that 
the second reading of the-Bill shoUld. be adjourned, and that some sep~rate ·Committee,. 
totally apart from any Committee which' has yet considered this Bill, ~hould be appointed 
for ·the purpose of considering some totally new scheme of legislation. That, Sir, 
I submit, amounts to a motion for rejecting this Bill in toto, and ·taking up another 
course of legislation altogether. I submit, therefore, Sir, that although in form, in the 
matter of words, the liononrable'Mr. GonnoLE'S motion is for adjournment, it is; in' fact, 
an~ on account of the reasons which he gives for his motion, a motion for the rejection 
of the Bill, and a motion 'for the rejection of the Bill is not a motion in order in this 
Council, because it rests merely o~ the vote whether the second reading should be 
~~~~ . 

As regards the reasons that he gave for his real motion for reject~g the Bill, all 
I can say is that if his motion for the appointment of a Select Committee for a certain 
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object is to come forward later on, I shall have something to say. on that, but it is 
impossible, if we are to discuss his motion for adjournment, to disregard altogether the 
reasons which he gives for that motion. · 

His reasons, as they appear to me, are that this Bill is a rotten Bill, an'd. that the 
one he proposes to frame is something very superior indeed. Sir, I beg to differ ·very 
distinctly. I say that, without this Bill, we shall be unable to secure in the case of any 
:minor irrigation works that record-of .. rights which it is essential to secure, and which, 
with such a Bill as my honourable friend seems to contemplate, will not be provided for. 
I will not, Sir, lay myself open to the possibility of being called to order by saying any· 
thing more about the Mysore Regulation, though thero is much that can be said about it. 

The reasons that the Honourable Mr. UPASANI has for his motion for postponement 
which is a real motion for postponement, and therefore in order, .have, I think, to a 
considerable extent, been demolished by the Honourable 'Mr. CURTIS. He has pointed 
out that this Bill, not exactly in words, but substantially in the form in which it is now 
before the Council, has been before the public for just three months. If my honourable 
friend Mr. U.PAsANr·says that in three months he is not able to understand the objects of 
the B~l, and the drafting of· it, and the application of it, well he appears to be in very 
much the same position as he was on Satur4ay in regard to the small Bill then under 
-consideration. There he said that the drafting of the Bombay Land Revenue Code 
,Amendment. Bill was unintelligible, and he could not·understand it. Well, Sir, I will 

. ~ondole with ~y friend for his apparent· lack of intelligence. I will say, Sir, that the 
l3ill, as drafted, is a perfectly intelligible one. It was drafted by our expert drafters 
here, and has been accepted by the Government of India and by the Secretary of State 
.as a properly drafted Bill, an1 if my honourable friend's mind does not rise to grasping 
the points that are put in a Bill so drafted and so app!oved, then it is a thing .on which 
. I t?an only· condole with him. 

As regards this Bill, it is, I submit, a Bill of a very simple and clear nature. I say 
.Sir, that my honourable friend has to a large extent been arguing· as if thic:J Bill were 
gobg ~0 apply, when it becomes law, proprio -cigore to every single minor irrigation 
work in the :Presidency. I must once more explain that that is absolutely not the fact. 
I have explained already on a previous occasion, ·that the Bill will n~ apply to any 

· . i~igati~n works ~hatever in .the Presidency until full enquiry has been made whether it 
:should apply or not, and until all objections have been heard and considered by the 
G~vemor in Council, and only when those objections have been found to be invalid, then 

·alone will the provisions of this Bill apply. It is perfectly beside the point to argue as if 
this Bill were going to affect immediately and at once some eight thousand or more . 

. holders of land under irrigation works which are called minor works. I have to msist 
. on the poin~, Sir, ·that it will not apply to any irrigation works whatever until complete 
enquiry .has been made whether it is proper to apply it at all, and then it will be applied . 
only if the. objections, if any, are fouu~ by the Governor in Council not to be valid, 1 
say, Sir, that we cannot at present get on with the management of certain works in 
which Government is very largely interested. We cannot get on with the management 
unless some legal power is given to us to ensure that the management shall be econo
mical, and that the maintenance of the works shall be &dequately kept up, and I submit, 
Sir, that this Bill makes provision for that, and that it has been sufficiently considered, 
and that the second reading of it should not be postponed. 
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His Excellency the PREsiDE:NT.:."-I feel quite. sure that the. Council· will be convinced 
by what my honallxabfe co1Ieagna . .lias- said with regarcf to tms particular Bill, and i trust 
tlia..t we. shalibe able to· get ~n, and not agree to the postponement.of the Bill. . · · 

· I hope that Honourable Members who have been moving the adjournment of .thi11 
measure will not be frightened by the rather .forcible· remarks which . my honourable 
colleague made. I am sure; he will agree, and I agree too, that in any remarks that 
"Honourable M.embers have made, they are acting With absolute sincerity and are only 
.anxious to do what they can for ·what they consider to be an improvement ofla Bill in 
several respects. I sincerely trust, therefore, that my honourable friend Mr. GODBOLB 
will see his way to withdraw his motion ·for adjournment, but I do· agree wi~h ·my 
·honourable colleague tbat it is very_ undesirable to postpone it. · 

The Honourable :Mr. lUsHINATH RAMOHANDRA GoDBOLE spoke as follows :~Your 
Excellency,-I am not very keen about the adjourn~ent of the Bill. The second reading 
of the Bill might go on, but before the second reading proceeds, the· second part of my 
·motion should be considered. · · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The question is that the second reading of this 
.Bill be postponed. 

· The motion was then put to the vote and lost • 
• 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The question is that a Oomniittee of the Council 
composed of official and non-official members be appointed to consider and report whether 
·.the Bill referring to Second Olass Irrigation W arks cannot be drafted on the lines of the 
Mysore Panchayat Regulation No.- I of 1911. · 

I 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB :-I rise. to a point of ord.er. 1 submit the 
·question now before the Council i's whether the second reading ·of .this Bill should . be 
proceeded with, and that the motion for appointing a Committee of the Council -to 
consider some totally fr~sh scheme of legislation is not relevant to the discussion on the 
·second reading of the Bill now before the Council." 

. ' . . . . 

The Honourable Mr. GoDBQLE :-It would be rather placing me at _a disadvantage. 
When I put my motion before the Council, Your Excellency ruled that the motion should · 
be divided into two parts, one part dealing with the postponement of 'the second reading 
·and· the second part. dealing with the appointment of the Committee. ·I. agreed on· the 
understanding that the second part should come up·for consideration before· the Oo~ncil ' 
after the first part was disposed of. · · . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I quite appreciate what the Honourable Member 
says, but I think his motion must be drafted in a di~erent manner. I. think that 'the 
J>articular remarks, if a fresh ~ill has to ~e drafted, must be taken out of his motion. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS :~Shall I be in order, Sir, if I make a further 
suggestion? My excuse is that the Honourable Member's motion seems to be unnecessary 
for the present Bill, and that 'there will .be no diffi~ulty in moving, after this Bill is 
passed, a supplementary Bill to provide for delegation to Panchayats of the power~ 
taken by the Government in this Bill. In the· original measure, there were certain 

. Panchayat clauses. There is really no clashing whatsoever, I submit, Sir, between the 
·principles of the Bill as it is before us, and the Honourable Member's motion. In fact, 



so 'far from clashing, they agree to this extent that tiefore attempting to carry on works· 
of 'irngation by means of a Panchayat, it is absolutely necessary to have a Record-of-. 
Rights for 'lb. As regards the purely cust.omary obligations in the matter of silt. 
clearances and repairs, the 'two clauses In our Bill and the clauses in the Mysore Tank . 
RegUlation tally almost word for word • 

. . The Honou~able ·Mr. SHRIDRAR BALKRISHNA '(JPASANI spoke as ·ro~ows :-!Vluit I ~~ge· 
with reference to the sugg~stion w:h~ch has just ~~lien i~ :the proposal, ~s 'I understa~~ it, 
.that:we should proceed:wi* the Bill an~ pass it, a~d. reserve. my. H~.~~urable ~rie~d 
·~· GoD:SOLE's suggestion for. a separ.~te B.ill. I think t.he pa~s~1;1g of this measure .m 
t~ manner will not be convenient. We will have to draft the Bill in such a way as to 
.,Provide for all the works in one . small Act. That would be the proper position, and 
. 1 'think 'it would be better to have this 'Bill and the Honourable }.tfr. GoDBOLE's BilL 
rcon~id~red 'together. 

Now this Act is meant to amend an e~isting :A-ct whi~h does· not refer ~o. the clas~es 
of works for which it is meant, and that Act will refer directly and specifically to the 

. ~~rks for.which the amendment is intended. It ·woUld be 'niuch better 'to make the 
provisions of the Bill to be a part of that Act, and in that Act we may incorporate ·so 
much of the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE's suggestions as may be possible. If Government 
thinks fit to·have a small.separate A<?t, it might be better to provide for i~. If that is. 
not. possible,. we may forth~ prese?t limit t~is Bill only ·to the Record·o~-Rights. We 
d~ not object that the Record-of-Rights should be gone into, bu~ ther~ are.otherprovisions 
referring to the management, control and also repairs, and then those provisions are 
required for all the works, and then it will be- much better, if it is in contemplation, to 
~av~ those provisi~s taken ·up alon'g with the . other· Bill, which the 'l;Ionourable the 

'Chi.ef Se~r~ta~ says thej'have' in view •. I think it'would be much. better if we:pcistpone 
~the! (ionsideration of' the I whole thing. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. ¥YB :-I submit, Sir, that my ·Honour~ble friend is. 
entirely out .of order, because we have already decided that the second reading shall not 

.'~e · postpon~d ; · tha~ questioJ1'has already been .. ilecided. I do not think, therefore, that 
~y honourable friend is in ·order now· in suggesting the postponement of the whole Bill. 

·1 should.like to explain why I rise to ·a point of order. I do not :wish to imply that 
l ':bave 'any obj~ction to an enquiry being made as to the possibility of a Panchayat Bill 
for minor irrigation works being prepared. I have none at all, none whatever. ·But as 
my ~onou.rable fri.end Mr. C~T~s remarked, it shou~d be prepared as something ancillary 
or subsidiary ~o the. presen~ Bill. ~y point of order is that with regard to the matter 
now before the Council,-the Se~6nd Reading of the Bill,-the motion of the Honourable 
:Mr. GODBOLE is not. in ~rder. It would~ be in order as a Resolutic)n . on 'a"matter of 

·:.general public interest, but as a matter 'relating to Bill No. IV :now before . the Council,.. 
''unless Your Excellency so directs,' it· is out of order. -

. -· ' 

. His Excellency ~he. PRES:ti>ENT :-:-I cannot. a~~ept my. hon~urable colleague's . point 
·of order, because I,,distmctly-told the .Ho~ourable Mr. GOD:BOLE. that he would' be able to· 

r -~qve h~s motion Jn .two.s~parate_.stages. But I would suggest this,·. that he now move 
, a R~solution· som~hing to this_ effect, that a Coni~ittee of this Council composed of 

official and non•official members be appointed to consider an'd report on the matter of. 
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·Second Class Irrigation Works in this Presidencr, with a 'View to drafting clauses in the 
Bill similar to those of the Mysor e Tank Panchayat Regulation. · 

The Honourable Mr. GoDDOLE :-I shall be quite satisfied with that, Your 
Exc.ellency. 

His Excellency the P:&ESIDE~T :~My honourabie colleag1;1e does not llke my draft· 
i?g, and he prefers the Honourable Member's drafting, so we will.accept the· Resolution 
of his drafting. · 

The HonourablE) Mr. GODBOLE :-I think Your Excellency's. draft is better. 
(Laughter.) · 

The Honourable Mr. GoDDOLE continues :-Your Excellency,-! have already made 
my remarks at great length, and I won't add much to them~ except by stating that I de:> 
not want the Mysore Regulation to ,be adopted in its entirety. I am quite willing that 
the·Regulation should be modified to suit the requir~ments ·of the Bombay Presidency. 
Of course, I have a right of reply after discussion in this Council. . . 

In the meantime, with reference to the remarks that have fallen from the Honour .. 
able Mr. CuRTis, I may say that the number of disputed works, to which he referred,. is 
extremely small. As I remarked in my speech, the number of village irrigation works is 
very few indeed. As far as I know, the nll:mber of such' works would amount to five 
per cent. of the wh~le lot. 

· With reference to the remarks that have fallen from the Honourable Sir .RIClURD 
LAMB, as I said, I do not want the Mysore Regulation to be adopted in its entirety. ·Any 
modification that seems proper to Government might be made, but the Bill as· drafted at 
present is not the proper thing for the management of Second Class. Irrigation ·works. 
After the discussion ceases, I shall have the right of reply, and I will make my further 
remarks then. ·At present my motion is, as drafted by Your Excellency, which is much 
better than the one I drafted. · 

The Honourable Sir RIOH!RD LAMB :-It might save the time of the Council if I state 
at once that I am ·willing to accept that Resolution. I am perfectly willing. to agree that 
a Committee of this Council composed of.official and· non-official members be appointed 
to consider and report whether a Bill dealing with Second Olas·s Irrigation Works in the · 
Bombay Presidency cannot be. drafted on lines simi:ta.r to those of the Mysore Tank 
Regulation, No. I of 1911. I have no objection to that whatever. I have expressed 
my willingness to accept the resolution. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The qu_estion is that the motion as moved by the 
Honourable Mr. Goo:soLE be passed. · 

• 
The motion was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Now we will proceed with the second reading of 
the Bill. 

The Honourable Sir PBEROZESHAH MEHTA :-May I rise to make an appeal to members 
of this Council? We really do not.know where we are, and what it is th~t we are· to 
speak on. 
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. His Excellency the PR:ESIDEm: *'!"" W Q are now di$cu$aing the second reading of the 
· Bill. There was a motion before the Ooun.cil that a _Oommit~ee be appointed to enquire 
into an~ r~port whether. a Bill ~ealing with Second Class I~rigat~on Works_ in the_ Bo~bay 
Presidency~ etc., etc. That particular· motion is passed. · 

The Honourable Sir PHEBOZESIWI :-We shaH be running the Committee side by 
side with the discussion. I only beg Your Excellency tO" relieve ua a little from our 
want of understanding. ' ' 

ms Excellency the PRESIDENT ~-The Honourable Member rather came late in the 
debate •. He· doe~ not. know .exactly what has ~appened.· ·. We be~n by disc~ssing the 
second reading of the :Bill. The motion for adjournment was moved, and that has 
been negatived. The motion by my h~nourable friend :Mr •. GoDROLE was then moved, 
imd has been: passed. A Committee has to be formed with a view to consider and report 
if ·a Bill Ca.n be framed; efc., that is, I suppose, for the information of Government. In 
th~ meantime, the ·present position' is that we are to go on with the discussion on the 
second reading ·of the Irrigation Bill 

Th~ Honourable ~.- G9DBOLE :-Yo~ Excell~ncy,-IE' my mo'tion is carried, the 
Committee will have to discuss whether a :Bill on the lines of the 1\Iysore Regulation . 
cannot be d~afted to suit -the requirements_ of the Bombay Presidency. If the Com· 
ini~tee's rep~rt is favourable, then th~ present Bill becomes quite unn.ecessary. 

. . . 
The Honourable Sir RrcJURD LAMB :-No, no. · 

The Honourable Mr, Gol):BOLE :-Of course the Committee ·is going to report 
wbethe~ a Bill.can be drafted on the Mysore lines to suit the requirements of the Bombay 
Pre~dency. If the Committee· comes forward before the Council and says that the Bill 
drafted. on th~ lines of the Mysora Regulation would be mora suitable to meet the 
requiremen~s of ~e :Bombay Presidency, thep, what is the use of ·passing the pr~sent 
Bill P .. If the C~mmittee's report ia favourable, the present Bill bec?mes unnecessary. 

The Honourable Sir Rxc_Iillm L..um :-If I may rise once more, I should like to state 
that lam unable to agree with my honatU"abla ~end that the preparation of a Panchayat 
Dill would render thi;B Bill unnecessary. The position as it appear:~ to me is this : 
bowever excellent a Panchayat.Bill may be drafted, there must necessarily and inevitably 
be a considerable number of irrigation works to which it would be absolutely impossible 
to apply the Panchayat sy~tein, and for such works the Bill now before the Council 
makes good and adequate provision. What we require is a Bill such as that now before 
the. Council to enable us to undertake the management and the distribution of the water· 
supply in an economical way in the case of workS in which Government has expended 
so ~uch and in which it is so largely ,interested. To such works no system of 
Panchayat management can possibly apply. For all those work~ we requir~ $uch a Bill 
ns we have now before the Council. · 

.. . The Honourable s~ PHEB.OZESHAll :-How many are there of these works r The 
Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE s·ays there are only five per cent. of these. · 

' ' 

. . 'Th~ Honourable Sir Rrc~n WB :~I submit that even if we have only one 
p~r1 c~nt.,. n~ve:rth~le:~s,. when we have spent many Iakhs of rupees, even for one work, it 
would be desirable to have ~~e legal power· to manage· the thing ·economically and with 
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due regard to the maintenance of the· work and to the' distribution.of water-.· · Even· if 
there were only one work; such as the one. frequently quoted, , the Ohapkapur Tank, on 
which we have spent about · sevente.en 'lakhs of rupees-I.-believe the Honourable 
:Mr. CuRTIS put it ~t twenty lakhs of rupees-if the management of that work ·cannot be 
secured without investing us with legal power, ·the.n I say we ought to have that.legal 
power, and the Bill now before the Council gives that legal power. 

I also submit that, given an investig~tion as to whether the. :Pancb'ayat Bill can be 
prepared 0~ cannot be prepared, and· given that the investigation .results in the conclusion 
that it ca~ be prepared, ~nd · given that a. BiU is prepared accordingly, ·and given that 
it is passed into law by this Council, still it will not apply, nor ever· pe applicable, to 
that work; and it will be applicable possibly to very few works.; such works as will not 
be suitable for the application of the. Bill ·now· before the .Council. I submit, therefore, 
Sir, that there is room for both the Bills-the Bill now. before the Counqil which will 
give us what we desire in the matter of legal power to control efficie~tly and economically 
the works in which we are largely .interested, and another Bill . which would· enable a 
Panchayat to be appointe~ for works that lie within a ~ingle village where there is no 
conflict of interest between villagers, and in which we ~re not so largely interested as to 
make it de~irable fQr qs to apply th~ provisions of th~ Bill now before ~he Council~ l 
submit, therefore, Sir~ that the p~esent Bill can be passed, and th~reafter. the Committee 
which has been suggested c~n be appQint~d, alld can mea~ and consider the,- question Qf 
a Panchayat Bill in ~ddition tQ the amendment of the Irrigati~n Act now before. the, 
Council. 

The Honourable Sir PREROZESRAH MEHTA :-Is my ·honourable friend . prepared to 
t$ay that this Bill would not be ~pplied tQ any but those works in.which there is any 
urgency that Government should have legal powers ? Is he .Pr~pa~ed to ~x:clude ·au other 
works from the operation of this Bill? · His argument is that it i~ required for the 
purposes which he has described. T~e Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE says that ther~ are not 
more than five per cent. of those works. My honourable friend h~s argued that even if it 
is one·per cent. the Bill must be pas~ed for the purpose of giving legal powers.in respect 
of that one or those few works. · Is he prepared to say that he wili e:x;clude all other 
works at present from the operat.ion of the Bill till the report of the .committee is made r 

Th.e Honourable· Sir RIOHARD LAMB :~I cannot .say ~ctually to how many works the 
'present :Sill, if pass~;~d into law, would be applied. I can qnly say, ~s. I have already said, 
that we should carefully refrain from applying it to all ~mall works for which there wa~ 
no call or demand for the control to be given by this Bill. As to the actual numbers 
which should be excluded or included·; it is not possible for · me to give ~ny absolute 
bin. ding assurance. I can only say i1;1 ~ general way. that we shall very carefully r~frain 
from notifying the · inte11tion to declare and from declaring,. under the prQvisions of thi~ 
Bill when it beoomes law,, fJ,ny work, f;>xcept.where it beco~es necessary for the efUQieJlt 
mainte~ance of th~ wQrks th~msalvEls, and the econoJ:.Q.ic~ll.lse and distribv.tion of wateJ.". 

· The Honourable. Mr. UPASANI :-:May I speak a word, Your Excellency P Your 
Excellency has shown us a way very rightly out of the difficult position in which .we 
were placed. We are now entirely in Your Ex:cellencyts hands. What I say is, if you 
appoint a Committee, the Committee will consider how far the provisions embodied in 
this Bill may be applieti These very provisions will form part of some of the provisions 
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relating to the Village Panohaya.t Bil1. There also there are ·clauses to provide for 
repairs which are included in this BilL That and this Bill are to go togeth~r, and unless 
my friend has any particular urgency about one work or two works, I think the best way 
will be as Your Excellency has shown, that two or three months' delay will not matter 
much. The Committee will report in a short time. It will be consistent, and it will save 
us from a difficult position. If this legislation is meant for one or two works specially, 
we can do it at any time, but as it is meant to refer to any works which we may select~ 
it will be much better if Your Lordship directs that only three months may be allowed 
for that report. We. do not object to Government control where it may be necessary, but 
the proper course is that this Bill should go hand in hand with a Bill on the lines of 
the Mysor~ Regulation. · 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. BAJt:aow :-Your Exoellency,-May I rise to a point of 
order and suggest that we have no alternative left but to proceed with the seconCJ.reading 

·of this Bill acoording to our regulations? The procedure for the second reading is that 
the motion· for the second reading of the Bill (or the Bill as amended by the Select 
Committee, as the case may be) shall first be made. 

We got to ~ position when there was a· motion. made for postponement of the further 
discussion. That was thrown out. Then we finally carried a proposal made· by the 
Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE, that a Committee should be appointed to consider and make 
a certain report, · and it is nowhere stated in his resolution that that resolution, if 
carried, whatever the new Committee may propose, shall be a substitute for this Bill. It 
seems to me, Sir, that we must go on.now with the consideration of the second·reading 
because everything else has been thrown out .. 

The Honourable Mr. LALUBHAI S.uu.LDAS :-The Honourable Mr. GonBOLE _is going 
to name a Committee. The Committee has not been appointed. · He is suggesting the 
names of the Committee. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I do not think that· really is a very serious matter. 
The Honourable· :Member may appoint his Committee whenever he feels disposed. The 
position, as far as I can see, is, as the Honourable Mr. BARROW says, that we must now 
procee.d with the second reading of the. ~ill. 

The Honourable· Mr. (}oDBOLE :-Do I understand the Honourable Mover of the 
Bill to say that· the present Bill before the ·council will apply to such second class 
irrigation works only as relate to several· villages, and that the irrigation works which 
relate to one village only will be excluded fro?! the operation of the Bill P 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I did not catch the Honourable Member. 

The.Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE :-I understood the Honourable ·Mover of the Bill 
to say that· the present Bill before the Council will apply to such se9ond class irrigation 
works only as·will deal with two villages· or more than two villages, but works which 
relate to on~ village only ·will be out of the purview of the Bill before the· Council. 

· The ·Honourable. Sir RicHARD L..um :-I cannot give my honourable friend anything 
more than thfi' assurance which I recently gave to the Honourable Sir PBE:&OZESHAH •. I 
ca~not ~ay absolutely d~fi.nitely that there exist .in the Presidency no works within the 
boundaries of one single village to which it will never be desirable to apply the provisions 
of this Bill. I can speak o11ly in a general way. That the Bill will never be applied 
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in the case of any work which is situated in a single village is a.statement to which,Sir,: 
I cannot undertake to commit myself. 

The Itonourable Mr. GonBoLE :-I have simply to say w:ith reference to the dis• 
-cussion that has proceeded so far, that I consider that it would be wasting the time of the· 
Council by considering the present Bill as· the Committee that is to be appointed is going 
to report upon a Bill which will deal with almost exactly the same works. · 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAR MEHTA :~I think, my Lord, we had better 
proceed with the discussion on the second reading of the :Bill. 

His Excel1ency the PRESIDENT :-That is exactly what I should like. 

The Honourable Sir PREROZESHAH MEHTA spoke as . follows :-Therefore, Your·. 
Excellency, I will set a good example in that respect and offer a few observations. I did· 
not intend to speak on a subject like irrigation and irrigation works, but I see my 
honourable friend Mr. SHEPPARD looks at me as if I was quite competent to speak on 
this as on other subjects. There are two observations I should. like to make·. even on. 
this Bill with regard to irrigation. The one is, that I think it is a great pity that this 
Bill has not been framed OJ;J.lines which would have brought out the communal spirit· 
in our villages more than it has. It has often been deplored a~ an unfortunate: 
circumstance arising from the rigid and inelastic character of the Bombay revenue system·. 
that the old· spirit of communal co-operation has been almost c~ushed out of existence ·. 
in our villages. We have often heard it said-I believe the Decentralization Commission 
has pointe~ it out-that we had committed a great. mistake in that respect, and that it · 
seems desirable that everything should be done to re-create, as it were, to revive the old 
spirit of com~unal co-operation which formerly was the foundation of the In~ian village ' 
system, and it seems to me that,. whenever .an occasion arises, we should never lose an 
opportunity of doing something which would go to re-create that communal system. 

I have only just looked into the pamphlet on the Mysore system,· and it shows how. 
the communal spirit could be revived in a matter of this character, and Village' 
Panchayats would 'Qe very useful bodies for purposes of dealing with matters with which 
the Dill purports to deal. My Honourable friend Mr. a·oD:BOLE point~d out that he is 
perfectly willing that, where the matter really concerns two villages, those works might. 
be put out of the purview of the Village Panchayat's action, but .where they relate to a 
single village, there is no reason whatsoever why the village community should not be 
left to consider the question themselves, and therefore it is that I regret that this Bill · 
does not utilize this occasion, which has fortunately arisen, to deal with the matter in · 
that spirit. 

There is really no reason for much hurry about the matter, as appears from a remark 
which fell from my honourable friend Mr. CuRTIS~ 'He said that formerly they were 
taking illegal action in the matter, and a Committee was appointed in 1896, which 
pointed out that it was illegal to act in the way in which re~enue officers were acting, 
and that Committee recommended that some steps should be taken to put the matter . 
on a more satisfactory basis. Mr. CuRTI~ added that, for various. reasons, Government 
slept over the matter, for how many .years now p let us see,-from 1896 to t~e year 
of Our Lord 1914, that is to say, for 18 years. It is the old tale. .Government sleep 
<Jver a matter for years, of course always for good reasons, but when it wakes up, ~he 
matter must be pushed through urgently, . .and we are told that it is not necessary to give 
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us as many days or months for our consideration as they took years to consider. I 
venture to think that we may justly take some time in dealing with this Bill. I think 
revenue officers like my friends the Honourable Mr. BARROW and the Honourable 
l{r, Cunns, who take an interest in these matters, should he asked to suggest some 
mea~ure 'Which may h~ve the effect of reviving the old village co-operative system that 
had existed. 

It was very refreshing to hear my honourable friend Mr. CURTIS, if I may venture 
to say so, correcting what had fallen from my honourable friend Sir RICHARD LAllB. He 
pointed out that the provisions of the· Mysore Bill were not really antagonistic to the 
proposals in the present Bill, as the revenue member thought, but might be made 
ancillary or supplementary io those provisions. If they are not so, my honourable friend 
Mr. CuRTIS might have gone a. bit further and said that it was a most desirable thing to 
do·and that they should be incorporated in this Bill They would have stood side by 
side for various purposes in this Bill itself, and I think that would have been a desirable 
way of dealing with this matter, My honourable friend Sir RICHARD Lum does not deny, 
that to irrigation works relating only tQ one village he does not seriously press to apply 
the provisions of this Bill. What he ~ most concerned about is with regard to the 
works of a character in which more than one village is concerned. Now, if that is so, 
surely in this· very Bill we might side by side run sections which would enable the village · 
Panchyats to deal with other minor class of works. I still think my honourable friend 
Sir ltiC!IA.RD L.urn might consider whether it would not be desirable to model the Bill 
in some manner which would take advantage of both ways-one requiring direct action of 
Government in the way .in which it is proposed to 4o in this Bill, and the other to be 
dealt with •by village Panchayats on the model of the Mysore Tank Regulation. 
Probably my honourable friend Mr. CURTIS is quite right in saying that the Mysore Bill 
is not a new model. I know that English revenue officers have very often regretted 
that the rigid system of revenue administration'in this Presidency has crushed out the 
real. spirit of the old village system, and that everything should be done for the purpose 
of re-creating it as far as possible. It seems to m.e, therefore, that the Bill might very 
well be framed on those lines. 

. . The second o~servation which I should like to make is what comes in a very 
incidental manner, it does not appear on the face of the Bill itself, because it is brought 
out only with reference tO the motion for amendment of the Irrigation Bill, which is th~ 
system of penalties which might result in the imprisonment of the parties concerned. 
Now~ Your Excellency, I feel very strongly on that point. Looking at the scope of the 
Bill, and the position of the· parties who are likely to be affected by it, I ask this Council 
whether it is right to include in a· Dill . of this character personal penalties entailing 
imprisonment for the purpose of compelling petty repairs to be done. I can well 
unde~stand Government insisting that if the parties interested will not do wha~ is required 
by law that they should do, that work should be taken out of their hands, and they should· 
be mulcted with all costs of carrying out that work. That, I am prepared to admit, 
would be a reasonable way of dealing with the matter, that Government may take over 
and make· the sinning persons liable for all the expenditure which might be incurred. 
There are numerous provisions in the Bombay Municipal Acts in which it is provided . 
that, .if a person will not carry out the work which is considered necessary for public 
purposes, that work should be taken out of his hand~, and that he should be made to pay 
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the cost which might be-incurred m respect of doing. tha work bt tha Municipality itselL 
But that is a very. different thing from:· saying_ that.all defanftera- sliouid be liable to be 
sent to jail. I think my honourable friend will carefully reconsider this part of the· Bill. 
I say take everything aut--o£ his hands for the interest of the village, but dG not send him 
to jail, and I ask my honourable friend Sir RIOHARD LAMB, I ask the two or three Cominis• 
sioners who are now sitting in the Council, and who are supposed to·be most intimately 
acquainted with the feelings, prejudices and ideas of these people, what a man would 
feel if he thinks that if lie fails to do something of that character, he is marked to go 
to jail. 

{The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE at this st1;1ge 'whispered something to the speaker.) 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Members cannot hqld a little 
' conversation. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA :-My honourable ~riend Mr. GoDBOLE is 
doing me a service, Sir, because he is correcting to some extent what I have been saying. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-We'should be glad to hear what the service is. . 

The Honourable Sir PriEROZESHAH MEHTA :-I am glad to be corrected in time, my 
. Lord. He says that so far as the penal clauses are concerned, they ·will :O.ot . altogether 

operate upon the ryots themselves, the irrigators themselves. If that is so, my re.marks 
will require modification to that extent. But even the irrigators themselves will not 
be altogether free from liability. I understood that the· penal clauses' which inflicted 
imprisonment in the main Act were also rigidly to be used for the purposes in the manner 
in which I have spoken. I£ that is not qll:ite so, I am very glad, but if it is so even to 
some extent', I would ask Honourable Members to see that the penalties will not includ~ 
personal penal sentences. 

'l,here is only one other observation which I wish to make. My honourable friend 
Mr. BARROW said that it is essential that there should be a record of irrigation rights, 
but I am not a great believer in the Record-of-Rights in the way in which it is proposed 
to be done. Poor people who hardly know what exactly their irrigational rights are, 
and what they are to claim, but which they have exercised for a number of years, are 
placed at the mercy of a Revenue Officer who draws such inferences as he thinks proper 
from such evidence that is placed before him. We know the difficulty of establishing a 
right. We are now throwing the burden of proving exactly what their rights are upon 
these people. We know, in numerous instances in the past, that people upon whom this 
burden has been thrown, though their position has been of a~ indisputable character 
for a number of years, have been unable to establish ~hem as satisfactorily as might be 
established in legal ways. Therefore it is with great apprehension that I view that portion 
of the Bill which requires the Record·of·Rights to be prepared. I always view with 
apprehension the difficulty there is in establishing the existence of rights, though they 
are exercised for a number of years, particularly those of this character. These are the 
only observations, Your Excellency, which I propose to make, and I hope my honourable . 
friends will follow my example in confininO' themselves to the second reading of 
this Bill. 

0 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDH!R BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your Excel .. 
lency,-1 shall try my best to adopt the course suggested by my Honourable friend, Sir 
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Pn:tROZESHAR MERTA, and confine myself to such remarks as are nee~ed on the second 
reading of this Bill. 

The first thing, my Lord, I have to point out is that the Statement .of Objects and 
Reasons shows that the Bill is intended to provide for better management of the minor 
works that we have. That being the case the provisions should have been so drawn up 
as to provide for efficient management for all of them, and for that purpose to extend the 
control to all of them. However, the Bill as it stands, extends that control to such 
works as Government may declare, and what I understand from the remarks which fell 
from the Ho.nourable MovEB is that the immediate purpose is to apply the Bill only to a 
.few villages where there has been some dispute. If that is the purp?se, and if the 
declaration is to be so limited, it will not satisfy the purpose for which the Bill is intended 
as stated in the Statement of Objects and Reasons. As the Honourable Mr. GoDBoLE has 
pointed out, there are about 8,000 works for which we have to provide, and I do not presum.:r 
that Government is prepared just now to take up the control of those 8,000 works and 

·. to extend the provisions of the Bill to all of them. In fact I understand the Mov.EB to 
say that I was under some misapprehension on that point and that it was not the 
intention of Government· to do that. If I am correct in that I beg to say that the Bill 
falls short of the provision which is intended to be made. Last time we rejoiced that 
legislation on this point was brought in, inasmuch as it would enable all village com· 
munities to secure Government help for the management of their works. These works 
are in many places going out oi repairs and the chief help that we wanted was with 
regard·to the main repairs that had to be done, the repairs to be done to keep up and 
improve the water-supply in the catchment area and in the works themselves and the 
petty repairs for the channels.. The Bill as it stands does not provide for any responsi· 
bility on Government for the doing of needful works required for the first two purposes 
which involve extensive and costly repairs. The Bill only contains provisions for petty 
repairs, and even with respect to them the responsibility is thrown upon the ryots. 
The Bill should have contained provision for the more costly and valuable repairs being 
done by Government but it does not. Some explanation on that point was necessary. 
It is absent so far as I can see. The only provision it contains is that the work should 
be treated as a second class irrigation work. Well, if only a few of those works, some 
15 or 20, are declared as second class irrigation works, all the rest of the 8,000 works 
will be left to the owners not only for petty repairs but for all kinds of repairs, That 
is a serious· defect in the llill as it stands. ~ 

Then again it does not provide any conditions on which the works may be taken· up 
under Government control. If indeed Government is prepared to take up all the works 
under its control and take the responsibility fo~ keeping them in repairs and to require 
the villagers only to do the minor repairs that should be made clear. If on the other 
hand only. some of the works are proposed to be taken up it should be made clear in 
what circumstances and on what con4itions their control will be taken ·up by Government 
These works purely belong to the people and the question will be why their control 
s~ould be taken away from the people by Government. It will be, I think, for Govern
ment to show why they should take away the control. There should have been provision 
for setting forth in the decla~ation the reasons for which the control is to be taken up by 
Government. The reasons may be that people are not able to manage the works them• 
sel~es or to d~ the necess~y ~epaifs alld that Government should ta~e it upon themselves 
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Whatever be the reasons they should be required to set forth in the notification 
proposing to. declare a~y work to be a second class irrigation work. The· section which 
provides for the declaration, however, does not say anything about it. On the contrary it 
requires the people who own the works to show reasons why they should not allow their 
control to be taken away from them. If the control is to be taken by Government who 
do not hold proprietary ownership, it should be for them to show that in the interest of 
the general community it is necessary for them to interfere. Of course such interference 
will be justified if in the interests of Government and the people Gove~nment is prepare~ 
to take up the responsibility of keeping all these works in good repair and to require the 
people to do only petty repairs, but for that purpose it will be necessary to tack the 
provisions of the Mysore Tank Regulation to this Bill. I think, therefore, that the Bill 
as· it stands will not fulfil the purpose desired and it will be more or less onesided. If 
we have the provisions of the Mysore Act tacked to this Bill the major repairs to the 
works and those for keeping up the springs of .water-heads by-reservoirs or so~e other 
means will be done at Government cost and needful provisions for that purpose should 
be included in this Bill. Out of all these works a large amount of income is derived by 
Government. In the Nasik·District alone I believe there are 11,000 acres which 'yield :a. 
yearly water assessment of over one Iakh of rupees .and the land revenu~ is only 
Rs. 10,000. The rate is heavy and the income thus derived would allow .of some amount 
being earmarked for the doing of these repairs. I should be glad if it were provided 
that these repairs should be done out of the income which is derived from the .works~ 
Some definite proportion might be utilized for the keeping up of water supply by 
reservoirs or improving the whole of the water shed system of the rivers, tributaries or 
streams from which the wat~r supply is drawn into the Bundharas •. I would next ~rge 
that provision is required for additional payment to Patkaries in connection with petty 
repairs to the Bundharas and channels. At present the provision for these repairs is 
that every village has one or two Patkaries, who hold inam lands or receive cash allow· 
ances and do the necessary petty repairs. The remunera.tion that is paid to them is not 
sufficient and it should be increased. It is not possible for all people to combine to do 
these small repairs jointly. That has been a great difficulty with engineers of experience. 
Rather than that the Patkaries, Pathasthalies and themselves ~hould be put to difficulties, 
the people had consented to allow a rate of one anna per acre, to be charged to them to· 
meet the cost of these repairs. But it was found difficult to enforce payment of this 
voluntary rate and the collections were also utilised for other purposes than those for 
which ·they were levied and were stopped. Thus it has been found not possible for 
these repairs to be done by those people or at their cost. Therefore, I think, that some 
provision for these repairs being done out of the assessment which they pay should be 
embodied in this Bill. I think if that is done, the Bill will be more workable and will 
serve the purpose which we have in view of keeping all these works in proper repair. · 

'Vith these few remarks I oppose the second reading of the Bill. 

The Honourabl!' Mr. GoKULDAs KAHANDAs PAREKH spoke as follows :-Your Excel~. 
lency,-There are three points in connection with the Bill on which I propose to make a 
few remarks, as I consider them to be points of great importance. The first matter to 
be considered in connection with the Bill is the question of control. The works in 
reference to which the control question arises would be works which have not been 
constructed by Government, which have not been maintained by Government, in respect 
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of which money for repairs has not· come. fron:t ~he public ~unds, and which have up .to 
rlo~ not. been' controlled by GovernmEmt.but by villagecomrpunities. Now I do not at all 
me~n to s~y that there may not be circumstances under which it would be necessary for 
·Government to take the control of such works, but they ought to be well and clearly 
defined, and not vague and general. The · co~d.ition. under which I shoul~ consider ~hat 
Government would be justified in taking control of irrigation works would in the first . 
.i~stancie be where ~ore than one village community is· concerned. These are really cases 
wh~re it would be more proper for Government to take up control than that it shoald b~ 
l~ft to more than or~e village to do the .work. The other circumstance under which it may 
be propeL~ ~o· do so would be where the irrigators themselves wish that Government should 
take up control aud responsibility. There is another case in which control inay be taken· 
~P by Government, namely, where they find that the so-called repairs and keeping in 
arder of the works are neglected or the people who are responsible for the same are not 
prepared to carry out their responsibility. Under these circumstances the control may 
be taken away from them. · Where the people are quite prepared to do what is·needful 
in connection with these works, where they have exercised the control, where the 
eonstruction ·was done bY. them, I think it is more desirable that the control should 
remain,in their hands. There is ano~her circumstance to which I might ~efer under 
which the control may be taken by Government, namely~ where any breach of the peace 
is apprehended in consequence of disputes among the irrigators. There may be other 
circumstances under 'which Government may assume control. But, except in such 
limited circumstances· where it may be desirabie that the control should be taken a way · 
from any irrigators, I submit that the_ more desirable course would be to ]eave the · 
control with the irrigators themselves, so long as they are willing to keep the works in 
order. This would foste~ .co-operative spirit among villagers themselves. They would~ 
have to co-operata among themselves for the purpose of maintaining ~nd. keeping in . 
good order the ~rigation works. 

Another point iu connection with which I think it proper to offer an observation 
is in reference to new section 80, which provides that where there has been a large 
increase of :~vater arising from any cause than what according_ to the Record-of-Rights 
th~ irrigators are entitled to have the property in the increased water would be vested 
in '·Government and Government should have the right of disposing of this water. 
Now the relation between the irrigators and Government does constitute a partner· 
ship, but it is ~ partnership between. the weak and the strong, a partnership. which . 
generally ends to the disadvantage of. the weaker body. We have in Gujarat soma 
instances, though they may be of major, first class works which well illustra.te that 
in_ matters of this kind such a partnership· is not at ·all a desirable thing. Your 
Lordship's Government is aware that in Gujarat there is the Khari Irrigation, and 

. cm:inected with the Khari irrigation there are the Kalambandhi villages which have 
eertain rights of obtaining water from the Khari. With a view to improve this Khari 
water supply, Government put in the Khari the waters of the Bokh, and against it there 
was an arrangement for the opening of the Chandolia system into which' some portion of 
the water of the Khari was taken. The system of assessment in connection with the Khari 
Kalambandi villages is tllat there is .·a consolidated assessment consisting of. water rate 
and land rate which holds good for the whole of the survey period; on tbe Chandolia 
system on the other hand this payment for water depends upon the supply. Therefore 
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Government is benefited by the diversion of larger quantity. of water into the Chandolia 
· ·~ystem. 1'he result has . been-and there have been serious complaints from the 
-villagers of the Kalambandi villages..,-that they h;ave not been receiving for· a long time 
the quantity of water to which they are entitled, or which is needed for their crops, but· 
the Public Works Department says that Kalambandi ·villages receive the whole of the 
Khari water as ·it originally stood and what is diverted towards the Chandolia system is 
the additional water brought from the Bokh into Khari. These are matters of great 
·difficulty not at all easy to decide, and I submit that if any increase o£ water occurs in 
a second class work of irrigation, there should be no disposal of water until the needs of . 
those· who were entitled to the water in the original condition of the ~ork are fully met. 
There is a pl'ovision in the Bill, no doubt, that rights registered in the original record or 
in the revised one would not be interfered with, but whether such a provision would secure 
their rights would depend upon circumstances. The irrigators are not the judges and 
Jam afraid that difficulties would. arise if this provisio.n remains in its present form. 

The third point upon which I should propose to offer some remarks is in connection 
with new sections 84 and 85. Under section 85 a burden is thrown in connection with 
·improvement, repairs and preservation upon occupants and holders· of land, and there are 
a very large number of such people. Now in connection with these people'nothing is 
stated as to the locality or portion of the area to which a man1s liabilities would be 
confined. Then there is nothing from which it would appear when a,. man should be 
deemed to have satisfied his liability.....:.the liabilities extend to the whole of the area. I 
understand a thi~g of this kind will be almost impossible to work and there should be 
some sort of other arrangement in connection with these repairs, and when we consider 
the high w;ater rates (and in some cases the water rates in connection "'?'ith second class. 
works even exceed rates levied on first class works), I should think the proper thing 
·would be, in case of such small repairs, that they should be done by ·Government and the 
responsibility should not be thrown upon the hold~rs of land or upon the irrigators. 

· Then in reference to the question of. punishment, I think that in· many cases the 
punishments are exceedingly h~avy; in reference to small injuries, and things which may. 
be done innocently or through ignorance, sente:o.ces of rigorous imprisonment up to a 

· month are prescribed. I think that~ so far as those penal provisions are concerned, 
they should be considerably modified. Where an injury does not arise from any intention 
to do misc~ie£, the punishment ought not tq be imprisonment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-We shall now adjourn for lunch and meet again at 
.a, quarter to three. 

(After lunch.) 

His Excellency the PRESIDEN'r :-Order, order. Second readin'g of the Biil further to 
amend the Bombay Irrigation Act. . 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows:-Your Excellency, I was relieved 
to hear thiS> morning from my Honourable friend, Mr. GoDBOLE1 that he did not deny the 
fatherhood of this Bill. My Honourab}e friend Sir PBEROZESHAH MEHTA has remarked 
that it is not clear why there has been a delay of 18 years between ·the recommendation of 
the Committee in 1896 and the introduction at Council of the Bill now before us. I may· 
perhaps take in detail the history of the measure. · In 1894, there was a Committee 
which sat_ to consider the question of these particular works. My Honourable friend 
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Mr. GoDBOLE was a ·Member of that Committee and prepared the notes which form the 
main part of the report submitted by that Committee. The · points at issue were mucn 
the ·same ·as: those now before us, m:.~ the enforcement of the communal obligation for 
repairs and silt clearance, and secondly the right to the use of the surplus water, over and 
above that to which the irrigators were entitled. The. opinion of t~e Committee a~ 
regards silt clearance coincided wit h that of my Honourable friend Mr. GoDBOtE, which 
I .. will give in his own words. (Reads.} " My own opinion is that the .. customary 
obligation should be enforced by law and that legislation therefore is called for." That' 
report was placed before Government. It received careful consideration, but the Govern.: 
ment at. the time thought that perhaps it might be possible to dispense with legislation 
and they passed an order which practically amounts to very little more than that th& 
spirit of the Mysore Tank Regulation should be carried into practice. In other words, 
first pf all they stopped the levy of the. cess to which I refer~ed this morning and theY: 
urged ~h~t th~ village officers and the village in ·general should be urged to carry out and 
discharge the obligations which custOm imposes upon ·them. That was in 1896. My 

. Honourable friend was then in charge of a number of these works and continued so till· 
the year 1903. In 1903 I was myself Coll~ctor of Khan desh when furth~r difficulties· 
arose owing.to circumstances which my Honourable friend alluded to in his speech at th& 
last meeting. ·He said ·that the Patils' or village officers' influence had disappeared .. 
Irrigat~d lands had passed into the hands of the local Sawkars and absentee .holders .. · 
Repairs had therefore .been neglected. .The matter came to ~y notice in an aggravated, 
form and I addressed the ·Commissioner. The state. of affairs appeared to me to be· 
that the v,illage.communi~y had broken down c~mpletely, that the irrigated areas had. 
becomt', to some extent, filled with non-resident owners, mainly Vakils and. so ·forth. 
th.at the power of the village officers had disappeared completely as my Honou~able friend . 

. Mr. GoDBOLE told us this morning. My own suggestion was that if Government wera . 
unwilling to take power by legislation, in order to impose the customary liabilities in the 
form of silt clearance, etc., t~ey should take this obligation on themselves (just as my 
Honourable friend :Mr. PAREKH suggested to us just now). I pressed that suggestion rather. 
strongly. The suggestion was referred once more to my Honourable friend Mr. GonBOLE, 
who at that time was.· considered a great authority in those matters. He treated ~y . 
suggestion with the utmost scorn. He said it was entir~ly unnecessary to relieve the 
cultivators of the obligations-.which custotn had imposed upon them, that Government had 
done their share and all that was necessary was to take power by law to insist that . the 
cultivators should discharge the duties easily within their power. He therefore urged 
that legislation should be taken in b!nd without d clay. The form of legislation he asked 
for was a simple notification under the existing Irrigation Act so that section 61, 
sub-section 10, might npply. That recommendation went on to Government. About that 
time, in 1904, there was a big Irrigation Commission sitting, of which Sir JoHN Mum· 
MAcKENZIE, who w~s afterwards Revenue Member of this Council, was a :!!.[ember.·. And 
when my letter eventually came before him, he considered that the difficulty would be 
met ~y the passing of a measure similar to the Madras" Kudi Maramat "BilJ, which was · 
then b~fore the Madras Council. A bill on· these lines was drafted but was placed on one 
side pending the passage of the Madras Bill through Council. The latter bill, however, · 
for reasons of which we have no knowledge, did not become law, and another model had to · 
be looked for. This was fo~nd in the :f>unjab Minor Canals Act which with the. Burma 
Minor Canals Act was the p:rototype of the p~esent measure. 4 committee w:_as appointed : 



' . 
to consider the adaptability of those me.asures to Bombay conditions an·d as a ·result we· 
have our present Bill, with its very simple form. · .. 

· - Now, Sir, I venture to think that very little exception .can be ·taken ·to the Bill in 
its present dress. In the first place it is divided into two parts. The first five sections. 
mainly relate to the compilation of the record .of rights in regard to the works, and the 
remaining sec~ions relate merely to ·silt clearance. I would ask my Honourable friend 
to take the last section first. As I have already stated, these 'sections, from 84 onwards, 
me~ely represent a liability which lies on the cultivator by custom. They merely put into·. 
legal form a custom which was ~actually in f~rce up to ~he year 1896. Some slight 
exception has been taken to the definition of the works included in section 84, . but. 
I would point out that the wording of section 84t corresponds almost exactly with the· 
wording given in sub-section (6) of section 1 of the Mysore Act, 

··With regard to the objections raised by various Members of this Council to the 
imposition of the liability on irrigators, it is only necessary to point out that the ordinary. 
charge involved is a very small one. It may possibly amount to not. more. than one rup~s 
per acre, and that if a cultiyator wishes to avoid it all that he is to do is to take the· 
ordinary. care of his own and other persons' property that a decent minded citizen ought .. 
to take. 

As regards other sections of this Act, sections 78 to 83, it has been suggested that-· 
a great deal of hardship will be caused to some of the poor irrigators by their want of 
being able to articulate their rights and claims. I have no fears on this score. There is 
scarcely a case of work o£ any importance on which the right holders have not been 
concerned in disputes. There are probably no other classes of people in this Presidency 
who are more fully aware of. what. the law can do for them. · 

. Furthermore, I bring to the notice of this Council the fact that there is nothing in .. 
the Act which precludes recourse to a Civil Court. In fact I am afraid, that there may 
be certain cases, cases for instance like those I have mentioned two or three times, of· . 
villages who have been fighting out for as long as three hundred years, culminating in a 
really big suit which will go to the Privy Counc~l~ But even if they do, there wiJl be the· 
advantage that the disputes of these villages and its inhabitants will be settled once .and 
for all, and the unfortunate Executive Engineer, who is to ea~ his 4 per cent. on· the 
20 lakhs of rupees which has been invested on the reservoirs supplying these villages, will 
know exactly how much water he is to give to them and how much more he is to spar(}. 
for other persons who have no ancestral right to the irrigation but who are equally 
anxious to use it. · 

With regard to the other provisions of the .Ac.t a suggestion was made, I think, by 
my Hono.urable friends, Sir PHEROZESHAH and J\1r. PAREKH, that it is extremely undesirable 
to extend to these works the penal clauses of the Act. The answer to. that, I submit,.. 
ia that it is impossible to enforce a penal clause unless there is some punishment attached , 
to it.. The ordinary cooly who damages the watercourse supplying a large cultivable . 
area, who injures works which have b~en repaired at. large expense by Governme.nt,. is . 
hardly a person particularly deserving of consideration. If, for instance, he damages an 
expensive sluice or he steals an expensive· grating and sells it in the hazar-

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH :-Those are cases of ordinary th~ft. 
R 41-65 .. 
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The Honourable Mr. CURTIS (continuing) :-Not necessarily theft. If a man throws 
·a stone and damages a sluice, such cases are not cases of theft. Mr. GoDBoLE or his 
predecessor has cited a series of offences which have resulted in damage to works on 
which large sums of money had been spent and which could not be punished adequately 
'Qy the ordinary law. For them, I contend, that it is necessary to extend the penal 
clauses which the legislature has already considered necessary for larger,irrigation works. 

There is one more poi~t, Sir, which I should like to bring to tbe notice of the 
·Council. A great deal has been made about the discussion of the fact that these works 
were constructed originally by the people.' Of course it is true that in many cases they 
were. But their construction dates from a very long time and you may take it as certain 
that if Government had not systematically repaired them and put them in order as they 
·have done, not one of them could have been in existence at the present day. I hoped to 
have been able to put before this Council today (but I am sorry I have mislaid it) a 
statement of the amounts which Government have devoted in the past two years to the 
repairs of these works. I speak subject to correction, but my strong impression is that 
the amount of repairs has exceeded the total revenue. Practically I may say that as 
.regards works irrigating areas exceeding 200 acres, not a Bandhara or a tank would 
be existing at the present time but for help from provincial funds, and the supervision of 
'the Public Works Department.. Added to that, quite a considerable number of these 
works have benefited in the form of storage reservoirs constructed by provincial funds. 

'Therefore, it must be remembered that though many of these works are called contemp• · 
tuously second class works, had it not been for a small cap~tal invested in the distant 
past by land owners in the construction of the works, they· would have been styled first 

·class· works and assumed first class position. Therefore, I contend, Sir, that having · 
·.regard to the fact that a larg~ sum of provincial money has been' invested, there can be 
no objection to apply the provisions of the Irrigation Act which are given in section 75 
·of the draft Bill, to the second class irrigation works and to treat them on the same lines 
.as .first class works. · 

One more point, Sir, and I have done. We have heard a good deal today about the 
Mssore _Tank Regulation and the Punchayat Bill. Personally I have no objection to 
·both: there was a Punchayat Section in the old Bill as ~riginally drafted. , But, Sir, 
I should like to know from my Honorirable friend Mr. GoDBOLE where this tank regulation 
:is working. Can he point to a single village where it is worked satisfactorily? We know 
·that there are many Statutes on many Statute Books which look very nice indeed but 
·.when you come to apply them they do not work at sll, or only work when there is some 
·official pressl.lre behind them. Where are these villages in Mysore where this regulation 
is in operation? In Mysore they have a large staff. They have an Assistant Collector in 
charge of every taJ.uka, who may be able to enforce measures of this sort. But 
Sir, I decline to believe that anything on these lines would meet s~tisfactorily the cas; 

·Of t~ese eight thousand works to which my Honourable friend Mr. GoDBOLE referred. 
I do not wish to detain the Council long, but, I hope, Sir, that this Council will hold 
.that the Bill under discussion is urge~tly wanted and that it may be read a second time. 

The Honourable Mr. KAsliiNATH RAlrCIIAl·I'DRA GoDBOLE spoke as follows :-Your 
·-Excellency,-! have to make a few observations with reference to the remarks which 
1mve just fallen from the Honourable :Mr. CURTIS. : 
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As regards the working of the Mysore Tank Regulation, I confess that I cannot 
quote any instance in which it has been worked, nor can I say how it has been working. 
The regulation was passed in.l911 only, and I am not aware of the number of villages 
to which it has been made applicable •. It is too early ye~ to say how the Regulation has 
been working. It bas however been drafted by sympathetic officers who have been 
lookinO' into the condition of these second class works for years. They have gone into 

0 . 

the previous records, and after. full consideration the Mysore Bill has been drafted on 
lines based upon experience which has been gained in the past~ The Deputy Commis
sioners in the ~lysore Province had been trying, b~fore the passing of this Regulation; to 
work the old tanks on the same system as we are trying in this Presidency. After these: 
trials, and after spending a good deal of money on the repair of these tanks on the same 
system as prevails in this Presidency, they canie to the conclusion that the right course . 
was the course which they have adopted in their Regulation of 1911. It would be ·worth, 
while for sor:1e Members of this Council to go and see how the new Mysore Regulation· 
bas been working. The presumption is that it is working satisfactorily, because it ·has 
been drafted by members of the Mysore Government who are in close touch with the p~ople : 
and who would not have brought in the Regulation if they considered that it w~s. 
unsuited td the requirements of the case. · 

As regards my previous report , that has been referred to by the Honourable 
:Mr. CuRTIS, I have already stated that I am still in favour of legislation. I only differ 
.as regards the form in· which that legislation should come . in. I say that the form in · 
which it is proposed to legislate for the second class works the present bill is not the 
,proper form •. I will give an instance of what I mean. Take section 87 of the Bill. 
Let us examine niore closely the machinery that is proposed to be set up by the Bill for 

the repairs of second ~lass irrigation works. Suppose in an outlying irrigation work: 
standing at a great distance from the ·head-quarters of a district or of a Taluka,-say 
Karehalli in Dharwar, or a place like Mulher in N asik,-a portion goes out of o~der and 
wants repairs. A small embankment is required to be immediately put up in order to · 
prevent further damage. What is the machinery that the Bill sets up? If the irrigators · 
concerned do not execute the work, the Patel has to report to the Mamlatdar. The 
Mam1atdar, after recei-ving the report, has to issue a notice to the irrigators concerned 
who may be 50 or 60 in number. The Mamlatdar tells the irrigators in the notice . 
"There is a small earthwork required on your tank. You should do it within 15 days." 
The people do not execute the work. The Mamlatdar has then to come down and see the 
work for himself, arrange for its execution, and certify as to its actual cost. He then 
issues notices to all the irrigators concerned calling upon them to pay the actual cost. 
Each individual irrigator's liability may amount to a fe'w annas only. 

The qnestion is whether this is the right way of attempting to effect small repairs? 
The proper method would be to set up a local machinery which will promptly do the work, 
and by the influence of the local Panchayat get the small and ordinary repairs eoonomi· 
cally done from time to time as found n~cessary. Instead of this machinery, the Bill . 
proposes to set up a complicated machinery which is not likely to work well. The 
machinery ot the Village Panchayats that I have been advocating is the real and correct 
machinery to adopt in such cases and it must be established by law. Legislation is neces., 
sary for the purpose. The small repair works necessary cannot be economicall,Y carried out· 
by the Mamlatdar or by the Public Works Department, the establishment charges of which 
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cgme '!lP to ~:~o~ething li;ka_ 50 per cent. _It is not tbe fault. of .the Department; it is. the
n~tur~ of the w:ork thf}t has· to be carried out. Probably the Department sei;J.ds out an_, 
E~gineer getting Rs. 300 pe~ month and arranges. for the execution of the petty work,.' 
and .the consequence is that the work which.the vinage machinery .would carry out. for. 
&. 2 or Rs. 3 would cost Rs. 5 or 6 by the. agency of the Public Works Department. 
For these reasons thE;~ legislation should be directed to revive the old village machinery 
which was efficiently working 50 or 60 years ago. 

'
7 Then, .as· regards the point that has been brought forward by the Honourable 

lb. CuRTIS with reference to the expenditure th.at Government has .been incurring on · 
the construction of new first class works, he· is referring apparently to the Chankapur 
Tank in the Nasik District. No doubt, Government have spent about twenty la.kbs of· 
rupees on this tank, and the position is that the water that is let down from the tank · 
goes along the river bed and is picked up . by some old Bandharas and utilised for irriga· 
tion on certain second class works. But it is not the fault of the people that Government 
const~ucted the Chankapur Tank works on the river. · The people have their own ancient 
rights .. Let Government take measures for ·ascertaining what supply the old irrigators 
are entitled to, ·and let them be prevented from ·taking· any additional supply. This can 
be easily done.· For instance, in the case of Dabhadi-Patna channels, it is probable that 
Government· have g~t on their record the supplies which these channels usually obtained 
before, the construction :of the Chankapur Tank •. Let arrangements be· made to give them 
only .these .supplies to which :they are entitled, and no more. I am aware that the rate· . 
payers' interests must be guarded, but at the same time the rights of the people must ·be . 
gP:arded. also, . 'l'~e ance.stors of ~he people have , constructed the Bandharas, and they . 
h~v~ _be~n if!ig~ting from these Bandharas f9r years past, and su~ely their rights must 
b~ protected. · The rights pf the general tax-payer must also be protected, and I submit 
that it is feasible for Government to protect both these interests. · 

The other provisions of the Bill I do not object to at all. The Record-of-Rights will 
be a very· good provision indeed.. From the Record-of-Rights the· irrigator·· will know 
exactly wliat he l$ entitled to. - . 

Theri, as regards. pu~ishments the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS' opini~n is that punish-· 
ments in connection with first · and second class works 'should be the· same. Now I · 
w(>uld ask the Council to consider whether this is right." In the case of a first Class work : 
Gov~rnment. ke.ep very costly establishments. They have. their own chowkida:rs and 
patkar~s· going over.the canals and works and warning people against trespass •. What is 
tlie ·case ~ith a second class work? It is an outlying work, in some instanc~s about ~fty 
or sixty miles away from the head-quarters of the .district. The work . is hardly visited 
by the Mamlatdar and· other officials. .I think there are some. second. cl:iss works which 
have not been Visited by the Collector of the af~trict for . years together •. There is no 
regular estabi.ishment emplo;y:ed. on these second class. works to tell the people that they · 
haV'e no right to trespass, or that they cannot bring their cattle inside canal boundaries . . ' ' ' . . ' or that they will be punished by law if they allowed their· cattle to graze on the tank 
bund or on the banks ·of the channei. The channel has not been hedged· in, and I think 
we· should not m~ke the same punishment applicable to this set of ·~orks that is appli~ . 
cable to works on which a costly establishment is maintained. ·There must be ·a difference. 
in the p~nishnient to be awarded in the two cases, I have therefore given notice of an . 

... . ... . . ' ' . .. 
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.amendment which will come before. the. Council indue.course, that in the case of offences 
-o'n second class works imprisonment should. not be. pr~soribed as. punishment. I s~b~it, 
Sir, that punishment in the case of the. two sets of works should not be. the same, ·and i~ 
will not be fair to have the same punishment for.offenpes· committed on second olas~ 
works as are set down by law for first clas$ works. 

These are the remarks I have to make with reference to this Bill being read a 
second time. 

The Honourable Sir RroHARD L~MB spoke a.s follows :-You~ E~cellen'cy,-I did p«?t 
quite catch the last words of the Honourable Mr. GoDBQLE's speech. But w;hat I un,d~r
stood him to say was that he proposes the second reading of the Bil,, for which I am 
very much obliged~ When I proposed that myself a littl~ while ago,. I was rather under 
the impression that he w~s going to oppose it. And now that he suppc;>rts t~e $econd 
reading I am perfectly pleased to hear that. It has. been to me a s~mewhat difficult thing 
to appreciate the position my honourable friend has taken up. He appears first of all 
to wish to scrap the present. Bill altogether a~d substitute something in the form of a 
~ew Bill which would introduce the Village. Punchay~t system, but. at the same ti~e hti' 
hankers after something in the way of machinery to work irrigation works which ha,v~ 

not come under Punchayats, somethirig which. differs from the machinery p.roposed in 
this Bill. However, Sir, since he has supported the se~ond r~ading o.f the Bill, it really 
does not appear to me to be worthwhile discussing in detail what the Honour_able Me.m.be~ 
has laid before the Counci~ 

Similarly, I find a good deal of difficulty in dealing with the HonOurable Mr. UPAS4NI's 
remarks. In the course of them I failed to find out· for certain whether he was support· 
ing the second r~ding or was oppqsing it. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-1 am against it. 

The Honouuble Sir RICHARD LAMB (continuing)-! understand frqm mr honourable 
friend that he is against the Bill. The Honourable Member has put down a number of 
amendments to the Bill which will be consid,ered in due course as soon as the second reading 
is . passed. And it will not be necessary to deal with thos.e points until those amendments 
come under discussion in the Council. What does seem nece~sary is that I . ~hould en~ea· 
vour to re-state the position which may have got a little obscq.re in the course of the peb~~e 
today. The position is that there are a number of works which are .c;J.lleq sometimes collo· 
quially second class irrigation works but which it is more .oonveniept to term minqr w~rks ~0 
as to avoid using the term second Claijs irrigation works which is used in the Bill. These 
minor irrigation works differ very largely in quality and size; by quality I mean character 
or kind. Some are mere single tanks with a small channel running from the tank a~d 
irrigating a few fields; some are tanks of larger si~a extending thei~ irrig~tion .canals 
into several villages. Others are bandharas., small dams put across the cours~ of .streams ; 
and in the case of bandharas there are a number of works in which Governm.ent have . ' : ' ' 

expended considerable sums of money 'in improving the flow· of water in the streams. 
Well, Sir, it is to my mind perfectly clear that in the case of small works which do not 
affect more than a single village, it is a proposition which may possibly prove workable 
in practice to appoint local punchayats . to manage these minor irrigation \_V'Orks, But it 
is, I think, clear .that it is not probable at all ~hat it will be po~sible to appoint a pun. 
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chayat to manage the· minor irrigation works which. extend beyond tbe limits o! a single 
village. The My sora Regulation 1Vhidh the Honourable Mr. GoDBO LE .ftolds before us as 
an admirable example to follow·, expressly provides that a Punchayat may bo appointed 
for ~·any village," that is to say, for a single village .. The basis on wh ich he is proposing 
to adopt some other plan contemplates expressly only the single villa~ works. And I 
am sorry that while my honourable friend is greatly interested in following this example, 
he is absolutely unable to give the smallest information as to how the experiment has 
worked. As .the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS has said, it is perfectly e8.sy to put on t.~,E!:. 
Statute Book an enactment which looks very beautiful but may possibly turn out to ha·v-a· 
no effect in practice; and I think it would not be wise to go whole-heartedly for village 
Ptinchayats, while we are still in absolute ignorance as to how the regulation in respect:" 
of them has been working in a Native State. That the subject is worth inquiring into~ 
I have admitted and accepted by agreeing to the resolution in favour of an inquiry which· 
has been· moved by my honourable friend; but further thnn that we cannot go. Still, if 
we do learn that the experiment made in Mysore is working well and if we do devise a 
Bill for presentation to this Council for instituting Punchay ats in this Presidency, they 
will touch only ·a very small portion of the minor irrigation works in the Presidency 

' proper, for they will touch only the minor irrigation works in single vfllages, while all 
those works which extend to more than one village, such as in Gujat at the Kalambandi 
works to .which the· Honourable Mr. PAREKH referred, or in the Deccan the works so 

I often mentioned the Chankapur rank, to these the Punohayat Bill will have no pc;>ssible 
application. It, therefore, seems to me, Sir, that whatever we may do about the Pun
chayats, we have to•do something about the remaining works which cannot be dealt with 
by the Punchayats. 

The Honou~able Mr. CuRTIS has explained the course by which we have arrived at 
the Bill now before the Council. The Committee of 1896 recommended at. that time 
legislation. The Government of 1896 d eci~ed to go on trying to do without legislation 
and see whether the matter could not be w;orked ot~erwise. The attempt has failed. It 
has not been found possible to go on without legislation and the form of that legislation 
bas had to be d~vised. To carry out that object, existing enactments i~ Madras, Burma 
and the Punjab have been referred to, and after several meetings amongst officers capable 
of dealing with the subjec~ and after further consideration of the reports of the Commis· 
sio~ers, this Bill has been. prepared. The Honourable Mr. GODBOLE said that the 
Mysore Regulation had been prepared by local. officers well acquainted with local condi. 
tions, and he therefore commended it to us. Sir, possibly I might claim that this Bill 
also has been pr~pared by officers well acquainted with locai·conditions existing here, and 
I' might tak.e tliat ground for commending this Bill to the approval of the Council.. In 
any case, Sir, it is a Bill which provides only for a dtscretionary use of power by Govern
ment. ~tis not in the least proposed to make any of its provisions applicable at all to 
any irrigation works of any kind, of any size, until every body who is affected by it shall 
have had his full say. · 

Fortunately there are some portions of this Bill which commend themHelves even to 
our critic the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE. He approves highly of the r~cord-of-rigbts. 
The Honourable Sir PREROZESHAH MERTA s~ems to consider that this preparing of the 
record-of-rights is of very doubtful benefit. Well, Sir, when, not so long ago we had 
under consideration the amendment of the Bomba,x Land Revenue Code, and when ~e 
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proposed to embody in that Code the Record-of-Rights· .Act, I was tofd' by my honour. 
able friend that we were effecting a revolution in the land administration 'of the country. 
The Bill was passed into law and has been in effect for some considerable time no.w. . . 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESIIAH :-I did not say that the preparation of the record. 
of· rights was a revolution. What I .called revolutionary was another thing altogethe~. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB (continuing)-! must have misappr.eciated the 
remarks of my honourable friend. What I understoo~ at the· time was that our action 
in introducing the collection of land revenue based on the ~ecor:d-of-righ_ts was consi· 
dered by him revolutionary. 

' ' 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH :-It was the miuute sub-division which was . . . , 

sanctioned by law that I called revolutionary •. 

'.rhe Honourable Sir RICHARD LaMB (continuing)-I' do not think !·failed to catch 
accurately the ·point of· my honourable friend. We were certainly ·threatened ·with a. 
revolution; and the revolution was to result from the legal recognition of the sub~divisions · 
of land. These sub.divisions were to be recorded in the· record-of-~~ghts and on that 
record the coller.tion of revenue was to be based. It is exactly this proposal to base all 
collection of land revenue on those sub-divisions so recorded which my honourable friend 
said would produce a revolution. The proposal was adopted and has now been at work 
for some time; and the revolution has not come off, I submit, Sir, in this case also there 
will be no revolution .. I predict that when the Act is· applied to any particular work or 
works, we shall find these provisions working with singular smoothness. · The record-of. 
rights will be prepared in just the same way as the settlement register is prepared under 
the Land Revenue Code, and the entries in it will, according to one of the new sections 
in our :Bill-1 won't stop to look at the number-be invested with presumptive value as 
evidence, but they will of course be subject to be altered by. the decision of a Civil Court. 
I do not think that the record-of-rights provisions which have the approval of my 
Honourable friend Mr. GoDBOLE are like,ly to bring us into any difficulty whatev~r. 

I do not propose, Sir, at this stage to say anything about penalties, because there 
is an amendment relating to them which will have to be discussed in the future. But 
that there should be some sort of penalty can hardly pe denied. What the penalty should 
be will of course be considered when we come to consider the particular clause of the 
new section dealing with it. · 

There was muoh in th~ remarks of the Honourable Mr. PAREKH in which I agree. I 
did not gather from him exactly whether he was going to support the second reading or 
oppose it. But at any rate~ he said, as I understood him, that the works wholly con· 
trolled or maintained by the villagers should continue to be so controlled and maintained. 
I think that should be done so long as they continue- to be efficiently managed by the 
villagers. The only cause for application of the provisions of this Bill will be the failure 
of the villagers so to maintain and control them. . 1\fy Honourable friend said that the 
provisions might well, in his opinion, 'be applied to the minor works extending to one or 
more villages, or when the application is made by the irrigatox:s themselves, .or ~here 
there are disputes. Quite so, I thoroughly agree. In such cases, my. Honourable fr1end, 
I understood, was willing that these provisions should apply. As at present, the works 
might be left to the villagers themselves so long as the custom of maintaining the works 
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efficienlly is maintained; and there are no disputes.-· If there are· no disputes;. I do not 
think there will· be the smallest possible cause for the' provisio~s· of this Bill being 
applied. . . . 

As regards new section 80 to ·which the Honourable Mr. PAREKH made some reference, 
it appears to· me that that section is purely ancillary. The right of Government in water 
is declared or enacted in section 37 of the Bombay Land Revenue Code, and this section 
is ~erely ~declaration as to the right vested in Government when It has added surplus 
.water to irrigation works already giving water to irrigators on works which have been 
previously c•>~structed by them, or by a previous Government, and such work had been 
subsequently restored or extended at the cost of Government. My Honourable friend ' 
Mr. P A.REXK had also something to say about new sections 84 and 85 indicating that he 
thought that Government should take over all the work of minor maintenance in addition 
to the work of major maintenance. That, Sir, as has already been explained by the 
Honourable Mr. CuRTIS, does not commend itself, because these works of minor· main· 
tenance, which it is proposed to claim from the irrigators, are works, which it is already 
customary for them to carry out. I understood the Honourable Mr. UPASANI to complain 
that the Bill did not make provision for the works of major maintenance. But I do not 
think it is necessary to' mention that in the Bill. If the work is in existence and is being 
carried on, and if we express that the. works .of minor maintenance are to be carried 

· on by one party, then, I suppose, that the expression of what is the duty of the irrigators 
leaves it absolutely indisputable that the works of major maintenance which are not laid 
nn them rest with the authority controlling, that is~ Government, 'and it is not necessary 
to mention it specificalJy in the Act. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZEsHAH MEHTA was sorry and I do not unders~nd whether 
he is dispo'sed to bring ari amendment that this Bill did not provide for the reviving of 
the old conirilun·al spirit, It is, Sir, I am sorry to say only because that communal 
spirit has so completely failed in some instances to carry on the work that we have been 
driven 'to deVise other means for the mainteoonce of the work- and ~he distribution of 
water. Further, where the communal spirit revives and is capable of carrying on the. 
work of exactly distributing the water, I certainly do not wish to inte~fere by the applica
tion of the provisions of this Bill at all, and if it is found advisable that there should be a 
:Panchayat Bill the work might very well be left to the Panchayat's management. But 
where communal feeling does exist, i1,1 all probability they will get on very well without 

· any Act at alL They will come neither under the provisions of this Bill nor under the 
provisions of the Panchayat Bill. 

I should like to refer to one point regarding th~ Panchayat Bill which the Honour. 
able Mr. GoDBOLE desires us to prepare, and I would remind the Council that in speaking 
on the first reading, I said that it is possible that where the work is quite a small one 
affecting only a single village a Panchayat could be formed, but, at any ra.te, in our 
opinion, ·it is premature to. say that it can be done, and it appears to us preferable to 
leave the matter over until we shall be .able· to introduce in this Council a VillaO'e 

. 0 

Panchayat :Bill. ·Well, Sir, the Panchayat Bill to which I there .referred. was ,one of a 
general nature, not relating specially to minor irrigation. works. . It. is . a somewhat 
unfortunate measure which has been. under .consideration for soine little time. and.has - .. . . ' 
not so very lpng ago been before the G~v_e~~en~ 9flndia for consideration.- It has come 
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back again from the Imperial· Government with ·a number of . criticisms and comments 
and queries which do not render practicable the placing of such a Bill before the Council 
at an early date and it is a matter which will have to be postponed for an indefinite period. 
In these circumstances, I am not unwilling to consider the point raised by the Honourable~ 
Mr. GODBOLE that we might conceivably have a Panchayat Bill for minor irrigation works. 
If it is found practicable, we might try that as an independent measure and work it as an 

independent Bill. 

Well, Sir, the time is getting on and I do not think I have anything more to say~ 
although I could make passing comments on other things that have been said in the 
course of the debate~ but to save the time of the Council; I will conclude by saying as· I 
said at the beginning of iny remarks that I propose that the Bill be read a second time. 

1 f In1gation Amendment Bill read · · His Excelle:ncy the PRE$IDENT :-The question is that 
/a second time • .,.... this Bill be read a second time. · >, ......_ ___ _ 

The motion was then put to the vote and carried. 

Clause 1 and new section 71 were then put ~o the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the P~ESIDENT :-New section 72, the Honourable :Mr. UPASANI·. 

The .Honourable 1\fr, SHRIDHAR BALKRISRNA UPASANi spoke as follows :-My Lord1 
section 72 as it now stands runs·thus (reads). 

It does not define the second class works or the first class works nor exactly · show 
what works are meant to be included in the definition of'' second class''. To remove 
that doubt I have proposed this amendment. I suggest that ·section 72 do stand as 
follows. I will read my motion. (Reads). This will clear ·the doubt and I think it· 
will be desirable as these terms are referred to all through the new Bill. I need not, 
I think, take up more time of the Council but I would reser,·e the few remarks that I· 
may have to make in reply if there is any objection to my amendment, I believe there 
will be no objection if the Honourable Member in charge is disposed to adopt them as 
tht=-y stand. · 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows:-·· · 

Your Excellency,-I venture to submit to the Council that the Honourable Mr. UP.A.sANr's 
amendment will not do. It will be noticed that there is a sentence in the definition 
which runs'' Any private Irrigation Works which· may be the property of a single 
individual or family, though the same be enjoyed by separated members or those claiming. 
through them, shall not be liable to be constituted Second Class Irrigation Works ". 

Now, Sir, Honourable :Members of this Council, those at any rate, who are familiar 
with the. conditions of the holders of property in irrigated villages, will see at once that 
this last sentence of the definition of second class irrigation works makes a very great . 
difference. It is not only the property of any single individual that will be affected, but : 
any irrigation which is owned by a family, not merely a joint Hindu family prope~, but 
also persons claiming through separated members. Now, Sir, if we construe that sentence . 
very closely, we shall find that it would ·be perfectly. possible to bring almost every tract 
in the Deccan under that definition. ·Practically every tank irrigates an area which was 
originally held by the founder of the . village apd his relati vas. In course of time the 
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· vendor has gone away and the separated members have disposed of their shares. No 
QQubt a.t .the pre&ent moment, on paper a large portion of irrigators· appear with the 
~amQ family nama but in actuality they differ. They have claims based on transactions 
with ~eparated members in. the past. Therefore, Sir, I regard this definition of the 
f!!econd Qh'\S$ works a~ entirely unsuited4 

Apart from that, with regard to the first and second class irrigation works, I submit, 
Sir, that every body knows what a first class irrigation work is. As regards the expres• 
~ion second class work$ that ist fairly clear from section 73. It depends on the notifica
tion of Government, I admit, Sir, that the term second class works is not a very happy 
one. FQssibly the Punjab term ., minor it'rigation works " would be a batter one. But 
it really d~~ not matter by what name it ia called.· The point is that the classification 
of the work depends upon the notification under section 73. In any case I submit, Sir, 
that the latter part of the amendment is open to very serious objection and that th~ 
Honourable Member's amendment should not be accepted. · 

· The H.onou~able the CHIEF o:r KURUNDWAD spoke as follows :~Your Excellency, I· 
quite concur with th~ remark.a of my Ho~ourable friend Mr. CURTIS that the terms first 
class or second class irrigation wo.rk.a should be defined and that it is most desirable. 
At the same time to restrict it and not to apply the conditions of this Act in individual 
c,as.ea J~ to vitiate the obje.et m tbe Ac.t to a,. certain extent, and I would suggest that as 
far as the definition goes, I have no objection to, it.. But I would sn~gest that the words 
"any private irrigation works.'"" ..•.. :' t to the end1· should be omitted from the amendment 
. if the amendment i~ tQ be car:ri.ed. · 

llil$. E~ceUe;u:y the PBBSID.E~"'l' :,-Does, the. Honow:abla Member wish to move an 
ame~d.ment? , 

The Honourable the CmEF OF Ktr&uNDWAD :-Yes, my Lord. I suggest that the words 
" any private· irrigation worka ......... ~' should be omitted. 

His. E~qellenoy th_e, :P.nEs.IDE~"'l' ~-Ia the HOllourable: Mr. UPASANI prepared to accept 
that? . · 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :--No,_ Your Excellency. 
. . 

Th~ H.Qno~tl..J.'able. M:t~ KASJJINATII RAMCHAND&!_ GonBoLE spoka as follows :-Your 
Exc~ll~ncy, I want to makQ. a f~w t'emarka with reference to what has been said by the 
Honourable. M~ •. CusTIS. He. said that all irrigation works. in the Deccan were originally 
intended to.. ir.riga.t~ th~ p~p.erty of one family only. I understood him to say that the 
irrigated: flrea. und~~ ·each wQrk belonged originally to· one. individual and his family. 
That po&ition to my knowledge is not correct.. The. Bandharas and tanks in the Southern 
Maratha Country and other irrigation works are said to have been originally. constructed 
by all the me.mbers of the village community. ·All the substantial cultivators. of~ village 
combined together and constructed the irrigation works of the village at their joint 
expense. That. seems to. be. the history of many of these. works. 

. . His_ E.;cell~n~y. th~· .P.IlESU>E~"T ::-.. Order, Order. 1 must remind the Honourable 
Mem~er t.hat wha.t. we ar.e disoussing is what the irrigation works shall mean, whethec it 
s~all be the ca.nal, channel or apyt.bing else. We. are not diScussing ho.w· many families or 
by wha.t ·a.rra.pgem.ent the. inigatiQtt works are. worked. 



The Honourable :Mr, Gonnotm :-I submit, Your Excellency; that my' remarks are 
relevant with reference to the last part of my motion., . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT: -That does not entitle the ll'onourable Member to go · 
· into the history how these canal works w~re worked. . . . . 

The Honourable .1\:Ir. GoDD;.)LE :-I ha.ve uo more remarks to make .. 

The Honourabl~ Mr. UPASANI : ...... Am I entitled to speak on the amendment? 

His Excellency the PRE~IDEN'r :-Order, Order, The Itonourable Member has~ right 
of reply afterwards. 

The Honourab16 lfr. GoKrrLD.!S KAHA~D!S P AREK:a spok~ as follows:-Your Ex:· 
cellency, my sympathy is with the amendment. which has been moved by my Honourable 
friend Mr. UPASANI. All that I wish to ggy is that if he ca.n acceplf the correction which 
I propose, I would be glad to support his. amendment. What I want to have taken off is 
the portion "though the' same be enjoy~d by separated me·mbers or- those claiming 
through them '•. If that por·tion be or:nltted the rast of it rn·ay remafrr~ It the Honourable _ 
1\Ir. UPASANI agrees to that I would support hfs att:reridmen~. · 

His Excellency the P.&.EsiDEN'1! :-Is. the Honourable ~!ember prepared to accept that P 

The Honourable Ml". UJ?!SAN'I:-I will accept that* 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Then Honourable Members wilt understand .that 
new section 72 will all stand until you g.et to the last paragraph, ·line six, arid leave out 
"though the same be enjoyed by separated members or those claiming. through them"'· 

The HoiUlnra;ble· Sic- R.ra~ARO, LaMB. llpoke as fallows ~Your 1!1xcellency, the first 
part of the proposal I do not, think it, is· desirable t() accept~ beaause; it appears to' me 
that it would elaah with the definition <lf • c~na1 J in~ the main Act\ We ha;ve in the 
Irrigation Act. the definition. of canal M• including ta.nks,. canalsj channels, ·pipes and 
reservoirs constructed,. controlled: or maintained by Goternment, My Honourable friend' 
proposes to add as part of the same: Act the fOllowing· words ::" An Irrigation work. shall 
mean and include every canal, channel" stream,. river~ pipe, or r.eservoir, natural o~ artificial, 
or any part thereof which is actually used or required for the purp?se of ~rrigatfon.'' 

It appears to me,~ Sir', that it ia1 n:ot c6nvenient: to· :ha1e fn the sartt'e Ac·t (as thfs Bill 
when it becomes law will form part of the Irrigation Act) the same: definition repeated 
twice over; \Ve shall have- then: a- separate, definition. in section 3 of- the main· Act and 
supplementary definiti<ms, in the new part added to the .Act covering the· same ground as 
that which is cov-ered by section 3' of the main Act. The amendment continues that 
first class irrigation: works means and iucludes ever1 irrigation. work constructed, 
maintained and controlled solely by Government . coming within. the. definition: of 
canal given in section:. 3' of ·this< Act. It does not appear to me, Sir, that we can in the 
least be· any clearer by adopting such an amendment as that. It appears. to me very 
much clearer to stick to the wording ot the Bill and say in section. 72 that t~ this Part X 
shall apply to· Second-da.ss Irrigation 'Vorks- only."· So far as I can see the Honourable 
:Member's amendment does not make provision for them in: the enactment at all. It is 
difficult to understand new section 72. without reading' also the prop:>sed a:nendment · of 
neW' section 73. The two really ha!lg togethe.r. Wnat w~ propose t~ enact is tba.t in 
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section 72 this part shall apply only to second class irrigation works. · Then we describe 
what kind of irrigation works may be declared to be second class irrigation works and 
make provision for the procedure to be gone through to arrive at such a declaration• 
My Honourable friend's amendment leaves out the detailed provision which we have 
made for such inquiry. It makes arrangement for what is to be a first class irrigation 
work or a second class irrigation work and for the assumption ~f control by Government, 
and provides that before makinO' a declaration, a notification is to be issued, but it 
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abolishes all our proposed procedure for ascertaining objections and provides merely that 
the declaration to be made shall be preceded py a notification of the proposal to constitute 
the work together with the description of the work. We give four months• time to' 

consider the objections and proposals but he leaves out the details as to how the publica· 
tion is to be made and where ~t is to be published. These details which we inserted with 
much care, the Honourable Member strikes out. 

I have to pass on to what is not exactly before the Council now, section 73, because 
it hangs together with section 72. Our procedure, it appears to me, is distinctly 
preferable to that proposed by the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. The really effective part of 
his proposal is that contained in the last sentence of his new section 72, namely, "Any 
private Irrigation Works which may be the property of a single individual or family, 
though the same be enjoyed by separated members or those claiming through them, shall 
not be liable to be constituted second class Irrigation Works.'' That is in effect what 
the Honourable l\Ir. GoDBOLE is proposing; that is his amendment to new section 73. He 
proposes to insert in new section .73 the wording ''by more than one irrigator." That. 
has the effect of restricting the possible application of the provisions of this Bill to any 
work in which only one irrigator family is concerned. It appears to me, Sir, that the 
proper place to consider that would be when we come to section 73. For ·these reasons 
1 am not prepared to accept the amendment to new section 72, partly because, it will be 
unnecessary and possibly conflict ~ith the definition when we read it as part of the main 
Ac~, and partly because, the portion of the amendment which relates to a single irrigated 
work will be more conveniently dealt with under. section 73. 

The Rot!ourable :Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKB.ISRNA UPASA.NI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, all the Honourable Members will see that even our Honourable friend 

. Mr. CURTis.has not seriously objected to the definition proposed by me excepting the 
last sentence to which I will refer presently. Our other Honourable friends who have 
spoken have also no objection to adopting the definitions I suggested with the exception of 
the last sentence. The necessity for these definitions, IIJY Lord,· is this. The present 
Act, as it stands, applies admittedly_ to works which have been constructed solely at 
Government expense, while the present Bill is to refer to works which are admitted to 
be constructed, managed and controlled by private owners. That distinction should be 
kept on the record in the Statute Book a~ the Act is to apply now to both classes 
of works. All. that we speak in the Council will not form part of the Act, and there is 
no distinction made in the Act as it stands either between major works or First Class 
and Second. Class minor works. Therefore, we must make it clear that the main Act 
applies to Government works, and this_ new part of the Bill is to apply to works which 
belong to the people and which . have been u~der their control. With a view to make 
that clear I have proposed. the definitions to which this amen~ment refers. I have taken 
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the definitions almost word for word from the Bill and the Act •. First class ·works are defined 
to be works constructed solely by Government ·and coming within the definition of canal' 
given in section 3 of the Act. The· definition of the word·· canal does not. include the 
works to which this Bill is to apply and it is· therefore desirable to 'indicate· distinctly 
and specifically the new works to which this Bill will refer,· and for that ·purpose I have 
put in the words" Second Class Irrigation works shall mean, and so on''. 

The Honourable MoVER of the ,Bill in his speech on the last occasion made it distinct. 
ly clear that this Bill was mainly to refer only to works of this nature which I now. 
include in the term 'second class irrigation works-'. It is but fair, therefore, that these 
definitions should be adopted if the Bill is to be understo_od clearly and to be opera·.· 
tive without any prejudice to the interests of· the large community whose proprietary' 

( . . -
rights are to be interfered with under tbe provisions of this Bill. As to the last.sentence, 
my Lord, I have· added it simply with a view to save petty works from the operation 
of the Act. There are in the Ratm1giri District small private canals only intended . for 
the use of single pr~vate houses. It is not · intended that these very small and petty · 
works should be taken under. the Act. As the Honourable MovER of the Bill has said, it 
is only in the case of very large works that Government help will· be required and control 
will be undertaken by Governmen.t. Therefore there can be no objection to the defini· 
tions proposed by me being accepted as I 'have shown them to be necessary, and, I think, 
they will be adopted. 

The motion was then put to the. vote and lost. 

New section 72 was then put to the vote and :carried: 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-New section 73, the Honourable Mr. UPAS!NI. , 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRis&~A UPASANI spoke as follows :-My Lord, 
the amendment that I propose in this section is as follows·:- -

"Whenever it is found that an Irrigation Work used by the ryots of one or · 
more villages is not maintained in good repair and that the persons interested in the 
enjoyment of its use are not able or willing to incur the expenditure necessary to 
keep up the water-supply, the Government may undertake to do .the required repairs 
and improvements at its own expense and for that purpose constitute the work to be 
a Second Class Irrigation Work. In similar ·other cases also Government may 
assume control over any such work with the consent of the persons interested or ~he 
majority of them in case for any reason they are not able to manage it efficiently. 
In either case the control thus assumed by Government shall in no way prejudice 
the rights of the persons entitled to the use of the water from the Irrigation 'Vork 
but shall be exercised so as to sectlre them the full enjoyment .of those rig~ts 
more efficiently. 

Defore making the declaration referred to in paragraph 1 a notification· shall be 
published in the Bombau Government Gazette notifying that it is proposed to con~ 
stitute the work a Second Class work and specifying therein, as nearly as possible, a 
full and correct description of the ·work, its situation, limits and source of supply 
and not less than four months' time shall be allowed for submission of objections to 
the proposal. " · 
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liy reasons for this, my .Lord, are ns follows :-The amendment which I. proposed 
in the first section was with a view to indicate to what works this Bill was to refer, 
and the amendment which I now propose in this section is meant to show under what 
circumstances control over the. works may be taken away from the •hands of the 
irrigators who are the proprietors and assumed by Government. The main circumstances · 
under which it may be necessary for Government to assume the control are. stated in 
the proposed amendment. Our friend the Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB stated these 
to be the circumstances under which Government would interfere or take the control in 
its hands, and there should therefore be no objection to the amendment which I suggest 
being accepted. If we leave absolute power for Government under the section 
as it now stands there will be no safeguard to protect the rights of the people, and 
even when their ownership is not recognized by adopting the definitions which 
I suggested, there is greater necessity, I beg to submit, to expressly limit Government's 
interference with their rights to circumstances which may justify it_. and the amendment 
I propose set~ forth the circumstances under which control may .be taken up by 
Government. Taking away th~ control means a serious t~ing to the people as it 
will not only prejudice their proprietary rights but also it will subject them to liabilities 

. with which they are ~ot at present charged. It was stated by the Honourable 
:MovER of the Bill at the last· meeting that Government would interfere only in those 
cases where people might not be able to manage the works themselves or where they 
might not be able or willing to incur the expenditure required and it would be 
necessary for Government itself to do it. I have proposed the present amendment to 
embody that assurance in the Bill and also because there is no provision in · the Bill 
as it is drafted, as regards the responsibility of Government with regard to repairs 
and· improvements necessary for the works when taken under Gove-rnment controL 
The Honourable 1\IovE& assured us a few minutes ago that this is implied. But· when 
we are making legislation, it is. not proper to leave anything for implication. If what 
I urge is understood and if that is the actual understanding, it is fair on both sides that 
that understanding should· be recorded and the amendment which I suggest is with a 
view: to give written expression to that understanding. That being the case, I hope, 
my suggestion will commend itself to Honourable Members of the Council. I will 
not take up more time but with these few remarks leave the motion to the Council. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD L..ruB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, as Membe~ 
in charge of the Bill I cannot, on behalf of Your Excellency's Government, accept this 
amendment. It would in any case, if accepted in principle, require an extreme· amount 
of revision to bring it into accord with the phraseology of our Act and quite apart 
from its phraseology, it appears to me very. undesirable to attempt to lay down in an 
Act, the precise conditions under which a declaration may be made. I have already 
stated that I agree with the Honourable Mr. PAREKH generally as to the condition:t 
under which a declaration might be made for the application of the Act. But to 
attempt to define in the Act the only conditions under .which such declarations· might 00 
tnade, appears to me to be·unwise. I do not think this amendment can be ac~epted. 

The amendment of the Honourable ],!r. U.PASAN'r was then put to the vote and lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:- Section 73. (1) (a) and (b). The Honourable 
Mr. GoDBOLE .. 
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The Honourable Mr. KASHIN.A.TR R.urcH.A.ND:&.A. GoDBOLE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, the amendment of which I have. given notice is that in new section 73 
the words c by more than one irrigator' be inserted before the comma preceding the 
words' a Second Class Irrigation Work' in clause 2, se~t~on 73, sub~sectioil (1) (a). 

The object of my amendment is to exclude the work of one irrigator only. ~ do not 
think, Sir, that such works should come . within the purview of the Act. The works . 
are private. They are intended to irrigate one man's holding only, and there is no 
reason at all why Government should interfere in a case like. that. As I have said, 
the work affects the interests of one person only and that person is the owner of 
the work. And the State should certainly not intervene in the case of such works. 
Government are concerned only in the interests of ~uch ~orks as affect a large 
community and not when they affect only one person. 

The Honourable Mr.• GoKl1LD!S KAHAND.tl.S PAREKH spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I support the amendment. Your Excellency will sea that in the Select 
Committee's ReFort, the majority says ''the Honourable Mr. GonBoLE proposed that 
tanks used by a single irrjgator only should be spdcifically excluded from the Bill. 
But the Committee held that their exclusion was unnecessary, as such 'one-man. tanks', 
apart from any exceptional cas.es that might arist:>, will not in fact be notified under. 
tbis Amending Act". Your Excellency will see that it is not the intention except 
under special circumstances to notify the tanks which are owned by single owners and 
I really cannot conceive what difficulty can arise by excluding works of irrigation so 
long as they remain the property eithe~ of an individual or of an undivided family 
from the operation of thi~ measare. I submit that no difficulty will a~ise if the 
amendment as it is suggested is accepted. 

The Honourable Mr. HAiCHANDRAI VIsH.A.NDAS spoke as follows :-Your· Excellency, 
in support of what has fallen from th.e Honourable 1\fr. PAREKH, I would like ·to re:1d 
the dissenting minute of the THAKO:&E oF KERWADA which .contains very sound reasoning. 
It runs thus : 

"While agreeing with the principles of the Bill, I cannot conceive of an instance 
which could ever necessitate the dr.claration of a 'one-man tank or .well', for the 

· purpose contemplated by this Act, The bare assertion that 'in fact such tank will not 
be notified' is not enough, when we do not recognise such exclusion while we legislate. 
I, therefore, submit that some safeguard is· necessary, and I do apprehend that in the 
absence of a clear expression to that effect in the Act, difficl.llty may arise in case a 
tank or a well which is constructed by a Thakor or a talukdar or any proprietor,. is 
notified, for there is nothing in the Act to prevent· such tank or well being notified." 

As was pointed out by the Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA the other day; 
it is not enough that there is an understanding, but that if the real intention is to 
exclude such tanks, the best method is to say so expressly in the legislation. 

The Honourable Sir PHER.OZESHAH liEHTA spoke a3 follows :-Your Excellency, 
I beg to support my Honourable friend Mr •. GoDBOLE's motion. I thought from the 
remarks that my Honourable friend Sir RrcHARD LAMB made when controverting the 
amendment of the Honourable 1\Ir. UPASANI that he was prepared to exclude the 
provisions of the Act applying to one"man's holding, ·and I think with very good reasons. 
I see my Honourable friend firmly srakes his head and is quite firm about it. But I 
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really ask my Honourable friend if in opposing the Honourable 'Mr. GoDBOLE's amend
ment we are not -rery near confiscation ? If not confiscation, what is it that you nre 
going to do P Here is the work which belongs to only one man and you say we shall 
have control over it. . To my mind it is perilously near confiscation. What does the 
Select Committee wisely say about it? They do not deny that it ought not to be brought 

. under the notification as a rule. But they point out that if the works are not specifically 
excluded that might lead to some difficulties in view of the joint family system in lndi9 .. 
If that was a good relson, why we ought to give power to confiscate a large number of 
properties which belong to the joint family system in India P I ask my Honourable 
friend,. whether that is a right attitude for Government to take up in matters of 
this kind, to take away private rights in this fashion and for such a reason. When you 
go on to say that one-man tanks ought to be dealt with under the provisions of this 
Act by a simple notification by Government, then his control over it can be infringed 
in all sorts of ways as provided in the Act. It really seems to me:-if it does not 
exclude one-man tanks-we would be perilously ·near what I may fairly call confiscation. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTis spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-I Leg 
to point out that there is nothing in the present Bill to prevent any person concerned 
who may claim to be affected by the decision of the revenue officers from going to a 
Civil Court at once. And, Sir, there is a further section 79, wherein the commutation of 
rights are clearly indicated, from which it may be inferred once more that any person 
who may claim to have been damaged or injured can have at once recourse to a Civil 
Court.. T~ere is extr~me difficulty in accepting the amendment of the Honourable 
Mr. G.ODBOLE, because, one irrigator may under the joint family system represent three or 
four or even 500 persons. And it ·is almost impossible to prevent any . eiception of this 
sort being m~used. Therefore, I submit, Sir, that this amendment should be rejected. 

The Honourable 14r. SnRIDHAB. BAL-n;insnNA.. UPASA.NI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, as I am in full sympathy with what the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE proposes, 
I need put in ona word only. Even now if under the Land Acquisition Act, any small piece 
of property is to be taken up, we have to pay compensation. Under this Act we are not to 
give anything. We are to take· away the control over the Irrigation works from the 
handg of the owners without their consent and without any. payment to them and that 
being the case no private man's interest will be safe. I submit that even when a villaO'e 
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is concer:c.ed there ought to be some limitation on the powers of Government to take 
that control. But no limitation has been placed and there is therefore the greater 
necessity for ·protecting at least individual rights. If it is not done, no property in the 
Presidency will be safe. It may be urged that if the owners wish to stand en their own 
rights they may go to Court but they will be driven to it on U!!.equal terms, Government 
orr the one side and the poor men on the other. And the power of deciding finally 
is vested in Government. On the one side we are assured that Government will deal 
only with works on which large sums of money have been expended by Government and 

. ' where it is quite necessary for the l:elp of Governmen~ to be given •. And on the other 
hand even when one single man has a small property managing it ~imself alone in an 
humble way, then in that case also Government wants to assume control. Will this 
stand to reason? I think it is for the Council to decide and say whether such a course 
is fair. I think that w~ ought not to disregard the private rights of property-holders 
altogether. 
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The Honourable Rao Babadur Sii:RINivAs KoNHER. RoDDA· spoke as fpllowa· :.:.:...Yow_. 
Excellency, my Honourable friend Mr. GcDriOLE's. suggestion is full ·of sense, and. 
therefore, I fully support it. The laws which we legislate are for things as they sto.nd 
and we are not legislating for posterity. ·The single irrigator. has his private property 
and then he has full control over it to deal with the whole fi~ld. · If by the joint family 
~ystem brothers are divided and each brother holds his portion, .and sells them tq others 
thenit.seems to me that it ceases to be a $ingle man's property and Government may 
at /any time bring thi~ law into operation by their notification and declare the tank 
as a second class tank. There will not be the least objection in that case to. exclude 
a tank in the possession of a single cultivator trom t~e operation of this law. With 
these few remarks I support the Honourable Mr- GoDBOLE's amendment. 

The Honoura~le Sir RIOHARD LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I am sorry 
to say I am entirely unmoved by what I have heard. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAn ~-You are very hard-hearted. 

The Honourable Sir RIOH4RD LAMB (continuing): I· do not. know about being hard· 
hearted, but I flatter myself I am fairly hard-headed, and that I am not one to be influenced 
by specious, plausible arguments. with nothing whatever substantial in them. I p~ot~st 
particularly against the term confiscation in respect of this clause. I do not understand 
how any Honourable Member can use the word confiscation when it is proposed to· apply 
to any particular work a series· of sections which provide for a record-of-right~. There 
must of necessity be prepared at once and as. a first step a ·complete record·of-rights. 
I cannot conceive how it is possible that any man affeqted can stan~ "to loose any rights 
which he po~sesses at the · Hme of the application of the Bill to the minor irrigation 
works in question; All . rights that . he possess~s are safeguarded to him by . that 
provision itself of the preparation of a record of the rights which then existed. And if 
there be, in ·consequence of the nece~sity of a work, any occasion for limiting any 
:man's rights, it is expressly provided that he shall receive proper compensation therefo~. 

As to the convenience of accepting such an amendment as is proposed by ·the 
Honourable Mr. GODBOLE, I should like to cite an instance of the inconvenience that will 
be caused by the acceptance of such an amendment. We will suppose that ther~ i~ a 
stream and on that stream there are four bandharas, A, B, 0 and D, A near the head 
of the stream, B lower down, 0 further' down and D. furthest down the stream; that 
Government have taken measures to improve the flow of water in that stream, and that 
the bandhara A can come under the operation of this Bill if it becomes Ia~ without any 
objection, as also bandhara B. But when we come to bandhara 0, we may finQ that it is 
in the possession of one single irrigator. Then if the Honourable Mr;. GODBOLE's 
amendment is adopted, we shall be unable to deal with that bandhara ; and going on to 
bandhara D we may find that it can come under the provisions of the Act. So that when 
we are notifying and decla.ring.under the let the minor irrigation work which includes 
~he bandharas A, B, 0 and D we should be entitled to go ahead with the bandharas 
A, B ancl D, but as regards bandhara C that will be excluded by *e adoption of the 
Honourable Mr. GoonoLE's amendment.· I hope I have made it· clear. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH: You can acquire those rights in different other ways. 

The Honourable ~ir RrcHARD LAMB (continuing): My submission, Sir, is that instead of 
acquiring a right you preserve the right, We will record his rights in the record·of·rights 
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under this Bill, whereas if we adopt my honourable friend's suggestion, we will have to 
cancel them. Which is the better thing, l ask to secure him in the possession of his 
rights or to acquire them compulsorily P I submit, Sir, that it is much better to secure. 
And it is much better for the administration of all the works, the second class irrigation 
work w hl~h comprises the four bandharas, that all the four bandharas should be able 
to have their record-of-rights prepared for them, and therefore should be dealt with as 
provided in this :Bill. This will be a course far preferable to acquiring under the Land 
Acquisition Act. I submit, therefore, Sir, that the amendment should not be accepted. . 

The Honourable Mr. KAsniNATH RAMCHA.h~&.A. GonnoLE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I have heard the arguments advanced by the Honourable :Mr. CuRTIS and 
I must confess, 1 am not convinced by them at alL Suppose a man has constructed a 
small tank in his own field for giving water to his own lands. Now is it contended that 
it is desirable in the interests of the State to acquire this man's tank and to tell him that 
he must repair it in a particular way and so ·on? The tank is his privata property. He 
repairs it at his own expense and he uses it for himself. There is no interest involved at 
all except his own. Is it right that we should legislate that all these small one Irrigator 
works (of -which there are many, as my Honourable friend Mr. UPASAJ..i has said in the 
Ratnagiri D.istrict) are liable to be taken over by Government? H you are to notify 
private properties like that, there will be hardly any safety for private property (Hear, 
hear). As I said, when I put the motion before the Council, had there been 10 · or 15 
persons interested in the work and if there were. many disputes likely to arise amongst. 
them it would have .,been right that the State should step in. But in the case of one 

. man works-I know of a friend of mine who has constructed a tank in his own field, and 
that tank is irrigating 5 or 6 acres of his 1and-in the case of such a man the Collector 
should not have the power to go and say to the man " this work of yours will be 
brought under the Irrigation Act.'' That I maintain would be a great hardship. I, 
therefore, hope that the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill will accept the small 
ame~dment that I have put before the Council.· 

The amendment w&s then put to the vote and declared to have been lost. 

The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE : I ask for a division. 

Voting Lists then we~t round and on the votes being recorded by the Honourable 
Members the Lists were submitted to His Excellency the PRESIDE~"T. A consultation 
took place between His Excellency the PBESIDE)."l', the Honourable Members of the 
Executive Council, the Chief Secretary, the Secretary to Government, Legal Department, 
and the Secretary to the Legislative Council. 

After the consultation ~is Excellency the PRESIDE!>."!' said :-I am very sorry io 
keep Honourable Members waiting, but a very interesting situation has arisen which 
we are not quite clear about yet. 

The Honourable Sir ·pHEROZESHAH :-May I suggest, Your Excellency, to adjourn 
the Council till to-morrow. · · . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-~o, I do not tliink so. I think we ·should be able 
to deal with the situation "in a moment. 

. The consultation continued for a few minutes after which Iii's Excellency the 
.PRESIDE~'T said :-Order, Order.. I ~hink on the whole it would be well if. we accept my 



Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHAR"s suggestion. But before we adjourn, I should like to. tell 1 

Honourable Members that· the interesting situation .whic.h. has arisenjs this: that there 
is an equality of votes and although we have been making strenuous efforts we cannot 

·' discover up t.o the present moment whether the President is entitled ~0 a casting vote. 
We propose to adjourn at the moment and we will try, and discover. some way to meet 
the situation and will meet you at h~l£ past eleven to•morrow, (Hear, hear) when we 
hope to have .. the ~olution of a difficult problem. - / · . · · 

Ayes. 

The Honourable Moulvie Rafiuddin 
Ahmad, Bar.·at-Law. . 

The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 
Venkatesh Belvi, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Muha· 
mmad walad · Khan Bahadur 
Wali Muhammad l3hurgri, 
Bar.•at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. Fazalbhoy 
Meherally Chinoy. 

The Honourable Mr. · Kashinath 
Ramchandra Godbole. 

The Honourable Sheikh Ghulam 
. Hussein Hidayatallah, LL.B. 

The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee Jeejee
bhoy, Bart. 

The Honourable Mr. Balkrisbna 
Sitaram Kamat. 

The Honourable Sardar Dulabawa 
Raisingji, Thakor of Kerwada. 

The Honourable Mr. N avroji Dorabji 
Khandalavala, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Lalubhai Samal~ 
das Mehta. 

The Honourable . Sir 'Pherozeshah 
Merwanjee Mehta, K.C.I.E., 
:Bar .-at-Law. 

The Honourable Rao Sabeb V en
katesh Sbrini was N aik. 

The Honourable Mr. Raghunath 
Purs'!lottam Paranjpye. 

The · Honourable :Mr. Gokuldas 
Kahandas Parekh, LL.B. 

Noes. 

His :J!)xcellency the Right Honourable 
Lord Willirig~on . of · Ratton, 
G.C.I.E., Governor of Bombay, 
presiding. . · · 

The Honourable Sir Richard Am· 
phlett Lamb, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., 
I. C. S. 

· T)le Honourable Mr. Claude Hamil .. 
ton Archer Hill, C.S.I., C.l.E., 
I. c. s~ 

The Honourable ~r. Prabhashankar 
D. Pattani, C.I.E. 

The Honourable :Mr. R. P. Barrow, 
LC. S. 

The Honourable J\Ir. G. S. Curtis, 
C.S.I., I. C. S. 

The Honourable Dr. D. A, D'Monte, 
M.D., L.R.C.P. (Lond.), L.M. & S. 

The Honourable .Mr. R. W. L. 
Dunlop, C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. W. L. Graham. 

The Honourable Mr. J. E. C, Jukes, 
I. c. s. 

The Honourable Mr. Jebangir H. 
Kothari. 

The Honourable Sardar Bhalchandra· · 
· rao Annasaheb Patwardhan, 

Chief of Kurundwad (Senior). 

The Honourable Surgeon-General R. 
W. S. Lyons, M.D., I. M. S. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Chinn• 
bhai Madhavlal, Bart., C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBain. 



··~yes; 
.. 

'The Honourable Mr. Vithalbhai · Jha· 
.. ' vsrbhai Patel; Bar.-at-Law.. . 

· T~e Honourabl~ Mr. Abdul Hussein 
Adamj~e. Peerbhoy. . 

· The Honourable Mr. Manmohandas 
Ramji. 

The Honourable Rao ·Bahadur Shri· 
niwas Konher Rodda. · _ 

The Honourable Rao Babadur Ganesh 
Krishna Sathe.- · . 

The Honourable Mr~ Shridhar Bal· 
· krishna Upasani. 

. The Honourable Mr. Harchandrai 
Vishindas, LL.B •. _ 

Noes •. 

The Honourable R:io Babadur Raman~ 
. bbai Mahipat~am Nilkanth, LL.B, 

The Honourable Mr. J.P. Orr., C.S.J., 
_I, c. s .. 

·The Honourable Sir Henry E. E. 
, Procter,· Kt •. 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. Sharp. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D .. Sheppard, 
C.I.E., L C. S, 

The Honourable Mr. F, L. Sprott. 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, 
I. C. S • 

'Ihe Council then adjourned till il-30 on Tuesday the 17th :March 1914. 
' I 

lJg order of His Excellency the Bight Honourable the Gopernor, 
r • 

J: NISSIM, 
Secretary to the Legislative Cou~~il • .. 
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Journal of the Proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Governor of 
Bombay, assembled under the provisions of the Indian Councils Acts, 
1861 to 1909. 

T:Pe Council met at Bombay on Tues-day., the 17th March 1914 at. 11-30 a.m. 

PRESENT':· 

His Excellency the Right. Honotirable L::>r~ WILL~NGDON of RA~.:roN, G.C.I.E.11 

Governor of Bombay, presiding. . 
The Honourable Sir RICHARD ·A.MPRLET:r LAMB, K.O.S.I., O.I.E,, I. 0. S. 
The Honourable Mr. CLAUDE lliMILTON ARCHER HILL, O.S.l, O~I.E., I. 0. S. 
The Honourable Mr. PRA.BHASHANKAR D. PATTANI, C.I.E. 
The Honourable the ADVOCATE GENERAL, . 
The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, Bar.·at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr.~· P. BARROW, I~ 0. S. 
The Honourable :Mr. D!TrATRAY.A. VENKATESH BEL~r, LL.B. 
The Honourable :Mr. GHUL.ut MuHAMMAD walad Khan Babadur W ALI MuHA.M:M:A.D 

BRURGRI, Bar •• at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. F!zAL:BHOY MEHERALLY OnmoY. 
The· Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS, O.S.I., I~ 0. 8. · 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MoNTE, M.D., L.R.C.P. (Lond.), L.:M. & S. 
The Honourable Mr. R. W. L. DuNLOP, O.I~E. 
The Hortourable Sardar SI'.ED Air EL Enn.oos. 
The Honourable Mr. KASRINATH RAMORANDRA Gon:noLE. 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM. 
The Honourable SaEIKR GaULAM: HussEIN HiDA.YATALLAII, LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEE:BROY, .Bart. 
The Honourable Mr. J. E. 0 .. JuKES, I. C. S. 
The Honourable 1\!tr. BALKRISRNA SITARAM KAMAT. 
The Honourable Sardar DuLA.:BA. wA. RAISINGJI, Thakor of Kerwada •. 
The Honourable Mr. NAVRoJr.DoRABJI IuU.NDALAVALA, LL.B •. 
The Honourable Mr •. JERANGIR H. KOTRARL 
The Honourable Sardar BRALOHANDRARAO ANN"ASAREB P ATWARDIIA.N, Chief of 

Knrundwad(Senior). · . . 
.The Honourable Surgeon-General_R~ W. S. LYONS, M.D., I. M.S. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir CmNUBHA.I MADRA VLA.L, Bar~., C.I.E. 
The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBAIN. 
The Honourable Mr. LALU:BRA.I SAMALDAS MERTA. 
The Honourable Sir PREROZESRA.R MERWANJEE MEHTA, K.O.I.E., Ba.r.•at-Law. 
The Honourable Rao Saheb.VENKATEsn Snn.rNIVAS NAIK. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur R.A¥AN:BRA.I MARIPATRAM NILKANTH, LL.B. 
The Honourable .Mr. J. P. On.:a, C.S.I., La. S. 
The Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PuRSaoTTAM: P ARANJI'YE. 
The Honourable Mr. GoKU~DAS KARAlfDAS PAREKH, LL.B~ 
!rhe Honourable Mr. VrrHAL:BRA.l JHA.VER:BIIAI PATEL, Bar.·at-Law. 
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The Honourable :Mr. AnnuL HussEIN ADAJJ:JEE P.EERBHOY. 
The Honourable Sir HENRY E. E. Pn.ocTER, Kt. 
The Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDAS RAMJI. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRINIW AS KoNHE~ RoDDA. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur G.A.NESH KRISHNA SATHE. 
The Honourable Mr. W. H. SHARP. 
The Honourable ~fr. W. D. SHEPPARD, C.I.E., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. F. L. SPROTT. 
The Honourable Mr. E. G. TuRNER, I. C. S. 
The HonCiurable Mr. Snn.rol!A.R BALKRISHNA UP.A.SANI. 
The Honourable liA.RcHANDRAI V ISHINDAs, LL.B. 

· His Excellency the PRESIDI£N'r :-Honourable Members will remember that when we 
:separated last evening there was some difficulty because the state of the votes in the 
·Council showed that they were equal on the amendment of the Honourable Mr. GoD:BOLE, 
mid we were in some doubt as to whether the PRESIDENT had a casting vote. We have 
been into the question, and, with the assistance of the Advocate Gen~ral, have found that 
in the Indian· Councils Act of 1861, section 34, page 11 of our· Book, there is a clause 
which gives the PRESIDENT the casting vote.· Therefore, I shall use the prerogativ-e given 
,me under the Act and vote against the amendment .. 

But I would like to say ·this, that Government is fully alive to the very strong feeling 
"that exists in the minds of certain Members of the Council with regard to the particular 
.question that was raised in the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE's amendment, and 'therefore, 
after the Council meeting was over, yesterday evenirig and this morning we have been 
trying to disco,ver some means by which we could, without altering the principles'of the 
Bil1, insert some proyiso in order to give effect, if possible, to the 'wishes of t~e ·members, 
.and I propose, before many minutes are over, to suspend the rules for amendments and to 
ask my Honourable colleague, Sir RICHARD LAMB, to move the proviso that we have 
decided on. · 

I should like to make this one concluding observation with regard to the general 
debate that took place yesterday afternoon. There was a certain amount said about 
confiscation. Well, I should like to enter as PRESIDENT of this Council my strongest 
protest against any sugges~ion beit;~g made that Government is anxious to use any form 
of confiscation on eitheF individuals or on the community. Our duty, and I hope we shall 
always fulfil our .duty, is to look after the interests of ~oth owners and the community, 
and it is entirely with that object that we are framing this Bill; and I t.rust that our 
future consideration .of this.Bl.ll will produce a mea~ure which will be to the satisfaction 
of all concerned and will be an absolutely fair and ju~t measure in every way. By my 
casting vote as PRESIDENT therefore the amendment of the Honourable Mr. GODBOLE is 
lost. _ I now suspend. the rules for amendments and ask my Honourable colleague to 
move the· proviso that we have decided on. ' · 

.. T~e Honourab~e Mr. HABCHANDR.U VISHI1"DAS :-Does not the rule 2, on page 22, 
also provide for a casting vote r . 

. His E:xcellen~y t~e P_RESIDENT :~The Honourable Membe~. may be perfectly correct, 
but I am quite sa~1sfie~ that clause 3~ at page ll of t~e Indian Councils ·Act. ·of l861 

· gives me full po:wer. 



The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :.:_The amendment wh1cn 
1 propose to move with Your Excellency's permission, the rule requiring notice being 
·suspended by Your Excell~noy, is . 

To clause {b) of sub·section (1) of new sect~on-73 the following p~oviso shall. b~ 
.added, namely :- · · 

"Provided that no artificial reservoir which is actually used for the purpose . Qf 
·irrigation by a single irrigator shall be included in such notification· except either with 
the consent of such irrigator or, if in the opinion of the Governor in Council su.ch inclusion: 
is necessary in the public interests, then without such consent, ·but ,subject to the 
payment, after the issue of the declaration mentio~ed in sub-section (3); to such~ irrigator 
. of such compensation for his rights as may be settled in accordance with the· provisions 
of section 79.'' 

There has not l;>een time to supply copies· of this amendment to Honourable Members 
aml I am not perfectly certain that a single reading of the amendment will enable· them 
to grasp exactly the purport of it. I will,· therefore, explain it. 

Section 73, sub-section (1), clause (a), uses the words'' natural or artificial (reser~oir), 
·or anypart thereof, whether. constructed, maintained or controlled by Government.'.or 
not, which is actually used or required for the purposes of irrigation.'' Now· to.· hwve 

. accepted yesterday's amendment would have been to insert after the words "for the 
purposes of irrigation " the words " for more than a single irrigator." 

The Honourable Mr. GonBOLE "by more than a single irrigator." 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAliB (continuing) :-which· would have bsen · incon
venient considering that those worda would have equally applied to works required· for 

·the purposes· of irrigation, so that under my Honourable friend's suggestion we·. should 
ha\'e had to read "a reservoir," etc., etc., "which is actually used or required for· the 
·purpose of irrigation by more than a single irrigator." That, I think, would have been .. a 
very inconvenient reading. and the proper place for providing for the ·single irrigator 

.-appears to be in a separate sentence added at the end of the whole sub-section. For that 
reason, it is proposed to put the provision regarding the single irrigator into a proViso 
added after clause (b) o£ this sub-section (1), and the proviso uses the words which are 

·already used in that sub·section. It speaks of an artificial reservoir which is· actually 
used for the purpose of irrigation, using exactly the same words as are used in· para· 

.graph (a) of sub-section (1). It says that where the artificial reservoir is actually used 
for the purpose of irrigation by a single irrigator it shall not be included in such notifica .. 
tion, namely, in the notification which the sub·section enables the Governor in Council·to 
publish. It shall not be included in s9-ch notification except in two sets of circumstances .. 
The first set of circumstances is ~h-~re that single irrigator ·consents, and I presume 
there can be no objection to including in a notification the artificial reservoir which· is 
used by a single irrigator where that irrigator gives his consent to the inclusion. Then 
·the second set of circumstances is where the irriO'ator does not consent, but for the • 0 

purposes of developing irrigation in the part· of the country where the particular artificial 
r!'lservoir is situated it becomes necessary in the public interests that the tank should 

. come within the scope of the second class irrigation work which it is proposed to 
·constitute. Then where public interests demand it, it may be included even without.· his 
consent, but subject to the ex:press provision thlt, when final notification declari~g the 
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work to be a second class work is issued under sub-section {8) of the section, then there-· 
shall be paid to him for his rights such compensation as may be settled in accordance 
'Yitb the provisions .of se9tion 79. Section 79 is included further on in our Bill and 
prbvides for the ~oxnmutatfon of rights. 

~b , I:~ope, Sir, that in these circumstances th~t proviso will be found to meet, the wishes 
qf those who' desire to safeguard the estate 'of the single irrigator under an artificial 
resezyoir,. I do not think I need say anything more at this stage. on the amendment ... 
if anybody. has to 'say anything on the amendment, I shall reply to him. 

. ' 
The Honourable Mr. GoD:SOLE :-I would only request, Sir, that the Honourable 

Member will read. the proviso again or ask the Secretary to read it again, because· 
I failed to grasp it fully~ 

His Excellency the P&ESID:!!:NT c-I think perhaps it would be to the convenience of 
the 'Council if we were to postpone the consideration now of new section 73; we will have· 
this proviso written out and. handed round to Honourable Members. We will go on with 
t~e eonsid~ration of the remaining new sections and we will th.en take section 73 at the· 
end. instead of at the present moment. I think that will be to the convenience of 
the Council. · 

... _. .Ne; section 74 was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-New section 75-The Honourable Mr. UP!SA~I. 

-., The Honourable Mr. SnRIDHAR BALKRISHN-'. UPASA~-rr spoke as follows :-May it please· 
Your Exc&llency,-:-Section· 75, paragraph 1, as it stands in the BilJ, reads as follows:
{Reads.) Instead of this paragraph, standing as it is, I propose that it should stand as 
followg :-'' Only the following sections and parts of this Act. besides Part X shall apply 
to Second Cla.ss Irrigation Works." This is what I· propose to be substituted for the· 
first_ ·paragraph. My object is that the words " A Second-class Irrigation Work 
$hall b~ d~emed to be a canal within the meaning of sub-section ( 1) of section 3 '' be 
omitted. I need hardly explain to the Council that the definition of section 3 given 
in. the Act as it stands only refers to canals and channels which are constructed, 
managed and. controlled solely by Government, and the works to which this Bill is to 
refer 3:re those which are admitted to be constructed, managed and controlled by the 
villagers themselves and ·not by Government. Though 1 Government is now to' be 
allowed to assume control, we do not thereby provide for complete transfer of 
proprietary ownership in them to Government. The consequence of these works 
J>eing deemed to be canals under section· 3 will be to have them regarded as works 
solely constructed by, and solely under the control of, Government. That a:nomaly will 
be. removed' if the paragraph in question is omitted and made to stand only as 
I propose •. 

· The 'Honourable Mr. G. M. BnuRGRI :-I rise to a point of order. .My Lord, what is 
·the a.mendment that my Honourable friend is moving? 

- .. Hi.s Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Member iS. moving what he has 
got, on ·the p~per. He. is ~oving to substitute certain words for the words in the 
~~~ as it stands at present and he is speaking on that. There is no point of 
order. 
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The Honourabl~ Mr. UPASANI (continuing) ::-To make my meaning more clear to 
Honourable Members, l will read the definition given in section 3 as it stands in. the 
present Act. It reads thus :-(Reads.) This ~efinition of "canal'', as .Honourable 
Members will see, is a very wide one. It includes not only all canals constructed by 
Government but all channels and other works, water·cour~es and parts of rivers or. 
streams which &."e connected with that canal and are· required for the maintenance of 
that work, and it is quite necessary that this definition with regard to the. major works 
constructed by Government should stand as it is, but we have to see whether for the 

,Second Class works which are constructedand.controlled by the people it is necessary 
that they should be treated as coming within this definition~ Our object is only to 
extend certain sections of this Bill to the new works, and, if these sections are 
specifically named in section 75, will it not be sufficient if we simply say-

The Honourable Mr. CuB.TIS :-I rise to a point of order.· I beg to submit that 
the Honourable Member's remarks are out of order. He ·has practically moved a new 

amendment, in that he ~ishes to substitute a new .definition, new parts, different parts 
to what are in the Bill. Rather he wishes to propose that certain sub-sections of sect.ion 3 
shall find a place in this new.Bill instead of the whole section as contemplated in draft~ 
section 75. I submit, Sir, that that is no part of the amendment of which he has given 
notice. There is nothing in the draft amendment on page 4 of the agenda of ·this 
Council to show that any specific sub-section of section 3 might n~t or should not apply, 
or that, on the other hand, any sub-section of section 3 should apply. ~e has not moved 
any amendments with reference to the sections of the main Act other than Part VIII, 
that is to say, section 61 et cetera, and the addition of section 26. 'rhe rest of his amend· 
ments are purely literal, and that sub-sections (1), (2) and (8) should be printed 
in extenso in the new part instead of with reference to the main Act. The only actual 
amendments which he has moved are-

(1) the addition of section 26 ; 

{2) the omission of Part VIII. 

He is not, Sir, in order in discussing that any part should not apply or any part should 
apply. I trust I have made myself clear • 

. · His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think the Honourable Member is perfectly correct 
and my Honourable friend (Ur. UPASANI) must confine himself strictly to the terms. of 
his particular amendme'.!lt as on the paper. He cannot speak on various numbers of 
sections which are not referred to at all in the amendment he has got before the Council 
at the moment. 

The Honourable 1\fr. UPASL'U :-I will make myself more clear, my Lord. My 
amendment is :-

Fot paragraph 1 substitute- . 

H Only the following sections and parts of this Act besides Part X shall apply to 
Second Class Irrigation Works." · 

That is my amendment and I· want this to be substituted for paragraph 1 of 
section .75, which runs thu.s :-(Reads.) In fact, the amendment which I propose strictly 
showa that I want all this portion of the section as it stands to be removed. It requires 
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th~t the words cs Second Class Irrigation Works shall be deemed to be a _canal" should 
b~ d~leted and the words which I propose should b~ substituted, and I am within my 
limits .in giving my reasons why I desir~ that thi~ should b~ done. · · 

~ . . . ', . . . 
His Excellency the :PRESIDENT :-I think if the Honourable 1\Iemb·~r goes on with his 

arguments to show what his reasons are, perhaps the Council can get on quicker. Will 
h:a kin,dly do that ? . · 

: · The Honourable 1\Ir. U:usANI (continuing) :-My further reason is that, i£ the 
p'arag~aph is allowed to remait:t as it stands,.we shall be including in this Bill also clause (d) · 
of section 3, which refers to section 5, which is not proposed to be extended to these minor 
works. Moreover, the ex;tension of the definition in section 3 to these minor works. will 

. take away their character as works belo:(lging to the people and will subj€ct the owners to 
liabilities which it is not clear are meant to be imposed upon· the owners of these minor 
works. There .are rules. framed with reference ·to the first class canal works which 
I think.will not be suited for the second class works to be provided for- in this Bill but 
they will apply to th~se works if they are deemed to be canals . within the definition.· 
There is, therefore, every reason why we should not treat them as canals . within t.he 
definition, especially when the purpos~ in view is to apply only a few sections of the Act 
and ~ot the whole Act to these works. In my amendment I therefore propose that para
graph 1 of section 75 should. simply pro'ride for application to these works of the sections 
referred to. in paragraph 2. With this provision our purpose will be served and there is· 
no need to add specifically tha further provision that these works shall be treated as 

' canals within the definition given in section 3. W a must treat them as second class 
works and only- apply to. them . the sections proposed to be applied ·to them. 11hat, 
I think, will suit all our purpose, and the consequences, which cannot be definitely stated, 
which will follow the inclusion of these works in a canal as defined in section 3 with all 
the several extensions which it includes, will be avoided. With these few- words·for the 
present I propose my amendment. ' 

: ·The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as .follows :-Your ~.x:cellency,-I submit 
t~~t the arguments ad.vanced by the B.o.nourable gentleman do not ~upport his amend• 
ment, in fact the whole of his amendment is out o{order as being ~nintelligible. · 

'Xh<:> I1:onourable Sir RwR~D A~ LA:MB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-So. far 
a~ I p.nderstand, the position,_ the Honourable l(r. UPASANI has so far restricted him~elf 
entirely ~O; that first paragr:"aph. which appears on the agenda under the little letter" (c)''. 
He has_ so far refrained from addressing himself to anything which is said or mentioned 
in the second and third paragraphs of item little" (c)" of the agenda, so t~at the matter 
at present before the Council is. solely the prol?osa.l which the H~nourable lli. U:PASAXI 

is making for the amendment of the first paragraph of new section 75. What is to be 
done with the remaining paragraphs of item little u (c), is a matter which will be disposed 
of by Your Excellency in the course of business- when we have disposed of t.his particular. 
amendment relating to the first paragraph of section 75. . I do not think there can be 
any doubt that the Honourable Member ~~s mov~d the amendment of paragraph (1) of 
section 7 5. and has n.ot as yet moved anything else, Whether he is in a position to. move 
it or not hereafter re~ains to be seen. Foi." the moment we have got a. definite amend
~e.n~ laid before ~s for the modificatio~ of l>aragraph (1) of new· section .75~ and w'e can 
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proceed to, deal with that proposition without troubling ourselves· for the ·moment with. : 
paragraphs 2 and 3 of that particular item on the agenda. · 

As regards the merits of the proposition, I should like to say~ _Sir, that l d6 no~ 1~·-· 
the least understand ·the position of my Honourable friend ~r.' t1PASANI.' _He propose~ ' 
tolenve out the words "A Second Class Irrigation work shall be dee.med ~o be ·a canal· 
within the meaning of sub-section ( 1) of section 3 "and to use onlj th~ words ~,, only the"~ 
following sections and parts· of this Act besides Part X . shall apply_ to S_econd Class 
Irrigation Works.'' But he makes no proposal for omitting from .the clause new section 75, ·~ 
so that although he was careful to cut out all the preamble, so to say, of section 3, 
he nevertheless leaves the w;hole of that section ~pplic~ble iri·the main body of the section · 
itself. What on earth he expects to achie.~e by this modifcation, I do not know. We .. 
start by saying that it shall be deemed to be a canal and then we say that the .section· 
relating to the term " canal '' shall be applicable to it. He says, it being deemed to ba a . 
canal, let us make the section applicable to Second. Class Irrigation Works. What is. the:· 
difference? We use · the correct, legal and technical methods of putting it, so that th~ ·:· 
definition of the section ·relating to the "canal'' ·shall apply to the Second Class Irri"'ation · 

. 0 .. 

works. I submit, Sir, that there is little or no improvement; .on the . contrary, Ollr . 
drafting is far superior. to that of the Honourable Member. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I should ma~e !D-Y positiQn perf~ctly clear wit~ . 
regard to the Honourable Member's amendment,· in that r entirely _agree· wit~ ·the·~ 
Honourable Mr. CuRTIS. I understood, on looking at the agenda, that the only aTAendment . 
that the Honourable Member had got was the amendment" only the following sectious: ~ 
and parts of t~is Act besides Part X shall apply to Sec<;>nd Class Irrigation. W ork:s.'' . 
The rest seemed to me, and, I thiuk it would appear so. to every Honourable Mem..ber, ·. 
a.s an expression of opinion, and I cannot accept it as au amendment to the Act. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI {continuing) :-Your Excellency,~I 'confined myself:. 
only to the first portion of my amendment, as it was. the more imp~rtant part of ·the 
whole of it and I left the other portions untouched as I did not think there was any· 
serious objection to them. My amendments in these portions were only formal and they· 
were suggested in the form in which they stand on the understanding that further time· · 
would be allowed for the second reading of the Bill. I expected that time might_ be 
allowed and that the amendments as they stand . would be . taken into ·consideration· in 
redrafting the. Bill. I admit that these amendments could have been made more specific, 
but even in the form in which they stand their meaning is clear, and I think their 
necessity will also be realised. In any case at least tlie first portion of my amendments. 
should be allowed, because I have showu very strong reasons £or disallowing, the pre· 
amble which the Honourable Member says should be allowed to stana. The premable, 
as drafted, runs as follows. It says (reads). These words must be taken off, and only 
the following retained, 'Oiz., ''to such works the following sections aud parts only shall 
apply." This is necessary because the preamble changes the character of the second 
chss works and that preamble, my Lord, .I do not think: is necessary for the application -· 
of the sections proposed to be applied to these works. If we apply' these sections and : 
remove the preamble, we shall do away with the anomaly of: tre~ting second class-. 
works a~ first class. The preamble will, in fact, practically amount to ·a ,declaration . 
that the second class works which are constructed by the people ate works con--
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structed solely by ·Government.·· That ·does not appear to me to be the object of 
the Bill, and, if it is not the ·intention, I fail to see why we should include that 
p~eamble, which apparently is misleading~ It is admitted in the Statement of Objects 
and Reasons, and in. the course of the explanation given by the honourable mover 
of the. :Bill, . that these works are constructed by the people and they are not to be 
. treated as works solely constructed by Government, There was once a proposal to 
treat these second class works as coming within the definition ot canal under section 3 
of the Act, but Government's legal authorities, I believe, did say that these works 
could not be included within the definition of " canal " in section 3, and it was on this 
very ground that this definitiQn given in section 3 was meant to apply to works con· 
structed solely by Government and could not apply to works constructed by the people. 
That distinction we have to keep in view, and it is with a view to keep:that distinction 
prominently, before us that a separate part is now to be added for these second class 
works belonging to the people over wl;lich Government is to assume control. It is, 
therefore, the more necessary that a positive negation of the people's rights over these 
works should .:not be· on the Statute Book.· The amendment which I moved yesterday 
w~th a view to define First and Second . Clas~ Irrigatim~ Works contained sufficient 
recognition of the people's ownership over the latter ; but that amendment has not been 
adopted, and now, on the other hand, there is to be a positive negation on their pro· 
prietary interests if the preamble in paragr~ph 1 of section 7 5 is to be retained as it 
stands. That positive negation ought not at any rate to remain. I think the so-called 
preamble is not necessary and should be done away with, because it might be inter· 
preted to take away the people's interests in these works which are admitted to have been 
constructe<:! by the people and to convert them into works constructed solely by Govern
m~nt.: What consequences will follow this conversion is not possible now t~ see clearly 
with reference to the other sections of the Act. Already these major works are sub-· 
jected to all the rules framed under section . 70 of Part. IX, and whereas under new 
section 89 power is separately given to frame rules in respect of Second Class Irri~a· 

tion Works, these will be subject not only to the rules which may 'be framed under 
section 89 but in addition to all the rules and regulations which have already been 
fl'~med for the major works under section 70 in Part IX. That being the case, this 
double hardship will be avoided if we do not treat these second class works as coming 
within the definition of c~hals which is. ·given for the major works. My reason for 
including section 26 -. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. The honourable gentleman cannot 
refer to his third paragraph. 

The Honourable Mr. U PASANI :-I will not refer to that, my Lord, if you are pleased 
to rule that I should not do it. I will then only observe that my honourable friend 
suggested that I have not given sufficiently good reason for removing the preamble, but 
I believe that the reasons I already urged are amply sufficient and I hope· will appeal 
strongly to Honourable Members because the preamble has the effect of changing entirely 
the cha!acter of these second cla.s~ works, which I believe, is not intended by Government. 
If!- tne original ~raft Bill we had the words " for the purpose of the followi;tg provisions H 

added to t~e preamble; but even these are omitted in the amended Bill· now before us. 
, T~e omission of thes~ words was made in the Select Committee and of this omission very 
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short notice has been given. That being the case, it is for the Cou.ncil and the honour• 
able mover to see whether Government's rights will b.e restricted by the ,omissiot;t .of the 
preamble in the first paragraph of this section and by the paragraph sta.nding a~ I propos~ 
in my amendment. T4at is aiJ I have tQ say. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am bound to admit that I find it rather difficult 
to realise what are the dangers that the Honourable Member sees in the· particular section. 
of the Bill as it stands, but I would suggest to the Co~ncil that this .matter has been 
most carefully considered in the Select Committee and this particular point received .the 
unanimous approval of the Select Committee. So. I really th5nk my h;onourable friend is 
making himself needlessly alarmed on this par~icular point. 

The motion was then put to the vote and lost • 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-New sectio~ 75.-The Honourable Mr. GODBOLE. 

The Honourable Mr. KASHINATH RAMOHA.NDRA. GODBOLE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-The amendment of which I have given notice relates to new section 75 (1) iu · 
the portion which specifies the sections of the old Act. The sections of the old Act that 
are made applicable to second class irt:igation works have been specified in this section, 
and I propose that we should add in the place mantioned · by me the words " and after 
omission of the words cor with imprisonment for a term .which may extend to one month, 
or with bo.th ' at the end of" section 61 and also of the words 'or with imprisonment for 
a term which may extend to six months, or with both ' at the erid of section 62," What 
I am proposing now is that the clauses that relate to the punishments 'to be awarded in 
the case of offences i~ connection with second class irrigatior;t works . shottld be modified. 
Sub-section (1) of the section 75 as drafted makes ;all the offences specified in section 61 
of the main Irrigation Act punishable in the .c~se of second cl~ss works .with fine au"d 
imprisonment, and, similarly, the punishments specified in section 62 are made app~icable 
to the second class irrigation works also. What I wish _to tell the Council is that· tha 
present Bill makes no difference between first clas~ and second class works as regards 
punishments for offences. The works are essentially different in character and, therefore, 
the punishments should be different. In the case of second class works the punishments 
should not be as heavy as they are in the case of first class works. As I stated yesterday, 
first class works are managed by costly establishments. They are patrolled by guards 
who warn off offenders. 'fhey are hedged in and protected and are frequently visited 
by the supervising officers o~. Government. The second class irrigation works, on the 
other hand, are situated in outlying localities far removed from the head-quarters of talukas 
.and districts. They have no special establishments to guard them, and are surrounded 
by agriculturists on all sides who carry on their field operations in the neighbourhood. 
I would request the Members of the Council to refer to sub-section 7 of section 61 of the 
main Act which reads as follows :-(Reads). If there is any offence of the de~criptiou 
specified in this sub-section the delinquent is liable to a fine of Rs. 50 or to be sent to 
jail for one month. Now, what I ~ish to submit to the Council is that this will be a hard 
provision, In the case of second class jrrigation works situated in the agricultural 

·district and surrounded by cultivat9rs on all sides, it is alway~ usual to take cattle to the 
works for watering purposes. A man takes 10 heads of cattle to the tank or to the 
irrigation channel for watering. He is in charge of the herd; but notwithstanding all 
the precautions that he might take, it may happen that a stray bullock may go on the 
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embankment of the tank or to the channel bank and eat some grass there. This is a. 
thing that cannot be helped; but fo·r this alleged offence the Bill as drafted is going to • 

make the man punishable to the extent of one mont~'s. imprisonment and Rs. 50 fi?e· 
I do not think this will be fair, There is no man to guard the tank or the irrigation 
channel and there is no one to warn off trespassers. There is no notice put up. : With
out such·safeguards to have.an offender of the description I have mentioned sent to jailfor 
one month would, I think, be very hard and it should not be done. Public property 
must be protected, but it must be protected with due regard to the circumstances of the 
case.. As I have been saying, ·there should be a difference of treatment as regards 
first class and second class works and as regards the punishments to be meted out in 
connection with offences relating to them . 

. I want also to draw the attention of the Council to section 63 of the main Act. The 

poor offender on the second class irrigation work is not only punishable with fine and 
imprisonment, but section sa of the Act says that any damage that is caused on acc~unt 
of his misdemeanour may be recovered from him if so ordered by the magistrate. The 
9amage can be recovered as arrears of land revenue. I hope I have placed the matter • 
clearly before the CounciL I think, Sir, that ~be ciauses with reference to imprisonment 
in connection with offences in respect of second class irrigation works should be omitted 

I . 

from the Bill Punishments in the case of these works should be simply fines in 
addition to making good all damages as permitted by section 63 of the main Act. · 

The Honpurable • SHEIKH GHULAY HussEIN HmAYATULLAH spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-The amendment of niy honourable friend is a fair one. No doubt public 
p,roperties ought to be protected, but in cases of the works, as shown by my honourable 
friend, Sir, a man is punished or he i!:l held responsible for no act of· his. As my friend 
cited the instances, suppose he takes for water. a number 9f cattle, and one bullock goes 

. astray and does damage. Then he is not only held responsible for the damage that the cattle 
has done; but he is further punished with imprisonment and fine as proposed in the Bill 
.Therefore;! think Your Excellency will be pleased to accept the amendment of my 
honourable friend which is a very fair one. 

The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency,-1 beg to support the. amendment that is proposed by my honourable friend 
Mr GoDBOLE. Your Lordship .will see that so far as cases of mischief which come under 
the Penal Code in connection with these offences are concerned, neither section 61 nor 
62 would apply. · They would be liable notwithstanding these sections to the higher 

· punishments as provided by the Indian Penal Code. What are then the offences to 
which sections 61 and 62 will apply? Many of them are offences_, particularly those under 
section 61, of exceedingly trivial character. Under Section 61, acts of mere negligence 
or carelessness without the slightest intention of causing harm are created offences • 

. Section 62 refers to a little more serious class of cases but still they comprise acts of a. 
very trivial kind which do not demand severe punishment when there is no guilty 
intention. In such cases I submit the sentence of imprisonment would be too severe and, 
therefore, looking to the different characters of the works, a lighter punishment ought 
to be awarded in cases of offences in respect of second class works. 

The, Honourable Mr. J. P. ORR sp~ke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! have to 
oppose this amendment on the following grounds. Much has been said on the assumption 
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that the wording is to be that the offenders shall. be punished. 'fhat tb~ Bill says is 
that the offender shall be punishable; and it very properly leaves t~e extent to which he 
should be punished to the discretion of the 'magistrate. · It seems to me impossible for .. us 
to provide for all cases in which a man might be bullied for fear of being dragged before 
a magistrate. The words as proposed in Mr. GooBOLE's amendment will make that 
threat none the less serious to the man who is being dragged to the magistrate even if 
it is only for fine. It seems to be that we must look at the thing ~rom the other ·. p~int 
of view. If yon do not leave the discretion to the magistrate, any man can commit; 
dama.ge, putting forward the excuse that his cattle strayed from him without his·intentiori 
and being beyond his control, and so on, and people· may go on doin~ damage, and they 
will be encouraged to do so becaus~ the punishment is light. It is just as well to have 
something behind you which will act as a deterrent to the offender who might not find 
the punishment of fine sufficient if it is not accompanied by imprisonment. I do not 
suppose it is likely to be the case that Magistrates will inflict the punishment of imprison .. 
ment except for a very heinous offenc~, but the section as it is worded rightly leaves ·to 
the magistrate power to inflict the heavier punishment in cases in which he finds that the· 
offender deserves it. 

The Honourable Mr. G. M. BHURGRI spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! beg 
to support the amendment of my honourable friend. Mr. ORR has just now told us ~hat' 
for small offences discretion should be given to the magiotrate itnd he may use it and he 
should award heavy punishment only in cases of ~very serious .kind. 'r 'may tell !IJY 
honourable fri~nd that all grave offences are already provided for by the ordinary l~w. 
They are punishable by the Courts by imprisonment. Why, then, should. punishment for 
smaller offences; especially in the Irrigat!on Act, be· left to .the discretion of the magistrates· 
~pecially when section 63 already provides for getting damages repaired and' made good· 
·by the offenders. I submit, therefore~ that a strong case has been m~de out by my' 
honourabe friend Mr. GoDBOLE and I hope the Council will accept the amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. RAGRUNATH PuRUSHO'fAM PARANJPYf.l. spoke as. follows ~-Your: 
Excellency,-! wish to support the amendment of my honourable friend . Mr. GoDBOLE •. 
I really do not see that the Honourable Mr. ORR's suggestion that punishment should be 
ieft to the discretion of the. magistrate, whether it should be fine or imprisonment will, if 
logic~l1y considered, hold water. W elJ, why not then in every case provide that the ultimate 
punishment for every offence should be fine, imprisonment or .death~ We shall leave to the 
magistrate discretion in every case whether the penalty of death should ba .awarded or not, 
If the magistrate, after using his discretion, awards the punishment of death, we cannot help,. 
I think myself, however, that this is a larger question, whether imprisonment should be 
given for an offence which does not involve anything ~ore than mere neglect or careless· 
ness. I think we ought to make a distinction between offences which involve moral 
depravity and those which are merely offences due to neglect or carelessness, nnd I think 
the Council would do well in taking care that we do not award punishment of imprison"! 
Fent for offences due to me~e carelessness or ignorance or neglect. I therefore" support. 
the amendment. . . . 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows :-The argument advanced by tpe 
Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE yesterday was that imprisonment should not be inflicted.- . 

(1) because the second class works are for the most part a long way off ~rom the 
head-quarters, - · · 
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(2) because there is no one to look after the works so that there is extreme 
improbability of offenders being found out, and . 

'(3) because there is very little chance of an offender being found out, he should 
be let off very lightly .. 

Now, Sir, I submit, first of all, .that as a matter of fact these works are not a long 
way off head-quarters. These second class works are extremely numerous in the vicinity 
of Dhulia, M~egaon and similar centres, where land is valuable. Therefore, Sir, as far 
as the distance from the biluka head·quarters is concerned, there is nothing in the
t\rgument. .As .regards the general .question of punishment for offences against irrigation 
works, it seems rather diffi~ult to realise, but it is a fact, that not very long ago: 
Mr. GoDBOLE was himself Executive Engineer at Malegaon-and he was a very efficien~ 
Executiye Engineer-:-and as such he had charge of a large number of these works. .A 
prime feature of his reports of that day, if I remember ri~ht, was the fact that he lacked 
t}le power to punish persons who committed wilful damage to these works and thereby 
caused waste of public money. Now., Sirt in point of principle I cannot see why public 
money expended on second class works should receive less protection than that expended. 
on first class works. There are certain cases in the Nasik District at the present moment 
where water will shortly be 'distributed by two canals or watAr•courses in one village, one of 
these will rank as ·a first class work and the other as a second class work. There does not 
seem to me any adequate cause for differentiating between the two classes of work in the 
s.ame village. If ·the Honourable Member's amendment ~s carried, a coolie on first class 
work can get a month's imprisoni:netU, and for identically the same offence on second 
class works he .cannot get any imprisonment. The Honourable Member seems to differw 
entiate petween first class works and second class :works. He says that second class. 
wbrks are in agricultural areas with cultivators all round. I have seen a good many 
first class works which 'are also in agricultural areas and, as far as I know, there is nO: 
external sign' or token to differentiate o~e from the other. Now, Sir, once more, from 
what the Honourable Member said it might be inferred that the general application of 
Part VIII of the Irrigation Act was productive of great injustice. I have before me the· 
statement of the cases under that Part arising out of damage to the first class works in the 
whole Presidency. The total number in the whole of this Presidency in one year was 170 .. 
There were 298 persons proceeded against, of whom 119 were convicted. Now, Sir, I 
submit that .shows that, at any rate where first class works are .concerned, the law is. 
applied with discre~ion, punishment beipg awarded only in extreme cases where the 
damage is serious. As I understand the position, when the new Part of the Act is 
applie~, a great number of these works will be placed under the control of my Honourable 
friend's successor, the Executive Engineers of Nasik and elsewhere. I see no reason 
to suppose that there w~ll be more lack of discretion in their action with regard to the
second cl~ss works than there is in the case of first class works. · 

· .The Honourable .MouLviE RAFIUDDIN Anmn spoke as follows :-I have. tried my 
best, Sir, to find out if there was any r~ply to the arguments that have been advanced 
by my Honourable friend Mr.- GonBoLE, -but I am sorry to say that the official explanation 
has been more confusing than lucid. I cannot understand, Sir, why this spirit of non 
possumus should be taken up by the officials. It will be impossible for any non-official 
Member to carry any amendment at all if this spirit is continued. Argument after argu
ment has been advanc.ed in favour of an amendment which is an extremely reasonable one. 
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My Honourable friend SHAIKH GHULAM ;HussEIN, whose~experience is well known, .. has' 
come forwardto support this amendment. If this amendment has even got its supporter 
in Professor PARANJPYE, who has left hi.s usual pensive mood and come forward perhaps 
because he thinks one of these days some college man ·might be hauled up before- a 
magistrate for a little offence under the Act and sent to jail. I say, Sir, 'that there will 
be ·no harm whatE:'ver if this amendment were allowed to be passed, because, as far as · 
damaO'e is concerned, section 63 provides for it. Well, there ought to be some distinction 

0 

between pats and tanks. :My Honourable friend Mr. ORR says that im.prisonment should 
be left to the discretion of a m.agistrate and that fine ~nd imprisonment may be ·added 
tog.ether. Why should not capital punishment be added at the same· time? I thiilkt 
Sir, there is no sense of proportion in this piece of legislation with regard to its penal 
character, and !believe that in· the interests of legislation and as an encouragement t(} 
Honourable Members in this House to ·come forward with reasonable amendments this 
amendment should be passed. 

'The Honourable Mr. DATTATRA.YA VENKA'rEsH BELVI spoke as follows:-Your Excel
lency,-I rise to support the amendment moved by my Honourable friend Mr. GODBOLE. · 
This Bill is intended principally to deal with second class irrigation works, ~u·t it seems to 
me as we proceed with the consideration of the Bill-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:-We are not d~scussing the Bill, we are discussing the 
amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. BEL VI (continuing) :-My Lord, it seems to me that though we 
are nominally providing for second Class irrigation works, if the whole Bill is allowed to 
stand in· the present form, it means that these second class works are for practical purposes 
the same as first class works. We are anxious that a distinction should be drawn between 
works constructed by the people for the benefit of the people and works which are kept in 
repair by the people under section 84, and we should be treated in the case of those works
with some sort of indulgence: The Honourable mover of the amendment has already 
told the Council that he does not wish to interfere wit~ the punishment of imprisonment 
which is to be awarded under section 61 or section 62. That seems to me au eminently 
reasonable provision and in my humble opinion it provides in a reasonable manner for · 
unintentional offences committed in the case of second class works. Of course, if there 
is any wilful damage done, there is provision made already under the Penal Code and also : 
under section 61 of the Bombay Irrigation Act of 1879. It has also been pointed out to · 
the Council by mora than one speaker that, if any damage is committe.d by anybody, he ' 
:runs the risk of making good the loss under section 63. We have got sq many guarantees 
provided against any possibility of any wil£u1 damage being done to second class works. 
Then we should also take into consideration the fact that under section 64 officers in charge .· 
of canals which come under thE;\ heading "second class irrigation works" will also be 
included, as the Honourable Mr. UPASA.NI's amendment has been thrown out. The provi· 
sions of section 64 provide that the officers in charge of canals can arrest any person ' 
without any warrant and take him before a maO'istrate or the nearest police station. I 
submit, Sir, that all these powers are more than sufficient to provid-e for the safety 6£ 
second class irrigation works. The argument advanced by the Honourable .Mr. ORR has ' 
been reduced by the Honourable Mr. PA.RANJ:PYE to a reductio ad absurdum. He has 
shown that we may as well add the punishment. of death and leave it to the discreti~n of 
magistrates. It has been argued that it would "be unsafe. to make a distinction between . 
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the kinds of punishment to be awarded in the case of second class worka and in the casfi 
ot offences against first class works. Now I submit, my Lord, that it is but human nature-. 
that officers should be unwilling to part with any power with which they· have been once 
endowed. Just as we, non-officials, resist the powers of officials, so it seems to me that, 
ofnoials .are always an:dous to retain in their hands as much power as is already vested in 
them by law and sometimes' they are very anxious, to add to those powers, but the Council 
will see that the important point is that second class irrigation works are not works which 
a~e constructed out of the public purse,. nor are they works to be kept in repair out of the 
public purse. The argument advanced by thA Honourable Mr. CuRTIS th:us falls to the 
ground. In fact, he does. not make any difference at all .between first class works and 
se.cand class works. He treats all. these works as though they were first class works. I 
should. be prepared to accede to his argument provided the burden which is cast upon the. 
p~ople in respect ·of water r.ates and to keep works in repair in the case of second class 
works were thrown upon Government, but the public· purse is not to be taxed in; that way .. 
It is .. we, the people, w,ho have constructed the. work, but if we c.ommit. any offence, how
ever: unintentional if. may be,, we run the risk of being sent to jail and we are to be left· 
t~ the. tender mercy o.f the magistrate; and. we know that magistrates.in more cases than 
one are extremely nervous in dealing with cases which are brought before them by canal 

' officers, by of:Iicers of the Forest Department, Abkari. Denartment or of the. Agricultural 
Department. This is a matter of personal observations, to which I can testify from my 
experience f~r :rriore than 20 years. at the bar. 

, The.Honourable. :Ur •. H ABCHANDRAl. VISHINDAS spoke as follows :-Your. Excellency: 
while supporting, the amendment,: I have only this remark to offer that the Honourable. 
M;r. C~:aTIS put· a conundrum as to whY. there. should. be a. differentiation in punishment 
for· offences against first class. works. and second. class~ works. The reply tO. that is 
obvio.us :. the di:fferenti~tion consists. inj the. works themselves, you have got on the one 
hand first class. works,. and on. the o.ther second class works. So you should have. first class. 
punishment for first class works and .. second class punishment. for second class. works 
(laughter). That is._ one thing. Another thing is that I am. sorry. to find that the . 
oflicialmembers.pave failed to give sufficient reasons for the punishment of imprisonment 
t~ey support&. Well,· coming to' the. offenc.es that are already provided for the first class. 
works,. my view is. that. even.' for those such imprisonment should not be awarded, but 
as it is already t~ere, .that question does not arise and therefore we ought t~ deal with the. 
question that is now before us upon. its own merits. Now has the. question been dealt 
'with upon. its own. merits? I would certainly agree with the non-official members who·. 
have j}lst now. supported the· amendment that· these are merely technical offences,. and. 
such. a severe. view should not. be taken of them as to provide imprisonment for them •• 
T~erefore I have. pleasure to support the amendment; .. 

~ The Ho'nourable Mr ... BALKRISffi."'{A SrTARAM KAM.iT spoke as follows:-Your Excel-: 
lepcy,-I rise to support. the amendment proposed by my Honourable friend Mr. GonnoLE 
but I do so entirely on different grounds. Logically speaking,. I think the Honourable 
Mr. Ou&TIS is perfectly right when he _says that so farl as. the result of the damage is. 
co.nce~ed, it is. just the same whether· it is a second class or first· class work, and I do 
not see any distinction whatever in the difference sought to be made by. the Honourable• 
Mr. GoDBOLE, who pointed out. that in th.e one case the wor-k was protected by Goveru
m~nt and in.the other it was not •.. I support' this amendment on the gl'ounds mentioned: 
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by my Honourable friend Mr~ P ARANJPYE. I think unless· there is some moral turpitude 
on the part of an offender, there ought not to be a sentence. of .imprisonment. I for one 
-do not think that i~prisonment ought· to· be allowed to continue- at all in the amending. · 
l3ill which we have now in band simply because it find~~ place in section 61 of the Act 
passed in 1879. Even looking to the history of irrigation, I am told,. tbat when this: 
Irrigation Act was passed in 1879, tlie imprisonment that was provided in the·first instance 
was of either description, whether simple or rigorous, but lat.er on in 1886 ·the Act was· 
;3.mended and rigorous imprisonment was taken away and the only imprisonment provided· 
was simple imprisonment. This itself shows that .th~ rigour o£ the law was softened down: 
after an experience of 6 or 7 years, and, if we can soften down· the rigour of the law 
entirely at the present day, I think it will be showing. a consideration for a class of offence· 
which, after all, does not fall in the category of moral turpitude, but seems·to be only an· 
act of omission, and not a regular or direet or positive act of commission, wilful or other• 
wise. On these grounds I support the amendment of my Honourable friend. · 

The Honourable :Mr. SHRIDHAR :BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :~Your. 
Excellency,-:-I beg your leave to support the Honourabie Mr. Gon:BoLE's amendment 
{)n a few more grounds than have been urged by the previous . speakers. In the. 
first place, my Lord, we have to take note of the fact that these second class wor~s belong 
to: the people, have been managed and enjoyed by the people without any necsssity for 
legislation of the kind that is now being provided, to punish any acts of· theirs which are 
now to be punishable under these provisions. If there was not any necessity unti( now 
for this legislation is any reason shown for providing in their case punishments of· the 
same character· that ~re provided for the larger Government' works ? We· now take 
under management the works belonging·to people, and then, at the same time~ not only" . 
provide fa: their making good any damage that they may commit, but' make~ them· also . 
lhible to payment of fine which our £~end has consented to retain and is it necessary that' 
they should also be punished in. addition with imprisonment for doing acts to property 
over which they a.re entitled to joint ownership? If they invade any co-owners rights thef' 
are subject to civil action on the part of the owners whose interests they might in any w8:'j' 
prejudice. For more serious offences, my Lord, provision is alreadJ' made in· the· Indian· 
Penal Code under the head" mischief ", and needful punishment is provided' including . 
imprisonment both simple and rigorous. It is only for acts which do not come under ·the· 
Penal Code and which are of a minor nature that this additional provision is to he' made' · 
and I think that the purpose will be amply satisfied by the imposition· of a fi.ne.' It will' 
be too much to send a man to Jail for committing acts of the nature stated ii:t'this section. 
Sections 61, 62 and 6~, my Lord, among othm· things make punishable· even (readsf 
mere violation of administration rules, inability or failure to perform· the several liabilities· · 
imposed by the rules and are we to provide punishment of, imprisonment for these· : 
p.cts and for acts of damage to property, which for temporary or special'purposes is being·· . 
taken up by Government for management. Will that· be· consistent with tlie owner• 
ship of these people that they.should be .thus dealt with for seeking Gove·rnment help in · 
this matter? 'Ve have to view the matter from their standpoint as muoh as· from:the 
Government standpoint when we have made provision for making good the damage, ·: 
and the damage is to be assured at the discretion left to the Government's t 
<lWD officers, there is ample pr()VISIOn for protecting the works. Then w~ have fine", 
and we have the Indian Penal Code for the serious offences. Under" s.ection 6i! these": 
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illiterate poor people may be taken into custody .without a warrant by any petty officer
engaged on a canal. Well, all t?is harassment will be quite enough to deter any man 
from. committing any offence. Then there is another provision in section 66 of. 
Chapter VIII which provides for payment of fine as award to informant (reads). We 
know in these villaO'eS there are factions. There is ono man against another, and with 

0 

this provision for payment of rewards, these cases are bound to multiply. As regards. 
the more important works, there are officers and their subordinates who are always on 
the alert to haul up people who commit any acts of damage, but even as regards these. 
works the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS has told us that during the whole year .there were 
only 170 cases in which it was necessary to convict them. If even_ with regard to the· 
larger works there is such a small number of cases, is'it necessary that we should make 
special legislation for punishment of petty offences to the smaller works and to award 
punishment which is considered by all our Honourable friends as unnecessary in the case. 
of those who are the actual owners of the works for which Government is to exercise.
control with a view to secure for them efficient management. That being the case, I 
think the view I urge will appeal itself to the Council and that they will support the very 
small and moderate amendment of my Honourable friend. I myself for my part proposed· 
to_ go further, but in this small request my sincere sympathies go with him, and 1 think,.' 
considering the interests at stake of the helpless people who may suffer great hardship, 
this small amendme_nt will, I hope, appeal itself to the sympathy of the Honourable· 
MovER of the Bill himself. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH KRISHNA SATHE spok~ ae follows :-Yom• 
·Excellency, I .rise to support the Honourable Mr. GcDBOLE's amendment, and as every 
Honourable Member is saying that he is supporting the amendment on different grounds,. 
I also take credit . of supporting it on quite a different ground. The object of having a 
perial clause in this special Act is really to deter people from committing offences, and,. 
if this Council· would take the sentiments of the people into account, I may say from my 
own experience that the people who are generally liable to come 1mder the provisions of 
sui:ih Acts hardly make any difference between imprisonment and fine so far as the damage 
to their, character is concerned. Ordimi.~y people consider that a conviction by a magis· 
trate with fine, however small that fine may be, is a blot on their character. That is 
th~ experience that I have gained and I think I may fairly. say so by my close touch with 
the people whom I have to daal with in such cases. We might 'not regard such 
offences as of great consequence, because the offences, after all, do fall within the category 
of small offences, and if for similar offences under other minor Acts a sentence· of 
imprisonment is not provided for, I really see no necessity for penalising these offences 
by inflicting the sentence of imprisonment; and on this ground alone it does not 
appear to me quite expedient or necessary to provide for such punishment. Even with a 
fine, taking the ordinary sense which common people take of these convictions, I think 
it will be sufficient safeguard to protect all kinds of offences against the Irrigation Act ... 
With these few words I beg to support my Honourable frien_d's amendment. 

. The Honourable Sir HE~"'RY PRoCTER spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I found it 
rather difficult to follow the arguments that have been advanced in support of the amend· 
ml:)nt by several speakers. If they object to punishment with imprisonment for all sorts. 
of offences, I can unqerstand it, but which they say there is no objection to offenders. 
ag~inst first class irrigation works being punished with imprisonment. They do object. 
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to imprisonment for offences in connection with second class works. It seems to me that 
if a~ offence, against the first class works, is punished with imprisonment, there is no 
reason why one against the second class works, should not also· be made punishable 
with imprisonment. · It has been rather difficult for me to understand why they want 
to differentiate between offences against first class works and 'those against seoond class 
works as morally they are equal1y wrong. 

The Honourable 1\fr. LALUBHAI SAMALDAS MEHTA spoke as follows :-Your Excellency~ 
I have tried my best to follow the arguments brought forward by'my Honourable friend 
::Mr. GonnoLE and the supporters of this amendment, and yet I am not convinced. I 
think that the argument given by the Honourable ·Mr. CuRTIS that there is no reason why 
there should be any differentiation between majo1• and minor works, or as has been put. 
by my Honourable friend Mr. HARCS:ANDRAI, between first class and second class works, 
appeals to me. I£ the provision made in the Irrigation Act at present is really hard, 
attempt should be made to amend the Act, but the only ·argument used to differentiate 
between these two works was given by my Honourable friend Mr. BEL VI. . He says Govern· 
ment have spent money on major irrigation works; the minor or second class works are all 
built and maintained by the p·eople. I believe the Honourable Mover o£ the Bill, when 
.introducing the Bill said that a large portion of the second class irrigation works were~ 
if not constructed, maintained in good order by Government. Well, if'that is so, that is 
a strong argumflnt in favour of the provision under consideration. If the works were
maintained by Government, were kept in good order by Government, and I believe they 
have spent large amounts-! suppose I am not wrong in saying so--

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA :-Where is it provided that they are 
maintained· by Government P 

The Honourable Mr. LALUBHAI :-I believe Mr. CURTIS has explained that to us. If 
that is so, there is no reason why there should be any differentiation between major and 
minor works; and if we really believe .that there is a strong feeling against any punish .. 
ment of imprisonment against crimes under the Irrigation Act, I think the best cours~ 
would be to move for an amendment of the main Act. As it is, I think there is no reason 
to differentiate between these two kinds of works. 

The Honourable· Sir PHEROZESHAH 1fERWANJI MERTA spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, my Honourable friend Mr. LALUBHAI tells us that he found it hard to· 
follow all those who were opposed to his view. I may be allowed to say that I find it 
very bard to follow the logic of the arguments advanced by my Honourable friend Sir 
HENRY Pno0TER and my . 'Honourable friend Mr. LALUBHAI. They say that if major 
works, as provided in the main Act, can have penal clauses in reference to acts of 
infringement, why not then have the penal clauses made applicable to mi~or wor~s also i 
but they forget one thing, that the main Act, so far as that point is concerned with regard 
to major works, is not before :us. (Hear, hear.) We are not dealing with that portion of 
the main A.ct, and because in the main Act there is what might be con&idered a dark 
spot with regard to penalties of imprisonment, I do not see why we should, in dealing 
with minor works, perpetuate what I consider a O'reat hardship on the class of people to 
whom these pen~lties are to apply. My Lord, I have a very strong feeling on this 
subject. I am sorry that Ali Baba's letters hav-e rrone out of fashion and are not read 
as they used to be in the olden days, where he set fo~th the hard lot and the despairing 
resignation with which these men, these ryots and cultivators accept th~ir desolate lot 
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under Providence in a spirit of wonderful· resignation and wonderflll patience. Why 
these poo~· pe0ple, ryots arid others are, my Lord, now-a-days absolutely inveigled-! do 
not use that term in an invidious way-absolutely covered with a net of all sorts of Acts, 
Excise, Salt, Opium, Abkari and a variety of things~ providing for the smallest thing that 
can be imagined. Of course, the old days when it was possibe to imprison an old woman 
for scraping earth in which there was a little salt are not likely to return now-a-days, 
but I think we ought to refuse to involve these people and drive them into a mesh of 
penal clauses upon every possibld occasion. In many respects, by simple forgetfulness, 
or ignorance or indifference, they do something which is opposed to the strict clauses 
of an Act of this character. Further there is a great distinction, I venture to assert, 
between major works absolutely constructed by Government and these minor works. 
These minor works include the smallest possible works, such as a small tank, a well, and 
with regard to them any default, lapse or negligence is liable to be visited with imprison. 
ment. I say it is hard enough that a fine should be inflicted, but also to be punished 
with imprisonment is really going too far. If Government are solicitous with regard to 
these works, I say Jet them by all means take charge of them and see that they are 
maintained, but I do venture to put it to the Council whether it is right that these poor 
men should be made to suffer and made accountable for the smallest lapse and punished, 
with fine and imprisonment. My Lord, it .is perfectly true that the sections provide 
for fine or imprisonment;, but we cannot always depend upon the judgement . of officers 
who have to deal with these clauses to see that they are administered without harshness. 
1\!Iy Lord, I give the greatest credit to the officials, not only of this Presidency, but of 
all India, for the.way in which they on the whole discharge the heavy and responsible 
·duties which lie upon them, but I do speak from a pretty long experience when I say it 
is not altogether seldom that we come across judicial officers, magistrates and revenue 
officers, who are obsessed with their own ways of looking at things and are led away in 
matters of this character in a way which sometimes surprises and sometimes startles 
ordinary people, who cannot understand that judgment can go so far wrong in cases of 
which I can give a long catalogue. · Therefore it 'is, Your Excellency, that I always keenly 
feel that these people, these ryots, these agriculturists, whose lot is hard enough in all 
conscience in. ordinary circumstances, should not be enmeshAd, as far as possible, into a net 
of penalties, fines, imprisoment and a variety of things.· Major works, as I have said, may 
be constructed and maintained by Government, and are already provided for by the main 
Act. Let it remain as it is, but to go further and to bring minor works, constructed not 
by Government but by private individuals and private bodies, within the purview of these 
clauses, is certainly not just or right. It is not right that, after taking over charge of 
them not only the charge and control are taken away practically from these people who really 
own them, but also their ownership that there should be thrown on them responsibility 
in a hundred different ways, directly and indirectly, for. infringing the various sections 
which are put in thf;: Act for the preservation of these irrigation works. I think it is 
quite enough to take away the right of ownership, it is quite enough that they should be 
deprived of what was their own ''in the public interests", for that is the only argument 
in support of an Act of that character, but having done so, 1 pray to God that ·they 
should be left alone so far as fine and imprisonment are concerned. 

The Honourable llr. R. P .. l3ARRow spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, it is with 
some little 'diffidence that I venture to rise after the comments made by th~ Honourable 
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Moulvie RAEUDDIN AHMAD. He seems to think, as far as I could gather from what he 
.said, that when an unofficial member has proposed an amendment an official member 
ought not to place the other side of the question before the Council ; I almost feel I ought 
.to apologise to the Honourable Member for venturing to rise, but it seems to me it is about 
time to point out that this discussion has been shunted on to a line where it has no 
.business to be.at all. I venture to think that any one coming from outside to listen to 
the debate this morning, not having had any previous intimation on the subject, would be 
under the impression that a tyrannical Government was bringing in a Bill to get hold of 

·.private people's properties and then to punish them as far whenever posssible by 
.imprisonment, no matter what they had done. I should like to point out that it is not now a 
question of our trying to visit some new offence with~ new punishment. ·what we are 
-tryi~g to do is to decide, whether,_ amongst other things, a particular form of punishment 
is advisable or not; whether in fact it is wise for us to add it to the other powers we have 
for puniAhing offenders. That is the only question before us. No member of .this 
Council can for one moment suppose that it is proposed to direct all magistrates dealing 
·with offences under this clause to \.ward the punishment of imprisonment in all cases. 
What is desired is that in r~ally bad cases in which fine would be ·an inadequate punish
ment it should be possible to award imprisonment. 

Another point I would like to make is this. Some of the previous speakers have dealt 
with the questi~n as though petty acts of mere negligence were to be · punished by 
imprisonment. Have 'these Honourable Members read the Irrigation Act? Have they 
read the section which we are endeavouring to deal with now P Did they not' hear the 
explanation given by the Honourable the Chief Secretary? What do these sections 
provide but punishment for deliberate offences P My friend the Honourable Mr. GonnoLE 
·drew a most moving picture of the poor man who took cattle to graze near a. tank, who 
-did all he could to drive them down to the water without damaging the embankment, hut, 
one of whose animals strayed with the result that the man would be at once put 
into jaiL. He did not give ua the other side of the picture and he omitted to point out, 

. as he should have pointed out, that a case of that sort is untouched by the penal 
·provisions of the Bill. For a matter over which he has no control a man would not be 
·punishable under this clause of the Bill which says (reads). Does that cover the case of 
-a man whose bullock strays. The straying of a bullock will not cause a man to be hauled 
up before the Courts. · 

The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE :-It is_ a very easy way to say to people outside that 
it is not a case for hauling him up. Directly you get a chance of hauling him up, y9u 
~~~ . 

The Honourable 1\fr. BARROW :-I understood it to be so from my Honourable 
friend's arguments. 

'fhe Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA :-Do you refer to me ? Mr. GonBOLE has 
been from the very beginning·against the system of imprisonment, of which we have enough_. 

The Honourable :Mr. BARRow:-We are not as a rule anxious to punish by 
·-imprisonment. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH :-I do not know that, Mr. BARROW, I have seen 
-very sad instances of :Mamlatdars and other magistrates not using proper discretion in 
;meting out punishments. · 
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·The Honourable ?.fr. BARROW :-I am addressing His Excellency. Another curious· 
misunderstanding underlies the arguments of some members who have spoken. We are
asked what advantage there is in providing punishment· under the Irrigation Act when 
it is already provided for under the Indian Penal Code P Section 61 of the Act makes it 
clear that the· offences· described therein are punishable under that section only if they 
do not amount to offences which can be punished under the Penal Code. There is a 
great diffArence,I think you will find, between the spirit actuating the punishment t:nder· 
the Irrigation. Act and unaer the · Indian Penal Code. To punish· mischief tJ.nder the 
Indi~n Penal Code, you must prove that a man did commit an act with intent to do 
something ·likely to cause damage. or injury; these cases of damage or injury in 
connection with second class works, which it is proposed to make punishable under the 
Irrigation Act, are cases in which it might be very often extremely difficult to prove to 
the satisfaction of a ·magistrate that there was intent to cause damage. Under the· 
Irrigation Act it is· sufficient that the man should voluntarily and without proper authority 
do damage to the property of another. I repeat 'that that· which is punishable· is an· 
actual offence· and not an act of mere ignorance or tegligence; a deliberate attempt to 
commit an offence against the community owning a tank. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH :-But still unintentional. 

The Honourable Mr. BARROW :-It. is not intended to punish an unintentional act at 
all. I venture to think that the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE .was rather disingenuous when 
he took. as an illustratio~. the very least of the offences which are dealt with by~ the· 
section. There is a far more serious offence equally punishable with the others, namely, 
that· of the man , who. voluntarily damages a canal or diminishes the supply of water or 
commits damage to, the tanks. I think he should have laid stress on the one as much as 
on the other. We have. the old argument trotted out that you cannot or ought not to 
tr~st a ·magistrate with any power at all, because he may misuse it; the Honourable Sir 
PHEROZESHAH told us. that he bad a very long experience on which he could draw, if he 
wished it, to show ·.US what terrible things some of the Mamlatd~rs, magistrates and. 
reyenue officers did sometimes. Fortunately, he . spared us the account of them al1, 
but he might perhaps have put before the Council another fact that there is a very large . 
·number of Mamlatdars, magistrates and revenue officers outs ide that grade who can be 
relied upon and who do their. duty not only by the State; but by the.people. 

The Honourable SirPHERoZESHAR. :-Yes, they do. 

• The ·Honourable Mr. BARRow (continuing) :-I won't detain the Council by any 
further remarks, Sir, . except once more to call ·attention to the fact that we are not 
devising a new specific punishment for offences in connection with second class works. 
The one question before us is whether, in addition t~ the punishment of fine, we should 
not be well advised ~o have up in our sleeve the alternative punishment of imprison-· 
ment. One Honourable Member said that it is wrong to provide a penal sentence for 
any· act not arising from moral turpitude. I take it there is any less moral turpitude in 
offences against second class than first class works. I do not see that there is any 
difference. If Honourable 1.Iembers are afraid of the possibility of punishment by 
imprisonment, they ought I think to go further and say there should be no risks even of a 
fine because in default of payment of £ne a man may be sent to jaiJ. 
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. The Honourable Sir RICHARD A.· LAm spoke as -follows ::-Your·Excell~ncy ,-:-1 am 
fi!Orry to have to begin by .taking exception once z:nore to a phrase used by my Honourable 
friend Sir PREROZESIIAil :MEHTA. Yesterday 1 had to protest . against his using the 
word '' confiscation.'' That protest Your Excellency has been so good this mQrn~ng as to· 
confirm and emphasize. I am sorry that my Honourable.frie~d Sir PREROZESHA.H was 
not here to listen to that confirmation. .~sit is, he has thought .fit to use the phrase 
now of this Bill taking away the right of ownership from certain persons. I beg to lay 
before this Council that this is a very serious misdescription, I· will say, of. the effect. 
and character of this Bill, and I do not think that, in arguing a case as to whether ·there 
should or there should not be imprisonment in .respect to certain offences which have 
been dealt with in the Bil1, that it is at all justifi~ble to bring in such a serious misdes
cription of the effec~ of thig Bill. I .feel bound to say, because I feel strongly, that it is : 
not right that this Bill should be described as confiscating or taking away the right of 
ownership. It cannot possibly do so. 

I will now pass on to the particular question which is now before the Council, and 

that1 as the Honourable Mr. :BARROW has rightly pointed out, is the one single question 
whether in the case of offences committed in respect of Second Class Irrigation works 
there shall be a power to impose a sentence of firie only or imprisonment, or both, sentenoo 
of imprisonment of either description. That is the one issue which is before us. In the 
main Act there is provision II:lade for a sentence of fine or imprisonment or both, and I think 
the Honourable Mr. KA.MAT was under a misapprehension when ha stated that the 
imprisonm.ent had been reduced subsequently to simple imprisonment only. The words 
which were struck out of the original· Act were "imprisonment of either description,'' 
but the effect of ~he .Act remains exactly the same, because under the Bombay Q;eneral 
Clauses Act of 1904: the word "imprisonment'' when u_sed in any local Act means 
imprisonment of either description. Therefore he was under a misapprehension when he 
said that the main Act provides for simple. imprisonment only. Well, Sir, the main Act 
provides for fine, imprisonment or both in respect of offences that are c~mmitted in 
regard to what we are accustomed to call major irrigation works. 'l1hese major irriga .. 
tion works are constructed and maintained by Government both as regards major 
maintenance and, to a large extent, as regard3 minor maintenan~e. also, although there 
are certain liabilities on the irrigators in respect of works of minor importance, such as'· 
the keeping.up ·of water courses, etc. The question is whether in respect to Second 
Class Irrigation works there should be the same liability to punishment or whether 
there should be the liability to fine only. The Second Class Irrigation works are e:c 
ltypotkes£ works which have been constructed and maintained by the people themselves 
whether with or without the addition of Government support and maintenance. 
A Second Class Irrigation work will not become a Second Class Irrigation work 
under the Act . until· it has been · declared and notified, and for the most part those 
that will be declared and notified under the Act will be works in which Government · 
has taken a share, and therefore, spe~king generally, we may take it that the Second 
Class works to which.the sections will b~ applied will be works which. are partly main
tained by Government in re~pect _or" major maintenance, and partly or .largely maintained · 
by the irrigators themselves· in respect of minor maintenance. :I.have not heard, Sir, any · 
substantial reason of any kirid or description pqt for:ward why a work w:hich is maintain~d · 
partly.by Government and partly by the people themselves shauld receive· any lessprotec· · 
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tion in the ttlatter of offences' committed against 'that .. work 'than a work whio'h is 
m'aint~ined wholly or partly by Government alone. I · sub~it to this Council. that the 
Second Class Irrigation work which is maintained, as ·regards the ~inor tnainte~ance, 
largely by the people themselves, requires jusf as much· protection· in the matter of 
punishment of offences committed against it as works maintained solely by Government. 
1 do not understand on what ground Honourable Members support the proposition that 
where owners are very iargely private I'ersons, a community of ·irrigators, they shall 
receive in respect of that work any less protection of their property than is afforded· .for 

· the prop·erty of Government. The only argument that I have detected against that 
proposition, and which has been very rightly ~nd forcibly po.inted out by the Honouraple 
Sir HENRt PRoorER, is that the protection afforded to works owned by· Government is 
itself excessive. That, of course, we are not dealing with at present. The main Act 
provides the punishment, and we are not at present considering the provisions of that 
main Act. They can be considered when it appears' necessary to do so; and ·while. the 
main Act remains as it is, I submit the only just and logical course is to extend to th~ 
Second Class Irrigation works in which the people themselves .are so very largely inter· 
ested,-their prop~rty not being confiscated ·or taken away,-the same protection of 
their property as is extended by law to the property of Government.· There seems to be 
s.ome· notion that the only people who will be liable to punishment ·under these clauses 
will be the irrigators themselves. ·That appeard to me to be a great misapprehension. 
There is vol~ntary and unauthorised damage. done to irrigation works by people who 
are not irrigating at all. It is to protect the irrigators from damage from outside, that 
effective secti,on·s are necessary, and where a man voluntarily and intentionally does a 
damage to an irrigation work, it appears to me that it is a false kind of sentiment to call 
him a poor man, , If he. is. a poor ;man, he is probably unable to pay fine and he will have 
to go to jail, all the same, but, at any rate, .he is an offender. Whatever his state of 
wealth may be, he has voluntarily and intentionally committed an offence, and I do not 
think his mere poverty should prote~t · him from punishment.· I think, therefore, Sir, 
that · there is absolutely no reason shown why the amendment of the Honourable 
Mr. GonBOLE should be accepted. 

'l'he Honourable Mr. KASHINA.Tli RA~WRANDRA GoDBOLE spo~e as follows :-Your 
]jxcellency,-Since coming into this Council, I have come to feel that it is a pity that I 
have had no training as a lawyer, because that training would have helped me a great 
deal in the discussions of the Council. This is however only a side remark. With 
reference to the question which is now before the Council, Iwill put forth a hypothetical 
<:ase, Suppose there is private property surrounded and protected by an enclosure of 
wall and there is an open field belonging to a private individual.: There is a case of tres· 
pass in the walled enclosure and also a case of trespass upon the open field. The offence 
is the same in both cases. · There is a. clear offence of trespass in each case, but will you 
award the same punishment in both cases? 1 submit not; the punishment in the case of 
the walled enclosure trespass should . be he~ vier. . In the case of. first-class works, there 
is.a regular patrol which goes over the canal from day to day, and warns off trespassers 
from the ·canal. The cana 1 is moreover enclosed by hedges. While in the case of the 
humble second-class work, not . only is it situated at· a great :distance from any town. or 
fr9m any:commutiity which we call civilized, but'there is no attempt at hedging, the1:~ is 
no establishment in charge, ·and there .is no P~tkari or Chowkidar :to warn off offenders.· 

·The question is whether the satne punishments as regards offence's should be awarded in 
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·both cases. Common sense tells me, Sir, that in the case of minor .and. less guarded works, 
, the punishment ought to be less. 

I have ~een giving reasons as to· why the tw.o clasBes. of works should be treated 
differently as regards punishment. .MY Honourable friend Mr • .BELVI has stated that the 
principal reason is that the second-class works are private works, owned by the p~ople, · 
and mainly maintained by the people themselves, I coincide. ·with Mr. BELVI in his 
remarks on this head. The first-class works are works that are constructed by the 
State at very heavy expenditure, and therefore the punishment in thei.r case might be 
heavy. Btit in the case of smaller works of sec_ond-class which are not protected, the 
punishments ought to be less severe. 

I have already pointed out to the Council, that section 63 of the main Act provides 
that the damages in the case of these small works can be recovered qy the Magistrate from 
the delinquents as arrears of land revenue •. In .addition to this, we have armed the 
:Magistrate with the power of fining the offenders. I submit to the Council that these 
punishments are quite sufficient for· the Second 'Class Irrigation works. 

As rega~ds leaving punishments to the discretion of ·the Magistrates, that is an 
argument in which I do not believe at all. If the punishments are to be put down in the 
Bill, they ought to be specifically and definitely put down, and the di~cretion of the 
:Magistrate should be as limited as we can make it. Let us tell. the Magistrat~s exactly 
what powers they have and what punishments they can give. 

With reference to the outlying character of the works, the Honourable Mr. CURTIS 
has been telling us that some of these works are at the head-quarters of big towns and big 
places,, but .lean tell him that out of the 8,000 works to which I alluded yesterday, 
nearly 7,900 are in outlying portions of districts, and only about 100 near towns. 

I have no other remarks to offer to the Council, except expressing a hope that the 
amendment I have brought forward will be carried. 

Hi~ Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I have a, very few words to say to Honourable 
Members,. but I own to a sense of disappointment, and almost of amazement., at what 
seems to me to have been a want of a sense of proportion in a great number of speeches 
t.hat we have listened to this morning. I do not say that in respect to all, but I think that 
before I conclude I shall be able to prove my conclusion up to the hilt. There seems to be 
running through a great many speeches that I have listened to a sort of general argument. 
that the present system of ·punishment by imprisonment is often too severe and that it 
should be diminished in a considerable degree. Well, that is a perfe;,tly arguable proposition. 
liy Honourable friend Mr. SATHE spoke with much feeling on this point. My Honour
able friend Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA also gave expression to h.is opinion on the general 
question of imprisonment with which I am willing to agree, and which might well be discus• 
sed on a suitable occasion, but this is not the moment for that discussion, and this is not the 
question we have got to discuss now. Let me say that, to 'my mind, the Honourable Sir 
HENRY PROCTER has put the whole matter in a nut-shelL The question is this. What my 
Honourable friend Mr• GODBOLE wants to effect is that if a ·man does a culpable action on 
a major work which is looked after by Government, he shall be fined or imprisoned, but 
if a man does exactly the same thing on a minor _work, he is to be fined and not imprisoned. 
Now my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHAH :MERTA in convinci~g language observed 
that the major works do not come into this question. 'Yell, if that is so, he disagrees 
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entirely with the mover of the amendment whom be is supporting, for in the note of 
dissent which· the Honourable ·Mr. GODBOLE put forward after the Select Committee's 

· Report, he made the following observations:-

"Myself and· the Honourable Rao · :Bahadur RoDDA proposed that imprison· 
ment should be taken aw·ay as punishment for offences in connection with second· 
class irrigation works. ·These works will necessarily be less efficiently maintained, 
watched and controlled than Government first-class irrigation works on which thera 
are constant periodical.repairs and costly establishment entertained for supervision and 
maintenance. Offences on the se cond .. class irrigation works should therefore be less 
rigorously punished than those on first-class irrigation works." 

Well, then, what is the position P The position appears to be this. Two individuals, 
as I say, do an equally culpable action on either of these irrigat.ion works, major or minor. 
The first is either to be fined or imprisoned, the second under minor works is only to be 
fined,-why? because there: is less supervision on the minor works. ·Surely, a more 
astonishing argument has never been heard. I ven~ure to hope that in this Council we 
shall decide with some sen·se of proportion with regard to this particular matter, and not 
be carried away by the idea of this general question of imprisonment. That is a matter 
as I say- that at the proper time and under proper circumstances, Government·will always 
be ·ready and willing to discuss and .consider, but for the moi:nent it is not the question 
that we are discussing, and I can hardly believe it· conceivable that Honourable. Members 
will be willing to support such an extraor.dinary suggestion as has been P.Ut forward by my 

· Honourable friend the mover of .this amendment. 

·.The amendment proposed by the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE to new section 75 was 
then put to the vote and ]ost: · 

· The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE then asked for a di~ision, which r·es~Ited. in 18 for 

and 28 against the amendment~ The amendment was therefore lost. tj 

.. ·~ .Ayes. 

The Honourable 'Moulvie · Rafiuddip. 
. Ahmad, Ba:r.-at-La.w. · · 

The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 
Venkatesh :Belvi, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Muham
mad walad Khan :Bahadur Wali 
Muhammad :Bhurgri, Bar •• ·at
Law. · 

The Honourable Sardar Syed Ali" El 
Edroos. 

'lhe Honourable :Mr. Kashinath Ram· 
chandra Godbole. 

The Honourable Sheikh Ghu1arn Hus- · 
sain Hidayatallah, LL.B. . . 

The Honourable Mr. B~lkrishna Situ.' 
'\, . . 

ram Kamat; ' · · 

Noes. 

His Excellency the Right Honourable 
Lord Willingdon of Rattan, 
G.C.I.E., Governor of Bombav J' 
presiding. 

The Honourable Sir Richard Amph
lett _Lamb, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable l\Ir. Claude Hamilton 
Archer Hill, C.S.I., C.I.E., I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Prabhashankar 
D. ~attani, C.I.E. 

The Honourable the Ad vocate General. 

The Honourable Mr. R. P; Barrow, 
I. c. s. 

The Honourable · Mr. · Fazalbhoy 
Yeh~~ally Chinoy. 



Noes. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Chinubhai 
:Madhav la1, Bart., C.I.E. 

The Honourable Sir Pherozeshah 
Merwanjee Mehta, K.C.I.E., 
Ear.-at-Law. 

'fhe Honourable Mr. Raghunath Pur• 
shottam Paranjpye. 

The Honourable· Mr. Gokuldas Ka
handas Parekh, LL.B. 
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The Honourable Mr. Vithalbhai Jha- . 
verbhai Patel, Bar.-at-Law. 

'fhe Honourable Mr. Abdul Hussain 
. Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable 'Mr. Manmohandas· 
Ramji. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Shri
niwas Konher Rodda. ; 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Ganesh 
Krishna Sathe. 

The Honourable Mr. Shridbar :Sal
krishna U pasani. 

The Honourable Mr. Harchandrai 
Vishindas, LL.B. 

H 41-76 

Ayes. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S C t' . ur 1s,. 
C.S.I., I. C. S. 

The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'Monte 
' M.D., L.R.C.P. (Lond.), JJ.M .. 

& s. 
The Honourable Mr. R. W. L. Dunlop,~ 

C.I.E. 

·The Honourable Mr. W. L. Graham .. 

The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee Jeejee--
bhoy, Bart.· · 

The Honourable Mr. J. E. C. Jukes,. 
I. C. S . 

The Honourable Sardar Dulabawa. 
Raisingji, Thakor of Kerwada. 

The Honourable Mr.-Navroji Dorabjr 
Khandalavala, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Jehangir H. 
Kothari. 

The Honourable Sardar Bhalchandra• 
rao Annasaheb Pat'.Vardhan,. 
Chief of Kurundwad (Senior). · 

The Honourable Surgeon-General R. 
W. S. Lyons, M,D., I. M. S. 

The Honourable Mr. J. A. ·D. 
M9Bain. 

The Honourable Mr. Lalubhai Samal• 
das Mehta. 

'.rhe Honourable. Rao Saheb Venka• 
tesh Shriniwas Naik. · 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Ram· . 
anbhai Mahi:patram Nilkanth, 
LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. J. P. Orr~ C.S.I., 
I. O. S. 

The Honourable Sir Henry E. E. 
Procter, Kt. 

The Honourable Mr. ,V. H. Sharp. 
The Honourable Mr. W. ·D. Sheppard,· 

O.I.E., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. ·F. L. Sprott. 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, . 
I. C. S. 
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The Honourable Mr.· KASHINATH RAMCHANDRA GonnoLE spoke as follows :-Your 
'Exce1lencyt-The next amendment that stands in my name is that for the modification . 
~of sub-clause (vi) of sl!b·section {2) of new s~ction 75 the following be substituted·-

"(vi) In Part V, section 31, proviso clause (b) shall be omitted''. 

· The :Bill, as drafted at present, provides th~t section 31 should apply to the works · 
.treated in the new Bill b~t that the last part of the section should be deleted from it in 
makin5 it applicable. The last part is'' any person who suffers loss from any stoppage 
or diminution of his water-supply due to any of the causes named in clause (d) of this · 
ilection shall be entitled to such remission of the water•rate payable by him as may be 
.authorised by the Governor in Council". Sub-section (d) of section 31 says (reads). 
When the canal stops on any of these accounts, and when there is a diminution of water
supply, then in the case of first·clas s works the main Act provides that tbe person who 
.suffers the .loss shall get such remission of water·rate payable by him as may be author· 
ised by the Governor in Council. In the case of second-class works, this provision is 
proposed to. be struck out.. What I wish to do, Sir, is to retain the last clause as it is, 
.so that the parties that suffer on account of the stoppage or diminution of water-supply 
shall be entitled to remission of water assessment in the same way as the parties in the 
·Case of first-class. irrigation works. No doubt, in the case of second-class irrigation 
works, there are no regular water-rates, but in such cases they have to. p_ay enhanced 
land revenue instead. As the Governor in Council has the power of remitting the water• 
rates in the case of first-class irrigation works so he should have similar powers as regards 
remitting the irrigation share of the land revenue in the case of second·class irrigation 
~orks also when there is a diminution of supply, in the way contemplated in the section. 
'This is the position that I have taken up, and I place it before the Council for their 
·Consideration. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! think it 
will shorten :matters· if I point out two points. The proposed amendment of the Bill to 
.sub-section (vi) reads as follows:-" In Part V, section 31, proviso clause (b)·shall be 
-omitted·''. The . proviso· in clause (c) reads as follows :-(reads). '' Stoppage or 
·diminution of any supply of water in consequence of the exercise of the power •••••.•• 
eonferred by section 5 •.•• " It pivots round section 5. If_ reference is made to section 75 
of the :Bil1, ·it will be seen .that section 5 is not one oi the sections which it is proposed 
to apply. Therefore, proviso (c) cannot apply, and therefore it wasomitted. 

With regard to the other proviso at the end of the section as the Honour· 
:able Member has admitted, these second·cl_ass works are usually. assessed at a consoli
·aated ra~e which combines the soil rate and the irrigation share of the land-revenue. 
But the irrigation share ~f the land-revenue is not a water•rate as defit;1ed in the Irriga
·ti~n ~c~, and therefore the e_ffect of restoring the proviso. 

· The Honourabl~ Mr. GoDBOLE :-I want to ask.whether the word "water-rate" as 
]>Ut down in the last paragraph of section 31 Will ;not include the irrigation share of the 
.land-revenue; 

The Honourable Mr. CuRTIS :-I am not a lawyer, Sir, but my impression is, that tbe 
-usual practice, at any rate, is to regard the water-rate under the Irrigation Act as 
different from the irrigation share of the land-revenue as levied under the Land-revenue 
.Code. There are Standing Orders which ~nforce the remission of revenue in the case of 
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~any stoppage of supply, from which damage results to the crops. And, Sir, from a 
practical point of view, it seems to m() that the replacement of tl;!is proviso beginning ''any 
person who suffers loss'' at the end of the section would have n~ practic3t~ benefit. There 
is no intention whatever to deprive the holders of second-class irrigation lands of remission in 

. accordance with tbe.Standing Orders when they do not get the supply to which they are 
entitled, and, Sir, it seerr{s to me that the application of the clause which the Honourable 
:Member asks for will have no effect one way or another. ' ' 

The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE :-Your Excellency,-.A.fter the explanation I have 
.;ece~ved, I do not wish to press for this amendment, and I would withdraw it with Your 
Excellency's permission. 

IIis Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The amendment by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency tlie PRESIDENT :-I think it will be to the convenience of Honourable 
.Members if we adjourn now till a quarter to three. 

(The Council after lunch re-assembled at a quarter to three.) 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order; order, the questio_n is that new section 75 
:stand part of the Bill. . 

The motion was then put to the vot~ and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-New section 76, the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable :Mr. SnRIDHAR BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-My Lord, 
--About section 76 and section 78, I beg leave to withdraw my amendments with ·Your 
_Excellency's permission. 

Hi~ Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Does the Honourable Member wish to withdraw 
:No. (i) or No. (ii) or merely No.' (i) of the proposed amendments to new section 76? 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-No. (i), 1\iy Lord. 

His Excellency the PRESIDF.N~ :-Amendment No. (i) by the Honourable Mr. UPASANI · 

:by leave withdrawn. 
I 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Amendment No. (ii), the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. UPASANI spoke as follows :-My Lord,-The amen~ment I 
propose to move reads as follows :-To section 76 (i) as it stands, I propose to add the 
words · '' and that afforded by the documents which the parties· concerned or their 
·witnesses might produce''. The section as it stands provides for the Record-of~Rights 
·being framed only on the evidence ascertainable from the records· of Government and the 

• evidence of any person likely to be acquainted with the same. I only wish that it may 
-also include evidence which may be afforded by the documents. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LUlB :-It may save the tiiD:e of th~ Council if I say 
at once that we are quite prepared to accept that with a slight modification. The 
substance _is the same.· Instead of the words suggested by the Hof\Ourable :Dfr. UPASANI 

've would propose to add " and any other documentary o'r m·al evidence which the parties 
-concerned or their witn·esses may produce". 

The Honourable :Mr. UPASANi :-I wiil accept that. 

Clause 76 as amended was then put to the vote and carried.· 

New sections 77 to 79 were then put to the vote and car.ried. 
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His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-New section 80, the Honourable Mr. UrAsANI. 

I ·must tell the Honourable Member in the first place that" I cannot accept this amendment· 
of· new section 80,; as the reasons set forth are general observations. That is a sort of. 
general expression of opinion, and I am sorry that that form is not in order. So I must 

refuse to accept it in that shape. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-Shall we not be allowed to discuss that section P
My observations may not be taken as an amendment·, but we might discuss the section 
and the general observations I may put before the Council in the discussion on the section, 

. . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I cannot allow the Honourable Member to go. into, 
a general discussion on this amendment. He has put in this a sort of general suggestion,. 
but in future if he moves an amendment, it must be an amendment .in a definite form. 

Section SO was then pu_t ~o the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-New section 81, the Honourable--

Yr. U PASA.NI. 

_ The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR. BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,.__ My amendment read_s as follows :'"'\""W'' Every holder of laud irrigated by. the, 
irrigation work to which the Record·of·Right.s refers shall be supplied with a copy of 
the same free ''. This is also a very small amendment. I only desire that as these rights 
will be determined therein, it is better that these peopll) should be acquainted with ·their· 
rights, so that they may be able to take action accordingly. When the management is 
taken up by the Government, it is much better that they should be allowed to have a free 
copy of this record so that . they may regniate their supply accordingly. In any case 
under these circumstances it;:is necessary that they should be acquainted with their rights .. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! submit 
that the whole of the Record-of-Rights cannot possibly be wanted by individual holders. 
The whole of the Record-of-Rights may contain details of five hundred or one thousand 
Survey numbers, of which individual holder(may hold one or two, consequently there is 
no ·need to supply a whole compilation. · Whether individual holders should have copies 

·.of extracts of the Record-of-Rights dealing with their own particular holdings is perhaps 
a matter for argument. When the Record·of·Rights dealing with the rights of land was. 
:first 'compiled, there vas a provision that holders of the land who were anxious to file 
suits, either in Civil Courts or in Mamlatdars' Courts, should apply to Village Accountants 
for extracts relating to their holdings and be given them free of charge. Then difficulties 
arose. The Village Accountants demanded a remuneration for the ·additional labour. 
imposed upon them for copying fees. These fees were given, and then it was found that. 
spurious or artificial deman.ds were made, and the expenditure involved became very high 
indeed. So that, finally, after three or four years' trial, it was decided to abolish the free 
issue of copies and make the parties to pay to the Village Arcountant for extracts at the 
rate of ·one anna per ·entry. Th~t arrangement has been in force for the last two or three 
yf3ars, and I understand it works very well. I would suggest, Sir, that a simila:r provision 
here would meet the case. No one will grumble at having to pay one anna for an extract 
from the Record·of·Righte. · · · · • · · 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMD~ spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-The· 
amendment as drafted does not seem to represent what the Honourable Member really 
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desires. I gather from what be says that· what he really desires is that each inclividual 
affected should obtain a copy of that portion of the Record-of-Rights applying to him, 
but that is not at all what he said. The amendment that he moved requires that every 
holder of land to which the Record-of-Rights applies should be supplied with a copy of the 
same free. What he has actually moved is that every individual holder is to be supplied 
with a copy of the whole of the Record-of-Rights. That, of course, as the Honourable 
~Ir. CuRTIS has pointed out, is a ridiculous proposition. 

As to the word '~free", I have only to confirm what tho Honourable Mr. CuRTIS has 
said, and it appears to me quite undesi~able _that a copy of the extract referring to his 
holding asked for by an individual holder should be supplied otherwise than on payment 
of a small fee which makes it worth something, for what a man gets for nothing is apt 
to be regarded as worth nothing. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. UPASANI :-I do not mean that a copy o£ the whole of the 
Record-of-Rights should be gi7en, but only so far as it relates to his own land. If that 
is done, I shall be satisfied. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-There is one point which the Honourable .M:emlJer 
has apparently overlooked, that is, he asked that a copy should be supplied free, while 
Government want to make a nominal charge of one anna. 

Would the Honourable Member be satisfied if he is given this assurance that we 
would give a copy of any particular entry in the Record-of-Rights that was requirecl 
under the ordinary conditions to any individual who. wanted it? 

The Honourab~e Mr. UPASANI :-I have no objection. 

His Excellency the PR~SIDE~'"T :-Then does the Honourable Membe·r wish to with· 
draw his motion? 

The Honourable :Mr. UPASANI :-Yes~ Your Ex.cellency. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The motion by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the ·PRESIDENT :-~ew section SlA. The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE. 

The Honourable Mr. KASHINATH RAllCHANDRi\. GoriBOLE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, section 81 states that the Record-of-Rights shall be compiled by .a Canal 
Officer and published in the manner specified in the Bill. I want to add another section 
inviting objections from the parties concerned, to the Record-of-Rights as prepared and 
published by the Canal Officer. I submit, Sir, that this Record-of-Rights will be a very 
important document to the parties that are interested. It will. be recording the rights 
that they have, as regards the water-supply of their holdings, as regards the turns in 
which water will be received by them, as regards· the crops that they can grow, and 
similar particulars. These are matters of very g~eat importance to them, and I submit 
that the interested parties should have opportunities ·of examining them and getting them 
rectified if necessary beford the Record-of·Rights is published as a final record. It is 
but fair that the interested parties should have such opportunities otherwise the only 
alternative that they will have in the case of any mistakes in the Record-of-Rights will be 
to go and appeal to the Collector at the head.quarters of the District and if the Collector 
happens to be away from head-quarters to follow his camp from place to place to get 
their appeals disposed of, which is a very vexatious affair. I therefore propose, Your 
Excellency, that the new section SlA as drafted by me should be inserted in the Bill. 
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.The Honourable Sir RroRARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,
Honourable Members will have observed that this question was raised by the Honourable 

·:Mr. God bole in the Select Committee, and he appended to the Report of the Select 
Committee a minute of dissent, in which the fourth paragraph refers to this question. 
The Select Committee were of opinion that the addition that was proposed was un .. 
necessary, because the modifications which they made in the section, as originally drafted, 
made adequate provision for the hearing of objections in the course of the preparation 
of the Record-of-Rights. In section 81 they require t~e publication at the Mamlatdar's 
office of the taluka in which the work is situated and. in everv town and viilage which is 
affected by such Record-of-Rights. The modification of section 81 as originally drafted, 
was not considered necessary, and it was held by the whole of the Select Committee, 
except t.he Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE, that there would be sufficient time and opportunity 
for all persons who may be 'affected by the entries in the Record-of-Rights to make 
known what they have to say before their publication took place. without a specific pro· 
vision ~equiring that objections should .be invited after the publication of the Record·of
Rights. What the Honourable Member seems to desire is that after publication people 
should not be left to themselves to raise any objection which they wished to make, but a 
call for tenders, a call for objections, should b.e issued asking people to put in anything 
that they have to say. I understood that it was the opinion of all the ~fembers of the 
Select Committee, except the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE,-and I presume that the other 
Memb~rs of the Select, Committee are still of the same opinion, that thoso who were 
affected might well be left to look after their own interest-and it is now for ·the Co\).ncil 
to decide whether this amendment is necessary or not. . ' ' 

The Honourable Mr. ·KASHINATH RAMCRANDRA~ GoDBOLE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-The· Honourable Men1ber in charge of the Bill has placed the case. correctly 

·before the Council. The othe.r Members of the Select Committee did not agree with J!lY 
views, and I, therefore, appeal to the general Council as an appellate body. I think, Sir, 
that the simple publication of th~ · Record-of-Rights will not be sufficient. The Canal 
Officer prepares his Record-of~Rights. He publishes it in the Mamlatdar's kacheri and 

· iu the village concerned.~ but if a man is not satisfied with the Record-of-Rights as framed, 
where is the opportunity given'to him to go to the Canal Officer and say' what you have. 
entered in inv name is not correct, I want the entries modified in such and such a .. ' 

manner.' No opportunity is given to him for this purpose. The Canal Officer makes 
independent inquiries. He probably takes all the evidence that is available on the spot, 
but cases may occur in which the entries· m_ay not be co~rect or suitable to the parties 
interested. I submit, Sir;that the interested parties,-who will be very small in number, 
should have notice of what is proposed. to be entered in the Record-of-Rights, and if they 
have any objections to r~ise, those objections should be heard and then the record should 
be published as final Record. It is with this view that I propose to insert the new 

. section 81A, and I put my amendment now .be£oro the Council for its acceptance. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT said :-I·do not think that I can add anything to what 
my honourab]e colleague has said beyond this. It seems to me that this matter has been 
most carefully discussed in the Select Committee with the result that my Honourable 
fdend :Mr. GoDBOLE found himself in a minority of one on this particular question. I 
should hardly think that t~e Council will agree to alter the almost unanimous decision of 
the Select Committee on this particular point. It seems to me really rather a small point 
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and I do not honestly think fro)ll what I can understand that the insertion of the words 
which my honourable friend wishes to put in would really make any very serious 
difference to the individual. ' 

~'he amendment was then put to the vote and l~st. 

His Excellency the PRESIDE~T :-New section 82. The Honourable ~r~ UPASANI. 

'l'he Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I beg Your Excellency's permission to withdraw it.· 

rl,he amendment by leave withdrawn. 

' Section 82 was then put to the ·vote and carried.· 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :~New section~83. The ,Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISBNA UPAS.ANI spoke as follows :-As regards 
this se~tion what I urge is that the section as it stands imposes ari umiecessary burden 
upon the Courts in each case where au. entry referring to any Record-of-Rights is i:h 
question to call upon the Collector to state his desire to make the Secretary of State a 
party. That being the case, I do not see for my part any. necessity to. take the action 

· proposed in sub-section (1) in each case. The adoption of the course proposed in the 
section will only make litigation more costly and more difficult for the other party. 
The suit being between private parties, if any man gets ·a decree, he w.ill come to the 
Collector to have the Record-of-Rights amended if the .~arne be necessary. This. is. what 
is now gone in ordinary suits. Where a decree is passed, the Court is required to send 
a copy of it to the Collector. It is open to the Secretary of ~tate to take acti~n if 
necessary. It is not, I think, desirable nor necessary that· private suits should ~e 
complieated with further addition of parties whose interests are ·not .dir~ctly at stake. 

As. regards .sub-section (2), I will not seriously object to it, al_th.ough it says whatev~r 
is done by the CoJiector or a canal-officer or any other person, all 'their acts are precluded 
from any action. · . 

As regards the third clause, the period of limitation is only one year. :My Lord, 
under the ordinary law each man has a right within the time allowed by the Limitatio.n 
Act from the date that his right is invaded, and a fresh cause of action arise_s at ·every 
fresh invasion. That being the case, I do not think it is desirable in the interests of 
·the agg_rieved parties that only one year's time should be. allowed to them from the date 
the Record-of-Rights is prepared or revised. Under new section 78~ the canal-officer has 
the power to revise tbe Record-of-Rights from time to time. If it is open to him to 
revise the Record-of-Rights, I think it ought to. be open to the parties to have an 
opportunity of establishing t.heir rights to which they are entitled ~ithin the limits 
allowed to them under the ordinary law. The restriction of the .time ·to one year will· 
work very great hardship, in the case of illiterate agriculturists, who are too ignorant to 
be expected to get the needful information of the entries in the Record-of-Rights and 
then to take action within the short time allowed to them, and there is no reason why they 
sboulcl not have the time allowed to them by the ordinary law. T~e Reoord-of.Rights 

. under ~ection 82 will be held as relevant evidence in the case of disputes, and shall be 
presumed to be true, and that being the case, I think, it is the more necessary that the 
time allowed by the Limitation Law to the parties who have to establish their rights, 
ought to be left open rather than closed. 

With these remarks I beg to urge that in this section at least sub-sections (1) and 
(3) be pmitted. 
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The Honourable Mr. G. S. Cuurrs spoke as follows :-Your E:xcellency,-I submit, 
with reference to the amendment moved by the Jionourable :Member, that it is an ordinary 
principle of justice that in the case of a 1mit about property all parties interested in 
the propert.y should have notice of the proceedings, with a view to give them an 
opportunity to engage Counsel or appear themselves if necessary. In the cage of these 
particular work~, it must ba admitted that Government have spent large sums of money 
in their maintenance. Obviously, therefore, it is only equitable and fair that Government 
should have notice of any civil proceedings which may be taken. 
' . ' 

As regards sub-section (2), that is the ordinary ~rovi~ion in almost every Act. 

As regards sub-section (B), the period of limitation is therein prescribed, and the 
principle is one taken from the section incorporat.ed in the revised Land Revenue Code 
last year~ A period of one year is given to parties to call in question entries in the 
Record-of-Rights, the said period to run either from the .date of. the compilation or from 
the date of the disposal of the last appeal against the entry. It is considered ad visn.ble 
that there should be. some date after which the Record·of-Rights should be final. I· 
submit, Sir, that the per~od of one year given to the parties is ample, and that the section 
should stand as it is. 

The Honourable Mr. DATr.ArR.AYA VENKATESH BEL VI spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency,-I ~ise to s:upport the· amendment moved by my honourable friend Mr. 
UPASANI. My reasons for the support I give are briefly these: I do not find any similar 
provision in the Bombay Land Revenue Code as recently amended. There are various 
reasons why. the Collector should not be allowed to take part in a proceedinO' between . . . a 
private persons. In the first place, if the Collector is joined as a party, the immediate 
effect of his being a party would be that the forum of trial would be transferred to a 
District Judge's Court from the Court of a Subordinate Judge. 

The second difficulty, in the path of a private person i~ a suit to which the Collector 
is a party would be that no suit' would lie against the Collector as representative of the 
Secretary of State, unless the plaintiff in the case proves that he has given two months' 
notice. to the Collector prior to the date of the institution of the suit. 

The' third difficulty in the way of a private suitor would be that he would be pitted 
against a Collector, and he would be always labouring at a great disadvantage in fighting 

. out the case against his real opponent who wouid take shelter under the Collector. 'J.1he 
Collector would spend public money by retaining the Government Pleader, and the real 
opponent to the plaintiff need not incur any expense at all. I submit that it is not 
necessary at ·all ~hat a Collector should be brought into the Court in a proceeding 
between purely private parties. . 

Then turning to the second clause of section 83, I find that it is superfluous in view · 
of section 88 of the Bill. Section 88 as amended by the Select Committee runs thus: . 
(reads). The Collect~r is fully protected under the provisions of section 88. 

Then turning to clause (B) of the section, I submit, my Lord, that it is also 
· unnece~sary .. If this thi:d claus~ is a~cepted.by the Co~ncil, it means that the ordinary 
limitatiOn available to pnvate smtors IS curtailed from su: years to one year.· Under the 
provisions of the Indian Limitation Act, as it' now stands, if the title of any person to a 
piece of land or other property is denied he may sue within six years from the date of the 
denial, or if he is dispossessed of his property, he can bring a suit and recover possession 
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through the Civil Court within 12 years from the date of his dispossession. Why should 
it be obligatory on a person to go to the Civil Court earlier to ·establish his right to have 
an entry made in the Record-of .. Rights correctly? It is. m:uch better to leave the law as 
it now stands. The law at present is that if· a Subordinate Judge finds- that an entry 
made in the Record-of-Rights is incorrect, the Subordinate Judge or other Civil Officer 
who tries the suit js bound, under the provisions of the law, to notify to the Collector the 
manner i~ which the entry in the Record-of-Rights is to be rectified. That is what is 
done at present. I submit, my J.Jord, that the existing practice is much better. To 
allow the Collector to be implicated in a private suit would be_ unintentionally favouring 
one party to the prejudice of the other party.· Of course, as stated by the Honourable 
Mr. CuRTIS, if the Collector finds that the interests of the ·State are invaded by any 
private suitor, he can bring a suit himself as the representative of the Secretary of State 
in the District Court, and he will have his claim fully tried. But cases of this kind will 
be undoubtedly very few, and I do not think that it is necessary to pass this section 83 
as it stands, and~ agree with my honourable friend Mr. UP.ASANI in saying that the whole 
of this should be omitted altogether. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur RAM.AN:BH.AI MAHIPATRAM NILKANTH spoke as follows:
Your Excellency,-! submit that it would not be advisable to omit section 83 as suggested. 
by this amendment. The Record-of-Rights is to be prepared by Government Officers, 
and it is better that Government should have an opportunity of being heard in legal 
proceedings instituted· for correcting the Record-of-Rights, so that the proceedings 
might have finality. If the Record·ot-Rights is corrected without hearing what Govern· 
ment have to say on the subject, Government would feel justified in the impression that 
their Record did not stand in need of correction. · 

I understood the Honourable Mr.UPASANI not to press the omission of sub-section (2) 
of this section. 

As regards sub-section (8), it was urged that the ordinary Law of Limitation should 
be allowed to govern suits of the kind referred to in this sub-section. But unfortunately 
it is not very clear what the ordinary Law of Limitation is for such cases. Article 14 of 
the Limitation Act prescribes a period of one year as the limitation within which a suit to 
set aside the order of a Government Officer should be instituted. It has, however, been 
held by the Courts in several cases that that article does not apply to such suits under 
certain circumstances. It is therefore necessary that the law should lay down clearly 
the pel'iod of limitation for suits of the kind referred to in this· sub-section. so that the 
public may know definitely within what time they are- to bring suits to correct entries in 
the Record-of-Rights. The period ordinarily prescribed for bringing suits to set aside 
orders of Govercment Officers is one year, and there is no reason why the limitation in 
this particular case should be different. 

In my opinion, therefore, the section as it stands is quite proper and should' not be 
omitted . 

. The Honourable Sir RwnARD A. L.A'llB spoke as follows :-Your Ex:cellency,-I will 
not detain tho Council by going through all the pros and cons against this section. I can 
only assure the Council that we in the Select Committee considered this section carefully,. 
and the Selec~ Committee accepted the amendment of the last portion of the third clause 
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which is described in the Oommittee~s Report. Both this and section 88 are taken from· 
the Punjab Minor Canals Act, and we have followed these sections very closely and 
adopted what we considered to be good in dealing with a very similar matter. I think, 
that having been fully considered in the Select Committee and having been adopted,· 
I cannot say anything more than what is stated in the Report of the Committee, and 
therefore cannot agree to the amendment that has now been moved. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHA.R BALKRISHNA U :P A.SANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-I am afraid my position has not been fully understood. What I l~rge is 
that in suits between two parties, there is no reason why notices should be issued to a 
party against whom the plaintiff himself does n(\t claim any right of action. On the 
other hand, paragraph 2 distinctly lays down {reads). Under this paragraph and 
section 88 it is not open to any party to file a suit against any officer or any one of 
them for any act done by them. Whatever they may• have done in drawing up the 
Record-of-Rights, it will not ·be open for the party to file a suit against them. When 
it is not so open, ~ do not know why the Collector should in each case be troubled to 
see whether he should put in his appearance. When the decree is passed between two 
parties, a third party wiP. not be affected, and then in any matter in which the parties in· 
terested ·are in litigation, I think Government will be taking unnecessary responsibility 
upon themselves to enquire into each case. It will unnecessarily increase the work of 
the Courts and of Government officers and put the parties, as shown by my Honour
able friend Mr. BEL VI, into unnecessarily hard conditions, which is not necessary for,the 
adjudication of their own claims against ordinary parties~ It appears to me absolutely 
unnecessary to make the Secretal'y of State a party in the cases referred to in section 83. 
I fail to see w?y private parties should be required to issue notices and processes and 
take action against Government when they do not claim any relief against it.'· This 
wiU be adding further trouble. There is nothing in the Act to bind the Collector to 
alter the Record-of -Rights in the terms of the decree. The. Court cannot order that 
a 'Record should be drawn up in a particular manner. That being the case, I do not 
know why the proceedings· should be complicated and why Government Officers should. 
in each case take the trouble to enquire into every suit in which any entry in the 
Uecord-of-Rights may be in question directly or indirectly. Every village will have so 
many holdings and there will ~e nm:r~.berless entries made with regard to each holding, 
we are ·told that there are a large number of works in respect of w l:ich the suits are 
filed. That being the case, I think .it would be better that this section be dropped. 
There ·are Government· Officers watching particularly Government interests, and it will 
be for them to take action when their own rights are really invaded. 

· A.s regards the remarks thaft fell from my Honourable friend Mr. RAMANBHAI that 
the Collector should know ·what is passing, in Court, I say the Collector wilt know it 
after the case is decided when a copy of the decree is sent to him. Then he will be in' 
a better · po!dtion to ~ecide whether it is necessary for him in the interests of Govern
ment to take any action ~n th~ matter. Under those circumstances, I think this section 
ought not to be embodied m the .Act, and as regards the limitation, I think, alread 
the. preparation of the Record-of-Rights will place the parties in a very hard positio: 
because they· will be bound by the entries as they may stand, and Government ha , 
the· right to revisfl the Record-of-Rights from time to time, Tha£ beinO' the cas · ~et 

. • o e, IS 1 
not fair that the party himself should· have at least the ordinary period· of limitation 
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·to file his suit for the assertion of his own rights. In these circumstances, I think 
the motion which I urge. will receive favourable considerat\on. 

The motion was. then put to the vote and lost. 

Section 83 was then put. to the yote and carried. 

The Honourable :Mr. GoKULDAS KaH ~NDAS PAREKH :-I want to ask Your Excellency· · 
if section 85 can be put before section 84. Probably the discussion of section 85 may 
help the decision to be arrived ·at·in connection with section 84; and therefore I request· 
·that section 85 be considered before section 841. . . . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am not quite clear what the Honourable Member 
. says. Does he wish t~ move an amendment to new section 85 ? 

The Honourable Mr. PARMKH :-No, Your Excellency, what I propose to do is to
make observations for the purpose qf showing that this ·section 85 ought not to be a part 

. of the Act. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think he had better discuss _that when we come 

to clause 85. I do not think the Hon~:mrable Member has given any particular reason;· 
although I am quite. willing to do it if he gives me any strong reasons. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-New secLion 8~. The Honourable Mr. GonBOLE. 

The Honourable :Mr. KASHINATH RAMCHANDRA GoDBOLE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, section 84 deals with the question of repairs. Certain repairs are specified· 
in that section, and my amendment state~ that the repairs specified under sub-sections (1), 
(2) and (3) shou~d be omitted, and those mentioned in sub-sections (4) and· (5) only should 
be retained in this section 84. · 

The position which I have taken up with reference to these repairs is clearly explained 
in my minute of di~sent, and I will read to the Council that minute. (Reads the minut~·, 
of dissent.) 

Now, Sir, let us compare the revenue under these second class works that is realised 
.by the State, and the net revenue that is realised by the State from first class works. I 
fi_nd on a reference to the Officers of the Irrigation department tbat on some second class 
works iu the Nasik District, Government realise water revenues of Rs. 8, Rs. 11 and 
Rs. 12 per acre. In the same district Government· have realised only e1ght annas per acre 
as net revenue in the case of one first class work during 1911-12. In the case of 
another first class work in the same district in the same y~ar Government have realised a 
net revenue of Rs. 3 per acre. Contrasting these ·with second class works, where Govern-· 
ment have realised revenues of Rs. 11, Rs. 12 and Rs. 8 per acre, I think, Sir, that 
Government should contribute substantially towards the repairs of second class irriga• 
tion works from their own funds. I would prefer that all t~e repairs should be carried 
out hy Government if practicable. But there is the old custom which makes it obligatory 
upon the irrigators that they should carry out such repairs. In pre-British times they 
were executing these repairs, and even now according to ancient custom, they are 
uttencing , to repairs in many instances. · It strikes me howe;er that, under present 
altered circumstances, the il'rigators should be relieved of the responsibility of carrying 
oat repairs to a considerable extent. 'Vhat I propose is tLat the smaller repairs should 
be carried out by paid establishments and it is only the larger repairs which cannot be 
carried out by paid establishments wLich should be made obligatory on the irrigators. 
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I know that in the case of works in Khandesh and Nasik, thel,'e are silt clearances required. 
at the commencement of rains, and 'at the end of rains, for the efficient irrigation of 
Kbarif and Rabi crops. In ihose seasons it is impossible to get any outside labour, and 
it is a necessity, I think, that in the interests of the works, the irrigators themselves 
should carry out these silt clearances. The petty repair work:; that are specified in 
sub-sections (1), (2) and (3), can, howeve-.., be easily carried out by one or two men. 
There are paid men already ·On many of the works, but the emoluments of these men were
settled in pre .. British days, and they are quite inadequate under the present circum
stances, and uuder the present high cost of living. The Council will be surprised, to hear· 
t~at in some cases these old village Irrigation Kamdars or Patkaries are getting only 
Rs. 2 a month. It is impossiple to expect any efficient work from a man so magnificently 
paid. The sum of Rs. 2 was quite sufficient to meet the wants of a labourer in ancient 
days, but now he cannot get on ~t an with ~uch an income. I therefore think, Sir, that 
in consideration of the large net revenue that Government are realising from second class 
irrigation works they should contribute liberally towards the paid establisl1ments on these
works and get the repairs specified in sub-sections (1 ), ( 2) and (3) carried out by this paid 
agfncy. The· other repairs that cannot be carried out by one Ot;' two paid men should he· 
made obligatory on the irrigators. '!'hat is the position that I have taken up., and I place-

. it before the Council for their consideration and acceptance. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, the 
Honourable Member has my sympathy. His· efforts to reconcile hi$ position as a retired; 
Executive Engineer with his present character as the friend of the people is somewhat. 
amusing.· I think, Sir, if you read the Honourable gentleman's n::inute of dissent, it 
will be seen clearly that if he had had his way he would have proposed that the whole 
of the repairs to these works should be carried out by Government. Nothing else can 
be inferred from that minute. That is precise]y the suggestion which I made to the
Honourable Member ten years ago when he and I were in Khandesh together. What 
happenedto that suggestion? The Honourable Member rejected it with scorn and saw 
no reason why the custom prevailing hitherto should not be enforced. That, Sir, is why 
a reference was made to Government and why the. present Act is now before this 
Council. 

As regards the comparative recoveries of the assessment on land irrigated from 
these works as compared with that on land irrigated from the first class works it is 
unfortunately the fact that the rates on land used as first class works ~re ]ow, that the 
more expensive forms of C)lltivation like s~garcane and so forth are not practicable and 
consequently ~he revenue is not so large. 1\fost of the second class works on the 
other hand have been in existence for a very large number of years, the standard of 
tillage is very high, and the proportion of the area of high class crops such a~ sugarcane
and so forth is large, consequently the rate also works out very high. 

I submit, Sir, that the Honourable genllAman has shown no reason why the ryots: 
should be excused from effecting petty repairs and there is no reason why they should 
not be made to repair· gullies and ruts and so forth. They are just the petty repairs 
that a man on the spot can do, and which they should be encouraged. b do by tho 
Engineers of the Public Works Department. I therefore submit, Sir, tl:at the section-· 
ought to remain as drafted. 
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The Honourable gentleman is aware of this fact and is therefore trying hard to 
effect a compromi8e. He divides the repairs which have to be effected into five 
sub·diyisions of which four' are to be catried out by the State and one only, the clearanco 
of silt, by the ryots. Now I must point out that the ouly class of repairs which entails 
serious labour and expense is the clearance of silt; every thing else is trivial compared 
with this. Therefore the honourable gE~ntleman while no.minally proposing to relieve the 
ryots of a heavy burden, really leaves them to bear th~ brunt of the work. 

. The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR . BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, the motion put forwat·d by my Honourable friend Mr. GODBOLE has my full 
sympathy, and if I were allowed to tack to it the riext motion which stands in my n.amel' 
where I urge that the liability for silt clearance be taken away from the irrigators~ it will 
probably facilitate disc~ssion, and .the time of the Council may be saved, because we may 
have to go over the same ground. If, Your, ExceJlency-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am afraid I must tell the Honourable Member 
that I cannot possibly allow the new section that he wants to propose. It is a sort of 
general descriptive remark, and I cannot possibly allow it. 

. . 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-In connection with this, I have in the first place to 
urge that with regard to works on whjch Government hav~ spent large amounts on 
construction, allthose repairs referred to by our Honourable friends are done at Govern· 
ment expense, and I do not kn~w why on those works on which Government have. not 
spent large amounts, and have yet taken up the ownership these repairs should .not be 
done by Government at their own expense. · 

~ 

.As a matter of fact, in the two districts, Nasik and Khandesh, alone the income 
from these second class irrigation works comes to Rs. 1,18,362 plus Rs. 1,04,170 or in 
all Rs. 2,22,542. The cost of repairs will cover a small portion of what Government gets 
for simply permitting people to use the water which is drawn from Bandharas and channels 
put up by the people themselves at very great expense • 

.Another difficulty, my Lord, is this. It is .very difficult to get all people to join 
together in doing these repairs. The share of each in the repairs cannot be allocated very 
~asily, and I do not know how it can he made workable. So long as people were conscious 
of joint ownership, they have been doing the repairs, but they are not now able to do 
them satisfactorily, and that is the chief reason why there has been so much trouble for_ 
many years. With a view to avoid this harassment in the matter of repairs, as I said 
the other day, they had consented to a voluntary payment of one anna in the rupee by 
way of Patphala. There was some difficulty about its' collection' and after all that was 
given up, and Government undertook, I believe in 1904, to make· part of the repairs 
themselves, and directed they should be met out of Imperial funds, and they stated that the 
silt might only be cleared by the people. Even in the matter o£ silt, there is e. very 
great difficulty in getting all people to do the needful to c1ear it, and if Government 
hold out their kind and gracious bands for the help of these people, and if it is contem• 
plated only to take up a few 'vorks under these .Acts for the present and leave the rest 
to be provided for by the new legislation which is contemplated, I think the cost will 
by very insignificant. That being the case, it will ·assure the people of the g~nerous 
mtentions of Government as set forth this morning by Your Lordship that the purpose of 

. this Act is not to charge people with any further cost, but to help them in more efficient· 
enjoyment of their rights as they exist and ensure· at the same time the payment of the 
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Government revenue at the rate which they used to pay. 'l'hese rates, my Lord, are 
~h~rged at consolidated rates. Peop1e have to pay them whether. they actually use the 

• water or not, and they may well be relieved from the charge on account of repairs. This 
would be~ fair and proper when in the case of thl:' major works for which they pay at lower 
rates and o~ly when they actually use the water, they are free from the oharge on account 
Qf thes~ repairs. In the case of the second class works they pay a much higher rate and efen. 
if they do not use the water and they have. a stronger claim for the repairs being don~ 
by Government~ The ~ost to Goverpment will be very sm~ll, and .a large amount of 
i~co~ve~ience now experienced by the ryots in the matter of these repairs will pe avoi~ed. 
The present arrangements, as I understand, are that each village has. its own Patkari_ 
and Havaldar to do these repairs. These ~en either hold loam lands, or are paid cas~ 
a1lowances. The fact that they have been holding Inam lands and cash allowances show;s 
that these repairs have practically and ~ctually been done at Government_cost. W~~n 
these men hold loam lands and cash allowances granted by Government, they are ser• 
~ants paid by Government for the service of the village, and that being the case if their 
remuneration is not now sufficient, and if it is found necessary to engage more. hands at" 
larger remuneration, I think the additional charge required on that account ought to be 
undertaken by Government, and especially in the case of works which are to be takeQ. up 
under management or control. The undertaking of that charge by Government will fulfil 
the purpose for which this legislation is intended. The chief reason w~y this matter has 
been engaging the attention of Government for a very long time is that the pPople cannot 
be ·made. to join together in doing the repairs. With that experience ·before us, I think 
the time has come, especially when labour is more scarce and costly, to help these people· 
in the matter of these repairs, especially under the circumstances. which I have alieady 
placed before the Council. With these few remarks I beg to support the motion of my 

· Honourable friend Mr. GoDDOLE. 

"' 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRINIWAS KoxHER RODDA spoke as follows :-Your· 

Excellency, I entirely disagree with the motion that has been brought forward by my 
honourable friend. He bas proposed in the new section that sub-sections (1), {2) and 
(3) be omitted and sub-sections (4) and {5) be numbered as (1) and (2) respectively. 
The. matter has been sufficiently well discussed in the Select Committee. What the· 
Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE now pro_poses is that instead of pet~y repairs, heavy repairs 
are to be thrown on the ryot, while he wants t.o omit the small repairs which are to be 
done by the ryots. If we go in detail into th_e se~tion (reads), removal of grass is a daily 
occurrence. This is a case in which they should. not allow other people to remove this · 
grass. These are iri fact petty repairs and which can be looked after b;y the irri()'ators on 

. .. . 0 

whom the obligation is thrown by custom, w hi1e the most costly thing is the clearance of 
silt from supply and distributing channels. The probability is that these are things which 
cost people more than what is contemplated in the Act~ 'l'herefore I strongly urge that 
the proposal of keeping sub-sections (4) and {5) and numbering them as {1) and (2) 
removing altogether (1), (2) and (8) is not consistent, and the matter of petty repair 
itself is sufficient to show that Government do not want that the ryots should spend more 
than the cost of the tank. What it wants is that it should keep the tank in its proper 
state wi_thout removing the courses. This is all what Government wants, and therefore 
1 urge that the section as framed and adopted by the Select Committee be retained 
without any modification. 
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The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHN.A.. S1~~r:ui: KA~.A.T ·s~oke ... a~ follows :-Y~~r Ex~~}.. 
... • ' ..,. ' '· • "'J 

1ency, I confess I cannot ag~ee '~ith th~ view. of my no.ho~·r~ble fri~n~ · ¥r· ,G-ons?~-~· 
'regarding the quest.ion of the onn_s of '(Ietty repatrs. I th~~k .,~~ ~as o~l! yester~a! tq~: 
be told us that it was not convement fo~ ~he ·:Mamla~dar to collect·some)t~. 3 from, ~ar., 
"fifty irrigators at a distance of fifty mtles from the head-quarters of tne Mamlatdar~ 
Und~r. t~ose ~ircumst~nces~ thenl I fa~· to see how it 'Y?u~~ ~e '(!Ossib~~ or C9~venient for 
the Government to s~nd down a ma~ t~ a di~t~~ce pf th1rt.1, ~r fifty miles with·something 
like half a d~zen basketfuls of earth, for, say, filling up a hole. 

The Honourable Mr~ GoDBOLE referred to the comparative ~ates of w~ter, a~d h~ 
. . . : . . . ' . . ' ~ . . . .. . ' ..... 

told us the water-rate for first class IrrigatiOn was somet~mg. hke 8 annas . per. a~n·e. I 
believe it is not a question of rates or cost at all, but: i~ is a question I of con v~~ienc~: £~ 
the matter of repairs,' and secondly there is t?is. rea~on, that. after all the onus of the 
repairs has been. ~p~n the shoul~ers ~f these irrigators by anc~en~ custo~ f~r ~ ve!y ~-~~~ 
time. I do not thmk, therefore, that at the present day we are creatmg a very great hardship 
if the irrigators are· exrpected to carry out these small r~pairs. . . · , • · · ·: 

. ' . . , I ,"' 

'. J 

The Honourable Mr. CuRTIS referred to.the Madras and the Mysore Regulation •.. 1 
do not know whether I shall be in order in referring to tha~. ,aut I sqoulq have 
liked to suggest a very. slight ~h~nge in th~ wording of clause 2,, vi~;~ ''. 'prev~ntio~ and 

· growth of prickly-pear'', for, th~ wording in th~ J!4ys~~e ~egul~t~?n is.'' check:.(ng ~~~: 
growth of prickly•pear ''and not the" prevent~~n ~f grow~h ''. I.feel that to prevent the 
growth of prickly-pears in thi~ country is perhaps ~s difficult a ta~k a~ to·'st~mp o~t 
plague, say, froni the City.of Bombay •. Ther~fore~ ~f the wording" chec~i·~g th.e growth;~ 
is changed into "the prevention of prickly-pear ,;, per~aps ·the 9ultivator o~ the 1rrig~tor 

, • • I , • , • • , · •f 

will understand his responsibility much better, and he ca:t;t be more co~v!:)niently held 
responsible for this petty' rep~ir than perh~ps if the wording were ,, prey~nti~n of th~ 

• , , • , • j • r . .- , _ ~ .... , .. " .. 

growth of prickly-pear". '\Vith this suggestion I oppose the amendment of my Honour.; 
.able friend Mr. GODBOLE. . · · · . ' ' · · · .· 

.-. 't , •• 

. The ii~nourabe Mr .. G~KULDAS KAH~NDAS ~.A.REKH spoke~~ f~llo~s ~~Ypur ~~cell~ncy,. 
. I support my ho.nourable friend Mr. Gon,BoL~'s l a~endmen~~ ;One,· of the ground~ 

which he has urged in support of the amendn;te¥It. is, ·tpa~j th~ Government hav~ been, 
.taking considerable revenue from the irrigation works, therefore it would be proper that 
all sorts of repairs must be undertaken by Government. In addition to this, I ha~e to 
submit another reason for · accepting the amendment. · The Council Will note that ther~ 
·existed in· this country the old system of obtaining forced labour of the inferior peo:rle of 
the community without payment for· carrying out works for 'which the whole comm~nit.r 
is liable jointly. Ordinarily . the headman of the village. would I make . the poorer and 
depressed people to carry on such work. Somehow or other this kind of liability 
which I comlider to be altogether of an un·British character is understood to survive. 
by ignorant villagers of' backward classes.. But I submit, Sir, that it is a means of 
committing oppression in the hands of the village officials upon. people of the poore~ 
classes who may hold land in the neighbourhood of Irrigation works. They would 
not be able to distinguish how far their liability ~~tends, and tq find th~ quantity of 
work which, if done by ~ family ~r. i~di.~id~al .w~ul~ s~fflc~ . to. fre~ . !~ fro~ ~~rt9.e~ 
liability during the year or season, ~nd therefore, I am afraid," that the result of keep~~, 
.this section, standing as it is, would be that a considerable amount of liability would 
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fall upon the poorer people for which they would receive no payment. There is no provision 
for payment, and therefore I submit, that a liability on a. large number of persons would 
result in the poorer people being oppressed, and I say in consequence that the amendment 
which has been moved by my honourable friend Mr. GoDBOLE will considerably Jessen 
the burden on the poor people, and it ought to be accepted. · 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARROW spoke as foll<?WS :.;....Your Excellency, I will :make 
only a very small contribution to the discussion. The honourable member referred to 
the fact that on first class works Government accept the responsibility for small repairs, 
b:u.i for those on second class works they are attempting to place it on the owners of the 
works. It seems to me that all that the Bill does is to apply the same principle as 
~s applied under the Irrigation Act; in first class works every owner of a water course is 
~bliged to undertake certain repairs and to do certain things with regard to his water 
course to meet the convenience of his neighbours. A similar obligation is to be imposed 
in connection with second class works, the owners of which are to be compelled to do 
sue~ things as are absolutely necessary for the sake of his neighbours. Occupants are 
not to be allowed to be so neglectful as to cause inconvenience or damage to their 
neighbours. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I am 
sorry to say that I have begun to lose faith a little in the Honourable :M:r~ GoDBOLE. 
I find it very difficult to follow him in his numerous changes of attitude. There was, some 
years ago, a very clever, picture in Punch of the Right Ho~ourable Mr. Gladstone 
attempting to turn his back on himself. The Honourable 1\Ir. GoDBOLE appears to be 
trying in a similar manner to turn his back on himself. He changes his attitude, turns 
his back on his former opinions, with a frequency that is certainly very puzzl~ng indeed. 
I do not wish to repeat what the Honourable Mr. CURTIS has said about Mr. GonnotE's 
~revious opinions, but I think he has made clear that he goes back on them, turns his 
back on himself, in a rather startling fashion. He puts before us, as his latest pet and 
fancy, a Mysore Regulation and begs us to consider whether we cannot adopt it. . Having 
put that before us, he at once asks us to reject a very large part of what the Mysore 
Regulation contains in the matter of maintenance and repairs. It is a little difficult to 
take the honourable gentleman seriously. 

As to the merits of the present amendment before the Council, I entirely agree with 
. my honourable friend Mr. RoDDA in stating that the matter was considered fully in the 
Select Committee, _and that the conclusion it came to was that it was right to impose, to 
legalise, the performance of the customary labour which is expected· from the owners, 
the. irrigators, on the minor irrigation works. I agree also with the Honourable 
:Mr. KAMAT that it is not so much a matter of cost, as a matter of personal labour. The 
.cost is not very much, it is only labour, and I differ from the Honourable Mr. PAREKH in 
}lolding that it is not a matter of forced labour for maintaining all the minor works which 
people are expected by custom to. do, and have unfortunately in many cases ceased to do • 
.l think, Sir, that the amendment ought not to be accepted. 

· Th~ Honourable Mr. KASHINATH ;RAllCHANDRA GonBOLE spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency, I have. nothing to add to the remarks which I have already made to 
this Council. 
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:With reference to the Honourable Mr. CURTis' remarks, I would point out that the 
Mysore Regulation provides for the same repairs as are put down here, but it makes a. 
provision which he has overlooked, and that provision is, that a Government grant is 
placed at the disposal of the Panch to enable them to carry out these repairs. If this 
Government grant is forthcoming in the case of the Bombay Presidency second class 
works, I have not the slightest objection to the onus of repairs being placed upon the 

irrigators. · 

Then as regards the change of front with which I have been charged by the 
Honourable Mover of the Bill and the Honourable Mr. Cu:aT~s, I submib to this Council 
that there has been no change of front. I have been co,nsistently maintaining that there 
is the ancient custom which makes it obligatory upon the irrigators to keep their works 
and chann~~s in good order • 

. The Honourable ~Ir. CURTIS suggested on the occasion he refers to that all the silt 
clearances should be carried out by Government themselves. I pointed out that this 
was an impossibility, evep if Government attempted to do it on account of the difficulty 
of getting outside labour when required. That is the position that I took up on the 

. occasion referred to. I still maintain, Sir, that the responsibility of the irrigators as 
regards repairs is an old responsibility which they· ought to be made to carry out in 
practice as far as practicable. But looking to the altered circumstances of the present 
times and to the way in which Government are carrying out repairs on their o~n first class 
works some alterations in the old customary practices are necessary and it is these 
alterations that I have been pleading for. 

With regard to the Honourable Yr. BARRO'Y's remarks, I havA to· point that he has 
been referring to water courses and sayirig that the irrigators are simply charged with 
carrying out of certain works which will come i11 the way of their neighbours. That is 
not the case. In the first place, water courses are quite different from the canals 
connected with the second class irrigation works. They are private courses and private 
water channels which belong to the owner himself. What I plead for is that, under the 
altered circumst~nces of the case, the responsibility of repairs shouid be taken away from 
the irrigators altogether. If that is not practicable, then they should be relieved of the 
onus of repairs to a certain extent at least, and the practical way that I have pointed out 
is that Government should contribute and maintain one or two paid chowkidars or 
managers for each work who should go round and do such petty repairs as cannot 
conveniently be carried out by the irrigators themselves. With these remarks I again 
place my motion before the Council. 

'Ihe motion was then put to the vote and lost. 

Section 84 was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Section 85, does the Honourable Mr. PAREKH wish 
to speak on that? · . 

The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAs KAHANDAS PAREKH :-Your Excellency, I intended to 
speak in connection with this section, but after the decision which the Council has arrivetl , 
at on section S4, I do not think I ought to trouble the Council. If I bad put in any alter-

n 41-80 · 
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native proposal in place of section 85, then I would h:1ve been in order, but as no notice 
··of any amendment has been given by me, I do not think I shall be justified in troubling 
the Council with any remarks. 

· Sections 85 to 89 were then put to the ·vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT;-Now we will return to the· amendment .to the 
new section 73 which my honourable friend moved some time ago and which was post
poned this morning. I think all Honourable :Members have got a copy of it. . 

The Honourable Mr. KASHINATII RAMCH!NDRA GoDBOLD spoke as follows :-· Your 
Excellency, I wjsh to ask the Honourable.Mover of the Bill whether he would accept a 
~mall amendment to the proviso that he has drafted. The proviso as drafted is : (Reads.) 
I might explain that the present tanks are for irrigational purposes, but in addition to 
that private people will construct small Bandharas and field 'channels, especially in the 
Ratnagiri district. There are channels like that in Ratnagiri and Poona, and if I am 

· right, in Satara also. So if he will agree to the wording that I have suggested "or for 
irrigation work" or if he does not prefer it, I would say ''canal, channel or pipe, which 
is actually used in the Act. · · 

'I he Honourable Sir R!OII!RD LAMB:-.! water course is defined in the mam Act in 
section 3, and section 3 is made applicable with reference to this Bill, and in view of this 
.definition of water course in section 3 of the main Act, I have no objection to reading 
"provided that no artificial reservoir .or water course supJ>lied with water therefrom 
which is actually use~." . 

The Honourable :Mr. GoDBOLE :-But it won't include these small Bandhara Irriga
-tion works that I have been referring to.- So l think the words" all other ·irrigation 
works,, will do in preference to ''artificial reseryoir o.r other works which is actually 
. used for the purpos9 of .irrigation.'' 

'The Honourable Sir RroHA.RD LAMB :-The offer which I have just made is the 
·utmost that I can make. I beg to remind my honourable friend that this offer is being 
made in respect of an amendment·whi~h was thrown out. In order to avoid its being 
considered that nothing wouJd be done to meet the ·views of the honourable gentleman, 
I bave, with the assistance of our Legal Advisers, devised a proviso which is the utmost 
which I can feel myself justified on ·behalf of Your Excellency's Government in offering 
to the ·honourable member in respect of the amendment which was thrown out. I can 
agree, if he desires, to insert ''or water course supplied from such reservoir," but I am 
not disposed to go any further than that. 

The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE :-But it will not meet the case I have put forward. 
We ·are grateful for the concession that Government are ready to give. The Council is 
aware that we are not· entitled to any concessions at all.· It is a concess~on that has been 
·given by Your Excellency to the large minority that have voted in favour of my amendment. 
We are very grateful for the concession, and I beg to point out that we will be still more 
grateful if the small addition is made. (Laughter.) 

The Honourable Sir RICHAR·D LAYB :-My honourable friend having turned his 
back on himself a number of times is now asking us for a little more. Again, Sir, I can 
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··only repeat that, after consideration by Your Excellency'(:! Oo"Q.ncil, this proviso which 
I have proposed is the utmost that we can afford to give. To me, personally, it appears 
that the whole of the wording is entirely superfluous. Everything that is put down here 

·is really secured .in the Bill jtself. This ia a s.up(;)rflui~J of_ verbiage which I aD;J. very 
. sorry mysel~ to see imported into the Act at all, An Act ought to be restricted to 
providing just what is necessary,, and use no more words than.are necessary. By putting 

· in that proviso, we are adding a lot of unnecessary words which, to my m1nd1 are entirely · 
. superfluous and ought not to be in the Act. It is D;J.uch _agains~ my own opinion that 
I h;:1ve accepted so muc~ as the additio-q of t~is .Proviso, put to ·do JDp.re than that, to 

. enlarge it, I all) ~ot at all prepared. · · 

The Honourable Mr. GqnBOLE :-I gratefully accept the small a~dition that the · 
-honourable member is going to give us. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I must say that I admire the honourable member's 
·persistency very much indeed. He has really squeezed the stone quite dry, and the 
· Government is unable to giv~ any more. The proviso as amended will read '' provided 
that no artificial reservoir or w~ter course supplied from such· ~eservoir· which is actually 
used '~ and so on. · · 

Section 73 as amended was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB ;-The Bill having been. considered aT.ld having 
been passed through the Second Reading, and having been considered clause by clause, . 

. and certain amendments having been made in some sections, I now pr9pose that the Bill 
be read a third time and passed. lp. view of the hour, and this being the fourth. da;r of 

·this Council's sitting, I presume that honoural>le memb~rs will be grateful to me if .J 
~refrain from making any lengthy re~arks.. I., ther~fore, Sir, move that this Bill be read 
. a third time and passed. . . 

The Honourable Mr •. SHRIDHAR. BALKRISH:NA U.PASAN1 !SJ?Oke as follows :-Your. 
Excellency,-Considering all that has passed in this long disc1;1ssion, and cqnsidering th~ 

·circumstances which I placed before tho Council of the very short notice that was give.ll 
to the parties cm;10erned about the ~nal stage 9f this Bill, I have already pointed out that 
the Bill as amended by the Select Committee, the Second Reading of which we have just 
passed, but the translation of which was published only a week b~~ore this Council met 
here, I beg to propose that there need be no hurry at least for the final stage, ~nd that the 
third reading be done in the usual course. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD Lum :-I beg to point out that the usual course is to 
read a Bill the third time immediately after it has passed its second reading and been 

·considered clause by clause. I beg also to draw the honourable member's attention to 
· the fact that at the third reading no amendments can be moved. What possible good, 
therefore, can be brought about by postponing the third reading, it is impossible for me 

·.to conceive. 

Bill read a third. time. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-:J:he question is 
that this Bill be read a third time. 

The motion was then put to tho vote and carried. 
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;BILL NO. I OF 1914 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE DISTRICT 
. MUNICIPAL ACT, 1901). 

The Honour-able Mr. PRABHA.SHA.NKA.R D. P ATTA.NI spoke as follows :-Your· 
Excellency,.:_The scene no~ changes from open country,_ 

The Honourable Mr Prabha- almost from the jungle, to the more familiar portions of" 
shankar D. P~~ottani moves the first · 

the Presidency,-! mean from irrigated fields to Municipal reading of the Bill. 
· · activities in district towns of the Bombay Presidency. 

The Bill before us is a Bill further to amend the DiStrict Municipal Act, 1901. It 
contains a large number of amendments, most of them of minor importance, which have· 
been brought to the notice of Government from time to time by officers of Government 
or by non .. o:fficial gentlemen, and which have been finally collected together and brought 
into one Bill. 

These amendments can :r;oughly be divided in~~s, namely, those that arise 
out of the growing importance of certain cities which makes it necessary to ass!milate
their Municipal .administration more closely to that of the City of Bombay. The·second 
treats of the defects which have been brought to light in the practical working of 
that Act. 

In the first class come the provisions for the appointments of Municipal Commis
sioners for cities with a population of 150,000 and. above. Here :we follow the 
'corresponding sections of the Municipal Act of the City of Bombay. The powers 
proposed to be given to the Commissioners will be the powers of the Chief Officers with· 
some more powers added thereto, and som~. of the orders of the· Commissioners wilt be 
subject to appeals to th~ Municipality. If any ·more pow~rs are to be ·added to or
:taken away from what has been proposed in the Bill, the . Select Committee will deal 
with that. 

Before I pass on to the other clauses of these amendments, I should like to say that 
'these provisions authorising the appointment."1 of :Municipal Commissioners are optional. 
It is not obligatory that they shall be appointed at once, but it is the intentjon of 
Government to appoint o~e for the City of Ahmedabad. As to· whether one will be· 
appointed for Karachi subsequently or not will be considered later on. But the inhabit. 
ants of Karachi have not yet reached the limit of ·150,000, and they ~ave got a very 
capable Chief Officer on a salary of Rs. l,250, and therefore the need for immediate 
action·at Karachi is not so urgent as at Ahmedabad. 

Your Excellency, I intend to propose that on the Select Committee, which will sit 
to consider the Bill, there may be appointed representatives of the cities of Ahmedabad 
and Bom~ay who are mostly concerned with the. appointment of a Municipal Commis
sioner, and therefore it ia that I do not want to discuss that question at length; but I 
must say this, that I do not anticipate much opposition to this provision ; rather that the 
cities in question will feel honoured by the fact that their increasing importance has 
brought or is bringing them to the stage at which their Municipal administration can 
with advantage be assimilated more closely to the administration which has worked so 
satisfactorily in the Metropolitan City of Bomb2.y. I may also mention for the inform~
tion of the Council that the United Provinces have already got officers on salaries of 
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Rs.: 1,200 as Executive Officers for the cities of Allahabad and Cawnpore, although they • 
are styled as Chairmen of the Municipal Boards. 

Now coming to the other provisions that we have borrowed from the Bombay CitY 
:Municipal Act, you will find that clauses 12 and 19 dealing with the control of steam .. 
whistles used by factories and mills, and clause 17 which deals with the question of 
animals used for dairy purposes have been incorporated in the present Bill. The former 
have been intended for Ahmedabad where there are already a large number of factorie3. 
The latter is needed for Mahableshwar and elsewhere. · 

Now coming to the secon class of amendments that is, amendments de!tling with 
the defects that have been found in the actual.working of the Municipal Act, most of 
them have emanated from the Honourable Rao Bahadur SA.THE, the Chairman of the 
Sholapur Municipality, who has been good enough to scrutinise the Municipal Act very 
carefully and give us his experience .of the practical working of that Act. Those sugges• 
tiona have been incorporated in clauses 9, 16, 18, 20 ·and 2l. I do not propose to discuss 
these at length, for I am quite sure that the honourable membe~ from whom these 
suggestions have emanated will have to say a few words about them. I will only inform 
the honourable member that out of the several suggestions that he has placed before us~ 
most of them have been very carefully considered, ~nd although they have not found a · 

place in this Bill to .. day, some ~f them may at a later stage be adopted. 

Out of the other amendm~nts, taking them in their order, clause 3 · deals with 
residential qualifications. · It is intended to foster healthy local self-government, hence
they are placed in the Bill. 

Clauses 6 and 7 strike at corrupt practices. Hera again in clause 6 we follow the 
Madras :Municipal Act.· Clause 7 gives a larger latitude of time to the Collector with a. 
view that he may be enabled to investigate and question the legality of elections. He is 
rather in a·different position from a candidate who is supposed to be always acquainted 
with the particular fact~ of an election business 'n which he is interested, hut the Collector 
is in a different position. 

As regards the remaining clauses, I shall not detain the Council with any lengthy 
explanation, because full explanation has been provided in the Statement of Objects 
and Reasons. · 

Your Excellency, we have been in this enlarged Council very fortunate in havin~ 
a number of members who are either Presidents. or leadiag }!embers of liofussil Munici
palities, and their practical experience will be of great use when they sit on the Select. 
Committee. 

With these few remarks I move that the Bill be read a first time. 

The Honourable SHEIKH GRULA.li HussEIN IliDAYATTALLA.H spoke as follows :
Your E:x:cellency,-This Bill introduces, in my opinion, two important changes, one by 
the introduction of new section 15A, and secondly the appointment of a Commissioner .. 
Clause 15A introduces a change which, I must at the very start style as a provision of 
a retrograde character. My Lord, th~ law as it stands. at present as regards the 
resignation of a Municipal Councillor-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Will the honourable member tell me what clause
he is referring to? 

n41-81 
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The_.,Honourable SB:EIKH GnuLAY HussEIN HrDAYATTA.LLAH (continuing):

Clause 5, new section 15A, uiy Lord. 

The law as .it at present stands asregards t~e resignation of a Councill~r is .that .the 
resig~ation of a Councillor tak(;ls effect from the date on which .he tender~ h1s ~es1g~at10~, 
but according to the new change, though a Co.uncillor sends in his res1gnat10n, 1t will 

· not amount to a resignation unless and until it is accepted by. the President. · Your. 
Excellency knows that the appointment of a Municipal Councillor is an honorary one. 
According to the new change, we corppel the holder of an honorary appointment to serve 
on the Corporation against his wishes. The reason that has been assigned in introducing 
these chancres is that some of the Councillors as the Act at present stands after mis-

b . ' . 

behaviour in the Corporation, can by ~heir resignation escape the_ punishment provided 
by section 16. But !"submit, Your Excellency, that resignation itself is a punishme~t 
for t4em. Now if after they have resigned, they want-to seek re-election, we all know 

. wh_at are the troubles and botheration of a re-election, and I am firmly convinced that, if 
his constituents feel that he has really condu,cted himself disgracefully on the Corporation, 
, they will n~t vote for him. Therefore~ I submit, the change as int~oduced by section l5A 
is a retrograde step in the progress of local self-government. 

If this suggestion of mine is not approved of by this Council, then by discussing 
section 16 of the present Act, I will make another suggestion, Sir.· The results under . 

. section 16 of the present ·Act are very drastic. A Councillor, if he is remored by a. 
majority of one vote~ cannot re-enter the Municipality under section 16. In the first 

·place, Sir, the words ''disgraceful conduct" in section 16 are .too· general and too vague. 
They are ·not defined anywhere in the. Code. If we take the case of a Chief Officer, 

· _though he is a paid. servant of the liunicipaJity, what do we find? he shall not_ be 
removed from the· service of the Municipality unless there is a majority of three-fourths; 
but a Councillor o£ the ~unicipality who is his superior may be re~oved by only one 
catch·vote of majority. It will be said that if we amend section 16, and if the Councillor 

.w ~o misbehaves himself cannot also be· removed unless there is a majority of three· 
fourths,· it is so difficult to get the majority of three-fourths, therefore, it will be in 
practical worki~g an. impossibility to remove any Councillor of th~ Municipality for 

· his disgraceful conduct. · To safeguard thatt Sir, I will suggest that a new provision be 
added to section 16 by which if a bare majority consider that the conduct of a Councillor 
is disgraceful, in that .case. the Cou.ncillor may be suspended for a number of meetings 
only. But if a majority of three-fourth~ of. the Corporation are of opinion that his 
conduct is. disgraceful,_ then he may be perJJ?.anently disqualified. Your Excellency, .in 
the Municipalities everywhere there appears the party spirit and it will be so easy by a 

. bare majority to remov~ any member under section 16, which involves such a drastic 
·punishment that the man cannot re·enter the }.funicipality for life. 

The next thing is the appoi~tment of a Commissioner. U oder the Act, the· Munici
palities do,. not only tlie work of deliberation, but executive work also, and by the present 
change, in big towns having a population of 150,000~ all the executive work is ·bein~ 
transferred to the Commissioner. Looking to the largene~s of business in these hi; 
towns, and the large area and the· diversity of the population and the largeness of the 
interests involved, I welcome this change about the app~intment of a Comm ~ssioner. · . 

Your Excellency, before I take my seat, it will_ not be out of place for me, as the 
Municipal Bill is on the a.n vii, to bring to Your Excellency's notice that the l\Iaho'mmedan . 
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population of Sind is not adequ~tely represented by electio!ls in 'the· Municipalities .. Ther. 
are Municipalities in which there is a ~Iahomrnedan population of 25,000 people, and ouf , 
16 elected members there is not a single Mahonimedan. I do not want to SUO'O'est ... "hdyh~a" 

· oo lis 1m 
Excellency, that Your Excellency should give us comm:1nal representation, becau1·.t· . , .

1
. 

· f f f f · d .a 1 tes. would simply evoke a storm o protest rom some o my rten s .. All that I W?,.." · • • 
1
. 

· . - JH.UnlCipa tty 
Your Excellency be pleased to ex:tend to the l'thhomedans of Smd that·princir' ff . f h' 

. h I d d th d b k . h' C .~.e a atr$ o t IS whiC was so ardent y a vocate two or rea . ays. ac m t IS ouncil . D 
h h . h M h d f 8. d b . . . gtve.a . eputy to t e seats t at are gtven tot e .a omme ans o m y nommatwn .t; t d . f . - . .eg1 tma e uttes o 

order to make myself v~ry clear to Your Excellency, I will say tha+ S · . . d T . 
· h 'f f h G E £ • ·Y urvey an own number of seats m t e gt to t e overnment. veu a tar ilomt: ·t 11 t b. , . t d 

h . f . b . h h :t ·f G 1s a a o e appom e experts, t ere remam a atr num er 10. t e anas o overnment. I1·t· :8 . d T. 
· • • . • • • ...11 y urvey an own 

most of these places m Smd may be gtven by electiOn to -the Maho ·.t . . 
1 

£ 
. . . · oroper 1 1s essentm or 

Your Excellency that mstead of nommatwn let those seats be · ld · t b 1 . . · k 
1 no e ower m ran 

to the Mahommedans. · · . · · · · qg, • 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I really hardly think that the qu( b · f th 't -
. 1 . f M h . a' . I ' • 'IJer 0 e capaCI y twn or e ecbon o a omme ans or any other sectwn of the commumt.> . d T 

relevant to this Bill at all. I do not think the honourable member can:r~~{ I an . 
6
owrl: 

· I · · · · b . h f hi . . east to questiOn. t IS a very mterestmg quesbon, ut It as no ra erence to t s BtU . 1 ·· f 
• . a sa ary o 

The Honourable SREIKit GnuLAM HussEr~ HrD!.YA.TrA.LLA.TI :-The Bilted cannot 
amendment here, and Your Excellency has power uo.der se(}tion 11 to give .f about 
by election. · · '"~n of 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The honourable member must remember that wli.ll 
are not dealing with the original Act. We are . now dealing with ·the Bill before v 

the House. 

The Honourable SHEIKH. GHULAM HussEIN :-That means I cannot discuss any.· 
thing beyond t4e amendments that are contained io. the BiJI. · 

The Honourable Mr. P ATTANI :-The honourable member can only speak on clauses · 
that are included in the Bill, and if he has any more new amendments to make, I think · 
the proper course would be to suggest them in writing to Government so that when 
another opportunity arises for the amendment of the Act, those suggestions may ba 
considered and incorporated, if found· advisable. 

The Honourable SHEIKIIGHULA.M HussEIN.:-With these remarks, Your Excel_lency, . 
I support the, first reading. 

The Honourable Sir. CHINUBHAI MADHA\TLAL read the following speech :-The main· 
feature of this bill is the provision made for the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner 
on lines nearly analogous to the .Municipal Commissioner o£ the · Municipaliby of · 
Bombay, in place of the Chief Officer to administer the affairs of Municipalities having 
a population of not less than one lakh and fifty thousand and the reason advanced for · 
making this am~ndment is to provide suitable administrative machinery capable ·of ' 
coping effectively with the growing volume and .complexity of work in Munioipalites of-· 
the largest towns of this pre.sidency that -have· by their development outgrow0: 'the ·limits· · 
of existing administrative agency. . Such town for the present is Ahmedabad and perhaps · 
Karachi may come in later. on. and consequeJ)tly .. this~ bill- affects Ahmedabad only. · 
The remarks tha~ I am making therefore are based upon the study of the means and 
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~sources of Ahmedabftd and apply to the conditions and circumstances of the Municip~lity 
(j his town,· That the work of Mq.nicipal Administration will be done p1ore effecttvely 

~:e appointment of a Municipal Commissioner will be readily admitted .by all who 
resig~ad~ed the working of Municipal management of cities of large . popula~wns whe~·e 
but acco.:s working pf the e::ecutive authorities becomes much mora u~~erattve ~h~n m 

· not amounus. Seco11dly it is equally essentjal for the s~coess of Mp.mCipal admmtstra· 
Excellency ki!lrge population towns that there should be ~ steady and unflagging con· 
According to the'ltenance of ~ settled policy once laid down ~fter mature consideration by 
on the Corporation All these can be satisfactorily attained by vesting large powers in 
these chanO'eS is that the trutq of this statement is best brought borne by the administra-

b . . 

behaviour in the Co1:cipality inasmuch as its cop.stitution has beco~e an ideal in the 
by section 16. But pp1plp.t~il ame:Pdrpent of the constitution of the Municipality of 
for them. Now if aftlrefore no question that by the appoit;1tp1ent of a .Municipal 
what ~re the troubles J lines of the Municipality of Bombay the. aqministration ·or 
his constituents feel . towns of this presidency will be improved. The only points 
. they will not votF are the question of cost and the abil~ty of the Municipalities 
is a retrograde.~et it. To realize fully the extent of the liability, these Municipalities 

If this r incur by having Municipal Commissioners, it is necessary first to· 
section 1~e class, of officials from which the choice of such an executive head 
section 1J to be made and also the nature of his work. Unlike the Municipai 
major·ssioner of Bombay Municipality the a~ministrative head of these larger district 

. plar£cipalities will· have to divide his time between three duties, viz., first the duties. 
T'Oper of a· Municipal Commissioner, second the work of city survey and third town 
planning work ; ap.d as the last two duties ar~ of a very important and onerous nature 
they will absorb at least h~lf if not more of that officer's time. As the bill now stands. 

. the appointment of the Chief .Officer· must cease on the appointment of the . Municipal 
Commissioner into whose hands the control of all Municipal matters must necessarily go. 
Now this officer with his multifarious municipal city survey and town_ pl.anning duties 
will not be able to look minutely intp the details of each of the departments placed 
under his. charge and the re~ult will b~ delegation of powers and duties to subordinates .. 
Under the ·existing law this delegation by the Chief Officer is subjec~ to the approval of · 
the General Board of Municipal Councillors, bu~ under the bill before our consideration. 
su~h delegation will proceed from the Commissioner without the approval of the General 
Board and the powers to be so delegated are considerably wider than those of the Chief 
Officer, because much greater powers are proposed to be granted to the lllunicipal 
Commissioner in this bill. It is a matter for serious· consideration as to how and to. 
whom such wpolesale delegation of power should be allowed, whether according to 
e~isting arrangement of the bill such delegation should in the natural course of things be 
allowed to go ~o such persons who may be immediately under the Municipal Commissioner
or ~e restr~cted t<? some class of officers specially selected for the purpose. I have 
a~e~dy sai~ tha.t the powers contemplated to be given to the Municipal Commissioner are 
co.~si~erably w~der and greater than the maximum of powers that can be enjoyed by the 
Chief Officer by the existing Act, and I need not state that such powers require 

d d 1. h dl' . . - very 
~ct~ul an e 1cate an . mg and for th1s reason a tr1ed officer from the provincial servic& 
of th~ grade of a J?eputy Collector is generally se_lected. I consider therefore 
that no officer of a grade lower than a DeputJ Collector to be distinctly specified in this 
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. bili ··fo~ 8Uch. dele~~tion ~f ·the po_wers of_ t~e. Mun.icipai Co~missioner and he may be' 
styled as Deputy l'J:unicipal Commissioner if it be considered necessary to ~istingu:lsh him
from the Chief Officers that are provided fur in the existing Act for Municipalities.· 'I 
understand that: there is a Deputy 1\Iunicipal Commissioner in the Bombay Municipality 
where the Municipal Commi$sioner devotes his whole time solely to the affairs of this 
:Municipality. If this be true bow much more necessary.is it to giye.a Deputy to 
Commissioners of :Municipalities who have, ih addition to their. legitimate duties of 
:Municipal affairs, the onerc:>US and time-absorbing duties of Qity Survey and Town . 
Plann.ing. I consider ther~fore ·that if a }funicipal Commissioner is at all to be appointed 
and if it be contemplated to entrust him with· the duties of City Survey and Town 
J>lanning in addition to his duties as a Municipal Commissioner proper it is essential for 
the success of this experiment to give him a Deputy who should not b~ lower in rank 
than a Chief Officer as provided in the ·existing· Act for Municipalities. · 

I now come to the cost of this scheme. The Municipal Commissioner of the capacity 
to control three important works, viz., Municipal Administration, City Survey and Towrl 
Planning, will in all probability be a member ofthe Civil Service of at least 6 to 
8 year.s' standing and such an officer I underst!tnd ·cannot be had under a salary of 
about Rs. 1,500 per mensem and 'his Deputy bf' the qualifications already desc~ibed cannot 
be had much under Rs. 500 per mensem. Thus. it will be an expenditure of about 
Rs. 2,000 per month or nearly Rs. 25,000 per year. I now come to the main question of 
cost, viz., wheth~r the Municipalities, th:at will come under the operation of this bill, will 
be in a position to bear, this annual expenditure of Rs. 25,000 which I may incidentally 
remark is ·reckoned without any pension contribution and leave allowances, and will they 
be justified to incur such a heavy bul·den situated as they are at present ? I think the 
Officers that have advocated a Municipal Commissioner for the Municipality of Ahmedabad 
have had som~ misgivings on this point and Mr. Painter, the Co1lect6r of Ahmedabad, with 
. a view to help the Municipality in· this matter when recommending to. Government 
for favourable consideration his scheme for granting to the Ahmedabad l\Iunicipality 
.made certain concessions when he formulated his scheme for a Municipal Commissionet;" 
for the Municipality of Ahmedabad in his letter to the Commissioner, Northern Division, 
dated 9th June 1911 ; and th~ present committee of- management passed the following 
resolution in a· meeting of the Generai Board held on July 28th, 1911, on the strength of 
this letter: "As to the proposal made by the Collector to place the executive administra· 
tion of the Municipality In the hands of ~n officer who should also be in charge of City 
Survey and Town Planning work, this committee is of opinion that in 'view of the 
beavy work with which that officer would have to cope, it would be necessary to retain 
the present post of the Chief Officer to help him in the discharge of Municipal duties •. 
In view of the proposed extension of limits and the increased responsibilities of th~ 
:Municipality, this ·committee as· at present advised would entertain favourably the 
Collector's proposal that the officer contemplated should have a position ana!ogous t~ 
that of the Municipal Oommissioner of Bo~bay. The scheme of the City of Bombay 
Municipal Act being different from that of the Bombay District Municipal Act, it would 
bo nece::~sary to. recast the latter Act in order to create a Municipal authority in th~ 

.. ~hape of a .~lunicipal Commissioner.· It would be possible for the committee to defin? 
the exact position and the salary of the Municipal Commissioner after they knew on 

. what lines Government were prepared to· amend the Act, ho\V many of· the revenue 
B 41-8~ 
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concessions recommended by the Collector, Government were prepared to give and what 
part of the salary (of the proposed Municipal Commissione.r) Gov~rnment were prepared 
to contribute," 

The concessions referred to in the foregoing resolution as mentioned by the Collector 

in his letter to the Commissioner, Northern Division, are briefly as follows:-

(a)' The grant of the sale procee~s of land in the suburban area. 

(b) The local fund revenue from sand, kankara, etc., taken from the river bed. 

(c) Partial relief from the charges of the upkeep of the provincial roads in the 
Shahibaa area and between that area and the Railway Station, all of -which will be . 0 

brought within Municipal limits. · 

(d) The ownership of road and side trees. 

Mr. Sladen, the then Commissioner, Northern Division, also must have realised the 
:tinancial position of the Municipality and the heavy liability that it was called upon 
to incur in having a 1\Iunicipal Commissioner, because he has recommended to Govern
ment in his letter of 23rd Septembe·r 1911 that the Collector's proposals be accepted 
while the present Commissioner,.Nort~ern Division, the Honourable Mr. BARROW, is quite 
outspoken in his letter of the 7th March 191~ to Government on· these misgivings about 
the ability of the Municipality to bear the increased cost. 

~t will thus be seen that while admitting the desirability of giving to the :Munici
pality of Ahmedabad a Municipal Commissioner three important officers of Government 
apJ?ear to be sceptical as regards its ability to bear the extra burden of cost and I ·think 
I will not be wrong in assuming the Government also realising the strain to which 
the resources of the Municipalities concerned will be put by the introduction 
of this measure has tried to tid~· over the difficulty by proposing to share this burden 
by assigning to this Commissioner the· combined duties of City Survey and Town 

Planning and thereby relieving considerably such .Municipalities of theh· liabilities 
If I am righ,t in this conjecture I fully appreciate the consideration that ·has led Govern .. 
ment ~o make this combination of <!uties in the proposed Municipal Commissioner 
and I would urge that instead of leaving to tho discretion of the executive 
officers the apportionment of. the cost of the salary of this officer between Government 
and these Municipalities 'it is much better to clearly specify in the bill itself this share 
which I would suggest sho:uld be in the rat~o of 2 to ··1, that is to Ray Government 
to 'bear two-thirds and the !;£unicipalities one-third the salary of the Municipal 
Commissioner and that no. pension contribution and leave allowances to be demanded from 
the latter. Such a course in my humble opinion will remove .for ever charges of mis· 
apprehension or misinterpretation at any future time. I would also request that the 
concessions recomme.nded by the Collector of Ahmedabad in his letter of 9th J una 1911 
may be ~ccepted. and granted. as. these will go to help the Municipality of Ahmedabad 

. to x:neet its extra liab1lity of entertaining a Deputy Commissio11er as already described. 
It :rpay perhaps be argued that after the recent. enhancement in the water rates the 
Ahmedabad Municipality should no l.onger be in need of such concessions. My reply 
to, this. is that the income calculated to be derived from these enhanced water rates are 
more less earmarked. for loans contemplated by the Municipality to be raised for 
dJ.'ainage extension and. other improvements and consequent}! are not likely to come to 
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the help of. the Mu~icipality for this purpose, Government having recognised tho 
necessity of mending the existing machinery of Municipal executive administration 
pronounced to be ill suited to the proportions and extent of a growing town 
like Ahmedabad has come forward with a tried scheme for this purpose and has been 
O'enerous enouO'h to volunteer to share with the Municipality the salary of the Municipal 
l:l 0 ' 

Commission;r. I humbly request our sympathetic Government to extend and to make 
its generosity complete by giving to the Municipality of Ahmedabad some sort of an 

assur~nce for these concessions. As regards the details of the bill lik~ the ·defining 
of the powers of the Municipal Commissioner, etc., the present is not the right time to 
say, They can best ba left to the Select Committee to wllich this bill will assuredly be 
referred, and may be discussed, after the second reading. 

With these remarks, my Lord, I support the first reading of the bill. 

The Honourable Sir ·PHEROZESHA.H :MERWA.NJI 1\:b:HT.A. spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, an amended Bill of the. sort of the District Municipal Bill is not one which 
can only be discussed or debated upon the principles running through it. Each amend· 
ment really stands on its own merits and its o~n footing, and has to be discussed o~ its 
own account. But there are only two points included in these amendments on which I 
shaH wish to offer a few observations to the Council The first is about the attempt 

which has been made for the first time to introduce the system of the Bombay Munici
pality and to apply it to the largest towns in the mofussil. I have always held that that; 

is the procedure which Government were bound to come to at some time or other. The 
only question is whether the Municipality is one to which the system can be profitably 
1lPJJlied and that depends upon the position and the resourc~s of the Municipality whether 
its resources are of a character which would enable it to employ a Municipal Commis• · 
sioner of that sort through whom alone a system, like the system of the Bombay 
liunicipality, conld be properly worked. In the Bombay Municipality the system has 
worked well, because, the resources of the City are capable of engaging the serv~ces of an 
officer of high standing, experience and reputation. It is absolutely necessary for 
working a system like that in. which the executive power is placed in the hands of one 
responsible officer called the :Municipal Commissioner that he should be a man of great 
probity, knowledge llnd experience. If that were not so the experiment is bound to prove 
a worse failure than the present system in the mofussil. Therefore it is necessary to see 
in the case of these Municipalities in which it is proposed to apply ~he provisions, 
whether the Municipality has adeq nate resources for the purpose. Of course it is for 

· those who are conversant with the conditions and circu~stances of the mofussil Muuici· 
palities, to point out whether such provisions could be made applicable to them. I 
suppose, that !s a point which will be carefully considered in the Select Committe~, 
whether there is any town in the mofussil which has arrived at that stage of fiuaucial 
capacity under which it can have the new system applied to it. 

The other point to which I should like to refer is that which is referred to in the 
Statement of Objects and Reasons and· it is this. With regard to the amendment of 
section 15!, the Statement of Objects and Reasons says-(reads). 

Now·, Your Excellency, section 16 of the District Municipal Act says-(reads). 

Now it seems to me that the atatemont which is given in the Statement of Objects 
and ReaEons with regard to the amendment of section 16 misconceives altogethet• the 
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~-~cop~. ~na 'o1J3eot. o£ section 1a. section 15 wa~ .. not introduced for thetpurp~se o£ 
~lao~ng · ~ ·p~nalty :~po,n· an erring Councillor, but for the purpose o~ getting rid 
trotn ih~ Municipality' Qf a ·person. :who has proved ·himself of the character which is 
described in section '16 .. In case he was· not there in case be had resigned, it was not 
' . . . ' ' ' 
~ntended 'that' t)lat section should be applied for the purpose of putting a .stigma upon 
'him.· That being so, it seems to me that the, object which is sought to be gained is not 
an object which is in_ consonance with the purpose described in section 16 which is really 
put upon the· Statute :Book. The object was that if a Councillor was considered as 
'having misbehaved himself in that Municipality, there should be smp.e way of getting rid 
of him under the District Municipal Act, applying the remedy of putting the responsibility 
upon the Governor in Council of removing that erring C'ouncillor. It was not, as 
I said, for the . purpose of placing the penalty up.on him and, your Lordship will see 
.that that must· be so. Because, this i~ don~ without any judicial trial~ If it was ever 
intended that that section was to be used f6r the pc.rpose of placing a stigma upon the 
erring Councillor of having. been guilty of misconduct or incapable of performing his 
.duties, I am perfectly certain that even Indian Legi!)lation would not have allowed that 
to be 'done without giving an opportunity for a· man to be placed upon his trial and 
. deFending himself in an open judicial manner. It was because that was not so, 
. that a certain executive power is 'given to the Governor in Council for the . purpose of . 
ridding the Municipal body of a person of that character. Therefore, I must strongly 
protest against the attempt which is made to shackle individual liberty of a person to 
resign any place which he has· entered. If he chooses to resign it at any time I submit 

· .that h'e ought· to be· at liberty to do so. The resignation is open. to him at his own will • 
. I can well imagine cases, I 'have had large experience in l\1:unicipal affairs-in. which a 

.. Councillo;r has. erred, and his. action required that something should be: done as to 
:his conduct, but th~ way is open to the· Municipality for the purpose of attaining 
.that. object. And I have once or twice seen it done in the Municipality of Boribay, 
.that is, by passing a resolution, that such a person who has acted inn particular manner) has 
. acted in a· manner which according t? the opinion of the Municipality is liable to grave • 

. censure or such ju~t description as .might occur to the Municipal body as. necessary .or 
desirable. That object can be gained in . that manner. But. if a section is introduced 
like the one preventing his. resignation as it were and putting an indirect· stigma by 
saying that he is expelled from the Municipality, I submit that course is not in con-

.. sonance with i4e right of individual ·liberty or of justice or in the interests of th& 
Municipalities themselves. I~ a person is to be prevented from resigning, we in popular 
parlance very often say that the resignation does not take effect till it is accepted. But 
your Lordship will :fi~d t?at when· we come to concrete instances there is n~thing of 
that sort. A man ha~ the fullest -right of resigning his functions which he has for 
hi~s~lf undertaken. It seems ,to me, as I say, if he has done anything which is wrong ~r 
which is reprehensible, steps should be taken forth~ purpose of marking the sense of· the 
l>Ody anrl to pass a reso~ution to that effect. I should have no objection to such a 
courEe, ·for in' the l3omb~y Municipality there have been a few instances where such a 
course was resorted' ·~o. :J3ut I;. have never seen that a Member could be preyented as it. 
were from resigniilg. whenever he chose to do so. I will .ask my Honourable friend in 
charge of the Bi~l to· consider this· question very. ~are fully and very seriously in the 

··Select Committee. I do not think we· ought to make it harder for a Councillor-whethe1• 



official or non-official, elected or nominated~to do ·his duty according to the best light• 
on tbese liunicipal bodies, by placing him at the rpercy of an indirect stigma of that• 

. character. I am quite ready 'to admit that if a man deserves it in proper circumstances-· 
that a stigma should be placed upon him-he must have the right of an open judicial 
trial before you place a direct stigma of that sort upon him. I only thr~w this suggestion 

·out for the purpose of enabling the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill and the 
Members of the Select Committee to devote their attention-very careful attention-to 
the amendment which is propoj:led in that part of the .Act. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Ga~SH .KTLISHNA SA'J.1IE spoke ~s follows:-Your 
E:xcel1ency, at this late hour of the day I do not t~ink ~ will be justifi(;:l~ in detaining 
this Council for a longer time than i~ really ;necl;)ssary ~0 ria<;:e before the Council my Q,wn 
views on three or four sections. 

First, as regards the change that is introduced by section 186A by the creation of 
the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner for to~ns having a population of over a 
lakh and fifty thousand, 1 have to make a few observations, but I must say that I am 
doing so, not because that ~lause at present applies to . any other Municipalities having 
less than that population, but, as this is the tin1~ when one can speak of principles, I 
think, I should not allow that opportunity to ~lip. It is a fact, at least I can say for my_ 
self by some experience gained, that it is necessary for better advancement of eflicie~t 
local self-government, that we should have a good executive officer to perform (111 
executive functions, and particularly for large towns it becomes more necessary. And 
thongh I am in favour of the principle .of having some officer, call him by any name, 
whether a chief officer or a Municipal Commissioner, the question is not whether ·he is 
wanted or not, but the question is whether the Municipality can afford to retain him. If 
I rightly understood . one of the sections of the present amending :Bill, I find that 
the appointment of the Municipal Commissioner solely rests with the Governor in 
Council, and my .submission .is that un1ess the \M~llicipality for the adq::dni.stration of 
which he is to be appointed is consulted onlb~at p_qirit, the apprehepsion is,~and lfeel. 
that there is some room for that apprehension,-:-that Government will be thrusting upon 
the Municipality an officer of a pay and grade which would not be withjp. ,the means of 
that .Municipality, and it is fair that if he is to do the work of a body for whose interest 
he is appointed in the main, that body should have a voice in the appointment to be made, 
and my suggestion on that point is that.in- deteriQ.jning the pay that body should have 
perfectly free voice. It is said in th~ Satement qf Objects and lt~asons that that clause 
has been taken from the Bombay City Muni9ipal.Act. T.he circumstances of Bombay 
differ from the Mofussil. The Act relat~s on!J to one town and there the maximum and 
minimum pay could be determined in relation to ~he finances or to the income of that 
Municipality. But in the present case~ that is in the case of 1\Iofussil Municipal t~wns, 
I think, it would be in the interests of the Municipaliti~s ~f the settlement of those 
questions as to the grade from which that offic;er is to be recruited is left to be determined 
·by the Municipality. If they do not exercise that right in a reasonable spirit Govern
ment have their power under their controlling authority to bring to their noticA that 
their action was not justifiable. These are the only few remarks which I have to make 
about the appointment of a Muni~ipal Commissioner. My own suggestion was that i~ 
would do even if we re~uce the amount of the pay to be given-to the Municipal Commis· 
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sioner to that ·of District Deputy's g~ade •. The question ·of p'optil~tion of one lakh i~ste~d.' 
~f one M.kh fifty thousand i~ a mino~ detail about which I need not speak anything • 

. · Another point which·is one of principle has already been ·sufficiently discussed by 
Honourable Sir P HEROZKSHAH MEHTA. While endorsing all that has been said by him, -~ 
will. oniy a~1d two words. Disq~alification, i~ it arises under sectjon 16, becomes perma~ent 
d.isqualificatiou under section 15, and I th~nk, it is really very hard that a Councillor 

. who misbehaves or misconducts himself during a heated discussion of a meeting should 
be mu)cted with a punishment of that character, and is it not enough punishment for 
llim if'he takes into consideration the sense of the meeting and voluntarily goes out of 
the corporation. · I· think that ought to be conside~ed a sufficient punishment for a 
Councillor who according to the sense of the meeting has misbehaved or misconducted 
himself, and the way in which that section has· been put in really means that you are 
inviting the rest of the corporation to hold proceedi&gs: under section 15, and my submis
sion is. that such a kind . of temptation ought not to· be placed before .Councillors and 
before the Municipality where feeling sometimes runs very high and things are done 
sometimes out of personal spite. So my submission is t·hat that section ought to be deleted 

· The third point to which I would refe~ i~ the Qhecking of corrupt practices. lfr~m 
the last year's Administratiot;t Ueport of 'the ~uJ:!.icipalities we :have known that_ ther~ 
were very' sad cases in 'el~ction matters arising out of these corrupt practices, ·and it is 
very desirable that such practices should be checked, . 

(His Excellency th~ PRESIDENT at this stage withdrew . and the Honourable Vice 
President (Sir RICH~RD Lur:S) ~ook t~e chair.). . 

· .The Honourable Mr. SATHE (co~tinuing): But at the same time care must·be taken 
to bring the penal clause in a line· with. the ;civil remedy that has been already on 'the 
Statue Book under section 221. 

Another clause to which I have to raise an objection is the power given to the 
Collector to step in to. challenge an election. Experience sho~s that the voters and the 
·rival candidates are always careful enough to .guard their interests and they do not allo~ 
a single opportunity to slip if. they find that there is any real grievance to go to the 
District Judge an~ get the election set aside on account of :corrupt practices. It is an 
e.very day experience that at.elElCtion times, feeling ~uns ve:y high and we will be simply 
supplying· un~crupulous men or busy bodies opportunities to send in anonymous petitions· 
to the Collector, so that he may take action under the arrumded clause. I know .he will 
'Q.~e his discretion and he will make every~ endeavour ·to investigate before he -launches 
into a case in the District Court, but when .there are rival ·candidates all· of ·whom are 
bes~ able to look after themselves it seems to me a superfluous provision in the law. ··I: '. 

Another point that I wanted to touch:w~s about section 96.of the A~t. ·That. is. ·~y 
own ame~dment ~ut I will not give any detail's about that secti~n~ t 'will only' say that 
that se(jt10n reqmres further am~ndment in the _light of the. recent. rulings tha~- have be~n 
given by the Bombay High Court. · · ' · · · · 

. . . ( ... . . . . .. ~ . . . . . . . ' 

' Theu, Sir, there is another point which I ~anted to bripg to the n~tice of this Coun· 
cil .. at tb_e first reading ~nd · that w~s: whethe'r it would· n.ot b~ desirable to. ~e~d this Bill 
to. the several.Municipalities.reqiiesting ~hem to .send th.eir pb.sc:;v.ati~ns or r.emarks b th. 
time the Select Committ~e sits to work, 'so that the Seiect Com~ittee will be;iu a po~ti~·: 
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to know the views which the :Municipalities that are likely to be affecteq by these amend•; 
. ments hold on certain points. "This is" only a suggestion that I throw out~ t-5uch a 
course will not only facilitate the consideration in the Select Committee but it will enable~, 
the Select Committee to incorporate any new suggestions that might be made by the. 

several Municipalities. 

With these remarks I support the first reading of the Bill 

The Honourable Rao Saheb VENKATESH SHRINIWAS NAIK read the following speech:
l!ay it please Your Excellency, I have very great pleasure in giving my approval to the· 
principles involved in the amending Bill no~ befere the Council. It· has been the out• 
come of difficulties and inconveniences arising out of the working of the Act •. Since the 
passing of the Act in 1901, about 5 amendments have been i:na~e. , .The- administration. of. 
the Municipalities is in the hands of different bodies living ~nder different circumstances,· 
and though the Act is framed so as to suit the general condition of all these admlnistra·. 
tions, certain circumstances give rise to some difficulties, which cari.not ~e solved by rules;, 
to be made under the Act. The several amendments that. have been embodied into the' 
present Bill, have, it seems, . been suggested to Government by the e~ecutive and othe~ · 
officers, as they occured to them, in their. routine work of control, as. well as by a few 
¥unicipal administrators. There seems to be some reason to think that some more~ 

changes deserve to be considered. I expected that before this amendment was.taken· on· 
hand Government would call for the difficulty felt by different bodies in the working. ·of~ 
the Act and consider all the proposals together, as we do not often get the Act amended"· 
I fear that any new suggestion cannot now }?e introduced in the Select Committee, ~nd I, 
submit that the different Municipalities in the Presidency, may be invited to send in 
the difficulties they may feel in the working of the A':}t, and any other a.mandment ~mbody· . 
ing them all, if they deserve, may soon be brought. 

· The safeguards now provided in the Act to prevent corrupt practice, at the . time 
of elections were insufficient, and the penal clause now introduced is ~ commendable. <?ne~. 
and tends to mitigate the evil, which in the absence of any pen~l responsibilities o~ the 
voters' and the candidates, was often practised. The addition of a sub-clattse, empowering 
the Collector, to question the validity of an election, is also a welcome one. As the law 
now stands, though the Collector was assured of an invalid election, on the grounds of 
corrupt practice, he had no po\ver to question it or take action upon it, except thro.ugll a' 
member of ·the body itself; thus affording opportunities to ·the person possibly to again 
resort to illegal means, to see that his election is not questioned or challenged. 

It seems that legislature intends an actual payment, in prescribing the payment 
of a certain amount of tax, to qualify a person as voter or candidate, and the wordings of · 
the Act as they are, even in the amended section, are not cle~r enough. I suggest that 
the Select .Committee before whom the amending Bill will pass, will consider this and make. 
the words more clear. 

This amending Bill further legalis~s the systen:t of farming out the tolls. In the 
case of the Municipalities levying the toll alone it was often found that the qost ~ q~ 
.entertaining a seperate staff to collect the tax, exceeded .the ma~imum percentage of th~ 
tax, allowed for such establishment, and consequently many Boards found it. convenient 
tohave.recourse to farming. The system which is in practice and· works _smoothly'· i~ 



some Municipalities; was otte:h oeing objected to, by the Examiner'of Local Accouoh1, as·. 
the system is not permissible by the Act. The·legalisation of this system has remove<l the 
cause of objection. It further rAmedies the great inconvenience often felt by the Munici .. 
palities,. of· undergoing the dilatory proceedings of the civil courts, in 'order to recovet 
the dues from defaulting contractors, as well as the difficulty the contractor ·or his agent 
often meets in collecting the toll from travellers who refuse to pay the same. In the 
latter case the contractor has no other recourse left to him but to go to the criminal 
courts-. The present amendment when it becomes law saves the trouble and gives facility 
to the 'c6ntractor to collect the ta!, an~ induces him to bid at a higher rate than what he 
used to do1 under the existing unfavourable proVisions of the Act. 

. . 

Amendment of section · 83 and the · addition of section 84A provide for the-
, se~iously felt fnconven~erice on account of want ·of provisions for collecting dues from 

defaulters, Jiving outs'ide the Municipal limits. As there were no provisions in the Act 
for 'coll.ecting such dues, there was probability o'f such Municipal revenue falling in· arrears, 
though as a matter of fact such arrears were recovered in some cases by brother authorities 
simply as a matter of ~bligation. . · . . · 

· . The ·provisions for the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner for big towns 
with special executive :powers, as has been stated in the Statement of Objects and Reasons,. 
tends to impro'Ve greatly the administration •of these places. The limit of population 
required for these privileges ·has been .fixed to a Iakh and a half. Looking to statement 
No. '1 o~ the Municipal taxation report issued in August last only Ahmed11 bad will be 
entitlt!d to the b(mefits ·of these prbvisions. In the last Council meeting a motion was 
brought by my Ho~oiirable friend ~r. KoTHARI recommending Your Excellency to con· 
sider the desirability-of nppointin~(a Municipal Commissioner for the port of .Karachi, 

(His Exc~llency the PRESIDEN.T returned at this stage and occupied the chair) and the
propbsal ·was withdrawn on !jlH)me·hopes being given that the matter would be embodied 
into·this ·amendment.· · 

T,he popul~tion ~f Karachi ·according to the stat~ment above referred to falls. 
s)l~rt by abou~ a couple ~f thousand souls, and I suggest that ·when the Bill passes 
to.the Select Committee, either the limit may be reduced ·or His Excellen~y the Governor 
i~ 9out;tcil may be empow~req to use his discretion in extending the privileges on applioa-. 
tion by local· bodies, even· if their. population falls shod of the. prescribed limit. 

. With these .. rernarksii 1support1the: first reading of the .Bill. 

" -'The H6nourabte·Ra.o·B~hadur SHRINrvAs KoNHER RoDJ)A spoke as ·follows :-Your 
Excellency, nat 'this! hour 6f ·the' day I 'do not want to take up much time I of the Council, 
but I shall'content:myself 'with a· few remarks. The Act is one 'which ·requires· repeated 
amend'ments, 'so· ivhatevbr ·am(m'dments are n'ow before· the Council should be passed, and 
I think the Bill is welcome and therefore that it be referred to the Select' Committee. 

· According to' o~e 'of the se~tions·~very ~erson ~ho has paid taxes -i~. entitled to give 
a 'Vote. nut •at ilhe time of electidn it is sometimes found that some of the voters have 
not actually I paid :taxes. ·Your ·ExcellencY. will see that there is not bing in the law to 
prevent such :people taliing part in: electioneering matters. So it seems to me that the law 
requires' to be ·amended ·to that extent. Toward~ this end one of the remedies that I 
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would sucrgest is that those alone who have paid the taxes for the whole year should be 
. 0 . . .. . . . . . . 

allowed to vote at the time of the elections. . . . . . . . 

With regard to the sales, they affect sni~ller ~unicipalities as well as_ iarg~r Munici
paliti~s who have to spend much more than Rs. 600 or even Rs.l,OOO, there is every danger 

0£ the Municipal Commissioners monopolising the purch~se of t?e ·articles. · Therefore this 
section should be so cautiously dealt with that no Municipal Commissioner will have any 
hand in the transaction. I also endorse my Honourable friend Mr. SATHE's suggestion 
that the Bill should be referred to the several Municipalities for their opinions, to facilitate 
the Sel~ct Committee's work. · 

With these remarks I entirely support the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VISIHNDAS :-Might I inquire how long Your· 
Excellency propose to sit today ? 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am very anxious if possible to get through th~ first 
reading of this Bill today, brit of course I am entirely in ~he hands of the Honourable 
Members. If many Hono11:rable Members now wish to make speeches on the first reading 
or if it is the wish of Honourable Members that we should adjourn, I am quite ready to 

_do so. But I should like if possible to get through the first reading today. 

The Honourable Mr. H.mCHANDRAl VISHINDAS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I 
hav~ to off43r some. few remarks. Considering, that we have only to discuss the general 
principles of the Bill for the purpose of the first reading ~nd there is no question 
of any amendment, with Your Excellency's permission I shall offer my observations on 

· the three ·points that call for attention. One is the provision about the appointment of 
the Municipal Commissioner, ~mother is the amendment or rather the insertion of 
section 15-A, referred to by the Honourable Sir PHEROZESIIAH MEH-rA, and the third is 
the power given to the Collector to file a petition against an election. · 

Now as regards the first, the appointment of the Municipal Commissioner, it will be 
recognized mi all bands that that is the most important provision of the Bill which will require 
most· careful consideration. And as my Honourable friend Sir PIIEROZESHAH MEHTA 
remarked it 'concerns individual Municipalities which are going to be affected more than 
it concerns other people. W:hilst we have heard from several members that the appoint·. 
ment of a ~Iunicipal Commissioner is a very good and desirable thing and one of the 
speakers went so far,_ ~ithout asking us, as to propose a Municipal Commissioner for 
Karachi', he ignored the exhortation that was held out by Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA that 
the question as to whether a 1\lunicipal Commissioner is fit for any particular Munici
pality should be decided by that :Uunicipality itself. And I want to. put it before Your 
Excellency's Council that _from the point of view of . the Karachi Municipality as also 
from the opinion I hold with regard to this question it is not desirable that such a 
provision should exist on the ~tatute Book. My principal reason is this that whilst the 
appointment of the Municipal Commissioner is not only desirable for a large city like 
Bombay but absolutely necessary forTeasons which I will unfold later on, it is undesir
able as well as unnecessary for any small city like Karachi with a population of not only 
one lakh ·and fifty thousand but even of two Iakhs. Now I do not think I can better 
argue the point than by quoting a passage from the speech of the Honourable 
Mr. GoKHALE at the time of the passing of the Bill which became Act III of 1901, the 
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present District Municipal Act, because that gives exactly the reasons why a. Municipal 
Commissioner should not be appointed in Municipalities other than big cities. {Reads.) : 

. · So, Your Excellency, on that occasion when the District Municipal A~t was .g~in~ to 
be passed the original framer of the Bill, I think it was Sir ErAN J!~F.s, 1n ass1m}lat1~g 
the District Municipal Act in this regard, inserted a provision similar to the one g~ven In 

the City of Bombay :Municipal Act in other words, a provision for the appointment 
of a. Municipal Commissioner for the mofussil Municipalities. There was a 
protest. from non-official Members like the Honourable Mr. GoKBALE and others and 
eventually in the Select Committee that clause was abandoned. That is precise]y the 
reason why that was abandoned, namely, that as a matter of fact the appointment of a 
Municipal Commissioner was almost a curtailment of local self.government. Now why 
it is a curtailment of local self-government is plain from this fact. If any Municipality 
has · shown a good record, if from the work that it has done, it would appear. 
that. it has performed its duties properly and with integrity, then I think, it would be a 
slur upon that Municipality to withdraw all these executive powers from it and to appoint 
a highly paid Municipal Commissioner to ex:ercis9 those powers. The Honourable the 
:Mover of the Bill said in his opening remarks that practically it would be a kind of 
compliment to the Municipality to which this appointment is made, because it will be 
placing that "Municipality on the same level as the Bombay Municipality. But I do not 
think that is a ·compliment to any Municipality, ·and I would certainly decline that 
compliment with thanks for the consideration I have just now put that instead o£ its 
being" a recognition of the advanced state of the Municipality, it is rather a condemnation 
()f its backward state, and I need not elucidate my point better than quote the example of 
Ahmedabad. It has become necessary to appoint a l\Iunicip~l Commissioner for 
Ahmedabad because the Ahmedabad Municipalty was suspended. Thus instead of the 
appointment cif a Municipal Commissioner being a compliment it is only a remedy for. 
those Municipalities which have been degraded by suspension. I hope I am not giving 
offence to any body but only stating facts. .so~ Your Excellency, in my opinion this is 
l'ather a retrograde measure and we are going back upon local self-government by the 

. appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. Then there is another consideration which 
has been already suggested and that' is the question of costs. .I do not know whether 
I would be justified in dabbling in other ,people's affairs, but still as the -Honourable 

. ·Sir CBH\UBHAI told the Councii that it is rather difficult for the Ahmedabad Municipality's 
means to afford the cost of .a Municipal Commissioner, you cannot help considering the 
questi~n. I understood from the Vice-Chairman of the same Municipali~y that its income 
is on!y eight htkhs of rupees. If the income is Rs. 8,00,00(), I do not know whether 
it will be· possible to appoint an efficient Municipal Commissioner. Now coming to the 
question of his status .I a~ forced to obse~ve that you _cannot have an efficient Municipal 
Commissioner unless he is very highly paid and unless he 1s of the grade of a Collector. 
:Bemg of the grade of a Collector, you must at least pay him Rs. 2,000. That amo~ts 
to about Rs. 25,000 a year; but apart from that there are other.things. If_ you appoint 
a Municipal Commissioner you, must have attached to him several heads of departments 
to 'advise him. It" has been the practice to recruit a 1\{unicipal .Commissioner from the 
Members of the· India~ Civil·Service. No doubt that service is the most disti~guished • 
service in th~ .world as described by Lord Dufferin, but still I venture to submit that if a 
Municipal· commissioner on a. smal.l pay, say on the pay of an .Assistant Collector is 

. . . . ' ' 
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~ppointed to. a 'Municipality like that of Kara~hi~-I do not ~now ~bout ~hmedabad,
then it will be ass1}redly going back, because~ we have gqt a'I:l officer who ·is Chief 
().fficer and Chief Engineer combined, and 1 cer~ainly do n9t it;nagine ~hat ~ny :&r~mbe~ 
of the Civil Service of the grade of an Assistant Collecto,r wou,Id be .a~~e tq perforpi 
bis duties so ·well and so efficiently as he is doing. J 'Yas now ad~~essing myself to the 
question of costs and that was the question whic9 the Honourable Sir . ;PHE~OZESRAR 
MEHTA laid stress upon. It all. depends upon .the financi~l resou~c~s ~f a ;Muni~ipality 
to be able to afford a Municipal Commissioner. · . . · 

Then it must be remembered that up to now Bombay is the only city which has had 
.a Municipal Commissioner. Even Madras and.Calcutta have not got a MunicipalCommis· 
sioner. The reason why the Bombay Municipality has got a Municipal Commissioner 'is 
because the Bombay Municipality from its very inception has had by Act II of 1865, 
which first gave Municipal Administration to Bombay, a tripartite government consistin()' 

. 0 

of the Corporation, the Standing Committee, and the Municipal Commi~sioner., These 
.are the three authorities which govern and the Municipal Commi~sioner from that. time 
Qmvards has been always keeping the s~atus of .the chief ~xecutive officer. Th~ref<;>re, 

it cannot be said that the Bombay Municipality is .going back upon its ~ystem of local 
self-government. But that cannot be. said of the Municipalities .on whom ~he .Munic'ipal 
Commissioner is going to be imposed for tha first time and who .have hitherto enjoyed 
the system of government under the District Municipal Act. 

The chief reason why a Municipal Commissioner should be appointed to a M:unici· 
pality is the largeness of the population. Bombay has got 979,000. It can very easily 
.afford to hav.e a very highly paid offic9r. A city whose incoms is up :to .eig~t lakhs can 
certainly not afford to have a Municipal Commissioner. I think that having regard to the 
remarks ~ade by the Honourable .Mr. fh.THE that wheth~r y9u call .him a ~uni~ipal 
Commissioner or a Chief Officer, he should be the head e.xecutive offic~r, I would pref~r, 
if the Bill is referred to.a Select Committee and if they come to the ppinion that 
any such high officer should be appointed,-that the designation Municipal Commissioi!er . 
be deleted and that of the Chief Officer retained for the. simple .reason that .as the Bill is 
now fra:ned containing the provision that a Municipal Oommissionershall pe deemed to 
have been lent to foreign service, it is clear that the intention ,of the framers of the 
Rill,is to appoint a Member of the Indian Civil Service. .But 1 would submit that in 
some cases, if you want to have. a head executive officer, it will be to the advantage of 
the 'Municipality that you should not have a Member of the Civil Service, but. a man.like 
a person who has a~ready won his laurels. Fot• instance in Km·achi we .have had a 
succession of able Chief Olicers who have left their mark pn the history of the Karachi 
~Iunicipality. You can easily invest such an officer with all. the executive powers you 
11ow propose to confer on the Municipal Corn missioner or such redu~ed powers as may 
eventually be decided upon, instead of tying yourself down .to the .appointment. of a 
:Municipal Commissioner from the Indian Civil Service and from nowhere else. Of 
course, I simply throw out these. s•1ggestions. I say it is for ·the Select Committee t~ 
give their best consideration to the matter. 

I shall now proceed to the se:}ond point, namely, section 15·!. I enti~ely endorse 
the remarks which the Honourable Sir PHEIWZES'IIA.lt ,made, but at the same time if 
he were present, I should have reminded him that _he. omitted one point "which wa~ 
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supplied by ¥r. SA~E,,. ~nd tb~t was ~action 15, whic~ say~ that; ill; the event of a. 
disqualific~tion aris~ng under sec~ion16, you put a permanent bar upon the offender~ 
Now one sboul~ separate any personal element on this question from the general priuci pie 
w~ich underlies. the provisions in the Bill. There, is no doubt that the necessity or 
making th~ legisla~iOD; ha.s arise~ from certain instances, one recent instance and anoth,er
pe~haps remote~. ~ canno~ say whether. these instances aro the only instances that' 
necessitate ~hi~ ~egislation~ But th~ legislation can ~e ·modified or put entirely on 
different lines. Section 15-A as now framed, should· not be passed for the reason, as the 

I!onouioable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA stated and tho Honourable Mr. GHULAM HusEIN put 
it, that Municipal Councillors are voluntary workers and you would not be justified in 
saying that their resignations would not be operative until they were accepted. Of 
course there ·will be advanced an argument on the part of Government that supposing it 
is admitted a man's conduct is really disgraceful, is he to be allowed to defeat the 
punisht;nent he has really deserved by his resignation. But there is a distinct answer to. 
that that -a proyision can very easily be made to meet cases of that kind. And there is a 
certai~- :defect in the existing law which -requires to be remedied. For instance the 
section says a man may be removed from a Municipal office who is guilty of disgraceful 
conduct or misconducts himself in the discharge of duty. But as the removal necessarily 
implies that he is a member and if he has already re~igned he is not a member and 
therefore cannot be removed, a clause should be added that if he has resigned~ he can be 

declared disqualified. 

The third point that I said I would refer to is the power given to the Collector to 
challenge any election •. I think it is highly objectionable that a Government officer like. 
the Collector should have anything to do with petitions for inYalidating elections, because. 
a~ the Honourable Mr. SATHE pointed out, it would give a handle to p~ople wh~ have any 
spite against successful candidates to move the Collector by putting in anonymous 
petitions to set aside the election. As it is, I do not know of any instance in which it 
has come to the k~owledge of Government that after election defeated candidates have
failed to sue for the unseating of .elected members by negligence or collusion with the 
opponent. My experience is, as the Honourable Mr. SATHE has pointed out, that 
whenever there is the slightest cause, the defeated candidate comes forward and makes 
a petition and is always ready with all the resources at his command to got the election 
set aside. He can adduce all the evidence that he has and only 10 days' time is allo· wed 
for such a petition. It is not right that this period of limitation should be extended and 
the sword of Damocles be kept hanging over the head of every elected member for such 
a long time as two months as provided in the case of the Collector. So, your Exce1Iency 
I suggest to the Select Committee to carefully consider this provision and I am certainly 
entirely in favour of the provisions which go towards the purification of elections. 

The additional provisipns which provide some kind of punishmet;1t or penalty beyond 
t~ose for _w~om provi~ion already .exists, I am entirely in sympathy .with. · 

Before concluding I should join with the Honourable Mr. SATHE in the req~est to 
the Government that it is very desirable that this Bill should be sent to the various 
M;unicipalit~es for suggestions, bec~use, .I should not be surprised if that .step would not 
re~ult in some profi~,.~nd I ~h~uld not .be surprised if the Seieral }.fu~icipalities quote 
instances frol!l the~r e:xpertence where the present Act has been defective and point 
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-out to the Select Committee the directions in wlnch the Bill· should be amended. 
'That is a very valuablA suggestion given by the Honourable Mr. SATHE and I join 
with him heartily because, in addition to the amendments that have already been proposed, 
there ~re one or two which have suggested themselves to me and which I would be very 
glad to suggest to the ,Select Committee. There are some points in which the working 
of the District Municipal Act has been found to be defective in Karachi as was lately 
pointed out by Mr~ CADELL in his review of the Municipal Administration Report. There 
may be similar points in the case of other Municipalities and now that we are going to 
amend the Bill it would be much better if we do it thoroughly. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, Order. I think we had enough for the day. 
So we had better adjourn till to-morrow 11-30. . 

The Council then adjourned till11·30 on Wednesday, the 18th March 1914. 

Bg order of His Excellency the Big kt Bonourable Ike Gocernor, 
J. NISSIM, 

Bombay, 17th, March 1914, Secretary to the Legislative CounciL 
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Journal of the Proceedings of the Legislative Council . of the . Governor of 
Bomb~y, assembled under the provisions of the Indian Omincils Acts, 
1861 to 1909: 

The Council met at Bombay on Wednesday, the 18th Marc~.l914, at 11-30 a.m • 

. PBESE!iT: 

His Excellency The Right Honourable Lord WILLINGDON of l_'tATTON,~ G.C.I.E., 
Governor of Bombay. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD AMPHLETT LAMB, K.O.S.I., O.I.E., I. 0. S. 
The Honourable Mr. CLAUDE HAMILTON ARCHER HILL, a.S.I., O.I.E.,- I. c. s. 
The Honourable Mr. PRABIIASRANKAR D. PATTA.NI, C.I.E. 
The Honourable MoULVIE RAFIDDDIN AHMED, Bar.·at·Law; 
The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARROW, I. C. S. . 
The Honourable 1\Ir. GHULAM MUHAMMAD walad Khan Bahadur W ALI MUHAMMAD 

BHURGRI, Bar.·at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. FAZALBIIOY MEHERALLY OHINOY. · 
The Honourable ~Ir. G. s. CURTIS, O.S.I., I. 0. s~ 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MoNTE, M.P., L.R.O.P. (Lond.), L.M. & S. 
The Honou~able Mr. R. W. L. DUNLOP, C.I.E. 
The Honourable Sardar SYED ALI EL En:aoos. 
The Honourable Mr. KASRINATII RAMCHANDRA GonnoLE. 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM. 
The Honourable SHEIKH GauLAM HussEIN HIDAYATALLAII, LL.B. 
The Honour:lble Sir JAliSETJEE JEEJEEBIIOY, Bart. 
The Honourable Mr. J. E. C. JuKEs, I. C. S. · 
The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHNA StTAR:AM KAMAT~ 
The Honourable Mr. NAVROJI DoRABJI KRANDALAVALA, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. JEHANGIR H. KoTHARI. · 
The Honourable Sardar BIIALCIIANDRARAO ANNASAHEB PATWARDHAN, . Chief of 

Kurundwad (Senior).· 
The Honourable Surgeon-General R. W. S. LYoNs, M.D., I. M.S. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir 0IIINUBIIAI MADfiAVLAL, BART., C.I.E. 
The Honourable ~Ir. J. A. D. :McBAIN. 
The Honourable Mr. LALUBHHI SAMALDAS ~IERTA. 
The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH !IERWANJEE MEHTA, K.C.I.E., Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Rao Saheb VENKATESll SliRINIVAS NArK. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur RAMANBIIAI i\IAIIIPATRAU NtLKANTII, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. J. P. On.n., C.S.I., I. C. S. 
The Honourable·llr. RAGHlJNATH PunsaoTTrAu PARANJPYE. 
The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAIIA~"DAS PAREKH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. VrrHALBRAI JnA.VEaBRAI PATEL, llar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable lir. AnnuL HusSEIN ADAMJI PEERBHOY. 
The Hononrable Sir. HENRY E. E. Pn.ocTER, Kt. 
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The Hono~rable Mr. MANMOHANDAS RAMJI • 
. The Honourable Rao Bahadur SJIRINIW AS KoNIIER RoDDA. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESII KRISHNA SATRE •. 
The Honourable Mr. CnntANLAL HARILAL SETALVAD, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mi.-. W. H. SHARP. · • 
The Honourable Mr. W. D. SHEPPARD, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
The Honourable .Mr. F. L. SPROTT. 
The Honourable Mr. E. G. TURNER, I. C. S . 

. The Honourable Mr. SHRIDIIAR BALKRI~HNA UPASANI. 
The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VISHINDAS, LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir RrcBABD AllPHLETT LAMB, K.C.S.l, C.I.E., I. C. S., Vice .. President) 

preBiding. 

The Honourable the VICE• PRESIDENT :-District :Municipal Act Amendment Bill, first 
reading, debate resumed. . · · . 

. · The Honourable M~. GuuLA:r.r MuHAMMAD walad Khan Bahadur W ALI MoHAMMAD 
BHURGRl spoke as follows :-Sir, I beg to ~upport the first re~di?g of the Bill. In doing 
so I want to make one suggestion to the Honourable Mover of t~e Bi.ll and I hope that 
suggestion Will receive conside,ration from him. My ~uggestion is with regard to clause 5, 
amending section 15. Now, Sir, you will' observe that, as the law stands now, under 
section 15, any Cou~cillor who might be guilty ~f a gr~ve offence ·like dishonesty, and any 
Councillor who may be guilty of· discourt~sy · ~r passage at arms ~ith· another Councillor 
or with the President, stand on the sa~~ footing so far as th~ punishment is concerned 
under section 16, that is, that. both these Councillors are liable to be debarred for ever. 
The anomaly is obvious. In ~ greater offence like dishonesty' I can quite understand 
that debarring a Cou~cillor from entering t~e Municipality for ever may be necessary. 
But I submit that a Councillor. who through indiscretion may have been guilty of 
~courtesy as was the case recently in Hyderabad and so on, ought not to· be punished 
by being debarred for ever. ~ am glad to hear from the 'Honourable :Me~ber in 

., charge of the .Bill th~t the case referred to in the Statement 'of Objects and Reasons 
was not a case of Hyderabad Municipal Councillors. Sir, as I have pointed out, that in 
cases of this nature in which offences of a similar kind are committed and not serious offences 
as dishonesty, etc., the punishment ought ~o be proportion ate to the offence. I . hope the 
Honourable Member, wh~n he considers the Bill in the Select Comw"ittee, will take these 
matters into consideration. · 

The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHNA SITARA?.f. KurAT spoke as follows :-Sir,-It is with 
pleasure that I rise to support the first reading of this Bill. It seems to me that both 
the. minor chang~s ~hich are introduced by this measure as well as the important feature, 
namely, the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner for certain mofussil Municipalities, 
both these are of a very wholesome nature. In fact, I believe some of the minor changes 
which· this measure now seeks ~o introduce were neede.d for a very long time. For 
instance, the clause regarding bribery in Municipal elections, so also the clause enablin(J' 

. 0 

the Collector to intervene. by moving the District Court to set aside certain elections if 
, ne feels that there is something wrong regarding a Municipal election, I believe, these 
changes will intr·oduce a very healthy and wholesome spirit in the elections and they will 
tend in the long run to improve the personnel, so to say, of the Municipal bodies, and 
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the~eby they ~ill help locai self·g~vernment, because,· I· find from my little experience,. 
that at prese~t, Municipal administration is hamp'ered and made dilatory, more or less,: 
because of ·the nature of the qualifications of Municipal Councillors. So far as regards· 
the minor changes. in the ~ill. 

Now we come to the major feature, namely, the appointment of a Municip~l Com~· 
missioner for certain mofussil Municipalities. I. say th_e principle itself is quite accept
able, but· I feel that there are certain modifications in the principle which are necessary. 
Before, _however, I indicate what those modifications should be, I think, I might be' 
p-ermitted to allude to certa~n remarks which fell from my Honourable friend, Mr. SATHE, 

last night. With all due deference to Mr. SATHE, he is an authority almost in Municipa1 
administration in the mofussil,-I think one or two points which he suggested, are to
me, at any rate, not acceptable.· The Honourable Mr. SATHE said that the option of 
having a Municipal Comm~ssioner should be left to the Municipalities themselv~s, and 
secondly he pointed out that the salary of such a Municipal Comrdssioner should be, 
fixed by the Municipality alone. • I do not think either· of these suggestions is desirable· 
or feasible. And for the simple reason that if there is any necessity at all for the appoint·· 
ment of a Commissione~, it is because perhaps a certain Municipality may not be able 
to keep its house in order; and in some cases, at any rate, such a state of. things may be., 

· due to the fact that the Municipality is generally run or is driven by Councillors who are 
more or less recalcitrant. Now it is very unlikely to my mind, at any rate, that a 
majority of such Councillors will agree to ask Government to give them a ::Yiunicipal 
Commissioner and it is also very rarely perhaps that they will agree to the salary. that. 
may be found necessary for such an officer. 1 therefore. think the suggestion made by my 
Honourabie friend, Mr. SATHE, will practically def~at the very object of the Bill itself~ 
The other modifications which I suggest, so far as the principle is concerned, are with, 
reference to the population test which is provi~ed. I cannot understand why an arbitrary, 
test'of population, namely, that .a town must have a, population of one htkh 'and fifty' 
tholisandj has been laid dowl).. We are told. in t.he Statement of Objects and Reasons. 
that this Bill was necessitated by the growing importance_ or Qertain towns and tha

1 

complex nature Qf their administration. Now the importance . of towns. to. my mind\ 
does not ne.cessarily depen~ on its population. A town may derive its importance from, 
its population, but even supposing it falls short of the population, still it may be importantr 
enough, because, it may for instance be the seat of Government or it might be the sea~. 
of educational institutions ·or, it might be the seat of army headquarters such as Poona,; 
or it might. be in a state of transition so far as any improvements such as town extension~· 
drainage, are concerned. I therefore think that· on the ground of the importance of 
tbe towns or for some specia~ reasons the necessity for a Municipal Commissioner m,ight, 
perhaps be as justifiable as the necessity for a· Municipal Commissioner on .the grot~nd 
of p'opulation alone. The Honourable Mr. SATHE said that the numerical test of popula"1. 
tion might be recluced 'to one Ia,kh. Even· then, I think, it would be a sort of arbitrary' 
test, because in cases of particular towns, although they may require the services of·~
special officer very urgently still they. may not· come :up to the particular population. t~s~ 
of one lakb. I therefore think that the principle ought to be modified and the whqle. 
question should be left open and whenever Gover:q.ment ·feels, that the circumstance;~ o~ 
a· town or. its importance or any scheme that they may have in contemplat~Qn, requi~a. 
such an officer, he should be appointed. That· is the first modificati?n I would yentt;tr.7( 
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'to suggest. And, secondly, so far as the powers which this Bill comtemplates to confer. 
upon.the liunicipal Commissioner in district towns, I think some. modification is necessary •. 
Whereas the population basis ·on the one hand ·must b~ widened, on the other hand 
I believe the powers which this Bill proposes to confer on the Municipal Commissioner 
-oucrht to· be narrowed down in certain cases. However, t4at is a matter of detail and 

. 0 . 

I_trust when the q~estion of the powers With which .the Municipal Commissione~ is to be 
v~sted comes. to be discussed in the Select Committee, the whole of this question will be 
·threshed out ~roperly. 
, . 'With regard to what has fallen from the various speakers regarding resignatior: 

:and its acceptanc~, I quite. agree with what. the Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA 
pointed out yesterday, and I do not think· that any ·Councillor, where his conduct· has. 
been call'='d io question, or whether it is disgraceful O! whatever it ~s, should ~a left 
ejltirely to the mercy of the President so far as the acceptance of his resignation is 
-concerned. After all, as ~ome of the speakers have said, it is voluntary duty that the 
Councillors are · discharging and if the erring Councillor is left to the discretion or 
judgment ~fa single individual like the President of .a Municipali~y, it would be very hard 
indeed, and I would suggest that such a discretio~ary judgment should not be left to the 
President alorie.-

. · With these remarks ~ have great pleasure in supporting the first reading of t~e Bill. 

· · The Honourable }fr. KAsHINATR R..urcrrA...--IDRA: Gon:soLE spoke as follows :-Sir,· 
I also suppo1·t the first reading of this Bill, and in giving my support I want to make a few 
Temarks. I .warit to confine my remarks to the clauses relating to the appointment o£ a 
Municipal Commissioner. My experience of the mofussil Mtinicipalities has convinced 
me. that committee-gov.ernment is not conducive to the permanent improvement of a 
municipal town. The entrusting of the execution of works to committees leads to want of 
continuity in the wo~k. Committees·are·changed every year. One committee formulates 
a scheme; that scheme goes on for. about a year ;' then another committee comes into 
power ; it suggests some new method and that method is followed for some time ; a third 
t1onimittee wants to . revert to the . old procedure again, and the consequence is that 
-continuity of the· work is. not maintained, and. major improvements that are desirable are 1 

not carried out. I therefore think that there· should be at the· b.ead of municipal affairs a 
well-paid officer::wh9se pbwers: ought to ~e established by law and whose removal. or 
appointm(mt should not be in; the han~s of the Municipal Councillors. When the officer's 
appointment is in the hands of the Mt?-nicipal Councillors, he is more or less at their
:niercy and has to study t~eir wishes. Even if those Wishes are in conflict with the 
futerests of the city, ·he has_ to yield to· the members to a certain extent.·· If he is not 
e~tirely dependent on the Municipality for his appointment, he will keep the rules of the 
:Municipality before hi~self and do his best for· carrying out those rules· without being 
:unduly influenced by ::Municipal. Cou~cillors. 'Bf:)sides, as a Government· officer: he will 
have his position' and pensio'n to secure and that will· p~event him from any irregular 
practices. It will be~ distinct advantage to the :Municipalities, therefore,· if -a Municipal 
Co~nliss~o:r;ter ·is 'placed at the head of affairs as proposed in.the BilL At-the sarne time 
~hbreis a danget:tliat~his office~ ~ay get intcithehabits _of·an autocrat. He may disregard 
th~ :wishes· of thei:Mul:iicipal Co~cil1c:irs to an exterit which he ought not to •. And therefore 
tHe po~ers. of the :M unidipal Oomiri~sio~er. ought to be hedged in by s pecined nues: which 
lle~alilii>t'c6ntravene. ::rn t~ecase'-i:>f Municipalities·tbathave·strong non-official Presidents 
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·.who can devote a considerable a~ount of time to 1\lun~cipalaffairs, the- appointment of a 
Municipal Commissioner is unnecessary. I know of instances of Municipalities in this 
:Fresidency that have got Presidents of this description, Th~n as-regards the \position of 
.this Municipal Commissioner and ~is status, the· Bill contemplates the appointment of a. 
yery highly paid officer. .In my opinion for · ~ur :Municipal service, Mam.latd~rs and 
Deputy Collectors would be quite competent as executive officers. And if we draw upon 
these ranks for ·the Municipal' Commissioners contemplated in the Bill they will do very 
well indeed for smaller Municipalities. They are very capable and experienced Gover,n':" 
m.'ent servants and being in Government service they would ·not. be at the mercy of the 
Municipal Councillors. They ,will carry on their duti~s for the good of the Mun~cipalities 
and I think they will prove an admirable set of offi~ers to fill the new position so far. as 
the smaller Municipalities are concerned. · · · 

With these remarks, Sir, I beg to support the first reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MONTE read ~he following. speech :-Your Excellency,
There is one small matter in regard to the Bill to amend the District Municipal A;c_t. 
which I would like to bring ~o the notice of this Council at. this stage. · The Bandra 
Municipality of which I have· the honour to be· a Member, has raised ~his point which 
relates to the difficulty now experienced in collecting its dues from' persons .living'in 
Bombay City. Under· the present Act, provision is nia~e for the execution of 
1 Warrants in Municipal and Non-Municipal Areas, but owing to the Bombay' City not. 
l>eing include.d in the Scbedule of ·City ·:Municipalities· appended to ·that· Act, there .1s 
]>ractically no means of executing such Warrants in Bombay City. This is ·felt to be 

;a.· great inco11;venience, as many Bandra rate-payers are residents of Bomba.r C~ty. I see 
that the Bill before us contains some amendments to .section 83. of the Act, which is the 
]>rincipal section on this subject, but this point is· not covered. by thez:r;I.. 1 suggest th~~e· 
fore that tbe present opportunity may .be taken tq re~tify this' omiss~n by r inc~udi~g 

Bombay City in the Schedule or in the bod,y of the section itself~ I am sure. t~at the 
omission is due to oversight.· 

With these few words I peg to support the motion before the Council... · ~ 

The 'Honourable .:MOULVIE RAFrUDDIN AHMAD spoke as follows :-Mr. PRESIDENT,
:~ !cw months ago when I sent a question regarding an amendment to the District 
Municipal Act, the Honourable member in charge of• the :present Bill assured me that _the 
whole of the District ~Iuniaipal Act would be. soon considered by Government, and an 
~~mendment of the whole Bill practi~ally will be placed. before. the CounciL I think 
~~t the present ~ime the amendment has been taken piecemeal, but if that were so, I h.ope, 
Bir, that, the matter to whic~ I drew attention would be placed before 'the Council at the 
tlarliest possible moment. ' · :• 

; · With regard to the present Bill, I am sorry to say that a strong oppositio?- has been 
1nade by my. Honourable friend lfr. HARcHANDRAI to the proposed appointment of.,~ 
:Qommissioner in large Municipalities. I' do not know, Sir, whether any valid argument:s 
have been advanced in support of the opposition, but .the Honourable member· stated that 
Karachi was opposed to this kind of amendment. .But of late we have'been familiar with 
{Sudden transformations of public opinion that take place on the banks ~f th~ I~dus.. . . 

' · The Honourable Mr •. fuRCHANDRAt :-1 rise to explain the point,_Sir •. I did n.ot saj 

:that Kardch&' was. against· this amendment. · · . · · 
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. The Honourable MoULVIE RA'PIUDDIN continuing :-I am glad to hear that,· but 
I hope, Sir, that the next time the Honourable member comes here perhaps he wil~ be able 
to enlighten us upon ·the real opinion of Karachi, and if I am not greatly mistaken, 
I think that opinion will be in favour of this measure. The Honourable member read oub 
to us long extracts from an old speech of the Honourable Mr. GoKHALE, but I find that 
in that speech. the Honourable Mr. GoKHALE has not committed himself to one side or 
the other, but if in this matter the opinion of any partic~lar individual is to be cited as 
an authority I think the opinion of the Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA is mu~h 
more valuable than the opinion of the Honourable Mr. GoKHALE considering that he has 
been the father of the Municipal Corporation of Bombay, that he has had a large share 
in the framing of the Municipal Act. We heard him yesterday with pleasure blessing: 
the Bill, at least that part of it which dealt with the appointment of Municipal 
Commissioners. · 
. The chief argument that has been advanced by my Honourable friend a~ainst the 

appointment of Commissioners is that it would be expensive, in other· words he objects· 
lln the ground of economy. But, we all know that it really would be· economy to have' 
n very go.od officer· on a decent salary in preference to many incompetent officers on a low 
salary as well as ignorant :Municipal Councillors to· manage our affairs. Much public: 
inoney is wasted through incompetence and ignorance by Municipalities at the present 
time, and it ·would be· really an economy to have a strong, able and competent officer and
to pay him well. So I think, as far as the question of economy is concerned, it is exactly 
the other way. 

· Then_, Sir, my Ho~orirable friend in charge of the Bill very rightly pointed out that it 
would be a compliment to the large Municipalities that they should be asked to have 
such Commissioners. Why P because it is argued, on all.occasions ·that the 'Municipality 
of Bombay is a model institution. If it is a model. institution, then, any attempt tO' 
bring the other Municipalities to the level of the Bombay Municipality certainly is. 
progress, and on that ground, Sir, it is certainly a compliment for any 'Municipality to 
be CO?Jpared favourably with the Bombay Municipality. 

·· ·, . Then as regards the Municipal Commissioner, it has been argued that he would be · 
a Jcirid of an autocrat •. Every officer can become an autocrat, if you allow him to do so. 
If you have able Councillors, a~ Sir PHEROZESHAR pointed out, they would not allow 
him' to l.Jecome an autocrat. Even the President can be an autocrat. . 

:My Honourable ~iend·Mr. HARCHANDRAI says that the word Commissioner is ;rathel' 
repug~ant to.~him, and he will prefer to have a Chief Officer and not a Commissioner, 
I .. do not ·think, Sir, there is anything. in the word itself. On the contrary, I think 
"Commissioner" sounds better than'' Chief Officer". 

_ . Apart from it, lam strongly of the opinion that the·. propos.ed appointment of a 
·pOJ;nmissioneri~·a great step in advance and it will be )!ailed with delight in all parts of 
this Presidency. No doubt, I for myself will be pleased to have a Commissioner for the 
·city of Poona. My Ho~ourable friend Mr. KA:w.T pointed out that it is rather unwise 
to confine the appointment of a Commissioner to cities with a population of 150,000, and 
I entirely agree with him. I ~elieve the importance of a town does not necessarily 
consist in having a very large population. There are other things· to be taken into 
consideration. I am sure if there is a Municipality which requires·a Commissioner, it is 
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Bill to modify this part of the Bill to enable us to include the Municipality of Poona in 
the list of those for whose benefit Commissioners are·to be appointed. 

Then, Sir, there is a very good and necessary provision with regard to the stopping· 
of ·corruptions. My Honourable friend Mr. CuRTIS will testify to the fact that under the 
very eyes of officials in Poona during the last elections corruptions took place, and there 
was nothing in the Act to give any power to the Collector or to any Government officers 
to stop them, and I thhik it is time that provision for stopping corruptions in the 
:M11 nicipal eJections, both on the part of the voters and their agents, should be introduced. 
The only thing that I object to is the extension of the 'time given to the Collector. 
I think two months is a very lorig time to be given to the Collector, and it seems to me 
that the same time should be given to the Collector as is given to the candidate interested 
in the elections. I think a month w~uld be rPasonable enough. My own experience is 
that the intervention of the Collector is very necessary in this matter, and there was a 
case very recently in the District Court of Poona, which caused a sensation among the 
people, and afforded additional reason for increasing the power· of the Collector in 
this matter. 

But, Sir, whilst supporting this amendment, I am inclined to believe that the amend
ment of section 15A in the new section is not wise. I take a very strong view of the 
affair, because it discourages respectable persons from coming forward and standing as 
candidates in the Municipality, because when people consider it an honour to do volun~ 

tarily a public service, you compel them and perhaps put them in a worse position than 
salaried servants. It will be a very bad day indeed for the independent administration of 
local self-government if the change were adopted. No respectable gentleman would like 
that his choice iu the matter of serving the community should be so much fettered as it is 
here. It is not only fettered, but there is a kind of stigma attached to it. · 

Section 16 of the Act ·is quite enough for all practical purposes. I do not know 
whether any case of that kind has arisen so far, but I think the concensufof opinion is 
that ·this is a very strong and unnecessary amendment to the section, and I hope the 
Honourable Member in charge of the Bill will see his way to ·delete it. 

As regards the other sections, I think the amendment of section· 15A is rather wise, 
and I think it is time that it should be introduc~cl. Although in the original Act 
section 15 was also quite strong enough, I think this particular proviso will do good. 
With these few words I have grer\t pleasurein suppQrting the prst reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable 1\fr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH spoke as follows :-Mr. )?RESIDENT, 

I support the motion for the first reading of the Bill and like to make a few observations 
in con~ection with some points which I consider to be of very great importance. 

The first point upon which I wish to draw the Council's attention is in connection 
with clause 3 whereby an amendment is sought to be made in the. provisions of section 12 
of the Municipal. Act. The present Act provides that where a person pays to a 
:Municipality any tax other than toll or octroi, he would be entitled to be a candidate for 
its membership, if be has been a taxpayer for six months. There is under the present • 
law in reference to such person no residential qualification required; but the present Bill 

:introduces a residential. qualification and requires that for the purpose of being qualified 
·to be a candidate, the man, beside~:~ being a rate-payer of the necessary amount, should also 
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be a resident within the limits of tbe Municipal area or within two miles outside its limits. 
I should consider this amendment of the law open to objection. There may be various 
<:ircumstances under which the interests of the Municipality may be best served by 
persons who are not actual residents of the Municipal town being elected its members. 
So far as the question of two miles distance is concerned I realJy cannot understand that 
there can be any magic in the two miles. If one considers concrete cases he will find it 
difficult to understand why the two miles provision should be fixed. A man, for instance, 
i!Un be a member of the Bandra Municipality if he resides at Mahim, but he would be 
prevented from doing so if be resides at Grant Road, or in the same way, a man can be 
~ member of the Kurla Municipality if he resides at Sion, but he would not be able to 
become a member of that Municipality if he resides at Mazagaon. So far as distance is 
<loncerned, I do not think it matters much in· these times of easy railway travelling, 
whether a man resides within two miles or within twenty or thirty miles of the ~1unicipal 
area. Then there is another circumstance in favour of a person staying at a longer 
distance, namely, that such a man when he becomes a member of a Municipality undertakes 
to suffer a greater sacrifice of money, time and trouble and this Ehows more earnestness 
<>n his part than would be evinced in the case of people who are residents within the Muni
cipal limits. If a man has a large estate, for instance a man in Ahmedabad having a big· 
estate in Bro~.ch~ or a man in Bombay having a big estate in Surat or a person like my 
honourable friend Mr. ABourJ HusEIN who has a large estate in :Matheran, I should submit 
that the interests of the Municipality would be better attended to by such people being 
qualified for than· by their .being excluded from seats in the 11 unicipalities. 'I' here is 
~notber reason why I should consider such exclusion considerably disadvantageous to 
Municipal interests. There are several instances where people who are trained in public 
business, who are high in their profession and of considerable education, desire to be 
members of Municipalities of places in which they are not resident. My friend Mr. D • .A. 
KHAN, my friend .Mr. B. J. DESAI and my friend :Mr. PATEL who are residents of one place 
and serve as Municipal councillors at places either of thei~ birth or places in which they 
have considerable interests. It would be, I submit, not at all in the interest of the 
:Municipality but rather a diAd vantage to it, if persons who are capable of giving valuable 
help to the Municipality are merely for want of residence to be prevented from becoming 
its ~embers-such persons should not be .prevented from serving on Municipalities by 
the creation of a statutory disqualification, but it should be len to the electors to 
determine whether they would be useful or not to the .Municipality. 

There may be questfons abcn~£' the result and effect of a man's going upon a 
lfunicipal~y and serving there for a certain length of time, but so far as elections are 
concerned, I do not think that it is at all the business of this Council to consider them. 
That is a matter for the consideration of other bodies. So far as this Council is concerned 
what it has to look to is. only in what manner the efficiency of the :Municipality would be 
best secured, and I should submit that a measure whereby people of ability and education, 
people who are nble to give advice on legal, medical and sanitary questions to a 
Municipality are sought to be excluded from being members of a Municipality, should 
receive no support from this Council. I should therefore think that this amendment 
requires considerable consideration and I trust it will receive it in the ~elect Committee. 

Another point to which I wish to draw the Council's attent!on is in connection with 
the amendment proposed in section 15 of the Municipal Act. The provision now is that 
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;a man who has been dismissed £rom Government service and in reference to whom it is 
notified that he should not be re-employed would be di~qualified to be a Municipal 

·councillor. I was on the Select Committee when this ground 9f. disqualification was 
introduced in the present Municipal Act, and it was the e~perience of Sir CharJes , 
Ollivant who had the conduct of that measure that suggested this provision. And, 
I think, there ought not to be any change so far as this ground of disqualification is · 
-concerned. A man may be liable to dismissal from Government service on various 
grounds some of which may indicate moral turpitude and some not at all. It may be 
merely for a breach of a departmental rule, it may be for not attending office within 
proper time at the expiration of one's leave, and .there may be many other r~asons under 
which dismissal from service may result. But such dismissal would not necessarily mean 
.such a taint on his character as to disqualify him for Municipal duties for ever. If 
notwithstanding the dismissal it would be open ~or Government to re-employ -him, 
I £.hould submit that there may be no reason why that man shoul<J be disqualified from 
serving as a Municipal councillor. That is a provision in reference to which I submit the 
Select Committee should bestow a very careful consideratiqn. 

The third ground which ~as already been referred to is in connection with section 15A, 
.and as regards this several reasons have been suggested why the alteration ought not to 
be allowed. I may submit on·a additional ground for not accepting this provision. It m~y 
be a very unfortunate thing but we cannot ignore the fact that in several Municipalities 
there are par·ti~s and factions and it is not at all unusual that in some cases 
the President himsalf belongs to one party, and I should not think there£0ra that where 
two parties are concerned subject to the same liabilities, it should be within the p:>wer of 
the President. to accept one man's resignation and not to accept the othe~3. In the case 

. of the one man towards whom he is inclined to do a favour, the President may accept the 
.resignation, while in the case o£ the other, he may put a ·stigma upon· him. I think the 
best course would be that the resignations in any case should be allowed to take effect 
from the time they are tendered. It would be improper that a' man's name should be 
kept on the membership only for the purpose of giving other members an opportunity 
to place a stigma upon him. Therefere ~ should think the amsndment that is proposed 
should not be accepted by the Select Committee. 

Another point on which I should propose to say a few wor~s is in connection with 
the amendment of section 22. Now in connection with this section there bas been some · 
difference of opinion, but the main view in this matter is that where there is not much 
keenness in competition there is hardly likely to be any corrupt practice. In cases 
where the .competition is keen I submit, Sir, the parties who themselves are interested 
will ~o their best to undo any improper advantage that has been obtained at the 
election, and therefore it would not be right to help any party when that party does 
not take any steps within the time that is !ix:ed by law· or does not like to incut· the 
expense of fighting out the legality of the election. I submit, Sir, that it would l~ad to 
a considerable amount of intrigue if a provision like the propos&d one is left in' an 
Act of Legislature. I think this is a pt·ovision which also should receive careful consi• 
deration in the Select Committee. · 

The next point upon which I would dwe11 is in connection with the question of the 
appointment of a Municipal Commissioner which has met· with a certain amount of 

• 
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~pposition. Arguments have been urged before tile Council on both ~i~es.. T~e result 
of these, arguments appears to me to be. that in cases where. a 1\Iummpaht! Is found 
incompetent to carry on its affairs, probably, there may be some ground for mt~rference 
and the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner may be insisted o~. Dut where a 
:Munic,ipallty is doing its work fairly well and not in any im~rop.er or a d1lat.ory manner, I 
~ubmit that, except upon the recommendation of the Munictpahty, an appomtment of th& 

kind should not be forced on it. 

With these remarks I support the fi~st reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PARANJPYE spoke as follows :-Mr. President, I 
wish to offer a few remarks on this Bill. But in the beginning I must say that I labour 
under the disadvantage of being ·always charged with raising an academic point of view. 
Now I do·not think that an academic point of view is not worthy of consideration. I 
is indeed necessary to consider it; and I rise to put before the Council some general 
points although they may not commend themselve~ to those apostles of efficiency whom 
we have been so often hearing. 

The main point in connection with t~s Bill is the appointment ~f the Municipal 
Commissioner, and we are told that by the appointment of such a Municipal Commis· 
sioner the Municipalities will be able to perform all the duties very efficiently; but I think 
a very important point is missed in this matter. Well, Sir, the question is not always 
what has to be done but it also often is ho'v it is to be done ; and even if you get the 
utmost possible efficiency by appointing a Municipal Commissioner, I think that by such 
an appointment the work that is likely to be left over to be done by the people would be 
seriously diminished. I do not therefore think that this change would be always 
welcomed by us. ~ven looking to the efficiency, although of course every one knows 
that there are abuses in every Municipality which require amending, still it is admitted 
on all hands that the general Municipal efficiency ·is increasing since they were ·first 
introduced. and I am inclined to think that this increased efficiency is due to a great 
extent to the wider education that people are ~etting in the management of thier own 
affairs and that a still greater efficiency in a better manner can only be secured by 
continuing to give to the people the management of their own affairs so far as it is possible. 
0£ course when there are unusual cases of inefficiency, there are several measures that 
Government can take li~e warning or even suspension. But in ordinary circumstances when 
the affairs of a Municipality are being man:aged in a tolerably good way, the best way for 
improving it is not to appoint an outsider who is to a great extent independent of Municipal 
control, as a highly placed Governmen~ official is bound to be, whatever we may say; but it 
is by encouraging the Municipality to improve itself, sometimes by giving warnings, some· 
tim~s by giving advice, and in this way, it is that we shall secure more lasting improve· 
m~nt in the management of local affairs. We are told that in the government of, ~Iunici
palities by committees the work is discontinuous and therefore schemes are . not always 
f9llowed to their legitimate end, and there is waste of money. 'Veil, I admit there is 
. sqme sense in these remarks, yet I believe that the proper remedy for it is to concert 
measures which will secure a better class of representatives on the several Municipalities 
rather than take away the power ·that they have. One way would be for instance of 
raising the standard of the qualifications of the candidates that are to be elected to the 
:Municipalities but keeping the quali6cations of the voters as thsy are. 
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We often find in Municipalities people standing for election and getting elected not 
on account of any desit·e to do public work in the Municipalities, but on account of 
certain colateral advantages, su~h as social p_osition, which they want·to get. Therefor~. 
the prop~r way of getting better committees and Municipal bodies would b9 to raise the 
standard of qualifications for mey;nbers of Munic.ipalities. In this connectio1;1 I heartily 
welcome the provisions about corrupt practices which are embodjed in this Bill, and ·l 
think that the powers that are given to the Collector to take cognizance of such corrupt 
practices should be welcome on all hands. The more power the Collector has for checking 
the corrupt practices, the better it would be for the proper conduct of Municipal ad minis· 
tration, for in this connection we are not likely to get complaints from the various 
candidates. Both sides are often tarred with the same· brush. 

Coming back to the consideration· of the question~£ a Municipal Commissioner's 
appointment, I think that whatever advantage it is prop<?sed to gain by tb.e appointment 
of a :Municipal Commissioner, can only l>e obtained if he is. of a high standing. 'It will 
hardly do any good if the Commissioner is of a lower standard. A Mamlatdar ,or.· 
Deputy Collector will probably soon ge~ into the swing of local sentiment and any· 
advantage that we are likely to g~t from an independent point of view is likely to be: 
lost, and the only thing that is ·likely to happen i~:~ that the Municipality will .soon 
degeneratA into a mere Governll)ent Dapartment; consequently if at all a ·:Municipal 
Commissioner is required, he ought to. be an official of a very high standing-I am 
inclined to think of the standing of a Collector,-and the expense of such au officer 
will be almost too great for any but one or two Municipalities in this Presidency to bear. 
The Karachi Municipality I am told has an income of something like thirty lakhs a year. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI: It is only twelve lakhs. 

The Honourable Mr. P.A.RANJPYE (continuing): Ahll)edab:;J.d Municipality, the next 
biggest, has about eight l~khs and the Poona Municipality has about four lakhs. And 
if we are thinking of appointing a high official of this stamp to be a Municipal 
Commissioner of those Municipaliti~s, then he will be much too costly an instrument fa!"' 
the purposes of these Municipalities. In Bombay, where we are told that the· .Municipal 
Commissioner has proved a success, there are various activities with which the Munici· 
palities have to deal, and the Commissioner may be required to co-ordinate them. But 
in smaller towns I do not think that the work which the Municipality has got to do is· 
of such an intricate nature that it requires very expert management of that· sort. And·. 
what we people in fact want to attain is to teach the people to learn to manage their. 
affairs·proper1y, and l think the appointment of even the best Municipal Commissioner 
will only secure the utmost efficiency possible for the moment but will not do any lasting 
good. After all what are the works that the Municipalities have to· manage, except 
looking after the roads, sanitation, and possibly taking care of schools, and .so on? 'l'hese 
Bre matters of a comparatively elementary nature and any Municipality with a fair .. 
number of public spirited citizens ought .to be able to manage these things tolerably well. 
I have no objection to any amount oi supervision which Government may exercise over 
these Municipalities. Have the best possible supervision by all means, but get things 
done by the Municipal Committees themselves instead of putting very highly placed· 
officials who .will be independent and w.ho are often· likely to become autocrats, a fear: 
which has already been expressed .by several members. 
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With these few remarks, and apologising for their academic nature, I wish to resume 
my seat. · 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur RuLU"'BH.U MAHIPATnA:n NILK!!-."TTI spoke as follows:
Sir, I beg to add my support to the first reading of this Bill. The main feature of .the 
Bill is the provision for the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. To me it seems 
that the Municipal administration in large and growing towns has arrived at a stage to 
require the appointment of an officer with a position somewhat analogous to that of the 
Municipal Commissione~ at Bombay. The area over which Municipal problems range 
has become so wide that it is eminently necessary.that ihere should be at the head of the 
executive a high authority who would carry efficiency to a high standard. The Honour
able Mr. PARA..N.JPYE suggested that efficiency m'ay be put at a discount. I admit that 
there . may be matters in which it is possible to subordinate efficiency to other things, 
but, in matters relating to the promotion of public health and the construction and 
maintenance of publi? works it is essrutial that efficiency of the highest standard attain· 
able should be achieved. There is another advantage which would be gain~d by the 
appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. It would b~ing on the field an authority on 

. whom would rest the respom~ibility of taking' the initiative in furthering the progress 
of Municipal administration. It will be for him to formulate and ·place before the 
Municipality schemes for pushing forward progress in various directions and thus prevent 
the Municipal administration from degenerating into a state of drift. .A'nd now that 
we are considering legislative provisions for town planning, it is necessary that the 
Municipal administration should have the assistance of a capable officer to carrjr forward 
town-planning work, as the ordinary machinery which carries on the routine work, would 
not be equal to the task. Again, this Bill enables the Municipal Commissioner to be 
placed in charge of the City Survey Office. This too would be an ad\·antage. For 
instance, at Ahmedabad the Oity Survey Office is in charge of an Assistant Collector. 
The Municipality pays a moiety. of the cost of that office, and the Municipalit;y also 
contributes to the cost of carrying out the City Survey, for it is to the advantaae of 

. . . . . 0 

Municipal administration that roads and plots should be carefully measured. But the 
dual control over public lands which is thus brought into action very ·often causes friction 
between the Municipality and the City Survey Officer as regards the disposal of lands, 
and this can be removed by placing the Municipal Commissioner in charge of the City 
Survey, for he would be able to safeguard the interests of the Municipality and look at 
questions from both sides. I may also point out that the appointment of a Municipal 
Commissioner may sometimes avert the disaster ·of suspension, for his presence is a 
guarantee that at any rate the executive work of the Municipality would go on 
unhampered by party strifes. 

The Honourable Mr. llARcii~"DRAI objected to the appointment of a Municipal 
Commissioner on the ground that it would be an encroachment :on local sell-government. 
But it must be borne in m~nd that local self-government means not only the machinery 
by which it is carried on but also an efficient and sufficient administration. of local 
matters. The well-being of those who are governed requires that the Government 
should be conducive to their good. Mr. BARCH.A.t.~lW proposed as an alternative that the 
Chief Officer should be invested with greater powers. But this would only be a makeshift. 
A glo.rified Chief Officer would not be the same as a Municipal Commissioner. 
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The Honourable :Mr. PARANJPYE suggested as a remedy that the qualifications of
Municipal Councillors may be raised. I do not know what this exactly· means, but if it 
~eans · that men of the labouring classes and men of humbler positions should not. be 
allowed to enter the .Municipalities, such a proposal would hardly be in consonance with 
democratic ideas. 

I associate myself fully with all that has bAeD said by the Honourable Sir CHINtnm.b 

about determining the financial responsibility of a Municipality when a Municipai 
Commissioner is appointed. A Municipal Commissioner would be .an officer of high· 
position and his pay- must be high ... A mofassil Municipality would not ba able to bear 
the whole cost of his pay.. For instance th~ Ahmedabad Municipality could pay_ only, 
about Rs. 500 or Rs. 700 per month for the purpose. It is therefore necessary that th~ · 
~Iunicipality should receive financial help from the Government to· meet thia cost, and· 
that the share of the Municipality i~ this expenditure should be determined by the Ac~~-
I also agree with Sir CHINUBHAI that there should be ·statutory provision requiring thaf 
'the ~Iunicipal Commissioner shall be assisted by an officer with the position of a Deputy; 
or Assistant, so that the authority next to the Municipal Commissioner may. not ~i~ply_c 

be a Superintendent or Head Clerk. 

Most of the . honourable members who have discus·sed the. Bill hav~ referred
1 

to th~ 
provisions of ?lanse 5 which proposes to insert a new section num~ered 15A. Thi_s· 
section ·provides for the resignation of Municipal Councillors. .At present the Municipal 
.Act contains no provision enabling a Councillor to resign, and it is only by implication 
that the resignation of a Councillor has legal effeot. It is therefore necessary to provide 
that a Councillor may resign his position. The proposed section also provides· for the· 
period from which such resignation should take effect and on this point there has been 
considerable discussion. 'rhe proposed section would have the effect of preventing a 
Councillor who is removed ft·om Municipality under section 16 of the Act fro~ ~esigning 
and it bas been pointed out that where party strifes prevail action under section 16 may 
be taken where it is totally uojustifiabl e. But it must be re~embered that removal ,under 
section 16 rests with Government and that Government are not likely to accept a 
recommendation for removal proceeding from party. quarrels: Of course a remov:al 
under section 16 disqualifies a Councillor for re-election and it may be possible to allow 
resignations to be unhampered and at the same time to provide that. the order for 
removal shall operate to prevent re-election of a Councillor even if he resigns ·at. the 
same time. 

With these remarks I beg to Silpport the first reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBRAI JAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Mr. President, 
I should like to say a word or two on this B·ill. Of course I shall confine myself.strictly 
to new points that have not been referred to by any of the previo~ts speakers ?~ this. Bill. 
Enough has been said on the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner in big towns in 
this Preside~ncy, and I have nothing more to say thereon as the matter certainly will ba 
gone into very carefully in the Select Committee. Wa have heard from some of the 
staunch advocates of local self-government that the appointment o[ a Municipal Commis .. 
sioner will interfere with the principles of local self-government. That may ~e :so. 
There. is another view which other honourable members have submitted to this Council, 



riamely,' that if we a~e ·going to have .a l\Iunicipal Commissioner le.t ·us have some contribu-: 
tion towards their expenses 'from Government and· lot' us· have an officer of the position, 

·of a .Collector.· ·All the~e things, I have no doubt, will be fully gone into by the Select-' 
Com:mittee. 

The point re~lly which I want to draw your attention to is with regard to clause 3' 
o~. the .BiiJ. Clause 3 includes arno:ngst the list of voters and amongst the list of candi
d3.tes. people who reside no.t only in the Municipal District but also those within two·. 
Jl?.iles 'of that Dist~ict. · By the clause it appears that every Honorary Magistrate, every 
grp.duat~ of tl:u~: "f!niv~rsity, every Advocate of the High Courb and every juror or assessor 
who ,has been ;residing in a liunicipal District or within tw.o miles of the limits thereof 
i~ entitled. not only to tot~ but to be a c~ndidate in that Municipal District. That 
c~rtainly is a .clause to which I should object. Take the case of Bandra. Within two 
miles of the :ry.Iunicipallimits of Bandra you have ~Iahim. You have also Santa Cru~ and 
aiso Kurla and if you include a.IJ, the assessors and jurors and pleaders and Advocates, 
~nd all :the Fello~s residing within two miles of -the Municipal District of ·Bandra, certain .. 
ly t you. will h,av~ a very big_lot of people who have no interest at stake in that particular. 
:Municipal District who will be entitlf}d not only to vote but to come in as candidates .fo~ 
election in that Distr~ct. I think my honourable friE;Jnd :Mr. TuRNER. will bear me out 
that if the clause passes in~o·Iaw people who ~o not pay a single pie as Municipal t~xes 
in·l~a~dr~~ ~ill have a right to be voters and candidates in that Municipal District. 

(His Ex9ellenQy the Presid~nt arrived at this stage and occupied the Chair.) 
·.The Honourable MrA PATEL continuing:-:-With regard to cla:use 2, I certainly have 

my :sympathy with what has fallen from my honourab1e friend Mr. PARl!lKH. I myself am 
o.ne of .the members· of ·the Municipality of Borsad in the Northern Division and although 
l:am now .rosiding in Bandra I have been attending nearly all general meetings. 

With regard to the corrupt practices clauses which are embodied in this Bill I have 
only one remark to offer. We have taken that clause from the Madras ;Mun~cipal Act.· 
In the Madras Mll;nicipal Act, the Council will see, we do not find any other definition 
of corrupt practices at all. While in the Bombay District Municipal Act, in section 22 
we have alr~ady got a· definition r~gardingcorrupt practices .. So when we have already 
go~ a definitioJ?- of ~orrupt ·practices in the existing Act, then why should there be this 
differelitiatipn. in tp_e desc:riptic:m ~f corrupt practices so far as regards criminal law is 
con'ce~ned, and so far as petitions for the purpose of setting aside elections are concerned. 
I therefore think that for the ~purpose of consistency it is better that we should have one 
consistent definition _of thE;) words corrupt pra?tices in . this new Bill by adopting. the 
phraseology similar to section 22 ( 4 ). 

With regard to this new definition it .may he said with some ad vantage that ·the 
word 'gratification', which is now being introduced into this new clause 6 was the word 
wJ:1ich was qropped ~fter some ~iscu_s-sion at the time of passing the Act of' 1901. Tha 
wqrq.ls ~very wide one and orie does not know what g~atification would really mean and 
th~tefore the attempt to include . the word ' gratification' was ~egatived in the Select 
Committee in)901. -I, therefor~, Sl~bmit that 'we should so: carefully frame the definition. 
of ·cor~upt practices as to leave no. room fot; ~oubt as to its meaning for civil petitions as· 
w~ll as .for .criminal complaints~ I do not think 1 can usefully ~dd any~hing more to'what· 
lias ilr~~dy fallen from so many friends of mine and I will therefore resume my seat. · 



The Honourable Mr. 0HIMANLAL IlARILAL SETALVAD spoke as follows :~Your· 
Excellency, with regard to this Biil I heartily commend the provisions contained therein 
for the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner for towns in the mofussil where the 
importance of the town makes it advisable to make such appointment and any one with 
experience of the system in the Bombay Municipality and any one who has watched· its: 
successful administration cannot possibly hold any other view. Certain Honourable. 
Members, notably my Honourable friend Mr. PAR!NJPYE and I believe the Honourable 
Mr. HARCHANDRAI too, are opposed to this measure and do not like the proposed system· 
of appointing a Municipal Commissioner for the mofussil towns. As my Honourable, 
friend l!r. PARANJlYE himself said his objection was of an academic character. Now· 
this objection to the appointment of a Muni~ipal Commissioner instead of allowing the 
present system of the Municipality carrying out executive functions by' mearis of .. 
committees is a very old one indeed. That objec~ion was urged in those days· 
when the Bombay Municipal constitution was settled in. the early seventies, and was 
repeated at the time the.Act of 1888 was before the Council and the· same arguments 
were brought forward on that occasion that have been brought forward by .the Honour~ 
able Mr. PARANJPYE. One feels now, seeing the result, that it is really very fortunate 
for Bombay that that objection did not prevail on that occasion and the present constitution 
vesting the Municipal executive works in the Municipal Commissioner was adopted. My 
HonouraBle friend Mr. PARANJPYE seems to ·think that it is discouraging local self .. 
government to take away executive functions from the Municipality and vest them in 
an officer like the Municipal Commissioner. He says, oh, we must make people learn 
the business of exercising executive functions and must make them learn to manage their·· 
own affair~ and so on. Now that to my mind is an entire misconception as to 'what is· 
possible to be done in the way of local self-government. It is no use vesting bodies 
like :Municipalities which are really not fitted for executive functions with such duties. 
The result must be, as it has been in several Municipalities, that the whole thing has· 
ended in failure. The elected Municipal bodies, like the Municipalities we have· i~ 
Bombay and in other places, are very good indeed as deliberative bodies in whom the 
municipal government can be vested with absolute control of the finances and matters of 
policy, but when it comes to the actual carrying out of the work, you cannot for that purpose 
conceive a worse body-people who are doing honorary work and who can devote only a · 
limited time for the disposal of that work. A.nd therefore if the Honourable Mr. PARANJ· 

PYE's system is followed, that to my mind will be really doing incalculable harm to real local 
self-government. You will ·be really hampering the bringing out of the best in local 
self·governrq.ent by bodies of that character. Although in Bombay we have a Municipal 
Commissioner to carry out executive functions, local self-government is not affected. 
On the contrary we feel proud for what has been done in Bombay and we have had: the 
best example of what really good local self-government can do. We have a Municipality 
in whom is vested the municipal government of the city, having its financial control, and 
determining questions of policy and principle and framing· by-laws, but all the executive 
functions are vested in the Municipal Commissioner who carries them out, and· those 
executive functions in the very nature of things are unsuited to be carried out by 
deliberative bodies and are best carried out by an executive officer. In that view, Sir, 
I entirely ·support the provisions of this Bill about the introduction of the Bombay 
system of appointing a Municipal Commissioner in the mofussil. As Honourabl(;) 
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Membere have- pointed · out it i$ a que&tion ·of w~ys. and ·means· and it is only soma 
Municipalities that can ·afford ·the cost of the appointment of a Commis~ioner; and 
that it is why such an appointment. is to be restricted to municipal areas where the 
population is .over one lakh and fifty thousand. l!uch also will depend in ac~ual practice 
as to how·the appointment is made •. Bombay has· been si.ngularly fortunate 1n that way 
as. Government from time to time have . placed . at the disposal of· the Municipality the 
services of .their bflst officers. available. T.his has contributed in no small degree to. 
successful municipal government in Bombay and· I trust when the .time comes to make 
mofussil appointments of Municipal Commissioners they will be equally· fortunate in 
gettipg J'eally efficient officers from Government for that purpose. · 

. There are certain other sections, Yon~ E.x:cellen~y; about which I want to say a few 
words, particularly about orie provision proposed to be introduced in section 22 about the 
questioning of the validity of elections. Power is proposed to be given under sub-clause 
(~)to t~e Collector to question the validity of the electio~ of a councillor and he can apply 
to the District Judge, i.e., within two months. I venture to think, your E.x:o.ellency, that 
that· provision is not needed at all. ·As the Act stands at present any person interested in. 
the election eithe~ a candidate or a voter is entitled to go to the District Judge and ask for. 
a: declaration that the election is invalid and have it set aside. There is no reason why 
th.e Collector should be given the power to intervene in this affair. . There I quite agree 
wlth the Honourable ·Mr. P ARANJPYE. that it would be an unnecessary interference with 
local aelf~gove~nmimt. Those who are. a:ffe oted should be left. to. seek the remedy in such 
matters~· There is no reason shown by past experience why aay such change is rendered 
n~cessary. B~t while the Government are.amending this sec_tion, I am sorry that they 
are riot undertaking the amendment of it in. one particular which would have been a 
v~ry desi~abla one, and I throw the suggestion out for the consideration of the 
Select_ C.ommittee. · Your Excellency. is aware and the Council is also aware. I believe 
that the decision of the.District Judge on any election petition under this section is under 
the Act conclusive. And it has been held that it is not open to the High Court to hear. 
ariy ·appeal against the decision of · a District' Judge or even to entertain an applica· 
tionin revision. The way in which the section has been interpreted by the High Court 
is th~s, that bee~ use the. sectio·n names . the District Judge, he is merely the petS on 
designated under the section who decides the matter as an outside referee or outside 
arbitrator'and not as a Court, and that being so, the High Court has no power to interfere 
Now it often happens that questions of law-sometimes very complicated and very difficult 
questions-arise with regard to these elections, and though the decision of the District 
Judge may be obviously wrong in some oases you cannot get it altered as the High Court 
cannot interfere with it, because of this ruling of the High Court. Therefore to my mind 
the section requires to be amended in such a manner as to vest the power in the High 
Court to interfere on a matter of law by a. suitable provision. Your Excellency's Govern· 
ment ~ust be aware· of a very· recent instance where Government themselves, .I 
believe, felt the difficulty created by the present provision. I refer to the last Municipal 
elections at Matberan where certain elections· took place and an application was made to 
the District Judge of Thana ; the District Judge on that application, I believe, set aside 
the election. · Now Government themselves ~elt, if I am rightly informed, that the 
decision of. the District Judge was· not ~orrect and issued ~ resolution to that effect
expressing their opinion that that decision was not correct and that that decisio~; which 
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was·on a point of law, snould n.ot.be.follciwea:on :future :Occasions by. the·. Municipality.~ 
That in::itsj:)lf illustra.tes tlie necessity for amendment of ·the section.: When ·you· have an) 
obviously wrong decision by a District' Judge, so· much ~o: that. Government. thoug~t it:· 
necessary to iss.ue this resoluti~n.and_l,ay. down that it should. n~t . be, followed. <?n f~ture 
occasions, a very strong' case is ~mi4e out fo~ amendment. :wha.t happe,neil. in that . parti~ 
cular instance wast that th~ugh ·the decision· was :Wrong, . it h·a.d 'to. be. aocepted by. the· 
Municipality in that. particlar 'insta~ce. It 'is ··ob~i~u·s, your ·Exc~lle~ol•· t~at· 'it is very} 
desirable in these circumstances so t·o ·amend the section in the Select Committee. as to. 
leave room for correcting any errors· of law that.may be committed by the District Judge • 

. Th~n. with regard to·th~ q~alification:sfor election of .merpbers, I quite ~~gree with 
what ~as fallen fro~ ~y :I~ono0:rabJe· ~riend Mr. ~ ~REKH that . the. proposed . a~endmenfi ~ 
contains provisions which are: undesirable :and . which exclude from .the Mun~cipality .~ 
members whose presence. may be very. desirable •. The~fore. I trust· that in. the .~el~ct .. 
Committee the !Ilatter ·will -be . considered carefully, and the defect obyiated. . . . . . . ' ~ . . ' . . ' 

· ·Then I also agree ·~with · :what: ·ha~ : fallen fro~ : various . Hon.oufable memqe~s·. ·with 
regard to the am(mdnient b(sectibn.l5A 'about resignation by a Municipal Com~issiona·r._: 
The proposal is that such resignation should not take effect from the date it is te.ndered ·bub .. : 
is to. operate only after its acoepbance by: the ·President or· .the Commissioner~ .. There is 
no reason what~ve~; Your. Ex:cellenoy, ·why, 'if: a member. who ·is giving . his. services:. 
ho~orary to the Municipality, chooses to say, .from tomorrow I do . not want to: render j 
any furtper service of that character you should insist: on his continuing to render· such. 
services until h~s resignation is accep~ed by the President or: t~e, Commissioner. _. . . 

"Then with regard to.the section which provides for. delegation of· powers by· the· 
Municipal Commissioner~ I am: afraid that ·that a·ecbion is worded rather widely · (reads: 
new section: 186H). . That entirely leaves the complete· power to. the Municipal Commis• · 
sioner without any further reference to the Municipality. to· delegate all his powers to any: 
Municipal servants whom he empowers in that behalf. :Now that section, worded as it· is,· 
is much wider than the corresponding provisions of -the Bombay· Municipal Act.· In: the·. 
Bombay Municipal Act there are only certain powers which it is open to the, Municipal·· 
Commissioner to delegate at all. With rega~d to such powers the Bombay Act lays 
down restrictions as to the officer to whom alorie such powers can be delegated, and · 
I .trust the Select Committee will consider more carefully whether the limitations laid . 
down as to the delegation ofpower in Bombay are not also desirablein the case of mofussil_ 
Municipalities. These are. the few observations :i have to offer, your Excellency, and 1 
hope that in the Select Committee, the various matters· that· have been discussed will be 
properly threshed out, but that the main principle of the Bill with regard to the app~int
meqt of the Municipal Commissioner, in spite of what has fallen from the Honourable 
Mr. PARANJPYE and the Honourable Mr. HARCHA.NDRAt will be retained in the real interests.· 
of local self.government •. 

The Honourable Mr. · MANMOHANDAS RAMJI spoke as flllows :-Your Excellency, I 
rise to support this. Bill· and in doing so I wish to make a few. remarks. Before · the 
proposal of the appointment of Municipal. Commissioner to mofussil Municipalities is · 
considered,. I think it is quite necessary to invite opinions from the Municipalities who 
are to be given this appointmen~ of M11nicipal Commissioner. Of course Government have 
good grounds to make this appointment, but still it would throw a good deal of light and··· 
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it will help .Government to come to a decision if they 'give opportunity to the Municipalities 
concerned of considering the pros and cons in reference to this appointment. I trust 
that point will be considered in the Select Committee very· carefully .. 

: . · T·h~re is another thiDg and that is that th~ salary of the Commi,ssioner is not specified. 
Both the minimum and the maximum salary of the proposed appointment should be 
distinctly laid down in. the Act~ It is laid down in the Bom~ay Municipal Act and there 
iS'n~ rea.So~ why it should not be done so in the District Municipal Act. 

... . .. . 

. · · W:ith thes~ few l"emark!i I beg to support the first reading. 

· The Honourable Mr. PBABHASHANx.ui ·D. PATTANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, considering that this Bill came before the Council late in the Session and. 
considering· also that it . was so~ewhat of a non-contentious character, I had expected 
that we should be able to finish the first reading in a shorter period of time • 

. . Almost the whole of the house has spoken on this Bill and it is gra~ifying to note 
tliat' 'there ha$ been growing wider. and wider interest in. the cause. of local self· . . . . 

g~yernment • 

. Several Honourable Members. who are eminent. Municipal Councillors-some· of 
them. Chairmen of importa.nt mofussil' Municipalities-have spoken, and spoken· 
eloquently, on the first reading of this Bill. But if we minutely. examine the speeches 
and clinch the arguments advanced we shall find that the discussion is centred ro'und 
four "POints only. These points are-(1) provisions authorizing· the appointment of 
::Municipal Commissioners ·for large district towns whose growing importance requires 
J:p.O~~ efficient and closer management of Municipal affairs; (2) provisions dealing with 
the_ residential qualifications. of. Municipal candidates; (3) clause 4 (i) which amends 
sectio~ 15 of th~ Act so as to·debar- all dismissed Government servants from eligibility 
f9r a Municipal Commissionership; and (4) clause 5 which provides. for a new section 
19A i~. the Act and· which deals with the acceptance of the r.esignations of 1\Iunicipal 

~~- . 
· There are one or two minor points in the discussion but to them I shall refer after 

I. have disposed of the most important· points which I have detailed above. I shall not 
· attempt t:>_ reply to ea.Ch individual Member's observations for I believe it would be more 
convenient to deal with points raised than with Hono~rable Member's raising them. 

I shall take these points in order. 

The :first · point· is regarding the appointment of Municipal Commissioners. The 
growing importance of 'certain mofussil cities makes it hnperatir~ that if their Municipal· 
administration is to be conducted with efficiency and well, they should have a full time. 
well paid and a responsible executive officer with wider powers than are allowed to Chief 
Officers. After the extension of elective principles. to District Municipalities the most 
important of the Municipalities have succeeded in electing by a majority of two-thirds of 
their. members, their own non.·official President .. He is. generally a man of great influence 
which he has derived either froni extensive private business or from his other activities 
in public life. I- may quota the instances of' the Honourable Mr. lliRCHA.hl>RAI and the 
H_o!lourable Mr. SATRE who have been most succ~ssful Chairmen of the Municipalities of 
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Karachi and Sholapur~ . This means that the Chairman has ·many other irons· in the fire 
imd with all his earnestness for civic life it is physically impossible for him to devote the~ 
whole of his time and attention to Municipal work. Mt·. SATHE and Mr. llARaiHNDRAI are, 
honourable exceptions. They have been exceptional Presidents. ·But we cannot always 
anq everywhere have such. self-sacrificing non-official· gentlemen. I would a&k those· 
Honourable Members whether they have come across in Karachi and Sholapur men on 
whose shoulders their mantle might suitably fall. With the increasing importance ·of the 
town the work also increases and unless you h~ve a full time and responsible executive· 
officer to cope with it, it is impossible to expect that the constantly i"ncreasing needs of 
th~ town could be satisfactorily me~. -

Again,_ we are not going to try a new experiment when we propose Municipaf 
Commissioners for big district towns. Bombay has benefited by _the experiment. You
will all remember the inauguration of the system in Bombay which mainly owes its1 
continued and unbroken existence to the rigorous advocacy of the Honourable 
Sir PHEROZESIIAH MEHTA, a~d I really cannot understand why the mofussil cities which 
in other respects try to emulate and in _certain cases ~ven strive to rival this great city,. 
should not incorporate in their administration, methods which have been the source of 
·the ·t~iumph of }funicipallife in this great' city •. It has. been hinted that the Commis .. 
sioner may turn out to be too powerful a man for the managing committee to control. 
The experience of Bombay has shown that it has not been so. Under the Act it is· 

. competent for the }.funicipality by a substantial majority to get him transferred. Some: 
may argue that it would be a very bold Municipality which could think of taking _such 
a step, but, Your Excellency, I should like to ask if a Municipality that has not the 
~ourage to keep their officer straigh~ or to otherwise mend the situation can be trusted 
adequately to carry 011 by _themselves the complete ~nd most exacting duties of a growing: 
town. Of course the Commissioner will be somewhat of an independent chief-but only 
within his own sphere of influence-within ·his own powers which have been definitely 
prescribed in the Act. Beyond that he will be subject to the guidance an.d even the
orders of the Municipality. 

·Points have been raised in connection with the Municipal Commissioner's salary •. 
It has been suggested that Government should bear two-thirds of the salary of such an. 
officer in consideration of survey or other work that Government may entrust to him. 
The Act provides for such sharing of costs, but the proportion of such share must depend 
upon the nature of the extra work given to him and also on the. amount of. _time which 
such work would take him out of his legitimate Municipal work. I do hope that 
Honourable }.{embers can well trust Government in the determination of the relative-· 
portions of the salary to be borne by the Municipality and. the Government. 

I do trust that after this explanation the Councirwql agree that the appointment of. 
a Commissioner is more a-help than. an imposition, and that it will further the course of 
local self-government as it has done in ~ombay~ · 

__ . Coming to the provisions pre~cribing residential qualifications I may say at once that 
they .have been borrowed from: the Madras Act and it has .not been known that they 
have worked to the detriment~ of .any sentiment of local self-government there. As I have 
already said in my opening speech it is·anticipated that this provision will foster healthy 
local self .. government. 
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. It. must be' admitted that "non-resident "councillors ·cannot, in spite of their ·gocia 
"intentions, gi've as close 'attenti~n to" municipai work as is possible to be given by local 
councillors. and .it is 'in the interest of .municipal affairs of the place concerned tbat. this 
provi~ion bas ·been thought to 1be ~eces_sary. 

. :Besides it is only the non-resident members mostly that have raised this ;point and 
it ~ould be inte~estiLg to kno'! what the local representatives .of the several . .Municipali
ties have to say on the subject. 

The -Honourable Mr. PAREKH .has suggested that . it would .be ·very .hard lor a 
capatalist who rimy have some interest in ·a mofussil town to ·be so debarred from electio~ 
to that· Municipality. :But in .the first place: it may be. remembered that a Municipal 
Councillor is primarily on the ~!unicipality to look after the municipal affairs of that 
place more ·than after his own personal interest and he baa, I think, no brrsiness to be on 
the town ·council if he can only run down for a day to the place when there is a motion 
that would affect his vested interests in that .town. In th~ second place the fact that 
his interest ·in ·the place does not require his -Cl:>ntinuous stay there means that he has a 
far :more preponderating interest in ·the place of his permanent .residence and just as be 
can entrust his ~nancial interest in the mofussil.to .a deputy of .his, he can as well, if he 
-so chooses, leave his municip~l interest to his aforesaid deputy. I submit strongly, Sir, 
that· it IS in the best interests ·of District Municipalities that the clause prescribing 
;residential qualifications ·should not be disturbed at all. 

Clau~~ 4 (i) o.f the :Bill bas come in for a so.mewhat heated discussion. It provides 
th~t all dismissed Government servants-no matter how and under what ·circuinstancea 
disrp!ssed"'"":"worild _be ·debarred from standing as candidates for municipal election 
Dismissal from Governme~t service has a stigma attached to it. And at first sight it 
may appear that .a dismissed serv~nt should not be considered competent to hold t~e 
honourable: position of a· Municipal Councillor. There is much ·to be said in. favour of 
this view, but it is not that there is no force in the opposite view expressed here that 
there are dismissals and ~ismissals ·and that an exit from a Government office should not 
·permanently bar otherwise capable and willing workers from the only public life open 
t&:~hem. · Without· committing. ~yself to either ·view I promise on behalf of Government 
.a full ~onsideration of this·que_stion·in the ·select Committee. : · 

·, .. ' .1{ 0~ as 'to the last and the. 4th point rai~ed in the' discussion. .It has arise~ in 
~onnection 'with the "inclusion .in this .Bill of-to some Honourable l\Iembers-tbe somewhat 
frightening looklng clause, viz., clause 5, which provides fo~ the insertion -in the Act. of 
.a new section 15A. · That. section deals with the question as to wh~n a .Councillor shouid 
have been taken to.have resignedh\s seat on the Municipality. o'n :.this question I am 
inclined to thiri.k that the arguments put forward by some Ho~ourable "Members would 

. appear to'be somewhat weighty. It_ has been argu~a··with some ~cceptabie force that ·his 
services to the :Municipality are vol~ntary. It is arguable also· that a public man's . 
acceptance :of the duties of a JI uriicipal . Councillor should ·b~ considered a personal 
sacrifice on his part made ·willingly out of public spirit .without expecting . any remunera• 
tion whatever. lt is· suggeste·d that he should be allowed to relinquish his duties just as 
fr~ely as he accepted them and simply because there have occurred ins~ances, not .many, 
in the history of the long lif~ of municipal self-government in ·which . me~b~rs, 'Who 
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"Sliould have· got. dismissed !or reasons ·more serious, have es.caped ··that punishment,· this 
all Municipal Coun.cillors should 'be placed iii a condition of constant suspense as to ·what 
may happen to their resignations, is a position of. a rather inconvenient r~st~icti6n 'on 
individual liberty. ·:But then there is the ~pposite .view that if no ,.Pl'OvisiQn ,is made to 
. deal with recalcitrant and objectionable memb~rs, however few .th~y. may be, it w.ould be 
equivalent to granting a li.cl:lnse for obstruction and . an immunity from punishment tQ 
people whom it would be well to see out of. municip'al· halls altogether. Whiie I sy~~ 
pathise with the views.expressed by the Honoura_ble Sir PBEROZESHAH M:mH;TA and thos~ 
who followed hi~, I am not.prepared at once to accept the View that. the .clause sh.ould 

_go out altogether. What I mean to indicate is that the point wilLbe careful~y gone .i~tQ 
in the Select Committee, and I shall undertake to giv~ that sympathetic COJ;tsideratio~ · t·~ 
it which must' have been discerned ·from the words I expressed o~ behalf o~ G:overnmen~ 
jn the beginning of my remarks on this point~ I may add that the compromise sugge,st.eq 
by the Honourable Member for Sind ,(*a Honourable Mr.: HARCHAN:DR.A.I) has merits ~of .. ~ 
wey~~~m~. · 

. l 

I shall now refer to a few minor suggestions that have been thrown o~t· during the 
course of .the de 'bate. Sir CHIJWBHAI wants to engage a Depu~y to t~e Qommis~io~er: 
I may say at once that there is nothi~g in the Bill to preve~t . employment .of sug.h ra~ 
officer if the needs of a Municipality require such an extra official and if the. funds permit: 
In fact in Bombay we had one some months ba6k. · · · 

Sir CRINUBHAI has asked that Goverm11Emt ·shoul.d. make certain· concessions ·or .~ 
financial nature to ·the Ahmedabad Municipality. But such matters are admittedly out 
of the province of •such a :Bill.· I think;howe-yer, t~at it' is open tc) the<Mu~icipality tq 
.approach Government in the ordinary way of ·making ·a representation. .Another' of 
Sir CniNUBHAr's ~uggestion~ was with regard to· Gove~nmerit sharing the O~mmissi~ner'~ 
salary, but that point bas been already dealt with.· The Honourable Mr. SATI!E an'd th~ 
Honourable Mr. HARCHAND~AI have suggested that. all the District 'Municipalities should 
be sent copies of the Bill and .that theY' should be invited· to send ·in what suggestio~ 
they may. have to adv.ance. I understand that wllile Mr. SATHE .restricted the .saqpe of 
that inquiry to the Bill, Mr. HARCHANDRAI wished. for ·a. generaL revision of the ~whoJ~ .!Qt. 
'l,o me the proposal of the Honourable Mr. HARQHANDR4I appears rather a big· order. You . 
·cannot sit down on a whole .Act and conside~ alterations and: additions. ·These· c~n:ori.ty 
arise out of difficulties experienced during the practical working of. the Act. AlLAclis have 
,come to be so amended. I ani sorry therefore that the proposal cannot be supported.~ · <. :: 

The Honourable Mr. SATHE's suggestion is a great deal less ambitious but ·as 'it i~ 
proposed to have on the Select Committee leading representatives of the .most imp~rt~-q.~ 
of the District Municipalities no useful purpose is. likely to be seryed by referring .. the 
Bill at this stage to the several Municipalities. · Besides I propose 'with the cbncurrenc~ 
-of my colleagues on the Select Committee that we should meet' at !t!ahabaleshwar as 
early as is . convenient to tLe Honourabl~ Memb~rs, . say the 20~h A;pril, s~ that w~ can 
finish the report of the Select Committee if possi~le .by the ~nd o~ April,: thus leavipg. 
·more than two months to the Municipalitie~ in wQ.ich ~o . consider th~ ·~mended ,Bill ~n~ 
suggest amendments if any in writing or thrpugh their representatives_.·on the· Cou~cil~ 

.. . . .. ,. 

Rao 'Bahadur SATHE's. other point is, that ·the· Collector should not .~a.ve ~ wider. 
p1argin of' time in which to ·question .the· validity ·of an ~lection. · This . is a matter . of . 
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P:etail and can be considered in the Select Committee. On the first reading it must be 
1emember~d we only take ~11 the principles involved and not all the provisions included 
in the Bill. ·. ·· · · 

· · . With· these remarks, Your Excellency, I would ~ove that the Bill be read the first time. 

· His Excellency the .PRESIDENT :-After the very full and clear . statement that we· 
have just heard from my Honourable colleague in answer. to the various suggestions 
made by many Honourable Members, I o~~y wish to say that-though it iR true we have 
had a somewhat long debate, it has been an extremely useful and instructive one on thia 
most important Bill. I think it has been particula~ly instructive owing to the.fact that 
we have had businesslike and serious speeches from many Honourable Members, who 
have been for many years in close touch. with liunicipal life. They have made many 
suggestions to us with regard to the amendments and alteration· of certain details of this 
Bill; but 1 think my Honour~ble Colleague may be satisfied that on the whole his Bill 
has been received with general favour, and I firmly trust that when it becomes a measure 

·of law, it will prove another step· forward in. the matter of local self-government in this 
part of India. o~ · 

· District Municipal Amendment The motion · for the first reading of the ]lill was then 
Bnl read a :first time. put to the vote· and carried. · 

The Honourable Mr. PRABIIASHANKA.B. D. PATTANI :-Your Excellency, the· first 
reading ~f the Bill having been passed,. I v~nture to suggest that it be referred to a 
S_elect Committee consisting of th~ following Honourable Members :-

The Honourable Mr. BARRow, the Honourable, Mr. CuRTIS, the Honourable 
Mr. lliRCHANDRAl from Sind, the Honourable Sir CHIN.UBHAI and the Honourable 'Mr. PATEL, 
from N.D., the Honourable Mr. SATHE and the Honourable MouiJVI RAFIUDDIN· AmrAD' 
from O •. D., the Honourable Mr. RoJ?DA. from S.D.·' and myself. 

· It is proposed to· sit at Mahabaleshwar from the 20th of .April. The Select 
Committee may have instructions to submit their report by the middle of May. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Honourable Members have heard the names: 
suggested by my Honourabl~ colleague for the Select Committee. 

• • I -

Billref~ed to a. Select Committee. The motion was then put to the vote and carried • 

. The Honourable Mr. CLAUDE HILL:-With your Excellency's permission, I should like 
to move that on the Select Committee for the Town Planning ,Bill, there be substituted 
for the name of the Honourable Mr. CURTIS the name of the Honourable Mr. SHEPPARD,. 

the reason being that the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS is already very .. fully occupied on 
Select Committees and the Honourable Mr •. SHEPPARD. has very kindly expressed' 
willingness to serve in Mr. CunTis' place. 

· The motion was th(m put to the vote and carried. 

- : The Honourable Sir Rxca:~RD LAMB :-Your Excellency, I ask per~ission to nominate
the . Members of· a Select Co~mittee which it has been decided at this meeting of the 
Council to appoint, to inquire into the question of a·Panchayat Bill on the·Iines of the 
Mysore Panchayat Regulation, and after consultatio~ with my Honourable friend 
Mr. GonBoLin, I propose that the Committee do consist of the Honourable Mr. GonnoLEJ. 
the ·Honourable 1\fr. P A:REXH, the Hono_urable Mr. BARROW, the Honourable Mr. CuRTis,~ 
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the Honourable. Rao Bahadur SATHE; ·the Honourable ·Rao Saheb · NAIK, an·d myself, 
with instructions to report by·the 15th November. 

The motion was then put to the vote and carried. 

The H~nourable l!r. CLAUDE HILL :-With You~ Exceiiency's permission, I propose 
to make a stat~ment in regard to a resolution on a matter of public interest which was 
moved by the Honourable ::llr. GoD:BOLE at the last ·meeting of this· Councit It will be 
Within the recollection of Honourable Members that the Honourable Mr. GonnoLE raised 
in the' form of a questioi\ a year ago the questio~ whether Government ~ight ·not ·modify· 
the arrangements in the College of Engineering in Poona with a view to the exclusion of 
students from other parts of India. Reasons were giveri in reply for not accepting the 
suggestion.· But the Honourable Member, not being entirely satisfied, moved a 
resolution at the last meeting in December raising two questions and suggesting the 
reduction of outsiders from other Presidencies from the College of Engineering if ·and so 
long as the College could be filled by local candidates, and that in any case tlie scholar· 

' . 
ships and special · facilities should be reserved to the students from this Presidency~ 
There was a very interesting discussion on the subject and the motion was eventually 
defeated by a very large majority after a considerable number of Honourable lfembers 
had expressed the opinion that to accept ·the Honourable .Member's proposal was rather a 
parochial step to take and that it was not justified by the circumstauces of the case. 

· The view I suggested on behalf of Government at that time was that the College of · 
Engineering was very largely established in the interests of the public works services of this 
Presidency and we: were therefore interested in securing tbe best possible material; a]so 

that, since an but sixteen per cent. of the pupils who are admitted are very carefully selected 
in . the first 'instance, and since in spite. of that very careful selection a considerable 
proportion of the local product failed in the examination, it was not likely that by ajmitting 
less qualified pupils, to the exclusion of the strangers, those less qualified pupils would 
individnally qualify for the services. 

However, I undertook on behalf of your Excellency's Government that we should 
see whether there was ·a case for reference to other Local Governments on the subject 
especially with a ·view to ascertaining the action or attitude of other Local Governments 
in relation to this matter. We bav~ made inquiries and as a result of this' we find that 
as a matter of fact at Sibpore or in Madras there is.no exclusion of outside students. 

The Sibpore College of Engineering admits 8 outsiders out of a total of 40, a higher 
proportion than is now admitted in Poona. The Madras College imposes no restriction 
at all. Even in ~he E,oorkee College the bar only extends to pupils coming from parts of· 
India <Jther than the United Provinces, the Punjab aud Burma. Therefore, that collage 
serves a considerably wider area than is served by our college. The only poi!lt that 
remained, therefore, was the question of reserving prizes and scholarships and. appoi~t· 
ments to students of our Presidency only, and as I have already explained in t~e previous 
debate, and will reiterate now, Government feel that to. make such a re:;ervation would 
not be conducive to the best interests of ·the sorvice, for tho promotion of which this coUege . 
primarily exists, and moreover it would not secure the ad .. nis:;ion and pas~iog out ·of an 
appreciably larger number of qualified students from this Presidency. In such. circum-. 
stanct:!s, ~ir, Government have come to the conclusion that there does not exist a c ~o;;e· for 

\ 

reference to the other Governments with a proposal that they should ·regulate ·aclmiss;ons 
to their colleges precisely in the same manner in which we do. · · 
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The Honourable Mr. VITHA..LBHAI JAV.ERBHA.I PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, the resolution that stands in my name reads thus :-That this Council 
recommends to the Governor in Council to rescind the notifications from time 
to time issued under Section 8 of the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1884, where
by an exceptio1:1al constitution has been given to the various Local Boards in 
the Panch Mahals. 

I should, with your Excellency's permission, like to explain to the Council in a word 
or two what the resolution means. It merely means the substitution of election for 
nomination ir_. the constitution ·of the Taluka and District Boards of the Panch Mahals . . . 

District of the Northern Division. All the other districts of the Division have got since. 
Act I of 1884 the franchise· of election, and since the reforms . of Lord Minto, all the 
District Boards of those districts, including the Panch Maha1s, have a right to cl>llectively 
return one :Member to this Council. 

I shall now proceed to state briefly the history of legislation on the subject of 
• 

elections and nominations of these Boards in the Presidency. Before 1884, local control 
over certain branches of administration in the Presidency was secured by Local Fund 
Committees. The origin of these Committees dates from 1863 when our Government 
sa~ctioned the institution of Local Funds for the promotion of education in rural districts 
and the construction and repairs of local roads. The District Committees were to 
consist of the principal Government officers of. the district and other members to be 
nominated by the Government. T~luka Committees were to consist of the Co1Iector, the 
Sub-divisional officer, the :Mamlatdar and three or more members nominated by the 
Collector. This F:ystem was carried on for a few years w1thout the aid of legislation but 
difficulties arose as to the legality of the levy of the local cess. The Bombay Act III of 

. 1869 was.therefore passed legalising such levy. A few years late~ these Committees 
were placed in 1884 on a more popular basis by the District Local Boards Act which by 
Section 5 provided that every District and Ta.luka Local Board should thenceforth 
consist of an equal number of elected and nominated members, excluding the President. 
Section 6 of the Act laid down provisions as . to· the persons or bodies entitled to elect 
memb~rs on the Taluka B~ard. and. section 7 of the Act made similar. provisions for 
€lection on· the Distri~t Eoard. .Section 8, ·of . the Act gave power .to Government by 
Notification i~'ithe Bombay Gover-nment Gazette to direct that the provisions of sections 
f)~ 6 and 7 arid the subsequent provisio~s of that Act which refer to those 'st~ctions shall 

· not apply to the' Local Board of any dist~ict or taluka to which for exceptional reasons 
w l1ich shall . be . set forth in the said notification the Government shall deem such provi· . 
sions to be-:unsuitable. 'Ibe second paragraph of that section authorizes the Govern- · 
ment to substitute s~ch provision . or provisions as it deems fit for the provision or 
provisions decJand inapplicable to any localEoard by any notification u.nder the 'first. 
part of the s~.ction. 

The Honourable ::MembP.rs.will see that the notification which I now ~sk the Govern. 
ment to rescind was issued in virtue of the powers vested in Government under this · 
section. 'l'he Government then thought" that the district of the Panch Maha.Is was not 
t;ufficiently adva11ced in ~ertain respe~ts and. therefore they made use of the powers which · 
they are entitled to use under exceptional circuml)tances. The notification say~ : "The 
Panch Mah~l.ls District having been as yet only a few years under Eritish administration 
and being behind other .districts. in social development is not in the opinion of the 



Governor in· Council sufficiently advanced for the introduction of the franchise in the 
manner or to the extent contemplated in Sections 5, 6 and 7 of the Bombay Lo.cal Board~ 
Act 1884. It is therefore directed that the provisions of those· sections. and the sub· ' . . . . 
sequent provisions of the said Act ":hich refer to those sections shall not apply to_the Lo_c~l 
Doards of the Panch :Mahals District, etc." The last paragraph of Section 8 of the Act 
authorizes this Government to rescind any such notification, and I respectfully submit 
that it is not too much to ask 'the Government to do so after 30 years since the issue of 
that notification.' 

About the year of the notification, the population of the District was 225,479 accord· 
ing to the Census of 1881. The population according to the last Census is ove~ 3'20,000~ 

The District was taken over by our Government in 1861 and since then the hist~ry 
of the trade of the District is one of rapid development. Education has ma.de fairly good 
progress and t.he District stands ·very high among the 'District.s of the Presidency in thS, 
literacy of its population. The communications have been made very easy.· Roads and 
Railways have been opened ~n the furthermost parts of the District. 

The Honourable Members will also bear in mind that, since the recent reforms, the 
District Board of the Panch Mahals, being one of the District Boards in the Northern 
Division, has a right to elect its delegates to vote for candidates seeki'ng for. a seat in the 
Legislative Co~ncil and strange to say a District Board havi~g a right along with the 
other Districts of the Division to elect a representative on this Council is itself a 
nominated body. If the District is not considered backward for the purposes of representa .. 
tion on the Council• surely it is not .backward ;for . the , f~anchise of election for the 
Taluka and District Boards. If the notification is cancelled, that is, if IDY resolution ,is 
accepted, the sections of the Local Boards. ;Act, 18841~ granting the franchise to the Taluka 
.and District Loc;al Boards of the Presidency will apply to the District. 

. ' ·. • · , i · • , · I' 

The res'olution is so simple and the demand is so· modest and reasonable that the 
Government, I have no doubt, will accept it in its entirety. · 

The Honourable Mr. PATTANI spoke as follows :-Your Exce1lency~-It would appear 
that there is a primd facie case for extending the elective principle to the Panch Maha.Is 
Dist~ict •. The original decision not to do so dates back 30 years and presumably 
-circumstances have greatly changed in that time. Government would therefore be 
willing to undertake the examination of the question and, if satisfied that the elective 
principle may be extended to the Panch. Mahals with avdantage, steps will be taken to 
that end .. If therefore in the light of this assurance the Honourable Member is prepared 
to accept .a small verbal alteration in his resolution I would accept . .it .. on behalf your 
E:E:cell~ncy's Government in that modified form. I suggest that the words" to consider 
whether the time has now arrived" be added after that words cc Governor in Council''
in the firstline ofthe resolution as printed on tbeagenda. 

The Honourable Mr. P ~TEL :-With the greatest pleasure I accept the modification 
suggested by the Honourable Member .. I know the time has come and that Government 
will consider tbe matter, and on the assurance that my Honourable friend has given 
have nothing more to add but to accept it. 

llis Excellency the PRESIDENT :-1 will only say that the Honourable :Member musb 
not take too much on trust. · · 

The resolution as amen~ed was then put to the vote and carried. 
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. . His Excellency. the .PnEsiDF.NT :-Resolution by the Honour~ble ·Mr. :Bhurgri : 
'l',liat this . Council recommends to His Excellency the Go1ernor of Bombay in 
Qouncil 'to sus:pend. the recovery of th~ increased rates of assessment 
sal:J.ction~.d in . July last for the Tando Sub-Division of. the. District of 
H;y:derabad, ~ind. ·. · · · · 

· The Honourable Mr., GnuLAM MuHAMMAD: walad KHAN BAHADUR WALJ· MuHAMMAD 
:BnunoRI spoke as follows :-My Lord,-Several Members of this Council have suggested 
to me that I should adjourn the discussion of this resolution to the next Council.Meeting. 
~he reason is that my Ho:r;10urable friends w~o come from the Presidency pt·oper have 
~~t .han. enough, time . to consid~r . the matter. . I therefore reque~:~t Your .Excellency's 
permission to postpone the , Resolution to the next ... Council. I . would only make one 
request and that is that I shall be obliged . if the Honourable Member in. charge will 
kindly, see his way to arrange to . order. the general distribution of the copies pf the 
Settlement Report among ·Honourable Members as soon as it is convenient. 

'• •' . . ' ' 

The Honourable SIR RICHARD LAMB. spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! am 
qu~te willing to ~~sure .. the . Honourable .Member that the Settlement Report shall be 
p~int~d in ~· Sel.e~tjon ma~e in the usual,way that is applicable to all Settlement Reports 
and ,copi~s o.f this ~election sp~ll be supplied to Honourable Members.. T~ere is no 

· objection on my part, Sir,-to the resolution bei~g withdrawn, although there are. certain 
. ¥emb~rs.,of this Council, who ar.~. perfe.ctly w:illipg to. di~cuss it now. But I. have no 
obje~tion ~hatever to. i_ts beipg withdrawn. 

· · The Honourable Mr •. :BRURGRl :..:...It is. ~nly left to me to thank the Honourable. 
:Member in ~charge. · 

· · His Exc~1lency the PRESIDENT :-Resolution withdrawn and postponed. 

His E~cellency the PRESIDENT :-Resolution by the Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBAIN. 
) ' . ; . ~ ' 

The Honourable Mr. J. A .• D. MoihiN spoke. as. follow~ :-Your. ExcE)llency, I beg 
·~.0 . ~ove. th~t tJtis Council .recommends. ~o, His Excelle~cy the Governor in 
Councilth~t a Commit~ee be appointed to enquire into the prevalence of 
malaria·. in the. compound of ~t. George's H~spital,and to recommend measures 
'tQ.be ~dopted by .the;rendering ~f t~e· buildings mosquito proof, or otherwise, 
,Vher~~y .the possibility- of tp;e. cont~act~on,. of malaria. in the. Hospital.may be 
eliminated or materially reduced . 

• • 1 il •I 1 •'o I 1 • f 

.. The- question· of the. prevalence of malaria in, St. George's. Hospital. and neigh.;. 
bourhood is. no .. new one .... It has been prominently brought to notice by Dt. BEN'l'LEY 
and· other experts in past years, and that it stilL prevails· in:the Hospital is nothing short 
of.: a scandat · 

. · In his Report on Malaria in Bmnbay, ·which was issued· thi·ee years ago, 
Dr· •. B:ENTLEY states that tlie·earliest complah,1ts about.malaria in .the~ vicinity were made 
in 1907.·. In the same report I nnd 'it stated that ju a paper by ·Major. Liston, which 
w~s published in 1908, he·recordQd· the fact that 80 per cent. ·of the· children resident 
in Frere Road had enlarged spleens a}ld . 50. :per . cent~· of those . examined. by him 
~~r~~u.red m~larial parasites ip. ~heir .blood •. In. the .same report .. Dr .. BENTJ,EY further 
states : " St. George's · Hospital became. the most malario~s ·pl!:lce,· i~ .. . the City, the.· 
membPrs of the Nursing Staff. were frequently prostrated with malaria, and few of the .. •' . , .. , ' _, . . . . ' . 
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patients who entered the hospital escaped OOt;itracting the disease." That had refe~enca 
to the year 1908, six years ago, ~nd the operations in connection with the building of the 
new docks were blamed. But the new docks are completed, and the same un-satisfactory 
state of affairs continues. When an institut_ion like an hospital becomes. unpopular it 
loses much of its usefulness. St. George's Hospital has gained such a notoriety in late 
years that it is well known that man~ persons who would otherwise have gone there for 
treatment have avoided. it for fear of contracting malaria in the hospital. It is a 
common saying that if you go into the hospital with a broken leg you will have it 
mended all right, but you will be killed by malaria. 1 do not know if there have been 
actual cases of death in the hospital of patients who have contracted malaria there, but 
the popular idea is that there have been such cases. Be that as it may there have 
undoubtedly been very many instances of pitients who have entered the hospital for 
surgical treatment, and for other illnesses, contracting malignant malaria while in the 
ho£lpita1,. and the stay of many patiepts is often prolonged, not because of the disease 
for which they were originally admitted but becau~e of malaria contracted in the · 
hospital. One does not require to be a medical man to realise that an attack of 
malaria as a complication to other diseases, such as enteric, must often result in the 
death of a patie~t who in healthier surroundings would have recovered. 

But it ig not only the patients who suffer. Bombay is fortunate in having attached 
to its hospitals a band of devoted women who do noble . work in tending the sick in and 
out of the hospitals. These nurses deserve the best consideration of Government and 
of the public. Yet it is common knowledge that for years there have been almost. 
continually several of. the St. George's Hospital nurses incapacitated from work, and 
actually patients in the hospital from malaria contr~cted while on duty there. The ·lot 
of a sick nurse in a climate like that of B:>mbay is bad enough, but to have added to this 
the depressing effect of quinine which the St. George's Hospital nurs~s have continually 
to take to ward off infection from malaria,, cannot make their lot any the happier. · 

I would like to say that I make no charge against the Hospital Medical Staff,. 
and I am sure that no right thinking man in Bombay would do so. I feel sure that 
they are doing all in their power to minimise the evil, and that the trouble arises from 
circumstances beyond their control. It is for this reason that I have brought the 
matter before the notice of Your Excellency's Government, and I cannot too strongly 
urge upon Government the advisability of· appointing a Committee such as I have 
suggested to go to the root of the matter. 

As to the remedy, the best solution· to IQY mind is the removal of St. George's· 
Hospital, as soon as possible, to .some other site, far away from its malarious and 
noisy surroundings, and if the finding of the Committee I now propose to b.e appointed 
is to that end, it will·be a step in the right direction, and will be cordially endorsed by 
every European in the City. But even although Government were to decide at once to 
remove the Hospital, years must necessarily elapse before a new building could be 
erected. Something must, therefo"e, be done to the preseat Hospita.l, and probably the: 
rendering o£ the buildings mosquito-proof by having wire gauze placed in all the doors 
and windows would solve the problem. This, however, might be objected to for two 
reasons, first, because it might rendet· the buildings stuffy, and second on the ground of 
expense. But I believe the first objection might be met by placing exhaust fans in the 

.!I 41-92 
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ceilings. .Any how, I feel sure th.at patients and nurses would rat4e,r put up with a 
little inconvenience on account of stuffiness than succumb to malaria. As regards the 
second objection I sincerely hope that Government would not let the question of expense 

. stand in the yray of effectively dealing with this matter, which is of vital importance to 
th~ European community of this City and Presidency. 

The Honourable Mr. CLA.UDE HILL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-It may · 
save the time of Your Excellency's Council if I say at once that Government are 
quite prepared to accede to the proposal contained in the resolution of my Honourable · 
friend Mr. McBAIN. Without of course my being understood as endorsing all that 
the Honourable Me~ber has said in the course of his remarks, and without prejudi~e 
and without forming any judgment ·as to the merits of those statements, it is proposed 
to refer this ,question to a Committee consis~ing of the Surgeon-General, the Surgeon 
Superintendent, St. George's Hospital, Major Glen Liston, and (with the permission, 
which will be asked, ·of the Bombay Municipality) Dr. J. A. Turner, the Executive 
Engineeer, Presidency, and a Member to be. nominated by the visiting Committee of 
the HospitaL I think in. these circumstances the Honourable Member will be satisfied 
with the action that we are prepared to take on his resolution. 

The HonQurable Mr. McBAIN :-Your Excellency, I should like to say that I have 
much pleasure in a~cepting my Honourable friend's· proposal. 

The resolution. was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. PRABHASHANKAR D. PATTANI :-With your Excellency's 
permission I have to make a s~all suggestion in connection with the Select Committee 
that bas been appointed with regard to the District Municipal Amendment Bill. .A.s 
th~t Bill concerns only the Dist~iot Municipalities, I had in the first instance omitted to 
put any local Bombay Member on the Committee,· but it has been suggested, and I think 
with effect, that there should be at least one Bombay gentleman on the Committee, and 
it is proposed that the Honourab,le Mr. S.ETALVAD (if he can come to Mahabalesbwar) 
should be appointed •. 

His Ex:cellency the PRESIDENT :-Is it the wish of the Council tb~t the Honour
able Mr. SETALVAD should be appointed on the Select Committee P 

The motion was then put to the vote and agreed to. · 

His Excellency the P~ESIDENT :-Before I adjourn I should like to give expression 
as PRESIDENT of the Coun~il my sincere thanks to 'Honourable Members for the 
assistance they have given me in the conduct of bu~iness during this Session, and to 
express the view that I think we may congralulate ourselves on the fact that our work 
has been conducted in a t~oroughly businesslike manner; speeches have been for the 
most part riot to.o long an.d mu9h to the point and Honourable Members have, I think, 
made a real endeavour to inform Government of their views on the ·Various important 
Bills which have been b~fore us and of the various considerations that have arisen on those 
Bills during our discussion. It·is quite true that the sitting has been' a long one, but 

. we have had many imp?rant questions to discuss; and I think that if important subjects 
do arise at sittings of the Council it is advisable that they should be thoroughly and well 
threshed out before we come to a final decision. We have had our differences of opinion 
and we have bad one extremely interesting difference of vote, Honourable Members 
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will I am sure always realize that, while Government is always ready and anxious to hear 
the views of every Honourable Member in the Council, we cannot always accept their 
views; nevertheless, I hope you will find that we always shall be ·reasonable and fair in .· 
our judgment and action. . 

Let me make one further observation. I have been extremely struck-and I hope 
Honourable Members will allow me to s.ay this-with the quality of the debates as they 
have gone on from day to day, and I trust, while I have the honour to preside over this 
Council, the relations that exist between Government and Honourable Members will 
always be as satisfactory as they have been during this past Session. 

The Council will now adjourn. 

The Council then adjourned sine die. 

;p .APERS PRESENTED TO THE COUNCIL :-

1. Report of the Select Committee appointed to consider Bill. No. IV of 1913 
Vide Appendix A. (a Bill further to ·amen~ the Bombay Irrigation Act, 

1879). 

2. Petition·from Damodar Prabhakar Limaye and two others, residents of Tasgaon 
. in the Satara District, regarding the Bill further to amend 

the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879. · 
Vide Appendix: B. 

3. Telegram, dated the 7th March 1914, from the President, Karachi Municipality, 
V'd A. • 

0 
communicating the Resolutions passed by the Karachi 

~ e ppendiX • :Municipality in connection with Bill No. III of 1913 (a 
Bill further to amen~ the Karachi Port Trust Act, 1886). · 

By order of His B:coeUenoy the Bight Honourable the Governor, 

J. NISSIM, 
Secretary to the Legislative Council. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A. 

REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO 
CONSIDER BILL No. IV OF 1913. 

(A Bill/urtlUJr to amend the Bombay Irrigation Act, 18'19.) 

We, the undersigned Members of the Select Committee appointed to 
-consider the Bombay Irrigation Act Amendment Bill, IV of 1913, have 
carefully examined the Bill and have the honour to report as follows :-

In clause 2 of the Bill we have amended sections 73, 7 4 and 81, on 
the lines suggested by the Honourable Mr. Godbole and the Honourable 
Rao Bahadur Rodda, so as to make provision for an increased period for 
the submission of objections, and for more extensive publication of the notifica .. 
tions and the Record-of-rights, respectively. 

2. Section 73.-The Honourable lir. Godbole proposed that tanks used 
by a single irrigator only should be specifically excluded f~om the Bill. But 
the Committee held that their exclusion was unnecessary, as such "one·man 
tanks," apart from any exceptional cases that might arise, will ·not in fact be 
notified under this Amending Act, and, if they were specifically excluded, it 
might lead to some difficulties in view of the joint family system in India. 

"3. In section 75 some alterations in drafting have been made; and in 
parlicular we h~ve provided, at the end of the seotion, as proposed by the 
Honourable Mr. Curtis, that an appeal shall lie to the -Collector against 
any order of a Canal-officer passed under this Amending Act. The Honourable · 
Rao Bahadur Rodda and the Honourable Mr. Godbole proposed that offences 
in Qonnection with Second-class Irrigation Works should be punishable under 
the Act with fine only and not with imprisonment. It wns pointed out, 
however, by the Honourabl~ the Chairman that ordinarily works of some 
considerable size only would. be notified under the Act, and that there was no 
reason why the penalties should be less severe than in the case of First Class 
Irrig_ation Works. The proposal was therefore negatived. 
· 4. Sections 76 and 'i'i.-As proposed by the Honourable Mr. Godbole, it 
was decided that the " Canal-officer '' should be a Revenue Officer not below 
the rank of a Mamlatdar. · 

5. The drafting of section 79 (original section 78) regarding the commu• 
tation of rights, was defective, and we have accordingly recast the section. 

Under this section, to take an instance that might arise, power is given 
to the Canal-officer to buy out the rights of any irrigator whose conduct ot 
interests are likely seriously to conflict with the rights of the majority of the 
irrigators. 

6. With reference to section Bl the Honourable Mr. Godbole proposed 
that time should be given for reVision of the Record-of-rights after it has been 
published under that section and before it is brought into operation; but the 
proposal was not approved by the Committee. 

7. After discussion the proviso to section 82 was retained, as it does not 
add to the powers of Government but serves merely to remove doubt and 
prevent unnecessary litigation. 

H 41-93 
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B. The limitation period provided by section 83 ( 3) for suits with refer
ence to entries in the Reoord-of-rights'has been made to run from the date of 
-the order passed by the final appellate authority, as in section 1 of Bom. 
Act XI of 1912 (An Act further to amend the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 
1879). 

9. Section BJ._;_Jn regard to the obligation imposed on the persons 
-enjoying the use of . the water to carry out petty repairs, the Honourable 
Mr. Godbole proposed that such obligation should be confined to the clearance 
of silt ; the proposal, however, was not adopte~ by the Committee. . A proposal 
by the Honourable the Thakor Saheb of Kerwada that "petty repairs " should 
be in some way defined was also not adopted ; and section 84 was retained as 
()riginally drafted with a few slight changes, particularly in sub-section (5). 
In new section 85 the word " alienated '' was altered to '!all other " so as to 
cover the case of a ·ta1ukdar's estate. 

10. We have also made some drafting alterations in the Bill; an<l have 
changed the order of several of the sections. In several sections we have · . 
changed " Act''· to ''Part,'' the reference· being to Part X only. 

. 11. We had received from the Honourable Rao Saheb Naik some proposed 
amendments to the Bill, which we have carefully considered. · 

12. We regret that, owing to illness, the Honourable Mr. Carmichael was 
unable to attend the Meetings of the Select Committee. 

(Signed) R. A. LAMB. 
( , ) G. S. CURTIS. 

( ,, ) S. K. ltODDA. 
( , ) K. R. GODBOLE 

(subject to a minute of dissent) .. 
( , ) BHASAHEB alias DULAB.A. W A 

RAISINGJI, Thakore of Kerwada 
· · (subject to a minute of dissent). 
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.Minute of dissent b!J th6 Honourable Mr. K. R. Godbole. 

I may be permitted to rnake the following remarks regar~ing some of the alterations 
.. proposed by me which were not ~ccepted by th~ Select Committee :-

Section, 73 of .tl.mended Bill.-:-I proposed adding the wor~s . "br more than one 
irrigator" in line 21 before the words "a second-class 1rr1gatlon work ". The 
amendment was suggested with the object of excluding from the operation of 
the Bill, private irrigation works affecting single irrigators. There are likely 
to be no disputes in connection with such works, and Government intervention 
and control are therefore unnecessary in their case. H there are family 
disputes in rare cases of joint ownership, they can be settled as joint well.;.water 
disputes are, at present, under existing laws and regulations. · · 

Section 75 of Amended Bill,:.._ Myself and the Honourable Rao Bahadur Rodda 
proposed that imprisonment should be taken away as punishment for offences in 
connection with second-class irrigation works. The~e works will necessarily be 
less efficiently maintained, watched and controlled than· Government first· 
class irrigation works on which there are constant period.ical repairs and costly 
establishment entertained for supervision and maintenance. Offences on the 
second-class irrigation works should therefore be less rigorously punished than 
those on first-class i~igation works. · . 

Section 81 of Amended Bill.-! wanted the "Record-of-rights" to .be published 
provisionally after its preparation and. r~vision . with the object of inviting 
objections, if any, from parties interested. I. w,an~~d that· such objections 
should be duly considered, and then the Reoord·of~r1ght~ should be published 

. as final record approved by Government. This procedure was suggested with 
the object of minimising complaints and appeals in connection ··with the 
" Record ". · · 

Section 84 of the Amended :Bill.-As ·Government get a considerable revenue from 
. second-class irrigation works and do not spend heavily on their repaira in 

ordinary years, I consider that the irrigators should be relieved as far as 
practicable, of their responsibility sanctioned by long custom, of executing 
petty repairs. My idea is to appoint one or two patkaries or ma:q.egars for 
each important second-class irrigation work and make them r.esponsible for 
executing all petty repairs, attending to water distribution and so on. The funds 
for the payment· of these men should be the existing village funds supplemented 
by grants from Government. Such repairs as general periodical silt clearances, 
which cannot be executed and attended to by patkaries and manegars, should 
be made obligatory on the irrigators and the obligation enforced by law. 
Government should take into . consideration the fact that all these second-class 
irrigation works were originally constructed f-rom private and not from State 
funds, and the burdens on the irrigators under them should therefore be 
lightened as far a·s practicable. 

(Sig)led) .K. R. GODBOLE. 

Minute of dissent ov the Honourable Sarddr IJulabawa :Raisingji, 
Tkdkore of Ke1'wdda. · 

While agreeing with the principles of the Bill, I cannot conceive of an instance 
which could ever necessitate the declaration of a "one-man tank or well'', for the 
purpose contemplated by this Act. The bare assertion that "in fact such tank will not 
be notified,, is not enough, when we do not recornise such exclusion while we legislate. 
I, therefore, submit that some safeguard: is neces~ary, and I do apprehend that in the 
absence of a clear expression to that effect in the Act, difficulty may arise in case a 
tank or a well which is constructed by a Thakor or a talukdar or any proprietor, is 
notified, for there is nothing in the Act to prevent suoh tank or wen being notified. 

·(Signed) BHAS!HEB alias DULABA 'VA RAISINGJI 
(Thakore of Kerwada). 
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APPENDIX :B •. 

His ExcELLENCY THE RIGHT HoNOURA:BLE LOR'D WILLING DON 
oP RATTON, GOVERNOR AND PRESIDENT 

oF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 
Bombay. 

:May it please Your Excellency, 

. :Most Respectfully ~heweth :-

This hum blepetition of Damodar Prabha· 
· kar Limaye, Shridhar Balwant Kale 

· and Vyankatesh Balwant Kale, 
residents of Tasgaon in the Tasgaon 
Taluka of the Satara District . 

That Your Excellency's humble petitioners have learnt with a degree of 
anxiety that a l3ilt (No.4 of 1913) has been placed before Your Excellency's 
Legislative Council, for amending the Bombay Irrigation ,.Act, 1879, with a 
view that Government may be empowered to take under their control and 
management what are called the " Second Class Irrigation Works " and that 
the Bill has passed through the :first reading . 

.. Your Excellency's humble petitioners respectfully beg leave to submit that 
the lUll as it has come to be framed requires certain modifications which 
without sacrificing the principle on which it is based, will make the operation 
of the Law.more satisfactory and less exacting as far as those to whom it applies 
are concerned. · 

· ' 'The petitioners humbly venture to suggest that Your "Excellency's. Council 
·wiii'.be p~eased to consider it reasonable and desirable, that,-

{1) That the expression" Pke ~econd Olass Irrigation T/7{)rks" is clearly 
defined in the Act, in terms used by the Honourable Mover of the 
Bill so as to leave no doubt as to whom the provisions of the Bill 
apply. · 

(2) That the issue of proclamation, etc., is made dependent not only on the 
report of the Village Officer but also on complaints lodged by the 
majority ·of the irrigators directly receiv'ing the benefit of the 
Irrigation Work in question. So that from the information received 
through two independent sources, the Collector or the deciding 
Officer :will have some ground to presume that the result of neglect 
or wrong is really felt and th~ condition of things is remediable; 
otherwise no reasonable complaint will be forthcoming. 

. (3) That the cost of maintenance, upkeep and repairs in cases where these 
are found neglected is borne by Government, having regard to 
the fa~t tha~ the irrigators from these water-supplies are already 
made to pay to Government excess water-cess which now forms an 
integral part of the revenue assessment levied .on them. .Further 
Your Excellency's Council will be pleased to see that such neoolect 
will not be the effect of sheer wantonness for it is inconcei:able . 

·that the irrigators will work against their self-interest unless they 
,are forced to it by inability or causes over which they have no 
control. In such cases Government should think it their duty to 
relieve them rather than add to the irrigators' difficulties which the 
imposition of these charges will inevitably do; and 
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(4) Irrigation Works which are solely private and in which one person or 
limited number of persons have a proprietary right in virtue of the 
Joint Family Systems or stipulated contract, should be excluded 
from the purview of this Act. . 

. Y ?ur Excellency's . hmn:ble petitioners beg leave to e;xpress th.at they are 
Immediately concerned m th1s matter as they ~ear that their own pr1vate rights 
will be in danger of being forfeited at any time. They therefore submit for the 
favourable consideration of Your Excellency their own case in the hope that 
the circumstances under which Irrigation Works are held as private property 
will weigh with Your Excellency's Council and persuade them to exempt 
such private properties and peculiar individual rights "from the application 
of this Act. 

About a hundred and twenty-five (125) years ago, the ancestors of Your 
Excellency's petitioners constructed in stone and mortar at their own cost a 
strong acqueduct for carrying the water of a stream running by Mouze Koulooe 
in the Tasga')n Taluka of the Sat:ira District for the purpose of irrigating th~r 
own lands. The families of the petitioners have since then held the ownership 
and enjoyed the right to the use of the water of this acqueduct and still 
continue to do so, without any legal hitch or hindrance exactly. in the way 
Family Estates are enjoyed. The acqueducf was not constructed in the 
interest of a community or for the benefit · of a number of irrigators · all 
independent, nor had any irrigator ever since, a right created to it. The 
acqueduct has never been a matter of communal interest, nor is it likely to be 
such more than a tenament of a farmer can be, unless right to it" is apportioned 
and sold away. In this case only Your Excellency's humble petitioners think 
that it will cease to have the character of a private property as a whole. There 
is little or no likelihood of any wrong being done wilfully or wantonly to the 
irrigators in the neighbourhood, since they have no claim to the use· of water 
from this source. In cases where the owners of such private properties have 
occasionally helped the irrigators in the days of sore need, the Civil Courts 
have respected the right of private owners. No dispute which will be 
calculated to hamper the Revenue administration can, therefore, arise with 
respect to such Irrigation Work~ as the petitioners own. 

Your Excellency's humble petitioners further beg leave to .state that the 
Irrigation Works d this kind which are private in character and in which 
persons have vested interest will not suffer from neglect; disrepair and such 
other mismanagement as such a mismanagement is suicidal and will entail a 
heavy loss on the owners themselves. No man likes to work against his OIVn 
interest. Such a state of things is possible only where an irrigation work is 
. nobody's care. 

Your Excellency's humble petitioners therefore respectfully pray that the 
provisions of this Amending Act should not be made applicable to Irrigation 
.works of private ownership for they are, the petitioners submit, free from the 
evils which this act aims at removing. Your .Excellency's petitioners are alive 
to the fact and they are grateful for it that the mere ·passing of the Act 
will not deprive the owners of their proprietary rights and th12.t great care will 
.be taken before the provisions of the Act are. made applicable, and Governmeut 
takes up the control and management of any work. But Your .Excellency will· 
be graciously pleased to see that the prospect of a possible. contingency that 
such a right may one day be deprived will disturb the sens~ of security and 
ease in the minds of owners. If Government wish to have a Record-of-Rights 
accurate and con1plete, they can, petitioners humbly submit, keep a separate 
record of such private rights without the help of Law. 

In conclusion Your Excellency's humble petitioners respectfully pray that 
Government will be pleased to protect the rights of individual owners and that 
the feeling of the security is allowed to remain \mdisturbod. 
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. .And for thiS act of kindness,. Ypur Excellenoy's humble petitioners will, 
in duty bound, ever pray. 

:D~ted 

Clfwrf~, nr" ~~~~n~t~-

Your Excellency's 

Most obe4ient and humble servants, 

({m ~ll~ i(?;Jlq., · 
i. e~, Damodar Prabhakar Limaye, 

~\fl: atcc~ct eniiZ, 
i.e., Shridhar Balwant Kale, 

. ' . . ' 
iqCfi!"~T Cfrli~ra- cor~, 

i. e., Vyankatesh Balw;1nt Kale. 

APPENDIX 0. 

, Telegram dated tk~ 7th Marek 1914. 

. From-The President, Kar4chi Municipality. . . 

TC>-o!-T~~ ·sepr~t.~ry,_ ~egal D~partlDent1 :Bombay. 

Karachi Muriicip~li,ty passe4 J;tesolqtion in f()llowing t~rms Qn 6th 
Ma.~9h :_:_ · : · . . 

I. Municipality . have again heard with regret of amendment of 
Karachi Port Trus~ Act providing that Municipality should be deprived 
of one of two seats on Trust and that strong representation be sent Hi$ 
l!}xcellenci's Coqncil urging th~t privU~ge of Municipality whiQh it has 
cherishe~ for last twenty-~~ven years ~e. n9t ~ntedered with. 

II. ;M unicipaHty will be glad if similar electoral franchise is conferred 
upqn the two Merchants' Associations in Karachi by adding one or two 

. more seat~ on Port Trust thus demonstrating olearly and in practical 
manner the intenti9ns of framers of original Act VI of 1886. That minimum 
and not maximum number of Indians on Port Trust was to have been two. 

·III. Municipality further st.ate that if found impossible to add to 
entire numb~r of Port 'frustees as suggested above the Act might make 
it a condition that one of two Members returned by Municipality shall be 
Indian merchant. · 

IV. 09mJ,nitt~e ~p~qh~te~ tq d.~a..ft r~p~e~~nt~tiqn whic4 will f<;>llow. 
V. Municipality desire this telegram to be comm11nicated to Council. 



The following papers w~ich were placed on the Council Table at the meet
ing of the Le~islative Council o_f the Go_vernor of Bombay held on the 27th July 
1914 are pubhshed forgeneral mformatlon :-

FINAL LIST OF BUSINESS TO BE BROUGHT FORWARD AT A 
MEETING OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF THE GOVERNOR· 
OF BOMBAY TO BE HELD IN THE COUNCIL HALL, POONA, 
ON MONDAY, THE 27TH JULY 1914, AT 12 NOON. 

I.-NEW MEMBERS - . 
New Addition~! 'Members wiH, under· Regulation VH of the Regulations 

for the Nomination and Election of Members, make the oath or solemn affirma
tion before taking their seats. 

II.-QUESTIONS ASKED BY THE HONOURABLE MEMBERS AND· 
. ANSWERS THERETO:- . · · · 

(A list of Questions and Answers will be printed separately and · placed. 
on the Council Table.) · . . 

111.-PRESENTATION- OF THE BUDGET OF TH£ ~GOVERNMENT OF 
BOMBAY FOR THE YEAR 1914-1915 AND DISCUSSION THEREON. 

' 

JV.-BILL~ :-
I. A Bill further to amend the Bombay Tramways Act, 1874-Second" 

Reading (vide item No. 3 under head VIII). 
2. A Bill further to amend the Aden Port Trust , Act, 1 888-Fz"rst 

Reading. 
3· -A Bill further to amend the Bombay Civil Courts Act, 186g-First 

Reading. · 
4· A Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, xgot-

Second Reading. (vide item _No. 1 under Head VIII). · ·. 
(t) For notice of amendments by the Honourable Dewan Bahadur K. R .. 

God bole, vide items Nos. A2I, 54, 58, 63, 72 and 76 under head V. 
(ii) For notice of amendments by the Honourable Rao Bahadur, G. K .. 

Sathe, vide items Nos. A7, I8, 62 and 77 under head V. 
(iii) For notice of amendments by. the flonourable Rao Bahadur 

Ramanbhai Mahipatram Nilkanth, vide items Nos. 2, 17, 40, 43,. 
47, 66, 68, 70 and 78 under head V. 

(iv) For notice of amendments by the Honourable ,Jfoulvte Rafiuddin 
Ahmad, Bar .• at-Law, vide items Nos. 4, 5, II and 79 zmder head V. 

(v) For notice of amendments by t/ze Honourabln Mr. S. B. Upasani,. 
vide items Nos. AI, 8, 12, 15, 1 g, 25, 29, 32, 33, 35, 37, 42, 45,. 
50, 5J, 56, 57~ 6o, 64, 67, 6g, JI, 801 81 and 83 under /tet!d V. 

(vi) For notice of amendments by the Honottrable Mr. V. J. Patel, 
vide items Nos. Ag, 13, 20, 23, 26, 27, 28, JO, 31, 34, 36, 4', 44, 
46, 51,. 52, 59, 61, 65 and 74 under head V. 

(vii) For notice of amendments by the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh, 
vtde items Nos. AJ, 6, 14, 16, 22, 24, 39, 48, 49 and 55 under 
head V. · 

(viii) For notice of amendments bv the Honourab!e·Mr B. S. Kamat
vzde items Nos. A 73, 75 and 82 under lzead V. 

(i.x) For notice of amen lments by the Honourah!e Rao S.zheb V. 
S. Naik, vide items Nos. A1o an_d 38 under ·lzead V. 
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5· A Bill further to amend the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879-
Second Reading (vide item No. 2 under head VIII). . 
(t) For notice of amendments by the Honourable Mr. G. K. Pareklt, 

vide item No. B1, under head V. 
(ii) For notice of amendments by the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani, 

vide item No. B2, under head V. · 
6. A Bill further to amend the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879-First 

Reading. 
For notice of amendments by the Honourabl; J!r. A!anmolzandas Ramji, 

vide item No. C under head V. 
V.-MOTIONS OF AMENDMENTS OF WHICH NOTICES HAVE BEEN 

GIVEN. . 
• (A)-Un.der sub-rule (4) of rule 35 of .the Rules for the ~on~uct of 

Busmess, notice has been received of the followmg amendments to B11l No. I of 
1914 (a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901) as 
amended by the Select Committee. 

Clause 2. 

(1) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. ilpasani
Clause 2.-0mit. 

Clause 3· 
( 2). From the Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. Nilkanth-

Section 12 (t} (d)-For "(d) every juror and assessor who, for a 
. period " substitute-
" (d) every juror an·d assessor, who for a period\ 

sp that the sentence beginning tvith " who for a period '~ may 
apply to all the four clauses (a), (b), (c) and {d) of this 
sub-section. 

· (3). Fr~m the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh-
In clause 3, section 12 (1), (a) should stop at the word "assessor u 

and (b) "who for :a period", etc., should commence with a new line. 
(4) From ·the Honourable -Moulvie Rafiuddin Ahmad-
To sub-section (1), the following words shall be added, namely:-

" or within seven miles of the limits thereof provided that the place of 
. his residence within seven miles of such limits is not in any other 

. municipal district n. 

{5) From the Honourable Moulvie Rafiuddin Ahmad-
(a) In sub-section (2) . for the word ''two" substitute the word 

"seven'' and . 
{b) -add at the end the words " provided that the place of his residence 
. within seven miles of such limits is not in any other municipal 

district ". 
{6) From the Honourable Mr. G. K.· Parekh-

ln section 12 (2) in the srd line after the word ,, qualified" {a) 
delete· the word " to" and substitute for it the following words 
" to be a candidate and a voter and his name shall ".. . 

Delete the last five lines commemcing with " and h~ shall also ", etc. 
{7) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe- . 
New C'lause 12 (2). After the words "shall be qualified " the followin(T 

portion should appear in place of the -remaining portion of the same sub-clause :~ 
"as a candidate, and to be entered in the list of voters for the said 

district ". 



(8J From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-
Sub·clause (2)-0mit the last three lines· from u If he. h~s been 

·resident " to " thereof ,, · · 

(g) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel- . 
· After section 12, sub-section ( 1 ), clause (d), and before the words 
"shall be qualified as a candidate" add the following:-

"'and 
(e) every p~rson who for the like period has been paying the 

qualifying tax". '· 
Delete the word u and '' which appears at the end of section 12, 

sub-section (1), clause (d), and also delete section 12, sub-section (2). 

(1o) From the Honourable Rao Saheb V. S. Naik-
In sub-section ( 2) of section I 2 (clause 3 of the Bill)· of the Bill as 

a. mended by the SeJect Committee for the words "has been paying" the, words 
''has paid" shall be substituted. 

{I I) From the Honourable Moulvie Rafiuddin Ahmad-
In Explanation I, for the word " two " in each of the two places where . 

it occurs substitute. the word H seven". 

{12) From the HonourabJe 1\lr. S. B. Upas~ni
Omi~ Explanation 1 to sub-clause ( 2) of clause 3· 

(13) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel-
Omit Explanation I and substitute figure " .I " for figure" ·2 "in Expla .. 

nation 2. · 

( I4) From the Honourabie ;Mr. G. K. Parekh-
· Delete Explanation (I) to that clause. Number Explanation (2) as 

Explanation ( 1 ). · 

Clause 4· 
(IS) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

Omit ''undivided family" in lines 3 and 4 of the last paragraph of the 
clause. . · 

Clause 5; 
(I6} From the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh-

In clauses, section IS, after the words" Bombay Government Gazette" 
add the words "as debarring him from re-employment ". 

(17) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. Nilkanth
Section IS (1), proviso {vi), to clause (/)-After "purchase" add 

" 'Or hire ". · 
Clause 7• 

(x8) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe
This clause should be deleted. 

(19) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani
Ciause 7-0mit. 

(2o) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel
Delete clause 7 altogethe~. 

(21) From the Honourable Dewan Bahadur K. R. Godbole-
Omit the insertion of the proposed sub-section ( r A) beiow sub-section 

(I) of section 22 of the said Act 
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(22) From the Honourable ·Mr. G. K. Parekh-
ln clause 7; section 22, delete sub-clause {tA) that i~. proposed to be 

newly added. · · 
Claus.e ~· 

(23) From the•Honourable Mr: V. J. Patel- . 
. In new section 22A, sub-section (2), substitute. the :w?rds .·"money or 

valuable consideration, for the words "any glflbficallon whatever 
other than legal remuneration , . 

(24,) From the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh.:_ . . , . 
In clause 8, section 22A (3), line 3, substitute " three" for "·.seven ". 

' ' 
., . Clauses 9 and JOi · • 

(25) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani
~ Clause g~Omit • 

. Clause. 1o:-Omit. 
(26) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel.....: 

Delete clauses·g and ·1o. . · 
(In· the event of the above amendment being not carried or accepted, 

I propose to move the following further amendments) :-
In section 23A,· sub-seCtio~ (1 ), !sub$titute the. words " Notwith

standing anything contained in this Act." for the words '' Except as in 
this Act otherwise expressly provi<;led ''. 
. . . Delete claus~ IO altogether. . . ' 

Clauses 11 and I 2. 

(27) ·From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel-
. ·Delete clauses 11 and I 2. · 

· ·'(In the event of the . above ·~mimd~ent be.ing not ·carried or 
acct>pted,-1 propose to move the following further amendmrms) :-

. Claus'e 1 1-Frorp section ~6A, delete the following words:-_ 
~'A Muni~pal Commissioner· shall' nave the same right 

of ·being pn!seuf at a meeting of the Municipality and of 
taking part in the discussions thereat as a Councillor" and 
substitute the following words instead : 

" With the· ~·erinissiori of the President,:. a ·Municipal 
Commissioner· may be p1esent at a metting of the Muni
cipality and may take part in the discussions thereat., 

' Clause 12. 
t • ~ •• 

(28) FroJD. the Honourable Mr. V. J. PC:tel-
Delete ~Iause i'2. 

Clause 14~ . 
(29) From the :tJcnourable Iy.Ir. S. B. Upasani..:... · 

Clause I 4-0mit. 

(30) From the Honc.ura.ble Mr. V. J. Pat(!J~ 
Delete clause 14. 

Clause 15 .. . 
(31) From the HonourabJe'·Mr. V. J. Patti

Delete clause I 5· 
'Clause I6. • 

(32} From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upa5ani..:... 
Clause I6-0mit. 
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Clause 18. 

(33) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani

C!ause 18-0mit. 

(34) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel
Delete clause 18. 

Clause 19. 
(35) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasar:i

Clause 19-_0mir. 
(36) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel

Delete clause 1 g. 

Clause 21. 

(37) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani
Clause 21 (1)-0mit. 

(38) From the Honourable Rao Saheb V. S. N aik-
In sub-clause (2) o.f clause 21 of the Bill a.~ amended by the Select 

Committee the words " or Mahalkari " be added between the words 
'' .Mamlatdar" and "as the case may be". · 

Clause 23. 

(39) From the Hon~urab!e Mr. G. K.· Parekh-
In clause 23, section giA (1), delete the whole ~ortion following the 

words "within the municipal District". 
In proviso (a) of the said section delete the words "or such fresh line'' 

in the two places where they occur. · 
Secti01z 91 (2)-Delete the words" for the time b~ing ". 

(40) From tbe Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. Nilkanth
Section 91 A (3)-After "construct " add ':or reconstruct". 

(41) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel, Bar.-at-~aw-
ln sub-section (3) of section 9' A, add at the end the following:-

. "without the permission of the municipality und~r section g6 · 
provided that such permission shall not be granted when the greate; 
portion of the. building falling wilhin the Tegular line of th~ public street 
has been taken down cr burnt down or has fallen down ". 

(42) "From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-
Add " to each house owner if known or occupier~' between the words 

· " thereof" and " in '' in line 5 of proviso (a). 

(43) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. Nilkanth
Section 96-After clause 23 add as under:-
" 23A. To section g6 of the said Act 'the _following paragraph shall 

be added :--- · 
'The word 11 building'' throughout this chapter means a building 

as defined in section 3 ' ". 
. . 

{44) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel-
ln section g6 (1), after the words'' set-back'' add the following:-

." or . to construct or reconstruct a building or a part thereof 
fallinO' within the regular line of the public street within the meaning 

b, 
of sect1on gxA ''. 

n 41-9G 
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Clause 25. 
(45) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani:_ 

Clause 25-0mit. 
(46) From the Honourable Mr. V. J.:Patel

Delete clause 25. 
Clause 27. 

(47) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. Nitkanth-
Section 1 51.-In the marginal note for" trades" substitute "offensive 

or dangerous practices''. 
Clause 28. 

(48) From the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh-
In clause 28, ~ection 16o, add after the words "compensation; 

damages" whf!(ever they occur, the words "costs or expenses ''. 

Clause 29. 
(49} From the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh-

For section 16oA substitute the following: "The amount of costs and 
expenses as determined under section 160 shall be recoverable as an amount 
claimed on account of any tax recoverable under Chapter VIII". 

Clause 31. 
(So) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani~ 

Clause 31 -Omit. 
. (51) From the Honourable .Mr. V. J. Patel

Delete clause 3 1 • 

Clause 32. 

(52) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel-
J2 and consequential clauses.-Delete clause 32 and also delete the followin(J' 

consequential clauses:- . b · 

''g, 10, u, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, Jg, 25 and 
31 ". 
At the end of new section 186A, sub. 

section (1), clause (b), add the follow
ing proviso :-
''Provided that the Governor in 

Council shall select a I\erson for 
such appointment from a list of at 
least 3 persons prepared and sub
mitted by the municipality in such 
manner and within such time as the 
Governor in Council rna y, by rules 
determine." ' 

·(53) From the Honourable Mr. S. l3. Upasani-
C/ause ,12.-0mit Chapter XII lA and the heading. 

For I86A {I) and (a) substitute the following:-
,, Notwit~~tan~ing anything ~o_ntaine? i~ the p~evious sections of this 

Act, the mumctpahty m any mumc1pal D1stnct wh1ch contains a popu-' 
Jation of not less than one hundre~ thousand inhabitants shall appoint a 
Chief Officer, a Health Officer and an Engineer, and the Chief Officer 
in the case of these municipalities, shall, in addition to the powers men~ 
tioned in section 183 and those delegated to him by the municipality 
exercise the powers mentioned in section 186G. ' 
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(54) From the Honourable Dewan Bahadur K. R. God.bole-
Section r86A. (I) (a ).-Substitute "one hundred and fifty thousand " 

for " one hundred thousand ". 
(b).-Substitute "two-thirds" for" one-half''. 

{55) From the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh-
ln section I 86A (I) substitute for '' one hundred thousand " " one 

hundred and fifty thousand , and delete section I 86A (I) (b). 

(56) From the Hono~rable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

'I86A (I} (b).-Orrtit. If retained, substitute" tftree-fourth" for" one
half " in line 5 of this clause. 

I86A (4).-0mit. 
I86A (s).-Omit in view of provision contain~j.Jn ·section 177 (ii). 

{57) Fromthe'Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

J86B.-Omit. 

(58) From the Honourable Dewan Bahadur K. R. Godb::>le
Section I86B (J).-Substitute ''two-thirds" for" three-fourths.'' 

(59) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel-
la new section 186B, sub-section (3), substitute the W.:)rd "five-eighths" 

for the word u three .. fourths ". . . 

(6o) From the Hon~urable Mr. S. B. Upasani-
i86C .{1).-0mit.. 

{61) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel-
Substitute for new section 186C, sub·section (1), the following:-

"A Municipal Commissioner shall receive such monthly salary- as 
the Governor in Council shall. from time to time, determine, of which 

· one. half shall be paid by Government and the other half by the 
municipality." . . 
Substitute for section x86C, sub-section ( 1 ), the following:-

"A Municipal Commissioner shall receive from the municipal fund 
such monthly salary as the municipality in consultation with the 
Governor in Council shall, from time to time, determine." 

(62) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe-
Section I86C (1 ).-After the word " salary " the following words. be 

,added in place of the portion now standing :-
' As the municipality shall determine subject to the approval 

of the Governor in Council.' 

(63) From the Honourable Dewan Bahadur K. R. Godbole-
Section 186C (1).-Insert the words ''between maximum and minimum 

limits prescribed by the municipality" between the words "sa]ary" and 
4 'as'~ · 

{64) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

J86C {2).-For the words" Municipal Conrnissioner'' in line 1 sJb;tt. 
tute a " Chief Officer". 

J86D.-Omit. 
186E.-Omit. 
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(65) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel-
Substitute the following for section t86E, sub·section (1) :-

"Notwithstanding anything contained in proviso {b) to section 46, 
no contribution for pension or leave allowance shall.be. paya~le by. the 
municipality in respect of the Municipal CommiSSioner If he 1s a 
salaried servant of Government." 

{66) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. Nilkanth-
For section 186E (1) as amended by the Select Committee, substitute 

the following :-
"Notwithstanding anything contained in proviso (b) to section 46, 

no contribution· for pension or leave allowance shall be payable by the 
municipality in respect of the Municipal Commissioner if he is a 
salaried servant of Governm~nt." 

(67) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-
J86F (1).-0mit the words "Municipal Commissioner'' in lines 2 

and 3 and also in line 2 of sub-clause ( 2) and substitute " Chief Officer " in 
. both places. 

{68) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. ~ilkanth-
I86G (1).-After "Act" add ''or by rules and by-laws made under 

this Act and in force at the date of his appointment., 

(69) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

I86G.-Omit first paragraph and sub-clause ( 1) and substitute :-
" In the case of the municipalities referred to in section 186A, 

the Chief Officer shall, in addition to the powers vested in him under 
section 183 and those delegated to him by the municipality, exercise 
the following powers, viz.:-" . · 
186G (2).-0mit the following sections, viz.:-· 

65 .(3}, 66, 71, go, 91, gxA, 92, 93, gg, I 13, 144 and 145. 
186G (2), provisos (a), (h), (c) and (d).-Omit the words "Mt,micipal 

Commissioner" and substitute " Chief Officer" wherever they occur in 
these provisos. 

{7o) From ·the Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. Nilkanth
I86G.-prov.iso (d}.-Ornit" sub-section (4) of section 91A ". 

{71) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-
I86H.-Omit " Municipal Commissioner" and substitute '' Chief 

Officer" where they occur in this section. 
186/.-Substitute "Chief Officer, for ''Municipal Commissioner" 

in this section. · 

J86J.-Omit "Municipal Commissioner'' and subsLitute "Chief 
Officer" wherever they occur.· 

. At the beginning of paragraph I add "In- the case of municipalities 
referred to in section 186A." 

In paragraph 2 omit "one hundred'' and substitute "fifty u. 

(72) From the Honourable Dewan Bahadur K. R. Godbole-

Section I86J (1) {a).-Substitute "Rupees fifty'' for " Rupees one 
hundred". · ·· 

(73) From the Honourable Mr. B. S. Kamat-
Section I~6J (1) (a).-For the wcrds "one lnmdred" s·.:bstitute "fifty". 
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(74) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel-
ln section 186], sub-section. (I), clc:J,use {c), substitute the following 

proviso for the proviso now appearmg :-
" Provided that in respect of any punishment other than a fine not 

exceeding two weeks' salary, his order shall .be subject to an appeal to 
the municipality'' ; . 
or in the alternative delete provi.so to clause (c), sub-section (I) of 

section 186}, and add at the end of sectwn I86L-
" and 

(vii) clause {c) of sub-section {I) of section 186} where the punishM 
ment inflicted is other than. a fine not exceeding two ·weeks" 
salary" and drop the word "and" at the end of section 186L (v.). 

(75) From the Honourable Mr. B. S. Kamat~ 
Section I86J(I) (c).-For the word" fifty" substitute" thirty". 

(76) From the Honourable Dewan Bahadur K. R. Godbole-
Section 186J (I) (c).-Substitute "thirty" for "fifty" in the proviso 

attachPd to this sub-section. · · 
(77) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe-

I86J (I) (c), proviso.-The following proviso should be substituted for 
the proviso now ~tanding :- · . 

" Provided that every order of dismissal shall be subject to an 
appeal to the municipality or to such committee as might be appointe:l 
py the municipality in this behalf." 

(78) From the Honourabie Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai M. Nilkanth·
Delete the whole section I 86K. 

(79) From the Honourable Moulvie Rafiudcin Ahmad-
. Section ·186K be delet~d. · 

(So) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-
•I86K.-Omit '' Municipq.l Commissioner'' and substitute " Chid 

Officer" where r.ecessary. 
(81) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani

t86L.-Omit. 
(82) From the Honourable Mr. B. S. Kamat'""-:' 

, Section t86L.-After. the wor~ "namely" add c< sub-section (3) of 
section 65 ". 
(83) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani

I86M.-Omit. 
1 86N. -0 mit .. 
1 860.-.:..0mit. 
186P.-Ornit. 
t86Q.-Omit. 

(B) Under sub-rule (4) of rule 35 of the Rules for the Conduct of Business 
notice has been received of the following amendments to Bill No. II of 1914 
(A Bill furth€'r to amend the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879) as .amended 
by the Select Committee:- · 

.Clause 2. 

(1) From the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh-
In clause 2 after the words "to the contrary" add the following:

"and unless the tenant ha~ repudiated the landlord's title, in which event the 
tenancy terminates Immediately." 

H 41-97 
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Clause J• 
(2) From the Honourable Mr:. S. B. Upasani-

C/ause 3.-Amend as follows:- . 
Paragraph 2.-0mit the portion from ".Suspend '' .. in line I.o to 
· "which" at the end of the p~ragraph and substitute fo: tt .as 

follows:-" require the supenor holder to allow the mfenor 
holder such share in the amount ·suspended or remitted as 
the Collector may think fit." · 

Sub-clause (a).-Omit the whole or at least the wcrd "double'' 
in line 4· 

• Sub-clause (b).-Omit the whole or at least the word "double" 
in line 4· 

Sub-clause (2).-0mit the whole or at least the word "doub!e" 
in line i6 . 

. If sub-clauses {a), (b) and (2) are retained add the following as-
( 2) .. " No order for suspension under· this section shall be· 

· passed without actual inspection of the crop in the land with 
reference to which the suspension is to be allowed nor shall 
any order of remission be passed without actual individual 
inquiry as regards the· inferior holders' mean; to pay the 
amount to b'e remitted. 

The inspection and inquiry in cases falling under sub-clauses {b) 
and (2) shall be made by a Divisional Officer and the superior 
holder as also the inferior holder shall be allowed ah oppor
tunity to be present at it to represent their respective sides 
and they shall haye a right to appeal ;}gainst any order 
which may be passed in the matter of the suspension or 
remission.'' · 

Sub-clause {4).-0mit the portion from· "whole" in line 9 to. end 
d the paragraph and substitute " the inferior holder shall be entitled to 
recover from him double the rent collected unless he has ·paid the 
same voluptarily without any demand from the su.perior holder." 

Sub-clause (5).-After the· word " remitted " in line 7 omit the word 
"or, and. substitute for it "nor shall any assistance be given under 
sections 86 and 87 or a Civil Court decree be executed for recovery". 

In line 15 of this clause omit '' from " and substitute " in com-
puting". . · · 
(C) Uncle~ sub-rule.:a of Rule 33 of the Rules for the .conduct of business 

notice of followmg amendments to Btll No. V of 1914 (A Bill further to amend 
the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879) :-

From the H01z'ble Mr. Manmolzandas Ram.fi
Section s-

(i) That the words ''ten electiv~ trustees, six nominee trustees and 
a Chairman " be read for " seven elective trustees, nine nominee 
trustees and a Chairman ", in sub-section (I) of section 5 of the 
Act further to amend the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879, Bill 
No. V of 1914. 

(ii) That the words " of the six nominee trusteeg one shall be a military 
· officer serving in the Bombay Brigade" be read for "of the nine 

nominee trustees one shall be a military officer servin 0' in the 
Bombay Brigade" in sub-s~ction (2), section. 5 of t~e proposed 
Act and that t.he latter por.t10n of thts sub-sect10n begmning from 
'' and not less than " deleted. 
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Section 6- . . 
That the following be. substituted forsub-section (1), section: 6 of the 

Port Trust Act, 1879:-
"Of the elective trustees five shall be elected. by the members for the 

time being of the Bombay Chamber of· Commerce and five by 
such body, or bodies as Government shall from time to time select 
as best representing the interest~ . of the Indian mercantile 
community of Bombay." 

VI ·-DISCUSSION OF MATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST

Resoluti01z by the Honozerable 11/r. G. JJ,f. Blwrgri~ Bar.-at~Law-

1. "(a) That this Council recommends to His Excellency the· Governor 
of Bombay in Council to suspend the recovery of the increased 
rates of assessment sanctioned in July last for the Tando 
Sub-division of the district of Hyderabad, Sind .. 

(b) This Council further recommends that an enquiry be made 
into the representation of . the Zamindar3 ·of. the Tan do Sub
division lately submitted to Government. 

(c) This Council further requests th&t the enquiry be conducte:l 
by a mixed commission of officials and non-officials and the rates 
rerised ·after their report is considered by Government." 

J:esolution by t!ze Honourable Mr. R. P. Paranjpe-
2. 11 That this Council req~ests Government to move the Bombay 

High Court and the Home Government to take steps whereby 
High Court Pleaders· .in Bombay shall be put on an equal 
footing with Barristers who obtain their qualifications in the 
United Kingdom, as regards . permission to practis.~ on the 
Original Side of the High Court and eligibility for ·appointment 
to the High Court Bench." 

1\.esolution by the Honourable Mr. G. 11!. Bhurgri~ Bar.-at-Law-
3· "That this Council recommends to His Excellency the Governo.r 

in Council to appoint a mixed commission of officials and non
officials to enquire into and report on the desirability of extending 
the period of settlement in Sind from ten to thirty years." 

Resolution by t/ze Honourable Shaikh Ghulam Htessei1e Hidayatal!ah, 
ll .. !J.-

4· "That this Council recommends to His Excellency the Governor 
in Council that the term of land settlement in Sind be extended 

. from ten years to at le1st .thirty years as in other parts of 
the Preside'ncy." · . 

i~'esoiution by t/ze Honourable .Jfr. V. !f. Patel~ Bar.-at-Law-
5· "This Council recommen~s to His Excellency the Governor in 

Council to consider the question of creating a Civ·il Court for the 
Town and Island of Bombay with jurisdiction to receive, try and 
dispose of all suits and other proceedings of a civil nature not 
exceeding Rs. 5,ooo in value· except suits or proceedings which 
are cognizable- · 

(a) by the High Court as a Court of .Admiralty or Vice
Admiralty or as a Colonial Court of Admiralty, or as a CIJJrt 
having testamentary, intestate, or matrimonial j:nisdiction, or 

{b) by the Court for the relief of insolvent de:btors, or 
(c) by the Small Causes Court.'' 
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Resolution by the h'·onou1·able Mr. D. V. Beh,i, LL.B.- . 
6: " This .Council respectfulJy recommends to Government that t~e 

ancient and hereditary·right ·of service of Vatandar ~ulk~rms 
(village Accountants) should .not· be commut~d, at .any rat~, 
before an earnest and susta1r.ed ·effort at tmprovmg thetr 
efficiency is made b!' providing them with suita ~le educational 
facilities and by giving them adequate remu~eratton., 

Resoluti01z by tlze ltmzournble Rao Saheh V. S. Naik-
1· "This Council respectfully recommends to His Excellency the 

Governor jn Council the desirability of granting takavi loans 
for the purpose of building houses ·on sanitary conditions in 
the town extension schemes undertaken by Municipalities and 
other Boa.rds." · 

Resolutio1z bj tile Ho1zoi;rable Rao Saheb V. S. J\'flaik-
8. ''This Council recommends to 'His Excellency the Governor in 

Council that the Government should J)tospect for artesian watt;!r
supply in the Oeccan and Karmitick for irrigational purposes in 
view of frequent failures of rain and want of other irrigationat 
facilities~" '· · ' 

. " . 
Resolution by the Honourable Rao· Bahadur S. K. Rodda-

9· "That this Council respectfully recommends the Bombay Govern
ment to take such steps as may .be necessary to connect Karwar 
with Hubli or other conv·enient station on the Madras and South-
ern Maratha· Railway.1

' ' 

E esolu{ion by the Honourable Mr. B.· S. Kamat-

IO. "This Ccuncil·re~ommends to His Excellency the Governor irr 
Counc~l that ·the principle· cf appointing Advisory Excise 
Committees be now -extended to smaller towns and rural areas. 
in· the Presidency." · 

V~I.-ELECTIONS-

. Election of the Finance Committee. 

VIII.-PAPERS PRESENTED TO THE COUNCIL-

. 1. Report of the Select. Committee· appointed to consider Bill No. l 
of 191.4 (A Bill further io amend the. Bombay District MUI.i
cipal Act, 1901). 

2." Report otthe Select Committee appointed to consider Bill No. II 
of 1914 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Eand Revenue 
Code, 1879). · · · · · 

3· Report of the Sele~t Committee appointed to consider Bill No. IX 
of 1912 (A Bill further to amend the Bombay Tramwavs 

·Act, 1874). · · " 

4· Letter from the Commissioner, N. D., lNo. Confdl. 22 dated the · 
13th AFfil 1914, yegarding Bill No. XI of 1912, (A Bill to 

· am~n~ and consohda~e the law relating to the Talukdars of 
Gu1arat) together wtth Proceedings of the Dar bars of the 
Talukdars. 

5· Government Memorandum in the ~inancial Department No. 2817, 
dated th~ ~3th Ju~y 1914, regardmg the statement showing figures 
of takavt transactions for the five years ending 191 2· I 3• 
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6. Letter from the Government of India, Legislative Department, 
No. 2276, dated the 17th June 1914, returning with the assent 
of His Excellency the Governor General the authentic copy of 
the Karachi Port Trust {amendme~t) law, 1914. 

7· Letter from the President, Sholapur Municipality, No. 485, dated 
the 6th July 1914, in connection with Bill No. I of 1914 (A Bill 
further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1914). 

8. Substance of a petition, dated the 28th June 1914, from Sadashiv 
Narayan Vader and 40 other superior holders of land, inhabitants 
of mouze Kodni, taluka Chikodi, district Belgaum, regardinO' the 
Bombay Land Rev~nue Code Amendment Bill No. II of 1g14. 

9 Letter from the Government of India, Legislative Department 
. No. 2464, dated the 3rd July 1914-Returning, with the assent 

of His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor-General signified 
thereon, the authentic copy of the Bombay Irrigation Amend
ment Law, 1914. 

w. Letter from the Honourable Mr. Shridhar Balkrishna Upasani, 
dated. the qth July 1914, in connection with Bill No. I of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 
1901 ). . 

1 1. Letter from the President, City Municipality, Surat, dated the 19th 
July 1914, in connection with Bill No. i of 1914 (a Bill further to 
amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901). 

12. Letter from the Chairman, Committee of Management, Ahmedabad 
Municipality, No. 1688, dated the 19th July 1914, in connection 
with Bill No. I of 1914 (a Bill further to amend the Bombay 
District Municipal Act, 1901). 

'3· Letter from Rao Saheb T. J. Pitre, Chief Officer, Sholapur 
Municipality, dated the 14th July 1914, in connection with 
Bill No. I of 1914 (a Bill further to amend the Bombay District · 
Municipal Act, 1901 ). · 

q.. Representation from the Honorary Joint Secretaries, Bombay 
Native Piece-goods Merchants'· Association, Bombay, dated the 
2nd July 1914, in connection with Bill No. V of 1914 (a Bill 
further to amend the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879). 

15. Representation from the Honorary Secretary, the Grain Merchants'· 
Association, Bombay, dated the 3rd July 1914, in connection. 
with Bill No. V of 1914 (a Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Port Trust Act, 1879). 

H 41-98 
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LIST OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

Qllestians. 
'THE .HONOURABLE MOULVIE RAFIUD· 

DIN AHMAD (Bar.-at-La.w). 
1. Will Government be pleased to 

state-
( a) If it is true that the Mahomedan 

. . stipendiary stu· 
Tratmug College at dents in the 

Ahmeda.bad-Mahome- A h d b. d 
dan students m e a a 

. · Tr:tining College 
for men who are bound to reside 
within the college are prohibited 
from taking animal food within the 
precincts ? · 

(b) Whether the students had ap· 
proached the Educational Inspector, 
N.D., with a prayer for the redress 
of the above grievance and whether 
that officer had asked them to apply 
to him through their Principal? 

{c) Whether the· Principal of tha 
College had refused to forward both 
their collective and individual appli
cations to t~e Inspector, N. D.? 

{ cl) If the matter has been brought t~ 
their notice, are Government taking 
any steps to remove this anomalous 
prohibition ? 

Answers. 

1. Inquiries are being nmde as to the 
truth of the allegations contained in the 
question put by the Honourable 
:Member. His attention is, however, 
invited to the answer given by G~vern· 
ment to question No.3 put by him on 
the same subject at the meeting of 
th6 Council held on the 13th :March 
1912. Since then proposals for provid
ing a separate kitchen and dining room 
for Mahomedan students have boon 
approved and debiled plans and 
estimates for the work are under 
preparation. 

Supplementary Question. 
The Honourable MouLVIE RAFIUDDIN Anru.n :-With ragard to the latter part of 

the answer, I want to know whether, while permanent arrangements are being made, 
Government will make any temporary arrangements. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT.:-Order, order. I am afraid the Honourable 
Member asks a question which I cannot admit as it suggests a course of action on the 
part of Goverrunent • 

.2. Will Government be pleased to state 
if they have 

. MaboD?~d~ Edu~· arrived at any 
tion-Utiliza.tionof gift d . . 'th 
of s !ills. .ecisiOn WI •• re-

gard to the utiliza-
tion of the handsome donation of 
:8 Iakhs made, six. months ago, by 
Mr. ~Iahomed Yusuf, towards the 
advancement of Mahomedan education 
in this Presidency P 

.a. With reference to my question put at 
the meeting of the 

:Mahomedau Resi- Council in March 
dential School1 Poo:aa. 

last concerning the 
establishment of Sir Cnrrimbhai 
Ebrahim Mahomedan residential school, 
Poona, will Government be pleased to 

2. The answer to the question is in the 
negative . 

3. The detailed plans and estimates for 
the school which the Honourable Sir 
Faznlbhai Currimbhai Ebrahim has 
been invited to place before Govern
ment are still awaited. There are as 
yet no papers on the subject which 
would be of any interest to the Council. 



Questions. 
say what progress has been made in the 
matter during the interval and whet~er 
they will place any papers concernmg 
the subject upon the table of the 
Council P 

4. Will Government be pleased to state 
what steps have 

Sc~ool~Teaching~f been taken by 
English m Urdu Pn- them to provide 
mary Schools. E 1. h t h. ng IS eac mg 
in first class Urdu Primary Schools in 
the Central Division ? 

.5. Is it a fact that at the present timE:' 
there is not a single 

Government High Mahomedan Head 
Schools and Mahome- M t • f 
dan Head Masters. as er In any 0 

the Government 
High Schools throughout the Presi· 
dency ? If so, will Government be 
pleased to give the reasons for this? 

·6 .. Is the fact that at present there i3 

E Ed 
not a single .liiitro· 

nropean uca- Ed t' 1 
tional Inspectors. pean ~ca IOna 

Inspector m any of 
the Divisions in the Presidency proper 
due to any change in the Educational 
policy of Government with regard to 
the wider employment of Indians in 
the Educational service? 

7. In connection with the recent Govern• 
Mnnicipalities-Elec- ment Press Note 

tion o£ Mahomedans on the subject of 
to- Municipalities and 
Communities, will Government be 
pleased to inquire and place on the 
Council Table a list of all the Munici· 
pn.lities in the Presidency proper in 
which no Mahomedan member has been 
elected since the enactment of the Local 
Self-Government Act of 1882 up to the 
year 1912? 

8. Will Government be pleased to plaoe 

Pil . t ffi t on the Council 
gnm ra a o T bl f :Mecca. a ... e a copy 0 

their recent . pro· 
posals to the Government o[ India in 
connection with the Mecca pil('J'rim 
traffic f' 0 

9. Will Goyer~mcnt be pleased to give. 
the followmg mformatiou :- , 
(a) The number of Mahomedan 

High Schools and s~udents in each 
:Mahomedtm stnden.ts. Gov e r n m e n t 

High School 
in the Presidency proper. 
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.J.nswers. 

4. Government have taken no step3. 

5. Inquiries are being made • 

6. The fact that all the three Inspec
torates in the Presidency proper are at 
present held by Indians is due to the 
exigencies of the service, the permanent 
European ~ncumbents of two charges 
being absent on leave, and is not due 
to any change of policy. 

7. The information is being called for. 

8. The papers on the 'subject have been 
printed at pages 1549-1570 of the 
Bombay Government Gazette, Part I, 
dated the 16th instant, to which the 
attention of the Honourable Member is 
invited. · 

9. Th~ information has baen called for. 



Questtons. 
(b) Their percentage to the 

number of· students in each 
School. 

total 
Hi~h 

0 

(c) The number of :Mahomedan free 
students in each of the High 
Schools. 

THE HONOURABLE MR. DATTATRAYA 
VENKATESH BELVI, LL.B •. 

1. (a) Is it a fact that the two tanks to 
. the south of the 

. Repal~ .of two tanks village of Parvati 
m Badam1 Taluka. • th. B d . m e a ami 

•· Taluka of the Bijapur District which 
are intended for irrigational purposes 
hav13 been out of repairs for years and 
yet the fields irrigated by them continue 
to be assessed as Tari lands P . ' 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state 
if any petitions were submitted by the 
people of the said village for repairing 
th~ tanks during .the last ten years, and 
whether any steps were taken to repair 
the tanks? · 

[Phis question was asked at the meetiug 
keld on tlae 16tl~. JJecember 1918 'lDl~en 
an ad interim replg was given.] 

39(\ 

I. The dam of one of the two tanks the 
Hirekeri tank with its masonry outlet is 
in good condition; but the tank has had 
no supply of water sufficient for· irriga· 
tion for the last ten years owing to 
want of sufficient rains, though the 
catchment area is mostly hilly and 
there is· one nalla feeding the tank. 
The dam of the other tank the Ganji· 
keri. tank is an earthen one measuring 
about 650 feet in length. This tank 

. has also had no supply of water for the 
last ten years for want of sufficient 
rains. There was one application 
in 1911 for the execution of repairs to 

. the Ganjikeri tank. On its receipt thEt 
. tank was inspected and reported upon 

by the Public Works Department Sub
divisional Officer. The dam is reported 
to be leaking throughout its length, and. 
special survey is necessary before a. 
repair estimate can be framed. The· 
Executive Engineer, Bijapur, has 
therefore been authorized to carry out 
the necessary investigations. .As 
regards the rates levied on the land 
under the two tanks, Tari ·assessment 
used to be levied up to . about six: years 
ago. Since then on application being 
made to the Collector, assessment is 
being levied according to the kind of 
crop grown, i.e., Tari assessment when 
rice crops are raised and Jirayat in other 
cases. 
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Questions. 

2. (a} Will Government be pleased to . 
state the total 

Trial of criminal number of accused 
cnse~ by the ~peci_!-'1 persons tried by 
MagiStrate at GuJna.l m :M y V R d · 
the Belgaum District. r. • • an IVe, 

· since the date of 
his appointment as a Special Magistrate 
of the First Class in the Belgaun:i 
district to the end of February 1914? 

(b) How inany of those accused persons 
were convicted and how many of them 
confessed to their guilt ? How many 
of the accused were defended ? 

(c) Will Government be pleased to state 
the largest number of prisoners in 
custody at one time in the hamlet of 
Gujnal in the Gokak taluka of the 
:Belgaum district since the location or the 
office of the Special Magistrate there? 

{d) What are the dimensions of the two 
houses in which the prisoners are kept 
in custody, and do the houses conform 
to the rules and regulations obtaining 
in ordinary jails in matters of ventila· 
tion and sanitation? 

(e) Is the lock-up at Gujnal in the charge 
of any officer of the Jail Department or 
in charge of the Police ? 

(f) Is Government aware of. the fact that 
the only two small Hindu Temples at 
Gujnal have been occupied for months 
together by non-Hindu Police Officers 
!lnd Constables who are there to assist 
the Special Magistrate? 

[This question was asked at the meeting 
l~eld on the 13th JJJ.arch 1914, when an 
ad interim replytoct!J git7en.] 

3. are the holders of alienated villaooes 
0 

in the Bijapur 
· Recovery of rents on D' . . . 

8Tteri lands in alienated IstrlCt prohibited 
villages. by Revenue 

Officers there from 
H 41-£19 

'; 

Answers. 
2. (a) lir. Randive has tried and disposed 

of the cases of 119 accused persons. 

(b) 107 were convicted, ancl 14 confessed 
their guilt. Twenty we~e defended. 

(c) The largest number of prisoners in 
custody at one time was 53. 

(d) Of the two houses, the dimensions of 
one ara 22 feet X 23 feet x 9 feet and 
of the other which has two compart
ments, 33 feet X 37 feet X 14 feet and 
23 feet x 17 feet X 14 feet. ]~,or 
26 days out of the 181 for which infor
mation is available the space accom
modation and ventilation arrangements 
fell short of the requirements of jail 
rules and regulations, which are observed 
in this respect and in that of eanitation 
as far as 'circumstances will admit. 

(e) The prisoners are in the charge of 
Mr. Randive, and they are guarded by 
3 First Class Head Constables, assisted 
by the necessary number of armed 
Constables. The two houses are close 
to Mr. Randive's residence, and he. 
visits them almost daily. 

(j) The outer halls of the Ishwar and 
· Lakshmi temples are occasionally made 

use of by the Hindu Police Sub
Inspectors of Murgod, Hukeri, and 
Yemkanmardi, but never by non-Hindu 
Sub-Inspectors. '£he outer hall of the 
temple of 1\Iaruti, the priest of which 
is o. Berad, was used by a Mahomedan 
:Police Inspector to hold his office in. 
He bas, however, recently removed his 
office to a Dharamshala in the temple 
compound. . 

3. The practice regarding the levy or 
rents from sheri lands in the several 
talukas of the Bij!lpur District is not 
uniform. In the talukas of Indi, 
Sinclgi,. Bagewadi and Muddebihal, nG . 
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recovering their rents from their tenants 
on their sheri lancls independently of 
village officers P 

(b) What is the practice obtaining in the 
other Districts of the Bombay Presi· 
dency? 

[Phis qztestiOJz was asked at the meeting 
held on the 13tl& March 1914 when an 
ad interim reply was given.] 

4. Will Government be pleased to state

( a) The average number of pupils in the 
j'_ 

1 
v 

1 
Government High 

4llg o• ern a c u a r S h 1 t .8 • · 
school at Bagalkot. C 00 a lJa.Pur 

· and the Municipal 
Anglo· Vernacular School at Bagalkot 
in each of the last 7 years ? 

(b) The maximum number of . pupils to 
whom the said High School is open at 
present?. · 

(c) The amount of money, if any, raised 
. by public subscription and ~ow lying in 

the hands of ~he .Municipality at Bagal ~ 
kot~ for developing the said Anglo• 
Vernacular School into a High School, 
and 

(d) The conditions on which the said 
Anglo· Vernacular School will be })er· 
mitted to· be raised to· the status of a 
High School P • 

i>. (1) Will Government be graciously 
pleased to state the. stage of progress 
that has been reached at present in the 
matter of-

(a) The construction of a bridge over the 
river near the 

. Works in ihe South~ village of Kama.tgi 
ern Division. in the· Bijapur 

District P 
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Answers;, 

distinction is made between permanent 
tenants and tenants at. willJ including 
those of sheri lands, and rents due to 
the lnamdars are recovered through. the 
agency of the hereditary village officers. 
In the other four talukas the rents due 
from the khaskamnt (sheri) lands of the 
Inamdars are recovered by them direct. 

(b) The practice is not uniform. In the 
Northern Division there are no sheri 
lands, nor ·are there hereditary village. 
accountants in any inam village. In 
two talukas only of the West Khandesh 
District and in all other districts of 
the Central DivisionJ the holders of 
alienated villages recover .from their 
tenants rents on sheri lands inde. 
pendently of village officers. In the 
remaining talukas of the West Khan .. 
desh District the rents are· recovered 
through the village officers and paid to 
the holders. · 

4. Enquiries are being made. 

5. (1) (a) Rough plans and estimate for 
the project ·have been approved and the 
Superintending Engineer, Southern 
Division, h~s been asked to submit fair 
plans and estimate. When these are 



Questions. 

(b) The construction of water-works for 
U ran in the Kolaba District?' 

{c) The building of a Subordinate Judge's 
Court at Gokak and a liamlatdar's 
Court at Hukeri in .the Belgaum 
Distdct? 

(d) The erection of buildings for an Arts 
College at Dharwar? -

.(2) Will Government be graciously 
pleased to state the stage of progress 
that has been reached at present in the 
matter of the construction of water
works for Uranin the Kolaba District? 

6. Will Government be pleased to state
{ a) if the working of the proposed new 

. . distillery at 
Dlstillery proposed Khanapur in the 

at Kbanapur. B l n· t . t e gaum Is -ric 
is likely to spoil the water of the river 
close by, and 

(b) if the inhabitants of Khanapur have 
submitted any petitions in the matter 
to the Collector of Belgaum and the 
Commissioner, Southern Division? 

1. (a) Is it a fact that the Collector of 

B lb dh 
. t • Bijapur has issued 

a o scnp m d h t th 
Bijapnr District. or ers t a e 

official corres• 
pondence of the District shall be carried 
on in certain cases in the Dalbodh 
script in lieu of Kanarese? 

{b) Did the Collector CJbtain the sanction 
of Government before issuinoo such 
orders? 0 

(c) Were the opinions of any non-official 
gentlemen in the District invited before 
the said orders were issued? 

.(d) Was it ever published in the Bombay 
Government Gazette before the orders 
under consideration were issued that 
it was intended to change the script of 
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.J.mwera.· 

received and approved by Government 
the· work will· 'be ·started. · · Under 
item 16? o! the. ~urrent year's· Budget 
of ProvmCJ.al Civil Works· a provision 
of Rs. 20,000 has· been- made for· this 
work. · 

{b) Reference· is invited to l'ress' Note· 
No~ 5649, dated 18th July 1914. 

(c) flans and estimate for the Sub
ordinate Judge's Court at Gokak havo 
been sanctioned and those for the 
:Mamlatdar's Kacheri at Hukeri ar& 
under preparation. . No provision for 
these works has been made in the 
current . year's Budget of Provincial 
Civil Works. . , 

(d) The matter is under consideration. 

(2) .The attenHon of the Hon.ourable 
liember is invited to the Press Note 
No. 5649, dated the 18th July 1914, 
on the subject. 

6.. (a) In the working of the distillery, 
where the diffusion system will be 
adopted, all needful measures will be 
taken to prevent fouling the water of 
the river. 

(b) Government have no information. 

7.· (a) Inquiry will be made. 

(b) No. 

(o) Inquiry will be made. 

(d) Inquiry will be made. 



Questions. 

· the District and that it was open to the 
publio to state their objections, if any, 
to the intended change within a 
prescribed period of time P 

8. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
· . . state· the yield of 

Salt pr?dn.ctiOn 1n salt in the Karwar 
Karwar D1strict. D" t . t d . th 1s nc urxng . e 
last 20. years and the quantity of salt 
imported into British India from 
Portuguese India. vid Castle Rock 
·during the same period of time ? 

(b) Are any special measures under the 
consideration of. Government at present 
for the revival and development of the 
salt industry in the Karwar Distrjct? 
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~' Will Gov~rnment be pleased . to state · 
. . · . the rates charg·ed 

, Railways-Fret g h t now and before 
for goods on the :M. & 1902 b th 
s. :M. Railway. · A.D. Y e 

· Madras and South· 
ern Maratha Railway. Company on 

. goods sent to Bombay vid Hotgi an4 
viti .. Mormugoa from the following 

~ Railway Stations :- · 
· Gadag, Bijapur and Hubli ? 

10. 'Yill Government be pleased to state 
. Karwar Port. whether t~e Kar· 

· ·. war Port Is open 
for direct foreign trade at present ? If 
not, when was the privilege taken away 
and on what grounds? 

11. (a) Has the Commissioner, Southern , 
Division, ordered 

~r?und-re~t for that ground-rent 
building land m Kanara. t th t f 
District. a e ra e o 

· RL 40 p~ a~e 
should be levied on p6t-kharab land 
used as building sites in the Kanara 
District? . . 

(b) What is the area of the land S(). 

assessed? 
(c) Will Governm.ent be pleased to lay' 

on the Table of the Council a copy of 
the Commissioner's orders ? 

(d) Are the orders for the levy of ground· 
rent on p6t-kharab lands in conformity 
with the rules laid down in the Surv~y 
and Settlement Manual? 

.A tlSU:CrB •. 

8. (a) The requisite information will be 
found in the tables at the end of the 

. Reports on the Salt and Continental 
Customs Departments of the Bombay 
Presidency for the years 1893-94 to 
1899 .. 1900 abd in the ·Reports on the 
Administration of the Salt Department 
of the Bombay Presidency for the years 
1900-01 to 1912-13. 

(b) The answer is in the negative. 

9. Reference is invited to the Goods 
: Tariffs and special rate circulars pub· 

lished by the Railway Administration. 

10; The answer to the first sentence is in 
the affirmative. 

l 
'I 
J 
. ? 11. Inquiry will be made. 

I 
I • . 
J 



Questions. 

12. · (a) Have any orders beeri issued 
since the meeting 

Lands leased for of the Council in 
manure of green leaves July 1913 as re· 
~d revenue .thc_reb'om gards the question 
m Karwar District. 

of soppu or manure 
of green leaves in the Karwar District? 

{b) if so, will Government be pleased to 
lay a copy of the orders on the table of 
the Counoil ? 

(c) What is the total area of land let out 
· for soppu and what is the amount of 

re'\'enue realised from soppu lands from 
the 1st of August 1~13 to the end of 
June 1914? 

13. Will Government be pleased to state 
. the number of 

CIVil snits for 'v'l 't · 
redemption of mort. Cl, 1 SUl S In• 
g~:~ged Janda. st1tuted for re~ 

dem pticn of lands 
under the provisions of the Dekkhan 
.Agriculturists' Relief Act during the 
year from the date of Notification 
No. 3545, dated the 14th May 1913, 
Separate Revenue-Stamps Judicial. 

(b) What was the number of such suits 
institu~ed in each of the five years 
precedmg the date of the· said Govern· 
ment Notification? · · 
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·Answers. 

12. (a) Yes. 

{b) It has been ordered that except where 
. individual allotments of hadi have been 

made, or may in future be made in the 
manner described in paragraphs 8 and 
9 of· the Collector's report (copy*" 
appended), the cultivators of rice and 
cocoanut gardens in the coast talukas 
of Kanara should be allowed to take 
soppu from the minor forests in which 
they exercise }Jrivileges subject to the 
prescriptions of any Working Plan 
sanctioned by GovP.rnment, that Work
ing· Plans . should · accordingly be 
prepared, and that fnther demarcation 
of communal kadis. should be dis
continued and the special establishment 
should be dispensed with. It has .also
been directed that the same methods of 
teaching the people how to lop and 
preserve theirr tree-growth should be 
pursued in Kanara as in Thana, with. 
due allowance for local conditions. 

• [Seo Ar:pendix P.J 

(c) Information will be called for. 

13. It would involve great trouble tc 
collect the statistics for which the 
Honourable l\iember asks, and Govern-· 
ment are not prepared to order it to be
undertaken. 

If the object of the Honourable Member's 
question is to ascertain whether the 
number of suits for the fedemption of 
land has increased or decreased since 
the issue of the N otifi.oation· to which 
he refers, Government are advised that 
the period of time has been as yet to() 
short to allow of a cotTect opinion 
being formed. The effect of the N oti
fication will only really be seen two or 
three years hence when its provisions 
aro generally known and understood • . 
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Questions. 

1~·. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
state the number · 

De~~~e~un.Sobool ah of studf'nts frof!l 
the Bam bay Presi

dency now studying in the Forest School 
at Debra Dun ? . 

(b) Is it a fact that the Debra Dun School 
authorities have intimated to the Bam· 
bay Governme'nt that they ·are unable 
to accommodate students from the Bam· 

· bay Presidency? 
(c) Are any proposals under consideration 

at present for establishing a Forest 
School in the Ka1 war District for this 

: Presidency like the schools at Debra 
· Dun and at Coimbatore ? . 
~5. (a) Bas the attention of Government· 

. · . been called to the 
Complamt agamst the c 0 r r e s p ondence 

c. 1' )), . th . t over e s1gna ure 
of one K. D. Bbosekar in the issue of 
the." Kesari" newspaper in its issue of 

. the 7th July 1914? 
(b) Has any inquiry been made into the 

'nllegations made in the said corre-
spondence? · 

'l'HE BdNOURABLE b!R. G. M. 
BHURGRI. 

1. Are Government' a~are that the 
· · Settlement Record 

Settletnent Record Office is situated 
Office at·Hyderabad. • tb f In e ort at 
Hy derabad, Sind, and that it is neces .. 

· sary for the Fublic to obtain a military 
IJa SS to seCUI'e admission ? 

[This question was askPd at tlte .:meeting 
held on the 18th March 1914, wlten a1'1J 

· ad interi!ll reply was givm~.] 
2. Has the attention of Government been 

drawn to the feeling prevailing among 
the 'Mahomedan population of Karachi 
and other places owing to the exhibi
tion of the moving picture, called 
'' .Azim"? 

·Do Government intend to take action 
under the Press Act in respect of it? 

.3. Is it tru3 that Government has 
abandoned the pro

Improvement of the posals reO'arding 
Baghar Canal. • o 

. the ~mprovement 
of the l3aghar Canal ? 

If so, will Government be pleased to state 
the reasons for doing so? 

Answers. 

14 (a) There are at present eleven 
~tudents from the Bombay Presidency 
attendin(P the Forest School at Dehra. 

0 • 

Dun. 

(b) No such intimation has been received 
from the school authorities. 

(c) The reply is in the negative. 

15. Yes. 

No. The matter will receive attention. 

1. It is a fact that the Head. Record Office 
is situated inside the fort at Hyderabad 
and that it used to be necessary 'for 
those, desirous of obtaining admission 
into it, to get a pass from the Station 
Sfaff Officer, Hyderabad. 

2, Government are aware that objection 
was taken to the exhibition of the film 
by certain Mahomedans of Karachi, and 
Government have arranged that it shall 
not be exhibited again. 

The question of applying the Press Act is 
under consideration. 
3. No. A portion of the improvements 

have already been carried out. The 
Honourable Member is referred to the 

· a~swer given to a similar _question of 
h1s at the last meeting of the Le()'is-
lative Council, :l 



Questions. 

4. Is it a fact that there is a good deal 
of · discontent in Sind regarding the 
working of ~ection 110 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code ? 

Is it a fact that complaints have been 
made in various cases by Zamindars of 
pressure being brought to bear on them 
by the Police and of their being forced 
to give evidence? 

Is it true that Government have been 
lately making enquiries into the work· 
ing of this section in Sind ? 

If so, have Government come to any 
decision in the matter? 

If ~ao, will Government be pleased to 
publish the results of such enquiry and 
their decisions thereon ? 

5. Will Government be pleased to state 
. how many acres 

Fallow Rules m have been forfeited 
Sind. to Government 
under the Fallow Rules, and how much 
fallow assessment has been paid to 
Government during the last five years ? 

How much of that land was flow and lift 
land respectively ? 

Q. Will Government be pleased to lay 
on the Table a list 

Delegation of powGrs of the powers con
~ Commissioner in ferred upon the 
Smd under Act V of C • . . 
1868. omm1sstoner m 

Sind from time to 
time under the vari~us Acts and Regu. 
lations of the GGvernment of India and 
the Bombay Government by virtue· of 
the provisions of Act V of 1868, and 
also a list of the power3 which Govern
ment have not conferred upon the 
Commissioner but which Government 
have kept to themselves? 

7. Will Government be vleased to state 
how much fine ·ho.s 

Fine paid to Govern- been paid to Gov• 
ment by defaulters of 
land revenue. ernment under 

section 14'3 of the 
Land Revenue Code for the last three 
years? · 
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Answers. 

4. Government are enquiring into the 
working of Chapter VIII of the Code 
of Criminal Procedure. Their enqui

, ries are not yet complete, and they 
have come to no decision in the 
matter. 

5. The information will be called for. 

6. The Honourable Member is referred to 
pages 7-10 of Part land to pa.ge3 13·22 
of Part II, Volume II, of the 
"Local Rules and Orders made under 
enactments applying to Bombay.'' 
Except the powers mentioned. in these 
pages all other powers are reserved b;r 
Government. · 

7. The Honourable Member is referred 
to District Revenue Return No. 9 
appended to the Land Revenue Admin is· 
tration Reports, Part I, of the Bombay 
Presidency for the years 1910-11 and 
1911·12, which' contains the informa
tion desired by him. Similar informa· 
tion for 1912-13 will be ~iven in the 
report for that year, which will be 
published in due course. 



.Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE !h. FAZALBHOY. 
MEHERALLY CHINOY. 

1. (a) Has the attention of Government 
· been drawn to the 
Water works at scarcity of pure 

Uran. d · k" t rm mg. wa er, 
which the people of Uran have been 
experiencing for the last several years? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state 
· what bas become of a donation of one 

Iakh of rupees given by Khan Bahadur 
· Bormasji Bbiwandiwala for the con

struction of water works at U ran ? 
(c) What are the reasons for the delay in 

the ·construction of the water works at 
Uran, the necessity of which was 
acknowledged by Lord Sydenham when 
he visited the place some four yem•s 
back? 

2. (a) Has the attention of Government 
been drawn to the 

Muhamm.edan Girls' excellent work 
Orphanage 1n Bombay. h.. h h Abd l w 1c t e oo a. 
Dawood Bawala MahommPdan Girls" 
Orphanage is doing in Bombay? 

(b) Has the attention of. Government been 
drawn to the need <>f ~ suitable building 
for the Institution ? · 

(c) If so, will Govern'merit be pleased to 
. state whether it is eligible for a gene
, · rous grant·in·aid towards the construe· 

tion of the building ? . 
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3. Have Government aEcertained the 
. . feelings of Muh-· 

Technical Edncat10n am~adan boys 
of M. uhammadaru;. • 

towards TElcbmcal 
and Commercial Education? What is 
the proportion of Muhammadan students 
taking advantage of the ~·echnical Col
lege in .Born bay and the Engineering 
Colltge at Poona P . 

4. Will Government be pleased to state 
. , wllat stage has 

Pr()p~sed Women 8 been reached in 
College 1n Bombay. d t th . ~egar o e pro-

. posal to· establish a women's college in 
Bombay and when it will be defi.mtely 
'launched? · 

5. (a) Has the attention of Government 
· . been dtawn to the 

M.howra. refuse at nuisance and bad 
Uran. 

smell caused by the 
throwing of the mhowra refuse into the 
.sea at Uran? 

1. The attention of the Honourable 
Member is invited to Press Note 
No .. 5649, dated the 18th July 1914, 
on the subject. 

·2. (a) The Honourable J\Iember is referrecl 
to Government Resolution in ·the Judi· 
cial Department, No. 1698, dated the-
6th .March 1914, which wa~ forwarded 
to all Non-official members of the
Legisl~tive Council. In this Resolution,. 
Government have recorded their appre
ciation of the work that is being done 
in this Institution. 

(b) Yes. 

(c) Government have not yet been 
approached in the matter. 

3. Government have taken no sp~cial 
steps to ascertain the attitude of M uh
ammadans with regard to technical and 
commercial education but are aware of 
its general character. The information 
asked for in the second part of the 
question is being obtained. 

4. Government are not prepared to make 
any statement on the subject at 
present. 

5. (a) Yes. 
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Questions. 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state 
whether any steps have been taken to 
prevent the distillery owners from 
throwing mhowra refuse into the sea or 
to compel them to turn it into manure? 

6. Has any representation been received 
· from General Gar-

Jurors and Volunteers. ringe or Colonel 
Dunlop as to the desirability of exempt
ing volunteers from serving on the 
Jury? 

If so, will Government be pleased to state 
what they propose to do in the matter? 

THE HONOURABLE Dn. D. A. 
D'MONTE. 

1. Is it a fact that the inhabitants of 

1 
:Bandra are much 

. Bandra water snpp y. inconvenienced by 
having to depend on the Bombay 
:Municipal Corporation for their water 
·supply ? Will Government be pleased 
to state if it is. in contemplation to 
provide an independent source of water 
supply for .Bandra and the Island of 
Salsette generally ? 

2. Is it a fa~t that the country liquor 
. shop at Danda in 

• L1quor shop at Danda Bandra was repor· 
m Bandra. t d . t b th e agams y e 
Police Superintendent of the Thana 
District on the ground that it led to 
frequent disorder and that the Bandra 
Advisory Committee unanimously 
agreed, at a meeting held in August 
last year, that the shop should be closed, 
but that, at the instance of the Collect
or of the District, the Committee at a 
later date decided by a majority that 
the Danda shop might be continued? 
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Answers. 

(b) The question is under considera~ion. 

6· No.· 

1. Enquiries are being made. 

2. The ·nanda shop was reported against 
· by the :Bandra City Inspector of Police 

and not by the District Superintendent 
of Police, Thana. ' In August 1913 the 
:Bandra Advisory Committee recom· 
mended the closure of this shop ·on the 
grounds that it lad to disorder in the 
village and was close to the Jhutara. 
shop which was situated on an island 
cut off from Da nda by a broad tidal 
creek. On the other hand, the Salsette 
Advisory Cqmmittee recommended the 
closing of the latter shop and the reten
tion of the former. '11he Collector sup• 
ported the recommendation· of the 
Salsette Committee and ordered the con· 
tinuance of the Danda shop, which is 
about a mile and a half distant from the 
nearest· Bandra shop, ancl the closure of 

. the Jhutara shop. ·At the same time 
ihe Bandra local Excise Committee 

· was called upon to consider the question 
of the closure of one or more of the 
three Bandra Bnzaar shops. The Com
mittee thereupon recommended that 
one of the Bazaar shops should be closed 
and that, in view of the decision to close 
the Jhutara shop, the Danda shop 
should be retained. The Committee's 
recommendation was given effect to. 



'THE HONOURABLE SARDAR SYED ALI 
EL EDROOS. 

1. {a) With reference to my question 
. . No.5 at the Council 

s!fht-soil depOt at meeting on the 
28th July last, 

regarding the existing night·soil depot 
at Surat, will Government be pleased 
to state (a) whether the dep6t is not 
also a nuisance to the inhabitants 
residing in the Nort1-East direction of 
the City, ~nd (b) to the residents of 
Gotalavadi, a hamlet of Katargam P 

(c) Will Government be pleased to enquire 
how long will it take to remove the 
existing depot nuisance P 

(b) With reference to my questions {b) 
and (c) on the same subject, will 
Government be pleased to supply the 
information promised in their reply P · 

.2. With .reference to my question No. 7 

T 1 
• . G • . at the Council 

· • ra.ns att~ns m nJa- meeting on the 
rati of certam Acts. 28th July last, 
will Government be pleased to enquire 
whether copies of the following Acts 
in Gujarati were available at the 
Government Central Press, on or before 
April·May.l912 ;_, 

(a) The Bombay ·Bhagdar's Act V of 
1862. . 

(b) The Bombay Summary Settle-
ment Act VII of 1863. · 

(c) 'Ihe Indian'Pensioils .Act 23 of 
1811. . 

. 
3. (a) With refer~nce to my question 

0 tral S h 1 
• No. 3 regarding 

en c ooa m th • ()1 f 
the Northern Div~sion, e openmo ? 

Central Schools m 
the Northern Di.vision, put at the 
Council meeting on the 13th March 
1911, will Government be pleased to 
state the· result of the enquiries pro
mised in their reply P 

{b) Will Government be pleased to state 
. what has become of the proposal to 
'open a Central School for Urdu teachers 
at Surat P 
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.J.mwers. 

I 

I 
I 

I 
} 1. (a) Enquiries are being made. 

1' 

I . 
I 
J 

(b) The further replies promised were laid 
on the Council Table at the meeting held 
on the 16th December 1913. They 
have been published in the Bombay 
GorJernment Gazette, Part VII, dated 
the 20th January 1914. 

2. Copies of these Acts in Gujarati were 
not available at the Gevernment Central 
Press en or before April-May 1912 .. 
Steps will be taken to reprint them. 

I 
3. (a) and (b) The question ofincreasin(J> 

the local supply of qualified Maho~ 
medan teac~er3 by the opening of a 
Central School in each district of the 
Presidency has been referred to the 
Committee on Mahomedan education 
appointed by Government Resolution 
No. 1788, dated the 23rd June 1913 
of which the Honourable Member i; . 
a member. 



Questions. 

'THE HONOURABLE DEW .A.N BAHADUR 
KASHINATH RAMCH.A.NDRA. GODBOLE. 

1. {a) .Are Government aware that the 
· Travellers' bung-

Travtellera' bung· alows at 1\Iedha 
alo;!s at Medha and and W ai in Sa tara 
Wat. D' t . h b Is rwt ave een 
abolished and that the :Public Works 
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· Department Inspection bungalows have 
been provided at these -places instead, 
which cannot be occupied by non·. 
official gentleman without the permis
sion of the Executive Engineer pre
viously obtained? 

{b) Is it intended that certain portions of 
the above Public Works Department 
Inspection bungalows will be reserved 
for the use of the non-:official public 
on payment of the usual rents P 

2. Will Government be pleased to state 

Sind allowance. 
what expenditure 
is · budgetted for 

during· 1914·15 as Sind Allowance to 
officers and establishments employed 
in Sind? · 

THE HONOURABLE SHAIKH GHULAM 
HUSSAIN HIDAYATALLAH. 

1. (a) Is it a fact that in consequence of 

1 
. t' 1 . the Rohri canal 

. ~a. tona. proJects proJ· ect various 
mSmd. 

other schemes for 
the improvement of water-supply in 
Sind remain in abeyance P 

(b) If so, will Government be pleased to 
state what these schemes are P 

(c) Do Government propose to take them 
in hand? 

[This Question was asked at the Meeting 
held on the 18th March 1914 when an 
ad interim reply was given.) 

. .A.nszoeri. 

1. ·(a) Enquiry is being made. 

(b) The reply is in the negative. 

2. Sind allowance is granted only to 
certain gazetted officers serving in that 
:Province and not to the establishments 
serving under them. The provision 
made in the current year's budget on 
that account amounts to Rs. 59,387, 
including Rs. 10,120 debitable to lm:
perial Revenues. 

1. (a) Government directed in 1906 that 
improvements ·on Sind canals should 
not be postponed pending the introduc
tion of perennial irrigation on a large 
scale, and many schemes for the im· 
provement of water-supply in Sind are 

·being carried out such as the Ren dis· 
tributary and improvements to the 
J amrao canal. 

(b) The only project reported: from Sind 
as in abt:lyance, due to the Rohri project 
having been proposed, is the Naulakhi 
Canal Remodelling Project. · . 

(c) There is no urgency at ~resent f~r a 
Naulakhi Canal Remodelling ProJect, 
since there is still much land on adjoin
in()' canals awaiting extension of cultiva· 
ti~n, and a great deart~ of ~ab?ur for 
cultivation exists. Bes1des, ~t IS very 
doubtful if this scheme would be a 
remunerative one .. 



Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE :MR. BALKRISHNA 
'SITARAM KAMAT. 

1. (a) Are Government aware that con· 
. . · siderable incon· 

l!l~~D;S at Shelar- venience is caused 
wadi ~tat1on. th d f il to ousan s. o p -
grims for want of a high level platform 
at the Shelarwadi Station of the G. I. P. 
Railway Company, at the time of the 
annual fairs at Dehu and A'landi in the 
Poona District P · 

(b) Will Government be pleased to call 
for the figures showing the number of 
pilgrims carried over this station on the 
occasion of these fairs during the last 
three years, and tbe total receipts from 
the fares of such pilgrims ? 

[Phis question was asked at the meeting 
held on the 18th Jll.m·cl~ 1914, when a1J 

ad interim 'reply was given.] 

2. (i) Are Government aware of consi· 
· · derable hardship 

Canals-R e v i s e d being . caused to 
Rules for dialn"bution sugarcane cultiva
of water on Mutha and 
Nira Canals. tors along the 

1\1 utha and N ira 
Canals this year owing to the p.romul· 
gation, without· adequate notice, of 
revised rules for water distribution by 
the Executive Engineer for Irrigation, 
Poona, whereby cultivators are practic
ally prevented from planting nmv crop 
of cane until a corresponding area of 
the previous year's crop has been cut 
down? 

(ii) Do Governm~nt propose to modify 
these rules ? · 

3. (i) Is it a fact that the community of 
· Mangs belonO'ing 

Treatment of Mangs. to the depr~sed 
classes is treated as a criminal tribe and 
compelled to attend the daily muster 
call in villages P 

(ii) Is it true that in certain districts like 
Satara the system of daily muster call 
for Mangs was kept in abeyance a few 
years ago and if so, with what results ? 
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.J. nsu;et·~ • 

1. (a) Already answered. 

(b) The Agent, Great Indian Peninsula 
Railway Company, reports that the 
statistics required are as under:-

1911. . 1912. 1913. 
Number of pilgrims 

carried tQ and from 1 
__ _ 

Shelarwadi during 
8 days of the fairf:l. 10,533 15,657 12,379 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Receipts ···! 6,640 I 11,1241 10,261 

2. (i) It is impossible to give notice 
before t.he result of the season's supp-ly 
·of water to the tanks is kno·wn. 

Notice was given to the liutha · Canal in 
' November and some complaints were 

received from this area. 

Notice was given to the Nira Canal early 
in January-No complaints . were 
received from this area. 

The orders were a matter of necessitv. 
tl 

(ii) I~ is impossible to modify orders, 
. w b1ch are necessary to suit the season 

in each year. 

l 
I 
Ia. · !fangs in certain vi1laO'es in the 

I N asik and Sa tara Districts
0 

have been 
declared a criminal tribe under sec-

1 
tion 3 of tLe Criminal Tribes Act, 
1911. Section 10 {1) of the Act has 



Questiows. 

(iii) Have Gcvenment considered the 
desirability of permanently exempting 
from this general disability such 
members of the }fang community as 
may be fcund to have settled, honest 
occupations in life P 

(iv) Have Government also considered. the 
practicability of granting. disforested 
]and, where possible, on favourable 
terms to any applicants from this com· 
munityP 

4. 1Vill Government be pleased to ·place 
· on the Council 

Collection of land table a statement 
r~venuea.rrearsin Inam sbowino> the num• 
v1llages m the Central b f o • th 
Division. er o cases m e 

several Districts of 
the Central Division· of Inamdars 
refusing to remit to their inferior holders 
arrears o£ dues outstanding for six years 
and over, although requested to do so by 
officers while disposing of applications 
for assistance under section ~7 of the 
Land Uevenue Code P 

~. Will Government be pleased to sf ate 

El t . ·T! ht' • · what progress has 
ec rlc .wg mg m been m d~ by 

Poona.. a 
Messrs. Cromptons 

of Bombay in the matter of their 
application to Go-rernment for a license 
for the electric light of Poona ? 

THE HONOURABLE 1\In. NOWROJI 
DORJ...BJI KHANDAL.A. V ALA. 

1. Will Government be pleased to stato 
F' E . Stat' wl1ether the Poona 

at p~~n:gme Ions City M~ioipality, 
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·.Answers. 

r. been applied to them and. under the 
rules framed under section 20 thereof 
those members of the tribe who are 
brought upon the register after 
inquiry have been required to report 
themselves daily to the police. 

J 

Government have no information ori the 
subject but enquiries are being made .. 

4 .. Government regret that it is impossible 
to procure this information without the 
entertainment of a special establishment,. 
and they do not consider that this 
course would be justified. 

5. Ths objections' and views, etc., of. th~ 
public as well as those of the local 
officers and authorities concerned, on. 
Messrs. Cromptons' application for the 
electric license, have nO\V been received 
and -'are . under the consideration of 
Government •. 

the Poona Canton
ment Committee and tho Poona Subur
ban Municipality have up to date steam 
or motor fire-engines, with means of 
quickly conveying them to the scene 
of· a fire, and supplied with expert 
workers, kept in training, and available 1 & 2, Inquiries nre bein!? made. 
for immediate service and whether there "' 
is telephonic communication between 
the different fire-engine stations P 

2. Will Government be pleased to state 
whether there is any workable arranO'o· 
ment by which these three Municipal 
bodies may lend freely their fire-engines 
and staff quickly to each other in times 
of emergency to put out disastrous 
.fires? 

R 41-102 
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• 
THE HONOURABLE MR. JEHANGIR 

H. KOTHARI. 

1. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
:Malaria in Karachi.. say whether any 

. action is being 
taken in the direction of carrying out 
the recommendations of Dr. Mbnskar 
who was deputed on special duty to 
Karachi year before last in connection 
with the investigation of the cause of 
the abnormal amount of malaria pre
vailing in that City P 

(b)· Will Government also be· pleased to 
state whether the question of assisting · 
the Municipality in filling up those 
low lying lands .adjoining the thickly 
populated qu:uters of Karachi which 
were declared by ~he Sp~cial Medical 
Officer to be a prohfic source of malarial 
infection has been considered by them? 

2. \Vith reference to the question put 
Karachi Public Offices. by ~e at ~he 

Council :Meetmg 
of 16th December last, will Government 
be pleased to state by 'what date the 
work of erecting the public offices on 
the.old jail site at Karachi is likely to 
begin? 

3. Will Government· be pleased to say 
what has been 

La~d at K~:aohi decided' with refer· 
occup1cd for m.1htary 
purposes. . ence to the matter 

of vacating the 
lands at Karachi occupied by the Roy9.l 
Field Artillery, Arsenal$ and Magazine 
in Karachi? 

4J!HE HONOURABLE SARDAR BHAL· 
CHANDRAltAO ANNASAHEB PAT
WARDHAN, CHIEF OF KURUNDWAD 
(SENIOR). 

· 1. Is it a fact that the Publio Works 

R d ·a t Department has 
oa ·s1 e rees f d t . 

growing in Inam land. . re us~ o recogl!-1~e 
· · the rights of Inam-

.darg in the Satara District to the 
usufruct and timber of road-side trees 
plan ted and Jeared by Government in 
the Inamdar's soil P 

If so, will Government take the necessary 
steps in the matter ? 

[This question wa.; asked at the meeting 
lteld on tlte lot!~ lJecember 1918, wke11, 
an ad interim reply toas givetJ.l 

.dnsu;ers, 

1. (a) and (b) Government are consulting 
the Commissioner in Sind in regard to 
giving effect to the measures advocated 
by Dr. :Mhaskar and to the· ·questbn of 
the grant of financial assistance to the 
'Municipality Jar· undertaking such of 
them as it may be decided to carry into 
execution. · 

2. The design of these buildings is under 
consideration, 

It is not possible at present to say when 
the work of construction will be b~gun. 

· 3. The matter is still under tl1e consider
ation of Government. 

1. The reply is in the affirmative. The · 
matter is now receiving .further con-
sideration. · 



Questions. 

2. Will Government be pleased to state 
whether there is 

Water-supply in . scarcity of water a~ 
Islampur. Islampur in the 

Satara District ? 
If so, what measures have Government 
~ adopted in the matter ? · 
3. Is it a fact that· .Government had 

made a survey for 
Water-storage nt the construction of 

Patan. a canal from Patan 
in the Satara District where a reservoir 
of the water from the surrounding parts 
was to be made for the purpose of 
supplying water to Islampur and its 
adjoining villages? 

If so, will Government be pleased to state 
whether the project is un·der considera
tion? 

4. (i) Is it a fact that in several villages 
. in the Satara 

Prickly . PeaL' • 1n District . there are 
Sa· ara District. 
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thick growths of 
the prickly pPar in the surrounding· 
parts of those villages ? · 

{ii) Have Government issued any orders 
for its removal ? 

·THE HONOURABLE Sm. PHEROZESHAH 
M. MEHTA. 

.1. {i) In reference to the Resolution of 
Government No. 3983, ·dated the 20th 
May 1914, will Government be 
pleased to state if 

{a) any · opportunity was given to the 
Vambori Municipality to explain or · 
reply to the charges of incompetence 
inefficiency and misconduct preferred 
against it, and . 

.(b) if the ~hairman of the lianaging 
~1 · · l't 8 Committee a.nd the 
.ll un1c1pa 1 y - as· ·p 'd t f h 

pension of Vambori- res1 en 0 t e 
Municipality and 

the other members referred to in the 
paragraphs 4 and 5 of the said Resolu· 
tion were called upon formall_v- to meet 
the charges laid against' them in tho said 
paragraphs? . · . . 

{ii~ Will Government l1a pleased to say 
m reference to ~he same Resolution, 
who was . the .. officer on whose recom
mendation the six. nominated members 
were appointed? ·· 

An8W~'('s. 

2. There is a smircity.of drinkinoo water 
at. I~Iamplir. A proj.ect. for th~ supply 
of wat(ir to the town Is under nrenara
tion .. 

. . 
·a. No such canal scheme has been in:vesti

gated. 

. 4. . (i) Gover)lme':it have no info~mation. 

(ii) No. 

1. (i)" The 1\{unicipal Council as a whole 
was not asked to make a reply to the 
report which . the Assistant Collector 

· drew up regarding the, administration 
of the Municipality· after an examin
ation of its records and personal. inves· 
tigation on the. spot, but the President 
and the Chairman of the lfanaging 
Committee were called upon for their 
explanations in regard to specific 
Foints and these were considered. 

(ii) ·The nominated members were appoint· 
ed by the Commissioner presumably 
on the recommendation of the local 
officers. 
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Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE RAO SAHEB 
YENKATESH SHRINIVAS NAIK.. 

. . ' 
1. Is Government aware that soma: of 

:Municipalities requi.J.. 
ing assistance from tho 
Public Works Depart
ment. 

the small Muni· 
ci palities do not 
receive profes
sional advice from 
the Public Works 

Dep~rtment in the matter of preparing 
schemes, ·plans and estimates in time, 
even though they are willing to pay. · 
or them? · 

The estimates of the school house . at 
Ranebennur, though applied for on 
31st August 1910, have not yet been 
received by the Mmiicipality finally 
approved by the competent authorities. 

[This question was asked at the meeting 
' neld on the 16th JJecem'her 1919 'lfiheiJ an 

ad interim reply was gi"en.] 

2. 1Vill Govemment be pleased to supply 
. the following 

Courts o! Subordina:e· information about 
Judges m DMrwar th J d" • IS b 
distric~. e u lela u or--

dinate Courts in 
the Dharwar district for the last :fi 'e 
yearsr • 
(a) The number of suits filed in the 

First Class Subordinate Judges' ' 
Courts. 

-

(b) The number of original civil suits, 
_ both small cause and long cause, 

miscellaneous applications and . dar· 
l:kdsti filed in different -Second Class 
Subodinate J ndges' Courts. · 

(c) The number of these snits filed in 
· different Subordinate Courts from 

each ta.Iuka . 
.(d) The period and number of J: oint and 

Additional Subordinate Judges enter• 
tained in each of these Subordinate 
Courts. 

.A.11su:ers. 

1. Enquiries have been made. They~ho\l 
that there has been no inst!.mce in which 
advice and assistance· have been refused 
or unduly delayed to any Municipalities 
by officers of the :Public Works Depart· 
ment. 

It has been ascertained that after some 
preliminary correspondence, the official 

· call·for plans and estimate was made in 
October 1912. The preparation of the 
project was taken in hand in due 
course, but some delay occurred as 
modifications were required by the 
Sanitarr authorities. The amended 
project ·is now receiving .the . consider· 
ation of Government. 

(a) t\) (c) The information will b& 
obtained. 

(d) Joint Subordinate Judges were ap
pointed in the fol1owing Subordinate 
Courts in the Dharwar district for the 

. · periods specified against them :-
First Class Subordinate lOmonths, from1anu• 

Judge's Court at ary 1913 to 4th 
Dharwar, NoYember 1913. 

Second Class Sabordi- 5 years. 
nate J :1dge's Court at 

Dluirwar. 
tJ , Hubli ••• 
n ,, Gadag ... 

5 years. 
8 months, from July 
· 1909. to the end cf 

Febroary 1910 •• 



Questions. 

(e) 'Ihe number of villages within the 
jurisdiction of different ·courts which 
are mere than 20 miles in distance 
fr<1m the seat of Courts and which 
bave no railway communication 
direct from these villages. 

(/) The longest distance from thr. seat 
· of these Subordinate Courts to the 
Villages over which they have 
ju~sdiction. · · 

3. Is it a fact that under the Gokak 
. . · ' Canal the big 

Imgatton rates f~r varieties of a-round· 
groundnuts on Gokak o 
Canal nuts (Japanese and 

• . Pondichery) which 
ripen in four or five months only are 
charged at the same rate as the 
indigenous variety, which requires seven 
months to ripen and consequently more 
water? 

4. Do Government intend to revise the 
. . . · rates for the big 

Imgabon rates for varieties of ground
groundnuts on Gokak 
Canal. nut referred to so 

as to bring them to 
a level with the rates on crops grown in 
four or five months? · 

u. Is it a fact that menial Railway 
Servants often travel on the Madras 
and Southern Maratba Railway in the 
Intermediate Carriages. 

41-103 
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Answers. 

Second Class Subordi.. 5 months, from 4th 
Date Judge's Court at · January 1911 to 

· Dbarw~r. 31st May 1911. 

, ,, Haveri • 3 years and 7 months 
from . 31st May 
1911 to 3rd Janu
ary 1915. ' 

~1le Joint s·econd .Class Subordinate Judge . 
at ,Gadag was deputed . to Dbarwar bv 
the ·High Court from December 1909 

-to lst·M?rch 1910 'Yhen the period .of 
the app01ntme~t expired. · . · 

The Joint Second Class. Subordinate Judge 
at Haveri was appointed at Gadag· in 
February 1912. In March 1912 he 
reverted to Haveri. He was. again sent 
to Gadag in A'l;lgust 1913, and finally 
reverted to Haveri ·in November 1913. 
The period of that appointment expires 
on 3rd January 1015. · 

(e) and (f) T~e information will be 
obtained. · 

3. . Enquiry is being made. 

4. Enquiry is being made (vide answer 
to question 3 ). 

· 5. Government have no information on 
the subject. Enquiry is' being made. 



Questions. 

6 .. Is it a. fact ·that Intermediate Class 

Railways-! n t c r
modia.te Clnss Carriages 
on :Maru·as and South
el'n Maratha Railway. 

Carriages are 
coloured in the 
same colour as 
Third Class and 
many illiterate 

passengers riot knowing the Class get 
into the Intermediate Class CatTiages and 
are required to pay. ·additional fare at 

. the destination or ·when the tickets are 
examined at intermediate stations by 
the Railway Authorities? 

·v.· With reference to the remarks m·aae 
N n· . by Government 

ew lspensartes. aooaitist item 
0 . 

No. 236 of Statement D of the Draft 
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Financial Statement for 1914-15 (as 
amended upto'4th February· 1914}, will 
Government be pleased to place on the · 
Council Table the list of places where 

· medical aid and facilities are specially 
. required? 

8." Will Government be pleased to state 
. . . . how many Dispen· 

~tdmves m pulpen- sariesand Hospitals 
t:ar1es and Hosp1ta.ls. • th M f .1 In e 0 USSl 

have qualified :Midwives attached to the 
institutions? 

9. Has the. attention of Government 

T dd 
. 't . been drawn to the 

0 y spm m 1 d h d d Ratnagiri. ea er . e a e 
· " Toddy 1n Ratna· 

giri '' which ·was published in the Times 
of India of z5th :M:arch 1914, and will 
Government be pleased to stat& the 
reasons that necessitated them to stop 
distillation of liquor from palm toddy in 
Ratml.giri district ? 

TllE ·JIONOUR.A.BLE Mn.· RAGHUNATH 
PURSHOTTA:~I PARA..N'JPYE. 

I ' 

1. ·Is it a fact that in the City of Poona 

L. . f bli public conveyances 
lCensmg 0 . pu 0 . r d I 

conveyances in Poona. are ICense on Y 
, ·twice during the 

year, that just before'the time of issuing 
these licenses these conveyances become 
very scarce as their owners want to· 
repair them or to rest their horses? 

What difficulties are there in the way of 
having a permanent licensing officer 
who will· be prepared to renew the 
licenses or issue new ones. all through 
the year, and, in particular cannot the 
present inspector of these conveyances 
be asked to set apart one day every 

·week f~r this purpose ? 

Answers. 

6. Government .ha va no information on 
the subject. Enquiry is being made. 

7. The. Honourable Member's attention 
is invited to the list of places appended 
to Press Note No. 5094, dated the 23rd. 
August 1911, which was communicated 
to the Non-Official Members of the 
Legislative Council and placed in the 
reading room for the ·Members of the 
Council. 

8. The information will be ob~ained. 

9. The answer to the first part of the 
Honourable Member's question is in the 
affirmative. The answer to the second 
parh is that distillation of palm juice 
hag been restricted, not stopped. The 
reasop.s for this action were given in the 
reply. to the question asked on the 
subject by the Honourable Mr. G. K. 
Parekh at the last meetin z of this 
Council. · 

1. Government have no information on 
the subject, but enquiries are being 
made. 



Q~estions. · Answers. 

· 2. (a) Has the attention of Government ) 
· been called .to an 

Appointment in Snr· advertisement 
geon . General's office appearing in the 
-establishmant. m• f I d • .L't!mes o n z.a 
{)Ver the signature of Major J. B. 
Horton, Personal Assistant to the 
Surgeon General with the Government 
of Bombay, fu the effect-" Wanted a 
Christian, Jew; Parsi or Mahomedan 
candidate for a permanent appointment, 
pay Rs. 25 a month, as clerk in the 
office of the Surgeon General with the 
Government of Bombay, Poona ..• "? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state 
what the disqualifications of a Hindu 
as such are for the purposes of this 
post? . . 

{c) Have directions been given to Heads 
of Offices to make racial distinctions to 
such posts, and, if they have, will Gov .. 
ernment be pleased to lay them on the 
Council Table? 

3. Will Government be pleased to lay 
. on - the Council 

Appomtments held rr bl l' t f 
by Colonia.J..s. a e a Is o 

posts under the 
Government of Bombay at present held 
by persons who, before such appoint
ment, were natural-born or naturalised 
inhabitants ·of the self-goverD.inS! 
colonies of the Empire like Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand or South 
Africa? 

4. 'Vith reference to the new liquor shop 

Li h L Gh opened in 1913 at 
quor s op a~ . o a Gh d • ·h Kh 

in Poona District. 0 a In t e ed 
Taluka of the 

Poona District, will Government be 
pleased to give the followin"' informa .. • p 0 t10n :-
(1) How many petitions were received 

in which the petitioners asked that a 
new shop should be opened there P 

{2) Was there a shop in this villarre 
some year_, ago? If so, how lo;"' 
was it in existence and what were the 
reasons for which it was then closed? 

(3) W:h~D; an~ at what places were cases 
o~ llhCit distillation found within a 
d1stance of ten miles of Ghoda durin"' 
the last five years p . 0 

2. Government have from time to time 
'issued orders for the maintenance. of a· 
due admixture of races in Government 

>- offices, and the advertisement in' question 
is intended to give effect to these orders 
hi the case of the Surgeon General's 
·office in which the Hindu element :ail 
present verr largely pred.omina.tes. 

J 
3. The information asked for· by the 

Honourable Member is not available. 

4. {1) None. 

(2) There was a shop in the village 
some years a:?o. It is not known why 
it was closea. 

(3) No cases of illicit distillation were 
detected in the last five years within 
ten miles of Ghoda. In the last two 
years ten cases have been detected 
within sixteen miles. 



Questions. 
• :, ~''! 

( 4) What is the amount of liquor con· 
sumed in this shop during the year 
1913·14 and at the other four shops 
in the Taluka during the last five 
years P 

THE HONOURABLE Mn. GOKULDAS 
· . KAHANDAS PAREKH. 

1. 1Vi11 Government be pleased to say
(1) Whether certain 'respectable gentle· 

~, .· men of the town 
The recent Mahalkan of Modasa made 

ofModasa. 
some serious 

complaints against the late M ahalkari 
to the Assistant Collector in charge 
of the Mahal and expressed their 
readiness to . produce evidence in 
support of the same P · . · 

·, 

(2) Whether wheii :the Assistant Collec· 
· · tor was· encamped at or near Modasa 

they asked him to give them an inter
view and he granted one upon the 
condition that they would avoid 
referring to the Mahalkari' s affair ? 

(3) Whether any investigation of the 
complaints has been made, and, if so, 
what? 

2. Will Government be p~eased to say-
(1) Whether the annual inspection or 

examination of the vernacular school 
at Simalia in the :Broach Ta.luk3! of 
the :Broach District during the year 
1912 took place at the Simalia school 
house or at Pa.lej P 

(2) If it took place at Palej what is the 
distance between Simalia and Palej P 

(3) What was the month· and date of 
, · . . . · such , inspec· 
. School at S~malia. m tion or examin-
the Broac],l Taluka. t• " 

a 1on r 
(4} At wbat hour were the Simalia 

.· students· required to .:be at Palej and 
when were they allowed to depart 
from Palej to Simalia? . 
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.J.nszoers. 

(4) The figures are attached-

N~me o shop, 1909-10· 191().11. :1911·12. 1912·13. 191S·U. 

G. il. 0. 11. G. d. G. d. 1, do 

1\hed ... 1,100 0 1.3'~i 16 1,359 3i 1,011 !!4 J,l62 4& 

l\Ianchnr ... 1,286 41 1,87ii 8 1,256 ' 1,377 6 OiO 16 

Wad:~~ ... 453 0 mSJ nl034 723 ' 83i .8l! 

Chakan · ... 615 27 

·~·r: .. 626 1 mo 
Ghoda - ... ... 1.026 to 

1 ... (1) Complaints were received by the
. Assistant Collector from certain resi· 

dents of the town of :Modasa against the 
late :Mahalkari and opportunity was 
given them to support the same. 

. . 

(2) The answer is in the affirmative. 

{3} Full investigation of the complaints 
· was made both by the Assistant Collec

tor and the· Collector. There is no 
reason to hold that they were well 
founded. 

2.· . (1) The annual examination of the 
Simalia school was held for the most 
part in the school house of that place. 
The pnJlils of standard VI were ex
amined in certain subjects at Palej. 

(2) About 2 miles. 
1 

(3) The 14th, 16th and 20th March ~912. 

(4) The Cth standard boys were required 
'to be at Palej at 11 A.M. on the 16th 
. March, and were allowed to go at 2 P.M. 

on the same day. 



Questions. 

(5) What were the standards which the 
pupils of the Simalla school were 
studying and how many pupils were 
there in each standard ? · 

( 6) Was the master of the Simalia 
school transferred from · Simalia to 
Tansa in the . Gogha Mahal shortly 
after this examination or inspection 
on reduced pay P 

(7) What was the reason for the reduc
' tion of his salary and the transfer ? · 

a. {1) Will Government be pleased to 
Schools in the place on the Ooun· 

Northern Division cil Table a state· 
c~::asing to teach the ment of schools 
higher vernacular in the 5 Districts 
standards. of Gujarat which 
used to teach higher vernacular stand
ards but have now been reduced to the 
position of inferior schools, giving the 
numbers of students -in each school 
studying in each of the higher 
standards P 

(2) Will Government be pleased to say 
on what principle were schools teaching 
higher standards reduced to the position 
of inferior schools ? 

4. Will Government be pleased to say

(1) Whether they have sanctioned the 

0 tr • f 1 t levy of octroi 
c 01 on ue a d t I d 

Ankleshvar. u y on coa an 
wood-fuel by 

the Municipality of Ankleshvar? . 
(2) Whether they have considered the 

effect of this duty on the cotton 
ginning factories at Ankleshvar in 
their competition with similar 
factories in the neighbouring Baroda, 
Rajpipla and British villages? 
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Answers. 

(5) There were in all si:x: standards. The 
·number of pupils in each standard was 
as under :...;... 

Boys. Girls. 
Standard VI ... . .. 7 . .. 
Standard V .... 1 . .. 
Standard IV ... . .. . .. 
Standard III 1 1 
Standard II 2 ... 
Standard I 3 2 
Infant class ... 14 8 

28 11 
(6) The master was so transferred at the 

end of May 1912. : 

(7) Insubordination and misconduct. 

3. (1) The statement* callei for by the 
• • ,1> Honourable Member 

See Appendix H · has been placed on 
the Council Table. 

(2) The principles on which schools teach
ing the higher standards have been 
transformed into schools teaching, only 
the :first three standards are laid down 
in paragraph 2 of. the Press Note 
No. 1405, dated the 5th June 1912, 
copies of which were supplied at the 
time to the non~official m~mbers of the 
Legis1ative OounciL 

4. (1) and (2) No octroi duty has as 
yet been imposed on coal and wOC!d-f';lel. 
'fhe municipality are still con~1dermg 
the objections advanced agamst a 
proposal to impose such a duty. 



Questions. 

IJ. · Are Government aware that the ootroi 
• duty on carts, the 

~ctro1 on carts at levy of which by 
Ankleshvar. · . kl h 

the An es var 
· Municipality is sanctioned by Govern .. 
ment, falls mainly on cotton which is 
brought to Ankleshvar for being cleaned 
:and exported ? . 

6. Will Government be pleased to say
(1) How many students were refused 

. admissions into Accommodation · 1n 
Colleges. Colleges affiliat-

ed to the 
Univer&ity of Bombay since the 
month of October last on account of 
in~uffioiency of accommodation ? 

'1 .. ·Will Government be pleased to say

(1) Whether the Collector of Surat had 
issued orders to 

Fees for notices ~o his subordinates 
pay land-revenue m h . 
Surat District. t at notices of 

demand of the 
first instalment of the land revenue 
for the year 1912·13 should be issued 
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Answers. 

5. A toll tax is imposed on aU laden 
carts entering the municipal district. 
It is not a fact that this tax falls mainly 
on carts laden with cotton. Such carts 
contribute only 45 per cent. of the 
total proceeds of the tax. 

6. (1) The subjoined statement gives the 
information required by the Hon'ble 
Member: The numbers given, however, 
represent in most cases merely a rough 
estimate, since exact records are· not 
kept. It must also be remembered 
that the same student may appear 
against more than one college, since, 

' having . been refused admission at one 
co;tlege, ·he will ·probably apply to 

- another. So far as matriculates are 
concerned, therefore, no deductions chn 
be drawn as to the actual total humber 
of students who were unable to gain 
admission to a College :-

Name of College,, 

(1) Elphinstone C o 11 e g e, 
J:lombay. 

(2) Deccan College, Poona ... 

(31 Wilson College, Bombay ... 

(4) St. Xavier's C o II e g e, 
Bombay. 

(5) Gojarat College, Ahmedabad. 

Number 
refused 

ndmiss on. 
Remnks. 

40 Roughly. 

S6 

60 Roughly, 

25 ) For B. A. with Physics and 
I Chemistry. 

20 >-For Intermediate Science. 

J For want of room iD 
80-100 hostel, 

lOa Roughly. 

(~; Rajaram Co:Jege, li.:olh&pnr. Nil. 

0 Baroda College ... 60 Roughly. 

(8) Fergusson College, Poona ... 60 Do. 

(9J Samnldns College, B bD.v· 24 
liiJ.gni'o 

(!0) D. J. Sind College. Karachi, 12-20 Fllr Arts. 

'--6 For Engineering, 

(1!) Bl!hauddin College, Junao 21 
gndb. 

\12) Law School, Bombay ... Nil. 

(13) Grant Medical CJIIege, Nil. 
. Bombay. 

{14) Agricultural College, Poono, Nil, 

(15) College of Engineerin;r, 1~8 
Pouna. 

(lG) Government College ol Nil. 
Commerce. 

7. (1) The first rabi instalment was due 
on 15th February 1913; but on account, 

.. of the lateness of the cotton crop, orders 
were given to tha Mamlatdars to post
pone tha issue of notices of demand 
from 15th February to. 15th March 
1913 .. 



Questions. 
under section 152 of the Land 
Revenue Code on the 20th. March 
1913? 

.{2) Whether after the issue of such 
orders notices were as a matter of fact 
issued some days previous to 20th 
March 1913? 

(3) '\Vhether notice fees were charged 
. from the revenue payers who paid 

their proper instalment on or before 
. 20th March 1913 ? : . 

8. Will Government be pleased to say
{1) Whether the usual date for the 

_ _ p~yment of the 
Land-revenue-Date first. nstalment 

of First. Instalment at of the Govern· 
Umracbi 

ment revenue 
according to standing orders for · the 
group of villages comprisingUmrachi 

_ of the Orpad Ta.luka is the first .of 
1\farch? · 

(2) Whether the holders of lands at 
U mrachi petitioned to the Collector 
to transfer the day of the instalment 
ten days later on the ground that the 
produce of their lands does not 
ordinarily become fit for sale before 
lOth MarchP 

· { 3) Whether upon this petition the 
· Collector ordered that the land-holders 

of U mrachi should pay their first 
instalment on 15th February instead 
of 1st March? · 

9. Will Government be pleased to say-
(1) Whether, under the orders of 

Government, 
waste land in 
the Surat Dis· 
trict were given . 
for cultivation 

Lands grante:i on the 
restricted tenure and 
conveded. into the 
survey tanure in Snrat 
District. 

on the restricted tenure ? 
(2) Whether these tenures are beinao 

converted into survey tenures on th~ 
payment of premiums ? 

(3} What is the area of land in the 
Surat District originally granted on 
the restricted tenure which is now 
held on the survey tenure? 

(4) What is the amount of premiums 
that Government have realized from 
these lands? 

[These questions were asked at the meeting 
held on the 13tlt Marak 1914, when 
ad interim repUes were given.] · 

(2) Notices ~f:- demand beg~ri to issue 
fr;).m 15th' March 1913- · : :" · : 

(3) No notice· fees were charged' to ·those 
. who paid their first rabi instalment on 

or before 15th March 1913. 

8. (1) The date of first instalment in these 
. rabi villages is 5th February. 

(2) Yes. 

(3) The Collector's order was tha~ the 
instalment should be postponed to lOth 
March and that no coercive process 
should be taken before that date. · 

9. (1) & (2) Yes. 

(3) 3,670 acres and 18 gunthas. 

(4) Rs. 30,620·11·6. 



Questiot28. 

10. Will Government be pleased to say
(1) Whether the question of constitut· 

Ka.ira. Judicial District. ing Kaira into 
· .· . a separate 

J udioial District is again engaging 
their attention P 
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(2) If so, whether Government propose 
. to place before the pu blio the ground$ 
for making an alteration in the 
present arrangements? 

'(3) Whether they propose to invite the 
opinions of the public before they 
arrive at a decision in the matter ? 

(4) Whioh town do they propose to 
make the head-quarters of the district 
for judicial purposes ? 

11. Will Government be pleased to say
{i) Whether a special allowance has 

. been · attached 
Grant :MP.dical Col- to the office of 

lege Professor of 
Physiology. the Professor of 

ph y s i 010 g y, 
Grant Medical College, on account 
of the fact that the incumbent of 
that office was not permitted to have 
any private practice? 

(ii) Whether· they have permitted the 1 
present holder of the office to have J 
any " special consulting practice '' P 

(iii) What is intended by the expres· ~ 
sion '' special Consulting Practice " I 
in the case of a ·Professor of 
Physiology ? J 

(iv) Whether on the officer being given 
.Permission to have private consulting 

.J. nsu:ers. 

10. (1) Yes. 

(2) The principal reasons in favour of the 
proposed alteration are as follows:-

(i) t·he proposed change would strengthen 
the judicial staff of the Ahmedabad 
and Kaira districts, viewed as a whole, 
by giving tbP.m two officers of the 
seniority and experience of District 
Judges instead of one. 

(ii) It wou14 ensure that the judicial head 
of the Kall'a district became conversant 
with the peculiar features of crime and 
litigation in the Kaira district. 

(iii) The establishment of a district and 
S(:}ssions Court in the Kaira district 
would be a convenience to witnesses 
and others concerned in proceedings 
before it. · 

(3) Government will be glad to receive and 
will carefully consider any representa
tion that may be received from any 

. person or body interested in the question • 

. Some representations have .already been 
received, and these and such others, as 

· may be received hereafter, will be con
sidered carefully by Government before 
they arrive at a decision in the matter. 

(4) Government have not decided what 
town should form the head-quarters of · 
the new judicial district in the event of 
one being cre!l.ted for Kaira. 

: 11. (i) · The Professor of Physiology draws 
a local allowance of Rs. 300 a month 
sanctioned by the Secretary of State 
for tl.te non .. practising Professors of the 
Grant Medical College. 

(ii) and (iii) The present incumbent of 
the post is permitted to undertake con
sulting work of a special nature in 
conne>ction with serum therapy, having 
undergone a course of instruction in 
this subject under Sir Almroth Wright. 

(iv) The local allowance has not been 
stopped or reduced. 



Questions. 
practice the special allowance has 
been stopped or has any reduction 
been made in it r 

( v}, Whether the work of the Profes!Jor 
. of Physiology has become lighter now 

than what it was about 25 years ago, 
when Government decided that the 
officer should have no private 
practice? . 

12. Will Government be pleased to eay
(i) Which new medical appointments 

have been creat-
Appointments to ed under the 

medical posts recently Government of 
created and to other B b · 
osts. om ay . smce 

P the receipt of 
the Despatch No. 225 of 11th Decem· 
ber 1908, from His Majesty's Secre· 
tary of State for India to the Govern
ment of India? 

(ii) Which of these appointments are 
held by members of the Indian 
Medical Service ? 

(iii) What are the special grounds for 
selecting for these posts members of 
the Indian 1\1 edical Service ? 

(iv) Are these posts intended to be 
attached permanently to .the cadre of 
the Indian Medical Service? . 

i:tr} Since the receipt of the above 
despatch hmv many posts that used 
ordinarily to be held by members of 
the Indian Medical Service have been 
thrown open to qualified Indians 
outside the Service ? 

_ 3. Vv' ill Government be pleased to say- · 
(i) What are the special qualifications 

required for the 
Police Sm·geon in office of Police 

Bombay. 
Surgeon in the 

City of :Bombay? 

{ii) Whether persons duly qualified 
outside the Indian :Medical Service 

· '"ere available on the two occasions 
when the office had to be filled? 

(iii) Whether it is proposed to attach 
permanently the post of the Polica 
~urgeon to the cadre of the Indian 

· :Medical Service? 
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Answers. 

(v) The work of the Professor of PhysioloO'y 
is no lighter now than it was twenty. 
five years ago. 

12. (i) The whole-time Civil Surgeon of 
Jalgaon. 

The Director of the Vaccine Im.titute at 
Belgaum. 

The full-time Professors of Pathology and 
. Anatomy at the Grant 1\Iedical College .. 

The as'iistants to the Professors of 
Pathology and Anatomy. 

One Medical Registrar at the J. J. 
Hospital. 

One Surgical Registrar at the J. J. 
Hospital. 

(ii) The Professorship of Pathology. 

(iii) The person considered most highly 
fitted for the post was a member of tha 
Indian Medical Service. . . 

(iv) The question will be considered in 
due course. 

(v) 'All the five Deputy Sanitary 
Commissionerships. 

l 3. (i) Beyond the possession of the re· 
quisite degrees, no special qualifications 
have been laid down, but., other things 
being equal, preference woulcl be given 
to a me.dical man who had previous 
medico legal experience and who was 
accustomed to perform post mortem 
examinations. 

(ii) Yes. 

(iii) There is no such proposal bc£ore 
Government. 
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Questions. 

14. Will Government be pleased to say-1 
(i) Whether :X .. Ray installations at the 

. various public 
Installatt~ns of. x.. Hospitals of 

Ray at pubho 1Iosp1tals B b . d 
in Bombay. om ay are u.se 

· by the Medical 
and Surgical staffs of tho said institu
tions for examination and treatment II 

. of their private cases? • 
(ii) Do Government propose that certain }-

fixed fees be levied for the use of I 
these installations in connection with 
private practice ? · 

(iii) Do Government propose to allow 
the use of the installations to private 

·practitioners for the examination and 
· treatment of their eases,. subject to 

such rules and restrictions and the 
payment of such 'fees as Government 

· ·may see fit to prescribe ? J 
15. WillGovernmentbepleased to say-I 

How many beds there are under the I 
· care of each of 

Hospit~ls-Number ·the Medical 
of beds m clunge of Offi ( h 1 

~ach Medical Officer. ccrs W ether t 
· of the Indian 1 

Medical Service or Honorary) at the I 

Jamsetji Jeejeebhoy, Gokuldas Tejpal 
and St. George's Hospitals, "Bombay, 
and the Sassoon Hospital, Poona ? J 

16. Will Government be pleased to say~ 
(i) Whether Bava llenkatdas Jamna· 

das, ·inhabitant 
Ta.kavi. C?llection of Ahmedabad 

from an mhab1t.a.nt of , t 'd th 
Ahmedabad. OU Sl e e 

· -~stodia <1ate, is 
the occupant of Survey No. 91 of 

. Laxmipur, South Daskroi Taluka ? 
(ii) Whether the said Benkatdas had 

received '.ragavi from "Government 
and an instalment of .the said Tagavi 
advances had become due from the said 
Benkatdas before the 16th June 1913? 

{iii) Whether the said Denkatdas was 
served with notice under section 152 
of the Land Revenue Code, for the 
payment of the Tagavi instalment 
on 16th June 1013 and he on the 
same day paid the Tagavi instalment 
·in full together with 8 annas on 
account of notice fee? 

~~~suJers. 

14. Enquiries are being matlr. 

15. Enquiries are being made. 

16. (i) Yes •. 

(ii) Yes; the said instalment fell due on 
. 5th January 1913 •. 

(iii) Yes, i. e., the notice was served on 
16th June and on that date, after 
service, Benkatdas paid the Tagavi 
instalment but not the demand, included 
in the notice, for one-quarter of the 

J.and Re~enue . 
I.oca.l Fund .. 
Tagtwi ... 

Total ... 

1912-13. 1011-12. 

Rs, a. p. Rs, a, p. 
:.!4 0 0 . .. 

8 0 1 2 6 
25 0 Oj ... 

50 8 oll26 

amount of 
the instal
ment atfine. 
The notice 
also includ· 
ed Land 
Revenne 
demands as 
per margin 



(iv) Whether notwithstanding the pay
ment on 16th June, ith of the 
amount of the instalment was subse· 
quently recovered from him as 
penalty? 

(v) Whether the payment made by 
Benkatdas included interest on the 
TaO'avi instalment up to the date of 
payment, if not more ? 

17. Will Government be pleased to place 
· · ·on the Council 

Talukdari ~ettl~me~t Table a copy of 
Officer's Notifica.t10n m h R l . 
respect of Jama. t e eso utwn on 

the strength of 
which the Ta1ukdari Settlement Officer 
of Gujarat issuecl his notification of 
20th February 1914, mentioning the 
classes of lands excluded from consi
deration in the fixing of the Talukdars 
future J ama mid other classes of lands 
which ought to be assessed to J ama at 
the rate of 50 per cent. on the salami 
or other payments which the Talukdars 
may be re;}eiving in respeet thereof? 

18. With reference to the answer of Gov-
. . ernment to my 

Toddy spmt. question No. 19, 
asked at the last meeting of this 
Coancil, will Government be pleased to 
say-
(i) Whether the E x:cise Committee in 

paragraph 31 of their report ~com
mend the continuance or the Dadar 
distillery for mlnufactura of Toidy 
spirit? 

(ii) How many per.;ons have been 
convicted during the last 5 years of 
the offence of 
(A) illicit m:tnufacturJ of Toddy 

spirit, and · 
{B) of illicit salo of Toidy spirit 

(a) in the City of Bombay ; and 
(b) in the taluka of Sa]sette. 
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Answers. 

and the total sum· of· Rs. 51-10~6 had 
been over due since 5th January. 

(iv) Yes, because as stated in (iii) it . had 
already been demanded on l6th June 
but the defaulter did not pay it when · 
he prtid the overd.ue instalment on that 
dayo 

·(v) The interest collected was calculated 
a~cording to the Tagavi Rules. · 

17, A copy of Government Resoluti~n 
• See Appendix: I. N °· 938, * ·dated 

. . 29thJanuaryl914, 
h nlaoed on the Council Table. ... 

18. (i) The Excise Committee contem
plated the continuance of the Dadar 
Dhtillery in certain circumsbnces only. 
'rhe3e cir"urristances do not edst. 

(ii) (A) None. 

(n) In Salsette 8 persons were .convicted 
of illicit sale ; two of illicit manu· 

. facture during the last :five years. 

·19. Will Government be ple:t.sed to say-· 
(1) Whether the Sanand Estate is under 

·u· t f S. the management · 
.aJ.a.nagemen o a- f th T, 1 kd • 

llllond Estate by Taluk· 0 e a U an 

19. (1) The estate is under the manage- · 
ment of the Talukdari Settlement 
Officer as Cour~ of Wards • 

dari Settlement 0 fficer. S e t t 1 e m e n t 
Officer on 

account of the minority of the present 
Thakor? 
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Questions. 

(2) Whether the TaJukdari Settlement! 
Officer has advanced Rs. 2,000 belong
ing to the Sanand Estate to one 
Ramsing :M adarsing of Lolya to 
enable him to file an appeal to the 

. High Court • against the . Thnkor of 
Utelia? I 

(3) Whether ·the estate · of the E:aid 
Ramsing is also under the manage- J 

· ment of .the Talukdari Settlement 

1 
Officer? 

( 4) 'Vhether the total in com~ of ? 
. Ramsing's estate for Sam vat . 1965

1 
was Rs. 73, for Samvat 1966 Rs.125, 

· for Samvat 1967 Rs. · 55 and for 
Sam vat 1969 Rs. 141? 

(5) What is the amount that Ramsing 
owes to Government on account of J 
Tagavi and'what is the total amount 

·of debt which he owes to private. ., 
individuals ? 

(6) What security i. f any has been take~ I 
· from Ramsing for the repayment of 

this ad vance ? · , J 
20. Will Government be pleased to say

(1) Whether Yakhatsing Dadabhai was 
nominated for 

Police Patel of Lolya the · office of 
removed by the Taluk- p 1.- p l f 
dari Settlement Officer, 0 ICe ate 0 

Lolya by the 
'rhakor of Utelia and appointed to 
the office on: such nomin~tion by the 

¥ T:Hukdari Settlement Officer and he 
:. wns given a sanad for serving in that 
· office till August or September 1 Hl4? 
(2) "\Vh·ether Survey Nq. 256 of Lolyal 

was held on Talukdari Tenure or was l 
alienated land ? · 

.(3) Whether Ramsing Madarsing had I 
brought a suit for the redemption of 
the number in the Court of the 
Second Class Subordinate Jud~e of 
Dholka.and withdrew the suit without 

• permission to bring a fresh suit. from , 
the court ? , · · . 

(4) Whether the said Vakhatsing had I 
.. O'rown a· crop of cotton and gram on 

1 
the said land ? · 

(5). Whether · when the Talukdari 
Settlement Officer was enca.mped at 
Lolya he called upon Vakhatsing to 
deliver over possession of the said 
land to Ramsing ? J 

Information has been called tor. 

20. (1) Ye~. 

. (2) to (5) Allegations to this effect were 
made in a petition presented to 
Goven.unent by. Vakhatsing which 
'Yas summarily rejected . 



Questimts. 

(6) Whether on his declining to do so 
he was at once summuily removed 
by him from the office .. of Police Patel 
of Lolya? 
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21. Will Government be pleased to say-l 
(1) Whether Sardar U desanji, Thakore 

of Sarod, is a 
Presid?~t o~ Jambu· P e r. man en t 

sar Mum01pa.hty. 'd t f S d res1 en o aro 
which is about 9 miles distant from 

. the limits of the J ambusar Munici· ~ 
p:!lity? . I 

(2) Whether the Tluikore's own estate 
is under the management 1 of the I 
Talukdari Settlement Officer of 
Gujarat? J 

(3) Whether the Governot in Council') 
has appointed the Thakore President 
of the Jambusar Municipality P 

(4) Whether a councillor of the Jam- . 
busar Municipality, who was per· r 
manent resident of J ambusar, was 
not available for the office ? 

22. ·Will ~Government be pleased to say
(1) How many cases for taking securi· 

. . ties under sec-
. Broach . Sub·D1v1· tions 107 and 

Slonal Ma.glStra.tes. no of the 

Criminal Procedure Code were heard 
by Mr. N. ~i. Joshi, First Class 
Sub-Divisional Magistrate of Broach 
since 1st June 1912? 

(2) What was the interval of time 
between the commencement and 
conclusion of the proceeding in each 
case P 

23: Will Government be pleased to say
. (1) '\VbethH tho First Class Sub .. 

divisional 
Mag!sterial powers Magistrate of 

of M am 1 a. t dar at -u h . 
Jambusar. .uroac m 

charge of 
Jambusar and Amod taluka keeps 
his bead-quarters during the rains at 
Broaoll. or Jarnbusar? 

(2) Does the practice of loc1.tinoo ·at 
Jamb~sar a .Mamlatrl.ar with po~ers 
of a Fust Class Magistrate continue 
or has been given up? and 

(3) If it i~ given u!1, why P 
H ·H-106 

I 
J 

(6) No. The· Patel was flis:nissed after 
enquiry for carelessness in his work and 
repeated failure to obey orders. 

21. Inquiries are being made . 

As the Jambusar 'Municipality failed t'J· 
select a President by a majority of two~· 
thirds of the members ·present at the 
meeting held on the 1st May 1914, the 
selection of the President rested with 
Government. The Governor in Council 
selected and appointed Sardar Udesanji, 
who had received the majority of votes, 
namely, 6 out of 10, to be the President. 
of the Municipality. 

22. The information will be obtained. 

\ 

23. The information is being obtained .. 
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Q I' ues~~wns. 

24. \Vill Government be pleased to say
(!) Whethe! the school at Chhipadi i~ 

School a.t Chhipadi the KapadvanJ 
in Ka.padva.nj u~luka hUuka of the 

· Kaira district 
. used to teach up to the 6th Verna

cular Standard ? 

(2) Whether the school has been reduced 
to one teaching only the rural 
standards P 

(3) Whether some schools haviug the 
same or smaller attendance in the 
·highf.lr standards have been allowed to 
continue as ordinary schools without 
any reduction in the standards? 

2.1. Will G)vernment be pleased to say
(1) Whether the question about the· 

N 'fi d A f prohibition of 
ot1 e rea. o th f . d 

Palej side-walks. e use 0 81 e• 
· walks in the 

Main Eazar in .the N otifi.ed Area of 
Palej, Broach district, by shopkeepers 
for the weighment of their goods, is 
still under their consideration and 
has not been finally disposed of ? 

(2) Whether after the inhabitants of 
·PaJej had submitted to Government 
thf1ir petition in"' which they com· 
plained against this prohibition, among 
other things, the Mamlatdar of Palej 
instituted revenue proceedings against 
six of the .shopkeepers for using the 
side-walks for weighment and 
imposed fines on them? 

· 26. Will Government be pleased to say

(1) Whethe~ they propose to revise thel 
salaries of the I 

Salaries of inferior servants of the 
. servants and allowances 

. to police patels. H e V e n u e l 
Department r 

who a~e paid under ~s. 8 a month? ( 

(2) Of pagis who get Rs. 5 a month? J 

(3) Will Government be pleased to say 
how many heads of village police get 
allowances not exceeding Rs. 60 a 
year? 

· .Answers. 

24. (1) It taught up to the 7th Verna
cular Standard. 

(2) Yes. 

·(3) The school failed to conform to the 
prescribed standard in the matter of 
attendance and the passing . of 
standards and was accordingly classed 
. as a rural school. It is to be presumed 
that those schools which have been 
classed as full primary conformed to 

· this .standard. 

25. (1) Yes. 

(~) Inquiry is being made. 

26. (1) and (2) Government do not 
contemplate any such revision at 
present. 

(3) Government do not consider it 
necessary to undertake the laborious 
enquiry which would be necessary in 
order to supply this information. · 



Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE MR. VITHALBHAI 
JH.A. VERB HAl PATEL, BAR-AT-LAw, 

1. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
· state in respect of 

Admissions to Co1- each of the 
leges refused. Colleges in the 
Presidencv the number of admissions 
reCused this year for want of accommo• 
dation? 

2. (a) Is it a fact that in some of the 
. · Narvadari villages 

Recei~ts £or Land- of. the Kaira and 
revenue m some Narva· S D' · Lh 
dari villages. ?rat IstriCts, " e 

VIllage accountants 
have, of late, adopted the practice of 
giving receipts on separate pieces of 
paper for the payment of the land· 
revenue in place of that of giving such 
receipts in receipt· books? 

• 
(b) Is it a fact that an attempt was made 

bv the Kaira Revenue authorities in 
the year 1908 or thereabout to introd.uce 
such practice but on the question being 
pressed to the attention of the higher 
authorities by the Nadiad Pattidar 
Sabha, the old practice was allowed to 
continue? 

(c) Is it a fact that representations signed 
by Lallubhai Kashibhai Desai and 
others of Nadiad have been submitted 
in 1913 to the Collector of Kaira and 
the Commissioner · of the Northern 
Division protesting against the intro .. 
duction of such practice in Narvadari 
villages? 

3. \_(&) "\Viii Government be pleased to 
say whether the 

Certain criminal cases special grass frauds 
in the Kaira Dis· 
trict. inquiry in the 

Kaira District is 
at an end? 

(b) How many oase3 of grass frauds were 
euq_ uired into sinc3 the start of s 11ch 
inquiry? 

(c) How many cases were put on trial 
ancl how m~ny CJnvictions obtained? 
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Answers. 

1. The Honourable Member is referred to 
the reply given to question No. 9* (1) 
put by the Honourable Mr. Gokaldas 
Kahandas Parekh on the same subject 
at the last meeting of the Council. 

2. (a) In Narvadari villages in the Surat 
District receipts on the printed counter
foils of village form No. 11 have been 
given since 1908-09 as in Khalsa 
villages. 

In the Borsad, Xnand and Matar talukas 
of the Kaira. District receipts· are given 
in books and not on slips. In · the 
N adiad talukll. alone;they are being given 
on slips as an experimental measure . 

(b) The facts are as stated in the question · 
except in respect to N adiad ta.luka. 

(o) Representations have been submitted to 
the Collector of Kaira. but not to the 
Commissioner. As they did not dis
clos• any serious drawbacks and ai the 
grant of receipts on slips was introiuoed 
ag a temporary and ex:perim~ntal 
measure, the petitioners' request was 
not granted. Out of 15 J.'Jarwadari 
villages in N adiad taluka only the 
Chaklashi Pati Narvadars have raised 
objections ; this does not suggest 
general dissatisfaction. 

3. (a) Yes. 

(b) 'rhere were in all 12 prosecutions for 
offenoes connected directly or indirectly 

·· with grass frauds. 
(u) In alllO cases were put on trhl. Of 

these, 1 case was withdrawn on the 
accused making voluntary confession 
and surrendering the stolen_;:property 
and account books. 

•Repeated as question No 6 1) att!l!s .nlJting 



(d) What amount has Government spent 
. in connection· with this srecial 

enquiry? 

4. (a) W~ll Government be pleased to 
. . say when the list· 

Preparattoo of.a .hst required by sec
DD.der the Crimm a.~ ti' on 4 of the 
Tribes Act, 1911. · 

Criminal Tribes 
1Act, III of 1911, was first made with 
regard to the D haralas :md W aghris . 
of the 55 viJlages in the Kaira District 
noted· in Government N oti:fication 
No. 5631, dated the 3rd October 1911, 
and when it was placed in the keeping 
of the Superintendent of· Police as 
requirfld by section 6 of the Act ? 

(b) Has ~he . said list been, in any way, 
subsequently altered so far as the 
villages of Salol, Dehwan and Kath:ma 
are concerned, and have the proyisions 
of notices mentioned in section 7 been 
followed as regards such alterations, 
if any P 

(c) Will Government be pleased to say 
whether they have received. any report 
from the District Magistrate requesting. 
to notify the application of the Act to 
the Girassias of the said 55 villages and 

• whether they· have in fact extended its 
application to all or ru;ty of them by any 
subsequent notification or in any other 
manner? 

[Tnes·e questions were· asked at the meeting 
held on the· 13th 'March 1914, uhen 

· ad interim replies were given.] 

5. Will Government.?~ pl~~sed .to sayl 
which of the muntc1paht1es m the 
Presidency- " 

.Anszcers. 

In one case tl1e accused '''ere discharged 
and in another acquitted by the 
Magistrate. 

In the other 7 cases ihe accused were 
convicted by the Magistrate. In 
appeal and revisicn the convictions in 
2 cases were reversed and in the otl:er 
5 upheld by the High Court. · 

(d) The extra expenditure incurred by 
Government consists of 1 extra A wal 
Karkun appointed for 8 months, cost 
Rs. 400, Plead~rs' fees about Rs. 9,400, 
witnesses' diet money and other expenses 
about Rs. 700; total about Rs. 10,500. 

4. (a) The preparation of the lists 
required by section 4 of the Criminal 
Tribes Act was commenced in the 
month of January 1912 and completed 
,in December 1913, and the lists on 
completion were placed in the keeping 
of the District Superintendent of 
Police at various periods between these 
dates. 

(b) The list has not been altered so far 
as the villages of Salol, Dehwan and 
Kathana are concerned. The in
habitants of these villages claimed to 
be Girassias, but were proved to be 
Dharalas. It was due to the delay 
caused by enquiries into various 
petitions submitted by these people 
that complete registration was not 
comp1eted till December 1913. 

(c) No application has been received from 
the District Magistrate for the extension 
of the Act to Girassias in the Kaira 
District. The Criminal Tribes Act has 
nowhere in the 55 villages been applied 
to Girassias. 



Questzonr.. 

(a) Have appointed Chief Officers 
under ~ection 

lhmicipalies,' Chief 182 {1) of the 
Officers anif other Bomhay District 
matters. 

}f u~icipal Act, 
(b) llave appointed Chief Officers on 

requisitions made by the Governor in 
Council under section 177 (1) (i) of 
the Act, 

(a) have appointed Government serv· 
nnts as their Chief Officers, · 

(d) have delegated, of their own accord, 
some of their powers to their Chief 
Officers under section 37 of the Act, 
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(e) have delegated some of their powers 
on requisition made under section L 
177 (I) (iii) of the Act, r 

(f) have not appointed ·Chief Officers 
in spite of requisition made under 
section 177 (1) (i), 

(g) have not delegated their powers to 
their Chief Officers even after requi· 
sition made in this behalf under 
section 177 (1) (iii), 

(h) have taken action under section 
182 {2) to remove their Chief Officer, 

(i) have represented to Government 
the necessity of legislation-
(!) requiring a payer of a qualifying 

tax to he a resident within Muni· 
cipal limits or within two miles 
thereof in order to be qualified as a 
candidate, 

(II) authorizing the Collector to 
move a Court of Law to set aside 
an election. J 

6. Will Government be pleased to state 
. f 1 _, what reply, if any, 

InspectiOn o ocw. h b • d 
Board Schools. as een rece1 v e 

from the Director 
of Public Instruction to question No. 18, 
put by me at the meeting of this Council, 
held on 16th December L913, and 
repeated as question No. 10 at the 
meeting of l~th March 1914? 

7. Will Government be pleased to place 
• . . on the Council 'J.1able 

E:x.ammat 10 n s- t' t. 
School Final and a com para 1 ve s ate-
Vernacular Fina.J. ment of the receipts 

and expenditure 
during 1912·1 913 and 1913-1914 at the 
School Final and Vernacular Final 
Examinations ? 

H 41-107 

Answers. 

5. The information will be obt.nined. 

6. The Honourable Member is referred 
to Government letter No. 1528-L., dated 
th~ 8th June HH 4, addressed to him 
by\ the Secretary to the Leq"islati~e 
Co~ncil which contains the reply to hts 
qufstions. 

· 7. The receipts and expendit.nre of. the . 
Schqbl Final Examination are as g1ven 
bela\\·:-

Ytar. Receipts. Es:penditure, 

I 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. P· 
1912 .. 17,088 0 0 15,~89 9 6 
1913 •. 191236 0 0 17 ,00:.) 0 9 



Quesliot~s. 

8. Will G(Jvernment r be plfased . to 
say w betber the 

Railway from Broach Broach-J 3 m bu 8 a r 
to Jambust.r. 

Branch line has 
yet been open~d? 

9. In reply to my question No .. 18 (o) 
· at the meetmg of 

Government ~a.w this Council, held on 
School nnd full-time 2Bth J l 1913 professors. U Y , 

Government were 
}>leased -to say that they were disposed 
to consider the question of the appoint
ment of full-time professors ~nd 
principal. to conduct the Government 
Law School. 

Will Government be pleased to say 
wl1et1wr they It ave arrived at any definite 
decision on the subject, and, if so, 
what? 

If the matter is still ur.der consideration, 
will Government be pleased to say when 
the public should expect their final 
decision? 

10. Will Government be pleased to pub· 
lish a comparative 

Statistics relating to statement giving 
retir~d . officers of the the names of 
Provmma.l, Revenue 
and Judicial Services. J Deputy Collectors 

· and ~lamlatdars on 
the one hand and Subordinate Judges of 
the First and Second Class on the. other, 
who retired within the last fifteen yeLtrs, 
showing in each case the date of the 
appointment, the date of retirement, 
the age of retirement and· the amount 
of salary drawn at the time of I'etire-
ment? ·, 

-. 
11. (a) Will Government be pleased to 

say at what stage 
. Local Boards -Elec· the consideraf.ion of 

tton to-. 
. the. general ques· 

tion regarding the extension of the 
elective principle in the constitution of 
the Local Boards in the Presidency has 
reached P 
Will Government be pleased to say 

what action they have so far taken to 
grant the franchise of electirm to the 
Local Boards of the Panch ~h.hals Dis
trict since my resolution on the·subject 
at t l:.e last session· of this C'Juncil ? 
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An8'Wers. 

(2) The figures for the Vernacular Final 
Examination have been call.ed for. 

8. The opening of the line has ~ad to 
be postponed owing to delay 1n the 
supply of rolling stock, due to con
ooestion of work caused by labour 
troubles in England. 

9. The question is still under consi~era· 
tion. Government are not yet 1n a 
position to make any statement on the 
subjeDt.. 

10. The labour involved in preparing such 
a statement appears to Government to 
be greater than is warranted by the 
possible value of the statement when 
prepared. 

11. (a) 'rhe orders of the Government of 
India are still awaited on the recom
mendations on tbe subject of the
Decentralization Commission. 

(b) Government have approved the pro· 
· posal for the extension of the elective 

franchise to the Local Boards of the 
Panch Mahlils District and have called 
for detailed proposals to give effect to it. 
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Questions. 

12. WL Government he pleased to place 
on the Council 

Criminal cases tried Table a statement 
by Jury. showing- · 
(a) the number of Jury cases tried by . 

the Sessions Court!-! at Ahmedabad, 
Surat Thana, Poona and Belgaum 
respe~tivPly within the last 5 years, 

(b) the numher of such cases where the 
Judge differed from the Jury, and 

(c) the number of ~mch cases in which 
the High Court upheld the verdict of 
the Jury? 

13. (a) Will Government be pleased 
Legislative Conncil to . say whether 

Proceedings - S n p ply copies of proceed
of-. ~ in!?s of this Coun· 
cil are supplied to ·other Provincial 
Governments for the use of the Members 
of their Legislative Councils and if so, 
to which Government and at whose 
expense? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to say 
whether they have considered the ques· 
tion of supplying the jl embers of this 
Council with copies of Proceedings of 
other Provincial Legislative Councils? 

14. (a) Is it a fact that Government 

Gnjarat 'l a.Inkdars' 
Bill-Local inqniries 
co'ldncted by Com. 
mission:r, .Northern 
l>ivision. 

authorised the 
C om m i s s i o ner, 
Northern Division, 
and the Ta1ukdari 
Settlement Officer, 
Gujarat, to make 

the necessary inquiry in order to as
certain the views and wishes of the 
Talukdars regarding the provisions of 
Bill No. XI of 1912 ? 

(b) Will Government he pleased to say 
whether they issued any special instruc· 
tions as to the manner in which the 
said inquiry was to be conducted by 
those officers ? 

(c) Will Government be pleased to lay on 
the Council Table the papers of that 
inquiry and itG report, if any ? 

· A.nswtrs. 

12. ·(a) to (c) The information will be 
obtaine3. 

13. (a) Copies of such Proceedings are 
not supplied for the purpose to any 
Local Governments other than the Gov
ernments· of Madras ·and the Punjab, 
who distribute them, free of charge, to 
the non-official Members of their Legis
lative Councils. 

(b) Government do not think it necessary 
to supply the Members of the Bombay 
Legislative Council with copies of such 
Proceedings, especially as copies can 
be purchased from any book-seller 
authorised to sell the publications of 
Government. · 

Steps will be taken to have copies of such 
Proceedings placed in the Reading 
Room at the Secretaria~. 

14. (a) Yes. 

(b) No special instructions were issued. 

(c) The reports of the Commissioner! 
Northern Division, and of tLe Talukdar1 
Settlement Officer together with copies 
of the Proceedings of the Dar bars held 
by the Commissioner, N orthe.rn Division, 
will be placed .on the Council Table. 



Questions. 

(d) Is it a fact that the said inquiry is 
challenged on the ground that the 
officers conducting it have a decided 
opinion in favour of the Bill? 

(e) Will Government be pleased to say 
whether they have taken any further 
action on the report of this inquiry and 
if so, what? . 

(f) Will Government be pleased to lay on 
the Oouncil Table or supply the members 
of the Select Committee with the copies 
of petitions challenging the inquiry? 
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15. (1) With reference to Press Note 
No. 4179 of the 

Toddy spirit sold in 5th May 1914, 
Bombay. d. h b regar mg t e a o· 
lition of the distillation and sale of 
toddy spirit in Bombay, will Govern- . 
ment be pleased to state-
( a) what the impurities are that have 

been alleged to exist in the same, and 
(b) when was the toddy spirit analysed 

and by whom? 
(2) Will Government be pleased to lay 

on the Council Table the report of 
such analysis ? 

(3) Will Government be pleased to state 
why it was that nine of the toddy 
spirit shops b~ve been converted into 
Mhowra•spirit shops and not pure 
toddy shops. . 

( 4) Will Government be pleased to 
state whether toddy spirit is more 

· injurious than Mhowra liquor ? 
16. (a) Has the attention of Government 

. · . been drawn to the 
PreBldenoy MagiS- . " leader~' head d 

trates. • e 
. " The Prestdency 

Magistrates " in the Bombay Chronicle 
of the 27th Aprill914 ? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to 
state when the scale of salaries of the 
].>residency Magistrates was first fixed 
and what modifications in the scale 
were subsequently made P 

.Anwers. 

(d) Some petitions to that effect have 
been received. 

'(e) The Bombay Government .are in 
correspondence '!ith the Government of 
India on the subJect. 

(f) Petitions w.hich deal with the Guj:uat 
Ta,lukdars' Bill will be 1rinted and 
placed on the Council T~ ble. 

15. (1) (a) Acidity, Fusel oil and · 
Aldehydes. 

(b) By Major Bedford in 1906. 

(2) One result of many tests is furnished. 
· ( Yitle Appendix: H.) 

3) To meet the local demand for spirit. 

(4) The answfr is in the affirmative. 

16. (a) Yes • 

(b) The salaries of the three Presidency 
Magistrates (1' Chief Presidency and 
two Presidency Magistrates) were fixed 
at Rs. 2,t00, 1,200 and 1,000 per 
mensem, respectively, in ·1846, when 
they were designated as Magistrates of 
Police. They were reduced to Rs.l,800, 
~,000 and 800 per mensem, respectively, 
In 1887, and further reduced to 
~s. 1,600, 1,000, and 700 per mensem 
m 1 ~92, when a Fourth Presidency 
Magistrate was appointed on H.s. 600 
per mensem. The pay of the Chief 



Questions. 

(c) Is it a fact that, while the salary of 
the Chief Presidency Magistrate was 
raised a fe~ years ago from Rs. 1,500 
to Rs. 2,000 by an annual increment of 
.Rs. 100 the salaries of the other Pre• 
sidency Magistrates were not raised ? 

(d) Will Government be pleased to state 
whether they are disposed to consider 
the question of revising the salaries 
originally fixed? 

17. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
0.1 say whether their 

1 
s.. : attention has bee_n 

drawn to the correspondence that has 
been going on in the newspapers about 
the dealers in oils mixing mineral white 
oil with vegetable oils and selling the 
mixture for edible purposes· as pure 
vegetable oil? · 

{b) Whether Government intend to bring 
in a legislative measure to prevent such 
practices? 

18. Will Government be pleased to say

(a) 'Vhether Mr. Y. G. Pam1it, who 

i1 d 
was appointed 

Report on o •see by them to m· • 
mdustry. 

vestigate and 
repor~ on the oil-seed crushinoo 
industry in the Bombay Presidency 
two years ago, has submitted his 
repo~t about the work done by him? 

{b) Will they be pleased to publish his 
report for the information of the 
public P 

19. 'Vill Government be pleased to say

(a} Whether they intend to remove the 
Judicial District of District of Ks.ira 

Kaira. from the juris· 
· diction of the 

.Ahmedabad District Judge and create 
a new Judicial District ? 

ll 'il-108 
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Ans?.Cers. 

Presidency Ma~istrate . was raised to 
Rs. 1,5(l0.50.-2,000 per mensem. in 
1904. Since that date no alteration 
has been made in the salaries. 

(c) The answer is in the affirmative. 

(d) No such proposal is at present under, 
consideration. · · ' 

17. (a) Government have seen the- cor
respondence. 

(b) The question of the adequacy or other·· 
wise of the existing legislation for tho 
prevention of the adulteration of foods. 
and drugs is under consideration, the 
views of this Government having been 
communicated to the Government of 
India. 

18. Yes. 

19. (a) to (c) The Honourable 1\Iember· 
is referred to the reply given to question 
N o.lO put by the Honourable Mr. Parekh. 



Questions. 

(b) If so, where do they propose to 
· locate the headquarters of the new 

Judicial District? 
(c) Whether they propose to invite the 

opinions of people concerned before 
the matter is finally settled P 

THE HONOURABLE lb. ABDUL 
HUSSEIN ADAMJI .PEERBHOY. 
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1. (a) What is the question at issue 1 
between the :Muni- I 

MunicipalSia.ugh· cipality and the 
ter-Honse at Ahmed- 'd t · f Ah d abad. res1 en s o me .. 

abad as to the 
removal- of the Slaughter-House at 
Ahmedabad from its present site P 

·(b) Will Government be pleased to make 1. Inquiries are being made. 
enquiry and state whether all the cattle 
slaughtered at the House at Ahmed-·. 
a bad are required for human consump• 
tion? · 

(c) In the event of cattle being slaughtered · 
there for other purposes· as well, what 
is the number killed. for each purpose 
in a year? · . J 

THE HONOURABLE SIR IBRAHIM 
RAHIMTOOLA, KT., C~I.E. 

1. · Will Government be pleased to supply 1 
information in the 

Expe;tditure . on following form for 
Education durmg f h 
last five years. each o t ~ last 5 

years, showmg the 
amount of expenditure incurred by 
Government·. on education under all 
heads:-

Y~r.l .Bombay I Northern Central South~rn Sind. City. Division. Division. Dirlsioo. 
I 

· ~ 1 & 2. The Director of Public Instruc-
., tion will be consulted as to wh~ther the tiO tiO t(; tiO 1>0 

i! .8 1:1 1::1 c 
!:(. :; 1:: ~ 'S b. 'E ti; 'S 
" .5 g Q Q 

E g 
~ 

,., 
'E 

.. 
'E ! () 

; I: ~ e ~ 
g c 6 1<1· g g g /l g 

~ 0 .. 0 
~ 

.. ~ 
., 

Ill ~ ~ l?:i l?:i c:tl ~ 

2. Will Government be pleased to state 
the total amo.unt of expend~ture incurr
ed by the Municipalities and Local 
Boards of each of the Divisions of the 
Presidency on Primary Education out 
Qf their own revenues during each of 
the last five years r . 

information desired can be obtained 

l without an undue expenditure of time 
and labour. · 

l 
I 

J 

1 
J 



Questiqns. 

THE HONOURABLE 1.!&. l\IANliOHA~· 
DAS RAMJI~ 

1. 'Vill Government be pleased to state 
the amount of the realisations from the 
estates in the charge of the Official 
Assignee, and his commission thereon 
during the last quinquennium ? 

T!tis question was asked at tke meeting 
held on tiLe 13tb March 1914. 
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:2. Will Government be pleased to I 
present a return of I 
(1) The number of persons who applied 

Auditors' Certifi- for auditors certifi· 
cates Statistics cates under the 

· rules issued by the 
Government of Bombay in connection 
with the Indian Companies Act, stat
. ing also the number of applicants-

( a) who had more than ten years' J 
1 
experience, 

Answers. 

1. Statements containing the information 
have been placed on the Council Table. 

ReaUaationB in tke fJariouB Estates in tke lt.ands 
of the O.fficia& Assignee, Bombay, from 1st 
Februar!l1909 to 31st January1914. 

Half years, 

1st February to 31st July 1909 .. . 
1st August 1909 to 31st January 1910 .. . 
1st February to 31st July 1910 ,,, 
1st August 1910 to 31st January 1911 ... 
1st February to 31st July 1911 ' ... 
1st August 1911 to 31st January 1912 ... 
1st February to 31st July 1912 ••• 
1st August 1912 to 31st January 1913 ... 
lst February to 31st July 1913 .. 
1st August 1913 to 31st January 1914 ... 

Total ... 

Amount. 

B.s.· a, p. 

3,01,'762 5 4:' 
2,41,124 . 8 2 
3,90,500 11 0 
2,30,40'7 t) 9 
a,34.762 · 6 10 
5,20,260 12 8 
1,35,151 1 6 

36,542 '7 6 
1, '73,684 ' 8 3 
6,30,009 15 '1 

31,94,806 s 7 

Gommiasiott and Fee earned ~~ the Oflicia& 
.J.saignee, Bombay, jrom' 1st February 1909 to 
1st January 1914. 

Mortgage 
Half years, Commission. Fees. account Total. Commis· 

sion. -
Rs. a. P• Rs. a. p. Rs. a, p, RG. a. p. 

1st Fchrn11ry to 31st 
July 1909 ... 2!,718 0 8 1,533 7 0 126 12 0 ~.378 3 8 

1 et A 11gust 1 PC9 to 31st 
6.600 0 0 8,2!3 .4 0 January 1910 ... 1,732 0 0 10 8 

1st l!'cbruary tC) 31st 
12,462 10 0 July 1910 •.• 10,120 u 0 1,?30 12 0 005 0 0 

1st Angllllt 191:> to 31st· 
22,272 0 4 January 1911 ••• 20,771 7 4 1,50015 0 -lst Ftbruary w 31Pt 

22,3S4 9 8 23,572 1 8 July1911 ... 1,217 8 0 -]st August 1911 to 31st 
31,886 l4o II January 1912, ••• 30,00113 9 l,SM 1 0 ... 

1st February to 31st 
4,28, 0 0 30,03!1 2 5 July 19111. . .. 23,873 11 5 1,874• 7 0 

1st August Hll2 to 31st 
11,826 4 6 January 1913 ... 9,105 13 3 2,120 7 3 ... 

lst February to lllst 
39,823111 s July 1913 ••• 38,33() 10 9 1,4.87 1 6 -1st AuguSt l!ll3 to Slat 
10,848 8 0 January 19141 ... 9,0CO 0 0 1,704o 8 (• '144 0 0 

Total ... 1,95,499 0 10 16,785 14o 9 5,170 ' 0 3,17,340 3 'I 



Questions. 

(b) who had ILore than seven years' 
experience, 

. (c) who bad more than five years' 
experience, · 

(d) who had more than three years' 
experience, 

(e) who were members of the Central 
Association of Accountants, 

(/) who were members of the Cor· 
poration of Accountants, 

1 

(g) who were members of the London 
Association of Accountants, 

{h) who were members of the Insti
tute of Certified ·Public Account .. 
ants, 

(i) who were residing outside of. 
:Bombay; and · 

· .J.r,srcen. 

l2. The return required by the Honour
able Member is laid on the Council 
Tnble. 

[See AJlpendi:t A.] 

(2) the number of persons from each 
of the classes (a) to (i) mentioned in· 
(1) .who have b.een granted- ~· 
(i) Permanent Umestricted, 

(ii) P:rovisional Unrestricted, 1 
·(iii) Permanent Restricted, and Jl 
(i"v) rrovisional Restricted 
·Certificntes, respectively? 

3. Do Governm(mt intend to modify 3. The matter is receiving consideration. 
the rules so · as to 

.AuiHtors' Certifi- a'dmit persons who· 
~ cates Buies. appear to be other·· 

wise eligible? 

· 4. Whether Gov·ernment. intend to pre· 
.. · . . pare a register of . 

Auditors holding pers(lns who are 
dirlc.n:as from ex- · · b ' · f 
tmpted Societies. D en ~rs ~ . ~x-

. en~ptea SomPtles, 
· ]?ia.ctising "in this I residency and to 
subject them to all the rules prescribed 
for the profess!on of Auditors, parti
cularly with regard to the rtmoval of 
their names for misconduct ? 

5. Will Governn:ent be pleased to lay on 
. the table for the in-

Auditors' Certifi· f<'rrr at ion of the 
cates Rules and fees C •1 tl 1 
jn other Provinces. O'UDCl lO ru es 

fran ed by other 
Provincial Governments . under the 

4. Governmt:Il t do not intend to prepare 
a register of personP, who are members 
of exemptf:'d Societie~, practising in this 
Presidency. In tbe event of any 
member of an exempted Society being 
guilty of misconduct in the practice of. 
his ·profession, steps will be taken to 
report Ids case, after due inquiry and 
establishment of· his guilt, to the 
Council 'of the Institution to which he 

· belongs, with a v'iew to disciplinary 
· action being taken. 

5. Copies of the rules of the following 
Governments are laid on the Council 
~'able:-

(1} .Bengal.-Noti6cation No. 1032· 
Com., dated 24th March 1914. 

[See AppendiJ: B.] 



. Questions. . . 
Indian Companies' Act for t~e grant~ 
ing of Certificates to Auditors and 
the scales of fees each might have 
prescribed for the same ? 

• 

6. Will the Government be pleased to 

E • a ty ·publish the annual 
XCISe- u on • d . d f 

piece-goods mcome enve rom 
· Excise-duty on piece· 

~oods manufactured in this Presidency 
from its commencement up to date? 

7. Will Government be. pleased to give 
the figures for the 

Import and Ex- Import and Export 
port statistics for Trade of the Po t f Karwar, Ka.mpta r s o 
and Marmagoa.. Karwar, Kumpta and 

Marmagoa, for the 
decades 187 5 to 1885 and 1903 to 
1913? 

8. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
Harbour of Karwax. inform whether the 

Karwar harbour is a 
suitable and convenient·port for direct 
Import and Export trade, and, if not 
what immediate expenditure is neces~ 
sary to make it so? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to· state 
whether the improv~ments suggested 
by the Karwar Railway Committee 
regarding the Karwar Harbour have 
been carried out by Government? 
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·Answers • 
(2) Madras.-Notification .. No·. :.265 
. ·dated 31st March 1914. . ' 

[Bee Appendix C.] 

(3) The United Pro'Dinces of Agra and 
Oudh.-Notification No. 860 
VII-312, dated 25th June 1914 •. ' 

[See Appendix D.] 

( 4) Punf ab.-Notification No. 493 
dated 9th April1914. ' 

[See Appendix E.l 
(5) Behar and Orissa.-NotificatioJ . 

No. 5188, 1,-J.;_7-R., ·datetl 
. 15th June 1914. · 

(See Appen4x F.] 

(6) Burma.-NotificationNo. 51, dated 
28th May 1914. 

[See Appendix G.] 

6. . The revenue from the duty on piece· 
goods and hosiery ·manufactured in the 
Presidency for the years 1894-95 to 
1898-99 is given in the reports on 
" Indian Cotton Duties'.', and from the 
year 1899·1900 onwards in the ''Sea
borne Trade and Customs Administra
tion Report of the Bombay Presidency." 
Copies of these reports can be purchased 
by the public at prices varying from 
4 annas to 10 · annas per copy. Since 
the year 1911 copies of the Sea-borne 
Trade and Customs Administration 
Report have been supplied annually to 
the Indian Merchants' Chamber and 
Bureau. 

7. The information will be called for. 

8. (a) A.t present Karwar is ·not a suit;.. 
able and convenjent port for direct 
Import and Export Trade, ancl no 
estimate has been prepared of the 
expenditure necessary to make it so. 

{b) The Committee re~ommended. some 
minor improvements .to the port In ~he 
event of the Karwar Rail way bemg 
decided upon. As the Railway project 
was dropped the Committee's sugges• 
tions were not carried out. 



Questions. 
{c) Will Government be pleased. to 

state whether the Karwar Railway 
line is surveyed and, if so, to state 
whether they have bought anv land for 
the construction of the same, and, if so, 
whether they have sold such land by 
auction or leased it for cultivation? 

(d) Have Government considered the 
advisability of reviving the Karwar 
Railway question P · . 

9. Have Government considered tlie 

Honorary Physi. 
cians and Surgeons 
:in the · :Mofossil 
Hospitals. 

advisability of ap
pointing Honorary 
Physicians and Sur
geons to Civil Hospi· 
tals in the mofussil P 

· THE HONOURABLE RAO BAHADUR 
SHRINIVAS KONHER RODDA. 

1. Whether· the question of ·connect· 
volume of trade ing . Karwar . with 

in Karwar,. Manna- Hubli by Railway 
goa, Goa and other was ~ ever before 
matters Government and if 
so why it was rejected ? · 

2. Is it true that the :Portuguese portion 
. . of the Goa line work-

Rallway m Goa. ed at a loss before the 
same was taken up by the Madras and 
Southern :Maratha Railway for manage· 
ment? . 

3~ . How many copies of the Jag ad 7Tritta 
are disiributed in 

Distribu~on ~f the t Districts of 
Jagad Vrttia 1.D. Dh' 
the Ka.rnatik. arwar, Belgaum, 

· Bijapur and Kanara·? 

4. Will Government be pleased to state 

Inspection of 
sc ools by Assistant 
Deputy Educational 
Inspectors in South· 
ern Division. 

the average number 
of schools examined 
by each .Assistant 
Deputy Educational 
Inspector in . the 
districts of Southern 
DivisionP 
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.J.nswers, 
(c) A detailed survey for a line of 

Railway from Karwar to Hubli and on 
to Gadag was carried out in 1869-70, 
The question whether any land was 
acquired for the construction of the line 
and was disposed of 'in the manner 
described by the Honourable Member 
cannot be answered without an amount;. 
of laborious enquiry which would not 
be justified by the value of the result. 

(d) Yes. Government are~ however, of 
opinion that the construction of the Kar
war Railway is at present impracticable, 

9. Yes. 

1. Yes.· The question of connecting 
Karwar with Hubli by Railway was 
under the consideration of Government 
between 186S and 1879 but the project 
was dropped because, in the latter year, 
the Secretary of State entered into 
certain arrangements with the Portu
gp.ese Government under which they 
undertook to form a Harbour at 
Marmugao and to construct a Railway to 
the British frontier, and the British 
Government engaged to continue the 
line from thence to H ubli. 

2. The reply is in the affirmative. 

3. Dharwar 
Belgaum 
Bijapur 
Kanara 

154 
200 

••• 261 
328 

4. The information has been called for. 
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Questions. 

~. Is it true that some Municipalities 
give special allo'Y· . 
ance to masters In 
excess of the maxi· 
mum pay sllowed by 

Teachers in Muni
cipal Schools : 
Special allowances 
to-. · 

the Masters' Code ? 

6. Will Government be pleased to state 
when they will take 

. ~o~ds-P r o vi n: up the District 
cuutsmg Pala·Badn.mt Local Board Road 
Road. • 

" Pala-Badamt '' on 
the Provincial list ? 

THE HONOURABLE MR. CHIMANLAL 
HARILAL SETALV AD. 

1. Will Government be pleased to state 
. . what arrangements 

Law Schoohn Bom· "they have made or 
bay-Increase of the k 
number of students at. propose to J!la e to 

· meet the difficulty 
created by the number of students 
attending the various classes at the 
Government _Law School, Bombay, 
having greatly increased? 

2. Whether Government will be pleased 

Law School m. Bom to state when the 
. f f h tl bay-Hostelforstudents. erec IOn O a OS e 

for the students of 
the Government Law School, Bombay, 
is likely to b9 undertake!} ? 

3. Will Government be pleased to state 
Judicial District of whether it is con

Ahmadabad-Proposed templated to recon• 
exclusion of Kaira Dis- stitute the Judicial 
trict from. District of Ahmed
abad so as to exclude from it the Kaira 
District? 

4. \Vhether Government will be pleased 
· to state the reasons 

J adicia.l District of and materials ou 
Ahme~bad-P~pos~d which the decision 
exclns1on of Kall'a D1s- f 
trict from. o Government 

published in the 
Gooernment Gazette of 9th January 

. 1913 not to divide the present Judicial 
District of Ahmedabad is now proposed 
to be reconsidered P 

.tl.nswers. 

o. Inquiries are being made. 

6. dommissioners pf Dtvisions in the 
Presidency proper were requested in 
Sept~mber 1918 to submit . proposals, 
after a comprehensive· review of the 
requirements of each district, for the 
provincialisation of roads in their 
divisions) the lis~ of roads being arranged 
in order of urgency. 

1. Pending the consideration of the whole 
question of the reorganiz3.tion of the 
School temporary · arrangementa .have 
been made by which th~ first year. class 
will be divided into· two batches, .the 
lectures being duplicate~. · · 

2. Government have · nothing to add to 
the reply given to the questioQ No. 4 
put by the Honourable Member at the 
meeting of the Legislative Council held 
on the 13th March last. . 

3. Such a proposal is under consider· 
ation 

4. The Honourable Member is referred 
to· the reply given to clause (2) of · 
question No. 10 put by the Honourable 
Mr. Parekh. 



Questions •. 

5. Wbether Government will be pleased 
to lay on the 

Judicial District of Council Table the 
Ahm~abad-~po~ d official correspon• 
exclumon of Ka.ira. DlS· d if b 
triot from. ence, any, su • 

· . · sequent to the 9th 
of January 1013 between the District· 
officers and Government· regarding the 
proposal .tQ reconstitute the Judicial 
District of Ahmedabad ? 

6. · Whether the · Commissioner, N. D., 
· and the Talukdari 

Gujarat Talukd&rs Settlement Officer 
Bill-Meetings held p1 held, in January 
a~d repc:>rt of CommiB• last several meet• 
BlOner, N. D. • ' f T.!,uk.u . mgs o c.u uars 
to ascertain their views regarding the 
Talukdari Bill and whether the 

· · Commissioner~ N.D., has submitted ·a 
report to Government about the ·said 

· meetings? 
'7. ·Whether Government will be pleased 

· Gnj~at Talukdars to la.! on. the 
'Bill-Meetings held by Council Table a 
and report of the Com• copy of the said 
missioner, N.D. l'eport p 

· 8.. Whether ·Government have obtained 
the views of the 

.Gujar~t T&lukd.ars High Court about 
· Bill-V 1ews of High . • • • 

Coo.rt. · · various proviSions . 
of the TcUukdari 

Bill. and, if so, whether Government 
will be pleased to lay a copy thereof 
(>J:l .the Colincil Table ? 

THE HONOURABLE MR. SHRlDHAR 
BALKRISHNA UPASANI, LL.B~ 

1. Will Government be pleased to state 
if it is a fact that 

• Patas~al a~sessment owing to continued 
m Dhuha, Smdkheda. d fi . • h 
and Amalner talukas. . e. Cienc~ lD t e 

· · · . • · . ramfall smce 1896 
it has not been possible for the patasthal 

.lands in the ·nhulia, · Sindkheda. and 
Amalner talukas to get sufficient supply 
of water for Bagayat crops and that the 
owners of the lands have for several 
years stopped growing rice, sugarcane, 
plantain and other equally more valu· 
able Bagayat crops and have been using 
the lands for the greater part for Jirayat 
cultivation, but that nevertheless they 

.J.nsu:ers. 

: 5. . No such correspondence has taken..' 
place. 

6. Yes. 

7. Copies of the reports made to Govern
ment by the Commissioner, N. D., and 
the Talukdari Settlement Officer together 
with copies of the proceedings of the 
dar bars held by the Commissioner, N.D., .. 
will be placed on the Cquncil Table. 

8. Government have obtained the views 
of tbe Honourable the Chief Justicn and 
Judges of the High Court on the Eill •.. 
It is not intended to place copies thereof 
·on the Council Table. 

1. The . figures showing areas irrigated 
and crops grown in the Dhulia and 
Sindkheda talukas are given in the· 
attached statement A.* The remissions. 
granted during the past three years are 
shown in statement B. t In Amalner it · 
is ·reported that wheat, groundnut, and 
chillies have taken the place of sugar
cane and plantains. 

No reduction of the Bagayat assessment i_s.. 
proposed. 

•[see Appendix N.] 
i[See Appen.dis: 0.] 



QuesUons .. 

are charged the higher Bagayat rates? 
If so, wHl Government be .pleased to 
state if any enquiry has been made in 
this matter with a view to reduce the 
:Bagayat rate or remit part of it and the 
extent to which remissions of assessment 
have been allowed, if any, on these lands 
during the last three years ? 

[This question was asked at the meet&ng 
Mld on the 16th Decembet• 1913, when 
an ad interim ?'eply was given.] 
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A1lswers. 

2. (a) Will Government be pleased to . 
. place on the table 

. Second Class !mga· a list of the second 
t10n Works m the I • • • 
Presidency. c ass 1~r1gat10n 

works In the 
several districts in the Presidency 
proper P 

(b) How many of these works have been 
improved and extended by the :British 
Government and as regards which of 
them have any disputes or difficulties 
actually arisen to require their control 
being taken up by Government from 
the hands of the irrigators ? 

(c) What was the area under bagdyat 
cultivation in the villages of D:lbhadi 
and Patna in the N asik district before 
the Chankapur tank was opened and 
what increase in area of bagdyat culti
vation has taken place in the said 
villages since the tank was opened ? 

(d) Is the water of 'the Chankapur tank 
used for the Girna Left Bank Canal and 
for supplementing the supply for the 
Jamda Canal in East Khandesh, and, if 
so, will Government be pleased to state 
the area of land irrigated last year 
from these two canals and the assess .. 
ment realized for the same ? 

(e) Will Government be pleased to state 
the area of the kadim pdtasthal lands 
on the Lower Panjra Bhandhara irri~a· 
tion and the increased area brouO'ht 
under bagdyat cultivation after the 
Mukti tank was opened. 

n 41-110 

2. (a) and (b) The replios to parts (a) 
and (b) of the question will be fur. 
nished as soon as. the list of second class 
irrigation works now under preparation 
is complete. . ' . 

(c) The area under bagdyat cultivation 
in the villages of Dabhadi and Patna in 
the Nasik district before the opening of 
the Chankapur tank was 432 acres 
39t gunthas and 680 acres 39 gunthas 
respectively. No increase in this area 
has taken place since the opening of the 
tank. 

(d) First sentence.-Yes. 
Second sentence.-The aren, irrigated 

and the revenue realized by the Chan· 
kapur tank (Girna Left Bank Canal) 
and the Jamda Canal during the year 
1912-1913 were as follows:-

Area. Revenue. 
Acre3. Rs. · 

Chankapur tank ... 3,247 11,176 
Jamda Canal 4,885 14,646 

(e) The kadi·m ,P~tast~al area und~r 
the Lower PanJra r1ver works IS 

1,473 acres 36 gunthas in ~e.st 
Khandesh and 556 acres 35 gunthas m 
the Amalner t9Juka of ~as~ Khand~sh. 
The Mukti tank came mto operation 
in 1873, and the new area irrigated 
there from 1872·1873 to 1913·1914 
averages 851 acres per. annum. 
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C2uestioni. · 

3~ (a) Will Government be pleased to 
state what action it 

Income-tax o.s~ess- c 0 n t e m p 1 a t e s. 
ment and .A.dVlSOl"f . t kin(JI • 
Boards a 0 In connec .. 

' tion with the 
Resolution adopted in the Imperial 
Legislative Council on the subject of 
Advisory Boards for Income-tax 
assessment ? 

(b) ·w a's the experiment succe5sfully tried 
at Dhulia in the West Khandesh 
District? 

4. (a) Is it true that a number of lands 
in the Inam vil· 

. Forfeiture ~f lands lage of Malsiras in 
m the Ina.m village of tLl k p dh. 
:Ma.Isiras "" u a uran ar 

• · in the Poona Dis· 
trict were resumed by the Inamdar's 
agent under forfeiture notices in 1912 
and 1913 for arrears due since 1900-01, 
and that in soma of those cases the notices 
of forfeiture were not served on the 
tenants personally nor even on their 
houses which were in the neighbouring 
villages where they lived P 

(b) If so, what action does Government 
· propose to take in the matter? · 

5. (a) Is it true that the charitable 
• 1 dispensary which 

Dispensary a~ Ja..- the Jalgaon Muni· 
gaon. • l't . · mpa 1 y mam· 
tained in that town was closed in April 
last because· a new Civil Hospital was 
opened there outside the town ? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state 
.the average daily attendance in the 
Charitable Dispensary during the three 
years before it was closed and the 

. average daily attendance· in the Civil 
Hospital. since April last·? . . 

.J.nswers •. 

3. (a) The matter is still receivin~ 
consideration. 

(b) The experiment was tried at Dhulia. 
In the opinion of Government it ·was 

· not a success. 

4. (a) In lS case3lands in Malsiras were 
forfeited and given into the ·possession 
of the inamdar for arrears due since 

· 1896-97, for which assistance had been 
granted under section 87 of the Land 
Revenue Oode. , In all these cases 
notices '\Vere properly served. In 10 
cases the inamdar restored the forfeited 
land to the tenants. 

(b) Government do not propose to take 
. any action in this · case. As regards 
suspensions and remissions of dues pay• 
able to inamdars, the Honourable 
Member is referred to the Bill to amend 
the Land Revenue Oode now under the 
consideration of the Council. . , 

5. (a) Yes. The Civil Hospital is inside 
municipal limits. 

(b) Statements A and l3 are appended 
'~hich show the average daily attend
ance (1) at the charitable dispensary 
during the years 1910-1911, 1911·1912 
and 1912-1913 and (2) at the Civil 
Hospital for the months of February 
to December 1913. 



QuestionB. 

{c) What was the annual expenditure 
which the Municipality was required to 
incur for maintaining the dispensary 
and what amount is it now asked 
to contribute for the upkeep of the 
Hospital? 

(d) Have the residents of the town peti. 
tioned the ~Iunicipality and the Local 
Authorities for continuance of the 
Charitable Dispensary in the town? 

6. (a) Is it true that collections for 
Popular contribu- educational pur• 

tion.s for educational poses have been 
purposes in the East made in the 

. Khandesh District. Chopada a n d 
Eramlol talukas in East Khandesh 
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.J.nswers ._ 

.J.ve1·~ge ~aily attet~dance of .out-door 
patzents $1Z the 0 haritable Dispensary 
at Jalgaon. 

. :Month. 1910.11 • 1911-12. 1912·1S.~Re~arb 

April· ... 135•06 102'9 141'7 
l\la.y ... 138•09 " 124'2 124 
June ... 142•6 188'9 119•9 
J\lly ... 196•3 174•9 177•8 
August ... 174•3 18{)-09 215•7 
September ... 215•3 207•00 185•8 
October ... 195·06 157"7 146•8 
November ... 144·5 146•9 110•9 
December ... 14~·8 145•6 • 105'7 
January · ... 138•8 !31-51 lll•S February ... le6•4 127•0} Dispensary closed. on 
:March ... 142•3 122•3 15th Febru ary1913, 

n 

B. 
Statement showing the average daily 

attendance in the Oivil Hospital at 
Jalgaon. 

Month Average daily Remarks. 1913. attendance. 

February 83 
March 84•7 
.April 86·i 
May ... 92·5 
June 85·6 
July 107•7 
Al\,aust 118·7 
September 118·6 
October 108·7 
November · 98·8 
December 86 

(o) The annual expenditure of the :Muni· 
cipality was-

1910·1911 Rs. 3,407 
1911·1Ul2 ••• , 4,289 
1912·1913 " 3,838 

The Municipality contributed Rs. 1,500 
to the Civil Hospital last year, and 
intends to contribute Rs. 2,500 this year. 

(d) It is believed that an application. o~ 
this subject was made to the :Mumm· 
pality, but none has been made to the 
local officers of Government. . 

6. ·(a) Collections for educational purposes 
have been made in tho talukas referred 
to. The fund~ are n,ow held pY 
specially const1tuted Taluka Associa• · 
tions and are deposited i~ the . Post· 
Office Savings Bank or w1th pr1vate 



Questions-

during the last two years and that the 
amounts collected are held in the Gov
ernment Treasury in that District?. 
If so, what is the total amount raised? 

(b) Is.it .true that similar collections are • 
being. made in the Amalner, Chafu:gaon 
and other MJukas of Ea~t Khandesh? 

(c) Have any official instructions been 
issued with reference to these contribu
tions and,, if so, will Government be 
pleased to place· them on the Council 
Table? · 

7. Is it true that. in the village of 
Kukurmunda in 

. Mission Institution taluka Taloda in 
at Kuknrmunda. West Khandesh a 
site bas been granted for a ··Christian 
Mission Institution close to Hindu 
temples and a Muhammadan mosque 
and if so do Government propose to allot 
another convenient site P 

8. (a) Has Government's attention been . 
drawn to the cor

L:md . revenue col- respondence pub-
leouons m the .A..hmed· • 
nagar District. lished on page 2 of 

the " Kesari " 
newspaper of the 16th December 1913 
with reference to the condition of the 
crops and the coercive measures adopted 
in the Ahmednagar District for the 
early collection of the kharif. and rabi · 
instalments of land.., revenue in that· 
district? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to state 
how far the facts stated in that corres .. 
pondence are true or ·'otherwise ? 

(o) Is it true that orders to the effect re
ferred to in paragraph 6 9f the said 
correspondence for collecting double the 

fin.Us. The collections for Chopada. 
amount to Rs. 59,862 and those for 
Erandol Rs. 22,473. 

(o) No official instructions appear to have 
been issued either by the Collector or 
by the Prant Officers. The Mamlatdar 
of Erandol addressed a circular to his 
subordinates asking them to invitA 
voluntary contributions for the building 
of school-houses in the taluka. 

8. (a) /j'. (b) It wiU be seen from the 
'appended statement that collections of 
instalments were ordered. bv the Col
lector of Ahmednagar in consideration 
of the state of the crops in each village 
of a taluka. No oi•ders for the col
lection ·of four instalments throughout 
the district were issued. The accepted 
annewaris were given the usual 
publicity.· No orders were issued a3 
alleged to collect Jlll dues iu one instal- · 
ment from any person. As regards the 
early collection ot: land revenue instal-

. ments the attention of the Honourable 
.Member is invited to the reply given 
to his question No. 7 placed at the 
meeting of the Legislative Council held 
on 16th December 1913, from which it 
will be seen that collection was ordered 
one month earlier in the case of one 
kharif instalment only. These changes 
in the dates of instalment were made 
with the Commissioner's previous sanc
tion owing to the earliness of the 
season. 

(o) The paragraph 6 appears to be·· a 
mistake for paragraph 5. No orders 
were issued as alleged to collect four 
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Questions. 

current year's demand wero issued by 
the authorities in the district? If so, 
will Government be pleased to place a 
copy of the same on the table ? 

insta~me~ts of revenue ·throughout 
the dtstrrct ; but collections were order
ed to he made according to the state of 
the crops in each village. In order t() 
impose a limit to individual collection 

9. {a) Will Government be pleased to 
state the Income 

Inco~e Tax assess- Tax assessment 
ment 1n the Central 
Division for the several 

• District towns in 
the Central Division for the ;year 
1913-14 'and for ·the preceding two 
years? In how many towns in this 
Division have supplementary lists 
been issued this year and what is the 
total increase secured under them ? 

:and to allow cultivators to recover from 
'the · effects· of famine, it was directed 
that combined collection of land re• 

·venue plus · tagai should in no case 
· exceed twice the current year's demand. 

Sta.tement ahowing tlze collectiona. of itlatalmenta 
· finallu ordered. 

Number of 
Tliluka or MahAl. Number of villages, inRtalments Remarks. ordered to 

be eolleeted, -
Three inrtalmtntl, 

J Awkhed :Mahlil :... 38 Vmages in the south • s 
Shrigonda ... ... ' 12 villages in the son th • 3 
Karjat ... ·•• 24 villages to the south 3 

of Shrigonda.-J am-
khedRoad. 

Pamer oM ... 3 3 

Nevasa ... ... 2 3 

· Two Wtalment•. 

Shrigonda ... ... 11 2 

Xarjat ... -12 2 

Fold n1.tah[lenta, 

In all the rc:nai niog villsges in the district, 

9. ·(a) k statement containing the in· 
formation, required is given below :-

Income Ta:a: assessment for Supplemen· 
tary asses&-

District, Town. ment for 

1911·12. 191:1-13. 1913·H, 1913-14 in 
these towus. 

1 2 3 4 5 8 

1 Rs. a. p. Rs. n, p. Rs, a. p. RF. a. p. 

East Khan· Jnla-aon ... 
des b. 

4,715 6 8 6,425 5 5 5,156 0 10 Nil. 

West Khlin· Dhulia ... 17,188 0 11 10,886 10 5 10,136 10 4 6,ae:a 2 1(} 
desb. 

Naslk ... Nasik ... 4,294 0 0 ll,565 13 8 7.972 l 6 Nil, 

Ahmed· A hmed• 14,600 4 4 14,0!6 14 11 13,074 1 5 *521 0 0 
nagnr, nagar. 

Pooua ... Poona ... 96,565 6 9 1,01,6M 6 s 1,15,489 3 5 21,276 0 ., 

Blitara .. Satlim ... 8,601 6 7 3,588 2 9 3,61311 3 40211 

Sho!apnr ... Shohtpur. 40,0111 5 7 58,S02 15 'I 55,980 6 3 11,051 8 8· 

Tot 1 1,80,974 13 10 1,99,9~0 4 6 2,12,25112 oi30i'O"i4'9 

* Supplementary lists were nlsr:> iSI'Uerl In Rtihnri, Kopargnou and Saugnmuer 
Tiiluklw and tho totnl increase secured onder them amonntei to Bs. ,,266, 

(b) In the supplementary lists issued .for 
Vambori in Rahuri Taluka in Ahmed· 

.H 41-111 

(b) In Vambori the tax according to th~ 
list was raised from Rs. 1,003 tG 
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nagar District, has the assessment of 
30 people been raised from Rs. 9CO to 
Rs. 2,500 P 

(c) In the supplementary list issued for 
the Municipal town of Sangamner ·in 
the same District have some ·of the 
a'ssessee3 been charged for this year ~he 

. amounts which had been remitted in 
appeal for this very year P 

(d) Has this been done in the case among 
others of Balaji Hari Nirhali of that 
town and has he been served ·with a 
notice that if he did not pay the 
amount charged within two months, 
double the amount would be recovered 
from him? 

10. (b) What was the total n~mber of 
. . applications pend-

Conci.lia.tors. ing on the 30th 
May 1913 before conciliators in the 
several districts in which their appoint· 
ments were cancelled by Government 
Notification No. 3478, dated the lOth 
May 1913, and do they still remain 
undisposed of ? 

(c) Are there any .cases where claims 
which were within time when the appli· 
cations were filed and which would 
have been kept within time by the 
conciliators' certificates, if · granted, 
have become barred by reason of want 
of provision to grant the certificates 

.: before the appointments were cancelled, 
and are there any such cases where, 
suits having been filed in Court without 

. the certificates, the claims have 
actually been dismissed as ba;rred by 
limitation ? 

11. Has Government's attention been 
. . . . drawn to a petition 

Pilgrnn tax at Alandl. J submitted by a 
number of leading gentlemen of Poona 
and other stations in the mofussil on 
behalf of the Varkaris and the general 
public protesting against the im;:osition 
of a new monthly pilgrim tax: by the 
Aland.i Municipality P 

Has Gove~nment taken any action on that 
J?etition P 

Answers. 

Rs. 2,399 and 37 assessees were con .. 
cerned. 

") (c) and (d) As regards the supplementary 

I list for SanO'amner, the assessment of 
Balaji HartNirhali was originally re.· 
duced from Rs. 55-4l·2 to Rs. 28 and on 

1 
further inquiry raised ·again to 
Rs. 78·12·4. The reduction was based r on the badness of the previous season; 

I 
the subsequent alteration on the fact 
that the effects of that season had been 
found after careful inquiry to have 

l 
ceased to operate. There are no cases 
in the Sangamner Tttluka similar to 

J that of Balaji Hari Nirhali. 

. 10. (b) There were 9,453 applications 
}?ending before conciliators on the 30th 
Mav 1913. Of these 8,669 were reported 
as still remaining undisposed of. at the 
time when these statistics were called 
for. 

(c) In view of the decision dated the 7th 
April1914, of the Bombay High Court 
in reference No. 2 of 1913 in the case 
of Satyabhamabai kom J anardan Bhi
kaji Khare "s. Govind alias Babu bin 
Janku Bade, there .do not appear to be 
any such cases as are referred to in the 
first part of the question. · 

In 24 oases suits filed without concilia
tors' certificates have been dismissed. as 
time·barred. In view of the above 
decision of the High Court, these dis
missals, if they were based solely on the 
want of these certificates, would appear 
primdfacie to have been erroneous. 

11. As Ah~di is not a city municipality, 
tho Commissioner, Central Division, and 
not GovernmAnt, is the authority whose 
sanction is required under section 61 

. of the Bombay District Municipal Act, 
1901, to the imposition of taxes in that 
municipal district. A copy of the 
Commissioner's report• containinO' the 
information required bv the Hono;rable 
Member is laid on the ·Table. 

• [See Appendix M.] 



Questions. 

Is it true that the Municipality is already 
levying a pilgrim tax on the Kartik 
Ekadashi day, which has been raised 
from 2 to 4 annas per head and yields 
Rs. 12,000 as against the Municipality's 
own local income of about Rs. 600 a 
year? 

Is it true that the lfunicipality makes .a 
saving of over Rs. 5,000 out of the in· 
come from the Kartiki tax and that it 
is not necessary to impose a new bx 
for any arrangement required for the 
pilgrims P 

Is it true that the new tax is proposed to 
be imposed for a bund.to be put up on 
the Indrayani river at a cost of 
Its. 1,00,000? Is the bund wanted for 
this small· town with a population of 
1,600 and is the bund desirable from the 
sanitary point of view ? · 

12. Will Government be pleased to 
. state what amount 
. R_ewar~s for exam- was spent durin()' 
mations 1n la.nga.ages. th l t fi . o e as ve years 
for rewards in· high proficiency in the 
Oriental languages and for what lan4 

guages the rewards given? 

[These questio1~s were asked at tlze meeting 
held on the 13th March 1914, when ad 
interim 1·eplies were given.] 

13. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
state whether the 

. Commuta~on of ser- information requir-
Vlce of hered1tary Kul- d . t' 
karnis. e . 1n connec 1on 

With the proposed 
replacement of W atandar by Stipendiary 
Kulkarnis has been completed? If so, 
will the same be· laid on the table along 
with the reports submitted by the 
several Government officers in favour of 
and against the proposed replacement 
and as regards the scales of compensation 
to be allowed as also the scheme, if any, 
which Government may have formu· 
lated with reference to the same ? 

(b) Has non-official opinion been consult. 
ed in this matter and have any suO'· 
gestions been invited for improveme~t 
of the W atandar Kulkarnis' service as 
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A.nsu:ers,. 

12. The following statement furnishes the 
information required by the Honour· 
able Member:-

1910 
1910. 
1910 
1911 
1914 

Year. 

. .. ... 

Language. 

... Marathi 
••• Kanarese 
••. Gujarati 
... Marathi 

Do. 

Reward. 

Rs. ... 1,000 . .. 1,000 ... 1,000 
2,000 
1,600 

13. (a) The following preliminary rough 
estimate of the cost of replacing here
ditary by stipendiary acoountants has 
been received. In this no allowance is 
made for leave and pension charges. 

[See Appendices J, K, L.] 

Government are not prepared to place on 
the table the reports which have been 
recei vei in the matter. 

(b) The answer is in the negative. 



Questions. 

it stands and, if so, will Government be 
pleas~ to lay on the ~able any proposals 
submttted Oil this subJect P 

(c) Is it truethatGovernmenthavemadein
quirles whether the W atandar Kulkarnis 
would consent to commute their Watans 
on certain terms and, if so, will Gov .. 
ernment be pleased to lay on the table 
a copy of the terms offered them? . 

14. (a) Will Government be pleased to 
. . . say whether in cer· 

Certain kulkM'!lls m tain 55 villages of 
Nandurbar, Sakri and N d b • Taloda talnkas. an ur ar, Sakr1 

and Taloda talukas 
in the West Khandesh District there 

Answers. 

(c) There is no question of commuting
the watans. The commutation is io be 
that of the right of service only. The 
terms offered and largely accepted are-· 

(1) The payment in perpetuity to the 
·representative watandars, their heirs,. 
lineal, collateral, and adopted, of 
cash allowances equal to one· third of 
the .Akarni (remuneration for collect
ing land revenue), and Potgi (main-
tenance allowance) paid _for the 
year 1913-14 ; 

·. (2) ~he continuance to their present. 
holden and their heirs, linea], collateral 
and adopted of all watan lands, subject 
to the payment of full assessment .. 
These lands will remain liable to the 
provisions of sections 10~ 11, '11 (.A) 
and 12 ·of the Bombay Hereditary 
Offices .Act ; 

'(3) 'Permission to adopt according to
Hindu law from outside the watan 
family without payment of nazarana 

. as is done in the case of watandar· 
' . .kulkarnis under section 341 of the 
Watan .Act; 

( 4) Fractional parts of a rupee only to· 
be purchased compulsorily on the 
payment of 20 times the amount. If 

· the fractional part equals fourteen 
annas or exceeds that amount the
recipient is to be permitted to pur-
chase it; . 

(5) The Collector to give the first 
··appointments o! tala tis· to watandars. 
.who are or have been officiating and 
· who have shown themselves to be· 
efficient, and thereafter the fact that 
a candidate is a member of a watan 
family to be taken into account when 
weighing his claims to appointments. 
with those of non-watandar candi· 
dates. · 

14. (a) The families in question did not
hold the office of kulkarni; the kulkarni 
watans vested in Government. Govern· 
~ent appointed as its deputies members 

· of these families ; -and so long as it 
continued to appoint deputies, it under-



Questions. 

are certain families who have held the 
office of kulkarni hereditarily for a long 
time, whether these families were held 
to be wahiwatdar not watandar kulk&r
nis, and whether in consideration of 
their long enjoyment, their right to 
continue to serve so long ·as there were 
any members in their family fit and 
wiiling to serve was recognised in 
1895P 

(b) Is it a fact that this conce,sion made 
in their favour was withdrawn in lgos, 
and an allowance of five anrias in the 
rupee of their remuneration was sane· 
tioned tor them by way of compensa· 
tion, but this also was not given to 
those who took legal action to establish 
their hereditary right ? · 

(c) Is it a fact that of these kulkarnis one 
Tukaram Laxman whose family had 
enjoyed the wahiwat of nine villages in 
the Nandurbar taluka bas not been 
given the comJlensation sanctioned? 

15. {a) Is it a fact that old Pratbandi 
No. 147 (present 

N on-agrio.ultural Nos. 209 and 210) 
assessment lened ~n measuring 100 S. No. 209 or 210 m 
Sholapur. acres and 24 gun-

thas assessed at 
Rs. 29 in Sholapur was given to one 
Shankarbhat bin Ananthhat Ambalgi
kar in 1841 for cultivation and for 
putting up !1. new Peth {Street) of 20 
houses in it ? 

{b) (1) Is it a fact that he sublet portions 
of the land and got 20 houses put up 
therein as desired, and after they were 
put up the .quPstion of char~ng fine 
and non~agncultural assessment under 
the Land kevenue Code on the Iimd 
covered by the houses was raised in 
1887? 

(2) Did the Collector and Commissioner 
decide in l~b7 that no fine and non
agricultural assessment should be 
levied on the houses erected? 

(3) Were similar orders given in 1894 ? 

(c) Is it a fact that notwithstandin()' these 
orders the Collector has now ~barged 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.J.nBWera. 

took to continue to appoint them from 
these families. 

(b) When Government as owner of the 
watans ceased to appoint deputies and 
appointed stipendiary accountants to
the villages it granted~ as an act of 
grace, to the families from which_it had 
appointed· deputies, an allowance 
calculated at five annas in the rupee of 
the remuneration paid to the deputies. 
To those who refused this act of grace 
the allowance was not paid. 

(c) Yes. 

~ 15. (a), (b) and (c) It appears from a 

I petition to Government which was 
summarily rejected in April 1914 that 

I the facts alleged in the question are 
substantially the same as those put I forwar1 by the petitioner. 

I 
I 



Questions • 

. the whole portion, $.e., 20 acres 26 I 
' grmthas out of this land in which 

the houses stand with non-agricultural .. lk 

assessment at Rs. 40 a year and has 
recovered the amount due at that rate 
from the year 1912-13 r J 

16. (a) Is it a fact that tho owners of 
Non-a. g r i c u ltura.l ginni~g and press 

assessment levied from factorieS at Nan-
, owners of ginning and durbar had taken 

1 

press factories a.t Nan~ up lands required 
durhar. for their factories 
on payment of fine from Rs. 250 to 
Rs. oOO an acre and on assessment at 
Rs. 5 an acre P 

L6. (a), tb) and (c) Information will be 
I called for. 

(b) Are the factory 0\vners n!>w charged 
, ·on the same land at Rs. 15 an acre ? .. 
(c) If so, will Government be.ple~sed to 

place · on the table the ord~rs· under 
which this has been don~ P 

17. (a) Is it a fact that the forest .in the 
. village 6f Kanher-

Forest land at Kan•. wadi in the Taluka 
he!w~di in Poona. of Khed. in the 
DlStl'lCt. p . D' t . t oona IS ric 

. belongs to the Inamdars of the village ; 
(b) is it ·a fact that they are entitled to 

its income and that the' Inam Judi 
which the Inamdara have to pay is 
calculated on the whole revenue of the 
village including the income which 
they enjoyed from the forest ; · 

(c) is it a fact that the authorities of the 
Forest Department do not allow them 
for the last few years to enjoy the pro
duce of the Forest ? 

18. Is it a fact, as stated on page 9 of the 
Excise Admin istra• 

Liq~or shops-Lo~al tion Report for the · 
~f~utees on locatlOn year. 1912·13, that 

· out of the 19 local 
Advisory Committees in Municipal 
.Areas 'Only 8 were co:t::ts';llted during the 
year? . ,. 

If so, will. Government .b.~ plea~ed to state 
why the , other O~mmittees were not 
consulted P 

I 
j 
• 17. . (a) The Inamdars of the village of 

Kanherwadi · held· proprietary right 
over the lands covered by forest within 
the village limits. 

(b) The InamJudi payable by the Inam-· 
dars to Government is calculated on 
a revenue· which includes certain items 
of forest produce, but Government have 
always claimed forest . rights over the 
trees growing on the land. 

(c) The trees on the land have been under 
forest protection since the year 1865.66. 

18. Yes. 

The reason is given in para~raph 20 of 
the report. · · 

19. (a) Is it true that the request for the "\ 
removal of the 

Liquor ~hop at liquor shop at 
Sangamner. , . Sangamner was 
made at a Collector's lJurbar held at ~ 19. (a)' and (b) Government have received 



Questions. 

Abmednagar and again when the Col
lector visited Sangamner? 

{b) Has the shop been removed ? 
20. (a) Will Government be pleased to 

state how far the 
Pandharpnr drainage. Pandharpur drain· 
a O'e scheme has progressed and ho~ long 
i{' will take to execute it? · · · 

(b) Is it true that the· Municipality of 
· . . Pandharpur has 

Pandharpur : Br1dge offered to pay 
at-.. Rs. 3,00,000 for a 
separate bridge for cart and_ passenger 
traffic? If so, will Government be 
pleased to state if the _ work will be · 
undertaken early ? 

{c) Is it true that there was no _provision 
for drinking water for. third class 
passengers at the Pandharpur Railway 
station at the time of the last Ohaitri 
fair and that also the pilgrims were not 
allowed to use the river water? 

21.. Is it true that there is no proper 
· provision for 

Railway drinking drinking water on 
~ater at stations of the Southern Ma· 
Madras and Southern 
1Iaratha Railway. r~ttha Railway 

stations. 

22. Has Government's attention been 
drawn to the rail· , Railway complaints. 
way complaints 

referred to in the Khdndeslt Vaibhdv 
newsraper of the 22nd June 1914? If 
so, will Government be pleased to state 
what action is proposed to be taken to 
remove the allegrd inconveniences 
suffered by the third class passengers? 

.23. Is it true that cattle pounds are 
Cattle pounds. generally not pro· 

vided with any 
'roof for shelter and that during the 
rains and summer the animars itn
-poundtd are exposed to the weather? 

24. 'Will Government be pleased to state 
'f h t H' h whetherthescheme eac era a 1g f h , 

Schools. or t e re-urgamza· 
tion and recruit· 

ment of the High Sc'l:lool teachors has 
been sanctioned ? 
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J 
.no information, h'\lt ·inquiry will be 

. made. · 

20. . (a) Government has no information 
'in tdhe .ma~ter b~t a1;1 enquiry is ~e~ng · 
mae. · 

(b) No such offer has bf}en received from 
the Mu~cipality. . · 

(c) Government hav-e no information on 
the subject. Enquiry is being m~~~· 

21. No. The Honourable Member is :re· 
. ' 2235f~O . 

ferred to para. 2 of the letter No. W v 
3 

dated 1st December 1911, from the Agent, 
Madras and Southern Maratha Railway 
Company, copy of which was placed on 
the table in reply to questions Nos. 1 
ancl 2 put by the Honourable Mr. Abdul 
Husein Adamjee Peerbhoy at the 
Council Meeting held on 13th March 
1912. . 

22. Attention is invited to letter 
No. 19-Q/2 from the Agent, Great 
Indian Peninsula Railway Company, 
dated 18th September 1913, a copy of 
which was placed on the Council Table 
in reply to tl1e question No. 16 put by 
tho Honourable Member at the Council 
meeting held on 29th January 1913. 

23. Yes. 

24. If the Honourable liember refers to 
the proposals for the revision of the 
salaries of assistant teachers in Govern
ment secondary schools and training 
institutions, the answet to the question 
is in the affirmative. 



Questtons. 

rTHE HONOURABLE MR. HARCHAND· 
RAI VISHINDAS, LL.B. 

l. ·.(a) Will Government be pleased t~ 
.. L a R · a om state whether itis a 

in n;derab~~~r ce fact that the Land 
Settlement Record 

Office for the Provin.re of Sind is situate 
in the Fort of H yderabad where no 

: admission can be bad without a permit 
from the Military authorities ? 

(b) If so, is it a fact that ordinary 
rayats having business there experience 
difficulty in obtaining access P 

[Phis question was asked at the meeting 
held 01~ the 18th Marek 1914, when ar1 
. ad interim 1·eplg was given.] 
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.J.nswers. 

1. (a) H is a fact that the Head Record 
Oflbo is situated inside the For~ at 
Hyderabad and that . it used to be 
necessary for those, des1rous of obtain· 
ing admission into it, to get a nass 
from the Station Staff Officer, Hyder· 
abad. 

(b) In view of the fact that the Fort has 
recently been relinquished by the 
Military to the Civil authorities, no 
inconvenience will be felt in future by 
people having business· at the' Head 
Record Office. · 

2. (a) 'Will Government be pleased. to . 2. {a) Proposals have been rece~ved for 
the construction of distributaries on 
the Mithrao Canal. Mithrao Canal. 

.state whether they 
have received any 

proposal for the construction of minors 
on the Mithrao Canal ? 

(b) If so, will Government be pleased to 
state the estimated cost of construction 
and the expected revenue P 

(c)' Wilt' Government be pleased to place 
on the Table the correspondence that 
may have passed between them and the 
zamindars, if any complaints have been 

:·:reeeived on the subject P · 

{b) They are under scrutiny and the 
figures cannot yet be given. 

(c) A petition has been received and is 
under consideration. · 

11 N. B.-Where the Answer to a Question is a blank, thA QuPstion will be repented 
,.and the answer given at the nex:t meeting of the Le~I-~lative Oouncil.'1 
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. 4-PPENDIX A. 
' . lleturn giving tlie information asked for in question No. 2 put oy 

the Honourable Mr. Manmohandas RamiE. · 

Total number Certificates of granted. C'.asses of Certificates. 
applicants. 

I. Total number of applicants .. 131) 32 Temporary Restricted. 
3 Do. Unrestricted. 

-----. 
35 

(a) Who ~ad. more than 10 years' 41 { 26 Tdmporary Restrie~ed. 
expenence. 3 Do. Unrestricted. 

' 

(~} Who had more than 7 years' 16 4 Temporary Restrict€ ' 
ex11enence. 

(c) Who ~d more than 5 years' 18 2 Do. do. 
experience. 

(d) Who . had more than 3 years' 14 Nil. ...... 
expenence. 

(e) Who were merobers of the 15 
Central Association of Account-

9 Temporary Restricted. 

ants. . 
(/) Who were members of the 80 { 9 Temporary Restlicted. 

Corporation of Accountants. 2 Do. Unrestricted .. 

(g) Who were members of the 19 8 Temporary Restricted. 
London Association of Account-
ants. 

(k) Who were members of the 1 1 Temporary U:nrestricted~ 
Institute of Certified Public 
Accoun tauts. 

(~)Who were 
l.lombay. 

residing outside of 46 { 1 Temporary Restricted. · 
1 Do. Unrestricted. 

}iQte (1).-Tb,re were E-igbt applicant'! who were members of more than one of the above Institutions •. They 
'have therdore been included in each classification. · · · 

l'iote (~J.-!s the question of charging fees ftr certiftcates was not settled, all the certificates issaed prior to .. · 
. Government Notification No. 5615, dateJ 18th J nne 1914, were tempt>rary certific;\tes for one year only. On rayment 

of tbe requisite fC(81 steps will be taken to issue permanent certificates, or temporary certificatea for a longer period. 
than one year, in thO><e .cases in which the issue of such certilicates bas been recommended by the. Auditor3 Council,. 
and thuse recommendations are accepted. · 

B 41-113 
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.APPENDIX B. 

. Notn. No. 1032 Com., dated ~4tlt Marc" 1914. 
. · · 4 ·. f h I d' C · n'es Act 1Jl3 (VII of 1913) In pursuance of sub-sectton ( 2) of section 14 o t e 0 tan ompa . 1 f h f t • fi t ' 

the Governor in Council is pleased to 'make the following rules proVIdiDg ?~ t e g.rant 0 ~er} ca es 
entitling tbe holder~ therPof to act as auditots of companies, and the cond1t1ons and restnctions on 
and subject to which such certificates shall be gl'anted. 

H. L. STEPHENSON, 
Secretary to th~ Government of Bengal. 

Rulea. 

1. (1) The Local Government shall, upon receipt of an application in this behalf from-

(a) any ~~!-ember of-
(i) the Central Association of Accountants, Limited,· 
(ii) the Loud •n Association of Accountants, ·Limited, 

(iii) the Institution of Certified Public AccJuntants, or 
(iv) the Corporation of Accountants, Limited, 

who bas had at least five years' practical experience in auditing accounts, or 

(6) any other person who has had at least five years' pt·actica.l experience in anditin~ accounts 
and who can satisfy the Local Government as to his competency, 

~t to any such member or rerson a certificate, entitling the holder thereof to act as an auditor 
.of Companies. 

. . . 

(2) Every such certificate shall remain in force .for a period of two years from the date thereof 
•unless it is previously cancelhd under these rules: 

Provided that, subject to cancellation uLder these rules, the Local Government may, in exceptional 
cases, issne such a certificate without limiting the period for which it is to remain. in force. . 

.2. {1) Every application for such a certi£cate sha11 be made through the Registrar of CoiL panies, and 
•.must be accompanied by proof of practical experience in auditing for five years. . 

. (~) An applicant under clause (b) of rule 1 must also furnish in addition satisfactory references of 
· cbaracter. 

3. An application on behalf Qf a firm of accountants consisting of more th:l.n one member must be 
made in the name of the firm; and must state the name and qual1fica.tions of each member of tne firm. 

4. The Local Government may refuse,.to grant a cer~ificate to, or, after a certificate has' been granted 
.may cancel the certificate of, any person- 1 

. , 

(1) who bas been convicted of a non·hailable ofience by a competent Court, 
(~) whom the Local Government after due inqui!Y considers to have been guilty of unprofessi~nal 

conduct, or • 
(3)· who bas been adj~dged bankrupt, or has made an as.signment for the benefit of his creditors. 

5. (1) The Local Government shall maintain a reo-ister in which shall be entered the. name ·and 
;address.of ~.ach person or firm to whom a certificate has been granted under these rule~. 

(9) 'Wh.en a certificate is cancelled, -the name of the person or firm to whom it was granteJ shall be 
-removed from the said register . 

• 
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APP.ENDIX d~ 

Notn. No. 265, itaieil Fort St. George, Marc! 31, 1914. 

In ~xercise of the powers conferred on him by section 144 (2) of the Indian Companies Act, 1913, 
His Excellency the Governor in Council is pleased .to make the fo!lowing rules providing for the grant of 

·certificates entitling the holders thereof to act as aud1tors of compan1es :-

Rules. 

I. In these rules-
(1) ''Restricted certificate'' means a certificate entitling the holder to act as an auditor of 

companies within the limits of the Presidency of Madras only. 
(2) "Unrestricted certificate" means a certificate .entitling the holder to act as an auditor of • 

companies throughout British India. · · . 

II. The Local liovernment may grant to any person, other than a member of an institution or 
'association specifitd by notification of the Gove.rnor-General in Council nuder the proviso to section 144 (1) 
of t1e Act, but who has had not less than five years' practical experience of auditing· accounts. a certificate 
authorizing him to audit the accounts of companies. !'Ouch ceruilicates ·shall Le valid ior uwo years from' 
d.a·e of issue 11nd may from time to time be ranewed for any peri(ld not exceeding two years:. provided 
that permanent certificates may be granted in exceptional cases. 

III. A certificate granted under rule II shall be either restricted or unrestricted and shall be in 
·Form A or Form B in the schedule hereto annexed. 

IV.. A restricted certificate shall specify the language or languages, accounts in which the holder 
shall be entitled to au!Lt, and the holder thereof shall be entitled to audit accounts in such language or 
1anguages only. · 

V. Applications for certificates shall be made through the I nspector-Genera.l of· Registration. 

VI. It shall be open tp the Local Government at any ,time and for_ such cause as they may consider 
·to be sufficient to cancel any certificate granted by them under these rules. . · 

SCHEDULE~ 

FoRM A. 

Restricted Certificate. 

TBis is to certify that is entitled to act as an anditor of 
companies, subject to the rules for the grant of certificates to auditors publishecl by the Government under 
section 144 \2J of the Indian Companies Act, VII of l.:J i 3, in Notification No. 266, dated 31st March 
1914. The holder is authorized to audit the accounts of compa.n:es only in 

··language(s). 

This certificate expires on 

Date of issue 131 • Secretary to Government. 

:Nofe.-The holder of this certificate is entitled to audit companies' accounts within the limits of the 
Presidency of Madras only. 

Foa:u B. 

Unreatricteit Certificate., 

Tms is to certify that is entitled to act as an auditor 
·o£ companies, subject to the rules for the grant of certificates to auditors published by the Governmen~ 
under section 144 (~)of the Indian Companies Act1 VII of L913, in Notification No. 266, dated 31s~ 
March 1\J 14. 

'l }lis certificate expires on 

JJate of issue 191 • Secretary to Government. 
. N otea .-( 1) The Local Government have no£ exercised in respect of this· certificate the authority 

granted to them un~er sectioD: 1~4 (2) of Act V.ll of 191:~ tJ lirnit .to the Presid~ncy of Madras the r!g.ht, 
of t~e bolder to audit compames accounts. This right may therefore be exerCised throughout Brltlllh 
.India. · 

(2) The holder is also entitled to audit the accounts of Provident Insurance Societies in Provinces 
·other than Madras· subject to any restrictions imposd by the Local Governments concerned by rule
under section ~4 (2) (e) of Act V of 1912. 
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APPENDIX D: 
'.I ' 

.]fo~ijicotion No. 860/1' 11-~12, dated 25M ltme 19~4. 

In exercise of the P~":ers ~onferred by. section 144 (~}of the Indian Companies Ac~,. VII of ~9 ~8, 
th'e'Lieutenant-Go~ernor is pleas~d to prescr1he .the follow1ug rules for the grant of cerbticates entitling· 
the holders 'tLel'eof to. act as a.ud1t~rs of compames. · 

RULES. 
' ' 

I.-In these rules unless there is something repugnant in the contex.t,-
(a) The Act means. t?e Indian Companies Act (VII of 1913). .· . 
(h) Restricted Certificate mea~s a certificate empo.wering t~e ~older to a~t as an a~ditor of those· 

. companies only whose.r~gtstered offic~s are situated w1thm the. Umted Provm.ces of Agra 
and Oudh. · 

(c) Unrestri~ted certificate m~a~s a c~rtificate. em powering the holder to act as an auditor of· 
· compames throughout Br1tish Ind1a. . · . 

· H.-A perina~ent unrestricted certificate in {orm I of the appendix to these rules may be granted 
under section '144 (1} of the Act to any person qualified. in all the four following respects :- . . 

. , (a) by. the passing of such examination in accountancy as may from time to time be prescribed' 
· or recognized by th~ Local Government in this behalf; , · 
(~) by general competency in the opinion of the Local· Government to audit the accouuts of 

companies, Life Assurance Companies an<l Provident Insurance Societies througont British. 
. . ~ndia ;. · 
(~) by memberfhip o£ a Society, Institute or Association of Accountants hereafter notified by. 

·the Local Government as worthy of recognition, not being an iilstitution exempted under; 
the proviso to section 144 (1) of the Act; and . 

• ·(d) by five yearS' practical experience in the auditing of.accounts: 

Provided that it shall be open to the LQcal Government to waive, in exceptional circumstances, 
. qualifications (a) or (c) or both. , 

III.-A permanent restricted certificate in,form II of: the appendix to these rules may be granted. 
under section 144 (1) of the Act . 

(1) to any person to whom a permanent unrestricted certificate may be granted under the preceding: 
rule; · 

(2) to any person qua1ified in all the four following respects:-
. (a) by the p~ssing of such examination in accountancy as may from time. to time be prescribed. 

or recognise~ by the Local Govemment iq. thil) behalf; 
.... J ' 

(b) by competency in the opinion of the Local Government to audit the accounts or Companies
and Provident Insurance Societies within the United Provinces; 

(c) by membership of any Society, Ip.stitute, or ,Association of Accountants hereafter. notified by 
the Loc~ .Govern~eut as worthy of recognition not being an institution exempted under- ' 

· · . the prov1so to sectton 144 (l) of tho Act; and · 

' (d); by five' years' practicai experience in the auditing of accounts: 
Provided that it shall be open to the Local Government to waive in e~ceptional circumstances,. 

qnalific"tions (a) or (c) or both. ' 

IV.-Th~ Lo~al Government, on bei~g satisfied that an applicant posseeses qualifications (b), (c) 
and (d) prescnbed lD rule II, may grant hun au unrestricted provisional certificate under the .Act for a 
p~~od n~t e~ceeding · t\VO years. The certificate shall be in fo1·m III of the appendix to these 
rwes: ' 

·". 'Provid.ed that it shall: be open to the. Local Government to waive in exceptional circumstances .· 
qualification (c)." · · · · ' · · . · ' · · · · - · ·' 

· ~· ~he Local Government, on b~ing satisfi~~ that an applicant possesses qualifications (h)J (c) and (d)· 
prescr1be.d .m rule III {2), m,ay gra~t him a restrt~ted provisional certificate under the Act for a period' 
not eJ.ceedmg two years. 'I he certificate sh~l b31n form. IV of the appendix to these rules: · 

. · . Pro~ided that it shall, be open to the Local Government to waive, in exceptional circumstances, 
qualificat16n (c). ' · 

:. e ·v:t. ; The Local Government' may at any time and fer such cause as it may consider to be sufficient 
cance1 any certificate granted by it under these rnl~s. . . . 
: · · · .VII.· Appllcations for certificates under the precedin 0" rules shall be made to the Local Government·, 

in the lndustries·Department through the Registrar, J(.\int Stoc~ Companies. · 
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APPENDIX. 

Fo}lM I. 

Unrestricted Certificate. . 

[Section 144. (2), .At!t Yll o/1913.] 
This is to ·certify that is entitled to act as an auditor of all Companies referred to in 

taction 144 (2) -of the Indian Companies Act (VII of 1913), throughout British India~ . 
IJateiJ Secretary to Go~ernment. 

NorE 1.-The Local Government in granting this certificate has ·not exercised the authority vested 
in it by section 144 (2) of Act VII of 1913 to limit to the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh the right 
of the holder to act as an auditor of Companies Accounts. · · , .. . 

NoTE 2.-The Local Government may at any time for such cause~ it deems sufficient.cancel this 
certificate. 

FoRM II. 

Restricteit Certificate. · 
[Section 144 (2), .dct YII ofl91S.] 

· · This is to certify that . is entitled to act as an auditor .of all companies reEerred to in! 
section 144 (2) of the Indian Companies Act (VII of 1913), whose registered offices are situated within 
:the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. · ' · 

IJateiJ Secretary to Government. 

NoTE i.-The bolder of this certificate is entitled to act as an auditor of such companies only whose 
registered offices are situated within the United Provinces of Agr~ and Oudh. . '· . . · ... 

NoTE 2.-The Local Government may at any time for such cause as it deems sufficient cancel this 
certificate. . · · 

Fexu: III.· 

Unrutricted Certificate (ProviBional ). 
[Sectiottli 144 (2), Ace YII of 19H.] 

This is to certify that is entitled to act as an auditor of all companies referred to in 
-aection 14t (2) of the Indian Companies Act (VII of 1913) throughout British India for a period of two 
years from the date of this certificate. · 

IJateiJ Secretary to Government. 

NOTE 1.-The Local Government in grauting this certificate has not exercised the authority vested in' 
it by section 144 (2) of Act VII of 1913 to limit to the United Provinces of Agra. and Oudh the right 
ef the holder to act as an auditor of Companies Accounts. 

NoTE 2.-The Local Government inay at any time for such cause as it deems sufficient cancel this 
certificat~. · 

FoRM: IV. 

ReBtricteil Cert,finate (Proviaional). 
[Section l.U (2), Jet f ll of1913.] . . , . 

This is to certify that is entitled to act as an auditor of all companies referred to ~n 
-section ~44 (2) o~ the Indian Companies Act (VII of 1913), whose registered offices. are s~tuated w1thm 
the United Provmces of Agra and Ondh for a period of two years from the date of thiS certificate. 

Dateil Secretary of Government. 

NoTE 1.-The holder of this certificate is entitled to act as an auditor of such comp~nies o~ly wh?Be 
registe1ed offices are situated within the United Provinces of Agra. and Oudh for the penod dunog whrch 
the ~rtificate lasts. 

No1E 2.-The L:ca.l Government may at any time for such cause as it deems sufficient cancel this 
certificate. 

H 41-114 
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APPE~TDIX E. 

Notification No. 4931 dated 9t!l. .Jprll1914. 

I':l exercise ot the powers conferred by section i44 (2) o~ the India.n Companies Act,, VII of ~9:18, 
the Lieutenant-Governor is pleasea to prescribe the followmg rules for the grant of cert16cates entitling 
the holders thereof to act as auditors of companies :-

Rulel. 
1. The Local Government will at its discretion, according to the qualifications of applicants, 

grant certificates in any of the forms attached 'to these rules, entitling the holders thereof to be auditors 
of companies, 

2. "Unrestricted'' certificates (forms I and II) entitle the holders to act as auditors of companies 
throughout British India. · 

"Restricted'' certificates (forms III and IV) entitle the Mlders. to act as auditors of companies 
within the Province of the Punjab only. 

Certificates may be either permanent or provisional, and the Local Government may at any time-
cancel any certificate for reasons which it deems sufficient. · . 

3. Permanent certificates (forms I and III) will ordinarily be granted only to applicants who have 
passed such examination as may hereafter be prescribed, but in exceptional cases the Local Government 
may, at its discr~tion, grant .permanent certificates ~ithout examination. 

4. "Unrestricted" certificates, whether permanent or provisional, will be granted only to· persons 
possessing e~ceptional qualifications. 

5. "Restricted certificates '' will ordinarily be granted provisionally for a period of two years to 
persons who have been auditing the accounts of registered companies £or a period of not less than five · 
years prior to the date of this notification. 

6. Applications for the ~rant of certificates should be forwarded to the Local Government1 through 
the Registrar, Joint Stock Companies, and should be accompanied by a list of the balance sheets audited 
by the applicant during tha last five years, together with copies of the auditors' reports. Applicants may 
also be called upon to supply any further information required by Government prior to the grant of a 
provisional certificate. 

7. No fee will be charged for a certificate issued under these rules. 

FoRH I. 

Permanent unrestricted certificate. 

Tnts certificate ("unrestricted"), granted under section 144 (2) of the Indian Companies Act (Act VII' 
of 1913)1 entitles .A. B to act as an auditor of companies throughout British India. 

The holder is also entitled-
( e) in view of the proVisions of rule-of the rules issued by the Governor-General in Council 

under section 39 (2) (a) of Act VI of .1912 to audit the accounts of life assurance companies 
throughout. British India; · 

(iz) in view of the provisions of rule 1 (a) issued by the Local Government under section 24 (2) 
. (e) of Act V of 19]2 ,·to audit the accounts of provident insurance societies within the.

Province of the Punjab ; and 
(iii) to audit. the accounts. of provident insurance societies in other provinces, subject to any 

restrictions imposed by the Local Governments concerned by rule under section 24 {2) (e} 
of Act V of 1912. 

· NoTE.-The Local Government 'bas not exercised in respect of this certificate the authority granted 
to it under section 144 (2) of Act VII of 1918 to limit to the province of the Punjab the right of the 
holder to audit companies' accoun~s. This right may therefore be exercised throughout British India.. 

])aterl 
Secretary to Government, Punjab. 
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FoRM II. 

Provilional #nrestrictea certificate.· 

THIS -certificate(" unrestricted"), gra~ted under sect~on 144 (2) of th~ ~ndian 9ompanies (Act VII 
of. 1913), entitles A B to act ~s an audttor of compames thron~hout Bnt1sh Indm, for a period of two 
J ears from the date of issue (that lS from to ). 

'!he holder is also entitled-
(i) in view of the provisions of rnle__;_of the rules issued by the Governor-General in Council 

under section 39 (2) (a) of Act VI of 1912 to audit the accounts of life assurance 
companies throughout British India.; 

(U) in view of the provisions of rule 1 (a) issued by the Local Government under section 24 (2) (e) 
of Act V of 1912 to audit the accounts ·of provident insurance. societies within the. 
province o( the Punjab; and· ' 

(iiz) to audit the accounts of provident insurance societies in other provinces, 1.1ubject to any 
restrictions impo~:ed by the Local Government concerned by rule under section 24 {2) (e) 
of Act V of 1912. 

:NOTE.-The Local Government has not exercised in respect of this certificate the authority granted. 
to it under section 144 (~) of· Act VII of 1913 to limit to the province of the Punjab the right of the 
holder to audit companies' accounts. This right may therefore be exercised throughout British India.: 

Secretary to Government, Punjab. 
JJated 

FoRM III. 

:J>ermanent Restrictea Certificate. 

Tms certificate (''restricted"), granted under section 1441 (2) of the Indian Companies Act (Act VII 
of 1913), entitles A B to act as an auditor of companies in the Punjab, except such companies as are 
required to be registered under the Indian Life Assurance Companies Act (Act VI of 1912). 

In view of the provisions of l'Ule 1 (a}, issued by the Local Government under section 24 (2) (e) of 
Act V of 1912, the holder is also entitled to audit the accounts of provident insurance societies within the 
limits of the Province of the Punjab, · " 

NoTE.-The holder of this certificate is entitled to audit companies' accounts within the limits of the 
province of the Punjab only. · · 

Secretary to Government, Punjab. 
Dated 

FoRM IV. 

Provisional Restricted Certijicate. 

THis certificate(" restricted"), granted under section 144 (2) of the Indian Companies Act (Act VII 
of 1913), entitles A B to act for a period of two years from the date of issue (that is, from 
tQ . , ) as an auditor of companies in the Punjab, except such companies as are required 
to be registered under the Indian Life Assurance Companies Act (Act VI of lfH2). 

In view of the provisions ol rule 1 (a), published by the Local Government under section 24 (2) (e) of 
Act V of 1912, the holder is also entitled to audit the accounts of provident insurance societies within the 
limits of the province oHhe Punjab. · ~ 

NoTE.-The holder of this cbrtificate is entitled to audit companies' accounts within the limits of the 
province of the Punjab only. 

JJateil 
Secretary to Government, Pn»jab. 
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APPENDIX F. 

Notificatio•'No. :i~1R., datetf15tA Ju,Je .1914. 

I . In exerciSe of the powers conferred on him by snb~ecti~n (2) ~f ~ection 144 of . the ~ndian Compa~ie!J. 
Act, 1913 (Act VII of 1913), the LientenUtt-Governor in Counc1l IS pl~ased to prescn.be the followmg 
rules for the grant of certificates entitling the holders thereof to act as auditors of compa.mes :-

RttEs. 

1. Certificates may be either restricted or unrestricted. 

A restricted certificate will entitle the holder thereof to act as an auditor of companies within the 
l.im'i.ts of the Province of Bihar and Orissa only. It shall be in Form A annexed to these rules and shalJ be 
signed by a. Secretary to Government. . · · · · · 

An unrestricted certificate will entitle the holder thereof to act as an auditor Of companies throughout 
British India.. It shall be it1 Form tl annexed to these rules and shall be signed by a. Secretary 
to Government. · · · · 

2. . All applications for certificates must be addressed to the Local Government and must specify 
whether a. restricted or unrestricted certificate is required. The applicant must state his qualifications. in 
full and furnish references regardin(J' his character and previous occupation. An unrestricted certificate 
will not be granted to any pereon

10 
who does not appear to be fully qualified to audit the accounts of 

Life Assurance Companies. 
3. -Certifica.tec; will ordinarily be granted only'to persons who have pa~sed such examination as may 

be prescribed by the Government of India or the Local Government. 
Provided. that in exceptional cases, where the age of the applicant or other circumstances render it. 

undesirable to insist on his. passing the prescribed examination, the Local Government may grant a. 
certificate. to a.n applicant who, though he has not passed such examination, satisfies the conditions. 
prelicribed in the firtt proviso to Rule 4. 

4. Certificates shall remain in force permanently. . 
l . ' ' . . . . . . . 

·Provided. that a. certificate, which shall remain in force for a period of two years only fr001 the date 
of issue, may be granted to any person who has had a.t least five years" practical experience in auditing 
accounts of companies registered in India. or under any enactment in force in the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland for the registra.ti9n or incorporation of Joint Stock Companies or Fire, Life or. Marine, 
Insuraii'~ Societies and is otherwise considered by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council to be a fit person for 

·appointment a.s auditor. · . 
. Provided also that the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may at any time and for such cause as he may 

consider sufficient, suspend· or cancel any certificate granted under these· rules. . · · 

FOR:U A • 

. ' . 
Under the provisions of section 144 (2) of Act VII oE 1918 

ot 
is hereby entitled to act as all auditor of companies registcrecl under the Indian Companies Act l!n3 (Ac.t 
VII of1918) within the ProVince of Biha.r·a.nd.Orissa. · · · ' ' · · · .· 

. This certificate shall remain in force.from the .date of issue ~un':T.tU~,h~:e:..;,;;rm.;;;;;,;anen=t~Ir___,18,.--- unl~ss~~~nded or 
cancelled by the orders of the Local Government. 

lJated 13 • 
Secretary ~ Government. 

(For pa1•ticwlars ate recerse.) 
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1. This certificate is valid throughout the Province of Bihar and Orissa. only. 

2. In view of the provisions of ~ule 17 (2) of the rules published by the ~ie~tenanif.Governor of 
Bihar and Orissa in Council ~der ~ct10n .24 (2) (e) of the ~rov1dent Insurance S?ctetles Act, 191.2 ,(Act 
v of 1912) the holder of th1s certificate IS entitled to and1t the accounts of Prov1dent Insurance SoCieties 
within the limits of the Province of Bihar and Orissa. . . . . 

FORM B. 

Under the provisions of section Ht4 (2) of Act VII of 1913 

of . · · d d .h I d' . ·. 
is hereby entitled to act as an auditor of compa.mes regiStere un er t e n 1an Companies Act, 1913 
(Act VII of 1913), throughout British 1ndia. . . 

permanently 
This certificate shall remain in force from the date of issue -u-nti"""1 t~he====----1-o -.- unless suspended or 

canc~lled by the orders of the Local Government. 

Secretary to Government. 

Dated 19 I 

(For particulars Bee reverae.) 
1. The Local Government have not exercised in respect of thia certificate the authority granted to 

them under section 144 (2} of the Indian Companies Act, 1913 (Act VII of 1913) to limit to the Province 
of Bihar and Orissa. the 1·ight of the holder to audit the accounts of companies, This right may therefore 
be exercised throughout British India. . . 

2. In view of the provisions o£ Rule llA of the rules issued by the Governor-General in Council 
under section 39(2) (a) of the Life Assurance Companies Act, 191.2 (Act VI of 1912), the holder of this 
certificate is entitled to audit the accounts of Life Assurance Companies throughout British India. 

8. In view of the provisions of Rule 17 (2) of the rules issued by the Government of Bihar and 
Orissa under section 24 (2) (e) of the Provident Insurance Societies Act, 1912 (Act V of 1912), the holder 
of this certificate is entitled to audit the accounts of Provident Insurance Societies within the Province of 
Bihar and Orissa and to audit the accounts of Provident Insurance Societies in any other province of 
British India, snbject to any restrict1ous imposed by the Local Government concerned b7 rl;lle ~ram~ 
under section 24 (2) (e) of Act V of 1912. 

B 41-115 
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APPENDIX G. 
. Notification No. 51, dated 28M May 1914. . . 

. In exercise of the powers conferred by .section 144, sub·sec~on (2), of ~be. ~!lduJ.n Compawes Act, 
1913, tha Lieuten~int-Governor ·is pleased to make the followm~ rules prondu~g: for the gr~n~ of 
certificates entitling the holders thereof to act as auditors of Compames, and the condltlOns and restuctions 
on and subject to which such certificates sball.be granted. 

Note.-Under the provisions of the Indian .Companies Act the following persons only are entitled 
to act in Burma as auditors of companies :-

(1) Members of any institution or association specified as so ~ntitled in any • notification issued by 
the Government of India under the proviso to section 144, sub·section (1), of the said Act. 

(2) Persons holding-
(a) certificates granted under the following rules, or . 

· (~) certificates granted under the rules' made by any other Local Go.vernment nude~ section lH, 
sub-section (2), of the said Act, entitling the holders thereof to act as auditors ot compames throughout 
British India. 

Rules, 

1,. The Local Government may grant certificates, e~titlin~ the hold.ers th;re~f t?. act as audito!s of 
compames, to persons who have had at least five years practical exper1ence m aud1t1ng accounts and can 
,satisfy. the Loca\ Gove1·nment .as to ~heir competency and character. 
''' . 2. · Such certi.ficat~~ shall ordinarily limit the exercise of the right thereby conferred to the Province' 
of Burma. Certificates which are not so restrictive shall be issued only to p~raons of excepti!)nal com-
petencyi experi~nce and .trustworthiness. · · · · · · · · · 

8. Every application for a certificate shall be made in writing through the Collector, Rangoon 
Town, and shall be accompanied by proofs of the experience, competency and character of the' applicant. 

4. Every certificate shall ordinarily remain in force for two years from the date thereof br until it is
cancelled. 

5. The Local Government may: refuse to grant a certificate to or may cancel any certificate here· 
unde~: grante4 to any person:- • · 

•··· · · (1) ·who has been convic~ed 9f a non-bailable offence, or 
(2) whom the Lccal Government after due enquiry considers to have been guilty of unpro· 

. fessional conduct, or . 
(3) who has been adjudicated insolvent or has made an assignment of his prO'perty for the benefit 

of his creditors generally. · 
6, .The Local Government shall maintain a register in which shall be entered the name and address 

of every person to whom a certificate is granted under these rules, and the dat€t when such certificatEt 
expires· or is. cancelled. ' ·. ' ' . 

r. 7. Cer~i.fi~a~es ~~~11 ~e it;l. tf~ fo~lo~.i~g ~oriU.s :-

FottY A. 
(Cf nrestrictetl.) 

.. 'qe,r.tifl,cat~ 'lf'll,4.er aection 144 (2) of the Indian Companies Act, 1J1B. 
Th~~ ~ 1t~ ~ertif~ ·~~~t · ' · · · · · . i~ entitled to audit the accounts of companies • 

. . , !f.ot,e,-~ha Local Gov~rnment has not exer~is~d in respect o~ this certificate the authority granted tO' . 
1t u;nder ~e~ti?n, 14~ ~2) ~£ flct ,VI~ of ) 9.18 to hmit to the Provmce of .Burma the right of the holder to . 
~~~~~ ~mp~~~~~ ac~ounts •. Th1s r1gh~ In.ay -~herefore be exercised throughout British India. 
· .~ The holde~ is also entitled,-

. : , .. (il. in vie~ of the provisions of the ~es issued by the Governor-General in Councii under 
sec~I?ns 39 (2) {a) of Act VI of 1912, to aud1t the accounts of Lite Assurance Companies throughout 
Bntzsh Ind1a.; and, · 

(ii) in view()£ the pro~isions of the rules issued by the Local Government under section 24 (2) (e) 
of Act V of 1912, to audit the accounts of Prov1dent Insurance Societies withiu thl! Province 
of Burma ; and 

.<ii!J to. audit the accounts of Provident Insurance Societies in other Provinces subject to an 
· ;s!£1~t~~~: 1mposed by the Local Governm~nts cone:~rned by rule under s~:ttion !:4 (.~) (t) ~f A~ 

This certificate is issued on the 
day of 19 • 

day of 19 and will expire on the 

Revenue Sl:cretary to the Governtnent o£ Burma. 
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FoRM B. 

(RestricterJ to BurmaJ 

Cet·tijieate ntler 1ection 144 (2) ofth8 Indian Companie1 J.ct, 1~19. 

This is to certify that is entitled to audit the accounts of companies within 
the limits of the· Province of Butma. 

Note,-In view of the provisions of the rule published by the Local Government under section 24 (9) {e) 
of Act V of 1912, the holder is also entitled to audit the accounts of Provident lnsnra.nce Societies within 
the limits of the Province of .Burma. 

This certificate iE issued on tbe 
day of · 19 . 

day of 19 and will expire on the 

Revenue Secretary to the Government of Burma. 

w. J. KEtTII, 

Offg. Revenue Secretar;r to •the Government of Burma. 

APPENDIX H. 

. 
.Alcoholic stfengtb vo:ume Acidity. Aldehydes. 

Per ceut. 

. . .. 
Name and strength. Percent· .Milligrams lfiUigrams per 100 Grains per Grains 

Apparent. Trne. age Grams c. c. of proof Gram a perlOJ c. c. per proof Obscu· per litl\'l. abSII)Ute g11llon. per litre. of absolute gallon. ration. alcohol. alcohol. 

1 2 s 4 6 6 ' 7 8 9 10 

' Toddy 60" U. P. ... 21·9 22'7 li'(J. 

I 
8'508 1,546•8 617'0 

I 
O·(B7 205'7 8!1'1 . . 

Furfural, Fusol oil as Amyl alcohol. . Ethers. 

Name and strength. Milligrams ~i:ligrn.ms Grains MHligratns 1 Grain• Grams per Grains Grams ' Grams per per . per 100 c. c • per per 10Vt•,c, per ·lOO r.c. per per 
litre. of absolute proof l1trr. of ab~o:ute proof 

litre. of absolute proof 
alcohol. g•llon. alcvhol. gallon. alcohol. gallon: 

1 11 1! 18 14. 13 16 17 18 19 

Toddy60° U. P, 0•002 l•i) o•4o . 1'800 572·7 228•61 0'651 287•0 114'5 

-

I 
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APPEND IX H<11 • 

Statemm1t showing the schools in the five dist1•icts of Gujarat wl~tich used 
to teach the higher vernacular standards, but have 1tOW been 

reduced to the position of rural schools. 

Students studying in each of the 
higher standards. 

Name ol Taluka, N~me of School. 

IV Vj VI 

-
.Jhmeiia~aa IJiatrirt. 

Prantij .. . ... Vaghpur .. . ... 2 ... ... 
Dho1ka ... ... Jtasam . .. . .. 4 1 2 

Do. ... ... Kera.la . .. ... 4 2 ... 
Sa.nand ... ... M:odasar ... .. ... 4 . .. 2 
Viramgam ... ... Kukvav .. . ... 6 2 3 

. Do. . . . ... Bhankoda . .. .. . ... 1. ... 
. Dhandhuka. ... ... Salangpore ... .. . 4 1 ... 

Kazra IJ&strict. 

Anand ... . . . Vaghasi ... ... 8 5 ... 
Do. ... ... :Bharoda ... ... 5 6 2 
Do. ... . .. Sili. ... . .. 7 . .. ' .. . 
Do. ... ... Vansoli ' ... ' .. , 7 1 2 
Do. .. . ... Ratanpore ... . .. 7 6 3 
Do. ... . .. Valasan ... . .. 9 9 8 

Borsad ... . .. Pamol ... ... 6 2 . .. 
Do. ... ... Singlav . .. ... ... . .. ... 
Do: ... . .. Vehra ... ... 6 . .. 1 
Do. ... . .. Kathana ... . .. 6 6 2 
Do. ... . .. Ralaj ... ... 1 ... .. . 
Do. ... . .. Sejpur . .. ... 7 1 2 
Do. Rangaipnra 

! ... . .. . .. . .. 7 4 3 
Do. ... . .. Israma . .. ... 2 7 
Do. Kabanm.adi 

... ... . .. . .. . .. 6 2 ... 
Do. ... . .. Kantbaria. . .. . .. 5 3 ... 
Do. ... ' ... Kbatnal . .. ' 3 3 

Kapadvanj 
0 •• ... ... ... Chhipdi 

• •• I ... 7 1 4 
. Do. 

1 

... . .. Ravadavat ... . .. 3 2-
Do. 

... ... ... Anara , 
3 1 • ••• J 

Do, ' Navagam 
... ... ... ... ... 2 4 

Matar N'ayaka. 
. .. . .. ... ... ... I 3 ~ 

Do. Dethali 
... ... . .. . .. 5 2 

Do. Devataj 
... .. . .. , ... . .. 

-Do. Moraj 
... ... ... . .. ... . .. . .. 3 

,Po .. Hera.nj 
... ... .. . , .. ... ... ·3 1 

Do. Ln.ral 
. .. . .. ... . .. . .. 1 

Do. Ka.lqli 
... . .. ... .. , , .. . .. 3 2 

)1ehmadabad Aklscha. 
... . .. 

••• ... . .. b 3 
Do. Varsola 

. .. . .. 
••• . .. ... 4 

Do. Lali 
. .. . .. ... 

••• ... . .. 4 3 1 
Do. Hinchhol 

. .. ... , .. . ... 2 
Do. Mahij 

. .. .. . ... 
••• ~·· ... 4 3 6 

Do. Rudan 
. .. . . ~ ... ... ~ 5 

Nadiad Snr~amal 
. .. ... 

···~. 
... . .. 5 2 30 

Do. Alir:dra 
. .. ... ... ... 4 4 

Do. Kanjoda 
. .. ... ... ... ... 11 2 

Do. Davda 
. .. 

• 0. 

••.• I 
... ... 5 3 3 Do. Nanikhadol 

.. ... ... ... 8 4 
Do. Heranj 

... ... ... ... ... 5 1 
Thasra. Va!Jgharoli 

. .. ... ... •... ... 4 3 ·a Do. 
.. 

Pa.rlal 
. .. ... ... ... 1 2 2 ... 

Do. Sandheli ... ... ... 3 5 8 ... 

Vll 

1 ... 
4 ... 
1 . .. .., . 

.. . 

.. . 
• •• 

1 
1 . .. 

.. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. 
1 
::l . .. . .. 

.. .. .. . 
2 . .. . .. . .. . .. 

... . .. ... 

... .. . ... ... ... 

... .. . ... 
1 . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. ... . .. 
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Students studying in each of the 
hlgher standards. 

Name of Talnk Name of SchooL 

IV v 

I 
VI VII 

Broack JJiatrict. 

Jambusar Pilndra. 4 2 
Do. • Hank hi 3 1 3 
Do. Uchhad 2 1 
Do. Magnad. 3 1 
l"'o, .. Karmad 5 4 . .. 
Do. Kangam 1 1 . .. 
Do. Chhidra 1 3 . .. 
Uo. Nada 1 2 ... 
Do. . .. Nalpur 1 
Do. . .. Bhadkodra 4 3 . .. .. ... 
Do. Nahar 3 
Do. Nobar 4 1 
Do. Dabha. ... . .. 2 . .. 

··~ A mod ... O<:hhan 3 1 
Do. .Kurchan 7 3 1 1 
Do. Roza Tankaria. 1 ... 
Do. .A.nore 2 2 2 

Wagra Vilayat .. , 4 2 1 ... 
Do. Suwa. 1 "" 1 
Do. Keshvan 3 ... 

Eroach ... Debe gam 4 
Do. ... 'Mangleshwar 3 00 I 4 . .. 

Ankleshwar Kbarod 4 2 
Do. Sunav 4 . .. 2 ... 
Do. Sisodra 3 2 1 ... 

8urat District. 

Olpad ... Sonsak 6 2 3 2 
Do. Ambheta ... 6 7 
Do. ... Kudsad 4 1 
Do. Kariyasi 3 1 2 
Do. Bbandnt . .. 4 . .. 
Do. Mandroi I 

9 5 ..•. . ... 
Do. Sayan ... 3 4 •• 0 

Do. ... Umra 8 5 .., 
Do. Vihara 4 5 1 
Do. Nart.han ... 4 . .. 
Do. Masma ... 2 2 ... 
Do, Kudiana 3 ... 
Do. ... Bhatgam 2 ... 3 
Do. ::Sitban ... 4 2 6 4 
Do. ... Bhe.san 3 2 1 1 
Chora~i ... ~iganpore 

Do. Kumbharia ... 5 4 ... 
De. ... AI than .. . . 3 2 
D?. Fulpada. ... 2 3 4 ••• 
Do. Bamroli ... 4 2 1 
Do. Kajod 6 4 ... 1 
Do. ... Chhpra Ebatha 4 1 1 . .. 
Do. Dindoli 5 5 3 
Do. Kapletba. 4 6 
D.>. Bhestan 7 6 41 1 

Bardoli Manekpore 10 2 1 
Do. ... Khoj Pardi 9 8 .2 1 
Do. 'farbhon 6 4 . .. 4 
Do. ... Akoti 8 ... 
Do. ... Sapa 3 6 . .. 
Do. ... Syadla . .. 2 6 2 . .. 

Jalalpore Panar 4 8 
Do, ... Vija.lpore 8 'l 3 
Do. Suri Bujarag . .. 4 ·8 1 

I 

ll 'H-liG 
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Students studying in esch of the 
higher standards. 

Name of Taluka, Name of School. 

IV v VI VII 

·-· 
' 

Sural .District-continued. . 
J~lalpore Adda .... . .. 7 2 ... ... 

·~· ... r ,·Do. ... Itchhapore ... .. . 8 ... ... . .. 
Do. ... , .. Suri ... : ... 7 ' ... ' ... . .. 
·Do~ Dandi . '., ... 9 2 1 ... ... ... . 3 Do. Kabibaare . ••• .. . 4 .. . a ... ... 
Do,· : •' .... Amba a .. ... . .. 3 7 . .. a ... 

Chikhali ; . ~ .. ' ... Fad vel ••• f ... ... 3 1 ... 
··no. - ... ... Pipalgabha.n .... . .. 5 2 , . 2. ... 
Do. Vanjna ... -... 8 2 I 1 ... 

~ .. . . ... . .. .. . 
Do. ... . .. Sadadvel ... . .. 3 1 2 ... 

.Do. ••• Ghej . .. . .. 6 ... . .. 1 . . ~ 
Do. .. .... Kharoli . .. . .. 2 1 . . 1 1 ... 
Do. ... ... Hond . .. .. . 8 4 ... .. 
Do. ... .. ... .No~am111 . . ... ... 14 .. 4 2 2 

iDo. ... Amdhara. .... .. . 9 4 : 4 2 . .. 
]3ulsar .. ... . .. Dived ····· ..... ... ... , ... . .. 

Do. .. i•• ... Bhagda Khnrd ... . ... 2 5 
~·· 

... 
Do. ... . .. Kalvada . ···~:t 

.. 4' 1 1 2· 
Do. ... ... Ahra.ma . " . ... .. . 4 '. 4 2 1 

' .. 
:Pardi . . ... ... Dungra '' ... ... 8 2 . .. ... 

Do. t •••• ... Sonvada ... . .. 2 3 ... . .. 
Do~ ... ' ' . .. Tighra ... ,, ... 2 ., 1 . .. ... 
Do. ... •.. Bagvada. . ... . .. 2 5 1 ... 

·Do, ... . .. Udvada .... ... ., 2 L I' ••• 
. .. 

' ,·., ' : ... •, 

.Panek Mahala, 
i .. \ 

Godhra.l ... : ... Motikantdi . .. ... 0 ... 4 . .. 
~:no. · ~ Valavpur ·5 5 .1 ... .. . '. ... .. ... .. ' ... 

: : ... .. . ... . ~ .. 
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APPENDIX I. 
' 
_ !!'dlukdd1•s and Pdulkdd;i Estates. 

No. 938. 

Alienations in talukdari estates in the 
Ahmedabad district. 

REV.ENUE DEPARTMENT •. 

Bombay Castle, 29th Ja.nuary_191~. 

Letter from the Talukdari Settlement. Officer, No.1829, dated 22nd November 1913 :-
,,As directed in Government Resolution, Revenue Department, No. 6557.- dated. 

19th September 1913, I have the honour to forward for. approval two draft 
notifications,* together. with a Gujarati translation of eaeh. ·I have found it necessary 
to prepare a separate.· notification for f»a.rantij, w.hich differs. from the, other talukas .. 
of Ahmedabad in that it. h~ recently been surveyed for the first time and.· contains 
no 'registered' alienation.'' . · . · 

Memorandum from the Com1l!issiqn~r, N.D.,. No. 456~, date~ 2nd Decenl.ber 1913 :
" .l!,orwarded to Government. '' 

Letter from the. Talukdari Settlement Officer, No. 19~8, dated 23rd Dece~ber 1918:-
"I have the honour to refer to the correspondence ending with my No. 1829, 

dated 22nd November.1913, and to request permission to make-" slight addition to 
the circulars forwarded with that letter. In connection with the ' second class of 
alienation,' on which the talukdar is required to pay 50 per cent. of: what he himself 
receives, I should like to add a. proviso to run as follows :-

' Provided that the Talukd.ari Settlement Officer certifies that the area of la.~d 
alienated under any of these heads is not excessive. 1 

"2. I am aware that this will constitute a distinct modification of the original 
orders of Government, but tpe necessity for such a. modification has recently been 
very strongly borne in upon me. With the existing orders it would be possible for 
an unscrupulous talukdar to obtain practical exemption from jama. for a great part 
of his estate by a timely arrangement, which need· only be temporary, with members 
of his family. When a revision settlement of ja.ma. is drawing near, he could assign 
all his best land as widow's or daughter's jivai or as ch.akariat for a nominal ren~ and 
thereby evade assessment to full ja.ma. My proposed addition would destroy any. 
chance of such_ manipulation." · ' . 

:Memorandum from the Commissioner, N.D., No. 58,. dated 7th January HU :-
"Forwarded to Government in continuation of this office No. 4569, dated the 

2nd December 1913, for favourable consideration." 

RESOLUTION.-The notifications prop~sed by the Talukdari Settlement 
Officer are approved, subject to the modific1.tion suggested in his letter No. 1948, 
dated 23rd Deoember 1913, which should he embodied in them. 

To· 
The Commissioner, N. D., 

C. W. A. TURNER, 
Under Secretary to Government. · 

The Commissioner, 0. D. (Alienation Branch), 
The Collector of Ahmedabad, 
The Collector of Kaira, 
'l'he Collector of the Panch Mabals, 
The Collector of Broach, · · 
The Settlement Commissioner and Director of Land Record3, 
The 'l'alukdari Settlement Offi~er (with the vernacmlar notifications as . 

revised by the Oriental Translator to Government). 
* Pr:nted as accompaniments to this Resolution. 

• No. of 1914. 

Copy forwarded for information and guidanoe to 
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Accompaniments to Government Resolution. Revenue Department. No. 938. 
dated 29th january 1914. 

1\..,ot~ficatiOJJ. 

In a~sessing to jama t:Uukdars' esta.tes. in the district of ~bme?ab~d, lands 
known as ldlliti lands, that is to say, alienated lands entered 10 red mk 1~ the old 
faisal patraks

1 
have not hitherto been taken into account. 'Ihe Jatna of 

talukdars' estates has been calculated from the survey assessment of the 
remaining lands comprised in each estate, omitting the ldlliti survey numbers. 

It appears that a belief has arise? in certain .quarters that Go~ern:nent ha~e 
now abandoned this poHcy, and that tn future tlie assessment of lalleh lands mll 
be taken into account in calculating the jama. 'l his ~ not so. Not only does 
the concession reiJ'ardiniJ' ldl Uti lands remain in force, but also, by the orders 
contained in Gov~rnme~t Resolution No. 2512, dated lOth :March 1909, a similar 
concession has been extended to certain other classes of alienation made prior 
to the passing of Act VI of lh8i3. 

In future settlements, all lands authorisedJy and finally entered in columns 6 
and 7 of the settlement register under the following heads will, in the absence 
of any special agreement to the contrary, be excluded from consideration in fixing 
thejuma:-

Devas£han. · 
Swaminarayan. 
13himrath. 
Sadavrat. 
Kutaranu. 
l3rahmins lands 

13hat Charans. · 
Rajput Girassia. 
Bajania. 
Kabja Hak. 
Giras. 
Pasaita. 

Vechania. 
Jivai •. 
lmim. 
:Miscellaneous. 
Vanto. · 

In the case of a second class of alienation, made prior to fhe passiniJ' of 
Act VI of 1888, the ta.lukdar will, in the absence of special aiJ'reement to 

0 
the 

contrary, be assessed to jama at the rate of 50 per cent. on all p~yments, whether 
described as salami, 'Udhadia, or by any other denomination, which he mav 
receive in respect of the alienated land, provided that the 'l'alukdari Settlemen"t 
Officer certifies that the area of such alienated. land is not excessive. This second 
class includes all land~ authorisedly and finally entered in columns 6 and 7 of the 
settlement registers under the following heads:-

. Chakariat. 
Widow's Jivai. 
Daughter's Jivai.' · 
Mulgameti. 
Uchakbhag. 
Daughter's Marriage land. 

lt ~11ould be noted in connection with these orders- · 
firstly, that they .ap~ly to the Ahmedabad district only; 

, se~~nd,ly, that, w1tht!l the Ahmedabad district, they do not ap 'Iy to 
the ParantiJ taluka, for. whiCh a sep3:rate notification has been issued: or to 
es:ates bel~ und~r a speCI~l ag~eement, like the Barvala estate of the Thakor 
&iheb of L1mbd1, or t~ alienations made after the .passing of Act VI of 1885 . 

· thirdly, t~at G~vernment reserve to themselves full disc:retion 'to 
deal as they tbtnk fit, m the matter of ,·ama calculation w"th li t d 1 d 

h. h 'th t th . · , 1 a ena e an s w 1c e1 er rever to e possessiOn of the talukdar or cea to f t 
of his estate • se orm par 

. ' 
fourthly, that these orders h2.ve reference to. the calcul f f • 

to be paid by t4e talukdar, and to nothing more; and ) a Ion ° ;ama 

fifthly, that these concessions~ granted by; Government urel as 
~ matter of grace and favour. ~hey are entire} vol t p y 
obligatory under any la1f or agreement. Y unary, and not 
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Notification for Pardntij tdlulca. 

This notification has reference to· the assessment to jama of talukdars' 
-estates in the taluka of Parantij. All such estates include alienated lands, 
which are shown under appropriate headings in columns 6 and 7 of the settle
ment reO'isters. · Under the orders· contained in Government Resolution 
No. 2512, dated lOth March 1909, certain alienations will not in future be 
taken fully into account in calculating thejama to be paid by the estate of which 
they form a part. · · · 

All lands authorisedly and finally ent~red in columns 6 and 7 of the settle
ment registers under the following heads will, in· the absence of an·y special 
agreement to the contrary, be excluded from consideration in fixin~ the jama, 
provided that the alienations were made before the passing of Act VI of 1883·:-

Devasthan. Jivai. Sold. 
Sadavrat. Bajariia. Mortgaged. 
Kutranu. By possession. Salami. 
Drahmins' lands. Vanto. 
Dhat Charan's lands. Pasaita. 

In the case of a second class of alienation, made prior to the passing of 
Act VI of 1888, the talukdar will, in the absence of special ag~eement to the 
contrary, be assessed to jama at th_e rate of 50 per cent. on all payments, whether 
described as salami, udhadia, or by any other denomination, which he may receive 
in respect of the alienated land, provided that the Tah~kdari Settlem~nt Officer 
certifies that the area of such alienated land is not excessive. This second class 
includes all lands entered in columns 6 and 7 of the settlement registers under the 
following heads :-

. Chakariat. Daughter's Jivai. J 
·widow's Jivai. Mulgameti'~ Jivai 

It should. be noted in connection with these orders

Uchakbhagni. 
Bhayat's Jivai. 

firstly, that they apply to the· Parantij taluka only; . 
) . 

' secondly, that they' apply tO' those alienations only which'were made 
before the passing of Act VI of 1888; , 

thirdly, that Government reserve to themselves full discretion to 
deal as they think fit, in the matter of jama calculation,. with alienated lands 
which either revert to the possession of the talukdar or cease to form· part 
of his estate; 

fourthly, that these orders have reference to the calculation of jama 
to be paid by the talukdar, and nothing more ; and 

. fifthly, that these concessions are granted by Government purely as 
a matter of grace and favour. They are entirely voluntary, and not 
obligatory under any law or agreeme.nt. 

H 41-117 



No. 

l I 
• 

1 

2 

s 

' 
6 

6 

'J 

No. 

1 

J 

3 

Number N~ of of Name of disbi.et. present pro 
charges. sazas. 

2 I· s I 4 I 
-

N4sik ••• ... 686 32.8 

.Abmednagar ... 909 370 

Poona ... ... ';20 339 

West; Khindesh ... 4.11 260 

East KM.ndesh ... 741 4.12 

Sboliplll',. ... 596 231 

S$.tAra .~. ... 813 397 

Add for 140 rnen on ... 140 
Bs.12. 

For local allowances • ... ... 

Present 

. 404 

APPENDIX J. 
TA.LA'TI SCHEllE. 

Central Di'Dision. 

ProPOSed 
cost of Balance 

Cost ot 
ird 

cos!;. pay aud available. compensa-
stAtionery. tiQ!l. 

-

6 I 6 I 7 I 8 

.. 
Rs. Rs. JL Ra. 

96,521 65,616 80,905 28,615 

1,03,022 75,120 27,902 29,424 

92,519 68,916 .23,603 24.,873 

82,496 52,928 29,568 • 13,450 

1,35,015 83,736 51,279 4.0,032 

62,335 M,860 15,475 18,092 

97,415 82,788 14;.627 27,886 

... 20,150 -20,160 ... 

... 2,327 -2,327 ... 

' Extra Saving. Remarks. cost. 

9' I 10 I 11 

-
Rs, Ra. 

2,290 Income from levy of '" full &S8('68mOnt on 
1,522 ... i01ims in the Central 

Division i& 
1,270 ... Rt. 11,500 and this 

... 16,118 
leaves 110 e:etra colt, 

... 11,247 

2,617 ... 
13,259 ... 
20,160 ... 
2,327 .. . - 1-·--- --- --·-

4.,877 2,471 

i Number Number 

Name of diatrict. of of 
"present. proposed 
charges. saza.s. 

J 

Belgaum . . ... ea~ 232 

Dh!rrir ... 810 434. 

Bij6.pur ... 726 259 

Add or 110 men on ... no 
Rsll. 

. -2,199 1,065 

6,69,323 4,98,451 1,70,872 1,82,372 41,155 29,655 

APPENDIX X. 
'IALA'TI SCHEME. 

SoutlU!rn Division. 

PropDSCd cost Pr.esent of pay and Balance 
coat. stationery. available, 

Rs. Rs. R 
1,84 65,848 15,997 

1,17,26'1 96,432· 20,835 

68,819 5'1,996 10,823 

... Pay of rnen on . .. 
Bs. 12 inl 
eluded in 
above figures, 

2,57,931 2.10,276 1 47.655 

APPENDIX L. 

Net extra. ... 11,500 

Oostof 
!rd Extra Saving. com pen- cost. 

sation. 

Rs. Rs· Rs. 
20,983 4;,986 . .. 

. 30,430 9,595 . .. 
19,958 9,135 ... 
... - . .. 

--23:7161-.. -.-71,371 

-
Remark11o 

The income from 
levy of full asse~s-
ment on kulkarni 
in am s is 
Rs. 45,700 and 
this 1ea\"es a 
saving of 
Rs.21J}S4. 

Financial statement ojtalati scheme for Central Dir;ision and Souflzern Division· · 

Number Number Proposed 
Name of Division. of of Present cost of Coat of lrd Total of Ertra cost, 

p:resent proposed cOst. pay and eompensa· columna. I) ..eolnmn 
charges. &al.llSo stationery. tion. and6. 7 mi•111 4. ·-

1 2 3 6 7 8 

Ra. Rs. Rs. ':Rs. Rs • . 
Cer.tral Division •.. 4,877 %,4.il M9,323 4,98,4.51 1,82,372 6,S0,823 ll,iiOO 

Southern Dit·ision ... 2,199 1,065 2,57,931 - 2,10,276 71,371 2,81,647 23_.716 
Total 7,076 8,536 9,27254 7,08,727 -... 2,53.743 9',62,470 35,216 
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APPENDIX M. 

No. 810 oF 1914. 

rrom 
E. MACONOCHIE, EsQUIRE, I. C. S., 

Acting Oommis1ioner, C. D.; 

To 
'IRE SECRETARY TO GOVER~MEN1', 

General Department. 

Foona, 20th 1J1arah 1914. 

Sir, 
With reference to Government }femorandllm No. 1947, duted 11th instant, I have 

tho honour to report as follows :-

2. Alandi-a small to.wn in the Httveli Taluka oE the Poona Distl'ict with a 
population of 1,624 persons-is an impOt'tant place of pilgrimage which is visited annually • 
by over 50,000 pilgr~ms on the Kartiki Ekadashi day. Monthly pilgrimages to the 
Dnyaneshwar temple are also made by about 5,000 persons and it is from these 
pilgrjmages that the place derives its importance. Daring these pilgrimages it becomes 
a centre of disease from which cholera h disseminated iu all diL·eotions. Its water· 
supply is very scanty and run wholesome, and with a view to _improve it, mainly in 

_ . the interests of the pilgrims and the surrounding country, 
. • A bund on the lndrayam a water.supply schema•· estimated to cost Rs. 1,;l5,000 was 

river. prepared last year at the instance of the Honourable Mr. Curtis 
and submitted to Government in the Public Works Department. In forwarding the 
scheme for sanction Mr. Curtis stated as follows:- . · 

"Alandi is a place of pilgrimage, from which a Palki starts in .July every 
year for Pandharpur via Poona. It frequently happens that cholera breaks out 
there which is carried by the pilgrim~ to Poona and the whole way along the route 

. of Pandharpur. It will ba within the recollection of Governrnant that this Palkl 
caused. a great deal of trouble in 1912. The .provision of a. pure water-supply at 
Alandi is perhaps the most ur~ent want of the prasideney and it is hoped that no 
time will be lost in starting work." · 

'• 

It has been proposed that half the cost of the scheme, viz. Rs. 62,500, should be 
given by Government as a free grant and the other moiety as a loan to the Municipality. 
Tbe annual instalment for the repayment of the loan and the working expenses are 
estimated to .amount toRs. 7,000, and it has been proposed to meet this amount by 
raising the. Kartiki Pilgrim tax from annas a to 4 and by levying a monthly pilgrim tax 

. at 2 annas. 
"\ ' 

3. During the last five years the ordinary income of the Municipality exceeded 
the ordinary expenditure by Its. 900 per annum on an average. Besides the improve• 
ment of the water.supply, other sanitary improvements estimated to cost about 
Rs. 3,000 per annum are urgently wanted. All these improvements are required 
not for the small resident population but for the benefit of the pilgrims visiting the 
}>lace, and it is but fair the latter should bear the burden of the additional taxation. 

-1. The ei;J.hancement of the rate of the Kartiki Pilgrim "t:n: from annas 3 to 4 has 
already been sanctioned in this office No. 0.-186v, dated 27th November 1912. The 
proposed enhancement was first published as required. by law and the Municipality 
reported that no objections had been received. Proposals for tho levy of the monthly 
. tax of 2 annas have not yet been received. 
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5·, The income and expenditure of the MQ.nicipality under the more· important 
heads during the last three years are shown below :- . 

1910·11. 1911-12. 1912·18. , Remarks. 

I 

lncomt. 

House-tax ... .. 609 '. 597 550 
Tax on trades and profession ... 462 ~90 895 
Pilgrim·tax: ••• - .. 11,522 7,778 11,041 
Miscellaneous ... . .. SW 4-64 544 
Contributions fropt. Government arid 815 787' ]~057 
·n~trict Local Boar~. . -----Total ... ' ·14,258 10,016 13,587 ------

I 
:E:cpenditure. 

~ 

• • • j 

General Administration ..• ... 501 595 1,001 
Collection of tax:es · ... . .. 1,093 .1,199 1,470 
Lighting .... ... 781 820 1,006 
'Police · I 256 2t'J41 268 .. . ... 
W ater•supply. . . •• , ... 179 1,415 2S7 
Public health and convenience ... 4,397 *12,026 4,163 *This was due to the Mani-
Public instruction ... ... . 1,014' 1,188 1,125 clality having· construct 
Miscellaneous ... . .. 199 316 144 .. e a building for its office ---- at a cost. of Rs. 6,546. 

Total ... 3,420 17,773 9,434 

. . 
I 

I have, etc., 
(Signed) E. MACONOOHIE, 
· Acting Commissioner, ·C. D. 
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Year. 

1896·97 

1897·98 

1898-99 

1899-1900 

1900-01' 

1901-02 

1902-03 

1903-04 

1904-05 

1905-06 

1906..07 

1907-08 

1908-09 

1909-10 

1910-ll 

1911-12 

1912-13 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

.... 

Area 
irrigated from 

Government 
Canals. 

A •. g. 

2,887 23 

2,J79 .25 

2,436 14. 

2,501 3! 

2,572 24 

2,520 14 

2,696 35! 

2,0tH 21 

2,207 121 

2,081 261 

1,923 3 

2,106 35i 

1,419 29t 

2,148 10! 

2,074 Sl 

2,180 38! 

2,963 31! 
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APPENDIX 

STATEMENT 

Statement lltowing tid irrigated area anil cropa grow'IP 

Whea.~. :BBjri. Ri(ll.'. Field pea. 

A. g. 

1,200 30 

1,123 21 

A. g. A. g. · A. g. 

413 27 197 31 186 z4 

171 31 . 177 23 . 245 6 

ss5 22 173 1s 202 2 115 sl 

748 17! 201 28i 86 22! 241 0 

1,067 22i 263 31 i 42 Sl! . 280 3! 
-

70:> 37! 263 25 175. 37! . 168 3!! 

. 851 lbt_ : 23~ 33:. .IS~ 20 • S38· 35! 

858 11 127 4 177 37 155 34 

1~169 -3:f . -310' -2f' -29 2-9! 209 39i . 
559 85 .181 17 117 12 71 Sl! 

593 37 335 24! &9 15 146 37! 

768 10'! · 247 Oi. 67 13 301 171 . 
409 14! 26.7 31 48 17 114 16! 

768 ll 
771.22! 

858 38! 

42& l 66: 30 

' 2i4 2'51 27 25 

333 15 23 3~ 

1,652 . 35! . 587 S5 13 e 

8U 19 

.205 19 

264 85 

227 ~3! 

A .. g. 

24 9 

9 24 

Gram. 

A. g. 

142 11 

237 36 

25 10 211 ~-

39 S3 821 SO! 

.45· 28 488 13! 

89- :J8 106 211, 

35- 4· 30) 27 

401 11 81 19 

26. 25~ . 140 88! 

2~· 251. 64 3 

10 33! 67 22i 

47 14 144 35! 

3& 13 375 33 

45 7! 

71 lSi 

42 241 

42 26! 

190 o. 

128' 15¥ 

235 19! 

131 15 

Cropping .of 

Cotton. 

DHULIA 

A. g. 

45 3 

••• 

105 12! 

180 6 

21-i 28! 

18· 20 

14 22 

4G 16 

20 17 

41 27 

... 
18 5-

3'8 2 

183 38 

100 30 



finaei Irrigation irdA'e"TYest KMitfJesl District. 

I : 
.area, I : ' . 

. . . 
I ... . .. 

I I 

Deduc~ area Remarks, 
i Not area 
i Sugar-cane. .Plantain. Groundnut. Guava. Othera. Total. crcpped more 

irrigated. than once, 

• 
' I : 

1T.&LUKA. . ' ' . 
: 

' A ... g. A. .g. A.- g. A. g. <A. g. .A.·. •g. . A. ·g • I 
.:k· ·g. ; 

I 

I 

315 21 17 4 497 16 14 25 201 28. ?,256 29 419 6 2,837 ,23 j 

I 1 

; 

262 16 24 59 6ll 7 14 25 122 ~9 . 3,001 17 221 32 2,779_ ~5 
I 

.. , 
I 

194 36 14 13 663 4 14 -25 106 2 '2,600 3 163 29 2,436'_14 ' .. I . .. 
287 2! 16 ! 518 22 14 25 441 7 2,857 29 ... 353 25! . 2,501 ·. 3!· . . . .. 

. ' 
36 1~l 18 20 M2 27 14 2~ 308 1 3,218 32! 646 81 : 2,572 .~t 

. ' 

32 15 27 25! 741 6 14t 25 461 _35! 2,863 17 343 3 ~,,520 1 ~ 
•, 

: 

85 H 17 311 580 19 H 25 273 (} :3,09'3 . 8 39f) 12! . 2J)96 3.5! . 

20' 18! 12 22 1' 536 29! 14 21> 287 26~ 2,391 17! ' 326 36! 2,064 21 . 
I 

17 36 16 28 580 12! 14 25 '·135 39! 2,667' ~Oj · 460 18i 2,207 -12! l 
48 24! 20 27! 576 16! 14 .25 346' 25i 2,07(). 19 44 32! ·2~031.~6! 

~ 
' 

' ~ 
' 

27 6 15.17 615 16! 14 25 ' .364'1'6! 2,271 28 3•18 25 : l)J23 :3 i 

' 527 .IS! 2'M 281 . '2,105 35! I 14.28i 17 18 14 25 2,429- . 5\ 323 10 : 
I 

; 

' i 10.25 14 30i 405 1l 15 89! : 73'2ii -1,772 11 352 21! : _l,4l9· 2J!, ! 
; . 

'• 

I 10,17 16 12 625 6 '15 39! 110 12- 2,610~ 39!- 462. 29 
I 2,148 10! 

' I 

I 6.37 11 27! ~0.2 £9! 17 .19! 206.24 2,262 36 LAS· 27! :· 2,07'.6 8! . ' 

I 13. 9! 7 3(} 5:>1 27 17 .Hi :251. '5! 2,764 7· 583 8! I : 2,18(} ·38! 
I 

I 13.23 8 .25 533 16~ 61 19i _455 28! 3,828 6 66414! 1 2~H63 .31i f I 
! I 

-. 



I 
Area. 

Year, irrigated from 
Government · 

Canala, Wheat. Bajri. 

• 
A. g . . 

1896 .. 97 ••• 618 37 . ..... ••• 

1897-98 406 10 . ... ... ... ... 
~898-99 ... 750 13 ...... .. . 

• 
1899-1900 ... 510 31 . ..... ... 
1900-01 ... · 4U 23! ...... .. . 
1f)Ol-Ol ... .863 36! ... . , . ... 
1902-03 ... 353 lli ... , ... ... 
H03-04 ... 366 39! . . .... , .. 
1904-05 . .. Information .. , ... . .. 

not available. 

1905 .. C6 ... 842 36! ...... . .. 
JQ06-07 ... 359 16 ... ... ... 
1907-08 ... 359 25! •••••• ••• 

1908-09 ... 359 28! ...... ... 
1909-10 ... 358 34 . ..... ... 
1910,11 !'•• 383 38 ...... ... 
1.911·J2 ... 401 23! ...... ... 
,9~2.-13 ... 473 39 ...... ... 
.... . ' ·-.' • ·~~·..a. .. _ ...... -.' 1 •• , ~.):. ....... 

470 

Rice. Field pea. 

A. g. 

Information ... 
not 

available • . 
7 32 ... 

27 21 ... 
25 25 ... 
14 201 ••• 

11 3 .... 
8 13 ... 

15 14 ... 
Information ... 

not . 
avp.ilable. 

38 27! ... 
25 231 ••• 
25 ' 7 ... 
33. 36! . .. 
43 16 . .. 
28 27 . .. 
27 !8! . .. 
26 3! . .. 

Maize. Gram. 

... . .. 
• •• ... 
... ... 
... ... 
... . .. 
... ... 
... ... 
... ... 
. .. ... 
. .. ... 
. .. .. . 
• •• .. . 
... . .. 
"' ... 
... ... 
... . .. 
. .. ... 

APPENDIX 

STATEMENT 

Cropping of 

Cotton. 

SlNDK.llEDA 

. .. 

.., 

. .. 

.., 

. ',' 

.. . 

. .. 

... 

.. . 

. .. 

. .. 
, .. 
"~ 

••• 

,., 

·~· 

• •• 

-·· ·'· 
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N -continued. 

A-continued. 

Area.. 

' 

Deduct area 
Net area 

Remarks. 
Sugarcane. Plantain. Groundnnt. Guava. qthers. Total, cropped more 

than once, irrigated, 

TALUKA. 

A. g. A. g. A. g. A. g. A. g. A.· g. A. g. 

Infor mation not avail~ble. ... 618 37 . ..... 618 37 
f'·· 

19 11 44 17 52 5l 161 15 121 9! 406 10 ...... 406 10 
I 

5 25! 58 2 50 8! 160 38! 438 37! 750 13 ...... 750 13 
I 

9 25 t>3 21 92 28 173 16 145 36 5~0 31 ....... I 510 31 

30 0 22 8! 32 11! 165.26 176 37 441 23! ...... 441 23& 

1 20 14 23 43 16 145 15! 147 39 ~63 36! ...... 363 26! 

... 11 20 46 36! 132 9! 154 12! 35~ 11! ...... 353 Ill . ' . 

... 7 33 48 29!. 137 16 157 27 366 39! ...... 366 39! 

lnfor mation not available. 
:·,'·, t . ' 

... 5 20! 24 3U ~.~P 14! 143_22! 342 36! ...... ~42 36l 1 I I 

' 
s 0 6 3.3 . 

' . 

' 97 17! 130 15 : ~ . 156 ; 359 16 ... ' ... 359 .. 16 

2 28 8~8 51151 130 37 • 140 30 3~9 .,25! ...... 3~9 .251· 
'• ' I .. ' . ' .. . ~ t,.. l . ' ~ 

.. 

030 6.~8 21 6! 124 1 ' . 1?-3 }Bi 35~ 2,~! ...... ~59 2S! 
'·· 

.. . 61i! 44 2! 114.3.0! 180 ~! 3~8 34 ...... 3.83 .84 . ' .. 

... 5 37 73 18! 104 2 171 33! 383 38 ...... 383 38 
. . . . ~· , .T ..• 

... 4 22! 72 39 96 36! 199 17 401 23! ... .~ .. 401 23! .. . .. . \ ,. .. 

... 411: 82 25! 9138 319 l 473 39 ·~· ... 473 39 
"': '. •, F1 · .. ! ) ., 

..... ,,.,. •··•·• •• ,., ~~~· ~···-~~ ;~, l ''·'i •t•J :~·. 

ll 41-119 
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APPENDIX 0. 

STATEMENT B. 

Btatemmt saowing tlze remissions of asseaamettta granteii iiuri1tg tlte tllrte years 
1909"!10 to 1911~12 in the Dltulia, SiniJk'heiJa anii J.malner TJlulcas. 

I 

Dhulia. 

Sindkheda 

Ama.lner 

Amount of remissions. 

Ttlluka. 

\ 
1909·10. 1910·11. 1911·12. 

Rs. a. P• Rs. a. P· Rs. a. P· 

90 8 0 672 15 6 550 8 0 ... ... . .. 
... .. . ...... 23 11 10 . ... .. . ... 

... ... ... . .. 1,180 12 0 ... ... ...... 
---- ---

Total ... 1,271 4 0 672 15 6 574 3 10 

APPENDIX P .. 

Extract paragraphs 8 and 9 of the letterfrom the Oollector of 
Kdnara, No. 791, dated 14th February 1914. . : 

.; . - ; . 

8. Of course the idea of giving out lands to individuals-or rather of assigning them to 
particular holdings-as '( hadis" will not be abandoned. But the extent to which it is pra.ctie- · 
able must be limited by the necessity of keeping such "hadis " contiguous to the holdiligs for 
which they are assigned, and that of avoiding interference with the rights of the rest of the 
villagers. In practice " hadis '' will be limited to a comparatively small number of villages, 
and in them to such blocks of cultivation as consist of a small enough number of holdings to 
admit of the "hadis" adjoining them, or being close to them. Such assignments there would 
probably be no objection to disforesting, and they would be assessed as is the cas.e with hadis 
in the southern talnkas, and the fact of their' being in the sole occupancy of individuals ought 
to ensure that efforts are made to reboise them where reboisement is wanted. That will be in 
most ca.Ses, for they will be almost- always. lands pretty bare of tree-growths to begin with. 
There are sufficient instances-sufficient even in .A.nkola-to show that the sense of individual 
proprietorship is the best guarantee of care being taken of such lands. 

' 9. This ,~ork, however, needs no spe~ial establishment. It will be done as heretofore by 
the Assistant Collector or Deputy Collector as part of his ordinary work, in consultation, if 
necessai:y, with the Divisional Forest Officer and under orders from the Collector; and applioa,.. 
tions will be dealt with as they are made, There is no question of any time limit in this 
case. The scale, on which '' hadis '' (as I may call them to distinguish them from communal 
assignments) are given, need not, moreover, be as much as an acre to each acre of rice'land 
generally- people in the south of the district are content with much less. No particuiar scale 
need in' fact be hiid doWn : the actual areas will have to depend on circumstances. . 
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EUDGET OF THE GOVERNMENT OF 
BOMBAY FOR THE YEAR 1914·15. 

(Figures in thousands of rupees.) 

The current year's budget es~ima~es of Provi~cial 
·revenue and expenditure embod1ed m t~e Revtsed 

· Financial Statement for 1914·15, as modtfied by the 
memorandum issued from the Financial Department 
on uth March 1914, have been finally accepted by 
the Government of India without any modification. 
The figures stand as shown in the following table :-

1913•14- I 1914·15. 

Budget. I Revised. I Budget, 

Opening balance ... 1,68,o5 l,79,75 1,82,01 
Revenue ... 7,35,59 7,70,73 7,s8,92 

xpenditure ... 7,87,14 . 7,68,47 8,23,30 
Closing balance ... x,16,5o 1,82,01 1117,63 

Details by major heads are given in the appended 
Statement A. The detailed distribution of the major 
head figures will be found in the Civil Estimates for 
1914-15, a copy of which is furnished to the Honour-

.able Members. The·figures given in Appendices C 
and D of the Revised Financial Statement have been 
brought up to date and statements (marked Band 
C) containing the revised figures are appended to 
this memorandum. . . · 

· 2. The details of the land revenue demand, 
collections, remissions, suspensions and arrears for 
the years 1913-I4 and 1914-15 given in paragraph 10 
of the Revised Financial Statement for 1914-15 have 
undergone some changes in view of later information 
supplied by district officers. The revised figures 
are given below :-

1913•14- . 1914·15. 

Revised. I Budget, 

Outstanding balance ... 96,ox so,o6 
Demand ... . .. 4,29,79 4,35,96 

Collections 4,6o,15 
5,25,80 4,86,o2 ... 4,43,25 

Remissions ... 15,59 g,2o 

{Suspensions. 
--4,75,74 4,52,45 

Balance 30,50 13,39 
Arrears ... 19,56 20,18 -- so,o6 1-- 33,57 

• 3· . The e~pe~diture in the Public Works Depart
ment 1s now dtstnbuted as follows:- . . · 

{i) Original W arks
Civil Buildings · 
Communications 
Miscellaneous public improve-

ments • ... 
. Discretionary grants for minor 

works to certain Heads of 
Departments ••• 

Reserve 

(ii) Repairs-
Civil Buildings 
Communications .... 
Miscellaneous ; public' 

ments . 

(iii) Establishment 
(iv) Tools and plant 

improv~-
I 1'1 : 

Total 

51,20 

6o 

go,oo 

The provision of 51 ,20 for . " Original . Works '' is 
made up of 30,82 for works- m progress, 1o,68 for 
new major . works, 7 ,so for minor works: and 2,20 
for reserve. · ' · 

The grants of 10 and more in each case for major 
works in progress will·be spent chiefly on- ' 

· (i) Buildings at Na~absbah (1,05), Central Offices, 
Poona (gr), electric installation at Government 
House, Mah8.baleshwar · (88), distillery at 
Khcl.napur (so), additional bed-room1 and stair
case at Government House, Ganeshkhind (24), 
mamlatdars' kacheris at Honawar (24) and 
Mangaon (2o), new mukhtiarkar's kacheri at 
Mirokban (26), Gujarat survey record office at 
Ahmedabad (15), compound wall for the 
Revenue and Judicial buildings at Hyderabad 
(14), treasury rooin and office' at Alibag (12}, 
and exciselock-up at Bombay (1o); 

(ii) Hostel for.the Northcote High Schoo! at Sholcl.pur 
(49), new high school·. at Nasxk (4o), and 
agricultural college and hostel at Poona (27) ; 

(iii) New Small Cause Court, Bombay (2,oo), tem
porary Small Cause Court, Girgaon, Bombay 
(45), bungalow for. the Judicial ~ommission~r 
of Sind at Karachi (35), Subordrnate Judges 
Court at Aliba.g (2o), and new court-houses at 
Songad (15) and Mirpur KMs (1o); . 

(iv) Certain works at the Hou.se of ~orrection, Bom
bay (2o) . prison at Hmdalgx (2o), and com
pound w~ll round the District Prison, Dbarwar 
(14)i . 

(v) Head-quarter police .lines. at Shotapur (40) and 
Karachi (35), pohce. hnes at Sanghar (36), 
Umarkot (36) Matiarx (25), SUhadadpur (22), 
Jakhrao (19) 'sandra (17), Mirpur Sakro {13), 
Mehrabpur {12), SMdipali (to), M~n.dvi (Io), 
Rander (Io) and Bagalkot (to), ad?ttlo~s and 
alterations to the head-quarter pohce hnes at 
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Bijapur (30), new police lines and sub-inspect-
. or's quarters at Sirsi (22), buildings for. the 
head-quarter police at Thana (20)1 quarters 
for the railway police at Asarwa (17)1 and 
conversion of the head-quarter police 'lines into 

·quarters for the.city police· at Broach (ro); 

(vi) Additions and alterations to the old Government 
. House, Parel; to ·render it suitable for the 
· accommodation · of the Bacteriological Labora
tory (8o) 1 King Edward. Memoria! ~ospital at 
Sholapur (so), bungalow for the C1vll Surgeon 

. at Sholapur (12), and school . for training 
midwives and ·nurses at the Victori~ Jubilee 
Dispensary at Ahmedabad (12) ; 

(vii) Temporary Central Press . b~ilding on the 
1 Kennedy sea face (31)'; · buddmgs .for the new 

·Public Works "district at' Aliblig (30) 1 and 
Executive F;ngineer's · bungalow at Shohipur 
~~~)'; . ' ' . ,,_ 

(viii) Bridges at Mahuli (r,so), on the· Thana creek 

... 

·~ ·~ (so), MugutkMn-Hubli (42), over the ~alyan 
creek (37), at Kamatgi (2o) and at Aminhalli 
(16), roads ··from Indapur to Sangola (x,oo), 
from Savalvihir to Chas (so), from Pimpalner 
.to Shelbari (33), .from Lakh station to Kare
'gao~ ·and· thence· to· Belpimpalgaon. (3o), from 
; Bhatkalto Mysore:Frontier (2.S); from Vihigaon! 
to·Khod;Ua:(22),·fronr Mandv1 to ·Deogad (2o). 
and from Deolali to Belapur town· {I0)1 -in;1-. 
provements to the KhB.ndesh-Nizam Frontier 

.iroad) (1o); Sholapur-Akalkot·roa:d ('tg), Poona
Karakwasla ·road (x7t hnd ·.Dh~lia-Bhi.tsawal, 
road (12), diversion. ·of the Bombay-Agra road 

·.·near K~rla, 1(36), improving arid. mefallihg the 
,~albarpe,th•Ra~~harptir road (3o),·.~alyan-Shil , 
road '(28), ~ndgmg:the Poona-Sholapur road 

'(2o) 'and the· nallas on' Mabad-Nagothna road 
. i (2?)~ _Dran-Jasai .~?~d· (2o),'causeway~ over the 
.T,ap~l nea~ .. Bhu~awal (~?)' ~n'd ·at lfmgangaon 
·(~7), c~oss1~g·at Chehaq1, (q), Sadra-Dabhoda 
rpad (~o);,d!ps on Hatka~ba:-Po~a~purroad (1o) 

, and on P~h~Phonda road;(ro), · wat~r-ways be
., h!een .. ~~ngangaon an,d ~e~bu~m· (10), and 
· w~denmg ··the · Bombay-:Agra· · road between 
TUna and· Kurla (10); and ' . 

.' ; : • ·, ! • ~ :,' .r ~ I ' t . ' ( . . .. • . . ~ ) : ' ' 

!(i~) .~e~ne.~y. sea face i~prov~m~f!ts, Bombay (2~so), · 
/ ,: • 

1
• andy1~ap~r Ta~~ (2o). . ''· 

Among the new major works the most important 
are_;, · ' · . 1 

(i) Acquisition of bungalows Nos. 5 and 181 Queen's 
Gardens, Poona .(65), acquisition of additional 
land and bungalows near, and sewerage in the 
compound of, the new Central Offices, Poona 
(6o), revenue offices at Satara (25), bonded 
w~~ehou~e~ at Bassein (2~) and Bardoli (14), 
ClVll buddmgs 'at Karachi (2o), mamlatdar's 
kacheri at Balsad (2o), bungalows for the 
As~istant Collector at Ahmednagar (2o), and 
for the Collector of Belgaum (1o) ; 

(ii), Buildings for the Judicial Department at 
· Larkana (46), record room for the District 

· C~urt! DMrwar (28), bungalows for the 
D1stn~t Judges at Shohipur (25), Dhulia (2o) 
and B1japur (1o), and court-house at Dahiwadi 
(10); ' . ' 

.(iii) Jail at .J\ndheri (x,oo) i 

.(~y) Ra~'Ya~ police li.nes . at Dadar (5o}! police
, : bulldmgs 1 at M1rpur Khas (22), pohce lines 

at Jherruck (xg), Urkana (17) and Kingri (17),. 
additions and alterations to the office of the
Deputy Superintendent of Police, Poona (r5),. 
can.ton~ent p:.>lice lin~s, Poona (tS), and rural 
pohce hnes a:t Karacht (12}: 

(v) Out~patients dispensary at the J. J. Hospital, 
Bombay (so),' Chemical Analyser's Laboratory, 
Bombay (2o), bungalows for the Director of 
Vaccine Depot, Belgaum (2o) and the Civil 
Surgeon, 'Dhulia (18), electric installation· at 
the Grant Medical College (13)-, and purchase 
of a . bungalow Ior the nurses· at the CiviL 
Hospital, DhB.rwar (12); 

, (vi) A.Ite'r~tions t~ ~he Government Central Press (so),. 
. · new ·press and quarters at Yeravda (So),. 

· workshop near the Agricultural College, Poona, 
for training· agriculturists in the' use of oil-· 
engines and pump (n) ;· 

(vii) Bridge ?ver the Tapti on the Bombay-Agra road: 
. ' ·' ' (50) ; and --. · . . · · 

. ( v~ii) Working boring plant. for the .. Sanitary Engineer 
; ' 1 ·: (6o)'. · · · · · • · · ·:. · · 

•.· 

R. A. LAMB. 



STATEMENT A . 
. Statement showing Provinet'al Revenue and Expenditure by .A-Iajor Heads for the years 1913-13, 1913-14 ana 1914-r.S. 

~ [in thau·sands of ruptes.) 
~------~,------~~~~~~~----~--~~----~~~------~~~~--71~--~TIN~ .. ~~h-~llr---------------------------------~l------~l------~~----~lr-
r-:;; .iumbur of\ MaJ··or Heads of R.e·venut. I Accounts, 1 Budget, \ Revised, -~ Budget,~- --~T--, Major Heads of Expenditure. I Account9, I Budget, Revised, I Budget, 
0 A~~~:i~ - _,_. ~ ., ~ ~ -· --- ' 191:·19t:J.I ~91J-1914y91:J-1_9•4·; T914-1915· A~~~~t 19U·191:J. 191J•l914· 1913·1914. 1914·1915· 

··~~·:~ J 2,og,:J21 2,~:·~~ I. 2,~~·!~ I Refundsand Drawbacks ... j .~·~~ I y~·:: I .:·:~ i 5,61 

JV 

v 
VIII 

!X 

X 

Xll 

XVI-A 

XVJ-B 

xvu 
XVIII 

XIX 

XX 

XXI 

xxu 
XXIII 

XXY 

XXIX 

XXIX 

XXX 

XXXI 

~W•"'I gti,39 ~u,.):. ~vJ•·u. ~ Assignments and Com· f Cash ••• ·-•~' ·~·-~ .. "'t,:f"t' ::4,!:!2 

t,o2,5S 27,33 27,48 28,54 pensations. (.Alienations 8:J,Oo 83,40 8J,5lll 83,88 

L . -
·Land Revenue 

::: I 
and adjust• 

·stamps 

E.zcis'e 

Assessed Taxes 

Forest 

·Registration 

Interest 

Law ·and Justice-Courts of Law 

Do. +Jails 

Police 

Ports and Pilotage 

Ed-.ication 

Medical 

Scientific'and other Minor Depart"menls 

Reeeipts i11 aid <:~f superannuation 

Stationery-and Printing 

Mi:teellaneous 

lrrigation-Portion of Land Revenue ·ciue 
lr,igation. 

Irrigation-Major W-orks-Direct Receipts 

to 

Irrigation-Minor W arks and N a,;igation~Public, 
Works Department. 

2,I2,~7 

.28,74 

49.9:3 

7,82 

10,12 

1,o:a 

41,50 

41,50 

S,oo 

7,15 

1,oo 

5.34 

2,.SS 

8,10 

15,15 

,,So 

5.44 

2,55 

1,20 

43.85 

1,0~ 

.2,6o 

3,90 

s,os 

1,74 

..• 
(Civil Department •.• I to· 8 

Civil Works ~ l 
·12 Ill 

I {Pol>lk WoW Dop•rtm~•···I __ '_·_S8-~:---5-·9_o_~l---6-,s-o_J 2,2
7.1 

7 ..... 1 7~~·· 7 . .,.,,,17~····11 ,._~_.o_s_.9_2_! r,6S,os : 1:79:75 I 1,82,01 I 
... 1 9;04,73 \ 9,03,64 \ 9,50.48 ] 9,40,93 1 

Total 

0 pening Balance 

Grandtotai 

3 

6 

7 
10 
11 

·12 

13 
-18 

Xg~A 

-19-B 

:ao 

43 

Land Revenue {
Cash •.. 76,54 75,04 75,17 83,15 
Alienations 7,70 · 7191 7,83 7,78 

Stamps 

Excise 

Assessed Toes 

Forest 

:Registration 

Interest on Ordinary Debi: 

General Administration 

·Law and Justice-Courts of Law 

·oo. -Jails 

Police 

Pc:t: =.nd Pi!cb::.ge
Education 

Medical 

Political 

{
Cash 

Alienations 

Scientific and other Minor Departments 

'Superannuation Allowances and Pensions 

-Stationery and Prtnting 

Miscellaneous 
'Reduction or Avoidance of Debt .•• · 

·Subsidized Companies-Land 

I • t' .M· . W .,_{WorkingEzpenses rr1ga 1on- aJor or .. ~ 
. . Interest on Debt 

lrrig~tion...:.Minor Works{ Civil Department ••• 
and._Naviga.tion, Public Works Department.,. 

1,19 1,19 1,23 1,23 

to,So n,26 10,92 11,81 

6o 711. 72 85 
26,93 26.40 .25,40 25,68 

3,72 3.15:7 3.69 3,911 

7•97 8,41 ii,4B 7,83 

17,91 18,79 !9,75 18,8o 

56,69 58,72 56,84 57ASI 
·12,01 

97•16 
·s,r7· 

!is 
61,'35 
2:!,"50 

4,21 

10,26 

33>48 

13,59 

6,36 

IJ170 

8,1J 

10,37 

5 
15,67 

u,so 111,98 12,36 

·96,48 95,83 1,01,80 

5,os 5,17 5,15 

95,25 

48,96 

5,46 
13,37 

35,00 

12,47 

4.95 
13170 

3 
,,so 

I r,u 
20 

16,oo 

76,6o 

27,70 

4·83 
n,!is 
36,oo 

13,64 

5,37 
13,70 

8,89 
ro,66 

6 

16,36 

1,02,76 

49,05 
5,48 

14.29 

37.75 
15,ot 

I C . "l W k. f Civil Department ... I 44 lVI or s ... 
· , Public \Vorks Dapa..-tm~mt ••• 

1 

14,241 
t:z,., ~. 

8,721 
Qt;nn :~·~~I 

7,18 
13,70 

5 
,,72 

u,slll 

10 

r6,so 
8,~9 

·--.JJ.V4" -u,~- Yl•"'"" ~...,,...,.., 

Total 7,24,98 7.87,14 ,,css,47 8,liJ13D 

1.70,?~ 1,16. ~0 1.82.01 1.17.6.1 

... ~ 
···1 ··-·-~---1-1-

... 1 9,04,,3 1 9,03,64 1 9,so,48 1 

Closing Balance 

Grand total 
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STATEMENT B. 

Statement showing by major heads the ordinary and special or non·recurting Provincial 
revenue and the opening hala1tce as estimated in the budget f~r ·1914·1 5· 

[In thousands of rupees,] 

No. of Budget, Account Receipts. Ordinary. Special. Remarks. 
Head, 1914-15. 

3 4 s 
I 

. . · { Provincial share ... 2,og,48 2,05,83 (a)3,65 (a) Collections of outstandings 
of previous years, 

I Land Revenue. Alienations . ... g6,8I 96,81 ... 
Fixed allotment and 

adjustments ... 28,54 14,69 (b) 13,85 (b)Assignments from Imperial 
revenues for special nco-

IV Stamps 
I 

43,85 43,85 
recurring objects, ... ... .. . - . .. . 

v Excise 2,27,00 2,27,00 \ 
I ... ... ... , ... 

VIII Assessed Taxes ... ... 3o,6s 30,65 . .. 
IX Forest . . . . .. ... 45.50 45,50 . .. 

I 

X Registration ... . ... ... 8,20 8,20 . .. 
XII Interest ... ••• . .. 14,ss 11108 3,5o 

XVI-A Law and Justice-Courts of. Law ... 7,6o 7,6o . .. 
XVI-B Do. -Jails 

(c) This is made up of-... • •• 3,05 3·05 . .. (i) 41168 Unexpended 
balance of the 

XVII Police ... ... ... 2,36 2,36 Imperial assign· ... ments given since 

XVIII· Ports and Pilotage 
the year 1911-12 ... ... 1,09 1,09 for recurring and . .. 
non-recurring ex-

XIX Education 5,21 5,21 
penditure on ... ... . .. . .. · education • · . (ii) z8,g6Unexpe

1
nded 

XX Medical ... ... . .. 2,6o 2,6o balance of the ... Imperial assign-

XXI Scientific .and other Minor Departments . 
ments given since 

1132 1,32 the year 191I·IIl ... 
for non-recurring 

xxu Receipts in aid of Superannuation, etc .... 3,90 3,90 expenditure on ... sanitation • 
(iii) IA7 Unexpended 

XXIII .Stationery and Printing ... ... 1122 1,22 balance of the . .. 
·Imperial assign• 

XXV . Miscellaneous ' 76 76 
ments for non· ... ... ... recurring expen• 
diture on Pare! 

xiux{ 
Irrigation-PortiQn of Land Revenue 13,02 13,02 ... Laboratory (69), 

due to Irrigation. on medical relief 
· (4o), and 011 

Irrigation-Major W o r k s-.D i r e c t s,os 8,o5 
agricultural and ... allied objects . Receipts. · 

(lv) 
. (38) j 

XXX Irrigation-Minor Works 
S,oo U.nexpen ded ... ... 1,74 1·74 . .. balance of the 

Imperial assign-

XXXI{ 
Civil 'Works-Civil Department ... 12 12 ment for non• ... recurring discre-

Do -Public Works Department. 
tionary expendi· 

2,27 2,27 ture· ... (v) l,oo lmp;rial assign· 

Total 
.... · ment made in ... 7.sB,92 7·37.92 21,oo 19U·I2 for the 

Royal Visit Com· 
Opening Balance ... 118.2101 x,og,g(J (t)721II 

memoration 
Building in Born--- b~y. 

Grand total 9,40,93 8,47,82 -.... 9J,U Total 72,11 



No. of 
Account 

Head. 

I 

2 

3 

6 

7 

IO ' 

II 

12 

'3 

18 

rg-A 

19-B 

20 

21 

22 

.24 

.25 

26 

29 

30 

32 

36 

40 

42 

43 

45 
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STATEMENT C. 
Statement showing by major heads the recurring and non-recurring Pr(Jl)i1tcia! 

expenditure provided in the budget estimates for 1914;.15. 
[ In thousands of rupees.] 

Budget; Permanent Fluctuating Total 
Expenditure, 1914·15. recurring. recurring. recurring. Non-recurring. 

3 4 s 6 7 ' 

Refunds and Drawbacks . . . s,67 ... 4,93 4193 I 74 

Assignments and Compensations ... 98,1o 9],82 16 97,98 12 

Land Revenue . .. ... 89,93 73,79 g,ss 83,64 6,2g 

Stamps ... ... I12J 33 84 1117 6 

Excise ••• . .. I J18I g,84 r;os 10,92 Bg 

Assessed Taxes ... ... 8s s8 20 78 1 

Forest . .. ... 25,68 I2,8o 10,87 23,67 210I 

Registration • J,92 3,42 39 3,81 ... . .. II 

Interest 011 Ordinary Debt ... 7,83 6,so 1,33 7,83' ... 
General Administration ... 18,8o 14,92 2,99 17,91 8g 

Law and Justice-Courts of Law ... 57,49 49,19 6,84 56,o3·. 1,46 

Do. -Jails ... 12,36 4,II 7,68 ll,79 51 

Police ... ... 1,o6,95 91,72 12,36 1,04,08 2,87 

Ports and Pilotage ... ••• 2,88 52 25 77 21II 

Education ... ... r,o2,76 54,09 15,40 6g,49 33·2 7 

Medical ... ... 49,05 25,50 8,19 33,69 15,36 

Political ... . .. 5,48 4,74 62 . s,J6 12 

• 
Scientific and other Minor 

ments. 
Depart- 14,29 7,46 3,52 ro,g8 3·31 

Superannuation Allowances and 37,75 36,59 1114 37,73 2 
Pensions. 

Stationery and Printing ... xs,oz 2,25 11,04 IJ,2'9 I,p 

Miscellaneous ... . .. 7,18 1,64 4,52 6,16 x,oz 

Reduction or Avoidance of Debt . . . 1J170 • •• . .. ... 13170 

Subsidized Companies-Land ... 5 .... . ... ... 5 

Irrigation- {Working Expenses. 1,12 6,93 6t 7,54 r8 
Major \Vorks. Interest on Debt , .. 11,52 I 1152 ... II152 ... 

{Civil Department ... 10 ... 5 ·5 5 
I r r i g a tion- I g6 · MinorWorks. Public Works De- 16,so I I 182 3,72 15,54 

partment. ' 

{Civil Department ... 8,6g 7,61 6 7.67 r,oz 

Civil Works... p bl' W k D 38,8o !7,00 5s,so 34,20 u 1c or s e- go,oo 
partment. -- 5,74,491--;;~ Total ... 8,23,30 ],00,13 1,23,17 

• 
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NOT~ I,_:_ The non-recurring expenditure shown in column 7 
the following items, which are covered by special receipts:- . 

is inflated by 

37·,84 for increased expenditure on education, sa?itati.on, 
medical rtlief, and the Bombay Bactenolog1cal 
Laboratory · 

13,70 for reduction .or avoidance of debt 
8,oo lump provision out ot the s~ec~al assignment of 

12,00 in aid of general Provmctal r.esour~es 
38 for expenditure on aO'riculture and alhed obJects 

0 v . 15 for expenditure connected with the Factory enb· 
. lation Com mit tee 

· 6o,o7 Total. 

met from the 'grants 
made for the pur
pose from _Imperial 
revenue. 

The balance of non-recurring expenditure which i~ I?et from. ordinary .revenues 
amounts to 63,10 {including 1,5o orr account of mdtrect famme expendtture) as 
shown below : ......... 

Total non-recurring ·expenditure 
Deduct non-recurring expenditure met from special receipts ... 

• Balance ... 63, to 

NOTE 2.-Column 5 represents 'the minimum expenditure ·on account of it.ems 
(like temporary establishments, plague allowance, contingencies, and supp~ies and 
services) for which provi5ion has to be made every year, but of which the amount 
varies from year 'to year. The lowest figure .in the "Budget Estimates~ 
19144 ·15,'' 11 Revised Estimates, 1913·14,'' "Budget ~stimates, 19i3-14,'' and 
"Accounts, I9L2·IJ," has generally been taken as the minimum recurring ·charge 
for each item, and the total of all such items is entered under column · 5 again!: t 
the major head concerned. ·The difference between the total budget provision 
for such items and the minimum recurring charge entered in .column 5 .is taken 
as non-recurring, and this, together with the provision for purely temporary 

·objects, ·has been dassed as non-recurring and entered in column :7. This 
method is adopted in the case o£ all major heads, except 29, Superannuation 
Allowances and Pensions, J6, Reduction or Avoidance of Debt, 42, Irrigation
Major Works, 43, Irrigation-Minor Works (Public Works Department), .and 
45, Civil Works (Public Works Department) . . In the case of 29, Superannuation 
Allmiances and Pensions, the provisions for commuted ·value .of pensions, 
gratuities and refunds are classed as fluctuating recurring, while all other 
itetns are · treated as ··permanent :recurril)g. The ·whole provision under 
36, Reduction or . ·Avoidance of Dt!hi is treated as non-recurring, ·while 
that un.der 42, Irrigation-Major Works-Interest on Debt is classed 
as permanent recurring. Under the · heads 42, Irrigation-Major Works- . 
Working Expenses, and 43, Irrigation-Minor Works (Public 1-Vorks Depart. · 
ment), ·the provision on account of ordinary .repairs, ·establishments, ·and tools 
and plant is classed as permanent recurring, the provision for special repairs 
and the minimum· provision· considered absolutely necessary for works in progress, 
new works, disc~etionary grants and r~serve is .classed as fluctuating recurring, 
and the balance 1s classed as non-recutrmg .. Under the head ·45. Civil Works 
(Public Works Department),. the provision on account of repairs, establish
ments, and tools and plant . ts classed as permanent · re·curring, the minimum 
provision considered absolutely necessary for works in progress,. ·new ~works 
discretio~ary grants a~d ·reser~e 'is clas~ed ·as fluct~ting 're~urring. 'and . th~ 
balance JS cl~ssed as noq-recurnng, · · · · · 
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REPORT OF THE SELECT COliMITTEE APPOINTED TO 
CONSIDER BILL NO. 1 OF 1914. 

(An .J.ct (urtke1· to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901.) 

WE the undersigned, :Members of the Select Committee to whom the Bili 
further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, has been referred, 
nave carefully examined the Bill and have the honour .to report as follows:-

While adhering to the main principles of the Bill, ·we hav:e made several 
. . important modifications. They relate principally to 

Important modificatH>ns. the appointment and powers .of the Municipal 
. t f th M . Commissioner. ·In the Bill as introduced, the Governor 

App01Iltmen o e um• • C '1 d t • t M • • 1 • 1 Commissioner. m ounc1 was empowere . o appom a ummpa 
clpa Commissioner for a municipal district which contain's 
a population of 150,000 inhabitants. As this limit would at present include 
only one city, namely Ahm~dabad, i~ is, in. our o~inio~, to~ high. In. the 
.ame:uded Bi11 the Governor In Counml may, If he thmks 1t desirable, appomt a 
Municipal Commissioner-

(a) for a municipal district which contains a population of not less 
tl1an 100,000 ·inhabitants, thus including Ahmedabad, Karachi, Poona 
City and Surat ; and 

(b) for any other municipal district, on the application of a majority 
of the whole number of the councillors. This provision will enable im
portant municipalities, such as those of Sholapur, Hyderabad and Hubli, 
to apply, if so disposed, for the services of a Municipal Commissioner. 

2. In order to safeguard the powers of general control and supervision of 
. . . the municipality we have inserted in the Bill some 

Sa.fegnar~.og ~he prlVlleges provisions limitin()' the powers of the Municipal 
of the mum.01pahty. • • o , 

Commissioner. It has been provided, on the one 
band, that the municipal government of a municipal district vests in the· 
municipality, and, on the other hand, that the executive power, subject to· 
various reservations, vests in the Municipal Commissioner. (Clause 9.) In order· 
to avoid the evils of dual control and conflict of authority it was decided after 
discussion to provide for the transfer of the executive and administrative 
functions of the President to the Municipal Commissioner. (Clause 10.) Power· 
bas been given to the municipality, as in Bombay, to require the MunicipaL 
Commissioner to furnish them with returns and reports on any matter appertain·· 
ing to municipal administration. (New section 186F.) The most effective· 
control of the municipality over the Municipal Commissioner in the disoharge· 
.of his executive duties lies in the retention of the :financial powers with the 
municipality. The liunicipal Commissioner will have to work within the 
budget allotments, and will have no power to vary or alter the budget sane· 
tioned by the municipality under section 169 {2). 

3. It has been made clear that the Governor in Council may appoint a 

Sal d 
m £. ,"'. • person other than a salaried servant of Government 

aryan owce o JJJ.UDl.. t b 1\lr • • 1 C • • (N t' 186D cipa.l Commissioner. o e a JlJ.UU!Clpa ommissioner. .L ew sec 10ns · . 
and 186E.) If three-fourths of the whole number 

• of councillors petition for the removal of the Municipal Commissioner, the 
·Governor in Council will remove him from office. [New section 186B (!3).] 
In the Bill as introduced it was contemplated that a Municipal Commissioner· 
might also hold ·t~e appointment of officer in charge of the City Sur!e! Office· 
or any other appo1ntment of the like character. But we are of opm10n that 
be should hold no appointment other than that of :Municipal Commissioner. 
Before leave of absence can be granted to the Municipal Commissioner the 
assent of the municipality must be obtained. [New section 1860 (1).] 

JI 41-121 
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4. The powers of the Municipal Commissioner have been set forth in 
detail with several important safeguards. (New 

Limitations. ?nthe pow~rs section 186G.) Ftom the list of executive powers 
"()~ the Mnn1o1pal Comm1s· h 1 d d th whi'cb in our opinion oull'ht 
610ner. we ave exc u e ose , . . , 7 • 

more appropriately to be retamed · w1th ~he mumCl· 
pality, for instance, powers in regard to bathing. plac.es under ~ect10n ~33, the 
-<!onsumptio.n of smoke under section 138, the hcensmg, openmg, closmg a~d 
.lettinO' of markets and slauO'bter-houses under sections 139 and 140, and In 
reom·d to overcrowded areas ~nder section 149. The safeguards which we have 
Jlr~vidcd are mainly ·that certain powers, for instance powers in regard to 
st1·eets, are not t() be exercised by the Municipal _co~missioner exc~pt subject 
to the ordel's or ":ith the approval of the municnpahty; t?at he will have no 
}lower to make rules and by-laws; and that he must obtain. the approval of 
the municipality before he can direct prosecutions for certai.n grave offences · 
under the M unioipal .Act.. The powers pf the Municipal Commissioner to 
appoint persons ~o posts under the municipality have been restricted t~ pos~s 
the monthly salary of which does not exceed rupees one hundred, while his 
powers of dismissing municipal· servants have . been still further restticted. 
(New section lSqJ.) He is given no power whatever over school masters and 
teachers working under the municipality (new section 186K). He cannot 
-enter into any contract affecting immoveable property without the approval 
()f the municipality, while, in regard to other contracts, the pecuniary limits 
of his powers have been fixed at a lower scale than in the original Bill (new 
section 186N). · · 

5. After discussion we have decided, by a majority of six: to three, to 
: . retain the residential qualifications of vot~rs and 

-caSi~~!~ahons of voters and candidates for election (Clause. 3). This restriction 
· · · of municipal franchise is in accordance with sections 9 

(c) and 11 (b) of the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882 (45 and 46 Viet., c. 50), 
and Bection lOA (1) (c). of the Madras District Municipalities Act, 1884. A 
distinction has been drawn between those who are qualified as voters or 
candidates by the possession of certain personal qualifications and those who are 
so qualified by paying taxes. The former are required to be residents of the 
m_un~oipal di~ti·ict, the ~at~er may reside either in t~e municipal district or 
with~n. two miles of the hmits thereof. We have provided, as in many other 
mumcipal ensctments, that no one can be a councillor unless he is at the same 
time .en~oll~d ~s ~ ~oter; and that one. represent~tive of a company or other 
aEsociahon of mdiVIduals so enrolled wlll be qualified to be elected a councillor. 
!Clause 4). 

6~ We have carefully conRidered a representation received from the 
Karachi Municipality to embody in the Bill a clause 

. ~~pr~sent~~i~n !rom ~he on the lines of section 12 (2) (d) of the Municipal 

.Xaracb1 .'Mumotpabty asking Corporations Act 1882 t' f d' I" 
:for the removal of the dis· • · '· '· exemp mg rom Isq ua l• 
qualification of certain conn· fic~t10n for. a councillorship a person'' having a share 

vcillors. or lD~e!est,ln any ~Om_Pany Which contracts with the 
. . . . mum01pahty for lig~~mg or supplying with water. or 
1nsurmg agamst fire any part of ·the mumc1pal district". We consider on 
. the OI\e ~and, that it w~uld be anomalous to single out these three classe~ of. 
compames for preferential treatmen~, and, on the other hand that to extend 

. such treatment to all registered companies having dealinll's 'with the muni~ 
-c~palit~ wo~d be too liberal. ~he pr.esent provision. h' to exempt from. 
disqualificatiOn only· shareholders m regiStered compames (vide proviso (ii) 
to clause (f) of sub-section {1) of section 15). We notice that this principle is 
followed both in the Madras District Municipalities Act, 1884, section lOA (1) 

'(g), and in the Madras City Municipal Act, 1904, section 34 (1) (b) (iii). We 
are not in favour of any change in this matter. · · 
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7. ""'"'e have modified the provision in the Bill regarding resignation· of· 
R . t' £ c ·u his office by a councillor, and have provided that he 

• esigna Ion ° onnm ors. should be allowed to resign at any time by giving 
notice in writing (Clause 6). . 

s. We have restricted pro~ecutions for corrupt J?ractices at elections by 
. providmg. that such prosecutiOns ~annat be initiated 

Pr?secnttons for corrupt except w1th the previous sanction or on the com• 
practices. plaint of a Judge empowered to try an election 
petition. Further, such offences are not to be triable by a criminal Court of a .~ 
lower rank than a }fagistrate of the First Class (Clause 8). 

9, It has been made the duty of municipalities to prescribe the regular 
. . line of every public street (Clause ::!3). Unless the 

The regnlar lme of a. pubho line is authoritatively prescribed, the risk of en .. 
street. croachments on public streets will continue unabated 
and it will be difficult to dispose of applications for building in the vicinity of 
public streets on uniform or satisfactory principles. Although. by section 297 
(3) of the City of Bombay Municipal Act, 1888, a Municipal Commissioner is 
empowered to permit a person in special circumstances to construct a portion 
of-a building within the regular line of a street, we think it would be better to 
give no authority even to the municipality to do so in mofussil' municipalities, 
following in this respect section 16-1! of the Madras District Municipalities Act, 
1884. Cases of hardship can be avoided by the power of the municipality to 
prescribe a fresh line in substitution of a line previously prescribed. If the 
municipality make default in performin.g this duty, the necessary action can be 
taken by Government under section 178 to enforce its performance. 

10. Under section 22 (2) of the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, 
the decision or order of a Judge in an inquiry into 

. A~~eals . !rom rJ:dge~ the validity of an election is conclusive. Our 
~!~i~:g m 0 :a 1 

Y 
0 attention has been drawn to the fact that in England 

· appeals lie to tha High Court on points of law 
involved in election petitions. [Vide section 93 (7) and (8) of the Municipal 
Corporations Act, 1882.] 'Ve recommend that seotion 22 of the Bombay 
District Municipal ~ct, 1901, be amended. so as to admit of appeals on points 
of. law to the High Court from the orders of ~ udges in such inquiries. The 
period allowed for appeal may ·be a short one.. As the proposal affects· the 
jurisdiction. of the High Court we have not dealt with it in the 
present Bill. . 

11. We have considered clauses 22 and 23 of the original Bill whereby 
it was intended to make it clear that a Chief Officer, 

Powe.r of the m'!-nicipality Health Officer or EnO'ineer appointed in accordance' 
to pnmsh the Ch1ef Officer, 'th · • · f 0 G 1' bl 
Health Officer or Engineer. Wl a reqU1s1t10n rom . overnment was not 1a e 

to be in any way punished or dismissed by the 
municipality under section 182 (2). But we think· th:tt it is not necessary to 
make any distinction in this respect between officer3 appointed at the 
requisition of Government and officers appointed by the municipality of their · 
own accord,. and that if three· fourths of the whole number of councillors desire 
to remove any such officer, there cannot be much objection to his removal. 
Olauses 22 and 23 of the original Bill have, therefore, been omitted. 

12. The following notes are added on the most important clauses of the 
Bill in the order in which they appear:-
Clause of Bill. Section of Act. · 

B 12, Expl. 2. 

13A. 

As in Bombay; a person who pays no tax: other than the 
tax on vehicles and animals plying for hi;e or kept for the 
purpose of being let for hire will not be ~uahfied to. be a. voter. 

The proviso removes a doub~ wh1ch has ar1sen m the 4 

5(2) 
construction of section 12. · · 

15(1}(/) (vi). A councillor who purchases !rom. the !llunicipality any 
article whether or not it is an art1cle m wh1ch he regularly 
trades: subject to certain pecuniary limits, should be exempted 
from disqualification. 



Cause of :Bill. 
6(1) 

7 

10 

11 

18(1) 

20 

21 

25 

32 

.. 

••• 

..... 

Seotion of Act. 
15(2)(e). 

22(1A). 

24n). 

26A. 

63(2). 

81 A. 

83 (2A). 

142 (1) .(6). 

. 160 A. 

'186 .B (1). 

186 ·n (3). 

186 E (1). 

186 G. (2). 
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We have adopted the simple rule which has worke~ 'Yell 
in :Bombay, in regard to prolonged absence from mumCipal 
meetings. ' 

The time allowed to the Collector to question the validity 
of an election has been reduced from two months to one month. 

There was some difference of opinion on the question 
whether the duty of t~e Pr.esident to "wat~h. ov~r t~e ?nanci~l 
and executive admimstrat10n of the mummpahty, In part1 .. 
cular should be transferred to the Municipal Commissioner or· 
not. ' We decided, by a majority of seven t~ three, in favour 
of the clause as it appears in the amended B1ll. , 

As in :Bombay, :the Municipal Commissioner has been 
given the right to be present. and ~~ sp~a~ at. municip~l 

·meetings but not to vote. This provision, 1t IS believed, will 
conduce to harmony in the 1·elations between the municipality 
and their chief executive Officer. 

As the power of tpe municipality to assess the amount of 
taxes on property has been delegated to the · Municipal 
Commissioner by section 186G, he has been specifically 
empowered to inspect such property. 

The proviso, in the corresponding clause of the original 
Bill, requiring the previous sanction of the Commissioner to 
the lease· of the levy of any toll has been deleted, as it would 
lead to correspondence and delay. Another proviso enabling 
the municipality to apply to a Magistrate for the summary 
recovery of sums payable by the lessee has also been deleted, 
as the relations between the municipality and the lessee are 
contractual and should be left to the protection of the ordinary 
civil law in regard to the enforcement o£ contracts. 

The power of a municipality to address a warrant, for an 
amount due, to the Municipal Commissioner for the City of 
Bombay would be useful to municipalities near Bombay, such 
as the Bandra Municipality. 

Power is given to the Municipal Commissioner to destroy 
any article which is of a perishable nature, if it is unfit for 
food or drink • 

If any dispute arises in regard to the costs or expenses 
fixed by the municipality, it will be open to the party who 
deems himself aggrieved to appeal to a Magistrate under 
section 86, as in the case of other notices of demand, 

The object of the amendment is to give a certain amount 
of latitude to the Governor in Council when the time comes to 
extend the term of office of a Municipal Commissioner. . 

Although it is desirable that the Municipal Commissioner 
sho~ld feelreasonably secure in his appointment, it is not 
desirable that he should be entirely independent of the good 
will of the councillors as a body. 

The rules regulating the amount of the contribution for 
the pension and leave allowances of the Municipal Commis .. 
sioner are contained in Chapter XXXIX of the Civil Service 
·Regulations. Briefly stated, the contribution is levied at the 
rate of five-sixteenths, in the case of a Government Officer 
lent from o~e of the "European Services", and at the rate of 
one·fourth, mother cases, of the assumed pay of the officer. 
In ret~rn. for these _contributions : Government accept the 
respons1bhty for the officer's leave allowances of all· kinds and 
for his pension calculated on hi~ sanctioned salary. 

Th~ powers delegated to the Municipal Commissioner by 
the sectw~s here. set forth may be conveniently grouped under 
the followmg mam heads :- , 

Powe:s in respect ~£-
(I) the assessment of municipal taxes; 

(ii) octroi and tol1; 



Clause of Bit', Section of Act. 

... 

.... 

••• 

.. , 

... 

... 

1811G (2) 
proviso (a). 

186G (2) 
proviso {d). 

186H.: 

186K. 

186M (1). 

186N (c) 
and (d). 

1! 41-122 
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(iii) the recovery of municipal claims; 
(iv) streets; 
{v) buildings; 

{vi) drainage; 
(vii) external structures; 

(viii) public health, safety and convenience; 
(ix) prevention of nuisances; 
(x) sale of food; 
(xi) dangerous diseases; 

(lii) control of certain special nuisances; 
(xiii) service of notices; and. 
(xiv) prosecutions. 

In regard to public streets the Municipal Commissioner in 
the mofussil will have less power than the Municipal Commis· 
sioner in Bombay. In Bombay he is empowered to widen, 
edend or otherwise improve streets if the aggregate cost is 
Rs. 5,000 or less, and, subject to certain restrictions, he is
further invested with power to acquire premises for the· 
improvement of public streets (vide sections :.l89 (2) and 296· 
of Bom. III of 1888). · 

It may be observed that section 161 does not give power· 
to prosecute persons offending against the provisions of Acts. 
other than the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901, except in. 
the case of public nuisances. In such cases the power of the· 
municipality to prosecute is not delegated to the Municipal 
Commissioner. · 

The object of this section is to provide that when a,. 
municipal officer or servant is invested with any power, the 
Municipal Commissioner, who is his superior, shall also be
dee·med to have been invested with Stich power. The' provision 
'vould be particularly useful in the interval, which may be & 

long one, between the appointment of the :Municipal Commis
sioner and the revision of the municipal rules framed under· 
section 46 {b) (i). 

It is desirable that schoolmasters and teachers in· 
municipal schools should not be subject to two authorities. 
As the Schools Committee are generally composed of mea.. 
specially selected for their interest in educational matters, they 
~:~hould continue to be .responsisble for the management of 
municipal schools. 

The Municipal Commissioner will not be empowered to 
delegate any of his powers, duties or functions except with the 
sanction of the munbipality. In this respect we have gone 
further than the corresponding provisions in the Bombay, 
Calcutta and Madras City Municipal Acts which do not require 
the sanction of the municipality. 

In the case of every lease of immoveable property for a 
term exceeding seven years and of every sale or other transfer 
of such property the previous sanction of the Commissioner is 
required by section 40 (2). Contracts in regard to removeable 
property may well remain subject to the sanction of the· 
municipality and the Commissioner. It may be observed that' 
provisions of section 40 (3} will be applicable even to contracts" 
which are within the pecuniary limits of the powers of the 
Municipal Commissioner. 
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The word "municipality u has peen Sllhstituted for 
''Managing Committee " because c.ertmn co~ tracts relate to 
the special sphere of duty of executive committees other than 
the Managing Committee. 

(Signed) P. D. PATTANI •. 
( IJ ) G •. s. CURTIS. 
( ,, ) R. P. BARROW. 
( ,, ) CHINUBHAI :MADHAVLAL • 

. ( , ) S. K. RODDA. 
( ,, ) C. H. SETALVAD. 
( , ) HARCBANDRAI VISHINDAS. 
( ,, ) V. 1. PATEL 

(aubject to a minute of dissent). 
( , ) G. K. SATHE 

(Bu~ject to a mintlte of tliaaenl). 
( , ) RAFIUDDIN AHMAt 

(subject to a minute of diBsent). · 

Minute qf dissent by the JI.onourable Mr. V. J. Patel. 
Clause 3 section 12 (2).-Under the City of Bombay Municipal Aot 

a person who;e name is entered on the roll is entitled to be a candidate and 
every person paying a qualifying tax, whether he resides within the limits of 
the· corporation or not, is entitled to be on the rolL The law on this point 
under the l3ombay- District Municipal Act, which came under amendment 
several times, has remained the same. The payer of a qualifying tax is, under 
the Act, entitled to be a voter ·as well as a candidate. I do not know what 
particular hardship is intended to be prevented by the proposed change. The 
Ron'ble B.ao Bahadur Sathe inouired in the Select Committee if there were 
-cases of Municipal Councillors ... elected from o:utside the limits of a Municipal 
.District who have neglected to do their duty but I am' glad to say none wa~ cited. 

· If the electors feel that a person, though residing outside the limits of a 
"Municipal District, will serve their interests better on the Board, I certainly 
object to any legislation which would have the effect of preventing them from 
.electing that person. It is, no doubt, generally true that a person residing 
within the Municipal limits could afford to devote more time to the Municipal 
vork than an outsider but we must riot lose sight of the fact that there are 
cases where outsiders are much more interested in the better administration of 
.a -Municipality and render more valuable assistance to the Board when elected, 
·than some of the residents themselves. . . 

Clause 7, section 22 (1) (.d).-The City of Bombay Municipal Act, 
:section 33, authorizes any person enrolled in the Municipal eJection roll to 
.question in a Court of law the validity of such election. There is no provision 
in·that·Act authorizing the Collector of Bombay or any other authority to take 
action to set aside any election. There is, to my mind, no reason why such powers 
should be given to Collectors in the moffusil. I quite a!!ree with the Hon'ble 
Rao Babadur Sathe -that during elections feelings of rivat parties go very hiooh 
.-and that by enacting this provision, the legislature will supply a very ea~y 
handle to scheming persons to move the Collectors with anonymous petitions. 
· · I, therefore, think that the executive authorities should not be empowered 

to interfere in matters of election and the cl~use must be dropped • 
. · Ola·use 8, section 22A {2).-Section 22 (4) which defines ''a corrupt 

practice'' uses the words "money or valuable consideration.'' It was suggested 
tor. the ·Select· Committee met to consider the Bill· which became Act III of 
1901 to insert the words "any gratification " between the words " money'' and 
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"'valuable consideration" but that suggest10n was negatived. I~ therefore, 
'think that the words" money or valuable consideration" be substituted for the 
words ''any gratification whatever other than legal remuneration'' in the 
·definition of corrupt practice under this section, thus bringing the penal clause 
-on a line with the Civil remedy. 

CHAPTER XIIIA. 

I am afraid I feel myself bound to raise a very strong protest against the 
p~ovisions of this chapter. My objections are:-

(1) The provisions of Aot III of 1901 are, in my opinion, adequate 
enough to work the present-day 1\;funicipalities with. efficiency. · 

(2) ThP.se provisions have not been given a full trial before they are 
proposed to be condemned. 

(3) The provisions of the amending Bill are of a distinctly retrograde 
character, and 

(4) The financial condition of the Municipalities affected by the 
Bill is not such as to bear the increased cost consequent on the employ
ment of a Municipal Commissioner. 

(1) One of the objects of the Bill seems to be to separate the executive 
from the deliberative functions of a Municipality and to vest the former in 
one person. I assume, for the purposes of this minute, that such a necessity 
has arisen but I contend that there are ample provisions in the e:Xisting Act t() 
enable this to be done. · 

Under section 37 a Municipality is authorized to delegate all or any of its. 
powers, duties or ex.e~utive functions to its President, Vice-President, Chairman 
of any Committee or one or more honorary Officers. If no ' proper person or 
persons could be found to undertake these duties, etc., the Municipality has, 
under section 182, a right to appoint a paid executive Officer who, when once 
appointed, carries with him cert!l.in statutory powers (vide sections 183 and 184). 
The Municipality is also authorized to delegate all or any of its powers or executive 
functions to such Officer. If any :Municipality fails to appoint a paid execu
tive office~ and the Governor·in .. Oouncil considers such appointment necessary 
they may require the ~Iunicipality to make such app:>intment (vide section 177 
(1) (i) ). If, after such appointment, the Uunicipality does not delegate certain 
powers or functions to him, the Governor-in-Council is empowered to require 
th~t Municipality to make the necessary delegation (cide section 177 (1) (ii).) 
I submit, therefore, that the provisions of the existin(J' law for this separation of 
functions and vesting the executive part of it in o~e person are more than 
adequate and there is thus no justification or necessity for the proposed legisla• 
tion on that ground. 

~2) It is again contended that the special provisions relating to the 
appomtment of a Chief Officer have proved unsuitable. I fail to see how? 
What trial has been given to them? The Act was passed in 1901 and most of 
th~ C!ty .Uuni~i~:dities have appointed Chief executive officers only recently. 
~t 1s, m my opm10n, too early to pronounce any definite judgment on the work· 
mg of these provisions . 

. The important question, however, is h how are the provisions. of this Bill 
an l~provernent on those of the existing Act so as to prove suitable to the 
growl~? vol~me a~d complexity of Municipal adn::inistration in tlt~ larg~st 
towns. ? l'he Bill attempts to separate ihe executive from the dehbe~a~1ve 
functiOns and to vest the former in one officer to be called a Murucrpal 
Co~missioner. The existing Act has already done so as. indicated above (vide 
s~t10!ls ~7, 177,182, 1B3 and lt:l4). The only important special feature of ~he. 
~1ll hes rn the. fact tbat it deprives the Municip.1lity of its right of . se~ectlng 
Its own executive officer on · such pay as it determine3 anrl ve~ts It ln the 
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Governor-in-Council. It is difficult to understand how this step willlea.d to · 
more efficient administration of moffusil Municipalities. · I 

· (3) The sole object of the policy inaugurated in 18 Blt w~s to ?-ain . up 
the people of this Presidency in the art of self-Governmenp. ~Ith thiS _obJect 
in view the then legislature left the executive and the de~beratt¥e functions of 
a Municipality to be performed by the Councillors •. Act III of 1901, so far as 
it permitted the Municipality to appoint an e1:ecub¥~ o~cer and to delegate 
to him all or any of its powers or functions, was not obJectionable. It, howev~r, 
went fcrther and gave very wide powers. of interferen~~ to. the Gove~or-m
Council by empowering them to reqmre a~y Mun~Cip~hty to appomt an . 
executive officer and to delegate its powers to hun. Th1s Bill goes still further 
and deprives- · 

(i) the Municipality of' its right. to select its own executive officer 
on such Ealarv as it determines; · 

(ii) the Municipality of its right to delegate such of its powers as are 
not vested in its Chief Officer under the existing law but are now proposed 
to be vested in the Municipal Comlllissioner under section 180-G of the · 
Bill; and 

(iii) the President of Lis rights under section 24 (B) and {C). 
These provisions, therefore, are of a most retrograde character. It is 

one thing not to be in-rested with powers. It is r€ally a different matter 
altogether to be deprived of the powers enjoyed for years. It is much to be 
regretted that the liberal policy of Lord Ripon's Go¥ernment is, instead of 
being expanded, attempted to be nullified by gradual encroachmenh on the 
rights and privileges of a sell·governing body by such legislation. 

(4} Now coming to the question of finances, I beg to say• that no 
moffusil Municipality except perhaps Karachi has arrived at that stage of 
financial capacity as to bear the _extra burden of cost consequent on the 
employment of a highly paid officer as a Municipal Commissioner who, as the · 
Hon'ble Sir . Pherozesha Mehta put it., ''should be a man of great probity, 
knowledge and experience". "If that.were not so," he says, cc the experiment 
is bound to prowe a worse failure than the present system in the mofinsil ,,_ 
Some other honourable members have also expressed a similar view. The 
Hon'ble Sardar Sir CLinubhoy, Bart., in his speech at the first reading has 
expressed misgivings as to the capacity of his Municipality to bear the extra 
cost and desired Government to pay two-thirds of the salary of the Municipal 
Commissioner and his pension and leave allowances as well ·n this is the case 
with a large Municipality like Ahmedabad, a fortiori the Municipalities like 
Poona, Surat, etc., whic~ ~e intended to be brought under the new law can
not be expected to undertake this burden of a highly paid officer. The Bill 
has passed the stage.of Select Committte and not only no statutory guarantee 
regarding the apportionment of the cost of the salary of the .Municipal Com
missioner has been given but the majority of the Select Committee have 
decided to throw the burden of the pension and the lea-re allowances of that 
officer also on the .Municipality. 

In conclusion, I beg t{) add that the tendency of making one man rule 
and centralizing all the powers in one paid officer virtually not amenable to 
the control of the body corporate is a retrograde step in these days of decentra
lizatio~. It will be. see~ f!om the vi~'!s of the ~ajority of the Select 
Committee that the Institution of Municipal Comnussioner is likely to be 
extended to certain Municipalities even smaller than that of Ahmedabad a:::.d 
it will be a financial disaster leading to inevitable retrenchment of expenditure 
on wo:rks of public utility or to enhanced taxation to lind ways and me3ns for 
the provision of the salary of a highly paid officer l7hich,.I presumes will never 
be less than Rs. 1,000 a month. I would, therefore, advocate for the protection 
of the ~tere.sts of the rate-payers as well as for the efficiency of the :Aiunicipal 
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administration, the utilization of the honprary services of non-official Presidents· 
or Vi'ce-President elected by the Municipality or nominated by the Government 
as the case may be. These office bearers have necessarily, under tJ:te ex:istinoo 
law, to be approved by Government and it ia. possible, if the principle of 
educating the people in self-Government is to flourish, to find suitable ~Presidenb 
or Vice-Presidents in City ~Iunicipalities to devote their leisure in exercising 
control over the executive administration. Is it not more . equitable to retain· 
the institution of a Chief Officer on its present basis and to add thereto the 
executive control of the President in whom·all or most of tlie residuary powers 
of the Municipality might be vested subject .to such .control of the body 
corporate as it is now intended to be retained even with reference to the ~Iuni· · 
cipal CommissLoner, than to employ a highly paid officer who will necessarily 
. delegate his statutory powers to lower subordinates? 

Without in any way committing myself to the principle of the appoint.:. 
ment of a Municipal Commissioner, l add the following notes on some of the 
clauses and sections dealing with the subject:-

186 (.J.) {1).-The Governor-in-Council may make an appointment of a 
Municipal Commissioner but they shall select a person for that appointment 
from amongst a list of at least three persons to be submitted to them by the 
Municipality concerned ~ithin a period to be fixed by them. If within the 
period so fixed, no such list is submitted, the Governor-in·Council may make. 
an appointment of any person it pleases. . 

186 (0) (1) ·-:-The employer must have an· effective voice in the determina· 
tion of the employee's salary. If, however, the proposed provisions as to the . 
unrestricted right of the Governor-in-Council to appoint any person it pleases 
as Municipal Commitlsioner remain as they are, I submit that a substantial 
portion of the salary of the officer so appointed must be borne by Government 
for .two reasons: (1) The Municipality loses and the Governor-in-Council gets 
the right. to select and appoint the officer and (2) the·moffusil Municipalities 
are unable to bear the extra burden of cost. 

· 186 (E).-If the power of appointment of a Municipal Commissioner is_ 
to vest in the Governor-in-Council. the whole of the pension and leave 
allowances must be borne by Government. This is so in Bombay and I see 
no reason why there should be a different rule· in respect of mofussil Muni ... 
cipalities which are comparatively very much poorer. It may be noted that 
this burden of pension and leave allowances of a salaried servant of the cadre 
of the Indian Civil Service is not a small burden inasmuch as the same 
amount would enable the !Iunicipality to employ a Chief Offiaer or a. 
Secretary.· . 

188 (J).-A. Chief Officer under the existing law has power to appoint any 
person to any post the monthly salary of which does not exceed Rs. 15 and to
fine, reduce, suspe~d, or d!smiss such person only. It is further provided in t~e 
Act that any order of pumshment other than a fine not exceeding one week s 
salary shall be subject to an appeal to the Municipality. I am of opinion that 
the power of a Municipal Commissioner should be limited to posts carrying a 
~onthly salary of Rs. 30 and his power of punishment should also be likewise 
limited. I am further of opinion that any order of punishment other than a 
fine not exceeding two weeks' salary should be subject to an appeal to the 
Municipality. 

Olause 9, section 28 ( A).-The words "except as in this Act otherwise 
e~pressly provided '' must be dropped. It is contended th~t. very' wide. e~ecu~ 
t1ve and other powers are given by the Bill to the Mumctpal Commtss1oner 
and .therefore the exception is necessary. I submit that though the powers are 
so g1ven under the Bill to the Municipal Commissioner, the .M:unicipal Govern· 
ment ~ust always remain vested in the :Municipality and the word~. are 
unmeamng and superfluous inasmuch as it is not intended that the Municipal 
Government shall, in any circumstances, vest in the Municipal Commissioner. , 

H 41-128 
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Clause 10, section 24 (Band 0).-The original Bill did not co~tain this 
clause and hence the question was not considered by the Counc1l at the 
:first reading. · 

These general powers to watch over t~e :financial and ex:ecutiv.e admini.s· 
tration and to exercise supervision ·and control, if allow~d to remam vest.e~ 1n 
the President, will be a very healthy check on the a~t10ns of the ~fume1pal 
servants. Even under the existing Act, although cer.ta1n statutorr po'Yers are 
given to the Chief Officer,. the powers under section 24 r.emam w1th the 
President and this arrangement has hitherto w~rked well. .I~ IS argued .th.at as 
certain powers under the Bill vest exclusively 1n th~ MuniCipal Comnus~Io?er 
it is desirable, in order to avoid conflict and obta1n harmony, that similar 
powers should not vest in anv other person. I regret I am unable to endorse 
this view. The President after all, is the head of the Municipality and the 
Municipal Commissioner 'must feel that there is at least one person in the 

. Municipality to supervise or control his doings.· · 
Clause 11, section 26 ( A.).-I object to the first part of the section which 

gives an absolute riO'ht to a Municipal Commissioner to be present at any 
meeting of the M unfcipality and to take part in the discussion thereat as a 
Councillor. Occasions may arise when it may Qe necessary or desirable to 
discuss certain matters in the absence of. the Municipal Commissioner. Indeed, 
to take an extreme case, the Municipality may be engaged in discussing the 
question of his removal and to say that he must have a right to be present in 
that meeting. and to discuss the question as a Councillor is, to say the.least 
<>f it, ridiculous. No such absolute right is given to the Chief Officer under 
the existing Act (vide section 186). 

~. Bandra, 30th June 1914. 
V. J. PATEL, 

Additional ]{ember. 

Minute of dissent by tlte Bonourable llao Baltadur G. K. Sathe. · 

Clause 3 (2).-Residential qualification for a candidate, who is merely a 
taxpayer, is being introduced for the first time in .this bill. The present amend
ment, if carried, will debar large property holders from coming forward to 
serve on :Municipalities only on the ground that they do not reside within the 
limit specified in spite of their desire to work on such bodies. In view of the 
fact that travelling has now become very easy and expeditious such a restriction 
appears to me unnecessary and it will have the effect of shutting out many a 
deserving candidate. Besides voters may be safely relied upon to exercise their 
judgment in making a proper choice. They will necessarily not accept one 
who might not be able to give due attention to the civic duties on account of 
l1is residence elsewhere. The hardship of the amendment will speciallv be felt 
in towns along the railway line like Talegaon, Lonavla, Kalyan," Thana, 
J3andra and others where gentlemen residing outside proper Municipal limits 
have been up till now serving on such bodies. . . 

Clause 7 (IA).-This clause empowers the Collector to question the validity 
of elections. Bival candidates and individual voters have under existinO' law a 
right to. qu~stio:r;t elections on ~rounds ment~o!led in se~tion 22 ; e:x:perience

0 

shows 
that this nght 1S freely exerCised. In add1tion to this we have now introduced a 

·penal clause, fJZZ., clause 8 (section 22A), to secure. greater purity in elections 
and I am sure such a provision will have a great deterrent effect. It is there~ 
for, neither expedient nor necessary to invest the Collector with po'wers in 
this behalf. Duripg election times feeling often runs very high in rival camps 
and provision of this character will, I am afraid, supply an easy handle to 
unscrupulous persons to approach the Collector to secure his interference keep• 
ing themselves in the back ground. The Collector before proceedin cr under 
thi.s clause will ha~e to make some sort of preliminary inquiry into th~ allega· 
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tions made through his Subordinates (Revenue or Police) ·and there w~ll. be 
room for complaints that witnesses made their first statements ·under undue 
pressure. It is true that the final decision rests with the District Judge who tries 
election petitions and great safety lies in this. A party arraigned against the 
Collector will have to fight very hard, and even if he succeeds the worry arid 
expense of such litigation will be immense, not to mention the difficulty he will 
have to face by the indirect influence likely to be exercised on the minds of 
witnesses by the mere fact that the matter is taken up by the Collector. 
Moreover, by authorizing the District Judge to start prosecutions szeo motu 
under section 22A (5) we have provided a sufficient safeguard against the 
contingency of parties hushing up criminal proceedings by mutual agreement.· 

OHAPT ER XIII-A. 

Section 186 (c) .-Municipalities should have a voice in determining the 
salary of the Municipal Commissioner. It may safely be assumed that Govern· 
ment will fix the salaries of such officers after considering the financial position 
of several :Municipalities. However, I think it is a reasonable demand to 
claim that the bodies concerned should in the first instance fix the maximum 
and minimum salaries they can afford to pay. It is apprehended that Muni· 
cipalities might fix ridiculously low salaries so as not to make it possible to 
secure efficient senior officers. Such action, if capricious, can be controlled by 
Government. In tbe existing Act (please vide section 46 (b) II) Municipali· 
ties fix the salaries of their employees and this schedule requires the approval of 
the Governor in Council or the Commissioner as_ the case may be (please vide 
section 46, proviso (a)). In case my suggestion is accepted a similar safe·· 
guard may be put in the section in question,'" 

Section 186J (1) (a ).-The section· as now drafted gives finality ·t~ the orders 
of the 1\Iunicipal Commissioner regarding dismissal, eto.~ in the case of servants 
drawing Rs. 50 or less per month. This is a very large power and it is absolutely 
necessary to provide an appeal either to the General Board or a Committee 
appointed for this purpose. All ministerial officers of the Judicial Department 
have a right of appeal either to the District Judge or High Court against the orders· 
of Subordinate Judges and District Judges respectively. 'l'his is irrespective of 
the pay they draw (please vide section :38 of llom. Civil Courts Jurisdiction Act 
XIV of 1869 and the amended Circular No. 4, Chapter XIV, of the Manual of High 
Court Circulars, 1912). Section 35 of the Land Revenue Oode gives similar 
proteotion to subordinates of the Revenue Department under certain conditions. 
Looking to these precedents and to the fact that dismissg.l means bar to any 
other responsible service I think the orders of :Municipal Commissioner should 
be made subject to appeal. · 

G. K. SATRE. 

Minute of dissent by the Honow·able Moulvie Ilafiteddin· J.hmad, 
Bar.~at•Law. · 

In regard .to paragraph 5 of the Report, I see· no special reason for 
disfranchising those possessing personal qualifications as compared witb. thos.e _ 
who pay taxes. If the latter are allowed to reside outsid~ the municipal 
district the former should be given precisely the same privilege. Under the 
English Municipal Corporations· Act of 1882 a person is entitled to be enrolled 
as a voter if he ~'has during the whole of the twelve months resided in the 
borough, or within seven miles thereof''. The limits outside the municipal 
district should be reasonably wide, and I recommend that the English provis~on 
should be followed in this respect. I have no objection to a p~oviso bemg 
added to the effect that 'if the place of residence within the seven milos happens 
to be in another municipal district the person so residing should not be . 
qualified to be a voter or candidate in the former municipal district. 
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With regard to new section .186K, I fail to see wh.Y. the Municipal 
· Com~pissioner should be given no powers whatever over M?~lcipal sch?o~s and 

Echool-masters, The principal object fer appointing 1\1 umc~pal Com~uss10ners 
in mofussil municipa1ities is to transfer ordinary exe.cubve ~unct!ons from 
deliberative bodies to an officer of su:perior administrat1ve quahticahons. To 
that extent the exception made . is an, anomaly. Moreover, the Schools 
Oo~mitt~es in mofussil municipalities have great~r ne~d for t~e help of the 
Ch1ef Executive Officer than the Schools Comm1ttee m the C1ty of Bombay 
where talented men interested in education freely offer their ser.vices. The 
Schools Committees in the mofussil municipalities are far more l!kely to be 
swayed by sectional feelinos than an experienced officer dev01d of local 

. ~. 0 
preJumces. 

(Sign£.d) RAFIUDDIN AHMAD. 

Pootu~, 14th July 1914. 

REFORT OF THE SELECT COMMI'ITEE ON THE BOMBAY 
LAND REVENUE COD~ AMEN.DJ\fENT BILl, No. II OF 1914. 

We, the Members of the Select Committee to whom the Land Revenue 
Code .Amendment Bill, No. II of 1914, has been referred, have carefully 
examined the :Bill and have the honour to report as follows. 

The Honourable Mr. Parekh suggested that provision should be made in 
clause 2 for a landlord to enter into possession at once on a tenant repudiating 
his title. It was decided, however, in view of section 116 of the Indian 
Evidence Act and section 111 (g) ( 2) of the Tran.sfe.r of Property Act, 1882, 
that it was unnecessary to make provision for this contingency.. Clause 2 was 
then approved as· it stood in the :Bill. 

. . ·' ,: 

·. . In regard to clause 3 the Honourable . the Chief of Kurundwad and the 
Honourable Mr. Belvi urged that the provision regarding proportional suspen-, 
sions and remissions by the superior holder would be .a hardship to him, because 
while Government might suspend only l{s.lO say, out of the amount due by 
the superior holder, the superior holder might·be compelled to suspend Rs. 30. 
or. Rs. 40, say, out of the amount due to him. ·After discussion it was held 
that this contention was reasonable; and it was decided that the sup.erior holder 
should in no . case. be compelled to suspend or 1·emlt more. than double the 
amount of the suspension or remission granted to him by Government. 

The Honourable the Cbief of Kurundwad further contended that where 
the superior holder paid no land revenue to Government, and therefore could 
receive no suspension from Government, it should not be obligatory on him to 
grant suspensions or remissions. This .new, however, was not accepted by the 
Committee, as those of th3 superior holders who pay to Government less than 

· full assessment or no assessment at all are in a favourable position ; and it was 
not considered reasonable that a further ·concession should be given to them. 
It was deci~ed ~herefore .t~at they might be called upon to suspend or remit the 
amount whmh m the opm1on of the Collector would have been suspended or 
remitted if full assessment had been leviable from them. 

Sub-claus~s (1) and (4) of clause 3 of tl1e original Bill were accordingly 
redrafted as sub-clauses (1) and (2) of clause 3 of the amended ]ill, so as to 
carry out these decisions. 

The Froviso to sub·olause ( 2) of clause 3 of the original :Bill was placed 
·after sub-clause (5) of the amended Dill.; and it was decided to add an explans· 
tion to tbe clause, making it clear that the Bill applies to unsurveyed as well 
as to surveyed villages. The other amendments in the clause are drafting 
amendments. 
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The question was raised whether it was necessary to amend section 86 of 
the Oode so as to bring out the fact that suspended revenue is "payable" in. 
the ~ear. to which the. payment of it bas been po~tponed under the provisions 
of th1s B1ll. It was dcmded, however, that the Bill as drafted is sufficiently 
clear on this point.' 

(Signed) 
( ,, ) 

" ) 
( ,, ) 

( " ) 
l " ) 

( ,, ) 

( " ) 

( " ) 

R •. A. LAMB. 
G. S. CURTIS. 
R. P. BARROW. 
DULABA W A RAISINHJI, 

Thakor of Kerwarla. 
B.S. KAMAT. 
D. Y. BELVI 

(subject to a minute of dissent). 
VENKATESH SHRINIW AS NAIK. 
GOKULDAS K. PAREKH. 
B. 0. PATWARDHAN, 

Chief of Kurundwad, Senior. 

Minute of dlssent 1•ecorded bg the Honourable Mr. Belvi. 

I am sorry I cannot persuade myself to· accept tbe main principle under
lying clause 3 of the Bill even as amended by my colleagues on the Select 
Committee. It is true that the clause under consideration may, in its amended 
form, weigh a little less heavily on the superior holder than it was likely to do· 
had .it been passed into law in its original phraseology. But the crucial · 
question is whether it is right for the legislature to interfere with the contractual 
relations subsisting between the superior holder and the inferior holder and to 
undermine ·the . prestige of the former in the estimation of the latter. Under 
the proposed legislation the superior holder will have to forego a portion of the 
rent due to him. But he will not have even the ordinary satisfact~on of seeing 
that the inferior holder feels grateful to him for the suspension or the remission 
as· the Collector's initiative will rob the superior holder's action in the matter 'of 
all its grace in the mofussil. . . . 

No facts and figures were laid before the Select Committee to warrant 
such interference with the rights of private property. It seems to be assumed 
gratuitously that in a bad year the average superior holder has enough, if not 
too much, and the average infe.rior holder has too little to live on. But my 
long experience of rural life in the Bombay Oarnatic militates against such an 
assumption. There are thousands of men and women in the mofussil who· have
literally no other source of livelihood than the rent of their small fields. 
It 'is in my. opinion not only wrong but misleading to compare the position of 
Government with that of an ordinary superior holder. The British Govern· 
ment is the biggest landlord in this country and jus~ as the sun never sets on 
the British Empire, the rains never fail siniultaneou&ly in the whole of British 
India. Government has its multifarious other sources of revenue than its 
income from land in this country. Government can, therefore, afford not only 
to be just but generous to its tenants in bad years. 

The principle to which I object seems to have been borrowed from: the 
Tenancy Acts in force in the Central Provinces. the North· Western ProVInces 
and the .Punjab. But in my opinion the systems of land tenures obtaining in 
those provinces are radically different from the ryotwari tenure which has been 
in existence in Western. India .from ancient times. There is no analogy at all 
which can serve as a useful guide to us in the matter of the proposed legislation. 

It will be perfectly reasonable to empower Revenue Courts in this 
Presidency to refuse assistance to superior holders in the recovery of re~ts from 
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inferior holders in-bad years. Superior holders may, if so advised, sue inferior 
holders for balance of rent in Civil Courts which are empowered under 
the ex.istinO" law to decree the payment of the balance of rent in small 
instalment~-a course which will prove far more beneficial than "suspension " 
under the Collector's order. It is certainly inexpedient to c(\mpel the superior 
holder to be generous against his will and to order him to forego a portion of 
his normal income without regard to his means. ·All that can reasonably and 
justifiably be demanded of the superior holder by Government will be that he 
must suspend or remit in favour of his inferior holder whatever is suspended 
'()r remitted in his own case by Government in its mercy in bad years. To do 
more than this should be left strictly to the good sense of the superior holder. 

The remedy proposed in clause 3 of the: Bill may prove worse than the 
disease. It may lead to an.enhancement of rents on lands in Western India. 
Superior holders will devise means to safeguard their interests from possible 
orders for su~pension or remission by exacting rents in advance-and there is 
absolutely nothing in law to prevent their doing so-or by adding to the 
normal rent the sum of assessment to the disadvantage of the needy cultivator. 
The principle embodied in clause 3 of the Bill is likely to be misunderstood and 
resented, not only by the large number of superior holders who reside in 
unalienated villages in the Presidency but by the influential class of holders of 
alienated (Inam) villages who will regard it as an unwarranted infringement of 
their ancient·and prescriptive rights. 

Poona, 10th June 1914. 
(Signed) D. V .. BELVL 

REPORT 01!1 THE SELECT COMMITTEE .APPOINTED TO 
CONSIDER BILL NO. IX OF 1912.-. . 

(A 11ill further: to amend, the 11ombag Tramways Act, 18'l4J 

· We, the Select Committee to whom Bill No. IX of 1912 (A Bill further. 
to amend the Bombay Tramways Act, 187 4) has been referred have carefUlly 
examined the Bill and have the honour to report as follows :- ' 

We have included in the Bill the two provisos to new section 3A and 
the amen~ent tone'! section 4A which have already been placed before 

, ~b~ Council. The obJect of ~hese alterations in the Bill is to safeguard the 
mterests of persops who res1de near the Colaba Depot of the Tramways 
Comv~ny, and, m regard to future dep6ts, to make it clear that the 
reqms1te approyal of the Commissioner shall be given only with the consent 
of the CorporatiOn. 

The a}Dendl?ents th~t :we ha-ye made in these provisos as placed before 
th~ Council and 1n the ongr~tal ~Ill are only yerbal, the most important one 
bemg the use of the expression cars and carriages '' as in the Schedule to 
the Act of 1874. · 

(Signed) ·p.· D. PATTANI. 

( , } PHEROZESHAH M. MEHTA. 
( ,, ) J. P. ORR. 

( " ) R. W. L. DUNLOP. 

( , ) JAMSETJEE JEEJEEBHOY. 
( , ) F. L. SPROTT. 

( , ) FAZULBHOY lr. CHINOY. 
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No. Confl. 22 oF 1914. 

Ahmedabad, 13t~ A.pril1914. 

From 
THE COMMISSIONER, 

N orthe~n Division, Ahmedabad ; 

'To 
THE SECRETARY TO GOVERNMENT, 

Legal Depar~ment, Bombay. 

·Sir, 
In accordance with the instructions conveyed in your letter No. 58-Confl., 

dated the 20th December 1913, I have endeavoured to ascert~in the opinions 
and wishes of talukdars themselves with regard to the Gujarat · Talukdars' Bill. 
For this purpose I have held eight Dar bars in the Ahmedabad, Kaira and 
Broach Districts with results which will be gathered from the careful report 
by the Talukdari S~ttlement Officer of which .I have the honour. to attach a 
~opy for the information of Government. I desire to acknowledge the. very. 
valuable assistance rendered- to me by the Honourable Mr. Jukes which alone 
enabled me to meet the bulk of the talukdars and ascertain their ·views from 
their own mouths. 

2. Government instructed me " to consult talukdars and other persons 
affected by the Bill" and gave me a free hand in the matter of the means by 
which this should be accomplished. I first had to consider what persons other 
than the talukdars will be affected by the Bill and I could think of none 
-except their creditors, their karbharis and, perhaps, the lawyers whose practice 
may conceiv~bly be affected if certain of the provisions of the Bill be allowed 
to stand as now drafted. It was obvious to me that to admit any but taluk· 
dars to the deliberations which I proposed to enter upon with the talukdars 
would be to defeat my own object which was to learn what the talukdars 
·actually knew of the meaning of the Bill and the light in which they regarded 
it. I concluded that the will of Government would be fully complied with if 
I confined myself to the talukdars and left the other indeterminate but not 
voiceless class to select such channel as might suit them best for placing their 
views before Government. I. may say that I believe they have already made 
known their views in the mass of representations, of which some are ostensibly 
-submitted by talukdars, already in the possession of Government. 

3. The Talukdari Settlement Officer has carefully summarized the in
formation which we have gained and it is unnecessary for me to go over again 
the ground which he has traversed. I will only say that I entirely concur in 
the conclusions at which he has arrived as set forth in his paragraph 13. I cannot 
of course hope to be able to convince Government, through the medium of a 
written report, as absolutely as I have myself been convinced by personal 
-consultation with the talukdars. I am myself convinced that such opposition 
as was met with at the bands of the Chud.asma and Jhala talukdars 'of 
Dhandhuka was organized and unreasoned : the position generally taken in 
Broach is that the talukdars of that district are sufficiently pro:;perous and self
.reliant to want none of the new Bill. 

4. I gather that, outside the organised opposition zone, very little live 
interest is taken in the Bill. The establishment of the proposed Tribunal, with 
the Talukdari Settlement Officer sittin~ as a member of it, and with an appeal 
either to His Excelleney the Governor in° Council or to the High Court is g-enerally 
warmly approved, · There is, I believe, in .the minds of many of the talukdars 
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grave apprehension with regard io sub-clause (i) of clause 22 (1) of the Bill •. 
They urge and with some show of reason that they_ ought to know ex~otly what 
they are liable to under the Act and tha~ clause (t_) as word?d now giV~s to the 
Commissioner a discretionary power which he might at times exercise -rery 
arbitrarily. I respeotfully•suggest that f.urther consideration may .be given to 
this clause in Select Committee and that 1t may be so drafted as to mdioate the 
limitations which Government obviously mean should be imposed on the 
Commissioner's use of his power. The Talukdari Settlement Officer's suggestion 
in this connection may be considered. As to the educational clauses of the Bill· 
there is not nearly as much opposition as I had expected. I found not so much 
oppcsition as misunderstanding with regard to the extent of the powers with 
which the Bill proposes to invest the Talukdari Settlement Officer. With a 
few exceptions, as soon as it was shewn that the Talukdari Settlement Officer. 
was not to interfere except in the event of the parent's default and that when 
he did interfere his powers would be limited by the parent's status and position, 
these provisions were at once accepted as moderate and necessary. 
. 5. It is generally urged that the limit of two years' income in sub-clauso . 

(e) of clause 22 is too low and should be raised to four or five years' income._ 
I am inclined to agree with Mr. Jukes that a limit of four years miooht be. 
c-onceded provided the 18lukd:iri Settlement Officer is in a position to as~ertairr 
the real amount of debt incurred when he desires to do so. 

From 

To 

Sir, 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient se:vant, 

{Sd.) R. P. BARROW, 
Commissioner, N.D. 

No. 0-9 oF 1914. 

THE HoNouRABLE MR. J. E. c~ JUKES, I.c.s., 
Talukdari Settlement Officer, Gujarat ; 

THE CoumssroNER, 
· Northern Division. 

Caml! Gordsu,, 19th-22nd February 1914. 

· I have the honour to submit a detailed report on the proceedings of the-
local Darbars at which you presided in order to ascertain the opinions of the 
Talukdars of Gujarat with reference to :Bill No. XI of 1912. 

2. Eight Meetings in all were called. Six of these were held in the 
Ahmedabad District; ox:e in each of the ta.lukas of Prantij, Sanand, Viramgam 
and Dholka, and two m the Dhandhnka Taluka, at which the taiukdars . 
of the Gogho llaruil also were invited to be present. A seventh Darbar was . 
held in A'nand for the talukdars of Kaira, and an eighth in Broach to which 
all the Wukdars . of the Broach District were summoned. Th~se Ruling 
Chiefs of Katb.ia.vad who are also taluk:dars of Ahmedabad have already fully 
represented their views to <:tovemment in writing, and it was therefore deemed 
nnnec~ssary to request thel! . presence at the Darbars. With their exception, 
and m~h the further exc~pt~on of one o! two not-orious bad characters, every 
talnkdar of the three diStricts was g1ven an opportunity of expressing his. 
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views on the Bill. In order to ensure, as far as possible, that the opinions 
given should be the opinions of the ta1ukdars themselves, all persons other than 
talukdan were excluded !rom ~he Meetings. Two ex:~eptions only were 
made to this rule. The Karbhar1 of the mother of the mtnor Thakor· of the 
important Sanand and Koth estate was allowed to appear at the Sanand Darbar 
and read a brief communication from the lady; while the TM,kor of Gam ph 
whose eye·sight is failing, was with your special permission attende i 
a.t the Dhandhuka Meeting by his Karbhari, wlio, of course, took no part i'l 
the proceedin~s. S~milar permission t~ att~~d his ma~ter i~ the S:uiar~l 
pavilion had been gtven to the same Karbhar1 when H1s MaJesty the Kin(J' 
Emperor visited Bombay. Ample notice of each Meeting was given in th~ 
taluka or talukas concerned, ·and the very representative attendance of 
talukdars at the Dar bars affords proof that this notice reached those for whom 
it was intended. . 

3. I append to this report a debiled account of the proceedings at each 
of the eight Meetings. Thesa accounts are compiled from short·hand notes 

·made at the time by a member of your office eRtablishment, supplemented, after 
the first three Meetings, by notes which you and I took down with our own 
hands. The order of proceedin~-1 at each of the Darbar~ was identical. Yo.u 
opened the Meeting with a brief speech which was interpreted, sentence by 
sentence, into Gujarati. I followed with a speech in Gujarati, in which I 
explained, in particular, the clau~es of tho Bill which deal with the Talukdars' 
Tribunal and with educ~ion. Then any talnkdar who had anything to say 
was invited to come forward and discuss the Bill ·with us. Where would-be 
speakers were not numerous, you selected talukd.ars at random and questioned 
them. Finally you summed up the results of the Darbar and endeavoured to 
secure an expression of opinion on the more controversial points. For con
venience in reading, I propose to summarise briefly the events of each Darbar; 
giving the general conclusions which were reached, the specific reque3ts mad.a 
by the talukdars and the nature of any opposition that was experienced·. . 

4. We opened the campaign with a Darbar at Prantij. The Meeting 
a .. was fully representative. The only talukdari estate 

Pr ntl]. proper in the taluka is that of Oran, the remaining 
estates being held by ~{ebvasi Talukdars. With the one exception of the talukdar 
of the small village of Sadani Muvadi, who arrived too late for the Meeting, every 
talukdar and every Mehvasi was preeent, in addition to a goodly number of 
Bhayats or cadets. This representative Meeting expressed its entire utis· 
faction with the Bill The three most controversial points contained in 
the .Bill, the clauses regarding the talukdars' 'fribunal, education and the 
taking of estates under management, were specifically submitted to a vote, and 
were unanimously accepted as unobjectionable. With regard to the Tribunal, 
the talukdars were anxious that the 'ra.lukdari Settlement Officer should sit as 
a member of the Court and that the appeal should lie, not to the High Oourt, 
but to the Governor in Council. In connection with educ::~.tion, a request W!ls 

made for the establishment of more schools and, if possible, of a talukdari hostel 
in Prantij ; and apprehensions were expressed that the cost of the education. for 
which the Bill provides might fall unduly heavily on the talukdars. When 
however the nature of the provisions of the Bill was explained to the Meeting, 
they were readily accepted as highly beneficial to the talukdars. To the japti 
or management clause, no objection was taken. Finally, the talukdars earnestly 
prayed that their fama might be fixed in perpetuity, at a figure somewhat .lower 
than its present amount. You promised to bring this prayer to the ·not1ce of 
Government. 

5. The second Darbar was held at Sanand. The Vaghela Talukdars of 
sa a this Mahal attended in somewhat sparse numbers, but 

nan • with three exceptions, every estate in the Mahal was 
represented. The exceptions were the Utelia estate, which owns three village~ 
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in Sanand)in addition to its Dholka territory, and the esta!es ?f Ch~khla a.nd 
Lodaritil, whioh also are the property of ta.lukdars who ~e.s1de m the1~ Dholk.a 
villages. At the outset, there was sot;ne show of oppos1t10n t~ the B1ll. Tlns 
was not surprising, as we had received in ad vane~ ample.warnmg of a strenuous 
attempt to organise an unfavourable demonstratiOn, which. ha,d been made by 
an influential person who is not himself a talu~da~. of GuJa~at. The leader of 
tbe .opposition in the Uarbar was Thakor Fates!ngJl of Kuvar, .who was at t~e 
time undergoing a prosecution for defamatiOn by my Sh1rastedar. Th1s 
gentleman produced a. petition, signed by numer.ous talukdars, setting 
forth . various objections to the passing of the . B1ll. As he claimed to 
have written this petition himself, it was put on one Side and he was requested 
to state his opinions verbally. In course of conversation, it was discovered 
that he was labouring u·nder considerable misapprehensions with regard to the 
contents of the Bill. His misconceptions, as well as those of several objectors 
who followed him, were laboriously removed by dint o! close questioning and 
patient and detailed explanation; though the task. was at times extremely difficult. 
As ·a ~triking ·proof of this, I would invite a r~ference to the evidence of 
Jalamsingji of Le khamba who, af~er full explanation of the constitution and 
duties of the T1·ibunal ;had been given to at least three of those who preceded 
him, was still under the impression that Government intended to close the Civil 
Courts altogether so far as talukdars were concerned and to create " a new post 
in the Talukdari Department "to take their place. Further minute explanations 
directed. to himself merely .succeeded in substituting for his original idea a 
conviction that the Tribunal was designed to hear aey dis1mte '' arising out of· 
the Bill·". I should like to quote from the evidence of two other tahikdars 
also, which expresses very accurately the true attitude of a very large body of 
talukdars towards the Bill. • Jethibhai of Godhavi stated that he knew nothing 
about the Bill, except that" Rahubha1 of Kaneti told him that it was objection· 
able,,., and therefore h~ objected to it. Dalaji of Garodia stated that he also 
knew nothing about the Bill, but that pleaders and others had told him that it 
would. injure his interests. ·He was, however, prepared to trust Government 
rather than the pleaders. These two expressions of opinion are typical.of the 
real attitude towards the new law of some ninety per cent. of the talukdars of 
the Ahmedabad District; the ratio of their distribution between the two camps 
being. governed· by the eloquence and persistence of those to whose interest it is 
to oppose the Bill. 

~tiS pleasant to be able to record that the final result of the Sanand 
Meeting was a practically unanimous vote of confidence in Government. 
Rahubh:H, a petty sharer in the m:uch snb·di vided little estate of Kaneti, stood 
firm in his opposition to. tho Tribunal, which, for some reason which he could 
not ~xplain, he was convinc~d ".would not give him justice". With this one 
excepti~n, there was a ~nanimous vote in favour :firstly, of the institution of the 
Tribunal, w,ith the.Talukdari Settlement Officer sitting as a member of it and 
·an appeal to the Governor in Council; secondly, of the education clause,. 

· p;ovided that t.he cost of education were made proportionate to the means of the 
talukdars; and, finally, of the japti clause. In this taluka also, there was a 
unanimo~s demand for a perm~nent jamrJ., coupled with a. strong desire that 
jama should in the new Bill be defined as "Tribute'' and not as "Land 
revenue''. · - · . . . 

6. From Samind we proceeded to Bhankoda; to hold a Darbar of the 
Viramgam. · talukdars of Viramgam. Among the bilukdars of 

. · . ·· '·' · this taluka, who are mliinly Koli Thakurdas, we met 
With a different kind of opposition. This opposition, which bore evident 
m~r~s of previous. organisat~on, took . the ~o:,m of ·a ref~ sal t? express. any 
op1mon of the Bill otherwise: than m writmg. In this attitude the fir£t 
S}leaker,. Umedsang of llhankoda, persisted to the end, although others 
w~o :profe~aed a desire. to abide by his. decision on the matters on which 
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their opinion was asked, pruved. · more compliant under pltient question· 
ing. .A. perusal of the proceedings of ~his Meeting will at once sugge~t th9 
reasoi.ts which led opponents of the Bill to deprecate a verbll expression of 
opinion by Viramgam Talukdars. 'Vith a very few exceptions; such as the 
minor talukaars of Panar and Bhagapura estates, \Vho have been eiucatecl in 
the Scott College at Sadra, the witnesses showed not only complete ignoranc3 
of the provisions of the Bill but also complete inability to comprehend the 
simplest of explanations. 1'he most reasonable grouni allegei for opposition 
was that assumed by the talukdar who said thtt he kne\V nothing about th& Bill,· 
but that it was new, s.nd he preferred to use old things as long as they were 
usable. The reply of another talukdar that what he disliked in the Bill 
was the "new tax " which it imposed might ·be signific!lnt, if we knew the 
source of his information. Possibly he derived it from the same source as the 
man who had heard that there were in the Bill'' seventy-two clauses of a most 
alarming nature" ; or the talukdar who understood that the Tribunal would 
take away his lands; or the third person who thought that the Bill provided 
for the recovery by Government of quit-rent from holders of alienated land. 
Although the taking of votes from an assembly of this very limited intellectual 
c:1pacity was obviously a pure formality, that formality was duly gone through. 
As a result, it was agreed, with only seven dissentients, that the Tribunal 
should be instituted. On ·the question of appeal, practioally no opinions could 
be elicited. The education clause met with no ·opposition. Of suggestions for 
tho improvement of the law, the Meeting was naturally very unfertile. There 
was the usual unanimous demand for a jama permanently fixed; and one 
talukdar suggested that the Hill should contain a, definite provision for the 
reversion to the parent estate ~f any alienated land whose owner died heirless. 

7. The Meeting at Dhandhuka. was attended by the talukdars of the 
. eastern portion of that taluka, consisting m1inly. of 

Dha.~dhuka. Chu.iasamas, with a few Jhala Rajputs and one or 
two Mahomedans. Several talukdars from Gogho Mahal also were present. 
After the Thakor of Gamph, Sardar Agarsingji, the hea:l of the Chudasam1 
clan, had expressed his entire accept:mce of the Bill, it at once beca.me apparent 
that opposition to the greater part of its contents had been carefully organized. 
It was definitely stated that the Chudasamas had met together beforehand aud, 
while deputing one man to spe!ik on their behalf, h!~d forbidden anyone else to 
answer questions. We suo1eeded, however, in eliciting at some length the 
views of three of their number, though at a cornparatively early stage in the 
proceedings a definite demand was made that a vote should be taken, and at the 
close a great number of talukdars stood up and expressed their entira agreement 
with their chosen spokesman, Takuatsingji of Tagdi. It is impossible 
to summarise in a brief space a.H the objections which that gentleman took to 
the l3iJI; ranging, as they did, over practically every clause of the new Ia w, 
whether its provisions are new or are merely reproiuced from the older Aces. 
It must suffice to state that almost every objection which has ever been taken 
to the Bill, whether in petitions, in the .Press, in Select Committee or in the 
Legislative Council, found a place in the revresenbtions of one or other of the 
three talukdars whose views were expressed at length. On the three points· 
which were specifically referred for opinion at all the Darbars, the Dhan .. 
dhuka decisions were very emphatic. Strong exception was taken to tha 
'l,ribunal, on the ground that it involved a combination of judicial and ex:ecu· 
tive funations. It is doubtful whether ten per cent. of the t:Uukdars pre3ent 
understood th~ meaning of this well-worn phrase. The education: clause .was 
accepted, proTided that the provision for a. fine were deleted from 1t; that IS to· 
say, provided that it were made entirely ineffectual. On the japti clause, we 
met for the first time objections whicb were to recur in varying form at all· 
~ubsequent ~eetin~s. The provision for attachment on account of ~eb~ cx:cee.i· 
mg two years net Income was ch:1racterised as unduly h!ll'Sh and a limit of five 
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years' income was demanded. The power given to the Commissioner by cia~se 
22 (i) was regarded as excessive. On the ground, apparently, ~hat the. Comm1s· 
sioner's method of performing his functions is to s1t in a ch.a1r and ~1gn ord~rs 
prepared by his subordinates, it ,was alleged that the necess1ty of h1~ sa~ct10n 
afiordfld an insufficient protection. Takhatsingji suggested the s~bst1tut10n of 
the District Court for the Commissioner as the sanctioning authority. For the 

· remaining objections taken to various clauses of the l3ill at this lVIeeting, I 
must refer to the detailed report of its proceedings. The usual prayer for a 
ja!'l'a permanently fixed was preferred, and once again it ~as asked th!ltja"!a 
m10'ht be defined as "Tribute " and not as ''Land revenue • Apart from thts, 
I :ould refer specifically only to Takhatsingji's kindly suggestion that we 
should ask the 1'hakor of Amod to draft a new Bill for us. On the whole, it 
may be said that, with the exception of their chief representative, the Chuda· 
samas of Dhandhuka showed uncompromising hostility to the Bill. 

8. The Meeting at Ranpur was intended to serve the western half of the 
, . Dhandhuka Taluka, which is inhabited by Kathi 

Banpur. and Molesalam TaJukdars. The~e attended in force, . 
together.with a strong contingent of Mulgametis from the villages which· the 
Thakors of Limbdi and Vadhvan hold as talukdars and a few representatives 
of the Gogho Mahal. · The atmosphere at this Meeting was very different from 
that of the Dhandhuka Darbar. The general expression of opinion was entirely 
in favour of the passage of the Bill, although certain changes were suggested 
as improvements. 'l'he establishment .of the Tribunal with the Talukdari 
Settlement Officer as a member was unanimously accepted. On the question 
of· appeal, opinions differed, some talukdars favQllring an appeal to the High 
Court and some to the Governor in Council. To the education chuse, no 
.exception at all was taken. With regard to the assumption of management, 
preference was expressed for a . .fivA years', instead of a two years', limit of debt, 
.and a general feeling was manifested that the powers given to the Commis .. 
sioner by clause ~2 ~e) were too wide. Suggestions for the amendment of the 
·last-mentioned sub-clause were, however, not numerous, and several of the 
objectors stated that they would be satisfied if the Commissioner always made 
proper inquiry befor~ taking estates under management. The usual demand 
for a jama permanently fixed was forthcoming, and there was also a request 
for a mention in the law of the proprietary ri~hts of talukdars. Apart from 
this, the Molesalam Talukdars showed their traditional jealousy of any inter
ference with their rights over their tenants, making several suggestions for 
the restriction of. the 'l'a.lukd~ri Settlement Officer's powers of entering into 
~ontracts with ··eultivators while an estate is under management; and Kuvar· 
sang of Dharpipla made an interesting proposal regarding the appointment ot 
talukdar assessors to the Tribunal. He was anxious that either party to a 
suit should be empowered to challenge the appointment of an assessor whom 
~e had reason. to consider as prejudiced against him. A striking feature of 
~his. Darbar was the force. and unanimity of the appeal of the Mulgametis to be 
afforded the protection of the Bill, and their auxiety for the introduction of a 
detailed survey as a defence against the aggressions of .certuin ltulino· Chiefs 
of Kathilvad, o 

9. In point of numbers, the attendance of Vaghela T~lukdars and 
Dh lk Kasbatis at Dholka was small, but, with the exceptions 

0 
. a. of Moti-Boru and Dhingda, every estate in the taluka 

was represented. The results of the Darbar were curious, A stout opponent 
of the Bill, and everything it contains, was found in Sard4r Sursingji 'l' ... akor 
of Utelia, but he failed to carry any of his fellow talukdars with him' When 
.votes were finally taken, he alone voted against each proposal that w~s put to 
the :Meeting, the remainder of the t~lukd~rs being unanimously in favour of 
the Bill, though anxious for certain alterations. 'l'he institution of the Tribunal 
Jlnd the inclusion of the Talukdari Settlement Officer as a_ member of it 
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were acceptable to all but the Thakor Saheb. .As to the appeal, opinions 
differed, but the majority was in favour of an appeal to the Governor in Council. 
The education clause found. no detractors outside of Utelia~ As to the japti 
provisions, the general sense of the Meeting was that the debt limit of two 
years' income should be increased to four or :five years', and that clause 22 (i) 
should be made more specific. As an alternative, it was suggested that the 
Commissioner should be required, before acting under that sub-clause, to give 
a hearing to the talukdar concerned. . Apart from the fundamental objections 
of Sardar Sursingji, 'few suggestions of any importance were m~tde for the 
amendment of the Bill. A permanent iama; its definition as " 'rribute" ; and 
the insertion in the law of a mention of the proprietary rights of Talukdars; 
all these cropped up once more. One talukdar was anxious to substitute 
"talukdari" for "talukdar's '' estate in the ·definition, and thereby defeat one 
of the principal objects of the Bill. Another required an assnran~e. which haf 
been required elsewhere also, that the new law did not introduce into ·estates 
where it does not already exist a custom of female inheritance. The evidence 
given by the Thakor of Utelia will repay study, and particularly the. portion 
of it in which he stated that he had ex:pres~ed certain objections to the Bill in 
a petition prepared for him by his advisers, but that he could not 
now remember what certain of those objections were. As an interesting 
commentary on the · Thakor's evidence, I . attach a translation of a 
communication printed, immediately after the Dholka Darbar, in a vernacular 
paper of Ahmedabad. This communication appeared over the signature of ·Mr. 
Meghabbai Ratansing, who is alike Karbhari of Utelia and Revenue Karbhari 
of the Limbdi State. It professed to give a resume of the objections made by 
the 'fhakor to the Bill .. at Dholka. A comp:1rison of this· document with the 
evidence actually giv.en by the Thakor will show that, of the twenty-seven· 
objections which he is represented as having urge:l, he actually made eleven 
only, and three of these he subsequently modified on being pressed as to their 
grounds; It is difficult to resist the conclusion that the views set forth in 
Mr. :Meghabhai's communication are the views which the Thakor was instructed 
:to represent at the l\Ieeting, and that be failed to do credit to his tuition. 

10. The Meeting at Dbolka was the last Meeting held in the· Ahmedabad 
A' d District, We went next to A'nand, to nieet the 

nan • talukdars of the Kaira District. Conspicuous 
absentees from this ·narbar were the Tbakors of the various estates of the Thasra 
TaJuka. Practi(}ally all the estates situated in other parts of the district were 
represented. The general atmosphere of this Meeting was one of entire approval 
of the Bill. The usual votes were taken at its close, and it was found that the 
talukdars were unanimously in favour of the 'rribunal and of the appointment 
of the Talukdari Settlement Officer to sit as a member of it. Opinions were 
equally divided on the subject of the appeal. The education clause met with 
universal approb.ation, on the usual understand in(}' that the expense of education 
should not be unduly heavy. As to the manag~ment clause it was considered 

·satisfactory, provided that the limit of debt was raised to a maximum of five 
years' income and that the Commissioner undertook to make proper inquiry 
before taking action under sub,-clause (i). A few other interesting suggestions 
were made, two of these emanating from the 'J.1hakor of Kuna, one 
of the ablest and most intelligent of Guja1·at Talukdars. He expressed 
a strong desire that all Civil Suits in which tatukdars are concerned should 
come before the Tribunal, and. in this he found support from at least 
one of the speakers who followed him. He also deplored the exemption from 
restrictions on alienation and incumbrance of land for which a sanad bad been 
granted under the Summary ·settlement Act; pointing out that a large area 
of t:Uukdal'i land proper in the Kaira District h~d become sanadia, and that 
jts exclusion from the prote'ction of clause 58 would lead .to the break-up of 
;m,any estates. ~he Thakor of Gajna was anxious that tl~e ~ntire r.ontrol of 

J:I41-126 
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"Villa"a polioe should be restored to the hUukdars, while be objected to the 
provision for repeated surveys. '\Ve met this objectio~ elsew her~. · ~'he fama 
in the Kaira District being already' Udhad ',or fixed 1n pe~petmty, 1n all but 
a few petty estates, the usual Ahmedabad demand for fi:s:at10n was naturally 
not forthcoming. · · · 

11. The final Darbar of the series was held at Broach, and attracted a 
full assembly of the talukdars of that district. The 

Broach. . two principal talukdars, the Thakors of Kervada 
and A'mod, who have previously repre!lented their views to Government, were 
not put to the trouble of expressin~ their opinions; though theThakorof ~'mod. 
was given an ·opportunity of making a few r~m~rks at a late stage 1~ the 
proceedings. On the whole there was evident a disUnet absence of .enthusiasm 
regarding the Bill. If. the votes hken at the close of the Meetmg can be· 

, regarded as properly representing the views of the Thakors who attended it. 
it may be said that they were unanimously averse from the institution of the 
Tribunal and unanimously in favour of the clause regarding education; while 
the only change which they desired in the fapt6 clause was the substitution of 
a five years', for a two years', limit of debt. The voting did not, however, 
follow the . same lines as the views previously expres£ed by the talukdars 
themselves. Several of them, when questioned, had expressed approval of . 
the Tribunal, with the Talukdari Settlement Officer as a member and an. 
appeal ·to the High Court. The Thakor of Dehej, it is true, had strongly 
objected to it, but he could give no reason for his dislike. The 
Thakor of Matar was principally concerned to retain an appeal to the
Privy ·council: this is not unnatural, as it was from a decision of that judicial 
authority that he gained the estate which he now enjoys. The voting showed 
no opposition to clause 22 (i), but exception .was taken to that sub-clause by · 
several talukdars. The Tbakor of Matar, whose estate is now in my manage
ment under section 26 of the present Act, was prominent in the attack. 
:M:ore than one taiukdar expressed themEelves as satisfied with the clause, 
provided that the Collector was consulted before management was assumed. 
Suggestions for other amendments of the Bill were few and far between 
though Chandrasingji of A'mod,·a petty Bhayat of Sardar Naharsingji, paraded 
certain of the old objections to the imposition of restrictions upon the freedom 
of · talukdars; advancing the unusual statement that talukdars are less 
extravagan~ of their money than any other class. The Thakor of A' mod himself 
made a few remarks towards the close of the Meeting •. I shall touch upon one 
of his theories in the last paragraph of this letter, but, as he has promised to 
submit his view~ on the Bill to Government in )Vriting, I will await his full 
representation before commenting on the remainder of his remarks. On the 
whole, the impression left by the Broach Darbar was that the majority of the 
Thakors not only did not understand, but was incapable of understanding what 
the Bill really contained. ' 

12. Before summarising the opinions ·of the talukdar~, as elicited in the 
eight Darbars, there are two preliminary points which I arn anxious to ern ... 
pbasise. I should like, in the first place, to mention the fact that this was 
·not. the first or only occasion on which the talukdars were consulted con· 
earning the Bill. i'he new law has been under preparation for the past five 
years, and the talukdars have been freely consulted throughout. At a very 
early stage in the proceedings, ·l\1r. Tupper called a Meeting of the principal 
talukdars and others concerned. He explained the details of the pro· 
posed law, invited their criticisms, and incorporated many of their suooooes· 
tions in the clauses. At the close of. the interview, his visitors a~~nO' 
whom were included the Thakor of Utelia and his Karbhari, Mr •. l\I~ghabhai 
expressed thrir entire approval of the Bill as altered.. In addition to this formai 
Meeting, talukdars have throughout been encouraged to come freely to the 
Talukdari Settlement Officer and put before him any doubts which they feel 
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with regard to the scope of the new law •. Since taking ·charge ·of the office 
last May, I myself have interviewed some hundreds of talukdars of various 
degrees and have found practically no objection raised to 'the main provisions 
·of the Dill when these were properly explained. ·Complete and ungrudgin(l" 
acceptance of the measure in its entirety could not, of course, be ·expected~ 
and this brings me to the second point on which I want to lay emphasis. 
'£he ·object of the Gujarat Talukdars' Bill is the protection of the talukdars; 
and it is aimed at affording tbem protection, not only against the surrounding 
world, but also, and in particular, against themselves. I need not labour this 
point. It is already well known to Government and it w:as treated at some 
length in the :report with which m:y predecessor .forwarded the original draft 
of his Bill. Measures designed to protect a man against himself are· hardly 
likely to command his. 11ilqualified approval ; and this fact deserves to be 
borne steadily in mind when considering the objections urged to. cert!Lin minor 
provisions of the Bill. It could not be expected that any but the most 
enlightened of talukdars would welcome the restrictions which the ·proposed 
legidation places upon his dealings with his estate. . 

13. When this fact is borne in mind, the result of our Meetings cannot 
but be classed as eminently and unexpectedly satisfactory. We can now 
take the Bill to the Legislative Council, confident in the support of a solid 
body of opinion in favour of all but a few of its minor details. '£he .Mehvasis 
of Prantij, the V aghelas of Sanand and. Dholka, the Molesallim<:; and Kathis 
of Dhandhuka and the Thakors of Kaira are practically unanimous- in their 
acoeptance of its general principles. The Koli Thakurdas of Viramgam, so far 
as they can be said to possess any opinions ·at all, are ranged on the same side. 
In opposition to the Bill we have found only the Chudasama and 
Jhala Talukdars of Dhandhuka and isolated individuals like the Vaghela 
'fhakor. of Utelia; together with a certain number of the Thakors of :Broach. 
We are thus in a position to report to Governrnent that the great majority of 
the talukdars of the three districts desires the passage of the Bill. We are 
further in a position to report, as the result of our personal inquiries, that• the 
printed petitions against the :Bill, which have been submitted in such numbers 
to the Local Government and to the Government of India, do not, in the great 
majority of cases, in any way represent the true opinions of the talukdars who 
have signed them. Their opinions are to be found, not in those petitions, or in 
petitions which may come to Government hereafter, but in the detailei pro~ 
ceedings of your Dar bars which accompany this report. 

14. In discussing the various suggestions for the improvem:mt of the Bill 
which our inquiries elicited, I propose to deal first of all with the three sets 
of clauses to which, rightly or wrongly, we attached the gt·eatest importance; 
that is to say, with the clauses which treat ·respectively of the '£alukd:irs' 
Tribunal, of education and or the 'assumption of the management of estates. 
With re~ard to tho Tribunal, I would commence by pointi:p.g out that, 
inasmuch as the proposal for its institution originated in Sehmt Committee, this 
was the first occasion on which the talu~dars had been formdly consulted 
concerning it. 'Ve did our beat to obtain from all talukdars their real vimvs 
with regard to the creation of a Tribunal and its constitution, and I am 
respectfully of opinion that we were generally successful. We found that 
the Chudasamas of Dhandhuka opposed its ins~itution, on the ground that it 
involved a combination of executive and judicial ft.mctions; the 'l'hakors of 
Broach appeare.i to have no decided views on the subject; a tall other Meetings 
it was warmly welcomed. Cel'bin of the Thakors of Kaira, and one Thakor of 
Broac~, '!ent so far as to -press that it shot1ld hear all Civil Su~ts to which .a 
talukdar Is a party. Every talukdar who approved of the Trtbunal OO!lSl· 

dared that the Talukdari Settlement Odicer should be a member of it, on the 
gronnd of his knowledge of the affairs and the customs of talukdat·s. I cannot 
think that they were influenced in this connection by my prdsJnoe, as I was 
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careful to explain to them, in my preliminary remarks, that so far as· I personally 
was concerned, I was in no way anxious to take upon myself th~ heavy 
addition to my existing work. With regard to the appeal from t?.e Tr1b~nal's 
decision, opinions differed considerably. The talukdars of PrlintlJ an~ Sanand 
were unanimously in favour of an appeal to the Governor in· Counml; those 
of Ranpur, Dholka and A'nand were divided between such an appeal and an 
appeal to the High Court. The Viramgam Talukdars appeared to. hav.e .no 
oonvictio'ls on the subject. I would venture to express my emphat1o op1mon 
that a continuance of the existin!J' state of affairs would be decidedly preferable 
to the institution of a Tribunal, gf which t.he Talu kdari Settlement Officer is 
not a member, with an unrestricted right of appeal to the High Court. A 

- similar Tribunal with a limited appeal I should welcome even more than a 
Tribunal which should include the Truukdari Settlement Officer and allow an 
unrestricted appeal. The great object of the Tribunal is the saving. of. ex_Pense 
in succession litigation, and this can best be attained by strict hm1tabon of 
judicial appeals. 

15. Clat1se 64 of the Bill, which provides for the education of the 
sons of Mlukdars, met with almost universal approval. Some apprehen. 
sio.ns were at -times expressed, basel on a mistaken idea that Government 
desired that the Talukdari Settlement Officer should seize the sons of talukdars 
of whatsoever degree and send them by force to distant schools and colleges. 
When it was explained that all that will be re'luired is education suited to the 
position and the pocket of the talukdar concerned~ and that there is no inten
tion of interfering with any talukdar .who carries out his own duty· in this 
connection, all opposition vani~hed. A general desire was, however, expressed 
that Government should build more village-schools and. give some financial aid 
to poor talukdars who desire to educate their sons. 

16., In connection with clause 22, which lays down the circumstances in 
which the man3gement of a talukdar's estate may be assumed under the 
Commissioner's orders, two sub-clauses came in for considerable criticism. The 
firsfitof these was sub-clause (e), which provides for attachment when the 
Commissioner is satisfied that the claims against the talukdar or his estate 
exceed th~ value of two years' estimated net revenue of that estate. It was 
generally held that the limit of two years' income was unduly low, and that it 
should be raise~ to £our or five years' income. In proposing the limit which has 
been incorporated in the Bill, my predecessor was largely influenced bl the idea 
that it would never be easy to ascertain the amount of a talukdar's debts, and that 
·before the Commissioner could be convinced . that they had exceeded two years, 
income in any parti~nlar case, they would probably total at least double that 
amount. I should be perfectly satisfied with a limit of four years, net income 
if I were provided with a. sure means of ascertaining the amount of debt. Thi~ 
could be most easily effected by extending the provisions of clauses 31 and 32 
to cases in which it is · proposed to take action under clause 22 (e). lf this 
e.xtension were madeJ I should be prepared to accept a four years' limit in the 
latter clause. Sub-clause (i), which was inserted by the Select Committee 
is the other su b-~lause to which exception . was taken. . It provide~ 
for . management ., when it appears to the Commissioner essential 
for the due p~otection or proper .'management of the estate''. It 
seemed to be .g~nerally, considered that phe powers given by this sub-clause 
to the Com~IssiOner_ were somewhat w1der ·and tha~ some safeguard was 
necessary to msur~ tpat be should not ac.t w1thout due mvestigation. It is for 
you, rather than for rr.e, to express your opinion to. Government as to the 
:necessity of any change. I would only say that I should be quite content 
if the clause were repbced by a section providing. for management ,, whell 
there is reason to apprehend danger to the well-be~g of inferior holders ". 
'l'his would confe! rather ~ess power than -u:as conferred by section !:!6 of Act Yl 
pf 18,88, but~ thw'4: th3t 1t would be s~ffic1ent for. all pl'actical purposes, 
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17. Other suggestions ~or amendment of the Bill cons~ted very largely of 
proposals to remove restrictions pl~ce~ upon the free action. of talukdars in 
dealing with their estates.· The maJOrity of these have already been considered 
by the Select Committee, and many of them were embodied in the amendments · 
submitted to Government in connection with the second reading of the Bill 
proposed for last July. Two p.ovel suggestions have, how~ver, been made to us 
which caU, I think, for ment10n here. The first of these Is the proposal that a 
talukdar havinO' litiO'ation pending in the Tribunal should be entitled to 
·challenge any t~lukd~r .appointed as assessor for .his ~ase. Th~. suggPstion is 
not unreasonable, and might well be met by allowmg him to pet,1t10n the Presi· 
dent of the Tribunal on the subject : the final decision being left with the 
President. A second proposal, formally ~ada to us, had been put to me 
previously by the Honourable th~ Thakor Saheb o~ Kervada. He suggested that 
the Bill should specifically provide for the revcrs10n to the parent estate of any 
alienated land whose owner dies heirless. If such provision could legally be 
made, I se~ no objection to it. The right of. reversion, tl~ough constantly 
asserted, is still an open question, which is now being fought out in the Civil 
Courts. Finally, I would refer to a not uncommon demand of the talukdar£~ 
with reference to the order of expenditure from a managed estate which is laid 
down in clause 29. It was frequently urged upon us that the maintenance of 
the talukdar himself should be placed higher in the order of disbursement. 
As a concession to sentiment, I see no objection. to classing it immediately 
below the cost·of management, or even to bracketing it with that cost as a first 
charge on the estate. Its position in the list will be purely formal, and will not 
in any way affect the provision made for the talukdar's support. 

18. The Thakor Saheb of A'mod has promised to submit to Government 
in a separate communication his own views on the Bill, and I do not propose to 
discuss at length the few remarks which he made at the Broacli Darbar. I do 
desire, however, to express my entire disagreement with his proposition that the 
talukdars of the Broach District have advanced so far beyond their brethren of 
Ahmedabad and Kaira that they may reasonably ~e entirely excluded f~om the 
scope of the Bill. My own experience o~ the Broach Talukdars, as well as the 
limited intelligence displayed by many of the Thakors who attended your Dar bar 
drives me to an entirely opposite conclusion. One or two of them are doubtles; 
perfectly competent to manage their estates in their own way, and their case is . 
provided for by the Honourable Sir Richard Lamb's amendment empowering 
Government to exempt talukdars by name from the operation of certain clause~ 
of the Bill. Most of the Broach Thakors are, however, just as much in need of 
protection, whether against others or against themselves, as the talukdars of 

'Kaii:a and Ahmedabad. . 
I have the honour to be, 

. Sir, 
Your most obedient servant, 

(Sd.) J. E .. C. JUKES, 
TaJukdari Settlement Officer. 

Translation of a communication printed in the "Praja Bandhu '' of 
25th January 1914. 

Summary of the objections taken by the Thakor Saheb. of Utelia in the 
Talukdars' Meeting convened by the Commissioner, Northern Division!' 
and the Talukdari 8ettlement Officer, Mr. Jukes, on 23rd January 1914 at 
Dholka in connection with the Bill to amend the Gujar:it Talukdars' Act :-
1. The definition 'of talukdar should be amended and·persons other than 

those holding directly from Government should not be considered as talukdars. 
H 41-127 
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2. The words Land revenue should be removed and the \'\'ords -Tribute, 
Peshkasbi, or U dhad iama should be. substituted for them, wherever they 
.occur. 

3. A fifteen years' lease should not constitute an encumb1·ance. 
4. The word ta1ukdari should be substituted for the word 'talukdar's' 

wherever it occurs. . 
5. It should be clearly stated who hold proprietary rights against Govern· 

ment, and the fact of the possession of such proprietary rights should be 
distinctly stated. 1t should be distinctly stated that our proprietary rights will 
not be affected by the repeal of Act VI of 1862. 

6. Survey has been made thrice snd it should not be made again except 
on our application. . 

7. It is not necessary to record in the Settlement Register the amount of 
rent paid by each tenant. · 

8. Copies of the Survey Settlement should be supplied to tho talukdars 
~~~- -

. 9. · 'l'he obligation to submit registered documents for rec01·d in Settlement 
Registers should not be thrown on the talukdars. The necessary information 
should be called for from the Government offices in whioh the documents are 
registered. 

10. The clause in which it is stated that the talukdars' jama may be as 
much as the full survey assessme1~t should be removed and it should be laid down 
that _no more than a certain percentage thereof shall be taken and that it should 
in no case exceed the limit of 40 to bO per cent. fixed by ::Mr. Robertson. The 
_exemption fromjama of alienated or vanta land of a talukdari village should be 
clearly stated. · . · 

11. The fact· that Local Fund is levied on the amount of jama should be 
clearly stated. 

12. (In partition cases.) Management should commence only afte~ the 
Tight to partition has been established. · 

13. The indefinite ground for assuming management should be removed 
from the clause and details should be given. 
. 14. The clause relating to the assumption of management when the debt 
.amounts to two years' net revenue should be removed. Five years should be 
.·substituted and then the talukdar should be given an opportunity of explaining 
matters (before attachment is made). _ 

15 •. In case of assumption of management of an estate on a talukd~rs' 
application, if no term of management is agreed upon, it should be raised on 
the talukdars' application. ['he question of the removal of attachment should 
be disposed of within two months, .and if it is no£ disposed of within this period 
management should be deemed to have terminated and this should be definitely 
stated in the Dill. . 

. 16. It should be distinctly &tated in the Act that ·the manager has no 
right to enjoy greater powers. than those possessed by the owners. ' 

17. The maintenance of talukdars should be a first charge on the estate. 
Other payment should be made after this charge is met. 

18. It should be distinctly laid down that the acts done during the 
management period are not binding on . talukdars after the removal of 
attachment. 
. 19. Duriug the period of management the talukdars should be furnished 
am;mally with an account of income and expenditure ·and some limits of 
expenditure should be fixed in the share of a_ percentag~ of .the income. 

20. Moveable property should not be taken under management. 
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· 21. The presont jurisdiction of Civil Courts S~hould not be altered. 
22. Compulsory education should be removed from the Bill. 
23. A limit of expenditure on police shouid be defined and it should be 

distinctly stated in the Act that we have the right to nominate the :Police :Patel 
and appoint the Village Police. 

24. There should be no objection to the talukdars' having monetary 
dealings 'in the same taluka. 

25. In these money dealings there should be no objection to the transfer 
of the 'village-site lands. · · . 

26. The jama of :Baharkhali or vdnta .land should not be increased if they · ' 
are purchased by a ta,lukdar. · · 

27.. Clauses in the La~d Revenue Code which are prejudicial to· our 
proprietary rights should be removed from the Bill. · 

(Sd.) :MEGHABHAI HATANSING, 

Karbhari, Utelia. 
Dated 28rd January 1914. 

True· translation. 

(Scl.) J. E. 0. JUKES, · 

Talukdari Settlement Officer. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DARBAR .UELD· AT PRANTIJ 
ON THE lSTa JANUARY 1914. 

Commenced at 12-30 noon. 'Pke following Talulcdct1'8 were present:-

Name of village. Name of To.lukda.r or Thakor, 

I 
. · Oran . .. Sardar Askar Ali La lamia. 

Akhabar Ali Kasam Ali. 
Divanmia Hasan Ali. 
Kalumia Ahmed Ali. 

· · · Bapumia Panamia. 
Vaghpur •.. Thakor Takhatsingji J ethusingji. 

Kunvar Shivsangji Takhatsingji •. 
J uvansangji Takhatsingji. , 

Antroli·Vas-Dolji ... Thakor Gambhirsing Lalsing. . .. o 

Antroli· V as-Punjaji • . • :Bhayat Ramsangji Madhusangji. 
~oyad-Vas·Rupaji •.. Thakor Nathusangji Fatesangji. 
~Ioyad-Vas-Nathaji ... Thakor Becharsangji MansangjL .• 

Thakor N atlmsangji Becharsangji. 
Padusan ... Thakor J uvansang Mansang. 

Thaker Kesrisang Juvansang. 
Sagpur . . . Kesarji Becha.rji. 

Amarsang Kesrisang. 
Badodra ... Thakor Juvansang Fatesang. 

Thakor Himatsang Bhupatsang. 
Thakor Ratansang Vajesang. 
Thakor Harisang Bajaji. 



i. 

Aniod 

Ujedi~. 

Navavas · 
~Sitvada-Vas· Vastaji 

Si tvada-Vas~ V astaji 

Sitvnda-Vas-Meraji 

Dalani Muvadi · 
J)oltabad 

Mudhasana 

Badarni Muvadi 

Kesarpur 

:Boria 
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• •• 
1 
Thakor Rupsangji. . 
Thakor Bhawansang U medsang. 
Thakor Kasuji Lakhaji. 
Tha.kor Lilaji Amraji. 

••. Thakor Galabsang Bapuji. 
Thakor Adarsang Galabsang. 
Thakor Fatesang Gamirsang •. 
Thakor Kaluji Jalaji . 

. Th~kor Kalansang Jalamsang. 
.. . Thakor Gamirsang Hiraji. 
• .. :Madhuji Kaluji. 

Punjaji Ranchhodji. 
Lalsang Galabsang. 
A mthuji Punja.ji. 

· Ranchhodji Vajaji. 
Karanaji .Hanchhodji. 

••. Vajaji Fataji. · 
Becharji Kunpaji. 
Amthaji Hariji •. 
Visaji Becharji. 
Viraji Kasaji. 

... Dipaji Nathuji. 
Hemtaji J ehaji •. 
. .Amthaji Hariji. 
Punjaji Dajiji. 
Visaji Ranchhodji. 
llendaji Jhaverji. 
Kasuji Gokalji. 
Amthuji Modji. 

. Madhuji Bechnrji. 
·Karanaji Laluji. 

... Motisang Amarsang. 
•••. Galabsang Dhiraji. 

Punjaji Galabji. 
· Galabji Dhiraji. 

Fataji Gobarji. 
Amraji Malji. 
Juvanji Raysangji. 

. Ramsangji Moghaji. 
·~ Laluji Takhaji. 
· :Bavaji Viraji~ 

••• Fatesangji Mansangji. 
Ratansang Mansangji. 
Vajesang Mansangji. 

••. J ethuji Danaji. 
. Baktiji Amraji. 

Madhuji Karanji. 
••• Sursangji Kalansangji. 

Madhuji Bapuji. 
Amarsang Bhavansang. 
Umedsang Bbupatsang. 
Partapsang Eadsang. 
Halusangji Juvansangji. 
Harisang Malji~ 
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---------~~,- ~ ~-.-- --------,------------
Name of village. 

Baini M uvadi 

Rupal 

Ohandpur 
Rozad 

Punadra 

J alani 'M vaudi 

Gamdi 

'Mavani :Muvadi 
'Mokamni Muvadi 
Bhatia 

Takar 

Poyda 

Indrajpur· 

Name of Tlilukdar or TMkor. 

Becharji Kuberji. 
Partapsang Kuberji .. 

... Galabsang Lalsang. 
Juvansang Bhupatsang. 
Dursang Galabsang. 

. • . Galaji Mansangji. 

. .. J uvansang Pujsang. 
Hemtaji Jalamji. 
Kalansang Khumaji. 
Galabji Vaghaji. 

.. , N athuji Khatuji. · 
Kursang Jeshangji • 

. ~. Kansang Visaji. 
Bhuptaji Rupaji. 
Sonji Gala bji. 
Khatuji Gokalji • 

•. : Punjaji Karuji. 
Gambhirsang Kaluji. 

. . . M:anaji Habhji. 

. .. Fatesang Amraji. 

.".. Punjaji Karamuji. 
Ranaji J esaji. 

.. . Shivsang Gobarsang. 
Madhusang Virsang. · 

.•. Jesangji Dhiraji. 
Hemtaji Fulaji. 
Bhemaji Gobarji .. 
Bhathiji M:anaji. 

This list includes all the Tdlukdars of tke Prdntij Tdluka, witk the single 
exception of the Tkdkor of Sado:ni JJluvadi, who arrived too late for 
tke JJurbdr. 

The Commissioner addressed the Durbar as follows :- · 

I understand that most of the Talukdars of Prantij are present to-day. 
Now I am very glad to see so many, because I want to ascertain the opinion 
of all Talukdars on the subject which we have come here to discuss. You all 
know that some little while ago Government, largely guided by' the advice 

• of the officers who are aquainted with the. circumstances of the case, set out to 
amend the law relating to Talukdars. They proposed. to improve the law 
in the interests of the 'falukdars. But curiously enough there came before 
Government spoken and written evidence that 'there was a feeling that the law 
was adverse to the interests of the Talukdars. We, who are officers of Gujrat, 
did not believe that the Talukdars really had this feeling, and that is why 
I am anxious to hear from you in person what·your views are with regard to 
the proposed new law. Mr. Jukes will explain to you what provisions the 
Bill contains. All I will now say is that I am anxious that any one of you 
who has not fully undertsood what the Bill means or has any doubt as to the 
propriety of its provisions should explain his doubts to ·me so that I may 
attempt to resolve them. It will greatly strengthen the hands of Government 
if I am in a position to tell them on your behalf t~at after careful consi~eration 
of the contents of the Bill the Talukdars· of this ta1uka hav.e unanimously · 

R 41-128 
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expressed their opinion in favour of the changes which it is proposed to make ; 
and that is why I say that if any one of you is at all doubtful regarding its 
effects I want you to come forward and tell me so· quito honestly and fearlessly. 
Now I will ask the Talukdari Settlement Officer to tell you about the Bill 
in Guiarati. 

Mr. Jukes then addressed the Talukdars as follows:....-
The Commissioner has invited you today to ask your opinion· about the 

new Bill which it is proposed to pass concerning the Talukdars of Gujarat. It 
is after much consideration and consultation with many Talukdars that this BiU 
has been devised ; but Government is graciottsly pleased, before passing it into 
law, to inquire yet once more what is the true opinion of the Talukdars. There· 
fore, if any one of you has any suggestion to make any objection to raise or any 
question to ask, he should come forward and speak hi~ mind openly. 

In this matter, one thing in especial should be remembered. This 
.Bill is :rrot an entirely new law. There is at present in existence a 
law relating to the Talukdars, and Talukdari estates are now being managed 
in accordance with it. The Bill repeats unchanged many sections of the old 
law; it improves others; and introduces some quite ·new clauses. Still 
:although there certainly are changes, the intention of the law remains the 
same-to protect the Talukdars. If the Bill is passed, Government will gain 
from it no financial advantage and the Talukdars will be cheated of none of their 
rights. The method of fixing the jama will remain unchanged under the new 
law. The Talukdars will be consulted in the nomination of village police, just 
as they are consulted under the present law. They will be able, if they obtain 
sanction, to encumber or alienate their land, just· as they are able at present. 
Not only will Government derive no gain from the passing of the :Bill; they 
will actually incur greater responsibilities. But the object of the law 
remains one and. the same; to protect the Talukdars. As to the effectiveness 
·of the protection, many Talukdars of Prantij could, .if they. wished, give the 
best of evidence. Hither.to you have trusted Government, and that you will 
continue to do so is my confident expectation. . . 

Of the new clauses in the Eill, · I should like to give some explanation 
rega:r,ding two or · three which afe · of ~pecial impo,1:tance. :First of all comes 
educatio1;1. Govemment has lo;og perceived that one of the principal reasons 

. for the impoverishment of many Talukdars is their lack of education. Without 
.education, they cannot manage their estates properly. Whether they manage 
them themselves or entrust them to Karbharis, the result is one and the same. 
They incur heavy_ debts~ a:t;1d ~n order to sav.e the estate it has to be attached. A 
·clause has been mtroduced 1n the new B1ll which lays upon . the Ta.Iukdars 
themselves. the duty of .~ducating their sons. The system which prevails in the 
Kathiay.ad and other Agencies· is introduced into Gujarat. If any 'l'alukdar 
does not ed~cate .his son prop~rly in accordance with his· position and his 
income-this is important·; i:ii accordance with his position and his incorne · • 
Government does not ask more ;-the Cornl'l,lissioner is empowered to fine hirn! 
and the fine ~tself may, if the Talukdari Settlement Officer so~ wishes, be spent 
on the ~ducatwn of the same boy. You must rememb!':!r, however, that this 
clause applies to boys only; it will never be made applicable to daughters 
From ~he introduction of this cl~us.e, we may hope that future Talukdars wili 
be properly educated, apd able to ;manage their estates; that the load of debt 
will vani~h ; that no reason for attaching estates will .arise ; and that, finally, 
no ro9m at all will be left for the Talukdari DeJ>artment its~!{. 

· Atl.other new clause in. the Bill Qoncerns the Civil Courts. At present it ~ 
TalukdaJ; 4ies and a dispute arises as to the identity of his heir, it is necess~ry to 
go to the Civil Oou~ts.. . '!'he fiJ'st step is to file a suit in the Su 'b-J udge's Court . 
from. his decision the,re i$ an appeal to the District Court ; and thence to th~ 
Hi~h Cou~t and possibly to the P:I:ivy Council. Y ov. all know very well how 
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·much time is wasted and how much money spent in getting justice in th~ way. 
Pleaders and all. those who depend for their living upon the QourtE! give bad 
advice and do anything they can to prolong the suit. And what is the ultim~tQ 
result.? Such suits have led to the absolute ruin of many estates. ~ow it has 
. occurred to Government that, if a Special Court were established to hear such 
suits, judgment would be given. more speed!lY and much ~xpe~se saved •. A~ 
experienced Judge would preside over thlS Court ; and with. him would s1t, as 
Assessors, a Talukdar and a third person, . who would b~ a.n officer of the 
Revenue Department. 'l'his third person would be either the Talukdari Settle'\' 
. ment Officer or an Assistant Collector. The· Judge would be fully conversant 
with the law, while the Talukda:r, one of yourselves, and the Revenue Officer. 
would be conversant with your ways and customs. Ft"om thi$ Court there 
would be one appeal, either to the High Court or to the Governor in Council, 
before whom no barrister or pleader could appear, Government is particularly 
anxious to learn the views of the Talukdars ·on this question. Which do you· 
prefer ? Sh~ll succession and similar cases continuq to go to the · ordinary 
Civil Courts, or shall there be a special Court ? lf a special Court. who shall 
sit on it, with the Judge and the 'ralukdar r The Talukdari Settlement Otlicer, 
or an Assistant Collector? I should like to explain here that I personally' 

·am not anxious to sit on the Court~ My work is alreaQ.y heavy, 
. and that would greatly increase it. Still, if Government an~ tb.~ 
Talukdars wish it, I am prepared to sit. Which shall it be th~n, th~ 
Talukdari Settlement Officer or an Assist~nt Collector P Finally to. whom 
shall the appeal lie? To the High Court or to the GQvernor in Council r . A~ 
I have said, Government are particularly anxious to learn the views of tl:u~ 
Talukdars on this question; and so we shall be delighted to hear any ~uggestiori 
·that anyone has to make. · · 

I· have explaine.d, on bphalf of the Con;1missioner, the two mo~t impoJ,ia~t 
of the new clauses in the ;Bill. Sardar Askar Ali n,ow desires to say' a few 
words to you. After that,· if anyone has any suggestions to z:n,a~E) or questions 
to ask, either about these two clauses or about any o~J:Ier clauses i:n the· ·BiU, 
.he should come up hera and. explain his views verba~ly to the Commissioner. -

Sdrddr .Askar Ali Ldldmia of Ot'dn. 

We are all very much obliged to Government for consulting us in the 
·matters which affect our interests. We never doubted Government. They 
have been doing all that is good for us. W a Talukdars have full experience 
of the Civil Courts. The Commissioner knows it very well. . We think that 
the Talukdars should, in order to g~t their 9lai~s degided, appl,'oach first the 
Talukdari Settlement Officer and then the Commissio!ler. It is ruinous to go 
to the Civil Court. Our all is swallowed up by the pleaders and other men ; 

-if they leave anything at all it is very inconsiderable. The Talukdars of this 
Taluka have a8ked me to request Your Honour to give the best possible education 
to our children. Life is very short, and we cannot _make much progress or 
better our condition much in one generation. But we all attach importance to 
the education of our children, and .( am asked to represent this state of things . 
on behalf of all the Talukdars of this taluka, and to request Your Honour to 
make arrangements to· build hostels and open schools so that our children may 
be benefited by the education they will receive at the hands of the Benign 
Government. Further I want to say that our jama is altered from year to 
year •. Its amount may kindly be reduced and settle~ ~nee for all~ As for 
ed~cat10n I have read many things about this, but the illiterate Talukdars of 
this tal¥ka know very little of education. We are all very anxious to see our 

·children educated and we all express our sincere desire that Government will . 
. help us in this matter. 
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lir. Jukes.- The Commissioner asks me to say t.hat it is not desirable that 
the: appeal from the Tribunal should lie to him. He is a looal official, and it is 
better that the appeal should go to some outside authority. Would you prefer 
that it should go to the High Court, or to Government ? 

Sardar Askar Ali :-Appeals to the High Court are not desirable. We 
shall be glad if thtt Governor in Council will take our appeals. ·we . shall be 
highly obliged to him. 

Kumar Shivsingji of Vaghpur :-Sardar Asker Ali has sa.i~ all that I 
wanted to say in connection with the new l3ill. I would mentiOn, however, 
that there is a provision in the Bill for compulsorily educating the children 
of Talukdars. There is only one objection to that and it is t?is! th~t ~e may 
be compelled to incur expenses beyond our means. Some lim1tatlons should 
be plticed on compulsion. Some permanent arrangement shou]d be made for 
the. education of our children. Up to now only two hostels, one at Dhadhuka 
and another at .N adiad, have been provided. We cannot all afford to send our 
children there. Prantij is a poor Taluka and I request that a boarding house 
may be opened here. Our iama is altered often. It should be fixed in such 
a. way that after paying Government dues we shall have enough left to enable 
us to better our condition. · · 

1\Ir. Jukes.-As I told you just now, the Dill p~ovides for education 
according to the means and position of the 'falukdars. It 1s not proposed to send 
every boy to a hostel : the village schools will do very well for the poorer 
Talukdars. But the parents must arrange for the education of their own 
children. If the Prantij Talukdars want a Hostel, I am afraid they will have 
to subscribe liberally towards it. 

Your wishes regarding jama will be brought to the notice of Government. 
SyedKalnMia Ahmed Ali,- Bhagdar Talukdarof Tajpur.-I need not repeat 

the expression of our opinion which has already been put before Your honour 
by .Sardar Askar Ali and Kumar Shivsingji. · I entirely agree with them. 
However I have to submit my_req11est to yoti on two important points. If I have 
rightly understood the Bill, it is going to oust certain Bhagdar T:\lukdars from 
their position as Talukdars. This should not be done. It is Ilesirable that 
the present definition of " Talukdar " should be insetlfld in the new Bill in 
place of the definition proposed. If the small sharers cease to be recognised 
as Talukdars they will have to · tl~perience great hardship. They will lose 
all respect amongst their caste and will be put to great difficulty in arranging 
marriages for their children. · · · 

Mr. Jukes :-1 ani glad to be able to tell you that the clause to which 
you object is in all probability to be taken out of the Bill. 

Jamadar Ak.habar Ali of Majra..-Previous speakers have said enouoh 
and I am not going to repeat their words. We have our jama fixed in 
Kathiavad and many other places, But here the jama figure is altered from 
time to time. We are becoming poorer day by day. I therefore ·request that 
the tribute should be settled for ever. Compulsory education as proposed is 
good and very praiseworthy. We all know that civil suits are ruinous and it is 
really good that such a high tribunal should be appointed. In Baroda the. 
Sardars' Court is quite a distinct Judicial authority. I myself am a Sardar of 
the Baroda State and I admire that system. There will be no injustice if the 
Talukdari Settlement Officer sits on the tribunal. What has been ·provided in · 
the Bill is all well for us. · 

Mr. Jukes :-I again invite anyone who has any suggestions to make 
or doubts. ~o express regarding the· Bill, to come forward and toll us. 

Sardar Askar Ali :_:(To the Talukdars) I have said in my speech every .. 
thing that you told me to state to His Honour. I do not think there remains 
anything to be said now. 
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Thakor ofVaghpur :.;_I agree with Sardar Askar All. 
The Commissioner :-Now I do not want to take away false id~a from the 

silence of those who have not spoken, and so I am going to put the points to 
you one by one and ask you for a decision on each. Am I to tell the 
Sarkar that every Talukdar present at this meeting is in favour of the Bill? 
Am I to tell this to the Sarkar or not? 

Reply from all :-Yes. . 
The Commissioner :-Am I to tell the Sarkar that with reference to the 

provision re11arding education you Talukdars of Prantij are willing to leave it 
to the Talukdari Settlement Officer and the Commissioner to provide suitable 
education for the children or those Talukdars only who negleQt their duty?· 

(Vote taken by show of hands.-Agreement nem-con.) ' 
The Commissioner :-Am I to tell the Sarkar further that the Talukdars ot 

Prantij wish to have certain of their civil disputes decided not by the ordinary 
Civil Courts but by a special tribunal ? . 

Sardar Askar Ali :-Yes, by a special tribun;:.tl, as. the Civil Court pro-
ceedings are most ruinous. 

(V oie taken by show of han_ds. Agreement nem·c.on.) 

The Commissioner :---:Am I to tell the Sark~r that you wish to have that. 
tribunal presided over by an officer of judicial experience such as is described 
in the Bill ? . · \ 

(Vote taken by show of hands. Agreement nem·con.) 

The Commissio:p.er :-Do you think that the Talukdari Settlement Officer
ought to be a member of the tribunal? . 

(Vote taken by show of hands. Agreement nem·con.) 
The Commissioner ::_Those are, I think, the two most important points of 

the .Bill, but there is one other point to which I must call your a:ttention. I. 
mention it.&o that you may not afterwards say, that the Commissioner omitted 
anything of jmportance. You all know that under the existing Act Talukdarst· 
Estates a1·e in certain circumstances taken under attachment. In this new Bill 
it is proposed to take still further power of attachment. It is proposed that
it should rest with the Commissioner to decide what estate should be or should 
not be taken under japti for reasons which appear to him sufficient. The· 
-circumstances in which attachment will be made are as follows:-

(Clause 22 was read.) 

Now do you understand what it is proposed to do~ Those persons who 
authorisedly or unauthorisedly have come before Government to represent the· 
case of the 'ralukdars have laid much stress on the last of these provisions, and 
a good deal of objection bas been made to it. Now the SaJ:lcar has been trying.· 
to help the Talukdars since the year 1862, that is, for more than 50 years. 
You know that a Talukdari S~ttlement Officer was appointed for your. benefit in. 
1862 and has been endeavourmg to safeguard your interests ever smce ; you. 
have had the assistance of the Commissioner also. You know both these 
officers from your experience of them. Do vou think that the clause now 
read to you is dangerous? Have you any objection to the giving of these 
extended powers to the Commissioner? 

(Vote taken by show of hands. No objection raised.) 
' . 

The Commissioner :-Am I to tell the Sarkar that after having the Bill 
explained to you, you are not afraid that the Commissioner will attach your 
Talukdari estates without good reason? If you think that the powers are too 
wide and should be restricted, you should tell me so now~ · 

ll 41-129 
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Jamamdar Akhabar Ali :...;_Wo all agree to that, but many Talukdars, say 
about 90 per cent., are in debt. Their debts must now be in excess of the limit 
stated in the Bill. Attachment, if made, should not swallow up all the revenues 
of the estate. At least the family mnintenance charges and marriage expenses 
should be defrayed from the income. ·. 

Mr. Jukes :-Can anybody quote an instance of the Talukdari Settlement 
Officer having ever starved a 'l'alukdar? We make what prov.ision we can for 
maintenance, but you know that unnecessary expenses must be curtailed, In 
the case of marriages and other ceremonies, we do our best to provide funds ; 
but a man who is in debt cannot afford to spend so freely as his unembarrassed 
neighbour. 

The Commissianer :-I have now asked your views and find that there is a 
general agreement among you. I thank ypu all very much for the trouble you 

, have ~taken in coming so far. I have learnt with pleasure that you really do 
approve and agree with the provisions of the Bill, and hope. I shall ·not find. 
that any of you hereafter retract what you have now said. 

Sardar Askar Ali :-No. We will never do that. ' 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DARB1R. HELD AT SANAND 
. ON l'HE 15TH JANUARY 1914~ 

The JJarbdr commenced at 12-40 noon. The following · 
. Tdlukddrs were ptesm~t :- · 

· Name of village. Name of TUukdar. 

:Makhiav 

.Eakrana · 
I 

. 
Yinchhia 

·,~ •• jl. 

. Kuvar 

:Lekhainba 

. Kaneti 

IFI' ''R ... ••• u smgJI aesmgJI. 
Balsinu:ji Dhirsingji. 
J aswatsingji Kalubha • 

... ~ Juvansingji Jethibhai. 
Merubha Bapubha. 
Oghubha · Prabhatsing • 

••. Dhirsingji Ramsingji, 
. Shiv~ngji Pratapsingji • 

. . • Fatesingji Raesingji. 
Madha vsingji ,Raesingji. 

•. ~ J:alamsingji Harbhamji • 

... Sartansingji Ratansingji . 
Rahubhai Hardasji. · 
Prabhatsingji J alai:nsin O'ji . 

. Adesang Bhupatsing. 
0 

.••. · J ethibhai Bapubhai. 
Odhadbhai Umedsing. 
Popatbhai Maghabhai. 
Lakhabhai Kalubhai. 
Khengarji Ghelji~ 
Lakhabhai Kalubhai· Mulubhai. 
Hathibhai N athubhai. 
:Motibhai Bavaji. . 
Mohansang Shi vsing. 
Gov~ndsing Marlhavsing. 



Name ol vill'l.g'e. 

Khoda 

Iyava 

Vasna 

Kundal 

Garodia 

'Sa nand (V antia) 

~13 

Name of T!tlukdar. 

•.. Karansingji Bavaji. 

••.. Pratapsing Samatsing. 

••. Motibhai Sartansing. 
Motibhai N ajibhai. 
J esubhai Virabhai. 
Chakarsang Lakhma_nji • 

... Dhirsingji Kalyansingji. 

•.• BhupatAing Chehji. 
Dalaji Dosaji. 

••• Godhavia Gulabsang Sartansang. 
Koleta lfadhavsang Bavaji. 
Koleta Fatesang Bhavsang. 
'Jhampia Tak.hubha Modji. I Sanathla Merubhai Tejabhai. 

At the outset the Karbhari of Bai Hiraba, mother of the minor Thakor of 
Sanand, read out on her behalf a written application to the Commissioner. In 
this ~ai Hiraba · explained that as the heir to the Sanand estate was a young 
minor, and she herself being a pa1·danashin lady, could not appear at the 
Dar bar, she craved permission to represent her views in writing. ·She expressed 
her desire that the Bill should be passed as it stood, particularly mentioning 
her approval of the clauses relating to the Tribunal and to Education. 

The. Commissioner then addressed the Dar bar as follows ~-I had hoped . to. 
find mora Talukdars attending this meeting, but still I am glad to welcome 
so many as have come. I want to tell you why I am here to-day. I have not 
come without very good reason. You all know that certain improvements in. 
the law which applies to the Talukdars of Gujarat are under consideration. 
These changes are being considered because in the opinion of the Government 
the present Act does not do all that is necessary in the interests of the Taluk
dars. You know that for the last 50 years Government have been endeavouring 
not only to preserve the Talukdari families but also to put them in a position 
to maintain themselves. For &0 years you hav.e had the services of an officer 
of Government, the T81ukdari Settlement Officer, who has been specially 
entrusted with the care of your interests. You are well aware of the manner 
in which he has carried. out the duty entrusted to him. You yourselves know 
whether he has been of any use to you and. whether, were it not for his timely 
help, most of your estates would not have passed into other hands. I am now 
going to ask you all to tell me what you think of the .Bill. I do not want the · 
{)pinions of your pleaders or your Karbharis or any other outsider. I want yo?
to come forward and tell me your own opinions regarding the. Bill. When It 
was first introduced in ihe Council and came on for consideration, a pile of 
petitions was received from all quarte1s, which stated that the Talukdars were 
{)pposed to the Bill. We officers of Gujarat believed that the opposition was the 
opposition of others and not of the Talukdars. By others I mean the persons 
who benefit at your expense. I have come here ·to-day in order to meet you 
face to face, and not through your pleaders or Mukhtiars or Karbharis. I have 
come here to-day to ask your personal opinions and views ; whether you under
~tand that Government have really been trying to promote your interests by 
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passing this Bill, and, whether you have .any objection~ to it a~d what objections 
you have. If you w1ll explain to me without any fea.r and witJ,lout a~y reserve 
what your views aTe and will tell me, if you do obJect, why you obJ~Ct to ~he·. 
Bil1, I will endeavour with the help of M~. J u~es ~~ clear up your dlfficult1~s. 
Now I will ask Mr. Jukes to address you 1n GuJar~ti and put before you certam 
facts regarding the Bill which you should constder before. you speak: Then 
I will ask all of you to come up and ·discuss with me any p01nts on which you· 
have doubts or require information ~bout. ' 

I understand that there is a petition ready for presentation to me. Is 
that so? 

Fatesingji Raesingji of Kuvar :_:.Ye~; here is our petition. 

The Commissioner :-I do not want petitions. I want to hear your own. 
opinions from your own lips. Who wrote this petition? 

Fatesingji :-I did. 
The Commissioner :-Good; then you will be able to tell me all that is in it. 

We will put the petition away now, and Y?U shall ~ell me all about it. But, 
first I will ask Mr. Jukes to speak to you about the Bill. , · 

(Mr. Jukes then addres~ed the Dar bar in Gujarati, on the same lines as ill' 
the Prantij meeting. Subsequently the following discussion took place.) 

Fulsingji Raesingji of Makhhv :-Education is very necessary to us and I 
approve of the provisions of the Bill on this subject. As to the Tribunal, it is 
quite true that by going t~ the Civil Courts both parties are ruined. I know 
this f~om my .own .experience in the Gangad succession suit, which helped to 
reduce my estate to its present condition. Had there been a Tribunal in 
erlstence then, the result would have been quite different. Our jama should be 
fixed permanently. We are all anxious to have its amount settled once for all 
or, at any rate, for fifty or sixty years at a time. I do not know much about 
the Bill, and have no further comments to make on it. 

Juvansingji Jethibhai of Bakrana :-I agree with what Fulsingji has said .. 
We are all anxious for a fixed jama. Otherwise the Bill is such as will help us . 

. Mr. Jukes :-The Commissioner asks me to say that he will tell Govern·· 
ment what you desire regarding the jama. He cannot, however, promise that· 
you will get what you want, because Government have already considered the
question and decided against a fixedjama. 

I 

. i 

Fatesingji Raesingji of Kuvar :-One reason why I object to the Bill is. 
because it compels us to educate our daughters. 

Mr. Jukes :-Th~re is no clause in the Bill which provides for the educa-
tion of girls, · . 

Fatesingji :-The amount of our jama has been aimost doubled. I have· 
not been educated in any of the schools, so I cannot say anything about the 
Bill. If permitted, I will read the petition presented to your Honour. It 
contains all we have to say. 

The Commissioner :-You can tell me what you have to say without: 
reading. 

Fatesingji :-I want to say something about the Tribunal. We are beinO' 
very much harassed by the Talukdari Settlement Officer. How long are we t~ 
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suffer this ? I am now being prosecuted by one of his subo1•dinates in the 
Assistant Collector's Court, and I cannot get justice in it. 

:Mr. Jukes :-Do~s not the Assistant Collector give you justice? 

Fatesingji :-I am being harassed, and I do not desire that such suits should 
be heard by the new Court. · . 

Mr. Jukes :-The new Court will decide ciVil matters only and not 
criminal cases. If you do anything which subjects you to criminal p:r;osecution, 
your case will continue. to go to the criminal courts. It will not go to the new 
Coo~ . , 

(At this stage the Commissioner asked Mr. Jukes to read clause 42 of the 
Bill, which was explained to Fatesingji in the v~rnaoular.) · . 

The Commissioner :-The Bill says that certain disputes between 
Talukdars will be decided by the Tribunal and that nothing else will go to the. 
Tribunal. Now what do you say about the decision by the Tribunal of one 
class of Ta1ukdari disputes? Have you any objection to that ? 

Fatesingji :-No, I have no objection. 
But do you propose to create a separate Talukari Settlement Offi oer's 

Court? 
The Commissioner :-No~ The Court will consist of a Judge, an Assistant. 

Collector or the Talukdari Settlement Officer and one of your own Talukdars. 

Fatesirigji :-If the Talukdar's opinion is to be taken into consideration, · I 
do not object to the constitution of the Court. · 

The Commissioner :-The object is to ensure to you cheap justice without. 
undue delay. . . 

(The Commissioner then explained the constitution of the Tribunal as laid 
down in the Dill.) 

Fate~ingji :-If that be so, I have no objection. 

The Commissioner :-Do you reaily mean that ? 
Fatesingji :-Yes, I really mean it. 
The Commissioner =~If such a Court is established, whom would you like-

to sit on it ? · 

Fatesingji :-I have no objection to the Talukdari Settlement Officer or the 
Assistant Collector sitting on the Court since a Talukdar will 'be sitting with 
them. 

The Commissioner :-What else do you want to say about the Dill ? 

Fatesingji :-I think that it will be humiliating to fine Talukdars for not 
giving information. 

(Inquiry elicited the fact that the reference was to clause 12 of the Bill, 
regarding the furnishing of.information for entry in the_ Settlement Registers.) 

The Commissioner :-I must explain the meaning of this clause. Its 
object is to ensure the entry in the Register of newly acquired rights. It is 
entirely to your interest that suoh en. try should be made. . 'fhere is no intention 
of humiliating you. We want to safeguard the interests of tbc acquiring 
Talukdar. However I have taken a note of your objection. 

Fatesingji :-You want to create new Talukdars by passing this Bill. If 
you make into Talukdars all who acquire any of our land, what will become 
of us? 

(Here the Commissioner read the definition of" Talukdar" as laid down in 
clause 2 and explained its meaning.) 
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The Commissioner :-Does this clause create any new. Talukdars? 
Fatesingji :-No and as that is so, all is well. I have no objection to the 

'Clause. . . . . 
The Commissioner~-What have you to say abo11:t the education question? 
Fatesingji :-I object to the provision for educating our. daughters. 
The Commissioner :-You object to the education of girls only? 

.Fatesingji :-Yes, so far as education is concerned. But I also object tG 
the provision in the Bill that daughters should inherit our estates. . 

The Commissioner :-There is nothing in the Bill about the education of 
girls or their inheritance. Ho~ did you get hold of these ideas? · · 

Fatesingji :-We are illiterate people and we gather all this from common 
talk. · . 

Mr. Jukes :-Have you not read the Bill? 
Fatesingji :-Yes, some of it. • 
Mr. Jukes :-Have you anything more to say about it ? 
Fate'singji:-No. . · I ! 

. Rahubhai Hardasji of Kaneti :-I ihink that the de:finition:of "~alukdar, 
. should be changed. If everybody .who gets a part of our land 1s made a 
Talukdar our dignity wil~ be impaired. . · . 

Mr. Jukes :-Are you speaking of your own kinsmen, who getjivd! lands? 

Rahu~hai :-No, I am referring to outsiders. 

(Clause 2 (a) was then read to him and explained.) 

The Commissioner :..;...Does this contain what you feared? It refers only 
to members of your families. Ar~ you satisfied now ? 

Rahubhai :-Yes, it is all right. In eai:ly days tribute was l~vied from 
us, but its name has now been converted into land-revenue. Our jama should 
still be called tribute. 

· The Commissioner :-I will tell Government what· you have said. The 
decision on this point rests with Government. The Thakor of Kervada has 
already taken up the question. 

Rahubhai :-Now-a-days our land is frequently surveyed. Such frequent 
surveys should not be made. They lead to enormous increases in assessment. 

Mr. Jukes :-Do you know that in Dholka and 'other Talukas the result 
of the detailed survey has been to decrease the assessment ? 

.. Rahubhai :-Still, the maximum rates of the Talukdari villages are much 
nigher than those of Government villages. 

The Commissioner :-That has nothing to do with the Bill. You may 
petition, if you have a grievance. 

Rahubhai :-:-Regarding the Tribunal : I am of opinion that we cannot get 
justice anywhere else· except in the Civil Courts. . . 

The Commissioner :-What Courts have you tried in which you found that 
justice was not given? . . . 

Rahubhai :..:....I had a dispute about jama before the Commissioner, in which 
110 justice was given to me. (In reply to a question.) My opponent may have 
got justice. _ 

The Commissioner :-What are your objections to the Court which will be 
.r.onstituted under the Bill P Do you know what cases the Tribunal will decide ? 
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Rahubhai :-I am firmly of opinion that no justice can he had· except in 
the Civil Court3, although I have never been ~o the Civil Court. . ' 

The Commissioner :-Give me some reasons for your objection. Men
tion some of your reasons. How can I satisfy you unless you give your 
reasons P 

Rahubhai :-Civil Courts will be more· expensive; but they will give justice 
in return for the expense. 

Mr. Jukes :-The same Judge will sit on the Tribunal who now sits in. the 
Civil Court. Will he give you justice in the one, place and not in the other? 

·He will have one of yourselves to help him: 

Rahubbai :-If there be a Talukdar in the Court we shall expect justice at 
the hands of the J ud~e. 

(Here clause 45 was read t.o bim and explained.) 

Rahubhai :-It is all right, but why is Government so anxious to send our 
disputes to this Court instead of to the ordinary Civil Co~rts ? . , 

The Commissioner :-By creating this Tribunal Government will save 
you expense. 

Rahubhai :-But what if this Bill is. dropped altogether?· 

The Commissioner :-That is a different matter. Can you give me any 
reasons why the Bill should be dropped P 

Rahubhai :-In my opinion the Act of 1888 is quite sufficient to safeguard 
our interests. Why then should this Bill come into existence at all? 

The Commissioner :-Give me your reasons for wishing to drop it ? 
R.a.hubhai :-Harbhamji is our representative. He knows all.about us. 

You might refer this matter to him. . 
. The Commissioner :-I do not want anybody to represent ~on •. I want 

you to tell me what you yourself have to say. At present, you seem to be 
~~~~~~~~~~ . . 

Rahubhai :-I am ·an illiterate man and am not able to form any opinion 
of my own. 

The Commissioner :-As you have nothing of your own to say, I presume 
you personally do not object. . · · 

:Merubha Bapubha of Bakrana :-I concur entirely in the opinions expressed 
by Fatesingji and R-ahubhai. Our jama should be settled once for all. We do 
not get more income than we used to get, so why should thejama be increasedP 

The Commissioner :-All right. I will lay the lama ·question before 
Go·vernment. · 

Jalamsingji Harbhamji of Lekhamba comes forward. 

The Commissioner :-Do you know what is in the Bill ? 
Jalamsingji :-I know that Mehvasis Kasbatis aml Naiks are to be consi-

dered as Talukdars and this will impair o~r dignity. · 

The Commissioner :-There is nothing new in this. They always haye 
been classed as Talukdars. Their inclusion does not make them Talukdars In ._ 
the same sense that you are Talukdars. It merely gives them the protection 
.afforded by the :Bill. · 
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(Clau.se 2 (a) was then read to him and explained .. ) 

Have you now any objection? . 
. .Jalam,singji :-No, I .have no objection: butjama should not.be defined as 
land revenue. By calling it land revenue you re~uce. our estates t.o the level of 
Khalsa holdings. I cannot remember all my obJeCtions to the Bill. They are 
written in our petition. (Pressed.) I object to clause 18. 

1 ' ' • 

(Clause 18 was then read.) 

Jalamsingji :-1 think that all sub-sharers also should be held responsible 
for .the jama. . · · . 

The Commissioner :-No sub-share is exempt from the· responsi~ility 
imposed on the principal Talukdar regarding the payment of iama. 

Jalamsingji" :-I again request that our petition may kindly be read. I 
cannot remember everything. I object to clause 172. 

The Commissioner :-What objection have you ? You can tell me orally 
what you have to say. If you don't know, how did you.get it written in your 
petition? 

.(Clause 72 was then read.) 
Jalamsingji :~I am sure that iftliese points· are referred to Harbhamji he 

will explain all our objections to you, I mean Harbhamji of Morvi, he is our· 
President. 

The Commissioner :-Do you know that there is something about education 
in the Bill P · 
. Jalamsingji :~I think there should be ·a school in every ~illage. 

·.The c'ommissioner :-Tell me that you understand that the Bill provides.in 
the matter oj education. · 

· , Jalamsingji :-I understand that a provision is made that our boys should 
be sent to a school which will be under the direct control of the Talukdari 
Settlement Qfficer. 

The Commissioner :-The provision~ of the clause are as follows :-
(Clause 66 was then explained.) · 

Jalamsingji :-But if there be no school in the village? It is gene:raliy at 
a distance of a mile or two. . · 

Th.e Commissioner :.:_Then you must send him there. Do you expect a. 
school t~ be. opened for one or two boys only ? . 

Jalamsingji ;-In Vinchhia there are about 30 boys, but there is no village 
school. . There is a school at Kuvar, which is about 2 miles from Vinchhia. "'I 
have no objection to the Talukdari Settlement Officer's interfering in eduoa· 
tional matters; but I cannot send my.sons to Dhandhuka or to a long distance. 
I have two sons aged eleven and fourteen and neither is being educated. The 
nearest school is at Goraj, two miles away. 

The Commissioner :-Then you are the very class for whom the clause ·is 
intended, and your case. forms ~he best of evidence ~f the ne~d for passing it. 
Do you know that a Tr1bunal1s to be formed to decide your disputes instead of 
the Civil Courts? · 

. Jalamsingji :-I know that the Civil Courts are to be closed and we ~re to 
b'e handed over to the Talukdari Settlement'Ofiicer. It means tho creation of a. 
new po.st in the Talukdari Department. · · · 
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The Commissioner :--Who told you so ? . 
Jalamsingji :-I have read it myself. 'l'he _Bill is called the '' Talukdari. 

Bill", so it must mean that. . 
The Commissioner :-Thera. is nothing,of the kind in the Bill. Ask any of 

your fellow Talukdars to read it. · · 
(Fulsingji Raesingji of Makhiav comes forward and ' offers himself to read~ 

H~ reads clause 42.) _ . . . 

'l'he Commissioner:-Does it. contain .what you said?. 

Jalamsingji :-No. It contains nothing of the sort. 

(Clause 42 was then explained to him.) 

Jalamsingji :-I know all . that, but Harbhamj' may be asked about all 
these points because 1 am not· well 'enough educated .to understand· the Bill: 

The Commissioner :~Wha.t · do you understand about ,the Tr.ibunal ?_ .. · . . 

J alamsingji :-It will deoide all questions connected ·with the Bill~ 

' The Commissioner ,:-DQ ;you know -when estates·. will . be ·. attached under · 
the new Bill ? . · 

Jalamsingji ·:-Yes. ! ·understand. that if · the · debt exceeds double the 
income it will be taken under management.- The amount ought .to be increased' 
t~. 5_years' income. l 1have 'not~in~ more-to say.· 

Odhubha Prabhatsing of: Barkranai :-rliave no ·objection.to.the :Bill. I 
think that the Talukdari ~ettlement Officer should!be appointed as' a; member. 
o~ ·.the .Tribuna}., 

Jasubha Kalubha. of Makhiavi :-I concur·with Odhubha. 

The Commissioner-:-.Will anyone else who has a.nything·_to say. come for-
wa-rd and say it ? _ · 

Jethibbai of .Godhavi :-l-am _ illiterate and do not .understand.anything of 
th~ Bill! I obj~ct to the-Bill, because those who .have read it -take objection 
to it • . I .cannot read ;nor have I. had it. read to me. I ·object becau!!e Rahubhai 
of, ;Kaneti tells me jt_ .is. objectionable. 

Motibhai Sarta"Qji of .Vasnai :-1 ~ know nothing _ of ·the Bill, butt agree 
with what others have .said •.. I have not )lad the Bill read to me . . I · think the 
i~ma should be fixed ... I agree wi.th.Jivubba .of Eakraria. · 

Govindsingji of :Kaneti :-I should like to know whether the ex:p~nses of 
the new Court are to be defrayed by the Talukdars or by Government. 

Mr. Jukes !-By <;tovernment,'but litigants will of course pay the ordinary 
pleader's fees and the hke. 

Govind~ingji_:- Then I have no objection. But I think that more schools 
should be opened and hostel buildinO's erec~ed. Every Talukdar should b& 
compelled to sond his sons to school. c If . any 'falukdar is unable to .pay the 
expense Government should pay it. Many Talukdars have taken to op1um. It 
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is impossible to prevent those who have acquired the habit from taking opium, 
but the law should provide that no new_Talukdar should take to it. · 

. Dhirsingji of Kundal :-All that I knew about the :Bill is that it !s bein:g 
printed.· I do not know what is in it. I cannot say I have any objection to 1t 
as I cannot read it ·and have not had it read to me. I believe that Government 
will do nothing to hurt our interests. 

-----
Dalaji of Garodia :-1 am an illiterate man. I know nothing of the Bill; 

but pleaders and othet·s have told me that it is bad, and will deprive ua of all 
our rights. I am told that we Talukdars shall lose our dignity and be unable 
to marry our girls. :But I trust entirely in Government to do what is for our 
best interests. · · 

: · · The Commissioner :~I have come here to ask you Talukdars your personal . 
opinions about this Bill. First let me have the .opinion you. as a body, hold 
with regard to the proposed Tribunal. It has been proposed that disputes of a 
<lertain class between Talukdars and Talukdars, not between Talukdars and 
Banias or between Talukdsrs . and Government, but between Talukdars and 
Talukhrs-shall be decided, not by the Civil Courts, but a special Tribunal 
presided over by a Judge and· not _by the Tnlukdari Settlement Officer. A 
'Talukdar will assi.st the Judge and he will also be assisted. by a Revenue Officer, 
who may be the Talukdari Settlement Officer, the Prant or any other Revenue 
Officer. Now I want to be able to tell the Sarkar that the Talukdars of · the 
Sanand Ta.luka ar.e or are not in favour of the· change proposed in the Bill. 
Will any of you who does o~ject to the formation of the new Court, tell me so ? 
· (Votes were taken by show of hands. Rahubhai Hardasji of Kaneti .alone 

<>hjected to the formation of the Tribunal.) . _ . · . 
Very well then. I will tell the Sarkar that, with one'· exception; the 

Talukdars of Sanand have approv.ed of the formation of the Tribunal.) . 
Tho next question is, have you any objection to the Talukdari Settlement 

Officer sitting on the Tribunal? · · · 
(Votes taken by show of hands. No one objected.) 
The Commissioner :-Now, should ·an appeal from the Tribunal lie to the 

High Cour~ or to the Governor in Council ? 
(Votes tak~n by show of hands. No one voted for the J!igh Court.) 
The Commissioner :-Government have provided in the Bill for the 

.educ~tion of your child~en. There has ~~en a cert~in am?unt of misappre• · 
hens10n as to the meanmg ·of these. proVlSlOns. It IS not mtended that the · 
Talukdari Settlement Officer should ·have any more power than that on finding 
that a Talukdar who has a son of school-going age·is enth·ely neglecting the 
son's education, he shall be able, after going through certain procedure to 
:compel the · 'Talukdar . to pay for the expenses of his son's education. . rf a 
Talukdar, however poor he may be, is doing all that he can be expected to do 
the Talukdari Settlement Officer will have no standing at all in his case: 
Govern~ent are not trying ~o take away from you the right o! educating yo-q.r 
. own children, but are proposmg to prevent you from neglectmg the interest 
·Of your sons in the matters of education. Shall I tell the Sarkar that the 
Talukdars of Sanand object to the insertion of this provision in the Bill r Or 
shall I tell the Sarknr that you all approve? 

Oghadbhai of Godhavi and Dalaji of Garodia :_;_Government should tinder· 
,take to educate our children at. Government expense" · Talukdars shoulf not 
be . ma<le to pay for the education of our children. We cannot afford to send 
our sons to schools or colleges. . . 
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The Commissioner :...-If the Talukdar is rich enough to send. his sGn to a · 
·college b~t he neglects his ~on's ~ducatio~, the boy might b~ sent. to a college. 
It has been specially frov1ded 1n the Btll that the education grven.. shall be 
suitable to the means o the Talukdar. · . . : 

j • . ' · . 

Motibhai N ajibhai of Vasnai :-Vf e are willing ~o educate our children 
in the schools. 

. . 
Govindsingji of Godhavi.-Boys who have received) some education should 

be given employment. · If such boys are giv.en suitable ~o~ts they wi~ be keen 
·to educate their sons. I am educated royse~, and cqns1der educabon.a g~o~ 
thing ; but I found it hard to get employment. A Tal~kdar who has received 

. some education is ashamed to work in the fields, or do other manual labour. 
; 

' ·. 
i 

The Commissioner ;;_Then am I to tell the Sarkar that if the cost of educa~ 
tion is in proportion to the means of . the Talukdar, you have no objection to 
the clause ? ' . 

(Votes taken by show of hands. No objection.) 
1:he Commissioner :-Do you think that the pow~ given to the Commie· 

. sioner in clause 2~ of the new Bill is excessive? Do you .think it is dangerous 
to give suoh power to the Commissioner? . The clause ~eaves the decision with 
the Commissioner. Do you think that the Commissio~er ought not to have 
this power ? . ' 

(Votes taken by show of hands. · No one objected.) 
The Commissioner :-Now, after I have gone away!, shall I learn. that you

retract what you have now said? . I have given YQlfevery opportunity of
discussing things with me, and hav.e tried . to :remove your. objections. I ask 

. you frankly again to come forward and sp~ak if there is any one still remaining 
with a desire to say anything. . Use your ow.n brains an~ do not just accept the 

· opinions of others as your own. · · · : 
; 

No one having anything further to say,, the Dar bar was the~ closed. . . ; 
. ! 

. • . 

PROCEEDINGS AT THE COMMISSIONER'S . .I)ARBAR HELD AT 
BHANKODA IN THE VIRAMGAM TALUKA ON THE 17TH 
JANUARY 1914. . 

The following Talukdars of the Viramgam Talu~a were present. 

Name of village. Name of T&Uukw. 

, Chhaniar ••• Khodjai Hajursang. 
Mansa.ng Jesalsang. 
Dolatsa.ng Ma.la.ji. 
Kesrisang Banaji.• 
Arbhamsang Ama.rsang. 
J asa.ji Arbhamsa.ng. 
J uvansang La.Jsang. 
Kasalsang Kana.ji. 

I Gobarsang Gama.nsang. 

I 
Hema.tsa.ng Amarsa.ng. 
Mulaji Vagh'aji. 

. Mahasa.ngji' Ma.naji. 

i 



Name o~:rillage, 

Va.sana 
. ~ ; · - ~-' 

Bha.taria. : . · .. 
,, • t : ~ 

. . 
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I ~ Name of ~blukdar. 

••• Dipsa.ngji Hema.tsa.ng. 
Dosa.ji Va.ghaji. · · ' 
Ga.mansa.ng Chela.ji. 
.Sursa.ng Vagha.ji. 
:Ga.Ia.bsa.ng Bha.va.ji. 

~ .. 
I , , . -~ 

... :Ma.dba.vsa.ng Ma.sa.ngji. 
Ba.ptiji Vajesa.ng. 
·Ha.risa.ng' La.kba.ji. 
Jiva.Iji Ra.nchbodji. 
1Kaluji Ma.dhnji. · 
~Ka.rna.ji Ma.y~ji. 
·Dbiraji Rajaji. 
Snjaji Vagha.ji. 
Dhanaji Nayaji. 
I . 

... iParbatsang Jitaji. 
· · V:a.jaji Ajaji. ' · 
'Kuberji Dosa.ji. 
Hathisang Bha.vsang. 
~ha.gaj,i Beh9hal'ji . 

... :Bapuji Prata.psa.ng •. 
· ' ·!Hatiji.BehcharjL ' 

Sarqa~sang' Aniarsang. 
J oraji'"Pathuji. . . . . ·. • 
Heina.tsan~f Moba.tsang. · 

KRams.~ng_d.~a~~at.~a:ng .. 
. . anaJl Jo uaJl• . 
U medsaiig Pratapsa.ng. 
N arsa.ng Amarsang. 
Madhuji Umedsang • 
. Lalsang ·v a.khatsang~ 
rA.desang .Banesang • . · 

. Kasrisang Dolatsang. 
Bha.vsang Gamansang. 
Kai:ansa.ng Prathiraj.: 
Kak:uji Ropsa.ng. · 
J~thaji Burajji. 
Akhera.j SurajmaJ. 
Dosaji Suraji. · 
Mulaji Ja.lamflang. 
Vagha.ji Sa.ma.tsang~ 
Sura.jmal Rasaji. · · · 
.Bhnpatsang Jla.jursang. 
Takhatsang Ga.la.bsang. 
Ma.Isang Parba.tsang. 
J asmatsa.ng Ama.rsa.ng. 
Kana.ji Sa.ma.tsatig. : ·. · · 
Parbbatsa.ng Kasalsa.ng., 
Ma.sa.ngji 'Rupsarigji. · · 
Visabhai · J orahhai. · 
N a.rsang Bha vsang •. 
Bhagwatsang Ma.sangji. 



Name of village. Name of T4lnkd4r, 

Bhankoda-(contd.) ••. Kalansang Badsang. 
J uvansang Kanaji. 
Khanji Adesang. 
Viraji Kanaji. · 
Mulaji Umaji. 
Mulaji_ Gobarsang. 

Kukvav 

Sinaj 

Rajpura 

Panar 
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J oraji Hajursang. 
N athuji Hematsang. 
Jethaji U run.ji. 
Hiraji Jodhaji. 
Ma~baji Jodhaji . 

•.• Motisang Rupsang. 
Motisang Gobarsang. 
Hemtaji Kasuji. 
Okhaji Godaji. · 
Ranaji Dhirtaji~ 
Dudaji Mobtaji. 
Samtaji J esangji. 
Rayaji Ranchhodji. 
Rayatji Visaji. · · 
Ajbaji Agraji. 
Jitaji Fataji. 
Mulaji Okhaji. 
Mulaji Kumbhaji. 
Jodhaji Ravaji. 
Vaghaji Vajaji. 
Kaluji J amaji. 
Laluji Bhuptaji. 
Kesaji Kaluji. 
Jagatsang Bhavaji. 
Khodaji Mulaji. 
J amaji Kaluji . 

... Ba~aji Dosaji. 
Suraji Hariji. 
Dadaji Khodaji. 
Juvansang Ramsangji. 
Okhaji Dhanaji. 

Lalaji At;!daji. 
Ranjitsang Rataji. 
Galabsang ·Ranchbodji. 
Rupaji Mobtaji. 
Kalansang Gobarsang. 

... Takhatsang Samatsang. 
Dipsang Hn.risang. 
Gobarsang Dolatsang. 
J ethubhai Dadabbai. 
Okhaji Vajaji. . · 
Khanajl N athuji. 
Hajursaug Dargbaji. 
J?huptilji Kuberji. 



Name of vUlage. 

Panar-( contd.) 

.Bantai 

Fatepura, 

Hathipura 

:Sadatpura 

Dekawada 

. Jethipura 

::Rudatal 

u24 

Name of Talu,'kddr. 

. .• Gamaji Rawaji. 
Abhuji Kaslaji. 
Bhavaji Modji., 
Bhaguji Adajt 
Takhatsaog Ranchhodji . 

... Jodhaji Pragji . 
Hiraji J ehaji .. 
Daduji. N adhaji. 
Malaji Ranchhodji. 
Kumbhaji Viraji .. 

... Vakhataji Lalaji. 
Jivaji Umaji.. 

• . . Badsang Ukaj i. 
Pujaji J esangji.. 
Kesrisaog Galabsang .• 
Chandaji Kesrisang. 
Kanaji GajajL .. 
Pujaji J esangji. 
Jivaji Rataji. 
J esa~sing Ukaji. · 
Amarsang Khodajf. 
Mulaji Kubbaj~. · 

.. 1 Surajmal Adesang. 
N adhaji Karansaog .. · 
Mulaji Sadaji. 
Takhatsang U niedsang.· 
Kesrisang Vaj esang. 
Karansang Adesang ... 
Gamansang Banesang!. 
Chandansang Bhagwatsang·. 

•• . Gambhirsang Bhagwatsang. 
Bhupatsang Vaghaji. 

" Akheraj Vagbaji. 
· Dhanaji Gobarsang. 

Parbatsang· Harisang. 
Kaluji Ravaji. 
U medsang Ratansang .. 

• I. Agarsang Bhavs.ang •. 
Galabsang Mulaji. 
Khodaji Hemtaji. 
Bhagaji J uvansang . 

. Gambhirsang Kakuji • 

• • I Madhaji Ramaji~ 
Ratanji Badaji. 
Malaji Godadji. 
Ranjitsa.ng Madhaji. 
Bhagatsang Agarsa.ng •. 
N araosang N ~dhaji. · 
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Name of village. . . I Name Tilukdar. 

Dhabsar 

Dadhana 

Abasna 

Madrisa.na. 

·Gunjala 

nhanchi 

Derwala 

Umedpura, 

~ani Rantai 

• . . Jiva.ji Sa.da.ji. 
Adaji Pathaji. 
Amarsang Adaji. 
Ranchhodji Ba.dajj ... 
Kesarji Rava.jL 
.. 

... · Dolaji Abhesang. 
V e.jaji Ranchhodji. 
Godadj i Kanaji. 
Surajmal Amirji. 
Bhupatsang Kanaji. . 
Sonaji Mobtaji. ·. 
Vesalsang Abhesang. 
Raysangji Kanthadji. 
Ladhuji Pragji. 
Ga.mansang Galdha.rji. 
Kaluji Mobtaji. 
Ramsangji Kana.ji. 
Meruji Pratapsang. 
Bhavsang Masangji • 

.• . Karansang Dhanaji. 
Badsang Anaji .. 
Pra.ta.psang Ratansang. , 
Ha.jursang Kubersang, 
Amarsang Behcbarji • 

... Jora.ji Talaji. 
V a.khtaji Rupaji . . 
Gam bhirsa.ng Prata.psang .. 

• .. Kaluji Lalaji.. 
Bhemaji Dosaji. 
Ga.laji Kuberji. 
Ra.msangji Dosa.ji. 
Harcbanji Badarji. 
Khodaji Surtaji. 
Ra.maji Sadaji. 
J a.ymalji V a.staji. 
J esa.lji Raghaji. 
Lala~i Dajuji. 

... Muluji Sagramji. 
M eraman Shi vsangji, 
Mo.ghabhai Virabhai. 
Vakhatsang Govindsang. 

•.. Vajesang Tejabhai. 
Bhagatsang J ethibhat 

... Jitaji Danaji. 

Kaluji Ratansang. 
Sura.jmal Mobtaji. 
Juva.ns:mg Vajesang. 



Name of village. 

Ukardi · 

Gamanpara 

Amarpara 

Ugroj 

Zanzarva 

Vithlapur 

. Ta.nmania 

Modhwana 

Sun val a 
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Name of Talukdar. 

••• Bhupatsang Ranaji. 
Khodaji BAhcharji. 
Agarsang Galabsang. 
Bhavsang J ehaji . 

.•. Karsanji Rupaji. 
Malaji Dhirtaji . 

... Vajesang Ajaji. 
Kubersang Dosaji. 
Parbatsang J agatsang. 
Agarsang 13adarji. 
J ethaji Kasaji. 

... Kaluji Bhathttji. 
Rajalji Ranchhodji. 

·••. Savaji Desalji. . 
Ravaji Des~lji. 
Adaji Ranchhodji. 
Kanaji Dhanaji . 

... Javansang Adaji. 
Rupasang Samtaji. 
Fulaji Ranchhodji • 

... Jesangji Madhavsang . 
Mobtaji Ranmalji. 
Karansang Alubhai. 
Kayabhai Kesrisang. 

••. Shivsang Banesang. 

••• Takhatsangji Karansangji. 

The Commissioner addressed the Darbar on the lines of his speeches at; 
Prantij and Sanarid. 

Mr. Jukes addressed the Darbar in Gujarati on the lines of his speech at 
Prantij. · 

Then the following discussion took place:-

Umedsingji Pratapsing of Bhankoda.-The notification calling this 
meeting was received only yesterday. Before giving my opinion I should 
like to go out and consult with other Talukdars or, if so desired, I will send a 
petition to Government. I have already sent two petitions to Government . 
. Bhankoda estate has been under management for many years and I have not 
;received any justice. 

· The Commissioner.-What can you say about the Bill? 

Umedsingji.-I will reply after consultation with all the other Talukdars .. 
'.,rhe notification was published only the day before yesterday. 
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The Commissioner.-Did you hear what Mr .. Jukes said just now about 
the tribunal ? Did you bear what class of cases this tribunal will decide ?. 
Do you object to the creation of the tribunal? 

Umedsingji.-Let me consult with ~II the Talukdars and I will tell you.· 

The Commissioner.-! prefer to hear what you have .to say •. What is 
your opinion? Do you think that the Court will be a good· one? I wantyour 
personal opinion. · 

Umedsingji.-I shall be able to reply after consulting the other 
T~~da~.· . 

The Commissioner.-Cannot you exp·ress. an opinion of your· own? . If 
not, it is useless to ask you. I don't want you to tell me what other Tal~dars 
have to say. Do you think that such a Court will hurt your interests? · Read 
clause 42, and tell me what is your opinion on its provisions ? (Clause 42 
was then read and explained.) It is proposed to make a n~ew Court to hear 
these cases only. Other suits will be tried by the usual Civil Courts. · 

Umedsingji.-I understand. 
The Commissioner.-Do · vou think that such a Court would hurt the 

interests of the Talukdars ? " 
Umedsingji.-I will tell you after consulting the Talukdars. If permit

ted, I will go out and consult them, and then come back in twenty minutes 
and give my opinion. 

The Commissioner.-You can go out and come back after twenty minutes 
and tell me. · 

(Umedsingji left the shamiana for consultation with four Ta.lukdars~· viz., 
(1) Gambhirsing of Dekawada, (2) Mulaji of Kukvav, (3) Kasalsing of Chhaniar 
and ( 4) Bhupatsingji of Ukardi. 

The Commissioner.-Meanwhile does·any one else khow anything about 
the Bill? 

(To Takhatsfngji ·of Panar.) 
The Commissioner.-Have you read the Bill? 
A.-Yes, I have read it. I was educated at· the Scott College at Sadra. 
Q.-What do you say about the Bill ? Do you think it is satisfactory ? 

Do you think that the new Court should decide this class of 'disputes among 
Talnkdars? 

A.-Yes; I have no objection at all. 
Q.-What do yon think about the appeal question · 
A.~ I think the Governor in Council should decide our appeals. 

• Q.-Some have objected to the Talukdari Settlement Officer's· sitting 
as a member of the Bench. Do you think it would be wrong for him 
to do so? . · 

A.-The Talnkdari Settlement Officer may sit in the Court.· I have no 
objection. 

Q.-What have yon to say about the education clause? 
A.-It is really very good, and I do not want any altetation. 

(To Himatsingji of Chhaniar.) 
The Commissioner.-Have you read the Bill ? 
A.-Yes. Government has done well in framing this Bill. 
Q.-What do you think about the tribunal? 
A.-I am quite willing that those clauses should stand. 

n 41-13;.> 
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Q.-What about the ·appeals ? 
A.-Government should decide them,. 
Q.-Do you think that the Talukdari Settlement Officer or a:l Assistant 

Colle.ctor should sit as a member of the 'rribunal? · 
A.-The Talukdari Settlement Officer shouJd sit. 
Q.-What d~ you say abon:~ th~ educa.~ion c!auses ? 
A.-The expenditure should be proportio~at~ to the ~ncome of the 

'Talukdar. · I desire to represent· ~hat. ~n th~ d1stn~ts ·of Kaua and Boach 
.and in Kathhiwar the jama has been fixea o;nce for .all. We also should 
h11ve ~~r jama :fixed, othewise ~e s~al~ be ~o~ple~ely rum~d. 

'Q;---:The Bill is not concerned with the fixing. of the jama. I ~il~ how
ever bring this matter to the notice of Government and say that th1s. IS th~ 
wish ·of the Talukdars of Viramgam. 

A~-This ja~a question m~y kindly be i~se~ted in t~e Bill. 

(To Harbhamji Amarsingji of Chhaniar.) 

The Co~missfoner :-Do you know anything of the Bill ? 1 

A.-No. . 
Q.~Have you read'it? 
A.-No. · . 
Q~-You know nothi~g of the Bill? 
A.-No. But I object to the. new tax. Nobody gives me any money if 

want a loan. 
Q.-No new tax will be imposed by the Bill. Who told you it would ~e?. 

A.-Everybody taJ.ks. about it. The whole :world speaks of the new tax. 
'Still I have no objection to the Bill if others agree. I will answer finally 
when those who have retired .from the meeting return. As for me I have no 
()bjection. Government can do whatever they like. I am illiterate. Govern
ment do not lend us any money and we have to borrow and repay~ I have no 
money even to go to Ahmedabad and return when I want any dispute settled. 

{To Bapuji Pratapsingji of Bhankoda.) 
The Commissioner :-Have you read the Bill? 
A.-::-No. 
Q.-Have you had it read to you? 
A.-No. 
Q.-Can you read ? · 
A.-:-No. I do not know what is in the Bill. If some one reads it to me 

I shall know. But I t~~nk it is all good. 
Q.-I should like you to tell me whether you believe the Bill will prajudica 

the interests of Talukdars in any way? . 
A.-What objection can there be to the Bill? 
Q.-Have you heard it said that a new tax is to be imposed? 
A.-:-No. I have not heard anything of the kind. 
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(To Dipsingji 1Iimatsingj1 of Bhagapura.) 

The Commissioner :-Do you know anything of the Bill ? 

A.-I am of opinion that it should be p~ssed. I· do not,. ~hink that the 
Talukdars will suffer by its. being pass(il.d. . . .· 

Q.-Do you know anything about the Japti Section? . . 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you approve of it.? .. 
A.-I think that there should be no change in the section. 
Q.-And with regard to the Tribunal ? -
A.-It should remain as it is. . 
Q.-Are you willing that a Judge, the Talukdari Settlement Officer or an. 

Assistant Collector and a Talukdar should sit together ? . · 

A.:_Yes. · 
Q.-What do you say about the appeal section? 

. A.-Appeals should lie to the Governor in Council. 
Q.-What is your opinion about the Talukdari Settlement Officer's sitting 

.a3 a member of the Tribunal? · 
A.-I think he should sit. 
Q.-What is your opinion about· the education section ? 
A.-It should be kept as it is. 

(To Lalsingji Vakhatsingji of Bhankoda.) 
The Commissioner :-Have you read the Bill? 
A.-I have had it read to me. 
Q.-Do you k11ow what it proposes to do? 
A.-I know that it is to be passed into law. · 

Q._.;.No one can say for certain that it will beooma Ia.w. Tell me whB~t 
you have heard about the Bill. 

A.-I approve of it. 

Q.-This Bill proposes to send some of the disputes among Talukdars to 
;a, Tribunal. What have you to say about that? 

A.-The Talukdars should not be harassed and ~heir Ianda taken away. 
(Clause 42 was then read to him and explained.) 

Q.-Do you think that this clause will hurt the Talukdars' interests? 
A.-N a. I do not · think so, because it doe3 not. contain anything 

likely to do so: . · 
· Q.-Do you think that disputes would be decided· more cheaply by the 

·Tribunal than by going to the Civil Court? 

A.-I will tell you what I have to say when those persons who have gone. 
·out to consult return. 

Q.-But tell me what you think ·about it. Do not you think that the 
<lisputes should be decided with the least possible expense.? . 

A.-To that I have no .. objection. The Governor in Council should 
.decide the appeals. . 
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Q • ....;..Who should sit on the Bench?· Would you object to the· Talukdari 
Settlement Officer's sitting on the ~ribunal ? . . . · 

A.-No. . 
· · · Q:-What' do you think about the· education' clause ? 
A.~ It is a very'good thing. I have no .objection at all, but' the expense 

should not be too great. · 
Q.--:-It is written in the clause that only necessary expenses will be 

incurred. 
A.-Then t~er& is no objection. 

(To Godadji Kana.ji of Dadhana.) 

· Q:-Have you' read. the Bill?' 
A.-No. 

Q.-Have you had it r~ad to you? 
A.-No. 

. Q,-Do you know what it contains ? 

A.-No. 

(After explaining Clause 45.) 

A.-Yes I approve of the constitution ofa tribunal. 

Q.-You think there is mo objection to it? 

A.-No. The amount of jama fixed by Mr. Mead should be levied. 
Our jama has been continuously increased. It has become almost doubled 
by now. If you will alter the jama and consider this suggestion) then· the 
Bill may be passed because it is good for tis. 1 have no objection •. 

(To Dipsingji Harisingji of Pam1r.). 

, The Co+U'rrtissiQner' :-Have you read the Bill? 

a.-No. 
Q.-Have you had it read. to you? 

'·.A.-No. 
Q.-Do you know· what it contains? 

A.-No. 

Q,..,.....Have·you.'anytl:iing to say about the Bill? 

A.-I will agree· to· the institution of· the· special Tribunal if the four 
Talukdars who have gone out to consult with Umedsingji agree t~ it. 

· · Q.---Do, you yourself think that· s.uch a tribunal should be appointed? 

A.--No. If those four persons disagree, then it should not be appointed 
But'!' think tlle·present arrangement·should be left unchanged~ · • 

t ' 

(To Kaluji Ratansingji of Nani ·Rantai.) 

· 'The·Comtni~sion·er'·:.:-Do ·you'· know aoy~hing ~f the Bill? 

A.-No, except what has now been told to us. 
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Q.-Have you heard about the new Tribunal? . 

A.-There was a meeting held at Ahmedabad and a respresentation was 
sent. It will explain what I want to say now. · 

Q.-But I want to know from you. If the tribunal is created, should the 
Talukdari Settlement Officer sit on it or would you object to his doing so? 

A.-The Talukdari Settleme.nt Officer should sit on the Tribunal. 
Q.-Do you think that such · an arrangement would be against the 

interests of .the Talukdars ? 
A.-No. 

Q.-Many people do object to his appointment? 

A.-When the Talati comes to collect from the village he is not accom .. 
panied by the Talukdar and he does what he thinks :fit and itis hurtful to our 

. interests. 

The Commissioner:-We are not talking about general administration 
We are speaking of the proposed change with regard to litigation. The new 
Court will decide suits between Talukdars regarding the matters mentioned in 
clause 45. If there is· a dispute between a Bania and a Talukdar or between 
a Talukdar and the Sarkar this Court will not hear it. Under the new Bill, 
if the Talukdari Settlement Officer were to sit on the Cour~, the decision. 
would not be his. The Judge who will preside over the Cour~ will give the 
decision. He will take the opinion of the Talukdar and the Revenue Officer 
sitting as assessors and then decide the case. 

That being so have you ~ny objection'? 

A.-Then I have no objection. But· our Jama should 'be fixed in. 
perpetuity. 

Q.-What do you think about the education clause ? 

A.-I have no objection to it. 

(Here Umedsingji returned with the four Talukdars mentioned. above.) 
' The Commissioner :-Well, you have had your consultation. Now tell 

me what you have to say about the Bill. · 

Um~dsingji :-I will give my opinion in writing. 

The Commissioner :-Then you are breaking your promise. You promis.ed 
that, if I let you go out and consult your friends, you would come back and 
give me your views, and now you refuse to speak. You have broken your 
word and I will not question you. further. You may sit down. . 

Thaker Takhatsingji Karunasingji of Katosan.-(To the Talukdars.) 
Government wish to help you to educate your sons. Is there anything 
objectionable iri this?· It is really your duty to educate them. Is it not good 
that your sons should be educated ? If you do not agree you should state 
your reasons. Come forward and say honestly what you have to say. Gov
ernment have been very ·kind to you. Is it a fault in Government that they 
want to educate your sons? You should tell the Sarkar your own opinion, 
your real op~~on on all the points. Why don't you come forward and· give 
your real opmton? Government is going to help you. Do not hold back at 
this juncture. 

It 41-134 
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(Madhaji Ramaji of Rudatal.) 
Madhaji.-If your sons are to be educated by Government it will be 

no hardship to us. But under management our land has been taken away. 
Alienated land (pasditi) ought to be entered as Darbari. It sh.ould not be 
entered as alienated in the Government record. · I mean that, lf any holder 
of such land dies without heirs, then his land should revert to the Talukdar. 

· This should be provided for in the Bill. 
, A.-The Thakor of Kerwada has alr.eady noticed this matter and it will 
be considered. Have you anything more to say? 

Madhaji.-No, nothing more. 

(Jivaji Sadaji of Dabhsar.) 
Ji waji :-I want to say that we are illiterate. We kn.ow nothing of the 

· Bill, but we request that the old Act should not be altered. T~ere may really 
be no difference between the old and the new, but we are afraid that the new 
Bill may be injurious to us. We are told this by no one else. It is our own 
opinion and so I request that nothing hurtful to our interests should be done. 
We do not know what will be the effect of the new Bill, because we are 
illiterate. We are afraid because the whole world says that the jama is to 
be increased. I have only to request that no 'change may be made and we 
may be left to ourselves. 

(Surajmal Rasaji of Bhankoda.) 

Surajmal :-I have heard of the Bill. I have heard th.at there are 
·72 clauses in it, which are of a ·very alarming nature. 

The Commissioner :-What danger are you afraid of ? 

Surajmal.-I have not been educated.. Ask questions and I will answer 
them. I think that because it is a. new ·Bill it must be dangerous to our 
interests. The 72 clauses say so. We do not want to have any new Bill. 
What has been going on should be continued. I understand that there is a 
section in the Bill under which Government will recover quit-rent on alienated 
land from which nothing is now levied by the Talukdars. 

(Clause 18. was then read to him and explained:) 
Q.-What are your objections to this clause ? 

. A.-I say· that the ~ill con~ains certain cla.uses which will empower 
Government to recover qmt-rent direct; I mean Without interference of the 
Ta.lukdars. This should not be done. There are certain landholders who do 
not pay anything to Government. Why should Government and not the Taluk .. 
dars recover rent from them. I am· told that all the clauses are very 
dangerous to our interests : and I request that the old Act should be 
continued. We do not want any change. All the people tell me so. 

· The Commissioner :.-There is nothing of the sort in the Bill and people 
have misinformed you. 

Hemtaji Kasuji of Kukvav.-I am afraid that Government will increase 
·ourjamfJ. 
• The Commissioner :-Nothing in the Bill will alter the amount of your 

Jama. . · . 
Hemtaji.-.We are afraid of that only. If Government will manage our 

estates, so much the better. 
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Gambhirsingji Bhagwatsingji of.Dekawada.-(One of the five Talukdars 
-who went out to consult) I have read the Bill, but not the whole ()f it. · I have 
no objection to anything which I have read. I appreciate the education 
proposals. I have nothing to urge against the Tribunal. 

Mehrawan Shivsingji of Dhanchi :-I have no objection to anything; 
but I am of opinion that the old Act should be continued, as we do not desire 
to have any change. I know that Civil suits are very expensive; .but still I 
.I am of opinion that the old Act should not be changed.. I think that the old 
is always good and the longer it is continued the better for all. 

·,; 

' . 
Bhimaji Dosaji of Gunjala:-I am of the .same opinion as the others. 

Our jama should not be so much increased. As regards education, the 
proposal is good, but we shall have to starve when our sons are sent to schools. 
It will be very expensive. Government should make a rule that ·our sons 
should learn more than the third book; otherwise their education is wasted. 
I am not opposed to education. But our sons should be educated up to the' 
7th standard. 

The Commissioner :-It is only when a Talukdar having sufficient means · 
refuses to educate his son that the Ta.lukdari · Settlement Officer will 
intervene. 

Bhima.ji :-Then I have no objection. . 

In closing the proceedings the Commissioner said :.:-Before I go, I must 
find out exactly what is the opinion, if they have one of their own of the 
Talukdars who are present. I will ask you, therefore, as I have asked in other 
places whether I am to tell the Sarkar that the Talukdars of the Viramgam 
Taluka have no objection to the formation of a special Court for the trial of 
-certain of the civil disputes between Talukdars? 

·. (Vote taken by show of hands. Seven Talukdars objected; the others 
approved.) . 

If the proposed special Court. is formed do you think the appeal shot;1ld 
lie to the High Court or to the Governor in Council ? 

(Vote taken by show of hands. A few voted for an appeal to Government 
.and one for the High Court; the majority did not vote.) 

Will those who object to the education clause hold up their hands ? 

(Vote 'taken by show of hands. No one objectE1d.) 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DARBAR HELD AT DHANDHUKA 
ON THE 19TH JANUARY 1914~ 

The following Talukdars were.present. 

Name of village. Name of Talukdar. 

Parabdi ... J a.lamsang N arsang. 
Gajabhai N arsang. 
Kesrisang Merubha.i. 
Harisang Bhimabhai. 



Name of 'illage. 

Chhasia.na. 

Cher 

Ani ali 

Pipli 

Bha.diilrd 

Mota Tradis' 

Ad val 
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Name of Talokdar. 

... ChancJra.sangji Umedsangji. 
Prathvisangji Devisingji. 
Ranjitsingji Devisingji. 
Umedsa.ng Samgabhai. 
Ambala.l Ra.ta.nsang. 
Balubha. Rasa.bhai . 

••• Manubha;· Patabhai. 
Shivsangji Harisangji. 
Govindsang N atbubha.i •. · 
Partapsang Jasabbai. 
Devisa.ng J ethibhai. 
J alamsang Sardarsa.ng. 

... U de sang Ajubhai. 
Halubha Kesrising. 
Becbars~ng _ Bhupatsing. 
Jorubha Ratansang. 
Kasalsang Bhagjibhai, 
N agbhai Khoda.bhai. ·. 
Vera.bhai. Sa.rta.nsang. 

••• Shivsangji Vaktabhai. 
Ranabbai Mepjibhai. 
Harisang Bapabhai. 

:.. Shivsa.ng Madarsang. 
Becha.rsang Kasa.lsang. 
Sa.rdarsang Hama.bhai. 
Gagubhai Patabhai. 
Madarsa.ng Mobatsang • 

. Na.ransang Amarsang. 
Ra.gha.bhai Khengarji. 
Hematsang Kbengarji. 
Pa.rta.psa.ng Dosabbai. 
Khodabhai Dalabhai. 

... Bbimjibbai Haribbai. · 
Oghadbbai Butaji. 
Amarsa.ng Devisa.ng. 
Dhirsang P~rtapsa.ng. 
Fate~a.ng J alamsang. 
·Ladhubha. Gagabh~i. 
Pathubha Sa.ja.bhai. 
Kasa.lsang Fatabhai. 
Devisa.ng J ema.bhai. 
Akha.bba.i Amarsang. 

Anopsa.n·g Varsa.bhai, 
Akha.bba.i Pa.rbha.tsang. 
Rana.bhai Mepji. 
Ogbadbhai Khodabhai. 
Govindsang Becharsa.ng · 
Jethibha.i Fatesa.ng. 



Name of village. · 

Adval-(contd.) · 

Unchdi 

Bavaliari 

Vagad 

:e: 41-135 
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Name of Talukdar, 

... Ranjitsing Parbhatsing. 
J etbibhai Jibava. 
Rahabhai N arsangji. 
Malubha Karsansang. 
Agarsang Dungarji. 
Madhavsang Khengarji. 
Bhikhubba J alamsang. 
Vakhatsang Bapaji. 
Bapubba Bavaji. 
Bapubha Patabhai. 
Gagubha J emabhai. 
Parbhatsang Harisang. 

.... Partabsang Samatsang. · 
Manabhai J asmatsang. 
Devisang Veribhai. 
R~tansang Sagabbai. 
Shivsang Bavaji. 
Hanubbai Manabhai. 
Hathisang Govindsang. 
Pathabhai Visabhai. 
Sartansangji Amarsangji. 
Takhatsang N arsangji. 

••• Dajibhai Manubhai. 
J orsang Samatsang. 
Gagubha Bhalsang. 
P!lrbhatsang Pacbanji. 
Kakabbai Khumansang. 
Patabhai Khengarji. .. 
Shivsang Haribhai. 
Khodabhai Rupsangji •. 
U medsang Fatesang. 

••• Becharsang Ranabhai. 
Kalansang Dipsangji. 
Amjibhai Ratansang. 
Naransang Kalabhai. 
Varsabha.i Mulubhai.. 
Mansangji P~rtapsang. 
Bhavsangji J asmatsangji. 
Kandha.bhai Kalabhai. 
J alamsangji Jibava. 
Bapubha Parbbatsang. 

1 Manubha Ahabhai. 
i Vakhatsan·g Vajabhai. 
Pathubha Vanaji. 
Jalamsang Mulubhai. 
Balubha Ume.dsang. 
Sursang Takhatsang. 
Parbhatsang Kasalsang. 
Ratansang Parbhatsang. 
Ogbadbha U desang~ : . 
Ratansang U desang. 
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Name of Tllluk!Ur. 

Vagad-(contd.). 

Ambli 

Tagdi 

.. Ratansang Hebham]i. 
Amarsang Shivsangji. 
Fulubha Bapubha. 
Maghabhai Becharbava. · 
Pathubh.a Khengarji. · · · 

. Chandansang Harbhamji. 
Prabhat~ang Motibhai. 
Devisang Melabhai. 
Satubha Va~aji. · 

••• Faljibhai Agarsang. · 
Akubha ·Ajubhai. · 

· ... Pathubha Gamansarig. 
Kalubhar Kesrising. · 
Vakhatsang N arsangji. 
Gam an sang J eiriabhai. 
Khodbha Sartansang! · 
J amsangji Pathubha. 
Takhatsang Sartans·ang. 
N arsapgji Verabhai. 
Govindsang Rajabhai. 
Dipsangji Harisang. 
Vakhatsang, J.asmat$:Ul,g. 

Sana dar 
Mahal). 

(G o g h a Harbhamji · Devisang. 

Kadipur 

J atubha :Shagjibhai. 
Rarnabhai Dugubhai. 
Lakhubha· Mulnbha. 
J orubha Gopalji. 
Visabhai J)jibhai. 
N arsang £avabhai. 
Kesrisang• Pragjibhai. 
Sursang lladsang .. 
Hakabhai Amarsang. 
Hathisang Bhavsang., 
Togabhai Pachanji. 
J uvansang Bapubha. 
Maluji Dadaji. 
Devisang Dosabhai . 

... Balubha ·Prabhatsang·. 
J atabhai S:nabhai. 
Juvansang Takhatsa,ng· 
Dadubhar Talthatsang. 
Govindsang Khodabha ~ 
J llltubha N,aransang; 
.Gopalsang Adabhai.· · 
Prathvisaug Jivabhai. 
Deyisang Pathabhai. 
Vaghabhai Harisang. 
U desang Bhavaji. · 
Varsabhai Ajabhai. · 
N avalsang Madarsang 



Name of village. 

Kadipur-(contd.) 

Fedra 

Jaska. 

Dharpipal 

Dholera. 

Chharodia 

Kothadia. 

Rojka. 
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I Name of Ttl.lukdar. 

• .. J orsang Ratansang. 
Sagramji Halubhai, 

••. Vaktabhai Vajesang. 
Surabhai Hajabhai. 
Kasalsang Pathabhai. 
Umedsang Samatsang. 
J asmatsang J ehabhai •. 
Ratansang Bavaji. 
Kalubhai ·RupabhaL 
Kalubhai Hakabha.i. 
Bavaji Varsabhai. 
J asmatsang J ehabhai. 
Parbhatsang Mulubhai. 
Lakhabhai N anabhai. 
Agarsang Bhakharjl. 
Devisang .Samatsang. 
Madhavsang Kalansang. 
Maghabhai Narsangji •. 

... Raisangji .Ramsanji. 
Kesrisangji Kalabhai. 
J alamsang Ratansang. 
Sursangji Rupsangji. 
Umedsang Pathabhai. 

•.. Madhubha Subanmia. 

... Manubha Harisangji. 
Partapsang · Khodabhai. 
Nathubha.Devisang. 
Khumansang J ethibhai. 
Balubha Rasabhai. 

••• J ethibhai Parbhatsang. 
Raesangji Parbhatsang. 
Lalubha Sardarsan~. 
J orubha Shivsangji. 

•.• Chandabhai•Pachanji. 
Agarsang N athubhai. 
Jijibhai Rahabhai. 
Sardarsang N ayabhai. 
Parbhatsang Kaslabhai. 
Hanubhai Mobatsang. 
Kesarisang Vaghabhai. 

... Nanbha Ladhubha. 
Patabhai Fatesang. 
Partapsang Dadubha. 
U medsang Raesangji. 
Malubha Kalansang. 
Parbhatsang Devisang. 
Ratansang Agarsangji. 



Name of village. . 

Hebatpur 

Bela 

Vadhela 

Badi: 

Sa.ngasar 

Kharad 

. Bha.diacl 

Baja.rda 

Cha.ranki 

Ranpnr 

Jhi.njhar 
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Na.me of T.Uukdu. 

••• Hamirsang Moba.tsang. 
• 

••• Merubhai Giga.bhai. 
Pujabha.i Mulubba.i. 
Amra.bha.i Dhuna.bha.i. 
Ada.bha.i Ra.w bhai. 
Mulubha.i Kakabhai . 

... Aga.rsang Vagha.bha.i. 
· . Ha.risa.ng Par bhatsang. 

Rata.nsang Mulubhai. 
· Jorsang Moba.tsang. 

N a.valsang Adesang. 

••• Gagubha Kalubha. 
Pa.thubha Kama.bhai. 
Khodabhai Ka.lubhai. 

• .. Vakhta.bha.i J aJa.msa.ng. 
Madarsa.ng .Harisang.- · 

••• Na.rubhai Nongabhai. 
Pa.chanji Godbhai. 
Khuma.nsang J ethi.bhai. 
Jehabhai Ra.tanaa.ng. 

' Pa.ta.bha.i Devisa.ng. 
Karsarisa.ng J ethibha.i • 

... Mulu bhai .J ethibhai. 
Oghubha Ramsangji. · 
U desang Bapjibba.i. . 
Devisa.ng Kasalsang. · 
Akhubha Khuma.naang. 

... Aiubhai Va.ghjibhai, 
Fatesa.ng Abhesang. 
J alamsang Abhesa.ng. 
Rupsangji Jiva.bhai. 
J ethibha.i Motibhai: · 
Ra.tansa.ng Ra.nchhodji. 

... Khima.bhai Bapa.bhai. 
Achba.bha.i Kana.bhai. 
Hajabha.i Kesarbha.i. 
Ka1abha.i Khetabhai. 

• • • Bapjibha.i :ahagatsa.ng .' . 

,. Va.khatsang Mulubhai. 
N ara.nsang N a.na.bhai. 
Shivsan Bhakharji. 
Madarsang Ra.ma.bbai, 
Bhojra.jji Naransang . . 



Name of village. 

'Vasna 

Kotda 

Akru 

Chokdi 

P·anchi 

Muldharai 

Polarpur 

Kamiala 

Devgana 

Jhanjharka 

Dhanala 

Pi pal 

I 
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Name of TAJ.ukdar. 

Sajamia. Geratmia. 
Imamsha Akbarsha. 
Rajemia Ahmedmia. 
Bavamia Achhamia. 
Sedamia Mirsaheb. 
Miyasaheb Sultanmia. 
Hamedmia Bavamia • 

... Najumia Amirmia •. · 
Hanifmia Mamdurma. 
Mahomedali Amirmia. 

Sanebsang Madarsang. 

Sayad Nathumia Bakshumia. 
Sardarali Nathumia. 
Sayadali Imamali. 

. . . Banesang Akhu bhai. 

. .. Kalubhai Visabhai .. 

... Sajabhai Dajibhai. 

. .. Vakhatsang Karsansang. 

... Kanubha Patabhai. 
Anopsang Madarsang . 

••• Jethibhai Kasa]sang. 
Amarsaug Malubhai. 

••• Bhakharji Mulubhai. 
Dansangji Gopaiji. 

••• Satubha Sajabhai. 
HarbhamJi Ratansang. 
Patubhai Hothibhai. 
Verabhai Ajabhai. 
Hajubhai H aribhai. 
Hamirji Manabhai. 
Karsansang Bhavaji. 

The Commissioner and the Talukdari Settlement Officer addressed the 
Darbar on the same lines as at P(ljrantij. The following discussion ensued :-

The Thakor Saheb of Garnph.-The amount of our jama should be :fixed 
for ever. Apart from this, please ao what is best for us. . 

The Commissioner.-Am I to understand that the Thakor Saheb has no 
objection to the Bill ? 

The Thakor Saheb.-No, I have no objection. 
R 41-136 
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Haniph Mimdumia of Kotda..-I agree with the Thak_or Sabeb. I SJm 
confident that Government will continue to look after our mterests as they 
hl\ve been doing. 

The Commissioner.-Do you know what is. in the Bill? 

Haniph.-Yes. 
The Commissioner:-Do you know what there is. a. clause fegarding th~ 

education of Talukdars' sons? 

Haniph.-Yes. 
"The Commissioner.-Do you think that is a good provision to make? 

Haniph.;_It is all for our good. 

The Commissioner.-Do you think the Tribunal would be beneficial to your 

Haniph.-Yes. 
The Commissioner.-You know that this Court will decide disputes 

between Talukdars only ? 

Hani ph.-Yes. 
The Commissioner.-Do you think that- the Court will save you expense~ 

Haniph.-Yes. 

The Commissioner,.:__Have you. had any Ci:vil.suits? 

Haniph.-Yes. 

The Commissioner.-Supposirrg that- yon had a suit before the new 
Tribunal and you wanted to appeal against the decision of the Tribunal 
because it did not please you. Where· would you like- to appeal? 1'o the 
High Court, or to Government ? 

Haniph.-To the Governor. in. Council. 

The Commissioner.-Supposing you have a; suit against one of your 
people with whom you are on bad terms· would you like· the· Talukdari Settle
ment Officer to sit on the Court or an· Assistant Collector ? 

J;Ianiph • .....:. Both should sit. 

The Commissioner.-Only one. of them· will sit,. which would you prefer? 

· Haniph.-The Talukdari Settlement Officer.,. because he knows more 
about Talukdari affairs. , ·· 

The Commissioner.-Do yoll! know that the: Bill has given extra powers 
to the Commissioner to take estates under· management ? 

Haniph.-Yes, Sir. · 

The Commissioner.-Do yo~ think that. tbesa. :[lOwers are too great? 
Haniph.-No, it is all quite right. · 

The Commissioner.-Have..yau. anything more to say? 
. Haniph.-No. 

Bavamia of. Vas.na.-I am very. glad to se.e, that; Mulgametia are· included 
as Ta1ukdars. 

The Commissioner.~ If. you; b.e<1ome a Ta.lukdar,_ will y~u- be. c.o~tent to 
he governed by the Bill ? · · 

Ba.vamia.-Yes. 
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(Jalamsing Abhesang of Bajarda.) 
Q.-Are you pleased at the inclusion of Mulgametis as Talukdars ? 
A.-Yes, I am pleased. 
Q.-Do you know anything of the education clause? 
A.-Yes, I have no objection to it. 

Q.-And the Tribunal ? 
A.-No, I have no objection. 

Q.-Nor to the Japti? 
A.-No. 
Q.-With regard to the new Court, supporting that Court is instituted · 

and you have a suit with another Talukdar and you do not like the new 
Court's decision, to whom would you like to appeal ? To the High Court or 
·to Government ? · 

A.-To Government, because that will he cheaper. 

Q.-Supposing your opponent in the suit were your bitter enemy would 
you like to have the Talukdari Settlement Officer as a member of the Court, 
or an Assistant Collector ?· 

A . ...__The Talukdari Settlement Officer should sit on the Court because he 
is the father and mother of the Talukda.rs .. 

Q.-Have you anything. more to say? 
A.-No. 

(Jalamsingji Narsingji of Parabdi.) 

Jalamsingji :-We are all very grateful to your honour £or coming so far 
to meet us: We have explained our objections to the Bill to, Takhatsingji 
N arsingji of Tagdi, and deputed him to speak for ~ll of us. 

'I'o Commissioner :--I shall be glad to bear him speak on his own behalf, 
but I do not wish to hear from him what the rest of you think-? . . . 

A.-We have all considered the Bill ~and have elected Takhatsingji to 
-speak for us. 

Q.-Have you personally told Takhatsingji what you~ want him to say on 
.YOUt' behalf ?· 

A.-YeS". 
Q.-Then you can tell me just what you· told. him. 
A.-But we have all deputed him and we want him to speak for us. 

Q.-I want to hear your personal opinion. 
·A.-I cannot give it. Our brotherhood has ·ordered that Takhatsingji 

alone shall speak. 

The Commissioner:,...... Do you know anything of the Bill ? 
A.-Yes. 

Q.-Rarve you rea<l all of i~? 
A.-Yes~ 

9.-Then you know that it is proposed t·o form a new TribunaL Would 
you hke to have the clauses read out to you ? · 

A.-I have read that there is to be a. Court of three, but I don't remem
ber exactly what cases it will try. 
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Q.-It will decide certain disputes between Talukdars and nothing 
else. 

A.-I suppose that whenever any. Talukdar is a party to a suit that 
dispute will go before this Court. 

Q.-No. Only suits between two Talukdars. Disputes between a Taluk
dar and Government or a Talukdar and .a Bania will_ not go to this Court. 

A.-I do not think that the institution of such a Court will save us much 
expense. We shall have to bear our own expenses, on Court~fees, pleaders 
and the like, and they will be the same as they are in the Civil Courts. 
There may be some slight saving owing to the smaller number of appeals, 
but it will be inconsiderable. On the other hand, we shall have to knock 
about after this Court which· will be touring in all parts of the Northern 
Division, taking our pleaders and witnesses with us. 

Q.-How far have you to go to attend the Sub-Judge's Court? 
A.-Some considerable distance at times. · 

Q.-:-You are of opinion that there will be some extra trouble and 
expense involved in going to distant places. Very well. I have taken a 
note of this point. But apart from this, have you any other objection to 
the Tribunal.? 

A.-Yes, I am doubtful whether we shall get justice from it. A revenue 
officer is to sit on it, and I object to the combination of judicial and executive 
functions. 

Q.-The decision will not be given by the 'revenue officer, but by the 
Judge, who will preside. The Judge will be the same Judge who now sits 
in the Civil Court. 

A.-But if the Judge is to be the same, why create the Tribunal at all? 
My definite opinion is that any slight saving in expense is counterbalanced 
by the disadvantage of having to follow the Court about. 

· Q.-Very well. I have noted your opinion. Now, supposing that the 
Court is founded, do you object to a Talukdar sitting on it? 

A.'-No. • 

Q.-Have you any objection to the Talukdari Settlement Officer sitting 
on it? . 

A.-Government can do whatever they like and I will accept it. (Pressed 
for a definite reply) I am of opinion that as the Talukdari Settlement Officer 
knows more about our affairs he should sit in the Court rather than the 
Assistant Collector. 

Q.-What do you think about the education clause ? 
. A.-I understand that education is made compulsory, and I object to 
~hat. · 

~he Commissioner :-That is not quite right. 
A.-Then I should like to know what is provided in the Bill. 

The Commissioner :-If any Talukdar has a son of school~going age and 
neglects to educate him suitably, the 'falukdari Settlement Officer is em
powered to call on him to make arrangements for his sons' education within 
.three months, It is only if he neglects this warning that the Talukdari ·settle
ment Officer will arrange to give the boy such education as the Talukdar's 
.means permit. 

A.-I know that education is very advantageous to us, but I do not lika 
the fine of Rs. 200. . . 
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Q._:What is your idea about the.fine? " . . . . 
A.-I do not think there should be so much compulswn and severtty. ~f· 

a, T:Uukdar's income is only Rs. 400 a year, how could he pay the fine? It 1s 
really very expensive to send boys to scbool; there are not schools in all our. 
villroges. 

Q.-Is there one in your village ? 
A.-No, the nearest is at Tagdi~ two miles away. How can· a boy of six 

years of age attend it ? 

Q.-How do other people manage at pres_ent? . 
A.-(irown-up boys go, but how could the little children attend ? 

Q.-Then you think that education is good, but that it is not quite right 
that the limit of fine should be so high ? 

A.-It will be a good thing to· fine a big Talukdar; but for other Taluk-
dars like myself there should be no penalty. · 

Q.-Then you think that poor ':ralukdars should .not liave the advantage 
of education ? · 

A.-Yes, because they will not be able to afford it. But if the schools are 
near they ought to send their sons.. · 

Q.-Have you got anything to say about the new provisions for taking 
estates under· management ? -

A.-I do not quite remember them all, but I know there are some objec• 
tions. In sub-clause (e), the limit of two years' income is too low. In case 
of a marriage or a funeral ceremony even small estate-holders have to spend 
about twice their income. Our cas~e-customs require it. 

. The Commissioner :-Do you think such customs are good ? Would it · 
not be well not to e~courage them ? .• 

A.~ I think that the limit should be extended to at least four or five years. 

Q.-Have you anything to say with regard to the last sub-clause of the 
management clause ? 

A.-It seems rather wide. 

Q.-Do you think that the words " due protection " are not specific 
enough? : . 

A.-I am afraid that estates will be taken under management on the 
mere report of a subordinate officer. · _ 

Q.-You. think that the Commissioner will pass orders for assuming 
management on the strength of a subordinate's report? · 

A.-It would be all right if he ~ould make personal inquiry. As it is, 
we shall have to flatter the subordinates and shall be put to continual trouble. 
Everything is done by the subordinate officers of the Talukas. The highly 
paid officers simply sign papers. . . 

Q.~Then I am to take it, you consider that Commissioner cannot be 
trusted because he signs orders on the lines of reports made by Talatis ? 

A.-:-I think that is the procedure. The Talati reports to the Upri Karkun; 
the Upn Karkun to his superior and E\O on up to the CoJDmissioner. 

Q.-And what does the Commissioner do ? 
A.-He does what he thinks fit. 

Q.-But if the Commissioner is ~ot satisfied with the report do you think 
that he will pass orders without considering the reasons given for assuming 
management? 

H 41-137 
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A.-I do not believe that the Commissioner makes ·any' inquiry. If he 
does, it is all right. · .. 

Q.-I am very sorry to hear your opinion. Have you anything more ta 
say?. 

A . ...:..our jama should be fixed once for all . 

. Q.-That question does not arise o~t of th~ Bill~ Still, I .am told ~he 
same thing everywhere, and I have promised to brmg the matter to- the notice 
of Government. 

Jalamsingji :-I object to the provision for repeated surveys,. which are 
· expensive to the estates. · 

· ·The Commissioner ~-There is nothing new on this Point in .the Bill. The . 
' provisions of the Act of 1888 have not been altered. But I wlll take a note 

of it. . ., · · . , 
A.-We have had three surveys already and each time ou! assessment! 

has been increased.. Local Fund should be calculated on the Jama and not 
on the assessment. Alienated lands in the possession of Banias and others 
are alienable and free from jama, but the moment they are taken by a Taluk
dar they become part of his estate .. ·His jama is increased and he cannot 
raise money on the lands. This is not fair .. 

Q.--What do you mean ? 
A.-I mean to say that we ought to be allowed to sell or mortgage such 

land. W a might need money suddenly for funeral expenses or the like, and 
ought to be allowed to raise money on such land. 

Q.-W o~ld that be fair to your sons ? 
. A.-The land is dear to us,. and we do not acquire it in order to sell it • 

. Stili, in time of emergency we ought to be allowed to dispose 0f it. 

Q.-But in a real case of emergency do you think that the Talukdars 
Settlement Officer will refuse you permission to mortgage ? 

A.-Even if he does not, it will take many days,. to get his . sanction. 
You should at least allow us to mortgage without the sanction of the 

. TaJukdari Settlement Officer. 

Q.-Would you like to aholish the Talukdari tenure altogether? 
A.-No. I only want you to exempt my non-Talukdari property from 

res-triction. Why, I might buy a ginning factory. 

· (Takhatsingji N arfringji,'of Tagdi.)' ' 

. Takhatsingji :-:-Our. lama should be fixed. Repeated surveys should 
be stopped. We have· Just- been told that our right to appoint Mukhis is· 
confirmed to ~s by this Bilr. But th.e Bill does not say so. ~ 

Mr. Jukes :-You have not, and never have had, any snch right .. 
Takhatsingjf .-At any rate it is a 'custom. 

The Commissioner :-The Talukdars are ge·nerally asked their advice but 
have not the· right to appoint Mukhis. · · • 

A:-Wel1,. the present . custom shouid not be changed. · The provision 
reg~rdmg fine In the educatwn clause should be removed. Fines should not. 
be Imposed. Schools should be opened in all villages. Many boys go to 
s~hp9l already? and if Goyernment .are P.leased to give encouragement to some 
of 'them they .m. turn will educat~ their sons. .BY encouragement I mean 
employment. m Government .se.rvwe. If there IS a school in every'village,. 
every boy will attendw The C1vil Courts ought to remain as. they are. . 
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. Q.-It is not proposed to'alter them. 
A.-The special Tribuna! will not ~ive us ~ust~oe. ·· Wi~h the. Talukdari 

Settlement Officer on it, it will never g1ve us JUStiCe, spec1ally In matters 
affecting management. 

Q.-But you will have a Talukdar sittin~ on the Court? 
A.-The Talukdar will be guided by the Talukdari Settlement officer., 

Q.-Then you object to the Talukdari Settlement OfficeJ;'s sitting on 
the Court? 

A.-I think the Civil Courts are preferable. There should not be any 
combination of judicial and executive functions,. · -

Q.-How do you think it would hurt you ? 
.. A.-I cannot say, but it would. We shall not get justice from the 

Tribunal. I speak for all the TaJukdars. Why have a Tribunal at all ? 
Succession cases are not numerous among Talukdars, and I am not aware 
that pleaders are particularly expensive. 

Q.-You think that the Judge who givesyoujusticein ordinary Civil Courts 
will not give you justice when he presides in the Tribunal? . 

Takhatsingji :-He will be prejudiced by the presence of a.Revenue officer. 

The Commissioner :-Then, do you object to the Magiste~ial powers of 
an Assistant Collector ? 

Takhatsingji :-Yes; so does all India. 

The Commissioner.-Have- you~ no other objection to the Tribunal, except 
that, for a reason which you cannot explain, you think it will not give you 
justice? 

A.-That is the objection which all the Ta.Iukdars have asked me to put 
before you. (After some pressing) well, we shall have ·to take ·all our 
witnesses_ and our pleaders wherever the Tribunal may be, and that will be 
as expensive as the present arrangement. 

. ' 

Q.-But what if Government ordered the Tribunal to hear the case in a · 
place convenient to all of you ? 

A.-Then that difficulty would be removed.· But we cling ·to our 
objections. We don't want ·a Court on which an officer connected with 
management will sit. 

Q.-Wh~t has an Assistant Collector to do with management ? 
A.-I cannot say. 

Q.-What other objection have you to the Tribunal ? 
A.-That I cannot say. You should ask all the Talukdars and I am 

sure that they will all confirm my opinion. I believe that we shall not get 
justice from this Tribunal. I should not like an appeal to Government 
because I cannot take a pleader with me before Government. The appeal 
should be to the High Court. Leave us the District Court and High Court. 

. The Commissioner :-Government have proposed the special arran~ement 
1n order to save you expense. Government will not make a pie out of 1t. 

Takhatsingji:-How will it bene'fit us? The sta.mp duty will be the 
same as it is now. · 

T?e Commissioner :-But you will not have so many Courts t~ go to. 
Even lf yon have an appeal to the Hiah Court there will be .two Courts Instead 
of three. o · 
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Takhatsingji :-That will not save us m?ch. r:r:here is ~o e.xpens~ at all 
in going to the High Court. And we are sat1sfi.ed w1th the JUStlCe whtch we 
get • 

. Q.-What .. have you to say about the management clause? 
A • ...:...I agree with Jalamsingji, 

Q.-Anything else.? . 
A..-Yes, I object to sub-clause (d). If there. is a breach of_ the peace 

the Tahikdar should ba criminally punished, but the estate should not be 
taken under manaoement. · I mean sub-clause (i). 

' 0 

Q.~The power is given to t~e ~c~mmi~sioner. You think that the 
Commissioner is not to be trusted w1th th1s power? · 

A.-Yes. I think that the clause should be altered and dec!sions as to 
fitness to manage left 'to the Dlstrict Court. Contracts made by the Ta!uk· 
dari Settlement Officer during tlte period· of management should not be biDd
ing on the Talukdar. ~hen the est.ate is released. 

(CHause 37 was then read .and explained.) I 

A . ...:..The owner of the estate should be consulted before any contract of 
any kind is made. 
. Q.-Supposing the Ta!'ukdari Settlement Officer settles a debt by giving. 
a portion of the estate in pullaohlzut. If he at· ~nee releases the estate, you 
would cancel the pullachhut contract? 

'A.-No, but he might consult the Talukdar before settling .. Even if he 
cannot personally consult the holders of 650 e~tates, he can do it through his 
subordinates. But my principal objection is·to the creation by the Tah~kdari 
Se.ttlement Officer of rights of permanent tenancy. · 

T.he Commissioner :-I have noted your ·objection. 
1 Takhatsingji :-You should ask the. Thakor Saheb of Amod to draft a 

new Bill for you. . Shops, shares, and similar . property should not be included 
in " Talukdar's estate ". A fifteen years' lease should not be classed as an 
incumbrance. I ca:nnot say whether the Tahikdari Settlement . Officer has 
ever refused eanction.to a lea~e for over fifteen years. It is wrong to require 
the entry of rent for each survey number in ·the Settlemen~ Register: it will • 

·force us in Bhagvatrai estates to , weigh the produce of each number sepa
rately. Section 20 of Act VI of 1862 should be repeated in this BilL Jama 
should be defined as tr.ibute, in accordance with the advice of Colonel 
Walker and Sit James Peile. 

I I ~ 

Q.-Sinca the Act of 1862, jama has never been defined as tribute. 
A.-I know that. The old Acts. deprived us· of our rights. We want 

· them restored. , · · . . 

The Commissioner :-This question has been raised by the Thakor Saheb 
of Kervada. I will report your wishes to Government. Have you anything 
more to say ? . 
. A.-No, I have said all that I can ·remember. I would think -of more if 
you would let me write it down. · ' ' 

. {Pachanji .~odbhai of Khtrad.) 

Pachanji :-J ama should not be defined. as · lan.d revenue. The Land 
Revenue Code was enacted for Khalsa villages; it should not be applied to 
Talukdari villages. · · · 

'Xhe Commissioner:-What has that to do ":ith this BiJl ? 
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Pachanji :-A clause of the Bill makes certain sections. of the Land 
Re'!enue Code applicable to Taluk~ars. .You should apply to. us those only 
wh1ch are necessary for the collectiOn of ;ama. · 

Mr. Jukes :-To which sections do you object? 

Pachanji :-I cannot say, as I have not· read them. But you should, 
apply to u~ tho~e only ~hich were ap~lied by.the Acto~ .1888. ·The new 
sections. will rum our rights as proprietors. The defimt10n of Talukdar . 
sho~Id be changed. Inamdars, Saranjamdars, Maleks are all defined· as 

· Tah~kda.rs. 
(Clause 2 {a) was then read and explained.) 

. At any rate, Government takes power to in~Iude them.. This will affect 
our dignity. Naiks do possess large landed property, but they should not be 
classed as Talukdars. · 

(Clause 2 (a) was. again 1·ead and e~plain-ed.) 
I 

If the same law applies to all these classes of people we shall all be on 
an equal footing. I know that they were; in?luded under previous Act.s, buf; 
then section 20 of Act VI of 1862 was st1ll m force, and protected our pro-
prietary right.. · 

The Commissioner:-. Their inclusion merely means that the advantages 
of this Bill are given to them; no rights .are taken away from you. 

Pachanji :-Then that should be made clear in the Bill, which should 
also state clearly that the Talukdars are the proprietors of their land. Clause' 
22 is very dangerous. The powers of taking und~r management should not 
exceed those of the Act of 1888. In clause 69 of the ·Bill the limit of income
sho-g.ld be Rs. 200. Religious grants of land should not require sanction. 
The jama should be reduced to a figure suitable to the means of the
Talukdar_s, and then made permanent. As regards education, it should not. 
be made compulsory. There is not such a thing as compulsory education 
anywhere in the world, and it will ruin us if we have it. Girls and widows 
haveno rights of heirship i:q · our estates. Yet this Bill makes them out-· 
heirs, and allows the Talukdari Settlement Officer to assume control of their 
'persons and property. · 

Mr. Jukes :-There is nothing of the kind in the Bill. Among .certain 
classes of Talukdars, such as Molesalms, and Kathis females can inherit; 
and the Bill provides for the .management of their property in certain cases. 
It says "if there is a female Talukdar: " if in your' caste there cannot· be a 
female Talukdar, you are not affected by the clause. 

Pachanji :-Then the Bill should say so plainly. It should be provided 
in the Bill that lal liti land shall never be liable to jama. Such land when 
acquired by an outsider is exempt from jama; it should be exempt when 
acquired by a Talukdar also. The word·" Talukdari" should be substituted 
throughout for " Talukdars." The whole world is free to engage in commerce, 
and why should we be debarred? . 

As to the Tribunal, the Civil Courts are open to all India and why should 
they be closed to us? .Why should we alone of lndian·s h~ve a special Court? 
I know we have a spemal Iarw, but that is a different matter. We do not 
want this Tribunal. We do not g~in anything by it .. The· stamp duty is 
~ust the same. If Government want to save us from ruin .they may exe~pt 
us from the stamp duty. · · 

The Commissioner :-But we want to save you from other expenses snob · 
as pleaders' fees and the l~ke. I 
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Pachanji :-The expense will be just the same. If y~u must have the 
Tribunal, it should be for wealthy Talukdars and primogemtur~ . estates only. 
r have had experience of the ·Civil Courts. I bad a case m ~hem, last
ing 15 or 20 years. I liked it, because I got justice. I do not behave .that a. 
case in two Courts is more expensive than a. case in one Court. B~t. tf you 
want to .restrict the number of Courts, give us an appeal to the Htgn · Court 
from the Sub-Judge, 

You cannot possibly find time to question all of us Talukdars~ Kindly 
t~ke one voice on the various points. 

Najumia. Amimia. of Kotda. :-I agree with Haniphmia. From the 
Tribunal, I should like an appeal to the Ooi?missioner. If I cannot have t~at 
the appeal should lie to Government. It 1s good that a clause . regardmg . 
education has been inserted in the Bill, but the fine is too heavy. I have . 
no objection if the Talukdari Settlement Officer sits on the Tribunal. I am 
not acquainted with the law, but I have· every confidence in Government that 
they will not do any injustice to us. , 

"J~ 
· · Agarsingji Wagabhai of Vadhela :-If the Mulgametis are to be mad·a 

Talukdars, their villages should be surveyed. I am a Mulgameti, and am 
a:t;txious to be considered a Talukdar, because we a~e caught. by the throat by. 
the 'Limbdi Dar bar. · 

Mr. Jukes;-!£ you become a Talukdar·are you willing to be governed by 
the Bill? · . 

Agarsingji :-Yes, it is a holy thing to us. 

Ran]itsingji of·Chha.i.ana :-Our jama should be reduced. It has become 
too heavy for ·us. It should be reduced in such a way that our interests 
may not suffer. If the Bill does not take away any of our rights, I have no 
OQjection to its passing. I do not object to the creation of the Tribunal. 
In. Kathiawar succession disputes are decided by tpe Prant Officer. He does 
it yery welt 

Prathisingji of Chhasiana :-We get justice satisfactorily in the Civil 
Courts. I had a case in the Civil Courts which lasted for about 5 years, I 
had to sp~nd about Rs. 5)000 in the case. · 

The Commissioner:-Had there been a Tribunal would it not have been 
better than the Civil Court? 

Prathisingji :-No, b~cause pleaders are not allowed before Government. 
W .a .are pained that a special Tribunal has been thought necessary for us 
alone of ~11 India. . . . 

The Commissioner :-Do you dislike the idea of the Talukdari Settlement 
·Officer sitting on the Tribunal ? · · 

Prathisingji :-No. The case should first be heard by· the Talukdari 
Settlement Officer and he should then refer it to the Civil Court. That is 
what we do in Kathiawar. We do not get clear justice in the Political Courts. 

Our jama s~ould be.l'educed and made permanent. 

Becharsing Kashalsang of Kamidana :-If Government ate pleased to 
give us a special Tribunal let us have as assessors five Girassias elected by the 
Talukdars. . 
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Shivsingji of Unchdi :-All of us Talukdars are of the same ·opinion as 
was expressed by Takbatsingji and Prathisingji. 

Mr. Jukes:-You may speak for yourself, but not fo;r all the Talukdars. 

A number of Talukdars (rising) :-We all :agree with Takhatsingji. 

The Darbar was then closed. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DARBAR HELD AT EANPUR IN THE 
AHMEDABAD. DISTRICT ON TJ;IE 20TH JANUARY 1914. 

· The following Talukdars and Mulgametis of the Dl6andhuka and Gogha 
Tal'lf,kas were present. 1 

Name of village. 

Khokhernesh 

Dharpiplase, etc. 

Kundli 

Sanganpur 

Nagadka 

•Name of Talukdar. 

.... 

... Sardar· Bulakhibbai Punjabbai. 
Bapjiraj Adubha. 
Bapjiraj Modji. . 
Devaji Vaktaji. 

I 

Agarsang Bapabhai. 
Bapubha Satbha • 

••. Bubamia Bapns;:Lheb.
Kuversang Alambhai. 
Madbuha Subamia. 
Harisang Alambhai.. 
Alubha Motimia. 
Chandansang Dajiraj. 
Kasubha· Bapubha. 

· Bapubha Bavasaheb. 
Hothiji Bapusaheb . 

... Daha 'Bhaya. · 
Jasa Ram.· 
Aling Harsur. 
Godad Vira. 

... Jiva/'Dada. 
Dana Deha. 

• . . Visaman J etha. 
Hamir Suring. 
Bhura Bhaya. 
Naja Sura. 
Hathi Champta. 
Moka. Jala. 
Hamir J etha. 
Suring·Lagdhir. 
Haka Dada. 
Amara Ebhat 
Som1a J etha. 
Ening Nang. 
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Nameof~ge. Namo of 'ra.lukdar. 

· N agadka-(contd.) . •• . Hamir Oling. 

Noli 

Shekhdod 

· Ninam~ · 

Ori 

"' Bod ana· 

Rajpura 

Devalia 
. ' 

.Bubavav 

Gadhia 

Derdi 

Somla Bhava. 
Hamir Su,ring. 
Jiva Samat. 

••• Samat Vela.' 
Daha Visamau. 
Dada Naja. 
Bhura Ram. 
Bhana Kaln. 
Mansur Theba. 

!" Kanthad Moka.. 

••• Hamir Nan g. 

... Unad Harsur. 

••• · Jiva Samat. 
· Malsur Ramsur. 

••• Jijibhai Miyaji. 
Rajaji Miyaji. · 
J asu bha Raj e bhai. 
Punjbha B~vaji. ·. · 
Harisang Bapabhai. 
Bulakh~ Gemabhai. · 
Thakorbha Motimia. 
Akheraj Lafhabhai. 

· ... Takhubha Jivaji • 
Malekbha Bav11ji. 
Bapubha Jivaji. · 
Bapubha Bhaimia. 
Bapusaheb Bapubha. 
Motibhai Lakhabhai. 
Dajiraj Motibhai • 

.... . Bavaji Kayaji. 
. . Amarsang Pathabhai. 

Amirbha J esarbhai. 
Thakorbha Jagbha. 
Bapubha Hothiji. ·· 

· Dadbha Maghabhai. 
Bapubha Bavamia. · 
Prathiraj Fatesang . 
. Bapubha Malek Amiji. 
Mepjibhai Rimbhai. · 

·... N athubhai Valibhai. 
Kesubha Nathubhaj • 

. .. 

·... Vasta Raning. 
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Name of village. Name of Talukdar. ... 

l\ ad ala. ... Samat Hamir. 
Jiva. Mansur. 
Apa. Matra. 
Bha.na. Bbima. 

Hada.mta.la. ... Virbha. Banubha. 
Ba.lva.tsa.ng Bulakhi. · 

Keria. ... Ba.pjiraj Bhaga.tsang. 
Mia.sa.beb Jemubhai. 
Punjbba. Rajbha •. · 
Ba.pubba. J asubha. 
Banubha Bapuji. 
Rustomji Bapuji. 
Sa.rdarsa.ng Ba.vaji. 
Dajiraj Bhathubha.i. 
La.dhubba. Ra.mubha. 

Kinara. ••• Ladhu bha Valjimia.. 
. Prata.pa.sang V a.ljimia. 
Bapumia. Himubba.; 
La.dhubba Monjibha.i. 
Ra.esa.ng Ba.va.ji. 
Aga.rsa.ng Ha.risa.ng. 

Gals ana. ... Fatubba. Ama.rsa.ng • 
Bulakbi Kalubhai. 
Sa.rdarsang Dajira.j. 

N;ani V a.vdi ... _Lakhma.n U ga . 
Punja. Meram. 

Baga.d ... Champa. Nang • 
Amra. Ram. 

Ba.rvala. ... Dana. Ra.ning . 
Bhan Moka.. 

Badia ... Rhoda. Nang • 

Sunderiana 
~·· 

Bhoj Vajja.. 
Hamir Ra.na.. 
Jiva. Punja. 
Deha. Harsur. 
Moka. Dada., 
Ebha.l Visa.ma.n. 

Cha.ndarva. ... Sel Jetha. . 
Deha. V a.sta.. 
Mulu Dana.. 
Jaita Naja. 
Bha.n Vagbji. 
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Name of village. Ns.me of Tal11kd•r. 

Kha.s ... Ram Jiva. • 
J a.ita. Sam at. 
Ja.sa .Devit. 
Giga. Bhima.. 
Ha.rsur Samat. 
Visama.n J a.ita.. 

Kha.mbhda ... Ebhal Gheia. 
Gigs. La.kqman.· 
Ghusa Ug~. 
Fula. Sama.t. . 

. :Mancha. Bhoj. 
Mekur Nang •. 
N a.thu Alaia,. 
Kupa Ha.mir, 

Chacbaria. ••• Punja. Uka: · 
• Ha.ka Bhima.. 

Ra.ning Vira,,: 

Veja.lka .... Dana. Punja.. 
Matra, Dana. 

Jalilar. ... Nana Vira. . 
·AmrJJ, Moka.. 
Punja. Mulu. 
Aling Rukhad; 
Visaman J etha,. 

Moti Va.vdf. ... Jetha. Mancha • 
Giga. Kalci. 
Natbu Amra.. 

Aniali.Ka.thi: ••• Pl]nja. Hathia • 
·Jaita Hathia. 
Ra.vat J a.sa.. 
Unad :Mulu. 

Salangpur: ... Oghad Vira •. 
Jiva Jetha. 
Bhim Mulu. 

Kundla. . .. Harsur Dana,. 
Nagdan Jivna.. 
K11la. Jivna. 
Daha. Rukhad. 

· Bhura. N ag.dan. 

Refda;. . .. Dada Vasta. 
Kalu Chuntba. 
La.kba Bhoj. 

Godhava.b. Hamir Rupala. 



Name of village. . 

Gunda. 

Ala.u 

Pa.nvi 

Sa.ngoi 

Taluka Gogha. 

Mota Khokhra. 

Ka.nad 

Kba.mbha. 

Morcha.nd 

Ka.mlej 
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•.. Hamir Ram. 
Dada Vira. 
Ha thia Dana. 
Kalu Mulu. 

. • . Lagdhir Ram. 
Ebhal Bhana. 
Daha. Theba, 
Ala. Champa. 
Mansur Rukba.d. 
Champa Somla.. 
Champa. N a.tha.. 
Dada. Na.thu. 
Ebhal Jiva.. 
Ram Jetha. 

• • • U n,ad Hamir. · 
N ana Meram. 
Giga :Rukhad. 

••. Harsur Unad. · 
Alai Luna. 
Dada Una.d. 
Aling Hamir. 

... N atbuhhai Bavaji. 
Nanbha Bavaji • 

Name of Talukdar. 

... Mulubhai Lakhabhai. 
J orsang 'Bhimabhai. 

· Sa.rdarsang Ra.nmalji. 
Jiva.nji Balubba.. 

.. . J ethibhai N a.na.bhai. 

• . . Bhaijibha.i Raema.]ji,. 
Dholabha.i Raemalji. 
V a.jabbai Ka.slabhai. 
Ra.esa.ng Hada.bhai. 
Kalubbai Pragjibhai. 
J atu bbai Kalubhai. 

... 
1 
Manubba ~akhatsa.ng (Mulgameti). 

The Commissioner then addressed the Talukdars on the linea of his 
a~eecb !l't Prantij and was followed by Mr. Jukes in Gujarati. The following · 
dtacusston then took place. · -· 

Sardar Bulakhibhai Punjabhai of Klwkhernesh. . 
_ Sarda.r Bula.kbibha.i :-We are all very glad to sea the Commissioner 

here. We are su1·e that the Sarkar will do whatever is best for ns. I ha.ve 
read the Bill. · · · · · 
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. Th~ Commission·er :-Do you think that the Tribunal which Government 
proposes to create will further the interests of the Talukdars. ·· 

A.-Yes, it is in our interest. 
Q.-Do you object to the Talakdari Settlement Officer'Q sitting as & 

member of the Tribunal? · • 
A.-No, I think that the Talukdari Settlement Officer should sit. 

Q.-If you had a. case in the Tribunal~ and desired to appeal, to whom 
would you wish your appeal to go? 

A.-To the High Court, 
Q.-What do you think of the Education clause of the Bill? 
A.-It is for our sood. 
Q.-Are you not afraid that the Talukdari Settlement Officer will lay 

hold of the son of a Talukdar of limited means and send him to school at 
Gonda! or W adhv~n ? 

A.-No, I am not. . 
The Commissjoner.-What do you think of the management clause? 

Sardar Bulakhibhai.-I have not properly read it. 

(Clause 22 was then read to him and ·explained.) 

Q.-Do you think that this clause should not be inserted in the Bill 2 
A.-No. 
Q . ...,-Some of the Talukdars have told me that an estate should not be 

attached for a debt equal only to two years' revenue. ~ 

A.-I think the limit is rather low. 

Q.-What limit. would you like ? 
A~,;_ Five years. , 

Q.-The last sub .. clause of clause 22 says that, if the Commissioner thinks 
it necessary for the protection of the estate, the estate may be taken under 
mapagement Some have said that this clause is too wide. 

A.-But wh~t is meant by'~ ~roper management"? 

Q.-That is tP..e dif:P.culty, With the clause as it stands, I can attach 
an estate for unspecified reason, provided that I am persuaded of the neces· 
sity thereof. 

· ·A.-I think that the circumstances in which the Commissioner may take 
an estate under management should be explained fully in the section. 

Q.-Have you anyt1J.ing more tp ask me? Is there anything which you 
,do not un.lerstand in the Bill ? 

A.-No. 

Kesubha Bapubha of D~arpipla :-l think that our jama should be reduced 
;and ~ben fixed once for all. In Kaira and other districts it has been made 
permanent. With us, it has been increased enormously. I think the educa
tion provisions are good, but the arrangements m~de should be suited to the 
.,means pf the Talukdars. 

'The Commissioner :-That is _just what the Bill·says. 

· (Clan:~ 64 was therr read ·a~d explained.) • 

.· Kesubha .:...-I think that the Talt;1kdari SettJemen.t Officer should sit on 
~he 'rribu_naJ, because he is well JLCquainted with OUf affairs. The ·appea{ 
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should he preferred to the Gove.rrior in· Council. The Talukd"ari Settlement 
Officer should not give tagavi to our tenants from our estates; witllout co.osult
ing the estate-owners. I have nothing mor~. to say. _ 

Subatnia Bapusa.beb of Dharpipla :-Our iama should ·be redtwea.· and 
:fixed permanently. Management should be conducted on .the same 'lines as it 
was when the Ta.lukdar's estat9 was handed over to the Talukdari Settlement 

· Officer and no new permanent tenants should be created. The village of 
N ani Va.vdi is shared by us with the Limbdi State. We ought to have a 
detailed survey of H. Our shaTe exceeds that of the Durbar, and we want 
this recorded in a map and a Faisa.l Patra~. . For the rest, I have no objec-
tion to the Bill. · 

The Commissioner:-What do you think about the Tribunal? 

A.-It ~hould be established. 

Q.-To whom would you like the appeal to lie~ to the High Court or to 
Government ? · ' 

A.-If we go to Government who will explain all the facts· to His. 
Excellency? Pleader~ are not to be allowed there. 

Q.-The pleaders ·will appear in the usual way before the Tribuna], and 
would be able to darft an appeal for submission:to Government. 
_. A.-I do not much mind where the appeals go. If anything, I prefer 
Government. · 

Natlmbhdi Valibhdi of Gadhia. 

Na.thubhai of Gadhai :-My estate- was :under. tha :manage;:mmt of the 
· Talukda.ri Settlement Officer for 28 years on, a9.count :of_ a.: de~t ~f. about 
Rs. 38,000. I have had it in my own hands for the la.st twenty years. 

ll 41-140 
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Q.--Do you think that your estate·was injured by management?· 
A.-No, it was benefited. 
Q.-What have you to say about the Bill ? 
A.-J ama should not be defined as 'land revenue '. I know that defini

tion was in the old Act, but I am of opinion that tribute should be substituted 
for land revenue. 

Q.-Do you thi~k that you will be benefited by the change of the word? 
A.-Yes, it will pave the way to a fixed jama. I think that moveable 

property should not be attached with immoveable property. . · 
Q.-The power of attaching moveable property is not given to the Taluk

dari Settlement Officer. It is given to the Commissioner, and it is only when 
he thinks it necessary to take such property under management that it will 
be taken. The provision is intended for spe9ial cases only. For instance, 
when the late Sanad Tbakor died, he left over a lakh's worth of jewellery, 

·cash, clothes and other valuable property lying about. I£ it had not been 
attached, it would have been misappropriated by outsiders. ' 

A.-I do not object to such attachment in special cases. I should.like to 
· say something about surveys.· We have already had three, and last, the 
detailed survey, was very bad one. It increased my assessment to Rs. 1,800, 

. being made by poorly paid and ignorant subordinates. It should be cancelled, 
and the old survey, with its assessment, restored. I have submitted a separate 
petition about this. Clause 69 of the Bill should be cancelled. Talukdars 
should not be bound, when their estate is banded back to them, .to continue 
~ccupancy rights granted during the time of management. 

Q.-What about the Tribunal ? 
A.-Let there be a Judge, the Talukdari Settlement Officer and a, 

Talukdar, selected by the Commissioner. I have no objection to the consti
tution,. but the appeal should be preferred to the High Court. 

The Commissioner:-What about the Japti section? 

. Nathubhai :-It is ·not fair that.the limit of debt should be :fixed at 2 years 
mcome only. It should at least be mcreased to 5 years. 

Q.-What have you to say about the last sub-clause of clause 22 ? 
. · A . ..:..;.. I have no objection to it, if the Commissioner makes proper inquiry 
before ordering management. · 

Q.-What about education ? 
A.~ I am ·very well pleased with the clause .. 

Q.-Have you anything more to say? 
A.-No. 

Daha Ehaya of Kundli. 

Daha 'Bhaya :-I am willing to have ·the Talukdari Settlement Officer ·on 
the Tribunal. If the education given is proportionate to the mea.ns of the 
Talukdars I am well content. I agree with N athubhai in all respects. 

The Commissioner :-Then you thiJ]k that the new Tribunal will not 
hurt your interests ? 

A.-No, Sir. 

Q.-.To whdm should the ·appeal lie ? 
· ' : A.-To. th~ High Court. 
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Q .-And abo~t the J apti section ? 
A.-I entirely agree with Nathubhai in that respect." 

Q.-Have you anything more to say? 
A.-I should like a permanent jama. 

Ktwa1·sangji Alambhdi of Dhd1'pipla. 

Kuvarsangji :-I have read the Bill. Our tenants are tenants-at-will and 
should remain so. ' 

The Commissioner :-Do you think that the Bill alters their status ? 

Kuvarsangji :-This first draft of the Bilr provided for the sale of occl,\
pancy rights. I do not know whether tl:;te present draft does. 

The Commissioner :-Do you think that contracts made by the Talukdari 
Settlement Officer during management should not be binding on the Taluk
dars? 

A.-Not all contracts. Only grants of permanent tenancy, made with
out the Talukdar's consent. 

Q.-What more have you to say? 
A.-The J apti period should be increased to 5 years. I mean that an 

estate should not be taken under management unless its debt exceeds 5 years' 
revenue. · · ·· 

Q.-What haye you to say about the powers given to the Commissioner 
in sub-clause {t) ? · 

A.-I have no objection, if he inquires into the matter personally. 

Q.-What do you think about the Tribunat ? 
A.-I am very glad to have it. The District Court and High Court are 

no friends of ours, and the Tribunal no enemy. I alwa.ys tell my friends so. 
The Talukdari Settlement Officer should sit as a member of the Tribunal, 
because he is fully acquainted with our affairs. The appeal should lie to the 
High Coud. The education clause will be very advantageous to us~ 

'Q.-Anything else? 
A.-We should have power to object to the appointment of any particular 

Talukdar as assessor on the Tribunal. If we have any pe~sonal qbjectipn to 
the Talukdar, we should be allowed to petition the Court. · 

Harisangji Alambhai of Alampur Dharpipla, &c :-I endorse all that has 
been said about jama and about occupancy ·rights. Moveable property 
should not be taken under management without very good reason. 

The Coi:nmissi~ner :-To whom should the appeal from the Tribunal lie? 
' . 

Harisangji :-To the High CQurt. The Talukdari Settlement Officer 
should sit on the Tribunal. I quite agree with the management clause. 

Nathu Bavaji of Mota.-Khokhra (Gogha) :-Our jama should be fixed 
permanently. Talukdars should be authorised to collect their rents without 
filing rent-suits. 

' . 
The Commissioner :-Under the present rule, the Commissioner has bee.n 

empowered to issue commissions to any Talukdars, who are fit ~o collec~ the1r 
dues direct ; and many such commissions have been issued. 

A.-Then it is all right. 
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Q.-Have you anything to say about the edhcation.clau.se? · 
A.-It is satisfactory~ if you· d~ ~ot ma.ke us ·spend more than· our means 

permit. 

Q.-We do not propose to do so. 
A.-I am very willing to have the Talukdari Settlement Officer o~ the 

Tribunal, but tba appeals should. Iie.to the High Court. I have nothmg to 
say now. 

· Bhoj Vaija of Sunderiana :-I am a MuJgameti. I should like first to 
deny. a statement which I heard was made at the Dhandhuka· Darbar yester
day, to the effect that the Talukdari Settlement Officer had rece~tly reduced 
·me to tears by his oppression. It is not true. Mulgamet1s sh,o~ld be 
included in the Bill because we are the original proprietors of ·our VIllages, 
a small portion of w'hich we have handed over to the Limbdi Darbar. If we 
are classed as Talukdars, we should not be made liable to jama. 

The Commissioner :-Government does not intend to make you liable. · 

Bhoj · Vaija :-The Dar bar's men tell us that it will. 

Q.-H!).ve you anything to say about the Tribunal? 

A~-No. We are willing to have it. Wear~ willing to have the Taluk
·dari Settlement Officer as a member. c\Ve do not mind whether the appeal 
lies to the High Court or to Government. 

·Q~-Bave you anything more to say? 

· A.-We have been much harassed by the Darbar and therefore a detailed 
survey should be made; otherwise no land' wiii be 'left in our hands. The 
Darbar is sure to deprive us of all our land by and by. He sends his men to 
harass us. There is no safety for us. 

' . . 
.A number of Mulgametis; coming forward in turn, said:-" I ,:j.gree with 

Bhoj Vaija." · . 

. Sam at Vela of Noli :-I have heard about the Bill.· I have nothing to add 
to what Natbubhai has said. 

(..' : B'apubha Hothij.i of Aniali Kasb~ti a.nd Burania :~ vVe have got a villag~ 
named Burania. My name has not been ·entered as principal sharer in it. · 

Mr. Jukes :-Whose name has been entered? 

; . .. . Bapubha :-That of the Wadhvan Darbar. I request the Commissioner 
to make arrangements to . pl'event us from being harassed. The period for 
which we lea~ed our vilJage to the Darbar has elapsed and .he doe.s not restore 
it. I have nothing to say about the Bill, as I entirely agree with what others 
h ·a . ' · ave Sai • . 

. Visaman Jetha of Nagadka :-;-I have read the Bill. I have no objection 
·to any part of it .. I approve of the ~lanse regarding the Tribunal, and, think that. 
the Talukdari Settlement Officer should sit as a ·member of .it .. ·The appeal 
should lie to Governor in Council. I have no objection to the powers of taking 
,an estate. under n~anagement. which . are given: to the Commissioner. . The· 
:education. section is all, good and. in our interests. The Talukdari"Settle.ment 
Officer has ·not beep .given more powers than he .ough:t to have. · , . : 

.. . . . .: . 
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Punje. Hathia o{Aniali Ka.thi :-I have read 'and heard 'of the -Bill. I 
have no objection to it. · . 

Mulubhai Lakhabhai of Kanad (Gogha),VajabhaiKaslabhai and Dholabhai 
Raemalji of Marchand (Gogha) :-We all agree with what Nathu Bavaji of 
Mota Khokhra has said. We have no objection to the Bill, which has been 
read to us. 

Jetba. Mancha of Moti Vavdi.-I am a· Mulgameti. The Wadhvan 
Darbar has had his name entered in the Settlement Register as principal 
sharer and sub-sharer of our village. He .in~ends to take away our rights. 
We ought to be included in the definition of ' Talukdar '. We are willing to 
have the Bill; whatever Government have done _and intend doing is good. for 
us. We should be authorised to nominate our Mukhi, instead of the Dar bar. 

Khoda Nang of Bodia (Mulgameti of Wadhvan).-We should be classed 
as Talukdars by the Bill. Our names should also be entered in the survey 
record. The Mukhi of our village should be appointed after consulting us, 
because the present Mu~hi has been harassing us. I have no objection to 
the Bill. · 

J as a Ram of Kundli.-I had about Rs. 3,000 debt incurred before the . 
famine of 1886. Our ta.qavi arrears should not b~ recovered. My estate has 
been under management for the last 18 years. I have nothing to say against 
the Bill. But if education is -enforced, our sons will all go to school and we 
shall be una.ble to do our household work witQ,out them. 

Bula.khi Gema.bha.i of Rajpura..-I entirely agree with Nathu Bavaji. I 
think that during the management period Government should be able to do 
anything with the land except 'sell occupancy rights. 

Nathu Amra of Moti Vavdi (Wadhvan) :....:..I entirely agree with what 
Jetha· Mancha has said. The ownership of trees vests in the Mulgameti, 
but it has been usurped by the Wadhvan Darbar. I want to be a Talukdar, 
and I have nothing to say against the Bill. · 

Dada Unad of Sangoi :-Our land is of an inferior qua.lity and the jama 
should be reduced and fixed permanently. · 

The Commissioner :-Am I to understand that there is no one else who 
would like to say anything? If not, I will tell the Sarkar that I have met you, 
the Ta.lukdars and Mulgametis, and that I find you are all in favour of the new 
Bill being passed. Shall I be justified in ea.ying that? 

Many voices :-Yes. 

The Commissioner :-I thank ·you very much for taking the trouble to 
come so far to this Darbar. I will tell the Sarkar what your views are. The 
Darbar is now closed. · · 

ll 41-141 ' 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE DARBAR HELD AT DHOLKA 
ON THE 23Rn JANUARY 1914. 

Tlte jollowi1ig Tdluk'ddrs of the Dholka Tdluka were present. 

Name of village. 

Gangad 

Utelia · 

Dholka.. 

Lolya. 

Ohha;basar 

Varsang 

Va.utha. 

Simej 

Chandisar 

Dum ali 

Baroda 

Name of Talukdar. 

• •• Sardar Juvansingji Jasva.tsingji, Thakor Saheb of 
Gangad. 

·:•· Sardar Sursingji Dajiraj, Thakor Saheb of Utelia.. 

• • . Sardar Pyarmahomedkha.nji Latifkhanji. 
J oravarkhanji Latifkhanji. 
N anamia Shermia. · 
Shermia Bapumia. · . 

·Dadasaheb alias Sa.rdar Mahomedkhanji Latifkhanji. 

. . . Ramsangji M:adarsangji. 
Fatesang Savabhai. 
Raghabhai Sabalsang. 
Parbha.tsang Bavaji. 
Bhagatsang Dadaji. 
Arbhamji Sura.ji. 

•.. Samatsa:rig J ethibhai. 
Kalubha Samatsang. 
Shivsangji Bavaji. 
Gagubha. Ratansang. 
Abhesang Anandsang. 
N agbbai Vajesang. 
Vakhatsang Akhabhai. 
Ladhubha Devisang. 

Raesangji Devisangji. 
Kalubhai Bhavsangji. 
V akhatsang Agarsang. 

. .. Pratapsang Bavaji. 
Raesangji Bavaji. 

. . . Manabhai N ajibhai. 

. . . Malubhai Gagji. 
Beoharji Ranohhodji. 
Prabhatsang Kesrisang. 
Pathabhai Alubhai . 

... Harbhamji Ramabhai. 
Ramsangji Kesrisangj i. 
Kayabhai Arjansang • 

.... Ramsangji Devisangji. 
Raghubha Agarsang. 
Kasalgang Shivsangji. 
Keshubha Agarsa.ng. · 
Desalji · Sarda.rsang. 



Name of village. 

Ganol · 

Ambliara. 
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Name of Tahtkdar. 

•.. Bhavsangji Kumbhaji. 

••• N athubhai Dajibhai. 
Abhesang Kanaji. 
Gagubhai Hathisang. 
Harisang Kesrisang. 
Amarsang Karsanji. 

The Commissioner then addressed the Darbar as at <;>ther meetings, and 
was followed by Mr. Jukes, who spoke in Gujarati on the lines of his Prantij 
speech. · · · · 

Sa.rdar J'uvansingji, Thakor of Ga.ngad.-I have read the Bill, I know 
what it contains. It would be better if the jama were ·fixed once for an.: 
The Act of 1862 recognised the proprietary rights of the Talukdars. I do not 
find anything about this in the Bill. 

The Commissioner.-You would like it mentioned in the Bill? 

A.-Yes, section 20 of Act VI of 1862 should· be repeated in the Bill. 
I have no objection to the special Tribunal being created. It will .mean a 
decrease of expense and a saving of time. 

Q.-Do you think that the Talukd.ars' interests are in . any wa.~ injured 
by the establishment of the Tribunal ? 

A.-No, I do not. 

Q.-Supposing that the Tribunal is appointed, would you have any 
objection to the Talukdari Settlement Officer sitting as. a member of it? 
Would it be wrong ? 

A.-No, it will be well, because he knows so much about Talukdari 
affairs. 

Q.-Supposing a decision against you is given by· the Tribuna), where 
would you prefer to appeal, to the High Court or to Government? 

A.-Either would be equally satisfactory. 

Q.-Have you to say anything with regard to the education clause? 
A.-I have no objection to it, if the cost of the education. provided is in 

proportion to the means of the Talukda.r. · 

Q.-Tha.t is just what the Bill says it will be. 
A.-If that is so, I have no objection to the clause. 

Q.-Do you think that ·the conditions under which estates ma.y be taken 
under management under the new Bill are unduly severe? 

A.-Sub~clause {t) of the clause is not sufficiently specific. 
Q.-Can you suggest anything? What would you like to haie provided 

in it? · . 

A.-Either the clause should be taken out altogether or the reasons which 
will justify attachment should be specified. . • 

Q.-The clause was worded in this way, beoause it is not possible to 
specify all possible circumstances which might endanger the safety .of an 
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estate. Therefore it is proposed to rule that if" the Commissioner thinks that 
in any way the estate is not being properly and safely managed he may order 
management to be assumed." Do you consider that the power thus given to 
the Commissioner is too great? . 

A.-I think that either the reasons should be specified in the clause, or 
the Commissioner should be required when passing an o.rder for managemenh 
under sub-clause (i) to state in writing his .reasons for dom~ so. · 

Q.-You would be content if .the Commissioner. were obliged to state his 
reasons for passing an order for the managem.ent of an estate ? 

A.-Yes. 

Q.-In that case, you would not consider that too muoh power was 
entrusted to the Commissioner ? 

:A.-No. , 

: ·Q.-What have you to say about the sub~clause which provides for. 
management on account of debt exceeding two years' income?· 
.. A . .,....The BilJ provi~es that the estate shall be taken unde~ management 
wh~~ the dsbt exceeds two years' ,revenue. The .old limit wa~ five years. . 

· ·· .Q·:-If. a five years' limit is prescribed, ho'Y many years do you ·think it 
will be before the estate is released ? · · · 

A.-In fa,mine years and bad seasons, two. years' debt is soon incurred. 

Q . ...;.That would o·f course be taken into consideration. · Management 
would be "hnposed only when the· Talukdar· has been spending his income· 
recklessly. 
· · ... A,.'"'-Still, the nature of the debt should be specified in the Bill or the 

number of years should be increased. 

Q.-I have asked you about the three principal points in the Bill. Have 
you anything more to .say ? · 

~ I ·.. I 

i. ,; ~,-I have no. objection .to any other provision. 
Q.-Many people have objected under a misapprehension as to the 

scope of. the provision to th~ power to attach moveable property. Have you 
anything to say about that? 

1 , 1~}1V1ansingji,~.No. 

Nanamia ~f Dholka.-I.have read the Bill.· My Karbhari has read it 
to me I have heard the conversation which Your Honour has had with the 
Thakor Saheb of Gangad. My objections are the same as his. I have no 
others' to make. ' 

The Commissioner.-Then you think that the Talukdars' interests will 
· not be injured by the passing of this Bill ? 

A.-I think they will not. 

: Q.-:-Supposing that you had a suit before th'e Tribunal would you like 
to have an appeal to the High Oou rt or to Government? . 

A.-It will be well_ if an appeal is preferred either to the Governor in 
Council or to the High Court. 

Q.-Then you do not mind whether it is preferred to Government or to 
th~ !Iigh Court ? · . , . 

A.-No •. 

Q.-Have you any apprehensions regarding the Japti clause?· 
A,..~No. 
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Q.-Or about the education pro~ision ? 
A.-No. 

Joravarkhanji Latifkhan of Dholka.-Ihave read the Bill myself. Some 
of the clauses require correction. The definition of fama shot!-ld be altered. 
It should be defined· as Tribute. 

The Commissioner.-You must know that·in this matter we have made 
no change in the definition given in the Act of 1888. . 

· A.-Yes; but I should like a change. I understand that the Bill pro-
vides that jam a may be taken up to the full ~ssessment. · 

Q.-Have Government ever taken jama equal to tha full assessment ? 
A.-No. 

Q.-Why are you afraid they will do it ? 
A.-There is no saying what Government will do. Either our jama 

should be fixed permanently or some maximum limit should be laid down. 
In the definition of estate, ' Talukdari' should be substituted for ' Talukdar's ' 
in order to exempt houses and the like from restrictions. Before ta~ing an 
estate under management under clause 22 (i), the Commissioner should 
summon the Talukdar and give him a. hearing, <explaining the reasons for 
which he thinks attachment necessary. 

The Commissioner._;_What about the limit of two years' income for debt?' 

Joravarkhanji.-lthink with the Thakor of Gangad that the limit should 
be five years' income. · 

Q.-With a debt equal to five years' income, how long do you think it 
would be before the estate would be released from management? 

A.-With a two years' ·Jimit it would, of course, be released earlier. 
Still, I think that if the limit is increased to five years it will be released 
within 10 years. · ' 

Mr. Jukes.-To do this, you will have to pay a full half of the revenu~ 
towards the debts, in addition to interest. 

' 

A.-I think it can be done. As. regards clause 28, if the Talukdari 
Settlement Officer wants to sell any land, he should consult the Talukdar 
first. He need not follow the advice given by the Talukdar; but he should 
consult him. 

The Commissioner.-Land cannot be sold without the sanction of 
Government. 

A.-But why should not the Talukdar be consulted? I have no objec
tion to the Tribunal ·being created. The appeal from it should lie to the High 
Court. 

Q.-Have you any objection to the Talukdad Settlement Officer sitting 
on the Tribunal ? 

A.-No, I have no objection. The Act of 1862 has been repealed aD;d 
the section pointed out by the Thakor of Ga.ngad should be insert~d in t~1s 
Bill. The Talukdari Settlement Officer says that alienat~d ]~nd will rema~D: 
as before exempt from jama, but there is one instance in whiCh my lall~t". 
land has been included in the jama-pa,ying area. I bought the land not from 
my owu alienee, but from the alienee of other sharers. 

Q.-Then it should n~t be included for purposeS' of jama calcula.tion. 
A.-I have already written ~bout it. 
li 41-142 
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Q .-What about the education clause ? 
Joravarkhanji :-I have no objection, but I h.ope th~t Governmen:t will 

assist poor Talukdars so that they may be able to g1ve smtable .education to 
their sons. I have nothing more to say. 

Bhavsangji Khumbhaji of Ganol.-I have no objection to the Bill. I 
agree with the .Thakor Saheb of Gangad. 

The Commissioner.~Do you think that ·the creation of the Tribunal 
·will harm the Talukdars? · 

A.-No, I think it will benefit them. 
. Q.-If you had ·.a suit in this Court and the decision of the Court went 
against you, where would you like to appeal ? · · · 

A . ...;_To either, Government or the High Court. There will not be much 
difference. "' 

Q.-Have you any dpubts about the education clause? 
A.-No. It will secure the education of Talukdars. 

Q.-What about the. J apti? 
A . .;_ I think it is all well. · I agre.e with the Thakor Saheb of Gangad. I 

have nothing more to say. , 

Shermia Bapumia of Dholka.-I have read parts of the Bill. 
The Commissioner.-Have you anything to say about it ? . 
A.-The Bill is good. 

Q.-Is there anything that you do not approve ? 
A.-There is nothing particular that I do not like. 

Q.-Take the Tribunal Clause? 
A.-:-There is nothing whatever in that clause whic~ requires a~end.ment. 
Q.-What about the appeal ? 

.. A.-There is no doubt that an appeal to the Governor in. Council would 
mean less e;xpenditure, and would therefore be preferable. · 

! 

Q.-And with regard to Japti? 
A.-I h~ve nothing to say about that. 

· Q.-What about the two years' period? 
A.-It is quite reasqnable. 

· Q.-Is there anything else which you. think calls for discussion? 
Shermia.-N o, Sir. 

The.Commissioner.-How many years would it take to clear from debt 
an estate indebted up to five years' income ? 

A.-A very long time. . 

Q.-Do you think that the definition of " Talukdar's estate " wants any 
amendment P 

·; A.-If what Joravarkhanji has said is true; it should be amended. 

. Q.-But I do· not think he has said anything very definite. He has only 
s~ggested that portions of the estates which were not originally held on the 
Talukdari t, nura shou14 be exempted from ras~rictions. ;what have you to 
say about that? 

:A..-N otbing. 
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Q.-Do you think that they should be exam pte~? 
A.-I think they should not. be considered as Talukdari, having in reality 

nothing to do with the Ta.lukdan estate. 

Q.-·Have you anything more to say? 
A.-No. 

. Ramsangji Madarsangji of Lolya.-:-I have read the Bill myself, and 
approve of. it. I think, however, t~a.t our ;ama should be fixed per.r,naneutly. 

The Commissioner.-Would you like the present amount fixed in perpe
tuity? 

A.-No. I should like to go back to the original figure. At le~st we 
should have a maximum limit defined, say, 50 per cent. or so of the pres.ent 
assessment. We were Nobles under the Moghal Emperors, and deserve some 
protection at the hands of Government. As ~gards other clauses of the Bill, 
I have nothing to say. 

Q.-With regard to the Tribunal can it hurt, ·or will it improve, the 
condition of the Talukdars ? · 

A.-They will be benefited by it, because the Talulidari Settlement Officer 
knows more about Taluk4ari affairs than any Court. 

The Commissioner.-Then would it be right or wrong for the Talukdari 
Settlement Officer to sit as a member of the Court? 

Ramsangji.-It would be right, because he knows all about us. 

Q.-And the appeal ? 
·A.-It should be to Government, because the expenditure in the High 

·Court will be too heavy for us. 

· Q.-Wbat about Japti? 
A.-The clause is satisfactory. Government would not think of imposing 

management without good reason. 

Q.-Do you think that the limit of two years' income is sufficiently ]ow? 
A.-It would be better if it were increased to 3 or 4 years. 

Q.-And the last sub-clause (i)? -
A . ...:...n is satisfactory: · The Commissioner should ha.ve discretion. 

Q.-What about education ? 
A.-The holder of a big estate can very well afford to educate his sons, 

but the poor Talukdars should .be helped by Government . 

Q.-The Bill says that expenditure will be required from a Talukdar 
according to his means. If he is poor, he will not be compelled to send his 
son to a C~llege. 

A.-Then it is proper. 

Q.--Have anything more to say? 
A.-I am told that the Bill provides that girls shall have the right to 

inherit estates ; if that be so, it should be removed. 

Q.-Clause 22 merely says, " when the Talukdar is a female , :-You 
know that among certain classes of Talukdars females may inherit. If there 
is no such custom in your estate, the Bill will not introduce it. · 

A.-Then I have no objection. 
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:. Kaluba Samatsang of Chhabasar.-I have read the Bill. I object to it 
because it gives power to Government to create new classes of Talukdare. 

The Commissioner.-It is not proposed to make. such persons into 
Talukdars, but merely to give them the be:q.efits of the Bill. · 

A.-That will ruin our prestige. 
'.' · The Commissioner.-The Bill says " Talukdar, Thakor, Mehvasi " &c. 

Thus the Talukdars are kept in fL class by themselves,. an~ your interests 
will not be hurt. However, I have taken a note of yo~r obJection. 

Kalubha.-Our jama should b~ reduced and fixed. ~ermanenly. It should 
be reduced to the figure which obtamed before the British Government came 
here. At the very least, the liability to full survey assessment should not be 
stated in the Bill. Surveys should not be made so often. The system of 
reQorp.mending Police Patels should be . continued in the same way as it is 
now. 

Q.-We are making no change in it. 
· .A.-The Bill should say that Talukdars must be consulted before Police 

Patels are appointed. As regards e~ucation, I must say that poor. Talukdars 
like myself cannot afford to spend much. There are no schools m many of 
the villages. In my own case, the nearest school is at Bavla, a.bout 6 miles 
from my village. Government should build · more schools, and give the 
poorer Talukdars some financial help. · 

Q.-The Bill will not require Ttlukdars to spend more on education 
than their means permit. In your ca: e, the Talukdari( Settlell1ent ·officer 
would recognise that it is not your ault that you do not send your boys to 
school, an.d would not press you. If we gave you a school in Chhabasar, 
how many boys would attend it ? · 

.A.-Some .20 or 25. We have a private school-master of our own in the 
village and he I is teaching about '20 boys. Another point which I wish to 
urge is that a proper maintenance allowance should be given when estates are 
taken under management. The,limit of debt should ba increased to 4 or 5 
years' income.· Daughters should not be made to .inherit. · The Talukdari 
Settlement Officer and his establishment should be considered as our servants 
and not Government servants. I have· no objection to the creation of the 
Tribunal, but it will lead to no reduction of expenditure . 

. Tlie Commissioner.-But it must be cheaper._ I will show you how. . . 
Kalubha.-(After explanation.) Yes, then it must be less expensive. 

The Commissioner.--.:.To whom would you prefer that appeals from the 
Tribunal should lie ? · . 

A.-To the Goveroor in Council. ' I have nothing more to say. 

Ragh~bhai s.a.balsang of Lolya.-My son has read the Bill to me. I 
have .~othmg pa!!lCu~ar .t.o say except as regards the ;'ama. It should be fixed 
permanently as m Kathiawar. The education clause is good. The Talukdari 
Settlement Officer should sit as a member of the Tribunal. · 

. The Commissioner.-What about the appeal? 
. A.- It should be made to Government. The Bill should provide that 
pe~ty Talukdars shall not have the right to adopt a son. , 

. Q.-Why do you wish that the small ':l'alukdars should not adopt ? 
A.-It breaks up the estate, as they will adopt out of the caste There 

are plenty of heirs in the caste. If it is .true that the law does not all~w them 
. to adopt from the other castes, I have nothing more to say. 
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Q.-Have you anything to !'Say regarding the Japti clause? 
A.-Management should be assumed when the Commissioner is himself 

satisfied that it is reaJlY necessary. · 
Q.-Have you ever sent a petition regarding the Bill? 
A.-No, except one to the Talukdari Settlement Officer, which I alone 

:Bigned. 

Manabhai Najibhai of Simej Vanto.-I have not read the Bill, norhave 
I heard of it. I .kn~w nothing of it. 

The Commissioner.-Have you sent any petition regarding the Bill? 
A.-No. 
Q.-Do you know anything about the Talukdari Settlement Officer and 

,his subordinates? · . 
Manabhai.-Y-es, I know them well. They have been managing part of 

,my estate for fifteen or twenty years. · · 
Q.-If &nyone told you that the Talukdari Settlement Officer's po.wers 

will be increased by the new Bill, would you consider it a cause for alarm. 
A.-No. Why should he not have more powers? I am not afraid. 

Sardar Pyarmahomedkhanji Latifkhanji of Dholka.-I have read the 
'Bill. The .limit .of two years' income should be increased to three. I see no· 
:reason for inserting clause 22 (i). If a Talukdar is not able to manage his 
estate, he will apply to the Talukdari Settlement Officer u.nder.sub-clause (a). 

The Commissioner.-But why will he apply? 
A.-He will not be able to get any income if. he doesn't.· 
Q.-Do you mean that he should be allowed to exhaust his resources and 

;his credit before management is imposed ? 

A.-If he did that, he would be "unfit", and the Tal~kdari Settlement 
.Officer would attach his estate. But I do not want· to abolish clause (i) 
altogether. It will be sufficient if the Commissioner informs the Talukdar . 
·before taking action under it, explaining his reasons for considering that 
management is necessary. The order of attachment should state these 
;reasons. In clause 29, maintenance should be a first charge on the income, 
side by side with jama and management· charges; The constitu,tioDr of the 
.Tribunal is satisfactory, but court-fees ought to be abolished. 

Q.-What about the appeal ? 
A.-It should be preferred to the Governor in Council. 
Q.-Who should sit on the Bench with the Judge and Ta.lu,kdar ~ 
A.-The Talukdari Settlement Officer. 
Q.-Why? As knowing more about Talukdari affairs? 
Sardar Pyarmahom.edkhanji.-Yes. The· education clause is ve'fy a.dvan

tageous, but Government should help poor Talukdars. 

Sardar Sursangji Dajiraj, Thakor Saheb of Utelia..--I have read the Bill. 
~~~~~d~~ . ' . 

The Commissioner.-Let us take first of all the Tribunal clal.lSfil? 
A.-I do not think favourably of it •. 
Q.-What is your objection ? 

. A.-The present arrangement should remain unchanged, 
Jl 41-143 
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Q.-But that is not a. reason. What· do· you think unfavourably of it?~ 
-yvhat is your reason? 

A.-It will not save us expense. 
Q.-How do you triake that out ? 
A~-The stamp duty will be' the same. rr:he expenditure on plead~rs and 

barristers will be· increased, because they wlll charge more for followmg the-· 
Tribunal about. · 

Q.-You do not know where it will sit?' 
A.-No. It may sit at a.· convenient pfaee; But we shall have to bring· 

our pleaders and barristers there too~-
t;i.-Yo"u irii d.oing the· sanie thing now. 
A.-Ahmadabad is fa.irly cheap, but when we have· to take them outside 

they Uwitys charge more. . 
. _ Q.-~a.ve you a.ny other objection. to the . ~r~bunal, . apart fr.om the fact. 
th'at you tnink·it will not be cb:eaper than the C1vll Courts? 

· A.-We are doubtful whether we shall get justice there. . 
{'. . "! l . ~. . ' 

Q>-Why?· 
'A..-:-i think that the· First Class- Sub-Judge's Court should be the Court 

of first' instance, and the· appeal should lie direct to the High Court. 
Q.-You have not given me any a.nswer to my question: you sa.y that. 

you will not get justice from the Tribunal. 
A~~-.;r.rhe T~hikdari Settlement Officer, or some other e·xecutive officer,. 

Will be· sitting·on the Cour~. · : 
Q,.....:.Dc; yoU. mean deliberMely t'o ·s·ay tb:a~ the Judge will refus~ you 

j,ustice ? The Judge will be the same Judge· as sits in the Civil Court. Do 
you mean that the very Judge on whom you rely in. the Civil Court will 
refuse you justice when presiding over this. special Court ? 

I ; . . '· . ' 

· Thakor Saheb of Ute-lia.-What is the objection to a.Ilowing the. Judge 
to continue hearil)g. the case by himself ? · 
. The Cbmrilissioner .-Is· yout argument· that if the Judge hears the case· 

alone·, ~ith<?ut anybody to assist him, you have confidence in him, but if he· 
lias anypody to advise· hi~, ydu consider that thia will injure you; I am' 
tty~~g ·to di~cdve~ your objection. to the· donstitution of the Tribunal. You say. 
yo~. do :hbt want t~is T:dbuna.l ; I ask you your reasons for disliking it .. You· 
say· t~at it. w~ll not gite I you jUstice. I ask you, if the Judge gives you' 
jtistice·iu the· Civil Court, why· shdtild he not give you justice when he has an 
Assistant Collector sitting by his side ? 

A .. -There·may.be a·difference of opinion. 
Q.-E:ven in the High Court.Judges often differ; 

• A.-But the· High Court Jhdges·giva justice. 
Q.-Then why should net this Court give justice ? · 
A.-I cannot·expiairi orally. I have stated my objections·ih a petition~. 
Q.:.:....Tlfeh tell rbe what is in the petition.? 

I 

A.-I cannot remember .. 
Q,-.,.. Why ?· Did. you not write- it ?' 
A._:_ No; my advisers wrote it for m·e .. 
Q.~You ca.nnot· give your reason-s; but yout ad.vi'sers· can:: are they your· 

advisers' reasons, ana not· yours ? . . 
A.-Everything that is written in· the' petition is correct. I must depend 

upon my advisers in draftin·g petitions.. But the views contained in. them are
mine. 



The Commissioner~--Then you think tha.t : the· t~asons given in the 
·petition are valid ? 

Thakor Saheb of Utelia.-Yes. 
Q._;_ But you ca.nnot remember what those reasons were ? . . 
A.-No· but I know they were proper and just~ I _must take help from ,. . .. 

:pleaders and barristers in drafting pet1t10ns. 
Q.--And they tell you what they have written and you sign· it ? · . 
A.-I read what they have written and if I :find it. satisfactory I sigJ?, it. 

Q.-Do you remember what you read in tpis pa~ticular petition? 
A.-No. 
Q.-What were the chief points ? . 
A.-I said that there is no need to alter the present law. 
Q.-For what reason? 
A.-I cannot remerr1ber. . 
Q.-Whathave you to say about the Japti clause? 

A.-The limit of debt should be increased.to .5 years' income. As regardS'· 
. sub-clause (i), I agree with Joravarkhanji. There should be some limit 

placed on the cost of management; and this limit should .be fixed as a percent
age of the income. The limit to be fixed should vary with the condition, 
of the estate. If the expenses really are kept as low as possible, I do not want 
any change. The first charge on the income of a managed estate sholild ba. 
the jama and the second should be the maintenance allowance of the family. 
Contracts entered into. b~ the managing officer during the period of manage
ment should not be bmdmg on the Talukdars. Thes·e contracts may' be 
harmful to the interests of the Talukdar. Suppose for instance tl:iat the 
Talukd3Jri Settlement Officer fixed vighoti permanently. 

Mr. Jukes :~lie never does. 
Thakor Saheb ·of Uteli::t :-But suppose he did? Wby should tbe 

Talukdar be bound by it? · 

Mt. Jukes :-You say that contracts made during management should not 
be binding on .the Talukdar. Would you apply this to a pulldchhut contract. 
by which the estate was released from debt? · . · · · ·. · 

A.-No, I do not mean contracts of that kind. I referred to permanent; 
vighoti only. Every Talukdar should be furnished annually with an account, 
of his estate. 

Mr. Jukes :-Any Talukdar can have one if he pays for it. But. it would: 
be unfair to make the whole body of Talukdars pay. . ~ 

A.-Moveable property should not be taken under management.. ·· 
The Commissioner :--Do you know what is written in the: Bill regarding 

tno'\l'eable property ? . · 
A.-It says that if the Talukdari Settlement Officer wants. to take move

able property under managementj he is free to do so. 
(Clause 40 was then read and ex:plained.and the case: of the Sanand estate 

~~ . 

If valuable property is endangerea, it should bfr. carefully watched, but 
not attached. · . 

Q.-How can we protect it without taking possession: of it? 
A.-If it is very valuable,. management. in special oases is not objec .... 

tionable. . 
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Q.-n·o you think that the Commissioner will pass orders if the· property . 
is not valuable ? 

A.-No. I do not think so. . . . 
Q.-Then do you really object to giving this power to the Commissioner?' 

A.-:-No. I do not. 
Q.-Have you any objection tq the education cl:tuse? 
A.-No.· It .will be a very good thing if education is imparted. But you 

should cut out the word '.' compulsory " and cancel the provisions for a fine. 

Q.-The word" compulsory" does not occur in the clause. 
A.-I thought it did. Anyhow, I object to the fine. People are not so 

foolish as to refuse education if they can get it. Government should build 
schools everywhere before they fine Talukda.rs for not sending their sons to 
school. 

Q.-We do not propose to fine 'l'alukdars who cannot send their sons to 
school. We know perfectly well that a poor Talukdar will not be able to send 
his son six miles to school every day. 

· Thakor Saheb of Utelia.-Then such Tahikdars should be exempted;. 
the fine should be taken out of the Bill, that is my opinion. . 

The Com,misJ)ioner.-Can you suggest any other way by which Talukdars: 
who re.fuse to .send their boys to school can be compelled to send them ? 

A.-,-You should persuade them and subject them to pressure. They wiU 
send, if you tell them ito do. · 

Q.-We have ~een pe.rsu~ding them for years, without result. What are 
we to do if they do not listen to persuasion ? 

A.-:-I cannot s~y. · · · ' 
The Commissioner.:-Then you object to a fine, but cannot suggest a 

,substitute for it. Very well. Have you any other objections? . . · 
A.-There should. be some limit to the Village Police charges . 

. Q.-Are they too heavy now? 
A.-I do not know, .but s<;>m.e limit shpuld be fixed. Our ;'ama should be· 

:{ixed perman·ently. It would b,e a goo.d thing if the standard of 40 to 50 
per cent. of our gross income, recommended by' Mr. Robertson, were adopted. 
Jam a should not be defined as L~nd Revenue. 
· Q.-How was it defined in tl?-e old Act? 

. A.-In the time of the Peshvas it was defined as Tribute. There should 
be some distinction made between "Talukdari" and "Talukdar's" estate 
because our private property is also included in the. latter term. Section 20 of 
Act VI of 1862 should be rep~ated in this Bill. A 15 years' lease should not 
.be classed as an encum~rance. It injures ouri1:1terests, bec,f;l.use we shall have 
·~o co~sult' th~ Talukdan Settlement Officer before exec~ting a long lease. 

Mr. Jukes.-Do you think that the Talukdari Settlezp.ent Officer will 
refuse pe;r.m.issipn ? 
· Thakor Saheb of Uteli·a~~B~t :why~~ a limit ~t all? 

r Vantas should not be classed as D.arbari lands. We should not be pre .. 
vented from acquiring Vanta and B,arkhali lands by purchase, and no jama 
should be charged .on such land. . · · · · · · - · · · 

The Commissioner.-Have you ~I,11thing more to say? 
A.-No, Sir. 



Ha.rbharoji Rarnabhai of Du:ma.li • .a-I am not ~ble to read the Bill, but I 
ha1e had it read to me, Go"Vetnrnent have ptotected us up to now !lnd if there 
be any clause which is adV'erse to our interests I am sure th0y will remove iti .. 
You should not call our iama "land revenue,'' or give us receipt books; it 
reduces us to the level of ordinary occupants. I hatre no objection to the 
creation of the Tribunal if it is to safeguatd our interests. I hav·e no 
-objection to the Talukdari Settlement Officer sitting as· a member of the 
Court. I entirely agree with what the Thakor Saheb of Gailgad has said. 

Ramsangji Devisangji of Baroda.-! have nob read the Bill not have· t 
beard of it. I am not at all alarmed about it. 

The Commissioner.-Well, I think I have got your opinions on almost all 
points. But I am going to put them to you, point. by point, so· that I may 
record your opinion on each point separately. I want to make quite· sure 
what I am to tell the Sarkar about your opinion. I think that I can tell the 
Sarkar that, generally speaking, you all approve of the' Bill, exc·ept tha 
Thakor Saheb of Utelia. If there is anybody who is against the Bill, let me 
know of it now. · 

. (No reply.) 
The Commissioner.-Then you say that this Bill should be passed ... 
Voices.-Yes. 
The Commissioner.-Now I will ask you about the three prinoipaJ points 

separately. Take the first point :- the: new Coutt. 1t is proposed that there 
should be a Court composed of a Judge, one of your Talukdars and a Revenue 
Officer, to try certain disputes between you:. The: reason for the institution 
of this new Court is that we are anxious that these in~ernal disputes may be 
decided speedily and more cheaply. I am confident that if the new Court is1 

created you will be saved. considerable expense·.... The· 'l'hakor Saheb of Utelia 
tells me that his adviser says that the expenditure cannot possibly be less. 
I say that the Tribunal will be botn: quicker aJnd cllleaper than the Civil Courts. 
Tell me now if any of you would object~ to) having that Court formed for the 
settlement of Talukdari disputes. . 

(Vote taken by show of hands. The Thak'ot Sabeb of Utelia alone 
()bjected.) 

The Commissioner.-I will tell the Sarkar than with the exception of the 
Thakor Sabeb of Utelia, you are all willing to have the Court constituted. 
Am I to say that ? 

Voices.-Yes. 
The Commissioner.-Now the next point is this; if the new Court is 

created would you think it wrong for the' Talukdari Settlement Officer to be· 
one of the members. · 

(Vote taken by show of hands·. The Thakor S'aheb of Utelia· ·alone 
objected.) 

The Commissioner.-The next point is this : should the. appeal be 
preferred to the Governot in Council or to the· High Court ? 

(Vote taken by show of hands. 29 voted for the Governor in Council 
and 5 for the High Court.) · . 

The Cornmissioner.-Now I want to take t.he Japti section. I under
tJtand that the general opinion is that a limit o{ debt equal two years·' income 
is too little, and that :five years would be- enough. Is that so? 

Many voices.-Yes,. 
H 41-144 
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The' Commissioner.-Then again I want to tell the Sarkar whaG Y?U 
think about the last sub-clause (i) which gives general powers to ~he Comm1s.; 
sioner. You think that it is too general and should be more spec1fic ? 

Many voices.-Yes • 
• 

The Commissioner.-Shall I tell the Sarkar that you have no objection: 
to the power given to the· Talukdari Settlement Officer of compelling any 
Talukdar who neglects his duty to send his boys to school ? . 

(Vote taken by show of hands. The Thakor Saheb of Utelia alone 
objected.) 

The Commissioner.-The jama is a subject which is. not directly 
concerned with the Bill. Still, wherever we have been Talukdars from 
all Talukas have made representations about it, and we have given them all 
the same answer-that the question does not arise from the Bill but that 
we will lay their opinions before Government. We cannot say what the 
result will be, but we will put the matter before Government. I thank you 
very much for coming to meet me and for talking to me frankly and giving 
me your opinion about the Bill. The Darbar is now closed. 

Name of vlllage. Name of Talukd4r. 

Bhetashi ••• Fulabavar N athubava .. 
Hamirbava Raesingji. 
Sajansang Bapuji. 
Chandrasang N athubava .. 

Kanvadi ••. Himatsing Kabhai. 
Bhavansang Mavsang. 
Kabhai Banesang • 

. Mathurbhai Dadabhair 
Partham Bechar. 
Bhula Lakha. 
Gaba Parbat. 
Prabhatsang J alamsang~ 
Desai Fula. 
Himatsing Abhesang. 

J anod ••. Bhagvansang Khushalsang. 
Amarsang .Khushalsang. 

Khorwad ... Dipsang Pathibhai. 

Partappur ••• Damabhai Nathabhai. 

Chikhodra ... Dalubha Dabhai. 

The Commissioner addressed the Darbar as follows and was f 11 d 
by Mr. Jukes in Gujarati, as at other meetings. ' 0 owe 

· . Sardar_Naharsingji Mehra!Dansi~gji of Dehvan.-I have read the Bill 
I. hke the 1dea of the new .Court. The 'l1alukdari Settlement Officer should 
s1t as a member of the Tnbunal, because he has experience of all th 
matters. I should like an appeal from the Tribunal to Government. ese 
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The Commissioner.-Do yon think that there is anything injurious in 
the J a.pti clause ? -

A.-The limit of debt should be raised from two years' to ten years' 
mcome. 

• 
Q.-Would not this enta.il a long period of management? 

A.-Yes, it would. But two years' income is too small a. limit. 

Q.-Most ofthe people who have objected to this clause have recommended 
five years? 

A.-I would agree to five years. 

Q.-Look at the last sub-clause of clause 22, which gives powers to the 
Commissioner to take estates under management when it seems fit to him. 

Sardar Naha.rsingji.-The authority given is qui~e proper. But before 
management is assumed, the Talukdar should be informed of the reasons 
which led the Commissioner to believe that it is necessary. He should be 
called upon to show cause why management should not be a,ssumed. 

The Commissioner.-..:You mean to say that notice should be given to 
the Ta.lukdar requiring him to show cause why his estate should not be 
attached. 

A.-Yes. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DARBA'R HELD AT A'NAND 
ON THE 26TH JANUARY 1914. 

The following Tdlukddrs of the Kaira District were present . 

Name of vlllagl). 

Dehvan 

Mogar 

Kuna. 

Kherda 

Gajna. 

Chitlav 

Rania 

Kaira 

Bhaopura. 

.Name of T!l.lokd.ir. 

Sardar Naharsingji Mehra.mansingji, Thaker of 
Dehvan. 

Parbhatsingji Mehra.mansingji • 

•.• Sardar Amarsingji Indra.singji) Thakor of Magar~ 
K_esrising Gumansingji. 

... Mulsingji Jibava. 

... Himatsiogji Ta.khatsingji. 

·~ Himatsingji Raesingji. 

••• Fa.tesiogji Na.thubava~ 

... Jesangji Dajibava.. 

..... Re.tansing Jijibha.i, 

••• Takhatsingji Sardarsingji. 
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• ·Name Gf T&luk<Ur. 

.... N aha.rsingji Abhesingji. 
Bhavsa.ng Ha.ribhai. 
J asvatsang Ta.kha tsa.ng. 
Raesang Guhbsang• 
Sa.hebsa.ng Adesang. 
Da.jibhai Fa.tesang. 
Harisang Pra.tapsang. 
Fatesang Abhesa.ng. 
Ra.esingji Fatesingji. 
N aharsingji Fatesingji. 
Geroalsa.ng Tejabha.i. 

: Jibava. Bharatsang .. 
· Raesa.ng Bhara.tsa.ng. 
Baiibh.ai Punjaji .. 

Napa.d ••. · Fa.tesang Gambhrisang .. 
Rupsa.ng Abhesang. 
N arsang Pratapsa.ng. 
Adesang Na.nabava.. 
Parba.tsa.ng :Madhavsang. 
U desang Bapuji. 
))ipsa.ng Adesang. 
N a.rsang Ada.bhai. 
Parba.tsang N&nabava.~. 
Partapsang Jijibhai. 
Kabhai Rupsang. 
Rupsang Gemalsang. 
Sura.tsang Bapuji. 

: Kabha.i: Amarsang. . 

I. A.de.sang_ Kesrisang~ 
Rupsang_ Gemalsang. 

Q.-Well now, have yon noticed the education section? It· gives certain 
powers to the Talnkclari Settlement. ,Officer'!: 

A.-The :fine provided is too. heavy.. The. amount should be :fixed in 
each case by a. committee of three Talukda.rs. Tlle age limit should be 
8 years. 

Q.-How will you select you1.1 three ~alnkdars:r 

In reply the Sa.rdar named three. Talnkdars. oi KaJra. 

Q.-But will they know the circumstances of aJ.l Talukdars in the four 
Districts ? · 

A.-Perhaps not. I drop·tbe:propo~mlfor a committee. But Rs. 200 is 
too heavy a :fine; it should be reduced to Rs. 100· or Rs~ 50. 

Q.-A :fine of Rs. 100 would be. 9i hea..vy; fine: for a.. poor Talukdar; but it 
would not be much for a. rich man? 

A.-That is so. 

Q.-Do yon want to have the. same~ am.ounh o{ fi"ne. for a.ll? 

· A.-I will accept whatever the. Co.mmissioner. thinks best. 
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Q.-But you admit that to some Talukd~s a fine of Rs. 50 would be 
. ruinous while in other cases that amount would no~ be felt. That is why 
.discretion has been left to the Talukdari Settlement Officer. Rs. 200 is the 
maximum limit. only. It is not intended that every Talukdar shall be 

·punished with exactly the same fine. 

Thakor Saheb of Dehvan.-Then I &m not anxious to press my 
suggestion about fining. But I do think that the age limit should be raised 
to eight years. · 

The Commisshmer.-How old ~s your son? Is he being educated? 

A.-He is between 5 and 6. He is not attending any school, but learns 
his lessons at home. · · 

Q.-If your son, aged six, has commenced his education,- why should not 
the sons of other Talukdars begin at the same .age? 

A.-What I mean is that the Talukdari Settlement Officer should not 
send boys to school away from their own village until they are eight. 

Q.-Have you anything more to say? 
A.-I am satisfied with the proposed Tribunal, but the stamp-duty may 

kindly be·abolished. 

Mulsingji Jibava of Kuna.-I have read the Bill. I know what is in it. 
It is really good and will enable the Talrikdars to stand on their own legs. 
The provision for education is excellent. • .. 

The Commissioner.-What do you think about the new Court? 
A.-It will be a good thing, because it wiJl save great expense. 
Q.-As a Talukdar you probably have some experience of the CivB 

Courts. Do you think that the new Court can possibly hurt the interests of 
the 'falukdars ? 

A.-No, I do nat think so. There is nothing in it that can injure the 
interests of the Talukdars. I think that suits filed by tenants and sdhukdr& 
against Talukdars should come before the Tribunal, as well as suits between 
'~"falukdars. I have asked all the Talukdars of Kaira and they all desire that 
every kind of dispute should be heard by this special Court. I think that the 
Talukdari Settlement Officer should sit on the Court, because he knows much 
about our ways and customs. I should like the appeal to lie to the Governoi 
in Council. . 

Q.-Now take the Japti section. ' 
A .-The limit of debt should be extended to 5 years., income. 
The Commissioner.-But how is the Talukdari Settlement Officer to find 

out the amount of a Talukdar's debts ? Will the debt not be much greater 
than two years' income before he hears of it? 

},fulsiogji Jibava of Kuna.-He should be provided with some means of 
ascertaining the amount of debt. 

Q.-·what have you to say about the last sub-clause of this clause ? 
A.-It is very ambiguouu. It should be more specific. A notice should 

be givAn to the 'falukdar asking him to show cause why his estate should not 
be taken under managen: ent. · · 

Q.-You mean then that if the Commissioner desires to act under this 
sub-clause, he should first give the Talukdar an opportunity of pleading his 
own cause. 

A.-Yes. The defects of his management should be pointed out to him 
3nd the Commissioner should give him some time in which to remove them. 
I have no other objection to thi3 section. 

t.l 41-14:5 
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· · Q.-Now ·take the education clause? 
A . ....:. I have no objection to that. I do object, however, to sub.cla.use 

(5) (a) of clause 58, which removes Sanadia land from the .scope of that 
clause. Such land in this District was all originally Talukdan land proper, 
and deserves protection. My own estate is entirely composed of such land; . 
and I want the protection of clause 58. 

Q.-You can apply !or it under the proviso to the clause. 
A.-Yes, and I shall. · But other Talukdars, who need protection) may 

be foolish enough not to apply for it. , 

Sardar Amarsingji Indrasingji of Mogar.-I have read the Bill. 

Q.-Tell me what you think about it. Is there anything in the Bill 
that you think wrong? · · 

A.-In the Tribunal there is nothing disadvanta~eous to the Talukdars. 
I have no objection to the Talukdari Settlement Officer sitting on it. The 
appeal may be preferred either to the- High Court or Governor in Council. I 

.. don't mind which ; I agree with the Thakor of Kuna that all civil suits should 
go before the Tribunal. 

. Q.~Wbat have you to say about the Japti section? 
/A.-The Commissioner should not dispose of these matters by tumwrs: 

he should hold a personal inquiry before deciding to assume management~ 

Q.-There are .. about 650 es.tates under management; ·do you expect the 
Commissioner to make a personal inquiry in each case ? 

Sardar Amarsingji.-How else can he know the facts.? 

The Commissioner.-Do you want me to make an inqu.iry on the spot? 

A.~ I do not mean that the C()m.missioner should go to the spot, 
l:ut he should give a regular hearing. The Talukdar should have an oppor~ 
tunity of putting his case before the Commissioner per~onally. . 

Q.-You will be content if, before acting. under clause 22 (i),. tha 
Commissioner calls the Talukdar and hears him personally? 

A ......... Yes. 

Q.-What ·.ao you think about the limit of debt? 
A.-In cases o( famine and other emergencies debt. equal to two yerurs' 

. income is easily incurred, and I think the limit should be at least :five years. 

Q.-And th& education clause? 

A.-I have no objection t() that; except that I think the .fine should be
uniform in every case. The offence is the same,, and I think the puniRhment 
should be the same. I want to say something about the village police. I 
understand that the Bill gives power to Government. to impose punitive police 
on our villages, and that will mean heavy charges. 

Q.-There is no provision in the Bill for punitiv<il police. Viii age police 
only are mentioned. . . 

(Clause 57 was then read and expla.inedr) 

A.-Then I have no obj.ection. Then as to ma.intenanca charges, they 
should come third in order in clause 29. Alienated land should not be sold 
or mortga.ged without the Talukdars' permission. 

· Ke~risingji Gumansingji oi Mogar.-I want to sa;y something about the 
Tribunal. Two or four 'ralukdars should sit as assessors, instead of one. 
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The Commissioner.-Don't you think that one Talukdar will be: able to 
explain your customs properly ? 

A.-Yes, but if there are more,·there will be a possibility of differences of 
opinion· (sic). Besides the Judge will understand our cnstoms. . 

The Commissioner.-How many Talukdars do ycu· know personally? 

Kesrisingji.-About fifty. 
Q.-How many of them do you think are competent to' serve as 

assessors? 
A.-I think at least two are undoubtedly fit to aft as assessors. 

Q.-What do you think of the education' clause ? . 

, A.-I quite agree with it. But I should like it specifi.ed in the Bi1I and 
in the Settlement Registers that the Kaira Talukdars pay U dhad (fix:ed)jama. 

Q.-That is well known. Why do you want it sp,ecified ? 

A.-If it is not, I am afraid that the ja~a. rules will affect our interests. 

Himatsingji Raesingji of Gajna.-I have read the Bill. I like it in its 
amended form. I agree in the main with all the Talukdars who have spoken 
up to now. As regards compulsory education,. if there be a. school in the 
village, Talukdars should be left flee to educate their s'ons in that school up 
to the fourth standard. The Talukdari Settlement Officer should not send 
them away till they have passed that standard .. 

The Commissioner.-You th,ink that the Talukdars'' .sons will be t'aken 
away from them? We only propose to intervene when a Talukdar will not 
educate his sari though in a. position to do so. 

A.-But that is not made dear in the Bill. 
Q.-lt is quite clear. 
(Clause 64 was then rea~ and explained.) 
A.-I am satisfied now. 
Q.-What have you to say about the Japti clause? 

A.-Clause 22 (i) is too vague. When an estate is first restored to· a. 
rralukdar, his tenants may possibly think that he is pressing them too hard. 
Management should not be assumed on the mere petition of such tenants. 

The Commissioner.-Do you think that the Commissioner will taka 
action under that clause if no necessity arises ?' 

Himatsingji.-I don't that it is likely, but these mattera should not ba 
decided by correspondence. · 

Q.-You mean to say that matters of this kind should be caref1\lly 
considered before a. decision is reached ? 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-It has been suggested that it should be inserted in sub-clause (i) 

that the Talukdar should be given· notice before the management is assumed. 
Do you think that suggestion is worth considering? 

A.-Yes, I should be satisfied with that. 
Q.-What about the limit of d'ebt that should justify attachment? 
A.-It should be five years' income. 
Q.-And about the new Court ? 
A.-Of course, Government have provided it in the interests of the 

Talukdars. It will be well if we get justicP. th13re. 
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Q.-Do you ~hink that youwill not get justice there? · . 
A -No. I think we shall. But Talukdars are illiterate, and they. must 

.be alldwed to be represented by their pleaders. 
Q.-You 9an t~ke Y?ur pleaders, barristers and Mrikhtyars before the 

Tribunal. It 1s provided lD the law. . . 
(Clause 48 was then read and explained.) · 
A -There should be more than one Talukdar assessor appointed for each 

Distri~t so that there may. he ~ substitute to take the place of the assessor 
who fails ill during "the hearing of a case. 

(Clause 45 (4) was then read and explained.) 
A.-ThEm it is all right. 
Q.-Nqw I shou~d like to know whether you would like an appeal to the 

High· Court or to Govern~ent. 
A.-To either. Surveys should be made only once because in Kaira the 

· jama is U dhad, otherwise the Talukdars will be put to great expense un-
necessarily. 

The Commissioner.-But in Matar and other Talukas there is no Udhad 
Jama. Do you mean· to say that in their case also surveys should not be 
made? · 

Himatsingji.-No~ I refer only to those estates where the jama has been 
fixed in perpetuity. Before the Act of 1888 the Talukdars of Kaira were 
allowed to appoint ·their own villag~· police. By that Act, in spite of our 
objection, Government began to appoint them. I cannot see that order is 
better maintained now than it was before.· We carried out our duty properly. 
I want to urge that the Talukdars should be allowed to engage their own 
police, and to make arrangements for the public peace. At present, we pay 
for the police, but Government have control over them ; and the inferior 
village servan~s neglect their revenue work for police work, because they are 
paid from the Taluka. If ·we are allowed to engage and pay them directly, 
we will make them work honestly. .The police patel should be paid by 
Government. 

. Fatesang Gambhirsang of Napad.-~ have read the Bill. It is beneficial 
to the Talukdars. The education clause is particularly good, but any fine 
~evied .s.hould be proportionate to the condition of the Talukdar fined. As 
regards the Tribunal, I think the Talukdari Settlement Officer should sit on 
the Court .. 

The Commissioner:,;_what do you think about the appeal? 
. ~.-I thinlr it shoul~ go to tht:~ Governor in Council, but I don't much 
mind. · 

Parbatsang Nanabava of Napad.-I have had ,the Bill read to me. I 
have no objection to it. It·should be provided in the Bill that if a Talukdar 
wan~s to purphase Jivai land, that is, land set apart for the maintenance of 
pad~ts of his taiJ?.ily, he should be allowed to do so without sanction. 

Fatesang Abhesang of· Napa.-I have read the Bill. The education 
clause is very good; but Talukdars' sons who are educated do not obtain 
Government service. If a Talukdar has passed the Matriculation·Examina.tion 
and has no means to pursue his studies, the Commissioner or the Talukdari 
Settlem~nt Officer should be kind enough to give him £ervice. As yet no 
'falukdar of this District h~s been ~~ve~ s~ch employm~~t~ Ml ~ot;t ~~s 
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passed the Matriculation Examination a.nd he is now ln the Previous Class. 
· I am not able to pay any more for him, and yet Government 'have not given 

him any employment. · · 

. The Commissioner.-Have JOU applied 1 .. 
A.-Y~s, I have applied .to the Talukda.~;i Set:tleD;J.ent Ofiiaer. 
Mr. Jukes.-I have not· rE.lceived the application. I will see what I ca.h 

do when I get it. · · 
A.-As for compulsory education, Govftlnment should,.pay.lor it. Then 

educated boys should be given & good start in Government service. I think. 
that if encouragement of this kind is giv.en to boys, other boys will al~o be 
keen to attend school. 

The Commissioner.-Have you anythjng to ;say .a;bouJ; ·,the Taiukdari 
Settlement Officer's sitting on the 'rribune.l 7 

. A.-I think it is all right. 
Q.-Where would you like the app.e.al t.o Ue? 
A.-To the High Court. 

The .Commissioner,-:...A.s a resuH ef my ooming here I must be a:hle to 
tell the Sarkar de.finitely what your views ,are. A'{IJ. rr to tell the Sarka.r on I 
your behalf that you have no objection to this ]3i'Il ·bl3in:g passed in tlie form· 
in which it has been sent out by the Select Comm:itt.e~ P 

Mulsingji Jihav3. of Kuna.-Yes., proYided 1tb.at ~ur suggested amend- ., 
menta are considered. 

The Commissioner.-I wil1l.ask ·you specifically .~~out each point. Will 
those who are in favour of the new Gourt being -composed of three office~s 
hold up their hands? 

(Vote taken by show of hands. No one .oojeo.ted~ 
The Commissioner.-Now, do you think· that the Court should be 

composed of a Judge .and the Talukdari Settlement Officer and a. Talukda.r:? 
Will those who think that the Talukdari Sett.leme,nt ;Officer should sit as a 
member of the Tribunal hold up their hands? 

(Vote taken, .by show .of hands. .A11·8igr.aet) 
The Commissioner.-Now about the appe9.l. It is possible that Govern

ment may decide that the app.ea;J -should :be 1heard by the High Court·; 
but which do you prefer ? Will those -who 'think that it would be better in 
their interests that the appeals should be preferred ·to the Governor in Council 
hold up their hands ? 

(Vote taken . by i!how ·of hands. ·~en voted ,(or a.n appeal to · the 
Governor in Council, and nine for the High ·Court.) . 

The Commissioner.-Now about ~J.ap.ti. l .:u.nd,er$tand that you think 
that estates should not be take.n ·unde.r manager.n~n,t for a. debt just equal 
to two years' revenue. You think the limit should be five years? 

(Vote taken by show of hands. All -wa.nted ~more than two years~) . 

'fhe Commissioner.-Now about ·your ,obj.e.ctions to clause 22 (i). I 
understand that you are anxious' that before .the Commissioner orders 
attachment under that clause he .shall give the Ta.lukdar concerned an 
~pportunity of ~xplainin,g the .oircu.m.stances ~d .sb(\ll make careful inqu.iry 
mto them. Wlll those who are in favour of the clau.se on the understandmg 
that this will be done hoi~ up their .hands·? 

(Vote taken by show of hands. All agreed to the clause.) 
n 41-146 
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The Commissioner.-With regard to the educational clause. Am I to 
· say that you agree to that clause provided that it is so administered that 

eaoh order passed under it shall be absolutely in accordance with the circum
stances of the case : that is to say, that the Talukda.ri Settlement Officer 
shall be guided in his action by due considerations of the condition of the 
Talukdar and his status ? Provided· that the provisions are · administered in 
that spirit, are you willing to agree to th~ clause ? 

(Vote taken 'by show of hands. All agreed.) 

The Da.rbar was then closed. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DARBA'R HELD AT BROACH 
ON THE 28m JANUARY 1914 .. 

. -
The following Tdlukddrs Wer(ipresent. 

Name of 'Village. Name of l'aUukd4r. 

Kervad~ ... The Honourable Sardar Dulaba.va. Raesingji, Thakor 
Saheb of Kervada. 

Gulabsang Abhesang. 
Bajikhan Akhtiarkha.n. 
Kesrisang Badharsang. 

· Sahebkhan J amiatkhan. 
Par_tapsang Vagji. 
Da.jikhan Gula.bkhan. 
Jibava. Partapsang •. 
Dilvarkhan J a.miatkhan. 

Mata.r .,. . Sardar Chandrasangji Himatsingji1 Tbakor Sabeb of 
Matar. · 

A mod 

Miagam 

... Sarda.r Na.harsangji Ishwersangji, Thakor Sa.heb of 
Amod. · · · 

Bha.gvansa.ng Raisang. 
Chandrasang Harisa.ng. 
·Dipsang Harisang. 

.. • Tha.kor Ra.nmalsangji Dolatsingji •. 
Gulabsa.ngji Dajibava.. · 
Chandrasang Dajibava. 
Ta.kh~tsang Ajabsang. 
Jeshingbava Haribava. 

~anchha Vanto .... Bavabhai N atha.. 

Dehej 

Mavsang Kuberji. 
Bhimsang Kesarji, 
Kabhai J agma.lji. 

••• S'Lrdar. Hamirsangji Shivsangji, Thakor Saheb of 
· DeheJ. . . 

Bhimsang Ka.lansang. 



Name of village. 

Pahaj 

Janiadra. 

Sarod 

Sigam. 

Uber 

Tankari 

Sigam 

Janor 
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Name of T&lukd&r, 

• •• Chhatrasangji Bharatsangji. 
Jitsangji J a.sbha. 
Chhatrasang N arsang. 
J asbha. N arsang. 
Sardarsang Sahebsang. 
Partapsang Raesang. 

, .. Sardar Jitsangji Somsangji, Thakor Saheb of Jani&dra. 
· Kesrisang Gemalsang. · . · · . . 

... Sardar Udesangji Ganpatsangji, FJ;hakor Saheb of 
Sarod. 

Jibava. Haribhai, 

••• Dadabava Vakhatsang. 

~·. Dalpatsangji Jibhai. 
Virabhai Mokamsang. 
Bhimsang Takhatsang • 

•.• Miakhan Sultankhan. 
Pirkhan Bajikhan. 
Kalukhan Bavakhan • 

.... Ramsangji J asvatsangji. 

••• Sardar Jitsangji Bharatsangji, Thaker Saheb of J anor. · 
Ramsangji K~umansangji. · 

Tlte Commissioner and tlte Tdlukddri Settlement Officer addressed 
the Darbar on the lines adopted at other meetings. 

The following_discussion ensued:-

Sardar Udesangji Ganpatsangji of Sarod.-I have read the Bill. l have. 
read portions of it. I know its general principles. I have not thought much 
about it. I know about the proposed education clauses. The principle is 
good and no one will object to it; but the educa~ion given should be in 
conformity with the circumstances of the Talukdar; petty Talukdars should 
not be obliged to send their sons to school at a distance. If attention· is. 
paid to the means of the Talukdar, then it is alright. 

Q.-Do you think that there i~ any tyranny in giving to a Talukdar who 
has the means to educate his son but refuses to educate him three months' 
notice within which to arrange for the suitable education of the boy? 

A.-No, I don't think there is any tyranny in th£Lt. 
Q.-Have you heard about the. proposed constitution of the New Court 

or Tribunal as it is called? -
A.-Yes. 
Q.-Have you learnt what class of cases the Tribunal will decide? 
A.-Yes, from reading the Bill and from what I ha,ve heard. 
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Q.-Will you tell me ·what cases they are 1 
A.-Only disputes between Talukdars. . . 
Q.-Only a. certain class· of .cases he tween ~alukdars such as -adopt1on, 

succession, partition and so on ? 
A.-I understand. . . . 
Q ~What are your views ,;with regar;d to the ~o~mation of the Tribunal? 

Do you consider that it will in any way ii1JUre the 1nterests of the Talukdars ? 
A.-If I have lent moneJtto :a non-Talukdar, wiU the case go to the 

Tribunal? .. 
Q • ...:..No. It will go .to the ordinary Ci~il. (Joqr.t. Do you thin~ that i~ 

it went to the Tribunal it would ·l>e a~vantag~ous t.o yon ? 
A.-If one class of c;tses between Talukda.rs are ~o be sent before the· 

Tribunal; all disputes in which Xalu~dars ar~. pon.oern~d .~hould be dealt. with. 
by the· Tribunal. · ' · · . 

Q.-Do you think that it would. ~a Hong Ifo:r ltbe Talukdari Settleme~t 
Officer to sit as a member of the Tr1bunal? Some people have told me 1t 
would·be wrong. ., . 

A.-I have no objection to th~ .Talukdar~ S~ttl~m.ent Officer beinv a, 
member, but the Talukdar wh9 · 1s .s~~c.t,ed 'to ,.s.~t iJ1lllSt be an educated and 
intelligent man. ·· · · · ' 

Q.-Tbe idea is this. The.Commissioner will dra·w up a list of ~he Taluk
dars in· the four districts who are ;fit j;Q) .&it ,as ass.ees.or.s ... lt will be a gen:er.al· 
list drawn up once for all and added .to t;r.oo,n ctime ~o p.ime but not prepared for 
each case. The list -will be before ,the T;rib:~IDa.l@a'n<i tl;te President will select 
a Talukdar from it. · · · · · · " · 

A~-Then I have no objeettori. · i · 

Q.-::-Where would ,you prefer ~ha.t ~n ~ppea) j{r:om the Tribunal should 
lie ? · To the ·Governor jn Council or 'to 'the .H~gh Co~rt ·? In an appeal to· 
the ·Governor in Council there would 'be no expenditure pn account of pleader 
or .baxds.ter.. In .the High .Cour.t ,representation ·by ·counsel ·would ·he .allowed 
and the expense would be as at p:resen.t .in .any.appeal to the High Court. 

A.:-I_,arp" indi.~erent whe.ther ~he ap,p.ea.l lies .to the I:P.gh Court_ o.r .to the 
Governor 'lD ·Council. · · • · · · 

Q.-With regaid'to the Japti section. Bave 'you anything ·to say about 
the powers which it is proposed to give ..to: the.Commission.er b_y ;th&t .section? 

A~-An estate ,shou~d .not be .attached ior debt .unless the debt,exceeds.five 
or ·seven years' income·. 

Q.-I ·Jind that .lQ.os.t .of the Ta.lukd~rs .tbirik it .~hnuld be $tvf1 Ne.ars •. 
A.~~I :have no '.cibjec.tion ·to ::five \f.ea.rs. · 

· ·Q . .,.,..:·What ·do you ·say ·abmit~the Commissioner's powers'? I f.LID ifiold ·that 
the cla.qse ·is ··not sufficiently definitely wor6ed. 

A.-I have ;no o~jection to the cla.us13 .. 
!' 

.Q.-.Some Xa.lukdars .ha-ve told me :that Jn their opinion ~before the 
Commissio.ner. issue~ ,an :order under~claus.e :(i) ·he should ·-issue a, ,notice .to .the 
Talukd!lr concer~ed, .so that be D?a! learn beforehaud what is contemplated. 
Wh~t do you th1nk of that'suggestiOn? · · · 

A-I am not· afraid ot giving those· powers to the ·commissioner. 
Q.~Is there any other point to which you would like to refer? . 
A.-: I think .it would be hatter if moveable proper.ty :w.ere nev.er .t~ken 

under manp.gemen·t exc~pt when 'the Ta1ukda.r .is a min oz. 
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Q.-Have you understood what the Bill provides regarding the attach-
ment of moveable property? ' 

A.-I think it provides that all property, moveable and immoveable, should 
be taken under management. 

Q.-That is not so. It depends entirely ~n the Commissioner's dis.cretion 
whether in each case the moveable property Is taken or not. If the Comw 
missioner thinks it· desirable in the interests of the ·estate, then only will there 
be any attachment of moveable property. (~ere the Sanand case was 
explained to him.) Usually moveable. property will not be attached because 
usual1y it is not necessary. 

· A.-I am satisfied. I have no more to say. 

. ' 

Thakor Saheb Ranma.lsingji of Miagam.-I have not read the Bill, but I 
know the principal provisions. Some of my· property is in Baroda territory 
and some in British territory. I have no objection to the education clauses 
of the Bill. I think that the Tribunal question should be decided by the 
votes of the Talnkdars present to-day. 

Q.-What is your personal opinion? . 
A.-I have no objection if the Commissioner wishes to have it. 
Q.-Have you any objection to the formation of the· Tribunal the oonsti .. 

tution of which has been described to you? 
A.-I think it is not necessary to create any new Court. . .. 

· Q.-That is not the question. The question is if this Court is created, 
will it be prejudicial to the interests of the Talukdars in atiy way ? 

A.-I adhere to my opinion that the question should be decided by 
votes. . 

Q.-Then how would you vote? 
A.-I am for a. continuance of the present· arrangement. 
Q.-Can you give me a reason for that opinion? . 
A.-No. I don't know any reason to adduce, but what 1:1eoessity is there 

for a new Court ? · · · · 
Q.-But in case the new Court is constituted, do yo11 think that it will 

injure the interests of Talukdars? · 
A.-I am of opinion that whatever Government do is· sure to be for our 

good. 
Q.-Would you like to discuss. the Japti section? 
A.-No. I have nothing to say about that. . . 
Jitsangji Bhara.tsangji of Janor.-I have read the BUI. I have no 

()bjection to the education clauses. As to the oases to be .dealt with by the 
Tribunal, they are really political matters and give rise to a great deal of 
khatpat and therefore an honest man ougbt to be appointed to. sit on the 
Tribunal. I mean the selection of assessors should be made very carefully. 
In a case coming from a particulat: Taluka a Talukdar of .the ~am~ Taluka 
should not be selected. . · 

The Commissioner.-The Court will be presided over by a Judge who 
will certainly make his selection from the list very carefully.· Do you think 
that if the Talukdari Settlement Officer sit on the Tribunal it will be harmful 
to the interests of Talukdars ? 

A.-No, I have no objection. 
~ 41-147 
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Q.-And what about ·the appeal? 
. A'.-It should be preferred to the High Court 
Q~-And what about Japti? · · 
A.-I am of opinion that the limit of debt should be fixed at three years' 

income: It is generally believed that estates are taken ·under m~nager.nent 
on a mere formal petition from any one and so I suggest ~hat ac~10n s~ould 
be taken only when a certificate from the District Magistrate 1s rece1ved. 
The Commissioner should enquire through the District Magistrate. 

(Note.-The Talukdar here refers' to attachment in .cases of breach of 
peace.) . . . · · 

Thakor Saheb Jitsangji S~msangji of Jania.dra.-I have not read the 
Bill, but I have obtained information about it. 

The Commissioner.- Do you know what it provides for in ·the matter of 
· education of ·the sons of Talukdars ? 

. A.-The provisions are g0od, though I don't exactly remember what they 
are. The only objection I have is that in the case of a petty Talukdar he 
will not be able to bear the burden of education. 

Q.-The Bill carefully provides tha,t the education ·to be given shall be 
according to the means and status of ·the Talukdar.· 

A.-If that is so, I have no objection. · 
· Q.-What are your views about the Tribunal? 
A.-Things should go on as they are, that is to say, in the High Court .. 
Q.-Do you object to the creation of the Tribunal? 
A . ...:.... I don't think that our interests will be :affected thereby one way or 

the other. 
Q.-Then what is your meaning when you say that the High Court 

procedure should ~a continued ? ' . 
A.-I mean that appeals· from the Tribunal should he heard by the High · 

Court; but. it would be far better if the present arrangement is continued. 
·· · Q.-Will you.tell me the advantages of that? . 

. A.-We shall be further away from the Court in which our cases are
being tried if the Tribunal sits at Ahmedabad.. lf it were to sit at Broach, 
I should have no objection. · . . . 

Q.-Is there any other reason why you think there should be no change?.· 
A.-No .. 
Q.-Would you object to the TaJukdari Settlem~nt Officer's sitting as a. 

member of the Court? 
A.-No. . 
Q • ...:.. Would you like to say anything abO"ut the J apti section ? 
A.-The debt should riot be less than three or five years' income of the 

est.ate. As regards the powers given to the Commis&ioner, I am of opinion 
tha~ ip.quiry should be made by the Oollector before action is taken under 
cl~tuse 22 (i). It is not that I do not tru~t the Commissioner, but people 
might send anonymous petitions and we might be troubled. What I mean is 
that the Commissioner should ascertain the facts before he passes any order. 

Q.~Do you . mean that the Commissioner ought not to pass orders 
without first consulting the C~llector? · 

A.-Yes. If this Bill is passed we shall not get any money from 
Sahukars. They will think that Government~ may .at any moment attach 
our estates and they will not lend us any money. · · · · 
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Q.-I don't under~taod -why the Sa.hukars ~hould refuse to. lend you 
money because the Billts passed? How wlll the B1ll affec~ transactions ? . .. 

A.--I understand that Vanta lands can be mortgaged now; but when the 
Bill is passed we shall be unable .to mortgage them any more. 

Sardar Hamirsangji Shivsangji of Deh.ej.-I h~v:e read the Bill. I have 
also heard about it. There are some sectiOns whtch ought to ·be removed. 
I prefer that our Civil business sho~ld go to ~he H~gh Court. I am .not. in 
favour of the Tribunal; because m the ordmary Courts we get good JustiCe •. 
Justice will be given in the ordinary Courts only. 

The Commissioner.-The same class of Judges will be presiding over the 
Tribunal as presides over the ordinary Courts. 

A.-Possibly justice will be given, and yet I am in favour of the High 
Court. I don't want this new Court at all. · . . . 

Q.-I am not asking whether you want the new Court or the old one, 
but whether, supposing . the new Court is constituted, you can tell me if it 
will injure your interests. 

A.-If this new Court is c onstitutad, the appeals will be preferred to the· 
Governor in Council. · 

Q.-That is not settled. That is one of the·points on which your opinion 
is wanted? 

A.-I think there is a probability that in the long run it will be 'dis ad van· 
ta.geous to us. I can't eay •. Experience will show. · · 

Q.-But you think that it will be disadvantageous? · 
A.-How can I say until something happens? I am not in favour of 

the new Court.· · · · . 
Q.-But can you .show me any reason for thinking that .this new Court· 

will injure your interests _? · 

A.-No. 
Q.-It seems M me that .when a man says " I don't want this thing but 

I cannot say why I don't want it " he can scarcely be expressing an opinion. 
of his own but is putting forward the views of others. Do you .know what 
changes it is proposed to make in clause 22 of the Act? · 

A.-There is a good . deal of difference between the Act of 1888 and ·the· 
present one.: I think that section 22 (a) should be taken out altogeth.er. ;! 
prefer section 26 of the Act of 1888. · I don't know what is contained in it; 
but I prefer it. I think . that Act VI of 1888 is a good Act and we· don't 
want this new Bill. If section 26 of the old Act is incorporated, then I have 
no objection to the present Bill. . . . , · 

Q.-What you say is ~his: "I don't know what is in the old Act, but I 
prefer it to what is in the new Bill " ? . . 

A.-Yes. 
Q.-Do you think that two years .is too short a period in connection 

with attaching an indebted estate ? · 
A.-If the facts are certified by the Collector .I have ·DO objection. ' I 

have nothing more to say. · 

Ramsangji Khumansangji of Janor.-I have not read the Bill~ I have 
learnt something of it. · 

The Commissioner.-What do · you· say about the new Court ? (Here 
the Commissioner explained to the speaker the constitution of the Court.) 
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; A.-If the parties are to be represented by c?unsel before the Tribunal 
I have no objection; the appeal should lie to the H1gh Court. 

(Clause 49·wr:.s then explained to him.) 
Q.-·Do you ·think that it would be wrong for the Talukdari Settlement 

Officer to sit on the Tribunal? · 
A.-No. 
Q.-Iiave you anything to say about the Japti? 
A.-The period should be increased to five years.; the Co~~issioner 

should ascertain whether the debt bas been recklessly 1ncurred ; 1f 1t ha,s, he 
should pass an order but not until he bas consulted at least five other Talukdars. 

Q.-What do you think of the education clause? 
A.-We should be left free to educate our own sons. The fine proposed 

is very heavy. In the case of petty ·Talukdars the amount should be less 
than Rs. 50, and Rs. 50 should be enough for the biggest offender. If it is 
not, you can go on asking him to educate his. sons. Taluk~ars should be 
authorised to carry arms, and to attach the property of defaultmg tenants. 

Q.-:-You are aware I suppose that several Talukdars have been granted 
a commission under _section 88, Land Revenue Code? 

A.-A commission should be. granted to every Talukdar whose estate is 
worth Rs, 1,000 or Rs. 2,000 per annum. 

Sardar Chandrasangji Himatsangji of Matar.-I have not read .the Bill. 
I have learnt some of its provisions. 

The Commissioner.-What is your opinion of it? Is itgood or bad? . 
A.-My opinion is valueless, but I think that succession cases should be 

tried by the District Court, with an appeal to the High Court and the Privy 
Council. . . · . · 

Q.-You have had personal experience of a case decided by the District 
Court, High Court and Privy Council. How much did it cost you·? · 

A.-Naturally about sixty or seventy thousand ru11ees. My successioiJ. 
was disputed and I won before the Privy ,Council. The case went ·on for 
about seven years. · · 
· Q.~ J:?o you no~ thi?~ the new Court if constitl.lted would ensure a quicker 

final dec1s1on than xs posinble now ? 
. A.-I am of opinion that wealthy men only will be successful before the 

Tribunal. It happened in my case too.· 
· Q.-.:. Will· you say anything about the J apti section ? 

. . . A.-M~ estate .is under management. I am· not in debt and yet the 
estate remams under lila1;1agement. 

Q.-vyhy? 
A.-Because I am said to ba incapable of managing it myself. 
Q,-Do you disapprove of clause 22 of the l3ill? 
A.-It will be unjust if an estate is attached illegally. An estate should· 

be att~ched only for reason such as lunacy, minority .and debt. Now-a-days 
the d1spleasure of the Talati or other subordinates is sometimes the cause 
of attachment, 

Q,-I draw your attention to sub-clause (i) of clause 22? 
A.-I object strongJy to it, but would accept it if it provided that five 

Talukdars and the Collector should be consulted. · 
Q.-What do you think of the education clauses? 
A .. - Education must ba given; but the fine should be proportionate to 

the ~eans of the 'Xalu~d~r.. l have nothing more to say, 
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Sardar No.harsangji, Thak?i' s.aheb .of 4m~~.-:Yo~.r .. Ho.~our ~J~ rig~tJn 
assuming that my written apphcat1~n to Govern.~eftt .r~pr~~~ots ~~y; .Personal 
views on this Bill. Government found it necessary to . tlnact. t)le. Act: Vlo( . 
1~62 and when it was passed the Broach and Kair~ Distric~s )v.~r.e. exe:nipted 
from the operation of the Bill. My argumen.t i_s. that the Talu~<fa·rs. ·of l,lroaoh 
should be trPated separately as they were treated in the. last. A<;t ... The': thi~.d 
part of this Bill de1.ls with the jama question, with wbich" we .l~ .. ~ro~c'p \~.~i~· 
no concern. Our lands have already been surveyed and there 1s np .neqesfntt 
to embody survey provisions in the Bill. Our District has .Qothing tp do .. with' 
it. It is also doubtful whether a certain portion embodied in the Act:VI o( 
1888 applies to this District at all. I~ w~ll be. pr~ved fron:i the Sum.m'ary' 
Settlement Act that Vanta lands are private property and: catu]·ot ba ·affected 
by this Act. It would be far· better to repeal section .21 JJf: the. Act of 1881 and 
make certain alterations to suit the Talukdar~ ofJhis District . .I ai.n sure that 
Government w·ant to s·~ve the ,Talukdars' frQtn their. pres.ent. embarrassed: 
position, but· fi:orri my o·wn experience_! can .. s~y th~t. the Talukdars of: this' 
District are not so lieavily in debt rior incapable as they appear at :first sig'ht; 
no amount of legislation will help them ·until thE;~y .. are leftr t.o. manag0 ·their 
own affairs by themselves'. My yOn~lusiorf. is bor~e. O\lt .. by .. the . fact .. that 
those Talukdai·s to whom the Act has not be.en applied, such. as those .of the-
·Panch Mahals are· better· off. . J. . :. . . .•. :. ~ , . . . : · 

. As regards edu~at·ion I have no reason to· diff~r, but .the: age: limit should 
be' incr'eased to 8 years; even in te_ll1perq,te counti'ie!h np. attempt is made· .. 
until a boy atfain·s that a,'ge. I have already, ~uomitted .. my representation: 
spewing that ·the· Bill requires ameodme_nt; It should be considered at the· 
time of taking·· up· the· Bill in the Council. . . . . . . , .. 

: The Commissioner,-_Can' you tell me defi_nitely i.n ,what way1 tq{Tahik:· 
dars of Broach would be injured by the passing of this Bill; sin:cie, as 'you-' say;. 
so much of it will not affect Broach? . · · 

A.-I refer you to your own speech i:ri Co~noH' in·'wbich you~ s~fd. .th~t th~:: 
Taluklars must learn to stand on their own legs. Mr. TupP.er _also :said thaf 
it will be doubtful whether this Bill would be us~~ul ~fter ~5 years; . . " _ :,, , 
. Q:-But that is not my point. Can y~u tell me bow't4is)3i1l.will injure you,? .• 

A.-In this Bill jama is defined _a~· ]and rev~nue~. _'SpuH~~·distioction ... : 
ehould be -made~ ~ut my main argumen~ is tha~ the. Brpa.~h .. Talukdars ·.do·· 
not obtain any'protection at all; they' are not concerned'with· the Bill at' aU~·· : ·. 

, , I •. . . , ', , • l I l ; 1 J.._. .f o : !'0> 

Q~-:-I understand that you argue that .~he:. appl~catiQn;· ~>fth~. :aill ·ta .. 
Broach Is not necessary because the Talukdars ot Broach need no.protection; 
bul I should like to know how they will be injured if the'Bill is passed into' law? 

A.-I may mention the definition of jam a. . . 
' ' . . • • • ; • • 14 ' .- ~ • , .. \ • 

~:-Is it; not word~or wor~ ,t~e s~~~ as i~. pf~vioti$ ;Acts? 4.·-_,. - "', ,. "~ d 
A;-I niean that if you 'are gowg td overhaul' th'e whole Act you should· 

change the definition of jama. '· · · · · . 
• •• , .! t. . .1: ... \ . · ·.1, ~. _,; ..•. ; ,,) .• r ·~:: .... ;:!t) ) 

Q;__;,.But that 'is· ·not an injury caused by ·a.tiythmg new in the Bill?. 
A.-rrake claus~ 61. · . · . · , 

. • . • * ' ' . ' ' _. • . . ~ I ' ' ' '' ' ' •'. • ' • ~ • ' 

Q •. ...;..There 1s nothmg new m'that. You s.a.Y 'merely that the old, Aot; 
was not good and what wa.s wrong in' it should not go i.nto the· ~ew·Aot.' · 
What I want to ascertai•1 is whether tbere is any new' provision in the Bill 
·which is likely to prejudic.e your _iu~~res~s .? ... : . .... . , .. .. ... ; 

A,...;.. I reply:..:_wby not consider the elimination of what is wrong in the 
existing Act now that the whole subject is up for consideration. . 

.Q.-If you cannot show me ·that there is ~nything n.ew ~P-, this, l;3il~ that 
will injure- th9 interests of ·the Tahikdars of Broach; I will take it that nothing 
()f that sort can be shown ? . 

. A.-:-There are a few new things in the Bill, such as the education,-Tribu- · 
na.l and jama provisions and some little change with rega.rd .to attachment of ' 
estates and I have already sent in my llpioion about them. My idea. about 
management is that as long as an estate is well managed it should I\Ot be 

H 41-148 
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disturbed at all •. I don't know why the Matar estate was taken under 
mana~ement. The estates are Talukdars' own property. Thera was no reason 
to take Matar onder management. I don't object to attach went and manage
ment in cases of minority, lunacy and debt. My idea is that the Ta~ukdars 
should be allowed to incur debt up to the limit of three times the yearly mcome 
without interference from the Talukdari Settlement Officer. If the debt 
reaches four years' income the estate should be taken under management. 
Talukdars should submit statements showing their debts to the Talukdari 
Settlement Officer as soon as they reach three years' income. 

. Q.-Do you· think that the powers which it is proposed to give to the 
Commissioner are excessive ? 

A.-I have no objection to giving him those powers. 
Q.-And the Tribunal ? 
A.-I don't want it at all. It is a semi-political step. Why do you want 

to· deprive us of our Civil Courts ? Let us have our political rights. If you 
take any step of the kind, you should exempt us entirely from the Civil Courts. 

Chandrasang Harisang of Amod :-In clause 58 it is written that a 
Talukdar cannot mort;.:age or sell his land without sanction. A holder of 
nnalienatedlandis not so restricted. Why should we be pevented from selling?. 

Q.-Do you want to sell your land ? · 
A.-~ o, but in case of emergency .we should. be allowed to sell. The 

jama clause is not applicable to this District ; the Bill should state that our 
jama is fixed Government have defined " Talukdar " to be the holder of any 
sort of land. We had our 8urvey once and it should not be made again. The 
survey clause is not applicable to this District and this should be clearly stated. 
Education should be given free of charge. Schools should be established: 
we are willing to contribute, but Government should also help ue. '!'he 
Tribunal if formed .-hould have its sittings at convenient places. If we have 
to go to Broach, instead of to the Taluka Sub~J udge pleaders will· charge 
much more. 

The Commissioner.-! want to be able to place before the Sarkar, some. 
definite results of our discussion. You have· had an opportunity of coming 
forward and expressing your views and I don't think anyone anxious to put 
his opinion before me has been left t>ut. I 8hall tell the Sarkar that I ha.ve 
met all the representative Talukdars of Broach and have asked them whether 
they want this Bill or ~ot. Now will those who object generally to the Bill 
as a whole hold up theu hands ? 

(No hands held up.) · 
I w~ll put the three P?ints ?n "!hich I want your opinion. It is proposed 

to constitute a Court which will dtspose of a certain class of civil disputes 
between Talukdars. One or two :ralukdars have objected to this provision, 
but none of them has adduced a smgle reason for his objection. \VilJ those
who are. opposed to the constitution of the Tribunal hold up their hands? 

(12 persons voted against the Tribunal.) 
. .With regard to the Japti section, will those who think that the two years' 

limit should be maintained, hold up their handE. 
· (No hands held up.) 

Will those who think that it should be raised to five years hold up their 
hands? 

{About 20.) 
Will those who object to sub-clause (i) of clause 22 hold up their hands ? 
(No hands held up.) 

. Will those who object to the clause regarding education, hold up their 
ha.ndH? 

(None voted.) 



No. 281]. 

Takdvi Advances. 
Statement showing figures of takcivi 

transactions for the five years ending 
1912-IJ. 

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT.' 

Bombay Castle, 13th July I9I4-

MEMORANDUM .. 

. At the meeting of the Legislative Council .of the Governor of· Bombay held 
on 3oth July 1913, the Resolution moved by the Hou'ble Divan· Bahadur · 
K. R. Godbole proposing a reduction in the rate of interest at present charged on 
advances to cultivators under the Land Improvement Loans Act was withdrawn by 
him on the understanding that Government would place. on the Council table a 
statement showing expenditure on takavi establishments and remissions and .. 
amounts of irrecoverable loans written off and also interest realized from borrowers, 
and thereby deducing the net gain or loss,-distinguishing as far as possible 
between the 'transactions under the Land Improvement Loans Act and those 
under the Agriculturists' 1:-oans Act. According'Jy the appended statement show .. 
ing the figures of the takavi transactions for the. five financial years ending 
1912-13 is placed on the table. Separate figures of the transactions under the 
two Acts are given in the statement so far as such figures are available. 

2. It will be seen from the statement that during the five years the nd 
Rs. 

• -68,070 
+6,28,616 
+6,o8,145 
+3,28,44:& 

+67,8o8 --+Is,65,00I 

gain to Provincial Revenues amounted to Rs. 15,6s,ooi. * 
It may be noted, however, that during the nine preceding 

years Provincial Revenues suffered a heavy loss amount

ing in the aggregate to Rs. 69,22,034 as shown below :-:--
Year. Rs. 

r8gg-1goo 70,223 
J900w01 ... 2,45,626 
1901•02 I7,48,su 
1902·03 ... . .. 30,431461 
1903-04 1o,lj6,849 
1904·05 ... .-. 1,~4,093 
xgos-o6 · 2,J0,764 
1go6-o7 3·32,447 
1907·08 I<),o6o --

Total 6g,22,034 --
The profit for the five years ending 1912-13 was due to some extent to the recov~rJ 
of arrears of interest, which originally fell due for payment in 1907-08 and previous 
years. At the end of the financial year 1912-13 the total outstanding balance of 

. takavi aavances amounted 'to about Rs. 146 lakhs, of 
tThP.sumoutstandingonMarch which about Rs. 18~ lakhs t were for the Ahmednagar 

31st, 1914, wa, Rs, 21,39,141• D' • I :~ 1 d' • h d' ' t tstnct a one. Thts arge outstan mg m t at tstnc 
was noticed in paragraph 6 of Government Resolution, Revenue Department, 
No. 4553, dated 14th May 1914, reviewing the Land Revenue Administration 
Report, Part II, of the Bombay Presidency for 1912-13; and it was remarked in 
the Resolution that the liquidation of· the heavv debt in such a manner as to 
secure Goyernm.ent against any serious loss and at the same time invol.ve the 
borrowers m as httle hardship as possible would call for very careful handhng on 
the part of the district officE-rs. The possihility that a considerable amount may 
have to be written off in clearing the debt in this district and elsewhere seems to 
make the reduction of interest in the near future inexpedient. 

G. S. CUR TIS, 

Acting Chief Secretary to Government. 
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Statement showz'ng jigut'es of takavi transatltons 

1. · Outstanding balanc~.a,l: tqe 
beginning of the ·year · 
under-

J;'resid~ncy 1·
1 prope~. · 

.. 
Rs. 

(i) Land Improvement 6g,26,020 
Loans Act, 

(ii) Agriculturists' Loans (a) 59,52,8go 

sgo8-og, 

Sind. Total', 

Rs. Rs, 

Presidency I Sind. 
proper, 

Rs, Rs, 

14.37·891 

6,51,255 

Total. 

Rs. 

78,82,017 

75,8o,2o5 

Presidency 
proper. 

Rs, 

45,22,124 

67,11,009 

191Crllo 

Siod. I 
Rs. 

14,sr,6g6 

6,28,716 

Act. --1---..... -1-~~--~-----1-----1 .. ----1 
1,47,84,457 · r ,3J,73,o76 20,89,146 1,54,62,222 I,l2;:JJ,l33 .1to,8o,412 

.,....,.......-- ......... .....-- --~--~--1-------.-......._._-

,, Advances ml!-~e ,dJ.I~ill~ th.e 
year under.:.. · ' 

(i) Land Imp~OJieffiCII;l~ 1 

Loans A.ct •. 
Oi) Agriculturists' Lqans ( 

5,oo,oo& 

22,8g,l23 

3,39,290• I 

3,8·I 1765 

2;39,09$ I 

•1,1.731• . 4.39.459 
Act, 

! 4.73,640 I 27,62,~63 I 

l---------1---------1---------1---------1-----~~-1~~~----·f---------1---------
Total· ... 27,89,131 1,95,ou · 35,84,202 14,or,gr4 7,21,055 · 21,22,969• ; 10;16,829 8,54,479 

,. OuJ;standing1 b~lil!lce at ~he 
--............... --.....---, --1---..---1--1-----lt--:-----

end of the year bnder- 1 t 
(I) Land; lmpt:o~~m~pt 64,44,~36; ; 14,:J7,891 1 7M~,017 45,22,124 l 14,5I,6g~., , 59,73.S2o · }·. · · · ~ 14,62,921 

Loans Act. · g6,g6,7go' 
(ii) Agricuiuirists' Loans 6!}~28,950 6,51,255 7S,8o,205 67,1 I,oog 6j28,7I6. 73.39.725 . s,88,6gS 

. A.,ct~ : 7 ·. -.........-...---- ---·--1-----1·----1--1-----1----
20,8g,l46 1,54,62,222 . 1,12,33,133 

1---""!".:-, -:-:-----1---
4- . Inte~ reali~~ll frpm ,boJ.:· : 

rowers under-
(i) Lana· ·tmp~ovem~n~ 
· Loans Act. · · ' · · 
Qi) Agri,c~l~unstl!'~-J..Q.an~ .

1 

' 3,31,;657 .. 

I,~o,7541· 

I 53,873 I 3,91A53~ • 

2N7.4 ·· 1,43·3~8 

to,2g,853l { 59,919 
10,44,069 

1,51,132 44·777 
I A~o=t.. . 

~----l-:--------1--------l·~~----l--------1---------~-------------
. ~· Tptcij ••• · 4,58;411 76,447 5,34,858 ro,87,857 93,128 u,8o;g8s. ro44,o6g 1,o4,696 

1------:~----:------------ -----

·~· . R~missions and .amounts ' 
' · written off on account of 

Principal under-
. (i) Land Improvement } 

. Loans Act. 
fu) Agriculturists' Loans 

{\ct. 
I--~ .. ----1~-----J-----~·~·I·-------r-------l----~---~----

'. Total ... 42,391 2,249 44,6.JO· .. s:x8,n4 4.437 23,211 66,436 r,g87 
~~·l""'!",-.----1----1-----1----1-----:--

6. Remissions and amounts 
written off on account 
of lnteres{u~der- ' · 

(i) Land Improvement l 
·.Loans Act.. · 

fu) AgriJ:ulturists' Loans 

. 220 ~ 

go S 
719 

95 
· 4-<:t. 

.t~~-----1~~ ... ~.~. -------------1----~---1--------J---------1---------1-----~---I 
· · t~tai · · · ' :z,s6o r 2,561 . 2,395 310 2,705 15,633 814 

~~~~.~.-----1-------1-----~;-·l~;-------l·~---~-1~.-----------
••••• 4' ······ I. , 

1 J':xpenditure: \ on . takavl ' 
~aolishmqnts~:, . 1 • · • :· . -..---·1--....,.. ....... ~1-...----1-:--- ----._...~ ......._ ____ ----

8. • Interest paid· frc)m :prf)vin• . · • · · ' · · J .. ' 1 • 
cial RevenueJ~. to , thq · , . 
Government . of 'India 
und~r- ;- · : ~ ' .. . ·' 

(i). LaLond .1Amgr:~v~~9~. · .It ~3 971 ans ct. .. · 
1 

• t · 

' .. 

(ti) AgriculturiSts' -Loans · r 2,22,873 .. 

.. 2,84.9~9 

l,.j.r,8r7 

51,005 

2t,JOS 
A4 :\ .. · ... · .. 

~----·1~1-·-----~-1---·-·---·~·-,-~i~-·~·~·~,·--~~--~~~~:·~'~·~·--~11--~~·~· ~· ~~·----~:~1 
Tp~l. ·· .. ~ 4,56,850 . 6g,gp7 · '5,26,757 : : 4,3o,6o8· . · 72,96~' ~ :5193,575~ · ~· 3,66~73 ; . 72,310 

~~-'l'".-.....,....,.,-.r ..... - ...... --1~~-. ---,--. ---~~~-.-. ~--.-

9,t Net ~ain ( +) or loss ( - ) . 
to P.ovincial Revenues-

(i) Land 'Imprcwemllnt l 
Loans Act, 

(ti) Agriculturists' loans 
Act. 

. ' ~ j I.! •• • I 

+6,r2,8g-a. . · 1 +6,281616' f 
I + 5,6!J4 i . ,. . 

+ IO,ogu s 
----------------·1---~---1----~ ----------1---------1·--------1---------

Total ... -72,36J.I -68,o;o +6,28,616 

• Note r.-The figures against entry No.8 are calculated atthe rate of 3l per cent. on the mean of the outstanding 
t NoiF 2,-Enfry No. o is made up of entrv No. 4 minus the aggregate of entries Nos. s, 7 and 8, i, e., figuret 



for the financial years 19o8-og to 1913·1J. 

I91H2. 

Total. I I 
Presidency 

proper. Sind. I 
Total. I 

B.s. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

59.73,820 

~ { 14,62,921 
} r,t7,48,~o6 g6,g6,790 

73·39.725 5,88,695 

--------
1,33,13,545 g6,g6,790 20,51,6t6 1117148,406 -- ----

6,54,118 10,78,529 (b) 3.39.333 (b) 14,17,862 

12,17,190 26,26,8g6 (b) 4,03,018 (b) 30,29,914 

--- -
18,711308 37,05.425 (c) 8,35,925 (c) 45,41,350 --

l 1,17,48,406 r,o9,71,448 
{ (d) 8,96,185 

(d) 3,71,835 
}(d)t,22,39.468 

-
1,17.48,406 t,og,711448 (e) 2o,o8,n8 (e) I,2Q,8o,226 -----------

·ln.48,765 { (b) 59.721 
} (b) 8,65,no 7.74,858 

(b) 30,531 

11..48,765 7.74,858 (/) 1102,210 (/) 8,n,o68 ---------

591 

1912•13. 

Pr~idency I 
proper. Sind. I 

Rs. Rs. 

1;09,711448 
{ (d) 8,96,185 

!d) 3,71,835 

---
110<)171,448 (e) 2o,o8m8 --. 

7.76,626 (b) 3,05,844 

36,78,735 (b) 4·15,371 

44.55.361 {g) 8,35,644 -------
{ (d) 8,72,219 

1,26,67,322 
(d) 3·85,261 

--1,26,67,322 (h) 19,31,245 ---------

{ (d) 36,416 
6,52,693 

(d) 29,171 

6,52,693 (t) t,to,o78 -

Total. 

-

Rs. 

}dll,22,39.468 

---
(e) 1,29,80,226 

(b) 10,82,470 

(b) 40,94,100 

!g) 52,91,005 
-.... 

} (d)I,39,24,8o2 

~~567 

} (d) 7,18,280 

----
(i) 7,62.771 ---

Remarks, 

(a) This includes a sum of 
Rs. 1,46,289 for interest-free 
advances, which is not taken 
into account in calculating 
interest paid from Provincial 
Revenues to the Government 
of India [vide entry No. 8 
(ii)]. 

(b) This is exclusive of the figure 
· for the Thar and Pukar 

District, for which separate 
figures under the two Acts 
are not available, The total 
figure for the district is added 
tQ the total of the entry, 

(c) This includes Rs, 93,574 for the 
Thar and Pllrkar District. 

(d) This is exclusive of the figure 
tor the Urkana and That 
and Parkar Districts, for which 
separate figures under the two 
Acts are not available. The 
figures for the two districts 
are added to the total of 
the entry, 

(e) This includes Rs. 5,69,136 for 
the Lark:lna District and 
Rs. 1,71,622 for the Thar and 
Parkar District. 

(/) This includes Rs. n,958 fo 
the Thar and Plirkar District 

J { 2,741 } { 736 } I (g)' This includes Rs. 1,14,429 for 
68,423 63,502 7$494 r,s6,041 1,57,224 the Thar and Parkar District. 

1.~s· 447 · 
(h) This includes Rs. 5.3~,337 for 

·--------------·------. the Larkana District and 
68,423 63,502 9,992 73.494 t,56,o4t 1,183 1,57,224J Rs. 1,42 428 for the Thar and 

---------- Parkar District. 

10,241 

(il This includes Rs. 29,665 for 
the Larkana Dbtrict and 
Rs. 14,826 for the Thar and 
Parkar District. } g,t72 . . 

I 
(J) This includes Rs. 12,964 for the 

Larkana and Thar and Plirkar 
--·---1-----~-----·----1·----·1-----·1----- Districts, figures for which 

16,447 10,241 704 10,945 8,522 650 9,172 are excluded from Entry 

243 } 

407 
{ 434 } 

270 

----.. r-----·- -"""l""!"!.,...,...,._ --.-...,__,....,_...,.,....,.,.. ___ , _____ ,1 ______ : No.3 (i) and (ii) as explained 

33,614 55,osx 
in (d) but included in entry 

55;051 No. l (i) and (ii). 

----·1-------------1------;. _ _....._ (k) This includes Rs. 24,754 for 
the Lakana and Thar and 

} 4,38,583 
41,284 } 

r6,8og 

Plirkarr Districts, · 

(l) 'J'his figure is calculated as 
~xplain ed in foot-note No. a 

. .4•38.s83 
-----1·--·------ ---- ' . .......,. ...... ---

3·6t,6g4 (j) 71,057 (j) 4,32,751 · 4,13,678 (.t) 68,950 I (k) 4,82,~28 -----r----.-- -------,..- --. ----.- . . 

} +6,o8,t45 

balances at the beginning and end of the year, g1ven 1n the .statement (i. 1., entrie!' Nos. 1 and 3), 
.J.gainst entry No. 9 are arrived at by deducting the aggregate of the figures against entries Nos. 51 7 and,S from the figures against entry No, 4, 

ll 41.-14\} ( 



From 

To 

Sir, 
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No. 2276. 

TnE HoxouRADLE S1u. W. B. H. VINCENT, KT., 
Secretary to the Government of India ; 

TnE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OP BOMBAY, 
Legal Department. 

Simla, tlze 1'/th June 1914. 

I am directed to return berewitb, with the assent of His Excellency the 
. Viceroy and Governor-General signified thcrt!on, t.he 

The Karachi Porb Trust authentic copv of the Law noted on tho margm, 
(Amendment) Law, 1914. which was received with your letter No. u10, dated 
the 30th. Aprill914. 

From 

~0 

Sir, 

· I have the honour to be,· 

Sir, 

Your ·obedient' servant, 

W~ H. VINCENT, 

Secretary to tbe Government of India .. 

No. 485 of 1914-15. 

THE PRESIDENT, 
. Sholapur Municipality; 

Sholdpur Municipal Office: 
6th Julg 1914. 

THE SECRETARY TO THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, 
Bombay .. 

With reference to your letter No. 1682-L of 27th June 1914, I have the 
honour to submit few observations on the provisions of Bill No. I of 1914 (A 
lUll further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901). ·It may be 
circulated for information to the Members of the Legislative Council. 

2. The Bombay l>istrict Municipal Acts of 1873, 188~ and 1901 did not 

01 3 
(
2
) - require a residential qualification for a candidate 

ansa • who is merely a tax-payer. It does not appear 
expedient to introduce it •. Within the hst 40 years there have been rare cases 
Df tax-payers who did not reside within the Municipal limits and who sought 
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-election and were ultimately elected. The omission of such provision has not 
led to an abuse which it is necessary to check. It is more desirable that the 
candidate ~hould be residing within the Municipal District. . However it is not 
quite necessary that they should be debarred by law from seeking election. 
The voters may be trusted to exercise their discretion best and to prefer one 
who is residing within the liunicipallimits; and if they ever prerer ona who 
is not so residing it may be assumed that in their opinion he is comidered better 
qualified for good reasons. No such provision is considered neces3ary for 
councillors to be nominated; apparently because the choiccl of the Government 
will not fall upon such a one unless there be good reasons therefor. 

3. TLis provision seems contrary to the oriers contained in Government 
Rrsolution No. 5t7; General Department, dated 2ht 

Claus£1 4(13a). January 1Hl4, which does not insist upon the con• 
dition that his name should have been enrolled in the :Municipal Election Rol1. 
Personally I consider it better to drop the provi~ion containNl in clau~e 4 ( 13a) 
and to enable one to be a candiJate, if not otherwise disqualitbd. The view of 
Government expressed in the said Government Resolution has. been attended 
to by certain Municip:1lities by amending their Election Rules. 

4, The voters and the rival candidates hq,ve a rigllt to question election, 
. on erounds mentioned in section 22. The existing 

Clause 7 (la). law. has thus created a vast number of persons who 
can question it and the experience is that both of them very freely exercise 
this right. It is inexpedient that the Co1lector should be empowered in this 
connection. The voters and the rival candidates may be left to them5~el ves to 
exercise this right. Bt>sides them it is not necessary to invest tho Collector 
with this power. The tim9 for the Collector to question is extended to one 
month and obviously this is intended to Neoure some previous inquiry by his 
subordinates, more likely the Police, and such inquiries will be availed of by 
interested and dissatisfied persons, and it may sometimes lead to undesirable 
results. It is most essential to sE>cure greater purity in elections and with this 
object clause 15 has been introdnced. which will have a deterrent effect. If 
however the Government clmsiders it necessary to invest tho Collector with 
}Jower to question the validity of nn election, it sboultl necessarily be limited 
to grounds of corrupt practice as defined in clam~e 4 of section 22. It can be 
questioned on other numerous grounds. 'l'he Collector should reasonably have 
no interest to question it on these grounds when there are numerous persons 
to do it. The clause 7 (laJ may therefore- be restrjcted and amended 
accordingly. · 

5. This provision is indeed very rea!llonable as it enjoins a certain duty 
Clause 23 (9Ja). on thde Mtlu~ictipalitty afnd at the sa~e timdo best s:fe-

guar s 1e 10 eres s o persons owmng an po..~sessmg 

properties adjoining on both sides of a public street. However it is doubtful 
if it will work well to advance the tiUtliciency of road-wi<.lsning under the 
present state of Municipal administration. . · 

6. Section 177 of tbe Bomb:iy District Uunicipal Act, 1{)01, empowers the 
Ohnpte XIII A. ( t' Govm·nor in Council to require any Uity Municipality 

186-.A.). r • r.ec 10n to appoint a Chief Onlcer, Health Officer or an . 
. · :Engineer. 'l'his implies that it c·m fix: his ~alary. It 

also g1ves power to veto the appointment by the Municipality, to. such offi~e, 
of a person not fitted therefor. Sections 1 ~3 and 184l vest certam powers 1n 
the Chief Officer which are wide enotiO'h to spcure the better administration of 
Municipal affairs. Besides he can ~xercis~ such other powers as may be 
dele~ated to him by the :Municipality under the provi~ions of tl~e Act. 
Sect!?~ 1?7 (l~I, l V) empower the Governor in Counc1l to r~qmre tha 
MumCipahty to 1nvest him with all or any of the powers. Under tlus arrange .. 
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ment the Chief Officer is, to a large extent, the head of executive administra· 
tion and if he does his· duties properly the best interests of the body can be 
secured. _. 

It is inexpedient that the Governor in Council fhould take further po'Yer 
to appoint a Municipal Commissioner with immense powers. Under the exist· 
ing law, the Governor in Council can secure the appointment of a capable 
officer·' with reasonable and proper remuneration and also can. secure the 
investiture of sufficient powers to him. The object of the policy maugurated 
by the District Municipal Act of 1884, was not primarily to reform administra· 
tion but to serve as an 'instrument of political and popular education by the 
extension of Municipal Government entrusted to freely elected and mainly non
official councils with the reservation of necessary. powers of control to be 
.exercised by the executive from without and not from within. The said. object 
will not be advanced by the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner with 
immense powers, which will prove an obstacle in· its accomplishment. The 
presence of a hi~hly paid Municipal Commissioner with immense and absolute 
powers will affect, I fear, to some extent the freedom of. the Municipal 
Councillors to do their duty. Naturally he will carry immense influence and 
importance with the Government officers and the councillors will hence remain 
in obscurity. 

~·he Municipality will ordinarily be consulted and have a voice in fixing 
the salary of a Municipal Commissioner and no do11bt Government will fix it 
taking into consideration the Municipal income and finances but it is reason· 
able to ask that in every case it should be consulted and have a voice in fixing 
his salary. The request to insert a provision to secure this is very reasonable 
and is indeed what the Government really will do. ·Hence the Government 
will sectlle it by a propel' provision in the Act itself. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most .obedient servant, 

G. M. SHAHI 
President, 

Sho14pul' Municipality. 

Substance of a petition {1·otn Sadashiv Narayan 17 ader ond 40 other superiw 
holders of land, inhabitants of Mou:e Kodrti, Tdluka Ohikodi

1 
Disttict 

Belgaum, to Bis Excellency the Right llono1~rable the Governor ia 
,()ouncil, dated 28th June 1914, 

· We learn that a Bill, No. 2 of 1914, to amend the Bombay Land Revenue 
Code, has been introduced into the Legislative Council for discussion and that 

:it ·has .been referred to a Select Committee for its opinion. The said Bill is 
adverse io our ancient rights, and if it is passed into law it will cause heavy 
loss.to us and our descendants. We learn that the original Bill has been 
amended by th~ Select 9ommittee, the amendment being to the effect that a 
superior holder should grant his inferior holder r(:}mission of rent equal to 
double the .amount of remisdon granted by Government to the former. Even 
this amendment is adverse to our rights and is likely to cause great loss to us 
.and our 'heirs. It will never be fair to compel by law a superior holder with an 
income of t~n rupe~s .to grant his inferior holder a l'emission equal to double 
the amount of remission granted by ·Government to the former. Government 
have got many thousand items of revenue, and in the event of a famine 
occurring in the country they are likely to lose only a small portion of land 
revenue. 13esides, it is contrary to the experience hitherto obtained that all 
parts of the country should simultaneously be affected by famine. The 
auperior holder, on the other hand~ is generally dependant on agriculture for his 
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supportJ and the occurrence of a famine causes loss to him in every respect. 
In these circumstances it woultl never be just to compel him by law to remit a 
considerable portion of the sma!l·amount of rent received by him in respect of 
his land from the inferior holder. The principle of the present .Bill appears 
to be similar to that of a law under which superior holders woulcl have to 
contribute rateably towards the cost of .maintaining an annacMzatra* an· 
amount equal to double the amount sanctwnecl by Government out of their 
immense land revenu~ for. s~ving th~ lives o~ their fa~ine-~tricken subjects. 
The passing of the said B1l~ mto law 1s. ver~ likely to give nse to groundless 
disputes between the supenor and the 1nfe~10r holders. We, therefore humbly 
pray that Government will be pleased not to pass the said Bill into I~'~· 

2. The other petitions contain representations similar to the above. The 
names of the petitioners, their places of resider..ce, etc,, are given in the follow• 
jng statement:-

No. Names of petitioners. Places of residence. Dat2s of petitions. 

2 Bhikaji Santaji Kulkarni and 13 Nagnur, Taluka Hukeri, District (?) ·June.1914. 
others. Belgaum. 

3 Singauda. 13himgauda.. Patil and Shakkinhnsur, Taluka. Hukeri, Dis- 3rd July 1914. 
8 others. trict Belgaum. 

4 Sadashiv Nilkanthrao Nadgauda Sbendur, Taluka Chikodi, District 29th June 19H .. 
and 101 others. Belgaum. · 

5 Krishnaji Appaji Patil and · 25 Norapur, Taluka Hukeri, District 3rd July 1914. 
others. Belgaum. 

6 Eknath Sitaram Inamdar and 34 Bug~te Alur, Taluka Hukeri, Dis· 2D;d July l9U. 
others. triCt Belgaum. · 

'1 Mallappa N arapa. ·Hingsolo and Hifani, Taluka Hukeri, District 3rd July 1914 .. 
17 others. Belgaum. 

8 Narayan Sakharam Joshj and 12 Gavan, Taluka Chikodi, District 6th July 19H·. 
others, Belgaum, 

9 Gangadhar Babaji Kulkarni ana Nainglaj, Taluka Chikodi, District (?) July 1914. 
3 others. Belgaum. · 

10 Gundo Babaji Kulkarni and 14 Yerual, Taluka Chikodi, District 3rd July 19H. 
others. Belgaum. 

11 Shankar Ramchandra Kulkarni Karajgi, Taluka Hukeri, District t.l,th July 1914-. 
and 79 others. , Belgaum. 

12 Govind Ramchandra Inamdar and Kallol, Taluka Chikodi, District 1st July 1914. 
32 others. Belgaum. 

13 Shrinivas Bhimaji. Kulkarni ana Rasing, Taluka. Hukeri, District 2nd July 1914. 
42 others. Be1gn.um. · 

14 Vaman Amritrao Deshpande and Kadapur,' Taluka Chikodi, District 8th July 1914. 
3 others. Belgalim, 

15 Balgauda. Nekgauda Patil and 41 Bhoja, Taluka Chikodi, District 5th July 1914. 
others, . Bt.llgaum. 

16 Nagesh Dattatraya Joshi and 63 Borgaon, Taluka Cbikodi, District 6th July 1914. 
others. J1elgaum. 

• A.pli\Ce where food is given free. 
,R 41-150 
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No. 2464. 

THE HONOURADLE SIR w. H. H. VINCENT, KT., 
Secretary to the Go~ernment of India, 

Legislative Department; 

THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF BO~IBA.Y, 
Legal Department. 

Simla, the 3rd Julg1914. 

-Sir, I am directed to return herewith with the assent of His Excellency the 
Viceroy and Governor-Gene~al signified thereon, tpe 

The Bombay Irrigation authentic copy of the law noted on the margm, 
Amendment :U.w, 1914. which was received with your letter No. 511, dated 
the 30th Anril1914. 

""' . 

From 

.·To 

I have the hon~ur to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

W. H. VINCENT, 
Sec~etary to the Government of India.. 

Dhulia, J7th July 1914-

THE HoNOURABLE MR. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA 

J. NISSIM, Esg~, I. C. S., 

UPASANI, B.A., LL.B., 
Dhulia; 

Secretary to the Legislative Council, Poona. 
Sir1 

I send you herewith the amendments· I would propose at the Second 
Reading of Bill No. II of 1914 (a Bill further to .amend the Bombay Land 
Revenue Code, 1879). · 

As regards Bill No. I of 1914 (a Bill further to amend the Bombay District 
Municipal Act, xgoJ ), I have to urge that the original Bill 'was brought before 
the Council without consulting the Municipalities. 

The amended Bill proposes to extend the operation of the Bill to 1\Iunici
palities not contemplate~ in the original Bill and involves important changes 
in the existing constitution of the Municipalities particularly as regards the 
executive and administrative powers of the President, Vice-President and the 
Managing Committees. 

The Honourable Mr. Patel has pointed out, in his minute of dissent, that 
the existing Act contains sufficient statutory provision for extending the powers 
<>f the Chi~£ Officer to meet the circumstances of even the more important 
City Municipalities. 

I would, therefore, propose that the several City JVIunicipa1ities be invited . to 
express their views on the provisions of the amended Bill before it is brought 
up for Second Reading. The time available after publication of the amended 
Bill and the Select Committee's Report was apparently too short for expression 
<>f the opinion of these bodies and the public on the numerous changes in the 
existing law contemplated by the Bill. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your mpst obedient servant, 

(Signed) S. B. UPASANI. 
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From 
TH.AKORRAM' KAPILRAM, EsQuiRE, B.A., L~.B., 

President, City Municipality, Surat; 
'To 

THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERN ~BNT- OF :BOMBAY, 
Legislative Department, Poont\. 

Surat, 19th July 1914. 
·Sir · 

' I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of two copies of the Bill-
No. I of J91~ (an Act further to amend the District Municipal Act, 1901) a$ 
.amended by the Select Committee. · 

As the opinion of the Municipality was· not called for, I have not placed 
the Bill before the Corporation but have simply circulated_ one copy among 
the Councillors. 

I am not acquainted with the rules of the procedure of the Council and so 
cannot say how the following points can be brought to the notice of the 
Honourable Counoillors; nor do I know whether the points I shall presently 
refer to can be considered by the Council after the Bill has passed through the 
Select Committee. · If it is open to go into them, I shall deem it a favour if 
this letter can be circulated among the Honourable ~{embers of the Council 
-or at least to the Members of the Select Committee. · · 

Section 3 of the Bill substitutes a new section 12, which lays down who 
are qualified to be candidates and to be entered in the Eleotoral Roll. The 
section as it stands does not exdude a lunatic as it expressly does a minor. It 
is not to be supposed that the Legislature desire to lay down that a lunatic can 
if otherwise. qualified and not disqualified under sections 15, 21, 22, clauses iii 
and vi and 22A, clause iii, be a candidate or cari be a voter. I should think 
not ; and suitable provision should be included to exclude him. In the English
enactment, the Legislature make proper provision by use of the word "fit'' and 
by interpretation of the word "fit'' lunatics are excluded. I do not think the 
Indian Legislature should follow the English enactment but should distinctly 
lay down a disq ualifi.cation for lunatics and persons of weak intellect, unable to 
manage their affairs. I am not suggesting an imaginary difficulty. In the' 
Rander :Municipality election petition before the District Judge a~ Surat, a 
-question arose whether one who was a lunatic was entitled to vote even though 
his name is entered in published lists of voters. It was argued that as a minor 
was distinctly held to be disqualified, if a lunatic was, Legislature would have 
so expressed itself. The Advocate General of Bombay, the Honourable Mr. 
Strangroan, had come to argue the case for the petitioner and one of the votes 
<>f the petitioner was challenged on the score of this lunacy. Thus section 13A. · 
should be amended. · · · 

* * * * * 
Section 23 of the Bill (p. 8) adds a section 91A. Clause (1) ena1Jles the 

:Municipality to prescribe from time to time a fresh line in substitution for 
any line so prescribed on the bases of the Bombay City .:Municipal Act III of 
1888, section 297. · The Municipal Act for the City of Bombay was framed to 
meet the difficulty created by a decision of the Bombay High Court wherein· 
Sir Lawrence Jenkins, C. J., laid down that a line of street' once prescribed or 
determined upon cannot be changed (vide I. L. R. 25 Bom. 107). I think 
that those who are acquainted with the inner working of the Municipalities 
will hardly welcomo tho change and the elaborate procedure for ftx:ing "the 
regular line". At one time one party may have an interest to getting a line 
prescribed previously changed and he would go round all the Councillors, usa 
pressure upon them and somehow would aet the line changed and put a 

. building whic.h may bo far projecting the 
0 
neigh~our's building whic~ may 

have been bu1lt whep. the previously prescribed hne wa~ th~ regular hne. I 
·should deprecate the change and if a power ~o alter the hne 1s to be conferred 
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()n the :Municipali~y, it should b~ hedged round with .safegua.rds so as to ensure 
that the change wlll·not narrow tb~ ·road or tba~ the ne~ Ime ehoul~ not set 
forward the line previously prescr1bed but the lme previOusly prescribed may 
be set back. · 

• * * • • 
Section 32 of th.e Bill adds a Chapter XIII-A to the .Act and sections 186A 

1;o '186Q relate to the !iuniciFal Qommissioner, his powers and duties. On 
refe~ring· to the definition of theJ. term :Uuni~ipal Comm~ss!oner and to 
sections 186D and 186E it appears fnat the :Mumc1pal Comm1sswner shall not 
pe ·exclusively drawn f;om the Indian Civil Service. There is thus a danger 
that any person who is in the good graces of the .Collector may be appointed 
to the post whether be is a salaried servant of Govenment or not. Just as in 
some cases Municipal Secretaries have been. appointed Chief Officers, so the 
present Chief Officers may be raised in pay and termed Municipal Commis· 
sioners. I think the danger ought to be guarded against by laying down the 
qualifications for the post of a Municipal Commissione:::-. There· are two more 
points to which I should like to refer. 

From 

To · 

* : * * * * 
I have the honour to be, 

. Sir, 
· Your most obedient servant, 
THAK~RR.AM KAPILRAM, 

President, Surat City Municipality. 

No. 1688 oF 1914-15. 

'+BE· HoNoURAnLE SAR])AR SIR· 

QHINUBHAI M. RANCHHORELAL, BART., C.I.E., 
· Chairman, Committee of Management, 

Ahmedabad Municipality; 

J. NISSIM, EsQUIRE, I. C. S., 
Secretary to the Legislative Council, Poona. 

. . 
Muniqipal Office, 

Sir, . 
·. Akrnedabad, 19t~ July 1914. 

With reference to your No. 1682, dated 27th ultimo, I have the honour to 
forward herewith an extract from. the proceedings of the Committee of 
Management dated 17th instant recommending the adoption of certain amend· 
ment~ !n Bill No. I ()f 1914 (a Bill further to amend the Bombay District 
:M:umcrpal Act, 1901) as amended by the Select Committee, by the LeO'islative 
Council together with a formal memo. shewing amendments suooO'ested and 
reasons therefor~ The Vice-Chairman of the Committee of Manag~ment who 
is a .member on the Legislative Council has already been requested to make a 
formal motion ~f these 'amendments before the prescribed date. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 
OHINUBHAI M. RANOHHORELAL , 

Chairman, 
Committee of Management, Ahmedabad Municipality .. 
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Extract from the proceedings of'tlte .tl.djourned Special General :JleetitJg 
of'the Oommittee of Management dated 18tl~ July 1914 held on the 

17th July.191#. 

BUSINESS No. 14. 

Letter No. 1682, dated 27th June 1914, from the Secretary of the Legisla~ 
tive Council toO'ether with a copy of .Bill No. I of 1914 (a Bill further to amend 
the Bombay Di~trict Municipal Act, 1901) as amended by the Seleot Oommittee, 
to(l'ether- with some amendments suggested by the Vice-Chairman. 

0 

Proceedings. 

Resolved that the following amendments. be suggested in the draft 
:Municipal Amendment Act :-

Cl•.,. of tho Billl 

3 

23 

23 

27 

32 

32 

32 

32 

Section of the Act. 

12 (1) (d) 

15 (1) PFoviso (VI) 
to clause ( f). 

91A (3). 

96, 

151. 

186 (o) (1). 

186 (b), proviso (d). 

186E. 

186 K. 

Amendment suggested. 

For" (d) every juror and assessor who, for a period" 
substitute " (d) .every juror and assessor, who for a 
period'' so that the sentence beginning with" who 
for a period" may apply to all the four clauses (a), 
(b),· (c) and (d) of this sub-section. 

After 'purchasG '' add "or hire.'' 
., 

After" construct" add "or reco:o.struct.'' 

After clause 23 add as under :-

"23A. To section 96 of the said Act the follow~ 
ing paragraph shall be added :-

'The word ''building'' throughout this chapter 
means a bui1ding as defined in section 3 '." 

In the marginal note for· " trades " substitute 
" offensive or dangerous practices.'~ 

After "Act" add cc or by rules· and by-laws. ,made: 
under this Act and in force at the date of his a_p..Point• 
ment/' 

Omit ,,.sub .. se.ction {4) of ~ection. 91A." 

For 186E (1) substitute the following :- · 
''Notwithstanding anything contained .in proviso 

(b) to section 46 no contribution for pension or 
leave allowance shall be pay$oble br the Munici
pality in respect of the Municipal Commissioner, 
if he is a salaried servant of Government.". · 

Delete the whole section 186K. 

Resolved further that the Chairman and the Vice .. Oh!!irman may .be 
:requested to support these amendments in the Legislative Council. 

True Extract. 
CIIIMANLAL, 

{o1• Secretary, Ahmedabad Municipality. 
n41-151 



·Memorandum of certain amendme9~ts suggested /;g tke Oommlttee of Ma1~auement on 17th July 1914 for consideration by the Legislative 
· Council at tr.e time of the third readinJ of Bill Nf'. I of 1914 (as amendecl by the Seleot Oonimittee). 

Clnn11e of 
tho Bill. 

s 

5 (2) 

23 

.23 

Seobion of lbe 
Act. 

12 (1) (d) 

Amendmont sugp;eated. : 

••• For rr (d) eve1•y juro1· and assessor · who, £or a period '1 suuetitutc 
r, (d) every jaror and assessor, who for a·~riod, eo that the 
sentence beginning with'' who. for a per1od '' may apply to 
all the four clauses (a), (b), (c) and (d) of this sub-section. 

Reasons f~r 1\mendmollt. 

The amendment sogg'-'stea is form~l, and is meant to convey the intention of the 
Legislature that residential qualification is applicable not only to jurors and 
asseasors, but to other persons referred· to in clauses (a), (b) and (c). 

1~ (l ), ~ proviso .After rc purchase '' a)d 11 or hire '' 
VI to o1alJ>e 

... •• · Just as petty purchases from. the Municipn.lity at•e proposed for exclusion from the 
disqualification clause, so petty hiring (8. g., hiring of M:unicipa.l buildings on 

. (j) •. 

9IA (8) 

96 

Arter cc constracti" ·add rc or .reconstruct "' . .. . ... 
festiv~ occasions) should be excluded.. • . 

Reconstruction o£ a building in a. regular line of the public street is equa.1ly 
pbjectionable and onght to be stopped • 

.After clause 23 a,dd as under :- •• . The amendment implies the restoring o£ cla.use 16 as it stooJ. in the .ori~iu~~ol Bill. 
11 23A. To section 96 of the said Act the following paragraph Tho-High Court has held that the building of a uew wall on the sit~ of the 

shall be added:- old wall incluuing the ola foundations is not an addition to existing building; 
1 The · wo1"<1 "building" throughout this chapter means n. so a1so re-erecting on t.he l!amc foundation a ·part of a wall which has fallen down 

building as defined in sectionS'." does not come under section 96. The proposea. a.idition will remove this tla.w 
and enable the Municipality to control such reconstruction . 

.27 151 · ••. In the ma1•ginal note for "trades 11 substitute " offensive or The marginal note is proposed to be corrected in confol'mity with the substantive 
dangerous practices "• provisions of the section. 

82 186 (o) (1) After ''Act'' add., or by rules a.nd by-laws made under this Tho Chief Officer bas certain po,vers under the l'ules and by-laws, and it is intended 
Act and in force at the date of hia appointment". to vest the. same in the Municipal Commissioner without waiting for revision of 

rules and by-laws. 

186 (~), 
(rl). 

proviso! Omit'( sub·s.ection (4) of section 91A '' 

I 
I 

.II: •• ••. When once the regular line of the public street is settled by the .Municipality, 
tho power. of prosecuting the defaulters must ba in :the hands of the Municipal 
Commissioner. It is possible 1.hat offenders may escape punishment under 
Jimita.tion clause, if the matter is to be regulated by the Genel'al Body. 



32 186E 

32 186K 

. . 
,,,1 For 186E (I) sub~tituto the following:- ... • •• 

"Notwithstanding anything contained in proviso (b) to section 
4($ no contribution for pension Ol' leave allowance sha.ll be 
paya.hle by the Municipality in respect of the Municipal 
Commi!.osioner, if he is a li&.la.ried servant of Government. 

When the District l\funicipa.l ·Act is to be amended on the lines of tho Bombay 
City Municipal .Act, t:qn1ty demands that financially the mofussil :Municipalities 
should not sufier. No pension contribution is levied for the Municipal 
Cemmissioner for the City of Dombay. The Presidents of tho Munic\pa1 
Corporations of Madras and Uangoon and Chairmen of tho Cawnporo and 
Allahabad Municipalities are also exempted (vid~ Article 763, Civil Service 
Regulations). If the imperative atat1~tory provisions embodied in sec-
tion 186E (1) stand, exemption by an ~;;cec1~tive order of the Government of 
India under Article 772 (~), Civil Service Regulations, as per slip No. 332 of the 
Civil Service Regulations, 5th Edition), will not be possible. Dceides, the bu1·den 
of contribution for pension and leave allowa.nce fo1• a. member of tho Indian Civil 
Service, in accordance with the Civil Service Regulations, will be a. hea.v1. 
charge, it bein~ -fnth of the assumed plly. ( P'ide Articles 767-770, Civil 
Service lteguht!one, as amended by slip No. 832.) 

n• Delete the whole seolion lS~K ... ... ••• The principle of " One ma-n's rule '' is most needed in primary schools of the 
mofussil Municipalities. The analogy of Bombay schools is misleading. In 
Bombay, the Schools Committee, which has control over tra.ined teachers, is guitled 
by *" Superintendent drawing Rs. ~oO, while the untrained tea.cbe1'a a.1·e under 
the control of a. highly pa.id Secretary drawing Rs. ISOO. In Ahmedabad Mnni· 
cipality i£ the control over schools, staff is taken away from the Chief Officer 
or Municipal Commissioner, there will be . absolute want of discipliue among 
teachers. · ' 

CntMA.Nt.A.:L, 

/or _Secretary, Ahmedabad .MuLicipa.Jity. 
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··snolapur, 14th July 191J .. 

Rao Saheb T. J. PITRE, 
Chief Officer, Sholapur Municipality, 

Sholapur; 

THE SECRETARY TO GOVERNJ\IE~T. 
Legislative Department, 

Bombay. 

Sir, . . 
With reference to the Bill No. I of 1914 as amended by the Select Com

mittee, I beg to make the. following suggestion as regards the proposed 
· seotion 91..4. . . 

This new section is evidently inserted with a !ie~ to compe~ the • Munici
palities to determine the rSoaoular line of a street. mthin . a presc~b~d time. . In 
the old section 92, it was laid~down tha~ ''(~)If any P.~ .of a buildmg pro~ects 
beyond the regular line of a public street either a.s. emting or· as determJ.ned 
upon for the future, or beyond the front ·of the building on either side thereof, 
the Municipality may,--

( a) if the projecting part thereof is a verandah step or some other 
structure external to the _main building, then at any time, or 

(b) if the projecting: part is not such external structure as aforesaid, 
then, whenever the greater portion of such building or whenever any 
material portion of such proj~ting. part has been taken down or burned 
down or has fallen down, · 

require by written notice either that the part, or some portion of the part 
projecting beyond the said regular line or beyond the said front of tha adjoin· 
ing building on either side thereof, shall be removed, or that such building 
when being rebuilt shall be set back to or towards the said regular line or the 
front of such building. And the portion of land added to the street by such 
setting back or removal shall thenceforth be deemed part of the public street 
and be vested in the Municipality.'' :But Government must have found that 
from 1901 to 1914 majority of the Municipalities have not fulfilled the require
ments of the old section 92, although they were expected to determine the 
regular line of every principal street. 

In the proposed section the Select Committee have tried to improve 
matters by requiring the Municipalities to fi:x::. the line. But in my opinion 
no safeguard is provided for in the proposed section to ensure that dua 
foresight is shown by Municipalities in determining the regular line of a street. 

My experience, both as a Sanitary Engineer and Chief Officer, for the 
last 15 years of this Municipality leads me to apprehend that if the Muni· 

' cipalities are left to themselves to determine the regular line of a street as pro· 
posed by the new section, they will, in a ·majority of cases, fail to show 
sufficient foresight and due reg!lrd to the future growth of their towns. in 
determining these lines. 

I am aware that I am making this a very bold assertion and most of the 
Non-Official Membe:rs will vehemently protest against such remarks. But. if 
Government will consult their Sanitary Engineers and District Officen they 
will find that very few Municipalities have shown sufficient reiJ'ard to the 
future growth of their towns in fixing the width of even of the principal 
thoroughfares. 



· If now this power of determining the width is given to the Municipalities 
by sectiou 91..4. the result, I fear, will be deplorable. In majority of cases the 
existing widths will be adhered to ; and once new buildings are erected along 
the regular line it will be next to impossible to prescribe a fresh line increasing 
the width of the road. 

Even the other provisions (a) and (b) under section 9l.:A. will not be 
helpful to any :Municip~lity in determining with sufficient re~ard for the future 
the width of a road; becau.se as soon as a notification is issued by a Muni· 
cipality increasing the width of a road from, say, 24 feet to 40 feet, the owners 
of houses coming within the set back lines will bring so much pressure 
through their elected representatives on . the Municipal Board that in 9 cases 
out of J 0 instead. of a 40 feet road the majority of Councillors will only be 
content with a 30 feet wide road. . . · 

I have not given mere imaginary illustrations. These instances are of 
every day occurrences in most of the Municipalities, and Councillors having 
experience of municipal administration like the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. 
Sathe will bear testimony to my remarks. 

The set-back lines determined by the Municipalities should not be 'final 
unless n pproved of by a Committee consisting of the Collector, Executive En· 
gineer and the Civil Surgeon. l beg to submits therefore, that the words" with 
the previous approval of" the Commissioner" be inserted after the words 
"Municipality " in line 2 of section 91A. 

If some such provision as I have suggested be not inserted the result will 
be that at every triennial election the new Councillors will :find that in several 
instances they have to suffer for. the want of foresight on the part of their 
predecessors. 

I hope, . therefore, that you will ldndly place my views before the 
Honourable ·Mr. Pattani, :Member in charge of the Bill, the Honourable Mr •. 
Curtis, who had a very -wide experience of municipal administration, and other 
Councillors for their information. I learn that the Honourable Rao Bahadur 
G. K. Sathe had made a suggestion similar to the one I ha.ve now made. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servantt 
T. J. PITRE, 

Chief Officer, Sholapur Municipality. 

No. 241 oF 1913·14. 

:BOMBAY NATIVE PIECE-GOODS MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION. 

Sheth Mulji Jetha's Olotk Market Hall, 
· Shailc Memon Street, Outfort, 

13omoay, 2nd July1914. 
From 

MESSRS. PURSHOTAM KANJI AND 

JAVERCHAND KALLIANJI, 
Honorary Joint Secretaries, 

To 
Bombay Native Piece-goods Merchants' Association, Bombay;. 

TnE SECRE'rARY To T·IiE GOVERNMENT oF BOMBAY, 
Legislative Department, Bombay 

Sir, 
On behalf of this Association, we have the honour to send this representa .. 

tion to the Government about the Bill to amend the Bombay Fort Trust 
Act, 1879. · · 

H 41-152 
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· The sub· section (2), section 5, of the Bill provides that "of the~nine 
nominee trustees~ one shall be a militarv officer serving in the Bombay Brtgade 
and not less ~h.an three be natives of India residing n the City of Bombay''. 

The number of electiv·e trustees of the Port Trust is seven, out of whom. 
five are elected by the l3ombay Chamber of Commerce and two. by the Indian 
Commercial Community. Our Committee remember with feeltn~s of than~· 
fulness ·the. sympathetic action of the Government of ~ord Sydenh~m 1n 
granting the important privilege to the Indian Commermal 9ommun1ty of. 
electing two trustees and beg to hope that the Government of llts Excellency. 
Lord Willingdon will be pleased to extend the franchise .so given bY such an 
amendment in the Port Trust Act as will remove some of the defects of the 
present Act and ensure to each of the ieading Commercial Associations a seat 
on the Port Trust Board with which the interests of each are so intimately. 
connected. Our Committee beg to propose that the number of elective Trustees 
may be in~eased from five to ten and the clause providing for ''there being 
not. less than three nominated 'native' trustees'' be eliminated. Out of 
these ten elective trustees, the Bombay Chamber of Commerce will have five 
and the remaining five may be elected iby the following leading Commercial 
Associations, one by each :- · · 

{1) The Bombay Nativ:e Piece-goods Merchants' Association. 
(2) The Indian Merchants'. Chamber and Bureau. 
{3) The 1\:fill Owners' Association." 
{4) The Grain Merchants' Association . 
. {5) The. Bombay Cotton Exchange. 

At present, two elective trustees from the Indian Commercial Community. 
are.returned by two such bodies as may be declared by the Government, a 
procedure which is not calculated to ensure continuity of work. 'fhe suggested 
procedure on the other hand will, by enfranchising all the leading Commercial 
Associations, secure a good representation which would be satisfactory to all 
concerned. . · 

As mentioned. before, the present system of election is not conducive to 
continuity of work. Without reflecting in any way on the merits of the 
nominated members, our Committee beg to draw respectfully the attention of 
the Government to the following words in the despatch of the Secretary of 
State on the Reform Bill as to the system of nomination:-

''Their opinion could in that event be exercised in the best possible 
way, viz., that. of popular ~le~ti?n, ins~ead of requiring Government to 
supply the defi01enmes by the dabwus method of nomination.'' 

They beg to urge that the system of , election be ~ubstituted for that of 
·nomination with regard to the. Port 'frust and to hope in conclusion that tho 
Governm~nt will. be ~leased to accept their proposal, 

We have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

Your most ob~di~nt servants, 

PURSHOTAM KANJI, 

J'AVEROHAND K.ALLIANJI, 
Honorary Joint Secretaries. 
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THE GRAIN MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION, MANDVI. 

Bombay, Brd July1914. 
From 

THE HONORARY SECRETARY, 
The Grain Merchants' Association, Bombay; 

To 
TJIE SECRETARY, LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT, 

· Government of Bombay, Bombay. 
Sir, 

I am directed by the Committee· of this Association to acldress you as 
follows with regard to the Act to amend the Port 'l,rust Act, 1879 (Bill No. V 
~~~. . 

The Government may be aware that this Association was one of the two 
bodies declared by the Government in 1911 for electing a Trustee to the Port 
Trust. Time has arrived when, the Committee beg to think, the franchise then 
granted may be so extended as to enable each of the leading Indian Commer·: 
cial Associations to return a representative to the Port Trust, not intermittently 
but permanently. This can be done without increasing the number of Trustees 
by doing away with the procedure of nominating three "Natives of India " 
as Trustees and increasing t~e number of elective Trustees to ten.: Out of 
these, five will be ele9ted by the Bombay Chamber of. Commeroe and the 
ramaining :five may preferably be elected by the following five leading Indian 
Commercial Associations, one by each:-

(1) The Indian Merchants' Chamber, 
( 2) The Grain Merchants' Association, 
(3) The :Mill Owners' Association, 
(4) The Bombay Native Piece-goods Merchants' Association, and 
(5) The Bombay Cotton Exchange. 

Looking to the fact that each of these bodies is vitally interested in the 
development of the Port, this suggestion, my Committee venture· to believe, 
is reasonable and it is h<,>ped it will receivd favourable and sympathetic con
sideration at the hands of the Government. 

I have the honour to. be, . 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant,, 

SHAliJI SHEWJEE1 

IIonora~ Secretary. 

NOTICES OF MOTION TO BE ENTERED IN THE LIST OF BUSI
NESS AT A MEETING OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF 
THE GOVERNOR OF BOMBAY TO BE HELD 0~ MONDAY, 
THE 27TH JUJ..Y 1914-

Under sub-rule (2) of rule 33 of the Rules for the Conduct of Business 
notice has been received of the ·following amendments to Bill No. Y of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879). 

From the Honourable Mr. _Manmohandas Ramji. 
Clause. I J section s- ' 
I. That the words "ten elective 'trustees, six nominee trustees and a 

Chairman " be read for " seven elective trustees, nine norr inee trustees and a 
Chairman", in sub-section (I) of· section 5 of the Act further to amend the 
Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879, Bill No. V of 1914-
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II. That the words " of the six nominee trustees one shall b; a mili~ary 
officer serving . in the Born bay Brigade " be. rea~ for " of the mne. nom!~~e 
trustees one shall be a military officer servmg m the Bombay Bnga~e m 
sub-seCtion (!2), section 5 of the proposed Act and that the latter portion of 
this sub-section beginning from "and not less than" deleted. 

, Section 6.-That the foll~wing be substituted for sub-section (1), section 6 
of the Port Trust Act, I 879:-

"Of the elective trustees fi\'e shall be elected by the members for the 
ti~e being of the Bombay Chambe~ of Co!Dmerce and five by such b~dy 
or bodies ·as Government shall from time to time select as best representmg 
the interests of the Indian Mercantile Community of Bombay." 

Under sub.;rule (4) of Rule 35 of the Rules for the C~nduct of Business,. 
notice has been received of the following amend~ent to Bill No. II of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879), as amended 
by the Select Committee:-

From the Honourable Mr. G •. K. Parekh, LL.B.-
Clause .a.-In clause 2 after the words "to the contrary" add the 

· following "and unless the tenant has repudiated the landlord's title, 
in which event the tenancy terminates immediately.". 

' 
Under sub-rule (4) of rule 35 of the Rules for the Conduct of-Business, 

notice has been received of the following amendments to Bill No. II of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay Land Revenue Code, 1879), as amended 
by the Select Committee:-

From the Honourable Mr. Shridhar Balkrishna Upasani, B.A., LL.B.

. Clause J.-Amend as fol19ws :-
. Pararraph 2:-0mit the portion frorn "Suspend" in line 10 to" which,. 

at the end of the·paragraph and substitute for it as follows:-" require 
the superior holder to allow the inferior holder such share in the amount 
suspended or remitted as the Collector may think fit u. 

Sub-clause. (a).-·Omit the whole or at least the word " double" in 
lipe 4· · 

Sub.;c/ause (b).-Omit the whole or at least the word "double" iB 
line 4• 

Sub·clause.(2).-0mit the whole or at least the word" double" in-
.l~ne I~. . 

If suo·clauses (a); (b) and (2) ate retained add the following as-

. (~)A.,.;_" N? order. for suspension un?er this section. shall ·be passed 
wtthout actual mspectton of the crop ttl the land with reference tO> 
which .the suspension is to be allowed nor shall any order of remission 
be passed without actual individual· inquiry as regards the inferior 
holders' means to pay the amount to be remitted." 

The inspection and inqui~Y. i_n cases falling under sub-clauses (b) 
and (2) sh~ll b~ made by a Dtvts1onal Officer and the superior holder
as also the mfenor holder shall be allowed an opportunity to be present 
at it to represent their respective sides and they shall have a right 
to appeal against any order which may be passed in the matter of the 
suspension or remission. · · · 
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Sub-clause (4).-0mit.the.portion.from .'.'whole" in line 9 to ~nd 
of the paragraph !lnd substitute " the inferior holder shall be entitl.~d 
to recover from h1m double. the. n:nt .collected unless he has patd 
the same ·voluntarily without any demand from tqe superior holder". 

Sub-clause 5.-After the word ·u remitted" in lin~ 7. omit the word 
c: or " ·and substitute fo~ !t " nor shall any assistance be given under 
sections 86 and 87 or a Ctvll Court J?ecree be executed for recovery". 

In line 15 of this clause · omit " from " and substitute 
"in computing". 

·Under sub-rule· (4) of rule 35 of the. Rules .for the ·conduct of Business, 
nofice has been· received of the following amendments to Bill No. I of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901), as amended 
by the Select Committee :- · · 

From the Honourable Moulvie Rafiuddin Ahmad, Bar.-at-Law.-
1. In clause 3 of . new section I 2 of the .Bill 

(i) To sub-section (1), the following words shall be added, namely:
' or within seven miles of the limits thereof provided that the 

place of his residence within seven miles of such limits is not in 
, any other municipal district ; ' 

(it) {a) In sub-section (2) for the word" two" substitute' the word 
" seven " and 
(b) add at. the end the words "provided that the place .of his 

residence within seven miles of such limits is· not in any 
. other municipal district ". · 

(iii) In explanation I, for the word " two'' in each of the two· 
places where it occurs substitute the word u seven". 

2. Section 186K be deleted. 

Under sub· rule (4). of. rule 35 of the Rules for the .Conduct of Business, 
notice has been received. of the following amendments to Bill No. I of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, xgox), as amended 
by the Select Committee :-

From the Honourable Dewan Bahadur K. R. Godbole . 

. 1. Clause 7,. section . 22.-0mit the insertion of the proposed 
sub-section (1A) below sub·section (1) of section 22 of the· 
said Act. 

2. Clause 32, section 186A (1) (a).-Substitute "one hundred and 
fifty thousand " for "one hundred thousand ". · . . 

(o).-Substitute "two-thirds" for 
" one half ". 

Section 1868 (J).-Substitute· "two·thi.tds" for ~~.three-. 
fourths ". 

Section I86J · · (1) {a).~Substitute "Rupees fifty" for 
"Rupees one.hundred " . 

. ' -----
Under sub-rule (4) of. Rule· 35 of the.: R~les for the Conduct of Business, 

notice has been received of the .following amendment to Bill No. I of 1914 
H 41-153 
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·(a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901),_ as amended 
by the Select Committee :- · 

From the Honourable Dewan Bahadur R. R~ God bole-

Clause 32, . 
Section ·a86C (I).-Insert the words " between maximum and 

minimum limits· prescribed by the Municipality" between the words 
"salary" and and "as u. 

Section t86J (I·) ( c).--Substitute "thirty, for "fifty" in the 
proviso attached to this sub .. section. 

. Under sub-rule (4) of Rule 35 of the Rules for the Con~uct of Business, 
notice· has been received of the following amendments to Btll No. I of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municip1l Act, 1910), as amende~ 
by the Select Committee :-

From the Honourable Mr. B. S. Kamat-
Clause 32, . 
· Section 186J ( 1) (a).-For the words crone lzuntlred" substitute 

"fifty~'· ' ' 
Section 186} {I) (c).-For the word "fifty" substitute "thirty". 
Section I86L.-After the word cc namely" add "sub-section (3) 

f . 6 " o section 5 . , 

Under sub•rule (4) of Rule 35 of the' Rules for the Conduct of Business, 
notice has been received· of' the following amendment to Bill No. I of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 190I )., as amended 
by the Select Committe :-

From the Honourable Rao Saheb V. S~ Naik-
Clause 3.-In sub .. section 2 of section 12,. for t~e words ".has 

been paying" the words "has paid" shall be substituted. 
Clause 21.-In sub .. dcuse (2) of clause 21 of the Bill as amended 

· by the Select Committee, the words "or Mahalkari" be added between 
, the words " Mamlatdar '' and " as .the case may be ". · · 

Under. sub-rule (4) of rule 35 of the Rules for the Conduct of Business 
notice has been received of the following amendments to Bill. No. I of 1914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal-Act, Igor), as amended 
by the Select Committee :~ 

From the Honourable Rao Bahadur Ramanbhai Mahipatram Nilkanth. 

Clause of Section of the 
the Bill. A~t. 

3 ... 12 (i) (d) 

Amendments to be moved. 

• .. For "(d) every juror and assessor who, for a 
period" substitute-
"(d) every juror and assessor, who for a 

· period " . ' 
so that. t.he sentence beginning with " who for 

· a pe~iod" may apply. to all the four 
clau~es (a), (b), (c) and (d) of this sub
section. 
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. . 
Clause of 

I· 
Section of the 

Act • 
Amendments to be moved. 

. the Bill. 

5(2) 

" 

.32 

,, 

" 
u 

• • • 15 (1), proviso (vi) After '' purchase " add " or hire , • 
to clause (f). . · · · . 

... grA (J) ••. After" construct, add "or reconstruc~ ". 

. . . g6 After dause 23 add as und~r.:-

••. 186G (1) 

" 23A.-To section g6 of the ·said Act the 
following paragraph shall be added:-
'The word "building" throughout this 

cha·pter means a building as defined 
in section 3·' " · 

•• • In the marginal_ note for " trades , substitute 
"offensive or dangerous practices" • 

. ... . 

••• After "Act" add "or by rules and by·law3 made: 
under this Act and in force at the date of his 
appointment". 

... r86G, proviso (d). Omit" sub-section (4) of section 91_A''· · · 

Delete theiwhole section I 86K. I86K ... 

186E (I) For section 186E (1) as amended by the Select" 
Committee, substitute the following =~ · 
" Notwithstanding anything contained··· in 

proviso (h) to section 46, no contribution for 
pension or leave allowance shall be payable 
by the Municipality in respect of the Muni
cipal Commissioner if he is a salaried servant 
of. Government." 

. Under sub-rule (4) of Rule 35 of the Rules for the Conduct of Business, 
notice has been· received of the following amendments to Bill No. I of 1914 
(a Bill' further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901 ), as amended 
by the Select Committee :- · · · 

From the Honourable Mr. G. K. Parekh, LL.B.~ 
J. Clause J.-In clause 3, section 12 (I) .(d) should stop at the 

word "assessor" and (b) "who for a period ", etc., ·should commence 
with a new line. 

In section 12 (2), in the 3rd line after the words "qualified " 
delete the word 11 to " and substitute for it the following ~ords ·:--. 
"to be a candidate and a voter and his mime shall". , 

Delete the last 5 lines commencing with" and he sha11 also", et~. 
Delete explana~ion (I) to that clause .. · 

. Number. explanation {~) as explanation ( 1) 
2. Clause 5.-In clause 5, .section l5, after the words " Bombay 

Government Gazette"· add the words " as debarring him from 
re-employment "• · .. 

3· Clause. 7.-In clause 7, .section 22, delete sub-clause (1) (a) · 
that is proposed to be newly added. . · 

· 4· .Clause 8.-In clause 8, section !22A (3), line 3, substitute 
" three" for '' seven". 
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5· Clause .tj.-ln clause ~3, section 91A (I~, ~elete the whole 
portion following the words "within the municipal.dtstnct ". 

In pro~iso (a) of the said section delete the words "or such .fresh 
line" in the two places where they occur. 

Section 91 (z), delete the words" for the time being". 
6. ··clause ·z8.~1n Clause 28 section· ·16o, add after the words 

J 'h" d" " compensation, damages" wherever they occur, t e wor s cost or 
expenses ,, 

7· Clause zg.-For section 16oA substitute the following:
"the amount of costs and expenses as determined under section 160 shall 
be recoverable as an amount claimed on account of any ta!' recoverable 
under chapter VIII. 

.8 •. . Ciq,use 32.-In ~ection.I86A (1) substitute for "one hundred 
• thousand", "one hundred and fifty thousand", and delete section 186A 

(I) (b). 

Under sub-rule (4) of Rule ~5 ·of the ·Rules for the Conduct of Bussiness, 
notice has been received of the following·. amendments to Bill No. I of 1914 
(a Bill furthf:\r to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901), as amended 
by the Select Committee .. 

From the Honourable Mr. V.-J. Patel, B.ar.-at-~aw.o:-

Clause of the 
Bill as amended 

by ·the Select 
Committee •. 

7· 
8. 

. · 32 and 
consequential 

clauses. 

'· 

Amendments to be moved. 

After section 12, sub-section (1), ·clause (d), and before the words 
" shall be qualified as a candidate ", add the following : -
~·"and 

(e) every person· who for the: like period has beeri paying 
the qualifying tax." 

Delete th~ word," and " which appears at the end of section· 12, 
sub-.sectton (IJ, clause .(d), and also delete section 12, sub- : 
section 2 and Explanation I, · and substitute fi rture " 1 u . for 
figure " 2 , in Explanation 2. o 

Delete clause. 7 altogether. 

In new: section 22A, sub-section · (2), substitute the words 
".money or valuable consideration " for the words " any gratifica .. 
bon whatever other than legal remuneration." 

Delete clause 32 and also delete the following consequential 
clauses:- · 

" 9, 10, II, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 25 and 31 ". · In the event 
of the above amendment being not carried or accepted I 
propose to mo,·e the following further·amendments :- ' 

At the end of new section I 86A, sub-section ( 1) clause 
(b), add the following proviso:- . ' 

" Provided that the Governor in Council shall select 
a person for such appointment from a list of at 
leas~ ~· P.ers~ns prepared and submitted by the 
mumctpahty m such manner and within such time 
as. the Governor in Council may, by rules, deter ... 
mme." 
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Bill as amended 

by the Select 
Committee. 

10. 

ll. 
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Amendments to be moved. 

In new section t86B, ~ub-section (3), . substitute the word:· 
11 five·eighths" for the word "three-fourths.u 

·substitute for new section I 86C, sub-section ( 1), the following:-· 
"A Municipal Comipissioner shall receive such monthly salary

as the qovemor in Council shall, from time to time,_ 
determine, of which one .. half shall be paid by Government 
and the other half by the municipality." 

If the above amendment is not carried or accepted; l propose to· 
move the following amendment •- · 

Substitute for section I 86C, sub-section (I), the following:-
"A Municipal. ComQlissioner shall receive from the 

municipal fund such moQthly salary as the municipality, 
in consultation with the Governor in Council shall, from; 
t~me to time, determine." · 

Substitute the following for section 186E, sub-section (1) :-
cr Notwithstanding anything contained in proviso {b) to. 

section 46, no contribution for pension or leave allow·· 
ance shall be payable by the municipality in respect: 
of the Municipal Commissioner, if he is a salaried 
servant of Government." 

In section 186 J, sub•section (I), clause (c), substitute the 
following provis<;> for the proviso now appearing :~ 

" Provided that in respect of any punishment other than 
. a fine not exceeding two weeks' salary his· order shall be 

subject to an appeal to the municipality " ; or in the 
alternative, . . . . 

"delete proviso to clause (c), sub .. section (1)~ of· section, 
186], ·and add at the end of section 186L.· ; · 

''and 
(VII) Clause (c) of sub-section ( 1) of · section 186Jt· 

where the punishment inflicted is other than a fine not 
exceeding two weeks' salary "and drop the word " and " 
at the end of section I 86L (V) .. 

In section 23A, sub-section ( 1), substitute the wor~s " N otwit~-
standing anything contained in this Act " for the words" Except 
as in this Act otherwise expressly provided." 

Delete clause 10 altogether. 

From section 26A, delete the following words:-
"A Municipal Commissioner shall h~v.e t~e same right ~£being 

present at a meeting of the mumc1pahty and of takmg part 
in the discussions thereat as a Councillor " and substitute 
tl)e following words instead : ' . . 

" With the permission of the Presi~ent, a MuniciP.a! C~mmis
~ioner may be present at a meetmg of the mumc1pahty and 
Jilay take part in the discussions thereat." 
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Under sub-rule {4) of rule 35 of the Rules for the Co~duc; _of Business, 
notice has been received of the following amendments to B11l No. I of _ ~914 
(a Bill further to amend the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901), a~ amen_?~~ 
by the Select Committee:·- - , · 

From the Honomable Mr. V. J. Patel, Bar.-at-Law-
C/ause 2~ _ 

(i) In sub-section (j} of ·section g1A, add a( 'the end .the 
following~- · · 

·II without permission of the municipality under section g6; 
provided tha~ such pt!rmis~io~ shall ~ot b~ &ranted when ~he 

. greater portiOn of the bu~ldmg fallmg w1thm the regular hne 
of the public street has been taken down or burnt down or has 
fallen down.'' 

(ii) In section g6 (1) after the words u set-back " add the 
following :- ' · 

"or to construct or reconstruct a building or a part there, 
of falling within the regul'ar line of the public street within 
the meaning of se~tion gt,A.'' 

Under sub-rule (4) of rule 35 of the Rules for the Conduct of Business, 
notice has been re.eeived d the following amendments' to Bill No. I of 1914 
(a Bill further to amen·d the Bombay District Municipal Act, Igor), as amended 
by the Select Committee:...,.- . · 

From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe-
. r. Clause jJ 11~w ilau;e 12 {2).-After the words ~'shall be 

qualified " the following portion should appear in place of the remaining 
portion ofthe same sub-clause:- · 

'-As a· candidate, and to be entered in the list of voters for 
the said district.'· '- _ · 

2~ · Cla~se 7.-T~is clause should be deleted: 

· 3· Clause' 321 section 186C {1).-. After the word "salary" the 
following words be added in place of the portion now standing:-

- . 
1 As the Municipality shall determine subject to the approval 

of the Governor in Council.' . 

_l86J (1) (c) proviso.-The following proviso should be 
substituted for the proviso now standing:-

. . .. H_ Provided that every order of dismissal shall. b~ subject 
to an appeal .to the· Municipality or to such Committee as 
might be appointed· by the Municipality in this behalf,'' : 

Under sub-rule (4) of Rule:35 of the Rules for- the Conduct cif Bu~iness 
noti~e has been received of t.he follo~iri~ ameri?r_nerit to Bill No. I pf 1914 
(a Blll further to amend the Bombay D1stnct Mumc1pal Act, 1901), as amended 
by the Select Committee :- .. _ 

. From- the Honour~.ble. Mr. S. B.- Upasani- . 
· . Clause 2-·0mit -· · · · · ' · 

. . 

.·:· _ Clause J, sub-clau~e (2)~0mit the lastthree lines from u' If he 
has been resident JJ to "thereof" as also explanation I. . 

. ci~u;e 4~0mit u Undivided family, in lines 3 and 4 of the last 
paragraph· of the· clause.· 



Clause 7-0mit. 
· Clause g-Omit 

Clause Io-Omit.· 
Clause I 4-0mit. 
Clause I6-0mit. 
Clause I8-0mit. 
Clause I g-O mit. 
Clause a I (I )-"Omit. 
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Clause a3~Add ·,,to each h~us.e' o~ne~ if known or occupier" 
between the words "thereof" and "m " m lme 5 of proviso {a). 

Clause 25-0mit. 
Clause JI -Omit. 
Clause Ja-~On1it chapter XIII-A and the heading. 

For t86A (r) and (a) substitute the following:-
" Notwithstanding anything contained in the previous 

sections of this Act, the municipality in any municipal district 
which contains a population of· not less than one hundred 
thousand inhabitants shall appoint a Chief Officer, a Health 
Officer and an Engineer, and the Chief Officer, in the case 
of these municipalities, shall, in addition to the powers 

. :mentioned in section 183 and those delegated to him by the 
municipality, exercise the powers mentioned i.n section x86G.'' 

. 186A (I) (b)-Omit. If retained, substitute "three-fourth" 
for " one-half , in line 5 of this clause. 

186A (4)-0mit .. 
186A (5)-0mit in view of provision contained in section 

I 77 (ii). 
x86B-Omit. 
186C (1)-0mit. 
186C (2)-For the words "Municipal Commissioner" m 

line I substitute a "Chief Officer''. 
186D-Omit. 
t86E-Omit. 

· I86F {1)-0mit the words "Municipal Commissioner" in 
lines 2 and 3 and also in line 2 of sub-clause (2) and substitute 
" Chief Officer 11 in both places. 

186G-Omit first paragraph and sub-clause ( 1) and 
substitute- · 

" In the case of the municipalities referred to in section 
186A the Chief Officer shall, in addition to the powers vested 
in him under section 183 and those delegated to him by the 
municipality, exercise the following powers, viz.:-" 
I86G (a)-Omit the following sections, viz.:-

65 (J), 66, 71, go, gt, gxA, 92, 93, gg, us, 144and 145· 
186G (a), provisos (a), (b), (c) and (d)-Omit the words 

"' Municipal Commissioner" and substitute " Chief Officer" wher
ever they occur in these provisos. 

. ~86H-Omit " Municipal C?nim!ssion~r" and substitute 
·" Ch1ef Officer " where they occur m th1s sectiOn. 
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1861 -Substitute " Chief Officer '' Jor " M~nicipal Commis·· 
sioner " in this section. · · '· . · 1. · 

t86J-Omit · "Municipal··. Commissioner" and substitute 
" Chief Officer" wherev~r they .OCF~r. · ·. · .. 

At the beginning of paragraph· J add "In the case of 
municipalities referred to in sectio.n l$.6A '! •. 

In paragraph a omit" one hundre4," and substitute "fifty". 
. i86K-Omit u Municipal Cominissioner" and substitute-

~' Chief Officer" where necessary. · · 
186L-Omit. , .. 
186M-Omit .. 
x86N-Omit. 
't86d-Omit. 
~86P-Omit. 

I 86Q--O~it. 

By order o/ His Excellency 'the Right· 
, . . Honourable tlze Governor . I 

]. NISSIM, 
Secretary to the Legislative Council .. 
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Journal of ·the Proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Governor of 
Bombay, assembled· under the provisions of the Indian Councils Acts,. 

1861 to 1909. 

The Council met at Poona on Monday, the 27th July 1914, at 12 o'clock noon. 

PRESENT-: 

nis Exceilenoy the Right Honourable Lord WILLINGDON of RA.TroN, G.C.I.E.,. 
Governor of Bombay, presiding, . 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD .AMPHLETT L!MB, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., I. 0. S. 
The Honourable Mr. WILLIAM DrnsBURY SIJE:P:PARD, O.I.E., I. C. S. 
The Honourable lir. PRA.BIIA.SHANKAR D. P A.TTA.NI, C.I.E. 
The Honourable Moulvie :&AFIUDDIN .AHMAD, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARRow, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. DA.TTATRA.YA VENKATESH BELVI, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. GHULAM MuHAMMAD walad Khan Bahadur W ALI M:unAMMA]) 

BHURGRI, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. FAZALBIIOY MEIIERALLY CHINOY. 
The Honourable Mr. GEoRGE SEYMOUR CURTIS, C.S.I., I. C. S •. 
The Honou~llble Dr. D. A. D'MoNTE, .M.D., L.R.C.P. (Lond,), L.M. & S. 
The Honourable Dewan Bahidur KAsiiiNATII RAMCH.A.ND:&.A. GoDBOLE. 
The Honourable SHEIKH GHULAM HussEIN HIDA.YATALLAH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEEBHOY, Bart. 
The Honourable Mr. B.A.LKRISHNA SrT.A.R.A.M KAMAT. 
The Honourable Sardar DuLA:B.A. w A RAISINGJI, Thakor of Kerwada. 
The Honourable Mr. NAVROJI DoRABJI KIIANDALAWALA, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr .. JERA.NGIR H. KoTHARI. 
The Honourable Surgeon·General R. W. S. LYONS, M.D., I. M. S. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir CHINUBHAI MADHAVLAL, Bart., C.I.E. 
The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBAIN. 
The Honourable ~fr. LALUBH.A.I SAMALDA.s MEHTA, C.I.E. 
The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MERWANJEE MEHTA, K.C.I.E.,. Dar ... at-Law. 
T_he Honourable Rao Saheb VENKA.TESH SIIRINIVA.S N.A.IK. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur RAMANBIIAI MAHIPATRAM NILKANTH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PuRSHOTTAM PAR.A.NJ:PYE. 
The Honourable Mr. GoKULD.A.s KAHA.NDAS P A.REKH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI Jn.A.VERBHA.I PATEL, Bar.·at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. ABDUL HUSSEIN ADAMJI PEERBROY. 
'];he Honourable sir IBRAHIM: RAHiliTOOLA, Kt., C.I.E. 
The Honourable lfr. MANMOHANDAS RAYJI. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRINIWAS KoNHER RoDDA. 
ll 41-155 
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The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH KRISHNA SATHE, 
The Honourable Mr. CHIMANLAL HARILAL SETALVAD,.LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. ,V.·H. SHARP. · 
The Honourable Sir FREDERICK L. SrnoTT, Kt. 
The Ho.no-urable Mr. E. G. TURNER, I. 0. S. 
The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA. U:t>ASANI. 
The Honourable Mr. HARCHA.NDRA.I VISHINDA.S, LL.B. 

New Members. 

The followin()l Additional Members made the prescribed oath or solemn. a:ffirmation of 0 
• • th allegiance to His Majesty the King~Emperor and took their seats lD e 

Council:-
The Honourable Mr. Tllons WILLIAM BmKETT. 
The Honourable Mr. WILLIAM LOVET GRARA.M. 
The Honourable Mr. MALCOLM ROBERT JARDINE. 
The Honourable Mr. GEORGE PRIDEAUX :.MILLETT. 
The Honourable 'Mr. EusTACE FERRERS NICHOLSON. 

Observations by llis E:ccellencg in opening the proceedings. 

I think Honourable Mem~ers will agree when I say that we meet to-day under the 
shadow of a great sorrow, a sorrow that has fallen on the whole of India during thE) last few 
weeks, a sorrow which, I think, is perhaps more keenly felt by us in the ~ombay 
Presidency than in other parts of. India, owing to the fact that we were the la"t people 
to me~t and to greet the.late.Lady Hardinge and to wish 'her God-speed on her short 
holiday to England and a safe return to carry .on the noble work that she has been doing 
during the past few years by the side of her husband in this country. By the inscrut
able Will of Providence Lady Hardinge has been called to her ·rest, and I can· truly say 
that by her death India has lost one of her best and truest friends. To us all the loss 
is hard to bear, but ·surely it is much harder to him to whom she has always been 
the faithful, courageous, and unselfish helpmate during the trials and responsibilities 
of a long and distinguished ·pub lie ·career. Let us to-day express our sincere and 
heartfelt sympathy with our Vioe:roy in his great grief, and let us pray that. Providence 
will give him strength and courage to carry on all the great. responsibilites of his 
high offi.ce.-

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHA.II MERW ANJI MEHTA spoke as follows :-May 
it pleasa .Your Excellency,-Your Excellency has spoken in feeling and touching terms 
{)f the great loss sustained by His. Excellency Lord Hardinge as well as the whole country 
by the death of his great and noble consort. I trust Your Excellency will allow a formal 
:resolution to be moved to enable the Council to associate themselves .with Your Excellency 

.. and the peopleof this Presidency in the universal mourning in which the country is plunged. 
Under the most ordinary circumstances the death of the Viceroy's wife would evoke 
'keen feelings ?f sorrowful sympathy and sincere condolence, but when the Viceroy is .one 
whom we have learnt to appreciate, to honor, to admire and to love for his goodness and his 
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greatness, for his nobility of heart and soul, as we have learnt to appreciate and admire .. 
. and love Lord . Hardinge . during the .last four. eventful years of stress and st~ain, · 
:and when his noble consort . whom he ~as lost, was a_: great and good lady like Lady· 
Rardinge who loved: the pe9ple of India .and worked for them with untiring and 
beneficent energy, _it can well be imagin~d h~w deeply our hearts are moved beyond the. 
powe-r of expression and description at so t~rrible an affectio~. That most pagan of 
English poets has bitterly m~aned over .. " the myste~y of the_ c_ruelty of t~~ngs ,, • Lord . 
Hardinge'a touching and tender message to the people of India sh~ws with what supreme.· 
and noble resignation he has bowed to this heavy stroke of fate like the great Christian 
gentleman that he is. Gentlemen, it is said that the wives of Viceroys and Governors 
can do valuable social work which is of great help -to their husbands in their higher 
administrative functions. I venture to say that when they make the people of this 
·country feel that they love them and work for them out of that feeling of love, they do 
the most . invaluable political service by promoting and strengthening 'the ties 
of loyalty to. the Crown as· few things could do. We respectfully join 
Your Ex~ellency in the prayer that the strength and conrage which have so 
-conspicuously marked Lord Hardinge's character, may be vouchsafed to His Excellency 
in a fu]l(::r measure to bear up under the burden of his heavy ,loss and grievous bereave~ 
·ment. I now beg to move :-

That this Council wishes to place on record its profound sorrow at the lamented 
death of Lady Hardinge and to express to His Excellency the Viceroy its deep 
sympathy in his bereavement. 

The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA spoke as follows :-Your E:x.oellency$ 
in seconding the Resolution which has. been placed before the . Council by the 
Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA, I wish to associate myself with· all that has 
fallen from Your Excellency and the Honourable Mover. The touching words in which 

~ 

Your Excellency and the Honourable Sir PIIEROZESHAH have given expression to the 
-sentiments of this Council and of this· Presidency, do not require supplementing. 
To those of us who were present at the last public performanue of Lady Hardinge in 
Delhi when she made that memorable speech i;t laying . the foundation stone of the 
Women's Medical College, those) as I have said, who heard that speech cannot but be 
greatly impressed with the sincerity and the earnestness with which Her Excellency had 
devoted, and intended to devote, her great abilities to the promotion of the best interests 
·of Indian Women. Your Excellency, this is not the time ,when much need be . said in 
regard to the irreparable loss that the country has. sustained, but it requires certainly ~o 
be stated that the whole country has sincerely mourned the heavy loss that His 
Excellency the Viceroy has sustained, and the feeling of universal sympathy 
spontaneously extended towards His Excellency the. Viceroy is such that it may have 
the effect, let us hope, of assuaging, in a small degree, the great . grief which His 
Excellency must f~~l at his irreparable loss. . . 
. . With these few words, I wish to seo"ond the Resolution. 

The Honourable Mr. MANHOHANDAS RAHJI spoke as follows :-May it please 
Your Excellency, it is my painful and s;w, duty to support the proposal put forward 
by my Honourable friend Sir PHE&OZESHAH :MEHTA. The news of the death of .Her 
.Excellency Lady ·Hardinge was recei~ed. with a shook · by people of this Presidency 
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aDJ.ong whom, as among all the people of the other Presiden?ies she wa~ loved, respected' 
and admired for her nobility of heart, and love for the suffering humamty. Above al~ to· 
a Hindu she was the embodiment of the highest qualities of womanhoo~ showmg 
wifely and motherly qu~lities at their highest. It is all these which ~:xpl.ain the almost 
unique manifestation of grief throughout the country and an universal demand for· 
raising a memorial to the cher~hed memory of one 'who, in the noble words of His 
Excellency Lord Hardinge, was a true and sincere friend of India. In the great bereave .. 
ment of His Excellency it will be some consolation to him to feel that the whole of' 
India moums with him. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Honourable Members have heard the Resolution· 
seconded and supported. I think perhaps the most suitable way of showing our approval 
of that motion is by rising in our seats. 

(All the members then rose in their seats.) 

· His Excellency the. PRESIDENT :-I declare tlie motion carried. 

His Excellency the PRESiDENT :::_Presentation of the Budget of the Government 
of Bombay for the year 1914-15 and discussion thereon. The Honourable Sir RICHARD• 
LAMB; 

. In presenting the Budget of the Government of Bombay for the year 1914-15, the· 
Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke as. follow~ :-Your Excellency, the .Budget 
has been accepted finally by the Government of India without any modification. it is 
therefore not necessary for me to make many remarks on the Budget which was fully 
discussed ·at the March· meeting when the :Budget was in the form of the Revised 
Financial Statement. I should wish only at this stage to thank the members of the
outgoing Finance· Committee for the assistance which they gave Government in 
framing ~his Budget. I think, so far as I am aware; that the :Budget has been well 
received in the Presidency, and in particular, I was glad to notice that the abolition of 
tolls on Provincial Roads was accepted everywhere with satisfaction. I think the only 
criticism which I saw made was a regret that it was not accompanied by the abolition 
of tolls on District Local Board Roads. It is of course not possible for the Provincial 
Government to abolish the tolls on District.Looal Board Roads without the consent of· 
the Distric~ Local :Boards, and it is not pr.obable that the District ·Local :Boards would 
agree to abolish the tolls· because they are not~ ·most of them, in a sufficiently stronoo 
financial position to do· without the revenue which these tolls bring in. However; I a; 
now niaking enquiries whether the Boards would be willing to abolish their .tollS on .. 
Government undertaking to make them ann ually1 in perpetuity, a grant equal to the 
revenue which they have derived from tolls~ either the average of their revenue for the 
past few years or the revenue arrived at in the last preceding year and whether the 
Boards would accept this from Government and abolish their tolls. If the .Boards. 
reply favourably, it will be then for myself and the members of the new Finance-: 
Committee to oon8ider what, if any, provision we can make next year to get rid of the 
tolls on District Local Board Roads. 

The Budget, as presented, gives the latest information about the distribution of the 
Public Works grant under the head" Original Works'' and gives a good deal of detail. 
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as to the works which cost Rupees ten thousand or m-er. The total distributi~n of the 
41 Iakhs ancl a half for Original 'Vorks carries about 7 lakhs 73 thousand to 
Administration, 1 lakh and 37 thousand to EducaHonal Works, 4 lakhs 63 thousand 
to Law and Justice, a lakh .and 63 thousand to Jails, 6 lakhs· a:nd 59 thousand to 
Police, 3 Iakhs and 25 thousand to Medical, 2 lakhs and 1 thouRand to Misc~llaneo~~ 
Works, 10 Iakhs and 95 thousand to Communications, 3 hikhs ~and 30 thousand to 
:Miscellaneous Publi c Improvements. 10 lakhs and 95 thousand to Communications 
may perhaps appear somewhat large in comparison with the figures given to other 
main divisions under the Public Works grant, but .it has to be remembered that we are 
still spending the special grant made to us for t4e purpose of· Communications by the 
Government of India. · 

The Accountant General's Three-monthly Estimates have been received, and· they 
indicate that, as far as the first three months of this year have gone, it seems probable 
that our revenue may be llakh 69 thousand less than is entered in the Budget, due 
partly to further adjustments between Provincial and Imperi31 ancl partly t~ more 
Land Revenue having been collected. in the last month of last year than was anticipated 
and consequently less remaining to be collected during the current year. , The 
Accountant General's anticipations show that In expenditure we may fall short of what 
has been entered in the Budget by 2 Iakhs and 92 thousand, the net result being· that 
the balance at the end would improve by 1lakh and 30 thousand. The decrease now 
estimated in the income being 1 lakh 69 thousand, ·and the decrease in expenditure 
being 2 h\khs 92 thousand, the result is a lakh and 30 thousand for the bet er. 

· So far as the monsoon has yet gone, tho prospects in the Presidency are distinctly 
favourable. There has been quite sufficient rain, in fact more than) sufficient. rain in 
some districts of Gujarat. In the Konkan, Khandesh and the greater part .of the 
Deccan, the rainfall has been entirely satisfactory. Even in the dry belt; as Jt may be 
called, the dry belt consisting of the eastern talukas o£ Poona, ·the, western talukas of 
Sholapur, the eastern talukas of Satara, the north of· Bijapur, and the· south of 
Ahmednagar, the monsoon has now penetrated and reports are being received that. 
sufficient rain-sufficient at any rate for the present...-has fallen.· The consequence is that. 
the prospects of crops are at present good, and we may anticipate, so far as we can foresee: 
now, that our revenue as estimated in the Budget ~will be secured, and that we may 
look forward, barring the failure of the late rains, to a prosperous year. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur KASRINATH RAMCRANDRA. GonBOLE read the
following speech:-Your Excellency,-I wish to offer a few remarks with reference to th~ 
lludget for the current year that has been present~d to the Council by our .Finance Membe~. 

The budgetted Provincial Revenue is Rs. 7 crores and 59lakhs and the expenditure 
is Rs. 8 crores and 23 lakhs, sbo;wing a deficit of Rs. 64 ·Jakhs Which 
is made up from the opening balance of the year. The main heads of Reven~.e 
are Land Revenue which yields Rs. 3 crores and 35 Ia.khs and Excise which yields 
Rs. 2 crores and 27 lakhs. These items of Revenue and other minor itemS . also are 
made up of taxes paid mainly by the rayats and by the labouring classes of the 
Presidency. Let us see what Government· are doing. for thpse contributaries in returp 
for these payments. · · · · · .: 

H 41-156 
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Goi:Qg' over the items of budgetted expenditure, we find that the only expenditure 
that will directly' benefit the cultivators and labouring classes in the Presidency is t~e 
~xpenditure on roads and communications, on irrigation works and on primary educa· 
tion. Tl1e Budget provision for provincial expenditure on roads and communications 
and on irrigation works including establishment charge amounts t~ Rs. 80 lakhs in 
round numbers, and the grants for primary education provided in the Budget including 
direction charges, amount approximately to Rs. 37 lakhs. The budgetted expenditure 
that will directly benefit the rayat and the labouring classes will thus amount to Rs. 1 
crore and 17 lakhs. ·This amount is very small, considering that the principal 
-contributaries to our income are· these poor rayats and labouring classes. As regards 
primary education and roads, it has to be borne in mind moreover, that the rayat 
and th~ labouring man is doing a great deal for himself for starting and maintaining · 
primary scho~ls and for constructing and' maintaining local roads by paying local cesses 
.and municipal taxes. The revenue' from local and municipal taxation is however 
quite· inadequate to· meat actual wants, and I hope that it will be found feasible to give 
larger grants for primary education and for rnads, communications and· irrigation works 
in future years, fro~ Provincial Funds. Then there is the question of technical 
education. The budgetted expenditure under· this head is, I find, about Rs. 4lakhs 
80 thousand only including direction charges. I include under this head the expenditure 
on the College of Engineering, College of Cqmmerce, Industrial schools, Technical Institu· 
tions, School' of Art, etc. This expenditure is quite inadequate. · We want tech~ical 
education very badly. in this Presidency. There should be a well equipped industrial 
and technical school in every district in the Presidency, and the sooner thi~ desideratum 
is supplied the better will it be for the Presidency: I am aware that this question is 
already receiving consideration at the hands of Government. The subject is so important, 
however; that the Council would like·to know what is being done in the matter. · 

I am pressing for additional grants for primary and technical education and for 
communications and irrigation· works. · The ·question naturally arises as to where these 
additional funds are to come from. I would recommend, S r, that the heavy establish
ment .charges .in all depa~tments that we are providing be closely scrutinized, and all 
feasible reductions be made in them.· Some funds ought to be forthcoming from these 
retrenchments~ 'I am aware, Si~, that native organisers of industry in India are charged 
with being to.o niggardly. in the matter of payments to their .establishments. I admit. 
that this is true to a certain extent. But on the other hand there is such a thing as being 
extravagant in the matter ·of establishments, and paying your servants on too liberal a 
~caie. What I wish for is, that the Provincial establishment charges in this Presidency 
'Should be kept at the lowest figure, consistent with efficiency. 

Passing from generals to particulars, I wish to draw ·the attention of the Council 
to a few entries iJ;t the. Budget which I consider to be open to question. In the educa
tional portion of the Budge~ you will find at page 147 a grant of Rs. 24,966 ·to the 
Rajkumar Qoll.ege and I a grant of Rs. 13,300 for the education of Junior ·Talpurs. 
I submit, Sir, ,that the Provincial.Revenues should not bear these charges. The Princes 
and Noblemen for whose benefit these charges are proposed to be· incurred should be 
asked to bear all expenditure connected with schools and colleges specially' maintained 
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for their sons and relations. Education in the ordinary schools and colleges is open to 
everyone, but if any privileged classes want special schools exclusively for themselves, 
they must pay for them. . · 

There are some items in the Civil 'Vorks B11:dget also, to which I wish to 
draw tho attention of this Council. · The first of these is the provision for accom
modation and bungalows for Government Officer~. I find that the Budget provides 
Rs. 3,10,900 for this purpose. Of this,· Rs. 43,800 are for bungalows ·for resident 
Medical, Educational, Jail and Abkari officers which is a necessary expenditure, but the- · 
balance of Rs. 2,67,100 is proposed to be spent on constructing and purchasing bungalows 
for District Officers at stations like · Poona, Ahmednagar, Surat, :Belgaum, Karachi, 
Shoiapur, D~ulia and Bijapur. This provision is not necessary, and is, I think, an 
interference with private enterprise. The Collector and District Judge at Nasik 'are, 
I think, satisfactorily housed in private bungalows for which they pay· rents to private 
landlords, and I do not see. why at other large stations also,· private ·landlords should 
not be left to construct bungalows for officers which will be avaiiable at rents regulated. 
on commercial lines. Public funds should not, I think, be diverted to providing accom
modation for officers in places like Poona, Ahmednagar, Belgaum, Surat, Sholapur and 
Karachi where there are a large number of good and reasonable landlords and · 
capitalists anxious to get a decent return on their money invested in landecl property. 
The Civil Works Budget also provides under "Miscellaneous Public Improvements", two· 
items which I do not think are debitable to Provincial Revenues. One is the provision 
.of Rs. 2,50,000 for Kennedy Sea Face Improvement, and the other is the provision 
of Rs. 20,000 for tank at Visapur. The improvement of the Kennedy Sea Face is a 
local work of the Presidency Town, and its cost should be borne by · the local .residents 
.of Bombay from Municipal and other local funds and not by the poor tax-payers of· the 
mofussil Similarly the tank at Visapur in the Ahmednagar District is an irrigation 
work, and not a work of'·' Misaellaneous Public Improvement," and its cost ought to be 
-debited to the head of " Inigation '' and not to the Provincial Funds. 

The remarks that I have made hithe+to are ·with regard to items which are more 
-or less of an unsatisfactory" character. I now wish to call attention to a highly be~e
ficial step that Government have taken during the current ;year, and that is the entire 
removal of tolls on all Provincial Roads in the Presidency. This beneficent measure is 
calculated to benefit the cultivators and to stimulate the small industries and trade of 
mofussil areas. 

These are the remarks that I wish to place before the Council in connection with 
.the current year's Budget, and I hope that the points noted will receive due consideration 
in the.preparation of the future. Budgets of this Presidency. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb Sn:&INIWAS VENKATESR NAIK read the following 
-speech:-M:ay it please YourExcellency,-It is indeed a matter for mutual delight and 
·congratulation that a review of the finances of our Presidency for the .. last five yeal's 
goes to indicate a very satisfactory and steady progress all round. The Provincial revenue 
for the year 1908-1909 was 587 lakhs, and in 1909-1910 it rose to 630 Iakhs, showing 
-an increase of more than 7 per cent. This was followed by a further increase in 1910-1911 
-of. 85 lakhs, or more than 13 per cent. over tbe. figures for the previous year, and in 
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.i9tl::l9l.(by ·a' fail ot·s)~khs or a'little"over~'l'pef··eent~- ~probab1y;iiue _·to -bad seasons~ 
aii'a.'agahi 'hi ~i9l2~i~;~by an~~creasa of 87l~khs,"or-~~1i~tle .. ote~·n2"per cent.- over the. 
'figures for the previous year, and in 1918~1914 that has jus~ closed; 'th~y ·:show ':tL' second 
. fall, :tispe~revised figures, of 25. Iakbs or a little oyer· 3,per.cerit.; or.ascompare(l with the 
_···l'evenue ill J 90S;l909 the increase is 182 ·lakhs or xn~re t~~ a;,per cen~.· :QveJ; the _figures 
ftv'«(years·before.r .. -The expenditu~ also on the other han(t:~~ows almost_ a 'steady 
increase.: ~ln>l9Q8-1909 it was 614 lakbs, in 1909·1910 'it tose .to:-62·s-·lakhs and in 
·l9i.O~l911: ~·.:64Q IakhS and in. 19Ii·l2 .. to.762lakhs. -':But in:19i2~19l3 itif~ll:to 724t 

· l~~h&.olJ.ly ~little over 4-per cent. a~ufip._19f¢~19_14; it-again ~os~:··to 768.1Akhs,.:or '·as 
· <;soinpared .with-th~ expendit~ in-l90.8·l909-it shows an.incre~se ·of_more· ihali' 154lakhs . 
. ·,or· more,! than :25 per cei).t. · of..-wJ~at !e!Jsed i,ap rovid~ five: years· before~ ' .. Tlius'thinecieipts 
after· :.PrOviding for. htcreasi!lg· expenditure·· ull.det·'SJ:most .all mattt headS· ye:tf"in'· atl.d year
out,·le~VtLUS at the -beg~ingi of this;' year/~D.-~abnotmaliy large"ba]ance cf ,more.-~han 
'lS~J~khs_or ne~ly QQ,p~r .:.c~~t- ~or~Jb~~: ;w~a,t~w~_~ha~ 6.year~·- be~or~~:_ -~his-lias, 

··•· greatly :contributed: .to~-~ th~ ~su~ce~sfur J~aming.·.of :the .. prosp·erity budget for· tlie.'current 
year: ·now :presented :l,)y th~ H?!J.outabie: .. ~i~~a:·;~~~~~r, ~t mean·-. the~ :ilonourabl~ 
~~ ~- ~rol!ARD . LA:M:~~ .. so. far; t~e ;_ :'!e~u~.~ . -~~~~."}~?-.· :.·~~ill~ _ the past ·-~ years · _$eem ·· 
splendid. :and we ha'V'~ every ~e.ason, there~ore,·to-~ongratulate ou;rselves and to_ thank tlie. 
Honourable ;Fin~nce :Member for his> able~· sutices~ful'ail<l etionbmical management ''6f the
finances. - The budget; .·a · _fore:ca~~ ;:'is :-·it~ ia,' __ -ie~m$ 'a ·aooum~D.t~carefully prepared· wlth . 
reference ·to the pres~nt fina~cial ;·situatio~':,aiid}he i>robabie.':re.~eipts and. reqliire:.. 
. ments of the future. as explai~ed j~ .. d~taifin:ihe' ~udget,' aD.cfiurther erucidated by .th~ 

: Honourable Finance Yemberinhi_s ;·s~l'l:lmary··-oftile _who!~·· transaction \fe.pave·:just 
heard. The budget, whUe it f~recasts 're?eipts--t~, the.'e~tent ·or nearly ~1~ffl~~~ provides 

. for a lesser closing balance than)n th.e _··last ~·yeiu~··,_~ih ~l~rgelr,:·increiised -~_xpenditu~e
aggregating to moreJhan :823' lakhs;:or .54)ak!liJn e:x~es~ove~_the"Jig\lies'of.the'last 
ryear-:-a very hoeral proVision for which also. t111s'Councli'$-~earti~hanks}r~(du~Jo rpur 

."E:s:cel~ency and. all the lionourabl~_Me~bers·o(the:G~vernm~~t f,oncefped.:~ .--.'; ·:_: ->' 
,;· ~· v •,' ' 1 ·: ,. :;;.-:~· '' ,,.,.. ··<~;; , ·~.· ,,' I 

, , '.With·l'our Excellency's :permission: I sh;ai·:now- :procee~ jo-m.ake, .~J~w: general 
. :t>bservatioiui ~~th :reference to cer~ain. majot': hea~_& of r~venu.e;. an4 ~xpenditure, by ·w.ay-
7of:sugge~tin'g for. the· consideration and :;orders~of:Go.vernmep.t; 'Y:Jtat-~ .consider to be
}!dpor~nt-·refor~s.i:or· improvements·· in.~he-inter~sts_pt~.fflcjel;lcy_:of::~dmini~tr.ation, a~4 
~ofrthe welfare .of tlitt; public~ The p·eopl~:of, th~-,l?r~sid~ncy :grateful)y a~ knowledge the 
, fact that last ·year· Your Lordship's Governm,ent-was .lib~ro1.ill the grant-~f ~uspe~sions and 
.remiSsions~ . __ ~5 _lakhs ;and 5.9 thousand :rupees. haye been. remitted and 30 -l~klis 

-/~~~-:oo;tlio~s§~.r~~~e(~va·_~ee~ su~~en;d~~~-,,)~~s¥1te~:_the~e ·remissions. g~a~ted -,.e.~r· 
·after· ye~r· ~he figures ._under,_.suspcns~ons: an~ .a.rr~a:s, fot ~h1s·year am~unt·to~O htkhs 
and 6, thousand rupees, or nearly' an ~-eightll of : the'·'~hole land 'revenue ;demand. < -~ot-
-~~ithstanding~ an?av~rage-: yenfiy?remission·:for 4 the last· ~ y~ars of aboll~ ~~: ap.~:a ~alf 
_:·lakhs·t>frup~es tll~}and,:reve!lu~:has:remained~;more -,than 1/3 .i!l,·,199~.,t~JQ~ }/~ · i~ 
;l910-1_9l},~l/7:_jn · ~911~1912/1/5 in -1912-19~3 a1J<l1~13·19~~~ of i~S:. ~~~.~~~o~ec~e4· 

. ·:If his necessa.r~lr pointS. to )he fact lhat either ~h~. Sta~e dem~nd i~. · -h~a:vy;: -~f:·~~ha·. seasons 
', ~re;not ,pleritlf~l"elioughZfor.the tyots t~bea: th~. ·J>urden ~~ tho,,p!~~~~~:l~~~: reye~:ne 
.· ~axatio:ri~~ ·Y.<ntr'.Excellericy is pghtly:esteemed as o~~-~f the, gre~~~~t; ~-y_~J>~~hi~ers.: wit~ 
':.>the ·:farmers ··and/it :would··be in: tlie 1it'ne$s:-()fJhings ~f :your Excellenct:lVould· signalize. 

• -· -- -_: .: . -. ·. '- • .• - -. -: •. _. • •. >· _:: ·-·· ·, ··-··-. ·:··- •.• "': .•• - 't' 
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your term of office as· the Governor of this Presidency, by making it possible for the 
peasant population to realise to some degree at least, their long cherished aspirations 
in this direction, by taking such steps as would lead to reduce the pressure of State 
demand upon land. · 

Government are aware that the land revenue is the biggest item representing one· 
. half of the total receipts of the province and is derived wholly from agriculture, which 
may be said to be the back-bone of the country's walfare. ·It is therefore of utmost 
importance to promote the growth of agric~lturc in all possible ways. I must express 
the sincere gratitude of the agriculturists of my_ ta.luka for the splendid results achieved 
by the steam-plough, in removing the deep-rooted weeds at comparatively small cost. 
The work done by the steam-plough has been found to be better than 'by hand digging 
though a few blades of grass buried in the loose soil at the time of ploughing operations 
are seen to come up here and there in the ploughed area, and patches of lan:l have been 
left along the headlands and odd corners of the fields. :But such blades of weeis found 
to have sprung in ploughed area, can easily be removed by hand digg-ing at· a small 
extra cost. Even in the case of most carefully handpdug :lield!l blades of grass are generally· 
found here and there to spring during the nex:t two or three ye.ars and it is usually 
removed by extra payment or out of the payment made to the diggers in the first 
instance, according b the terms of their contract, and portions of land left unploughed 
along the headlands and odd comers are in most cases unavoidable on account of th'e 
heavy nature of the machinery and the impossib~lity of mak~ng the. plough reach all the 
corners. S~ch unploughed patches are excluded at the time of calculating rent. :B~t 
for the introduction of steam·plough in my taluka I do not think that the 7 50 acres of 
land w~uld have been cleared last year, though the agriculturists had money or Govern~ 
ment were ready to advance Tagai, on account of the scarcity of labour. Out of about 
16,000 Rupees of rent for ploughing lands with steam-plough last year, about 
14,000 rupees have been advanced. by Government as Tagai to cultivators, on whose 
behalf I must express their sincere thanks. I hope that Government will continue 
their policy of g~anting Tagai for this steam .. plough work. We 'are delightfully watching 
tile difference in the crops in the ploughed .lands as compared with the crops with 
local tillage. 

Government may also be pleased to consider the necessity of providing in every 
village of our Presidency with sufficient pasture facilities, where they do not exist,-·and 
of allowing b_ona fide agriculturists free grazing of their cattle in the Government forest's 
during Summer and · in seasons of drought, in the interests of protecting and 
promoting the growth of li vestcck, as they are the mainstay of agriculture which 
is the chief industry followed· in our country and none the less the chief source of 
· p~blic revenue. 

The other thing t~at attracts my attention is the well boring operationg, In this 
connectio~ I must congratulate tho agricultural department for introdur.in~ .Ur. lfusto's 
boring machine, which I am tolcl is doing some goo~ work in Gujara.t. 'If· mJra borings 
are· put in and tl1e branch concerned is employtd more largely at work, it will be better 
for the ag-ricultudsts in the· way of giving water to the cattld in hot seasons as well as 
:for irriga ti( n. 

n 41-157 
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Government were pleased to reply last year to my interpellation that they would 
con.sider the de".lirability of establishinCI' a new seed·farm in the Karnatic. 'l'he necessity 
of a seed farm is being felt day by d;y as the supply .of pure seed is not easily available. 
I therefore submit that Government will consider the necessity of a .seed farm for the 
large cotton tracts .of the Karnatic, at an early date. 

I do not wish to encroach upon the domain of my Honourable friend Dewan 
Bahadur K. R. GonBoLE l·y referring to the irrigational matters, in which he has 
earned a name i~ tlds Gouncil as being an expert. However it would not be out of 
place if I should try to impress upon Govern .. ment the fact that Govern!llent may. be 
pleased to take into consideration the necessity of constructing more irrigational works 
and the urgent major repairs to the numerous existing ones, on ,the due maintenance of 
which is dependent a major portion of the wet revonue and the welfare, especially of 
the poor amongst the agricultural population. Looking jnto the Budget figures of this 
year on irl'igation, it is found .that the expenditure overlaps the receipts by a little over 

. 13 lakhs, and the provision for the new original works is a .little over lti per. cent. of 
the income. While I am glad to express the gratitude of the public for this provision 
for new works I am rather obliged to draw the attentio!l of Government to the necessity 
of making more provision for these wotks as because the prosperity of the ryot depends 
greatly upon the improvements~ to these inigational works. The provision of a lak.h 
of rupees for the construction of a few reservoirs in streams with a view of raising 
sub-soil water in the drier tracts of the Deccan plateau as recommended by the Finance 
Committee is a commendable step, and I hope that the people living in the area where 
these works are to be carried will appreciate and reap the benefits of this wise step. I 

. believe these are n~w works and Government will be pleased to announce to the public 
through press note the results as well as the extent to which the relief will be afforded 
by these works . 

. :Provision of 49 Jakhs and 5 thousand rupees on the head medical, shows that 
Government have been doing ·so much to improve the medical aid and sanitary 
improvements in the Presidency, and the people of the country are very grateful to 
·them.- They are further grateful to Your Excellency's Government for the provision 
of Rs. 30,000 this year also for opening of new dispensaries. The number of medical 
institutions in this l?residen~y as per report of the Surgeon-General for 1912 is 715, that 
is one institution for every 38,000 souls. Your .Excellency is aware that in this presi· 
dency the number of persons living in the villages with a population of less than 2,000 in 
each, is more than two-thirds of the presidency. Out of these 715 hospitals and dispen
saries, I believe that very few or practically none are situated in villages with a population 
of iess than 2,000 and thus two·third.s of the,population is practically without any medical 
aid. This being the state of things I suggest that out of the Rs. 30,000 provided for 
opening new dispensaries a considerable amount, if not rateable a'mount upon the popula
tion, will be utilised in opening new dispensaries at convenient ce;ntres or touring medical 
officers may be appointed for groups of villages so as to be of use. to rural population. 
One more suggestion I made last year in respect to dispensaries, which I beg leave to 
repeat today, is the necessity of providing the dispensaries with qualified mid wives 
I need not dwell here upon:the urgent ·necessity ·of medical treatment to women at th • 

· ul 1 • e time of labour and afterwards, partie ar y 1n rural areas. The danger of quack women 
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noW carrying on profession as midwives and the grieVOUS amount of Un':\VOidable suffering 
to which women of all communities are s11bjeotei to are very great.. In this connection 
I suggest to Your Excellency that a special grant might be given to Looal Bodies who 
mostly finance these institutions for entertaining trained midwives. · 

The liberal grants given by Government for the sanitary improvements and of 
towns and rural areas earn for GoV'ernment the abiding gratitude of the Pfl:blic. In s.pite 
of all this expenditare the sanitary condition of this presidency is not very encoura~ing. 
In 1912 as per report of the Sanitary Commissioner, deaths from causes other than 
plague and cholera rose by more than 30 per cent. over those in 1911. 

Provision of 110 Ja,khs or mora than 14! ·per. cent. of the Provincial revenue. 
on education this year undoubtedly shows the g'reat interest which Your E~cellency's 
Govern~ent h~ve towaris the welfare of the people committed to Your Excellency's 

01re. D11ring the year 1913 there has been an increase of 600 schools in this presidency. 
Though the .ex:pen:lit11re on e:i11c:\tion has been increasin~ year a£ter year, only a third 
of the villages of the British districts of this presidency have schools. With the 
Imperial and Provincial grants I hopa that the Honourable Director of ·Public Instruc .. 
tion will be able to c~rry the ·torch light of eiucation to the inner regions of the ·rural 
parts with a view to dispel the darkness of ignorance in which a large portion of our 
peasant and artisan population is steepP-d. My friend the Honourable Mr. SHA.RP 

promised last year that he would consider the advisability of provirling the hostels that 
have recently been bu~lt and openei with indep:mdent superintendents, and my object 
in asking for these independent superintendents is twofold, viz., the school ma,sters a~ter 

their heavy teaching task for fo11r or five hours in the schools will have ve~y little ti.me 
and energy to look to the different· needs, discipline and arran.gement~ in the hostels, 
-and secondly the school childron w~ll have some kind of reserve with their teachers arid 
cannot therefore open freely their feelings to them. All that we want as a superintend· 
ent is one who would mix: with the school children freely and cre~te in tham a feeling 
that he is one of their household members and this cannot be achieved unless a full-time 
independent superintendent quite disconnected with tb~ dllties of the school master is 
-entertained. 

The congestion of work in the sub-judicial co11rts and their unfavourable situation 
urgently requires readjustment of the jurisdiction of these courts. There are a number 
·of instances of more tha.n one permanent court at one and the same place.· The jurisdic· 
tion of many of these courts is t'lo extensive and consequently inconvenient to the parties. 
In some cases they require a full week to attend to the Co1,1rt for a d:1y and return to 
their places in spite of railway communications. Looking to the duration of suits in 
these sub-courts, though there has been a considerable improvement during 1912, the 
state of affairs is far from satisfactory. The contested and uncontested suits remain 
pending for nearly eight and a half and four months respectively. I am aware of the 
probable reply tl1at the delay is due to the non-attendance of the parties and non-service 
of process. In the mofussil courts the parties are mostly agricu)turists and the chief 
reason of their non-attendance to the co1,1rts is the inconvenience to which they will be 
put to by their requiring to be absent from their places for a number of days and 
particularly in agricultural working season. I submit therefore that the Government 
will be plf'ased to inquire. and readjust the jurisdiction of these courts so as to have at 
least one court for every two·talukas. · 
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. The recent. action of Government in abolishing the :toddy· distilleries in Ratna.giri 
.distri9t has thrown a great number of peopJe out of their avocation and these p~o~le with 
their dependants have been deprived of their means of livelihood. By abolishtng this 
industry Government are' forcing upon the people against their taste lihowra s~i~it 
which they greatly abhor. .As people of the district are accustomed to toddy sp1r1ts 
alone for many generations, this action of Government will have the effect of diverting 
the demand to elicit distillation. Unlus Government are backed by strong reasons to 
take this step I fear that they are doing injustice l>y violently forcing tho taste of the 
people into different channels and stopping one of the impor~ant industries of the people 
of the district. 

· · It is a very gratifying thing to see. that tolls on all provincial roads have been 
abolished. and consequ(lntly the burden of tax upon the travelling public and the transit 
of goods is greatly lightened. The country's grateful recognition is due to Government 
for this benevolent action .. I must not forget this year t.o express the gratitude of the 
public of Dharwar and Belgaum districts for bridges near Sangur and Mugatkhanhub1i 
provided in the. last and this. year's budget. The causeway near Sangur in ~angal 
taluka is almost complete tlnd both these works remove the great inconvenience felt by the 
travelling public. 

The Honourable Mr. MANMQRANDAS RA:MJI spoke as follows :-1Iay it please Your 
Excellen.cy,-1 :tnust sincerely congratulate the Government on the increase which is 
manifested in the expendi~ure on education and medical establishments. The expenditure 
for the former was Rs. 18,07,000 in 1899-1900, it rose up to Rs. 41,15,000 in 1905-06 
and was Rs .. 48,73,000 in 1911-12. It has now gone up to Rs. 1,02,76,000 as estimated for 
1914-15. . This is a satisfactory increase indeed. The. expenditure on the medical estab
lishment was Rs. 29,53,000 in 1899-1900 and Rs. 25,29,000 in 1905-06, Rs. 24,36,000 in 
.~911-12 •. This has now gone up to Rs. 49,05,000 as estimated ~or 1914-15. I 'hope, I shall 
not be put down as a pes~imist if I observe tha~ there is still a vast scope for an increase in the 
e,Jpenditure in bot~ these Departments. The population of this Presidency is 2,70,00,000 
and so the average expenditure on education per head is about 6 annas, while that for 

. medical establishment is even less, i.e., about 2 annas which means hardly the cost of a 
prescription, for one man. These averages per head of the population for education are 
far less than those for other ~ountries. England spends on education in general 6s., 
France 5s. 4d., Germany 4s., Australia 2s. and so on. My Lord, we all deeply appreciate 
the forward march the ~overnment is taking in the matter of education and sanitation, 
as. evidenced by the Resolutions issued by the Government of India on the subjects. 
But I may be allowed to polnt out the high percentage of expenditure for public works, 
relatively td their importance, in contrast with the expenditure for Education and 
:Medical Establishments.· Thus the expenditure for Public Works was Rs. 38 99 000 in 
, ' , I ) 

1899·1900, it went up to Rs. 7 4,43,.000 in 1905 .. 06, it was Rs. 70,34,000 in 1911·12 and is 
now estimated at Rs. l,OB,50,0JO for 1914·15. It will not also· be amiss to observe as 

. ' 
pointed out before, that as judged l;ly the standard of other countries the expenditure of this 
Presidency is· extremely small for education. I need not dilate on the a<'tion and inter
·action pf education . and sanitation and their general relation to the progress of the 
country as.a w~ole. I hopf.3, Your Lordship's Government, wit~ your usual sympathy 
with progress, will in future still further increase the expenditure on both these 
::Pepartments. · 
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The Honourable -Dr. D . .A. D'.M:oNTE read the following speech :-Your Excellency,
! desire at the outset to express my cordial congratulations to the Honourable Sir·RICHARD 
LAMB on the exceedingly lucid and satisfactory financial statem.ent . which he has pre
sented to the Council. It is evident that the Presidency is progressing rapidly in all 
matters affecting the well-being of the people. The expenditure · on education has 
increased from a little over ,.U lakhs of rupees in 1908-09 to over 76t M.khs in the last 
Revenue year. The amount budgetted under this important head for the current year 
is well over a crore of rupees. This is a large and striking increase, and every one who 
bas at heart the permanent interests of the Presidency will rejoice th3t the educational 
needs of the community are receiving the liberaLsupport of the Imperial as well as of 
the Provincial Governinenh~ 

I should have been greatly pleased to see sonie provision made in the Budget for. 
the medical inspection of school children for which. the Honourable the Director of 
Public 'Instruction, if I remember rightly, was understood to have prepared a scheme .. 
I do nqt find any entry either under educational or medical, which may be consiclered as 
relating to this important measure of educational no less than sanitary progress, but 
I m~y be mistaken. The Council, I am sure, will be_ glad to be told where this question 
stands at present. 

The expenditure under the head" Medical" has risen from. 25! lakhs in 19QS .. Q9 
to nearly 30 lakhs last year. The Budget for the current year provides a sum of over 
49 lakhs under this head. I should like to make a suggestion here for the consideration 
of the Honour~ble the ltevenue Member. In 1912·13 as well as last year, the expenditure 
under " Medical'' fell short of the Budget provision, and one pf the reasons assigned for it, 
is the transfer of part of the grant~ to other heads, chiefly, Oivil Works. .As a layman, 
I find it rather difficult to understand why a certain. sum of money should be placed 
against the head" :Medical" in the Budget, only t.o·be transferred to Civil Works or some
other head in the revised estimates and the Accounts. If the wqrks were _primarily 
designed to meet sanitary or medical requirements, I think they ought to be show'n 
under Medical, so that the public may find out easily what the actual expenditure on this 
head amounts to. At any rate, this should be indicated in some part of the financial state• 
ment, as the lay public cannot be expected to hunt out. the details from under a number 
of heads. While on this point, I would like to call the attention of Your Excellency to 
the criticism passed by a distinguished Sanibtry Officer of the· Madras Government, 
Colonel King, in a public lecture which he recently deliveredin London, on the practice 
of lumping together the expenditure on sanitary projeotg which have for their object 
the prevention of disease, with that on medical projects which c9ncern · the cure of 
disease. Special attention should be paid to sanitation which is, in' a sense, of distinct 
branch of the science of health, and this will be facilitated if the expenditure on it be. 
shown separately. 

I have gone through the lengthy list of the new items of expenditure provide~ 
under the head of " Medical " with great interest. I welcoma with pleasuro Govern.· 
ment's explicit declaration of their policy of helping .the spread· of the b~nefi.ts of 
medical relief on modern lines throughout the Presidency. The provision of a gran~ of 
Rs. 30,000 for opening new dispensaries, is by no means excessive; considering that there 

R 41--158 , 
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~re large iracts of country where there are practically no facilities for obtaining medical 
Telief of a modern and scientific kind. As one of the visitors to the L'eper Asylum at 
:Matunga, I am gratified at the increased grant in the Budget to this and other Leper 
.Asylums in this Presidency. 

The new grants made to improve the equipment and staff of Lunatic Asylums, are 
evidence of the deeply humanitarian sentiments which actuate Your Excellency's 
Government. The entertainment of assistant surgeons for duty in the case of emer
.gencies such ·as outbreaks of Cholera, Plague and Malaria is a wise measure of precaution. 
I notice an increase in the grant in aid of nursing at St. George's Hospital, and it is 
explained that the increase is partly on account of services that may be rendered to ~he 
Hospital. by the private nursing staff. I should like to know in this connection whether 
the scheme of a nursing home attached to this Hospital has been brought into operation, 
;and; if not, when it is going to be. The need of such a Home is much felt by the 
Indian communities, and I am sure they will be thankful to Government if such an 
institution be also attached to the J. J~ Hospital. There are several it_ems bearing on 
the improvement of the staff and ~quipmant of the Grant Me.dical College. This Hos
pital is the ce_ntre of higher medi~al education in this Presidency, and everything done 
-t(} improve its efficiency is calculated to raise the standard of the medic~l profession, and 
consequently, of the health of the people .. The decision to abolis~ the present office of 

· the P~incipal of the_ College and to appoint in this place one of the three full-time 
professors of Physiology, Pathology and Anatomy, as Dean of the College, will commend 
itself to all who have the good of the institution at heart. I am sure that, in making 
the appointment, Government will fully realize the necessity of ensuring. the harmonious 
'rio-operation of the entire. staff with due regard to· the claims of senior men. The 
proposed infectious diseases hospit~l for Europeans has been a long-felt want .in Bombay, 
and it is gratifying to think it is likely to be supp ed during Your Excellency's regime 
We are all 'ind~bted to Mr. Narottam Morarjee Gokuldas.who has by his generous gift 
·Of a valuable Bungalow in Mahableshwar, accelerated the establishn;.ent of. a general 
Hospital in that hill station for which a grant is made in the Budget. The subventions 
io local bodies in connection with the employment of Health Officers and Sanitary 
Inspectors, is. a very judicious form of,helping these local bodies1 and I am only sorry 
that more municipalities ~ave ~not availed themselves of this generous provision. I 
trust that ~overnment will bring to bear their advisory influence on such bodies, and 
th,at ere long 'fe will have every municipality provided with a Health Officer. :Before 
I conclude my remarks on the medi~al proposals; I may be permitted to say, from my 
experience as a .Medical man, that the scheme which Her Excellency Lady Willingdon 
has put forward for tra~ning the indigenous dhais is calculated to operate as a boon and 
a blessing to thousands of women who are either oo poor or too ignorant to resort to 
.-trained midwives. 

. . . Speaking of the provision of medical relief to the women of IndiaJ I cannot· help 
·referring to the sad and sudden death of Lady Hardinge who was deeply interested in it, 
·:and who by instituting women's medical service and by formulating the great scheme 
of Women's College at Delhi • • . • . • . • · · 

· His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I really cannot allow the Honourable· Member 
·tl> go into a dissertation. He must keep. himself to the .matte~s connected with .the 
Budget. 
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The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MoNTE ·continuing :-The. increase in excise revenue 
.during the last three years has, I am giad to say, not beeri unduly ·large~ !'should· like 
to express· the gratitude of the p~blic to Your Ex.cellency's G_overnment for the vigilant 
measures recently adopted to check· excessive consumption. The working of the 
Advisory Committees -has perhaps not 'been in some . instances satisfactory. · In· one 
instance of which I am personally cognisant, a liquor-shop which had been, reporte4 
upon by the District Superintendent of Police ~s being responsible for disorder in the 
locality, was reinstated after having been unanimously recommended by the Advisory 
Committee only a few months previously for abolition. l refer to the liquor-shop. at 
Danda in Bandra. The Bandra Advisory Committee a_cted, ilo doubt,. in recanting its 
·first resolution, on the opinion expressed by the Commissioner of the. Division; and it 

. seems to me with alldeference to the Divisional authority that in a matter of this ·kind 
the local Advisory Committees should be allowed absolute discretion •. The.Press·Note 
.issued by Your Excellency's Government declaring that ,it is the desir~ of ~overnment. 
to encourage the co~sumption of toddy as being ·to s?me extent. riutritio~s, has .been 

· :welcomed by the public, but it is felt generally that.· the. present duty per. tree from 
which to~dy is tapped is too high to secure the full benefit o~ Government's polioy. to 
ihe people. A petition has been sent to the Commissioner of Customs by the licensees 

, ·Of toddy-shops aiid tree-foot booth~ of th~ Salsette taluka pointing out. that the selling 
price now fixed for toddy in this Taluka is lower, while the tree duty is higher, than i:ri 
some other districts, and that therefore it inay be abolished or may be \increased •. Frorii 
a rough calculation, which I have mad~, I find that . the licensees a~e under a strong 
·temptation to secretly break the condition against adulteration in -their licenses, owing 
·.to the low pt~c~ fixed. · 

I trust that this point will receive the f~vourable consideration oi' the, authorities. · 

· The Honourable Mr. FAZULl3HOY MEHER.ALLY CHINOY ·spoke' as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-The discussion on the Financial Statement must. at this stage necessarily be . 
academic. The fact that there was not one financial re.s olution on. the agenda at the 
March sessions of the Council clearly shows.that the Revised Financial Statement is on 
·the whole regarded as satisfactory~ On account of the favourable season the revenue 
during the year has excaeded the esti~ates, with the result that instead of a- bala~ce 

·Of Rs. 116 Ia.khs there is a surlllus of Rs •. 182 lakhs. The Budget aitogether reflects 
prosperity and progress and the stability of our resources. The growth of our provincial 
revenue has indeed been encouraging. The year has also been marked by healthy 
activities. We see signs of life on all hands, as a result of the example of p~rsonal 

.. service set by Your Excellency. The work of the ameliorative agencies has been pushed 
forward, and the two great needs of the Presidency, education and sanitation, have 
i'eceived special attention. The dominant feature. of the year is that it is a spending 
year and there are no less than 25 heads in the Budget showing in what dir~ctions special 
activity is practised. I welcome the provision for the enlistment of a highly qualified 
Registrat of Joint Stock Companies, w~ioh was rendered necessary by the enactment of 
the Indian Companies Act. On the head of Ex:oise, our Finance Member comrheiids 
the policy .of enhancing the duties on country spirits and he points out that the increase 
of revenue from country spirit was accompanied by a marked and tangibl~ decrease in 
the consumptio~ of spirit. This is very enoouragi~g indeed but I think that care should 
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be taken that cheap and deleterious foreign spirits and ·liquors are not encouraged at the 
cost of country liquor. My Lord, the subject which bas called for special attention 
during the year is the improvement of prison conditions with· a view to modern!se the 
jail system as far as possible and to bring it up to :modern requirements. The welcome 
provision of Rs. 20,000 in aid of the Salvation Army Scheme for the reclamation of 
prisoners, and the formation of the Prisoners' Aid Society for the reclamation of 
ex-prisoners and to, provide means of finding employment for· them, which ls largely due 
t9 Your Excellency's initiative, are evidence of Your Excellency's Government's desire 
to bring tlie Jail Administration .of this Presidency up to date. I find that there· is an 
increase in the revenue chiefly under earnings of convict gangs and sale. proceeds of 
jail made· goods. I think this increase could not be better spent than on the 
improvement of the condition o~ convicts and finding employment for them after their 
release from jail. 

Under 'Law and Justice" I find a saving on account of the non-utilisation of the 
provision for an ·additional High Court Judge and his establishment. I understand that 
1he provision for an additional Judge was made on the recommendation of the Chief Justice 
owing to the accumulation of work and ·that. it was sanctioned by the Government of 
India. My Lord, I do not ask for any special favour for my community, which must. 
be content to l'est on its own ability and fitness ; but if these qualifications are found in 
my co-religionists, I hope I may not be deemed guilty of impropriety, or asking any 
special favour when I plead that when any -vacancy occurs on the Bench, the claims of 
the, Moslem community should not be ignored. 1\Iy Lord, I do not Wish to be mis· 
understood. I do not ask for any special consideration. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-,Order, order.· I really do not think that it has' 
got anything to do with the Budget. 

The Honourable Mr. CHINOY :-I submit, my :t;Jord, that it relates to the Budget. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-It appears to me rather a personal appeal on 
your part with 1·egard to your community and I am afraid I cannot allow it. 

'--.. 

The Honourable Mr .. CHINOY ccntinuing :-Our programme of sanitation and 
education would do credit to any Government. The importance of our sanitary ~orks 
is. sufficiently indicated by .the provision of 21 lakhs of rupees for its prosecution .. 
While speaking on this head may I plead for the extension of the policy for creating 
par~~ as recreation centres in as many towns as possible ? 

I have no comments to offer on the subject of education excepf that H has received 
its due recognition and the policy of the Government is as liberal as it is far sighted. I 
only wish to emphasise.the fact that the time for starting a women's college is overdue 
and to say that its early advent will be received with satisfaction by all classes and 
communities. 

Turning to.agriculture upon which the prosperity of the counb:y depends, I think 
our. best. congratulations are due to His Excellency the Governor for the great personal 
interest he has evinced in· everything that tends to promote the agricultural prosperity 
o~ the: Presidency. The item of expendit:ure which claims special attention is the 
provision for demonstrating on an extensive scale on the Nira Canal the results proved 
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ny experiments, namely, that in the sugarcane industry the 'same results can be obtained 
by using less water and less manure than are used by sugarcane growers, and for testing 
the possibility of using !ail-water from the Tata Hydro Electric works for irrigational 
purposes and the cons!ruction of reservoirs on the upper reaches of suitable streams in: 

" <>rder to raise the level of the sub-soil water in the drier tracts of the Deccan plateau. 
The results of the last experiment will he watched with special interest. 

Before resuming my seat I would ask permission to say a few words on a subject
which, although not coming strictly within the sc::>pe of the Budget debate, yet indirectly 
comes therein, because it will necessitate a grant from the public revenueS!. The Gov ... 
ernment have resumed sole responsibility for the Kennedy Sea Face in Bombay, whick 
the Development Committee has rightly described as one of the finest marine spaces in 
the world. In Bombay City there is a great need for further open spaces, especially in 
the vicinity of the crowded areas in the narrow part of the Island known as · the Fort. 
Yet owing to divided counsels and other reasons inadequate us6 has been made of this 
magnificent site, which ought to be one of the great playgrounds and place of resort in.: 
:Bombay. Considerable sums have been spent year after year on patchwork repair3 and. 
schemes of partial development. May I now appeal to Government to deal ~ith this 
valuable area as a whole? I can understand the reluctance of Government to spend any 
considerable sum of money on works south of Marine Lines, when these m1y be renclered · 
unnecessary by the reclamation which is contemplated. But that portion of the Sea Face· 
~hich extends from Marine. Lines to Chaupatty cannot be affected by the reclamation, 
and it is this part which has suffered most from the sea, and which is most affected 
during the monsoon. Your Excellency, I think it could be shown that the sea face is,. 
if anything, in a worse condition to-day than when it was resumed by the Back Bay. 
Company in the sixties. I hope that Government will now decide to deal with it boldly and 
comprehensively. The full development of the magnificent possibilities of the Sea Face' 
would add materially both to the healthiness and to the amenities of life in Bombay, and 
the citizens will indeed be gratefUl to Your Excellency if you can give your personal· 
attention to this project, and putting an end to the policy of temporising repair which 
has been expensive and unfructuous, make this site generally available to the thousands 
of people who are in search of air and space. 

The Ho~ourable Mr. BALKRISHNA. SITA.RAM KAMAT spoke as follows:-Your· 
Excellency,-With a Budget so carefully framed for every need of the Presidency, it is. 
pleasing to confess that there is hardly any scope for serious dissatisfaction for the most" 
severe critio of Government, unless one is a habitual grumbler. But the Budget day is: 
observed in this Council, perhaps. in deference to old custom, as a day of criticism, not 
because Members fail to appreciate the desire of Government to be fair to all interests, 
but meant only to indicate in general what Government and the Finance Committee 
may be pleased. to do in detail. I shall content myself only with a few observations in 
this respect. 

At the outset with regard to the Opening and Closing Balance of the Budget, we find 
the unexpended balance from the various Imperial grants since 1911-12 is merged into 
the figures of the Provincial ordinary balance. I venture to think this obscures the 
position of the "Provincial balance proper as well as of the unspent balance of the 
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Imperial grants, No doubt the financial position is perfectly .sound, and ~ can well 
conceive that the framing of the :Budget bein~ a technical thing must .oonfor.rn ~o 
certain forms; but with due regard to technicalities, it would be. a con-vemence 1f 1n 
addition to the Table in the Opening paragraph of the Budget, a brief Table ~ere giyen 
also showing the position of the non-recurring unspent balances ~of the Imperial .grants 
for Education, Sanitation, etc., firstly as at the opening of the year, next the estimated 
expenditure from these durin()' the vear and the antieipated balance at the close of the 

0 " ' 
current year. It is true the unspent balance at the opening of the year, I mean from 
the non-recurring grants, is shown in the remark column of · Statement B of the 
:Budget !Iemorandum, but a concise Table will, I venture to believe, show at a glance 
how the unspent Imperb.l grants are being worked up to. 

I would also like to ask, if it would not be convenient, if a list of such of the 
Finance Committee's recommendations, as might have been accepted by Government 
were shown in the. Revised Financial Statement. I may be permitted to mention that 
such a practice is followed by one of the other Provincial Governments. 

Coming now to the different Heads of Expenditure, under head 3 Land Revenue, 
it is very gratifying to see a provision of Rs. 2,00,000 for the revision of the 
Subordinate Revenue Establishment below the pay of Rs. 50. And there is also a very 
small but none the less pleasing new item of Rs. 397 for an increase o~ remuneration of 
the village Mahars in the Ratnagirl District. In this connection I should be glad to 
know if the inc~ease of work is confined to that District alone. The village mahars all 
over the' Deccan are, I believe, a hard-working lot although at the lowest rung of the 
village administration. They subsist practically on 'their Watan lands supplemented 
by customary village charity. Now that Government have been pleased to revise the 
subordinate establishment in the Revenue and the Judicial Departments, and also have 
increased the pay of the schoolmasters~ it is to be hoped that the village mahars will also 
attract in these days of rise in prices the sympathetic attention of Government 
regarding remuneration in the other districts of the Deccan than Ratnagiri. · 

As :regards Expenditure Head 10, Assessed taxes, I find a provision of Rs. 5,000 is 
made this year for additional establishment for Income tax work in the Northern 
Division. I dare say many me~bers of the Council, especially f~om the mofussil, would 
be glad to know the special feature of the Bombay system, if the Honourable the Finance 
:Member can favour the Council with a brief remark or two. It is not clear if similar 
arrangements are intended for all the Divisions. But I may be allowed to mention that 
from the statistical returns of the~ Income tax for 1912 ·13, l find one thing that, if the 
percentage of Income tax appeals which are wholly unsuccessful means anything at all, 
the percentage is practically common to all the Divisions, which at the risk of wearing 
the Council, I may say, is for Ahmedabad District 88•06, for Poona District 69·96, 
Nasik 88·~5, Dharwar 67·87, as against Bombay City where appeals wholly rejected are 
only 35·32. I do not mean to infer from this that all income-tax: appeals in the mofussil 
receive a summary treatment, or that assessees file· no frivolous appeals at all •. The 
figures only tend to show that the system in vogue in all the _Divisions requires. looking, 
into so as to minimise as far as possible speculative enhancements, if any, on the one 
hand, and frivolous or fraudulent objections on the other. 



· Regarding Expenditure Head 22, Education, the item of Rs. 2,00,000 for the improve
ment and extension of primary education is undoubtedly $.atisfactory, and what is still 
more so is the sound policy of "improve and extend." But it appears to me that, whiltt 
.a steady programme of opening every yelr about 500 Primary Schools for boys is being. 
carried out, the girls' education is lagging behind, though not of course for any fault of 
Government. Thus, while the increase in .Primary Schools for boys· in 1912-13 was 
560 schools or a rise of 51,4241 boys in the same year, the rise in girls' primary schools 
was only 45, or a rise of 5,855 girl pupils. At this rate, in a few years, elementary 
.education will be at a hare and tortoise pace. The problem, it is true, is a social one, 
but it also requires~ to my mind, special efforts and-offer· of special inducem~nts on the 
part of Government. Out of. the Imperial grant of Rs. 75,000 for female education, we 
were told that the Central Division had an allotment of Rs. 18,750 and ~n arrangement 
for an outpu~t of 12 extra third-year mistresses at the Training College for women lias been 
made last year. The problem of obtaining a supply of female t~achers is no dou:ob, as I 
have said, chiefly a social one. But, of late, ther~ is a decided~ tendency for mid~le class 
women and widows in favour of education, as is evidenced by institutions like the Seva.· 
Sadan of Bombay and Poona, or the Widows' Home at Hingne. · Indian social work~rs · 
cannot unfortunately penetrate yet into the districts and villages. For some time t<J 
~ome therefore, the Department of Education must make special efforts, either by
appointment of suitable Inspectresses or by better prospects to even untrained mistresses, 

. to stimulate girls' education. [I may mention in this connection that the Ma.dras 
Government have attached a Widows' Home to their Secondary High School for girls in 
Madras to attract an extra batch of mis~resses.J The pay offered to untrained women at 
present is only .Rs. 9 or 10. I am inclined to think that unless emoluments in some shape 
or other are raised to, say, Rs. 15 to begin·with, no decent middle class women would be 
attracted in considerable number to the service, especially with dreary prospect of a, 

village life before them. As regards an Inspectress for Divisions which have none at , 
present, it is to be hoped the Director of, Public Instruction will be able to fulfill th~ 
hopes held out by him; an Inspectress will be able to stimulate the ·growth of female 
education, if she can freely mix with the people, ente~ their hearths and b.omes and take 
out from the parents' minds prejudices against girls being sent to or continued at 
schools. 

With regards Head 241, Medical, we are gratified to see the provision of Rs. 30,000 
for new dispensaries this year. As regards the amount of Rs. 30,000 in aid of Health 
Officers appointments for municipalities, I am afraid signs are not wanting of consider

. ing the question if the standard of minimum qualification now laid down needs. revision 
to justify these liberal subventions to local bodies, if at all any bold sanitary improve· 
ments in large cities are to be expected. 

The City of Poona will be grateful (if it be pardonable for me to refer ·to matters 
·concerning my own District town) for the grant of Rs. 80,000 for the proposed new 
bridge across the river, which will no doubt ah:o serve Kirkee Cantonment. The needs 
of Poona City, in the interest both of, permanent residents as ·well as of the large 
number of annual visitors from all parts of Presidency, are wider roads and town 
extension, and judging by the good fortune of the little town of Alandi in the Poona 
District which has received Rs. 80,000, lbeg to express a hope that Poona City will 
continue to receive a liberal measure of the bo.unty of Government from Sanitary grant~ 



· .. Coming to the Head of Agriculture, I am delighted to see the liberal provisions:for· 
various useful objects, such as the recurring grant of Rs. 2,000 for improved implements
for cultivators, and the provision for additional overseers upon which I dwelt last year, 
and also on a' dry farming station in the Deccan. -

Eut the most pleasing item this year under this head is the addi.tional. amount of 
it~~· 65,000 for remodelling the Kirkee Dairy, which it is to be hoped instead of being a 
small concern able to cater for only a few people as hitherto, will have very wide-· 
reaching results as a model Dairy. The problem of ·a pure milk-supply is one of 
the most vital questions in the Presidency. Along with the sanitary aspect, i~ has.' 
also a commercial aspect. It is not only a question of clea.nliness and scientific breeding 
but equally an important question of cheap but wholesome feeding. I have no doubt, . . . 
therefore, Government will also consider any difficulties of grazing around towns, or· 
faciliti~~ require~ therefor for the ordinary milkman. .In this connection, I may be· 
permitted to mention that the Central Provinces Government have started a similar Dairy 
near N agpur. There is also a milkmen's Co-operative Society worked under the· 
supervision of this Dairy, to supplement its 'milk supply. The milkmen are given 
c,ertain favorable ter~s by Government in the matter of fodder and concentrated food 
for ~attle, and the free service. of bulls. In return, the milkmen have to give all the. 
milk to the Government Dairy. Government in its turn bands the milk o~er to a firm 
of Dairymen, who supply the milk and the milk products to the public at a fixed rate. 
The Government Report says the experiment is appreciated by the public. If Your; 
~xcellency; with your keen interest jn this subject, helps to solve the problem of a pure
tPilk-supply fo~ large towns, you will be ·conferring a blessing on 'the Presidency • 

• The Honourable :Mr. LALUBHAI SAMALDAS MEHTA spoke as follows :-1\~ay it please·· 
Your Excellency,-~efore making my suggestions for the consideration of the next· 
year's Finance Committee, I wish to refer to the Honourable ~{r. KAMAT's remarks· 
regarding the closing balances not being\ shown separately as (1) the true Provincial 
:Balance for the year, and ( 2) the sums unexpended from special assignments from the 
Imperial Government. The figures asked for by. Mr. KAMAT are given on page 18 of' 
the Revised Financial Statement. The Honourable the Finance M~mber told us that· 
the figures had to be amended in the light of th~ latest .reports. These amended figures 
according to my pencil notes are Rs. 88,65,000 · for the true Provincial balance, and 
Rs. 28,92;000 for the unexpended amount from the Imperial grant. I believe this is all 
the information that the Honourable Mr. KAMAT wanted on the subject. 

O:n page 39 of the ci vii estimates Rs. 50,000 have been provided for this year's. 
expenditure on account of the increase in the grade of Assistant Collectors and grant of. 
minimum. time scale of pay, ete., and Rs. 40,000 for special legal training to Indian Civil 
Service Officers. If the proposa~s of the Local Government have been sanctioned, the, 
<;Jouncil may be informed of the details of the scheme .. Until such sanction is received,. 
these figures should be shown separately. :Both these subjects have been discussed. 
'!?~fore _the Public -Services· qommission and that Commission is likely to make 
some . recommendations on the subject. TiU these· recommendations are accepted . 
3nd incorporated in. the Budget, this .item should be. considered as special extra. 
expendit~re .. 
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I congratulate the Honourable the Finance Member. for the proposed revision of the 
subordinate revenue service. The Hon~mrable Sir RICHARD LAMB in his speech at the 
March sessions said ''The lower appointments on Rs. 15 are being reducad and 
the money so saved is being utilized to raise the remaining appointments of Rs. 15 to 20: 
This improvement wlll continue as quickly as it can be carried out, and it is hoparl that 
by amendments in the procedure of carrying on the work in the local offices it may be 
possible in cou.rsa of time to do away with Rs. 15 grade altogether. 

This procedure will take a great deal of time. In view of the rise in pricos all round 
of almost all commodities, may I appeal to the Honourable Member to expedite this 
reform by making provision in the next year's Budget for the increase of the minimum 
grade from Rs. 15 toRs. 20. It would appear from the civil estimates that at present 
there are 705 men drawing_ a salary of Rs. 15 a month. An increase of ·Rs. 5 per month 
to these men means Rs. 3,525, per month, i.e., Rs. 42,300 per annum. This is not a very 
big sum and I irust the Honourable· the Finance Member will see his way to include 
this item in the next year's Budget. 

I support the Honourable Dr. DEMONTE in congratulating G9vernment on creating 
a post of Dean for the Grant Medical College. Dr. DE}IoNTE, however, added that this 
reform should be carried out in such a way that it should not disturb the harmonious 
working of the staff .. I take this remark to mean that a· Junior full time Profes~or 
should not be appointed a Dean as the Senior Professors may not approv~ of such an 
appointment. If these Senior Professorg were prepared to give up practice and t) devote 
the whole of their time to raising the status of medi~al education at the Grant :1\Iedical 
College, Government would, I am sure, have no objection to giving the post of .Dean to 
one of them. But if they would not give up their private practice, the cause of medical 
education must prevail against the sentiments or the men in the Indian Medical 
Service. 

The only other suggestion that I have to make is to support the demand of the 
Finance Member that Agriculture including co-operation should be removed from the 
scientific and other minor heads and should be given a separate heading. During the 
last few years, the Agricultural Department has been doing very useful work, and has 
with the assistance of . co·operation done so much for the improvement of the material 
condition of the Agriculturists that a separate heading must be given to the subject. If 
Your Excellency's Government approached the Government of India on the st{bject, 
I have no reason why this request should not be granted. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRINIWAS KoNHER RoDDA .spoke .. as follows:
Your Excellency,-! have a few remarks to make on the Budget.under the heads of 
Education and Sanitation • 

. It has been urged by my Honourable friend Dewan Bahadur GonEoLE that 
technical education has not received that amount of attention which it deserves. 
In this connection, I may say that, technical education is a very costly thing, and it 
seems to me that one Technical C~llege in Bombay with several small auxiliary or 
feeder schools would be a great boon, and it would be a less costly affair. In the 
Training College at Dh:irwar there are technical schools schools ; of carpentry and 
smithy, started with the aid of the sums already allotted1 and the question of extending 
the buildings is under consideration. 
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Now with regard to Primary educltion, Frimary education is the first thing, and 
~s has been rightly remarked by my Honourable friend· Dewan Bahadur GonnoLE, it 
ought to receive greater attention at the hands of the authorities. In the last decade it 
has been receiving that attention. Year by year new schools have been founded in the 
Presidency. In the first few years there were insurmountable difficultie~ in the matter 
of getting sufficient accommodation, in securing competent teachers for equipping those 
schools, but latterly the improvement of the Training Colleges, the large num~er of 
admissions into those Colleges, the increased stipends given to the students, all these 
are helping Government, and every year 500 schools are opened, and during the current 
year the Honourable Mr. SHARP is going to provide for 500 .schools. 

In opening new schools there are so many difficulties. In the first place there is no 
accommodation available. People do not come forward readily to send their boys, and 
when a school has been once opened, it has to continue for some time without sufficient 
attendance. This h~s been the experience of many villages •. There are villages in 
which schools were opened and which had to be close 4 within a short time, because our 
people in the villages are still apathetic, and our agriculturists are not so eager for 
education as in other parts of the world. Everything has to be fcrced on them. Only a 

. sympathetic school master can increase attendance, and it is very difficult to get 
sympathetic school masters too, because school masters are not made but they must be 
born teachers, and not men who are merely copies of some models. Although there are 
a large number of trained people in the Dharwar 'lrainin g College, they are only copies 
but out of them we have to get the best material and utilise their ~ervices to the best 
advantage. So the Department and Gover.nment have been doing their best to promote 
primary education, and, year by year larger amounts are being provided in our 
Budgets. 

As has been remarked by my Honourable friend Mr. KAMAT, it is very deplorable to 
see that. although I suggested that there should be a separate head under the head of 
education for Girls' Schools, no part of' the Budget or no report gives any information as 
to what amount has been spent for. female education in this Presidency. The Budget is 
mixed up; it shows only that so many schools were opened and so much increase in the 
Girls' Schools. That is the only information we could get from the Reports, but we do 
not know what efforts have be~ri made in ·order to remedy this deplorable state of things 
·with ·regard to female education. Social difficulties there are in the way, but there are 
many districts where great activity is shown by Educational Officers to enlighte!l parents 
on the necessity of educating their girls. Take for instance the Southern Division, 
because I know the Southern Division very well. In the Southern Division there is 
Dharwar. Dharwar is a district which giyes sufficient work for a Lady Assistant 
Deputy Inspectress while Bijapur and Kolaba have got very few schools, but in placeS 
where. there are few schools, the appointment of a Lady Assistant Deputy Inspectress in 
charge of two districts as it were would give a great impetus to female education. A 
male Deputy Inspector is not fitted for the post, because he cannot go and directly 
converse with the mothers in.their homes in a village when he goes there for inspection. 
He generally puts up in a temple or Dharmashala, goes to the schools, ex:amine3 the 
girls and walks away without coming in contact with the parents. In an Indian home 
mothers are the principal persons who assist greatly with regard to the education of 
their girls, and unless. their feelings and sympathies ara enlisted, there is no hope of 
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improving our Girls'· Schools. So I would urge that for female education, without 
which there can be no progress in any family or in any community, greater attention· 
should be devoted. The education of the girls will go a long way in stripping many of 
the superstitious practices that prevail in the community, and therefore every attempt. 
should be made to encourage female educatio_n, and in this respect, I think, the Budget 
ought to show a separate heading of expenditure on our Girls Schools, and what special 
efforts have been made for the advancement of female education. · · 

I may say ior the information of the Council that in the Dharwar Female Training 
ColleO'e every quarter all the mothers of the girls are invited by the Lady 

0 ' ~ 
Superintendent, they are spoken to there, and they are shown how their girls are 
improving. By this means we are able to draw a larger number. of girls every year to 
our Training College. Therefore I would respectfully suggest the Honourable Mr. SHARP 
to give us a helping hand in the matter by the appointment of a Lady Assistant Deputy 
Inspectress, because the male Deputy Inspectors are now too many, and I think the 
appointment of one Lady Assistant Deputy Inspectress in charge of two districts to begin: 
with would be a forward step,· and I hope this matter· will receive the kind attentiqn 
of the Education Department. 

With regard to sanitation, I think the people of this Presidency are under the 
deepest obligation for what has been: done so far by the Sanitary Department. Since 
the last decade, plague has been decreasing, and that is due to the removal of the 
congested areas in towns where there was plague, to the greater attention paid to the 
sanitary staff, to the starting of sanitary associations, to the magic lantern shows 
illustrating the existence of germs in water, etc., and lam glad to say that sanitation· 
continues to receive increasing attention. 

Then again on behalf of the Southern Division, I am highly indebt.ed to Govern
ment for the grant they have made with reg!ird to the only unbridged river, that is the 
::Malaprabha at Mugutkhan-llubli, because that is the only river between Poona and 
Bangalore which has had no bridge, and I am glad that Government, having seriously 
considered the matter, have now provided for it. · 

Besides, there are many public buildings in the Southern Division, the want of 
which has been felt for a long time past, and for the construction of. which grants have 
now been made. 

There is also a provision of Rs. 1,10,000 in the Budget for the improvement of con· 
gested areas, conservancy, and roads, in Dharwar and I am glad to express that Hubli 
has received the same amount of attention as Ranebennur, and I must thank Govern
ment for their kind attention to these distant districts which lie at the farthest end of 
the Presidency, because it generally so happens that head-quarter stations receive due 
attention, while the areas far away from the head-quarter statiom are sometimes over
looked, and I am glad t:> say that Government have extended their liberality even to the 
nooks and corners in the Presidency, and have laid the people of the Southern Division 
under their greatest obligation. 

With regard to the revenue establishment, thi:~ has been revised after a long period, 
and the provision that has been made in the Budget would prove a great boon to the 
subordinate service. 
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There is again one department, when the scale in every other department has been 
improved, for which no helping band has as yet been given-! meari t~e Vaccinatio: 
Department. The salary of the vaccinators was fixed long ago. They still get Rs. 1 .. , 

Rs. 14 and Rs. 20, the same pay which they were getting long ago, and although prices 
o~ food-stuffs, etc., have gone up considerably !ecently, no improvement has been effected 
in their pay. The vaccinators deserve some help. Of course it may be urged that they 
have not very skilful·duties to do; it is only taking a needle and probing it into the 
body, it may be urged like that, but a really sympathetic vaccinator can do much by 
teaching the people how vaccination acts as a safeguard against small-pox and thus 
popularising vaccination. Therefore the vaccinators who have unfortunately been 
neglected up to th\s time should also receive some attention on the part of Government, 
and I hope they will be given some increase in their small pay which they have been 
getting for a long time. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. I think it will be to the con· 
venience of Honourable Members if we adjourn no\fl till a quarter to three, and would 
Honourable Members come back about 20 minutes to three, as I understand it is desired 
to take a photograph. ' · . 

[The Council then adjourned for lunch.] 

(After Luno h.) 
I 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Ord~r, order.. Presentation ·of the Budget of 
tl:\e Government of Bombay and discussion thereon. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDRAR :BALKRISHNA. UPASANispoke as follows :-]riay it 
please Your Excellency.-The Budget presenteil.to the Council estimates the total 
Revenue of the Presidency for the current year at Rs. 17,10,75,000 of which 
Rs. 9,51,83,000 are to form the Imperial Share and the remaining Hs. 7,58,92,000 the 
Provincial, the latter amount together . with the opening balance which stands at 
Rs. 1,82,01,000 will leave in all Rs. 9,40,93,0JO to cover the total Provincial 
Expenditure which for this year is estimated at Rs. 8,23,25 ,000 leaving a closing balance 
of Rs. 1,17,63,000. 

It may, however, be noted that the Total Revenue Estimate for this year is less 
than the actuals for 1912-13 by Rs. l,Sit,03,27l:J and by Rs. 48,01,000 than the total 
Receipts for 1913-14 as shown in the Revised Estimate. This Budget Estimate for the 
year would appear to have been framed rather too caution sly inasmuch as it is below 
the Actuals for the previous two years which in themselves were in excess of the 
budgets for those years. It. is, therefore, more than probable, that the Actuals for this 
year will considerably exceed the Budget Estimate as they· did in the la~t two years. 
Xhe increase in these years was due to increases in the Receipts among other heads to 
those :under Land Revenue, Assessed Taxes and Excise. As· to the first of these it· may 
be noted that the Actuals for 1911·12 came to Rs. 3,98,41,672; 1912.13 to 
Rs. 4,01,16,124 and those for 1913-14 to Rs.. 4,62,00,000. This increase in these 
Receipts was not expected considering the unfavourable seasons in several parts 
of the Presidency during the last three Y· ars more especially in the Deccan 
:pis~ricts and it was I am afraid due to some'· ex. tent to the stringency· in the 
revenue collections about. which we have heard· repeated complaints in· the· press and 
otherwise. This will further be seen from the fact that out of the total· ltevenue 
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Demand of Rs. 5,25,80,000 for the year 1913~1<1 not less than Rs. 4,58,1f:,OOO were 
collected during the year and the remissions allowed eame to only Rs. · 14,!H,OOO. 
The season promises to be more favourable this year but I hope a less stringent policy 
will be adopted in the matter of revenue collections to allow the ryots breathing time 
to recover from the effects of the unfavourable seasons during the last three years. · 

As reooards Assessed Taxes also it may be observed that the figures for these three 
0 

years stand as under :-
Rs. 

1911-12 ••• 54,13,445 
1912-13 ... 57,48,726 
1913-14 ••• 65,14,000 

.At the :Budget discussion last year I complained of the increase in HHl-12 and 
particularly about the Income-tax fines levied. in the several districts in the Ce~tral 
Division as com pared to those in all the other parts of the Presidency. The report 
for 1912-13 shows that the fines in this Division were more than double those in tha 
previous year :.md far in excess of those in the other parts of the Presidency and that too 
when the arrears due in this Division were less than those in them. 

As regards takavi also it may be noted that the collections during .the last three 
·years were far in excess of what we should have expected considering the unfavourable 
conditions which prevailed during this period in several parts of the Presidency. It was 
to the credit of the people that they showed a commendable spirit of self-bel p by 
emigrating in large numbers as soon as famhie conditions set in and thereby saved the 
Government the large outlay it had to incur during previous famine. The advances of 
takavi made to them during these years to tide .over the distress should I think be 
treated as indirect famine relief and remitted wholly or in part at least considering 
particularly the very heavy arrears due on this account. · 

In any case I would beg to urge that considering the special circumstances above 
referred to less stringency be shown during the ourrent year in the collection of Assess .. 
ment, Income-tax and Takavi more particularly in the districts of Sholapur, Abroad
nagar, West Khandesh and the eastern talukas of the Poona and Satara Districts in the 
Central Division which were seriously affected by the unfavourable conditions. 

As regards Excise the details given in paragraph 28 of the Revised Budget will 
show the figures as under :-

Rs. 
1910-11 94,86,000 
1911-12 ... 2,02,94,000 
1912-13 ••• • •• 2,12,27,000 
1913-14 • .. ... 2,13,00,000 

and the estimate under this item for 1914-15 is at a still higher figure, viz., 
Its. 2,27 ,00,000. 

The timo allowed to me for discussion of the :Budget .will not permit of my going 
into the question of the extraordinary increase under this hetad but I may safely state
that the greater part of this Revenue comes from the pookets of the very poorest of the 
ryots who unfortun~tely cannot resist the temptation of drink when the same is avail .. 
able within easy reach and it is due to them that at least some portion of this Revenue 
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should be ear-marked for needful measures to wean.them from the habit and to improve 
t~eir moral and material condition by special measures for education in their case • 

. U ~der the Loo~l Fund Acts of 1865 and 1869 the levy of a local cess was authorized 
from farmers of Sayar Revenue. In 18i2; however, the Government of India raised. an 
objection to the levy of that cess en the ground that it involved a reduction of tho 
Imperial E·xcise Revenue from this Presidency by one-sixteenth, but in Yiew of the fact 
that the Local Fund of this Presidency had enjoyed the cess since before the introduc· 
tion of the system of fixed allotments for provincial purposes that Government agreed 
to make up the loss to the Local Fund by adding to the provincial allotment a sum equal 
to the average income supplied by the cess and the sum was fixed at Rs. 1,55,04:8 and 
the same is distributed by the Local Government among the several Local Boards in the 
PresidEmcy. The objection urged by the Government of India in 1872 does not now 
subsjst inasmuch as the Excise Revenue has now ceased to the Imperial and has been 
allotted entirely to the Provincial share. In view of this fact and the very large increase 
in'this' item of Revenue during the last few years it is but fair that ·the arrangement 
which was come to on the basis of the average inoomo from that cess in 1872 should ·be 
now revised and the Local .Boards allowed to reoei ve the cess on ·the present actual 
ip.come from this Revenue as before. If this is allowed the Local .Boards will not only 
be able to make needful provision for the classes concerned but to also· meet the growing 
b.urdens op. a~count of Education and Sanitation which ~ith their present ·limited means 
they are unable to ·meet. · 

With these few· remarks as regards some of the items on the Rev~nue side ,I shaH 
now refer to a few items on the Expenditure side. 

' . 
. 'rhe fi~st head of expenditure! may refer to is Law and Justice. As to this it is 

to be observed that no provision appears to be made in the Budget to .remove the 
inc01ivenience at present suffered by a large number of ryots in having to go beyond 
the limits of their Revenue taluka for their Ci vii· work. In the Districts of East and West 
Khandesh all Courts excepting two have jurisdiction over two or more Talukas and one over 
so many as four talukas and one petta covering· a total area of 3,577 square miles with ·a 
population ·of 2,74,569 spread· over·626 vilbges. It will I think require only the grant of 
Travelling Allowance to the Sub-Judges in that District to hold their Court as the Head
quarters of each Taluka within their jurisdiction for disposal of the work from it. If neces· 
sary one or two Additional Sub-Judges may be temporarily appointed provisionally to try 
the experiment in that Judicial district where people suffer seriously from the inconveni· 
ence complained 'of. I believe when the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act wa~ first 
introduced in the four Deccan Districts it was insisted upon that' the parties who under 
its provisions were to be ~equired to attend for personal examination in each case should 
not be required to go beyond the limits of their revenue talulm and to meet that 
convenience tat'uka Courts were opened and 12 new appointments of Sub-Judges sanctioned 
for that purpose •. In those Districts where there i~ no sufficient work in one taluka for 
a Sub-Judge he is put in c~arge ?f two Talukas but is required to hold .his Court at 
the Head-quarters .of each .taluka for disposal of the work from that taluka. Tliat 
system may well be extended 'to other Districts without any large additional expense. 

I now come to Education. On this point I only wish to draw attention to· the 
following figures taken from the t.'ble given at page 34t3 of the Report on the Moral and 
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·:Material Progress· of India for ·the year 1911·12 to show how· far our .Presidency is behind .. 
hand in the matter of education as compared to the other Provinces :-

Provinces. 

engal· ... 
astern Bengal and Assam 

E 
E 
u 
B 
M 
B 

nited Provinces ... 
urma. ... 
adras ... 
ombay ... 

Primary 
Schools, 

. .. 39,466 

... 221680 

... 10,215 

... 5,316 

... 25,206 

... 12,763 

.. 
1912. 

Public Institutions. 

Special Private, ..-' Total. 
Secondary (Traini~ Colleges, Echools. and other) 

Schools. 

1,629 . '4,815 46 3,859 . 49,815 
1,316 . 53g 15 2,165 26,715 

636 235 47 5.,430 16,563 
951 267 2 16,675 23,2Il 
440 178. 35 5,193 31,052 
559 Ul 15 31032 lti,{60 

... --~ 

It will appear from the figures in the table so far as the total number of institution9, 
'publia and private, are concerned we stand very lastas compared with Bengal, Ea,stern· 
Bengal and Assam, United· ProvinCJes, Burma and Madras •. As regards private insti· 
tutions we stand last but one, and the same is the case as regards secondary sohools .. As 
regards primary schools we stan~ 4th. .As regards special schools 'we have only 9l·as 
against 178 in the Madras .Presidency, 257 in Burma, 235 in the United Provinces, 539 in 
Eastern Bengal and .A.ssam and 4,815 in Bengal. As regards colleges .also we have only 

·15 as against 35 in Madras, 47 in the United Provinces, 15 in Eastern· Bengal and Assam 
and 46 in Bengal. · 

These figures no doubt have to be read in relation to the area and population of the 
'respective provinces, but even taking account of that we hav·e I think to· make a good 
deal of headway to come up to the level of the more advanced sister provinces. 

I beg aho to urge that our educational system is mo~e or less literary and adapted 
for the greater part to turn out candidates for the lower and upper subordinate_ service. 

I submit the time has now como to make a change in· the system by making the 
education more suited for the actual needs in life of the people by making due provision 
for technical, industrial and commercial educ!ltiQn in Vernacular in the Districts. 

It is a matter for congratulation that a much larger grant is provided for ex:pendi
tnre under the head of education than in the previous year, but I doubt whether the 
same will suffice to meet even the more pressing requirements in this connection of 
Primary, Secondary, Technical and Higher Education. I do not know the full details. of 
the apportionment of the lump provision of R3. 32,57,000 reserved for recurring and non
recurring Expenditure given in the Civil Budget Estimate; Bnt I hope that sufficient 
provision is made to help the Local Boards and the smaller :Municipalities to meet their 
growing burdens \lith regard to Primary and Seoond.ary Education. Considering that the 
bulk of our population is agricultural I would also press ·· for classes for .Agricultural 
.Education being attached to the more important agricultural farms in the several 
Districts n.nd for a regular school for imp:~rting this education in the Vernacular for the 
Districts of East and 'Vest Khandesh which between them pay a land revenue of so much 
as Rs. 47,11,575 a year. 
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I would also urge the claim of female education particularly in .the Central Division 
which is admitted to be far behind the other two divisions in this respect. The inoreas· 

. ing attendance in the Girls' Schools all over the Districts in this Division and in the 
' Training School and the Fergusson College at Poona show that this class of educa

tion is growing in popularity and requires provision for it within easy reach. I wouldt 
therefore, press for provision for teaching up to the Vernacular 6th Standard at the 
Head-quarters of each Taluka and for further teaching of the first four English Standards 
at the Head·quarters of each District. The plea as regards want of trained female 
teachers may well be met for the pre~ent by utilizing the services of select male hands 
for some time and by opening Normal Classes in the several Districts for training female 
teachers for. the lower Standards. . I now come to MedicaL 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I do not wish to stop the Honourable Member, but 
I must ten· him that I have given him very great latitude and I would like him to 
cpndense his remarks as much as possible. 

The Honourable :Mr. UPASANI·(continuing) :-Very well, my Lord. Thera is a large· 
increase in the expenditure under this head and I would press that due provision be 

. made for regular teaching of the Indian system of medicine~ for scholarships for lady 
students who may take to this branch of study or join the several institutions for 
imparting medical knowledge under the English system to qualify themselves as Nurses~ 
Midwi'V'es or Lady :poctors. • 

Lastly, I come to Public Works. As to these it may be ·noted that the provision for 
Civil buildings exceeds that for communications, and among the civil buildings. 
sanctioned we find a large number for Polioe quarters and for bungalows for 
officers. Another point to· be noticed is that in the case of a bout 38 works for which 
~grants are sanctioned the estimates. aro shown as awaited or under sanction. The 
. complaint as regards the delay in the preparation and sanction of the estimates is. 
frequent and it is hoped will so far as possible be removed so as not to delay the 
execution of works sanctioned. 

As regards the more important works sanctioned I take leave to refer to the bridge 
on the Tapti river on the Bombay-Agra Road. Only Rs. 70,000 are provided for a 
Causeway, but the existing volume of trade which comes from the north of the Tapti 
from British Territory and the Native States which adjoin requires a regular bridge and 
not a causeway and the same is absolutely needed for the detelopment of trade from 
those parts and it will, I hop~, be sanctioned. 

: The Honourable Mr. GoKuLDA.S KA.HANDAS P .A.REKH spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-! have a few words to say in connection with the Budget I beg first. 
,to draw the Cou.ncil's attention to the alarming rate at which the expenditure under the 
.head of Land Rev:enue has been growing. Comparing the present condition with what 
existed 10 years ago it will be found that the budget ted receipts for· the year 1905-06· 
under this head were 3 crores and 84lacs of Rupees and of the budgetted expenditure 
:~vas Rupees sixty-nine lacs~ In the current year's Budget the budgetted receipts are 
shown ~s four crores ar;d nineteen lacs and the budgetted expenditure as ninety lacs. 
Thus while during ~he 10 years the increase of revenue is thirty-five lacs, the increase 
of expenditure c~mes to twenty-one l.acs. In that· manner 21 lacs of the increased 
rey~n~e, i.e., about 6~ per cent., is absorbed by the increase in expenditure. The ratio of 
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expenditure to receipts which was 'ts per cent. 'in ·1905·06 ~as now risen' to 21 per cent. 
The savings under this head contribute to an appreciable extent to meet the ever 
increasinO' needs under the heads of Education, Sanitation and Medical Relief and the· 

0 

latter departments will suffer if a large portion of this increase of revenue is swallowed 
up by increased expenditure under the same head. · : 

Another head about which I propose to offer remarks is that of· Forest. Under this 
head during the last 10 years the expenditure has varied from 56 per cent. to 70 p~r cent •. 
of the revenue. This is very remarkable when the growth of a forest depends merely 
on forces of nature ·and requires no sowing, no ploughing, no other operations which are 
necessary in ordinary agricuUural work. ~he work of the department is restricted 
mainly to proteGtion and preservation and for this I consider the high percentage of~ 
expenditure not justified. We have in this matter the examples of Native States, and 
I am able to say from the enquiries I have made that the percentage of ex:penditura to 
l'eceipts in the Native States is considerably less.· 

The nex:t head about which I propose to offer a few remarks is that of excise. Toddy 
is, as admitted on all sides, a good nutritive and healthy beverage, different from alcoholic 
drinks and altogether innocuous, and therefore it has been the policy of Government to 
encourage the consumption of toddy with a view that those who like it may be kept 
away from more harmful drinks. If the drinkers of toddy are unable to obtain pure 
fresh toddy they are likely to be driven. to drinks which are more harmful. 

. . In. 1911 in the city of Surat the aggregate sum realized by the sale of .the Toddy . 
Licenses amounted to Rs. 21,000. In the next year it rosa to Rs. 29,500, when the toddy: 
sellers complained, and an enquiry was held and the result was that the sale of toddy shops· 
was stopped, and it was arranged that the amoun:t of license fee ·payable for each shop 
should be fixed by the Collector. The object of this was that the license fees may not b(:} 
umeasonably increased by unfair compet.ition at auction sales and that respectable shop· 
keepers be not d.ri ven out of business by the development of conditions in which hooest 
trading would result in loss. Since then, however, during the last two years, the Tod.dy · 
License fees in the city of Surat under the arrangement made have risen to Rs. 53,000. 
Thus the license fees during the last five years have risen by 150 per cent. and this is a 
condition under which it would be difficult-! say almost impossible-for people who are 
content to use toddy or who would prefer toddy to other drinks, to obtain pure and un
adulterated toddy. It was expected at the time that the scheme which was to be applied 
to the Surat city would be extended to the rest of the district and then to other toddy 
producing distri~ts. But now even in Surat the license fees fix:ed. by the Collector have 
been placed on such high pitch that no· t~ddy shopkeeper could be able to carry on his 
business except at a loss. I !:!Ubmit that the fees fix:ed by the Collect;r should be kept so 
low as to pern:J.it toddy and liquor. selling business being conducted on honest ~nes. 
without loss. · . . .. . 

Referring next to the continuous inGrease in the. Excise revenue we have been 
given. to understand. that high ~uties are fixe~ and drinks are made dear with a._ 
-view to check their _consumption. . The policy of correct_ing the liquor taking propen· 
~ities of the people by the imposition of high fees has been pursued for many years, but· 
!nstead of keeping down con~umption it has been increasing continuously; and I think 
therefore thltt some. other. way oug~t to be adopted for the purpo~ of preventing the. 
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growth of the consumption of liquor. The high prices of liquor instead of preventing 
people from using drinks forces them to curtail their necessaries of life and retards 
the improvement of their standard of living. 

The next head relating to which I would like to offer a few observations is that or 
Education. There is only one point in .connection with this head upon which I would 
make~ few remarks, and this is about the· conversion of schools that iaught higher 
Vernacular standards into rural schools or schools teaching only up to tho 3rd standard. 
I asked a question about the number of schools in Gujarat that used to teach the higher 
standards that have now been reduced to the status of rural schools and Government 
have been pleased to furnish a statement of su~h schools. I submit that Government 
ought not to increase the education of lower standards by diminishing the education in 
higher standards. It is necessary in the matter of education that along with the widening 
qf the base the height should also be raised. It would not do to widen the 
base and diminish the height. In villages where Vernacular education is wanted 
by .the people, it is the duty of Government to supply it. Government ought 
:q.ot to take away from the people the means of acquiring .higher vernacular 
~ducation. It is from the villages where there are no facilities for the teaching of English 
that the training colleges are fed and recruits are obtained for the subordinate revenue 
services. Even now difficulties are felt in filling vacancies with materials of proper 

. type in the Training Colleges and obtaining ca-ndidates for the lower branches of the 
Revenue service and as time proceeds the difficulties much increase. I consider the 
stopping of the teaching of higher vernacular standards in village schools a very 
retrograde move and pray that the schools teaching higher standards be restored. 

Another head upon which I would offer a few remarks is that of Police. For 
several ye~rs the re-organization of the Police has been going on and large amounts have 
been provided for permanently to secure the re-organization. The Police is very ·useful 
to the public and · everyon~ would admit that moneys spent for making the _police 
efficient are well spent. The answer to the question whether the re-organization is going 
9n in the right direction or not would depend upon the result. I do not expect that 
the results would be apparent all at once. There are however indications shewing 
that the re.-organization is not proceeding on the right lines. If the ~a-organization is 
in the right it is difficult to conceive why crimes of violence should go on increasing 
from year to year; we should expect some diminution in crime of this kind. The question 
of future re-organization requires to be carefully considered over again. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAR M. MEHTA spoke as follows :-May it please 
Your Excellency, I had no intention of speaking on this occasion, ·and I would have 
firmly stuck to my resolution but for · the kind offices of my Honourable friend 
Mr. GonBoLE. He ·said it was scandalous that there should· be a grant of Rs. two lakhs 
and a half for the improvement of the Kennedy Sea Face. He considers that it is · 
scandalous that the . money of the poor people in the mofussU, describing them as 
labourers and ryots, should be spent on works of this sort in a City like Bombay.· liy 
.Honourable friend Mr. GODBOLE is usually extremely well-informed on all subjects 011 
which he speaks' and he is always prepared with the past history and relevant facts regard
ing every question to which he wishes to draw the attention of the Council, but I 8111 
afraid that on this occasion he has failed to exercise his usual diligence. If he hai 
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looked up the history of this Kennedy Sea F~ce, h~ would have found how un.fair is the 
complaint and the grievance which he has brought forwar~. I will say nothing about 
the hackneyed arguments which are urged in favour of the poor p~ople in the mofussil 
as against those of Bombay. In days past everything was done in the mofussil by 
money supplied from Bombay, and whenever anything was done for Bombay by the 
money supplied from the mofussil, then there has been a cry that the rich city of Bombay 
is being. endowed beyond its deserts. Leaving all these questions alone, Goveinni~rit 
have drawn monies from the city's coffers which have gone to the general benefit of the 
whole presidency. Take a single recent instance: The working of the Improvement 
Trust has enabled Government to take advantage of sa,nadi tenures which were regarded as 
permanent leases to take the lion's share of the compensation awarded ·on acquisition by 
the Trust. But leaving all those questions alone, my Lord, I ask my honourable friend. 
to look up the literature on this question of the Kennedy Sea F~ce, and he will find how 
grievously he has erred in the complaint he has mad.e. Does he know how Government 
acquired the Kennedy Sea Face ? Does he know with whose money all that space has 
been reclaimed from the sea? Perhaps if he looks up the history of that famous Back 
Bay Company during the time ~f the share mania, which has been clearly described in a 
Book by my friend Mr. WACHA., he ·would have known what is the history of this 
Kennedy Sea Face. A Company was formed called the Back Bay Company for the reola• 
mation or the Bay. They entered into an argeement with Government,-! will not go 
into a long story-and unfortunately there was a condition that if the whole work was. 
not carried out, whatever was carried out was to be forfeited to Government. As my
Honourable friend Mr. GoDBOLE is perhaps aware, when the Back Bay Company went 
into liquidation, Government not only kept all the deposits of Ia.khs of rupees, ·but 
forfeited the land reclaimed, at whose cost? not at the cost of· the poor people 
in the mofussil, but at the cost of the citizens of Bombay. That is the history of the 
acquisitio~ by Government of this Kennedy Sea Face. H:l.ving acquired the area in this. 
way, surely they are bound to see to it. 

In this very Council I have made a complaint that Bombay was very badly treated 
by Government in this matter~ A.ll this land was really reclaimed at the cost of the 
citizens of Bombay. Does Mr. GoDBOLE grumble that having taken all that piece of 
land upon which Iakhs of money was spent from the pockets of the citizens of Bombay, 
Government are not justified in putting it in order by carrying out improvements? I 
think it is the duty of the Government, under the circumstances that have taken place,. 
to spend a very much larger amount of money on putting the sea face into good order 
as the place really deserves. So that this money, viz., Rs. 2,50,000 is really nothing 
when compared to all the money which has been pocketed by Government, that is to say, 
the provincial exchequer, and. not the ex:cheq uer of the City. That is the history, and. 
I think my Honourable friend Mr. GonBoLE, if he will look up that history, will find that 
there is nothing to urge against the City of Bombay or the Municipality for not under• 
taking this work on its own hands. 

The Honourable Mr. G. P. MrLLETr spoke as follows :-Your Ex:cellency,-It was 
rather surprising that the Honourable Mr. P A.&EK:II in his remarks complained that the 
forest revenue had decreased during the last ten years in proportion to the revenue from 
other sources, because hitherto the only oriticislns thlt have been mlde in regard to the 
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.po;t.icy of. the Forest Deparhnent have been that it was trying to. get too: much . revenue: 
:But·I think it:will be recogn~sed that in getting the revenue we also g1ve back to the 
~ountry a large· proportion of it. Distinctions ·are. not altogether ·desirable in discussing· 
policies, but I think it is :fair to say that the policy of: the Bombay Government has 
b~en to deyelop the res.ource!:l of the country, and the increase of expenditure which has: 

, happened in the last ten years, has justified itself in every case by a corresponding increase· 
in revenue. The expenditure has been increased on establishments, which is. justified, 
I think, by the _increase in the cost of living ; but we· have also given back a great· 
deal of the reyenue in making new ·roads and important works for developing the 
resources of the forest property. In all cases, as far as I can state from memory, an 
increase in the receipts has followed greater expenditure whilst the cost of the service· 
has been enhanced, we have increased the efficiency; and there has been but a slight. 
increase in the surplus and I think that this is really satisfactory. · 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. SHARP spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I do not 
propose to follow Honourable Members round the whole field of· education, but refer tO: 
two or three points which are directly connected with the Budget. · . . 

. The subject which perhaps has attracte1 most attention to-day has been t~e education 
of girls. The Honourable Mr; RonDA complained tliat he could not find out from the 
:Budget how much was spent proportionately up on the_education of boys and on that of 
gi;rls •. Well, it may not be given in the ·:sudget ·in detail, but I think that.he can, find 
all.that he wants from the statistics of the Annual Report of the Director· of Public: 
Instruction. I have here the Report for the year 1912-13, and in what is called General· 
Table 4, full details are given as to the expenditure from all sources, Prov~ncial, ;Local 
:Board$, Municipal, Native States and Private, on all sor~s of educa'tion. I find, for 
instan~e~ on Primary ~chools for boys the total expenditure is given as _Rs. 54,00,000; on 
Primary _Schools for girls the total expenditure is close upon Rs. 9,00,000. That. is n~arly 
one-sixth of the expenditure upon boys which, I think, is a fairly good proportion as'. 
much as could be expected in the circumstances. , ' 

:. ·.Similar :figures are given in regard to secondary education and so on, and·lthink the 
H~~ourable Me,mbe;r will find all that he wants in the-annual tables of' the Director of 
Public · Instructiqn, 

. . 
- The Honourable Mr. KAMAT complained that ·while 560 schools were being opened·· 

for .boys . only 45 were opened for girls, but I think it should be remembered that most ot 
. tP,ose. 5&0 schools are probably equ~lly open to girls. Out of the· schools that we open· 
every year, most are situated in sma~l places, where there are no different schools. for boys; 
and girls, arid every' body knows that the ·ordinary villa~e school has a good many girls in; 
it as well as boys. ·In the particular year to which he referred, I find that the total 
increase hi the number of girls was lo-,ooo, and I think that is a satisfactory result fol"· 
-year's work when all t~e difficulties are remembered. . : 

-- :The chief difficulty, as many Honourable Members have said, .is in respect of the' 
supply of teachers, and although it may not be insuperable, still I am afraid it is one that is: 
superable only by very slow·degrees. ' . . .- . . ' 

· I am glad to th:lnk that, in the current year,, one. step forward is. likely to be taken~ 
by the appointment of· an Inspectress of Girls''S~hools for. the Kanarese districts. That 
lias~ l believe, been approved by Your Excellency's Government, but it has to be ref~rredj 
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to the Government of India for s technical reason; I hope that it will be so~n ~auctioned . ' 
and the necessary provision has been made in the Budget, not in detail, but ~nder a lump 
provision. · 

I was sorry to hear my Honourable friend :Mr. UPASANI conclude that the state of 
education in Bombay is so much behind that in other parts of India. I have not the 
]east idea whether he is right or wrong, but I submit tk~ot he certainly did not prove it. 
·He said we had so many schools ; Madras had so many more, and Bengal so many more. 
But he did not tell us the population of Bombay, the population of Madras and the popula· 
tion of Bengal; nor did he refer to the physical peculiarities of these divisions of the country. 
A large part of Bengal, for instance; is a densely populated country, where there is a 
school within every square mile, but even if there were as many schools. per square mile 
in the Bombay Presidency, a very large number of those schools would have no pupils in 
them all. Conditions differ totally. The populations are very different; and it is essential 
to know this before we draw any such comparison as the Honourable :Member drew. 

At all events, in one respect, that is in the pay of teachers I believe that Bombay 
is a long way ahead of any .other part of India, and if the teachers are better paid, there 
is at least some probability that they will do better work, and that the schools will be 
more efficient. 

The Honourable Dr. D'MONTE regretted· that he could not find any allusion in the 
:Budget to the scheme for medical inspection of schools. Well, that scheme had to be sent 
to the Secretary of State for sanction, and it has not come back again. Of course it 
may come back at any time with the necessary sanction, and in that case it can be put 
into force at once, because the provision is there, though not in detail. This scheme is to 
be paid for from one of the recurring grants of the Government of India, and if the 
Honourable Member will look at the Budget, page 138, he will see there a lump provision 
for recurring expenditure of Rs. 1 0,00,000. So that, if the sancti~n is received in the 
course of the year, the scheme will be brought into operation, and the cost wlll be met 
from that lump provision. In subsequent years, I suppose the Medical Inspectors 
will appear in the detailed statements of the Budget in their proper place. 

There is just one thing that I should like to say with reference to these lump provisions 
which do.not seem to be always understord. It has not been said here to-day, but I have 
frequently read in the Press, a certain amount of blame thrown sometimes upon Provincial 
GoTernments, sometimes upon the Education Department in particular, for not being able 
to spend grants- that have been given by the Imperial Government, and people refer to the 
large sums carried. forward in the Budget on account of these unexpended balances. 
With regard to that, I should like to explain that in the last three years we have received 
about Rs. 73,00,000 from the Government of India in these special grants, a sum which 
it was quite impossible to spend within the time, especially as the money was received for 
the most part without notice. As a matter of fact, we have managed to spend more than 
Rs. 28,00,000 out of this amount in ,three years, and were left at the beginning of this 
year with a balance of Rs. 44,50,COO. , Then this year's grants brought in Rs. 14,00,000 
more. So that, altogether this year we have available about Rs. 58,50,000. It was not 
supposed to be possible to spend all that money in one year, and therefore the lump 
provision made in the Budget is not anything like so muoh, but only so much as might 
reasonably be expected to be possible to spend. But though we have available 58 or more 
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lakbs to spend, as a matter of fact the greater part of that sum has already been allotted 
'to all sorts of purposes, sometimes to Government institutions, sometimes to Municipalities, 
sometimes to Local Boards, and sometimes to private institutions. Out of the 
Rs. 58,00,000, Rs. 50,00,000 have been allotted already. So far as . I am concerned, 
I may say that money is already .spent~ became it is pledged ; it is simply carried 
forward in the Budget until the people concerned are in a position to draw it. Of course 
a very large amount is going towards buildings, and buildingg take time to put up. So 
these lump provisions, recurring and non-recurring, are simply put in the Budget for the 
purpose o~ meeting the demands that we expect to get in the course of the year from the 
in~titutions to which these allotments have been n:nde. Out of thjs large sum of money, 
Rs. 87,00,000 all together in four year3, only about Rs. 8,00,000 are not yet allotted, and 
though no formnl proposals have yet been made for those Rs. 8,00,000, it is still pretty 
well settled as to what they are going to be spent on. So that I can claim, I think, that 
the whole distribution of the la~ge sum of money received from the Government of India 
during these four years is now practically settled. The amount as to which I could not tell 
you at all how it is going to be spent, is practically only a few thousand rupees, and there
fore I do not think it can be said that the Education Department is backward in trying to 
dispose of the sums which have liberally been placed at its disl)Osul. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI V ISHINDAS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
-While rising to speak, I want to inform Your Excellency that I have no intention of 
offering remarks on the Budget in the manner as some Honourable Members have done by 
taking item by item, because I have very little to say, and that has some bearing upon my 
city. For a long time, ever since I have come on the Council, I have taken interest in the 
question of the public buildings that have ,to be erected in Karachi. ·rrhe very first Reso
lution that 11nder the new .constitution was moved in this Council reb ted to those public 
buildings. The late Sir John Jenkins on that resolution of mine made certain remarks, 
and several member~, including the Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA, took part in 
that discusion. Why I mention this, I will explain. At that time while bringing to the 
notice of the Government the necessity of an earlier construction of those buildings, it came 
out in the discussion. that the question had been first mooted 21 years before that, and · 
that it was coming to·maturity at that time. This was four year3 ago, in HJlO. The 
.Honourable Si_r PHEROZESHA:H J\IEHTA then brought it to the notice of Government, 
when he was accused of not being able to spend the lakh of rupees that had been granted 
to the Corporation for education, that if Government took 21 years to mature a scheme 
like the public buildings of Karachi, the .Municipal Corporation of Bombay could not be 
blamed if they were not able to spend the lakh in one year. But at all events, after that 
discussion we all understood tllat the matter had been final1y settled and that we were 

. ' going to have public buildings in Karachi forthwith. But what hns happened? His 
Excellency Lord SYDENHA:M came in the early part of 1913, and laid the foundation stone 
of those. buil~ings. · Side by side with those buildings the 1\{unicipality had also decided to 
erect the :Municipal Office, but whilst the Municipal Office is in good progress-the 
construction ~s going on apace-we do not find the slightest sign of these public buildings 
being taken in hand. Time after time the attention of the Government had been drawn 
to this fact but now I have come.to understand tllat the l'Cason for all this delay is that 
the Government Architect is overworked. In fact it is said that what should be the 
work of nine architects is given to only one architect, with the result that not onlv tht' 
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public buildings of Karachi have ·been delayed, but the. erection of .the Custom Hous~ .of 
Karachi iS also considerably delayed, to the great astonishment and dismay of tb~ Port Trust 
who have oftentimes raised their protest, because their own hu.ildings have 'be~n occupie!l 
by the Custom House to their great annoyance and inconvenience. Well~ l say what I ~nt 
told,-how far it is true only Government can verify,-that it is for the lack of sufficiency 
<>f architects that all this delay has taken place. Therefore I would thirik that Government 
would be serving the interests of the public and the country if they increased the'number 
of architects and made a similar provision in the Budget. It should not be considered as 
a trifling subject, because a good deal of the ~eautification and the improvements of 
certain towns depends upon its architecture. For instance, the City of Karachi has been 
long and anxiously waiting for these public buildings w.hich are expected to be an 
()rnament of the city, and the only point that I want to bring to Your Excellency's 
notice is the great need of the number of architects being increased and provision made 
in the Budget. 

The Honourable Sir !BRAH~M RAHIMTOOLA. spoke as follows :-Your E.;cellency,~ 
I am indebted to the Honourable the Director of Public Instruction for the admission 
that in utilizing grants for the construction o[ buildings for schools a certain amount 
of time must necessarily elapse. The Honourable Mr. HA.RCHA.ND~A.I has pointed out 
an instance in which more than 25 years elapsed before some public buildings in Karachi 
could be constructed. I am constrained to .make these remarks, Your Exce.llency, in 
view of the recent reply which the Municipal Corporation of Bombay has received froil1 
Government. Some year.s ago a scheme for the construction of prim!lry schools was 
-sanctioned costing ten lakhs of rupees, five lakhs of which were contributed by 
Government and the other half, that is five lakhs, was to be provided by the Corporation. 
As it is now admitted by a responsible officer of Government that some time must 
necessarily elapse before these buildings could be constructe:!, I think no blame can 
be attached to the :Municipality for not having spent the whole of this sum within the 
time that has passed since the scheme :wag sanctioned. ·Especially in the city of 
Dombay the difficulties are enhanced in consequenco of finding and acquiring suitable 
building sites for primary schools in the different crowded centres where these schools 
must be located in order to be really useful to the largest number of pupils who would 
attend them. This ~s the principal reason why delay has. taken place. In the meantime 
the liunicipality found .that the Government of India had given the sum of 

. Rs. 12,00,000 or over for the special purpose of building grants for Primary Schools, 
.and the Bombay Corporation, as it ~s now in charge of primary e:l.~cation for the City, 
and finds all the money for that purpose, made a representation to Government asking 
them to allot a reasonable portion out of this Government of India grant for the 
-construction of more primary schools iu the City of Bombay. It is only recently that 
we have received a reply from them, ancl that reply appears to me to be quite 
.contradictory to the admission which the Honourable the Director of Publio Instruction 
made just now. We were told that as so much money was made available by 
Government,-be it remembered that half of it has been provided by the Oorporation,
and as the Corporation had not spent the whole of this grant they have no claim f~r 
.anything further from the bounties of the Government of India. Now, Sir, thg.t reply 
was resented by th3 Corporation, and I think that, in view of the admission already 
made, there was hardly any justification for rub bin; into the .Municip:tl Corporation 
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that they have been remiss in not havJng spent the whole grant of ten lakhs. I do
. h'ope that in view of . this discussion Government will reconsider their decision in 

ihe matter of the allotment of the special grant, and that the right of the Bombay City 
'to share in it will not be passed ovet~ 

I will now say one word in supplement to what my Honourable friend 
.Sir PnEROZESHAH has said about the grant for the Kennedy Sea Face. He forgot to· 
.add that the Kennedy Sea Face vests in Government, it is a property belonging to· 
·Government, and that therefore, if Government representing the entire Presidency 
claim proprietary rights in this valuable piece of land, it is their obvious duty to put it 
in decent and good order. The provision in the Budget has been made for the
improvement of property belonging to· and vesting in Government, and the citizens of 
lJombay have contended that the manner in which the Kennedy Sea Face has been 
looked after in the past has not been satisfactory from the city's point of view. 
I venture to submit that this grant of two and a half lakhs will be quite insufficient to· 
·convert that beautiful piece of ground into an attractive place of public resort in the 
l3ombay City. I trust that considerably l~rger grants will be annually provided to· 
make that area really attractive in the interests of the Oity. After all, I do not think 
that there is any rigid line of demarcation between the Municipal Corporation and 
Government, the former being directly concerned with local needs, while Government 
must be concerned with every part of the Presidency, in which Bombay City occupies
~prominent place. The question of the amount provided to be spent on the Kennedy 
·Sea Face, cannot arise, because it is money proposed to be spent by Government for the· 
improvement of property vesting in themselves. 

In the course of his observations the Honourable Mr.· SHARP pointed out that the· 
Govc;Jrnment of India had during recent years given grants amounting to Rs. 73,00,000 
towards expenditure on education, out of ~hich Hs. 28,00,000 have been spent, leaving a 
balance of Rs. 45,00,000. This sum has been supplemented by a further grant of 
Rs. 14,00,000 recently made. Now,.Sir, that leads me to the remark which I have 
repeatediy urged in this Council and elsewhere, that this system of giving grants is open 
to very serious objection. In the Budget debate in the Imperial Legislative Council 
representatives from Bengal ~ot up a~d urged that l3ombay was being more favourably 
treated than any other province. I had no time then to reply, but I am looking up· the
point, and I propose to take it up again. But in the course of that speech the-. 
Honourable Member representing Bengal pointed ouf that their provincial income was
about six crores. With a population of four and half crores, that works out to about. 
Rs. 1·6·0 per head paid by the inhabitants of l3engal in the form. of provincial 
taxation. The revenue of this province is nearly seven and half crores, and the 
J:lOpulation is two crores, which works out to about Rs. 3·8-0 per head. If we ar~ 
}laying on this high scale for the purpose of the ·better administration of this province . 
there may be some justification for it but the question really is whether our taxation i; 
not maintained at a very high standard not wholly in the interests of the province 
itself, but to provide a larger contribution under shared Imperial heads to the Government 

· of India. If our land revenue increases, half of it goes to the Government of India. 
!rhe~e are four or five heads in the Budget which are recognised as purely Imperial and 
the whole of the collecti~~s go to Imperial revenues. These heads are opium,' salt> 
customs, mint and pohttcal. There are several heads of revenue the income from 
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'Which is shared between Provincial and·· Imperial. Now it will be obvious that the 
growth of . revenue under shared heads goes to the increase of our payments to the. 
Government of India. The question is· whether we are not in this way contributing 
relatively more than other provinces towards Imperial. resources, and then obtaining 
a part of it back as doles for which we are e~pected to be most highly grateful 
to the Government of India. It is a matter for enquiry, whether after giving credit for 
the amounts doled out to us by the <;tovemment of India we are .not contributing 
towards the maintenance of other provinces in India in which provincial taxation 
is maintained at a low figt;tre, and to which more favourable provincial contracts 
and subsequ~nt substantial grants are allowed. by the Governmen.t of India. This 
would mean. that provincial taxation is maintained. in. Bombay at a high figure for 
providing funds for the maintenance of other provinces. This is a. very wide question, 
and I do not propose to enter into. it at present, but it· is. :.:elevant on the. present. 
occasion for this reason that, if our provincial taxation is maintainecl at·. a high· figuret 
the Bombay Presidency, the people of which contribute these higher revenues, ara 
entitled to secure the fullest benefit therefrom, not in the shape of doles, but as a. 
matter of right. If we pay the money, we expect the use of it as a matter of right 
With these few words I beg to conclude :UY observations .. 

The Honourable Mr. llATTATRAYA VENKATESII BELvx· spoke as follows :-:-Your 
Excellency,-! wish· to make a few remarks on some points in the Budget .. 

The first point that struck me on looking into the civil estimates was that this year 
ihere are no grants made to any of the Municip!llities in the Presidency for sanitary 
pu:rposes as was. done last year. At any 1rate, l do not 

1 

find any grant· to any of the 
Municipalities in the Southern Division. That is a special feature of this year's Budget. 
It seems to me that in view of the large amounts which are shown in the Budget as sums 
which Government has got in its ·hands but which Government· does not know how tG 
spend, if a part of these sums had· been spent on giving grants to Municipalities for 
opening up congested areas and for the promotion of sanitary· objects, it would have 
been an excellent thing. · 

Another feature of this ·years Budget is that I find that very large sums of money , 
'have been shown as lump sums but no details of the proposed expenditure are'given at all • 
. :For instance, on page 138 of the civil estimates, the Council will :find that there is a very 
),arge amount shown under the head of education. There are two sums here; one of them 
is Rs. 10,41,000. It is shown here as recurring expenditure. No details whatever are 
given, and there is a still larger sum of Rs. 22,00,000, and it is given under the head 
''lump provision for non-recurring expenditure.'' It would have been much better if 
:Members of this Council had been taken into confidence by Government, and if Govern
~ent had bren pleased to give them some idea of the purposes on which these large sums 
are to bcl spent. · 

. . 
It is pt>rfectly true, as the Honourable .1\Ir. SHARF has told us to-day, that about 

'Rs. 50,oO,IA0 have already been allotted for different purposes. But what are those 
purpose~ ? Are not we, Members of .this Council, who have to sanction the Budget, enti. 
tled to know the purposes on which these sums are to be spent? We find fr~m page 138, 
that last year also Rs. 19,39,000 were shown as lump provision for non·recurring expen· 
~iture,· but I do not find that any money was sp~nt actually out of that large amount. 
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There are hundreds of useful purposes on which money could be spent, an<l I :teally do 
not understand why. Government should find it difficult to find useful objects on which 
to spend the money that is given to it generously by the Government of In.dia. There 
are so many beneficent purposes. It is said that much of the money that is given to us 
by the Government of India is to be s.Pent on the 'promotion of primary education in, 
this Presidency and we are told often that there is not a sufficient number of trained 
teachers. If that be true, why net found artother Training College? Is there not a 
want of an additional Training College in the Bombay Presidency? It seems to me that 
there should be an additional Training College in the Konkan, and another Training 
College for teachers who would do work in Urdu Schools (Hear, Hear). Similarly, if 
this large sum is available, why not take into-.consideration the request w~ich has. been. 
made to Your Excellency's Government in this Council, hat the question of the recent 
enhancement of fees in Secondary Schools may be. favourably· considered? I have 
complained in this Council more than once that the recent enbanc~ment of. fees in High 
Schools tells very heavily upon poor parents. My-friend the Honourable Mr. U:rAsA.NI 
also has just repeated that compbint. Why should not attention be paid to the com. 
plaints made by Honourable 1\fembers to matters like ·these in view of the large sums 
that are available, and why not spend the large:) .sums which Government have got on its 
hands? We are told by the Honourable 1\fr. SHA.RP that there is a sum of Rs. 8,00,000 
or so on hand, .whioh he does not know how to spend.. Why not found at once an Arts 
College in my part of the country? Government admits the necessity of establishing a 
Oollege in the Karnatik. I know when I put the question in regard to this College to·day, 
the reply was that the matter was under the consideration of Government, but when Govern
ment has got resources in its hands, why not proceed to establish the College at once? · 

I point out some of the numerous ways in which this large sum can be profitably 
employed. It is no use keeping. money in our hands. We kriow that the Gov~rnment 

· of India h:1s. been very generous to our Presidency, and they go on making grants to us 
year after year, but we lock up the money in our coffe~s, and we do not know how to 
spend it. It seems to me that this is not a wise way of utilising the grants given to us 
generously by the Govarnment of India. 

Reference was m'ade by some of my colleagues to the recent revision of the salaries 
of clerks in the Revenue and other departments. I wish to express to Government my 
grateful thanks for the attent~on which they have been good enough to pay to this 
matter, but it seems to me that what has been given by Government with one hand is 
practically taken away by them with the other. I find that, in the Southern Division 
at any rate, the pay of some clerks has been increased, but at the same time the number 
of clerks has been cut down; wher~ the· number was 10 it has been cut down to 8, 
where it was 8 it has been brought· down to 6. So practically the men get a little more 
pay, but they are asked ·to turn ·out a much larger volume of work which they canna& 
possibly cope with. If the number of clerks had been retained at the original figure,- and 
if their pay had been increased, it seems to me that we should have been much more 
grateful to Government than we can possibly be. at present. However, it is better to 
have half a loaf than none, and we are grateful to Government for what they have been 
pleasei to do. 

But it seems to me that in this matter all departments have not been-treated on the 
same footing. I am told by people who understand the business much better than I do 
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that clerks in the Revenue Department are not treated· as generously as clerks in the 
.Forest Department. . I am told that in the Forest Department the rule is that a clerk 
gets promotion as of right in consideration of the fact that he has put in so many years' 
service. That is not the case in the Revenue Department. Why shou14 there be such a. 
difference between the clerks who serve in the Revenue Department and the clerks who 
serve in the Forest Department ? All departments should be treated fairly and equally. 

I complained l:lst year that peons in this Presidency were very poorly paid, and I 
pointed out to the Council that these peons did not get even the wages of an ordinarY' 
coolie; but I find to my great disappointment that nothing has· been done· to increase 
their salaries even this year. We know that not_ long ago· this Council was asked· to 
sanction an enhancement of the salary of Assistant Collectors in this Presidency, and the 
Council was pleased to sanction that request, and I ·understand that the .salaries of 
.Assistant Collectors have accordingly been enhanced, but why should it not be done in 
the case of such poor men as peons ? We have no right to neglect the' rights of poor 
people. 

Then turning to the head Medical, I find that there is another large sum shown· at 
page 160. There the Council will find that a sum of Rs. 20,00,0~0 · has been shown 
'under the head of grants for special expenditure in connection·with. sanitation,' How is 
this mo~ey to be spent? Are not, we, ~{embers of th~ Council,· entitled· to know the 
.details, or the probable purposes on which the money will be spent P Government may 
change the grants that it is going to make from one purpose to another in course of ti.me, 
but Government should tel!' us, at any rate, roughly its idea as to how this money is to 
be spent •. It is no use showing in the Budget estimates large sums of money as lump 
provisions with no explanations at all. I hope the Honourable the Finance Member will 
kindly take a note of the complaint I make. 

Then there are certain observations to be made on the bungalows which are to be 
-erected in the mofussil for Collectora and J ndges. I do not think it is a wise p:>licy to 
provide Collectors and Judges with bungalows at the expense of the tax.·payer. They 
.are very handsomely paid out of the public revenues, ~nd it is for them to find suitable 
lodgings for themselv~s. I find that the Collector of Belgaum is to be provided with. a 
bungalow costing Rs. 10,000. It is perfectly true that the Collector will have to pay a 
certain amount of rent,. but there is no reason at all why such a large amount out of 
public revenues should be spent in building a bungalow in a town like Belgaum where 
there are numerous private bungalows. This is doing. something like injustice to private 
landlords. I have been at Belgaum for the last 25 years or so, and I find that many ot 
the European Officers there are very comfortably housed in bungalows, and I do p.ot see 
any neces!Jty at all why Government should build buildinoos at Belooaum. · 

. 0 0 • 

I also find that a bungalow is· to be biill.t at Bijapurfor the DiStrict Judge. I do not 
see that there is any necessity for ·building ·this bungalow at Bijapur. · I learn that 
another bungalow is to be built at ShoJ.apur Cor a hiooh officer. I agree with my friend, 

0 . .. . 

the Honourable Dewan Bahadur GonnoLE, that these sums of money which, properly 
·-speaking, belong to the poor ryots of the .Presidency, should not be spent in this way. 

I find that there is a sum of Rs. 20,000 allotted for building a jail at Hindalgi in 
the Belgaum Distriot. Now this is a matter on which we, people from Belgaurn, have 

.got a legitimate grievance. At present w~ h1ve got o, criminal jail at Belgaurn .within 
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·an easy reach from Court-houses. It is there that under• trial prisoners are at present· 
located. They can easily walk to the Court-house, and their legal advisers can get at 
them very quic~ly. · Now it is proposed that this jail should be built at a distance of 
three miles away from Belgaum, and whoever knows something about .Belgaum, and 
especially the heavy rains at Belgaum, will at once realise the great inconvenience to 
wbi~h under·trial prisoners, their relations and their legal advisers will be put by having· 
.to travel. from the C.ourt-house to a distance of three miles ; there is no need ·at all for 
building a separate and new jail at Belgaum. Why should not Government consult the 
public of. a place like Belgaurn before venturing upon constructing such a building as. 
the jall under consideration? The feeling in this connection at Eelgaum is very strong. 

_ lhave criticised sonia of the points in the Budget which struck me. I own with 
pleasure that Government have been pleased to do a good deal for the public this year· 
for wbich our grateful thanks are due to them. The first thing that arrested my 
attention was· the remission of all tolls on provincial roads. That is a matter on which 
Government is sincerely to be congratulated, and I am glad to learn from my Honourable· 
friend, Sir RrcRA.RD LAMB, that Government has already made proposals to Local .Boards 
to say that Government is prepared to give them a fair sum of money·if they agree to
abolish their tolls. :We are very much indebted to Government. for the generous view 
they.bave taken of thi~ matter. . 

Then I must er:p~ess the grateful thanks of · the people of· the South ern Division for· 
some new works which Government is going to execute this year. We are told in the· 
Budget that· a bridge is to be built at Mugutkhan-.Hubli, and another bridge at Kamatgi •. 
It seems to me that the Southern Division is to be provided in the course of the coming 
year with bridges for which we shall ever. remain indebted to Government, but I hope that. 
the proposed bridges will be. built with adeqlia te engineering skill. I may tell the Council 
that·last·year Government was pleased to- sanction some thing like Rs. 40,000 for build· 
fug·a·causeway near Khanapur in the Belgaum District. :Much of that money bas now 
been was~ed away •. · 'The work was completed by the end of April, and it was washed 
away by the beginning.of July this year. I hope that better engineering skill will be·· 
disp~yed in. building the bridges at Mugutkhan-Hubli and K amatgi. There is no lack 
of real engineering skill at the command of Government. 

The Honourable MouLVI~ RAFIUDDIN AHMAD spoke as follows :-Your Excel· 
I . ' ... 

lency,~ I feel rather a. serious resporisibility in criticising the· Budget, because I believ& 
the Members that were associated with the Honourable Member in charge of the .Budget 
fu framing it,J mean the Members of the Finance Committee are to a certain degree-
responsible for this Budget. • 

, . .My Lord, .l was rather surprised to .hear all these criticisms from my Honourahl~ 
friend)Jewan Bahadur GoDBOLE. I do not remember a single resolution in the Finance 
Committee where a division took place. I really.. do not know what my Honourable 
friend ·the Dewan Bahadur was doing when all these proposals in the Finance Committee 
were being framed. We wanted him to point out if there was anything upon which nny 
discus~ion should take l>lace, and we were empty of suggestions. I do not say that ·criticisms 
ought not to be aimed, but, Sir, in these enlarged Councils one of ~he greatest prh-ileges 
that bas been conferred upon is the appointment of a Finance Committee. Now I 
:remember very well, Sir, my Honourable friena. Sir RICHARD LAMB sending us six weeks 
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before the meeting of the Finance Collllllittee, a ·letter-asking us fol!' constructive proposals 
to be put in the Budget. I do not know of more than one or two suggestions that hav~ 
been placed before the Finance Committee, and I am aware of this, that one or two 
members who had been unanimously elected never turned up at the Finance Committee 
at all. (Laughter.) So that I cannot understand why now they should come forward 
with criticisms. The time for suggesting proposals and criticising is gon~. Government 
had given us all these privileges. We did not exercise them at all. We asked several 
of the Honourable Members what suggestions they had to make, but they did not make 
any. I do not say that the Budget is without a~y fault, ,but all of us who were associated 
with the Honourable Member in charge of the Budget are responsible for the Budget, 
and if there is any blame to be attached, it is to be shared by us all. I was rather sur
prised to hear, therefore, that these criticisms should now coma from my Honourable 
friend Dewan BaMdur GoDBOLE, but I hope, next year before criticising the Budget 
he will come foward with his suggestions in the Finance Committee. 

As far as the educational matter is concerned, I have only one or two suggestions 
to make. I had made a suggestion in the Finance Committee about the establishment 
of a High School, but a reply was given to me-I cannot complain of the reply-that 
inasmuch as the recommondation of the Mahomedan Committee appointed for education 
is not yet before Government, that no satisfactory reply could be made, but I do hope, 
Sir, that the matter which has been so eloquently and feelingly touched upon by the 
Honourable Mr. BELVI about spending more money for an Urdu Training College Will 
receive the eamest attention of Government, and if there be any sum still left, it could not 
be more profitably spent, because the adding of more schools without having a sufficient 
number of ·trained teachers is wasting money. So I appeal to my Honourable friend 
Mr. SHARP that next time when he has any money to spend he could not utilise it better 
than for establishing a Training College for Urdu. There is a class, I know, opened at 
Ahmedabad, but tha~ class in my opinion, ·I might almost anticipate, would· soon be 
closed, because it does not serve its purpose fully. It. has not been well located; we 
wanted it in the Deccan and have been given it in Gujarat. I do not mean any com· 
plaint, but I do say that u hen any sum has to be spent, it could not be more prolita.bly 
spent thau for the establishment of an Urdu Training College. · 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GQDBOLE :-Can I have permis3ion to address th& 
Council for a few minutes ? 

His Excellency the P&ESIDEN:C :-Does the Honourable Member wish to make a 
, further speech or a personal explanation? · 

• 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GooaoLE :-I want to make a personal explana-r 

tion, my Lord. · 

His Excellency the P.&ESIDENT :-Very well. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GoDBOLE :-Your Excellency,-With reference to 
the remarks that have been made by the Honourable ~{oULVIE RA.FIUDDIN, I must 
remind him that during the deliberations of the Finance Committee, the lump sum 
provision of eighty Iakhs was placed before the Committee as available for public works 
expenditure, and in placing this lump sum provision before the .Finance Committee, no 
details were given as to how this money ~ • , • , 
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· · His·. Exc.ellency the PRESIDENT :~Order, order. ..I really cannot allow my honom• 
abl~. friend to go into an·. interesting dissertation on what happened in the ·Finance Com
mittee. That is not at all the position. If be personally wishes to make some ex:plana· 
t~on .. against some of the criticisms, then he can refer to it. 

' ' 

· · ·Thelionolll,'able De.wan. Bahadrir GonnoL:E :-I submit, Sir, that the· Honourable 
'McniLViERAFIUDDIN has been maldrig'remarks about me regarding want of diligence as 
a·Memb~r of the Finance.Ooinmitt~e on my part.· He has been saying that as· a Mem
ber of the~ Finance O.ommittee, t ought to have brought to tho notice of that Committee 
the items ahout which I have been .. making comments. W~at I want to tell the Council 
is. that the provisions upon which 'I had . heen making comments were . not. before . the 
Finane~ Committee .at .all. ';For instance, .the provision ·of Rs. 2,50,ooo· ·up0l1which 
I had .·be.en. ~peaking tP;-day ·w~s no£ before tbe 'Finance Committee, and· certainly 
I could. not make any ~omments with 'reg~rd to thi's item at the Financo· Committee. 
That is the explanation I ·want ·to make, and I ani surprised that· the Honourable 
:MouLVIE RAFIUDDIN beirig himself a Member of the· Finance Committee,· was not aware 
of this: ·(Laughter.) · . . 

The Honourable-the SURGEON·GENERAL spoke as follows :-Yo~ Excellency, with 
;efere~c~ to' the ~emarks which .have fallenfrom the Honourable Dr •. DEMONTE~ the. 
Honourable Mr. NAIK and ·Others on.the'Medicai side of tlie Budget• I 'would. 'observe: 
th~t although the grants ,for· ~he op~ning of new dispensaries in previous years' have' not 
been large. they. have .generally. been. sufficient for .the provisioii. of . disp£msaries 'in 
t'luka~ which have asked for dispensaries and have contributed a fair amount of' money 
tow~rds .. their erection, the balance being given from· the Budget grant as a grant-in·aid .. 
. ' ' . , ' - -- . . , . \ ~ . 

One Honourable :Me'mber in the CO~Irse of ~is remarks said that dispensaries were 
required !or·the n:umerous small villages having a population of two ~housa~d or more. 
I- do·not think, however; that for a very long time to come the people in small villages
desire or would· appreciate them. Our experience in the case of Malarial Travelling 
Dispensaries shows .that the uneducated ·population of small villages think very little at 
first of 'the aid we render, but after a·year or two when they recognize the advantages 
of the treatment of Malaria ·by quinine and of the medical facilities we . offer, they flock 
t9 the Malar~ I 'Xra velling Dispensaries.... ~o . althoug,h no la~ge provision is made at 
present for founding dispensaries it is sufficient as a rule to ~nabl~ grant~·~n--~id to be 
given for the building of new dispensaries in cases where, from the readiness on the part · 
of tlie Villagers themselves to contribute, there· is ari evident desire for Medical assistance. 
Their readiness to contribute is a fair indication ·of what Government 'should try ~d a0· 

for them. · ·' :• .· 

The grant for Sanitation was favourably spoken of by almost every member. Eut 
I was surprised to hear one Honourable Member say .that the lump sum for. Sanitation 
'o/as.too large. In .. my opiD;ion. t~e.g~an~ -~~~ ~t present i11; rega~~.t,o Sanitation would 
har~ly b~ s~cient, i_f it .co~d ~~. utili~~d, ~o.r the pre_ve~tio? o~ Malari~·_aio~e .. -Pegple. 
require~ ~ow~ver, to be educated.m _S~rutatwn to appreciate the measur~s taken for the 
preventio~: .of Malaria. . · · · · · · · · · · 

.A special grant was asked for by-the Honourable Rao Saheb NAm: for the traininoo 
of midwives.. This is a thing that·has intere~ted ,me .an my life in India, 1 do not 

\ . . : . -~ ~. 
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however, see at present how we could have more trained midwives .no matter . .how: large 
a provision was. made. The difficulty is this. The only class .of womeri whom .we .c_~n_ 
now get to train are not sufficiently educated to bec.ome midWives in the tme· sense of_ 
the word. The class of women we get in the 1\Iofussil are . illiterate~ and of poor· iritelli~. 
gence .. In more civilized places like Bombay and a few other large to'YD.S, the. dais who1 

come to be taught are more intelligent but even so it is ·difficult. tq; train them as: mid·· 
wives. This has been tried for a number of years in the :Mofuasil and I. do not thin.k it
has met with much success as yet and it. is impossible that it. sho:uld succ.eec1 unles~ we· 
get a class of lit~rate women who -ar.e willing to be· trained. as .midwives ... I am· gla.d; 
however, to see that there are hopes that we shall' get. a better class .of women thl}ln dahl: 
in the near future. · · __ ~ . __ .. 

' ( ..... ' . . . 
i would like to see efficient nurses trained as midwives provided in "every: Civil 

Hospitafthroughout the Presidency. In this way the benefit ofth~ attendance. ·of gooct 
midWives would become known and provision made through.·· thein ·~or educating· 
midwives in the districts. · -

With regard to the increased expenditure on the nurses of~ the. St. George's Hospitaii 
it is due to an increase in the staff of nurses necessary. to cope .. with the work being 
done. The inhabitants of Bombay contribute cne·half of the s~m required for _tha
upkeep ?f these nurses, the other half has been provided by Govemm~_nt. 

With regard to the abolition of the Principal of the Grant ;Medical College and, the. 
substitution of a Dean, this question is' before the Government otindia .. _. . .. , ..... . 

_ The Honourable Sir Rrciu.Rn A. LAliB spoke as follows :;_Your::Excellency, as_ 
~t appears that no other Me~ber of the Council wishes to make ariy-comments' ~11 the 
:Budget, it now falls to me to niake a few remarks on the disciission which 'has taken 
place. In this sort ot omnibus discussion which occurs ·ori the Budget, H ~s not possible· 
for me to make a:qy very connected speech, ·and I can do no more. than refer briefly to· 
suc_h points as I have 

1
noted. in ~he course of the speeches that have b~en delivered ·as 

requiring perhaps some explanation, and if I pass over a gooa. nianf points owing to the 
limit of time which is imposed on the Finance :Member, as on other ·liembers, r.liope 
Honourable :Members will understand that I am doing so not. llecause 1 have not .listened 
and noted, but. because it is not practicable to refer to everything that is said in- the 
eourse of some· hours' talking. · 

. . . . 

I notice that the Honourable Dewan Bahadur GODBOLE made a point . or- the 
contributions whi~h he r~garded as being made to the provincial revenues by "the Iaboll:l'
ing classes~ For my own part, I find it a little. difficult to put my finger on the exact 
head of receipts to which the Iabourin(J' classes contribute. The labouring classes are 

. 0 

by hypothesis not the agricultural ~lasses ; they do not hold 'lands, therefore . they ·ar~ 
~ot paying any land revenue, and I do not know wh:lt. other head of revenue they do 
come under. I think however tluit it is extremely probable that a good 'many come 
under th~ head of_Excise, and it would be a very good thing if they ceased to contr~ute 
under that head ; but that is a· matter for those who are · engaged iri. the moral 'and 
material uplifting of the people to concern themselves with, and·not for me, at· any rate 
as Finance· Member. . . 
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The labouring classes are represented by my Honourable friend as poor, but my own 
impression is that they are at the present time particularly well-to.do. I understand 
that in alllabour·employing firms, factories and departments, the difficulty is to get 
sufficient labour. The cause of that is, as I understand, that the labourers are in these 
days obtaining high wages, much higher than they did ten, or ;five, years ago. They 
obtain high wages~ and having got a sufficiency for the time being, they are.content to 
rest, and not go on working, for a time. If they were content to go on working, and if 
these high wages induced them to work continuously, there would be, I think, very much 
less of an outcry of want of labour than there is. As soon as they have made a little 
money, they like to return to their homes in the Mofussil, if they are in Bombay, and 
take a rest and when they have enjoyed a holiday, they come back and do a little further 
work, and again go on a holiday~ Exactly the same thing is taking place in the 
agricultural districts. Land owners cannot get agricultural labour, because the labourers · 
liaving earned a Uttle money go and rest. Our Public Works Department are seriously 
impeded m carrying out the works for which we are giving money, because the labourers 
will come and work, eam a little, a~d when they have made a little, go a. way and rest• 
On the Tata Hydro-Electric Scheme exactly the same thing is happening. So that I 
do not think it is at all a correct thing for the Honourable Dewan Bahadur to come and 
talk to us about the poor labouring classes, 

My Honourable friend the Dewan EaMdur, and also the Honour3ble :\fr. EEL VI 

referred to the building of Government Eungalows. That is a point on which I shall 
have to differ from my Honourable friends, and maintain that it is a perfectly right and 
proper thing that Government should provide for its Officers reasonable residences in 
which they can live and do their work. In some places the question becomes quite a 
«3erious one. I think the Honourable Dewan Bahadur GoD:BOLE referred to Surat. 'Veil, 
in Surat the difficulty for Officers to find houses has been extreme. It is not correct at 
all to say that we are building houses in competition with house-owners or private 
persons who would put up· houses for them. We put them up because we cannot get 
them otherwiSe. It is not altogether desirable that Government should become a large 

· owner o~ house property, but it is inevitable that it should assume that character, as its 
Officers cannot otherwise be decently .housed, wit~in a rental that is proportionate to 
their pay. · 

So much has already been said about the Kennedy Sea Face that it is not necessary 
for me to dwell long on that. My own i!ecollection is that for some time this valuable 
property-its value to u8 consisting chiefly of the amount of money that has to be spent 
<>nit to keep it going at all-was handed over to the Improvement Trust as a valuable 
asset-so valuable an asset that they begged Government to take it back again (laughter)t 
and we have taken it back.· It is·restored to that position which it originally held, and 
Government are possessing. it now ; hut the value, though great to the citizens of 
:Bombay and to those who are able to use the Sea ~ace, to Governm~nt is nothing at all. 
We do not get any revenue from it. The only value that it possesses is the extremely 
heavy responsibility of seeing that it does not fall to pieces and go back to the sea. 
That responsibility we :(lrOpose to discharge. 

. .. Th~ H~nou~abl~ Sir rn~~OZESHAH :MEHTA.-Yes, you have enhanced it~ value by 
taking your remount stables there. 
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'fha Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB.-1 ·did not quite catch the Honourable 
Member. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAit 'MEHTA.-Yoa made it useful and valuable 
because you have put your remount stables there. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB.-They were there for ~ome time, no doubt; 
so also were certain plague camps of the Municipal Corporation. (Laughter.) Well, it 
will co~t a good deal of money. Rs. ·2,50,000 has gone in already in the course of the 
year, and it will certainly cost a very much lar~er sum before the whole front wall is 
made sound and good against the sea. But it i~ Government property, and the responsi
bility is on Government to see that that property is maintained. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb NAIK had some reference to. make to the advisability pf 
:reducing the pressure of assessment on lands. That again is a point on which I shall 
not be able to agree with my honourable friend. My own h:tpression is thl:\t assess~ents 
in our Presidency are not severe. My impression is t~at we show a very great considera· 
tion to those who have to pay the assessments under the present system of . suspensions 
and remissions. It was not so in old days before the present rules of suspensions .and 

···remissions were introduced. I am not concerned to deny that revenue which was 
irrecoverable from an occupant was maintained without being written off, in a way that 
·hung heavily upon him. We have mended our ways in that respect, and I only hopa 
that the landlords who still hold over their tenants the. burden of irrecoverable arrears 

. will follow our example and mend their ways. 

I wa~ glad to hear my Honourable friend Rao Saheb NArK refer to the success of 
ihe steam plough that has been employed in the Dharwar District. ·I have had a long 
conversation with the Agricultural Engineer who was in charge of it, and I am satisfied 
that it was worked in a thoroughly businesslike fashion and that it was a success. 
We are now contemplating to use a steam plough in Gujarat, where we hope to m~ke 
it equally successful. I will not go further into this point, because it is not a perfectly 
settled plan;. it is .a plan which we bope soon to carry out. 

As regards boring, my honourable friend had some remarks to make, but I will not. 
dwell on that matter now, as there is a Resolution on the subject of boring which will 
come Qn later, and there will be much more to be said on it when we reach that 
resolution. 

As regards the provision of new Courts of Justice in· the mofussil, which has been 
referred to by the Honourable Rao Saheb NArK and the Honourable Mr. UPASANr, it is 
not possible for me to say anything at present. The Honourable Member in char~e of 
the J mlicial Department has doubtless heard and noted those rem9.rks, and if it . appears 
to him that something ought to be done, I, on the .financial side of. the Government, 
will certainly be prepared to consider it, but·until somthing of that sort comes to me, 
it is hardly practicable for me to discuss the point now. 

The Honourable Mr. 1\fANMOHANDS RAMJI slipped into a small error in the figures 
. that he gave to us, because in the population of the Presidency he inolude.i that of the 
Native.States. lie called the population of the Bombay Presidency twenty-seven 
millio~s~ and proceeded to compare that population with the expenditure incurred by 
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the Provircial Government within .British· territory; a comparison, of course, must be 
between the population in the British territory excluding the Native States and· the 
expenditure within that. territory. If we. take the figures in that way :- nd exclude t'ha 

· · population in the Native States, we have a population in the British 1 orritory of just 
short of 20,000,000,-19,626,000 according to the census of 1911-and if we take that 
figure and look at the educational expenditure in. our Budget, including all that is 
dev.oted to education in addition to what appears under the major head .Education, 
&e arrive at a figure of nine annas per head instead of the figure six: annas which the 
Honourable Member gave us. Similarly with regard to sanitation, if. we take 
the population of our own territory only, excluding the Native States, we shall have 
an expenditure of about four annas per· head instead of . two annas which tho Honour .. 
able :Member gave us. That perhaps is not a very important point of detail, still I 

·thought it better to refer to it, lest it should go out to the world that we are spending 
.'·Only two pence, where we are in fact spending four pence • 

. I think my honourable friend also fell into another error. He made out that our 
Public Works Department expenditure amounted to Rs. 1,60,50,000. I do not think 
it is so. According to Statement A of our Budget, the total against 45, Civil Works, the 
Civil Dep~rtments and Public Works Department, is only Rs. 98,69,000. That is 

· .another small correction of figures. 

As regards the form of the Budget, I do not know that I quite understand ·even yet 
-what it is that the Honourable Mr.- KAMAT finds d~fective, and I do not know whether 
the explanation that was given by the Honourable Mr. LALU:BHAI has satisfied him; but 
.if there is anything which he still would like to point out as regards the form in which 
the Budget is put forward before the Council, if he will let me know of that, I· shall 
.cause it to be examined in the 'Financial Department, and will see what improvements 
can be made in the form, both as regards showing the details and the balance. As 

' regards at any rate, the opening balance, the details are given fully on page 6. of the 
· · .:Budget itself. As regards. the closing balance, the details are given in the Revised 

Financial Statement which was laid before the Council in March. And as reO'ards the 
. . 0 

recommendations of the Finance Committee being shown in the Revised Financial 
Stateme:qt, I was under the impression ·that they were shown; at. any rate they were 

. mentioned in this Council. But if in the Finance Committee recommendations are 
. . made and it .is necessary to show them in greater detail than bas hitherto been done, I 

will see that it is done in future Financial Statements. · 

·As regards the lower· village servants, the Mahars, they have been -dealt with 
·throughout t~e Presidency to a greater or less extent according to circumstances. The 
'inferior village servants, as they are called, have bee'n re-organised to a large extent in 
the Southern. Diviston, not without criticism on the part of Honourable Members who 
come from that Division, and also to a considerable extent in the Northern Division. In 

. ihe Central Division there was an idea that we should. improve the pay of ·the inferior 
village servants throughout the Marathi~speaking districts, but when it came to be tackled, 

.. it·appeared to be a task of such enormous magnitude that it was hardly practicable to 
undertake it without considerable expenditure on special establishments to make the 

: necessary investigation. It was, therefore, decided that they should remain generally as 
.they are~ on the ground that tl1e inferior village servants1 including the Mahars are on tho 

. . . . . ' 
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whole not ill remunerated, and that it will rest with those concerned through the Taluka. 
·and Sub-Divisional Officers to represent to the Collector and so bring .up to the notice 
of Gove~ment any particular ~ase of a village or group of villages in which' the 
remuneration·was insufficient, ao.d that each case as it· came up should be dealt with on 
its merits. 

As regards the Income-tax establishment, to which the. Honourable. Mr., KA:YAT 

xeferred, we have made great use of the abilities of the Income-tax: Collector of Bombay. 
li:r. Hartley has proved an excellent man for that post. . He has re-organised the system 
in Bombay, and he has worked it, as I understand on all sides when I go to Bombay, 
without any friction with those who have to pay the tax. My opinion of his working is 
that he has succeeded in excluding all the lower' incomes which ought to be excluded 
and which frequently, before his system was introduced, were not excluded, and he has 

. succeeded in bringing a proper and reasonable assessment on those who ought to pay an 
assessment. That being so, we have thought it well to depute him from time to time on 
special duty out of Bombay to assist Income-t_ax:.Collectors in the mofussil, and he has 
visited places both in the Northern Division and the Central Division, and in Sind also, 
·for the purpose of pointing out to them the way in which surveys. for income-tax should 
be made and how they should be maintained. We have given, on his recommendation, 
the Inspectors that were required to work these methods, and I am satisfied myself that 
the result of his system as introduced is to get out of the income-tax list altogether all 
those whose incomes are below the tax!loble rate, and by that means we ·have reduced 
very largely the number of appeals which come up, and to sec.ure that those who are 
assessable should pay a reasonable and. fair assessment. 

The H_onourable :Mr. LA~UBHAI bad one or two minor . points to refer to , in his 
· speech. One remark related to the provision for the regrading of Assistant Collectors 
and the special legal training of I. C. S. Officers. On those two points we are still 
awa.iting the sanction of the Secretary of State, and it is the case that, when sanction is 
received and the thing comes into working operation, the special separate entries in the 
Budget regarding this will disappear. They will merge in the. general expenditure, but 
so long as the sanction is not received, the provision will continue to appear :-separately 
in the Statement. 

The question of the Subordinate Revenue Establishments was referred to by the 
Honourable Mr. LALUBHAI, and aho by some other members whose names I cannot 
recall, I think it was the Honourable Mr. BEL VI who complained of the reduction in the 
number of men at the time when we are improving their pay. It is, I t.hink, obvious 
·that where we find it practicable to reduce the number of men, it is our duty to do so. 
It is not our business to maintain Government Offices in order that individuals may 
·obtain employment; and where by improvement of methocls in the offices, whioh we are 
·str!3nuously endeavouring to carry through, we find that the actual number of men can 
1Je reduced and the work can be done by fewer men, necessarily we must reduce our 
·men, and we shall continue to do so as long as we are able to improve · our methods, 
knocking out all those on Rs. 15 and t;naking Rs. 20 the lowest p~y in any revenue 

·subordinate office. 

I do not think that it is quite correct to compare the Revenue Subordinate Estab
lishment· with the Forest Subordinate Establishment. The Forest, so far as .its. subordi-
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nate establishments go, is a very much smaller thing than the Revenue Department. 
The Mamlatdars' Kacheris are scattered throughout the whole country, and • there are 

. Sub-divisional Officers and many other Offi.c.ers, which result in our having an immensely 
larger number of men employed in the Revenue Subordinate Establishments than there 

. are. in the l!,orest Establishments. If men are larger in number, it is not practicable to 
a~sume exactly the same· policy in the matter of pay. Consequently, it is necessary for 

·the Forest Department to have what is called a progressive pay for all men, and in the 
Reven~e'Establishment,to have grades, with fixed pay in· each grade . 

. The Honourable Mr. LALUBHAI wanted to know about a provision made for the 
collection· of income-tax. The provision is due to this, that under· the. Income-tax: Act 
·arrangement can be made and is made by the·· Collector with a company or a public body 
· or a!:lsociation, not being a local authority or :private employer, for the recovery, on 
·behalf of Government, by such company, body· or· employer, of the tax: payable by 
persons receiving salary, annuity, gratuity from that body or e~ployer. A con1mission 
at a rate ·not exceeding: two per cent. of the income-tax sent within · one week ·of the 
payment of the salary· is admissible to the employer, and is debited under the head to 
'Which my honourable friend referred. . · 

As regards the Tata Hydro Electric Oompany and the water which comes away 
·from their Works, a survey of a canal for the' utilisation of that ·water, a ·preliminary 
·survey-has been approved, and it has been directed that a detailed survey and estimate 
with plans ·should now be. prepared for carrying the· water from near the 'power station 
through Khalapur Petha into the· Panvel'Taluka. :The intention is- that the greater part 

· ()f the water ·should be utilised in the 'Pan vel Taluka, and the method in which it should be 
·utilised· will be investigated by the Director of Agriculture who will, now that. the line 
· which the canal should take has been · decided, open an · experimental station in the 
-Pan vel Taluka for the purpose of proving the· most profitable way in: which. the water 
·. c~n be U:Sed in that part of the country. · · 

The: Honourable Mr.' UPASANI protracted his remarks beyond the· ordinary limit-
, possibly' not the first occasion on which he has done so-and one of his· remarks was, ·I 
think, that the estimate of income was somewhat too cautious. I fear that the Account-

. ant General would not .quite agree· with -him ·on· that. point. In .. the ''Three-monthly 
Estimates'' prepared by the Accountant General the estimate of income has to be decreased 

·by over .a lakh and half, and I ·do not think :rp.yself that we have been really too cautious. 
. I hope not; because it is certainly a fault- to under-estimate your income and to make 
.-out-your expenditure more t~an it really is, and it is a fault which we do endeavour to 
· avoid in 'preparing our ·Budgets here • 

. My·honourable friend referred to the stringency of revenue collections, a point which 
·I 1ba'Ve met already with regard to Rao· Saheb ·NAIK.'s remarks, and lam not at all 
·prepared to admit that we are too ·stringent •. 

~ · As regards Tagavi; 'it is perfectly true that there is a large amount ·of money out. 
standing, and I think that it will be perfectly right that a good deal of that should ·be 
·written off as irrecoverable. I am not prepared to give figures at present, but I can 
·:mention two distlicts in which loan.~ that were given to be repaid have been or will have 
to be written off to a very :considerable extent. · One is Kaira in the Northern Div~sion, 
aiJd the other is Ahmednagar in the Central Division. 
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I understood the Honourable Member ~to say that he thought our educational 
expenditure was still too small. There, again, I find the .Accountant General not quit& 
agreeing with him, because in his " three-monthly " estimate which has just come up, 
the .Accountant General has out down the educational budget by five lakhs meraly on 
the ground that we put in it much more than the present indioatiom1 show we are at all 
likely to spend during the year. It is not the case that education is at all being starved, 
or that schemes have not been developed for the utilisation of the sums from provincial 
revenues and the sums given to us by the Government of India. The Honourable 

. Mr. BEL VI complained that the object on which these sums would be utilised· was not 
given in the Budget. I have to confess that to some extent I am just as ignorant as h~ 
is. It is not possible to state in the Budget, at the time of its preparation, the particular 
objects on which these lump sums will be expended. The dev~lppment of the schemes 
on which expenditure is to be incurred goes on s,teadily, but they necessarily take a good 
deal of time to work out ; so that, it is not practicable at the time of prep:wing the 
Budget to pp.t into it the details of these schemes. .As time, goes on th.e schemes take 
shape, and ever since the Budget came into force on the 1st April, I have been receiving · 
from my honourable colleague in charge of the Educational Department schemes the 
expenditur.o on which is to be met froni the lump sums entered in the budget. They 
are all worked out with care, and then passed as the objects on which these grants are to 
be expended. But it is not possible to put them into the Budget, because they are not 
ready at the time the Budget is prepared. I will examine the point whether it will be 
practicable to add to the Budget as presented at this meeting of .the Council Pome 
account of what has been sanctioned, in a form similar to paragraph 3 which gives an 
account of what is proposed to be done in the Public Works Department. If it is found 
practicable to add to the Budget in future a statement corresponding as regards educa
tional expenditure to this paragraph regarding the Public Works expenditure, I shall be 
very glad to have it added to the Budget. 

My honourable friend also complained, I think, of want of information about the 
grants-in-aid to Municipalities for sanitary objects. I think he must have overlooked 
the information which is given on page 15 of the Revised Financial Statement. On 
page 6 of that Statement," grants for s,mtary projects'' is an item which is mentioned, 
and on page 15 are detailed a number of the grants-in-aid which are likely to be required 
during this year. I cannot give exact details a·s to what actually~ be provided in the 
course of the year, because many of these projects are still under consideration, and as . 
to them nothing has yet been definitely decided. The actual grants that I have got a 
note of here are comparatively small ones. .A grant for a water-supply scheme at Aden 
Rs. 5,000 and odd, Rs. 3,000 for water analysis at Aden, au annual grant of Rs. 500 to the 
Miss },lorence Nightingale Fund for village sanitation, a grant to the Pen Municipality 
ill the Southern Division for a storm·water drain, a new electric lift costing nearly 
Rs. 10,000, and then there is a substantial sum of Rs. 1,00,000 to the Sanitary Board 
to enable them to sanction projects up toRs. 20,000, ~nd to make grants up to a limit 
of Rs. 10,000. That is a piece of delegation under the decentralisation scheme which· 
has been carried out in respect to the Sanitary Board. They may sanction projects up 
toRs. 20,000 and they may make grants up to a limit of Rs. 10,000, and .for that 
purpose Rs. 1,00,000 have been placed at their disposal, Rs. 40,000 are going to works 
in connection with the development of Salsette, and Rs. 12,800 are down for the Sholapur 

H 41-167 
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:Municipality for town improvement. · Those are already passed; others under the 
consideration of Government in the General Department are grants for filling up some 
· tanks in Poona, a grant to the Hubli Municipality in the Southern Division for filling 
in a ditch Rs. 14,000, Rs. 45,000 to the Nasik: Water-supply Scheme, and for a Boring 
Plant for the Sanitary Engineer Rs. 92,000 ; total Rs. 3,25,000. That is as far as we 
have got at present so far as the sanitary grants are concerned. 

. The Honourable Mr. P A.REKH complained of a certain want of proportion between 
our land revenue income and our land revenue expenditure, and also complained that 

· there was a similar want of proportion between our forest revenue and forest expenditure. 
I ~hink that I have already, in introducing the Revised Financial Statements, in the 

·past three years pointed out t~at since the time when the provincial settlement was 
introduced, we have continuously reduced the proportion of the forest expenditure to the 
income, brought it down from approximately 75 to something like 54 per cent. If the 
Honourable Member still complains of our spending too much, and he does not care to 
refresh his memory from what has been stated on at least three previous occa~ions, I am 
.afraid I shall have to give up his case as hopeless. 

. . 
It seems to me that he made also a somewhat startling statement when he said that 

the Forest Department does not undertake sowing operations, therein differing greatly 
from those whose business is agriculture. The Honourable Mr. MILLETT could· tell him . 

· tl1at the Forest Department does a great deal of work in the shape of sylvicultural 
operat~ons. For these operations a good deal of money is required, and from them we get 
.a very definite return. 

In the course of his remarks on Ex:cise, my Honourable friend has referred to Toddy 
.as an altogether innocuous beverage. That i~ a remark to which I must take exception. 
It is a perfectly innocuous beverage if you drink it with moderation, but if you drink 
it in execessive quantities, it is just as bad as mhowra liquor in excess. .It has been 
mentioned in the many discussions which have gone on as regards our excise policy and 
liquor generally, that excess of toddy drinking is just as bad for a man as excess of spirit 
drinking. I mention that only in passing, because I should not like it to be understood 
that I at all admit the stat~ment that toddy is an tltogether innocuous drink. 

As regards our exc~se policy generally; this is not the occasion 'on which to enter 
into a discussion on it. As probably most Members are aware, there was a deputation 
not long ago to the Secretary of State in England and another to His Excellency the 
Viceroy in this country, which made certain remarks on that policy, and on those deputa· 
tiQns Local Governments .were called on by the Government of India to submit figures 
.and statistics, and to give an expression of their opinion. These went up to the 
Government of India in due course. Whether the Government of India has published 
its despatch to the Secretary of Stat~, I do not feel quite sure, but at any rate, in this 
morning's mofussil edition of the u Times of India," there are lengthy extracts from the 
.Secretary of State's reply. The fact that the excise policy, not merely of this Govern• 
nient, but of the Government of India, has been before the Government of India and 
the Secretary of State, and the fact·that the Secretary .jf ·state's despatch has just come 
out, ren4er the present moment not at all suitable for discussing excise policy in 
this Council. 
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The Honourable Mr. HA.RCIIAND:&AI VrslliNDAS referred to an allegation that works 
are delayed by the Government architect being over·w~rked. , I am sorry to say. t~t 
that is a perfectly true story. I do not know whether it will be discreet on my part, but 
I will risk a little indiscretion, and say that Your Excellency's Government have 
represented to the Government of India the extreme and urgent need in which we stand 
of reinforcing the department of the Consulting Architect to Government, and so fa:r, we 
have met with no success. We have met with a rebuff, but we do not propose to sit' 
down silent, and we hope to tackle the Government of India again ; so much I venture 
to say, perhaps in breach of strict disciplinary rule, of a correspondence which b now 
going on between this Government and the Government of India. I hope in course of 
time that we may •have a sufficient architects' establishment .to avoid the delays, of 
which my friend has not unreasonably complained, and of which we ourselves feel the 
difficulty in respect of other works also. 

I do not feel at all inclined b follow my Honourable friend Sir IERA.llill in his 
discussion about the provincial and imperial finances, and the allotment of funds between 
provincial and imperial. If my Honourable friend chooses to take a preliminary canter 
here, in preparation for what he proposes to say in another place, possibly it is within 
his discretion to do so, For myself I thought it somewhat irrelevant, and I do not feel 
I should be justified in entering into that arena here. 

Those are, Sir, in brief, the main points that I have noted on which I might make 
a reply. I have intentionally a·voided dealing in particular with educational points, 
because the Honourable Mr. SH.A.RP has already referred to them, nor have l referred 
at great len~th to points relating to :Medical and Sanitary, because the Honourable the 
Surgeon General has referred to them. 

There is one point which occur. to me that I have not mentioned, and that is 
touching the Agricultural Schools which, I think, were referred to by the Honourable 
M.r. UPASANI. He referred to them as if they were under the Director of Public 
Instruction ; but the Agricultural School; which have been so far opened and those 
contemplated to be opened in this Presidency are not under the Director of Public 
Instruction, but under the Director of Agriculture. We opened them under the aegis 
so to say of the Agricultural College, and we work them entirely by our Agricultural 
Officers. I regard them as an extremely useful system of schooling, but it is most unwise 
to go too fast. We started slowly in order that we might prove and test both the 
organisation of the school as we started it, and the syllabus for the. working of the school 
that we started. Having found that the plan was successful in Poona, we are now 
going to extend them North and South, that is to say, down to the Southern Mahratta 
Country, up to Gujarat and elsewhere. I hope, as time goes on and as we have compe
tent and capable men to undertake the work of teaching, we may be able to increase 
the number of these schools considerably. But that is a matter of time. As they 
grow, I feel that they will prove a very valuable agency for bringing home to the 
.agriculturists, the cultivators of this Presidency, correct and sound methods of agriculture. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :_:_After the very- clear and convincing remarks of 
my Honourable colleague in reply to the various points raised by Honourable Members 
this afternoon, I think they will. agree with me that it would be sheer waste of time for 
me to amplify in any way the admirable spaech which he has made. I would merely 
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say that, I consider myself very fortunate as President of this Council and as Governor 
of this Presidency to have been. able to come here on the first day of my first two 
sessions in Poona, when the final discussion takes place on the :Budget, not to assist my 
Honourable colleague in repelling severe and caustic criticisms, but to assist him in 
sharing the warm congratulations on an excellent :Budget due to excellent seasons. 

Now I should like to say I have listened with great interest to this debate, and to 
the numerous suggestions raised as to education, sanitation, and medical matters, and also· 
as to public works and agriculture, and Honourable Members may be perfectly sure that 
all these questions will be carefully considered by Government. 

There is only one point which I wish to refer to in this d~bate, and I trust. 
Honourable Members will bear with me in referring to it. My Honourable friend 
:Mr. BEL VI made a remark just now stating that he thought it quite unnecessary to 
build bungalows for Collectors in J3elgaum for two reasons, first because he thought 
there were quite a sufficient number and secondly because what there are, are 
extremely comfortable. Now I happened to be on a tour in the Southern Mahratta 
Country not very long ago, and I visited the town of Belgaum~ and I wish to tell my 
Honourable friend two facts that I found in ]3elgaum with regard to bungalows. ·Let 
me refer, first of all, to the matter of th~ shortage of bungalows. I found there a young· 
man, son of a Ruling Chief in this Presidency, who was learning revenue. work in 
:Belgaum. He had been there for some months, and had been unable to secure a bungalow,. 
to which he might bring his wlfe and family from whom he had been separated for 
some time. I think this experience rather goes against my Honourable friend's view as to 
the sufficiency of bungalows in Belgaum and feeling as I did considerable sympathy with 
the young man in this difficulty I consen~ed to his leaving Belgaum to join his wife in 
his father's ~tate. 

Now with regard to the comfort of bungalows, when I was in Belgaum I happened 
to go to tea · with the Collector in his bungalow in the Fort, and by an extraordinary 
accident, while I was there, a heavy thunder-storm came on and the rain poured 
through the roof into the sitting room to such an extent that I determined on my 
return to urge my Honourable friend Sir RrciiAB.n LAMB to agree to the de~irability 

of erecting a comfortable bungalow for this officer. 

Let me in conclusion say~that I sincerely trust that I may meet Honourable Members. 
~ext year under still more satisfactory conditions as far as our Budget is .concerned than 
we find on this occasion. · 

I think probably this will be a suitable time to adjourn, · and I would suggest to
Honourable Members to meet at 11·30 to•morrow morning. 

[The Council then adjourned tillll-30 a.m. on Tuesday the 28th July 1914.] 

Bu order of His Excellency the Bigl• Honourable the Governor, 

S. G. KHA.RKAR, 
Acting Secretary to the Legislative Council 
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BILL No. IX OF 1913 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
· TRAMWAYS ACT, 1874). . 

j His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, Order ... A .Bill further. to_. amend 
Bomb~y Tramways Act, 1874, second reading,-Mr. FATTANI.. ·I 

The Honourable Mr. p, n. The Honourable Mr. PATTANI sEoke as follow1 
PATTANI moves the second reading Your Excellency, I rise to move that the Bill fur 
or the Bill further to amend.the .. to amend the Bombay Tramways Act of 1874 be rel 
Bombay Tramways Act, 1S74. second time. . 

The first reading of the Bill was approved of in March last in view .of . the prop 
that certain amendments, then disclos.ed to the. Council and which were arrived at as 
result of a cQmpromise between the. Tramway Company and the several bodies,· 
·objected to the Bill were to be incorporated in theBill. · The Select .Oommittee on wl 
there were repre~e~tatives of the bodies concerned have since c'onsidered thos~, amE 
ments and they have found their right place in the Bi~ It would thus appear that ~ 
Bill now submitted for the second reading is in effect the same \iS that of which] 
first reading was approved by the Council. Since the a~oeptance of the first reading 
objections have been raised against the Bill nor has there ar~ived notice of any ame1 
ments to it since the publication of the Select Committee's Report. 

' ' ~· . 

I, therefore, .beg to move that th~ Bill as amend~d by'. the Select Committee be~re 
a second time. · 

• I 

Bill read second time. 
· The motion for second reading of : the Bill was , th' 

. put to the vote, and carried. · i 

Clauses 1, 2, 3 and the preamble were then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. FRABHASRANKARD. PATTANI :-Your Excel).ency, the seco 
reading of the Bill having now beef:t passed, I now reqm 

. ·Bill read third time. · that it may have its third reading ·and· take its pia 
in our statutes. 

The motion for the third reading was then put to the vote and ~arried . 

. . . BILL No. III OF.l914 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
. ADEN PORT. TRUST ACT, 1888). . 

His Excellency. ~the PRESIDENT :-:-A· Bill* ·further. to amend 'the Aden .. Fort .Tru 
Act, 1888, first reading--Mr. SHEPPARD ... 

• The Bill with the Statement or Objec.ts ·a.nd ~easons was p ublia~ed in the Bo~bay Government Gaze1 

Part VII, dated the 9th May 1914:. · .: 
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The . Honourable. llr. W·, . D. SHEPPARD :-Your ·Excellency, I rise to · ask ·this 
• Council to read for the first time Bill No. III· of 1914~.-

The Honourable Mr. W. D .. which is a Bill to amend the ;Aden Port Trust Act, 1888. 
Sheppard moves the first reading of The Bill of which the first readin~ is asked· is of a Ve'I'V 
~~ . 0 ~ 

simple nature and w~ll, I hope, be considered entirely 
non-contentious. It comprises three amendments to the existing Act. The first 
amendment is to the effect that the name of the Port Surgeon ·at Aden shall be 
omitted from the list of those. Membe'l'S of the Aden Port Trust who are Members oi that 
Trust e:c-o.fficio. 

It has been found by experience that it is n~t always necessary and .not always 
desirable that the Port Surgeon at Aden should be- a :J\:Iemb~r, of the Trust and this is 
more especially the case when a new .Port Surgeon comes to· Aden fro:n India who has 
never been at. Aden, . and. who is not acquainted with the conditions at· Aden or of its 
fort as other officers or other people who are in the Settlement of ·Aden and who are eligible· 
cr would otherwise be eligible ·for nomination. It is therefore proposed· th1t the Port~ 
Suri'J'eon should be omitted from the list of. e:c·o.fficio members .of the Trust and at the' 
. 0 

same time there is a proviso added to section 13 to allow. of this very Port Health 
Officer being appointed a member if it is considered desirable that he should be a· 

:Member. 

The second matter in which amendment is asked is that the Port Trust should have 
a power which is possessed by most local bodies in Bombay, that is, with regard 'to 
banking with the most convenient .Hank. At present they bank solely. with the· 
Government Treasury. This· Treasury_ is situated at a distance of 5 miles from where the 
bulk of the. monetary transactions are carried on. It is therefore a very great. 
inconvenience every day to send away cash t~ the Government Treasury five miles from 
the harbour, and it is proposed instead to give the Trustees power to place . their money . 
<>n deposit or in current account with a Bank that banks a:}tually at the harbour where. 
money is received by the Officers of the Port Trust. 

The third matter is the inclusion within the limits of the harbour of a couple of small 
islands in the harbour which are occasionally used for the deposit of goods. out of. prows. 
~or that reason t~ese two islands are to be treated as a po~tion of the Port. 

I do not think that these three sections need any special recommendation from me 
as they are all non-contentious .. 

I therefore ask to be allowed to move that this Bill be read first time. 

Bill d f th .t!--t tim . The motion for the first reading was then put to the 
rea or e w.1:1 e. . 

. vote .and carried. ' · 

The Honourable lir. w. D. Sl!EPPARD :-I now ask that this Bill.be read a second 
time. 

His .Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Under the powers I hold I now suspend the 
-standing orders. · 

Bill read second time. The ~otion for the s~cond reading of the Bill was then 
··put to the vote and carried. 

Bill was then read clau~e· by clause .. 
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The Honourable Mr. W. D. SnEPFARD :-Your Excellency, I ask that this Bill be 
read a third time and passed into law. . 

. The moti~n for the third.reading of the Bill was then 
Bill read third time, 

put to the vote and carried. 

. . 

BILL No. IV OF 1914 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE BOMBAY 
CIVIL COURTS ACT, 1869). 

His Excellency .the PRESIDENT :-A Bill* further to amend the Bombay Civil 
Courts Act, first reading-Mr.- PAT~A~li. · 

The Honourable Mr. PRA:BHASHANKAR D. P ATTANI spoke as follows :-Your 
E~cellency, I beg to move for the adoption by the 

The Honourable Mr. Pra~pa· Coun ell of the first reading of the Bill further to amend 
shankar D. Pattani moves tho first the Bombay Civil Courts Act of 1869. The object of the 
reading of tho Bill 

Bill is fully set forth in the Statement of Objects and 
Reasons, and I trust it will be agreed that it·is a small Bill of an entirely non·conten· 
tious character. The principle involved first came up for consideration when the last 
Court of Wards Amendment Act was under Report by the Select Committee. The 

, Committee accepted the principle but suggested that its proper place was in the Civil 
Courts Act and re~ommended that steps should be taken to attain that end. . It was in 
pursuance o~ that recommendation that Government have now brought forward this 
Amending Bill. · 

It has. the' support of the High Court. The· District Judge of Belgaum also
independently .made the sa~e proposal. 

The Honourable :Mr. BELVI, from whom the suggestion originate~, stronsdy 
supported such a course at the time of the passing of the Court of Yvards Act as will b& 

·apparent from a perusal of his speech on that occaSion. It aims at facilities for . judicial 
work and in direct proportion to these facilities ·will influence favo~rably the interest 
of t4e people who will be affected by this improvement. 

' • t ' : l ' 1 • ~ ', ' ~ ' I I ' ~ 

It may be added that the '.transfer of the work . touched by the Bill .. to the Lower 
Courts will not in 'the least affect the power 'of a D~trict Judge to. call for any case for 
~~~~ . 

j ' • • 1 

With these few reinarks, Your Excellency, I request that the Bill be read a first time. 
' I 

The Honour3tble Mr. SnRIDnAR BALKRISHNA. UPASANI :-Your. Excellency, I think 
that the .provisions of this Bill were altogether necessary and we are gla.d that this 
Bill has come in the form in which it has come before us. These petty suits which wer& 
required to be brought in the District Co~rt, will now ~~ filed in the lowest Court 
having ordinary jurisdiction to admit them, and thereby much time and unnecessary 
expense will be saved. ·we had suggested a provision of this ~dnd to be embodied in the· 
Court of Wards .Act, but it was thought that time that that was not the proper place for 
such an amendment. That being the case I heartily support the first reading of this Bill 
as it stands. 

• The Bill with the Stateme:o.t of Objects and Reasons was p11.blished in the Bombay Government Gazette, 
Part VII, dated lst June 1914. 
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· The Honourable . Mr. llARCHANDRAI VISHINDAS spoke·. as follows :-:-Your 
Excellency, I wish .to make a few remarks on this Bill. So far from in any way 
opposing this Bill, I am rather in favour ·of extending it. That is to say, there are 
certain suits filed in Sind by the Manager of the Incurribet"ed Estates which are not 
cognisable by the Subordinate Judges' Courts but only cognisable by the. District Court. 
If we carry out the principle of this Bill in the case of the Court of Wards,· I should 
think that this should also be made applicable in the case· of the Manager, Sind 
Incumbered Estates. I do not know whether the Honourable Member in charge of the 
Bill bas had that matter brought to his notice,_ and it may be that there are certain other 
officers of Government who ·have duties like those of the Court of Wards. Would it 
not be more advisable to make the provisions.of the Bill compr~hensive enough tQ 
include all these. cases rather than have them confined to the Court of Wards? 

The Honourable Mr. PRA.BHASHANKAR D. P.A.TTANI :-Your Excellency, there is 
only one point raised in connection with this discussion and ·that is raised by the 
Honourable ~Ir. HARCHANDRAI. He wants to include in the scope of this .Bill the. word 
''Manager of Sind Encumbered Estates." It is. quite a good suggestion.· But it could 
only be considered at a later stage, that is if he .brings forward . this proposal when we 
are again amending the Act. At present the addition would be beyond the purview of 
the Billt for it must go to the Government of India before any new principle is 
accepted. If the Honourable Member is anxious to have the amendment brought 
forward and if he suggests a reference to the Government of IndiaJ Government will be 
glad to. consider the point, but I hope he will not press for the inclusion of these words 
in this Bill to-day. 

The HonoU:rable Mr. HARCHANi>R~I =~Very w:ell, I will not press for it nO\v. 

Bill rend a. first time. 
The motion for the first reading was then put to th~ 

vote and carried. 

. Th:e Honoura~le Mr. PA.TTANI :-Now Your ExQell~ncy, when a Bill is read for 
the first time, i~ is customary, though not prescribed by ·the . rules, that a Select 
Committe~ is appointed. The. Council might proceed straight on with the consideration 
of the second reading or might appoint a Select Committee if it is an important .Bill. 

The Bill, as it stands, would appear to be of a very harmless and non .. contentious 
character, and, thereiore, I would submit that it might go. through all its stages in the 
present Council. I 'request, Your Excellency; that the Bill be read a second time. · 

·. The Honourable Mr. CnnuNLAL Ha.:&ILAL SETALVA~ spoke as follows·:-Your 
Excellency, I am afraid, we are slowly drifting into the practice of going through all the 
stages of a Bill at one sitting. I do not agree with my Honourable friend .Mr. P ATTAN~ 
in the proposition he has enl?-nciated that the practice has been not to refer Bills to t4e 
Select Committee where the matters were of a non-contentious ·character. The rule, so 
fa~ as I know, from my experience in this. Council, the tin written rule, has be~n tha~ 
ordinarily all Bills ~hould go to the S~lect Committee unless the matter h non-conten~ 
tious an4 Qf a v~ry · urg~nt character. . If any piece of. legislation is 9f an urge11;~ 
character f!.il.'d can~ot. afford ·any delay, then it is :that the: standing orders are suspende~ 
a~d the Bill is. tak¢n thi:~ugh all it~ stages .. Yqur·E:x;cellency .will ~~e, ~ow t~e pro~osed 
hu~led procedl.p:e'affects the. pubiic i~.g~ner~t . · · · · · · 

• It .41-i6!f - ..... •' .. : . ' ... ·. . ' .. ' . 
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In the agenda all the notice we have given to the public outside is that the first 
. reading of the Bill will be taken up. So that the public will be under the· impression 
that ordinarily only the first reading of the Bill will be considered. Therefore 
even if there were any objections to be raised or any suggestions to be made, they would 
be ju~tified in thin 'king that ·,they could afford to wait till a Select Committee was 
appointed. So unless there is any urgency about the ~easure, I submit, your 
Excellency, that the safer thing to do is to follow the ordinary procedure of referring the 
Bill to a Select Committee, I quite admit that if the legislation is non-contentious and is 
of a very urgent character and if we cannot afford any delay, then quite certainly we 
can proceed with: the measure; otherwise I! do think that we ought to adhere to the 
ordinary procedure: And there are precedents in· this Council which I have already 
brought forward to· the notice of the Council shewing the un.wisdom of unnecessarily 
rushing through ft measure. 

Honourable :Members will remember· that we had some years back a very small 
Bill, which looked very harmless ·and·non·contentious; for the amendment of the Karachi 
Port '!rust Act, having only one section and it was then suggested to straightway pass 
it through all its ,stages. If I remember right, I objected on that occasion pointing out 
that unless there was any urgency, the ordinary· rule ·should be followed and then the · 
President was pleased to fo~low the ordinary procedure with the result that we had 
a Select Committee appointed, and, when that small Bill with one section went before 
the Select Committee, it was there discovered that there were various other things which 
required consideration, and the.result was, when the Bill came back from the Select 
Committee, it was quite a different Bill altogether from the one · that was ·referred to 
them. This shows that . there are various points in a Bill that may be lost sight of. 
I therefore submit that it would not be right :,hen all that is advertised is the first 
reading, to rush through all its stages unless, as I say, there is ant urgency about 
the measure. 

· The Honour~ble Mr. DATTAT:&AYA VENKATESR. BELV(spoke as follows :.:_Your 
E·xcellency, I am glad that at last this Bill has been 'introduced into the Council. As 
for the objection raised by.my friend, the Honourobie Mr. SETALVAD, 1 am sorry that I 

. cannot agree with him, as 1 am satisfied by the reply that was given to one of my · 
questions which .I had put at the last session: that there is a very large·number of Civil 
·suits pending for a long time in the· District Courts :of the Presidency· for nothing.· In 
my own district of Belg~um there are no less than 80 Civil suits· in the Court· of the 
Pistrict Judge which are pending for years toget~er. .The District Judge there is .fully 
occupied; be has to try. sessions .cases as well as Civil appeals. and he does not find time 
to dispose of the Civil suits,· but most of these suits are of a very trivial nature. The 
subject~ matter of most of these suits is an amount of rent. These. suits could . be 
disposed of expeditiously. provided Subordinate Judges are invested. with the necessary 
jurisdiction. Also from· the reply. given by. Government to my question I learn that 
about 100 suits are pending in the Courts of .District Judges in the other districts of. the 
PresideD;cy. I submit . therefore. that nothing ~ill be gained by. referring this Bill to a . 
Select Committee. All that is wanted under ~his ·Bill is that· Subordinate Judges, who 
try suits bi case~ i~. which the ~ubje~t·mat.ter is W?rth several thousands, may. ·be 
empowered to try' these petty smts •. i ·~ h~ alread~ · been ~tated by the Honourable 
:Member in charge of the Bill, the jurisdiction of the District Judge standS unaffected~ 
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On these grounds I request that the Bill may not lie referred to a Select. Committee 
and that it may be passed into law at once. to expedite justice' in the Mofussil Courts~ · 

Tho Honourable Mr. PRABHASIIANKAR D. PATTANI spoke as follows :~Your 
Excellency, the Honourable Mr. SETALVAD has raised the question in the first plac~ 
that a Bill when first introduced should always go to a Select· Committee. He has been 
~areful enough, however, to say that this practice has been an unwritten practic~ and 
not entirely warranted or prescribed by statute. It is true that when a Billis introduced 
which requires further consideration or when strong objection has been raised in the 
Oouncil to justify a reference to the Select Committee, it always would be· wise to \ bav~ 
such a Select Committee appointed, but in this instance the Bill is a very non-contentious 
one. Mr. SETAL v AD has suggested that on a former occasion a point was · m~de out that 
a similarly small Bill was non-contentious, and yet, when it was referred to the Select 
Committee various considerations arose which required a close attention of the Committee. 
But that was not so. When it was proposed to have all the readings taken at:one sitting, 
strong protests were raised even in the Council. The members for Karachi opposei · that 
Bill and, if I remember aright, ther~ were other opponents ~s ·well and it was therefore- · 

, Tho Honourable Mr. SETALVAD :--May I point out that the Hon~urable Mr. PATTANI 
is referring to another occasion regarding another .Bill? On the' occasion I"ref~r to 
t~ere was no dissent and the Karachi members supported the Bill. I merely pointed 
out that the usual procedure should be followed. I am referring to one l3ill~ while the 
Honourable Mr. PATTANI is referring to another. · So my statement 'of facts is not 
altered. · 

The Honourable Mr. P.ATTANI (continuing) :~Well, I am afraid I was referring to 
another occasion and I am sorry for it; but it does not affect the priuciple I am en unci· 
ating. It does not follow that, because ·on one occasion a Bill that was submitted had 
had the serious attention of the Members of the Select Committee, that therefore every 
non-contentious Bill, that may be brought forward and would not be opposed, should 
invariably be submitted for consideration and report by a Select Committ~e. .But here 
it is something more. It is also an urgent Bill; as explained by the Honourable 
Mr. BELVI who comes from·Belgaum and who knows the condition of things operating 
there. It is on these grounds~ Your Excellency, that I would press that the Bill should 
be allowed to gq through all its stages at this session. At the same time this is more 4 
question for the Council to decide and I am quite sure, after these remarks and the 
strong appeal on the part of the Honourable Mr. BELVI, that the Council will be disposed 
to decide that the Bill may receive all its readings to-day. 

His 'Excellency the PRESIDENT :...;.I should like just to add one or two words to the 
explanation which has just been given by my honourable' colleague. In the first pla.ce 
I must take the strongest objection. to the remark that fell from the Honourable 
Mr. SETALVAD when he said that we are slowly drifting into the bad habit' of rushing 
through Bills in a hurry. Now I think !'shall have the support of every member of this 
Council when I say t~at, since I have occupied ·my seat ag President of this Council, 
I have deliberately and determinedly ·set ·my face· against trying to rush through the' 
Bills in such a manner. (Hear,· hea~). I have always acceded __to· the view of' the· 
Council on this particular matter.; · · 

. I think · Honourable · Members will· all agree that we are ~et h~re, to ·do .. t~e 
bosiness of our :Presidency,-and, subject to there being any contentious matter in ·such: 
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,business ~bich necessitated delay,. we all should like. to get on with our business as 
quickly as we possibly can. 
. ·I ~nderstand that my Honourable friend Mr. SETALVAD is perfectly ready to admit 
that a Bill should be put through as quickly as possible if it is a matter of urgency and 
is non~contentious. That I think will probably be accepted by every member of this 
Council. 'Veil, my Honourable friend Mr. lJELVI has given very strong reasons why 
this particular Bill is rather urgent at this moment. But again I say to the Honourable 
Members, as I think I have said very often before, that I should like to leave this 
m~tter entirely to the sense of the Council. I have talked to my honourable colleague~ 
and they are aU absolutely' of the opinion that if it is the opinion of this Council that 
the Bill should be referred to a Select Committee it should go there accordingly . 

. Bill read a second time. . · (T.he mction for the second reading of the :Bill was put to 
the vote and carried.) · 

The :Bill was then read clause by clause. 

The Honourable Mr. l'.A.TT.A.NI :-Your Excellency, it only now remains to propose 
that the Bill be read a third time and passe4 into law. 

Bill read a third _time. 
The motion for the third reading of the Bill was then put 

to the vote and carried. 

BILL NO. I QFl914:(A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY DISTRICT MUNICIPAL ACT, 1901). 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :_;_A Biil further to amend the Bombay District 
:Municipal Act, 1901, second reading, Mr. PATTANI. 

. The Honourable Mr. PRABIIASHANKAR D. PATTANl spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-! ~·ow corp.e to rather a very heavy item on. the agenda this session. It is 
the seco;nd read.ing of the Bombay District Municipal Act Amending Bill, 

, · The first reading ?f the District Municipal .Act Amendment Bill was taken at the last 
meeting Qf this Council, when the main provisions of the Bill, including the appointment 
of a M:unioipal Commissioner, were generally approved by the Council~ At that. time 
I observed that the Council were .fortunate in counting among its members a number of 
gentlemen who had considerable practical .·experience of the working of Mofussil 
M~nicipalities; and a Select Committee was accordingly appoi:t:lted· containing a large. 
majority of non-official ,membe~s, most of them intimately connected with the working 
of large. Mofussil Ml?-nieipalities, together with the .. Honourable Mr. SET.A.LVAD, whose 
knowledge of the Boll:lbay City Municipality has been of great v~lue to the Co~mittee .. 
.As a result of th~ careful and prolonged deliberations of the Select·Committee the various' 
clauses of the Bill, especially those dealing· with the appointment of the Jtiunicipal 
Co:Qimissioner, ha~e been considerably expanded and improved. , 

· With reference to the criticisms of the Bill at its first reading .it will be noticed that. 
tihe clause .regarding. ~esignation by a Councillor, which was the subject of more criticism 
tha~ any othe:.; iterp. in the Bill, has been modifie~ in cla~se 6 of ~he Bi]J, as amended so. 
that acce.ptance of the resignation by the President o~· t~e Municipality i~ no lo;ge~i 
ne~e~llry., Another itelll: which was the subject of criticism at the first reading was the 
po'":~r ?f t~e C~llec.tor to que.stion the validity of electio~s, On this point also, though.:· 

.:.. ·' '·" ... • .. • . •. "" .. • .. . ' .I 
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the clause bas not been omitted, the provisions as they now stand are in the nature of a 
compromise, because in the first place two months has been reduced to one month, and 
in the second place in sub-~ection (5) of new section 22A it is laid down that the previous 
sanction or complaint of the District Judge is necessary before cognizance can he 
taken by a Court of the offences mentioned in that section. The q ue~;tion of the 
residential qualification of a candidate who is a tax-payer was discussed at considerable 
length by the Select Committee, and the majority adopted the view taken by Govern
ment at the first reading of the llill, namely, that such a qualification is desirable in 
order to foster healthy local self.Government: It may be mentioned that in this respect 
we are following tho Madras District Municipal Act. 

TurLing now to the provisions regarding the Municipal Commissioner, these are the 
provisions which were most carefully considered by the Select Committee and which have 
undergone considerable alterations at their bands. In the first place the general opinion 
was that the iimit of 150,000 entered in the Bill as read a first time was somewhat high, 
and it has been reduced to 100,000. This alteration is in accordance with suggestions 
made in this Council at the first reading of the Bill. It has also· been. provided that a 
Municipal Commissioner may be appointed for any other Municipality, provided that 
the application is made to this effect supported by not less than one-half of the 
whole number of Councillors. It has likewise been made clear at the suggestion of the 
Karachi Municipality that a non-official as w.ell as an official may be appointed a 
:Municipal Commissioner. Further the Select Com111ittee have been right through the 
;elevant portions of the Act anti have decided whi.eh sections should be included in 
clause 186G of the Bill, dealing with the powers of the Municipal Commissioner, and 
which should be excluded. Some of the clauses dealing with the powers of the Munioi .. 
pal Commi!!sioner will be the subject of discussion on amendments to be introduced ; and, 
while Government will be glad to give careful consideration to the amendments proposed, 
I would suggest to Honourable 1\Iembers ~o make sure that, in proposing the omission or 
alteration of one clause, they are not affecting other interlacing sections of the Act, and 
producing inconsistencies or other results that are not anticipated. 

Turning next to the minutes of dissent of members of the Select Committee, the 
Honourable Mr. RAFIUDDIN ·AHMAD has made two suggestions, one regarding the· 
residential qualification and the other regar~ing munic~pal schools. The first proposal 
may very probably be found to be acceptable in a modified form. The .second point is 
one on which the views of the non-official members of the Council will be very useful. 

The Honourable Mr. SATRE in his minute of dissent has four suggestions to make, 
dealing with-

I._:Residential qualification; 

11.-The power of the Collector to question elections i 

III.--The salary of the Municipal Commissioner; 

IV.-The powers of the Municipal Commissioner regarding dismissal. 

The first point has been already dealt with. In re~ard to the power of the Collector 
the Honourable Mr. SATHE will remember that the clauses as approved by the Select 

· Committee are in the nature of a compromise. Moreover, if it is decided, as is proposed 
l>y several members of this Council, to omit the clause regarding interference by the 

I H 41-170 
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Collector, it will probably be desirable also to omit sub-section (5), new section 22A, as 
that was brought in on account of the clause giving power to the Col~ector. 

Regarding the salary of the Municipal Commissioner Government will follO\V with 
much interest the discussion which may arise on the amendments on this point. 

The fourth propos:1l regarding the power of dismissal by a Uunicipal Commissioner 
is one which was considered rather fully by the Select Committee. 

I now come to the Honourable ~:lr. PATEL's minute of dissent. Regarding his 
objection to the appointment of a 1\:funicipal Commissioner at all, I do not wish to make 
many remarks, as the subject was threshed out at the first reading of the Bill. :Moreover, 
though every one is fully entitled to express his own views, it is only t•ight to note that 
on the Select Committee there were ten members, of whom only two were officials 
besides the member in charge of the Bill, and the rest were leading representatives of 
Bombay, Ahmedabad, Karachi, Poona, Sholapur and Dharwar, all non-officials. It is a 
body thus constituted that has accepted the main principles of the Bill regarding the 
appointment of a Municipal Commissioner for .the large cities in the Mofussil, and the 
sole dissentient is the Honourable Mr. PATEr., who represents the Loeal Boards of the 
Northern Division. I have not the slightest doubt as.to which of the two views will 
appeal to the Council. On this subject there are only two further observations that I 
would like to make :-

I.-It bas to be remembered that the Chief Executive Officer of a big Municipality 
holds a most responsible and important post, and I am sure that Government. · 
will seiect for the post their best Assistant and Deputy Collectors, and other 
persons possessing the requisite technical knowledge, and 

II.-A strong executive means strength to the Municipality, and the Municipal 
Commissioner will not merely register the views of Government. You have 
a case in point in your experience of Bombay. I anticipate in fact that a 
Municipal Commissioner is more likely to be a champion than the tyrant 
of the Municipality. 

I think that the Honourable Members of this Council from Bombay City, who 
have practical knowledge of the working of the system of a Municipal Commissioner, 
will bear me out in these contentions. The other points dealt with in Mr. ·PATEL's 

minute will be examined-in the consideration of the various amendments. 

Your Excellency, I have now discussed the report of the Select Committee with 
some remarks on the minutes of dissent. However, as soon as the report was published, 
the Bill, as amended, with the report of the Sele_ot Committee, was sent to the large. 
Municipalities in the Presidency, likely to be most affected by it, namely, Ahmedabad, 
Karachi, Poona, Surat, Sholapur and Hubli. We have just received a telegram from 
the Karachi Chamber of Commerce, and they not only concur with the principle that 
for·a Municipal district havin~ a poP.ulation of not less than one hundred thousand 
inhabitants the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner is desirable in the public 
interest but they go a step further and would give power to the Municipal Commissioner 
to control Municipal Schools and School Masters. We have received no suggestions frorn 
Hubli, so that it may be ass~med that they give their tacit assent. The Ahmedabad 
Com~ttee of Management have sent in some valuable suggestions, which, I believet 
will be\~laced before the Council by the S:onourable Mr. RAMA.NBIIAI. '!'he Presiden .. 

• \ ·j 
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of the Surat Municipality has also some useful suggestions to offer, which however are 
mostly on matters which are not included in the present Bill. The Poona Municipality 
and the ·President of the Sholapur Municipality have also communicated some criticisms 
wllich are on the whole similar to amendments put in by certain Honourable Member8 
of this Council. 

'Vith these remarks, Your Excellency, I beg to move that the Bill, as amended by 
the Select Committee, be read a second time. · 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA Ul'ASANI spoke as follows :-May it 
please Your Excellency,-! am sorry to have to·oppose the motion which has· just been 
made for the second reading of the Bill. My Lord, it is admitted that the Bill is a 
contentious one. It has passed through cha~ges in the Select Committee which have 
made it almost a new Bill. There are 32 clauses in the Bill and almost every clause is 
touched and amended in some form or another: Clauses 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 16, 1~, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 29, 31 and 32 ; besides there are a· number of 
sections included in clause 3.2 which have also been all touched more or less. The Bill in 
the form in which it comes. now before us is thus almost a new Bill, my Lord. And 
then the report of the Select Committee was published only 19 days-1 do p.ot know 
exactly-or 18 days before the sitting of the Council. There was hardly time enough for 
all the .Municipalities to express their opinion on the provisions as they stand in the Bill 
that is now before us. We are now to consider not the original Bill but the Bill as it 
has been amended by the Select Committee. 

Then we have to send our notices of amendment at least 7 clear days before the 
Council. We had thus practically only 10 days to consult all the Municipalities, _and 
how many of them are there? There are 157 Municipalities in all and was that time 
sufficient for us to consult them P I represent the Municipalities of the Central Division 
and therefore I say for my part there was no time for me to consult them all. Of those 
that I consulted, only 2 were able to send me their replies and they are strongly against 
the Bill as it stands. 

Then again the original Bill as it was drafted was meant to apply principally to the 
Ahmedabad ~Iunicipality, and, as i~ was said, to set into order its affairs. It had gone 
wrong some bow or other and is now under suspension ; and there was, therefore, urgent 
need for the appointment of some special officer. That being the case, if it had been 
limited to that Municipality alone, there would have been. no objection. But now th~ 

Select Committee has gone further to extend its scope to other municipalities, to all 
municipalities where the population may be one Iakh. They do not stop even there. 
They go still further and propose that any municipality without any restriction of 
population may, if it chose, by a simple bare majority, apply for the appointment of 
a Municipal Commissioner. For removal of a chief officer a majority of !this required. 
But here by a majority of one-half, the Municipality may apply for a Municip~l 
Commissioner. Thus these provisions will affect all the municipalities together, and it i~ 
but fair, my Lord, that more time should be allowed. 

We have received Your Excellency's assurance just now that ihere will be 
no hurrying through these legislative measures unless they are of an urgent or 
· 'ln-contentious character. Looking to the number of amendments we have received, 
llking to the number of Honourable Members who have sent in amendments, I dare 



say, that the Bill as it stands, does not meet with full approval even from those members. 
What we have further to notice is that the amendments h.ave come not only from the 
members who were not on the Select Committee, but also from the members of the 
Select Committee itself and three of them keepin(J' apart the official members, are 

' ' 0 . 

non-officials. Therefore it is a Bill which, I pray, should be taken up for consideration 
after giving full-opportunities to the bodies concerned and to the public generally to 
express their views on it. The Bill may be referred for opinion to only the legally 
constituted bodies who are supervised by Government and we may well hope that these 
bodies will be ab1e to make reasonahle suggestions one way or 'another. They would 
either approve or express their disapproval and send in their reasons. Therefore my 
first suggestion is that if possible, the second reading of the Bill may be taken up after 
allowing sufficient opportunity for tbe bodies concerned and· the public generally to 
express their views on its several providons. 

I may further urge,-I daub~ if the view that the Honoll:rable Mr. PATEL has put 
in his minute of dissent was reallv discussed in the Select Committee. 'l'he view which 

. w . 

he has put forward will, I think, meet with sympathy from members who are not yet 
prepared readily to accept for the mofussil municipalities the provisions which are 

- meant to apply to very large municipalities like Bombay. The fact is, under the 
provisions of the District Municipal Act as they stand now, there is sufficient. provision 

· for doing so far as may be necessary all what we desire to do by the present Bill. 
In fact we first started with ordinary municipalities and then had special legislation for 
City Municipalities. We have made !Separate provision for City :Municipalities and now 
the municipalities-that are to he affected by this new Bill are also mostly the City 
Municipalities.· In the c1se of these the sections referred to in the minute of dissent by 
the Honourable. Mr. PATEL show that the municipalities themselves have power 
to appoint Chief Officers and to delegate as much executive power to their Chief Officer 
as may be necessary. Government have also power to appoint Chief Officers or. to 
require municipalities to appoint them. The law as it stands now is sufficiently elastic 
and contains ample provision to meet the actual neces~ities of the mofussil municipalities. 
If however any further advance is to be made I would propose that it will be ~;ufficient 
if all the more important municipalities are required. by statute to appoint. Chief 
Officer and to ~elegate certain more powers in addition· to those that are delegated to 
them under ~he present Act.' The provisions of section 183 may perhaps be extended a 
little. That would suffice our purpose. The Bill as it stands at present does not 
provide what class of offi~ers will be selected for the office of Municipal Commissioners, 
but the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill has explainetl that they will either 
appoint Assistant Collectors or Deputy Collectors for those posts. I take it that the 
app~intme~ts will be made of very select persons and so far as Government is CQncerned, 
eve.ry care wil~ be taken to make the best selection. Even now as matters stand, my 
~ord, ·we look up to Government for giving us qualifed and competent Chief Officers. 
Our chief- difficulty is that the municipalities singly and separately cannot afford to pay 
as much as they can to find proper men, and outside Government service there are no 
men who will come and take up municipal service which does not hold out prospects of 
further promotion. · 

· The amendment in law which we required was something on the lines of the Local 
..Boards Act which allows of the District Local Boards and Taluka Boards to form 
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into one constituencY. so as to be able to entertain .for all of them togeth~r one or more 
highly paid expert officers who could supervise the Ib.ore illl:portant executive work done' 
in them all. Taken singly, the· ·municipalities cannot do it~ But if there were soms 
arrangements under which all the . municipalities in a district·· could join together 
to bear their part of the burden 'we may appoint a highly qU:alifie~ En~neer for all 
those municipalities who might attend to" the' more' i~portant works, and· have 
Overseers to look to simpler minor works~ · That is a matter 'which sho~ld be considered. 
If the publio were allowed time they w.ould be able to suggest ot~er · ways ·than · those 
provided in the Bill to do what is desired~ · Let the· understanding be clear, ·my ·Lord, 
that ·we who oppose some of the provisions of this Bill are not in the 'least averse· to do 
anything that will promote the efllciency of 'the · municipal administration in the · 
mofussil. We all desire it as much as Government desire; it.: ·It ·is for our interest 
particularly and we are more anxious that it sho~ld be d~ne in a.··~ailner that will ·suit 
us and alSo the. wishes of Government. 

The present Chief Officers of the. municipalities as they stand ,are f~r the ·g~eate:Ji 
part officers lent by Government. In making those appointm~nts t4e m~nicipaliti~~ 
actually consuit not only the Collectors but also Divisional Commissioners, and . the 
appointments are subject to the veto, or approval of Goyernn1;ent. We are thus. 
doing all that the Bill desires and if anything more is to b~. done we shall be only 
too glad on our part to make suggestions which will meet a11 the actual ,and .i~mediate· 
necessities of the situation, but what I say is that a :Billlike'this should not be hurried. 
through in the manner it is proposed to be done. . ' 

I may say, .my Lord, that though we have sent amendments the time. at. our 
disposal was not sufficient to fully digest all those provisions and the. change~ that ·h~ve 
been introduced •. I do not know if other Honourable Members had more time. ·But I 

· u~derstand that they are mostly gentlemen with professional engagements wh~ proba~ly 
will not find as much time as I, being a retire.d Government seryant . could . command 
myself. But then in a case like this we should have time to consult. our constit:uencies. 
I do not speak about myself but there is another important fact w~ich, I hope, will als,o 
b~ taken note of and that is that in. the Select Committee unfortunately there ~as not a 
single representative of the mofussil ~unicipalities from the Presidency proper. . Thres 
of us are returned by the municipalities to the Council. Then is· it not our duty and 
are we not to be allowed reasonable time and opportunity to consult our constituencies 
and put forward their views before· the Council before. the Bill is· passed P · As we were 
all absent from the Select Committee as it was constituted. "we have stronger 'reason to 
press for the short postponement of the second reading .. of this Bill which I. beg ~o 
move. I will not take more time in going through the detailed provisions, but under 
these circumstances I will leave it to the Council to decide· whether there are not 
sufficient reasons for deferring the consideration· of· the provisions of this . very important 
Bill which is to affect the municipal administration of the whole !'.residency. · · · 

. I 

The Honourable Rao 'Bahadur Snn.mrvAs KoNHER. RonpA ·spoke as ~ollows·:-· 
Your Excellency,-The District Municipal Act is an imp~rtant; Act, and we cannot hold 
that it will remain a perfect Act for all time to come. Circumstances will change and 
will necessitate the introduction of amendments often and often, and we know that ·the 
exigencies of the present conditions demand a few chanooes in the·· .Act, the most import· 

" 0 
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ant being the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner in large towns, and such towns 
could be counted on the fingers . of one hand. The amendment which is proposed to 

. embody in the Act is i~ regard to the appointment or Municipal-Commissioners for la:rge 
towns and also what powers should·be given .to them and :t}ley b~ve· been gone through. 
at .several sittings by the most experienced men havin'g knowledge of municipal matters •. 
As. the question at iss11:e involved tb~ :;tppointment of a Municipal Commissioner, the 
~onourable Mr. SETALWAD, who has had a iong cc;>;nnection with ~he13ombay :Municipal 
Corporation, was specially nominated on the Select Committee,· and he was kind enough 
to assist .. us a good deal . and he purposely came to:· Mah~baleshwar leav~ng aside his 
professional business to assist us. So every consideration has been given to the questiQnl 
a~d in the fir~t reading of'th~ Bill the appoi~tme~t .. of a M~n~c.ipal Commissio~er was. 
supported .by ;nla~y of the. Honourable Members pr~~en~ he~e~ and·. when that appoint·. 
ment, on principle, was accepted at the first reading, the only thing now remains is. to 
consider what powers ~hould be· given to him and how far the Act .. sl;t.ould be amended. 
So far as that question is. concerned, it seems to me that· the lUll has ~eceived the careful 
attention of the Select Committee and that sufficient time was giv~n to the municipalities · 
to express their opinions and if any representations have not come in, it is the fauit of 
the· municip_alities themselves. I therefore. think that the·secon~ reading should be· 
taken up without any further adjournment, and I accordingly oppose· the motion of my 
Honourable.friend Mr. UPASANI.. · · ·.. . · ·· ·· · ' ·· . 

. . The Honourabl~ Mr. VITH~LBHAI JUAVERBHAI PATEL. spoke as follows :-Your 
Ex:cellency,-The whole question before this Council is whether the .further con~ideration 
.of this Bill should be deferred or it should be· iaken up at this ~eeti:og. I must say that 
my sympathy is with the motion of my friend the Honourable :Mr.·UPASANI.- It was· 
said that this Bill was circulated in the a1n:ended 'form to s·everal municipalities for their 
opinions and I believe it w~s 80. circulated, inasmuch as, it was said by the ·.Honourable 
Mover of this·Bill at the first reading that the Bill would be so circulated at some future 
time after it ·was ~onsidered in· the Select Committe~. · Iri view of that statement the 
Select Committee decided that the -Bill should be circulated to all municipalities affected · 
by the Bill.· · ·'· · ' · · 

.. The Ho~ourable Mr. B~LVI :~I rise to a. p_oint ol order,· Your Excellency,~I want 
to· kno'w whether we are discussing the 'mot on for the adjournment. for the further. 
consideration' of the Bill or whether· we are considering the principle of 'the Bill.· !'cannot 
understal':ld what_it'amounts'to. _My Hono~rable friend 'Mr. PATEL iB discu'ssing as 1(. 
we 'have got a motion ·for . the adjournm~nt. I should 'like to know what we are·. 
disc1lssing.· t · ' • ·. • · • · ·.· 

' ' Hi~ Ex:celie~cy the l'RESID~NT ;_:I was · just ~o~sideri~g· the sam~ ~thing.. l thfuk 
the ~epat.e could ?e man~ged l~uch bet~er i~ on~ of the two Ho~~nirable 'Members, either . 
th~ Ho~our~ble Mr. l!PASANI or the H_onpurable Mr. PATEL, will bring this matter t~. a· 
definite issue with regard to the second reading by a moti~n for adjournment •. 

' .. '. ' .. ' ""-· . . ,... : .. . . ' . 

The Honourable Mr • .PATEL :-I think, my Lor~, Mr. UPASANI was perfectly. 
distmct when he said that he was moving for an adjournment of the second reading of 
this' Bill. · · · · . · · · · · · · · · · · 

• • .• ' . ' • . t . ' 

.. :His. Excellencythe.PRESIDENT :-As far as· I can see the Honourable Mr. UPASANI 
never' suggested. that he wished to m:ove.for an adjournment •. 
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The Honourable Mr. UFASANI :-Under t~e rules I am not required to give noti~e. 
But niy motion distinctly is for ·the adjournment of th~ second· rea~ing to · t~e . next 
Session so as to allow more time. That motion we can make at ·any time under the. rules 
.as I understand them. · That was what · was; explaimid to us last time, ari.d if so, I am 

. • • .. 'I 

ready to make that motion now. · · .. · · ' · ' · ·. ·· . · · . ·· · ' 
. ' ' ' ., . : , I , ' ~ 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT : -T~~ · _ques~ion,; ~afore the .. O.oy.ncil . is tha.t,, ~he 
second reading of this Bill be adJourned now... I • • I! . ' • J.' . 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL. ( c~mtinuing). i--:-So ~. understand,Jny .Lord~ that we :are 
discussing the motion of my Honourable friend. Mr~ .. VrASANI fqr, .. adjoumment of tlie 
second reading of this Bill and I hope my Honourable friend Mr. B.ELVI will'riow follow 
the debate on that. As I said, in view. of the· statement· of tha Honourable Mover of 
this Bill at the time of the first reading that· the ·Bill· when.~ amended -by the Sel~ct 
Committee will be referred to the municipalities concerned,: it was so referred after,:it 
was amended.· I do not know- nor does this House really 'know; when- it· was so cir~ulated 
to the several municipalities concerned, But it· appears that. the· Select Committee 
finished their deliberations sometime at the end· of J una and the report of the Select· 
Committee was published iri the beginning of~July, and necessarily at the end of the first'· 
week of July or in the beginning of the se~ond week of July; ·it· must_ have 'boon· 
·circulated to several municipalities for their opinions. However that may" be, we find as'· 
a matter of fact that the Hubli M:unicipaiity and the·: Karachi Mumcipaltity. h!lve 
not yet. been able to send in their opinions on the Bill. The-Honourable Mover of· thiS' 
Bill has told us that those. bodies that have not sent in their repreaentations···mU:st 'be'· . 

. deemed to have tacitly accepted the principles of this'Bill. I respectfully· submit. 'that 
that view of the honourable mover of this Bill is entirely wrong. · I ·say that the· 
municipalities concerned had not sufficient time to convene a Meeting ·of tha General · 
Board and then to consider the various provisions of the amending Bill, and therefore : 
. they have not been able to send in their representations. The Hubli · Municipality and.· 
the Karachi Municipality, it is said, have not yet sent in their representations. · Poona; 
Ahmedabad, Surat and the Sholapur Municipalities have sent in their representations.· 
I ask the members of this House whether they have really read those raprecentation.S .I 

that have been received by this Government. For my part I must cay that only last 
evening when I was going through the papers placed on this Table I found those repre· 
sentations there. Then, again, I ask whether the members of this House' had sufficient · 
time to consider the representatjons that have been sent ·by. the various municipalities . 
concerned, and I appeal to the House to go with me in holding that we- have not had·. 
sufficient time to go through those representations. I will go a otep further and say that; 
even if we had time. to go through those reprmmntations and to consider them, are ·we in · 
a position to move. any_ amendments on those representations·?· As honourable Jll.~mbers · · 
know very well, we are bound to send our amendments seven days before the Council 
Meeting and if we got those rapresentations only yesterday, we were certainly not ·m a 
position to consider those representations and send our amendments in: the light _.of th?se . ·. 
representations. I repeat that the House will not go in with the honourable mover of . 
this Bill in holding that the Hubli and the Karachi Municipalities acoepted the principles 

. -of 'the .Bil~ inasmuch ~s they did .not send in their representations. · ' · · · · 

1. The secorid point I would like to urge upon the 'attention of this I • Oounoil is this :. 
the honourable mover ~s said in 'his opening speech that he has got a very heavy ·item ·· 
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o~ the agenda. l ~lso say tl;lat the ~hanges propo~ed to be . brough~ • ab~u.t b! th& 
~ending Bill concern the very .. constitutipn o~ ~ost of th~ .larg?r mun101 paht1e~ 1n t~~ 
~r~sidency, and when that is the c~se, l respectfully appe~l to this House to .oons1der this· 
~u~siJ_on .c~efully and not iu. hot. haste. My qwn point .,9f. ~iew ~.this tha.t .~he Bill 
proposes to deprive the municipalities of their right of ~anagmg theU' .. ow]l1).ffaus,. and 
it is for this House now to consider whether we sho1;1ld all at once in \a hurrY. accept the 
report of the ·seie'ct Committee and g~on 'with the second readin~ or: wh~,th~r w~ sho~ld. 

· pause and consider and for the time being defer the second reading of this Bill and then 
decide what shape this legislation ~hould take. I therefore ·strongly support the motio~ 
of my Honourable friend Mr. tJ"rAsANI. · · . · . · .. · · ···.. . . , 

·. · The Honourable MoULVIE RAFiuDDIN AHMAD spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-- . 
~rise to oppose this 'motion. ·My Honourable friend Mr. PATEL was hi~elf on the· 
Sele.ct Committee and he will bear me out when I.say that, at the last meeting of the 
O~mmittee ~n P~ona,. when· my honourable friend Mr. PATTaNI .informed us· that with 
the permission <;>f -the. Committee he ·would send .to certain munici~alities the Report of' 
t~e : Select Committee.; we were all agreed, and there was no · dissentient ·voice. ·,My 
honourable friend Mr. PATEL him&elf did, not ,say a single word , with regard to the 
tlma that wasr necess~ry for th.e, .circulation;. my. recollection -is that we· thought; 
every·. one of us,, that the Bill we.s: very thoroughly·· discussed in the Committee
a:r;td the Bill ~hould be, taken up in the next meeting in ·July. I-am not surprised. at 
my Honoura~le fri~nd Mr~ UPASANI' proposing a motion ·of adjournment, because as a, 
rt;tJe he does it, but I am surprised at my. Honourable friend .Mr.,. PATEL, because he will 
r~member · that r though th(;l S.elect· Committee was to have met a second time at, 
1\fahabaleshvar about the 29th o~ May and for .·further consideration,. the honourable 

. . . 
member in charge qf the Bill himself wrote to us .all that more time would be necessary 
tQ. prepare.·t~e Report, and for· that reason· it ·was decided to meet at Poona on. 
t~~.19th a:nd 20th of July. ·The Select Committee therefore had am:pl~ time to discuss. 
I .m:ust add that. whenever a member was ·absent during the consideration of any 
cl~use the same was again taken up to give him a chance. For example, we purposely 
a~jo-q.rned the meetings on account of·. Mr. SETALVAD, who has a good deal of 1 

e:ri>erien,ce ·~bout the, ,Bombay. Municipality, in order to··let him have ·his say ~nd 
fo_r this even divisions were taken two. or ~hree times.· Now the complaint regarding 
m-p.nici:p~lities np~ i havi;ng had enough time is also very futile. It is not ·necessary 
that ... the· Bill. should· pe. referred ~o every municipality~ . The -Bill has· been before: 

. t~. public, ev.~r~ since March. All .concerned had, ample opportunity to discuss it. 
They,· .c.o:uld :have sent their -views to the: Council or to the ·niember in charge.· They 
~ve not. done ;so, ~n4 ()f ·the three or four municipalities·· named by the Honourabl<t 
M:r~ ·fA'J;EL, · ·I believe· the Poona ·Municipality and. also the Ahmedabad 
:Mp.p.~c,ipality .have already. sent their representations. The Sholapur· Municipality 

! ha;~ ~l.so .done .tJ,J.e. sa.me. I. am .. not aware of the Karachi Municipality· but we have 
h~d ~he v~ews '·of .tP,at )ll~nicipality sufficiently discussed ·in -the Oommittee through. 
it~ ~Q~:· Jlre~ide~t,-·th: .Ho~~urable M~:·.H~CH~DRA.I 1 V~SHINDAS. So th~ com~laint 
a~ ... t?lilt·~m;portant. mJID..lC~pahtl~s ~ot havm~ ·tlmo lS very futile. · But, Sir, supposing for 
a moment, we agree t~ ~ · mot1on .for adJournment, what would be·· the . result p Some 
of. the m-q.nicip~litles wo}l).d b~ oppos~d · to· · tQ,~ whole. Bill .. on p;ri.Iiciple. The 
~?n,.o-grabl~ M~~ PAT;EL who .h.ad ~uffi.c~nt t~~p.e tQ .jlisotiss matters with us has again 
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come forward with nn amendment to oppose the principle itself, that is to say, 
the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. Supposing we adjourned, the" result 
would be that . the principle of the Bill would be opposed by some municipalities. 
Instead of adjournment, let us hear all 'the arguments against this principle. The 
learned representatives of the municipalities are here; the representatives of the 
various communities are here. Though I have signed the Report of the Select 
Committee without a minute of dissent, even now if I am convinced against the 
prineiple, I will withdraw my suppGrt. InsteadJ therefore, of adopting this motion.for 
adjournment, which in my opinion is not at all necessary, the advis~ble course ·would 
be for the representatives of such of the municipalities as may be against· this Bill to 
argue and convince us against the principle, and I am sure their object will be gained 
if they do convince us. In that case the consideration of the Bill may be adjourned 
and I shall be very happy to support the motion; but; at present it ~ee:ins to me that, it 
is not an opposition but merely an obstruction. · · · 

The Honourable ·1Ir. DATTATHAYA VENKaTESR BELVI spoke as follows :-:-Your 
E:{cellency,-It seems to me that on looking into the Bill as amended by the Select 
Committee it is necessary that the motion which has been made by my Honourable 
friend Mr. UPASA.NI shoulcl be favourably considerel by this Oouncil for these reasons:~ 
In the Bill as originally framed the municipalities in the Southern Division and the 
Central Division were considered to be municipalities that were ·not to be affected by the 
Bill.at all. And that seem<i to be the main reason why the two representatives of these 
municipalities were both left out of the Select Committee. It is evident that the 
Honourable :Mr. UPASANI ·had not the honour to sit on the Select Committee, because it 
was thought at the first reading of the Bill that the ~unicipalities that he represented 
were not to be affected by the principles of the Bill, and that was the reason I suppose 
why my humble self, that represents the municipalities in the Southern Division, has 
not also been on the Select Committee. Now I find, on looking to the Bill as amended · 
by the Select Committee,'that under clauses (a) and (b) of section 18t1A, it is likely that 
the-

Dis Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. The honourable member is now 
referring to certain clauses in the Bill. This debate is purely on the adjournment of 
the second reading. 

The Honourable Mr. llELVI :-I must state my reasons wby an adjournment is 
necessary. My submission shortly stated is this, that the municipalities in tile Central 
Division and the Southern Division had no opportunity to consider this 13ill, because it 
was considered that they will not be affected by this fresh ·legislation. Again there _is 
another reason. I find that neither the report of the Select Committee nor the Bill as 
amended by them was ever translated into the vernaculars of the Presidency. I do 
admit that the usual procedure is that, when a Bill is to be read for the first time, it is to 
be translated into the vernaculars if the President so desires and when a Bill is referred· 
to the Select Committee, it is for the members of the Select Committee to order that the 
Bill as amended by them and the 1·epo.rt thereof should be translated into vernaculars, 
but on making inquiries from the Secretary to the Legislative Council, I learn that 
there was no such order made by the members of the Select Committe:_ in this particular 
case. I think tbat this is a Bill, the provisions of which require to b~~y carefully 
understood in the mofussil. We are not to suppose that every .man in the Presidency 
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knows the English language, and we cannot presume that, simply because ~he Bill is 

Published in the En~'~'lish IanO'UaO'e and simplv bemiuse. the Bill is disous~ed Lere in the 
b 0 0 I · rl , 

· English language, therefore, it is to be sqpposed that every inhabitant of the Presidency 
. knows the contents of the Bill. There are 'lakhs of people in the Presidency who do not 

know·the English language and it is bare justice that it should have been so translated 
into the vernaculars. I am really surprised to find that a Bill of this portentous length, 
a Bill containing so many amendments, was pot ordered to be translated into the verna
culars. This is an additional reason why the further considtration of the Bill should 
be postponed. · 

'I here is also a third reawn in support of this adjournment. On looking to the 
papers I find that the report of the Select Committee was signed on the 30th J una 1914. 
But there came in a minute of' dissent from my Honourable friend 1\IouLVIE RAFFIUDDlN 
only on the 14th July 1914. These are very sound reasons for postponing tL.e further 
consideration of this measure, and it is absolutely necessary that the_ people of the 
Presidency, who are to be affected by this legislation, should be given a fair opportunity 
of considering the measure and formulating and expressing their opinion. I ·cannot 
agree with the opinion of the Honourable .Me~ber in charge of the Bill that simply because 
the· Hubli Municipality, which I have the honour to represent in this Council, and the 
Karachi· Municipality, have not submitted th.eir opinion on the Bill, that therefore it is 
to be presumed that they have tacitly accepted the principle of the Bill. It has already 
been pointed out to the Council that these Municipalities had not had sufficient time to 
convene a General Meeting of their Councillors and discuss the numerous provisions of 
this lengtl1y Bill. For these reasons I submit that the motion for an adjournment 
made by my Honourable friend .Mr. UPASANI should be accepted by this Council. 

'.['he Honourable Mr. CHIMANLAL HARILAL SETA~VA"D spoke as follows :-Your 
· Excellency, I for one would deprecate any delay in the consideration of this legislation. 

The, Bill was introduced in the ·council in March last and since then the. parties 
concernEd had sufficient time to have their say about it. My Honourable friend 
Mr. BEL VI says that the Municipalities in the Central Division were not concerned ·with 
the original Bill as it was drafted, because the appointment of the Municipal Commis
sioner was then intended to be confined to towns having a population of a Jakh and 
fifty thousand but by the alt~ration of the limit to one h1kh it is only Poona that would 
come in and no 'other town at all •. Possibly :Mr~ BELVI had in his mind the option 
which the Bill gives to other .Municipalities to ask for a Municipal· Commissioner. 
But it is merely a privilege, a right t? make an application to Government to get 
the Municipal Commissioner. I think, Your Excellency, that no useful purpose would 
be gained by an adjournment. ·What the issues are is definitely known, and Jleople 
are ~ere who take one view or another. Notices of amendment have been given. The 
best thing to do is to have matters threshed out and come to a. decision, and no useful 
purpose would be served by losing time by postponing the.consideration. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-May I know if I have a right of reply p 

His Excelienoy the PRESIDENT :-Does the Honourable Member want to make any 
personal explanation P 

The Honourable Mr. UPASA.NI:-Yes, my Lord. 
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His Excellency the PRESIDENT :..:.....I think the Honourable Member in charge 
should reply first, and then my Honourable friend will have a right of reply. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. PRABHASRANKAR D. P ATTANI spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency, I may say at once that the motion of my Honourable friend, lir. UPASANI, is 
one which I hope will not appeal to this Oouncil. I shall try and explain my reasons why. 
In the first instance the reasons given for the postponement are (i) that the :Municipalities 
concerned have not had sufficient time to consider what effect these amendments will 
havH on their administration, (ii) that the Bill has not been before the public for a 
sufficiently long period of time, and (iii), as far as I have been able to make out, that 
the Honourable Members, some of ~hem at leas~, had not sufficient time .to 'carefully 
consider and bring forward their amendments. 

With regard to the first agrument that the 1\Iunicip.alit~es concerned bad not 
sufficient time to consider the measure, I may say at . once that when the Select 
Committee concluded their report the question whether there should be a postponement 
or not was carefully co·nsidered, as has been explained very fully by the Honourable 
Mr. RAFFIUDDIN; the Select Committee unanimously came to the conclusion that it 
should be proceeded with, and although, I must admit,' the Honourable Mr. PATEL did 
suggest that it would be well to postpone it, it was decided not to do so and my 
impression is and it mugt be the . impression of all the Members of the Select 
Committee that even Mr. PATEL did say that it may be pro.ceeded with. \Vhen his 
minute · of dissent came I was really surprisad, becfl.use, although throughout the 
discussion he was known to take the opp:>site view with regard tJ the appointment o~ a 
Municipal Commissioner for towns of importance, yet the very intelligent and sympathetic 
way in which he did take part in the discussion of other clauses gave us the impression
and I think my other friends of the Committee w:ill bear me out in that impression-that, 
although he might object to. tho several clauses giving powers to the l\Iunicipal 
Commissioner, it was not supposed that the Honourable Member would go to the extent of 
making such a strong minute of dissent as . he has afterwards thought fit to submit • 

. 1 do not, however, challenge his right. I think every Honourable Member on the 
Select Committee has a perfect righ.t at a later stage to submit whatever views he 
proposes to advance, and I have nothing to say with regard to Mr. PATEL'S right in 
that regard. But what I most strongly contend is that he did agree to the consideration 
of this Bill at this meeting; and it is because the Honourable ,Mr. UPASANI, who did not 
know what passed in the Select Committee, suggested postponement of the second 
reading of the Bill that .1\Ir. PATEL, who, I believe, mush be congratulated on the 
tenacity with which he sticks to his view, thought it right to support that motion. 

:Moreover, the Oouncil will be interested to know that in order that the most 
important Municipalities may have an opportunity of expressing their views on the 
Bill, the Bill as amended by the Select Committee was sent to the servcral Municipalities 
that would be touched by the Bill. With the exception of two, all the Municipalities 
have, as I said in the opening speech, sent in their replies. The plea, therefore, that 
Municipalitie·s had no.time to consider ~he Bill falls to the ground. 

Then coming to the other remark that the public Lad hardly sufficient time to 
. consider the provisions of this Dill I would say this: This Bill, a~ has been rightly 
suggested by my Honourable friend Mr. 8ETALVAD, has been before the public ever 
since March last, and so far as I know, and I think it will be borne out by all tne 
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Honourable Members of ihe Council present here, there have not been any vehement 
criticisms in the papers with regard to the Bill at all, I mean, not to· the extent which 
would require us to consider the importance of the protests in the papers. 

The third point is that the Honourable Members had hardly time to consider the 
various effects of this Bill. Now that plea, I must say, will not bold any water at all, 
because, if we look at the list of amendments, we will find that the very fact that we have 
before us such a portentous list of amendments, shows that the Members of tb.e Council 
not only bad sufficient time to consider the various aspects of the Bill, but they also 
knew their own mind as to the attitude they were going to take with regard to the Bill 
when it came for the second reading. · 

But there are other reasons why it should be proceeded with and they are these 
At the next sitting of the Council, we have the most important Bill,-the Town 
Planning Bill-for the first reading. We know that it has been reserved for December 
and we know the importance of that Bill. It is a very heavy item wl1ich will tax the 
patience of the Council. 'Then there is probably a chance of another contentious Bill 
coming on and that is the Gujarat Ta.Iukdtirs Bill, not to mention of the prospect· of 
other important Bills. 

Your Excellency, for these reasons I would.urge that the Bill may be proceeded 
-u·ithout any further adjournment. I 

'J.'he Honourable l.Ir. SnRIDHA.R :BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-You.r 
Excellency,. before proceeding further, I have in the first place to expres!J my painful 
surprise that on~ from amon~ ·our own body should have thought it fit to characterise 
my motion as" inspired by a spirit of obstruction''. That was the last thing that I 
expected from. our friends. The honourable member in charge of the Bill, whose 
motion I opposed, has not been so unkind as to charge me with that motive~ and let me 
assure my Honourable friend MouLVUJ RAFIUDDIN that, as the representative of all the 
municipalities in the Central Division, I have the interest of those municipalities more 
at heart than he can himself claim, and let me assur~ the C\>uncil that my motion is not 
meant to put forth my own objections, but to ha~e an opportunity to consult some of 
my constituents as to what I should say on their behalf on this Bill. It may be that 
·they may not approve of the suggestions and motions which I have put on the Agenda, 
and I shall be glad if w~. succeed in getting their opinions one way or the other, so as 
to be better able to appreciate and to understand how far the provisions of the Bill 
will in their opinion affect the smaller municipalities. And· then, when we legislate, 
not for bodies who are inarticulate, but for bodies who are legally constituted, I think 
the representatives of such bodies ·have a right and a claim to be heard as to matters 
which affect their interests-not their personal interests-but the interest of the bodies 
whom they represent. Whenever a measure which in the least degree directly or 
indirectly might affect the Bombay Municipality, comes before us, our veteran friend 
the Honourable Sir PHEROZESB;AH and other honourable friends from Bombay insist 
on having nn opportunity of being heard. Shall we :not be justisfied in claiming that 
humble privilege, allowed to a single municipality like the Bombay Municipality, on 
behalf of nil the municipalities in the Presidency. 

Then I submit, my Lord, as I have already stated, that the Bill as it comes before 
us is not the original Bill ; almost every clause has been touched in some way or other, 
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and it is now alruost a new Bill, and I think it would have been much better if that 
new Bill had been put in as a separate Bill rather than retained as the original Bill 
with several new sections tagged on. Out or 190 sections of the present District Munici· 
pal Act more than 125 sections of the Act, as it stands, are touched. A Bill which 
touches the greater part of the Act is a Bill which should not be passed in such a 
hurry, and the time that is allowed to the public, 'Dis., 18 days is, I pray, hardly 
sufficient. Only 2 or 3 of the few municipalities which have been specially consulted 
have, we are told, sent in their suggestions, but we do not know what they are. At least 
we had no opportunity to get acquainted with their suggestions before.we sent in our 
.amendments; and two of these municipalities are stated to have not yet been able to 
send any replies and it seems to me, my Lord, unsafe in their case to take silence as 
acquiescense especia1Iy when we are making new legislation. When the legislation 
affects so many people all cannot be expected to approve of it or to convey to the 
Council their disapproval of it and, I do not think_that we shall be justified in assuming 
that those municipalities who have not sent in any :protests have no objections to the 
provisions as they stand. In fact there is room for difference of opinion at least with 
reg~d to certain provisions. That being the case, I submit, My Lord, that as the time 
allowed was only 18 days, it was not sufficient, and I pray that more time may be given. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-What has particularly impressed my mind 
during this debate has been one remark made by my Hononra ble friend Mr. UP.A.SANI and 
another by my Honourable friend Mr. BEL VI. "\Vith regard to what Mr . .BEL VI said as 
to the municipalities not having had sufficient time to express their views, my honourable 
colleague has assured him that the municipalities which will be affected by this Bill 
when it is :passed into law have sent in their suggestions and views with two exceptions. 
Mr. BEL VI also made a very strong point with regard to smaller municipalities. .But I 
really do not think that those municipalitie~ come into the argument at all. For after 
alit I think honourable members will agree with me that the smaller municipalities are 
under no obligation under this Bill to take the :Municipal Commissioner and surely, if in the 
future they' are considering such a step if the Bill becomes an Act, they will have ample 
opportunity to go into the question thoroughly before they make up their minds. 

There is one particular matter that has struck me with regard to the whole of this 
discussion, and I do not think it has come into the mind, at least I have not heard it 
expressed, of any bonvurable member, that if we look through the list of amendments 
w~now perfectly weU "h:1t the real reason for this motion of adjournment is. It is 
perfectly dear that this motion so forcibly proposed and seconded by two honourable 
members, is not really a motion for adjournment but for delaying the further considera
tion of this Bill. The main object of my two honourable friends is to kill the Bill. 
Nearly in every section you will find my two honourable friends "Wish to omit clauses 
one by one, and I do suggest to. this Council that, if that is their object, as I think it 
obviously is, we should defeat this motio~ and go on with the second reading of 
the Bill. 

The motion was then put to the vote and declared to have been lost. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI asked for a division which resulted in 3 voting for 
and 41 against the amendment. 

B 41-173 



Ayes. 

The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 
· V enkatesh Bel vi, LLB. 

The Honourable Mr. Vitbalbhai 
. Jhaverbhai Patel, Bar.-at·Law. 

The Honourable Mr. Shridhar Bal· 
krishna U pasani. 
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Noes. 

His Excellency the Right Honourable 
Lord Willingdon of Rattan, 
G.C.I.E., Governor of Bombay, 
presiding . 

The Honourable Sir Richard Amphlett 
Lamb, K.O,S.I., C.I.E., I. C. S. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. Prabhashankar 
D. Pattani, O.I. E. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D. Sheppard, 
O.I.E., I. 0, S. . . 

The Honourable the Advocate General. 
The Honourable Moulvie Rafiuddin 

Ahmad, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. R. P. Barrow, 

I. c. s . 
. The Honourable Mr. T. W. Bilkett. 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam 
Muhammad walad Khan Bahadur 
Wali :Muhammad Bhurgri, 
Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. Fazalbhoy 
Meherally Chinoy. . 

· The Honourable .Mr. G. S, Curtis, 
O.S.I,, I. C. S. . . 

The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'Monte, · 
M.D., L,R.C.P. (Lond.), L.M. & S, 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur 
Kashinath Ramchandra Godbole. 

The Honourable Mr. W. L. Graham. 
The Honourable Sheikh G.hulam 

Hussein Hidayatallah, LL.B. . . 
. The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee Jeejee. 

bhoy, Bart, 

The Honourable Mr. J. E. 0. Jukes, 
I.O. s. 

The Honourable Mr, Balkrishna 
Sitaram Kan:at. 

The Honourable Sardar Dulabawa 
Raisingji, Thakor of, Kerwada. 

The Honourable Mr. Navroji Dorabji 
Kh.andalaval!l, LL.B, 
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Ayes. Noes. 

The Honourable :Mr. Jehangir I(. 
Kothari. 

The Honourable Surgeon-General R. 
W. S. Lyons, M.D., I. M.S. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Ohinubhai 
~adhavlal, Bart., O.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBain. 

The Honourable Mr. Lalubhai Samal· 
das Mehta, O.I.E. 

The Honourable Sir Pherozeshah 
Merwanjee Mehta, K.C.I.E., 
Bar.-at· Law. ~ 

The Honourable Mr. G. P. Millett. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb Venkatesh 
Shriniwas N eik. 

The Honourable Mr. E. Ferrera 
Nichol-son. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur 
Ramanbhai :Ma.hipatram Nil· 
kanth, LL.B • . 

The Honourable Mr. Raghunath 
Purshottam Paranjpye. 

T~e Honourable Mr.. Gokuldas 
Ka.handas Parekh, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Abdul Hussein 
Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable Sir Ibrahim Rahim· 
toola, Kt., O.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. Manmohandas 
Ramji. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Shrini
was Konher Rodda. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Ganesh 
Krishna Sathe. 

The Honourable Mr. Chimanlal 
Harilal Setalvad, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. Sharp. 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Harchandrai 
Vishindas, LL.B. 
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The Honourable }fr. JEHA:NGIR H. KoTHARI read the following speech :-Your 
E:x:cel.lency, I have much pleasure in supporting the motion for t~e second reading of 
this important Bill, particularly because one of· its main features is the provision to 
empower the Governor in Council to appoint a Municipal Commissioner for a municipal 
district which contains a population not less than 100,000 inhabitants. 

Your Excellency will remember that at the Session of this Council held in Decem· 
ber last, I withdrew a resolution which stood in my name, relating to the appointment 
of a Municipal Commissioner for the town of Karachi, because this Bill was likely to 
coine up for the consideration of the Council very shortly, and it is particularly 
gratifying to me ~o note the promptitude with which the proposals for the amendment 
of the law have been dealt with by Government, and I accordingly support very heartily 
the .. motion for the second reading of the Bill. 

The · Honourable Mr. V ITHA.LBHAI J HA. VERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I am afraid I cannot see my way to support the second reading of this 
Bill. I believe, and I sincerely believe, that any legislation for the appointment of 
Municipal Commissioner will be a step so retrograde in character that it is not wise for 
this Council to lend its aid to that step. Bu.t the ground on which I should like to put 
my case is this, there is absolutely no reason or justification for undertaking the legislation 
which the amending Bill proposes. My point is that under the existing law there are 
ample provisions which would enable us to appoint executive officers in the mofussil 
municipalities who would effi~iently carry on the administration of those municipalities. 
The sole object of this Bill appears to be to have for the executive functions of a 
municipal body one paid officer to be called a Municipal Commissioner, and I say that, 
under section 182 of "the pre8ent Act, you have got already a provision authorising the 
municipalities to appoint an executive officer. I will read to this House se.ction 182. 
(Reads the section.) I therefore repeat that thera is already a provision in the existing 
Act to appoint an executive officer to do the executive functions of a municipal body. 
It may, ho~ever, be contended that the municipalities may not appoint Chief Officers, 
because the section gives only a discretion to municipalities to appoint them. I say that 
most of the City Municipalities in the Preside~cy have appointed Chief Officers~ not only 
have they appointed Chief Officers but they have taken as their Chief Officers men from 
the Govern.ment service, However, if it is contended that the law must provide against 
a contingency of a municipality failing to appoint an executive officer, I submit that 
under section 177 the Governor Jn Council has got power to require any municipality, 
which perversely fails to appoint an executive officer to appoint one. Under section 177 
(1) the Governor in Council has got that power. I shall read that section to this House. 
(Reads the section,) I therefore put it to this House whether we have not got in the 
existing Act sufficient provisions for the appointment of an executive officer to do the 
executive work of a municipality. And even if we have got those provisions, it is open 
to argument that the powers given by the existing Act under section 183 are very few, 
they are very limited, and the executive officers would not have all the powers that are 
necessary to carry on the efficient administration of a municipality. I say with regard 
to this argument that under section 37 of the District Municipal Act the municipality 
has got power to delegate all its functions to its exeautive officer. I will read that 
section to this House (reads). So I say that even though the municipality fails to appoint 
an executive officer, the Governo.r in Council could require that municipality to appoint 
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such officer under section 177, and after such appointment the municipality has under 
section 37 power to delegate all its duties and functions to that officer. 

Then again it may very properly be argued that the Municipality might refuse to 
dele{7ate all its powers to their executive officer, even though one is appointed. To that 
I sa; that under section 177 (3), the Governor in Council has got power to require any 
Municipality to delegate all its powers to its executive officer after his appointment. 
(Reads the section). So besides the powers which are vested in a Chief Officer by statute, 
the Governor in Council could c~mpel any Municipality at any time to dele~ate all its 
powers to its executive officer: Under these provisions, if availed of, we would have in· 
the mofussil Municipalities executive officers _who would have, if noed be, all the powers 
of the Municipalities, independently of the wishes of that Municipality. 

The only point that could be made on behalf of the advocates of Municipal Com
missioner is this, that the .Municipalities woule. not appoint strong executive officers. 
They would appoint :.\:lamlatdars, or Deputy Collectors or men who have not got sufficient 
administrative experience, and the Governor in Council would like to have Munici
palities managed by people who have had considerable experience of administrative work .. 
That is the only point which could be wjth some force advanced by those HonourablC" 
Members who support the institution of a Municipal Com.missioner. I say to that, that. 
the Governor in Council has a right to dictate to the Municipality and say "You shall 
not pay Rs. 200 to your Executive officer, bat you shall pay Rs. 500 or 1,000 or 2,00() 
per month.'' The Governor in Council has got that right, and therefore, they can at· 
any time have an executive officer appointed by the Municipality of a gL·ade and 
efficiency which the Governor in Council considers necessary. On a reference to 
section 46, Honourabl~ Members will find that the :Municipal'ity is bound to frame certain 
rules. (Reads the section). Then coming to paragraph 2, on page 40, which requires 
the Municipality to frame rules for determining the staff of officers to be employed, it: 
says (Keads the section). This imposes a duty on the Municipality to lay down rules for 
determining these things, and these rules are not to come into force unless and until they 
are approved by the Governor in Council, and that is provided at the end of the section 
at page 41. (Reads). So no rules mad~ by the Municipality with regard to the sbff to 
be employed, the salary to be paid to its officers, the duties to ba performed by them, 
will have any effect unless they are approved by the Governor in Council, an<l, at the time 
of approval, the Governor in Council could very well say, "Oh, you could afford to. 
appoint an executive officer paying Rs. 1,000 or 2,000 per month," and necessarily the· 
Municipality will have to do that. I therefore submit that the existing provisions are 
so c,lear and distinct that it is absolutely unnecessary to go further and take away 
the power "hich the Municipalities now enjoy of selecting their own executive officer. 
The only power left in the Municipality at present under the existing law is the power to 
select an officer, and this power, too, is not quite absolute, for, even after selecting an. 
officer, the GoveJ;'Ilor in Council has a right to approve or disapprove such appointment. 

· What I want to point out to this Council is that, if, under the existing law, an executive 
officer with sufficient administrative experience could be appointed, and if there are 
provisions in the existing law which would require the Municipality to delegate all its 
powers to that executive officer, I submit that no case has been made out for any chang€>' 
in the existing law. 

H 41-174 
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The roint that has. been ur~ed by some is that the present institution with regard 
to the Chief Officer has proved a failure in respect of these Municipalities. But may I 
ask ''how the Chief Officers are appointed, whether they have been appointed by the 
:Municipalities of their own will or at the requisition made by the Governor in. Council 
under section 177, whether the Municipalities have delegated some or all of their powers 
to their executive officers and, if so, whether such delegation is of their own will, or at the 
requisition made by Government under section 177 {iii)." All these things require to 
be determined before we can say that the present institution of a Chief Officer has 
failed.. I say that Government is not in possession of this information at all. I put 
one question in the Council this time (it is question No. 5), hnd from the l'epty given it 
would appear that Government are not ina position to determine really whether the 
institution of a Chief Officer has been a failure or a success. If the institution of . a 
Chief Officer has proved a failure in the mofussil and I do not admit for a moment that 
that is so, I say that the Government have not exercised their powe.l'S under sections 46 
and 177 of the Act. I do not know what reason there was for the higher executiv<r 
officers not to exercise their con trolling powers under those sections. If they had, I am 
sure, the legislation which we now are considering would not have been before us. 

It has been told repeatedly and times without number that they have got a Munici· 
pal Commissioner in Bombay for the Bombay eorporation, and that experiment has 
proved a success there for years, and it is better that the mofussil Municipalities must take 
up a leaf from that book and go on the same lines. Well, I ask them "what is it that 
you wan~ us to do P If you want us to have a J\lunicipal Commissioner for the ·mofussil 
Municipalities by all means, have one and call him a Municipal Commissioner instead of 
a Chief Officer, if you want all the powers of a Municipality to be given over to him, 
i say, here is the power ~estad in the Governor in Council to require any Municipality 
t~' delegate all the powers to him." I say that once the Municipal Commissioner is 
appointed under the Bill when it passes into law, he will be clothed with v~ry wide 
powers by statute and the discretion vested in the Governor in Council at present to 
determine wh~ther a particular Municipality should retain with it certain powers or not 

"will -altogether disappear. My point is that the example of Bombay cannot be held out 
ris a model for the mofussil M~icipalities to copy. You can very well legislate in orie 
.A.et for one place giving thereby certain powers to the Municipal Commissioner and others 
to the Municipality, but when you are leg.islating for a number of Municipalities in the 
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Presidency you cannot very well say that all the executive officers· that are appointed 
ior these Municipalities must liave all those powers which are proposed . to be vested in 
them by the amending Bill. Discretio:r:t should be vested so mew here with regard to 
the differential treatment of different Municipalities in this matter, and under the exist· 
i~g law it is vested~ the Governor in Council, and the Governor in Council could very 
~ell consider the circumsh~ces of ~ach Municipality and_.say ''well here is a Municipality 
·where we do not find a good Pres1~ent, where ~h~ M.anaging Committee is not working 
well, and therefore we shall reqmre the Municl:pality to delegate such and such powers 
to its executive officer." So there is that discretion with regard to the delegation of the 
p~wers in the Gove~or in Council and the amending ~ill proposes to destroy it. 

~ I say tha~ we have been legislating ~or a number of Municipalities ::md the. circum· 
stances of these ~unicipali~ies differ consid~~ably, and ~t _is very difficult in one Act 
t~ 'make provision for all the Municipalities of different· magnitude •. ·I say that the 

. ' . 
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present Act, if my interpretation of the law is correct, authorises the Gove~nor in Council-
in a proper case to do what it is}ntended to be done by the amending Bill. Under these
eircumstances I do not understand why we should have this legislation at all ? ' . 

One thing that I should like to say in this connection is this, that the present Aot, 
under section 24, vests in the Presidents of District Municipalities certain ·powers.· 
(Reads). ·''It shall be the duty of a Municipality • • . • .. {b) watch over the· 
:financial and executive administration . . . • • ·over which he presides.'' This is 
the only section that I can lay my hands on for the time being, which. gives the power 
of supervision to the President, and by the amending Bill it is proposed to take those 
FOWers away from him and centre them in the Municipal Commissioner. Under the 
existin" law although there is an executive officer, called a Chief Officer, to be appointed 
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by the Municipality, powers under section 24 in the President of general supervision and 
control remain as they are. It is now proposed to deprive him o~ those powers and I 
believe that i~ probably the only other point of difference between the present Act and . 
the amending Bill. By the amending Bill you will have a figure-he:~.d President and a 
Municipal Commissioner with powers unlimited. By the existing law you have an . 
executive officer or a Chief Officer with President b exercise control or supervision . 
when it is considered necessary. That is the only other point of difference that I can 
find between the amending Bill and the existing la~. In the Bill as it was brought . 
before this Council for first reading, it was not proposed to deprive the President of his 
powers, but in the Select Committee, which consisted of several Honourable Members, 
it was thought proper to also deprive the President of his powers and to vest them in the 
Municipal Commissioner. My point is that it was not the intention of the framers of. 
the original Bill to deprive the President of all his powers, but in the Select Committee : 
this sweeping change .was.suggested and ultimately accepted by .the Committee. 

The sec6nd point that I would like to say in this connection is that the 1\Iunicipali· 
ties in the mofussil are comparatively so poor that it is not worth their· while to appoint 
lfunicipal Commissioners on very high salaries. We have before us with regard to 
Ahmedabad Municipality the speech of the Honourable Sir CHINUBHAI at the first read· 
ing. He distinctly told us that unless Government pays a substantial part of the salary, 
unless Government pays pension and leave contributions, his Municipality cannot alford · 
to have a highly paid Officer as the .Municipal Commissioner is bound to be. He also 
referred to certain letters by the two Commissioners of the Northern Division, the Hon· 
ourable Mr. BARROW and Mr. BLADEN, and he also referred to one letter by Mr. Painter, -
the Collector of Ahmedabad, which pointed to show that the existing financial condition 
of the Ahmedabad Municipality is such that a highly paid officer could not be retained 
by it unless Government. came to its assistance in the matter of leave and pension con· 
tributions and various other concessions. The condition of Poona and Surat 1\J:uni· 
cipalities is comparatively much poorer than Ahmedabad, and certainly they""could not 
afford to retain a highly paid officer. I do not know which of the Municipalities is · 
intended to be affected by the Bill beyond these three. I do not talk about Karachi at 
all1 and I leave this question to my Honourable friend Mr. HARCIIANDRAI, the representa· 
tive from Karachi open for discussion. All I say is that the financial condition of the 
mofussil Municipalities is such at present that it would not be right for us to inflict 
:Mun~cipal Commissioners on them against their will. 

It was said at the time of the :first reading by some members of this Council that 
unless ~ou appoint men of the grade of Collector, the institution of a Municipal Com-
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missioner is bound to be a worse failure tl1an the measure which we now seek to condPmn 
in regard to mofussil Municipalities. I do not for a morq~nt mean to snggest that under
the present system Municipalities have become a failure, but at the same time I do 
think that if the view of this Council is that the Municipal Commissioners must lJe men 
of great ability and experience and that they must be of the Collector's grade, then I say 
that it is absolutely um:ecessary for this Council to waste its time over this legislation at 
all. N o·~funicipality in the mofmsil could afford to retain a Municipal Commissioner 
of the grade of Collector. 

I would further say that the Act of 1901, which for the first time authorised the 
Municipalities to appoint executive officers, has not been sufficiently tried, and it would 
not be proper to condemn the provisions thereof unless and until a fair and full trial is 
given to them. Mofussil Municipalities have appointed Chief Officers only recently, . 
and the Governor in Council has not yet had the opportunity of making use of the con. 
trolling sections which are embodied in the Act. It would be really too early for us to· 
pass any deci~ion or criticism adverse to the legislation which was so carefully brought 
about in 1901. If we were to pass the present Bill into law, it.would mean that we do 
not approve of the provisions with regard to the Chief Officers as contained in the Act 
of 1901. · What I say is, make use and allow the Municipalities to make use of those 
provisions, for a reaEonable time and see whether the institution of a Chief Officer could 
be made more successful for the efficient working of tho~e bodies. 

The last point that I would like to refer to is that when the Act of 1684 was 
passed, all that the then legislature intended was that the people of this Presidency 
should be encouraged to learn something in the way of managing their own affairs them· 
selves. That was the intention of the framers of the Act of 188:1!. It was ~ policy laid 
down by Lord Rifon's Government, and I am afraid day after day, by such legislation, 
we are going back on it. In 1884 the legislature left the entire managem~nt of th& 
:Municipal administration in the mofussil in the hands of committees. By the Act of . 
1901, they gave them power to appoint Chief Officers to do executive work. So far it 
was alright. But the Act went further, and it empowered the Governor in Council to 
require a Municipality to appoint a Chief Officer, and delegate to him all or any of· its · 
powers and this I say is a retrograde step. This Act goes still further and deprives (a) 
the Municipality of its right to select its own executive offi.cer, (b) the President of his 
powers of ge:Q.eral supervision and control and (c) vests most of the powers of the Munici· . 
pality in the executive officer to be called the Municipal Commissioner-powers which in 
a proper case could have been delegated to him by the Municipality of its own accord or· 
under requisition by the Governor in Council. I do not see how, under these circum· 
stances, I. can hold with others that this legislation is in the nature of further i~stalment 
of self-government and ,not a . retrograde step. Under these circumstances, I strongly 
oppose the second reading of this Bill, ·and I do think and hope that my Honourable· 
friends in this House will carefully consider the existing provisions which I have pointed 
out to them before they make up their minds to .vote for or against the second reading 
of this Bill. ' 

Bis Excellency the PRESIDENT: Order, Order. I think it will be to the convenien~e· 
of Hono~rable Members if we a.djourn for lunch and meet again at a quarter to three. 

Council adjourned for lunch till a quarter to three. 
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After lunch. 

His Exceliency the PRESIDENT : Order, Order. A Bill further to amend the B~mbay 
District :Municipal Act, 1901, second reading and discussion thereon. · 

The Honourable Sir CHINUBHAI MAniiAVLAL read the following speech :-I support, 
the second reading of the Bill as amended by the Select Committee. The main feature 
of this Bill is the provision made in it for the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner as 
the Administrative Head of all executive work. At this stage I will confine my remarks 
to some of the principal objections that are urged against this proposal and these may 
briefly be summarised under two heads, namely:-

1. The taking away from the Municipality concerned the privilege of executive 
powers and therefore curtailing their rights. 

2. The prospect of additional burden of cost which the appointment of Municipal 
Commissioners will bring upon the Municipalities concerned •.. 

A brief survey of the actual present day working of the :Municipalities that are 
likely to be affected by this Bill as amended by the Select Committee will be helpful in 
determining the propriety or otherwise of these objections. These liunicipalities are
Karachi, Ahmedabad, Surat and Poona. From this category I would exclude Ahmedabad 
because its regular Municipality is under suspension and the present Aclministration 
under the Committee of Management appointed by Government cannot strictly be cJassecl 
with the working of the Municipalities that enjoy all the rights, privlleges and franchise· 
of local self·government according to the District Municipal Act. · AU the three 
remaining Municipalities namely Karachi, Surat and Poona, although enjoying under the: 
existing .Aot tho full nature of the privilege of exeroising executive powers, have, as far: 
as I know, delegated to their Chief Officers almost all their important powers as contem
·plated in the Bill before us. Now what does this mean? It means that these MunicipalitieS; 
have by experience recognised the principle that for efficient, expeditious and satis• 
factory working and for ensuring successful administration it is essential to invest the· 
executive officer with certain powers more less of an absolute nature. What they have· 
thus endorsed by practical experience this Bill contemplates to confirm by a legislation. 
and enactment. It is possible for one individual to carry on single handed business in 
an efficient and successful manner when it is in a small compnss but when this business. 
expands considerably it becomes absolutely necessary for the same individual to invoke· 
the aid of another ma:n and to delegate to him some of his authority if he wants to 
maintain the same standard of efficiency. The man who thus delegates some of his
powers to another does not for a moment think that by this delegation he is in any way 
curtailing his authority but on the contrary he feels a sorb of relief that by doing so he: 
is assuring himself of the same if not greater success in his business. Municipal 
Administration is nothing more or less than a business concern. As long as Munici
palities can e~ciently look after the health and sanitation of places that count their 
population by thousands they can and may afford to do the work single handed, that is to. 
say, can keep under their control both deliberative and executive functions, but when 
these places become big and rise froni thousands to lakhs~ it is high time in my opinion 
for such Municii.Jalities to think of devising some means of division of work, if they 
wish to keep their administration to the same pitch of efficiency and success; and 
the division that is likely to be more effective and or real help to Municipalities 
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in this state of affairs in the separation of the deliberative from tho executive work and 
to retain to themselves the more important of the two. In my opinion deliberative 
work is of greater importance and value than the executive, which is more or less of a 
mechanical nature and therefore the former should form the legitimate duty of the Muni
cipality apd should exclusi~ely be reserved to themselves, while the latter namely executive 
work can conveniently and with advantage be entrusted to others by delegating it to 
-capable men selected for the purpose. This has actually been done by ihe Municipalities 
-of Karachi, Hurat and Poona and the present :Bill aims · at nothing more than this 
and the Municipalities of Karachi, Surat and Foona by delegating to their Chief 
Officers many of the executive po\vers ha.ve virtually accepted this principle of this 
Bill. The question then naturally arises :-Where is the necessity for legislating 
for the post of Municipal Commissioner as described in this Bill ? The 
·answer to this question is :-The present delegation of powers rests upon the decision 
of members that form these municipalities. These members change every three years 
.and there is no certainty whether their successors will hold the views and maintain and 
continue the principle acce.pted and laid down by their predeaessors. To ensure stability 
~nd certainty io the present action of these municipalities it is necessary to legislate and 
.if this necessity for such legislation is established, it is quite in the fitness of things that 
'the enactment should be such as to answer the purpose for semoit me to come and not 
merely to meet the present exigencies. This can best be accomplished by following as 
·far as practicable the lines of the .Act of the Municipality of Bombay which is. generally 
.admitted to be successful. It will thus be seen that there is no question involved of any 
-curtailment of rigbts and privileges as at present enjoyed by the municipalities concerned· 
:~nd therefore this objection in my opinion is more sentimental than real. 

As regards the second objection of increased expenditure, the question requires to be. 
viewed from several points before pronouncing a decisive verdict. What may appear to 
.be costly at first sight may turn out to be cheap in the end. It is generally admitted 
that efficiency is difficult to be secured without paying for it. Result alone proves 
·conclusively whether the price paid in the beginning for efficiency is justifiable, but 
none the less it is a fact that one has to take in the beginning the risk of costs for the 
sake of efficiency. If the Municipal Commissioner be considered to be an efficient agency. 
for carrying on the admhiistra.tion of· certain municipalities, it must be conceded that 
these municipalities must be prepared to face in the beginning the · extra expenditure 
of engaging an officer of this stamp. The results alone will justify the wisdom of such 
a step, till then it is an experiment and the question is whether the municipalities 
concerned for prospective greater efficiency should try this experiment whioh. is of a. 
costly nature. There is however one re-assuring feature in this experiment and this is 

. the share of responsibility that falls upon Government in giving trial to the experiment 
()fa Municipal Commissioner. I consider this Government share of responsibilitv even 
greater than that of the municipalities concerned, because Government not only takes 
upon itself the onus of recommending a Municipal Commissioner to the municipalities 
.concerned, but the responsibility of :fixing t.he salary to be paid by the municipality for 
-engaging these costly officers. It is well.known how kee~ and vigilent our Government 
is in watching the expenditure of ~u~ ~unicipalities. Every additional item of expense, 
no matter l1owever small and ms1gmficant, first of all should receive the sanction 
of Government before it can be incurred by the municipalities. Can it be 
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believed for a moment th1t tha Governm:mt that is so zealously guarding the financial 
interests of municipalities will relax: in any way their vigilance over municipal expendi
ture or render itself liable to the charge of remissness in its duties of watching the 
interests of our municipalities by thrusting upon them such expenditure as will be 
beyond their capacities to bear? I well remember the protest I made at the time of 
the first reading of this Bill on the ground of expenditure. This was mainly based upon 
the provision made in the original l3ill for assigning plural duties, both municipal as well 
as Government, to the Municipal Commissioner. This provision entailed the necessity of 
entertaining another high and costly officer as an Assistant tto the Municipal Commis
sioner and would certainly be a strain on the resources of the municipalities. As this 
provision of entrusting plural duties to the Municipal Commissioner has been eliminated 
in the Select Committee, there hardly remains sufficient ground for any protest. r 

Objection seems to have been taken to the relluction of population. limit from one 
Iakh and fifty thousand to one lakh. I see no good ground for this objection. In the first 
place the retention of the original limit of one Iakh and fifty thousand would have meant 
at one or at the most two municipalities out of the whole Presidency, and it would 
hardly be considered proper that so much time and trouble need. be taken for legislating for 
only two cities. Secondly, as already stated by me, it is the bulk and extent of a place 
that determine the necessity of engaging a particular class of officers to carry on its 
administrative work and I think that one lakh is not a small number that could not 
justify the high and superior officer like a Municipal.Commissioner to be engaged. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL has cited several clauses from the present Act 
I 

empowering Government . to compel municipalities to delegate all the powers that 
may be desired to the Chief Officer, but Mr. PATEL loses sight of the fact that 
they are merely dictatorial clauses not intendei for every day use. Surely Mr •. PATEL 
does not wish to m~ke Government into a constant dictator. 

I do not think this is the proper· time to go into such details of the Dill as pension 
contribution and the retention or exclusion of certain clauses relating to the powers to be 
conferred upon the Municipal Commissioner. I see several amendments proposed and 
these details will be dealt with when the amendments come up for consideration. 

The Honourable Mr. CHIMANLAL ·HARILAL SETALVAJ? spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-! confess I am unable to appreciate the attitude taken up by the 
Honourable Mr. PATEL with regard to this Bill. The main question that has to be decided 
by this Council with regard to this l3ill is1 whether· we ought to have for the 
mofussil municipalities the appointment of a Municipal Comm.ll;sioner. On that main 
issue I have heard practically nothing from him at all. lie left it merely wHh the 
remark that the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner would be, in his opinion, a 
retrograde measure. Having said that, what my honourable friend proceeded to do was 
this. He referred to the various sections in the existing Act, and argued therefrom that 
there were ample powers under those sections vested in Government at present under 
which they could compel municip~lities to appoint Chief Officers, and als_o furt~er 
compel them to delegate to those Chief Officers executive functions, and that those. bemg 
provisions of the· present Act, it was not necessary, so far as I understood him, to. have 
this enactment at all. · 
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I confess again, Your Excellency, that I am unable to appreciate the attitude 
taken up by my honourable friend :Mr. PATEL with regard to this question, and I do not 
think Mr. PATEL himself has realised what the effect of what he states will be. He 

· would have the Government to interfere with the municipalities whenever Government 
thought they were neglecting to appoint. Chief Officers, or that they were not making proper 
provision for the discharge of executive functions; he would have the Government to 
interfere under what we call the bludgeon clauses to compel municipalities to make the 
appointment of Chief Officers. Having compelled them to do so in the :first instance, 
and if they do not delegate to him the functions ~hich ought to be delegated, he would 
have the Governor-in-Council to interfere again, and command them under the bludgeon 
clauses to delegate the necessary powers to the Chief Officers. 

Now I put it to the Honourable ~I r. PATEL and the other members of this Council 
whether that is a position consistent with the prestige and dignity of any municipality. 
Is it right that the municipalities should be prepetually interfered with in this manner, 
and I am surprised that people who are standing up for the independence of munici
palities, like Mr. PATEL and those who think with him, should advocate such interference. 
Would it be in the least dignified that Government should be compelled to interfere in 
this manner and dictate to the municipalities to make the appointment of Chief 
Officerst and then delegate the powers to them. If experience has brought people to the 
conclusion that we mu~t have one offioer to carry out the executive functions, is it not 
more consistent with the dignity of local self-government to clearly lay down ·that the 
executive functions shall be vested in and exercised by an officer to be called the 
Municipal Commissioner instead of requiring Government on every occasion to interfere 
with the discretion of municipalities to compel and. order municipalities to do what the 
Government thinks they should do. I therefore submit that the course suggested by 
the Honourable Mr. PATEL, viz., ''do not enact this Act, do not niake this prqvision for 
the Municipal Commissioner and leave it to Government "-can only be worked in the 
manner I have·pointed out, by this perpetual interference on the part of Gnvernment. 
Looked at from th9.t point of view, Your Excellency,-:-! have no doubt that members 
of thi~ Council would come to the conclusion, that by far the better course, by far the 
most effic.ient course, by far the most dignified course, is to adopt the cour~e for which 
sanction ia asked for by this Bill. 

trhen, as I said, the real and mai~ question is whether the appointment of a 
Commissioner, such as we have in :Bombay, is a thing desirable to be done for the 
mofussil :Municipalities, and that is really a question which Members of thkCouncil have 
to answer for themselves before they vote for this Bill. Now, Your Excellency, I yield 
to none in my great desire to give Local self-Government a good chance, and to advance 
Local self-Government as much as possible. But it must not be forgotten that in 
the very interests of Local self-Government, in the very interests of making that· 
LOcal self-Government successful, it is desirable that the activities of Local self
Government should be so directed that it ma.r not end in failure. Now all experience· 

. shows that executive duties cannot properly and rightly be carried on by bodies" 
con,sisting. of a large number of people wbo are rendering honorary service ; and when 
those executive functions grow, as they have grown in the mofussil, with the growth of' 
population, it is more and more obvious .that the carrying out of executive duties can only. 
be properly done by one officer in whom those duties ought to be vested. If you leave' 
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them to be exercised, as they are at present exercised in some, places ·by those deliberative 
bodies, you can never have an efficient administration at alL Th~t principle has been 
recognised, and it is not a new one.· It has already been recog~ised. :by. the Act of ·1901, 
as the Honourable Mr. p ATEL pointed out. The Act of 1901 makes all thes.e provisions 
for the delegation of executive functions to the Chief Officer, and so far as the principle 
is concerned, I would ask whether it would not be best to entrust the executive 
functions to a l[unicipal Commissioner in the manner they are vested in Bombay. 
As I have said the principle is to · a certain extent recognised by the· Act 
of 1901. All that we propose to do in this Bill is to put it on a more sure footing in the 
light of experience that we have gained. Inst~ad of having a Chief Officer appointed 
by the Municipality and leaving it to the Municipality to delegate certain functions to 
.him, and then putting the burden on Government to interfere if they do not do their 
duty in this behalf, what is proposed to do now is to carefully define what. executive 
functions are to be vested in the Municipal Commissioner, and lay down in so many 
words in those sections that particular powers are to be exercised by the Municipal 
Commissioner. 

Then the other change is the appointmen~ of Municipal Commissioner, instead of 
being with the 1Iunicipality as is the case with regard to the Chief Officer, is now to be 
vested in Governmen~. That again is a change which, a little reflection will show, is 
a very desirable one. If you want to vest executive functions of this character in one 
officer like the l\Iunicipal Commissioner, it is extremely desirable that his appointment 
should not be in the hands of the Municipality itself. Otherwise do not expect that 
officer who is to be appointed by the· votes of the Municipality itself to be an indepen· 
dent person. He will hava to look again for his re-appointment to the votes of the 
Municipality. In the first instance, too, he has to canvas the members of the Municipality 
and after all experience shows that, for making appointments of this characte 
large bodies consisting of 40, 50 or 60 people are not the best bod~es. Therefore, it is very 
desirable that the appointment should rest' in the hands of an independent b<;>dy like 
Government. If, therefore, the Council comes to the conclusion that the 
principle that has already been recognised in 1901 in the manner I have pointed out, 
requires to be put on a better basis, on a surer footing, and. on a more workable basis, 
then I submit, Your Exce1lency, that there cannot be any question thet the Bill, as 
revised by tho Select Committee, is a Bill which ought to receive th.e acceptance of this 
Council. When I say this, I do not commit myself with regard to the various details 
of the Bill and with regard to which I shall express my views when we come to the 
various clauses of the Bill. There are a number of sections which may require . a little 
remodelling, not only to carry out certain views that we have got, but also to give 
effect to the principles that were agreed to in the Select Committee, but were possibly 
not quite carried out in the manner we had desired. 

I won't go into these details at this stage, Your Excellency, because it is a matter 
which wi~l be gone into when we come to deal with the Bill clause by clause. But, as I 
have said, the main principle to be decided by the Council is with regard to the appoint
ment of a Municipal Commissioner, whether it is not desirable to have such an appointment 
in the interests of the mofussil Municipalities an~ in the interests o~ the efficient 
working thereof. 
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' . As I have pointed out, the argu'ment of my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL will lead 
the :hf unici palities :into ·a· state of things which certainly no Io ver of Local self-Government 
ean view with cequ~:hilnity • Honourable Members would certainly not like to degrade 
the Municipalities 'to this state, that they are to be compelled. at every stage by Govern .. 
ment to make this .appointment, to delegate powers and so. on. Instead of that, as I 
pointed.out; it is much more right and much more dignified to bave these matters defined 
by· statute, so that there will be no friction in the working thereof •. 

'•-; L I . 

· ·: It must also be remembered that in amending the Bill in the Select Committee, 
great care·has been taken to see to this, that the Municipalit.y has the real control that 
theytought to have in municipal affairs. All that is proposed to be done is to vest merely 
he executive power in the hands of the Commissioner. The words actually used are 

''the executive power for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act" etc. 
That is all that is proposAd to vest in him, but beyond that the section clearly enacts 
that the 1\iunicipal Government of the municipal district vests in the Municipality. 
That makes the Municipality the govering body in municipal matters. The Municipal 
Commissioner is under the l!Iunicipality to carry out the executive part, but the whole 
of ~h~ deliberative. function is still vested in the Municipality in whom, by law, the 
Municipal Government is vested. For instance, the Municipality have with them the 
real control that is needed :ln the first instance, viz., the financial control. It is the 
. Municipality who will lay down what money is to be spent or can be spent ~uring any 
one y~ar, and the liunicipal Commissioner will have to work within the Budget, and 
so in. that way you have initially the real control, viz., of the finances vested in the 
.Municipality~. . . . 

· ·Then, further, although the executive work to be carried out will be vested in the 
Municipal Commissioner, the Municipal Council.wiltalways have the general power of 

· superv~ion and criticism over the acts of the Mu:nicipal Com;migsioner even in matters that 
are by law vested in him. As you have in Bombay, although the various executive functions 

·are- carried out ·by the Municipal Commissioner, the Corporation have always the power of 
~riticism and expressing 'their opinion on any particular matter, and thoug4 they cannot 
·upset what he has done or cannot direct him to do a particular thing, it is always open 
to them to express as to what in their opinion should be done in a particular matter. 
In that sense~ therefore, I submit, ~our Excellency, that there is nothing in this meas~a 
that one need fear. It is· not any slur on or discouragement of Local self .. Government. 
·To my mind, it is really an attempt to put Local self~Government on a more sure basis, 
()n such a basis that it is mora likely -to be successful than heretofore. With these words, 
I support the second reading of the Bill. 

The HonouraQle SHEIKH GHULAM HUSSEIN HIDAYATALLAH spoke as follows :-My 
Lord,-after what has fallen from my Honourable friend lfr. SETALVAD who has replied 
to the arguments advanced by the Honourable Mr. PATEL, I have to say only a few words. 

'The Honoura~le Mr. PATEL wanted an instance of a Municipality in :which _the appoint· 
ment of a Chief Officer has been a failure. I might remind him. of a Municipality with 
which I am intimately connected, which had during the short period of two years ·three 
Chief Officers whom we had to send away, because the administration was bad. As the 
'Honourable Mr. SETALVAi> put it, one of the reasons why the administration of a Chief 
Officer has been bad is because they are appointed by the votes of the Municipal 
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Councillors. Therefore they cann<;>t become ~ndependent of thet;n.. ~ence. the necessi~y 
of the appoint~ent of~ liu!licipal Commiss,ion~r. · · · · ' ~ · • 

. Secondly, the work that is done by the Sub-Committees is· carried on by ,men· w~o 
are busy people and cannot devote ·much time and attention to municipal· matters only. 
The Hyderabad Municipality is an instance which I may .mentt<;m:, :Where the adminis
tration is in a bad condition, and·I ani afraid evon,,.there might.be a move on the parf ()f 
the 1\Iunicipal Councillors, though it has ·a population of only. 75 thousand, for the 
appointment of . a Municipal Commissioner seeing how efficiently ·th~ work b carried 
on by the Commissione~ in the City of .Bombay. · · . . . , . . 

Moreover, we hllve to take into consideration the party spirit ~nd the factio~s a~d 
the work becomes so difficult to carry on fairly and honestly.· Therefore, I feel that there 
is great necessity for the appointment of a very efficient ~I\u;lici~~l Commissi~~er n~t 
· <>nly in large :Municipalities but in smaller Municipalities too, for which there is a provision. 
'Vith these remarks I support the second reading of the Bill.· 

The Honourable Mr. l3A.LKRISHNA SrTARAM KAMAT spoke as follows:-Your 
:Excellency, after the remarks that have fallen from my Hono:urabll;' fnend, I do not think 
any words are necessary from me .to support this Bill.. ~ will only make a few observations 
regarding what has fallen from the H~noura ble Mr. P ~TE;L, .and 'ip doing so, I may tell Yo~r 
Excellency I do not propose approaehing this subject from the point ·of view. of a lawyer, 
because I am not a lawyer. I only .speak from the little practical experience which 
I have of municipal matters. The Honourable M_r. PA';r.!JlL, ·told us that .there is already 
enough power under.the existing law in the hands of Governm~nt to enforce a Municipal 
Commissioner on a particular Municipality and. he asks Govern~ent whether th~y have 
exercised· that. power in the past. He also told us.that t.ll.ere is enough power already 
under section 27, for the Municipality to delegate any pow~rs to the ·.Chief Officer.. ~ut 
by the rr.ere fact that Government Y.ave not exercis~d this po.w~:r :in .the past, "hat does 

. he argue ? Does he mean to say that Government should now e~ercis6. this power .a~d 
bring to book every :Municipality that has not engaged a M~'Ilicip!ll. Oommissioner under 
the provisions or' section 13 which only s1ys that, if ·in _the opinion of G:overnment ·it is 
necessary to appoint a ~Iunicipal Commissioner to a particul!lr. Municipality, they mdy 
do so. If Government have so long not done it, they _might'nqt have .thought it neces~ 
sary to force a Commissioner on a particular M:unicipality siQlply because its affairs were 
being properly managed. Does he wish that Government should .come down with this 
power on every :Municipality? and when he has told.us that the Municipalities have got 
the authority to delegate certain powers to the Chief Officer, has he brought forward any 
constructive evidence about the results ? Our friend Sir CHINUBHAI just told us that 
such powers have in certain cases been delegated. Can the Honourable .Mr. PATEL tell 
us that whenever such power is delegated, all those Municipalities have been doing ideal 
work? He told us 'that the example of Bombay would not apply to the Municipalities 
in the mofussil. But he has not given any reasons. I do confess that the case of Bombay 
~.tands entirely on a different footing. But if he says that men in the mofussil are not 
strong enough to control their execut_ive officer, I can, speaking of Poona at any . rate, 
assure him that his view is mistaken. 

Regarding the remarks whicp. the _Honourable Mr. PATEL made on the point of 
salary, he himself has .shown that even ip. the e:Kisting Act as it stands ~t prese~t, 
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Government have the Ultimate power of vetoing or disapproving of the salary which tb~ 
Municipality may be prepared to give to its Chief Officer. Well, has he shown any 

. particular instance where Government have improperly exercised this power? Can he 
·show or does· he prove that in keeping the question of salary in their own hands, Govern
·m~nt only wjsh to bring any Municipality to th~ brink of insolvency P I do not think 
he has shown any reason. Of course, from the point of view of sentiment, I have nothing 
to say •. But if even now an appointment of a Chief Officer of a Municipality is subject 
to confirmation by the Commissioner of a Division, and as long as M::r. F ATEL is unable 
to give an instance of any particular Municipality which has suffered at the hands of 
the Commissioner, I do not think there is cause for apprehension. so far as the question 
. of salary is concerned. The Honourable Mr. PATEL refers to a question regarding 
Municipaliti~s which he has put in this Session and which, he says, has not been answered 

, by 'Government. But, in the first place, I wish to say that his very question is rather 
in very vague terms. I do not ·know what he proposes to tell you even if his question 
we;re answered. I take the case of the Poona Municipality. If I were asked whether the 
work of the Poona Municipality is a failure or a success and if we are to judge by the 
standard of work done by the Ahmedabad Municipality, I would say the Poona Munici
pality is a distinct success. During the last ten years it has done pretty good work and 
Government Reports would bear out the fact that it has done quite useful work. But 

·is. it a success as compared with the Bombay Municipality ? Well, if I compare Poona 
Municipality with Bombay, I may ~ay the Poona Municipality is a decided failure. · 
Therefore I say the word failure. is comparative. It is no use hunting out facts· about 
the failure of particular Municipalities. Mr. PATEL asks where was the necessity for 
this legislation. I think the whole of the reply to this is given in the statement of 
objects. and reasons. The. very fact is that the present Chief , Officer, whatever his 
qualifications or abilities may be, is more or less compelled to abide by the orders of the 

· various Committees, like the Managing Committee, the School Board Committee or the 
Pubiic Works Committee,-and therefore,. as long as he is to depend upon these Committees, 
'his work is delayed; and no matter how so clever a man may be or what his capacity 
for work mat be, as long as he has to receive orders from certain Committees and has to 
accept· the decisions arrived at, I think th~ management by Chief Officers under the 

·present circumstances would be perhaps as unsatisfactory as it is. at present. I do not 
! me~m to cast any. reflection .on any particular .Municipality. From the very fact that 
they are hedged in by so many other conditions, it is simply not to be expected that 
:Municipalities can get very satisfactory work out of their Chief Officers as they stand at 
.present~ That ·is the defect in the constitution of the powers of Chief Officer, and that 
is why it is necessary to do away as far as possible with the present system of Committees 
and to entrust larger municipal power arid municipal control to the .l\funicipal 

·Commissioner. · · 
' 

The fact, to which my Honourable friend SHEIKH G.a:ULAY HusEIN referred, is 
signifi.c~nt. The .thing is when a man knows that.he owes his appointment to· a parti- · 
cular set of .Pe.ople, natur~y it is not to be expected that he will be as independent in 

. his work as porha ps an officer appointed by Government. Besides,. the Chief Officer has 
to take his ?rders not only from one set of men but probably he has to depend every 

-three years on different sets of men, and as long as the constitution of Committees goes 
. on changing, it is natural that the* tt·ndency or the attitude or perhaps the policy of the 
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·chief Officer is always likely to be subjected to changes according to the changes in. the
constitution of the Municipality every three years. · It is quite. necessary that the Chief 
officer or l:lunicipal Commissioner whom we appoint should be a man having a ;distinct 
:policy of his own, whatever might be the change in the personnel of the Municipality. On 
the whole, therefore, the only fact seems to be that the new proposed change in the law 
is resented merely on the ground of interference with the ideas of Local self·Government. 
As the Honourable Mr. SETALVAD put it, I too yield to none perhaps in my desire to see 
Local self-Government prosper •. But the fact is, is the Municipality going to be a 
kindergarten school for certain 1\Iunicipal Councillors P Is it to be a training ground 
in the art of Local self .. Government? Possibly it may require 50 years before people 
can be experts i~ Local self-Government, and the management might be even then not 
nerfect. Are we to wait till then? I maintain that this question is to be looked at, not 
~nly from the sentimental point of view of Local self-Government, but we have· also to 
look at it from the other point of view, that the inhabitants of a particular town, of all 
sections and of all grades, do require that the management ought to be improved as 
rapidly as possible. And .till then, if there are any faults in the Municipal members 
who come there to learn their work, I think it is quite reasonable and fair to appoint 
:Municipal Commissioners, until at least perhaps thirty or forty years when the people 
will have learnt the art of Local self-Government. 

After having said this much, I may repeat the same thing as the Honourable 
:Mr. SETALV AD put it, that I do not commit myself to all the different clauses which the. -
Select Committee has introduced. I do say that the . appointment of a Municipal 
Commissioner would be an advantage. Possibly it would be an advantage also in the 
advance of Local self-Government, inasmuch as people would learn from the Municipal· 
Commissioners how to manage their own affairs better rather than continue to mismanage: 
as t,hey have been doing for some years. But I think that some of tl~e clauses which· 
have been introduced by the Select Committee are of such a nature that they leave too 
much power in the hands of the :1\'Iunicipal Commissioner. I therefore think that, with· 
certain alterations which perhaps may be discussed when we come to discuss the clauses, 
the main feature of the Bill as set forth by the Select Committee is of a very whole· 
some nature, and on these grounds I support the second reading of the Rill. 

The Honourable Mr. N AVROJI DoRABJI KRANDALAV ALA spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I rise to support the second reading of this Bill. The main question 
regarding the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner which has been put with reference 
to this Bill is an exceedingly important one. When the idea of appointing Chief Officers 
was discussed, and afterwards put into legislation, it was hoped that the Chief Officer of a' 

Municipality would be able to exercise his power in such an independent manner as to ~ 
carry on the administration and the executive work of the Municipality so as to give' 
satisfaction to those who expected that the Municipality would make progress in 
various directions, particularly in sanitation. This hope will not be found to have been · 
fulfilled if the work of a number of Chief Officers be taken into consideration. No parti· 
cular person need be blamed for that, but it will be seen that the appointment of a 
Chief Officer, resting as it does with the lfunicipal Councillors, does not prove very 
satisfactoty. The selection of an officer who would exercise his powers in a way that · 
woUld command the respect of those who hope that he should work independently, is 
veri rare. He is hedged in by many difficulties; he has· to look up to many persons, 
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-a:nd consequently he has. to give in .on those points in which he would like to work 
according to his own will 

In the case of the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner by Government, it is 
quite dilierent. Government have a large number of able officers from whom they 
could select a suitable person who would work with vigour and without being hampered 
by the views of obstructive persons in the Municipality, and who would hold his own 
against any unreasonable views of the members of the Municipal body. Such an 
offi.c€r being in charge of the executive function, the work of the lfunicipality would 
bo performed in a manner which would bring credit to it. He would see whether the 

. work of the Municipality is carried on in sue~ a way as would result in the improvement 
of the city, its sanitation, its drainage, its water works, and so on, and he would be able 
to put all the work on a better footing than what it generally may have been. Anybody 
who has be(}U acquainted with the City of Poona will see that, however good the work 
that may have been done on this side during the last thirty years, a good deal more 
rel!).ains to be done, and such new work could hardly be done properly unless there is 
an officer who is able to work independently pond vigorously and to carry on tbe work 
without being hampered. For this reason I am clearly of opinion, as many Honourable 
Members in this Council I hope are, that the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner 
·shoulG. be made by Government. ' 

The chief difficulty which has been troubling many persons in the Municipality in. 
the cities where Municipal Commissioners are likely to be appointed is the salary of the 
Commissioner who may be appointed. The resources of the different Municipalities that 
will in the first Instance come in for the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner are 
not such as to pay the Municipal Commissioner a very large salary, and unless a very 
good salary is paid, a competent officer will not be coming forward to do the work. For 
this. purpose it is to be hoped that Government will consider the financial aspect of the 
matter and. give· such help to the Municipality as may be necessary in the matter of the 

. appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. I do not knQw whether I am rightly saying 
that Government do hope to give some assistance in this way, but whether their assi.Et
ance be given or not, the matter, I am sure, will be carefully considered as to how the 
Municipalities. will be able to meet the very large expense which would have to be met 
by the appointment of a M~~cipal Commissioner. . 

The Honourable Sir OinNUBHAI took objection in the first reading of the Bill with 
regard to this matter, but he is now of a different opinion because the ~:lunicipal Commis• 
sioner under the present arrangement will not be saddled with other work as that of the 
City Survey Officer, and the Municipality will not thus have to employ a second officer 

. , 
and therefore the salary of the Municipal Commissioner nill in his opinion be forth-
.coming, ~ut .a~though the Municipal Commissioner may not have to do city survey 
work, his salary will form a heavy item and it must receive very careful consideration 
at the hands of Government, With these few words I support the second reading of 
the Bill. · ,t 

The Honourable Mr, SHBIDHAR :BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-My 
Lord,-After what Mr. PATEL has said I need not say more in support of ·the view which 
he has tried to put forward so ably and clearly. I have only to correct certain misappre
hensions that appear to exist about what he has sought to put forth. I think the point· 



;on which there are no two opinions is the·nec:essity'•to" delegate 1exeoutive powers to the 
·.executive officer according·. to the requirements of any particular place. In 'a s~a-ller 
Municipality it may be possible for the Honorary Committees to do the wor~ but in 

. larger :Municipalities it is not poss~ble, and as a matter of fact we_ know that in 'a.ll Qity 
Municipalities, at any rate, good many of the executive powers have already been 
delegated to the Chief Officer. Under section 183 to which the Honourable 'Mr. PATEL 

·drew attention (reads) several of these powers are already delegated td t~e Chief_ Officer 
·by statute. In addition to these powers it is open to the Mm.~icipalities to delegate 
·further powers to their Chief Officers. As a matter of fact the more important ~unici .. 
palities have already done it. Now it is proposed t<:> delegate by statute an· executi.ve 
powers to the executive officer in the case of the larger l\funicipalities that would no doubt 
be desirable in the case of the more importa~t Municipalities. which have a pop~Iation 
of 100 thousand inhabitants or more and with that view I have tried to meej lialf way: 
by consenting to retain for those Municipalities section .186 G which provides· for de1ega~ 
tion of those additional powers. · If we do that now under section 183 it will probabiy 
be doing by legislation what is found to be actually necessary: But as regards the 
smaller :Municipalities the~c may be different opinions as to the two. sections. , There i~ 
no necessity for any sudden sweeping change in the constitution as· i~ stan.ds with ·'regard 
to these Mofussil Muniripalities. Every care bas been taken to subject them to all the 
necessary supetvision that is needed. In addition to the clauses referring·to Government's 
powers of control referred to by my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL · there are also other 
·sections as pointed out by the Honourable :Mr. SEI'A.LVAD which give power to· the· 
Collector who is near the spot to supervise the Municipal administration. You will see' 
that tmder section 173 fhe Collector has the power of inspection and· supervision over 
all the proceedings of the Municipal bodies. Then he has power to suspend the execution 
of all orders by the Municipality; He has power to do all that is needful to interfere 
with the executive work of the :Municipality. 'These powers are given to the Collectors 
in the }fofussil. I do not think these powers have' been conceded to the Collector of 
Bombay with regard to the Bombay Municipality. When Government have already 
done all that is necessary to exercise close supervision over the work of the Mofussil 
~Iunicipalities there is no reason to further encroach on their powers or to interfere with 
their freedom of action. I may say that in most cases the Municipalities have to work in 
·co-operation with the Executive authorities, but if they are.,. to be put under further 
restrictions under these new provisions I think we should allow them at least sufficient 
power of control to secure due administration of the work entrusted to· them. Now 
while the Act as it stands gives all the executive powers to the executive officer, shall 
we not be justified in desiring that the person who represents the whole Municipal body 
in a material form, I mean the President, should at least have the power of the Collector 
for general supervision of the work of the Executive Officer. The President is a man 
-appointed either by Government or elected by the vote of a large majority of the whole· 
body. Such being the case I think without any further legislation it will be possible 
for us by amending only a few of the sections of the existing Act as they stand to 
secur~ what is desired to be done by the Bill now before us. 

Then as to the Municipalities as bodies not being able to select· their own Officers · 
I think if the principle that has been enunciated by some of our friends be accepted, then 
we need not have powers to appoint anydody at all because the Health Officers, Sanitary 
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Officers and oth~r subordinates owe their appointment to us. and according to our friend's. 
'dictum we shall have to hold that they will not be men who will do their work honestly, 
but we know by exp'erience that they are not the less. honest in their work for reason of 
their .being appointed ~y the :Municipal body. When Municipalities are allowed to select 
'their own Chief Officers and to delegate to them the necessary powers why should their right 
of making selection in the case of the Municipal Commissioner be taken away by Govern· 
ment. .Smaller Municipalities· do apply to .the Collectors for Chief Officers and the 
~arger :Municipalities would certainly consult him unless they find an exceptionally good 
man,' and if. Municipalities ask Government to select for them a capable Officer within· 
the means which they·can command, will Government make a worse choice than they
would if the appointment were left. to them? I think it need not be assumed that 
Government 'will not realize their responsibilities to us. When we ask Government to. 
spare any particular Officer for us will that Officer be less efficient for his being selected 
by· us than if he were appointed by Government direct. What we say is why transfer· 
the'responsibility of making the appointment to Government which t~e }Iunicipality 
ought to be able to take on itself. The Municipality is .entrusted with the. deliberative 
and executive functions, and simply for making the appointment we should leave the, 
matter to Government.' I say that the appointment should be made by the Municipali· 
ties themselves. and we ought to take our ~esponsibility in t~e matter of the appoint
ment as in all other matters on our ow~ shoulders. I d~ not think that in leaving the 
power and respon.sibility of making these appointments with the Municipalities we shall 
be making them mere Kindergarten Schools for children as one Honourable Member was 
pleased to 'ob~erve. If we are not worthy of exercising the responsibility of makinO' 

. . 0 

selectioD: for our own staff, which we ought to discharge on our own account, I think 
we shall not deserve to be entrusted even with tho deliberative functions. Well, if we
are able to discharge deliberative functions, are we not fitted to discharge the less import·· 
ant executive function of making the selection of our ~wn subordinate Officers, which 
is not a more responsible thing? . ' 

It has been unfortunately our lot to have party-spirit in some municipalities no: 
do:ubt, but as things improve, as they are 'bound to improve, let us not by statute take 
away the power. . Nobody is more .sorry than myself for any inefficiency that may exist. 
owing to party·feeling but we ought to get over it, 'and the action of Government in_ 
suspending several municipalities I think ought to give us sufficient warning. I think 
we must look at the mattey_ from the other point of view, and not be nervous about our: 
responsibility nor seek to run from it, but to stand it and to discharge it faithfully as best. 
as we can looking up to Government only for such help as may be absolutely necessary •. 
Even i~ an Officer be appointed by Government I don't think that we shall be free f.rom all' 
re~ponsibility. In fact as ouT friend the Honourable Mr. SETALVAn told us the respon~ 
sibility of general supervision ·shall still remain with us, I mean the municipalities •. 
When we are to have that . responsibility why should the powers of the. President· as 
regards supervision over the Executive Officers work ·be taken away. He ·must have · 
power and control ·over the actions of the municipal servants and this ·is. absolutely· 
necessary. The Chief Officer whoever he may be should know that he is not free from 
all control of the. municipality. There are ma~ters in the municipality which require· 
close. scrutiny even from out~ide •.. If ~he Collector. bas. this power, should not: the body 
whic~ i~ respon~ible for .~ts nd~ni~trat.ive affairs have that power:? Takirig away t.he . 
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power now exercised by the body from the President is certainly a retrograde step and is 
tantamount to saying that the Presidents whom we have appointed have either failed to 
exercbe their powers properly or as a body the municipalities cannot be entrusted with 
the power. Nothing is further from me, I may again assure the Council than to obstruct 
Government in doing that which will improve our condition, but at the same time let us 
continue to have those responsibilities which are expected to train us for higher respon· 
sibilities. We have a!l much or more interest in our towns than any Officer coming from 
outside, and I think intelligent men in places like Poona will certainly come up to their 
responsibilities of citizenship. In the case of Government Officers they will be appointed 
only for three years. The Assistant Collectors will not speni their life-time in any place 
they will be more or less birds of passage. But then the members elected ~y the town 
have pc>rmanent interest in it. . There are men who have served Government in as high 
capacities as the Chief Officers whom we expect to get. Will not such men understand 
the interests and appreciate their duties to their fellowmen and to their town P We 
should encourage and awaken greater sense of responsibility and I think if we are able 
to do it in a proper way, we shall by all means get the sympathy and assistance of 
Government. 

There is yet another point to which I want to invite the attention of the Council 
It is only 10 years since the Act of HlOl bas come into force and Chief OfJicers have been 
appointed within a very short time and so far as I know Chief Officers from Government 
service have not proved failures. It all depends upon the personnel and the individual 
whom we are able to select. Sometimes the selection of Government servants is not also 
satisfactory, but considering all existing conditions I think let us not make so r~dica] a 
change ~s to deprive the municipality of what little self-government they have at 
present. With these few words I wish to support the Honourable Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SnRINIVAS KoNHER RonDA .spoke ag follows :-:Your· 
Excellency,-From the ~peeches which have now been made I gather that some of the 
points that came up for discussion were only connected with the matter of amendments 
brought forward. For example, the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. Well 
it h objected to on principle, etc., but that has been admitted in the amending section 
186. Now that comes as an amendment and if any. discussion is to take place it ·has 
to take place on the amendment when it comes in the right time. But on the general 
principle whether this second reading of the Bill is to be supported or not I think a long 
speech is simply a waste of time. That is my opinion. Therefore the appointment of a 
Municipal Commissioner, regarding which discussions have already taken place, is to be 
considered. The question is not about Chief Officer. The Act is working very well 
with regard to Chief Officers and smaller municipalities have already been doing good 
work and selecting Chief Officers. Municipalities which had no Chief Officers are now 
coming forward and askin~ for the appointment of Chief Officers though. Govern~ent 
do not require Chief Officers for them. That is simpiy because the appointment of 
Chief Officers has been doing immense good. But this appointment of Municipal Com• 
missioner is intended in the first place for big towns like Ahmedabad where the work to 
be done is so great that it requires the energy and talent of a very high Officer. 
Therefore when the general principle of the Bill is accepted at the first readi,ng the 
majority of them were for the appointment of the :Municipal Commissioner ~nd .an 
amendment has already been proposed. I think there is no necessity to discuss over 
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the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. The amendments have already been 
proposed and. when the Bill is read clause by clause whether a Municipal Commissioner is 
required or not could be considered. So under this particular amendment which has 
been moved a speech is unnecessary. 

The Honourable Rao Babadur RAMANBHAI MAHIPATRAM NILKANTH spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency, I beg to support the second reading of this Bill. The 
only ground on which the Bill is now opposed is the provision made therein for the 
appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. The Honourable Mr. PATEL in opposing the 
second reading laid great stress on the fact that all the powers which it is proposed to 
give to the Municipal Commissioner can under the present Act be delegated to the 
Chief Officer, and he said that in this respect the Act simply effects a change in the name 
of the authority to which the powers are to be entrusted. Now, in this connection, I 
would invite attention to clause 9, sub-clause (2) of the Bill. This sub~clause provides: 
"In a Municipal District for which there is a Municipal Commissioner the executive 
power for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act rests in the Municipal 
Commissioner, subject, wherever it is in this Act expressly so directed, to, the approval or 
sanction of the Municipality and subject also to all other restrictions, limitations and 
conditions imposed by this Act." This. is an entirely new provision. It puts upon the 
Municipal Commissioner the entire responsibility of carrying out the executive adminis
tration. The .present Act assigns no such responsibility to the Chief Officer. If there 
is anything in the present Act which can be said to correspond to the sub·clause just 
quoted, it· is the provision of section 182, sub-section (3), which enacts that" When a 
Chief Officer shall have been appointed, all other officers and servants employed by the 
Municipality shall be· subordinate to him.'' This does not make the position of the 
Chief Officer in executive matters identical with the position proposed to be given by 
this Bill to the Municipal Commissioner. It is one thing to say that all officers and · 
servants shall be subordinate to a· head and quite another to say that the head shall 
have the executive power of carrying out the provisions of the Act. Under the present 
Act there is no authority on whom rests the responsibility of taking the initiative in 
executive matters. It is the duty of.the President under the Act to watch over the 
executive administration; ~ut it is not his or anyone's duty to see that progress is made 
in carrying out the provisions of the Act in matters of administration. There are several 
provisions in the Act relating. to Municipal government which remain unavailed of 
because there is no authority charged with the duty of putting those provisions into 
effect. Municipal problems are growing so complex and the area over which they range 
is becoming so wide that it is imperative that in the larger Municipalities at least there 
should be an authority of the position and standing of a Municipal Commissioner to 
develop Municipal government to its full growth. When the present Act was enacted 
in 1901 the Bill as originally drafted provided fer the appointment of a Chief Executive 
Officer, but when the Bill emerged from the Select Committee the word" Executive" 
was dropped from the designation of that Officer and with it much executive responsi
bility also was dropped. It has been found that efficiency can best be promoted by the 
appointment of an Officer with sole charge of his duties. 

The next objection taken was that under the Bill the Municipal Commissioner is 
to be appointed not by the :Municipalities but by Government. I would submit that if 
the :Municipal Commissioner is to be a reality he must be free of considerations that 
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would limit the scope of his work. He must not be in a position to make hi~ look 
upon certain :Municipal Councillors as those who voted for him and certain Municipal 
Councillors as those who voted against him. He must not therefore owe his appointment 
to the Municipality. It was in 1909 that the Ahmedabad Municipality appointed a 
Chief Officer for the first time and ·the unpleasant incide~ts ·that characterised the 
scramble for votes are well-known. The Municipal Meeting at which the ·appointment 
was to be made lasted for days and days. · Ther.e were adjournments after adjournments 
and there was a whoie night's sitting. The public of Ahmedabad felt scandalized ·at the· 
affair. That was the result of making such an appointment depend on votes. 

In one of the representations placed before the Council it has been said that the object· 
of :Municipal government is to train up people in the art of sel.f-government. With all 
due deference, I would submit that the correct way of putting things is to say that the 
object of :Municip:1l government is to promote "public health, public safety, public 
convenience and public education u, and that the machinery of local self-government 
employed in Municipalities and Local Boards is to give a training· in the art of 
government and to giv() a voice to those that are governed. In this work of government 
corporate bodies can act only by transacting business at their own meetings or at meet
ings of their committees. T~s procedure· is sufficient for deliberative work but not for 
executive work, and. it therefore becomes necessary to separl;lte these two functions. 
:Municipalities will not cease to govern by this division of work. They will lay down 
policies and the head of ~he executive will carry ·out the policies. 

With these remarks I support the second. reading of the Bill. 

The .Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, 1 was tempted not to (stand on my legs after hearing the advice of my 
Honourable friend Mr. RoDDA, but I think I will not be ·doing justice . if . I .left my 
opinion unsaid. 

The objections that have been· urged against the main principle of this Bill are 
four. I have 'gathered them from the speeches that were made on the last occasion 
when we met in March and from the speeches which are made to-day by my Honour
able friends Messrs. UPASANI and PATEL. The Honourable Mr. PATEL has also given 
us his reasons in detail in the minute of dissent which all Hono~rable members had 
opportunity to read. The main grounds on which he (Mr. UPASANI) and others object 

·to the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner are :- . 

First, that we will ~e introducing a system which would have the effect of having 
taken a retrograde step in Local Self-Government. Secondly, that he being a (}overn• . 
ment officer and owning his appointment to Government will be an autocrat in Muni· 
cipal administration. I . am not exaggerating, I am only quoting the words . of the 

, Honourable member who made a speech on the last occasion. Third, that suoh .an 
Officer will be beyond the means of several Municipalities. Fourth, that a comparison 
of Bombay and Mofussil towns is not suitable to make because conditions in Bomb~y 
materially differ from conditions in the Mofussil. True it is-I will take the last-we have 
been tpld often not only in this Oouncil but at the time when Act III of,l901 was unde~ 
consideration, by experienced and old gentlemen like the Honourable Sir PHEROZEsiuii 
and the Honourable ¥r. SETALVAD, that that system has been approved. in Bombay. 
Naturally, the temptation ought to be to go in for it if we can afford to do so. At the 
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s~me time, we must remember the fact that the atmosphere in the Moffusil both official 
_and. non-official cannot be as healthy as it is in Bombay, and therefore we should proceed 
pJ;Udently _and cautiously. Considering the -advancement which we have been making 
since the introduction of Act III of 1901, in which Act for the first time this. ·principle of 
division of executive and deliberative functions was introduced, I think and I am proud 
to. say, that there are many cities in this Presidency which have shown a P.teady advance 
in Local Sel.f·Government. Are we not expected to be ambitious to go ahead on the 
example of Bombay so that in time we may come to the level of·Bombay P As we have 
to get Municipal Commissioners appointed in iarge towns like Poona, Ahmedabad, Karachi 
and other places, w by should we assume that be is likely to be an autocrat? Wouldthat not 
provide ~san 'occ~sion to return more efficient, more capable, fearless, straightforward and 
~ri~iness-like ·men in ·such Munic(palities? An.d,· if we secure the best class of men 
~hich lam confident ·we sllall secure, I think we shall have made a very great progress 
fu 'the ·~dvancer.hen·t Of local self·government. Besides, this will give a ·healthy tone 
. to OUr eJe~tiolis. 'That is the "\'lew which has prompted me. from the time I have had 
sohie· experie~ce of Municipal adm·i·nistration, nay has-induced me, to take up an attitude 
m fa.'vour· of the diVIsion of executive . and deliberative functions. r. No doubt safeguards 
w1ll lave t~ be prese~ved ; the whole system of Bombay cannot be safely copied in the 
Mofus.~il and I .'t'hin~ 'great pains have been bestowed by the. Select Committee to scrutinize 
alhlost_'the whdle of tbe Act and to put various sections as to delegations, etc . ., to a thorough 
~xahiirintion~so as ·to oe acceptable to·an. But a~ we have here as many as 9 or 10 

:members of the Select Committee it. ~s not necessary for me to dilate on this at any 
• • ! ,·~ ) • . ' •• ' • ' • • • 

length. When this Bill Will come to be read-clause by clause It rs 'easy to 'delete any 
sections :if. we ·are .'convinced: that delegation 'under. some of these sections is really 
detrHnental rto tlie advancnn£lit ·of local self-government or to the powers of the Local 
Municipal Corporation, '"'!his is ~bali say :so far as the last argument is concerned. 
As regards the argument, or apprehension, I should say, that the Municipal Commissioner 
js lik~ly to turn o~t ~n autocrat, I think the remedy lies with us to avert that conse
qu~nc~; . ~?~.) iii! state.. 'we ar,e ~esponsible if w:e allow him to be an autocrat. If 
yo~ ·ta~e fl 1 S~ort 1r~su,Jl1e of the w~ol~ Municipal Act you will find that the intention of 
~e.leg~sl,a~n,r~~~ f~amin~:he 4ct III of 1901 w;~s really to make the ~unicipal Corpora
tions deliberatlv~ a~sembhes. I am restricting my rel!larks to City Municipalities; and 
~~ w~. ·:W~~ej· t~ ~ca_~ ~r.oti~~s1 f~ and. ·~8 . of. th~ Act we would find that imm~nse power~ 
are'g1ven under which we can frame. rules and by~la,ws, and we can also frame general 
and special rules and lay down for the guidance of our executive Officers. If we taka 
this'ptecauii6n, 'if rwe tak~ this 'care, I do iiot' thirik the appreheruio:n ·on this ground has 
al:iy're~lity ir.dt. :Becnuse, after all, the Municipal CommisSioner will be a responsible 
il()mine:erof'Govemment. ·Whether the appointment·is first made in· consultation with 
the 1\Iui:Iioipality or ~bt that ;is 'a jseparate question, and, upon·which, we shall discuss later 
oti:__tut'if lie is ·a ·resp?risible, nominee_' of ~Government 'he will' always exercise some 
if.iscretitin i~ · testtiotinif'his actiVi~i~s wHhin .. the bounds laid down for. his guidance. 
:FU:Hh'er; if )lt nll, occa-Bions ico:riie, "':hen·we finfthat a·particular Municipal Commissioner 
has :gini'e"beyond the I instructions· laid down ~t. the . rules made under the Act, I think 
~'fery ~~nicipa~-~~u.ncillor1has' a righ~ to question~ by brin~ing·a motion, irregularity or 

· illegality of th~ ~articular ~ct complamed of. W1thr these safegtiards·are we to suppose 
th~t 1there is aJte'aldanger t>f these Officers"turnirig,out·autocrats? To me it seems that 
the 'objeciion't>n:·tliat gtotind has really no· force. Then the third objection which has 
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been. urged is about the means of :Municipalities. I will ·not take up the time of this 
Council by referring to this subject because I have myself moved an amendment and 
it is really a point which ought to ~eceive the attention of the Honourable 1\fember in 
·charge of the 'Bill. The conditions in the City of :Bombay where the appointment of a 
Municipal Commissioner is created are diff~rent from those of the Mofussil and therefor& 
in the Act of Bombay City we have the minimum and the ma1imum fixed. It is not 
easy to fix some minima or maxima in the Mofussil Municipalities because th& 
circumstances vary in several Municipalities and I think some steps should be adopted 
which would have the· effect of leaving the matter at the discretion of the Municipalities 
subject of course to the approval or sanction of the Governor in Council and if that is 
conceded objection on the ground of want of means does not survive and we have no
reason to grudge about the appointment of ·Commissioners. Then the first and foremost. 
argument that has been advanced by the Honourable Mr. PATEL both in his speech and 
in his minute of :dissent is that we are taking a retrograde step. Now: turning to the 
·proceedings of Act III of 1901, I find the Honourable Mr. GOKHALE then said that there 
are two views of this question. After reviewing the policy which was inaugurated by 
Lord Ripon, Mr. GoKHALE went on to say, that one view was that deliberative work 
should alone be done by :Municipalities leaving executive work to be done by one Central 
Officer either to be nominated by Government or .appointed by Government. And the 
second view was to mix: up the two duties that is the deliberative duties and the executive 
duties. No doubt after tbis policy was inaugurated in 1882, Act II of 1884 was passed 
in consorumce with that policy, The frame of the Act will ·show that it was then found. 
posBible to allot both the works to one .Municipal Corporate body. But now :after a. 
lapse of 30 years when we are making progress in every direction, when our towns are 
increasing in size, when the work is becoming one of a diverse and complex nature, ·when 
schemes like the -drainage, water-supply ·and Town :Planning are stal'ing us in Jhe face 
have we really time to devote to minor details of Executive administration or are we 
called upon in the interests of efficient administration to devote a better part .of the time 
to the deliberations and to lay down the policy which will be in the interests of the 
public. These are the points from which I believe we are to look at the new proposal. 
In the .Act of 1884 there are provisions, to get .this Executive work .done through 
Sub-Committees but allow me to say, and I am·sorry to observe-I·do not wish to pass 
any reflection upon any :Municipal body but facts must be stated-that it sometimes so 
happens that the work takes a very long time to be'disposed .of and the workers !being 
honorary you cannot compel them to move. In fact you have to make them work. 
My short experience shows that at least in large towns where the bulk of business has 
increased immensely the delay is detrimental both in the interest of the public and in 
the interest of the Municipalities and I for one really think that time has now ~come 
when for large towns we should have a division of work and if with this division of work 
we have all the safeguards which we really .desire to keep so as to -control the action of 
~the Municipal Commissioner or the Ex:ecmtive Officer, I do not think that we are -taking 
any retrograde step. After all what is he going to do P He has to execute the orders 
.according to the principles we shall lay down for his guidance. If he is :doing .that 
instead of the Sub-Committee doing it can. we reasonably say .that we are .taldng .a 
:retrograde step in the administration of local self-Government? and I believe, with all 
due deference to ,those who hold the opposite view, that in ,doing this right rthing we ·are 
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not taking a retrograde step but we are calling upon publi6 men, who have a desire tD 
work, men who have intelliiJ'ence men who have time to come forward to regulate the 
business of the Municipalit; in its largest sphere to come forward to put .their should;:rs 
to questions of policy and magnitude but not to meddle with the minor details of 'Executlve 
matters. That is the view which I now wish to place before Honourable ·Members. 
Another objection which was pressed was the existence of the c,ontrolling provisions in· 
the existing Act, under which efficiency can be secured. I am sorry for those few of my. 
Honourable friends who were induced to put this view before the Council. What does 
it show ? It shows that there · is ·a controlling Chapter in the Municipal .A.ct under 
which any action of the Municipality can be controlled by the Governor in Council or 
by his subordinate officers but anybody having self-respect would resent such an inter• 
ference, time after time, and I think it is much better to have division of work in this 
way rather than call for this interference or make it necessary for the Governor in 
Council or any subordinate officer to come ·and interfere with the administration of the 
Municipality, Really with this new provision in law if we can show ·that ·no necessity 
exists for the controllin~ Chapter on the Statute Book I think every one of us ought to 
be glad. : As to the argument of the Honourable Mr. PATEL that 1

' all these powers 
already existed there, what was the necessity of having this provision? We could delegate 
powers to Chief Officers." The necessity was simple enough. Nobody would like this 
kind of interference of the Government and it was thought much better to h~ve an 
enactment rather than depend upon the controlling chapter. Then my friend' the 
Honourable Mr. U PASA.NI, did not take as hopeful a view. of the matter as my friend the 
Honourable Mr. P AT:EL. He said that "there were mistakes and there may be sometimes 
wrongs done here and there.; :But we have been delegating our powers o the Chief 
Officers. We have been doing the needful. . We .have been taking all the necessary 
action." I have no :figures with me on which I should base my contention but I am 
infor.111ed that many ·of the Municipalities are chary of delegating powers to the 
Executive Officer. That is the experience ·which I have of my own Municipality 
·(though I am not in it now)J I mean the town of Sholapur and on enquiry I find that 
many other M1micipalities have shown reluctance. in delegating · the powers to the 
Executive Officers. The result of this is that the Executive administration is suffering 
and is being found to be inefficient. Is it desirable to allo,w it to continue in the same 

· hands and in, the ~arne unsatisfactory state? So far as the present Bill goes it only. 
affects three towns where the need for such reform is greatly felt. No doubt objection 
was taken to a short clause in the section under which· other Municipalities also can come 
in and make a requisition, but my Honourable friend Mr. SETAL WAD has put it rightly 
when he said that you have been given that right, you may or may not exercise it. So, 
th~t small clause need not create any apprehension as if this wholesale policy is going 
to be applied to Municipalities irrespective of their size· and population. There are 
()ther amendments to which I am not referring now because I will have occasion to refer 
to them later on when these amendments come in proper order. Another point which' 
I have already raised by giving notice of amendment is one of dismissal and I only put 
it before this Council whether it would be advisable to leave the entire power of dismissal 
in the hands or the Municipal Commissioner without. any right of appeal either to the 
general body or to any Sub .. Cominittee that will be appointed in that behalf. . . On other 
matters of detail·! will not unnecessarily take up the time of the CounciL With these. 
few remarks I have pleasure to support the motion for the second reading. 
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· T~c Honourable Mr. RARGUNATir PttRsnoTAM PARANJPYE spoke as follows:
.Your xcellency, although several .Honourab~e :M~mbers have taken all this trou~le 
to answ. r the Honourable lfr. PATEL, I still thmk that they have not been · qu1te 
'successf~I .\n disposing of all his arguments and I congratulate the Honourable Member 
on his speec'.!.l. In the first place I think the Council has some reason to feel dissatisfied , 
with the repo~t of the Select Committee in~ that we were distinctly told in· the beginning 
when the Bill wt~s brought forward that it was only an exp3rimental measure and would 
be made applicab)~ to two Municaipalities, namely, of ~hmedabad and Karachi; and 
for that purpose th'~\ limit of population was distinctly_ put at a lakh and a half. In the 
"Select Committee th~t lakh and a half dwindled down to a lakh. That itself shows t~at 
the idea of an experim~nt has gone and it has become now the fixed. policy to have 
:Municipal Commission rs in as many places as possible. . . . · 

There is also a claus~: allowing for an optional appointment of Municipal Commis· · 
-sioner in smaller Municipa;~ities. But I do not so much object to that if the amendment 
about the option being supr~rted by ! of the majority is accepted by Government. 
·However, so far as I c~uld see~ I thought at first that this was to be only an experiment 
at Ahmedabad in the first plac~ and if the Ahmedabad Commissioner also proved as 
successful as the Bombay one then only was the experiment to be extended to other 
places. But I think this low~ing of the Jimit of population distinctly shews a · 
tendency which we have often obse~ed of putting greater power in in.dividual official 
hands. I think, Sir, if Honourabie .u embers will read the representation of the Poona 
Municipality, they will find a long i.~t of various powers that have been delegated 
.already by the Municipality to its Chie~ Officer. · Thus you wi.ll find in this case then 'a 
growing tendency towards delegating pow"'~~· What we contend is that this delegation 
ought to proceed on the motion of the Munfcipality itself and ought not to be forced 
upon it from any outside source. \\ 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL has told us ,tl~~t'\.Government had alread.y all thes~ 
powers given to them and I think it is a very legiti;nate Cl')mplaint that Government, 

-not having exercised their power for the last 30 year~--npw come forward, possibly to 
-atone for their neglect so far, with an Act containing so many drastic clauses. If the 
provisions in the old Act are to be called bludgeon Clauses, the provisions of this Bill 

·may be compared to an axe; and as Government faile4 to use the bludgeon properly we 
are now asked to band this axe over to them. I think that if the choice is to be forced 
on the Members of this Council, everybody would choose the bludgeon rather than the 
11xe as the smaller evil. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESIIAH : No, no, not the bludgeon. 

The Honourable Mr. PARANJPE (continuing): We have always been told that the 
-Bombay experiment has proved a success. Of course we must take the word of the 
. 13ombay Membe.rs. 

The Honourable Sir PREROZESHA.H : You forget the report of the Decentralization 
· Commission. 

The Honourable lir. PARANJPYE (continuing): But all the same even in Bombay 
·we have often heard of the Municipal Commissioner trying to usurp more powers by the 
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f~rce of his position. We haye heard of such a thing as the caucus and seyerEtl. other 
things. If even in a place like Bombay the Members, who.are such great cpamr)ions. of 
Municipal Commissioner, were themselves complaining of his powers (and ,we h~~ve also 
heard several other controversies between the Municipal Commissioner and 'th~/Municipal 
body), I think, such affairs are likely to be far more common in mofussil,/place~ where 
the Municipal Commissioner will have all the kudos of Government bt')hind him, and 
the )Iunicipal Councillors will be the people of comparatively lower caH!bre .. 

. • I . 
Well I think we are asked to de~ide once for all whether we wal).t the 1\iunicipalities 

to be only deliberative bodies or also executive bodies. But I , sur~bmit1 the question of 
choosing a Municipal Commissioner or an executive officer requir7s the greatest delibera· 
tion and the greatest amount of prudence, and if you are taking ~way this item in which 
the best deliberation will have to be exercised, I think, you a;~e taking away the best 
deliberative functions from the Municipalities themselves~ · I/ have had the honour of 
associating for several years ~ith the Honourable Mr. SETALV~n on another body, namely, 
the University of Bombay, and I put it to Mr. SETA.LVAD. wl}.ether all his love for efficiency 
will enable him to allow us to have a University Registral no~inated by Government, 
·or whether he would like to have a paid Vice-Chanc~llor/to.dominate over the University 
as was recently proposed in Calcutta. , . · · 

Again I wa~t to answer one argum.ent of tho'Holour~~le Mr. SETALVAD ab~ut the 
. power of Municipality of passing a vote by 3/4 ma~)ority and asking Government to take_ 
. away the :Municipal Com.missioner. I thin~ this As .. a most futile clause. Even under 
the present Act ~e are told that the ¥unic}~~llty can take away the Chief Officer 
by a i majority~ There is at least some rem:9te possibility of ·securing ! majority in 
the case of a Chief Officer. as he is app~~ted by the Municipalities themselves; but 
this is not the case with the Municipal C~·4tmissioner as he is appointed by Government. 
In every :Mofussil Municipality. fuor~t-na'n one-fourth of the number ars nominated 
members and it is absolutely impos,Si'ble· for Government nominees, almost all of them 
being Government Officers,. ·to v6te·for the tal<:ing away of a Municipal Commissioner 

I j 

appointed by -Governme~t. ·,.At present what we· ha.ve is this. Chief Officers are 
appointed by a majority but t.hey have a steady position in their place, because in order 
to do away with them, l majority must be obtained before ihey ·Can be dismissed. Now 
this is a very g~eat -oafeguard. Once a Chief ·Officer is appointed he ·cannot be taken 
away unless th~re is something absolutely wrong. I do not . think therefore that the 
1\Iunicipalitie.s ought in any way to be blamed for the changes of Officers. If in Hyder· 
abad there were too;many Chief Officers there must have been something exceptional in 
the cas~/~f that· Municipality. On the other hand if we go to our experience in Poona, 
we will find that the same Chief Officer' remained for many years. Municipal Commis· 
sionaf.s cam~ and went _but the <Jhief Officer stayed on forever; and again in Bombay, 
if we s~e the number of Municipal Commissioners appointed during the past few years,. 
you will find that even there there is no steadiness in the Municipal Commissioners. 
A great number of them have acted in that placo in :i few years and much less is there 
likely to be steadiness in Mofussil Municipalities. After all he is likely to be an 
Assistant Collector and in two or three years be will probably go to a place which is 
better for him according to the exigencies of service. ·He will be in the place for-. 
·s. -year or two and ·as soon as he gets some ·experien~e he will immediately go away to 
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· some othe.r Mmiicipality or possibly on furlough, or. possibly on some other mora lucrative 
appointment. 'On all these consideratio~s. I· think, the appointment of a Municipal 
. Commissioner will give us a great number of disadvantages due to want of stability and 
will only take away from the Municipaliti~!il. the privilege, call it ~f you like the senti~ 
ment, ·they ha-ve of doing work themselves. They might or. might not possibly do it 
. perfectly well. But I think it would be wrong policy on the part of this Council to take 
. away a state of things which has been going on fairly well in order to try and obtain 
a state of ideal perfection· which I am afraid . you will find in , practice not qu~te 

· obtainable. 

· The Honourable Mr~ PRAllRAsRANKE&. · D. P A.TTANt spoko ·as follows:-Your 
· Excellency.-The debate has been long aml very lively, indeed, but if we analyze ihe 
· whole thing; I shall not be surprised if we find that the ·arguments . ad vancad are the 
same and identical with those that were raised at the time of the ·first readinO'. I 

0 

admit that the' language niay. be different, but the substance and· gist: of it all are 
identical to a great extent. With a long·list of amendments before us and with· the 
prevailing feeling about the llill of which I heard, added to the Honourable Members" 

··intention of making speeche~; I thought we would have rather a hard time on the Bill~ 
· · but when we come to t~e end of the ·debate we :find that, except ·the Honourable· 
· Mr. PATEL and the Honourable Mr. UPASANI (A voice.-The Honourable Mr.· P ARANJPYE 

· also) all the members that have spoken about the Bill ha.ve undoubtedly supported the 
·idea of a Municipal Commis~io.ner·ror towns with 100 ·thousand inhabitants· and ha-ve 
emphasized'the 'view th~t there 'should be a .. comple.te separation of deliberative and 
executive functions. I think I must do a compliment to the Honourable Mr. P ARANJP.l'E 

also for ·having supported the motion· of· the Honourable Members that have spoken 
· ·against the Bill. The Hono~r~ble Mr. PARA.NJPrE has been mentioned· to .me, and so 
· that I may not forget him, I think it is necessary to answer his crintention in the first 
. place •. Mr. p A.RANJPYE has said. that in spite. of . so many members ,speaking against 
·· the Honourable Mr. PATEL's ;·motion they have failed to convinca him (the Honoura'ble 
':~. PARANJPYE) of the futility of the remark of the Honourable Mr. PATEL. One of his 
· arguments is that if a Municipal Commissioner is appointed. by Government he would only 
I. be a Government servant and th~t, although there is a provision in the Act that if he turns 

out an autocrat; he could _be dismissed by a· majority of !ths· of the total number: of 
c~ndidates, it would be impossi~le for nominated members to vote in favour of a motion; of 
such~ dismissal. I would ask the Honourablti Member, the' Honourable Mr. p ARANJfYE~ 

· who is·a nominated, member himself,'whether he seriously believes that the .nominated 
members will not use their independence of opinion,, the· independence which he l:las 
been exercising in this Council and which he has exercised on the present occasion. 

Coming to the main part of th~ debate, I think it will not be .possible for me to cleal 
with all the . questions raised. by answering I individual speakers .. I .would ~here~ore 
confine myself to the important points only~ The arguments. are so .. overlapping,_' so 
.identical, and so much out of the point that to refer to them membe~ by member would 

' only be sheer was~e of time and if r made an attempt, I WOllld be imposing on you- an 
exact replica of my former speech which I made at ~he last meeting. 

· ·'The Honourable Mr.\PATEL argues that. as there is already.,a .provision in the Act 
· · for Government to. interfere in cases where. interf~renoe was necessary, there is. no 
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need for going into a legislation of this nature. That argument was ~ufficiently answered 
by the very weighty remarks that fell from the Honourable Mr. SETALWAD. The 
Honourable Mr. SATHE's was a most reasonable statement of facts, and I am very thank
ful to' him for · the analysis he gave. That reduces a lot of my labour. The sum total 
of Mr. PATEL's agrument . is that because there was ·a provision in the Act whereby 
Government could, when necessary, .interfere, there was therefore no need, for us to go 
on with a Bill like this. In reply. to this, several members have suggested that the 
Municipalities w~uld consider it a very undignified position to be ordered by Govern· 
ment every now and then and time after time. That is from the Municipal point of 
view, from the point of view of the Municipalities concerned. I am now going to speak 
on behalf of Government, on this point. I would like to say that while the :Municipali .. 
ties naturally would not like to be ordered every now and then, Government on their 
part are unwilling to call upon Municipalities to do a certain thing in a seemingly 
arbitrary manner. :Because we do not wish to .do it, we come before the public, before 
the Council, and ask them to legislate for cer~ain things, for instance, the appointment 
of Municipal Commissioners for Municipalities that require a complete separation of 
executive and deliberative functions. It is with a view to do it with the consent of the 
C<;>uncil that we have thought it better to bring forward this nieasure before you, and 
if you are convinced that a case has been made out, that the growing needs of big towns 
do require a whole-time, well paid, responsible executive Officer as Municipal Commis· 
sioner~ then it is time .that we should pass this Bill with as great a majority as possible. 

The next point raised by the Honourable ~· PATEL was that the appointment of 
Chief Officers has not had suflioient time of trial. When he is saying that, I believe 
he is speaking of· the· minor Municipalities. We are not going to have anything by 
way of interference with minor Municipalities .at. all. He said that before the appoint· 
ment of Chief 9fficers came in, Presidents of Municipalities carried on Municipal affairs. 
When the Chief Officers came in he admitted that some of the powers had to be delegated 
to them. Was the point then raised that the appointment of a Chief Officer meant a 
retrograde step P . Was· it then said that the taking away of some of the powers of the 
President by the Chief Officer was an undesirable thing ? That was not so considered. , 
No such issues wer~ then rais~d. ~hen I argue that when the work of a Municipality 
has increased to an extent which cannot be properly looked after by the President, then 
it is ti!lle that more po,wers· should be delegated to the Chief 9fficer. If, however, more 
powers are .to be delegated to him and he is to be made the Chief responsible Officer, 
s~ely it follows that with the inoreased power, the ·position of the man who has to 

. e;ercise them should also be. advanced. In other words, the position of the Officer 
should be commensurate with the responsibil~es he is to bear and the powers he is to 
exercise. · Mr. PATEL is prepared. to give. more powers to the Chief Officers, but he 
forgets. that the delegation of more· powers to a smaller or minor officer would be a great 
danger. If · the necessity for further delegation of powers is admitted, it follows that 
more responsible officers should be ~pointed. · · ·· 

' . - / 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL also asked whether the appointment of Chief .Officers 
has failed in any instance. The Honourable Mr. GHULAM HussEIN from Sind ·(Jiave the 
Honourable Mr. F ATEL the information he required. - . 

0 

. A point·has been raised with regard to.\the salary of the Municipal Commissioner • 
.. Now this point will come up for consideration when we take the several amendments 

. . 
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that have been proposed in that connection and as the Honourable Mr. SATRE rightly 
said, the time will be then for raiSing ·the question as to how the fixing of his salary 
should be disposed of. Further, I should like to add here. that as there is a maximum· 
and a minimum prescribed in ·the City Municipal Act it would be a very good thing if 
Government could by any means prescribe a fixed limit here also. Dut looking· to the 
-conditions of the several Municipalities, diverse as they are sure to be with respect to 
their population and in regard to their :revenues, it would not be possible to arrive at 
.any reasonable amount. It is therefore left open for Government to decide, from time 
to time as circumstances would demand, the salary of these Commissioners. But I. ant 
to say that His Excellency's Government will watch the discussion on this point with 
great interest, and if it is found that the sense of the Council is to arrive at some decision. 
'by which the Municipality can h3ve a voice in the determination of a Commissioner's 
·salary I am. sure that will receive _the best consideration at the hands of the ~overnment. 
(Hear, Hear.) · 

I hope I have dealt with all the important points that have been raised here. I· 
shall only refer to one more point raised by the !J:onourable Mr. PATEL which though 
·entirely sentimental has a seeming pungency in it. He said that to take away from 
"the Municipality and the President the· powers that they have already enjoyed is· a very 
retrograde step in the cause of local self-Government. Now this rhetorio of theory 
would., when one hears it, sound to be rather unanswerable, but when we put it to the 
test, when this rhetoric of sentiment is subjected to the fire of experience, it begins to 
melt away at once. We have here people who have known Commissioner system. 
The Honourable Mr. SETALVAn's experience cannot be denied. Agai~ we. have on one 
side the opinion of several other members here who have served on the Municipalitie~ in the 
·districts, who have voted against the motion of the Honourable Mr. PATEL 9.nd who have 
supported the view that far from being a retrograde step, it is a step which might some day 
bring the District :Municipal work into line with the civic affairs of the City of Bombay 
which today enjoys the most enviable position among all the Municipalities of the Continent 
of India. And why is that? If we look to the history of it, we shall find that nearly 

I 

30 years ago the same question was raised with regard to the Municipal administration 
.0f the City of Bombay when the champion of the Commissioner system, the Honourable 
Sir PREROZES1Wl MEHTA strongly supported the view that if the City Municipal affairs 
were to go on 'the right lines they must have a Municipal Commissioner who may not 
have to depend for his existence upon any Councillors of the Municipality. Well, here 
we have not only a theoretica,l opinion, but th~ opinion of one who studied the Municipal 
systems of almost all the countries outside India, and who put it forward as the result 
of a. very great study of the question-an opinion which has successfully stood the test 
in Bombay and stands as the unimpeachable instance of the Commissioner system. I 
am sure the Council will endorse the remark that whatever our differences of opinion 
with the Honourable Sir PRE&OZESHAH MERTA on other questions, with regard to this 
particular question of Municipal affairs, even the Government Member in charge of the· 
:Municipal portfolio must stand' hat o£1;' before the great experience of that Honourable 
:Member. Thus in imitating the system so long ago p~omulgated by Sir PJIE&OZESilA.R and 
·since proved successful we are on a sure ground. In short,. theories~ as I Slid before, must 
.give place to practice. 
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' · · This 'is all I;ha.ve to say~ ( If:aliy ppints are left out,, they are likely to come, ~p 
'again when· we ··take: the ·Bill clause by clause and wheJ1 we begin to consider the 
~amendme~ts·as they come-up for consideration. _With these remarks, Your Excellency, 
·I woUld :u.r~e that the ·Bill be read a· second time. · 

. : . . - .., . r ".:. • ~ . . t . \ . . • • . .. . . • 

·.,_ t ·._His ~xce:Uency t~e :fRESIDENT :-Nothing can. be n;tore satisfactory for me~ I can 
1 ~ss~e Honourable . Members, as President of this Council, than to hear the almost. 
:complete u~animity, of the .'speeches which have been delivered in favour of the ge~eral 
( principle ~f the second readiDg of this Bill, and, after the very convincing· reply which 
has: been give:t. ~y my. Honourable Colleague in answer to·cerf!ain criticisms of one or 

, two.mem~ers who 'fere opposed to it, I think that Honourable Members will agree with 
_.me- thatJt would_be:entirely supe:dlu~ty of language on my part to say anythfng·on its 
main principles. I say so particularly for this· reason : I think we have heard a good deal 
·about a Municipal Commissioner this afternoon. In fact the whole talk this afternoon 

~- seems to be centered round this gentleman. . But I can assure the Council that to .. 
:-morr~w when we get. on to clauses we shall_hear a good deal more about him, and I thi~k 
r ~t. wijJ. prol,>ably be wise not fu say more about that Gentleman this evening (Laughter). 
i would, be very 'much inclined, in fact I am going to take the admirable advice given-but 

""'' ._ ,' • l , j ' '. • '· '• r ' 

. ~ot .;' ~l~o~ether. a~t~tl Q;n...:..by . t~e Honourable :Mr~ RoDDA :not very long· ago; when 
. ~e~ m~de the .re;mw:k that a Jong speech at t.his particular peri~d of the debate was entirely 
-waste ofjtime. · ' · · · · · 

.•' ... " ' 
.. - ~ ' i 

· · .. : , t · · ThQ _motion for the . second reading of the Bill was 
Bill :.;ead a second time. · then put to the vote and. ~arried. . . 

; : : . : . ~ . . . . ' . ' ' ( ' . . . ' ' . . . ' . . . ' . 
• • · · 1 ~is.,Exqellency ~he f'BES!DE~~ :-:-:-I t~ink,it will probably be to the convenience, of 
.. Honour~ble· :Member~. ,if w~ de~er co~ideratioii of. the clauses·· till tomorrow at ·half past 

el~"e~ ·.;. T~e ~~~~~~ ~~ "f?W. ~~~?llrfl" ... , . , , _ t _ . • · . • · _ . · 

. -Councii then, adjourned till 11•30 on Wednesday· the. 29th July ~914~ 
f. .I • • •• • l. 1. • . • • • I . ! I . ... • • ' ~. • ' • 

·Bg order of Bis E:cceZlcnciJ th·e Bight Honourable the Governor, 
.. • ~ • "t. •• • r . . . ~ ~ -

1, :· J;. ;• .. _. s._._G •. KH.ARKA~.. , 
~Acting Secretari to the 'Legislative Council .. 

. ' 
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Journal of the Proceedings of the Legislative Co~ucil· of the Governor ~f 
Bombay, assembled under the provisionsj of the~ Indian; Councils Acts, 

1861 to 1909. 

The Council met at Poona, on Wednesday, the ~3th July 19~4J at 11-30 a.m. 
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The Honourable Mr. FAZA.LBHOY MEHERA.LLY OHINOY. 
The Honourable Mr~ G. S. CuRTis, O.S.I., I. 0. S. 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MoNrE, M.D., L.R.C.P. (Lond.), L.l[. & S. 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur KAsHINATH RurcHANDRA GonnoLE. 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM. 
The Honourable SHEIKH GnuLA:u HussEIN Hl:DA.YATALLAH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEEBHOY, 13art. 
The· Honourable Mr. J. E. C. JUKES, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHNA SrTARAM KAMAT, 

· The Honourable Sardar DULAJU WA RAISINGJI, Thakor of Kerwada. 
The Honourable llr. NAVROJI DoRABJJ KHANDALAVALA, LL.B. 
The Honour~ble Mr. JEHANGIR H. KoTHARI. · 
The Honourab to Surgeon-General R. ,V, S. LYONS, M.D., I. M. S. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir CHINUBHAI 1\IADRA.VLAL, Bart., C.I.E. 

· The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBAIN. 
The Honourable Mr. LALUBHA.I SAMALDAS MEHTA, C.I.E. 
The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MERWANJEE MEHTA, K.C.I.E., Bar.-at·Law. 
The Honourable llr. G. P. MILLETT. 
The Honourable Rl\o Saheb VEN.KATESJI SHRINIWAs ·NAIK. 
The Honourable .Mr. E. FERRERS NICHOLSON •. 
The Honourable Rao :Bahadur RAMANEHAI MAHIPATBAY NILKANTH, LL.B. 
Tile Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PunsiiOTTAY PARA.NJPYE. 
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The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL, Bar.-at·Law. 
The Honourable Mr. ABDUL HussEIN ADAMJEE PEERBHOY. 
The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA, KT., O.I.E. 
The Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDAS RAMJI. : 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur SnRINIWAS KoNnER RonDA. 

· 'fhe Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESn KRISHNA SATRE. 
The Honourable Mr. CniMANLAL HARILAL SETALWAD, LL.B. 
The .lionourable'Mr. W. H. SHARP. 
The Honourable Sir FREDERICK L. ·SPROTT, Kt. 
The Honourable :Mr • .E. G. TURNER, I. 0. S. 
The Honourable :Mr. SnRIDHAR BALKRISHNA. 'UPASANJ, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VrsHINDAS, LL.B. 

His Excellency the.PREsiDENT :-Members who wish to take the oath may do so. 

(Mr. GEORGE "\VASHING:TON. HATCH then t·ook the oath. of allegiance and took 
his seat.) 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Before we begin our business this morning, I 
should like to read to Honourable Members a telegram from His Excellency the Viceroy 
in response to the Resolution which. was moved, seconded and passed at the beginning of 
()Ur Council this session.· 

"Please inform the Members of the Eombay Legislative Council th~t I am deeply 
touched by the terms of the Resolution they have passed and am very grateful for their, 
sympathy with me in my great sorr9w.'' ·t:. 

I think it will be the wish of the Honourable ::Members that this should be recorded 
in our minutes. 

His Excellency the PREsiDENT :-A Eill further to amend ~the Bombay District 
Municipal .Act, 1~01:-Clauses. · 

Clause 1 was put to the vote and carried. 

·His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 2-Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr, Sn.&~DHAR BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-May 
it please Your Excellency,-Clause 2 refers to the appointment of :M:unicipal Commis
sioners~ It runs thus :-(reads). My proposal, my Lord, is embodied in a suggestion 
I have made under clause 186G. We have in the Municipal ·.Act itse1f a provision in 
respect of Chief Officers of. City Municipalities, under a separate chapter. I, have only 
suggested that the eame name be retained and the provisions under 186G added to it for 
the Municipalities referred to in section 186A. · 

· His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Do I understand that the Honourable Member 
wishes to make a spe~ch on this particular clause and make the same speech under his 
amendment on 186G ? Well, I must tell the Honourable Member that I cannot allow 
him to make two speeches on the same point on each amendment. 

· The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-My amendment relates to the appointment of 
Municipal Commissioner. I am explaining why I propose to omit clause 2, and it is 
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'bec~use of the admendments I have suggested under section 186~:· If necess~ry, I will 
·not speak on that clause if your Lordship so rules, but unle~s I re~er to it, I ';will not. ~e 
able to make my remarks clear. . · . ·. · _ , 
. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I _am entirely· in the hands of the·. Honourable 
:Member, but I trust hA quite sees my point, that he i~ now referririg to the ·amendment 
which he has to move under 186G and we are now discussing with reference to this parti· 
cular amendment that he.is moving now. · · 

, ' ,. ·r' .• " -

The Honourable Mr. UPAsANI :-The discussion that we had_' yesterday ·proceeded 
·on some misunderstanding of my position.· I myself am not aga~nst the del~gation pf 
executive powers to the executive office~ and I have expressly propo~ed tluit. delegation 
under section.l86G. In fact, I have accepted the more jmportant parts of the Bill a~:J 
it is. I am only anxious that .it should be improved. I ~ave p~~p.os~d. my s~ggestio!l 
under clause 32, section 1S6A (reads). Section 186G mentions all the powers that 
are now proposed to be delegated. I have retained all those powers .. with the exceEtion .. 
. only of those under some 12 se;:,tions. The reason for the omission of these · sections. 
will be considered when we come to that amendment, bu~ I have now substantially 
accepted section 186G. .Under this section additional powers are meant to be delegated 
to the executive officers in the case ot the larger municipalities and what I propose i~ 
simply that it may be m'lre conveniently done under Chapter XIII of the existing Act 
and with reference to the Chief Officer instead of by adding a separate Chapter XIII-A 
-and the sep1rata designation of " Municipal Commissioner". . As I have said, . there is 
already a separate Chapter XIII in the existing Act containing special provisions for 
the City Municipalities. Instead of having a separate Chapter as XIII·A and the separate 
·designation of." Municipal Commhsioner" for "Chief Officer," let us retain the latter 
. ,aesignation for the executive officers of all mofussil municipalities and add all the new 
provisions under Chapter XIII as it stands. That will reduce the number of amendments 
that we have now to make in the numerous sections of the existing Act. A number of th.e 
sections h!l.ve to be amended simply to add ''Municipal Commissioner" to" Chief Officer'·' 
.and for adding Chapter XIII-A to Chapter XIII wherever these appear in·~the several 
sections of the Act. It is proposed to add section 186-B to provide that a "Municipal 
Commissioner" cannot be removed except by a majority of three-fourths. . We. have 
already a provision that a Chief Officer . . . . • . . • . • · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-May I ask the honourable member to what 
.section he is referring in the main Act ? 

The Honourable Mr. U PASANI :-Section 182, my Lord. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I would draw the Honourable Member's attention 
ihat with regard to this clause there is no reference to section 182 in the main Act at 
all. It is merely the appointment of the Municipal Commissioner under the provisionS 
.of sections 186A and 186D. So he makes no reference to section 182 on this particular 
clause. 

The Honourable~·Mr. UPASANI :-My Lord,-The appointment of the Municipal 
Commissioner is the subject of this clause 2, and that appointment is ma.de for certain 
purposes and under certain conditions. By retaining the designation" Chief Officer,'' we 
-shall get all what we want and at the same time it will reduc~ the bulk of the amend-
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ments. , It i~ only with that view that I have simplified the matter, s.nd then, instead 
of l1avi:rig two designations it' will be better to have one and the same designation for 
the executive officers of tlie same class of municipalities. · I mean City Municipalities and . 
if that is done most of the new provisions proposed for the ''Municipal Commissioner'' will 
become unnecessary as they already stand in the existing Act with reference to "Chief 
Officer." 

For a Municipal Commissioner we·have)not fixed any: minimum limit of pay and 
for the Chief Offi?er we have not fixed ·any limit for maximum. If both these officers 
may carry the same pay and are to have the same powers, I do not know why the, 
distinction should be made. In deference to the experience of our Bombay friends and 
also to the members of the Select Committee, we have !Conceded to allow additional 
powers t~ be delegated to. t~e ·chief Officer as proposed in the Bill. When that is 
conceded there is apparently no reason for a separate designation and if that designation 
of Chief Officer is retained without distinction it .would simplify the provisions of the Bill 
and reduce the number 'of amendments now proposed to be made ·under it in the existing 
Act and J ~hillk there will be no loss. If there be any special reason for not retaining the 
name, then, of course, it is another matter. But, so far as I 'can see, the retention would 
simplify the Bill.and will make the int~rpretation of the original Act less difficult. 
With these words, I will place my remarks before the Council for their consideration. 

'rr . 

The Honourable Mr. VITIIALBHAI JHAVERBIIAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
]lxcellency,-I do not know whether I should really support or oppose the amendment of 
my Honourable friend Mr. UPASANI. I think we have had sufficient discussion on the 
question whether we should empower the Governor inl Council to appoint· a Municipal 
Commissioner or not for the mofussil municipalities, and, as we found that the sense of· 
the CQuncil was against my proi>Osals, on that point I would rather advise my honourable. 
friend to withdraw all those amendments which strictly relate to the question of the 
appointment of the Municipal·.Oommissioner, and any attempt on his part to have the 
phraseology'' the Municipal Commissioner" changed into "Chief ·Officer" would be 
futile. ·I therefore respectfully urge my honourable friend . to withdraw all those 
amendments. 

' His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think the suggestion: of my honourable friend 
is a.n extremely sound one. ~ think ·we· ha~ 'better confine ourselves, as far as w~ 
possibly can, to the form of the appointment of this particular individual. I think I said 
yesterday tbs.t we shall probably hear a good deal. more about this gentleman, but the 
Council having given a very strong opinion yesterday with regard to the general appoint~ 
ment of the Municipal Commissione~, I think we had better confine ourselves to the 
form. of the appointment only. Does the honourable member wish. to withdraw his. 
amendm1nt? · · · . · · 

The Honourab~e Mr. U PASANI :-Unless the question is taken as decided and the· 
~ense of this Council is against my amendment, I would put it to the vote. 

The amendment was theD: put to the vote ~nd lost. 

· Clause 2 was then .put to the vote and carried~ 

His. Ex.cellen~y.the P~.ESIDENT :-Clause 3. Mr. RAMANBIIA.I, 
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Tho Honourable Rao :Bahadur RuuNBliAI. :MAHIPATRAM NrLKANTn spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellenoy,-I beg to propose the following amendment in this clause 
with reference to s~ction 12 ( 1) {d) of the Act for " (d) every juror and assessor who~ 
for a period'' substitute " (d) every juror and assessor, who for a period." 

This is merely a formal amendment intended to correct what is obviously an error 
of printing. The clause as printed would make the residential qualification prescribed 
by the provision" who for a period ......... " apply only to clause (d) of this sub-section, 
"iz., to Jurors and Assessors. This is not what is meant and this was not so printed in 
the original Bill. The amendment I propose would make the residential qualification 
apply to all the clauses (a), (b), (c) and (d) of this sub~seotion • 

. The Honourable Mr. GOKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH ·spoke as· follows:-Your 
Excellency,-! have an amendment also of the same nature and I support the amend .. 
ment that has been inoved by my Honourable friend lir. RAMANBHAI. · 

The Honourable Mr. PRAB1IASHANKAJ1t D. PATTANI :-The suggestion. of the 
Honourable Mr. RnuNBHAI is accepted by Government with a slight modification. 
Government propose that the words from '' "\Vho for a period", etc., should be printed 
as a separate paragraph. If the honourable member accepts it, then Government is 
prepared to accept his amendment •. 

The Honourable Mr. Rn1ANB1IAI :-I accept it. 
The clause, as amended, was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH :-May I ask Your Excellency 
whether it ~ould not be proper to take item 5 before item 4, because item 5 raises . a 
general question, while item 4 refers only to the period of time? 

J:Iis Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Government have no objection to that if the 
honourable member (Uoulvie RAFIUDDIN) is prepared to take that view. 

The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN· AHMAD :-I have no objection.· 

Item 5. 

The Honourable MouLVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD spoke as fol;tows :-Your Excellency, 
-This is merely a verbal correction, namely,, that instead of ''two " the word "seven " 
should be added. My Lord, the clause gives us two miles and we want seven. The 
reason for this is that in certain towns like Poona which have cantonment limits a great 
many professional men as well as other people interested in elections reside outside the. 
municipal district, and if you allow an arbitrary limit of two miles, I see no reason why a 
little larger limit and a more substantial limit should not be allowed. If for convenience 
busy professional people reside strictly outside the Municipal district, I say the clause, as i~ · 
stands, presses very hard upon such ·of them as live in Poona, in Hyderabad or in 
:Belgaum within cantonment limits. 

Take for instance Kirkee. It is really three miles away from Poona, and if a gentle· 
roan happens to live, on account of plague or other reasons, outside the Poona 
municipal district, I think two miles is too narrow a limit for him. I am very grateful 
to my Honourable friend Mr. PATTANI for his declaration that Government will leave this as 
an open question. I~ the Honourable ~Members of this Council are of opinion· that two· 
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ltliles ·is too small a limit for reasons explained,. I think they .ought to vote for seven 
ll!iles. My Lcrd, the English Act in this respect, allows seven miles for voters and. fi.fteeri 
miles for candidates · but in the case of· both candidates and voters I propose seven miles. 
~ . ' . . . . 

Then there is another little point in connection ·with this, ·and that is there. is an 
invidious distinction drawn between prope.rty voters and those· that have personal 
qualifications. Property voters are allowed to live two miles outside the town. and those 
that have personal qualifications are bound down. to live within the limits of the munici· 
pal district. I think that is rather unfair.· If you grant the right of vo~ing to a class 
I do not think that it· is just that you should place invidious·restrictions on that class as. 
regards its exercise. I think the same facilities should be allowed to those that have: 
personal qualifications as are allowed to property voters. With reference to those who 
have personal franchise, I may say that they- generally _live outside the municipal 
district limits. If you allow a person who pays a water tiu:: of, say, J;ts, 2 per annum any 
facilities, I think the same should be allowed to those who possess intellectual qualifications 
b~cause they have more than ordinary interests in the good Government of the town and 
it is rather hard that they should be treated differently. Again it may be urged that a 
professional man will be necessarily a tax•payer, but I do not attach much importance 
-to this. 1 stick to the principle. You give a graduate a vote not because of his property. 
·but because he has mental qualifications o£ a higher order. By a differential treat-. 
ment are you not lowering the value of mental qualifications and putting a premium 
upon property. Both in the interests of the dignity of literary attainments, as well as in 
the interests of the Municipalities, I maintain that t\lis restriction should he removed. 

, . The Honourable Mr. V. J. PATEL :-I rise to a point of order. Is it the 5th· or the 
4th clause that is being discussed?. 

· The Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD :-His Excellency the PRESIDENT has 
allowed it. · · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :;_The Honourable Member is only referring to 
item 5, section (a). 

The Honourable Mou~VIE RAli'IUDDIN :-I think, Sir, I. have said enough on . this 
point and ,I shall now leave it to the sense of the Council. If Government . are prepared 
to accept the amendment, tltere_ would be no· further debate. If not, I would leave it to . 

· the sens.e of the House. . . 

The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAs PAREKH spoke as follows :-May it pleas~ 
your Excellenoy,-The question so far as this amendment· is concerned, I think, cwill 
arise only after item 6 in'connect~on with whichl_ain· moying_an amendment, is disposed 
of; if item 6 fails then lwould support the ·amtnid~ent that has been proposed by my· 
honourable . friend. My reason· why it should be ac·cepted is that the EnO'lish Act . 

.. 0 ' 
to which it resembles in some respects, lays down a distance of seven :miles and not ·of 
t~o miles, and I think it wo~ld give a great~:r scope for the. selection of deserving men 
if, instead of two miles,. seven .mUes'limit. were adopted. . . . . . 

... -· - . . . . . ' 

.·: . rrbe Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows ~.....:The. 
question that iS now before us is mixed up with the other two· amendments and I will· 

-try to explain how it will be nectiCJsary t o consider amendments Nos. 6 and· 7 first, and . 
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after considering those amendments hOW We shall be in. a positio.n . to dlspose of, f~ on~ 
way or another, the amendment proposed by the Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN. 'If 
the members of this Council will kindly look at the amendment in the Bill and Clause {d), 

which we have just passed-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I cannot allow the Honourable Member to discuss 
3.mendments Nos. 6 and 7 now, because it is decided that we must discuss amendment. 

No.5 first. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE :-I am. not discussing amendments Nos. 6 

and 7 at all, but I am only pointing out to the .members of this Council tha.t these three 
amendments have relation with each other. 

His Excellency the PRESIDE:t-.TT :-I am perfectly willing, if Honourable Members 
please, to have a discussion on all these amendments, but It seems to me that on_ 
this particular section nearly all amendments hang together. If Honourable Members 
would like to discuss ·the question of the substitution of the word " seven '' for· ''two " 
and the residential qualification question in one amendment and deal with all the 
amendments in one lot, I.do not think Government will object to that.· · 

. . 
The Honourable Mr. HA.RCfi~NDRAI VISRINDAS :-My Lord, it is a question of order 

because the subsequent amendments relate to the question of the abolition. of ·the 
residential qualification altogether. If the Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN's amendment 
is discussed just now and afterwards carried, the subsequent amendments would be 
entirely abortive. There are two points. Some members propo3e that the qualification 
restriction should be abolished altogether. You can have a candidate from anywhere in 
the Presidency, whereas the Select Committee has imposed the restriction of two miles, 
which is proposed to be extended by the Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN ta 7 miles. The 
latter amendments which.have been put on the agenda are rather in a reverse order and 
should have come first; for instance, there is an amendment on which the Honourable 
Mr. SATHE is entitled to speak. 

The Honourable Mr. CHU!A.NLAL liARILAL. SETA.LVAD :-May I suggest, Sir, that· 
perhaps it would be more convenient if Your Excellency allows the Council first to . 
discuss the general question whether there should be any residential restriction at all 
with regard, first, to voters and, secondly, with regard to candidates, and when .the. 
Council has discussed and come to a decision about that, then will follow next . what 
restrictions, if any, should be imposed in the matter of residence. S~ really underlying. 
all these amendments is this question, whether _there should ·or should not be any 
residential restriction at all. If that question is once disposed of one way or another 
on a general discussion on that point, the whole thing would be easy and the ,other 
amendments could then be discussed regarding what· the extent of the distance 
·should be. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think on gen~ral grounds I ~m rather inclined 
to agree with my Honourable friend M_r. SETALVADJ but I do not. quite like· the idea • 
that we should have a general discussion. I think perhaps it would sijit Honourable 
Members bettef and give them a clearer idea of the general situat~on if I were· to take: 
.amendment No. 7 of the Honourable Mr. SATHE first and t]len go .on to No. 5. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 7-the Honourable Mr. SATHE. 
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The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESR KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows:-Your 
~xcellency,-T_he amendment. No.7 which stands in my name is this {reads). In the 
~inute of dissent whch I have appended to the report of the Select Committee, I have 
stated not in detail but generally my objections to the clause· as it now stands in the 
amend~d Bill. If we look at the provision of the old Act on this subject, we will find 
on reference to section 12 that in clause (e) we have a comma after'' in other cases ". I 
will read the whole clause (reads). That was the original section and if we scan the 
original section as it stood in the Act, we find that for voters who came within the :first 
part of the section up to clause (d), residential qualification was: made compulsory for 
being a voter as well as a candidate. But if we look at clause (e) that shows that a 
voter who comes or who becomes eligible under clause (e) of the old section 12 was 
~ntitled to be a candidate irrespective of the fact whether he was residing .in the District 
for which he w~s a vote'r. In fact the position was this. That those who came 
"'ithin the first · categoey in ~lauses (a) to (d), were required to be residents in the. 
district if they wanted the privilege of being voters and candidates. But in the latter 
class of cases they were entitled to be candidates irrespective of their residence 
and that depended ~nly o~ the fact whether they were entitled to vote as being tax~ 

payers~ Now the proposed amendment says that even in the case of tax·payers, no doubt 
we allow them the right to vote whether they live within the :Municipal District or not, 
but we restrict their right to be candidates in cases where they do not reside within the. 
Municipal District, and of course by residence is meant, according to the amended 
section, ·2 miles of the Municipal District. 

I made inquiries in the Select Committee as to the necessity for such a change. 
I was nQt supplied with information as to the real necessity that was felt by tGovernment. 
in adopting a legislation of this kind. No doubt the object. of Government ~ adopting 

· t~s amendment or in suggesting this amendment must have been to secure people on 
Municipal boQ.ies :who would naturally take greater interest in their own affairs by 
being residents of that pla~e, the assumption underlying that fact being that those .who 
are outsi~e the Municipal Districts are in the :fitness of things not expected to take as 
much care. as those residing therein would ordinarily. take. I appreciate the attitude 

. of GovernmeJ?,t 'in that· direction. But are there any instances in which the electors:. 
have exercised this right in .a way which would be detrimental to their own interests 
and is it not reasonable for us to expect that electors '\yOuld exercise that right in the 
best int~rest of their own town·s and after satisfying themselves that those whom they are 
going to return will justly advance their interests in Municipalities P Why should we 
thtow discredit on the 'capacity of the electors in returning men of a type who are not· 
really expected to work or who on account of their various engagements not being of that 
place would not be able to devote as much attention to Municipal administration of the 
town whicll they represent as they ordinarily should do? I have cited ~stances where: 
such a restriction would aJ?ply. I am aware of one instance from the Poona District.· 
1 am only citing that as an .instance. There are many others. There is a town called 
Talegaon on the G. I. P. R~ilway where a pleader practising in Poona has been doino' 
the work of a President though he does not live there, for over thlee year:,_ 
and to my knowledge, I have not heard that he has neglected his duties or 
that he has· not been paying prompt attention to the duties of a responsible 
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post like the President which he has been h:>lding._ There are also other town§ 
like Lonavla, Khandala, Thana and Bandra, and . several othar3 . of which my 
Honourable friends Mr. PAREKH and Mr. PATEL may be aware where such things are likely 
to happen. Particularly when we remember that now the journey has become very 
expeditious and easy, why should we stand in the way ·of gentlemen who, notwith
standinoo the fact that they are not residents of the place, would be willing to come 

0 . . 

forward to serve on a. particular Municipality P I think that there need be no apprehen· 
sion that if we_ leave the section as it is, we will have a time when in the City · of Poona. 
gentlemen will be returned who may be _residing in Sholapur or Satara. This 
residential qualification was not there ever since Act II of 1884 was passed. Now we are 
in the year 19H. After thirty years if we get really many instances of this kind which 
necessitate the adoption of such legislation and if the officer~ of Government are aware and 
would be good enou~h .to place before us the material from whioh we can judge that this 
right has been indiscreetely exercised by the voters anq that Municipal administration has· 
really suffered on that account, I should be the fir.st person to aooept this amendm~nt ; 
but so long as no information has been forthcoming (at least I was not convinced ori. that 
point when the matter w·as discussed .fully in "the Select Committee), I thl~k such a 
restriction on the franchise ought not to be placed, and I believe if .we look at this 
question from a broader point of view, 'Diz., of franchise, my Ilonourable friends will agree 
with me. thai it would not be well to depart from the provision which stood in the Act ever 
since Act II of 1884 was passed. I can quite understand the reason fol' which ·the difference 
was made between clauses (a) to (d) and clause (e). If the ~onq.urable Memberswi~l be 
pleased again to refer to those clauses, they will find that the personal qualifications are 
mentioned there, and we always have to suppose that those \vho come within the first four 
clauses of section 12 have nece~sarity to reside either w_ithin the Municipal District or so 
near ·the Municipal District that it will ba very easy for them to come and attend. In fact 
we could not conceive of cases where personal qualifications would exist under clauses 
(a) to (d) ofseetion 12 and the same gentlemen would be residing outside the District. 
That seems to me to be the reason w~y thls wa~ designedly kept in Act H of 1884. This 
amendment was not taken up even when .Act III of 1901 was pas8ed and I ·believe the 
·time bas not arrived, in fact no case has been made out why we · should go in for this 
kind of amendment. I therefore place thiil amendment of mine for acceptance before 
this Council. 

The Honourable }fr. GoKULDAs KAH.A.NDAS PAREKH spoke as follows :-Your 
Bxcellency,-I strongly support the amendm~nt that has been moved by my Honourable 
friend Mr. SA~JIE. Owing to the development of communications which provide facili· 
ties for quick and comfortable travelling it is well known that many persons who find no 
scope for their skill, intelligence or business in places where' there are small city or town 
Municipalities often go to bigger cities for. the purpose of their business. While going 
there they do not at all lose their interest in their own places. Some of these gentlemen 
have a strong desire to take part in th.e administration of local affairs of the towns of 
their birth and are prepared to put themselves to expense of time and money and suffer 
personal inconvenience, trouble and discomfort. It appears to. me that where a man is 
-prepared to incur the sacrifi<:e of timef comfort and money for the purpose d en a bUng 
him to ·attend ~Iunicipal meetings, wa may take it that that man evinces a. much 
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greater interest rin the work of the ~iunioipality than those' people. who have not to put 
themselv~s to 'the· same ·sacrifi.oe ·and. those.· generally are not ordinary people-it is 
generally the best of the people of the town or the city:...that go to other places for the pur
pose of· professional, commercial" or industrial bttsiaess. · It is the more enterprising, the 
more intellig~nt, the better educited class of people that go to other places for temporary• 
residence in connection with business, and therefore I sh<>uld think that it would be! 
de'priving the Municipality of the help of people who are very capable of looking . after 
their interests, to leave the Municipal elections only to those who live withln the Munici-~ 
pal limits or Within two miles 'of the ·Municipal limits. I think that it would be 
improper to say; such persons h~ ve l<>st alL· interest in the area in which they have 
ceased ordinarily to reside and place ·a statutory bar to their election •. It would be much 
better .to leave the m9.tter to the judgment of the voters to decide whether the man 
t~kes · interest or not, whether he is a proper person to be elected or not. It would 
not at all be right.to disqualify them,- and to take out. of the voter's hands the pOW'er of· 
electing them or when the ·voters choose to elect thoro. In connection . with this· 
qu~stion, it has been suggested that the Engl.ish Act lays dowri a qualification disquali
fying people who are not tax-payers and live beyond a particular distance, but 80 far as 
the· Englis4 Act 'is concerned, I submit that it has no analogy whatever with the present 
Act, There, when a man is elected to be a Town councillor, it is considered that it is his. 
duty to.serve an~, unless he· is disqualified he cannot get out of his obligation. After 
being appointed if he does not· serve, he has to pay a fine for au omission to discharge his· 
duty. That being the case, I think there would be some reason why people who live 
at a distance and could not conveniently be pre'sent should not hava a duty cast on them .. 
The restriction Is for the purpose of exemption and not for the . purpose of indicatin~ 
that these people have no interest in the Municipal affairs. As regards the value of the 
argument that those people • who have to go to any distance from the. Municipality for 

· the purpose of residence cease to take interest, my Honourable friend Mr. SATHE has 
given· one instance· of a person ~aving be~n the President of the Municipality of'. 
Talegaon having a permanent residence in· Poona, and I will mention in addition the 
case of the Thakor of Sarod who was appointed by Government themselves President of 
the Jambusar Municipality. Government, as a matter of faot, did not consider in the·· 
Thakor"s case that non-residence was an objection and notwithstanding his non-residence 
within the Municipal limits or its ticinity the man was held quite competent to work 
not only: as a Coun~ilJor, but alsq as . Pres~dent of the Municipality. That being the 
9ase, I submit that it would 'be .a very great, hardship and also a loss to the Municipality 
to disfranchise voters who pay qualifying ta:x: but do not reside w~thin the Munioipai 
Fmit's from appearing as cai;~.didates at elections. · · · 

. . ' . . ' 

. . The Honourable Mr. VITHALBIUt ,J HAVERBHAI PATEL snoke as follows :-Your 
Ex:cell~noy,-I, heartily support the fl:onJurable Rao Bahadur ""SATRE's amendment; in 
f~~t, l have given ,notice of a similar change which stands as amendments No. 9 and 
No. ~3 on the agenda. If my friend the HonoUt·able Rao Babadur SATRE's amendment 
is discussed now, my amendments do not reqrdre to be considered at all. 

In t~e first place, w~ have been repeatedly told about the success of the Bombay 
.,Act in Bombay, and on the question of ~he appointment of ·a Municipal Commissioner 
we were repeatedly told that such an institution has been a success in Bombay and that; 
we should follow the Bombay precede~t. I would respectfully submit that, if the 
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·'Bombay precedent is to be followed at al:l,'we had .better. follow' it. completely. In 
'Bombay, as we all very wen· know, a tax-payer does not re11uire a residential qualifica• 
tion to be a candidate,· A man residing, for instance, in Ahmedabad, if he has been 
paying taxes in Bombay, could be a candidate in the Bombay Muclci}.Jal eleetion and be 
, a member if elected. Same is the case· with regard to Mofussil under the Bombay District 
:Municipal Act, as my Honoura~le friend Rao Bahadur SATHE put it, ~nee 1884, and 
when the law has· worked so satisfactorily since then there is absolutely no reason why 
the proposed amendment should be allowed. I quite remember my .Honourable friend 
Rao Bahadur SATHE did enquire in the Select Qoinlnittee whether there were any cases 
of members residing outisde the :Municipal Iimi ts who have not worked satisfactorily 
and I am glad to say none were cited by those who support the amendment. One further 
point that I should like to bring to . the notice of this Hous~ is that under section 15 of 
the Bombay District. Municipal Act which· runs (reads) ''.if any Councillor during the 
time for which he is .elected ............................................... ~ ............... for a period 
exceeding six months." A person after becoming a member of any- Municipality, is free 
to go about anywhere he likes in the whole of the Presidency. He may, as a matter cif 
fact, reside in Ahmedabad and yet he is not disqualified 'from the merp.bership of the 
Poona Board provided within four months he goes there once.' If after a man ·is a 
·memher of a Municipality he is entitled to reside. anywhere he like~, I see no reason why 
the residential qulification should be imposed in the case of a person desirous· of being ·a 
·member. That is an anomaly which I hope the Honourable Mover of the Bill will explain 
to this House. Then, again, the sole question to my mind is whether the Municipal 
administration has in any way suffered by the existing provision ofthe law, which mak!3 the 
eleetionof persons residing outside the Municipal District, valid. That is really the sole 
question before this House. ·Is this House in possession of ·any materials or any facts 
which point to show that the existing law on the subject of elections has worked to the 
.detriment of efficienoy? None at all ; and if that. is so, does ·the House see any reason w by 
the existing law should be interfered with? We have the Bombay City t:M:unicipal Act, 
. we have the Bombay District M unicipa.l Act of 1884, and, unless a strong case is mad'e 
out by those supporting the. proposed change, I do submit that the House would be· well 
.advised to allow the present law to stand and thus allow outside persons to come in as 
candidates. My Honourable friend Rao Bah:idur. SATHI!f cited a case in this House of a 

gentleman residing in :Poona who has been ably carrying out the duties of President of 
the Talegaon Municipality for the last three years. I know~ as a matter of fact, a friend 
of mine, :Mr. B. J. Desai, an Advocate of the Bombay High Court, has been a member 
. of the Bulsar Municipality for ~hree years. I have never heard any complaint against the 
work of Mr. Desai on that Board. If men of the type of Mr: Desai-educated men as 

· they are--men who Would and could take a more intelligent view of Municipal affairs 
afford time to attend M uni0ipal meetings even far a way from the places ·where they 
reside, I do not see why t.his House should deprive the electors of their rights of electing 
such persons. In these circumstance~, I do support the amendment moved by my 
Honourable friend Ra.o Bahadur SA.TR:£. ' 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTI~ spok~ as follows :-May it please Your 
E:x:cellency,-1 rise to oppose the amendment of the Honourable :Mr. SA.TIIE, TLe 
first argument whioh I think .is necessary to deal with it is that in relation to section ~2 
(a) to ~d) and (e). Rao Bahadur SATRE argues that becatlsethe condition of residence 
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in all the divisions were residents of Bombay and sent round to attend the meetings by· 
special train: As his motion runs, there is nothing in law which should prevent that 
happening.· Now, I say, Sir, that is a very great danger. .A.t any rate, we are dealing 
now with local self-government, and if "local'' means any thing, it means local knowledge 
and a ·sense of local need~. 

My Honourable friend :Mr. PATEL has referrerl to a successful case in which ap. 
Advocate of the High Court successfully performs the duties of President in one of the 
mofussil Municipalities. 'I have no acquaintance. with the place or with the gentleman, 
but Mr. PATEL yesterday dilated at some length on the duties 1of a ..President ·and. ·r ask 
this Council to say whether a.busy Advocate of the High <;Jourt in Bombay can possibly 
perform the functions of the President as set out by law in section 241 of the Act, which 
says (reads)-

. The Honourable Mr. PATEL·:-1 have never said that, my Lord. It was the 
Honourable Mr. SATRE who referred to a case of a gentleman who lived at Poona and 
acted as President of the Talegaon Municipality. . I spoke of a ·man from Bombay 
who is Member of the Bulsar Municipality. · 

. The Honourable Mr. CuRTIS :·-I beg the Honourable Member's pardon. I ny 
that without residence Within Municipal limits it is impossible to carry out the duties 
of a President ~s laid down in section 24 of the Act. He cannot watch over· the, 
finances, and he cannof exercise supervision . and control over. the acts and proceedings 
of all the officers in the service ·of the Munioipality. It: is essential, therefore, if an 
officer is to take an active part. in the management of a local institution, such as a 
Municipality, that he should be in touch with the locality, in touch wlth the wishes and 
the habits of. the local population. 

All members who have spoken on this amendment have askei for information 
as to. the evils -which have ·occurred n the pa.st as ·the result of the absence of ·this 
residential qualification, and J:>ec~use .definite information is not forthcoming or has not 
been given, they proceed to argue that thare is no neal for it. I venture to think that 
this argument is rather far-fetched. To begin with, ·it ·is somewhat unpleasant 
so"metimes. to furnish definite information as regards the shortcomings of a definite 
electoral body, but, even if such information is not forthcoming, there is, I contend, 
no reason to suppose that the dangers which I apprehend will be absent in the 
future. I therefore think that it is incumbent on this Council to exercise the gift of 
imagination and look forward a~d to see all ·the dangers that may result by the 
absence of· this simple restriction which legislators, such as the English parliament, 
have considered necessary. For these rea3ons, Sir; I ask this Council to reject th~ 

amendment. 
The Honourable Dewan Bahaclur KAsHINANR RAMORANDR4 Gon:JJOLE spoke as. 

follows :-Your Excellency,-Speaking with reference to the speeches that have· been 
made in support of the amendment, I must sg,y that they have,not been very col!,yincing to. 
me. I think that in the case· of Municipalities both the members and the candidates should 
be resident within :Municipal limits, and the provi~ion of section 12 as drafted in this Bill is 
what we. should a~opt. I put it .to this Council, who. will understand the conditions. of a 
town better, whether a man who goes along its muddy roads everyday antl whose carriage. 
is .spoilt every week, or flo ~an who sits in Bombay or Lonavla~ comes from the railway 
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st~tion, drives i~ a: motor car~ attends the meeting and goes back p Who . will attend to' 
the.water supply of the town better, whether the man who has to us·e muddy water or 
the. man who sits at the meetings, signs the papers and sees the analysis of the water? 

I I submit, Sir; that the man on the spot who sees the inoonv~niences of the locality and . 
who feels the inconveniences will try to remove them better than the man who stays at 
a· distance from the Municipal limits. 

The two miles limit that has been prescribed in this section is, I think, very reason· 
able, and we ought to adhere to it. The seven miles limit that is proposed by the 
Honourable MouLVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, I do not think, will be advisable. It is not a 
matter of mucn importance whether we have Fellows of the Vniversity or Advocates of 
the High Court in a Municipality: We would rather have the people the sowcars or 
}ocal pleaders who live within Municipal limits, who will watch the Municipal adminis
tration on the sp~t; and who will. suffer the inconveniences arising from bad roads, bad 
lights and bad water-it is suoh Municipal Councillors who will attend t<? the wants of a 
Municipality better t~an a man who lives at a distance. 

Then practically ·I might tell you. that· even in the case of ordinary Municipal 
administration, we ·find· that Councillors living at a great distance from the Municipal 
offfce generally complain when they are told to stay on a little longer at a co~mittee· 
meeting, they say that they have to catch. their train and they must :fini~h the meeting. 
soon-" Oh, 1 have to catch the train at 5 o'clock, and so let us have the remaining 
business on another day." This is an ordinary saying with them. For all these rea,ons,. 
I think the section as drafted should be adopted by us. 

The Honourable :Mr. CURTIS has probably exaggerated matters, when he said that 
·a Municipal Councillor would be living in :Bombay and· attending the Poona Municipal 
zil:e~til1gs. Practically, as I said, I would prefer to have the Municipal administration 
put·into ~he hands of Councillors who. will be liv-ing on the spot and who.will feel the 
inconveniences arising from bad Municipal administration. ·I therefore vote against the 
amendment and support the -section as drafted in this Bill • 

. The Honourable Mr. E. G. TuRNER spoke as·follows :-Your Excellency,-! should. 
llke to ·say a few words with regard to some points which were mentioned by Rao 
:Ba~adur SATHE in his sp·eech and in his minute of dissent which is in the papers before 
us. He said· that the ha~dship of the· amendment regarding residential qualification 
will be. felt along ·the towns on the Railway lines. He mentioned certain towns amongst 
which are the three towns of Kalyan, Thana and Bandra with which I am specially 
acquainted.· I made enquiries in these three towns before coming up here and I find that of 
all the ·e1eot~d members in· these three places, there is only.one member who lives at a · 
distance of more than two miles from the Municipal limits and that member does not 
live at a place which is accessible by .train. · 

As-regards Bandra which I ha~ the honour of being connected with for about 12 
yeats, I' c~not remember a single ca.se in which an elected member has not . resided 
Within the Munioipallimits, so ~hat I think that the fears expressed by the Honourabl~ 
Mr. SATHE app~ar at any rate in regard to these three places to be quite groundless. 

'· · The Honourable Mr. SHRIDIIAR BALKRISHNA · UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-1 think from the speeches which .have been made until now no case has 
b·een inade out 'for the restriction that is sought to be placed with regard to the· residen· 
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tial qualification on those who, are entitled to. vote and to stand as candidates on the 
ground of their property interests in ihe Municipal towns. As a matter of fact, it is no~ 
a new provision. The English .Act was passed before our .Act of 1884 and our legislators 
would certainly not have overlooked the provisions of. the English Act if they had 
thought it suited for us. Even so late as 1901, they did not consider it necessary to 
incorporate it in the amended Act passed here. The conditions, my Lord, in this country, 
are different from those in England. With the development of the country and 
improvements in. communications, men residing in one place, have property interests in 
other places than where they themselves reside, and they have to guard those interests 
with regard to whatever rates or charges that may be imposed by the Municipalities. 

Let us take, for instance, the case of Lonavra. .A number of bungalows have been 
erected by Bombay merchants who come and stay there for a part of the year. Should 
they not be entitled to anything in the way of Municipal rights or voice in the Municipal 
administration of that station, or should they leave it to the few owners of houses there 
to charge assessments on their bungalows in any way they may think fit in. their 
own interests. 

With regard to the water-supply of their bungalows, should they not· claim any 
voice in the direction of that supply? There is in Khandesh at· Amalner a mill-owner 
who lives at Chopda, but while living there, should he leave the whole of. his concern 
without claiming any interest in the management of the Municipality when the operation 
of the Municipal rates and bye-laws will affect his valuable property seriously. Let us 
take the instance of a gentleman residing in_ Ahmedabad having a valuable mill property 
at N adiad. He will not take more than half . an hour by rail way to go to N adiad and 
come back. Under such circumstances, why should we not let him have.a ri~ht to a 
voice in the Municipal administration which affects his property, when we are making 
the possession of property a qualifi~ation for being a voter as well as a candidate. As 
things stand, even now in the ¥unicipality we have official members who certainly do 
not live within the Municipal area. The Assistant Collector is the ex-officio President 
of Taluka Municipalities, and he does not live generally within Municipal limits •. Even 
Mamlatdars in some instances are Presidents and Vice-Presidents of Municipalities in 
towns within their taluka away from the Taluka. head-quarters . where they do 
not reside. They do live beyond two or three miles from the Municipal area and are yet 
allowed to be members. If they are deemed capable of exercising control and looking 
after the affairs of the 11:unicipality, could not people who take the trouble to come froin 
a long distance to guard their property interests be expected to take an equal, if not 
greater interest in Municipal matters and should they not be held ·equally qualified to 
be members P I should welcome if they come in in larger numbers, because we will 
have better light from those people in the smaller Municipalities where the same is so much 
needed. Therefore, I say, let us not place any restriction. The voters themselves are the 
best judges of the persons who would deserve their confidence, and if they think that any 
candidate who offers to take the trcuble of coming from a long distance would be more 
suitable, why not let them return him? I think it is an unnecessary restriction which 
is proposed to be placed upon their .free choice in the matter of election. 

Now we were anxious on our part not to refer to the question of election to the 
Oouncil and in a discus~ion on the .M.unioipal Act we need not I think go iri.to the 
question as to how it will affeot the elections to the Counoil As a mltter of fact, those 
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gentlemen from Bo:n'bay who had stood as c1ndida.tes for election to the Council on 
behalf of the' 1\{unicipalities were. connected. with divisions from which they cam~~ 
One of them, Mr. KHARE, came from Nasik. He had his house there, and had passe:l 
all his younger days there in· school, and yet he was declared .ineligible. Another 
candidate who stood was Mr. PAREKH. I think his connection. with Gujarat still 
continues, and he has commanded tbe respect of that division as a member of this 
Council on behalf of the :Um1icipalities for the last 18 or 20 years: Gentlemen like 
the~e with· their £ense of responsibility would be most useful mombers to sit on the 
Taluka Municipalities of the districts and their qualifications for the membership 
cannot be questioned. I think we ought to encourage Municipalities, if possible, to 
secure the advice and ·help of such members. With these remarks I support the 
amendment of my Honourable friend Mr. SATHE. 

The Honourable Mr. CnniANLAL HARILAL SETALVAD spoke ·as follows :-Yout 
Excellency,-1 am one of those members of the Select Committee who during the 
dismissions in Committee were against this restriction being imposed on the choice of 
the electors, and I still adhere to that view, and my Honourable friends lfr. CuRTis and 
Mr. GonnoLE have still left me unconvinced. Your Excellency, the position is this. 
If you look to section 12 whicll lays dow~ the q ualifioations for voters and candidates, 
the scheme is this, ·and it is the right scheme, that such people should be eligible to be 
voters and candidates as have a substantial interest in that Municipal district, 

Now with regard to people falling within clauses (a) to (d) who have merely 
person·al and educational qualifications being Fello.ws of the University, or being AdvO:. 
cates, Jurors or Assessors, their ·interest in the district can only be through residence and 
nothing else. .If they are not resid.ents, they can have no interest in the district merely 
because they possess those personal qualifications. It is therefore that in those cases the 
r~sideilce m the 'district is made an essential condition. 

' . Whe~ you come to clause (e), we are dealing with persons who pay Municipal taxes 
in that distri~t. With rega~d to that, a person who bas property within the district and 
who pays_M.unicipal taxes, has a sub,stantial interest in that district, and though he may 
be residing outside, his case is quite different from the case o£ those people falling in the 
'previous clauses whQse quali.Q.cations are only of a pefsonal character and whose interest, 
as I pointed out before, can only come through residence and nothing else. That is the 
scheme at pres~nt, and that. has been the scheme of the previous Acts. Under ihe Acts 
.of 1~73 and lt84 al!d the Act cf 1901 the electors were left absolutely free as regards 
:their choice of election With regard, to people Who :lJOSSeEB property qualifications falling 
in clause (d), and i~ has not been suggested that the freedoi.Q. of cl;wice left to the electors 
has in any manner been abused so as to work to the dttriment of ,Uuni~ipal Government_ 
We in Select Committee asked the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill and the 
·.other official member.s on the Committee to .point put to us if any instances of abuse had 
occurred from 1884 tUl now, whether this freedom of choice left to the _electors under 
·.clause (e) wa& in any manne;r abuse~ ~nd w hioh re~uired any alteration in the legislature! 
;No instance was brought forward. . 

The Honourable Mr. CURTJS :-I rise to a point of order. Sirr We stated th~ 
.case of Mr. DAJI ABA.Jl KHARE, He }lad not att~nded any meetings at all. · 

The Honourable _·Mr. S;ETALVAD continuiQ.g ;-l hav~ no~ followed my Honourabl~ 
friend .Mr. CuRTIS. I would like to get at" the f~cts. Does he say that one instance 
)las occurred in which the electors elected -
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The Honourable ::Mr. CURTIS :-One case was brought before the Council. There. 
1llay be other cases also, but this case was specifically brought to the notice of. the-. 

Committee. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. SETALVAD continuing :-I take it now from the Honourable 
Mr. CuRTIS that there has been one instance in which an attempt was made to elect & 

person not resident ~n the district, though he had a substantial interest in it and I take , 
it that he suggests that by reason of his being not resident he was not able· to·attend to. 

his duties. 

The Honourable Mr. CuRTIS :-I beg the Honourable Member's pardon. The . 
gentle~an w~s elected but the results were not 'happy. 

The Honourable .Mr. SETALVAD :-It does not make any difference at all. I star~ 
with this fact, that the Honourable lir. CURTIS states that there has been one instance 
in which the freedom of choice left to the electors was according· to him abused. If 
that is so, if we have one instance in all these ;years from 1873 till now of alleged abuse, 
is that a sufficient ground for altogether taking away this freedom of choice from the 
electors ? The question is ~ot, as my ~onourable friend Mr. CuRTIS puts it, that because 
there was no such restriction whether the legislature is now estopped from restricting ths 
freedom of choice. The real position is this. If this freedom has been there all these 
years, and if you cannot point to any more than one instance in which according to 
you the freedom was abused,-! do not admit it was abused, for it may be a 'very good 
election made by the electors (Hear, Hear),-! am not going into the merits of that 
case but I am assuming the fact as put by the other side, that it was abused iu one 
instanee,-is that a sufficient reason for altering the legislation? I say the onus of' 
proof lies ·heavily on those who want a change in the legislation, and they must. 
e~tablish an overwhelming case before they can ask this Council to do so. I maintain 
that producing one instance of that character in all these yearg from 1873 till now is 
certainly not discharging that onus. One can well conceive a member living outside the 
Municipal district but still having a substantial interest in the district by having 
large properties there, taking a greatez interest, taking a much more keen interest in 
Municipal affairs, than an apathetic man living in the town. 

What I am pleading fqrjs this, leave to the electorg a free choice. Surely all the 
drawbacks that you point out in electing a person living outside are perfectly true, 
nobody denies.that. Everything else being equal, certainly a man who is living outside 
the district will be less useful than a person living inside. But surely are not the 
electors competent to judge of that? (Hear, Hear.) Surely they have the fact before 
their mind that a person is not a resident within the district, and they aro aware of the 
disabilities entailed by reason of his non-residence. Even after considering those dis
abilities, if they think on the whole that they should still in an individual case prefer & 

non-resident, why forsooth do you deprive him of that choice of election? Surely, you 
can trust the elector to use his discretion in his own interest. . Surely, you ought to.. 
give them complete freedom in the choico of election, and the heavens are not going to, 
fall if you allow the electors to retain this freedom of choice that they hav.e enjoyed all; 
these years and which it is alleged has been abused only once. . 

Further, the Honourable Mr. TuRNER pointed out that in Bandra. and other placest 
although there was this choice of election~· can~dates living outside have not been. 
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elected. If. so, it is realiy proof positive that the elector has very wisely used tha 
discretion vested in him, and there is no reason whatever why in 1914 his liberty in that 
·direction should be taken away. 

Then the Honourable Mr. CURTIS referred to the English Acts, but he kept abso
lutely silent as to what my Honourable friend Mr. PAREKH said, that there is no analogy 
between the English Act and the Act here, because as he pointed out-I have not the 
data to verify myself what the Honourable Mr. PAREKH pointed out-that under the 
English Act a person who is elected has no option of refusing that honour, he is bound to 
accept it, and if he does not do so, he_can be hauled up before a Magistrate and fined. · 

The Honourable Mr. CuRTIS :-I ha~e the Act here. As a matter of fact it is 
not tiO. 

The Honourable Mr. SETALVAD :-I am only pointing out what my Honourable friend 
:M r~ PAREKH said. Perhaps, Mr. PAREKH would give us the sections. 

The Honourable Mr. PAKEKH :-45 and 46 Viet., Chap. 50, section 7 (1). 

The Hon~urable Mr. SETALVAD continuing :-What I was pointing ·out was that, 
if the enactment is there in the manner stated by Mr. PAREKH, then one can understand 
that as a very good reason why a residential· qualification is there introduced, because 
if the person to be elected has no choic6 in the matter, then one can well understand 
that you ·cannot · force · a, person living outsid~ to be a member and who is not fu a 
position to make it convenient to attend. .. 

But there is one point which hm:; be(m entirely lost sight of by those who advocate this 
change. While it is intended on the one hand to lay this restriction. on the · choice . of 
th~ elector, Government,· on the other hand, are left entirely free to nominate any body 

·they }ike. ·If the principle is that a person living outside the district is not a fit person 
to be a· councillor, why don't you lay down the same restriction on the choica of 
Government ? On the one hand, you tell the elector ' we shall not allow ·you 
to elect a person outside the district, however qualified he may be '. On the other hand, 
you allow Government to nominate anybody they like. Why don't you lay down 
the same restrictive principle with regard to the choice of Government.? . 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA :-They oug~t to be·t~usted 1 

The Honourable Mr. SJ!lTALVAD continuing :-I also maintain that voters can be 
trusted and ought to be trusted. I sub~it, Sir, that becomes altgether a one·~ided arrange· 
ment. There has been· no serious abuse of that freedom of choice and· really no reason. 
pointed out why that freedom should now be taken away. I therefore maintain, Sir, that 
no case ·has been made out for the proposed change. :Sut the Honourable Mr. CURTIS 
depicted to us various things that he imagined might happen in the future with the develop
ment of Council elections, and he imagined· some office being opened in: Bombay to 
regulate all the Municipal elections_ in the Northern Division, in the Southern Division 
and in. the Central Division. There will be time enough to deal with a de~elopment of 
that character, if it ever occurs. Would it be right for the legislature to speculate in 
that direction, and. imagine evils which have not shown themselves at. all till now ? · 

The reference by Mr. CuRTIS to Council 'elections brings me to a matter which I 
would really have not to refer to and in saying what I am going to say, I should not he 
'understood as· ·myself making any suggestion whatever to· the effect·· that there is ·any 
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ulterior object in suggesting this alteration~ I do not say that for a moment myself, 
but what ·r do say is, that if you embark upon this change in, ·the section in spite 
of the fact that there has been no serious· tt.buse in the past, in face of the fact that 

:really no case has been made out for the change advocated, you certainly lay" yomself 
open to very serious misunderstanding as regards the real reason and motive for this 
change, and I have heard the suggestion made that the real reasqn why this· is embnrked
upon, is to prevent the election of people like Mr. P .A.REKR who are generally resident 
in :Bombay, but who. are connected with various districts and have got themselves elected 
to various Municipal bodies and returned to the Council by the groups of Municlp.alities 
·Or Local :Boards, that the object is tq prevent such people from getting electe,d _to the 
. District and l\Iunicipal :Boards and coming into· the Council. through tqem,. .. Now:, "fqqr 
Excellency, if it is thought undesirable that people like Mr. f AREKR and .others who a;ra 
residents of :Bombay, and who are not residents within the division which they represent, 
should be Members of Council representing those divisions, by all means deal wi~h· tb~t 
situation squarely and fairly. You can do .that, if you chqose, by amending the 
Council's Act, or the regulations .thereunder but do that courageously~ do that boldly, 
but do not lay yourself open to this charge that you are doing a thing circuitously by 
the method now proposed.· (Hear, Hear.) That is what I ;.tm pointing out,_ that your 
action is likely to create a grave misunderstanding, and. I ·beseech You~ E~cellencts 
Government not to do anything which lays you open to a charge of this character. I ~o 
not· say for a moment that it is well founded, but your action is certainly likely to ·be 
misunderstood in that manner, -and people who are carried away in that way,·· will. 
certainly have some justification for the view they are putting forward. I submit, 
tl1erefore, that no case has been made out why we should :alter the section which has 
stood on the Statute :Book all thes~ years ever since 1873, andno reason is shown, to 
my mind, why a change should now be made. . 

The Honourable l\Ir. R. P. BARROW spoke as follows :-Your Ex:cellency,-I regret 
very much that the Honourable Mr. S.filTALVAD should have felt obliged in putting·before 
11s his own views, to touch on the suggestion that we might possibly be· charged with 
having manipulated the law under the Municipal Act in order to touch certain Honour
able Members who have been elected to. this Council, for that, I think, i~ what the 
:SUggestion amounts t<;>. Well, Sir, as the Honourable Mr. SETA.LVAD himself admitted, .he 
is perfectly well ::~,ware thlt such chan.ge as we are attempting to make in the Municipal 
Act is not due to any such desire of that kind. This Council is perfectly well aware 
of that fact. It is on general principle3 that we seek to m:1ke the change. If the 
outside world is likely so far to misjudge this Council and Government as to assume 
that they would make use of their powers in amending the ~Iunicipal Act to set right 
what they consider wrong in the matter of elections to this Council, then, Sir, I do :q.ot 
think it will seriously hurt either this Council or Government if that charge is made .. 
The Honourable l\Ir. SETALVAD · certainly uses a powerful argument when he says th:1t 
we must trust t~e electors, for that is precisely what we are (J.esirous of doing. We 
hope that the electors will exercise their discretion and use their common sense in 
electing members to represent them; but as a matter of fact -~e h~ppen tq know that 
they do not always do so. We know what elections sometimes do mean, and I thin)c 
that there are reasons why, with this knowledge, we shoul.d hesitate to rely entirely on 
the common sense or the electorate c:>ming into play ·in deciding whether they should 
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-select their representative from outside their limits or not. The Honourable 1\Ir. SETALVAD 

urged, I think, that if a man is qualified under clause (e) by paying taxes within 
:Municipal limits, he has a substantial interest in the welfare of the affairs of the 

. Municipality. Honourable Members are well aware that in many of the Mofussil 
Municipalities the qualifying taxation is an exceedingly low one, and I .ask whether the 
mere payment of Rs. 5 o.r Rs. 10 a year by a gentleman seeking election to a Munici· 
pality is really tantamount to his having a substantial interest in the welfare of the 
Municipality. · 

··Then considerable stress has been laid on the fact that those of us who support the 
change ·which we propose to make in the Act have not produced evidence that during 
the currency· of the present Act any serious harm has been done by electors within 
Municipal limits in electing as their representatives residents outside those limits. W e1l, 
Sir, we have had one instance given to us,-the name has been mentioned, Mr. Daji 
Abaji Khare. The Honourable the . Chief Secretary said that the results were not particu· 
larly happy in that case. I think what he meant was, if I may venture to interpret him, 
that in that case, that particular gentleman was unable from lack of time or from other 
reasons to attend meetings of the Municipality a:nd ~o uld take no part in transacting the 
business which had to be· done. I would observe that it is exceedingly difficult 
to answer the question that has been asked. For the reason that every non-resident, 
every outsider, if I may use the term, who is elected, and who is unable or.unwilling 
to take his share of the work of the Muni~ipality is by the mere fact of his election , 

·keeping from the service of the Municipality a resident who might be devoting his time 
to the work of the Municipality. We cannot say what the results might have been had 
the qualification which it is now sought · to impose been in force of recent years. 
It is to guard against the possibility of Municip~l interests suffering' that it is desired 
now to alter the law. · 

Reference was made to a discretion being allowed to Government which is 
to be withheld from .Municipal'ities, the point being that with reference to official 
nomination, Government are under no restrictions. It is difficult to see how in the 
matter of· the nomination of' o:fficiais the restrictions of a residential qualification could 
be imposed. There must be officials on these :Boards as well as non-officials. As a 
matter of fact, I can assure the Council from my own experience, and I feel sure that 
every other officer here who has had anything to do with nominations will support me, 
that as a matter of practice, the non-official nominees of Government are invariably 
residents of the Municipal di~tricts. They live in the district and belong to it -

The Honourable Mr. LALu~HAI SAMALDAs :-What about the Thakore of Sarod who 
is the President of the J ambusar Municipality and whom my Honourable friend 
Mr. F AREKH referred to? 

The Honourable Mr. BARROW continues :-Thank you. I have no particulars at 
hand ahout the Thakore of Sarod's nomination as President, but I have no doubt that the 
Tha~ore bas_ some very substantial interest in the Municipality; morever, he, probably, 

. has some property within liunicipal limits wherein. he resides from time to time during 
the year. I cannot say that that is so, but in all probability it is. I maintain that as a 
matter of practice, the nomination of non-officials is entirely confined to the residents 
-wit~ ~unicipallimits. In the case of officials, it is impossible to require that they . 
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shall reside within the limits of the Municipality· on the Board :Ori which th3y;are t~: 
sit. They :have constantly to move about within ·their jurisdictioll and an ..{\.~sistant· 
·Collector or a Mamlatdar may have in his charge, as ma.ny as three or four Municipalities,. 
and he cannot be a resident within the limits of. each. 

I do not follow my Honourable friend the Chief Secretary .all the way. I dp not 
share altogether his fears of what might happen (Hoar, Hear). Nor do .I think it :likely: 
·that a state of things such as he pictured would ever exist. It is.not quite impqssible; 
• but I do not think it is probable. 1 would· only· support his .remarks by remindip.g : thi.s 
··council that, although there be ;no analogy between the English law whjcl~·P..as bee;n 
·much discussed (the Honourable Mr. ·PAREKH. has not yet· pointed .out the par~i~ular 
provisions on which he relies) although there be no .analogy between the English. aAd 
the Indian law, there is a strong analogy between conditions in the ~ombay:,Presidency 

··and· in the Presidencies of Bengal and Madras, in both of whic,h tqe lpcal Governaie~t 
·bas found it necessary and advisable to: impose a residential qualificati~n.· · · · .. 

The only other point, on which 1 would touch· is the Honourable .Mr .. ·U.PASANI~s 
reference to Lonav]a. ·I ttink he quoted Lomivla as aninstance. Under.section.14 of 
the Act, of course his remarks would not apply. He has probably· overlooked th.tl 
section. 

The Honourable Dewan. Bahadur GoD BOLE laid' his finger on. the righ.t sp9t. when 
·be took the points of the bad roads and the unclean water. It is ;well to. rememb~r 
that the man who wears the shoe is most likely to feel the pinch of i~, and most l~kely 

· to try and ease it. The Honourable Dewan Bahadur made .a stroD;g poin~ in urg~ng that 
·the· man always on the spot· is far more · likely ·.to. take . ~nterest. in . s~ch ~atte~s 
and trouble in removing the· impurity or insufficiency of. the water, supply, ~h~n a gentle. .. 

· man.who lives far.away in Bombay. . · · 

The Honourable Mr.· SETALvAn:-Your Excellency,-! have: f~und, t.he, sec_t~ons • 
. They are 44 and 45 Viet. Chap., which say (Reads) "Every elected ;uembe~ shall; accept 
the honour. " .•••• ; '' 

His Excellency the ·pRESIDENT :-He is perfectly at liberty not to stand •. I, am .. n~;>t 
sure,' I have not looked at the other sections. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SnRINIW.A.s Ko:NHER RonDA. spoke as follows :-Your 
, Excellency,-This matter of residential qualification was. sufficiently· discus~~d .. in the 
· Select Committee, and· a· few "Member.:; . opposed that. residential qualifigatio~ .. I, for 
· my part oppose the amendment, and I am fully in accord with; the. views e~pressed, by 
my Honourable friend Dewan Eahadur Gon:sOLE. · ·Any gentleman CO:ffiing from 

· outside the Municipal limits would scarcely ba able to attend all the delib.erations.of the 
Municipality. He may be .a member of the General Co.m.mittee ~ttending only on 

· technical grounds to avoid being disqualified for non~ attendance, but , at the same time, 
: however ·intelligent he may. be, however proficient he may be, whatever. his intere~t 
·may be, it. cannot be expected .that he will do all that_i'1 required· of him. If he is 
, elected a :Member of the Managing Committee, he cannot possibly attend the meetings 
•: of the 1\Ianaging . Committee. _If he is appointed qn the Scho()ls Committee . which 
.. meets sometimes once, sometimes twice a week,.if there is any emerge~cy, he cannot 
~.attend· it,-.. or if. there , is any. . sp.e~ial. Committee appointed. to ccmsi~er a.ny . subject, 
~e cannot be expected to meet other me~bers. . T~e -v.ery. idea· of . ~s .living far 'a way 
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from the Munfcipallimits is itself a disqualification for his coming in direct contact with 
the affairs of the Municipality, and hence it is necessary that the residential qualification 
11houid be one of the conditions ·on which a Municipal government· ought· to be carried, 
and election should be put on the same principle. . 

· Much bas been said of the voters. "'"'ell, it is the voters' choice, but at the same 
time .it should also be considered that everything cannot be left to the choice of the 
voterst and it is for that very reason the city or the town has been divided into wards. 
There the election rules have been to framed as to give a single ·vote for a single 
.Candidate. · All these restrictions have been kept even within Municipal · limits for 
voters, because it is a re$triction on the voters to see that special qualifications obtain in 
the candidates to justify their election, and froni what has now passed, if the voters are 
to reside for six months in any :Municipal district for election purposes, why 
should it not be enacted that there should be residence very ne!lr the town for which 
they are working. As the Honourable Dewan Bahadur GonnoLE says, if he stays 
·away during the monsoon, he cannot see the state of the. roads, he cannot see whether 
there was a water scarcity, and what steps should be taken to alleviate or to remedy the 
grievances of the people, if any. Once he comes in three months, attends the General 
Committee, and that too for the sake of avoiding the technical d iffi.culty. 

Now 'With regard to the allegation made by my friend Mr. SETALVAD that this is 
:a measure which would prevent people from coming into the Council, I .do not think .that 
·concerns us at present. ·We are now only looking to the interests of the :Municipalities, 
.and whether the Councillors that will come within it can be in direct touch with , it, 
is rather a far-fetched argument which he laid before ·the Council, and. he .did s~y 

that in rather an unpleasant manner which he ought not ,to have done in this Council.· 

Now with regard to nominations, as the· Honourable Mr. BARRow ~as already 
remarked, except the Government Officials, and who are they? the .Medical Officer, 
the Mamlatdar, the Assistant Collector or the Execmti ve Engineer, these are the only 
persons .for whom there is no residential qualification. These are special men :whose 
.advice· in matters professional,· in sanitary or public works is .quite essential, and they 
are special advisers of Government, and sometimes they are ex-officio members in some 
<>f the Muni!-}ipalities ~y special notification. 

With regard to the per~ons who are .nominated, I can safely say that invariably in 
almost all the Municipalities every Councillor nominated is a . resident of town. There· 
fore I strongly oppose the amendm!mt proposed and fully support the views expressed by 
the Honourable Mr. BARROW and Mr. GoDBOLE. 

The Honourable SliEI;KH GHULAM HussEIN HtDAYATTALLAH spoke as follows:...
Your Excellency,-So far as the personal·qualification: is concerned,·we have a long list 
<>f the Fellows of the University, Advo~ates of·tbe High Court, etc., in fact they are the 
best talents of the city, and they are thrown out, because they are not· resident 
in.those towns, even if they are resident within a ·stones-throw of Municipal district. 
Take the instance of a man who resides in ihe cantonments bordering on the district 
Municipal 'limits, yet he is not qualified· to'be a voter or a candidate, even though he is 
much more interested. than a tax-payer; he tnay be an Honorary Magistrate, a Fellow of 
the.U.niv·ersity or an .Advocate practising within ·the Municipal limits, but'· may .not 
be residing there, and so he is disqualified. · · . 
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may be paying only Rs. 2 as <water tax, residing 50 or 100 iniles a·way from the 
li unicipallimits~ ·and he is considered fit· to be· a candidate· or :a voter. Persons who pay 
-a nominal tax: of Rs; 15 or so as water tax: or house tax: a year, though they never cara 
to come to the town, are allowed to be voters ~r ·candidates, and though ·they have in 
fact no interest in the working of the Municipality. This is really an anomaly, to my 
mind. With these remarks, I oppose the amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VrsHIND.A~ spoke a,s fqlhHrs·:-Your Ex:celle~cy,
..As a member of the Select Committee who strongly s~ppqrted the. section. as it now 

. ~ . . . . . 
:stands, I feel it my duty to speak ani to oppose the ~me~~~ent, ~nd in doing so, ~ 
·express my regret that I have in this instan~e ~o differ very stron~ly from ~y Hono'ur
alJle friend Mr. SETALVAD, for whom I have the highest rega~~' a~d in deference to. whose 
opinion on the question of a Municipal Com~I:liss~oner,· I had to :sink my own strong 
opposition to these clauses and sign the Select Committee's Re:por~ witqqut any min:ute 
of dissent. I might say that several provisions of the Bill, as originally drafted, were 
placed by me before the Municipal Corporation of Karachi, and they were unanimously 
of opinion that this residential qualification m~t be imposed, and ~lthough th~t w~s the . 
unanimous opinion of the ~arachi Municipality at that time, if I ba4 beep. since then 
·convinced of the cogency of th.e arguments Jlrged on the other .side, I· sl;wuld have v~ry 
easily given my opinion according to my·o\vn conviction, but ·I .dQ .c.onfess that up ·to 
now none of the arguments that have been advanced on the side of the Honout'able 
Mr. SET.ALVAD have been convincing at all. I am quite prepared, ;;t.s fat" as lies in my 
humble power, to give an answer to each and every one of them. 

. . 

The Honourable Mr. SAT:I\IE followed by the Honourable :Mr. SETALVAD l.aid. very 
. .great stress upon the fact that as hitherto no ins~ance of an abus.e ~as b~en pointed out, 
there is no necessity of making any .alte~ation. I will take my stand upon the hypo. 
-thesis that no abuse has been pointed out. At the sa~e time, the Ho

1
nourable Mr. ,SATR,E 

·said that it is urged on the other side that persons who are not residents within the 
Municipal limits are not likely to have ,th~ satl1e ~nd of co,ncern in the :Munici~ality 
as people who are residents. He did not refu.se the· ~oundness ,of that .c~ntent~ori, ~ut 
simply said that no instances have been found in actual practice of any abuse having 
resulted by this provision which means that if any instances had been pointed out, then 
be would have been quite pr~pared to ~oncede to the alteration. :But I say that this 
.argument is not sound at all. Yo~ .are not. going to legislate .after a z.nisohief has 
actually been pointed out or a mischief has appeared in practice. If it is pointed out 
to you that the legislation, as it is now standing, is capable of creating a~y mischief, 
I think it is the bounden duty of the legislature to effect a change, otherwise it would 
-come to this, that you allow some enactr:nent to remain on th~ Statute Bqok wh~ch at 
any time may be abused, .and you h~ve simply to pay homage to the argument that 
because an abuse has not been brought to your notice during the t~me ~f your ex:pe· 
-rience, therefore you . should not effect .any change. I· cannot see the so~nd~ess of 
this argument . at all. There are. ma'ny provisions of law which sh~uld be ~lte~~' 
.although it has not been found in experience that any mi~~hief or harm ~as occurred by 
their standing on the. Statute Book.so long as' it .can be easily and sucoes~fully pointe~ 
-out that they are capable of producing mischief. 
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Another argument upon which the Honourable Mr. SETALVAD laid. great ··stress 
was that restriction should not be imposed upon electqrs, to whom free choicl3 should be 
given to elect whomsoever they like. J think, on the one hand, while there is some 
force in this argument on the other hand, it might be carried too fat·. If you carry it 
too far,1 then you should not . impose any ·kind of qualification-or restriction ·upon the 
voters or candi<lates at all. Now~ for instance~ we have got the rule that .females who 
possess certain property q ua~i1ications · are entitled to vote, but they · are · not entitled 
to stand as candidates. Do you give iour voters the choice of returning a female 
candidate to. the Municipality p The Hc~ourable Mr. SETALVAD, although he may have 
-suffragist sympathies or tendencies will Jot go so far as that. ·Likewise! say th~t, whilst 
.there is' a g_o~d de~l of force in that argument at the. ihst blush if you carry it ·. to the 
extreme, if you examine' it very carefully, you will 'nrid that that a~gument cannot· 
'stand 'for our circumstances. As the Honourable Mr. RoDDA . has pointed out, 
'th~re are sever~l other restrictions that you have imposed upon voters which restrictions 
·otherwise would :riot 'be necessary at all if you were to carry this argument to its' logical 
conclusion, . 

Then agai~ it is said that whilst in the first three clauses of what I call the brain 
qualification, the restriction of residence is imposed, in the ,last clause of property no 
restriction should be imposed, because persons who have got properties within Municipal 
district may· be presumed to have sufficiently substantial interests in tbose Municipalities 
to have the right of standing as candidates •. · Now in this regard I make this 
distinction that persons possessing properties within Municipal districts have certainly 

• a voice in the administration of that Municipality, but to a limited extent, that is to 
say, they have a voice in selecting the candidates and in saying 'we shall elect A but 
w~ s~~ll not' elect'~', but 'when they come and say that they should also themselves be 
given the privilege of standing as candidates, then we can very easily tell them 'yes, 
w~ can .give ~ou that ~ight if you are residents' •. Although in ' the past, as pointed out 
by ·the. Honourable Mr. SETALVAD, ex.cl~de ·the case of ~r. · KHARE entirely fro'm 

• ~ I 1., I, • I • , • , • , , ' 

c.onsideration~ it may have so happened that no person has' been really elected· who: lias 
ne,glect~d his. duties as. Councillor, .if' it can be very easily shown tliat once you 
~l}ow this restrictio~ t~ be removed, there is just a possibility of electors who. may not 
'be able.to attenimeetings; I say. it. is the boundim duty .of 'the legislature to make tliat 
necessary 'altel·atio~, and. t' quite agree. with the. argument that has' been advanced 
~r my fri~~d the Honou~able· SHDIKB GuuLAM HussEIN t~t whilst you are making 
this restriction applicable to' the case of those candidate's who come in on account of 
their· ·m.4mt.al ·or brain· qualifications, ··who ar~ Advocates ' ·of the High Courts, etc., 
you want to remove that l'estriction 1n the cas'e of. those people who certainly in the 
'absence 'of mental qualification' must' b9 considered to be inferior;. for instance, 
a cartman who pays a c~rtain amorint .of property tax or a small householder who pays 
some property tax, surely in his case you do riot want to make the residential qualification 
'necessary, but in' the' case of an honorary magistrate, you do impose' that residential 
~qu~lification, ~hicb.is certainly anoni::ilous., Here· also is·an answer to· the· Honourable 
~Mr. SETALVAD1S argtiment ... Why should you make residence a necessary' condition in 
the case of a~ honorary magistrate and. all those· people who do possess other qtialific~· 
tions. ·a~d ~vhy should yoti not make it In the· case of people holding properties. 
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Now I am entirely in sympathy with the argument advanced by the. Honourable 
' :Mr. SETAI.VAD that the restriction that exists in the case of . electors should likewise 
exist .in the case of nominations by Government, and I for one surely would be entirely 
in favour of any provision which enacted that. It is no argument that because no amend· 

, · ment has been suggested, or the Government while proposing this amending Bill did not 
·propose an· amendment on these lines that therefore there is no necessity for any altera
. tion; because two black stones cannot make -one white you cannot say that because 
·one black stone remains, therefore you should not improve this black either. I think it 

:. is quite clear that the legislature o~ght to see that only such persons are elected to the 
Municipality who, by reason of their continued residence in Municipal districts or with.in 
such distances as may be now determined, would take sufficient interest in Municipal 
affairs. For instance, we have got two miles in the Select Committee's Report, and 
seven miles being proposed later on, which question of course has. yet to be decided by 
the CounciL I simply say. this, I have no quarrel with the distance that may be pre· 
scribed, but so far as the residential qualification is concerned, I am· strongly of opinion 
that the legislature will be doing its duty to the public if they laid it down that only 

. persons who are connected by residence with the Municipal district or who are very near 

. Municipal districts who can take sufficient interest in Municipal affairs and who are so 
much in touch with Municipal needs that they can be trusted to carry on their duties 
efficiently and diligently would be elected. _I am perfectly sure that once you leave the 
door open to the candidates outside the Municipal districts, there will· be some people of 
wealth and influence who, if elected,.will surely not be able to pay proper attention 
to :Municipal affairs which you would expect from persons who are actually residing in 
:Municipal districts. It.may be that an exterior polish is shown to you, but I can assure 
you that they would not in the long run, they would not as a matter of fact be capable 
of taking that amount of interest which should be expected from Municipal Councillors, 
and as I said, we should almost always make a distinction between the qualification of 
a voter and that of a candidate. It is no argument that.because you have made him. a 
qualified voter, you must make him a qualified candidate also. There are certain.provi. 
sions which make that distination, for instance, a man who is a bankrupt or who has been 
previously convicted is entitled to vote,. but who is not entitled to stand as a candidate 
for Municipal election, therefore you cannot say that beoause he has property qualifica
tion 'you should give him the privilege of voting as well as standing as a candidate. The 
two things are quite apart. 

• 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. The Council will now adjourn till 

half-past-two. The Council then adjourned for lunch. 

After Lunch. 

His Excellency the PREsiDENT :-Order, order. A Bill further to amend the Bom
bay District Municipal Act, 1901. Clauses. Discussion on the clause moved by the
Honourable Mr. SATHE. 

The ·Honourable 1.Ir. GnuLAM 1\IAIIOMED VALAD KnA.N BAIIA.'nun. W ALI 
:MAHOMED · BnuRGRI spoke as- follows :-My Lord, I would like to know from th& 
Honourable Member in charge how many Members coming from outside the .:Municipal 
limits are really sitting on the District Municipal Boards in the Presidenoy as a whole. 
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From the few inquiries which I have made, I understand, and I stand open to correc· 
tion, that there are very few cases of that kind. For. instance in the whole of the 
·Northern Division there are only three such cases of Members who really reside outside 
the boundary of Municipal Boards and reside in Bombay. It strikes me that it is really 
an advantage to mofussil Municipalities to have suc.:h Members especially when there are 
only one or two Members coming from outside and from bigger towns· where they are 
in touch with more advanced civilization. They will thus be able to impart fresh ideas 
in the proposals which they might make. That is an argument which is in favour c:>f 
tlie amendment moved by the Honourable :Mr. SATHE and I hope the Council will see 
that to have one or two such Members on Municipal Boards is really an advantage to 
such Municipalities and not a drug on them as some !Ionourable )fembers tried to 
make out. 

The Honourabl.e Mr. LALUBHA.I SA:MALDAS :1\IEHTA. spoke as follows:- Your Excel
lency,-We have heard the arguments of both sides. We have also heard from the Chief · 
Secretary about the speculative fo~mation of Syndicates to organize Municipal elections 
in the Central Division and the N orthem Division, and on the other hand, we have also 
heard the rights of electors to return whoinso~ver they like. The crucial point, I think, 
my Lord, is whether this restriction is necessary in the interests of Local self-Govern· 
ment. Some advocates of Local self-Government say that they do not want this 
residentiai qualification. If in the interests of Local self-Government, it is necessary 
that. there should be thi.s restriction of residential qualification, I would go in for it . 

. But so far nothing has been shown to prove that it is essential for Local self-Govern
ment or that it will in any way assist Local self-Government. I therefore prop.ose to 
support the Honourable Mr~. SATHE. 

The ·Honourable :MouLviE RAFIUDDIN · AHMAD spoke as follows :-My Lord,
I think I can offer my opinion on this amendment with a very clean conscience, 
because, I was not present on the Select Committee when the decision was 
arrived at. But upon a fair ~onsideration, my Lord, I think, that the . point which has 
been brought by my Honourable friend· Mr. LA.LUBRA.I is worth .considering. Even 
t'aking into consideration the interests of Local sell-Government, I do not think 
that it is a wise policy for persons who live at a considerable distance to come forward 
and offer themselves as candidates in 'local areas. 

My Lord, it has been pointed out for Bombay as a self-denying ordinance that 
our friends allow ·outsiders to come and stand as candidates in Bombay. But this is an 
act of sacrifice which costs nothing. Indeed who would go there from outside consider
ing the wealth, intellect and other considerations of Bombay? There is hardly any 
chance for any outsider to go and stand in Bombay as a candidate for the Corporation. 

In this connection, ·my . Lo'rd, it should also be taken into ·consideration that· the 
intelligence of the electors of Bombay is comparatively higher than the intelligence ·of 
the electors of most of the Munioipalities. Therefore the electors of Bombay··are in 
a much better position to exercise their right with commonsense than the 

· electors of other places. It is useless to ignore the fact that the electors of Mofussil 
Municipalities do not bring to bear the same amount of interest, the same amount of 
intelligence, upon· elections, as is done in Bombay and in big Presidency Towns. 
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My Lord, I have listened with verr g~eat respect, .as~ a~ways ~~,. to the .spe~ch of 
my Honourable friend Mr. SETALVA.D •. I think i~ is just.due t~ him ~o s~y.that the .Bi~l, 
as it stands,,owes to him a.good deal. If his. argumept had been sound. ~. ·this .. r~speyt, 
I should have certainly supported him. Bat. this is a .matter rea~ly of local se~f-interest, 
interest of local people, at;~d there. is one thing,. my Lord, which. perhap~ has not been 
sufficiently taken notice of, . it is that if we adopt this amendment, t~e~e wilt'. be a v~ry 
serious break in the system of our electioD:s. W.e do not. allow peopl~ of t~is Pre~idency 
io stand for other Presidencies for the Imperial Council.· We d~. not. a~ow people·. of 
other Presidenci~s to stand for the Local Councils. . If there is any force' in the 
arO'ument at all, I think, with regard to the Supr_eme Council, where high Imperial 

0 . ' ' . ' ' 

. questions are taken into consideration, there ought to h~ve b~en .an agitation for any m~n 
irrespective of his Presidency to be allowed to stand as. a· candidate for the Imp_erial 
Council, but no such agitation has taken place. Therefore the inference is that it ·is 
wise to have local candidates to stand for their respective ·Pre.sidencies. ·If this argu: 
ment has any value, I think, Sir, for Municipalities also the . same considerati~n. shou~d 
be given. It is true, as my Honourable friend Mr .. SET.ALVAD says, that it· is 
rather hard for outside persons who take substantial interest, not to be allowed to become 
candidates.. But it is rather hard also that persons who only. come for the sake of getting 
elected to the Council and who have no other interest should b~ allowed to sta,nd as 
candidates. It is hard upon local members. On that score again it is r.ather p~ejudicial 
to the interests of Local self-Government that people from outside· should be allowed 'to 
come over. I know of an instance in which I think my Honourable friend l!r~ BARROW 
was very kind to a candidate. 'A gentleman from Bombay stood up .from' Bandra. a~ a 
l.Iahomedan candidate for the Northern Division.· Of course he was a voter in 
lJandra. After the elections very little interest was taken by him in the Division. 
Now, Sir, if people from Bombay desire to take interest in mofussil Municipalities, they 
-should come forward and show that they love to mofussil Municipality more than 
Bombay. Sir, it is necessary for us who live in the districts to guard our· own int"erests. 
It is very easy as things go for Bombay people, as I said, with · their intelligence a.nd 
with their wealth, to come forward and to become Members of :Municipalities and stand 

·-as candidates, candidates for Presidentships of Municipalities, ca:ndidates ·for Looal 
Councils and so on. But it entirely destroys the objects of terdtorial limits. To· be 
consistent with our rules regarding elections, I think, it is right that this change should 
not take place. · 

Then, my Lord, my Honourable friend :1\fr. BHURGRI said that it would probably 
increase the intelligence and activity of the local people. It is ~11 very true, but at the 
~ame time, when you come only for the sake of honours-! do not say that all peo:rle wi,U 
come for the sake of honours-but I do say that there are persons in Bombay who have 
got wealtb, but no intelligence, but [who ·do desire honours, there is·a serious danger as 
my Honourable frhmd Mr. CuRTis said, such people might pour into the mofuss~l in large 
numbers and prejudice the interests of the local Members. Therefore I believe I am 
right in the inference that in such ca;es people ought not to be allowed. If ihey. take 
intelligent interest, they should come forward and show their interest by coming t~ reside 
in the district. · · · · .. · · : . 

. I have got an amendment on this question. But I am opposed tp my H~n~urable 
friend ~r. SATRE's amendment to remove the residential qualificati~n altog~t~er. 
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. · The Honourable. Mr. BALKRISHNA. SITAR.ui KAMAT spoke as follows :-Your Excel-
. l~ncy,.:....I will ~ot take the time of the Council for mo~e than a few minutes. I rise only 
·' '.to criticise one or. two remarks which fell from my 'Honourable friend Mr. GonnotE. He 
.. told us that a man who wears the shoe knows where it pinches; so one who knows 
' about and suffers from muddv road~ and impure water would perhaps be better able to 
t . . . . ., 

attend to municipal affairs of that place. My own experience is that people who are 
. members of ~unicipal committees, although they are living perhaps at a stone's throw 
of the municipal office, are much more irregular than members who come from a 

.. distance of two or three miles. The Honourable Mr. GonBOLE also told us that such 
~~mber~ are anxious to return. early. It only shows that those who are careful enough 
to come and, attend the meeting punctually are perhaps anxious to return earlier. It· 

. only proves that they are after all anxious to come and attend the meetings even from 
~·a distance, but owing to the convenience of trains they only sacrifice a few minutes at 
the 

1 
~n~; _it does not prove that such members do not take any interest at all • 

. ·Regarding the other question I hav~ only one thing to say that I am inclined to think 
·.that a . mem~er . can. take interest in his municipality although he 'may ·live 100 or 

·,.120. miles away; however, I think, th~re ought to be a reasonable limit of. distance. A 
. candidate should be entitled to come in'and.take part in the affairs of tho city or the 
~own in which he has the deepest interest if he chooses to come. If members so living

. something like .100 or.l20 miles away from their municipalities are not wanted in this 
. ,c'ouncil, p(:}rhaps the only remedy is to amend the rules of election to this Council, and 

not to mix up the two things together, so far as. the amendment of the District Municipal 
Act is concerned. 

· · The Honourable Mr.· DATTATRAYA VENKATESH BELVI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,_.;.As a representative of the municipalities of the Southern Division, I think, 
I should say something about this amendment. It seems to me that 'this residential 

. qualification is a very wholesome and very salutary thing, a~d I am· in favour of it; 
· my reasons shortly stated are these: It is said by my Honourable friend .Mr. SETALVAD, 

for whom I have very great admiration, that there should be no restrictions imposed 
upon the choice of voters; but we were told ·yesterday that the people chosen by these· 
electors themselves should have no voice in the election of· their own executive officer 

· or their Municipal Commissioner. It is rather difficult to reconcile these two positions. 
If the candidate is to ·have no restrictions imposed upon him, why should there be any 
restrictions imposed upon the municipal councillor after he is chosen P It is absolutely 
neqessary that the people living in a particular locality should return as their representa·· 
tive to the Municipal Corporation men who have got a living interest in the 
Io~ality itself. That is but common sense. I know of instances in which people live· 
at distances but wish to have the honour of 'being elected as members. They manage 
to be prese~t at one meeting out of every three General Meetings, because, they know . 
that if they happe~ to be absent at all the three successive meetings, they run the risk of 
not being municipal councillors any longer. Such a state of things should not be allowed. 
Of course, I do not mean to say that the Bombay people will monopolise all the seats. 
in the Legislative Council. We need not go so far. Our object is to see that people 
of a particular locality do take a living interest in their municipality. Who are the 
:people that may be exp~cted to take such real and living interest? Is it reasonable to, 
suppose th!).t a man who simply wants to be a municipal councillor for the sake of 
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honour: will". take such living interest or is it m:ore probable tliat a man who lives within 
the area itself will do it P Another argument that 'was advanced by my :friend the 
Honourable Mr. SETALVAD was that if such restrictions are to be imposed upon the 
choice of private voters, why should there not be similar restrictions upon the 
choice of nominations which ·Government itself makes? I think that is a strong 
argument of which Government will be pleased to take a note.· I shall be very glad to 
see that Government itself nominates people to whom these qualifications apply. My 
point shortly stated is this, that Government itself' should nominate people who live 
within the locality and who also pay taxes. I shall be very glad if Government also ties 
dowp its own bands with similar restrictions·. · 

On these grounds I oppose the amendment brought forward by my Ronourabl~ 
friend Mr. SATRE. 

The Honourable Mr. NAoRoJI DoRaBJI KnANDALAVALA spoke .as follows :-Your 
Excellency, with regard to the amendment by the Honourable Mr. SATRE, a great deal 
.of stress has been laid on the· fact that the present Act of 1901 has not in it any 
restrictions regarding the residence of those persons who pay qualifying taxes. Now 
that portion of section 12. has been amended and altered in the present Bill, in which 
there is no restriction put upon those who pay qualifying taxes to become voters even 
if they live outside the strict limits of the municipal district. Only as regards their 
coming forward as candidates there is a restriction, that they should be residents within 
municipal limits and must live within two miles thereof. It is said tha~ suoh a 
restriction should not be put .. But we have to take into consideration the altered state 
of the circumstances. When the municipal administration was first introduced, it was 
very difficult to find persons who would come forward as candidates and who possessed 
qualifications for councillorship. After so many years of successful municipal 
administration it is now found that almost everywhere, wherever there are municipalities, 
men of various grades, position and professions as well as Government servants living 
within the. municipal districts, are exceedingly eager to come forward as candidates for 
membership of the municipality. In suoh a state of things, it is not at all necessary 
that municipalities in towns should have councillors from outside, merely for the fact 
that they pay some qualifying taxes. Since so many persons are likely to come forward 
and as municipal administration is called Local Self·government, persons who reside · 
within local limits ought certainly to be chosen as councillors rather than those who 
live far away. In the Act as it at present stands even a distance of two or three 
hundred miles would not diqqualify a person from standing as a candidate, if he was 
paying the qualifying taxes. Now it is quite evident that at present some sort of 
restriction ought to be placed upon this distance, and the present amending .Act has . . 

put that distance at two miles only. Regarding this again there are other amendments 
and they will be considered later on. But apart from that, it is quite evident to 
everyone that those who live within municipal limits are· in a much better position to 
.look into all the questions that come before the municipality. They are likely to 
hav~ actual experience of the grievances of the people of the locality, and therefore 
they would be in a much better position to remedy defects than those who may be 
living at a great distance, and who may simply come on a few oocasions to attend 
certain meetings. On these grounds, I vot.e against the amendment that has been 
brought forward by Mr. SATRE. 

H 41-188 
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· The . Honourable Mr. PRABRA.SHANKAR D. P ATT.!NI spoke as follows :-Your 
E~c~Uenoy, it was ·expected that this.should be one of those clauses on which the Council 
would like to speak put what they. act~ally felt.· I am not surprised therefore that so 
.m~ny honourable members have expressed their views on this subject. The arguments 
p1;1t fqrw~rd by tbe several members are again· in this case also the same or to a great 
exten:t. identical, · and it will not be possible for ·me to. treat them as they have 
Qome. In the discussion on this clause I will have to mention the. honourable members 
'\Vho raised these arguments, and if I leave out the honourable members tb:at have 
spqken in favour of it, they should not consider that while mentioning the honourable 
members who spoke against it have been paid a compliment, they have been left out. If 
I do not mention them they may take it from. me that it is because in my reply I 
incorporate their views. · Let me say at the outset that I am going to oppose the amendment 
that has been put forward so ably by the Honourable Mr. SATHE, 

In the first place I find that most of the Honourable Members who have spoken in 
favour of I tl\e amendment have, in their anxiety to put forward a very strong case, 
b:~;~mght in arguments the weakness of which frustrates the very object of their 
contentio:n,. As I go along, I will show why . it . has so happened. Now, taking the 
HQnourable Mr~ BATH:& first, he puts this ·amendment on· the ground that all these years. 
tl;lere has bee~ no necessity found of describing a residential qualification for the 

·tax-payers and, therefore, he argues,. that because all. these years no necessity has been 
found for such a change, tb~t therefore today and in future no matter what the 
development of Local Self-Government, the condition of things should remain as they used 
to be·in the past. This means that we should ilev~r be wiser for our experience. Now 
with regard to this argument, I would say ·{and here I will quote the argument 
advanced by the Honourable Mr. PAR.EKH, a friend of the amendment, where he says) 
that· in these da, s of development of industries it has been necessary for local tax-payers 
to. run down to bigger centres of the Districts in order to attend to their industries, etc. 
Now when the laws were first enacted these industries were not existing in quite the 
number .that they are existing today, which means that the local tax .. payers had not 
the.opp.ortunities, o~ rather .the necessity, then of going away from local areas as the 
necessity has arisen today, and it is thus, therefore, that it becomes incumbent that . 
Local 8(3lf·governmen~ should have the best brains on the spot. They are going away 
where their self-interest takes them,. and it is with, a view to create local interest in 
p~ople'wllO .would and· can reaUy take intelligent interest in local municipal affairs that 
thi.s restriction should be brought in. 

·· Another argument of lir. SATHE is that the electors should have. a free v~ice in the 
matter of election~ Now that is a rhetoric of theory which the Honourable Members 
who opposed his view have very successfully met. The electors should have certainly 
a voice within· a certain limit. The electors have not been given fullest latitude of 
elec.ting people as they liked. Ir there are other restrictions placed, this is certainly 
a case in poi:rit in which similar restriction is necessary, and why? Here ·comes in the 
argument of Mr. SETALv AD. The Honourable Mr. SETALV AD when he began his 
argument stated that it· is entirely necessary to put down residential qualification for 
those who are Fellows of tbe University, Graduates, Honorary Magistrates, traders, and 
so on. He would have a strict residential qualification prescribed for people with · 



personal qualifications, and why P Because unless this is done these people, Unless they 
have some interest in the Municipal affairs of the place, are not likely to take sufficient 

. and keen interest .. There should be either a statutory ·obligation on them to take 
interest or they should have some self-interest which would make them to take interest 
in Municipal affairs. It is therefore considered necessary that a residential qualification 
should be imposed upon them. Well, I say this-I would urge the· Council to keep their 
mind on the amument that the first and the most important point in the consideration 

0 . 

of this matter is that those who vote and those who become cand~dates must take real 
and intelliooent interest and participation in the Municipal affairs of the place, and it is 

0 • 

with this view that outsiders are debarred from taking part in Municipal affairs if they 
are not residents within certain limits of the !1:unicipal area. Now that is the real point 

· which we have to decide in this Council. The Honourable Mr. LALUBIIAI ha~ raised that 
point very clearly. He says is it or is it not in the interests of. Local Self-Government 
that this· qualification should be imposed; and the Honourable Mr. S&TA.LV AD himself 
in saying that people with personal qualifications must be made to reside in the local 
area gives a case in point on the question raised by the Honourabh Mr. LALUBHAI. 
Now, following that · argument a little further what does it come to ? The resident 
tax-payer has an interest to. the extent that he has interest in his property; and if he is a. 
resident, he wishes to be there to haV'e a voice in the affairs which would deal with 
his property, and it is right that the resident tax-payer should not only be a voter b~t 
should also be a candidate.. But what happens with an absentee tax·payer. His interest 
in the property is only restri~ted to the extent of his property. . He has really nothing 
to do with the general Municipal administration of the place at all. He does not care 
for it and, therefore, to the extent of the interest that he takes, he is given a voice in the 
Municipal· affairs by being .a voter; and unless he resides on. the spot to be able to take 
very intelligent inter~st in the administration of the Municipality, 1 think it is but fair 
on the argument put forward by the Honourable Mr. SETALVAD himself, that his right to 
be a candidate should be restricted. On these grounds I am opposed to the view ~aken 
by the Honourable Mr. SATHE that the electors should have a free voice to do as they 
please. I think the franchise sJ:tould be in proportion to the interest the candidate 
or the voter is willing to take in those affairs. · 

I now come to Mr. PAREKH's argument, which has also been used by the Honourable 
1\Ir. SATHE, which relates to the fact of there being expeditious means· of journey at 
present. 'fhe Council will remember that in spite· of more expeditious journies in England; 
a similar restriction ~as been placed even on people there. The argument put forward 
by the Honourable Yr. PAREKH that in England the restriction was laid down, because 
the Member elected had no voice in refusing the obligation put upon him for standing 
on the Council but that he must, as soon as he was elected, take part in the local Council, 
has now fallen to the ground by the suggestion just m~de in the Council that the 
obligation arises only after election and that there is nothing to prevent him from not 
standing as a candidate. But even accepting the argument as it stood and as it was put 
forward by the Honourable Mr. PAREKH it follows that a Member in England is 

' required to be a resident. It is accepted that if he is elected he can refuse the honour 
and if he accepts the honour he has to fulfil the obligation of residing within seven 
miles of his municipal district in order that he can take an intelligent part in the 
municipal affairs of that district. This goes to prove, even as put forward by the 
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Honourable Member himself; that ·whoever cares to be a ·c<>uncillor tnust also take care 
that he is in a place where be can give the best of his brains, the be~t of his powerst the 
-best of his knowledge, for the Oity -or the place which he takes .himself the honour. 
oi representing. · 

A great point has been made of the argument th.at there bas been no hardship 
proved and no case cited. Now, Your Excellency,· it must be remembered that these 
provisions have ~ot been taken in hand to remedy past evil at all. .At least that is my 
point of view. I say that It is taken in hand with a view to create agencies which could 
take intelligent part in the administration of the municipal affairs in· order that the 
·cause. of the Local Self-Government may be furthered; indeed, it is possible orily for 
local people to take interest in local affairs, and if you bring in absentee men it stands to 
reason that it is not possible always for these men to devote as much attention as those 
who are residents. What I have already ~aid aJso takes in most of the arguments of the 
Honourable Mr. PAREKH. :Mr. :P AREri has further said that people who may be willing 
to sacrifice theil time and money should not be debarred. But may I ask if with all 
'this desire to make the sacrifice, granted that there is the willingness to take part, is it 
·physically possible for th~se men to every now and then run down to the municipalities 
·on which they have the honour to stand? I have deprecated the mention of names in 
this matter-I mean with regard to the point raised as to who are debarred from, and 
who should.not come to, the Legislative Council. I am not going to touch that question 
at all. But in spite of that desire not to mention names, may I ask the Honourable 
::Member who represents the Municipalities in the Northern Division how many times 
·in the. year he has found it nec€ssary to run down from Bombay and attend the affairs 
·of the Municipality of which he is a Councillor. If he searches his own memory, I am 
'quite sure he will find, and he must confess that it is not .easy, for an absentee Member 
"to attend :Meetings as e~sy as it is for Members who are on the spot, This clearly must 
'show that local :Members can take greater interest in Local Self-Government. 

· :Most of the Hoil.ot:Irable Mr. :PATEL's arguments' have been answered by what 
.bas gone before, and I .do not think I should take the time of the Council any longer 
on them. · 

I have also.met Mr. SETALVAD's suggestion that there should be no distance limit and 
argued that it is the prop~rtionate rights that are _intended to· be ghren under this 
amendment. It is a question of the capacity of the man to take interest in local self
government and in the direct proportion to that capacity alone can a voter or a candidate 
e:r:tjoy these rights. Issues sometimes seem ~o have been mixed up. It bas been argued 
here tha~ even though be be a tax:·payer, a non-resident tax·payer has not been allowed 
·any voice. But that is not so. He is allowed a voice in voting but he is not allowed to 
stand as a candidate. If that difference is kept in view, probably no hardship will be 
felt. I think the onus of proof that the Honourable Mr. SETALVAD said rested on the 
Honourable Mover of the Bill has been clear~y ~et. I. admit that onus does certainly 
;rest on the man who has brought forward this Innovation. I accept that onus, but do 
hope that the Council will agree that, I have tried to meet it sufficiently successfully. 
Of course, as suggested by the Honourable l:lr. SETALV~D, the heavens are _not going to 
fall if the new clause is not accepted, but at the same time I am bound to say that local 
~elf-government is certainly going to undergo a great detriment~l effect. 
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Now there is one point which is r~ised. very pertinently in this- discussion and that is 
a point on which !.think an answer is necessary. It has been said that if Gov~rnment 
are going to restrict a tax-payer's eligibility for a can~dateship, ~hy should not Govern· 
ment themselves take care that they shall always nominate their nominated Members 
who are resident in the particular municipal area. It bas been suggested that a parti· 
· cular Thakore in the N orthe~n Division has been a President of a Municipality. Now 
when arguments are put forward in which sentiments loom largely, reason sometimes 
takes the second place. I may mention, as I said before. that it is not with a view to 
remedy any evil in the past, that this step is taken. The ide~ is to further the interests 
of local self-government; and if Government are_ prepared to force those restrietions, 
Government are also prepared to say that whenever a case of a nominated Member arises 
they shall always take care to nominate people who belong to the local area. As I said 
before, these instances of the past are no good. The case for complaint will only arise if 
Government, after this Act comes into force, nominata people from outside : and then 
there will be time for this Council as well as for any other body to represent to th9 · 
Government that the principle that has been so forcibly enunciated has been in this 
particular instance departed from. I have His Excellency's permission to assure the 
Council that Government· will always take great care in the matter of nominating their 
nominated members from those who are residing in the local area!! concerned. 

The Honourable Sir PIIEROZESHAH 1\hHTA :-Th~n why not put it in the Bill? 

The Honourable Mr. PATTANI (continuing) :-I do not think there are any rules in 
the existing Act which reg~late Government nominations and the- other difficulty is, I 
must explain at once, that Government must appoint certain officials,- and officials 
cannotbe ex..:pected to remain in places where these Municipalities are. But with regard 
to non-official nominated members, I have been asked. to announce ~hat Government 
will always take gr.eat care and the case will arise only when, after this assurance in full 
Council, Government depart and deviate from what has been -explicitly put here. 

With these remarks, Your Excellency, I suggest that the motion be rejected. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH. KRISHNA SATH.E spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, when I stood on my legs to move this amendment, Ileastexpeated t~at it 
would occupy something like. three hours of this Council. Though I am sure as to the fate 

·this amendment will receive, still I am glad for one fact, and that is that it ha:~ evoked 
a very intelligent and a sharp criticism from almost all members of this Council. 
Arguments hav.e been advanced in favour and against the amendment which I have 
proposed. It is not necessary for me to go over the same grounds again, but as I have 
a right of reply, I shouldJin my own humble way, try to.place my own view about tho 
objection!! that have been pressed forward by several_ Honourable Members against thtl 
amendment. In the first instance I must say that I refrain from referring to a point 
which the Honourable Mr. SETALVAD re£erred to in his speech, because, I think, for a. 
junior member like myself it will not be discreet enough to discuss it. There are others 
abler than myself who will, when oppnrtunity comes, take care of that question. But 
at the same time I am very thankful t.o my friend the Honour:1bla l\£L". Ou&rrs for the 
frankness with which he has told us as to one of the rea_:mns for thh amendment being 
that Government wanted to se3 that men from Bombay do not make themselves eligible 
for bein~ returned to Councils through Mofussil l\{unioipal Corporations. Apart from 

H n-18) ,, 
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this there is one thing to be said to Your Excellency ·on this account; this is atfer all 
a side issue and I am quite sure Your Ex:cellenoyts Government .wilLnot allow this side 
issue·to influence the discussion and the decision of this amendment which I think stands 

·on quite an independent footing. My Honourable friend Mr. KHANDA.LAVALA and 
other friends have stated·'' what are you doing by proposing this amendment? You 
call it .local self-government and you want men from outside the local limits to .serve 
on your Municipal :Bodies''· True. I bow to the soundness of the argument they have 
advanced. It is never my desire and it would be never my desire to say that those 
who really do not take interest should have the least chance of coming and serving 
upon Municipal bodies •. It was out of a desire to see whether this. franchise has been 

·ever abused that I wanted an information upon that point; it is not forthcoming for 
·one reason or another. The Honourable Mr. BARROW fairly stated that . it was. not 
possible ·to supply that information, because, how. could it be said whether the local 
representatives would have worked better instead of representatives coming from outside 
places? That was rather a difficult question to answer, I do admit. :But at any rate 

·there waE no difficulty for the information being supplied on the point as to how many 
such representatives have been serving on the several local . Municipalities during the 
last 12 or 13 years. On that point, I think~ Government was perfectly in a positiQn to 
supply information. My position is this: Whs.t. is the occasion for amending our 
legislation? The very idea that we have to amend a particular enactment shows that 
tho necessity for the change is felt. No doubt the Honourable Member in charge· of 
the Bill said we have taken up this amendment as we have become wiser. But wiser 
in spite of experience ? I think not. If experience has made us wiser we are perfectly 
entitled to take up legislation in hand. My point throughout the speech and in givi~g, 
a minute of dissent on this particular section was that though it is necessary and 
desirable in every way for efficiency in Municipal administration that local representatives 
should_ be returned still so long as there has been no abuse of that exercise of the power, 
there arises no occasion for such an action. That is the position which I have taken from 
the beginning, that is, from the time when this question was under discussion before 
the Select Committee. 

Then, Sir, there is another point to be noted in conne~tion with this question. The 
·Honourable Member in charg·e of the :Bill referred to a complaint on the ground that 
·Government does nominate or at least the Government has a right to nominate gentle
men even though they.do not reside within MunicipallimHs; and I was glad to hear the 

· assurance that it would not be dona at least in the case of non-official gentlemen.· But 
he at the same time said that po amendment in that direction is necessary until there was 

· such a case or until such an occasion did arise. If I can reply in the same strain and in 
ihe same way, I should say, better why not wait until we are convineed that the electors 
have been exercising the existing right to t~e utter detriment of their own interest and 
that they have abused the power given to them. Then alone there will be time for us to 
reconsider the provisions of sectio~ 12 and take up legislation in hand. 

Then the Honourable Mr. :B.ARROW said that this was a safe-guard against not a 
contingent evil, but an evil of a speculative character. It won't look well for us to take 
up-legislation, because we apprehend a certain danger, If we have basis, if we have 
any evidence before us, from which we can conclude that there is a reasonable probability 
of the apprehension being proved to be true, then do take up that legislation· in hand. 

.. 
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against it. But in the abseMe of such a state of thing.s.no preCflutionary :meas~e is 
needE.ld,. That is what I have to SlY against the argument urged by my' Honourable 
friend Mr. BARROW. 

. . ( . 

The Honourable Mr. Crr&TIS put the case the other way. He . sa~d in . ~eply to .my 
argument that though ever since the introd.uction of .A.ct II of 188i, we have not got such 
a restriction~ there was good reason: for it. There were no railway communications, in 
fact as many conveniences as we have now, and the people were not expe.cted to go far 
away from their own places and exercise their rights in the way in which they. are now 
apprehended. or ex:pected_to exercise. Well, I subz~.it that _even wit~ expedition .an~ 
convenience of travel and other things, have we any appreciable instances during the 
last 25 years where advantage has been taken of this privilege? I think _no case see~s 
to have been made out for engrafting that amendment in. the old .A.ct III of 1901. 

- -

_Then, Sir, he cites English authority. Of oourse I must confe~s ~y inabil~ty .to 
reply to him in that respect. Brit I have made an humble attempt and I speak ~it~. the 
greatest diffidence on that point not having known anythi~g first han~ .. of Englis!J. 
.Constitution. I read a passage in a Lecture given in _the ye_ar 1907 by Professor 
Goodnow and Ifind therein that 68 out of 118 elected members .of the .Lon4on Coll:~ty 
Council live outside of their districts. I have already sta~ed that ~this is subj~ct· to 
correction. I find that in some cases the residential disqualification does not exist even 
in the English enactment. Whatever it may be, we must decide our oa.se on its own 
merits and if it is not really advantageous to take the analogy of English law for our 
guidance, why go to that enactment and try to incorporate that- in the present amending 
Bill P Then the Honourable :Mr. :BARROW said, "well we know what our elections 
mean, we }mow how intelligently they exercise their rights:' There may be some truth 
in what he says. But is not the same standard of intelligence, does. not the same 
unsatisfactory state of things prevail in the case of returning (ooal men? Why should 
a different standard be laid down fo~ their intelligenceJ in the· returning of local . and 
mofussil men. If they are wanting in intelligence, if they are really not exercising 
their rights in a proper spirit, we ha.ve to deplore it. But I cannot see any ground upon 
which we can differentiate the case of one election· from the other. .A.nd if we are 
depending upon their common sense, however poor it may be, then we have to give them 
a consistent treatment so fa~ as their common sense is concerned, and I do not think 
for a moment that differentiation should be made in their capaoity to choose local men and 
in their capacity to choose non·residents. Mr. BARROW further added that there is a very 
low minimum for eligibility of a voter and one who pays three or four rupees becomes 
eligible to vote and to be a candidate (that minimum is left to be determined by several 
Municipalities individually. Then how do you expect such a voter to be eligible as a 
candidate r) But. that point has not great relevan·cy on the discussion of the present 
question. I would point out to the Members of this Council andto the Members of the 
:Executive Council that I have ·made a similar suggestion by sending a representation 
t() Government in the year 1912 and I do say that if it be the sense of this Counoil or 
if the Executive Government thinks that the standard for eligibility of a candidate 
ought to be greater than the standard· which has been prescribed for a voter, I_ and m:1ny 
of us will be certainly in favour ·of it, because it· is our persistent endeavour to ~e~ure 
intel!igent and public-spirited good _men to cJme and work on' M~icipal Councils_ and 
if that is our object, then every one of us will be in favour . of having suoh a standard 
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differentiated~~from tbe standard of eligibility of.a voter. When that question will come 
up before the Council, I will have an opportunity and other members also will have an 
opportunity to have their say, and I will not digress, because, I have sufficiently 
~igressed on this point. 

I was amused to hear the remarks of my Honourable friend ~fr. ll.A.RCHA.NDRAI 

iie said that rich men might come and command votes of these people as if riches do 
not play a part in the ordinary local elections. These are arguments which, ought not 
to ba accepted because they are arguments which can be refuted by equally strong 
arguments, and if there are such temptations in the way o( voters, they are none the less 
in tbe case of local candidates, I must confess that it may be due to my own lack of 
intelligence that I was not able to follow the reasoning of my Honourable friend from 
Sind. He :said why should there be any restriction on those who come within the 
qualifications (a) to (d), and the same argument was referred to by the ~onoura.ble 
}{ember in charge of the BilL In one case we have the property test, in the other case 
we have certain voters coming in on account of personal qualifications.· If we were to 

· remove the restriction of residence in the case of voters who come under clauses (a) to. 
(d), we shall make the section most absurd and we shall be opening a wide vista for 
our election rolls in Mofussil Municipalitie.s. 

· . The Honourable Mr. P A.TrA.NI :-That question has not arisen yet. We have no~ 
decided that people with personal qualifications shall have freedom to reside outside. 

The Honourable Mr. SATHE (continuing) :-My only object in referring to this is 
to answer my Honourable friend from Sind who said something about it. I am quite 
alive to the fact that the question whether the limit should be 2 or 1 miles or 15 miles 
is· yet ·an open question and we have to hear arguments on that amendment, but I am 
only referring to the fact when the Honourable Member from Sind says that why should 
there be a residential qualification in the case of voters who come in under clauses (a) 
to (d) and no similar qualifications in the case of tax-paying voters. 

·His Excellency the ·PRESIDENT :-I really think I must ask the Honourable Member 
to restrict his remarks to his amendment. It may bo that the Honourable Member from 
Sind did not keep himself strictly to the amendment under discussion, but I must really· 
inform the Honolirable Member that he has taken a good deal of time in proposing his 
amendment and I must ask him to keep to his amendment entirely. 

The Honourable Mr. SATHE (continuing) :-I will not take any fur.ther time of the 
Council.and if that was out of order necessarily my reply would be out of order. But_in 
any case the fact is there whether the time has arTived when we should· introduce the 
change which we are now trying to introduce by the amended Bill. I have had my 
sufficient say on the point and as ~ the pros and cons of the, question have been placed 
before the Council, I am quite sure aU the Honourable Members are in full possession o£ the 
facts to be able to give a vote on the question. With these remarks I resume my seat. 

. ,.· . 

'IDs Excellency the PRESIDENT :-My Honourable friend Mr. SETA.LVAD in the 
course of his speech made a suggestion, w hioh he assured us he did not suggest, that the 
Government th_rough. this clause had a deep and machiavelian design against certain 
individuals, one of whom I understand is an Honourable' Member of this Council, and I 
think it bas a reference to other Members of ~hom he did nqt tell us, and he also went 
on to say-and I took down his words very carefully-that the Honourable Mr. PAREKH,. 
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it was h·ue, had his residence chiefly in :Bombay and also was a lfember of several 
:Municipalities. Well, if that is a fact, let me say to my Honourable friend that I as the 
head of Government am all the more delighted that Government is proposing this parti .. 
cular clause to stop what I consider to be a most scandalous state of affairs that any 
Honourable O'entleman in any part of the Presidency should have his residence in a 

tl . 

particular City and be able to be a Municipal Councillor fo~ several Municipalities in 
the Presidency. For after all let me assure Honourable Members who are moving this 
amendment that that is the defect which we are proposing t:> remedy. Now I do ~ot 
wish to detain the Council any longer as I am quita sure they have heard quite enough 
on this particular amendment; but it seems to me, to put the matter very shortly, the 
whole question is this : We all wish, I am sure, to have the best people we can have 
in administering the local:llunicipalities, but the question as. between us is this: Some 
of us think that we should have men, who live in a partioular looality and whl)se interests 
are in a particular locality, to be Members of the .M~nicipal Council, and on the other 
hand there are other gentlemen who say that they see no reason why an individual, who 
pays taxes in a particular locality although his commercial interests, ':l.nd his piace of 
residence may be entirely in another part of the Presidency, should not coma and exercise 
his privilege as a Member of this Uunicipality where he pays taxes. Let me say to my 
Honourable friend ~Ir. SATRE that I think the real effect _of this amendment is this: 
He has no confidence that in the Municipalities throu~hout the Presidency there are. 
individuals, and. a sufficient number of individuals to become electors and Members of 
those ~Iunicipalities, and he therefore wishes to spread the constituency out over the 
whole Presidency. Well I am glad to be able to inform him that Government have got 
more confidence in Local Self-~overnment than that. Government are of opinio.n that 
Municipal Government is improving_ in all the 11unicipalities, that there are sufficient 
people of responsibility and thought in various Municipalities to provide a perfectly 
sufficient number in those various Municipalities. We wish to extend Local Self-gov
ernment within a Municipality and to a fixed certain area outside. The llonourable 
1fr. SATHE and his friends wish to extend Local Self·government with the whole Presi-

. dency as their constituency. I sincerely trust that after these few observasions Honour
able Members will show their opinion in a very convincing way of the unsoundness of 
my Honourable friend's amendment. . 

The amendment was then put the vote and declared to have been lo~t. 

At this stage the Honourable Ur. P AREKR rose to make a personal explanation and 
said :-Your Excellency, I h~ve a personal explanation to mako. So f,u a;; a. reference has 
been made to me, I wish to state that I only represent on:e Municipality. I do ri 1t represent 
more than one Municipality. At present I am not representing any ~!Lwjcip lity. 

The Honourable ~Ir. SATRE then asked for a division which resulted in 12 for and 
34 against as follows:-

Ayes. 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Mu· 
hammad . valad Khan Bahadur 
Wali .Muhammad Bhurgri, Bar.
at-Law. 
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Noes. 

His Excellency the Rig;ht Honourable 
Lord Willingdon of Ratton, · 
G.C.I.E., Governor of Bombay, 
·presidi1~g. 



The Honourable Mr. llalkrishna 
Sitaram Kamat. 

The Honourable Mr. Lalubhai Samal· 
das Mehta, O.I.E. 

The Honourable Sir Pherozeshah 
Merwanji Mehta, K.O.I.E., 
.Bar.·at-Law. 

T~e Honourable Mr. Raghunath 
Purshottam Paranjpye. 

The Honourable Mr. Gokuldas Ka. 
handas Parekh; LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Vithalbhai 
Jhaverbhai Patel, 13ar.·at-Law. 

The Honourable . Mr • .Abdul Hussein 
· Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable Mr. Manmohandas 
Ramji. 

The Honourable Rao llahadur Ganesh 
Krishna Sath 

1.'he Honourable Mr. Ohimanlal Hari· 
lal Setalvad, LL.B. 

The HonoUrable Mr~ Shridhar Bal .. 
krishna U pasani. 
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The Hono rable Sir Richard .Amph
.lett Lamb, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Prabhashnnkar 
D. Pattani, C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. ,V. D. Shepp:ud, 
C. I.E., I. 0. S. 

The Honourable tho Advocate Gene. 
ral. 

The Honourable Moulvia Raftuddin 
Ahmad, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. B.lrrow, 
I. c. s. 

The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya Ven· 
katesh Belvi, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. T. W. Birkett. 

~he Honourable .Mr. Fazalb~oy 
Meherally Chinoy. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. Curtis, 
C.S.I., I. C. S. . 

The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'Monte, 
M.D., L.R.C.P: (Lond.), L.M. & S 

Tbe Honourable Dewan. Bahadur . 
Kashinath Ramchandra Godbole. 

The Honourable Mr. W. L. Graham. 

The Honourable lir. G. W. Hatch, 
I. c. s. 

The Honourable Sheikh Gulam 
Hussein Hidayatallah, LL.B. 

The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee 
J eejeebhoy, Bart. 

The Honourable Mr. J. E. C. Jukes, 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable Sardar Dulabawa 
Raisingji, ~hakor of Kerwada. 

'£he Honourable .Mr. Navroji DorabJ 
Khandala.vala, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Jehangir H. 
Kothari. 

~['he Honourable Surgeon-General 
H. W. S. Lyons, M.D., I. M. S. 

The Honourable Sardar· Sir Chinu
bhai Madhavlal, Bart., CJ.E. 



Noes. 

The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBain. 

The Honourable. Mr. G. P. MHlett. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb Venka .. 
tesh Shriniwas Naik. 

The Honourable Mr. E. Ferrera 
Nicholson. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur Ra
manbhai Mahipatram Nilkanth, 
LL.B. 

The Honourable Sir Ibrahim Rahim· 
toola, Kt., C.I.E. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadut Shri
niwas Konher Rodda. 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. Sharp •. 

The Honourable Sir Frederick L. 
Sprott, Kt. 

The Honourable Mr. :E. G. Turner, 
I. c. s. 

The Honourable Mr. Rarchandrai 
Vishindas, LL.B. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 5 (a), the Honourable. MouLVIE 
RAFIUDDIN AHYA.D. 

The Honourable Mo'ULVIE RAFIUDDIN .AHMAD spoke a9 follows :...:..;.. Your Excellency, 
I certainly have not got much to say upon this amendment. After tho lucid debate 
that we had I appeal to Your Excellency's Government now that it is declared autho· 
ritativelv that even nominations will b6 made of people who reside· within or near the 
area of the Municipal Districts, that it would be even harder for p'3ople who are a littla 
further off than 2 miles to be excluded from being CounciUOr3 or voters in a Municipal 
District. My Lord, this c~se is altogether different from the amendment which was 
just discussed, because .in this case there are professional men and business men who do 
their business the \\"hole day almost in the cityJ who take a lively. and active interest 
in the affairs of a Municipal District, though they happen to be living outside for 
particular reasons. So I believe this is altoaether a different case and therefore this 

0 

ought to be accepted. It may be said that the limit of 7 miles would be a little too 
w!qe. But then, my Lord, I do say that if a~ arbitrary limit has to be placed, then it is 
much better to follow .the English law and take the 7 miles limit. It would be prudent 
for man! considerations, though I confe~s three or four miles or perhaps .5 \~ile~ would 
~ave satisfied me, but it would be in conformity with the rules that obtam 1m England. 
I think there will be no grievance whatever if the 7 miles limit is adopted. In England 
my Honourable friend Mr. CuRTIS tells us that it is 15 miles for a County, aod I bav: 
just heard my Honourable friend telling me that as msny as 50 per cent. res:de outsid6 
the County. That is all the more reason for us to sea that many mom peop'e are 
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enabled from a reasonable distance to come and attend meetings now that tl1ere are 
greater means of locomotion, namely, motor-oars, etc. Also in view of the fact that 
the Town Plannin"' Schemes will come into force for all these places, it would be wise 

. . . 0 • 

for us to adopt this 7 miles limit. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHA.LBAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I beg to support the amendment moved by my friend, the Honourable ::\.Ir. 
RAFIUDDIN. I think that the present state of development of the countr.y and the 
easy modes of communication do make it easy for Members resi.ding within 7 miles of a 
particular .Municipal Distri~t to go and attend Municipal meetings if they like. There 
is a case in point-say, for instance, Bandra. People re);iding within 7 miles coulcl easily 
go and attend meetings of the Bandra .Municipal Board and there is absolutely no reason 
why such people, if they pay taxes, should not come in. 

The Honourable Sir Pn:EROZESHAH :~What about people from Kirkee? 
I . 

The Honourable Mr. PA~lEL (continuing) :~If Kirkee is within 7 miles of Poona 
and has a Municipality, people from Kirkee will not be allowed under the amendment to 
be on the Poona Municipal Board. Under. these circumstances I should lik~ to support 
the amendment of my friend the Honourable Mr. RAFIUDDIN. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRINIVAS KoNHER RoDDA spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I do not know with what object this 7 miles limit has been proposed 
instead of two miles w~ich was arrived at by the Select Committee. No town in the 
mofussil.llas peovle residing outside the Municipal District at a distance of 7 miles. Now, 
my Lord, 7 miles is a very large area and in mofussil towns to go 7 miles and to come 
7 miles is rather a very difficult task. Now, t::l.king places like Gadag and Hubli, 
within that area ··of 7 miles forming a group of villages, anybody can live anywhere. 
But in big towns, it is necessary that there ought to be a particular limit and with that 
vie~ the present _ co~4ition of two miles which has been laid .down is quite sufficient. 
I therefore think that the 2. miles limit. should be retained, and I accordingly oppose 
mv Honourable friend's amendment. . . 

The Honourable ·Mr. DATTATRA.l'A VENKATESR BELVI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, it is rather difficult for me to follow my Honourable friend Mr. RODDA., · 
It seems to me that the Honourable Member is l~bouring under an impression that it i~ 
compulsory· for any member to reside at a particul~r distance from a j'i unicipality. If 
I have understood aright the amendment proposed by my Honourable friend Mr. 
RAFIUDDIN it means this : That any gentleman who chooses to live within a distance of 
seven miles from any Municipal area may be allowed to stand as a candidate. in a :Muni.cipal 
election. We know that in these days in which sanitation is advocated on all sides 
people choose to build bungalows in convenient ·places and they live in those bungalows. 
It is to enable gentlemen of education who work in towns· in which there are 1\.:funici. 
palities but who choose to live on sanitary grounds in well·ventilated bungalows outsid~ 
those towns that this limit is intended. It is to enable such people to stand as candidates 
fo~ election to a Municipality that the amendment has been proposed. · If my Honourable · 
friend 1\.ir. RoDDA labours under the impression that it, is obligatory on any. person to 
reside- at a particular distance from any Municipal area, he is.making a great mistake 
in rny humble opinion. Now we know that many people in Bombay live at a distance 



of sever·tl miles hut they go to the city every da~, do their business either in shops or ~n . 
their offices but return home in the evenin~. It is to make provision for people of this 
kind that this amendment is proposed, and I think that it is very good that the distance 
is to be extended from two to seven miles. 'V e know that in days· of plague people . 
sometimes live in neighbouring villages and some of them have to live there for months · 
together. From my own experience I am able to say that sometimes we· have to stay 
for six months outside our towns. · 

The Hrmourable Sir PREROZESIIAR :-How many miles from the Municipal area? 

The Honourable .Mr. BELVI :-I live at a. distance Qf three miles but there are 
instances in which mv friends live even at a distance of ten miles from Municipal limits. · 
In my part of the country we have heavy rains and it is sometimes necessary for us to 
:find lodgings in neighbouring villages separated from B~lgaum at a dis11ance of four · 
and five milt'S according to convenience. There are places in the Belgaum District like 
Athaoi in which ·it is absolutely impossible to build huts in days of plague. People of 
Athani have necessarily to reside in neighbouring villages and there are villages only at 
a distl.lnce of seven miles and more. It is to provide for men in this predica•nent that this 
amendment i~ de!>igned and I think that it is a very useful amendment and I am there
fore prepared to give my whole hearted support to it. 

The Honourable Ur. RAGHUNATH PURUSHOTTAlt PARANJPYE spoke as follows:
Your Excellency, I have to oppose this amendment, because, I do not think that the 
Council will logically be able to support it. I was first half tempted to tind out how 
many llunicipallimits are touched in a circle of seven miles radius from the house of the 
Honourahle_.U()ver of the amendment. But whatever that may be, I think that the 
Honourable Ur. ilELV!'s objection to livin~ outside the city at a distance of ten miles or 
so dunng plague time cannot have any effect npon this because this means that the- . 
residence should be his principal place of residence. Plague hut is not a residence. A 
temporary resHence outsiJe will have no effect so long as it is not the principal place of· 
residence, and again on the old argument of muddy roads and dirty water h(' will not have 
the advant· ge of muddy roads and muddy water (laughter) if he lives seven miles away 

. from the .\:lunioipal are:l, So if you really want local men who would take keen interest. 
I think the mterest will be all the keener on the part of members who use the muddy 
water and mudJy road::~. On account of this . if we are to be logical we ougbt to be 
quite strict and make rhe people live within Municipal.limits (he1r, hear). So I am 
not williug to extend thi:~li"mitation, seeing the decision that the Council has arrived at 
on the amendment w liich has gone before. 

'fhe Honourable Mr. PRABRASHA.NKA.R D. PATTANI spoke as follows: -Your 
Excellency, this is a very simple question. The proposal only is that seven llliles limit 
should be granted for peopld residing outside the Municipal Districts to come and vote 
and to stand as candidates. The Honourable Sir PREROZESHAJl :MEHTA suggested that a 
man residing in Kirkee • • • • • 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESRA.Il :-I only inquired and did not suggest anything. 

The Honourable Mr. P A.TTANI {continuing) :-With regard to that inquiry I may 
suggest that if a man residing in· Kirkee having personal qualifications is a man paying 
taxes then I believe he has a right to come and vote and stand as a candidate, because, 
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in these days of motor cars, it is just possible for the man within seven miles to come and 
take an intelligent interest; of course when the time of airships comes then the limit 
might be extended. Government, unless there is a strong opposition, is quite prepared to. 
accept this amendment. I. 

His _Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Does the Honourable Member wish to reply P 
The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD :-I think I need not reply. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 4, the Honourable Moulvie RAFIUD
DIN AnMAD. 

The Honourable :Moulvie RAFIUDDIN· AHMAD spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
I was rather sorry to hear my Honourable friend :Mr. PA'l'TANI refusing to extend the 
professional men and people ·possessing personal qualifications the same rights as are 
granted to p~operty ~olders. Well, I have not heard any intelligent reason for it. I 
should sBy, Sir, that it is a very great injustice. I am ready to believe that many 
professional people who have got perEonal qualifications are also property holders. But 
as a matter of principle I want to protest against any legislation which has the' effect of 
raising property above intellect. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHAL:BHAI JHA.VERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I beg to oppose this amendment. I must say that my Honourable friend 
:Mr. RAFIUDDIN was not present in the Select Committee when intelligent reasons were . 
given against this amendment. He now wants to know what intelligent reasons there 
are which prompted the Select Committee to drop the proposed change. Take one 
single case. Take the case of Bandra. Now if you allow people residing within seven 
miles of the Municipal limits of Bandra to become voters and candidat~s alth~ugh 

they do not pay taxes, the result will be that you. will have people from Santa Cruz, 
people from Andheri and 1)eople from several other villages on the Bandra list. People 
~ho are Honorary :Magistrates, professional gentlemen as Advocates, Pleaders,· Jurors 
and Assessors and all such people residing within seven miles of Bandra will come in as 
voters and candidates and the list will be swelled like anything and may I tell the 
Council that such people neither residing within the municipal limits nor paying taxes 
have absol ute]y no interest. in the administration of the l3andra Municipality, and there
fore they have no r ~ to be voters or candidates for that Municipality. Under these 
circumstances and considering these arguments the Select Committee dropped the 
suggestion of two miles limit proposed by the origil!al Bill and curiously enough my 
Honourable friend proposes seven· miles limit. · I strongly oppose any such change and· 
therefore oppose the amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. PRADHASHANKAR D. PATTANI spoke as follows :-This aO'ain 
' 0 

is a very small ·matter. The real fact is this. The man with personal qualifications 
enjoys a privilege. The Irian who is a tax-payer enjoys it as a ·right. He can demand 
it, because, he has interest in it for which he pays a tax .• The man with personal qualifica· 
tions has no doubt the capacity to administer the affairs but unless he contributes by 
his residence in the place, towards the revenue of the municipality, or shows. a desire to 
take part in the administration of the municipality, which he could only do, if he is 
residing on the spot he should not have this privilege allotted to him. After all it comes 
to this: That there should be no representation :without taxation. He pays no ta:x:es

1
· he 
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has the capacity but he has not the living interest in the municipality. . On.these grollll:ds 
Government are disposed to think that the amendment should not be accepted. 

The Honourable MoULVIE RAFI~DDIN AHMA.D spoke as follows :-My Lord, I can 
only say as the Honourable Mr. PATEL has pointed out that I was not pr'esent in the· 
Select Committee when this amendment was discussed. :But I am not at all convinced 
by the explanation that has come from the Honourable Member in charge of the :Sill, 
and I think it is most illogical to say that people who contribute by money and those 
who contribute by.brains cannot be put on equal terms. 

The amendment was then put to the vot~ an;d lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 5 (b). The Honourable Moulvie 
ltAFIUDDIN AHMAD, 

The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD :-I beg to withdraw the 
amendment.· 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

. The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your· 
Excellency, I should think. my honourable friend is perfectly wrong in withdrawing · 
his amendment ~o. 5 {b), I should certainly have not supported his previous amend.·· 
ment if I had been told that he was going to withdraw amendment No. 5 (b), because 
botb, in my opinion, go together. . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am afraid the honourable member is too late. 
1 am extremely sorry that he did not realise the situation when I put the amendment. 
to the vote. I have just now ruled that the amendment is by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT (after a pause) :-On the whole, I think, that I should 
withdraw my suggestion to the honourable member. If he .wishes to propose the 
amendment I will let him take charge of it. · 

The Honourable !-Ir. PATEL :-I would like to move that amendment. ·The amend
plant that I am going to move is No. 5 (b), and it says :-Add at the end the words 
" provided that the place of his residence within 7 miles of such limits is not in any 
other m~nicipal district '' ; I move that these words be added as proposed. When I 
was supporting the first part, namely, 5 ·(a) of the amendment, of which my Honour
able friend has given notice, my honourable ~riend Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA quring my 
·argument inquired if a man _living in Kirkee was· entitled to become a voter or a candidate 
in the Poona Municipality, and then I replied that he could not, because, Kirkee had 
a municipality. 

(A voice: No, Kirkee has not got a municipality.) 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-I was told then that it had. I supported amendment 
No.5 (a) on the understanding that amendment No.5 {b) was also going to be moved, Now 
that the Honourable !Ioulvie RAPIUDDIN has withdrawn it, I have with His Excellency's 
permission moved it and I say that the Counoil should accept it. We have by accepting 
amendment No. 5 (a) of the Honourable Mr. RAFIUDDIN enabled a person to be a voter 
or a candidate in a municipal district although he lives ~ithin seven miles of the limits 
of that district. My contention now is that the place of residence although within seven 
miles must not be situate within the limits of another municipal district ; otherwise that 
person will obtain a right to vote or be a candidate at both the places, Under these 
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cirqul}lst~D:ces, I hope the. Council will see thei~ way . to .consider . this question and add . 
the· words proposed to be added . 

... 'l~he H~nourable 'Mr. RAGHUNATH PURUSROTTAM ·PARANJPYE spoke as follows :-Your 
~xc~lle,lcy, ·I. wish to· point out to the honourable member that this wilf not attain th& 
object that. he )las ir.i view. Suppose, for instance, two municipal districts are contiguous: 
toreach' ot!t'er and a man is just outside the limits of hoth the municipal districts, in that' 
c~se nothi:ng ~lll pre~ent him from becoming a voter in both cases. · But .only if he is , 
unforhmate enough t'o live within the limits of one of the municipal districts, he will· 
be entitled to be a voter in that district alone. I think this is an absurdity on the 'face 
of it. H · it is proposed to Pnact · that no . person shall be a voter in more than one 
m~nicipal district, the olanse required shall· have to be somewhat on the lines of the. 
plural voting Bill; but I think that the added clause will not have the desired effect . 

. 'The Ho~-o~rabie Mr. BALKRISHNA SITARAM KAMAT spoke as· follows :~Your. 
Excellency, I may just point out to my Honourable friend :M:r. PATEL, that the two · 
municipalities, the Suburban and the City Municipalities of Poona are contiguous 
~unicip~lities, I.mean theyare withi.n twq or three miles of each othe~. If this amend-. 
ment were ac~epted what happens is that a. man will not be qualified to be a member 
of the Su~urban. Municipality although he may be desirous of becoming a member 
there, and m~y be capable of attending the businPss of that municipality. I therefore 
think that this proviso should be d~opped in order to enable some people who are anxious 
to ta.ko intejest in both the municipalities to do so, provided they have a contiguous area. 
like the Poona City and Suburban Ml;lnicipalities. There should be no bar on such people 
interesting., themselves in contiguous Municipal Boards. For these reasons I oppose the: 
motion of ·my llonour~ble friend Mr. ~ ATEL. · 

: . 'Ibe Honourable Mr. PRABHASHANKAR D. PATTANI spoke as follows :-Your Excel· · 
lency, it -is necessary to make this point a litt~e clearer, and then the Honourable · 
Mr. PATEL ~ig~li himself con~ider :whether he should press it. The point in· question is 
this. Thi~ amendm_en~:propose~ by tb._e Honourable Mr. RAFIUDDIN and since dropped 
by h,im.refers.toa .candidate or a. vot~r wh? has property in more than one place. Thi$; 
h~sn~~~~ing. ~o do withperson~l qualific~t.ions at all. It only applies in cases where a 
man who wants to vot~ in: two places ow~s property in both the. places in which he pays 
taxes •. 1'h~t is rea~ly the questio~. Now I put it to the Honourable Mr. PATEL whether. 
after this _twc;> triile l~mit being extended to 7 m_iles, he would not give the tax-payer an 
oppgrtunity in, these d~y(s ofexped~tious con.veyances,-a property holder, a house-owner and 
a tax·Jla: er, if he is able to take interest in the two municipalities taking ad vantage of 
his rights under the Bill. It has nothing to do with personal qualifications at all,· but· 
onh r.Iates to tax-payers and property~holders; and if the honourable member thinks 
that in spite of t~is exp.lanat~on he. ~s in f~vour. of retaini~g. the ~roposed amendment, 
t~e que:-tion wi~l be l~ft open to the good sense of the Council to decide as.they please. 

·· 1'he Honourable Mr~ PATEL :-With Your Excellency's perinissioi::t I beoo to withdraw 
' 0 

th~ amendment which' I J,lave moved. 

lhe amendment was' by leavewithdrawri . 
.J • --- • ' ' 

• J. Hie Excelle~cy the PR~SIDE~~ :-:-The Hono~rable Mr. PATEL's amendment will lapse, 
asjt bas .We 8a~~ ~.fleet ~s the Honourable, Mr. SATHE'~· ·The same remarks apply to 
the l:lo11courable Mr. UPAsANi's am~~dmen~. · 
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His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 10, the Honourable Mr. NAIK. 

The Honourable Mr. NAIK :-My object for the change of these words is.. • 
.I 

. . .. 
The Honourable Mr. PATI'ANr :-Probably it will save the time of the Council if I 

:say at once that Government is prepared to accept the amendment proposed by the 
Honourable Mr. N AIK. · 

The Honourable Mr. NArK :-I thank the Konourable Member and the Government. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-:-Item No. 11, the Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN. 

The Honourable Youlvie llAFIUDDIN :-This is necessary because this forms part of 
the other amendment. For the word ''two'' substitute the word "seven". It iS 
-consequential. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. PA'ITANI :-Government is prepared to accept this amendment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 12. :Mr. UPAS!NI. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. U~!SANI :-I beg to ,withdraw my amendment. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT. :-The Honourable· Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-I also beg to withdraw my amendment. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn~ 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT ~-The Honourable :Mr. PAREKH .. 

The Honourable Air. PAREKH :-Mine is a consequential amendment, so I withdraw it 

The amendment was by ~eave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause (4). The Honourable 1\fr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. SnRIDHAR DALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your Excel· 
lency, my amend!llent is only to omit th~ words ,, undivided family,, in lines 3 and ~ 

. of the last paragraph of the clause (reads). In the case of ~n undivided family, my 
Lord, general1y if there be a property qualification, ·the property is entered in the name 
of some one individual who will be entered on the roll as a voter with reference to that 
property q~alification and if any other members. have personal. qualifications each 
individual is entitled to come in on the ground of his personal qualification, and so. thp 
case of an undivided family would not naturally co~e under the other cases which are 
referred to in this clause. If they have one property it stands in the name of one person. 
If two or more they may stand in the names of two or more · members of· the undivided 
family. If there are three or four members in a family one may be a Pleader, another 
may be a Fellow of the University, and so on. In suoh cases if we allow only one vote 
to the undivided family we unnecessarily reduce the number of votes to which that 
family would be legally entitled. An undivided .family should therefore, I think, 
be excluded from the clause. 

The Honourable Mr. p ATTANI :-We have no obJeCtion to ~ccept that amendment. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and carried. 

Glaus~s 3 and ~ were then put to the vot~ a:qd carried. 
~is Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause (5). The. Honourable :Mr. PAREKH. 

H 41-192 
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The Honourable Mr. GoK.ULDA.S KARA.NDAS · PAREKH spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency, · the object of the amendment that I propose is to leave section 15 in 

· the same form in which it is under the . existing Act. The reason why I move this 
amendment is that it is proposed that the words "as debarring him from re-employment" 
~hould be removed. I think that it is not proper to remove thes~ words. Dismissal 
from Government service mav be for various reasons and some of tho5:e reasons may not 
at all signify any moral depr~vity. In cases where a man is not guilty of any improper 
conduct which would make him unwm·thy of serving on a municipality he should not be 
debarred from serving as a Municipal' Councillor •. Government often state that this 
dimissed officer is debarred from re-employment in the public service. I think only in 
those cases where Government specify in their resolution that a man has been dismissed 
on account of m~~al turpitude, that the man should be disqualified, but not otherwise. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CURtiS spoke as follows:-Your Excellency, I should 
lik~ to point out that the only effect of the amendment which we propose in the Act 
is to bring the law in conformity with th_e existing practice. The . for~er practice of 
Government was to notify all persons who had been 'guilty of heinous offences as .de barred 
from further employment. Under the orders of tha Government of Inctia. that practioe 
is now. stopped. The present. procedure is to notify the fa.ot of dismissal in the Bombay 
Government Gazette and that is only done in cases of very -heinous offences • . The 

omission of the words " debarred from further employment " is merely to bring the Act 
into consonance with the existing practice. 

The Honourable _Mr. L.u.uBH!I SAMALDAS MEHTA. spoke as follows:-Your Excel· 
lency, the Honourabie Mr. CuRTIS just now said that the present praotice is to notify 
1n the Government Gazette only oases of heinous offences. Will he refer us to the 
Government resol11tion in which this subject is dealt with? 

The Honourable Mr. CURTIS :-I do not remember the exact number of the 
'resolution, nor can I give the exact wo:rding of the resolution. I have not got the resolu· 
·tion by heart I am afraid. 

The .Honourable Mr.'LALUBHA.I :-Is the resolution here now? 

. The Honoura.ble·Mr. CURTis :-No, it is not here. 

At this stage a consultation took place between His Excellency the PRESIDENT and 
the Honourable Members ·of the Executive Council for a few minutes. 

The Honourable :M:r. SET.A.LVAD :-May I suggest, Sir, that if this clause requirt!s 
consideration it may be kept back from consideration and dealt with to-morrow. . 

•.: · The Honourable Mr. Pn.ADHA.SRA.NKAR D. PATrANI:-The question on the part 0{ 

Government does not require any further consideration at all, and if any honourable 
member is not disposed to speak on the amendment of the Honourable .Mr; PAREKH, I 
am prepared to make a reply to that. 

(After a pause.) 

· I believe that there is no honourable member who is going to support this, and I will 
therefore go on with what I have to say on the subject. · The position is this: in the original 
Act the words that the Honourable. Mr. PAREKH wants to be inserted do exist. nut they 
have been · taken out by the resolution of.the Government of India which we oannot publish 
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without the permission of the Government thatissued it. It has bean ruled that in future 
when a dismissal is gazetted, there is no need at all of showing the reason~ to. justify the 
dismissal of any officer, and it has been also ruled ~hat while dismissals will be gazetted, 
removals from office shall never be gazetted, so that removals from departmental inquiries 
will not debar any removed servant from standing as a candidate. Only those dismissed 
will be debarred and therefore there need be no hardship. Dismissals . can be only 
for heinous crimes or misconduct or heavy offences pro veda. · After this exp!anation I trust 
that the Honourable Mr. PAREKH will be convinced that there is no further need for adding 
the words that he has now proposed to add. 

Tbe Honourable Mr. PAREKH :-As I understand from the Honourable Mover of 
the Bill that a inan will be debarre4 from serving on a :Municipal· Committee only in 
case of dismissal on account of heinous crimes or misconduct or. heavy offences proved, 
I would submit that some such words should be added that no dismissal on other grounds 
may render him unfit for municipal work. 

The Honourable Sir.RICHARD LAYB spoke as f~llows :-With Your Excellency's 
permission I would add one further word of explanation. I should like to point out 
that if we were t'o read the Clause as the Honourable Mr. PAREKH proposed, the clause would 
become· absolutely inert. What he proposes to rea~ ~s ''having been dismissed from 

. Government service, such dismissal having been notified as debarring him from re-employ·· 
ment ". That is what he proposes to read. We do· not ever notify as debarring from 
public employment. We do not use the word " debar'' at all. We simply notify the 
dismissal, and that is all. Anq since we do not notify as debarring from re-employment, 
it will be absolutely useless, and render the clause totally inert, if you insist that the 
dismissal shall have effect only when those words are added. What he proposes is that 
the disqualification imposed by section 15 (e) (ii) shall have effect only when the 
dismissal is notified as debarring from public employmen~. The fact is, that we notify 
the dismissal only without saying one word more. Therefore since we never notifY. 
those words, the clause itself would become absolutely inert. I do not know· whether I 
have yet made it clear, but that is what the point is. . 

The Honourable Mr. PAREKH :-After the explanation that has bean given, I with'· 
draw my amendment. · ·, 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PREsiDENT :-Clause (5) •. The:Honourable Mr. RAMANBHA.r. 

'l'he Honourable Rao Bahadur: RAM!NBHA.I ~fAHIPATRAM NrLKANTH spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency, I move that provision (vi) to clause (/) of section 15 (1) 
be amended by adding the words "or hire " after the word ''purchase·". Section 15 ( 1) 
prescribes that certain circumstances shall be disqualifications for becoming a municipal 
councillor and one of these disqualifications is having an interest in a contract witll the 
municipality. Under sub-section (2) of the same section this disqualification .if acquired 
after becoming a councillor terminates the councillorship. Now the expression '' con• 
tract with a municipality '' is a very wide term and the purchase of a few flowers from 
a municipal garden would be a disqualification. rro remedy this, this section is being 
amended by this Bill by including· certain purchases in the exemption clause. I would 
point out that hiring is' also a contract and the hiring of bunting or flower pots from the 
municipality on festive occ9.sions ou3ht not to be a disqualification. 
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The Honourable Mr. PRABHA.SHANKAR D. PATTANI spoke as follows :-Government 
havo decided to· accept the suO'O'estion of the Honourable 1\fr. RAMANBHAI in some modified 

00 

lorm. 'l'o include the word ''hire, here would not carry out the intention of the 
honourable member, and it is therefore suggested that the same amendment may be 
accepted in the form that I now place before the Council. I would substitute in sub .. 
clause 2 (a) clause 5 for the word" proviso" the word 1

' provisos". We make a separate 
proviso providing for ''hire from'' and" hire to" t~e municipality and therefore it is 
necessary that instead of one there shall be two- provisos. (Here reads the Government 
amendment.) That is the amendment suggested in lieu of the amendment proposed by the 
honourable member and I believe that it will be accepted by the Council. 

I 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRA.I VISHINPAS :-May I inquire from the honour-
able member of the effect this amendment will have on the hire of a steam-roller by a 
municipal councillor for use inside his house? Will that depend upon the value of the 
steam roller or on the value of the work done ? 

The Honour~ble Mr. PATTANI :-On the value of the article. The wording that the 
honourable member read showed the value of the article. 

His ·Excellency the PR~SIDENT :-Do~s the honourable member wish to withdraw 
his am.endm!3nt P . · 

The Honourable Mr. R,urA:a-B:rJAI :-Yes, my Lord. 

The ~mendnient as amended· was· then ptlt to the vote and carried, 

Clauses 5 and 6 were then put to the vote and carried • 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause (7). ·Honourable Mr. SATRE. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GA.NESH KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, at thi~ time of ~he day I do not think I should make a long speech, 
particularly because I have stated at sufficient length the reasons and grounds on which 
) ask the.deletion of this-clause. If we look at the Statement of Objects and Reasons 
·which was submitted to this Council:Iast March, we. find that it is the desire of Govern-
ment to secure purity .in our elections, and every effort which is directed to attain that 
object is 'to be welcomed. With a view to· ensure that purity in elections we have 
introduced another clause in the section by which we have penalised certain corrupt 
practices by making it an offence under, the latter clause of the same section. The 
question now before us is whether, ·in. addition to. the rights which the electors and 
candidates ~ave already got to come forward and set aside elections by making 
applications to the District Judge, the Collector should be invested with the power of 
taking the jnitiativ'~ and movir).g the District Judge like an ordinary applicant in the-. 
position o~ an elector or of a candidate. The section, as it is, appears to be really a 
wholesome one; it is not the principle which is to be looked at in such cases,. but it 
.is the wa,y in which that p;rinciple will be worked out. If I am able to convince 
honourable members of this Council that the way in which the section wiU be worked 

.. out will be more to the prejudice of the candidates and voters, and that it will supply 
.an easy h_andle to most unscrupulous people to prejudice the Collector with anonymous 
applica.tiop.s on those points, I think this amendment of mine will be accepted. 
Ordinarily we have 10 days during which election petitions have to be filed, and every 
one of ll.S who has h~d e~perience of. tpljnicipaJ ~l~ctions in the mofussil is ~ware of the 
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fact that no election goes unchallenged and there are applications ·made to the District· 
Judge either .by voters or candidates to set aside elections. In fact, what I want to 
make out is that this right is being freely exercised.by those whose interests .are affected 
by corrupt practices adopted by one side or the other. If a respon~ible District' Officer 
like the Collector is informed of any corrupt practices .having taken place in municipal· 
elections what would he do ordinarily? Looki_ng to the various responsible. _duties he 
has to perform, he nill necessarily. have to transmit this business for enquiry to his 
subordinate officers (revenue or police), and it is not really to be ·expected. of such an 
already heavily worked officer that he should give .personal attention to these questions ... 
The danger lies when t~ese matters go into the- hands of lower officers. I am ready to 
admit" that if they are entirely left in the hands of such a superio~ officer like the 
Collector, we would be much safer in his han~s, but when .these matters can .. be: , 
dealt with by. subordinate officers and a sort of enquiry is started, what·. would be 
the feelings of witnesses and persons who come forward to support the anonymous. • 
petitions which have already been submitted to the Collector P I think :credit must 
be ,given to, some of us who have experience in these matters, and we claim to know 
the. ways. and m~ans that are adopted in bolstering up . false . claims and.indirectly . 
bringing before the Courts claims which people have" not the courage or the means· 
to bring forward on their own responsibility. Then, again, another effect, of which · 
I am afraid, will be this: When an enquiry is s~arted and if on such an enquiry 
the Collector is satisfied that he should take an. action, the matter will come up to 
th~ District Judge. ~o doubt, much safety lies in the fact. that the application is to be· 
eventually decided by the District Judge, but if honourable members· will only look at 
the question from the position of the·opponents who are to oppose the application of the· 
Collector and the dangers to which they are exposed and the· difficulties which are placed· 
in their way in.bringing forward, evidence. in support of their cases, then I think honour-; 
ab~e members will agree with me in thinking that an amount of ·.labour and an amount 
of money will be required to meet such a case when it is started or launched by the· 
Collector. If it is really required that he should have the power to start the prosecutions, 
th~ prosecutions in. cases where corrupt practices. are proved by enquiry before· the 
District Judge, then the only answer I have to make is that. everyone, including ths 
Co;tiector and District Msgistrate, has a right to ·invoke the assistance of the District 
Judge to grant sanction for prosecution. If there is an apprehension on the ground that 
even notwithstanding the fact corrupt p~actices have come to light in the enquiry by tho 
Di~trict Judge, there is a likelihood of both parties combining and stifling the penal 
clauses that we have now on the Statute Book, then I say that. apprehension has no 
foundation. In such cases when an action has to be taken under criminal law anyone 
outside the purview of the enquiry whether he is a candidate or not, anyone can set 
the criminal law in motion and make an application to the District Judge for sanction 
against_ the delinquent and bring him to book. If that is really the object of investing · 
the Collector with the power, I have no reason to complain; my complaint is that the 
Collector should not be authorised to start civil proceedings and my objection is based 
upon that ground alone. If any measure is required which would place the Collector 
in. a position to move the criminal law, a provision to that· effect might be inserted 
but no provision is necessary because under the ordinary law he can move and secure 
sanction. There are other grounds also on which I move the amendment but all of them 
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have been sufficiently stated by me in my minute of dissent, and without taking up any 
further time of this Council, I beg to move the amendment which stands in my name. . 

The Honourable ~Ir. CRWANLAL HARILAL SETALV.AD spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I am going to suJ.lport the amendment moved by the Honourable 
~Ir. BATHE. This point was very much debated in the Select Committee and the con
elusion arrived at was arrived at by the casting vote of the Chairman of the Committee. 
I am only mentioning this for the purpose of showing that there was a great difference 
~f opinion even in the Select Committee itself with regard to this provision. Honour .. 
.able members will see what it is proposed to do by this amendment. As the section stands 
.at present, the' validity of any election of a councillor can be brought into question by any 
personqualifie_d to. vote. Now, as the Honourable Mr. BATRE has pointed out, in a}most 
~very election which is held in the mofussil or held in Bombay the experience is about the 
same, viz., that eleGtions are questioned. So you cannot say that people who are interested 
in the election are not alive to their rights in the matter. There is no need really to devise 
()De further agency that can interfere with regard to elections. Now, as the Honourable 

. Mr. BATRE has pointed out, the proposed amendment is of such a wide character that it 
would enable the Collector to interfere not only when an offence has been committed, such 
.as is provided in the amending section, but even where the validity of elections is questioned 
·on grounds which do not bring in any corrupt practices at all. There may be many 
other grounds that one can conceive on which the validity of an election can be 
.questioned. ~he words proposed are (reads). So he can apply to the District Judge on 
any ground whatever, not necessarily depending on corrupt practice. . There may be 
technical grounds or any other grounds. If a person, a candidate, or a voter or any 
person interested feels aggrieved at any election, it is perfectly open to him in law to 
take steps. If he does not want to take the responsibility of openly doing so, he will :move 
the Collector to take such steps. Now why should that be soP If a man has the 
courage of his con-victions, there is nothing to prevent him from going to the Court 
..and stat~g his case. Why is he afraid of doing it P · rThe result would be that people 
who are not prepared themselves to go to the Court and make any statements or give 
·evidence, may try to put up the Collector to take steps in the matter. It means, again, 
he may give the Collector information which may not be quite borne out after the ordinary 
·test of Judicial evidence is applied. I submit it would not be safe for the Collector to 
;act upon the information placed before him in that manner, and in every case he would 
;be obliged to sift the matter himself to enable ~m to see whether he ought to take 
.action on it. It means that, instead of one enquiry, we shall have two enquiries. In 
the first instance, peop,le would apply to the Collector, who would have to satisfy himself 
in each case and will have a sort of preliminary enquiry, which means annoyance and 
·expense to the opposing party., as the result of which it may be that he may put an end to 
the question or it may be that he may decide to take further action., in which case there will 

. have to be a regular enquiry before the District Judge, which will be the second enquiry in 
that matter. Now is it at all desirable to do that? All that was suggested in the Select 
Committee was that it was possible. Mr. CURTIS said in his own experience he had found 
that in various places-that people who would have gone to the Court ot Law to set 
.sJ.side elections are pursuaded to think that their interests lay in not taking proceedings, 
.and that therefore some petitions might be smothered in that way. Now take it to be so. 
:Even then, is it desirable to allow the Collector to interfere in the matter P After all, 
it should be left to the people who are most concerned about it. If the candidates who 
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take part in the election feel aggrieved and want to take steps, they will do so. If they 
won't do it, why should we ·allow the Collector to interfere and take steps P We have 

· no such interference in Bombay and we have no such interference in other places that we 
know of. .As the Honourable :Mr. SATHE has pointed out, it would necessarily lead t() 
great annoyance and inconvenience to mahy people. The Oollector cannot him .. 
self attend to all these things. ·His duties are multifarious, be is a very hard
worked man and he would necessarily have to take action on the reports ·of the subordi· 
nates whom he would ask to make enquiries.· In these circumstances, I submit, Sir, 
that really no case bas been made out. why the Collector's interference should be 
provided for. A13 the Honourable :M:r. SA'l'HE has rightly pointed out, if it is intended. 
that tbe Collector shou.ld have power to take criminal proceedings, if it is established. 
after an enquiry in the District Court that some malpractice has been co~mitted, and.· 
which comes within the penal operation of the Act, then, Sir, it is open to him to move 
the District Court to give sanction to proceed against the delinquent. '.l;herefore, viewed · 
at from any point of view, my submission is that any interference on the part of the 
Collector, inste~d of doing any good at all, would lead to unnecessary machinations to 
gratify personal feelings. ·As I say, all the necessities of the case are met by the 
present Act, which leaves it open to the parties interested to go to the District Court 
if there is· a question of:the validity of an election. Our experience has shown that they 
have always used that power, that privilege, and we have· never heard of an election 
which has not been followed by various petitions to the District Judge f9r questioning 
the validity of an election. I submit., therefore., Sir,. that this clause should be 
deleted. 

The Honourable :Mr. G. S. CURTIS spoke as. follows :-May it please Your 
.Excellency, as the case against the :Bill was so forcibly put by the Honourable 
Mr. SETALVAD in the Select Committee, I have endeavoured to the best o£ my ability t() 
ascertain, as far as possible, what has been done in other countries in order to secure the. 
purity of elections. Now, Sir, I am not a lawyer, but the facts which I have diScussed 
are so striking, and the principles therein enunciated are of such value, that I think 
perhaps I am justified in endeavouring to place _them before this Council, so that they 
may receive the consideration which in my humble opinion they deserve. I beg to 
remind the Council first of all, the condition of law as it ·was and as it is. Under the 
old Act the option of instituting proceedings hi the District Court was left entirely to 
private persons. In the :Bill as it came before us at the March meeting you will find 
that opportunities to private persons of moving the Court were still left, but, in addition 
as I understand from section 21A of the draft Bill, the private person had the option 
of going to a criminal Court and prosecuting the person whom he believed to bo 
guilty of corruption. If that section had passed into law it would have been left to a 
Second Class ~Iagistrate to decide on the very difficult and very technical questions 
of illicit gratification. Accordingly, when the matter came up before the Select Com .. 
mittee, I tried, as far as possible, to eliminate proceedings before the subordin'lte 
magistracy and as a result you have tha present section 21A. Under this section no 
criminal Court can take cognisance of a charge of bribery until there· had been ·a pre .. 
liminary enquiry in the District Court. :But, Sir, if this principle is admitted to be 
sound, that there should be a preliminary enquiry by the District Judge before any 
.criminal prosecution is undertaken, then I say it becomes absolutely necessary that. 
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there should be.some authority on· the pa~t of Government-! do not say that_ it should 
·be' the Collector or the Public Prosecutor, yoU: may call· him by whatever name _you 
like-but there should be some person empowered on the part of 'Government to move 
the' Court in the case· of corrupt practices, where no private party is willing to act. I 
contend; Sir, therefore, that the principle that we propose to lay ·a own is perfectly sound, 
that it is essential in the interests of the general good of the community that purity · 
should be maintained at public elections, and that there should be some central 
b()dy or authority charged with taking steps necessary to ensure that· being done. 
Now, Sir, I· propose to quote English practi~e in support of that principle. Under the 
English Acts ·passed in 1882, 1883 and 1884, an important change was introduced in the 
conditions under which elections were carried on, while the law left it open to private 
individuals to complain to the Courts, and a new officer called the Director of Public 
Prosecutions was created whose duty it is to take action of his own motion in cases where 
he· suspects bribery and to attend the hearing of private ·complaints. There is further 
a statutory provision securing that no compromise of a petition wl.th reference to corrupt 
practices shall be accepted without full information being sent to the Director of Public 
Prosecutions. · Now~' Sir, these are strikjng facts. In England the idea of a central 
authority, su~h as the Director of Public Prosecutions, is the creation of the last hnlf 
century and, Sir, it is- remarkable that authority to. interfere with_ elections has been 
delegated to him. From this it is clear that impurity in· elections is treated in England 
as a very serious offence indeed. It is treated as an offence, the concealment of which 
sbpuld not be allowed under any circumstances whatever, and it is held to be the duty 
of· the central authority to follow it up, drag it to the Court and suppress it as far as 
possible. Now, I am not particularly keen on the Collector taking up the duties of a 
central authority in this respect. I am quite prepared, if Mr. SETAL VAD thinks it desirable, 
to restrict his interference to the few cases of corrupt practices, pure and simple; I agree 
that the questions of the validity of elections and so forth should not come within the 
purview of pis authority, but I submit that there should be some person charged on 
behalf of Government with the surveillance of public election, some person who can 
be trusted to see that the general level ~f morality does not fall low, an'd that this 

· authority should have the power of asking · the District Court ~o make a preliminary 
enquir.r prior to the necessary proceedings being instituted. There is only one other 
remark that I have to make. As a matter of practice, the Collector could, if he likes, 
always move the Court. The Collector almost invariably is a rate-payer and, as such, 
he could approach the Court and ask them. to make a preliminary enquiry, but that is 
perhaps rather ·a mean way of getting round the difficulty, and i.t would be very much 
better, I think, if the statute recognised his position in tllis respect and gave him power. 
of movjng the Court. 

These shortly are the grounds on which I would urge that the power be given to the 
Collector as is.now,proposed. The authorities I quoted relating to elections are here and, 
if any honourable member wishes to look into them, they are welcome to do so. 

· The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHA:a MEHTA :-Do they refer to parliamentary elections 
.as well as local elections? 

The Honourable lli. CURTIS :-They refer to both. 

_The Honori.rable-Rao :Bahadur SnniNIWAs KoNnEn. RoDDA spoke as follows:-Your 
.Excellency, _sections 22 (1) and 22 (a) were discussed at great length in the Select 
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Committe~, and in-- the first instance,' if ! my ~emory fails me not, there were four 
members votin(J' in favour of the section and four against it, but when the.· Honourable 

0 . 

Mr. CuRTIS explained the whole thing; the matter was reconsidered and . then there was, 
I think, no dissentient vote. 

Now coming directly to the clauses, section 22 (1) is clear enough for those indivi· 
duals who wish to dispute the validity of an election and have recourse to law .. He is 
entirely at liberty to go to the District Judge. But circumstances in the mofussil are 
such that when there is an election, when there _are two parties, when one gets the upper 
hand by means rather foul than the man who has not the courage to go and apply to the 
District Judge, because he is' afraid of some mischief being done to him ~by the stronger 
party, to whom then has he to go for redress in such cases? Because he himself cannot 
take the initiative being afraid of the stronger man, therefore someb~dy ought to come 
to his assistance in such cases. That is the reason why section 22 (1) (a) has been 
inserted, because if the Collector sees that in elections any extraordinary cases crop up, 
then only he can exercise his right of applying to the District Judge if he has sufficient 
evidence to show that •. What the Honourable Mr. SATRE appreP,ends is, he thinks that 
sometimes the Collector may hav~ his ears poisoned and some person may go and speak 
to the Collector, but the Collector will not always be guided by such things, because 
this is a very serious matter, and he will give the matter his due consideration, and 
before applying to the District Judge, he will sift the whole evidence, and then only if 
he is satisfied, he will apply to the District Judge. So the protection of the Collector is 
needed_ in extreme cases, and not in the ordinary cases. Ia the ordinacy way 
section 22 (1) (a) which has ~een inserted is a safeguard to prevent mischievous 
persons.from taking undue advantage of the weaker party. With that view the Collector's 
interference in such cases is necessary. On these grounds I wish to oppose the 
Honourable :air. SATHE's amendment. 

The Honourable :Mr. HAUCHANDRAI VISHINDAS spoke ns follows :-Your Excel
lency, I think it. my duty to correct my Honourable friend Mr. RoDDA who seems to ba 
labouring under a misconception as to what actually happened in the Select Committee. 
He is quite right in regard to the version that he has given, that there was a division 
first, and there were four against four, but when he says tha~ eventually there was n() 
dissentient voice, he is mistaking the fact about the period and the actual merits of tho 
section. After the first division when by the casting vote the section as it stood was 
carried, the discussion centered round the point as to whethEr the period of two months. 
should be retained or reduced to one month. Of cour.;e, after the first point of the merits 
of the section had been actually settled against the dissentients, they all joined in having 
one month, in that I think I will be corroborated by others who were present in the Select 
Committee. In fa~t those Members who opposed the enactment of this clause were S() 

very strong ab:mt it that they could n'ot possibly abandon their po~ition. So far as 
regards the Honourable Mr. RoDDA's version. 

As regards the arguments that have been advanced by the Honourable ~Ir. CURTis, 
he wai very F-tr::mg about it in the Select Committee, as he has been strong here, but 
the point that he urged does not seem to have such a fore~ as he would give .to it. He 
seems to think that in very many cases the defeated party_.would fight shy pf ~oming to 
the Court, and therefore the object of having corrupt practices brought to light in a 
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.Court of law would not be served as often .as. ought to be served.· I think, in· the first 

.place, he is wrong in not having a correct view of human nature. - At least some of us 

.have learnt this, that feelings run so very high at elections that the defeated party is so 
excited that he runs to the Court ; very often the defeated pa~ty has ·such a weak ·case 
that he gets ,defeated in the Court even .. Therefore the apprehension that t~e Honourable 
)rr. 1CURTIS.e~tertains really h.as v~ry' _little existence in fact. But assuming for the 
~a~e· of argument that that was so, some instances would arise of parties being squared 
,up, ~s _the lionourable Mr. SETALVAD puts'it, that is, that they must be at a disadv~ntage. 
,Now l~t us ·put that disadvantage in. one sctlle, and the other in the other scale, and let 
;us s.ee_ .which. would preponderate. I am clearly of opinion that in the circumstances of 
this coun_try, the disadvantag~s of allowing the Collector the power of interference do 
prepo~~erate. . The Honourable Mr. CURTIS has quoted us speeches _on English practice, 
.and. the Honourable Sir ~HEROZESHAli MEHTA put a question as to whether that relatea 
'to merely Parli~mentary elections or local election~!, _and the answer was that it related 
_to both el~ctions. Assuming .that it ·is so, i submit that the conditions of this country 
'are so widely divergent from the conditions existing in England, that those· provisions 
.cannot .be safely embodied in the provisions of Indian law for this, l'eason. The relative 
position of the Direot~r ofT Public Prosecution-s in· England as against the people there 
is not e~ctly the sam~ as the relative· position of the Collector in this country. · If a 
._provision like this is allQwed'to be inserted, I can picture to my mind's eye as .to what 
woul~·~ctually happ~n. Inste·ad of the defeated party going to the Court, as he now 
:do~s~ he ·w:ould go to the Collector, because in the. first place, he would be free from the . . .. . 
·exp_~~se," and in the second place he WOUld be free also from -the Worries ~f the litigation 
:.and.the ~vii consequences of it, and in th~ third place, he will find that certainly by far the 
·:more advantageous course is to go to the Collector who, if he chooses to go to the Civil Court, 
~1vill ha~e the enormous res01uces and help of ·the Government by his side, and if he 
happens to be the complainant in the case against the successful MUniciilal·candidate he will 

-·:3lso ~have at least in the eyes of the public a very unfair advantage even in litigation, because 
1 he' will come·With·all the prestige' of the Government, and it will be supposed t~at he 
. must have· a/very stron·g case before he comes to Court, so that in nine cases out of ten, 
.-the other- party:will be at a.very unfair disadvantage •. Taking all these things into consi
:deration~ that .the Collector _has got a period of 30 days instead of 10 days, the advantage 
. would lie in: the- man's approaching . the Collector :rather.· than the Civil Court directt 
·-so that· the direct effect of this provision would be to .relieve the party· .whose duty it is 

· to ·go to··the Court :of the responsibility, burden and cost of that which will be put on the 
·Collector who will have to spend.all that money in litigation which would come from the 

. revenue~ of the:State. 

·_ -. . Then the Honourable Mr. CuRTis told us that, as a matter of fact, even under the 
·_ Jlr~sen~_Ja;,,it is opei;J. to the Collector to go to the Civil Court as a rate-payer,- but you 
' want that this· power should be distinctly given t~ him, but I say that if that is so, 

if the Collector bas even under the present state of law IJOW~r to go to the Court, that is· a 
, strong reason'why this provision should not be inserted. here, because it is sup_erfiuous. 
· In this country, as has ,been pointed out, and although I would not like to repeat what 
'has b~eii·:already~said by the Honourable Mr. RonDA and the Honourable Mr. SATHE, 
'·l trunk we·oright to be very careful to see how we insert a provision of this kind, as it 
i will ;open a wfde door to unscrupulous and: malicious people who will just run, up to the 
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Collector in order to avoid aJ.l tha,t r~sponsibility which. would _de~~Iv:e upqn _t}le~selyes 
if they were. to go ~o tb,e Courf'direct. I think it will ,be _vers;- harrassinir to the· ·p11b~c 
if power in.this form is vested _in_the pollector,_ or~- Subordin~te Office~ or tp~·Director o~ 
Public ~rosecutions. . I think that even if we take into consideration· the :~advat;ttage" 
and the evils that. have been pointed out by the Honourable. }4r. CuRTis, '~ven 'then I ~ay 
that the balance of convenience and the balance of safety lies in not h~vmg this provision, 
because the disadvantages do really preponderate. For _these reasons .I strongly supporl 
the Honourable Mr. SATHE. · . . " · · v. ~ • 

·' 
. . 

. · The Honourable 1\fr. LALUBHAI S.Ali.ALDAS ·MEHTA spoke, as follows :~tour 
Ex~ellency, I beg to support the amendment moved· by· my ·H~~o~rable frle~d 
1\Ir. SATHE. I had no time to look at the English Act which the Honourable ·Mr. CURTIS 
kindly placed at our disposal, but I find that the office of' the Director o{ P,ubli~·P·rosecu· 
tions is not like that of the Collector of a district. Here if the Collector. of a district· in 
which the )Iunicipality is situated wishes to question the validity of. an eiection, .. ~e 

' 'I ) : ' 

applies to the District Judge. There the ·Director ·or Pu~lic Prosecutions ~s ·pr.actically 
a Court. Not only that. The expenses and t~e cost of litigation will· not. be paid . from 
His ~:Iajesty's Treasury, but will be borne by the parties themselves._ .The pro~eedfngs 
are open, there is a regular application, and the · cost ~s to be .borne . br the parties. 
Therefore the ·argument of the Honourable .Mr •. CuRTis·does. not··hold good. ·Moreove~,' 
the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS himself by saying that·he was prepared to restrict the operation 
of this section to corrupt practices, pure and simple, bas gi~en away practically ;three .. 
fourths of his case. · · ·' · 

As regards the purity of elections, I want to have as much purity as possible, and 
it is only on ·moral grounds that I support this amendment. . ; : -

My Lord, if a man bas not got the moral courage to go to Court and file a case for 
corrupt practices, it means that if he. cannot do so~ he ought not to ._be allowed to coni~ 'in 
in an unde!'hand way, through somebody to go to the Collector to- represent his cas~ In 
any way he likes. It will "be practically demoralisation: of the constituency· .if we ·a~e 
going to allo)V electors to go to the Collector in this way, and on these moral grounds, 
I support the amendJ?lent. ·: : 

.. 
The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 

I understand that there are a great number of speakers on this am~ndment, arid if it is 
Your Excellency's intention to adjourn, I would suggest that we might adjourn now, 
because I do not think we are likely to finish till a late hour. If Your Excellency 
wishes me to proceed with my remarks, I will do so, but I am likely to take a· little 
time with my observations. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I should very much like to hear them. 

The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA (continuing) :-The question that has 
to be consid,ered. on the present occasion, as it occurs to me, is whether the power which 
is at pres~nt given· to every voter and every candidate to appeal on the question of' the 
validity of elections should be supplemented by giving the same powers to the Colle~tor 
.also. I d~ not think I need say ihat I yield to none in my desire to secure' purity of 
electio~s. , As a matter of fact, in the Bombay City _Corpora~on, I have taken no~ an 
unimporta'9t part ~n trying to get our election sections amended with this objeot.in view. 

~ • .. • • • • • .I ' ' ' • 
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When legislation was undertaken by this Council to amend the Bombay Municipal Act 
I had a humble share in securinO' election sections amended. Even now an important 

. 0 

Committee of the Corporation is sitting for the purpose of suggesting to Government 
certain further amendments. I need hardly say that every one of us is very strongly in 
favour of securing purity of elections. However anxious we are in this respects I think 
the people of the City of Bombay would emphatically protest against any official inter .. 
ferenoe in the ln.atter of taking action to question the validity of elections~ 'Ihe reasons 
which would induce the citizens of Bombay to resent this interference are, to my mind, 
largely a~entuated by the difference of conditions ·prevailing. in the Presidency. towns 
and in the districts. The Collector's position in the district is that of the head of the 
adnl.inistration and it appears to me that once you provide that the Collector can take 
a~tio~ in the matter of questioning the validity of elections, very serious consequences 
~result. In the first place I should like the Council to consider what will be the 
effect of providing that a voter or a candidate must institute proceedings within 10 days 
and the Collector within 30 days. Would not a likely appellant prefer to move the Collector 
on 'the ~hance of his taking up the matter P If a reference is made to the Collector he 
Will have to decide whether he will take it up, or whether he will not. If the Collector 
decides not to take up a case for questioning the validity of an election the object of 
·securing puritY. of election will in reality be defeated. The party wanting to appeal 
'would be deterred from filing his application in time in the hope that the Collector 
·would take the matter· up. So that though the right of appealing to the District Judge 
still remains, the very fact of the alternative having been provided would reduce the 
~number of appeals and would in that way defeat the very object, with which this 
additional provision is proposed to be made. Let us now exa:rirlne what would be the 
. result if t~e Collector decides to take up the case and becomes a party to an appeal 
questioniiig the validity of an election ? The Collector, who, as I have said, is the head 
of the administration in the distri~t will be held to ·adopt a partisan attitude. I would 
:ventu~e to ask Your Excellency's Government to consider whether in such a matter ns 
· elections it is 4esirab~e ·that the Collector should be placed in that position. I hold, Sir* 
that having regard to the official position of the Collector it is highly undesirable that 
he should be allowed to mix himself up in these matters of election. · · 

. . . 

. N 9W, Sir, I s~ould Iik~ to· call ~ttention to another point. The Collector befol'e 
deciding to take up. such a case will have to In3ke enquiries probably through his 
subordinate officials.. Relying upon such enquiries he will have to produce as witnesses 
th~ v~ry p~o~le _ _\Vl;l..Q· ~ould ~ve if this alternative had not· be'en provided gone 
·to Court unde~ the existin~ law. If they break down in. cross-examination and if in 
spite of all the careful preliminary enquiries, the case is decided by the ·District Court 
against the. Collector he .would be held liable for th~ costs of the other side. Will the 
O()ll~ctor pay these costs .out of publi~ fu:r:tds or. wi~l he_ get a guarantee from the p:nty 
'.'vho ~ay have moyed hiin and who should ther.efore be regarded as the real complainant ? 
)n an1 .case, I would as~ Your Excellency's Government to · consider whether .in these 
matters it is desirable to place the Collector in such a position? I venture to submit , . . . 

that it is. wholly _undesirab~e ~o do ~o. 

.. ,_~urther :I :should like to invite the attention· of Your Excellency's ·Government to 
_anoth~~ aspect o~ the question which, to my mind, is of far greater irnp.>rtance in consider~ 
ing this matter, and it is the effect which· this amendment will have upon the 
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candidates desiring to stand for election. Now, Sir, I do not think that anyone will 
deny that the success of municipal administration will depend upon the class of men 
who could be drawn to do this honorary service. It is eminently desirable that every 
thinoo should be done to induce the best men to come forward and offer their services' for 

0 

the local administration of mofussil districts. If this power of questioning the validity 
of elections is conceded to the Collector, this Council has to consider what effect it will 
have upon the candidates desiring to offer themselves for election.. It has been repeatedly 
stated in the course of this discussion that tbere is consid~rable party-feeling in the 
mofussil municipalities and we have heard of one instance in which on the question of 
the appointment of a Chief Officer this feeling was carried to the extent ·of a whole 
niooht's sitting without any decision being arrived at. When such strong party-feeling 

0 . 

exists in the districts, it is to my mind totally undesirable for the Collector to take up 
the cause of any person in questioning the validity of any election. If intending 
candidates feel that the weight of 'the Collector's name will be added to the election 
petitions which might be made against them before a District Judge. I venture to think 
that most of them will be discouraged thereby and local self-Government will be seriously 
affected by the want of suitable and qualified men essentially necessary for its success. 
Sir, it appears to me that the arguments advanced by the HoJ!ourable Mr. CuRTis can 
hardly apply. The conditions as my Honourable friend Mr. HARCHANn:air has pointed 
out are entirely.different. In England the population consists of one race belonging to 
one religion and what is of even greater importance, they are a]J. literate. Primary 
education was made compulsory in England many years· ago. These conditions do not_ 
obtain in India. In Bombay City with the advance that it has already made, those 
Councillors who have gone through Municipal Elections as I have done, know that even 
ihere, there is a good number of illiterate voters who at the time of attending the polling booth 
put their mark on the voting paper. There is another class of men who do not regard 
it in the slightest. degree as a corrupt practice for a son to vote in his father's name, for· 
the father to vote in his son's name and for a brother to vote in his brother's name •. 
These practices are' corrupt and illegal in law, but. in actual practice these people do ~ot: 
regard them as such and in the cases which have gone to the Small Causes Court the 
Chief Judge has held that votes given in this way are bad votes in law and has expunged 
them but bas not regarded them as immoral or casting any reflection upon the candidates. 
Now, Sir, with these conditions prevailing in a City like Bombay and looking at the 
illiteracy that must be prevailing amongst the voters in the districts, with the low 
qualifications laid down and in view of tbe sentiments of the people in the matter of 
voting for a brother or a son or a father, what a wide scope there must be for the prevailing 
party-spirit to assert itself and discourage in consequence of this amendment ihe candida· 
ture of really qualified men •. ~ I beg to submit that looking at the question from every 
point of view the proposed interference of the Collector is undesirable. Examining the 
question from. tha point of view of Government, I am sure they will themselves recognise 
that it is undesirable to allow the head of the administration to create an impression that 
he is taking a partisan view in going to Court for the purpose of questioning the validity 
of elections. I have argued the matter in view of the comprehensive nature of the 
proposed section but if it is restricted as the Honourable Mr. CuRTis pointed out t() 
corrupt practices, it would still be open to serious objection. · I have already pointed out 
that what is a corrupt practice in law is not regarded as such by popular sentiment. 

H 41-195 
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But apart from that Your Excellency will see that sub•section 5 of clause 8 lays down 
that "'No Court shall take cognisance of any offence under this sectio!l. except with· the 
previous sanction or on: the complaint of the District Judge.', It therefore follows that 
if'any compromise of the kind mentioned by the Honourable the. Chief Secretaryi8likely 
to be inade which :would result in a suppression of' proceedings, the' District Judge is 
given the power of prev nting it by sending such ·cases to a First Class 1\:fagistrate. If 
this power is being vested in the District Judge, there appears ·to be· no reason why it 
should also be given to the Collector.· To my!· mind the Collector's position ought· to be 
one as the head of the administration and he should not risk creating an impression· of 
having anything to do with any party-spirit prevailing . in the district. · His function is 
to try and mete out even handed justice to all parties without identifying himself with 
any.· Your Excellency, I l1ope, this amendment in the law will not be passed. 

· · · His Excellency the PnEsiDEN~ • ....:..I think it will be to tb:e. · conv~nien~e og honot;~r
able members if we now ad ourn till11-30 to-morrow morning. 

The Council adjourned tillll-30 ori Thursday, the 30th July 1914. 

By order of His Excellency the Right Bonourable the Gocernor, 

S. G. KHARKAR, 
Acting Secretary to the Legislative Council. 
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Journal of the Proceedings of the Legislative Council Qf the Governor of 
Bombay, assembled under the provisions of the Indian· Oo~cils. Acts, 
1861 to 1909. 

The Council met at Poona. on Thursday, ~he 30th July 1914, at 11-30 a.m. 

PRES B'N T: 
- . 

His Excellency The Right Honourable Lord WILLINGDON RATTON, G.O.I.E., 
Governor of :Bombay, preaidin,q. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD AmllLETT LAD, K.C.S.I., O.I.E., I. C. S .. 
The Honourable Mr. PRA.BliA.SRA.NKAR D. PATT.ANI! C.I.E. 
The Honourable Mr. -W .. D. SHEPPARD, C.I.E., I. C. 8. 
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The Honourable Mr. R. P. BAR:n.ow, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. DATTAT&AYA VENKATESJI BELVI, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. T. W. BIRKETT, 
The Honourable Mr. GnuLm MuHAMMAD walad Khan Bahadur WALt MUIIAMMAD 

BHURGRI, Bar.·at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. FAZAL:BHOY MEHER!LLY CniNOY. 
The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTis, C.S.I., I. C. s. 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MoNTE, M.D., L.R.O.P. {Lond.), L.H. & S. 
The Honourable Dewan Bah:id.ur KAsa:nrATII RmcHANDRA GoDBOLE. 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM. 
The Honourable :Mr. G. w. HATCH, t. c. s. r 

The Honourable SHEIKH GnuLAY HussEIN HmAYATALLAH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEE:BROY, Bart. 
The Honourable Mr. J. E. C. JuKEs, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHNA SITARAY KAliAT. 
The Honourable Sardar DuLA:BAWA RAISINGJI, Thakor of Kerwada. 
The Honourable Mr. NAVROJI DoR.A.:BJI KIIANDALAVALA, LL.B. 
The Honourable :Mr. J:EHA.NGm H. KoTHARI. 
"The Honourable Surgeon-General R. W. S. LYoNs., M.D., I.:M. S. 
'The Honourable Sardar Sir 0IIINUBIIAt liADIIAVLAL, BART., C.I.E. 
The Honourable :Mr. J. A. D. lfcBAIN. 
The Honourable ~Ir. LALUBRRI SAMA.LD.!.S liEHTA, C.I.E •. 
The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MERWANJEE MEHTA, K.C.I.E., Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. G. F. MILLETT, 
-The Honourable Rao Saheb VENKAT.ESH Sli~INIVAS NAIK. 
The Honourable Mr. E. FE:&RERS NICHOLSON, 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur R!MANBHAI MARIPAT~.ut NILKANTII, LL.B. 
The Honourable Yr. RAGHUNATH PunsnorTTAY PARANJPYE. 
'The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHAl'."DAS PAREKH, LL.B. 
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The Honourable Mr. VITHAL:BHA.I JHAVERBHA.I PATEL, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable· Mr. AnnuL HussEIN AnAMJI PEERBROY . 
. The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA, Kt., C.I.E. 
r.rhe .Honourable Mr. MANMOIIA~A.s RAMJI. 
'.rhe Honourable Rao Bahadur SnRINIWAS KONHER RonDA. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESII KRISHNA SATHE. 
The Honourable'Mr. W. H. SHARP. 
The Honourable Sir FREDERICK L. SPROTT, Kt. 
The Honourable Mr. E ... G. TURNER, I.C.S. 
The Honourable :Mr. SHRIDRAR BALKRISRNA U:PASANI. 
The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VISHINDAS, LL.B. 

. ' 

His Excellency the PRESIDEN-T :-Order, order. ·A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
District Municipal Act. Clause 7. Before we continue the discussion of this particular 
clause that we are on at this moment, ll:lY Honourable Colleague has a certain suggestion 
to make to the Council, which I hope will receive their attention. 

• I 

The Honourable Mr. PRABHASHANKER D. P ATTANI ·then spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, Gover1:1ment have heard with great inte"rest the speeches that were made 
D.ere yesterday, ancl are of opinion that the best course would he to delete clauses 7 and 
8 and take up later on a separate Bill dealil:lg with the checking of corrupt practices 
at all elections including the Legislative Council, the Local Boards and the Municipalities 
with a view to secure purity of ~lections. I hope.that this course \vould be acceptable 
to the Council. What the Council wants to~day is the deletion of clause 7. Government 
~nstead propose . that both the clauses may be delete~ in· order that these may be dealt 
with fully later on. · · · · · · 

The motion was then put to the vo.te and carried. 
Clauses 7 and. 8 were therefore omitted. 

His Excellen~y.t~e PRESIDENT :-Clause 9. The Honourable Mr. UrA.SANI, 

The Honourable Mr. U:PASANI :-After what has fallen from the Honourable Member 
in charge of the Dill I beg to withdraw my _amendment .. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Amendment by leave withdra,wn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 9. The Honourable lir. VITHALBHAI 
J AVE U:BHAI p ATEL. 

·The Honourable Mr. VITIIAL"BHAI JAVER"BHAI.PATEL then spoke as follows.:-Your· 
Excellency, section 23. (ci) which is a new section added. by the Select Committee· 
says' (Reads) • . • · 

' ' 

This is entirely a new provision. In the Bill as it stood originally this provision did 
not exist but the Select Committee thought it desirable that the power of criticisin(JI the 

. . . . ' 0. 

actions of the Municipal Commissioner should be given to the ~unicipality and it is with 
that view alone that this clause has been' inserted. It appears that in the Bill as amended 
the liunicipal administration of a District Municipality is divided into two parts by the 
Select Committee, e. e., the municipal government and the executive government and 
it is provided that the municipal government shall vest in the Municipality and the 
executive government shall vest in the ::Municipal Commissi~n.er. So far I have no. 
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criUcism to offet. ·. But, it was suggested by. the Honourable, :Mr. H&BOlUNDJUt: VrsltiNDAS 

in. the Select Committee§ and I Assume that' he hils not changed~- his opinion &inhe, ~bat: 
the words" except as in tli.iS Act otherWise expr~ssly· !protided:':' mo$t be dropped;~ 
because w11en it is the intention· of the lEJgisla.ture to vest the Mrinioipal Government. 
in a ·Mtuiicipality, the clause "exeept where. it is otherwise expressly provided'' would 
throw doubt on the question whether the absolute municipal government vests in _the 
Municipality or not. If we substitute instead of the words" except as irt thh Act othel'.;· 
wise expressly provided'' the·words "notwithstanding anything contained in.this Act"~ 
the object, I believe, of vesting the municipal government in the Mnnicipality ·would 
be carried out. I do not really. understand· how there .c.ould: be at:Jy exception to the: 
absolute right of a Municipality to. have the. municipal government vested in. itself. 
H the conduct or the actions of a ·Municlpai Commissioner with regard to matters vested. 
in hi~ by the Bill were not approved by the Municipaiity they must be.open·~·fair·and_ 
full rriticism by the body ; and unless you ,allow t'le Municipality to do ~hat,~'t am afraid. 
the Municipal Commissioner will be an autJcrat. This is a check and. .a very healthy' 
check on the actions of 'a Municipal Commissioner as he :will always feel thit whatever 
he d~es is subject to crit~ci~~ by the Municipality. 1 therefore submit that ~-h~. 
amendment shoul~ be accepted. _. : ... 

The Honourable Rao Bah4dur RAMANBHAI MAHIPATRAM NILKANTH spoir~ as follows:~. 
Your Excellency, I am afraid that this amendment .is liable to several objections •. The 
Honollrilble Mr. PATEL has, it seems, 'overlooked the fact that. the District M:unicipaJ Aot 
provides for cases where acts ·of municipal government are to be performed by autorities 
other than the Municipality. · For instance, section 174t (1) of the Act enacts," If. in th& 
opinion o_f the Collector, the execution of any order or resolution of a Muoicip:dity, ·or·· 
the doing of anythilig which is about to be done or is being done by or; on behalf of a 
:Municipality, is causing or is likely to cause injury or annoyance to tl:te public, or lead 
to a breach of the peace, or iS· unlawful, he may, by order in writin~ unJer his , signature. 
suspend the execution oi' prohibit the doing thereof''.. Similarly' section .1!75 :(1): enacts, 
"In cases of emergency ·the ·Collector may provide for the exec11tion of anv :wor'c, ot 
the doing of any act, which a Muilicipality are empowered to execute ot do and the imtne- · 
diate -execution or doing of which is, in his opinion, necessa~ for t ·te · hedtb. or sa.fet_y:. 
of 'the· public, amtmay direct that the expense of executin~ the. work .or) doing the act.. 
with· h. reasonaUe i"emlineration t() the person appointed to execute or.do it1 shall be. 
forthwith paid by the Municipality". When these contingenci~s occur. the municipal. 
government in these particular ma,.tte:t:s in:.A.uestiondoes not for th~. tim~: be~ng v~st in 

·the Munic~pality;.;. Agaip s~ctio~.179.of th~ Act provi~es for thesupersession~f·a Muni· 
cipa~i~y •. ~f t~e wqrding of th~ .~.~esent sub·~A~~ion ·:w·~~~. ": ~o~withs~~~.~in~ a~~t.!"ng 
contamed m the .act the Mumc1pal Government ol a YumCipal D1str1ct vests m the 
Municipality'', ft \vould mean that in spite o£ the provuiiorls of sections 174:, 175 a·n,ll79 · 
the· ~~ unicipality wouid exercise the powers which ate dealt with by those sect tons.· 
There \\·ould thus be a conflict betwee~ the provis;ions of' se\ltion 23 (a) { l) and sections! 
174, ~ ~.5_, _and '17~. Fort?er, the present Bill provides 'for th~ ~r'unicip~l Comnt~sioner ~ 
exerclSlng certainpowers without there beincr an appeal to the .\{unicip:ility, an~ t 110se 

I I " , l • . • 0 , " 

pr~~isip~s. w,o?l~ _(wn:~ic~ ~jtJ~ 'se~,tio~ ·23 (a)· (1) ~it is amended as proposel: · I tller~f~re. 
oppot'e this arueuument. . ·' 
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·· · ·- .The·,·n~nourable Mr. ·Pn.unusaANKEB. D. PA'ITANI spoke· as follow:s. :;.._,lour Eteel· 
laney,. this clause was ·very carefully :considered, in the· Select Committee- and the 
reasons the Honourable Mr. Ruu.NBHAI has just :now given for its inclusion in the Bill 
had been put forward even then. It was further added that.this clause was on the lines 
of .a clause in the Bombay Municipal .A.ct, and I trust the Honourable .Mr. PATElJ will 
admit that if the experienced Corporators of Bombay had not found it derogatory to their 
dignity to acc~pt the conditions, I think that smlller District Municipalities will not 
do so. In view of the fact that if the Honourable Mr. PATEL's amendment were accepted 
it ·would conflict with the other provisions of this Act, I hope the Honourable Mr. PATEL 

would see his way probably to.withdraw his·amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JaAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows:-Your Excel· 
lency, I am very sorry I _can.~ot see my way to withdraw my amendment. 'I cannot 
understand how it can interfere with certain powers vested in the Colleetor or the M uni
cipal Commi'~sioner. All that is intended by this clause is that the. Municipslit.v should 
have the powe~ of criticising the actions of executive officers. If the clause has any 
meaning' at'all, this is the only meaning, and I therefore do not understand bow it can 
in ap.y way interfere with the p~wers of the Collector under sections 174,175 or li7 just 
cited hy my Honourable friend Rao Bahadur ·N 1 LKANTH. If the CollectQr under the po\crers 
given to him by the Act does anything, is not the Municipality entitled, if it is of opinion 
that the powers exercised by bim are to the detriment of the Municipal administratiou, t9 
pass a Resolution criticising the conduct of that officer. I therefore submit that, unless it 
is made clear to the Muoicipal Counmllors in the mofussil that· they have an absol,ute 
right to criticise the conduct or. actions of any authority wb.o exercises the powers given 
to him under the Act to. the prejudice of the :Municipality ·they will be working under 
the inipression that they are not so authorised. · It has. been urged that there is . already 
a ·provision· in the· Bombay Act similar to that in the .Bill.· I quite see that, but I would 
~ubmit .. that .the conditions of Bombay . are quite different. .There is a strong public 
opinion :i:b.'BJmbay, and· they have also very strong representatives. on the M!micipal 
Corporation like my friend the Honourable Sir PnEROZESHA H :MEHTA and the Honourable 
Sit IBRAHIM, and I would certainly like to have it made quite clear to the :Municipal 
Councillors in the mofussil where the conditions are quite different that they have a power 
to. control or criticise the actions of the Municipal Commissioner. .Unless we. make it 
expre8sly :clear by statute, I am afraid that they will always be under the impression 
that they have not got that power. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 

·: .·His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 10-the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

.. · The Honourable Mr. SnRIDHA& BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as fdlows :-Your Excel· 
I(mcy, · thjs clau~e runs thus :-(Reads). In my humble opinion with the provision 
that-is already rriade in clause 9 as it stands, there is. no need for the addition of this 
~~use. In clause 9 we have made it absolutely clear that where a Municipal Commis
si()m3r is appoir_lted, the ~xeoutive functions shall vest m him,. and that the government of 
th~:. ¥unioipality shall vest in the :Municipality. My Honourable friend Mr. PATEL 

wanted to have it made more clear that the government shall vnt t~bsolutely in the 
.Municipality, but that amendment has not been accepted and that being the case if now 



we ·retalli el:iwie-10,. and.deprive the' President of the: powers rested i;n:him unde~.~ction~2._~;r 
the M unioi pal government will be only. nominally vestPd in the Municipality and practicalljr · 
the M rinicipal {)ommissioner will be the master. of. the situation, with~ the- r~ult, that 
the. powers of'general supervision and control now· exercised by the Presid.~nt.·w~ll :nq~:'! 
be allowed to be exercised by him. · This practically makes sub-clause 1 of clause 9 
almost nugatory-. The. powers vested in the President under clauses (b), (c)- and (d) .. ,are_ 
.only these :-(Rcadsj. ] ask if it .is. not necessary that when the government o£. ~~~· 
~MunicipaUty is to ve~t in the :Mumctpal body, that body should have the pow~r .. to_ 
watch ov~r the financial and executive administration ? What shall we mean .by haVing:. 
the government vested. in: the Municipality if all thesepowers are not to be exercised by the 
Ofii~r who represents the opinion of the Municipality. The Municipality as a corporate 
body .mmnot express i~elf except through its President. The President is in many cases 
appointed by Government, or elected by a large m:1jority of Municipal Cori.ncil.lors. He 
is in a way the chosen _Lord Mayor of the town with the votes of all the Mem 'lei's. lie 
nolds a ·much higher position and higher responsibtlity than the ordinary Members of the 
Municipal council, and his election is not only by a bare majority, but by a majority of 
·two-thirds. That being the case, I think if you want to keep any semblance of power 
of government in t~e ~Iunicipality itself, the clauses {b) and (c) in section ~4 ought to 
be all?~edto remain as they are, and the new clause 10 ought to disappear. . 

N~w clause (c) .of section 24 says: (Rea1s) •. If we do not allow the President to 
exercise his powers under clauses (c) and (d) of section 24, he will be a. mere figure-head. 
~e Municipal Commissioner, though he may be a high functionary in the Municipality, 
:will after all be a servant of the Municipality and if that· servant is to have the absolute 
:control over the finances, this clause will make him absolutely free from all control and 
check by the Municipal body.· You may pass any resolution, but his action will be un. 
:Controlled, whereas the Collector, who is not directly r~ponsible for the government of 
the Municipality, has the power expressly given. to him)n the Act of not only .exercis~ng 
general supervisicn but of even interfering with every act and staying ~he execution.of 
any order. He bas ample powers given him unier the &ection just read by my Honour. 
able friend :Mr. PATEL, If these powers are given to th~: Collec'tor, is it not fair that the 
officer. ~ho is actually responsible for the efficient government of the Municipality should 
also _have those necessary powers? Without these powers what will he be? Morever, these 
powers are to be exercised subject to the rules framed by the Municipality. · Those rules 
will be framed consistently with the powers that are to be given to the Mwiicipal Com· 
missioner and subject to the sanctio~ of government. · 

If you desire that the :Municipal administration should go on smoothly _and efficiently, 
it is absolutely necessary that there should be something requiring the President and 
the Commissioner to give and take and to co-operate witll each other, and in fact to 
tinderstand that it is their mutual interest that they should help each other in the satis
factory and efficient administration ·of the Uunicipality. Already the a.nple powers 
vested in the Commissioner are calculated to m!J.ke his p1sition more secure thaa it need 
be, and it would be, I think, anomalous that the head of the body in whom tha .Municipal 
government is vested should not have the ·power to supervise and control its own financial 
or executive administration. In routine executive work you may not allow the power of 

:'interference, but the general power of watching over the financial administration of the 
·Municipality in any matter which to the President may appear to be irregular or against 
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th~ i'iil.~s shouid I remaii1: with hitne In ordinatj Municipalities we seE) that the P.residen t 
hl.~,v~ry little power ·oter the· proceedings bf lhe working committees and yet .the Presi• 
d~nt~of. the Municipality iS held by Governtnent responsible for the due administration 
aira·nbfthe workih'g·coi:ntxl.itiees or the chief officer· who is after all a servant~ 1 

" ' I , 

n ! Th~n .. We shan ket :Municipal dominissionei-s'bf different gra~es and different s!atus 
at)~oratiO' to ·th~·~means of the Mlinicipalities. That being the case, and bearing in mind 
tllkt tiies~ p~ovisioilS are meant to be extended to a n.urhber of Municipalities even in towns 
~tb i~ss 'thari' tcd,tiod population .. (think .it. wouid be b~tter to allow se~tion 2! to 
. stahtl a~ it i§, iuid. to delete ·cia use 10 as I prt>p~se. · . . · . · . 

~: .. _Th~: ~o~91:1;~ble .. Mr. ViTHAL~HAI . J HAVE RBHAI . PATEL spoke .as . foll~ws :-Yo~ 
~.xceliency, I am. af~aid I am. unable. to appr.eciate. the argumen~s of the Hono'Urab~? 
.Mr. HARCHANDRAI. ·He was on the Select Committee and there he expressed himself 
strongly i~ ·f~v~~r of retaining. th~ powers of th~ Pre~ident •. An~~ when votes were 
taken both the Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE and the Honqurable Mr. HAR'CHAS'DRAI 
oppose~ th~ p~opo~ed change a~d, on a reference t~ page 5_ili of the R~port of t~e Select 
C},o

1
mmittee, we :find the following ~omm ents added regarding the most important cl~uses 

of the Biij (rea4s)~ . 1 • • 

His Excellency tlie P:s.EsiDEN'T :-Order, Order. .I really do not. think. it worth 
while knowil!-g all that has happened in the SeleQt Committee. We want the Council 
to. go on and not hear all what the~ H onour~b1e Mr. HAROHANDRAI ··aid in: the ,Select 
tiQmniittee. · · · . · · · ' · 
't I IJ , '"' ·• ~ ,. " . , r • , , , • 

. ~ ~.~he Honou,rable .Mr~ PATEL (c.ontinning) ::-J1 Your Lordship refers to t~e Select 
· ~mmittee's .. !leport~ Your Lords~ip will: find .. that in the Select Committee th& 
qu~stion, wa~ discuss~ and three gentle me~ .were. i~ f~vour. . ·' 

· His Excellency the PRESID~NT :..;.;..Order, Or fler. I have already told the. Honourable 
Memb'er that he must not make reference to the Select Commitreei I hQpe he. will 
'obey 'my ruling. · · · . ; . . 

· .. ''The Hbnou~rabie''Mr. ;~l~EL toontiriuing):~rn. the 'first place the rearons·Why I 
~WpJiOlt t~e a'~endment''of my Honourable .. friend :Mr. UPASANI is that ·$6 far as the original 
•Bill"is concetne·d~'it did not pro~ose 'toUisturl)' in·tt.ny way the powers ol·tbe. President 
t < ' ~ r , f ,;. I I /', .f ' ._ . f J • • • " e , ' • , , 1 , ,' 

·a\thou'gh if "di4 ·s~ :with regard to tnost 'of 'the -powers of the llunicipal'ity . or th& 
Udliu:h.itt'~s. ··~tis qillt~'clear that section 24 \Vas. left 'un.touched by the framers· of· the 
ongfnal 'l3111.: -'But su'tseq uently somehow' or. other, not. at the first meeting of ·the Select 
Committee but at the second meeting, a ·copy ot the revis'ed draft Bill came in and it· was 
tberefn:proposed ·b'y one of the clauses that the powers of' the Preside-q.t under section 24 
.should be gi~'en o\rer to the Municipai·.Oonimissioner. I do not know how the. clause 
·origiri.ate·d.~ but, it did appear in tb:e revised Bill and ultimately it was decided by .the 
majority' of the Select Com.mittee·to give those powers over to the Municipal Commis· 
sioner. I am sorry that my Honourable friend .M:r. Si!:TALVAD is not hera to-day, otherwise. 
l. would have asked him whether in his opinion, legislation which deprivt:s the Muni· 
·oipality and Committees of most of their powers and the P1·esident of all his powers is 
really. in furtherance . of .the interest· of local self-governmt>nt •. If these powers for 
watching over··,the financial administration of the M•anicipality and the powt>rs CJf gt·neral 
wp·ervi~ltn. and·~on.trul ard riot left with the PresiJ.ent, I am a11aid, in tbe,n.atagemeL' 
,of :the .Mudeipillly by.the ·~~icipal Coinmi:i:doner .as Exee.utive O!fi.cer, ~e, wia turn 
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out to be an autocrat. He must feel that. there is at least one person on the Municipal 
Board who is entitled to control his actions. I can quite understand my Honourable 
fliend Mr. UPAS.ua's argument that the President will be a mere· figure-head if these 
powers which are now vested in him by the existing law are taken away and I quite 
sympathise with his statement that the President is the Lord Mnyor o.f the place. It bas 
been contended, and, with some force, by the Honourable Mr. ~ARCHA:t:¥DRAI that if we 
nllow the duality of control there would be a conflict. May I ask him that since the 
Act of 1901 was passed up to the present day although his Municipality has got an 
Executive Officer since years and although there is that power under section 241 (b) 
and (c) remaining with the President, has there been any occasion of a conflict of au tho-· 
rity between himself in his career as President and the Executive Officer, or between his 
predecessors and the Executive Officer~ C~rtainly not. On the contrary, it will serve 
as a healthy check on the actions of :Municipal Commissioner. I, therefore, heartily 
support the amendment moved by the Honourable 1\Ir. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,
Tbere appears to be some misapprehension in regard to the amendment that we are now 
considering. Under the original law the executive authority vested largely in the 
President. In those Municipalities in which a Munioipal Commissioner is now going 
to be appointed, the executive authority will vest in the Municipal Commissioner. That 
being so, the controlling power under the altered circumstances will vest in the :!Iunici
pality as a whole, and not in the President of the Municipality. Where there will be 
a Municipal Commissioner, the executive power will vest in him, and the J\Iunicipal 
government will vest in the :Municipality, not in the individual hands of the :Municipal 
President. 

It has been argued that the President will then become a mere figure-head. 
J t has to be remembered that the ·division of executive and deliberative functions 
implies that the President will be the head of the deliberative part of the proceedings 
while the Municipality as a whole will control all financial and other matters . . 

In this connection, with Your Excellency's permission, I will inform the Council of 
the practice that prevails under the Bombay Municipal Act. The executive powers 
vest in the Municipal Commissioner, while the :Municipal government of the City vests 
in the :Municipal Corporation. In order to exercise efficient financial control two specific 
provisions have been enacted in the Bombay Municipal Act. One of them is that no 
payment shall be made except by cheque. All the revenue received by tho Municipality 
is paid into the Bank of Bombay, and the sums required for Municipal purpose' are 
drawn by cheques. It is provided in the Municipal Act that no cheque can be honoured 
by the Bank unless it bears the signature of three parties, the Municipal Commissioner 
as the head of tlie executive authority~ one :Member of the Standing Committee, which 
is the same as the Managing Committt:e in District J\Iunicipalities, and the 1\Iunicipal . 
Secretary, a highly paid officer appointed by the Corporation, and controlled by them. 
It is through the l\lunicipal Secretary t)lat the financial control in regard to all payments 
is exercised by the ll unicipality over the Commissioner. 'fhe Commissioner cannot pay 
any amount whatsoever under the 1\Iunicipal Act, unless a Member of the Standing 
Committee and the Chief Officer of the Corporation, who is the :MunicipalSacrclhry, 
sign those cheques. I do not know whether some such provision is propos(d to be 
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provided in this Bill to control payment.· It appears to me that some such. safeguard 
is. very desirable. However dealing with the amendment as it stands, I think that. if you 
have an Exe.cutive Officer of the kind that is contemplated under the Bill, then most or 
the. f®otions which. the President ha.s been exercising in the past can be only exercised 
by tha ~1unioipality as a. whole by specifi(} resolutions which the Municipal Commissioner 
will be bound to carry out, of course if they don ot conflict with the duties which the law 
imposes upon him. Even in re~ard t(} these there are efficient safeguards, but I dl not 
wish to deal with them on the p~esent occasion. I merely wish to point out, th~t, if the 
l\Iembers of this Council representing the District Municipali.ties are so anxious to have 
a Municipal · Commissioner, then these powers can no longer be exercised by the 
President but must· be ccnceded to the Commissioner, subjc.ct to the general control of 
the Municipality as a w.hole. . , • 

The Honourable. Sir CniNUBRAI MADRoWLAL spoke as follows,:-Your Excellency, 
I fully endorse the remarks made by the Honourable Sir limAHIM RAHIMTOOLA· 
With reference. to the remarks that he made in regard to the mofussil Municipalities, 
I would say in connection with the practice followed by the Committee of Management , 
of· 4hmedabad Municipal affairs that p!l.yments are generally made by cheques first 
signed till now by the Chief Officer and then by the Chairman or Vice-Chairman of the 
Committee. Thus the President or the Vice-President. of the Corporation will still have 
to sign cheques if this procedure be adopted. and this will act ·as a sort of control over the 
Municipality as a whole. I think this safeguard ought to be considered sufficient to 
maintain the controlling power of the Municipality as a ,whole. 

The Honourable Rao · Ba.hadur SnRINIW As KaNnER RoDDA spoke as follows :
Your Excellency, this is a subject which was well threshed out in the Select Committee. 
Looking to section 24, there is an amendment t~ delete the whole thing but. clauses (b), 
(a) and (d) which are uncontested. As the Municipal Commissioner is the head of the 
establishment, it is he who is to exercise supervision and control over the acts of the
servants of the MU.nicipality. The accounts and records of the :M:unicipality must be in hi& 
.charge. So there is not·the slightest objection with regard to clauses (a) and {d). 

· ·Now the question is with regard to clause (b). (b) is a clause under which the 
Municipal Commissioner has to work within a limited sphere as it were, because the 
budget is' framed and the amount which he has to spend is fixed,. and it is he who has to 
see that the finances do not run either short or more than what are prescribed in the 
Budget. It is l1e· who has to· accou~t to the general body aS to how much of the budget 
has been exceeded, what re·appropriations are to be made, and what is wanted for further 
expansion in the way of repairs of buildings, roads, etc. All this is the work of the. 
~{unicipal Commissioner. It is only because {a) does not come in, so clauses (b), (c) 

and (d) were kept up, and when under the preceding clause 9 everything connected with 
the Municip~tl Government vests in the Municipality, it is a sufficient safegttard against 
any of the dan~ers apprehended from the delegation of these powers to the Municipal 
Commissioner, and now the practice of drawing cheques is prevalent even in smaller 
M~nicipalities. As a President I sign all the cheques, although the Chief Officer makes 
out those cheques. So even in places where there is a Municipal Commissioner, the 
cheques are ·signed by the President or the Vice-President as a sufficient safeguard, and 
he exercises control over the finl\Ilces of the Mu~cipality. So I do not think that thero. 
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is any danger in the delegation of the powers under clauses .(b), (c) and (d) to the 
:Municipal Commissioner.· On these grounds I oppose the a.tnendment. . 

The Honourable ~Ir. PRABII.A.SHANKER D. PATTANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Ex~ellency there has been a sufficient debate on this clause. The most telling. explan- . ' u , d ' atioil a"ainst the acceptance of the Honourable Mr. PASA.NI s amen ment, is the one 
given by the Honourable Sir InRARlli RAiiniTooLA. He speaks from his experience 
in Bombay, and he has seen that wherever there is a Municipal Commissioner appointed, 
the need for the interference of the President i3 not only unnecessary, but extremely 
undesirable as tending to create trouble by way of introducin.~ dual authority. He has, 
however, raised one point: He says that in spite of the Commissioner being left in full. 
control of all executive affairs, there is need in J)ayment of money that the cheques should 
be signed by the President or Vice-President and one of the Members of the Committee, 
etc. Now the Honourable Sirdar Sir CHINUBIIAI has met tha~ point very strongly. Ifthere 
is no provision already existing in the Act or if there is no practice already prevailing in 
any Municipality, of that nature, under Chapter 5, section 48 (a) of the Act, there is 
power given to the Municipality to regulate the conduct of their business, and under 
that power under the Act the Municipality by the power vested in them of enactincs 
by-laws can very \Tell lay down that all money will be paid by cheques, and that these 
cheques shall be signed by so·many officers. With these safeguards, Your Excellency, 
and with the experience that we have in Bombay, I urge that this amendment of the 
Honourable ~Ir. UPASANI maybe rejected. 

The Honourable Mr. SRRIDIIAR BALK!tiSIINA U PASANI spoke as follmvs :-You:r 
Excellency, I am sorry I have not been able to follow the arguments urged by our 
friends the Honourable Mr. ~RCHANDRAI and the Honourable Sir IBRAHUI and by 
the Honoutable Mover. I think I must· first remove the misapprehe~ion, that in 
proposing to retain the powers of the President, I wish to propose that he should have 
the power to interfere with any executive functions of the Municipal Commissioner with 
regard to ordinary routine executive work. The power of drawing cheques, etc., will 
be part of the routine work which the Municipal Commissioner should do in his executive 
capacity. Now we have an express provision in the Act that whenever a Municipal 
Commissioner is appointed, then all the liunicipal officers will be. subordinate to him 
and subject to his control. That being the case who is to exercise control over the 
Municipal Commissioner himself? Is the President who is rtBponsible to Government 
for the adminstration of the Municipality not even to watch over the proceedings of the 
Municipal Commissioner? There is no dual control over the subordinates. Here the 
Commissioner will continue to have absolute control and supervision over them, but if 
anything wrong occurs or if there is any irregularity in the Municipal Commissioner's 
proceedings who is to look into it and to check it P Shall we expect that each indivi
dual member or the Municipal body as a whole be able to .do it? Government has the 
power of control but it is exercised through some functionaries. Government has the 
power, but it is delegated to the Collector. We should have some body, some concrete 
individual, who will be held responsible ·for the exercise of th:tt· supervision which you 
desire. We must take into consideration the fa~t that the Commissioner in Bombay is 
drawing Rs. 3,000, while in the mofussil we will have an officer ~of the rank of a Deputy 
Collector drawing Rs. 300, and do you think that an officer who draws o~e-tenth of the 
sa~ry of the Mur:icipal Commissioner in Bombay will not require supervision? At 
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present the Chief Officer is an executive officer, and then he is given numerous powers 
under sections 183 and 184 and yet he is subject to the general control and supervision 
of the :President. Nothing wrong has happened until now. Now the Municipal Com· 
missioner is to exercise still wider powers under more than 60 sections in addition to 
those under sections 183 and 184 and to have the absolute control over all the subordi
nates, and do you think he should have his bands absoh,1tely free, and should not have 
any supervision and watching over him? What will the :Aiunicipal .Bodies then have 
to do? Then it would be much better to leave the whole thing to the Municipal Com
~issioner, for on each occasion where an irregularity comes to the notice, the :Municipal 
body will have to go to the Collector and. ask him to interfere. Will that be a ,suitable 
thing ? Yesterday we heard a good deal about the undesirability of the Collector inter· 
faring under the bludgeon clauses of the :Act, and here we are asked. to-day to actually 
sanction that very procedure? Supposing the President and all the members together 

·find that there is.some irregularity, should they have to ask each time the help of the 
Collector to interfere P But before they move the Collector, who will bring the irregu· 
larity to the attention of the general body ? Each Member cannot be expected to do it. 
It is much better to have a responsible officer to do it, and the ·:President will be the 
right man whose business it will be to watch over the Municipal Commissioner's work and 
if net:d be to take needful action to put matters right in proper time. · . . 

I think we ought to have sufficient confidence in. an e_xperienced gentleman of 
position who is' elected as President by the whole body and subject to the approval of 
Government> and if you want to keep up his responsibility,-! do not mean the position, 
but it is the responsibilitt that I care for-then you must in the interest of the efficiency 
of the Municipal administration let him retain the power& which are given him under 
the existing law for due discharge of that responsibility.· · The Municipal Commissioner 
will no doubt be responsible for the executive work, but he will not be able to attend 
to everything personally and will have to delegate part of his powers to his subordinates 
and that being the case for their and his own work general 'supervision by the President 
who voices the experience of all the Members will be most desirable. It will be through 
the President that the Municipality will speak and exercise its power of control over its·own 
administration. Of course, he will be bound to consult the general body whenever any 
serious action is to be·taken. These powers given by statute, have been exercised for over 
thirty years without any objection. The present Chief Officer is an executive officer with 

_less powers than we propose to confer on the Municipal Commissioner and will you give 
h~m wider powers and also say h~ should be free from the control of the liunicipality. 
It is essential that either we should take out the first paragraph of clause 9 and relievA 
the Municipality of all responsibility in respect of executive administration or let the 
President retain the powers already vested in him by statute for the discharge of that 
responsibility. ·I think Honourable Members will realise the need of these 'powers, and 
if we now pass clause 10 as it stands, it will relieve not only the President but all the 
Members, of their responsibility in respect of the executive portion of the Municipal 
Government which is to formally vest in them under clause 9 and it will leave the 
executive administration ii), the hands of the 1\Iunicipal Commissioner free from all 
8Upervision and control which I think will not be desirable in the interests of the efficiency 
of the administration.· My Lord, it is not for the honour of aJJy individua~, who may happen 
to·be the President but in the interests of the efficient administration of the Municipality 
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that I ask that, however high a Municipal Commissioner may be, the President who is 
directly responsible to Government, should have the power given under section 24 to. 
watch over his proceedings. That section does not give any specific executive powers 
but a general power to watch and supervise ~he financial and executive administration 
of the Municipality. The President has under that section the power to bring to the 
notice of .the general body any irregularity that may come to his notice and to take 
needful action also himself. The Officer whom Government holds responsible for any 
irregularity is the President, and Government has the power to remove the President 
or interfere with his acts. The Collector has power---

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:-Order, order. The Honourable Member is repeating 
himself over and over aga in. 

The Honourable Mr. U PASANI continuing :-With these remarks I leave my amend
ment to the Council. 

The amendment was fh en put to the vote and lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Before gohig further with our discussion I should 
like to say that while I do not wish to criticise the length of any speeches that have 
been made I feel quite certain that Honourable Members are anxious to get on with the 
the business of the Council. I would suggest to Honourable Members that the debate 
on second reading is the time for full speeches and that in moving amendments on clauses 
it is quite easy to condense their remarks into a few sentences, in explanation of their. 
reason for putting,forward any amendment. It is really not necessary to make long 
speeches on every amendment that comes before the Council. I leave 'this suggestion to 
consideration of the Council. 

His Excellency the PRE siimNT :-Clause 11-Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable Mr. V ITHALBHAI J IIAVERBliA.I PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, the amendment which I now place before this House is that in section 26.A, 
clause 11, the words from ":Municipal Commissioner" to "instead'' be omitted and the 
words " with the permission of . • • • • • discussions thereat " be substituted. 

All I want to say in support of this amendment is that conditions of the mofussil 
_}tfunicipaties are quite different from those prevailing in Bombay. In :Bombay a 
Municipal Councillor could talk more independently in the presence of the Municipal 
Commissioner about a thing which he considers tho Municipal Commissioner should. not 
have done, but in the mofussil the :Municipal Councillors would, it is said, hesitate to 
speak out what they think with reference to the doings of a Municipal Commissioner 
in his presence. To allow, therefore, the Municipal Commissioner to be present at every 
meeting independently of the wishes of the l\Iunicipality is a clause which I would 
certainly think is not conducive to good li unicipal administration, Suppose for instanc6 
a question for the removal of the liunicipal Commissioner is under discussion, then to 
allow the Municipal Co mmissioner to be present in that meeting and to take part in it 
as a Municipal Councillor is a thing which I certainly would consider as most undesirable. 
Under these circumstances, I say that we should follow· the precedent which we have 
under the existing law as regards the Chief Officer. Under the existing law a Chief 
Officer, although he is appointed executive officer, has no right without the permission . 
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of the President to be present at every meeting of the :Municipality. As a matter of 
practice, a Municipal Commissioner will always remain present in a Municipal meeting 
. but it is really too much to give him an absolute right to be so pr~sent by statute. On 
the contrary, the President should have the power to ask the Municipal Commissioner to 
withdraw from the meeting, if in his opinion, the question or q11estions to be dicussed at 
that meeting necessitate tC.e exercise of such power. 

The Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD spoke as follo"·s :-Your Excellency, 
·I really do not· understand the amendment proposed by my Honourable friend 
Mr. P A.TEL. A :M:unicipal Com:nissioner, he thinks, should be only asked by the I resident 
on occasions to attend meetings and not always. But, Sir, this would he altogether 
inconsistent with his duties as an Executive Officer. As an Executive Officer of the 
Municipality he ought to be present at every meeting to explain his conduct if any 
explanation were necessary. The rules already lay down that he cannot vote, and what 
he wants is the right to be present at meetings just like a Coun?illor and I do not believe 
that a.ny ·reasonable person can deny to him such a right as that to be present only, and, 
if he thinks necessary, to say what he has got to say. If such a right were denied to him, 
I think it would be a deprecation of his .powers and derogatory to llis dignity. My 
Honourable friend thinks that the Municipal Commissioner's presence would place other 
members at a disadvantage, and that he will be an autocrat at the Municipal table. My 
Lord, this is taking altogether a wrong, and a prejudiced view, of the independence of 
the mofussil Members. I do not think there is. any memb.er who would be so terribly 
frightened by the :Municipal Commissioner's presence, and if there were any, I do not 
think t~at such member has any business to sit in any Municipality. Therefore, My 
Lord, I think the law as it st~nds gives the Municipal Commissioner only the right which 
is necessary for his purpose and in my opinion the amendment should b~ reject~d. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VIsHINDAS spoke,as follows :-Your Excellency, 
it is a very·Wise suggestion, Your Excellency, that we should get on with our business 
quickly. I should have expected that most of the amendments that are on the agenda 
should be withdrawn not only on account of their futility but because they" become 
absolutely inconsistent with the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner. One can 
very easily understand that all these amendments should be pressed home so long as 
the que.sti~n of Municipal Co~missione~ was in abeyance, but in my humble.opinion most 
of the amendments that are being pressed become almost inconsistent with the appoint
ment of. Municipal Commissioner. There is also another thing which I would humbly 
request my honourable friend to bear in mind that after you have appointed the 
Municipal Commissioner, you should forget the provisions of the District Municipal Act 
but that you should b'ear in mind the provisions of the City of Bombay .Act.. Of course: 
it is very difficult to get away from the grooves in which one has found himself so many 
years, but if he had a sense of reasonableness, I think he ought to take the bidding with 
a good hea:r;t and with some courage. (Laughter.) · 

I was one of those members of the Select Committee who was fighting for the 
non-appointment of the Municipal Commissioner, but when I found that the forces were 
against me, I ·put myself into. a reasonable frame of mind and reco~ciled myself in 
favour of the appointment of the Municipal Commissioner. (Hear, hear.) That being 
so, I also signed the Select Committee's Report without any minute of dissent. If you 
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take the appointment of a l\Iunicipal Commissioner as a 'fait aceompli' as it is, tlieu we 
should look to the City of Bombay Act for our guidance, and I myself in the Select 
Committee was in favour of the suggestion that has been now put forward. 

His Excellency tlie PRESIDENT :-Order, order. I am afraid my Honourable friend 
is not talking on the amend~ent stl'ictly, · 

The Honourable l\fr. HARCHANDRAI :-By my next sentence Your Excellenoy will 
see that I am confining myself strictly to the amendment. My first sentence is that 
this clause is word for word a copy of the clause as it ·stands in the City of Bombay 
:Municipal A~t .. If that is so, and if in the City of Bombay this claus3 has ~orked all 
right, I do not think there should be any objection to that. As my Honourable friend 
liouLVIE RA.FIUDDIN pointed out, the l\funicipal Commissioner will be able to enlighten 
the Corporation on many matters which might otherwise be very obscure .. As a matter. 
of fact, even under the present practice although the permission of the ~resident has 
to be obtained for the Chief Officer's presence, as a rule that permission is taken a~ a 
matter of cou~se. Whenever a Chief Officer wishes to speak on any resolution, he is at 
full liberty to do so, because ~he President does not think that he should.stop him at all •. 
So I do not think that this provision will do any evil at all, and therefore with: Your Excel· 
Iency's permission, I would request the Honourable ~Iembers to cut the disoussion short. 

The Honourable Rao Babadur G~NESH KRISHNA SATHE :-I do not know whether 
I would be in order, but Your Excellency has the power to allow me to. move an 
amendment if it appears to Your Excellency to be sound. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Does the Honourable Member wish to move an 
amendment to this amendment ? 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE :-Yes, my Lord. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Very well. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur S.A.TIIE then spoke as follows :-Your Excelle:q.cy, 
I quite appreciate the apprehension that has been put forward by my Honourable friend 
:Mr. PATEL. I have perused that section. It entitles the Municipal Commissioner to be 
present at a meeting and to take part in the discussion, and I think a responsible officer 
who has got all the executive fUJ.~ctions in his hands ought to be present on the saane 
just to offer explanations at the general meeting whenever any occasion arises, but if 
we substitute or incorporate the following words in the section, I think that will meet 
the requirements of the case, and if Your Excellency is pleased to accept it., my 
Honourable friend Mr. PAT:EL would perhaps think of taking back his own amendment. 
After the words " being present at a meeting of the liunicipality '' ·add the words 
4

' unless his presence is not required by a resolution arrived at by two-thirds of the 
members for the time being present at the meeting ''. Your Excellency, there will ba 
very few occasions when such contingencies might arise. They will only arise when there 
is a vehement criticism to be made on his action, and let us have a provision of that kind 
<>n the statute, so as to exclude his presence on a particular occasion, not by a bare 
majority, but by a resoiution passed by two-thirds of the members present. That will 
show that the majority of the Councillors, two-thirds at le~st, require the exclusion of 
the Municipal Commissioner. If Your Excellency permits me to move my amendment, 
I think that would meet Honourable Mr. PATEL's wishes and ought to satisfy him. 

I 
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His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-'Does the Honourable Mr. PATEL wish to withdraw 
his amendment P 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-Yes, my Lord; I withdraw my amendment ancl 
accept my Hon·ourable friend lfr. SATHE's amendment. · 

(The Honourable }.fr. PATEL's amendment was by leave withdrawn.) 

His ·Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Mr. SA~BE'S amendment is now 
for discussion. · 

The Honourable Mr. SATHE :-I need not say anything further in support of my 
amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. PRA.BHASHANKAR D. PATTANI spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency, this is another of the clauses that came in for very great· discussion in the 
Select Committee, and it was· resolved after a great deal of consideration that the clause 
should stand in the form in which it is included in the Bombay Municipal Aot. The 
position is, as I understand, that while in Bombay they would resent the absence of the 
Municipal Commissioner, here in the mofussil the tendency of the Municipality is to 
exclude him whenever they do not want him. I should like to know what would be the 
occasions on which the Municipal Commissioner shall not be required (Hear, hear). In 
the first place, if you are going to criticise his actions, the man should be on the spot to 
give his explanation, so that much of the misunderstanding that might arise out of his 
absence might be dispelled. The only occasion I see that might arise of his being absent 
would be in the event of your criticising anything relating to his personal self as for 
example when a Municipality might want the Government to take the Commissioner 
back by the majority that is allowed under the Act to the Municipdity by which they can 
send away a Municipal Commissioner; but as always happens, and as h~s always been 
our experience on such occasions, the person himself might wish not to take any part in 
the matter, and I would therefore suggest that the amendment that has been proposed 
by the Honourable Mr. SATHE cannot be accepted. 

The HonourabJe Rao Babadur GANESH KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I am sorry I did not say what I ought to have said in support of the 
amendment moved for which permission was kindly given by Your Excellency because 
I was led into a belief that it was being accepted. However, after havinoo beard the 

. 0 

Honourable Mover of the Bill, I think I ought to state some reasons which would go to 
support the amenemen~. , 

The Hono:urable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA :-The Honourable Mover of the Bill is 
not bound to reply. 

The Honourable Mr. PATTANI :-We shall see whether there is any need for a reply. 

The HonourableRao Bahadur SATHE (continuing) :-Even the one occasion which is 
contemplated is such an occasion on which many of us who have to discuss these questions 
in Municipalities would not like to have the presence of the :Municipal Commissioner .. 
True it is that he would not take part in it. It is not for taking part-:-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Will the Honourable Member give me instances ? 

. The Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE :-That is what I mean to do. Thougl1 it is 
true that all the executive duties have been now vested in the Municipal Commissioner, 
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-every Municipal Councillor has a right of giving a motion to criticise such a.n action if 
h& thinks that the way in which the Municipal C~mmissioner has aoted is against the 
rules or the bye-laws that have been laid down for his guidance. There might he some 
. occasions of this kind in :Municipalities, though they may not 'be many. In some 
cases his execu'tive·action will have to be criticised with a certain amount of sharp 
personal criticism. Some Councillors are likely to fight shy on account of the pr~sence of 
. the Municipal Commissioner and we shall be indirectly curtailing the liberties of 
individual Councillors. On such occasions therefore particularly as we are making an 
experiment in the case of mofussil Municipalities by giving a Municipal.Comm.is~ioner, 
it will be better that at least the Municipal Councillors should have a free hand in the 
deliberations. My submission is that if we include this clause, there need be no appre .. 
hension that Municipal Councillors will exercise the powers indiscreetly; and. I think we 
-can safely depend upon the good judgment of t~e Municipal Councillors who will, before 
they decide any question, give opportunity to the Municipal Commissioner to give 
explanation on certain points, and I think it is but fair and right that we should depend 
upon their judgment. It will be an exceptional case when such tight will be exercised 
by them and besides we are providing that the resolution_should be. passed by two-thirds 
majority of the Councillors. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT said :-I do ·not quite understand the Honourable 
Mr. SATHE's argument, but; as far as I can gather, it-is. this, that, if there is 'any occasion 
when any Councillor wishes to criticise the action of the Municipal Commissioner,, the 
Commissioner should be requested to absent himself from the discussion. Well,· I am 
bound to say-that in aU fairness if any Councillor is going to stand up and make speeches 
criticising the action of the Municipal Commissioner, ·surely 'the latter should be given a 
chance to answer those criticisms. With all re~pect to my Honourable friend. Mr: SATHE 

I do not think his arguments are- very convincing and after what my Honourable' 
colleague has said, I cannot believe that the Council will be much improved as to the 
fairness of the argument he has put forward. I hope that the 9ouncil will negative the 
amendment when I put it to the vote. . . 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lo~t. · 

. Clause 11 was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause.12-the Honourable Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable Mr. VlTHALBIIA.I JHAVERBHA.I PATEL :-1 beg to withdraw my 
amendment, Your Excellency. · 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clauses 12 and 13 were then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the Pn.ESIDENT :-Clause 14-the Honourable Mr. U PASA.NI. 

The Honourable Mr. SHiliDHAR BALKRISIINA UP.A.~A.NI :-I beg to withdraw my 
amendment. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clause 14 was then put to the vote and carried. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 15-the Hon~urable Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable Mr. VrrHALBIIAt· JHAVERBR!I P A.TEL :-I beg to withdraw· m;y 
amendment, Your Excellency. 
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The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clause 15 was then put to the vote and carried~ 
His Excellency the ·PRESIDENT :-Clause 16-the Honourable Mr. UPASA.NI. 

The Honourable Mr. SnRIDHAR BALKRISHNA. UPASANI . spoke ~s follows :-Your 
.Excellency, with reference to this, I have only to urge that we have in the Act as ft 
~tands already Chapter XIII for special provisions relating to City Municipalities, and 
if these additional provisions came under that Chapter, probably the necessity to 
introduce all the amendments in the numerous sections referred to· from clause 12 up to 
the end of the subsequent clauses as regards addition of Chapter XIIIA will be avoided. 
It is only a formal s1:1ggestion, My Lord._ 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VIsHINDAS :-Will Your Excellency permit 
me to enquire 'whether or not this clause as it now stands is consequential on the 
appointment of a Municipal Commissioner? 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think the Honourable Member has already said 
that it is consequential. 

Clauses 16 and 17 were than put to vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 18-tha Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. S.IIRIDHA.R BALKRISHNA. UPA.SA.NI :-This amendment is 
consequential, My Lord, and I beg to withdraw it. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clause 18 was t~en put to the vote and carried. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 19-the Honourable Mr. UPAsANI. 

The Honourable Mr. SnRIDIUR BALKRISHNA UP A.SANI :-I think it is also 
consequentia~ and I withdraw it • 

. The amendment was by leave withdrawn •. 

Clause 19 was then put to the vote and carried .. 
Clause 20 was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 21-the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. SnRIDIIAR BALKRISHNA. UPASANI :-I beg to withdraw my 
amendment with respect to this clause also. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable R~o Sahib NAIK. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb VENKATESR SaRL."UWAS NA.IK :-If Government are . 
prepared to accept my amendment, I have nothing to say. 

The .Honourable Mr. PRABRA.SHANKAR D. P ATTANI :-Government are not prepared 
to accept the word "MahaJkari '' but would rather have the word '' Mamlatdar" sub
stituted for the word" Mahalkari ". Is that acceptable to the Honourable Member? 

The Honourable Rao Saheb NAIK :-I ~ccept it. · I have no objection. 

Clause 21 as ·amended was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the Pu.EsiDENT :-Clause 23-Mr. PAREKH. 

The Honourable ~1:r. GoKULDAs KAHANDAS PAREKH ~'poke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, my object in moving the amendment that stands in my name is to 
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differentiate the case of the fixing of road lines from the other resolutions of the Munici· 
palities. So far as ordinary resolutions of a }.funicipality are concerned, there would 
be no harm if a resolution which favoured the Municipality at one time is proved to 
be objectionable at another, but the question of road lines is not of that kind •. ln the 
matter of road lines you cannot have one line for one man and another road. line when 
the question arises in another case two years after and a third road line a year afterwards. 
That would not be proper, because it would rather be against the object for which road 
lines are fixed. Therefore, if a road line is once fixed, so far as the Municipality is 
concerned, it ought to be a permanent thing .and the Municipality ought not.to have 
any power of altering the road line from time to time, and it is with that object that the 
amendment has been put before the CounciL I can well understand what has been 
stated in the Minute of the Select Committee in reference to this, that this is a hardship 
which will occur even if this power is placed in the hands of the Municipality. . I would 
further say that the wording of the clause is so vague that it must cause hardship by 
conferring on the Municipality a general power which may mean that it may alter road 
lines as many times as it likes and for whatever reasons it may think proper. I think 
in reference to the question of altering road lines once D.x:ed that it should be subject to 
the sanction of controlling authorities. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MERTA :-For a time only. 

The Honourable Sir ·IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
I, should like to say a few words in regard to this amendment, because an identical point 
arose in regard to the Bombay Municipal .Act. In the Municipal .Act of 1888, it was 
laid down that the Municipal Commissioner may lay down a regular line on any side 
of a public street,. and that such line, when once laid down, shall be called the regular 
line of the street, and no building was allowed to be constructed within that line. The 
Municipal Commissioner assumed that the power of laying down the regular line of a 
street given to him by law implied also· the power to revise the same and he proceeded 
to act upon it by revising and altering the regular lines of streets previously laid down .. 
This right was questioned and the matter was taken to the High Court. The High Court 
ruled that under the Act as it then stood a regular line of a street once laid down could 
not be revised or altered. The Municipality then approached Government, with a 
request that the Act should be amended. Government accepted the suggestion, legislation 
was introduced in this Council and was carried. The effect of that legislation is that 
the regular line of a street which may have been once laid down can be legally revised. The 
procedure, however, in regard to the revision of a regular line is different. In the first 
place the :Municipal Commissioner can lay down the original set-back line without any 
reference to the Municipality and the Corporation has no controlling power except in 
the matter of providing funds for the purpose of acquiring set-backs under these regular 
lines of streets. Under the amended Ia w it has been enacted that when a regular 
line once laid down is to be altered, and that is the point my Honourable friend 
Mr. P AREKn is raising in his amendment, then notice of the intention of such revision 
shall be given to the house-owners a·ffected by the revised line. After the required 
notice has been given, it is the Corporation and not the Municipal Commissioner who is 
empowered to revise the line after taking into consideration any objection~ that may h.we 
been urged. I am not in favour of the amendment of the Honourabla Mr. PAR!l;J\II, 

which lays down for all time a regular line of a street and ignores altered. circnmstanc,.~s,. 



growth of towns requiring wider roads than those originally contemplated variation of 
the alignment. for valid reasons and g() forth. · I therefore think that tha~ power must 

-remain with the Municipality for the purpose of revising these lines. I would personally 
prefer if in tbe case when revision is being considered that previous intimation should 
be given-
-: His Excellency the PRESO>ENT :-Order, Order. May I tell the Honourable Member 

that it is in the Bill. The -question we are now discussing is that raised by the 
Honourable Mr. r AREKH as to -whether a road line once fixed should remain permanently 
for ever. 

The H9nourable Sir IBEABH! continues :-That is exactly, Sir, what I say in 
explaining this point, that it is essentially necessary in the interests of , eacb. importlnt 
town that the power of revisi~g regular lines of streets once laid down should be retain6d. 
and I therefore am opposed to the ameLdment of the Honourable Mr. :P A.REKH. 

The ~onourable Mr. R. P. BARROW spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I should 
like to oppose the acceptance of this amendment. The main consideration, I think, has 
been overlooked by the Honourable Mr. PAREKH. The question of the road line in 
District Municipalities is one of the most important ~hat we have to deal with. AmongEt 
other things it is of very great importance that Municipal land should not be encroached 
upon, and that encroachments when detected should not be condoned. It wilr be observed 
that the power in question is one of those reserved specially t<> the Municipality, and not 
to the ~unicipal Commissioner. It is not correct as the Honourable Mr. PAREKH 

would appear to argue, that the .Mmiicipaliti(lg aTe likely for inadequate reasons to chango 
from year to year the line which they have once laid down. A distinct advantage is to 

· be gained by retaining the clause now in the draft Bill. At present we are. often handi .. 
capped by the fear of compensatio·n. A Municipalily is -often hel:l up by the fear of 
being called npon to pay compensation which it cannot for the moment afford. 

The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KA.HANDAS PAREKH interrupting.-! withdraw this 
amendment aft-er what has fallen from the Honourable Mr. BARROW. 

'Ihe amendment was by leave 1tithdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The amendment. moved by the Honourable 
~r. BAMANBHAI 91 (2) is consequential as also tha~ of the Honourable Mr. U :fASA.NI which 
is the next amendment. 

T}l.e Honourable-Mr. PRABHASHANKAR D. P A 'IT ANI :-May I say that Government 
~ prepared to .accept the addition of the word ''re-construct"~ 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JnAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-You~ 
Excellency, the duty is laid down by the new section, as enacted by the Select 
Commitiee, on the l1unicipality to lay down lines of public streets. In view of that 
provision, they will have to lay _ down the I nes. Let us now see how it works in 
Ahmedabad. The Municipality will proceed, after the clause is passed into law, to lay 
down the Jines of streets. In laying down these lines I am afraid a number of buildings 
now in existence or portions thereof will come within that line, and supposing some 
of these buildings or parts thereof require re-roofing or any wall of any such building or 
any step-door reqUires reconstruction, in such cases and in view of the addition of the 
word-- '' reconstruct" in this section at the suggestion of my Honourable friend 
Mr. RAUANBHAI, -it appears to me that unless power is r~servcd to the Munioipality to 
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-grant permissiOn in such cases of reconstruct.ion in the case of existing buildinCI's, 
• 0 

the section will work a great deal of hardship. I do not for a moment suggest that, 
when a material portion of a building is burnt down or pulled down or taken down, the 
Municipality should -be authorised to grant permission. ~t may be said that cases of 
hardship could be met by the Municipality laying down fresh lines, but in laying down 
fresh lines other cases of hardship will arise. I therefore submit that, with regard to 
existing buildings, where some alteration is necessary, power should be ·give:-n to the 
Municipality to grant permission. I rather think that an alteration in the existing· 
building!' is wmetimes more hygienic than their present condition and, if the Munici~ 
pality has no power whatever to grant permission in snch cases, such houses will be 
absolutely useless and thA Municipality un:ler section 91-A has no power to give 
.compensation and acquire them, and, for aught I know, the liunieipality will not care 
to acquire even if they have the power. Therefore, I respectfully suggest that in the 
absence of any provision requiring the Municipality to acq:1ire such buildings after 
paying compensation, the legislation ought to provide for the grant of permission to 
reconstruct to the owners in proper cases. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. Government were considering this .... 
particular amendment, and I should like to try and explain exactly what our position is : 
in the matter. Government is ready to accept the first line of the Honourable 
Mr. PATEL's amendment, but the suggestion of Government would necessitate the with
drawal of the Honourable Mr. RAMAN13HAI's amendment, and the suggested sub-clause 3 
of section 91 (a) would run under the Government proposal as follows:-'' Except under 
the provisions of section 113 no person shall construct or without the permission of the 
Municipality under section 96 reconstruct any portion of any building within the regular 
line of the public street.'' 

The Honourable Mr. RAMANBHAI :-I accept it. 
The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-I also accept it, as it meets my requirements. 

The amendment as amended was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Mr. UPASANL 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDJIAR BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, my amendment runs as follows (reads). What I want is that•in addition 
to this special notice in a street notice should also be served ''on each house-owner if 
known or occupier." These words may be put in in the last line to proviso (a) between 
" prescribed'' and "and.'' When you change the whole line of street it may affect each 
house-owner very seriously. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Will the Honourable Member read exactly what· 
he wants. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. U PASA~-rx :-The amendment is 'between the words "prescribed" 
and" and" in section 91 (a), insert the words "on each house-owner if known or occupier" 
between the words "tber.eof" and" in,, in line 5 to proviso (a).' 

The Honourable Mr. PRABHASHA~"'XAR D. PATTANI :-Your Excellency, I should 
think that there is hardly any need for the addition of these words, because a public notice 
will be a sufficient notice to every house.owner or occupier, and it is not likely that any
body will remain unacquainted with the wishes of the Municipality. I would therefore 
propose that the amendment may be rejected. 

H 41-200 
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The Ho;ourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BA.LKRisRNA. UPA.SA.NI :-A public notice is 
generally given by a beat of drum, and it may happen that the house-owner may be 
absent at the time when the notice is issued. I think therefore it is desirable to give 
specific notice to each owner. Otherwise it will affect all the house-owners seriously .. 
It is only a small matter of procedure. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost • 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable lir. RAMA.NBHAI. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur RAMANBHAI 1\fAHIPATRAM NILKANTII spoke as:. 
follows :-Your Excellency, I move 1he following amendment:-

After clause 23 add as under :-" 23 A. . To section 96 of the said Aot the following 
paragraph shall be added:-' The word ''Building" throughout this chapter means a. 
building as defined in section 3 ' ". 

This amendment was part of the present Bill as originally drafted, but it has been 
dropped in the Bill as· revised by the Select Committee.. The 1·eport of the Select 
Committee gives no reasons for the omission but I understand that it was realized that 
there would be difficulties in adopting the amendment. I would, however, submit that 
the difficulties would not be insurmountable. I would make my· position clear. Section 
96 of the. Act ·provides that before beginning to erect any building a person shall give 
notice t~ the Municipali_ty and await the orders of the Municipality for a month. The 
explanation given at the end of the section says that the expression" to erect a building" 
includes any material alteration, enlargement or• re.construction of any building. The · 
necessity for addirig the sentence now proposed has arisen, as stated in the Statement 

·of Objects and Reasons, in consequence of the ruling of the Bombay High Court reported 
afpage 494 of XIII Bombay Law Reporter. That ruling is to the effect that the 
mate1ial \re-construction of a small wall does not necessarily constitute ''the erection 
of a building," which means that there may be 'cases in which it may not be necessary 
to give notice to the Municipality before materially reconstructing a wall. The two 
Honourallle Judges of the High Court before whom the case first came up differed in 
opinion, one being of opinion that notice .to the Municipality was necessary in the case,, 
and the other being of opinion that notice was not necessary. The matter was in 
consequenc~ placed befo~e a third Judge and he agreed with the latter view. I may 
point out that the judgment does not give any opinion as to what the law ought to be; 
nor, does it say that any different provision in the law on the subject would be a hard
ship to the' public; The judgment is simply based on the construction of the section 
under the ordinary canons of interpretation. The judgment is based on the view that 

·the definition of" building'' given in section 3 (7) of the Act does not necessarily. 
apply to all cases falling under section 96. That definition provides that " building 
shall include any hut, shed or other enclosure, whether used as a human dwelling or 
otherwise, and shall include also walls, verandahs, fixed platforms, plinths, door-steps,. 
and the like.'' • 

This interpretation of the operation of section 96 would I submit create difficulties 
in the regulation of buildings by .Municipalities. A Uunicipality ought to have .. notice· 
of all material construction of buildings whether such buildings be entire houses, walls. 
of houses, or, compound walls. This is particularly necessary in the matter of enforcing: 
what is generally called "a road line,, and what has been called in this Act" the r~gular 
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'line of n public street.'' If no notice to the Municipality were necessary when the wall 
of a house or a compound wall falling on a road line is to be materially re-constructed, 
the 1!1unicipa1ity would not be able to enforce a set-back. What happens in large 
cities is that when the re-building of a house becomes necessary, the owner in order to 
avoid a set·back re-builds without notice to the ~unicipality the upper portion of the 
house allowing the walls on the ground floor to remain as they are, putting up props to 
keep the walls standing. This hampers Municipal administration considerably. ,This 
state of things would be cured by providing that notice t() the Municipality is necessary 
in such cases. This would create no difficulties, as there is no hardship in giving notice 
to the :Municipality and as the Municipality can issue only such order3 as are consistent 

. with the .A.ct. If the,Municipality wishes to acquire any land it will have to pay for 
every inch of it. },or these reasons I commend the amendment for the acceptance of 
the Council. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S . ., CuRTIS spoke ag follows :~Your Ex:cellency, I submit 
that the amendent moved by the Honourabie Member d~es not meet the difficulty of 
what he complains. As far as I can remember, in the case to which he referred, the 
third Judge laid down that in certain circumstances a" wall'' is not a building, that in 
that case the permission of the Municipality was not required for its construction. The 
mere repetition of this definition which has already been given in. sub-section 7 of 
section 3 will not cure any of the defects in th~ law of which ihe Honourable Member 
complains. · We discussed this point at great length in Mahableshwar, and we finally 
came to the conclusion that we had better leave the Act as it is. 

The Honourable Mr. RAMANBHAI at this stage rosa to reply, when the Honourable 
Mr. PATTANI intervened and said :-Your Excellency, as the Honourable Member 
stoocl up directly before me, I thought his intention probably was to withdraw his 
amendment. The explanation has been just given by the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS. 

The point was very· well threshed out in the Select Committee at Mahabieshwar, and 
we came to the conclusion that ~ven if the addition of the amendment sug~ested by the 
Honourable :Mr. RA.MANBHAI was accepted, it will not affect the decision of the High 
Court as the Honourable Member thinks, and we therefore came to the conclusion that. 
the addition was a superfluous one. This particular clause was in the original draft,. 
as the Honourable Member will remember, and it follows that if it is omitted, it could 
not have been without going thoroughly into the question in the Select Committee. 
I hope after this explanation and the explanation given by the Honourable Mr. OURTIS, 

the amendment will be withdrawn, 

The Honourable Mr. RAMANBHAI :-I have no objection to withdraw my amend· 
ment. I have only to point out that the definition was n.ot applicable. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Mr. PATEL. · Item 41. Sub-sec •. 
tion (3) of section 91 (a). 

' The Honourable Mr. VITRALBHAI JHAVERBHA.I PAT~L spoke- as follows :-Your 
Excellency, this amendment is merely consequential upon the a.tbption of amendment 
No. 41 which I had just moved. Amendment No. 41 as accepted on behalf of Govern .. 
ment amounts to this that when a line of a publio street is laid down and any building· 
or part thereof falling within that particular line requires reconstruction" permission ci 
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the Municipality could and must be obtained. · That being so, necessarily some provi~ion · 
ought to be made for imposing an obligation of notice on the part of the owner, .In the 
absence ofany sueh provision, it is just likely ·that the Municipality might refuse pe1·· 
mission even if the owner applies for it. I therefore submit that the consequential 
change must be made in section 96. 

· The Honourable Mr. HA.RCHANDRAI VrsniNDAS :-Your ExcellP.ncy, this amend
ment that i.s now proposed is merely consequential upon the adoption of amendme.nt 
No. 41 ; otherwise there would be inconsistency in the Act. 

The Honourable Mr. G. · S. CuRTIS :-He cannot obtain the permission without 
applying to the Municipality and giving such details as would support his application, 

. including plans and so forth. So, therefore; it is unnecessary to lengthen what is already 
a long sentence by a reference to all this reconstruction. They can only reconotruct 
subject to permission ; otherwise they cannot oonstruot at all. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I do not quite see the object now of my Honour· 
able friend's amendment. Really, if he reads 96 (1), it seems to give him what he 
wants. He wishes to add, I think, superfluous words. Now he has taken the word 
"reconstruct." It seems to me that anyone can re-construct, and that is really what 
he wishes for under hi~ amendment. 

.. . 
The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-What I ask for ,by my amendment is this, that if 

reconstruction requireS permission, provision must be made enabling the owners to apply 
fo~ and the Municipality to grant such permission. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-But that is the case :under clause under 96 (1) A 
(reads}~ 

Does not that carry out what the Honourable · Member wishes ? I wonder if this 
will be sati$factory to the Honourable Member; I think he wants to get this into the 
clause if possible:-'' to reconstruct any projecting porti~n of a building in respect of 
which a Municipality is empowered by section 92 or is empowered by section 91A. to give 
permission to reconstruct " and so on. 

The Honourable .Mr. PATEL :-That, Your Excellency, will meet my requirements 
I have no objection to it. · 

The amendment; as ·amended, was then put. to)he vote and carried. 

Clauses 23 and 24 were then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-1 think perhaps it will be to the convenience of 
Honourable Members if we bad a little lunch now. We will meet again at half
past.two. 

The Council then adjourned for lunch. 

After lunch. 

The Honourable the VICE-PRESIDENT :-In the absence of His Excellency the 
· PRESIDENT I take the chair • 

. The Honourable the VICE·PREsiDENT :-Clause 25. The Honourable ::M:r. UP.ASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. SBRIDHAR BALKRISHNA UPA.SA.NI :-I beg to withdraw it • 

. The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-1 beg to withdraw my amendment also. 
The amendments were by leave withdrawn. 
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Clauses 25 and. 26 were then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable the VIcE·'PREsiDENT :-Clause 27. The Honourable Mr. RAMAN• 
I • . 

BRAI. 

The Honourable Mo Bahadur RAMANBHAI MA.B.IPATRA.M NILKANTR spoke as 
follows :-Mr. President, I move that in section 151 of the Act .in the marginal note 
for" trades" the words" offensive or dangerous practices" may be subs~tuted. 

The marginal note of section 151 at present stands as "Regulation of. certain trades.". 
Reading the section we find that the section provides for the regulation of practices 
which are not "trades."· For instance, when it refers to lima kilns, the kilns may be 
those put up by traders or those put up by private individuals ·while building their 
houses. The regulation of· pri,vate kilns erected in the mldst of thickly popula~d· 
localities is greatly· necessary. If. however the sect~on refers to trades only, a Munici
pality would not be authorized to issue directions or make by-laws for the regulation: 
<>f private kilns. No doubt the High Court has ruled that a. marginal note is no part 
<>f the law, and, that in order to gather the meaning of a section the wording of the 
body of the section must be looked into. But the general public looks to the marginal· 
note and considerable misunderstanding is caused. It is therefore desirable to alter the 
marginal note so as to make it read " Regulation of ·certain offensive or dangerous 
practices." · 

The Honourable Mr, G. S. CuRTIS :-Sir, I rise to point ~ut that the words ob_jected . 
to are contained in the marginal note, and that marginal note is no part of the law. The· 
point is that section 151 is not one of those touched on in the original draft ::Sill, and it 
was decided not to alter the marginal note. Possibly it might be advisable later on to 
amend the head-note. . 

The Honourable Mr. RAMANBRAI :-I beg to. withdraw my amendment. 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. · . 

Clause 27 was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable the VICE· PRESIDENT :-Clause 28~ The Honourable Mr. PAREKH.· 

The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KARANDRAS PAREKH spoke as follows '-Mr. 
President, this amendment· arises in this way. T.te existing law provides by 
section 160 that where there is any difference between the Municipality and a private 
person in reference to compensation, damages, costs or expenses, then the matter will be 
made the subject of reference to arbitration. Now the present Bill retains the arbitra• 
tion remedy with reference to compen8ation and damages but takes it away in connection 
with costs and expenses. I submit that in matters of costs and expenses it is not at all 
desirable that the remedy of arbitration should be taken away from the private individual 
where differences in thesa matters do arise, and therefore the remedy of reference 
to arbitration in connection with costs and expem;es should remain. as it is in the 
present Act. · 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. Cr&rrs spoke as follows:-Mr. Chairm1n, as I pointed 
out before, this point again was discussed in the Select Committee, and it was decided 
that as regards the costs or expenses, any person considering himself an aggrieved party 
has the option of recourse either to a Civil Court or a 1\Iagistrate under the ordinary 

11 41-201 
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procedure under the Act, and that arbitration was only necessary with regard to compen .. 
sation and ·damages. For that reason it was held that the costs or expenses should be 
omitted as originally proposed in the draft Bill. . 

The Honourable B.ao Bahadur GANESH KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows:
:Mr: Ohairman, this was an amendment which was taken up in hand on my suggestion, 
and the di.ffioulties which are occasionally perceived in dealing with oases of costs and 
expenses are real. In fact, it amounts to this; that when there is a difference between 
the occupier or house-owner-who is charged with costs and expenses-and the 
Municipality, then the Act, by section 160, allowed him to refer the matter to arbitration 
and if we were to look at the section on arbitration, we would see that the procedure is 
dilatory. We have to appoint sur-punchas or umpires. Then a great deal of. time 
is taken llP in convening the meeting of these arbitrators. I have suggested this am.end· 
_ment after experience which I have got in my own .Municipality; and similar delay 
must have been experienced by other gentlemen who have had experience of the working 
of this Act. If they are dissatisfied with the bill of costs or expenses, they have a 
remedy to go to the Civil Court and get matters set right. It is in the· interests of the 
Municipalities themselves that I pr~pos~. this amendment and I think, instead of having 
a dilatory method, it. is much better to adopt the amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. PRABH!.'sHANKAR D. PATTA.NI spoke as follows :-Mr. President~ 
The Honourable Mr. SATHE has adequate1y replied to the amendment propbsed in this 
behalf. The idea is that the actual costs· and expenses, I mean the out-of-pocket 
expenses, should be recovered in the ·same way that taxes are recovered, and that if 
the party concerned has any objection, he is quite free as the Honourable Mr. SATHE has 
explained to appeal and go to the Court. ~here will therefore be no hardship- in this. 
matter. I therefore pr~ose, Sir, that the amendment may be rejected. . 

The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAliANDAs :PAREKH spoke as follows :-Mr. President, 
I think that if there is any difficulty in continuing the remedy of arbitration in· 
connection with costs and expenses the difficulty will be increased rather than diminished 
by its .being taken away. · The remedy of reference to arbitration is retained in relation to 

·'damages and compensation. This saves the necessity of going to Courts. If disputes about 
costs and expenses are simple ·and capable of easier solution, the reason is greater for ex
tending to them the provision of arbitration and a voiding resort to Courts. There may be 
no question about the right of a Municipality to recover costs or expenses and yet there 
will be questions as to whether any portion thereof is proper or improper, and whether 
such portion ought. to fall upon the private party or be borne by the Municipality. 
These are matters u pan which I think it is better that the provisions of the present law 
should continue. · · · 

The Honourable the Vice-PRESIDENT spoke as follows :-The amendment practically 
amounts to a proposal that clause 28 be struck out. The form of it is :-in clause 28, 
to add after the words "QOmpensation or damages'' the words'' costs or expenses''. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 

Clause 28 was tlen put to the vote and carried. 

(At this stage His Excellency the PRESIDENT-arrived and occupied the Chair.) 

· liis Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 29. The Honourable lfr. PAREKH. 
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The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH :-I beg to withdraw my amend-

ment, Your Excellency. 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 
:Clauses 29 and 80 were then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 31. The Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable :Mr. SHRIDHA& BALKRISHNA UPASANI :-I beg to withdraw ml 
amendment. 

The Honourable Mr.·VrTHALBHAI JHAVER:BHAI PATEL :-I beg to withdraw my amend .. 

ment also. 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clause 31 was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency 'the PRESIDENT :-Clause 32. The Honourable Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHA.I PATEL spoke as follows :-Your. 
Excellency, the first part of the amendment I beg leave to withdraw. With regard tp ... 
the second part, the amendment which stands in my name runs thus (reads). '¥11s 
portion of the amendment-is one which, if carried, will have the effect of giving s~me 
voice at any rate to the employer in the selection of his employee. As the subsequent 
clauses of the Bill will show, it is the Municipality on whose funds the burden of the 
pay of 'the :Municipal Commissioner and the consequent other expenses will fall, and I 
really think that the Municipality should have some voice in the sele~tion of a person 
whom it employs and pays. we have heard enough on the question whether the 
:Municipal Commis~ioner should or ~hould n~t be appo~nted i~1th~ ~ofussil_bu~ ~hen· it 
~omes 'to the question of the authority who Is to appomt a .MumCipal CommiSsiOner, I 
think, if the Municipality is not to be given an absolute right to selec_t a Municipal 
Commissioner, it must at least be authorised to suggest the :Q.aines of some persons from 
whom the Governor in Council may make the appointment. It has been said that, if 
the voice is given to the Municipality in the selection of a Municipal Commissioner, it is 
just likely that the persons who voted in favour of the particular ·appointment will 
always influence the Municipal Commissioner; but under my amendment the l\Iunici• 
pality bas to select three persons and from the list of those three persons the Governor in 
Council is to be empowered to make the selection of one. Not only that, but after the 
Governor in Council makes the appointment of a liunicipal Commissioner from the list 
submitted by the Municipality, he is not liable to be removed unless and until three
fourths of the members of the whole body of the Municipal Councillors pass a resolution 
to that effect and make a recommendation to the Governor in Council. So onoe the 
liunicipal Commissioner is appointed, he is ab&olutely independent of the Municipality. 
I therefore think that on general grounds the employer must be given at least some 
voice in the selection of the person to be employed. 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARROW spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, it seems 
to me that the very terms in which the honourable member's amendment is couched 
are sufficient to ensure its rejection; for, what is suggested is not, as the honourable . 
member put it, that the Governor in Council should be empowere1 to select a man from 
the list submitted to him, but should be required b do so. That is to say, if a 
Municipality draws up a list of three names, every one of whorn may in the opinion of 
His Excellency the Governor in Council be entirely unfit t:> oocnpy tha post to be 
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filled, nevertheless, His Excellency the Governor in Council shall be- compelled to· 
appoint one of them. The amendment if accepted would deprive the Governor in 
OouncU of the power of selectin(P the best man for the appointment. I think honour
able members of this Council will a!?ree that in this country it is far better that in 

0 

making an appointment of this nature there should be no opening for any member of 
a :Municipality to make suggestions. I consider the amendment put in. by the 

. Honourable Mr. PATBL is most injudicious. and I strongly recommend that it be rejected. 

The Honourable Mr. PRABRASRANKAR D. PATTA~I , spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, the question as to in whom the power of making the appointment of a 
:Municipal Commissioner ·should vest was very thoroughly gone into in the Select 
Committee, and the Honourable Mr. PATEL will r~member the various arguments that 

. were put forward against his proposals. There he did not put the proposals in the form 
he has done here, but he suggested ·that the Municipality should have some voice in the 
selection of its o.tlicers. I think the Honourable Mr. BARRow's argument is very ·sound 
and correct, and the acceptance of the Honourable Mr. PATEL's suggestion would contra. 

,,.vena the previous portion of the clause, which ~mpowers the Governor in Council to 
·' appoint a Municipal Commissioner who is, in his opinion, a suitable person to be S(} 

appointed. The choice of the Municipality may or may not be such as to allow the 
selection by the Governor in Co~cil of any one of those candidates. As the Honourable
Mr. BAn.:kow has suggested, none of the candidatas so selected by the Municipality may 
be qualified to exercise these powers. Again, the field from which the Governor in 
Council can select is such a wide o~e and the experience of their officers is so near at 
hand that to rely upon Government for the best selection would. be the best solution. 
With these words, Your Excellency, I would suggest that the amendment be rejected. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency, the arguments of my honourable friend, Mr. BARRow, amo~n.t to. this, 
that the Municipalities in the mofussil will so perversely and so stupidly use their 
discretion in the sel~ction of three· persons that it will not be po~sible for the Governor 
in CouncU to select any one of them. Well, to that argument I cannot reply. I ask 
this House to consider whether any Municipality would ever go to that extent. 

"With regard to the point raised by the Honourable mover of the Bill that the 
previous provision empowering the Governor in Council to make the appointment would 
be nullified if my amendment were accepted P Not at all. The previous clause merely 
gives the Governor in Council power to appoint a Municipal Commissioner, and I merely 
desire to have a proviso added to it, 'I'Jiz., that the Governor· in Council shall· select a 
person from that list. That is what it comes to. Under these .circumstances, I hope 

· the House will see their way to accept the amendment. 

(The amendment was then put to the vote and lost.) 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable lir. UP ASANI. 

The Honourable lfr. · SRRIDHAR :BA.LKRISRNA U.PASANI :-My amendment is 
consequential, my Lord. It goes away. 

(The a111endment was by leave withdrawn.) 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT ; -The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GoDBOLE . 

. The Honourable Dewan Ba.hadur KASRINATH RAMCRANDRA. GonBOLE spoke as 
follows;-Your Excellency, the arpendment, of which I have given notice, in 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of section 186A {1), reads as follows :-(reads). 
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ms Excellency the PRESIDENT .:-Does the Honourable Member wish to ~ke both 
his amendments in one ? 

The Honourable Dewan Babadur GODBOLB :-I will take both (a) and (b) togeth~r 
:for discussion. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRA.I VISHINDAS :-Your Excellency, I rise to a ·point 
of order. There may be some members who will be in favour of (a) and others in 
favour of (b), and they will be in a difficulty. Your Excellency, under your powers as 
President of any assembly, has got tbe power to split any amendment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think I must take them separately. 

1ne Honourable Mr. DATTATR.A.YA. VENKA.TESH BEL VI :-I rise to a point of order, 
Your Excellency. There is an amendment standing in the name of the Hon~urable 
:Mr. UPASANI. That is the same thing as .{b) of the Honourable Dewan Bahadur 
GoDllOLE. Your Excellency may be pleased to see that there is an amendm3nt standinS" 
in line 56. The Honourable Mr. lJP.A.SA.NI says that the limit should be three-fourths. 
So it is much better to take that first. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-My Honourable friend, Dewan Bahadur GonnoLE, 
has the precedence. If he chooses to insist upon it, he can stick to it. 

The Honourable Mr. BELV.I :-My suggestion is that the first amendment of the 
Honourable Dewan Bahadur should be considered and, when it is decided, the 
Honourable Mr. UPASANI may be asked to move his amendment. Then, ·if that fails~ 
the Honourable the Dew~n Bahadur may be asked to-

His Excellency the PnEsiDENT:-My position is that the Honourable Dewaljl 
Bahadur Go:DnoLE has. got the priority and it is entirely within his right to say that he 
moves his amendment first. _That is entirely for him to decide. 

. . 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GonnoLE :-1 accept, Sir, the proposal .made by 
my Honourable friend, . Mr. BEL VI, and I will . begin with the first . portion of my 
amendment and then the .Honourable Mr. UPASANI can go on with his, and if that fails, 
I will proceed with portion {b) of my amendment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think that I must ask the Honourable Member 
to take his two amendments as they come, we cannot be jumping about on the paper. 
'!hen the Honourable Mr. UPASANI can move his amendments in the order they come. 

. I . 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GoDBOLE spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 

the trend of the discl.\ssion that we had day before· yesterday during ~he second reading 
of the Bill was convincing, and we all agreed qn that day that in the case of larger 
:Municipalities, Committee Government was not desirable, and that such G~vemment 
was not beneficial to the interests of large Municipalities. With that principle I agree~ 
My experience also is similar.· In the case of large Municipalities, where large sums·of 
money have to be handled and wh~re large, complex and important questiong come up 
for decision, it is impossible that the work can be satisfactorily performed by Committees. 
In the case of large Municipalities, liunicipal Commissioners are necesBary, but wflat I 
contend for is that these :Municipal Commissioners should not be thrust ~n the Munici· 
palities against their will. I am aware that in the case of Municipalities, Muniaipal 
Councillors are always averse to. giving away a~y of their powers. They want to keep 
all executive power to themselves as far as they can, and they are always chary of 
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giving power to any of their officers. In some cases we have found that Chief Officers 
also have not been. given powers which they should be armed· with, and under these 
circumstances, in some large Municipalities there is chance of Municipal administration 
coming to a deadlock. So I have no objection, in the case of large Municipalities like 
Ahmedabad, if Government obtain the power of appointing Municipal Commissioners. 
even without the consent of the Municipality concerned. .A. Municipal Commissioner
can be forced upon such a large Municipality even against their will, but in the case of 
other Municipalities I think the :Municipal Commissioner should not be appointed .except 
with the consent of theM pnicipality concerned. I have no doubt that with the intelligence
that is being displayed by Municipal Councillors in other .large Municipalities, they will 
be convinced that their administration will be greatly improved by placing it in the 
bands of a Municipal Commissioner, instead of' running it by Committees, and I should 

· . not be surprised if some of .them should come forward a'Q.d ask G'overnment of their own 
accord, to appoint a Municipal Commissioner for them. 1'he suggestion· is that, except 
in the case of very large Municipalities where the danger of mismanagement on account. 
of the absence of a responsible executive o.ffi.Qer is felt to be ~erious, Government should 
not thrust Municipal Commissioners on.Municipalities against their consent, the consent 
beiJ1g real and not illusOfY as contemplated in section D. The question is, how shall we 
discriminate as regards. the large Municipalities which must have Municipal Commis· 
sioners P The original draft Bill, I think, put down the limit at a proper level. I think 
the limit should be a htkh and fifty thousand· population. In the case of Municipalities 
having a population in excess of 150,.000, they should have no option; they. must take 
the Municipal Commissioner. , In' the case of other Municipalities, the Governor in 
Qouncil should a:ppoint a Municipal Commissioner f~r them, if they come up to Govern· 
ment ·and ask for one. In the first plac~, this .is the provision tha't Government thought 
fit to embody in the first draft Bill, and to that position they should adhere,· inmy opinion. 
In the second place, the proposal which I have ·put forward is ·more in consonance with 
the principle of local self-government. The guiding principle of local self-government 
is, that there should be independent action on the part of local bodies with the least out
side control. In consonance with this principle, I thinK Municipalities generally should 
not be compelled to take Municipal Commissioners against their will. This is the view 
that bas been adopted by several Municipalities~ including the Poona City Municipality
! haveEeen all the papers·on thetable,.buttherepresentation of the Poona City Municipality 
is not amongst them. ·I believe it came too late, so it has not been. placed on the table. 
I have it however in my hands. They have expressed by a general Resolution on the 
. 23rd July 1914 the following opinion :-(reads). 'l'hen they give their reasons. I won't 
trouble the Council with the reasons. This is w~at I have to say. with reference .to 
clauae (a) .. What I wish is that the Municipal Commissioner should not. be forced upon 
a Municipality with a population of less than 150.000 inhabitants. Then with reference 
to clause (b)-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Member will move his first 
amendment first and then we will deal with the second. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GonBOL:E (continuing) :-For the reasons I have 
given, I think the limit ought to be r~ised from 100,000 to 150,000, and the clause 
should read ''for any Municipal district which contains a population of not 1ess than 
150,000 inhabitants." 
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The Honourable Mr. liARCHAND:&AI VIsHIND.A.S spoke asfollows:-YourExcellency, 
now that the question of the Municipal Commissioner has been settled that there ought 
to be a .Municipal Commissioner and that the old order of things should be changed, 
I would rather, instead of supporting the Honourable Dewan Bahadur GonBOLE in the 
matter of increasing the limit from 100,000 to 150,000, suggest to Your Excellency a 
reduction to 7 5,000 and I have got very good reason for that. But if Your Excellency 
would think that I have not given previous notice of this amend~ent and so I am not 
within my right, I would say that I have consulted some members of this Council and 
they agree with me. I will explain to Your Excellency my reasons. The civic conscience 

·of every resident of Sind is of the opinion that; if there is any Municipality, next to 
Ahmedabad, that stands in need o~ a Municipal Commissioner, it is the· Hyderabad 
Municipality. Your Excellency yourself must have observed that during your tour. 
The population of Hyderabad (Sind) is 75,000 and my brother .Member, Mr. GHULA.M 

HusurN IIIDAYATALLA, who is from Hyderabad, has given me his permission to state 
that he is also of the -same opinion, namely, that this limit should be reduced. So. if 
Your Excellency could see your way to grant the amend:.ment, I would suggest that the 
population figure should stand at 75,000. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHA.R B.A.LK&ISHN.A. UPAS.A.NI :-I want to oppose-

The Hon<Durable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD:-We do not know what is the 'ruling. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-My Honourable Colleague will state the Govern-
. ment view when he replies. • 

The Honourable Mr. UPAS.A.NI (continuing) :-I want to oppose what has fallen 
:from my Honourable friend, Mr. HARCIIANDRAI. I think we had in the original Bill the
population limit at 150,000 and now the Select Committee went further and fixed it at 

• 100,( 00, and if at this discussion we go still further, it would not be at all proper. 
There is a provision already in the amending Bill to meet contingencies of Municipalities 
like Hyderabad-

The Honourable Sir !Bn.AHIM RAHIMTOOLA :-May I rise to a point of order, Your 
Excellency ? I feel that in regard to tb.e wording of the amendment that i! before the 
Council the Honourable Mr. HARCHA.NDR.AI'S speech was out of order, and I think any 
further discussion on it would also be out of order. What we are at present concerned 
with here is whether -the limit o.f 100,000 is. to be raised to 150,000 or not, and the-

. / 

discussion, I venture to submit, Sir, should be confined to that and t<> nothing else .. 

His Exeellency the'·P:&ESIDENT :-It will perhaps be to the conve"'nience· of the
Council if I were to say on behalf of Government that I agree that the discussion should 
be as between 150,000 and 100,000, and that Government is not disposed to. reduce the-
limit any further than 100,00(1. . 

The Honourable Mr. DALKRISIINA Sr-rARAM KAMAT spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I had expeoted. that I would not have to speak on this amendment, but the 
Honourable Dewan Bahadur GonBOLE practically persuaded himself into saying that 
the appointment of the Municipal Commissioner should not be made· applicable to towns. 
with a population less than 150,000. He has now moved his amendment and has given 
his reasons. In the first place, he admitted that committee management in town 
1\Ianicipalities is a failure. He went a step further and said that towns having a 
population of 100,000 should nat have Municipal Oommission.ersL He admits committee. 
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· management is a failure, but he has failed to prove that it bas not. b~en a failure in 
Poona, where . we have numerous committees, such as they had bad at Ahmedabad. If 
committee manag~ment is bad in ona place,. it ought to be bad in anothe;r. Yet my 
Honourable friend would have a Municipal Commissioner at Ahmedabad, but not at 
Poona. He has also made a further admission that it would be proper for large towns t<> 
have a Mutioipal Commissioner forced on them by Government. That is what he said. 
The only question now is, which is a large town ? He talks of a large town on the test 
of population. I think that is not the only test. As I have shown at the first reading 
of the Bill, the importance of a town does not rest merely on the basis of population 
alone, as there are so many other things to be considered, and if my Honourable, friend 
admits that in 'large' towns }.funicipal Commissioners should be enforced by Govern .. 
ment, no matter what the population is-whether it be 100,000 or 150,000 or 2n,OOO-I 
think, according to his dictum, Government should force a }.funicipal Commissioner on 
such a }.funicipality. In that way a Municipal Commissioner should be appointed for 
the Poona Municipality also. I for one do not maintain that Government should foroe 
it, but he himself has suggested that for all ' large ' towns Government ~hould enforce a 
Municipal Commissioner. The only qu~stion now is whether a city like ~oona could be 
called a large town. I say it is a. large town. He quoted the representation of the 
Poona Municipality, in which they say they should not have a Municipal Commissioner, 
but he did not accept the reasons given by the Poona Municipality. On the contrary, 
he said that the experiment should be made at some other Municipality, namely, 
Ahmedabad. I do not think that it is a very gdbd desire that one Municipality should 
point its· :finger to another and ask Gover;n.ment to make an experiment, at the cost of 
·some other ~funicipality. I~ the principle involved is a good one,· it should be good for 
all Municipalities. ·At any rate, my friend s~ould have taken his stand on. the reasons 
given by the Poona Municipality and ·not upon his mere wish that the experiment should 
be ·made at the cost and sacrifice of some other Municipality. For these reasons, I 
oppose the amendment of my Honourable friend, De~an Bahadur GonnoLE, and I 
·hope he won't press for it. 

The ·Honourable Mr. GOKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I support the amendment which has been moved by my Honourable friend 
:M:r. Gon:soLE. The rea~on why I think the limit of 150,000 should be adhered to is 
that it would be worse than ·useless if the Municipal Commissioner is not, of the high 
standard whi<U:t is expected of him, and I think, unless the pay of the officer is sufficiently 
high, he would not be the so:rt of the officer that would be needed for the purpose. I 
know only of one city which has a population of over 150,000, and so far as that city 
is ·concerned, it may perhaps be able to afford the salary which it would be I}ecessary to 
pay to have such an officer. In case you are not able to provide for such a.n officer, then 
the population limit would come in as a hindrance. "You ought to see that the provision 
is applied only to those places which. are able to bear the salary with ease. Now my 
Honourable friend, Mr. KAYAT, considers that the population is not the only test. It 
may not be the only test, still I should consider it is one of the most important tests, and 
so far as I .am able to see, I do not think cities which have a population under 150,000 
have means upon which they. could be expected to pay the high salary to a hiah officer-. n 
such as would be required to act as a Municipal Commissioner. . _ 
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The Honourable !IouLVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD spoke· · as ·follows :....:..Your 
Excellency, I do not think that it is relevant to speak of the salary of the Municipal 
Commissioner when discussing this amendment. We are only concerned just now with 
the amendment whether a city having. a population of 100,000 'should be ·given · 
a :Municipal Commissioner or that having a population of 150,000. The Honourable 
Dewan Bahadur GoDBOLE was good enough to admit almost everything as regards the 
principle of the Bill. For example, he admits that the Municipal Commissioner is 
desirable, he admits 

1

th~t administration by a committee is a failure, but he says that the 
experiment should be confined only to Ahm~dabad. In other words he says ''it is 
a very good thing, but do not give it to my city." Well, this is not the attitude which 
we should take. If it is a good thing, if it is sound in principle, my friend 
:Mr. GoDBOLE should be the first to come forward and say that as committee Govern·. 
·mentis a failure, and as the J.Iunicipal Commissioner's appointment is likely ·to be 
very useful so give it to my city in the first place. As it is, his attitude shows that he 
is not convinced at all. He thinks it an evil, and he wants to transfer that evil 
to Ahmedabad. 

,. 
Again, Sir, if we were ·to adopt 150,000 population test, that would be only 

applicable to Ahmedabad. It would be not applicable to Poona or Surat, and I am 
afraid it would not be applicable even to Karachi, so that for ·au practical purposes we 
might drop the population test and simply say that Ahmedabad should have a Municipai 
Commissioner. · 

I think by adopting this amendment, we would. be defeating the object of this Bill. 
If there is any place in the Presidency where the provisions of this Bill should be first 
appliPd and its experiment tried, .in my opinion it is Poo.aa, because it .is the capital of 
this Presidency for four months, and because its Municipality does not fully represent 
and cannot carry out the wishes of its citizens. We suffer from the failure of water 
works, we suffer from bad drainage and many other defects in the administration of 
the city, and I maintain that the provisions of this Bill should be applied to Poona in 

fi 
• I the rst mstance. 

The Honourable 1.Ir. VtTHA.LBHA.I JHA.~ERBRA.I PATEL spoke as follows :-Your Excel .. 
lency, I d~ not want to take up the time of .the Council. I really cannot appreciate 
the argument of the Honourable Dewan Bahadur GonBoLE. I have my eJ?,tire sympathy 
with the amendt;nent, but on entirely different grounds. I say if- the institution of the 
Municipal Commissioner is good for Ahmedabad, it is good for Poona too, but I say that 
it is not a good institution at alt I support my Honourable friend Dewan Bahadur 
GonnoM:'s amendment because if it is carried, it will have the effect of restricting the 
institution to one municipality only. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRINIWAs KoNHER RoDDA spoke as follows:
your Excellency, I rise to oppose ~y Honourable friend :Mr. GoDBOLE's amendment. 
In the first place H the amendment is accepted it will mean throwing away the Bill. 
The Bill was mainly introduced in order to secure a very responsible officer to perform 
the exe;.:utive functions of 'important cities. With that view the llill was introduced, 
and when the appointment has been accepted by the majority, it seems to me that the 
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system should be extended throughout. . Bringing forward every obstacle which would 
not in any way justify the appointment of a MunicipalCommissioner, is in fact practically 
killing the Bili, and I might still say that the labours of the whole Council have been 
wasted. It was also suggested at the Se ]ect Committee that only the Municipalities 
having a population of one lakh an<l fifty thousand should have a llunicipal 
Commissioner, and it was subsequently reduced to one lakh :- and it was optional for 
those Municipalities where the number wag less than one lakh t(} have a Municipal 
Commissioner or not. If any Municip:tlity thought that the Municipal resources were 
goodJ it had full liberty to· apply to Government in such oases. We may state in a liberal 
spirit that it should be the desire of every Councillor to improve the 1\Iunicipalities and 
if possible to ha.ve well qualified officers for the discharge of their executive functions. On 
this ground it is necessary when tbe principle of the acceptance of a Munic~pal 
Oommissioner has been accepted, to lower the population standard. We have also made 
a provision for Municipalities to apply for a Municipal Commissioner if their population 
is less than one-hundred thousand. I do not ·see why the limit of one lakh arid 
fifty thousand should be confin~d to one Municipality, namely, the ·l\Iunicipality of 
Ahmedabad alone. This is the Distric~ Municipal Act and not the ~Ahmedabad .. 
Municipal Bill. 

On these grounds I oppose my Ho~ourable friend Mr. GoDBOLE's amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. RaGHUNATH PuRSH0TTAlt PARA.NJPYE spoke as follows ~-1 just 
wish to point out, Sir, as I did last time when the Bill was introduced, that it was 
intended mainly at present for application to the Ahmedabad Municipality which is 

I under suspension and which is under a committee of m:1.nagement; thus at Ahmedabad 
there is no Municipality at all; so that Government. might have thought t4at Ahmed
abad. w6s a good place to make that experiment and if that succeeds, then to extend it to 
other Municipalities. Then we can follow the Honourable Mr. CuttTis' brilliant idea and 
send a special train with all the Municipal Co11ncillo~s of Poon~ round to Ahmedabad so 
that. they ;might see what a great ·advantage it is to have a Municipal Commissioner. 
Then it will be time to bring forward a special, one clause Bill for Poona, so that simply 
the 150,000 may be change.! to 100,000. We might, therefore, first of all see whether 
the ~xperiment has been successful at Ahmedabad. That was the obvious. object indi .. 
cated in the initial speech of the Honoura~le Member in charge of the Bill in introducing 
this Bill, and therefore I think that this amendment is not against the first object of 
the Bill when it ~uggests that the experiment should be made in Ahmedabad. .Another 
point. I might· mention .to show that since the very beginning it was obviously intended 
to apply it only to Ahmedabad.. No attempt was made to put a member from the· 
.Poona 1\Iunicipality on the Select Committee,. and the Honourable Mr. SaTHE 
was put on the Select Committee as a representative of the M:unicipali~ies whiQ.h it. was 
not intended to affect immediately. I think it would have· been a good thing, if it was 
intended to apply the principle immediately to the P~ona Municipalityt to put a member 
from the Pooria :Uunicipality or a representative of the Central Division on the Select 
Commttee.' Simply because it w.as not intended-

His_Ex:cellency the P&ESIDENT :-I cannot see that what. the Honourable 1t!ember 
is talking about hag any relevancy to the present amendment. My Honourable friend 
seems to think that we have put wrong people on the Select Committee. 
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The Honourable Mr. PARA.NJPYE :~I leave that point aside, Sir. The Poona 
Municipality are already against it, so th~t, as I say, we must, first of all, restrict the 
Bill to .A.hmeiabad and, when the experime:nt succe~eds, apply it to· other-places. I 
therefore cordially support the Honourable Mr. GoDBJLE's amendment. · 

• ' 4 The Honourable :ur. PaA.BIIASHANKA.R . D. PATTA.NI spoke as follows :-·Your 
E~cellency, I do not see that any very sound reasons have been put forward in favour of 
the amendment of the Honourable Dewan Bahad.ur GonBoLE. The· only argument 
that I heard throughout is, I believe, the argument that •. because in the first instance in 
the draft Bili the population limit was a lakh and a half, Government should not now g(} 
back upon the original proposal and reduce it to' a lakh of souls. The· Honourable 
Mr. _PA.RANJPYE is entirely wrong when he says th:tt Government had only intended this. 
Bill for Ahmedabad. I do not think that anybody said that we were going to try this as 
an experiment. On the contrary, I would remind the Honourable Member that when 
the Bill was first. brought before the Council for the first . reading, some Honourable 
Members suggested that Government might see· their way to reduce the limit to a Iakh, 
and I believe I then promise.i consideration to this suggestion in the Select Committee, 
It was due to that suggestion inade in this Council that the Select Committee- gave their 
best consideration to the question and they have all, I believe, only with one or t~o 
exceptions, come to the conclusion that it would be a good thing to reduce the limit in 
order that the Municipalities whose needs would require a whole time Munfcipal 
executive officer m_ight be enabled to get a Municipal Commissio~er .. 

Again, I would suggest that, although in the legislation the population. baSis has 
been provided. for, it cannbt be the sole, test to induce Government to· consider whether 
they shall or shall not appoint a Municipal Commissioner. Therefore it is· that they have 
not taken an arbitrary power under the Act, but a power which is permissible. The 
wording is" the Governor in Council may appoint," ~hich means that, if on enquiry it is 
found that a particular .Municipality does require a Municipal Commissioner, then only 
will Government appoint a 11unicipal Commissioner, so that Mr. GoDBOLE need not be 
afraid of any arbitrariness in the matter. ~Where a case is. not made out, there the 
l\Iunicipal Commissioner will not be appointed. Again, if we restrict the- population 
limit, what would happen? Ahmedabad has got the required 150,000, but Karachi has 
not. From the point of view of revenue and wealth, Karachi will be able to bear the 
Municipal Cotr.unissioner much sooner and easier than .Ahmedabad, and yet it may 
happen, looking to the Administration in these two Municip-alities,. that Karachi may 
escape the necessity of ·being forced a Municipal Commissioner and Ahmedabad may be 
asked to accept one. These are the considerations, Your Excellency, which have induoed 
the Select Committee to reduce the limit. I have not many arguments to advance 
against the adoption of this amendment because there have not been advanced any very 
tangible arguments in favour of it, but I would make one remark with regard to the 
acceptance of the clause as it stands in the Bill. As Your :E·xcellency rightly suggested 
h the earlier debate on this Bill it does seem to me that the intention of som:e ' . 
Honourable Members WM probably to kill the BilL Well now it happens that, if we do 
not retain this limit of a lakh of inhabitants only, although the Bill will exist, the rea} 
object of the Bill will simply be killed, because ~he operation of the Bill will be reduced 
to only one Municipality, namely, Ahmedabad, and I believe that it is the opinion, not 



only of Government, but also of those who have lieard tllis debate for three day~ 
continuously, that it is a good thing to have a Municipal Commissioner for every 
Municipality whose needs may require him. · With these suggestions, Your Excellency, I 
oppose the amendment. _ 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur KASUINATH Rutcn .. umR!. GonBOLE spoke as 
follows :-I think Sir · that I am not likely to get much support for the present amend
ment. My prin:ipal' point _is that the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner is an 
interference with local self-Government and no l.Iunicipal Commissioner should be 
appointed ' except on the application of a Municipality. However, as I fuid that I am 
not likely to find much support in this Council on this point, I do not wish it to be 
carried to a division. So I withdraw my amendment. 

(The amendment was by leave withdrawn.) 
. His Excellenoy the PRESIDENT :-Does the Honourable Member wish to move his 

next amendment r . 
The ·Honourable Dewan Bahadur GoDBOLE spoke as follows :-I will now consider 

the second amendment which I have put forward with reference to sub.clause (b), 
clause 186 .(a). With reference to this amendment I will ask the Council to refer 
to section 10 of the main Act. In section 10 it is laid down (reads). This section 
means that _in a :Municipality half the councillors will _be Government nominees, either 
nominated by Government or by the Commissioner. Half of the nominated couneillors 
may be Government _servants. The other councillors . will be elected representatives. 
No·w this clause (b) is intended to give ran option to Municipalities for applying for a 
:Municipal Commissioner. Viewed in this light, this section iS quite illusory and I will · 
tell the Council how it is illusory. The nominated councillors of the Municipality are 
generally in favour of the idea of a li unicipal Cqmmissioner, and if their number is 
on~· half~ they can · combine and say ' give us a Municipal Commissioner, we must 

· have him even against the wishes of all the elected councillors'. Pra~Jtically, therefore, 
the clause as drafted means that a Municipal Commissioner can be appointed wherever 
the Government nominees desire for the appointment. I think this is very unfair • 

. · Elected councillors should have a voice in saying that they want a llunioipal Commis
sioner and this .can only be secured by increasing the propor~ion. 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. :B.AB.xow :-1 rise to a point ·of order. Is the Honour· 
able :Member in order in putting as facts before the Council that which is not correct r 
As a· matter of fact, our elected. members in all Municipalities, I may say, amount to 

. two·thirdsj and not one-half. ' 

The _Honourable Dewan Baba_dur . GonnOLE :-I read the section as it is. In the 
ease of Bagalkot Municipality, which is a city Municipality, the number of elected 
councillors is only one-half of the total number of councillors. There are other Munici. 
palities also, and I should not be surprised i£ their number is large, in which the number 
of nominated councillol'3 is half of the total· number. Now these half are likely to 
combine together if they are satisfieci that a ![unicipal Commissioner is wanted for a. 
particular Municipality, say the Bagalkot Municipality, or any o~her small Municipality 
with a population of 25,000 or 30,000; the nominated half of the councillors can 
Ba.y 'Oh~ this Municipality is being mismanaged and we will ask for a Municipal 
Commissioner for it.' They have simply to put in an application and they can get a _ 

• • 



Mnnicipal Commissioner. This in my opinion is very nnfair and, therefore, the propor~ 
tion should be increased from one· half , to two-thirds, so as to allow some of the elected 
councillors at least, to have a voice in the application for a :Municipal Commissioner. It 
is on these grounds that I have suggested my amendment and I -place it before the 
Council for their consideration. 

The IIonourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows:-Your Excellency, I am not 
in a position to contradict the statement that Bagalkot is comparatively a small piace 
with a population of about 25,000 to 30,000 and that it is not a town which, in the 
ordinary circumstances, could accept a Munici"pal Commissioner. rhe· second clause of ·· 
this seqtion is meant to deal with middle-sized towris with a population varying from say 
30,000 to 100,000, and all these, as far as my experience is coJ,lcerned, have elected 
presidents and two-thirds of the councillors are elected. If this is so, the arguments 
adduced by the honourable member lose their force altogether. It seems to .me, Sir, 
that it would be sufficient if an ordinary majority were to decide this question.· 
Possibly the section would f' read" better from the drafting' point o~ view if it provided 
that the application should be previously supported by a whole majority of the 
councillors in each case. But there is no reason whatever, why for the benefit of Bagal .. 
kot there should be any variation in the clause a~ put forth by the Select Committee. 

The Honourable MouLVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD spoke as follows:-Your Excellency, 
I rise to oppose the amendment. In the course of his .remarks the Honourable 
Mr. GoDBOLE was very unkind to the opinions of nominated members. My Lord, as it 
happens almost all the Mahomedan members are nominated and indirectly therefore 
the remark insinuate.-1 that the Maho~edans are always dictated to by the officials and · 
always give opinions which they themselves did not hold, Such a remark, I think, 
is an insult. My Lord, in this matte:r there is no question of elected o:r nominated 
members at all. The question is tl1at if a majority of the councillors of a particular 
Municipality desire to have a :Uunicipal Commissioner, is there any reason why 
a Municipal Commissioner should not be given to them? I have not heard a single 
argument against this proposition. What Mr. GoDBOLE says is this, that there will 
never be a majority of elected members, there will only be a majority of nominated 
members, which is an evil and for this rt:ason the J3ill as it stt!nds should not be accepted. 
He puts an extra premium upon the opinion of elected members, which is not justified. 
I believe he is altogether wrong in saying, as has been pointed out by my Honourable 
friend Mr. CuRTJg, that almost all the smaller Municipalities will be affected by the 
Bill. It is a question of Municipalities which have a population of between 30,000 and 
100,000, and in almost all such Municipalities there are non-official members in the 
majority Hindu and Moslem. Fut I have pointed out, in almost all the mofussil 
:Municipalities the )fahomedan members are nominated and unless my friend thinks · 
that there is a compact between them and the officials their voice sllould not be 
discounted because they are nominated members. I have seen no reason for changing 
my view and therefore I think the amendment sl1ould be rejected. 

The Honourable Mr. BALKRISBNA: SrTARAY KA.YAT spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I had not the slightest sympathy with the previous amendment, but I have 
some sympathy for this amendment and I am prepared to support this amendment, 
that the majority. as proposed by my Honourable friend, should be two-thirds instead of 
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one-half; hut with regard to his remarks about nominated members and his' foars that 
they will combine together, I -must· take the very strongest objection to such remarks of 
my honourable friend, Similar remarks were made the other day in connection with 
the argument advanced by Mr. PA.RANJPYE, You will allow me to refer to it to show 
how hollow that argument is in the light of facts. The honourable moyer of this Bill, 

. in replying to the Honourable Mr. P A.RA.N JPYE the other day, has shown that nomi~ated 
members can show their independence whenever necessary. 

The Honourable Mr. ·R. P. PA.RANJPYE :-As a personal explanation, I would say 
that at that time when I said nominated members I meant nominated members who 
were officials, The Hon~ura.ble Member in charge of the :Sill did no·t bear my qualifying 
clause of "officials u. 

. ··The Honourable Mr. KAMAT (continuing) :-I can show that nominated members of 
· this Council have held independent views and have never sided with the Government, 

simply because they were nominated members ; and if' my .Qonourable friend' will look 
into the Journal of the Proceedings of this Oomicil, during the last 18 months if :not 
more, I think he will have ample evidence of that. The Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE 
referred to the representation of the Poona City :Municipality ; I would say that that 

· represent~tion itself is ample evidence that nominated members as a rule do not favour 
the views of Government in all .cases. The Honourable Mr. GonBOLE is himself a nomi
nated·member of the Poona City Municipality (l~ughter). When a ,eub·committee was 
appointed by that Municipality to send a representation on this Dill to Government, I think . 
there were five members on the Committee. I find that no less than three out of the five, 
including the President of the Municipality, were nominated members, and yet all these 
three nominated members have courageously and independently given their opinion that 
this measure is not wanted by them. That is distinct and clear evidence that nominated 
members can rise to the occasion and can give their opinion as freely and as courageously 
as the Honourable Mr. GonBOLE has done. I will go one step 'further iri this particular 
case and point 9ut that out of the three nominated mem,bers one is an official and an 
Englishman-a well-known Principal of a College in Poona. 

His Ex:cellenoy th~ PRESIDENT :-I really must ask the Honourable :Member to 
confine himself strictly to the amendment. I am sure that he has been very much 
ruffled arid 'thinks that his honour has been assailed. 

The Honourable Mr. KA.MA.T (continuing) :-I think the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE 
is entirely wrong when he says that nominated members would give a particular opinion 
~ither in favour or against the Municipal Commissioner, and I therefore, except for tho.se 
remarks, support his amendment on different grounds, namely -that half the total 

·number of members is not after all an overwhelming majority, but if the majority were 
two-thirds, that would be a clear indication of the overwhelming sense of the opinion of 
the Municipality. On these grounds I am in favour of tho amendment moved by my 
Honourable friend Mr. GoDBOLE. 

The: Honourable Mr. DATTATRAYA. VENKATESR l3ELVI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I rise to support the amendment proposed by the Honourable Dewan 
l3ahadur GoDBOLE. My reasons are these. In places where there is an elected Pre·· 

· sident, Government has laid it down as a rule that there shall not be an .elected President. 
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unless three-fourths of the total number of Muni~ipal Councillors are in favour of. having 
an elected President. Looking to the frame of the present Bill, we find that section 
186-B provides that, wher~ a Municipal Commissioner is to be removed, the number of 
Councillors who desire the removal should be three-fourths and I think it will be con·· 
sistent on our part if we were to rule that, when a Municip~l Commissioner is to be 
appointed, the request shoul_d proceed from at least three-fourths of the total number of 
Councillors; but it seems to· me that I cannot now demand three-fourths when considering 
the amendment moved by the Honourable Dewan B3hadur GonBoLE. It is a matter of 
misfortune that the Dewan ·:sahadur's amendment precedes an amendment which stands 
in the name of my Honourable friend Mr. UPAS.ANI. I cannot, therefore, discuss it now. 
But I think I shall discharge my duty by saying that I am in entire sympathy with the 
amendment of the Honourable Dewan Bahadur GonBoLE. · 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESR KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows :_:_Your 
Excellency, I strongly support the amendment moved by the Honourable Dewan 
Bahadur GoDBOLE, and I support it· on a very simple ground. This section, as it is, 
applies to towns having a _population of less than one lakh, and it is in those towns that. 
we have to introduce the institution of a Municipal Commissioner on the recommendation 
of the Municipality: Now the question iS who should recommend, that is, how many 
members of that body are to be considered as sufficient for the resolution to be passed 
by a Municipality. Whether it is. one-hall or two-third of its Members ? When 
you have to change the constitution of your own body, when you to bring in1 a new 
element, then a greater and n;1ore deliberate thought is required to be given to that 
subject. If you have to ascertain the general feeling on the point, you must ascertain it 
in an effective manner. The greater the number of Municipal Councillors supporting, the 
greater the reason for us to hold that the proposal commends itself to so many people, and 
I think nothing is lost-by raising the limit of one-half to two-thirds. After all we are 
leav~ it to the .Municipality whether to have a Municipal Commissioner or not. I 
therefore think that 'without going into the other minor. points to which reference was 
made, I want to put it only on this ground, viz., that if you want to get the sentiment 
of the people and feeling of the Municipal Councillors, we can better understand it if we 
raise the limit from one-half to two-third. . . 

With these few remarks I strongly support the amendment moved by my Honour. 
able friend Dewan Bahadur GoDBOLE. 

The Honourable Mr. SnRIDHAR BALKRISHNA. UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your 
·Excellency, as referred to by the. Honourable lir. BELVI, I have on this very point 
an amendment by myself. I have .suggested that 'three-fourth' should be substituted for 
• one-half ' and in line 5 of this clause and, therefore, if that is not accepted, I would rather 
support the Honourable Mr. GODBOLE'B suggestion for two-thirds instead of 'one-half'. 
When for the removal of the Municipal Commissioner section 186B (3) requires ·a 
majority of three-fourths-we h~ve to insist upon'a majority of at least two-thirds for his · 
appointment which involves a change in the constitution of the Municipality and binds it 
to undertake pecuniary responsibilities which are expected .to be far more heavy than 
those under the present constitution. If under the Bill as it stands a majority of three• 
fourths is required to remove the .Municipal Commissioner it is but fair that the same 
majority should be required for his appointment. It would certainly be unfair to allow 
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him to be appointed by a bare majority and to insist on a majority of three-fourth for his 
removal. The majority in both cases ou~ht properly to be the same and it was for that 
reason that in my own amendment I suggested 'three-fourths'. In any case considering 
the responsibility involved, I think it will be but bare justice to accept the amendment 
of the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE. 

. The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHA.I JHA.VERBnAI PaTEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I rise to support the amendment of my Honourable f1iend Mr. GonBOLE. 

I think the arguments advanced by my Honourable friend Mr. BEL VI are perfectly sound 
and it is. only right tba.t Government .should consider them. When the Municipality 
wants to elect a President, the existing law requires a majority of three-fourths. When 
it wants to ask the Governor in . Council to remove a Municipal Commissiont'r, the 
:Bill requires a majority of three-fourths. · There is absolutely no reason why when the 
very question of the constitution of mofussil Municipalities is to be considered. that there 
should be this difference, I think it is only rjght that the motion should be considered 

· very favourably. What I d~ not understand really is that the Governor in Council i~ 
empowered to appoint a Municipal Commissioner for bigger Municipalities without 
consulting any Councillor, on the other ha.rid, in the case of smaller Municipalities you 
want to consult two-thirds or one-half of the Councillors for such appointment. 

The Honourable Mr. Nown.oJEE Do&AB.TEB KHA.NDA.LAWALLA. spoke as. follows:
Your Excellency, in 186A, sub-claust} B, it is provided that such applications shall be 
from not less than one-half the whole number. If one-half of the total number ask for 
a Municipal Commissioner and the other half do not wish to have him, will Governmed 
take only the wishes of the one-half and reject the wishes of the other? I think this is 
a point which requires very careful consideration. I submit ·that there must be some
thing more than a majority of one-half ·before a Municipal Commissioner is given to a 
Municipality which has less than a lakh of inhabitants. I need not say more on this 
subject. · I simply bring this point to the notice of the Council. 

The Honourable Mr. P&ABHASRA.NKAR D. PATTANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, in view of the speeches that have been made here on the subject, Govern-. 
ment consider that it would probably be a goad thing to make a coTl.cession in the 
:Jnatter. (Hear, hear.) · Government would be willing to accept a majority of two-thirds 
of"the members present, arid I ~ope this will satisfy the Honourable Member. 

The Honourn.ble Sir In&A.lUM RAHIMTOOLA :-Have I Your Excellency's permission 
to say a few words in regard to the suggestion which the honourable member in oharge 
of the Bill has just made ~· · 

His Excellency tbe PRESIDENT :-Yes, 

The Honourable Sir lBRAHll[ RAHIMTOOLA then spoke as follows :-Sir, I do not 
think the suggestion would be acceptable to me, because under the present law, as the 
Honourable Mr. KHANDALAWALA has ·very pertinently pointed out, there may be half 
the number in favour of the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner ·and the other 
half may be against it. Unde~ such circumst~nces Government would get the power of 
appointing a 1\Iunicipal Commissioner. .I do not think it is right that such power should 
be given. The compromise offered by the honCJura.ble member appears to me even worse 
t~an this provision. Under the :Bill, as it stands, if there are 20 councillors in a munici· 
rality 10 PlUSt. vote i~ favour before Government can ta~e action, while under the 



eompromise~ when the quorum fixed is comparatively sm.aU, as is usual, t~o-thirds of · 
the number of members present m~y be even less than ten. S.:> that iiJ:stead of an improve• 
ment, the compromise may work quite the other way. It appears to me that if .Govern· 
ment are willing to offer a concession to the general feeling which has been expressed 
here to-day it should be•on the same lines as the amendment before the Counc~, that is; 
by .the vote of two-thirds of the total number of members. There is an additional reason 
why I support that view, and it is that in the case of municipalities having a population 
of 100 000 and over Government have taken the right of appointing a Municipal Commis· 
sioner ~respective of any reference to the mun_icipality itself, but even in such oases 
Government have not bound themselves to do so. All that the law provides is that it 
gives Government the discretionary power of appointing a Munioipal'Commissioner in 
the case of cities with a population of 100,000 and over, and it may often happen that 
in the case of a city with a population of even 120,000, Government may not be disposed 
to exercise such right for financial and other considerations. When that is so in regard to 
municipalities with a population of over 100,000, I think it is obvious that unless a general 
consensus of opinion in the municipal town in favour of the appointment of a Municipal 
Commisssioner is previously ascertained, it would not be right to, appoint a 1\funicipal 
Commissioner in that municipality. It appears to me that the only way in which 
Government can ascertain whether such a general consensus of opinion exists in that .. 
town is by the votes of at least two-thirds of the total nur;>.ber of councillors of that 
municipality, and that alone would in my opinion justify the appointment of a 
Municipal Commissioner in smaller municipalities having a .. population under 100,000 
and much more so in municipalities with a population as the Honourable Mr. CURTIS put 
it, of say 30,000 or so. Under these circumstances, I think, that .the Council would be 
well all vised if they accepted the amendment of the Honourable Mr. GonBoLE, which lays 
down th~t in the case of smaller m~ioipalities a Municipal Commissioner shall only bE' 
appointed if the votes of two-thirds of the total number of .the members of that 
municipality have been previously recorded in favotir of that proposal. (Hear, hear.) 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH KRISHNA BATRE :-May I have permis· 
sion to speak on the, proposed amendment of Sir IBRAHIM: RAHIM:TOOL!? I Will take 
only two mmutes •. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Very well. 

The Honourable Rao l3ahadur SATHE (continuing) :-I will ask the attention of the 
members of this Council to clause 7 of section 26, which runs as follows (reads) :....:..In 
City Municipalities we have got a quorum of one-third. I will illustrate a case and show 
that the proposal made by the honourable member in charge of the Bill will make our 
"POsition worse. In a town where there are 30 members, the quorum will be of 10. 
Two-thirds of 10 is about 7 and we are much better under the existing Bill than 
under the proposed amendment. The result would certainly be worse. It would 
not in any way meet the desire' of the several members who have spoken on the 
point. On the contrary we shall be much worse off if we accept the suggestion of the 
Honourable Mover. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Government have no particularly strong feelings 
with regard to this question, but I own that it seerps rather a -pity if. in the Select 
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Committee a certain decision is come to that honourable members should wish to upset 
the settled opinion .. of that com~ittee altogether. Government did make a concession 
just now in suggesting two~thirds of those present. Government was hopeful that the 
general opinion would be that in all municipalities where a Munir.}pal Commissioner 
was going to be appointed the members would show such keenness to take their share in 
his selection that th~y would all be present. My Honoura be friend Sir IBRAHIM rather 
disappoints me as to this and suggests that it is quite conceivable that only a few 
members might appear and that therefore there will be consid~~le difficulty as to the 
election being confirmed. I hope that he will be wrong and that my expectations may 
be right, But, under the circumstances, I think on the whole, as there seems to be a 
good deal of difference of opinion with regard to this, that it would be better if we were 
to leave it to the judgment of this Council and let every hQnourable member vote as he 
feels disposed. · 

(The amendment was then put to the vote and carried.) 

His Excellency the PnEsmENT :-186 A (4)-'Ihe Honourable Mr. UI,ASANI. . . 
The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALK.RISHN.A. UP.ASaNI :-My Lord, I beg to with .. 

draw this item· of my amendment in view of the amendment which has just been passed. 

(The amendment was by leave withdrawn.) 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-186 A {5)-The Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. Ur!SA.NI :-I withdraw it. 

(The amendment was by leave with4rawn.) 

His Ex.cellency the PRESIDENT :-186 ]-The Honourable Mr. UrAS.A.Nr. 

The Honourable Mr. Ul'ASANI :-1 withdraw that amendment also, my-Lord, 

(The amendment was by leave withdrawn,) 

His Excellency the !'RESIDENT :-186 B (3)-The Honourable .Mr. GoDBOLE, 

The Ho~ourable Dewan Bahadur KA.sHINATH RAMCHANDRA GonnOLE spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency, the amendment which I wish to move runs thus :-(reads)~· 
I beg to point out, Sir, that in this c~se the provision is illusory and I will tell the 
Council how; In the cas~ of all Municipalities one-fourth of the councillors may be 
salaried servants of Government and in many cases they are. These salaried servants of 
Government are seldom likely to vote for the dismissal or removal of a Municipal 
Commissioner. We hare to bear in mind that half the numb'er of councillors of 8 
:Municipality may be nominated by Government, and of this half again onE;"· half may be 
t:alaried servants of Government. Under these conditions it is hard to believe that in the 
case of Municipal Commissioner that has been appointed by Government the salaried 
servants and nominated councillors of Government will vote against his removal or-~ 

His" Excellency the PRESIDENT :-1 am afraid . that the Honourable Member is 
making the same speech again that he made before. I feel sure Honourable Members 
will agree with me that we want to get on with our ~usiness as quickly as possible, and 
I am sure that lean rely .on tbe Honourable Members assistance. 

The Honourable Dewan l3abadur GonBoLE :·-I have simply to say that: if any 
~eal power is proposed to be given to the Municipalities as regards the removal of a 
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Municipal Commissioner, the proportion given in this clause should be reduced from. 
three-fourths to two-third, if not half. I would prefer half, but I believe that will be 
impracticable and would make the ;position of the Municipal Commissioner very 
unstable. I propose, therefore, Sir, that the words " two-third " should be substituted for 
''three-fourth''. 

The Honourable 1\:lr. G. S. CURTIS spoke as follows :--Your Excellency, I rise to 
point out that, und~r the existing law, the Chief Officer or the Engineer cannot be 
removed unless by the votes of three-fourths of the .. whole number of councillors, 
and the Municipal Commissioner is, of course, ·an officer of a higher calibre and it is 
somewhat illogical that, while a Chief Officer, who is generally a Mamlatdar, is entitled 
to demand that there should be a three-fourth majority, the Municipal Commissioner 
should be dismissed by a majority of only two-third. I hope, Sir, that this Council 
will reject the Honourable Member's amendment. I would add, Sir, that it seems a little 
ungenerous on him to reflect on Government officers as being members of a Municipal 
body likely always to support the Municipal Co'mmissioner. Probably I think a 
Government servant may be .trusted to exercise his judgment, as well as, I may say, a , 
pensioned Government servant. I would suggest that these reflections on nominated 
members and pensioned or other Government servants are not in the best taste. · 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBIIAI JIIAVERBIIAI PATEL spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency, I have an amendment on that point which asks the Council .to substitute .. 
five-eighths instead· of three-fourths. This amendment I have based on the Bombay 
Act. Under the Bombay Act by .five-eighth majority the Municipality could ask 
Government to remove a Municipal Commissioner, and as we have taken most of the pro
visions regarding Municipal Commissioner ··from the Bombay Act, I do not kno\y why 
we should not adopt a similar provision from that Act on this point. 

. ' 
His Excellency the PR~SIDENT :-The Honourable Member's amendment is corning 

along in due course. His amendment comes up next. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-If my Honourable friend accepts the amendment 
that I have given notice of-

The Honourable Dewan l3ahadur GonBOLE :-I propose that my amendment should 
be gone on. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-In that case I support my Honourable f,Pend for 
the present. If his amendment is rejected, I shall move my amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. DATrAT&AYA VENKATESH BELVI spoke as follows:-Your Excel· 
lency, I support the amendment brought forward by the Honourable Dewan Bahad.ur • 
.Aj, I have said, consistency demands that, if two-thirds of the total number of municipal 
councillors are sufficient in requesting Government to give a Municipal' Commissioner, I 
think the same proportion ought to be considered sufficient when the lime comes for the 
removal of a :Aiunicipal Commissioner. .There is no reason at all why there should be 
a larger number of councillors who should demand a removal of a Municipal Commis .. 
sioner than when a Municipal Commissioner is to be appointed. I referred to the 
present rules obtaining as regards the election of Presidents and I showed that the rule 
now obtaining under a Resolution of Government is that three-fourths of the total number 
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of municipal councillors shall elect a President where a President is allowed to be 'elected. 
I wish to give the Council a o mereta instance of the rigidity which is enforced when 
the privilege of electing a Prej:jident is granted to a municipality. T1vo or . three months 
ago a President for the BJlgaurn Muni,cipality was to be chosen. 'I here were. 24 
councillors. Out of 24, 13 memb::rs happened to be present at the general meetmg 
and out of 18, 16 votEd in favour of a particular gentleman, and yet it was held that · 
the gentleman had not been formally elected,· because 16 was less than three-fourths 
of'24. You will thus see how rigidly Government enforce the rule of three-fourths 
when a President is to be chosen. I submit that, when such rigidity is enforced in the 
case of the President's election, it is but justice to, allow the .municipality to remove 
an unpopul~r Municipal Commissioner when two-thirds of the total number of 
councillors do not want him. I do not think this is a point which need be laboured 
at greater length. It is obvious that, if on two-third members of a municipality 
making a request Government may be disposed to give a Municipal Commissioner, he 
should be liable to be removed at the request of two-thirds. 

The Honourable Mr. SRRIDRARBALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-~Iy Lord, 
I rise to support the amendment. I have only to say a few words with reference to what 
fell from t4e Honourable Mr. Cu.u.:rrs. lie bas pointed out that under the existing Act 
a three-fourths majority is required to remove a Chief Officer, and therefore it ought to be 
so also in the case of the Municipal Commissioner. Thera is no doubt sorn9 force in that, 
but I have to point out that the Chief Officer is allowed by the present Act to exercise 
powers under only 24 sections. The new officer· is to be allo\Ved to exercise aU executive 
powers. Another thing is t11'at the Chief Officer is subject to the supervision· and 
control of ~be municipality and its President. The Municipal Commissioner is independ
ent ofthat control, and it may happen that there may be very much higher 'or unneces
sary expenditure due to the administration of the Municip:1.l Com missioner whom they 
are not able to control than would be the case undet the Chief Officer. Therefore, the 
analogy drawn by the Honourable ~Ir. CuRTIS with reference to Chief Officers does not 
apply. A Municipal Commissioner's appointment will involve higher expenditure, and 
will also imply higher delegation of powers without the supervision of the whole body, 
and if, under these circumstances, they for any reasJn· consider that the appointment 
should not be continqed in their interests, I think it would not be reasonable to insist 
on a majority of three-fourth for the removal and two-third would be reasonable and 
p.roper. 

ihe Honour~ble Mr. PRA.BHASHANKA.R D. PaTT.A.NI spoke as follows :-Your Excel· 
lency, I am surprised at the argument just put forward by my Honourable frie~d 
Mr. U:P.A.S!NL He says the reason for the necessity of a three-fourth majority for the 
dismissal of a Chief OIB.cer is that he is a smaller officer and that he is appointed by the . 
municipalityt where:u the Municipal Commissioner will be a higher officer with more 
resronsibilities and put on by Government. No\v I really cannot understand the weight 
of this argument at all. It should be the other way, as put by the Honourable Mr. CuRTis. 
Highet· powers and higher responsibility must be regarded with greater respect and greg,ter 
coLSideration than lower powets and lower responsibilities, and I should think that, if 
Chief. Officers. could not be dismissed without ·three-fourth majority, surely, Your 
Excellency, it follows that the'l\:Iunicipal Commissioner should stand the ch9.nce of beinO' 

0. 
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dismissed only when there is not less than three-fourths majority. No other arguments 
have been advanced, and I think this will be enough to show that the amendment 
proposed by the Honourable Mr. GODBO~ should be thrown out. 

The Honourable Dewan· Bahadu.r GoDBOLE :-I do not wish to reply. 

The amendment waS' then put to the vote and lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-186 B~ sub-section 3.-The 
:Mr. PATEL. 

Honourable .. 

The· Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as. follows :-Your· 
Excellency, I should have withdrawn. this little amendment, but it· is ·difficult for me to 
get out of the fact that we really have got the precedent of the Bombay Act on the point; 
then, why, I ask, we are· not disposed to follow that Act in this particular matter. As .. a 
matter of fact, it is not . so easy to get five-eighth councillors in the mofussil towns to, vote 
in favour of a proposition to remove a :Municipal Commissioner as it is in Bombay. 
Difficulties are greater there.- In Bombay there are, it is. said, members who- ·could 
exercise their independence and intelligence in a greater degree than in' the mofussil. I 
submit· that I am putting this amendment for the consideration of .the Oouncil.just. 
on the Bombay lines· and I do not· see why mofussil municipalities · should have & 

differential treatment.-· 

The Honourable Mr. SRRIDRAR BALKRISRNA UPA.SANI:-I beg to support this. 
amendment on the ground that the Municipal CommiSsioner in Bombay is a higher 
officer and a majority of five-eighth is required for the removal of that officer. I do not see
why we should insist upon a higher majority in the mofnssil Our experience iS that it; 
is more difficult to get a majority of three-fourths in the mofussil than ~ B~mbay. . 

The Honourable Mr. PRABRASHANKAR D. PATTANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I rise to· suggest that the amendment as proposed may be rejected. My 
grounds are these :-In Bombay the number of councillors are fixed by statute to be .'72. 
In the district municipalities the number of councillors often changes accord.ing as it. 
may be decided by- the Governor in Council, and therefore it would not be possible always. . 
to keep to the· five-eighth ratio. Besides five-eighth is· only ·a fraction lower than 
six-eighths; which is three-fourth. I do not see tliere is much weight in the arguments that 
have fallen from the Honourable Member. Again, on a referenpe to the Madras Act, I 
see tLatthe majority required is even more than what is now proposed, so that I· hope the 
Council will reject the amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBRAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL :-Your. Excellency, I do 
not see my way to withdraw this amendment. I have not been able to follow the 
Honourable Member in charge of the Bill in the fractional con:siderations which he has 

. put before this Council. I merely quote the example of Bombay and I see no r~ason, 
i if there is, as they say, less of intelligence and independence that law should require a 
·greater number of councillors voting in favour of a propo!:ition for t~e removal of a 
.'Municipal Commissioner. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-1860 (1)-The Honourable Mr. UPASA.NI, 
H 41-206 
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Th~ Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA. U:PA.SANI :-I beg to withdraw it. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-1860, 'sub•section (1)-The Honourable 
Mr. PATEL. 

The· Honourable Mr. VITHA.LBHA.I J :HA. VER:BHAI P A. TEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, this is r~ally a very important amendment and I ask the Honourable 
Members to consider it very carefully. What I ask by this amendment is that, if we 
are going to empower the Governor in Council to thrust a Municipal Commissioner, iri 
the words ·of my Honourable friend Dewan Babadur GoDBOLE, Government should give 

·half the amount of salary which the municipality shall have to pay to him. My roasons 
are these: .As the Honourable Members of this House know very well, a right to appoint 
its own servants has been exercised by all the' municipalities since the passing of the Act 
of 1873. By this legislation we are depriving the municipality of that right and to hand 
over that right to the·- Go~ernor in Council,· and I am, therefore, entitled to ask this 
Council to consider the ·question whether or not the Government should be made to give 
some substantial consideration by way of co:q.tribution towards the salary of a Municipal 
Commissioner in lieu thereof. Then, again, it has been· repeatedly told to us that the 
institution of Municipal Conimissioner for the ·mofussil municipalities will further the 
advancement of local self·government. If that is so, it is only proper that we should, 
by iegit:lation, encourage municipalities to appoint Municipal Commissioners as executive 
officers, and t~e only way to encourage them to do so, woUid,be by contributing towards 
the salary of a ~unicipal Commissioner. My Honouraple; friend Sirdar Sir CaiNUBH~ 
at the fir~t reading of this Bill very distinctly told. us in his speech, which J have read 
overa~d over again, and committed to heart 't~t the Ahniedabad Municipality is really 
not in a position to afiord the luxury of a· Municipal Commissioner unless Government 
in various ways come8 to its aid. He seems to have changed his· opinion ·now·, but I 
assure ·this. House most emphatically that the :financiali condition of the Ahmedabad 
Munidpality has not changed with this change of Sir c:B:INUBRAI'S view. I therefore 
request the members of this House to consider the financial aspect of the quet~tion and 
embody this provision .in the present Act, so as to enco~age mofussil municipalities to 
appoint Municipal Commissioners inasmuch as this· House holds that the appointment 
of Municipal Commissioner will furlher advance the cause of local self-government, 
.a. view to which I do riot for a moment subscribe~ . 

The Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
1 have very grea~ pl~asure in supporting the amendment of my Honourable friend . 
. Mr. PATE~, and unlike my· fri~nd I support it, because, I. want that a Mun:icipal 
· Qommi~sioner should be appoin~ed in as zr:t,any plac~s as pos~ble, and I hold that the 
:Municipa~ Commissioner will be popular in p~oportion to. the amount of money that 
~ould co~e from G~ve~ent towards his appointment. In order, therefore, my 
Lord, that the Municipal Commissioner should be; as I say, appointed in as many places 
.as possible, I maintain that a contri~ution from Government is necessary. My Lord, I 
would quote the opinion of my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZEIHA.H MEliTA on the 
-{)ccasion of the debate on the Municipal Bill in 1901. With regard to the salary of the 
..Municipal Qommissioner, he said (reads)_. 
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Then, my Lord, this is as reasonable as_ anything can be, and as a friend of this 
institution and as an admirer of the Mu_nicipal Commissioner of Bombay, I certainly 
-say, Sir, that if that principle is to be ca~ed, Government should liberally-come forward 
to contribute towards the maintenance of this institution. Perhaps it: would not- be 
right for me to say-that half only should b~ contribu~ed, if they contributed three·fourtli.
it would be better but I would at least say that a very large sum shoUld come ·from 
Government. The Provincial Government. is very much interested in the ad minis~ 
·tration of mofussil municipalities~ and when they spend so much for the efficient ad minis~ 
tration of all the departments, it is but right that they should give a little more dole to 
every municipality, a_nd they_ could not spend their money for a· better purpose. My 
Lord, if you appoint a low-paid officer as a MunicipaL Commissioner,. say of the. salary 
-of Rs. 300,-I would withdraw all my support to this· institution. In that case the 
Municipal Commissioner would be perhaps a worse evil than the. system we have a~ 
prese~t. In the interests, therefore, my Lord, of better municipal administration in the 
case of bigger municipalities, I would strongly request Government to come forward and 
·show their liberality. · · 

The Honourable Mr. G~ S. CuRTIS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I am 
·somewhat amused at my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL's position._ He has been 
.a strong opponent of the Municipal Commissioner system and he has. done his best to 
prevent its introduction in any town whatever in the mofussil. Now, Sir, so far. as I 
can make out, he contends that no town in the mofussil can possibly support a Municipal 
,Commissioner. If, therefore, he leaves the matter alone the whole Bill is a waste .paper 
.and there will be no new Municipal Commissioner. But instead of doing, Sir, this he 
·comes forward· and. asks that Government s~ould contribute half the salary_ of the 
Municipal Commissioner. I object to it,·because he seems to place all municipalities 
on the same footing. It seems to me quite possible that Government may. assist a few 
·towns who embark on this very desirable e:x:peri~ent, but it would be undesirable to 
lay down that it should assist every town in precisely the same way~ One constantly 
finds on going through the :finances of municipal towns, that there are extraordinary 
·differences between the income and expenditure between towns of very much the same 
"importance. We ~an trust Government, after all, if they pass. this Bill, to see that 
.it is a success, as it will be the foster child of their own. We can also trust Government 
to exercise the same degree of liberality in this connection, that they have shown of 
late in relation to works supply projects, &c. In short, I would ask this Council not 
·to lay down that the same principle shall apply everywhere but to trust Government; 
-to do its best. 

The Honourable Mr. H.A:RCHANDRAI V ISRINDAS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
I would not have risen but for the fact that my Honourable friend MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN 
has quoted from Sir PnmozESHAli MEHTA in support of his amendment. 

The Honourable Sir PnmozEsRAH MEHTA :-I am certainly not in favour of the 
amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. liARCHANDRAI {continuing) :-I also oppose the amendment 
on the ground that such an amendment should not remain on the Statute Book at all. 
·They can do so as the Honourable Mr. CURTIS has very clearly pointed out if the 
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Government are prepared to contribute. Besides in some cases it' may work injustice .. 
There· might be some Municipalities of which the revenue is large, but there are others 
whose revenue would be so small that they would not be able to contribute even half of: 
the salary. At any rate the Karachi Municipality is not going to beg of Government to 
contribute anything. If we want a Municipal Commissioner we have got sufficiently 
large income to afford· the salary of a Municipal Commissioner. So far as Ahmedabad 
Municipality is concerned; there the income comes to about eight lakhs and they can 
~urely afford to pay a salary of Rs.1,500 per mensem. So the Council should certainly 
reject this amendment. . 

The Honourable' Mr. PRABHASHANKAR n.· PATTANI spoke as follows :-Your· 
'Excellency, I have not' a word to add to what the Honourable Mr. HARCHANI>RAI and. 
the Honourable Mr. CURTIS have said. It would be merely a repetition of the same 
arguments and I would therefore· recommend that the amendment may be rejected. 

The Honourable :Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-My Honourable friend ~fr. CU:RTIS told the house that it would be incon· 
sistent on my part to ask for a quota of the salary of a Municipal Commissioner, when I 
,am so much against the institution of a ~funioipal Commissioner. · May I tell him that 
.it is not the choice of the Municipality to have a Municipal Commissioner, but it is the
legislature that is going to empower the Government to thrust a Municipal_Commissioner 
on M1.1:nicipalities against their will, and when Municipalities have got to employ 
_Municipal Commissioners against their wishes, it is the ratepayers that ~ill suffer • 
. His pay will come from the pockets of the ratepayers of Poona, Ahmedabad or what· 

· ever place it may be, and it is on their behalf that I ask Government and this house 
_to consider ~he financial aspect of the question. There are so many works of jmblio 
utility: on which the Municipality has to spend money and we· know what funds they 

_have for this purpose. Governmen~ have desired that most of the City Municipalities 
. shoul~ appoint Health Officers and Government have consented to pay tw~third of 
. the salaries of those Health Officers. It is only with a view to encourage J.Iunicipa~ities . 
. ~o appoint Health Officers. Why, then, if the Government iS anxious that mofussil 
l\l'~1nicipalities should appoint Municipal Commissioner they should not come forward 
to encourage theni by _contributing towards his salary. I, therefore, put this ame~dment. 
lor the consideration of this House. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:-Item No. (61), section 186 {c) (1), the Honourable· 
:Mr. PATEL. 

The ;Honourable Mr. PATTANI :-Will the Honourable Member allow me to make 
·a suggestion with regard to this amendment P Government is prepared to accept the. 
amendment proposed in this behalf by the Honourable Mr. SATHE with the addition of 
these words: "Municipality shall, subject to the approval of the Governor in Council",. 
so that the clause will read "A Municipal Commissioner shall receive from the 
Municipal fund such monthly salary as the Municipality shall, subject to the approval 
of the Governor in Council, from time to time determine". 

·~l.'he .Honourable Mr. PATEL :-Then I withdraw my amendment. 

l'he amendment was by leave withdrawn. 
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His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 62, section 186 (c) (1), the Honourable 
Mr. SATHE. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE :-I accept the amendment proposed by the 
Honourable Mover of the Bill. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 62, the Honourable lfr. GoD BOLE. 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GoDBOLE :-I beg to withdraw my amendment. 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. _64, the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 
The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I beg to withdraw my amendment. 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

, I' I 0 · " 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 65, the Honourable Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable !Ir. VITHALBHAI Jiu.vERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, this is another amendment which if carried or accepted would go towards the 
relief of the already over-burdened Municipalities who are to be given l\Iunicipal 
Commissioners. What I want by this amendment is that wherever a salaried servant of 
Government is appointed as :Municipal Commissioner, the pension and leave allowances 
of that salaried servant of Government must be exempted. My amendment runs thus: 
(reads). In this matter 1 am quoting the instance of Bombay where the Municipal 
Commissioner is exempted from pension and leave allowances. The Presidents of the 
Rangoon Municipality and .Municipal Corporation of 1\fadras as well as the Chairmen of_ 
the Cawnpore atid Allahabad Municipalities are exempt from this contribution. This is 
probably with a view to encourage the appointment of these officers. However I brought 
this matter b~fore the Select Committee and I cannot quite understand why it was not 
considered. It was probably because there was ·some . difficulty in the way of 
Government taking up the question at all. But when you by statute· say that the 
contribution of the leave and pension allowances of a .Municipal Commissioner shall be 
borne by the Municipality, I say that this Government will not then be in a position to 
go to the Government of India and ask them to exempt the Municipal Commissioner 
from the pension and leave allowances. I therefort~ submit that looking to the financial. 
condition of most of the Municipalities this is a matter for the serious ·consideration of 
this Council. I am glad to say I am going to be supported strongly even by the 
Honourable Mr. RuiANBHAI in this amendment. · 

The Honourable 1\Ir. PRABHASIIANKAR. D. PATTAN! spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I want just to make a short explanation. I refer to the last portion of 
the argument advanced by the Honourable Mr. I>ATEL. He admits that there is as 
stated in the Select Committee an objection to the acceptance of this proposal on the 
ground that the Local Government cannot legislate against existing rules and regulations 
of the- Government of India. That is exactly our difficulty. The Honourable 
1\Ir. PATEL argues that if that is the difficulty of the Local Government, why should not 
Government allow the municipalities the option of appealing to the Government of 
India with a view to get the exemption. That is I think a point that needs careful 
consideration and must be lt~ft to Government. And Government at the same time 
propose that the following words be added to the existing clause. "In sub-section (1), 
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new clause 186E, after the word c shall' tl1e following words shall be substituted, 
namely,' unless specifically exempted wholly or in part from liability by the. Governor 
General in Council' ". It is that authority ouly who can· make exceptions and I believe 
that after the addition of these words the Honourable Mover of the amendment will 
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be satisfied. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Cla~se 186G (1).-The Honourable Mr. RAMAN· 
BIIAI. 

The Honourable Rao Blhadur RuuNBB'AI MAHIPATRA.M NrLKA.NTH spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency, I beg to withdraw this amendment. I had proposed the 
amendment with the idea that when a Municipal Commissioner is appointed to a particular 
municipality he may automatically be invested with the powers given to the Chief 
Officer of that municipality by its rules and bye-laws. But I find that it may be 
possible that the rules and by-laws of some municipalities may have given to their 
Chief Officers some powers which by the Act as amended by this Bill are not to be 
given to the Municipal Commissioner. To prevent this inconsistency it would be best for 
me to withdraw the amendment so that •the matter of further powers to be given to the 
Municipal Commissioner may be left for the consideration of individual municipalities .. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-I accept it. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:-The Honourable Mr. RAltANBHA.I. 

The Honourable Mr. RAMANBRAI :-I withdraw my amendment. 

The amendment· of the Honourable Mr. PATEL as further amended was then pub to 
the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 67, the Honourable Mr. UPASANI • 

. The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I beg to withdraw this item of my &lfiendment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 68, the Honourable Mr. RAMANBRAJ. 

The Honourable ~Ir. RA.luh"BIIAI :-I withdraw my amendment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 69, the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr .. UPASANI :-I would drop part (1) of my amendment. As 
regards part (2), I would urge that section 186 (g) gives the Municipal Commissioner 
powers under a number of sections of the Act in addition to those now enjoyed by the 
Chief Officer. Section 65 (3) _refers to the hearing of objections against assessment .. 
I think the Municipal Commissioner inay have the power to assess but the power of 
hearing appeals.against his own order should not be with·that officer. Therefore I think 
that the section I have mentioned may be omitted. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Is the Honourable Member anxious to discuss 
his amendment section by section P 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I will myself discuss it all together (after a pause). 
On reconsideration, I think that it will facilitate discussion if we dispose of the 
amendments section by section. 

Now coming to section 66, my Lord, this section refers to a similar provision. It 
also refers to the hearing of objections against the additional assessment levied. That 
power also, I propose, should rest .with a different body than the officer who has to pass 
those orders. 
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As regards sections 71 and 90, I shall not press . for them. As · regards section 91 
1 have to say that it refers to new streets. ·.The power of sanctioning these new streets 
I believe Fbould be with the municipality. 

Tiis Excellency the PREsiDENT :-I think the ;Honourable Member's idea is that 
he wants to take away from the Municipal Commissioner the powers suggested and 

· leave them as they are. If he would make a sort of -general suggestion on this,: then we 
might take all the elauses and shorten the debate considerably. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI !-1-will not press my amendment with regard to the 

remaining sections. 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Section 186 (g) (2), .the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I beg to withdraw my amendment. 

Amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item N ~· 70, the Honourable Mr .. Ruu.NBHAI. 

The Honourable Mr. RAM.ANBHAI :-I withdraw my amendment. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 71, the Honourable Mr. UPASANL 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :..;._I withdraw my amendment. 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellenc_y the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 72, the Honourable Mr. GonBOLE. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur KASHINATH RAMCRANDRA GoDBOLE spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency, the object of my amendment is to leave some power in the 
hands of the municipalities to which the Municipal Commissioners are to be appointed. 
To take the instance of the Poona City Municipality, it is true they will appoint the 
Engineer, the Health Officer and the Chief . Accountant. They will have only one 
appointment of Rs. 160 per month outside the scheduled appointments in their gift and 
what I plead for is that the privilege of making some of the minor appointments also 
should not be done away with, and with that object I have brought forward my amend· 
ment before the Council. 

I 

The Honourable Mr. BALK.RISHNA SITARAM KAMAT spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I heartily support the amendment proposed by my Honourable friend Dewan 
Bahadur GoDBOLE. If the Poona Municipality has only one appointment. of Rs. 150 
we can well conceive that other smaller municipalities may not probably have even one, 
carrying a salary above 50 rupees. I therefore think that the question bs left in the 
hands of the municipality as proposed. For these reasons I support my Honourable 
friend Mr. GoDBOLE. · 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBIIAl JBAVERBRAI PATEL spoke as follows:-Your 
Excellency, I rise to support my Honourable friend Mr.-GonnoLE. In the Select Com. 
mittee this question was considered and I was of opinion that the Municipal Commissioner 
should be given the power to appoint officers whose salary does not exceed Rs. 30. My 
Honourable friend Mr. SATHE, although he has not mentioned it in his Minute of Dissent, 
was of opinion that power should be given. to the Municipal Commissioner to appoint 
officers whose salary does not exoeed Rs. 50; and the amendment of the Honourable 
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Dewttn Bahadur GonnoLE is on a line with the Honourable Rao Bahadlll' BATHE's 
suggestion. As my Honourable friend Mr. KAW.T said there are very few posts of the 
salary over Rs. 50 in most of the mofussil municipalitie~ and therefore it is only right 
that those places must be allowed to be filled by the municipality. I therefore support 
the amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCliANDRAI VxsniNDAS spoke as follows :-With Yolll' 
Excellency's permission I might inform the Council that under the existing Ia w it is 
left open to the municipalities to delegate to their Chief Officer the power of making 
appointments to any posts exceeding Rs. 50 and under Rs. 150. The law gives him that 
power. Now in exercise of that power the Karachi Municipality. have delegated to their 
Chief Officer, subject to the control of the President of the Municipality, the· power of 
making appointments up toRs. 7 5. Therefore I think the power of appointing upto Rs. 100 

. is not too much for a Municipal Commissioner, subject to the control of the municipality. 

The Honourable Mr. DATTATRAYA VENKATESH BELVI Ppoke as follows :-Your 
.Excellency, as it is likely that municipalities which have a population of even 30,000 
or. so may be Aiddle~ with Municipal Commissioners, it will be but justice to.allow them 
to appoint their own servants whose salary is less than R.s.'lOO a. month. · At Belgaum it is 
only the Chief Officer who gets Bs. 150. : His salary was at :first Rs. 125 and now it is 
raised to Rs. 150. All the other servants of the municipality get less than Rs. 100 per 
month. It is necessary_that every municipality .should have some real power and that the 
Municipal Commissioner should not have the sole privilege to carry things in his own 
way in appointing and dismissing ev.ery servant of the municipality • 

. 1'he. Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as .follows :-Your 
Excellency, I too wish to support the amendment and on this ground that in Government 
service Assistant Collectors have not ordinarily power to appoint officers higher in rank 
than clerks of Rs.l5, A Subordinate Judge drawing Rs. 80~ c&.nnot appoint anyone 
drawing more than Rs. 9, and it would not be proper to give the Assistant or Deputy 
Collector when he happens to be a Chief Officer absolute power to make all appointments 
up toRs; 100. Moreover it is to be borne in mind that the Chief Officer will himself be 
engaged temporarily, that is to say, for three years, and the officers appointed by him 

. will be permanent :fixtures on the municipality ; and it is, therefore, much better that 
appointments above Rs, 5 ' should be left to the municipality a~d .only those below that 
amount may be allowed to be made by the ~:funicipal Commis.sioner. I therefore support 
the amendment proposed by our friend the Honourable Mr. GonnoLE. 

The Honourable Mr. P:JtABHASHANKAR D. PATrANI spoke a~ follows :-Your 
Excellency, this question has ·been very carefully considered in the Select Committee. 
The point is that if the Municipal Commissioner is to carry on his duties with zeal an:d 
in such a way as to ensure discipline which alone can secure efficient work, it is 
necessary that he should have the power to appoint people who are capable of doing 
·work ln the interests of the municipality, and to reduce this ·would mean that people 
who dr11ow a higher salary than 5u rupeea but are under him may not· be as careful to 
carry out· orders ns is expected of them, 

Besides, it is said that in smaller municipalities there are riot men with higher 
s~laries tha:Q. Rs. 50. My reply is that in the first place the· experiment, as some 
Honour;::~.bl~ )!embers have put it, would begin with the bigger municipalities. ·There 
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:are already existing servants drawing. over Rs. 100, Again the Col~ectors. have powe:r; 
to appoint officers on Rs. 120 or Rs. 150, and the Divisional Commissioners hold still 
higher powers in the matter of appointments, The Commissioner in the municipal area 
therefore can be well trusted to exercise this power and he can be depended upon to 
use it with care. With these remarks, Your Excellency, I would oppose the motion. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur KASHINATJI RAMCRANDRA. GoDBOLE spoke as 
follows :-Your E+cellency, the municipality which pays the salary of the Municipal 
Commissioner and the salaries of all the municipal servants should have some power and 
'patronage in their own hands. I therefore hope that the amendment will be carried. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and l9st. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 74, the Honourable Mr. PATETJ. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHA.L"BHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-,]fy 
Lord, this is a very simple amendment. My object in moving this amendment is that 
the Municipal Commissioner's orders in certain cases should be made subject to. appeal 
to the general board. ·Supposing the ltfunioipal Commissioner dismisses under the 
amending Bill a serv~nt drawing Rs. 50 per month or suspends any servant, there is 
no remedy as there is no. appeal provided. Under the existing law a Chief Officer 
could appoint anyone to a post of Rs. 15 only, and he could inflict .on a municipai 
-servant a fine not exceeding one week'a salary. He could neither dismiss nor suspend 
him. If he does_ that it is subject to appeal to the General Board. I therefore say that 
dismissals and suspensions are very serious matters and once a m_an is dismissed, Your 
Excellency will see that there will always be a stigma attached to his character and 
the servant so dismissed will find it. extremely difficult to secure employment anywhere 
else. I ther~fore think that the aggrieved party should be given some opportunity to 
go to the General Board and place his case before them. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GA.NEs.R KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows:- Your 
·Excellency, before I support the motion of my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL, I have 
to draw the attention of Your E:x;cellency to Item No. 77, and ask whetber I would be · 
considered to be in order, if I were to speak while supporting this motion on that 
amendment also. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I ant bound to say that my honourable friend's 
amendment is practically the same as that of the Honourable Mr. PATEL just moved. 
I think if he wants to speak he had better speak on the present amendment. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE:-When I move mv amendment I will have· .. . " " 
my own say. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Mr. SATHE wishes to get an 
appeal to the municipality, my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL by his amendment wishes 
to do exactly the same thing .. I was suggesting to the Honourable :Member that if he 
·wishes to make any representation on that matter., he had bettor say jbat on th_e 
Honourable Mr. PATEL's amendment. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE :.:_All that I ·have to uy in respect of the 
amendment which is now under discussion is this that it is not a desirable st!lte of things 
''that an orJ.er of dit?missal shoUld be final·w hen it is pnssed by a Municipal Commissioner. 

H 41--208 . 
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.The only safeguard which we can .put in the ·Act is to provide some appeal to the 
'Municipal Body as a whole or to any Sub-Committee that may be appointed in that 
behalf. Dismiss~l is a very ·serious matter and it means a bar to him for re-employment 
to any responsible post. It is true· that such a responsible and a highly paid officer 
like the Municipal Commissioner will exercise his ·di£cretion in a majority of cases in the 
·best manner. 

The·nonoura.ble Mr. HARCHANDRAI VrsHINDAS :-I rise to a peint of order, Your 
Excellency. Are we discussing the Honourable Mr. PATEL's amendment or the Honour: 
able Mr. SA'tHE's amendment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-We are discussing Mr. PATEL's amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI :-But Mr. SATHE is speaking on his amendment 
which relates to punishments exceeding a fine of one week's salary. 

The Honourable Rao l3abadur SATHE (continuing) :-:-Though it may be accepted that 
such a.highly paid and responsible officer like the Municipal Commissioner would exercise 
his discretion soundly, still if we take the analogy of other d'epartments, we find that 
even in the case of Government servants though orders of dismissals are made by respon· 
~Jible officers like the District Judge or Collector, that they are subject to appeals to 
superior officers. In the Judicial Department (I have referred to the fact in my Minute 
of Dissent) an appeal is provided against an order of dismissal even in a case where the 
holder is paid Rs. 10 or 12, and it seems to me quite fair that there should be in such a 
case a right of appeal, from an order of this character, and to approach the Municipal 
Board or such other Committee, which might have been appointed in this behalf, which 
can either set aside or confirm that order of dismissal. I have suggested the amendment, 
and I am supporting tho amendment of the Honourable lli. PATEL not with a view to 

· diminish the authority of the Municipal Commissioner in the least, but with a view to 
safeguard the interests of the person who is t~ suffer b~ the order of dismissal. In fair· 
ness to him it is but right that the pe.rson aggrieved should have a right of appeal to the 

· general body. 

The Honourable Mr. PRUHASHANKA.R D. PATTANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I rise to oppose this motion, and on the same ground that I advanced while 
rejecting the last proposition about the Com missioner appointing officers upto Rs. 100 .. 
It is really on account of the responsible position of a Commissioner who wants the
work done efficiently that he has the power to enforce the duties on his subordinates. 
To distrust a highly.placed officer is to say that you have no trust in the man you took 
up for the better Government of your municipal affairs. This is all I have to urge 
against the acceptance of the amendment moved by the Honourable Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable Mr. VITJIALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your· 
Excellency, highly paid officers surely have their subordinates under them and they 
have not such absolute powers to fine them to any extent. Even for a Magistrate the 
Legislation has laid down certain limitations as regard his powers to fine persons accused 
before him. Here you lay down no limitation in the case of a Municipal Commissioner .. 
This is the only thing that I have to urge in reply. 

The amendment was then put to the vote.and lost . 

.The Honourable Mr. PATEL th~n asked for a division whiah resulted in 11 for 
and 32 against as follows :- · 



Ayes. 

The Honourable· Moulvie Rafiuddin 
. Ahtnad, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 
Venkatesh Belvi, LL.B. 

rrbe Honourable :Mr. · Ghulam Mu· 
hammad valad Khan Bahadur 
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'\Vali :Muhammad Bhurgri, · 
Bar.-at-Law. 

'fhe Honourable .. Mr. Navroji 
Dorabji Khandalavala, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Raghunath. 
Purshottam Paranjpye. 

· The Ronoura ble Mr. Gokuldas Ka· 
handas 1-'arekh, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Vithalbhai 
Jhaverbhai Patel, Bar.·at•Law. 

The Honourable Mr. Abdul Hussein 
.• 

Adamjee Peerbhoy. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur Ganesh 

Krishna Sathe. 
The Honourable Mr. Shridhar Bal· 

krishna U pasani. 
'lhe Honourable ~fr. Harchandrai 

Vishindas LL.B. · 

Noes. 

His Excellency the Right Honourable 
Lord Willingdon of Rattan, 
G.O.I.E., Governor of Bombay, 
presiding. 

The Honop.rable Sir Richard 
Amphlett Lamb, K.C.S.I., 

. a.I.E., I. a. S. 
The Honourable Mr. Prabhashankar 

D. Pattani, C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D. Shep
pard, a.I.E., I. a. S. 

The Honourable the Ad vocate 
General. 

· The Honourable .1tfr. R. P. Barrow, 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. T. W. Birkett. 
The Honourable Mr. Fazalbhoy ' · 

Meherally Chinoy. 
The Honourable Mr. G. S. a11rtis, 

a.S.I., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'Monte, 

M.D., L.R.C.P. (Lon.), L.M. & s. 
The Honourable Dewan Bah~dur 

Kashinath Ramchandra Godbole. 
The! Honourable Mr. G. W. Hatch, 

1. a. s. 
The Honourable : Sheikh Ghulam 

Hussein Hidayatp.llab, LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee Jeejee

bhoy, Bart. 
The Honourable Mr. J. E. 0. Jukes, 

I. C. S. 
· The • Honourable Mr •. Balkrishna 

Sitaram Kamat. 
The Hononrable Sardar Dulabawa 

Raisingji, Thakor of Kerwada. 

The Honourable Yr. J ehangir H. 
Kothari. 

The Honourable Surgeon-General 
R. \V. S. Lyons, M.D., I. M. S. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Chinu
bhai :Madhavlal, Bart., O.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBain. 
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Ayes. Noes. 

ihe Honourable lir. Lalubhai Samal .. 
das l.fehta, C.I.E. 

The Honourable lfr. G. P. :Millett. 
The Honourable Rao Sabeb Venka .. 

· tesh Shriniwas N aik. 

The Honourable Mr. E. Ferrers 
Nichol~on. 

The Honourabl~ Rao 13abadur 
Rainanbhai Mahipatram Nil· 
kanth, LL.B. 

The Honourable Sir Ibrahim Rahim· 
toola, Kt., C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. Manmohandas 
Ramji. 

The Honourable Rao Babadur Shri. 
niwas Konher Rodda. 

'The Honourable Mr. W. H. Sharp. 
t 

The Honourable Sir Frederick L. 
Sprott, Kt. 

The Honourable. Mr. E. G. Turner, 
I. c. s. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT !-Item No. 74, the Honourable Mr. PA.rEL. 

The. Honourable Mr. PATEL :-I withdraw my amendment. 

The a~endment was'by leave ":ithdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 7!i, the Honourable Mr. KAMAT. 

The Honourable }lr. BALKRISHNA SITA.RAM KAYAT :-Your Excellency, as I find 
that a similar amendment stands in the same of the Honourable Rao :Bahadur SATHE, 
I beg to withdraw my amendment •. , 

The amendment was by_ leave withdrawn. 

His Ex.cellency the PRESIDENT :'-Item No. 76, . the Honourable Dewan Bahadur 
· GoD:BOLE. · 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GODBOLE :-1 also beg to withdraw my amend· 
ment in view of the Honourable :Mr. SATHE's .amendment. 

The amen~mt:mt was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the-PRESIDENT :-As regards Item No. 77, namely, the amendment 
.propoaed by the Honourable Mr. 8ATHE, I rule that .it is out· of order as it has already 
been discussed with the amendment proposed by the Honourable Mr. PATEL, . 

His Excellency'the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 78, the Hon~:mrable ~Ir. RAMANBIIAI. 

· The Honoub.ible Rao Babadur R.r.MANBBAI :-1 bE'g to witLdraw it. 

''lhe amendment. was by leave withdrawn. 
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His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 79, the Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN 
An MAD. 

'rhe Honourable Afoulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
my amendment is a very simple one. I maintain that it would be altogether inconsistent 
for all those Members of this Council who have supported the institution of the 
l\:lunioipal Commissioner and also the view that he should have full authority and 
exercise the same over all the servants of a municipality in an efficient manner, that 
they should withhold their support from my amendment. It has even been admitted by 
those who were opposed to the institution of the ~lunicipal Commissioner that adminis
tration. by committees in municipal dist#cts is a failure. Therefore, Sir, I no want to 
know why particularly the power of supervising schools and school-masters should be 
taken away from the Municipal Commissioner. I find that Municipal Commissioner has 
power over water-works and sanitation, etc., but he has no power over the School :Board. 
I assure Your Excellency that if there is any committee in the municipalities which· is 
inefficient, it is the School Board Committee, .and if the supervision of the Municipal 
CommissiGner is at all desirable, it is in the direction of the School :Boards. 

:My Lord it may be ar~ed that this is not so in :Bombay, and that it has not been. 
therefore provided for mofussil towns. But in Bombay the circumstances in this respect 
are entirely different. In 13Jmbay they have· a highly paid Secretary whose pay .I think· 
ranges from Rs. 350 to Rs. 500. They have a highly paid Superintendent of Schools and· 
they have on the Schools Committee, members who can afford to give their time· and 
ta]ents and who are abl!3 to control in an efijcient manner the Municipal :Boards and· 
discharge their duties very satisfactorily. .After Bombay, in the Central Division, at. any 
rate, thAre "is the Poona Municipality. Well, Sir, take· the instance of the Poona 
Municip~lity. Poona is supposed to bf4 the centre of intellect. There are supposed to be 
more Professors here than in other parts of the Presidency, and what is the state of affairs 
here. The Schools Committee is not presided over by the best man, not by any Professor, 
not by any Graduate, but it is presided over just now, on account of party-feelings, by a 
gentleman who does not know English and who has never been to school (laughter), r 
mean municipal school. 

The Honourable Mr. PARANJPIE :-The Chairman of the Schools Committee is an· 
educational man. 

The Honourable Moulvie RA.FIUDDIN (continuing) :-I am only talking of affairs 
about two months ago. . 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GODBOLE :-It is nearly six months ago that tha 
present gentleman was appointed. 

The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AH~Ao (continuing) :-I need not name the 
gentleman, but, my•honourable friends know him, and if they compel me to do so, I will 
give his name. It may be six months ago, but are my honourable friends prepared 
to say that my statement is wrong? The matter has been as I stated. And why? 
simply because of party-feeling. Some gentleman happens to command a number of 
votes and he gets pitchforked into a position for no fault ol his. Such a state of affairs 
exists everywhere, and therefore, you require at the head of a municipality a man who 
will not at any rate be swayed by par~-feelings or by the heat of the moment, but who 
will be .above it. And if the Municipal Commissioner is competent to supervise efllciently 

R 41-209 
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over· the sanitary works, over the water-works, over the markets Committee and so on, 
I really do not understand why he should not be competent to supe"ise the Schools 
Committee. He is not to lay down any text· books or any literary programme. It is all 
done l)y the Educational Department and 'I for one, therefore, fail ta see why such a 
power should be taken away from him. On the contrary in the mofussil towns, in 
educational matters, there is the question of education of the young. I do not. want to 
introduce any controversial elem~nts, but my honourable friend the Director of Public 
Instruction in his report the last five years points out that the only' municipality that 
is doing their duty to the Urdu· Schools is. the Bombay Municipality and the mofussil · 
municipalities do not do their duty as far as the l!rdu schools are concerned. I will read 
his report. He says (reads). Well,· ·I do not say, my Lord, that it is so because of any 
particular prejudice~· But it invariably happens that when the representatives of a. 
particular community are not on a Board, their claims therein are naturaliy neglected. 
so· if there be a responsible officer of the authority of a Municipal Commissioner he would 
be able to do his .duty if1 an impartial manner if Committee government is really bad and 
we require one man to look after the work that is now carried on by committee~ I 
maintain that it is absolutely necessary that we should give the Municipal Commissioner 
this power in educational affairs. In the case of Bombay I have pointed out that there 
is a permanent Secretary drawing from Rs. 300 to Rs. 500t who can look after these 
matters. 

The ·Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH :-That is not the function of the Secretary. He 
only carries out all the work of the Committee. . 

· The Hon9urable Moulvie. RAFIUDDIN Anru.n (continuing) :-But there are excellent 
men in the Committee. I believe the Honourable Mr. SETALVAD has been the Chairman 
o.f that Conimittee for a long time, and this ·question dcies not arise in B~mbay at all. 
T~erefore.the case.of ~ombay is altogether different. 

. . ~ have tried to place before the Council exactly the facts as t~ey existed in the 
municipalities and I leave the question to the decision of the House. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SnRINIWAs KoNNHER RoDDA spoke as follows:- Your 
Excellency,. the question, ·is of very great impor~ance. My Honourable friend Moulvie 
RAFIUDDIN does not fully understand the state of affairs as regards the schools and the 
Schools Committees. We cannot· entrust our schools to the executive officer of the 
position of a Munioipall Commissioner, because, the management of schools requires 
special qualifications. It is not 'building up a lane or destroying a house or collecting 
assessment; etc. A land-revenue man is not well fitted to discharge the duties of a~ 
Inspector of Hchools. I~spection of Schools should be left to persons who will be in· · 
touch with the Educational Department and devote their sole attention to the mana2'e• 
ment of a particular branch of education, and we cannot entrust the.work to a· man ;ho 
is to do one thousand and one things. And coming to the fact that even if we entru~ t 
the work. to the Municipal Commissioner what is hi:) to do p Can he delegate tbat duty 
to .any of the subordinates? If you give him that power, then the Chief Officer can 
appoint any school-rnaster. Why should that be left to a sinO'le individual and the 

. 0 

management of the school is not an executive functionJ but it is a deliberative and an· 
executive function which in 'the present state of\ things is, in my opinion, not at all 
advisable. If· leave is to be granted to school-ma.Sters it is the Schools Committee only 
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that knows whether a substitute can be had for the ·person to whom ]eave is to be 
granted. Well, in all municipal schools there are Committees and there is a· reg~lar 
inspection. Every .Member of the Schools Committee has chafge of two or tbree schools 
under him. He makes weekly or monthly inspections and he is in touch with the work 
done by every school-master. He knows all the assistants and all the Head Masters. 
H9 can regulate all these things.. But in ·case that duty is assign~d to a M;:unioipal 
Commissioner what can be do? He will simply go there and say, that .such and such 
amount is wanted in the Budget. Beyond that he cannot do anything else. Experience 
has shown that even the members of the Managing Committee who do many other . 
things cannot be entrusted to look after the schools. In my opinion the w.hole function . 
of supervisi~g the schools should be left in the hands of the municipal~ty instead of. in 
the hands of the Commissioner and the municipality will then appoint a person who is 
best fitted and well qualifie~ for the supervision of those to train the minds of the young. 
My Honourable friend Mr. RAFIUDDIN says that circumstances in the mofussil are quite. 
different from Bombay. Bombay. people are sane enough and they have not entrusted . 
their schools to the Municipal Commissioner, but they have entrusted them to the 
management of a Special Committee composed of talented men with ·two· separate. 
Deputy Inspectors to inspect, while the Secretary, although he is not a very highly paid 
person, has a Head Clerk who gives notices and does so many other things. If the . 
:Municipal Commissioner only acts as Secretary of the Schools . Committee or as Head 
Clerk, I would have no objection to give him that work, but to allow him to exercise all 
the duties of a Schools Committee is not desirable. The Schools Committee is generally 
composed of five or six persons out of whom generally one or two are men from the· 
Educational·.Department who are able to grasp things. better than any Municipal 
Commissioner. · 

I therefore appeal to this ·council not to accept the amendment brought forward 
by my frie.nd Moulvie RAFIUDDIN but to leave the things as they are. A committee 
of six or nine persons chosen from among the Councillors is preferable to entrusting those 
functions to the Municipal Commissioner. , . · 

With these J>bservations, Sir, I entirely oppose the· amendment and fully support 
that the existing rules should remain and that the Schools Committee be independent 
of the Municipal Commissioner. 

The Honourable SHEIKH GnuLAM HusSEIN HID.A.YA.TA.LLA.H spoke as follows:-. 
Your Excellency, I am very much amused that after a hot dicussion of two or three 
days in the Council, Government and almost. all Members of this Council having 
supported the principle of separating the deliberative and executive functions of the' 
l\Iunicipalities, this opposition should have arisen. Every one of us says that the 
1\Iunicipality should be a deliberative body, and that the executive functions should 
be vested in the Municipal Commissioner. And the reason that we assigned was th.at 
the Committees do not do the work efficiently and my friend the Honourable Mr. RoDDA 
also took part in ihat discussion and he joined in most of the amendments and thought 
that it was safe to vest almost all the powers in the Municipal Commissioner. But 
Mr. RoDDA now comes forward and says that he would prefer to entrust the work to 
Sub-Committees. Perhaps in his opinion the Schools Committee is a most intelligent 
Committee and other Committees are absolutely unfit. Now what are his reasons P The 



first reason is that generally in the Schools Committee Members are to bo found wl1o 
know educational problems. But I challenge Mr. RODDA'S statement-! have serred 
on Municipal Committees for a very long time-1 know of many School Board Members 
who are not graduates or in any way connected with educational matters. 

The second question Mr. RoDDA asks is how the Municipal ~ommisioner can 
appoint a suitable school-master when any one is to be transferred or goes on leave. He 
says we have to consult the educational authorities in appointing that man. I think 
the Commissioner would also have to do the same. I do not think the Municipal 
Commissioner, who is a highly paid officer, is unable to do the work of appointing a 
successor to a man going on leave. The Schools Committee does not go to teach the 
boys in the School. You entrust the Municipal Commissioner with all the responsible 
executive work which is more responsible than looking after the schools. Text-books 
are set by the Educational Department, the school·masters have to teach, and the 
Municipal Commissioner has simp1y to look to the administration of the school, appqint 
substitutes or grant leave or dismiss. I think we have wasted both the days in advocat. 
ing ardently the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner if we take strong objection 
to entrusting the Municipal Commissioner with the supervision of schools.· 

With these remarks I support the amendmen~ of my Honourable friend Moulvie 
RAFIUDDIN. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur RAMANBHAI MAHrPATRAM NILKANTH spoke as follows:
Your Excellency, I beg to support this amendment •. I would submit that there are no 
adequate reasons for differentiating the appointment of teachers in Municipal Sohools. 
from the appointment of other. Municipal servants. It has been said that the Municipal 
Commissioner would not be an educational expert; but, neither would he be an expert 
in engineering or_ sanitation and yet those departments would be placed in his charge. 
As a matter of fact section 186K refers simply to the matter of appointments of 
teachers and the question is confined to that subject. The general control of schools is 
not at issue. The Honourable Mr. RoDDA argued as if the schools were to be handed 
over to the Municipal Commissioner and expressed the fear that he may be ignorant of 
geometry. But the Municipal Commissioner· will not under this ·proposal lay down the 
school curriculum or regulate the course of. studies. All that he would do is that he 

. would make appointments of teachers, give leave to them, etc. Mr. RoDDA said that the 
preEent state of things should be continued. But in several Municipalities, the present 
arrangement is _that the Chief Officer makes the appointments of teachers. And it may 
be said that it is desirable that the appointment of teachers should not depend upon·the 
votes of Counoillors. I have been connected with the Schools Committee of the 
Ahmedabad Municipality for some years and I have found that in the interests of the 
teachers themselves they should not be placed under the temptation of canvassing votes 
for their promotions. I do not take my stand upon any apprehensions of sectional or 
.communal jealousy, but I support the amendment on the ground that it is best that 
like other appointments, the appointments of teachers too should be made by the head 
of the executive. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr~ PBABHASHANKAR D. PA'ITANI spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
this is a matter which I think it would be well to leave to the sense of the Council, 
a.nd the;refore without any further remarks Government is disposed to take the view 
Df t;he Cov.ncil. 
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The Honourable }r.loulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD spoke as follows :-My Lord, I am very 
glad that the Honourable Member in charge. of this Bill has left the amendment open 
to the sense of this Council I will only say, Sir, that not a single .argument has been 
advanced by my friend the Honourable Mr. RoDDA against not handing over the 
supervision of the Schools t~J the Municipal Commissioner. Of. course he was good 
enough to say as usual that he had a good deal of experience in Educational matters. 
What is wanted is some reason why the power of supervision should be taken away from 
the :Municipal Commissioner and the Honourable Member has not given any. I certainly 
would be the first person to hand over, these schools to . the Educational Department as 
was the case before. But now as schools are handed over to Municipal administration, 
we have to find out means for their good management. I do not say that experts should 
not be consulted, I do not say even that there should not be Committees. There will 
be Committees even after the appointment of a Municipal Commissioner and these 
Committees will do deliberative work and from time to . time give the Municipal 
Commissioner the benefit. of their experience and knowledge, but they will remain 
deliberative bodies and all executive functions will_ be exercised by the Municipal 
·Commissioner ~lone. Sir, I am right in saying that nothing has been advanced against 
.my amendment. · 

The motion was then put to the vote and lost. 

The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUnDIN AHMAD asked for a division which resulted in 
17 for and 20 against as follows :-

. Ayes. . 

'The Honourable _llao Bahadur Ramanhbai 
Mahipatram Nilkanth, LL.B. 

The Honourable · Mr. Abdul Hussein 
Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola, 
Kt., C.LE. 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. Sharp. 
The Honourable Sir F.aederick L. Sprott, 

Kt~ 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, I. C. B. 
The Honourable ::Mr. Harchandrai Vishin· 

das, LL.B. 
The Honourable the Ad vocate General. 
The Honourable :Moulvie Rafiuddin 

Ahmad, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya Venkatesh 

Belvi, LL.B. . 
The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Muhammad 

walad Khan Bahadur Wall lfuham· 
mad Bhurgri, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. Fazalbhoy :Meherally 
Chinoy. 
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Noes. 

The Honourable Mr. T. W. Birkett. 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'Monte, 

M.D., L.R.O.P. {Lond.), L.M. & S. 
The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy, 

Dart. -The Honourable Sardar · Dulabawa Rai-
singji, Thakor of Kerwada. 

The Honourable Mr. N avroji Dorabji 
Khandalavala, LL.B. · 

The Ho~ourable Surgeon-General R. W. S. 
Lyons, lLD .. , I. M.s. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Chinubhai 
Madhavlal, Bart., C.I.E. . 

The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. McBain. 
The Honourable Mr. Lalubhai Samaldas 

Mehta, C.I.E. 
The Honourable Sir Pherozeshah ~ferwan 

jee Mehta, K.C.I.E., ~ar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. G. P. :Millett. 
The Honourable Rao Saheb Venkatesh 

Shriniwas Naik. 
The. Honourable Mr. E. Ferrers Nicholson. 



Ayes. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur Kashi· 
nath Ramchandra Godbole. 

The Honourable Mr. G. W. Hatch, I. 0 •. S. 
The Honourable Sheikh Ghulam Hussein 

Hidayatallah, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. Balkrishna Sitaram 

Kamat. 
The Honourable Mr. 'Jehangir·H. Kothari. 
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Noes. 

The Honourable Mr. Ragunath Purshot· 
tam Paranjpye. 

The Honourable Mr. Gokuldas Kahandas 
Parekh, LL.B. 

The Honourable ?tfr. Vithalbhai .Jhaver
bhai Patel, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. :Manmohandas Ramji. 
The Honourable Rao Bahad.ur Shriniwas 

Konher Rodda. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur Ganesh 

Krishna Sathe. 
The Honourable Mr. Shridhar Balkrishna. 

Upasani. · 

His Excellency the Pn~siDENT :-Items Nos; 80 and 81. the Honourahle Mr. 
UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I withdraw my amendments. 
. ' 

The amendments were by leave ~thdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 82, the Honourable Mr. KAMAT. 

The Honourable<Mr. BALKRISHNA SITARAM K!MAT spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
the small amendment that stands in my name relates to clause 86 (f), This relates 
t~ the question whether dicisions of the Municipal Commissioner regarding house-assess
ment should be appealable or not. Appeals should lie to the Municipality as a whole. 
The object of this amendment is this : At present the assessment' of house-tax: and 
other properties would be made in the first instance by the Municipal Commissioner 
himself and secondly he would be also perhaps a revising officer. 

" . 
Now the matter of assessment is not merely a question of executive power; for 

instance, it is not "the· repair of roads, lighting of streets' or of getting other things done, 
hut it is more a question of valuation, whether in the case of a particular man he should 
be asked to pay less or more. My own opinion is that the rate-payer should have the 
opportunity of carrying the appeals as far as possible over the authority of the ~Iunicipal 
Commissioner to.the general body of the Municipality. I am sure I will be told that 
there 'is another section under which the rate-payers will have an opportunity of filin(JI 

. . . . 0 

appeals, and that is, ln the Courts of Magistrates. But as everybody knows it is rather 
a very bad avenue and a very cumbrous agency to go to evr;ry now and then, namely, 
to file an appeal. to a Magistrate's Court, when perhaps the aggrieved party might 
~a..sily get .justice at the hands of the :Municipality as a whole. I therefore think that 
rathet than drive. people to Magistrate's Courts, for a simple matter, if rate-payers are 

'allowed, to file appeals to the Municipality as a whole over the orders given by the . 
Mun.icipal pommissioner, it would be showing a sort of consideration to the rate-payers 
and also giving ~ome sort of deliberative work to the Municipal body, which will perhaps 
:now be relieved,~£ a good deal of executive functions under the new clause which we have 
inserted.· ·I· therefore t4ink that by the addition of this clause 65 (c), it will not be 
interfering with the executive work of the Municipal Commissioner, but it would be 
giving an opportunity to the general body of h~aring the grievances of the rate-payers. 
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For these reasons I beg to recommend this amendment for the consideration of the 
Council. 

The Honourable :Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows •-Your Excellency, I beg to 
<>ppose the amendment moved by my Honourable friend. llnder the present procedure 
under section 65, an assessment list is first published. Then the Managing Committee or 
any other Committee to whom the powers are delegated by the Municipality will proceed 
to hear objections. 1'hat is all. 

Now if my Honourable friend's amendment is carried, there will be all the trouble 
and worry of a double appeal. First of all there will be the publication, then ther~ will 
be the hearipg of objections by the Municipal Commissioner under 180 (g) (2), and· then 
there will be a second appeal to the General Body of the Municipality. I do not think 
this is desirable, and, I venture to point out to the Council that it is unnecessary in tp.e 
matter of house-tax. 

After all when any house-owner thinks that he has a grievance all that he has to do 
is to go to a :Magistrate and file an appeal and the case will then be decided by the 
Court. 

I submit, Sir~ it is undesirable that a deliberative body such as the Municipality 
should go into the minutre such as the fixing of assessment on individual houses. 
After all, Sir, the assessment of house-tax is becoming in most places more or less 
stereotype. I~ think, Sir, that it is not desirable that a deliberative body should decide 
such questio:Qs connected with it. 

I therefore oppose the amendment. 

Tue Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESR KRISHNA SATHE spoke as follows:-Your· 
Excellency, I am sorry I cannot agree with the view put forward by the Honourable 
Mr. KAMAT. 'If we accept his amendment, the· evil will be very great. Under the 
present law those who have to take any objections to the assessment made by the 
Municipal Commissioner, get an opportunity of stating their case before him. In fact 
they are heard before any alterations are made or Iiew assessments are made. .After 
having done that, if the Chief Officer according to the present Act, and if the Bill is 
passed, the Municipal Commissioner is satisfied that .the assessment he fixed was a 
<Jorrect one, he will stick to it. If he is convinced by the complaining person that it is 
not correct, he will see his way to amend it. Again you have a power to appe~:J.l under 
section 86 of the Act. That has been provided for already even in cases where Chief 
Officers have been assessing or the Managi:J;tg Committee, or, in some other places the 
V asuli Committees are exercising these powers~ 

Now take a case like Poona. There are houses over 10 or 12 thousand. And if 
you are going to allow appeals against the orders of the Municipal Commissioners to 
the :Municipality, wherein we have got 38 Councillors, do you ever expect that these 
things will be properly attended to the satisfaction of· the person appealing and of the 
:Municipality as· a whole.? What a trouble it is for the Municipal Commissioner, or 
whoever the authority might be, to go and inspect a house and fix the valuation or to 
fix the rate of rent that is prevailing in the _localty? Are we expected-! only put 
before the Council from a commonsense point of view-to sit in appeal and to go to the 
several houses and to test the coiTectness or otherwise of the rates fixed by the Municipal 
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Commissioner P I believe not. Under these circumstances if we accept the amendment 
suggested by the Honourable Mr. KAMAT, we would make the work of revision almost 
impossible. 

On these grounds I beg to oppose the amendment proposed by the Honourable 
Mr. KAMAT. 

The Honourable Mr. PBABHASHANKAR D. PA'l'TANI spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
I have not much to add to what has fallen from the Honourable Mr. SATHE and the 
Honourable Mr. CuRTIS. There is already a provision made in the Act for the dissatisfied 
man to go to the Court. Mr. KAMAT thinks that a Court is not a satisfac~ory a venue. 

Well, I am afraid I cannot agree with him. It is the general belief that a Court is 
always considered to be the most impartial authority to which any man can .resort. Mr. 
KAMAT does not see that,_ if the appeal is left to the Municipality, several appeals are 
likely to be made to that body on flimsy grounds and it is not likely that a Municipal 
:Body ~ith a consider~ hie number of Councillors can sit in judgment on such appeals. 

. With these remarks, Your Excellency, I oppose the acceptance of the amendment. 

The Honourable :M::r. BALKRISHNA SITARAM KAMAT spok~ as follows :-Your Excrl
lency, I have very little to say in reply except this fact that before a man can go to the 
Magistrate's Court, he has to give a notice to the Municipal Commissioner and to say 
that unless ·a more equitable assessment is fixed, he will have to resort to a Court of law. 
Now these are very unpleasant things indeed instead of having the whole _ma~ter settled 
satisfactorily in a General Body. 

Of course there will be a large number of appeals which Municipalities may have to 
decide, but I think, all the same, it will be an easier manner of getting redress rather 
than having recourse to Civil or Magistrates' Courts. 

On these grounds I commend the amendment to the CounciL 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Item No. 83, the Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I withdraw my amendment. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

The Honourable ~r. R. P. BARROW spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I am 
sorry I missed an opportunity of making a suggestion earlier. I desire your Excellency's-: 
permission to suggest with regard to section 186 {g), that in respect of the words 

, "and such other powers" between"'' other" and ''powers'', the word ''executive" be 
introduced. 

My reason is this :-The Select Committee, I think, were, quite clear upon the point 
that the executive functions of the Municipality and no part of its deliberative, functions 

·should be given to the Municipal Commissioner. It is thought that the present wording 
may be interpreted as meaning that the deliberative functions may also be exerbised by 
the .Municipal Commissioner. I do not myself think that there is much fear of this but 
there is some doubt in the minds of some Honourable }l:embers including the Honourable 
Sir PHEROZESRAR and it seems to me that it will do no harm to insert the word 
'' exec~tive '' between the words'' other" and" powers". 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-It seems to me that it will make the matter 
clearer. 
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The proposition was agreed to. 

The Honourable Mr. PRABRA!RANKAR D. PAT· 
·The Honourable Mr~ Pattani moves the TANI :-Your Excellency, I now rise to move that the 

thiri reading of the Bill. third reading of the Bill be passed. . 

Bill read a. third time. 
The motion was then put to the vote and 

carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am entirely in the hands of the Honourable Mem• 
hers if they would like to go on with the second reading of the ne.x:t Bill this evening. 
But judging from the general expression, I think, perhaps we had better adjourn now, 
and meet tomorrow morning at 11-30. · 

The Council will now adjourn. 

The Council then adjourned tillll-30 a.m., on Friday the 31st July 1914. 

H 41..:_211 

By QT'der of His E$cellencg the Bight II.onourable the Go'Dernor, 

S. G. KHARK.AR, 
Acting Secretary to the Legislative Council. 
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The Council met at Poona on Friday, the 31st July 1914, at 11 .. 30 a.m. 

PBESENP: 

His Excellency the Right Honourable Lord WILLINGDON of RATTON, G.O.I.F., 
Govemor of Bombay, presiding. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD AMPHLETT LAMB, K.O,S.I., O.I.E., ~·C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. P B.ABHASHANKAR D. P ATTANI, O.I. E. 
The Honourable Mr. W. D~ ·snEPPA:aD, C.I.E., I, 0. S. 

The Honourable the ADVOCATE GENERAL. 

The Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMA.D, Bar.·at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARRow, I. 0. S. 

The Honourable Mr. DATTATRAYA VENKATESH BELVI, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. T. W. BIRKETT. 
. . 

The Honourable Mr. GnuLA:M MUHAMMAD walad Khan Bahadur WALl MUJIA.M:MAD 
BHURGRI, Bar •• at-Law. 

The Honourable Mr. FAZALBHOY MEHERALLY CHINOY. 

The Honourable'Mr. G. S. CuRTIS, O.S.I., I. C. s. 

The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MoNTE, M.D., L.R.O.P. (Lond.), L.M. & S. 
The Honourable Dewan Ba.hadur KAsHINATH RA:MCHANDRA GoDBOiJE, 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM, 

The Honourable Mr. G. W. HATCH, I. C. S. 

The Honourable SHEIKH GIIULAM HussEIN HrnA.YA.TALLAH, LL.B. 

The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEEBHoY, Bart. 
The Honourable Mr. J. E. 0. JuKES, I. 0. S. 

The Honourable :Mi-. BALKRISHNA 8ITARAM KAMAT. 

The Honourable Sardar DULA.BAWA RAISINGJI, Thakor of Kerwada. 

The Honourable Mr. NAVROJI DoRABJI KHA.NDALAVALA., LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. JEIIANGIR H. KOTIIARL 

The Honourable Surgeon .. General R. W. S. LYON'S, M.D., I. ;\I.'S. 
_ The Honourable Sardar Sir CmNUBH.U MA.DHAVLA.L, Bart.,. C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. J. A, D. McBAIN. 

The Honourable Mr. LALUBIIAI SaMALnA.g :MEHTA, C.I.E. 
The Honourable Sir PREROZESHA.II MERWANJEE MEHTA, K.C.I.E., llar.•at .. Law. 
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The Honoma.hla lf.r .. G. P. Yru.mT.. 
7he Himatuabla Baa Siheb VDX&tDK Snarr.u N.&.IX.. 

ne Honoumb!e llr. E. F£2.'261 NICJIOL!OY.. ..,. B 
n.e Honourable Eao :&h!dur Rnuna.u l[J.HIPtTB.\V NJ:I.X.UTJI, LL. • 

'Ihe Honoarable lir. BA..&IrCX..&m Pc"nnorllll P .AJU.X.JJ!rE. 

7he Honourable lir. Gox:tLD..u K&H&'J'DU PAJ!IlXH,. LL.B .. 
fie Honon:rable l!.r. VIm.lLBlLU J IU.T.EURll p A.ll.::1, Bar.-atr.J..aw. 

'The Honourabla lir. Amn::L Hrsn:cw .AD.uu:n P.1w::saor. 
The Honotmlhle Sir 1n..ui:Ix RmtXIOOu, Kt., C.LR 
The Hanourallle M.r.1I.uxoBAXD.u UA.lUL 

The Honourable ruo EaMdnr Smumr.AS Ko:mm RODDA. 

TOO Honorua.ble Baa BaMdnr G~ :Kx:lmxA. SAm&. 

ne Honourable Mr .. w. H. SlLUU'. 

The HO'll01ll3b!a Sir F:ummncx: L. Snarr, K t. 

The Hon.oamble .Mr. E.. G. Tnxn, L C. S. 

'.Ihe Honc.urabie lfr .. SHEID.IIA.lt B.s.Lnuu.&. U.r.u.ut. 

The Honourable Mr.IlnCJU.XDJUI VISBIXll!.S., LL.B • 

. 
BILL NO. n OP 1914 (A BILL PURTII&R TO AlrEND' THE 

BOMBA.Y LAND REVENUE CODE, 18';9). 

• His Excellency the P:BJ:m)UT .. -Order, order. A. Eill further to amend the Boml.ay 
land Revenue Code, 1879, second reading. The Hononmble Slr RIC1U.R.D Lnm. 

The Honourable Sir R.Icn..um Lum spoke as rollows:-Your Exeellency,-The 
Bill as read a fint time in this Connci], has been oonsiilned 
by the Select Coilliilit'-~ and 1w been mooifioo in snca_ a 
way as to make due proli.sion far the ca..~ Cif three 
different kinds of landlords, the 1irst clag being thoro who 
pay the full as..~t, the second cla.s.s being those who 

ne Hoootm.tre s1r: Rrowm 
UD 1JlO'rH the f.EOO!ld m.ding cl. 
t11s Bill fa:rlhtr to amt11d the 
:Bomber Lod Eev-a.u C'tlde, 19:79 .. 

pay a partial &.s!re6SID.ent in the form of "judi" and the third class those who pay no 
assessment at all. It has abo been modified in the direetion of mincing the amount . 
which the landlord should be reqtllred to suspend or remit to his tenant on his receiving 

1 
him.self a ID.:!!'ension. or rem.ission from Government. The exact modifications which are 
made are described in the Report of the Select Committee, and it will not be nooeseary, 
I think, for me to tab up the time of the Council by d.ihting on those modifications .. 
The only minute of dissent which is appended to the Report of the Select Ccnunittee is 
that of the Honourable Yr. :Bnn. He will aonbtless explain to you himself his views 
on the subject. For myself I have nothing more to S3Y than that in view of the tecom. 
mendation of the Select Committee, I reco~end, that this Bill be read a &'-'COnd time. 

The Hont)nrabie the TIIAKOR of KE:xw..m.&. spoke as follows :-My ;£mel,-I rise to 
support the second reading of the Bill so far as the principles are conce~f:d. As for the 
first part of the Bill, i.e~ th~ netic~ clause, we will hear more from ~Ir. I'ARE:Krr. As 
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regards the clause which lays down the. maximum up_to which.th~ Ool~e.ctor! cap.,o~der a. 
landlord to suspend or remit, I consider it my duty ·to. place f~9ts be+or~ t~e: house in 
order t.o enable the members of Your Excellel1cy's~ Council, to d~cid~. w;4et~er _th~, 
·maximum laid down in the amended Bill is.just and prope~ or, &P:Y further r~duction is' 

'. . ... · .. 'I ; 

necessary. No doubt this clause was discussed by the meii1b.ers o~ th~ S.~l~~t G9PJ.~it.~e~. 
I had then pressed for reducing the maximum and i.n doing so I 4!td those. cla~ses:of l~~d~ 
lords in view who cannot get more than one and a half times or twic~ the sur~ey ra~E:'.· 
This class of landlords who do not get more. than twice th~ su~v~r rates ~o~s: exi~t and . ~· 
really think, the clause as it stands will work grt:lat hardship on t~~m. We m,ust 
remember, that invariably all landlords have no oth.er somce Q{ in~ome ex~ep_t the ~e~t' 
of their land. There are landlords and landlords. Some may hare fairly big income, . 
who could afford to be liberal, bfit the m'ljority Qf petty landlords are h~a.vily. ill:de~t~d . 
and it would be rea1ly very hard on them if we fqrce them by legislati~n to ~e l~ber~~ 
.beyond their means when ~hey themselves have to borfow from Sa:vk~rs a~ a very. ~eavy 
rate of interest. I very earn~stly appeal to the Honourable :14over an4 J::Uambers of 
Your Excellency's Council to consider this clause when it comes up for discussi?~ .. ~~d 
to modify it in such a way that' it may not weigh heavily on popr landlords. · 

The Honourable Mr. Gox:uLD.A.S K.A.IIAND.A.S P A.REKII spoke as follows :-May it 
please Your'ExcellencY,,-1 rise to support the motion for the second reading of the Bill. 
It is useless :to disguise the fact· that by a larg~ class of persons holding lands this bill 
is disliked and ·1 may say there are reasons why it may be disliked. Firstly, in the case 

. of good landiords who are always prepared to extend to their tenants as acts of grace the 
suspension.of collections and also remissions as they find necessary, we fi~d that what 
came from.them and was understood by the tenant as an act of grace. on ~heir ~-wn part, 
'is now .converted into a statutory duty. In that way .this measure does ~ot ,app~al to 
them. In .reference to other people who are unwilling or una~le to grant suspen.Sions or 
remissions to the tenants they consider that when Government does a-p act .~f g~ace. ~n 
their own part to them they may have a right to ask the lapdlords .to, co:nvey the sa,nie 
act of grace to the same. extent to their teoants. To them it rat~er ,app~ars so.me· 
what surprising that they should be made to give to their tenants benefits In:UC~ .~arger 
·than what they receive from Government. T.hen there are other landlords who 

. ·receive no benefit whatever from Government and they think also that Gover~m~n~.Imv;e 
:no right or that they are not justified in forcing them to forego a portion. of the ~~~t 
·to the tenants when they receive no benefit whatever from the Government. These are 
,considerations no doubt that are to be borne in mind by the members of the Coupcil. , In 
ref~rence to the poor Inamdars I sympathise with them but .it is v:ery diflic)llt to put in 
the legislative provisions, any section or any amendments, which wo:uld cover the c;:tse 
of .the poor Inamdar without extending it to· Inamdars who are rich . and I . fully sympa· 
thise with what hls been statea by my Honourable friend the THAKOR of KERWA.DA. ' r 
.quite see the difficulty of proposing some amendment which would meet the case .of t~e 
poor I~amdars and would not extend to persons other than those who are rea~ly p~or. 
Then as a matter of necessity so far as the shares which .are to be remitted or .suspended 
are concerned they have to fix them arbitrarily and that is a thing which may,a~soca~se 
~some soxt of dissatisfaction. . At the same time if you look at the t~ng from a pra~~i~al 
_point of view I think there would not be much reason to suppose _that this Jl?.easure is 
likely to cause real harm to any party (bear, bear). · It has been trulr: s~id, ~ha~ 

H 41-212 . 
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Inamdars may be forced to suspend collection or remi.t the revenue when Government 
do so. .But Government never suspend or remit ·except during years of famine ·or con
siderable scarcity, and it has been the experience of all people who have been watching 
the co'nditions of things during years of scarcity that most of the-cultivators during these 
years are unable to meet the demands of Government, and Inam~ars' tenants would. be 
niore unable to meet the Inamda~' demands which are much higher than those of 
Government. Then ~hat ·is the practical result of allowing things to remain in statWJ_ 
qw. The result would b3 that from year to year the balances will accumulate and one 
party the lnamdar would be always complaining of the tenants' contumacy and the 
tenants would be ·complaining that the Inamdar is hard-hearted. People who bave 
observed the condition of the agriculturists in N:ative States and the villages of Inamdars, 
who have not adopted the policy of suspension or remissions during years of scarcity that 
large bal3.nces go on accumulating from year to year against the tenants and the 
authorities are not able to recover them. If they are business-like, they would write them 
off~ but many of them do not write them. off, and allow balances to accumulate which 
are always irrecoverable. This is' a state ~f. things which Jn the long run· must cause 
much dissatisfaction anfdisiike between Chiefs~ and Inamdar~ and their tenants. It is 
essential for good administration that there .should be every possible encouragement to· 
the growth of good feelings between the Inamdars and their tenants. It therefore seems 
to me that so far as this measure is concerned it is not likely to do 'any substantial harm 
to the Inamdars. The objec,tions to it are inerely of a sentimental character and I think 
in. the publio interest it is necessary that such considerations should be ignored .. 

The Honourable Mr. S:fiBIDHAR BA.i.KBISHNA UPASANl spoke as follows ::.:_My Lord,...
Thls·is a small Bill contirlnmg only a few sections but it is a Bill which affects a far 
larger'number of persons than the Bill which we discussed during the last three days. It 
is a Bill which affects the holders of lands who pay full assessment to Government, 
holders 6f lands who pay only partial assessment and also holders of lands who pay no 
assessment. The Bill avowedly aims at securing ·for tenants and other inferior holders 
a 'share in the concessions granted by Government under the rules for the suspension or 
remiSsion t;lland revenue. That was· the object that was set forth in the Statement 
of Objects and Reasons. But· the Bill, as it stands, goes further than that. It is only in 
ease·of lands for ·which assessment is paid to Government that any remissions or suspen· 
sions may be ·allowed by Government attd it is in the case of those lands only that a 
share of the suspension or remission could-be allowed to the tenant, but in respect of the 
lands .. for which no assessment· is paid to Government, no suspensions or remissions can 
po~bly be allowed by Government, i.e., in the case of lands which are assessment-free, 
arid the rem.issions ·or suspensions now proposed to be allowed in their case, will not be 
a share of any allowed by Government but will come entirely from the pockets of the 
private ho~ders. The ·question to be considered by us is whether the rules which apply 
to suspensions. and remissions of Government revenue may be applied to sus _pensions 
and remissions in respect of rent due to private holders. ·The rules of suspensfons and 
'remissions are of recent date. I believe they have been framed within the last 10 years 
and previous to 1905-06 the general rule was to recover from all those who could afford 
to pay. But ·during the famine of 1900·01 it was not found possible to make enquiry 
in every case and, therefore, on the recommendation of the Famine Oommis~ion and of 
J;he Government of India we have now the rules at present in force. Under those rules 
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'Suspenslom are allowed according to the. general average of the estimated cro'p as 
assessed by revenue subordinates. It is admitted I think that it is not possible to make 
inspection of crops in each village, nor to enquire into the capacity of each individual 
holder to pay and the rules as they stand are, we understand, therefore well adapted for 
the collection of Government revenue. As regards private holders, My Lord, we have 
to take note of the fact, that they do not bold the same number of lands with reference 
to which Government assessment has to. be collec.ted. They hold only one or two Imini 
villages or a limited number of lands in a village. Sometimes they hold only one or two 
lands and it is possible for them to actually inspect and see what crops have been grown 
in their lands, bow far the crops have failed, and what the capacity of the individual 
tenant or holder is. In their case, therefore, I think we have to see whether it will be 
correct to force them to allow suspensions and remissions on the basis of an average 
deemed proper for Government lands, and whether in their cases we shall be doing 
justice in compelling them to allow the remissions and suspensions which, if it were 
possible for us to inspect these individual lands, will perhaps be found in se.veral cases not 
necessary. In some cases even the remission scales allowed for Government lands may 
be far too high or not be sufficient and more will have to be allowed. Another c:msidera
tion which we have to look to, My Lord, is that the private holders do not enjoy the 
same facilities for collection of their revenue as Government enjoys. Government 
possess statutory powers which are of a far .. reaching character and it will be seen that 
the payment of Government re'tenue demand has .precedence before all other demands. 
'They ea~ co1lect the revenue even before the date on which it ~ payable and they can 
take precautionary measures to prevent crops being taken away. They can also, if the 
-assessment is not paid in time, charge penalty, they have ·the forfeiture system, attach· 
ment of property .and even imprisonment of the defaulter. Whereas in the case of 
private holders, there is no other remedy available to them but to apply for assistance to 
the Government Revenue Officers and if that assistance is not given, they have to go to 
Court, and after obtaining a decree obtain realization as best as they can. As a matter 
-of fact, therefore, the private holders do not recover their dues as regularly and as speedily 
.as Government does. If we bear this fact in mind will it be desirable for us to impose· 
upon them the further burden of allowb~g remissions and suspensions according to the 
more 'Or less speculative scale to be fixed by Government for its own or their lands. As 
regards the Imimdars, My Lord, their hands are already far too tightly bound. Under 
section 85 of the Land Revenue Code the Inamdars are not Cillowed to recover the dues 
on their own lands themselves. That section provides (reads) .. For the collection of 
their revenue on their own lands, My Lord, they have to look up to the village 
<>fficers who are their own servants for collection. If they co11ect any amount directly 
they are to be punished. As regards the collection of their own revenue on their own 
land, My Lord, if they do recover it themselves they are liable to conviction and fine. 
Therefore, in the case of these holders particularly I leave it to the Oouncil to see whether 
it will be fair to subject them to still further restrictions in th~ matter of the recovery 
<>f their dues. 

As regard~s the holders other than Imtmdars, they are far too numerous to allow of 
their claims being justly adjusted on the general scale adopted by Government for 
remissions and suspensions of Government revenues. It will be better I think. to leave 
them to adjust their claims privately by mutual arrangement. We ha'te had enough 
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experience I .believe of the evils arising from interference with private rights of contract 
in the operation of the Dekkhan .Agricult_urists' Relief Act. It contained most~drastio 
measures in favour of the arrriculturist debtors, but they have failed to give the relief that 

0 . ' 

was expected and in some cases they have, on the contrary, led to. too much hardship. 
Some of these evils might, I am afraid, happen if we try to interfere with private rights 

. as between private parties. I am quite at one with Go:vernment in desiring that the 
landholders should allow some indulgence to the tenantlf. On that point there is no 
doubt but we have to see whether, as a matter of fact, it is not now done. It is not only 
allowed voluntarily, but it is to be allowed involuntarily, because the dues cannot be 
recovered ctherwise than through the authority of Revenue Officers or Courts. Both. 
the agencies do not secure as prompt a realization of the private dues as is possible in the 
case of Government dues under the powers whirh Government possess under the sections 
to which I have already referred. Then, My Lord, there would be some justice in allow .. 
ing the suspensions and remissions only in those cases where they are to form a share of 
those allowed by ·Government. If Government allow any suspension or remission it is 
within their power to allow it on the condition that a share of it will go to the man whC> 
actually cultivates the land. In that respect I think Government has a right to insist 
upon that.·. In the first case, therefore, perhaps we might allow them at· most to the 
extent to which Government allow, either a proportionate share, or even the whole share,. 
but in cases where Government does not remit anything or does not suspend anything, it. 
would be better, My Lord, to leave the parties to adjust their own claims. Further the 
incidence of these rentals is not fixed in strict accordance With the assessments charged 
by Government, and rent vary in different parts according to the condition of the lands, 
according as they are close to the town or in places remote from towns. That being the 
case one uniform scale adopted for remission of the Government revenue will not suit. 
the varying conditions on which rents a.re charged. Tne incidence of any. suspension or 
remission will be unequal though allowed on one uniform soale as adopted in the case of 
GoYernment revenue. 

~';rhe Honourable Mr. UPASANI here paused for a few moinents upon which the 
)I:onourable Sir RICHARD LAMB rose to a point of order~) 

The H;onour!3-ble Sir RICHARD. LAMB:-! rise to a point of order, Sir. I move that 
-t~e Honourable Member is not entitlf:'d to remain in posse~sion of the house indefinitely 
:when speaking. I presume the whole of this Council is'anxious to bring the proceedings 
Qf t~is prolonged session to an end and I ,move, Sir, that any Honourable Member' who 
stands up before the Council without making any speech. and thus occupying the time 
of the .Council is out of o;rder. 

His ;Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think the Honourable :Member might get his 
notes a litUe more concentrated before he speaks so that he does not delay the business of 
.the Council. 

The Honourable Mr. UPA~ANI (continuing) :-I must apologise to the Council if 
Your Excellency thinks I am taking more time. But, I think in the ordinary cours& 
·we have to ~efer to our notes whenever there is an occasion to refer to figures. 

His Ex:oe11enoy the PRESIDENT :~I am only suggesting to the Honourable Member 
that he ~~y k~ _rJtther better p1epared .a.nd have his notes rather mora concentrated. 
l'hat is alJ, · 
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· The Honourable Mr. UPASANI (continuing) :-In these cases I think rather than 
provide relief for tenants under the Bill as it stands it will be better.if as.sistance be only 
refused to the superior holders in the matter of the recovery of their dues from their 
tenants durin(J' the time the revenue is suspended or remitted by Government on their 
own lands and~they may be left to t~eir own remedies i~ the Civil Courts • 

.. The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spok.e as follows :-Your Exoellency,-As no 
other member of the Council appears desirous to address the Council on the second 
reading, and as I have not heard anything that requires an answer on the part of the 
Honourable Members who have spoken, and as the Honourable the THAKOR of KERWA.uA's 

remarks ~pply only to what might be a possible modification of the second clause in the 
propose~ new section S(ljA, and as we have had the valuable support of the Honourable 
;."lr. PAREKH in su~port of the second reading of the Bill, I think that the Council might 
now proC'eed with the second reading of the .Bill. 

Bill read a second tima. 
The motion for the se.cond reading ~f the .Bill was 

then put to the v~te and carried. 

Bill read clause by clause. Clause 1 was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 2. The Honourable Mr. PAREKH. 

'fhe Honourable :Mr. GoKULDAs KAHANDAS PAREKH spoke as fQ11ows :-Your Exrel
lency,-\Vith reference to this amendment I beg to point out that under the general law 
when a tenant repudiates his tenancy he cannot afterwards stand upon the position of a 
tenant ana claim any right un~er the tenancy. This deprives him of all right of claiming . 
benefit as a tenant from the landlord. That being the case, provision to terminate the 
tenancy would not be applicable to persons who have repudiated the tenancy and they 
are not E:'ntitled to say when t.l1e landlord wishes to eject them that they are entitled 

· to notice under this section. This i11 the pro·vision of general law, and when the 
matter was brought before the Select Committee, the Select Committee did not consider 
that the repudiating tenant ought to have the right. They considered that this 
provision was unnecessary as under the clause as it stood in the Bill a landlord could 
not lose his right under the common law. I feel somewhat doubtful as to the correctness 

· of that view. I think that where there is an express legislative provision upon a point, 
unless you guard especially against an exception by olean and express words, the 
exception would not be deemed to exist. · '!'hat being the case, I think whether the 
common law applied or not, the .Bill as it is creates a doubt, likely to lead to litigation 
and dispute and, therefore, I think that it is necessary to introduce these words in order 
that doubts may be avoided. · 

The Honouuble Sir RICHARD LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Ex:oellenoy,-This 
matter was considereJ. in th~ Select Committee, and it was deemed. by the Select Com
mittee that it was not necessary to insert such an amendment as th~ Honourable Mover 
suggests; and the amendment which he suggests is certainly not acceptable in form. If 
we were to accept what the Honourable Mr. PAREKH proposes, we should have to read 
"an annual tenancy shall, in the absence of any special agreement in writing to the 
contrary and unless the tenant has repudiated the landlord's title in which event the 
tenancy terminates immediately, require for its termination a notice". Now I think it 
is perfectly obvious to those who have listened to these words that such an involved. 

R 41--213 . 
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" d h l " . " • d ft' parenthetical Eentenoe between tho word "shall an t e wor· requtra Is ra m~ 
which it is impossible to accept. We could not possibly read "an annual tenancy sh'lll 
in the absence of any special agreement in writing to the contrary an~ unle~ the t~nant 
has repudiated the landlord's title in which event the tenancy termt.nates Immedtately 
require " and so on. That is a dr:fting which we could not possibly accept, but the sub- · 
stance of the l. onourable Member's proposal could be secured by other drafting. . \Ve 
could insert the words'' and subject to the provisions of sections Ill and 112 of the TransrErr. 
of Property Act after the words " to the contrary ", so that the clause should read '' an 
annual tenancy shall in the absence of any special agreement in writing to the oontrary 
and subject to the provisions of sections 111 and 112 of the Transfer of Property Act 
require for its termination a notice in writing" and so on. The substance is the same .. 
Is the Honourable Member willing to accept that form P 

The ·Honourable Mr. PAREKH :-Yes. I a9cept that form. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LA:&rB (continuing) :-As regards the form, then, the 
Honourable Member will accept the variation. As regards the substance, I myself remain 
of the opinion expressed in the Select Committee that it is quite unnecessary, that. it is 
merely a superfluity of verbiage; but if it appears to the Council that e:c majore cautela it 
is desirable to put those words in, we are quite prepared to accept the decision of. the 
Council. We, therefore, leave it entirely to the Council whcthe.r the words that I have 
just suggested should be inserted or should not be inserted. 

Bis ·Excellency the PRESIDENT:-Will the Honourable Member like to move his 
amendment like that ? 

The Honour;J,ble Mr. PAREKH :-1 am willing to accept' that form, Your Excellency. 

The amendment was then Pri:t to the vote and lost.-

Clause 2 was then put to the vote and carried. 

· His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 3. The Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honuurabl~ Mr. S:o:RIDHA.R BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-My Lorll,
The amendment which I propose runs thus (reads). Clause 3 proposes to add section 
84A to section 84 of the Land Revenue Code and H runs thus (reads). In the section, a:;J 
it .stands, there is no reference to any limit of the share which is to be allo\Ved to the 
tenants of the amount su~5pended or remitted by Government. What I wish to point out 
prominently is that the avowed object of the Bill is to secure for tenants and inferior holders 
a share of the suspension or remission which may be .alloweJ. by Government to .the 
superior holders and the obje"t of my amendment is to make that clear. It will not · 
be possible to exactly ascertain in each Case separately the amou~t of SU!~pension or 
remission to be allowed to the tenant out of that allowed by Government to the superior 
holder and it will be better, if in the section itself, it were providP.d that a certain sharE>, 
say, a one-half or one7fourth, as may appear necessary according to the nature of the 
season, be allowed, because it would prevent petty corruption among the subordinates. 
Calculations as regards suspensions and remissions are based upon ~he reports and figures 
submitted by the lower officers with reference to the estimated anna valuation of' the crop~ 
and it will be much better if some definite provision were made for fidng the peroenta'l'e of· 
share to be allowed on the proportion of remissions or suspensions Government may :now 
rather than leave it to the Revenue Officer in each case separately to appJrtion tho· 
amount according to his o\Vn discretion. 
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The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! rise to 
opposa this amendment. I would point out first that we had a prolonged discussion in 
Commitke over this matter.· The original proposal imposed no limit at all., that is to: say,; 
if one-half of the ass.essment was remitted, the superior holder was compelled ipso, facto 
to remit a similar proportion of his rent. On a representation from the Honourabl~ the. 
CHtEF oF KURU.NDWAD who, I am sorry to notice, is not here to-day, it w1s decided ·t~' 
impose a limit equal to twice the Government remission. That is to say, if the assess~' 
ment on a piece of land is Rs. 10 and rent Rs. ao and if Government rlimit Rs. 5. to 
the superior holder, he will be called on to remit Rs. 10 out of his Rs. :10, whereas if 
there were no limit, he would have been compelled to re:nit or suspend. a suitable 
proportion, viz., Rs. 15. 

The Honourable Mr. LALUBHAI SAMALDAS :-I rise. to a point of order, Sir. We. are 
considering cliuse 3, sub-clause (a). The· remarks of· the Honourable 11:r. CURTIS apply 
to sub-clause (e). 

HiS Excellency the PRESID.ENT :-I do .not thmk there is any point of order. · 
I think the Honourable Member is perfectly justified in putting. fo.rward his views. 

The Honourable Mr. CuRTIS continuing :-1Iy remarks were directly referring to 
sub-section (b) of section 84A (l) which is to be definitely omitted if the Honourable 
:Member's amendment is carried. In fact the proportion of the limit is definitely 
referred to in sub-sections ta) and (b). 

To return, Sir, to my argument, therefore,. I say that tho recomt:nendatio:q. of_ the 
Select Committee was that in the case of land where· Government remits Rs. 5 and the · 
rent is Rs. 30, than the superior holder will have to remit Rs. ·10 out of his Rs. ~0 
instead of Rs. 15. That, Sir, to a superior holder is a very considerable concession, ani . 
personally some Members of the Committee, of whom I was one, were rather doubtful . 
whether we were altogether wise in imposing this limit, but on the whole we came to the ' 
conclusion that, in introducing a novelty of this kind, we would let the superior holder 
slowly down. Therefore, as I say, we came to the conclusion that it woulrl be better to 
try this experiment of the limit for say two years, and if it ·was not founcl successful, 
possibly le~islation could be"undertaken in order to remove it or raise it as the case may : 
be. I submit, Sir, therefore, that the Clause in the Bill as set up in the Select ' 
Committee has received full consideration in the Select Committee which was f.Jrmed of : 
many Members of this Council who have taken keen interest for many years past in: 
revenue matters and that it is a reasonable compromise ·on the situation, and that we 
may give a trial to this experiment and undertake legislation hereafter, if neoess:uy •. 
I therefore recommend that this amendment be rejected. 

. . ( 
The Honourable Mr. DATTATRAYA VEN:KATESH BELVI spoke as follows :-Your Excel- · 

lency ,-I was a memb~r of the Select Committee and I have stated my views in full in ·. 
my minute of dissent. I have pointed out that there is no warrant for the assertion that · 
in a year of scarcity it will be only the labourer that will suffer and not the landlord. 
If they iurn to a recent resolution issued by Government which is to be found at page 30 
of this admirable Blue Book .Quarterly No. 2, Honourable :Members of this Council 
will be satisfied. that in this Presidency fortunately the labouring classes are in .a ·very . 
favorable situation. I shall read a portion of the Resolution for the information of my. 
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colleagues. It is stated in tllis Resolution at page 32-and as· the statements in the 
Resolution come from the high authority of Government, Members of this Council will 
find no difficulty in accepting these statements as correct-(Reads). 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. I do not think this has anything 
to do with the amendment. What I understand is that we are discussing the question 
of landholders and their tenants and not the labourers at all • 

. The Honourable. Mr. BELVI (continuing} :-I bow to Your Excellency's ruling. 
But I submit I am going to develop the argument with a view of showing that the 
supposition that the landlcrd is in a better position in a year of scarcity than the 
labourer is an assumption which is not warranted by facts. 

The Honourable 1\:fr. LALUBHAI :-A tenant is not a labourer. 

The Honourable Mr. BELV£ (continuing) :-The~:e ag1in it is altogether a wrong 
impression to suppose that when it is spoken of labourers we speak only of men who 
do not work in fields. There are very .few labourers as such in this Presidency. It is 
only the Mill population in :Bombay that may be called labourers in the true accepta
tion of the word. In the mofussil it is a matter of common know ledge that every 
man, every agriculturist, does the work of a labourer during the time that he is not 
occupied in. his field. For four months in the year he works in his field and for the 
remaining eight months he works as a labourer, and I am speaking with reference to 
these men who are both tenants and labourers. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I hope my honourable friend will confine himself 
to the amendment. What he says is perfectly true, and I am quite sure the Council 
will admit that the agriculturists· very often do a certain amount of labour when they 
are not engaged in agricultural operations. But, what we are entirely concerned with 
at the moment is the question of landlord and his tenant and not labourer at all,-the 
agriculturist as a tenant and not as a labourer, that is the point. 

The Honourable Mr. BELvr (continuing) :-I am anxious to point out to this 
Council that when we are speaking of these "tenants" they are not. "tenants,, 
throughout the year. These ftre people who work as tenants for some months and 
during the rest cf the year they make a lot of money as labourers. and it is not 
necessary that the lancllord should be fleeced for the benefit of such people. 

I can support my friend, the Honourable Mr. UPASANr, on other grounds. also. 
'It is evident that there is no reason at all why a private landlord should be forced 
by the legislature to remit or to suspend a part of his rent in favour of his tenants 
simply because the Collector is pleg,sed to suspend or remit a part· of the assessment 
due to Governrr.ent. At any rate, my submission is that, Government has no ri()'ht 

. ~ 

to demand of the landlord anything more than they themselves do in favour of the 
'landlord. 

It is perfectly fair on tle part of Government to require the landlord to show 
clemency to his tenant to the extent to which clemency is shown to him by the 
greatest landlord in the country, namely, the State, but to require the landlord to show 
double the amount of clemency without regard to his own means is surely very 
unconscionable and hard. 
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Again, this piece of legislation, is absolutely wrong, because the principle under· 
lying this clause 3, so far as the suspension or remission is concerned, is this. One 
man bas got' too much and another man has too little, therefore the man who has got 
too little is, must be benefited at .the expense of the man who has got too much. But 
io say in the case of private property that one has got too much and another has g~t 
too little, as Burke said on a famous occasion, treason against property. Is a landlord 
to be fleeced because he is a richer man? Other considerations have already been· 
pointed out in my minute of dissent. I have said that it is not always feasible to a 
landlord to recover his dues from· the tenant in subse.quent years as easily as Government 
can do. I have already pointed out that so far as Government are concerned, there .is 
a ·liability running with the land, whosoever may· be in po~session of it. If arrears 
of larid revenue be not paid by the registered occupant, they are liable to be paid 
by the aotual holder of the land. If A, a landlorJ, has left his field, and ~ is in actual 
possession of it, Government can demand arrears of land revenue from B. A private 
landlord cannot do this. The tenants may cultivate the land for one year, the next y~ar 
he may leave the village ·or dispose of his property, and how is it then possible for 
the private landlord to recover .the rent which is due to him? · And why should he 
be forced to be generous simply because the State desires that he should be a generous 
man? There is no valid reason at all. I have pointed out that the State has got 
infinite sources of revenue. If the land revenue fails in one particular district, ·the • 
State gets its money from numerous other sources in the same ·district. • The same 
thing cannot be said o~ ·predicated with regard to a private landlord. The private 
landlord depends in most cases for his subsistence upon the income of his land. When 
I make this statement I am anxious to be understood by my honourable friends who 
have not got much experience of rural life in India that I am speaking from my own 
personal experience-I .do not profess to know anything .about Gujarat-but it is a 
fact that in the Dekkhan almost even in the smallest village there are many :people 
who depend for their subsistence literally upon the income of their .lands, If . these 
:men are to be deprived of a portion of their legitimate income, _they will imme~sely 
suffer, and therefore I support my Honourable friend Mr. U.PASANI in his amendment 
so far as the word "double" wherever it occurs is concerned. It occurs in s~b-clause (a), 
sub-clause {b) and in sub-clause 2. So far as the first part of the amendment o~ th~ 

Honourable Mr. UPASANI is concerned, I confess that I fail to understand if it is happily 
worded or if it is of any use. I do not support my Honourable friend Mr. ·UPASANI 

in .his request that the words from ''require " to ''fit " should be added~ I think 
the phraseology already adopted in the first paragraph of clause 3 is quite happy. H· 
is only to the word ·u double'' that I object. I have no objection at all to our reading 
the sub-clauses (a), {b) and-

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am afraid that the Honourable Member ~s 
making remarks on another amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. BEL VI (continuing) ;..,-I am only protesting against the use 
-of the word " double ''. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-We are discussing another amen:lment, and ~ 
gather that the Honourable Member sup11orts the Government on this point! ls that 
~ot soP 

li 41-214 
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o.· •• The. Honourable Mr. B;ELVI z-I am labouring unde-r the impressi'on that the 
HonOUJ'tible Mr.· U:PASANI had already moved his amendment • 

. 'His Excellency the PRESIDENT ;-The Honou,rablo .Member cannot have pai<t 
much ~attention to the debate. ·The Honourable Mr. UPASANI is moving clause· 3 
in paragraph 3. . 

The Honourable Mr. BJLV~ :--If that is so, I beg Your Lordship's pardon, and 
I do not support my Honourable friend Mr. UrA~ANC so far as that part is concerned. 

His Excellency the P:sEsiDENT :-Then I was right in supposing that the Honour· 
able Member supports the Government on that point. 

_. The Honourable Mr.· :BALKRISRNA SITARAM K.AMAT spoke as follows :-Your
E:x:celiency,-...:.1 confess I could not'follow the meaning of the amendment of my Honour• 
able f:dend Mr. UPASANI. I think it conflicts with another amendment which is standing 
in his name»· and I will show how. .He wants us to read clause 84(a) (1) thus: (Reads). 
Now !'will give a ~onorete instance. If for .instance the amount remitted by Govern· 
ment out of Rs. 10 is, say, Rs. 5. The Honourable Member wants the Collector to call 
the ·superior holder and discuss with him what share of that .Rs. 5 the superior holder 
will pocket, and what portion. of that'he will remit to his inferior holder.. That is to 

• say, tha Honourable Member is not even willing to transfer the benefit of Rs. 5 to the 
tenant. That will be the effect of his amendment. Whereas if his alternative amend-
. . 

:ir:u}nt is accepted, he wishes that the word "double" at least may be dropped.· If that -be 
· done .• · •• ; •••• · · · 

Jiis E_xcellency the PRESIDENT·:-Order, order. The Honourable Member cannot: 
. wscussthe secpnd amendment. I must really ask Honourable Members to stick to th& 
~mendment under discussion. 

The Honourable :Mr. KAMAT [continuing] :-If the present amendment were accepted 
as it is, it would at least follow that the provision made by the Select Committee that 
the maximum ·amount should be double, that at any rate would conflict with the amend· 
ment which the Honourable Member seems to push to the attention of the Council. I 
therefore think that if he. at all attempts to force a- Collector to remit onlg a skare to the 
superior holder, it would be tantamount to not even accepting the principle that the
benefit granted by Government should be transferred from the superior holder to the 
Werior·hoider. · 

· · The. Hono~rable- Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-On 
this amendment there does not seem to be· forthcoming any support from the Honourabl~ 
Menibers. wh~. ha~e ~poken. It does -not se~m to me at ~ll necessary, therefore, that i 
should take up the time of the Council in opposing the amendment. l understand that 
this amendment does not· commend itself to the Honourable Mr. BEL VI who spoke at 
some length, nor to the Honourable Mr. KAMAT, and as a .Member of the Select Com· 
m,ittee who put forward th~ :Bill as it ~s now bef.ore the Council, I think that this 
amendment ought to be rejected. · 

The Honourable Mr~ S~RiDI:lAR :BALKRISHN4 UP AS ANI spoke as follows :-Your· 
Exoellency,-1 need n.ot say more. The .amendment is intended to allow the tenant 
to have a share in the amount suspended or remitted, and then the word "required'" 
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is proposed to be added, in order that the superior holder may have some credit for the 
amount whioh he is to be required to give. The object is ,that the superior holder 
~ay be required by the Collector to allow the tenant a share of the amount remitted 
or suspended by Government in his favour, and that the apportionment of the share 
out of the suspension and remission allowed may be ma:le under some uniform scale 
rather than capriciously in each case according to the discretion of individual officers. 

The amendment was put to the vote and lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause a, sub-clause {a)~The Honourable> 
Mr. U PASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA UPASANI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-My nex:t suggestion is about sub·clause (a). I propose that it be dropped· 
or at least the word ''double '' in line _4 should be omitted. I now only want the 
removal of the word" double". I think it is but fair, considering the conditions of 
the landlords of the severa~ classes, that they ought not to ~e required to pay anything
more than what the Government itself suspends or remits with all its rasources" I need 
hardly dilate upon this point, because the means of landlords in the country are· very 
limited. We have not got here any permanent· settlement as in Bengal, nor the 
system which prevails in the Central Provinces or the United Provinces of revenue 
farming to Malgujars or Ijardars. · lfost of the landlords here have small holdings and 
in a country like this it would not be right and fair ·to tax: all these small holders 
beyond the ~xtent to which Government themselves may allow by way of suspensions 
or remissions, according to the state of the seasons. That being the case, the proportion 
of sm. pension or remission allowed .by Gavernment may be taken to be a fair measure 
of the relief which landlords may be expected to allow to their tenants. Clause (a} 
refers to lands which pay full assessment and the other clauses refer to those which pay 
partial or no assessments. · These latter cases can be considered later on. · As regards 

. dause (a), I pray, My Lord, that it will be better to limit the extent of the remission 
or suspension to be. allowed by landlords to their tenants to the a~tual amount of relief 
which they may themselves receive at the hands of Government. 

The Honourable Mr. GHULAM MuHAMMAD VALAD KnA'N BAHA.'nuit WALl MuHAMMAD' ' .· . . . . 

BnuRGRI spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! beg to support the Honourable 
Member's amendment. It seems to me that if the word ''double'' is retained,· .as it. 
is proposed, it will be very hard on the small holders who are only depending on the incom~ 
derived from them which they .cannot bear to forego. On the other hand, Government · 
being th~ biggest landlord and having. different sources of inoome can afford to be 
generous and ought to bear the burden. Therefore I submit that Government sh')uld 
compel the landlord only to remit so much as Government themselves remit and 
not more. · 

. The Honourable Mr~ DA.TrATRAYA ·vBNKATESH BELVt spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency, I understand that so far as remission is . concerned, the word '' double '' 
was taken as applicable to sub-clauses (a}, (b) and {2). 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I take it that if the Honourable }!ember's amend
ment of sub-clause (a) is not :passed the other two he will probably withdraw. 
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The Honourable ltr. UPASANI :-I do not press for it. 
The Honourable }.fr. BEL VI (continuing) :-I have already said all that I had to 

say about. the deletion of the word ''double'' in my speech on the previous amendment, 
·and I do not think I need waste the time of the Council now by going over the same 
ground once again. ·:My reasons have been fully stated in my minute of dissent and also 
to-day, in the few words I have just &ddressed. 

" ' 

I support my honourable friend fully only so far as the deletion of the word 
" double " is concerned. 

The Honourable Mr. L.A.LUBHAI SAlULDAS MEHTA spoke as follows :-Your Excel
lency, I rise to oppose the amendment. I ~m surprised that whenever there is a case 
of some concessions to be shown to tenants by Government, member after member speaka 
in its favour but when a similar qut'stion arises between tenants and superior landholders, 
my friend .Mr. :BEL VI and others support tbe latter and seem to forget the rights of 
the rayats. I agree wit.h the remark made by the Honourable Mr. CURTIS that the 
compromise agreed to in the. Select Committee was unwise. I rather think it was a 
weakness to. yield to the demands of the superior holders. I am of opinion that the 
superior holder should be made to pass on pro rata to the inferior holder the concession 
given him by Government. We hear much of the poor condition of the superior land· 
holders ; but the members who speak about their poverty, do not seem to· realize what 
the condition of the inferior holders will be in a year ?f scarcity. 

I will take a concrete instance as the Honourable :Mr. BELVI did. Supposing out 
of the Rs. 50 that the superior landholder gets from his tenant he pays Rs. 10 to Govern. 
ment. If there is a remission of half the assessment he pays five rupees out of ten. 
According to the original Bill, he should give a remissbn of rupees 25 .to his tenant. 
It is all very well to say it will be hard on the superior landholder to be obliged to give 
up Rs. 25, while Government gives up only Bs. 5. May I ask the supporters of the 
claim of the superior bolder if they have given any considerat~on to the fact that it will 
he much bru:der for the tenants to pay in a year of scarcity Rs. 25 out of Rs. 50, than 
:for the superior landholder to remi] ihe same amount. This side of the quesiion is 
,conveniently forgctten b! the represenbtives of the superior bolde~ and their supporters. 
·The Select Committee agreed to a compromise by which in the above concrete case the 
superior holder will not be obliged to give a remission of more than Rs. 10. That means 
that while the superior holder will have to give to Government only Rs. 5 out of Rs. 10-
the inferior holder will have to giveRs. 40 out of Rs. 50. According to the proposed 
.amendment -a :Still greater burden. will be thrown on the inferior bolder who will have 
to giveRs •. 45 .instead of Rs. 40. The Councii,_ I hope, will not approve of the proposal 
,contained in the amendment. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAllB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I am 
bound to say at 01we that I do not feel at all prepared to accept the amen~ment. We 
.discussed the matte,r at considerable length in the Select Committee. We compared 
what was done in the other .provinces, the Central Provinces,. the Punjab and the United 
Provinces, and we arrived at the conclusion that the clause as now drafted was a 
.pedectly fair and reasonable arrangement between the contentions put forward and the 
proposals as .containe~ in ~he Bill when it was first presented to the Council. . A fair 
compromise .h.etween .t~es~ ;wa.S arrived at by the te1·ms that have been inserte.i ill 
~4e BilL · 
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I do n<>t thin"'k, Sir, that it is at all a sound or justifiable proposition to taik of the 
landlord class as a poor class. It seems to me that we have been hearing rather to() 
much about poor people in this Session of the Council. Anyone who. hag; beeri following 
:the proceedings might think that the whole Presiden~y had been reduced to a state of 
pauperism. The Honourable Dewan Bahadur GoDBOLE talked about. the poor labourers,. .. 
the Honourable Rao Saheb N AIK talked about the poor agriculturists. The labourers 
enjoy wages unprecedentedJy high, nor are the rayats poor ; they at any rate cultivate 
cotton, and considering the present prices ~f cotton we cannot call persons 
engaged in raising that commodity a· poor class. After the poor labouring classes 
of the Dewan Bahadur GoDBOL.E and the poor rayats of the Honourable Rao. · 
Saheb NAIK, now we have the poor landlords of the Honourable Mr. BELVI. 
I do not think that these things are at all justified. I maintain, Sir,· that· 
the landlord class is not poor, and that it is perfectly right and perfectly justifiable. that 
when a landlord receives on account of a bad season, a remission or a suspension from. 
Government ·of the revenue which he is to pay to Government, he should pass on to 
his tenant a remission or suspension which should bear the same proportion to w~~t he 
has to receive from the tenant, as the remission which he receives from Government bears 
to what he has to pay to Government. We have assumed that, on the average, taking 
it all round, the rent is equal to 2}- times the assessment. 'There are· many oases· in · 
which the rent is 10 times, or even more than 10 times, the assessment. There are; 
cases in which the rent is not so much as twice the assessment. But when we take it 
all round, 2}- times is about the average of the proportion of rent .to assessment,· and we· 
:fix the amount· of suspension or remission of rent at something within that normal· 
average proportion. We fix it at double·· and not 2l times; and we also· :fix that pro par .. , 
tion as a maximum. The landlord's suspension or remission to his tenant' may be 
anything; it may be even less than the assessm~nt itself or less than what the landlord I 

is receiving in the way of suspension or remission· from Government. I am not at all 
prepared to give any further concession on that point and I think this amendment 
should be rejected. · 

The amendment was then put to the vote and declared to have been lost 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I take it that the Honourable Member wishes 
to withdraw sub-dause (b) and sub·cla"Q.se (2). · · 

The Honourable Mr. BHURGRI :-May I ask if the amendment is carried or lost. 

llis Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The amendment is lost. 

The Honourable Mr. l3~Lvi.;-I want a division on the point. There has been a 
misapprehension. · 

Th~ Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE J~EJE~BHOY :-I rise to a point of order. Oan there 
be a .division after the next amendment is proceeded with P 

. His Excellency th.e P:aESIDENT :~The · Honourable Member is rather too· late t()' 
ask for a division. Whenever anybody wants to make an explanation I should be· very· 
glad to give him an opportunity. I do not know what the, difficulty was with ·my 
Hono-urable friend Mr. BELVI. 

The H.onourable Mr . .BEL VI :-The difficulty was that I thought that many members 
have voted under a wrong impression and my own hnpression is that a number· of 
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gentlemen who WQ,fe m favou~ ·Of Mr. UPASA.Nl'-• amendment are- m:ore·than those wnd 

. ~r~ opposed to h~ 
. ~Tli:e 'lion:o'urable ·Mr.· BntrRGRn·-At 'least '11 thought lso· While voting • 

. · -~His E*deTie.ricy the~;PB.E~tn:ENT. :~If· that · ~s the·~osition,_ T.am 'perfectly· ready t() 
plif~·he"D:,lotiop.l aga,in. 'lwatit·'to'be' absolutelY' fair in this matter. 

-'l'he :;u;nE)nd~ent -was then again ·put to the ·vote and deolared to have beoo.-lost. 
~-The Hanourable Mr. -'BEL VI:.;.;...! ·want ·a division on this point. 'I -,want 'to ·know 

how. many ] people 'Wallt r the ' deletion I or the \word '•-double ., and r ho.w: many ·people do 
not· 'Wanti it. 

· IThe Honourable ~Mr •. BARROW :_;The fH()ri.burable M~mller Is not ·entitled to ask 
- for1a diV'~ion. 
' ' ' ~His~$~ceilencr th~r PR~SIDEN_r,r :-)rhe,Hon?urable'M;einb~r 'must re~Uy ~~derstand. . 
that ne'mii~t·ask fofa ~diVision 1 before'! 'dectare· the amendment· to have been lost. The
ai:qand!D.e!t 'ha~ been refused. a rill' ~here£ ore ~tlie word double- remains in the clause. 

;B:js :&~cellency' the P:a.lilSI:O~N'l: :-Su.b·clause · (b), the-Hon-ourable :Mr o: ·UP AsA.NI •. 

. ·The .:a:onourable '·:Mr. SHRIDllA.R BALXRISHNA ·UPASANI 'spbke ; as- follows :-My 
L~;I'have·already·pointed out in:my speech' on ·tne·seGond reading ;:that the arrange· 
. ment 4ltider which •suspen9ions are now:·all6wed rison' the average atina·vaitiation of the 
crops' in groups'of t:Utikas·or in~groups of certain ·villages in a·tahika,. ·and ·not upon the 
aetual'v~ation-in .. each ca'Se in·which'suspension or remission ·is to be allowed. ·I ~have 
8J.sa"urged,that-:in~the·case· 1of:private·'landlords ~they own ··only a ·few latrds and it ~is 
po£sibl~ fbr- :bhein td -inspect those lat:ids 'and if•we. are to 'require them to allow suspensions 
or i'em,ission9·on·those lands,; they ·should ·be ·,allowed· to: satisfy th6< ·authorities that 1in tfl() 
case ·of· their 1ands,)Jno· relief ·-is really required.. 'The 1g"etieral &v-erage 'yield' of t}le crbp ·. fu 
thbse lands may 1be sueh that·tlie :scale 'of" remissions· or'suspetrsions· allowed- in the -case 
of:Governmenfl8inds·wO:uld :hot. apP1y· td their lands. -l''do Irot know' why they shOtild be 
called upon to allow any suspension- or r_emission if their own tenants were in a·position -to' 
pay and especially when they themselves were not to ge.t a.ny at t~e hands of Government. 

·· ~y !Aord, GovernD:l~nt is entitled to on~~ a certain ~erce.ntage of. t~e.produce by 
way of assessment and private holders are not, thus. restrieted as regards their dues which 
are secured by individual private contracts. We now propose· to interfere with their 
right·:to 1 get 5w~tl;-is~dU:e··tG'thetn under their legal··caritraots. and require 'them'to give 
away part of what they are legally· entitled to, and·sball we nt>t'in fairness· to·them allow. 
them.. to satisfy thG authQritia$. th!J!.t the· enforced conoessi.on, which they- are to be called 
upon- to make. in. favour of 'their tenants, is really not needed. Shall we not allow them 
,an .~pportunity for showing that there are relsons for not enforcing the concession as 
·agai:n~t them. ')This is ooly but '·f~ir. Circumstances. ··m.ay' be diffe:~;ent 1n ·the case of 
t~eir holdings from those that ptevail.in'the 'whble · taluka and it is.but proper that they 
-sbould·:Oot be .. cdmpeUed-toral16w remission:or suspension·ittha·average yield of the ·crop 
in their lands is above the ·average ·assessed for the' whole ·taluka for suspelision.1>r 
xemission of Government assessment. 

The Honourable· Sir RICHARD LAMB spoke as follows ~..;..Your E'xo~llen(Jy, :as :rio 
Honourable Member· of this Oounoil appears to speak in s·upport of 'this -~bnendrnent, it 
will perhaps suffi.ee for tria to say that the amendment be rejected. 
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The Honourable Mr. Sn&m:a:Aa BAL:tt:atsnNA. tJ:itASANI ·spoke as follows~ -:My 
Lord• it is a matter for serious eoilsideration.. I bag emphatioaily to urge that the. 
present valuatidns ar~ far from satisfactoryi In &orne villages we have now crops 
assessed at 10 annas and on appeal the ~ssessme11t is reduced. to 5 a.nnas; that is to say, 
to half of the original anna -valuation or even s0metimes .more, though the groups may 
be the same. Under these 'circumstances when you asK the private landlords to pay from 
their pockets should you nat allow them even an opportunity to satisfy the authorities 
that they should not be called upon. ta pay P T think it would be a great hardship, if 
you do not. Whether the Oounoil agrees with me or no, I do not kn'lw. But from my 
own experience, I think it wonld 'be a vert great hardship if a mln is not allowed to 
satisfy the authorities that in his case thetr tn:tarlerence is n:ot justified. We are not 
now limiting the suspensions and remisslons 'to those aU<rwea by Govetnment bJt we .are 
oa.lling upon the hblders Jto lose fri>·m their pook~'t ~d.ouble 'the amount of th~t. to be allowe<i 
by 'Gove'loment"and. even for 'that if yon do not allow them an ~pporlmnity ~o satisfy you 
it would indeed be hard. 

The amendment was then pu·t to the vote and lost. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:__.Sub-ca.luse (2)~the Itonourable Mr. UPASA.NL 
i 

. The Honourable :Mr. UPA.sA:NI :--Your Ex:cellency, this is simply with a vie-w- t() 
cheek as far as possible any possible hardship that may ·be caused that I desire that the. 
~rders in this case should be passed QY superior officers of the ,position of· Sub-Divisional 
Officers. ~t is ·ant wish to say on this amendment. · 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost.. 

The Honourable Mr. NowROJI DoRABJI Ktt.A.NDALAVALA. :-Your Excellency, 
I ·Wish to say a few word!dn regard to slib•clausa '2 of clause ;(3) on a different point and 
it is this-

His Excellency the PltESriYENT : .... oraar; ·order~ 1 '-shoUld like to 1cnow·itiat :is tha 
particular clause that the Honourable Member wishes·to:speak on. 

The Honourable ~~r. 'KnA.N:bALA.VAliA. :~SulJ.;.c!au'se (~) ·nf·clatise '"8, 
-His Eitiellency ~the ~PnEstD'EN':f::o.ii.llut we ~e now 'on 'the ~men\li:rients-. On'W'hich 

:}iarticJilar:am·eridtn:ent'does the Honourable Meniber ·WiSh to speak~· 
The · Honoilrable Mr. 'Kn AND ALA v ALA. :-....:1 ·do not wish to, speak on any. particular-

aniendment. · · 

His Exce~ency-the~PnFJStDEN'l :--1 ·am: -afraid Ieannot allbw the·Honourable·Mem:ber 
to speak on any clause until we .come·to the, passing of, the ·clauses. I :must get ·rid 
of the am.endments first. . · 

His 'Excellency the·:PBEsmF:N'T-:....l.Sub•clausel {4)-t..the Honbnmble· ltfr. UFASA.NI. 
The Honotira ble llr. tu:P xsA.Nt : ...i...; I ·will not":press !for tlidfa:mentlm:en:t and ·ther~fore. 

!\withdraw it. 

'The ·amendment· was by leave withdraWn. 
His 'Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Bub-clause (5)-the Honourable. Mr. U:PAS.A.Nt. 

The Honourable Mr. · SIIRIDHAR BALKRis'ltNA. ·UPASA"NN :spoke as follows::.-.You:r-· 
Ercellency, sub-clauF.e 5 ·reads a-s follows (reads). Wba.t I want ·is, that· in disalloWing 
any suits or applications for· assistance· during the 'period· of suspension, we· anly. further 
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unnecessarily delay the realisation of the rents due to t~e supe~ior hold~rs. ~ Th~ period of 
suspension sometimes may extend over t1'o years .and 1f no ~mt or apph~at10n ~s a~lowed 
to be filed within that time the further time required for diSposal of ·hiS application or 
suit ·will be so much additional time allowed for the. suspension. In fact with the 
section as it stands, the period of suspension will be extended by the time required for 
disposal of the application and th; suit. That may be avoided by accepting the amend .. 
ment which I have suggested, so as to only suspend actual realisation ~der assistance 
order or Courts decree until the expiry of the period allowed for suspension. 

·. ~ . The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB spoke as follows :-Your.Excellency, I am quite 
prepared to accept this suggestion in a slightly different form. What I propose to read 
is "i~ sub-section J5) of new section 84l (a), delete the word "and'' in tbe third line and 
after the word " and '' in the fourth line, insert .the words " no decree of a Civil Court ", 
so as to read" no application for assistance under sections 86 and 87 shall be entertained, 
no suit shall lie, and no decree of a Civil Court shall be executed for the recovery ". If 
the Honourable Member accepts that I am willing to accept his amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-I have rio objection to the wording proposed. 

The amendment as further amended was then put the vote and carried. 

·His ~xcellency the PRESIDENT :-Amendment in line 15 of clause 5-the Honourable 
,:Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-It is a verbal correction, my Lord, from the period 
of limitation in computing. If the Honourable Member in charge of the :Bill thin~ it 
worth accepting he may do so. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB :-Your Excellency, we rather prafer the 

:Wording as settled in 'the Select Committee. 

The Honourable Mr. UPA.SANI :-In that case I withdraw my amendment. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

:Jiis Excellency the PR,ESIDENT :-The Honourable Mr. KHANDA.LAWALA. 

... :The. Honourable Mr. NAoROJI DoRABJI KHANDALAWALA spoke as fellows :-Your 
Excellency, in clause 3 of sub .. clause (2), it is said that when a superior holder pays 
no.~evenue to Government in respect of any land, and from some cause the land revenue 
in ·respect of other land in the neighbourhood is suspended or remitted the Collector 
may also suspend or remit the land revenue payable by an inferior holder for the afore
said: land of the superior holder. According to this whenever a superior holder does 
not pay any assessment whatsoever to Government, and remission is to be. given, it is 
by referring to another land in regard to which. for some cause suspension or remission 
is to be ·given. It. may however be that the land of the superior holder may perhaps 
b~ by th~ side of a dver or the soil thereof may be rich and there may be very good 
crops in the land, while in some lands in his neighbourhood owing to the shortage of 
rain or hardness of soil, there may be no crops and the Collector may have given remis· 
sion in the case of this other land, but that would be no reason to force that remission 
or suspension upon the superior holder with good crops ui his land. Therefore, I say 
that. in this sub-section after the. words'' suspended or remitted" in the 8th line there 
ought to. be some such. words as " and the same circumstances are found to exist in the 
land of the :superior holder." Unless the. superior holder refuses to allow any remission 
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-even when the crops in his land have failed he ought not to be forced to give any 
remission or suspension. This is the suggestion that i want to make and I hop·a the 
Council will see that it is a v,ery reasonable one. 

His Excellency the P&EsmmNT :-I thought that the Honourable Member wished. 
to discuss clause (3). But what I gather is that he disagrees with a certain poiilt in 
sub-section (2) of clause 3. 

The Honourable :Mr. KHANDAL!WALA :-Yes, my Lord. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT (continuing) :-1 am very sorry that he did not take 
the liberty of moving it then in the ordinary way. He is too late now for a general 
·discussion on clause (3). I cannot allow the Honourable Member to move the amend· 
ment to the sub-clause which has already been passed by the Counoil. 

Clause .a was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Preamble was then put to the 'Vote arid carried. 
The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB spoke as foliows :-Your Exceliency, in moving 

- the third reading of this Bill, I do not wish to add any· 
· The Hononra.ble Sir RICRAED · • I h f t. h · · -

T. h th' d a· f · thmg; but may per aps re er to e pomt which the 
.LIAMB moves t e 11' rea mg o . . • 
the Bill. Honourable Mr. KHANDALAWALA raised and which was out 

of order. If the point appeared to him so important as to 
require the. amendment of the Bil~ I presume that he would have prepared an amend· 
ment and sent it in due time. Since he did not do so, it appears as if he was merely 
giving expression to some lingering doubt that is wandering in his mind which he has 
now put· forward in order that we might consider whather there should be any further 
amendment. I am bound to say that no further· amendment appears necessary, because 
the section is so purely permissive and the clause renders the action of t.he Co~ector so 
entirely dependent on the general orders and the special orders of Government, that I 
do not conceive that there can be any possibility of the Collector going wrong in respect 
of such cases as the Honourabie Member referred to, i am not quite in order in 
mentioning the :point at this stage, but I thought I would just refer to it. fmove, Sir, 
that this Bill be now read a third time and passed. 

Bill read a third time, 
The motion for the tQ.ird reading of the Bill was then 

put to the vote and carried. 

BILL NO. V OF 1914 (A BILL FURTHER TO AMEND THE 
BOMBAY fORT TRUST ACT, 1879). 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-A Bill further to amerid the Bombay Port Trust 
Act, 1879, first reading-Mr. SHEPPARD. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D. SHEPPARD spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, in 
drawing the attention of the Members of this Council. to 

The Honourabl& Mr. w. D. this Bill further to amend the Bombay Port Trust Act, 
Sheppard moves thp first reading 1879 I should like to lay particular stress on the fact that 
of the Bill to amend the Bombay the Bill is limited to two clauses only, and that these two 
Port Trust Act, 1879. · 1 • 1 T . clauses are extremely clear and extreme Y s1mp e. he 
first proposal is that an additional member should be added and that that additional 

11 41-216 ' 
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member should be a Military member, and the second clause is a clause to take out of 
the existing Act a section 'which has become inoperative. That section refers to the 

· sinking fund and to the sales of property of the Port Trust. When the Port Trust was 
first formed the proceeds of these sales were all devoted to repayment of debt, but in 
recent years the practice of forming sinking funds has been instituted and therefore no 
special reason has remained for the sale-proceeds of any Port Trust properties being 
specifically or definitely devoted to the repayment of debt. What I wish to say on these
two points is that this Bill is so clear, so simple and so· unobjectionable- that I hope we
may be able to pass it into law to-day. 

I must ·also say that the reason for making any alteration in the Port Trust 
constitution has not ·arisen at the initiative of this Government, but in consequence of a 
demand made by the Government of India. that Military interest should be 'represented 
on the Port Trust. There is no donbt that it is. desirable that the Military authorities
should have a represenbtive on the Trust, and the Government of India having repre· 
sented that, it has beoome ou.r duty to make provision so that a Military officer can be· 
placed upon the Trost. That being so, I hope that we may be allowed to pass this Bill 
into law to-day. The only objection that I see standing in the way is an amendment by 
the H'lnourable ~Ir. MA.N.M:ORA.N'DA.S RAMJI, but that amendment we shall be able to 
show you is an undesirable amendment. I dJ not propose at this stago to discuss it. I 
wish, first of all, to hear the arguments he has to put forward. When he· has done so, 
members present in this Council who have knowledge and experience of the w~rking of. 
the Port Trust will be able to show to your satisfaction-and I hope to _be able to make 
some remarks in the sam!' direction myself and show to you and satisfy you-that this 
amendment of the Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDAS RAMJI is not deserving of your accept
ance. I would say this also with reference to this motion, that the cause of this :Bill having . 
been brought into this Council arises from the necessity of placing a Military member on 
the Trust and there b no obvious connection between that Military member being placed: 
on the Trust and the change that is being proposed by the Honourable Mr. MANMORANDAS., 

With these remarks, you.r Excellency, I propose that the Bill may be read for the 
first time. 

The Honourable Sir FREDERICK S:P .ROTT spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
I rise to support the first reading ?f this Bill. There is nothing muoh for me to say in 
this matter. With regard to the first clause, the Government of India have decided, I 
understand, that :Military interests require the presence of a Military representative on· 
the board .and we are prepared to accept that. As regards the second clause, that again 
requires merely a few words of support, as it has been particularly explained by the 
Honourabl& Member in charge of the BilL The effect of the clause as it stands is thi:J, 
that the sale-proceeds obtained from the sale of properties under section 31 are ·ordered 
to be devoted to certain purposes, the first two of which are generally i~operative, because 
whe~ these moneys are obtained it is necessary that they should be disposed of immediately, 
and It would probably happen that no loans happen to fall due. Consequently the effect 
of the clause is that any moneys that may be derived from the sale of 11roperiies are 
devoted to the redemption of the Government loans. With the institution of the sinkin(J' 

0 
funds that is thought to be unnecessary and accordingly it is desirable that the clause as 
it stands sh'luld be deleted. 
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The Honourable Mr. MANMOltANDAs RAMJI :-:May 1 know, your Excellency, 
whether I should move the amendment now or at a later stage P 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I have been thinking ·Very seriously on this 
particular question as to whether I should allow the Honounble ¥ember to move this 
amendment now, but on· the whole I think it would be well to do SJ, as his amend.men't 
does ~ffect a matter of principle with regard to the composition of the Por~ Trust. 1 
therefore think that he is entitled to move it now on the first reading. 

The Honourable Sir l,REDERICK SPROTT :-May I enquire, Sir, if I shall haie the' 
right of reply ? 

His Excellency the· PRESIDENT t-After the Honour~ble M.r. MANMO.IIAND.!.S ha~ 
moved his amendment the Honourable Member can certainly have his say .. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The amendment is in two clauses. Does the'· 
Honourable Member wish them taken together as one amendment? 

The Honourable Mr. MANMORA.NDA.S RAMJI :-Yes, my Lord. 

· The Honourable :Mr. MA.N.MORA.NDAS RAMJl then spoke as follows :--Thera 
is a strong feeling in the Indian Commercial Community that a representative .body 
like the Indian Merchants' Chamber be recognised for the purposes of electing ali 
such five Trustees. In my amendments however I hlv e not taken U:p this· ext'rem:~ 
attitude and have urged that five elective Trustees should be elected by such body or 
bodies as Government shall from tima time select as best representing the i'nterests of 
the Indian Mercantile Community of Bombay. I do not think I need dilate upon the 

· merits of the system of election, for this system is now retJognisad even by some of the 
highest authorities of the Governm~nt as best securing adequate representation of the' 
interests concerned, as is seen in the suacess of the modifications introduced Ly the· 
Government in 1909. I have nothing to say of course against the three nominatecl 
Indian trustees, but I beg to urge most strongly that Your Excellency's Government 
will be conferring a boon and a great and valued privilege· on the Indian Commercial 
Community if you were to accept the very modest demands conveyed by my amendments. 
The number of elective Trustees from the Bombay Chamber of Co·mmeroa is five and there 
is no reason why, with so much progress shown by the Indian Commercial Community and 
its representative institutions, the system of nonlin.ation which Lord :Morley, the then 
Secretary of Sbte for India, considered as dubious should be at all prescribed in its case;. 
It was urged by the representative of the Bombay Chamber of Comm9roe, when Bill No .. I 
of 1909 came up for consideration in this Council, that two out of the five elective Trustees 
from that Chamber were always returned from the shipping interests. This mly ba~ 
but it is no reply to the Indian merchants' demand for an equal number of elective seats. 
Even though these two Trustees represent shipping intere·sts, they are still membara of th1t: 
body. As to the five seats asked for in my amendment, it wUl not be, I may beailowe.i tO' 
urge, a violent departure from the existing_procedure. ln fact, I have tried my best tO' 
meet the Government half way. It must have baen noticed that since the n9W constitution 
of the Port Trust came into being four yeard baak, four different Indian oo:nmerciai 
bodies have been declared eligible by the Government for returnin~ trustees to the
Bo:ud of the Por& 'frust. Under the amendments I have sugge3tel there is provision 
for the Government to declare fi~e bodies just as they at present dechre two bodies. As 
the Government have already considered four bodies a3 eligible, it will not ba difficult 
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for them to find out a fifth eligible body. My object of proposing this hal! way measure
and not suggesting any electorates to be fixed by an Act is that the procedure adopted in 
1909 may have full trial. In the meanwhile we may advance. to our goal of direct 
election by extending the franchise conferred then. It will be a salutary and peaceful 
evolution of one of the essential rights and privileges of the local Indian Commercial 
Commun!ty. 

- . 
The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JaA.vERBRAI Patel spoke as follows :-Your 

Excellency, I rise to support the amendment moved by my Honourable friend 
1Ir. MA.NMORAND!.S RA.MJI. I congratulate him on the opportunity he has taken of· 
moving this amendment when one additional member is proposed to be· nominated on 
the Board., and I think he has seized the right opportunity at the right moment. To me 
it appears that the Bill is not so extremely clear, so simple and so unobjectionable as the 
l{onourable. Mover put it, and a Bill of this magnitude niust surely be referred to a 
Select Committee. 

The proposal of .iny ·Honourable. friend Mr. MANYoHANDAS RA:MJI is merely to 
.~onvert three no~ations into three· elections. As the constitution of the Port Trust 
now stands, it appears ihat four bodies of the Indian merchants retum two Members 
intermittently every year. So it is admittedly a fact that Government consider that 
there are four bodies in Bombay of Indian merchants who can really send representatives. 
~o the Port Trust. What the ilonourabie member now requires is that if the Government . 
finds four bodies of Indian merchants who could really send members to the Port Trust, 
it is easy to find a fifth one and thus to give the right of election to all those five bodies :: 
that is to say for the four bodies now sending two representatives tum by turn every 
3ear, what my Honourable friend now requires is that the five bodies to be created should 
be allowed each to return one Member every year to the Port Trust. That is the position 
which my Honourable friend. :Mr. MA.NMoHANDAS takes up. Government have wisely 
recognized the claims of Indian merchanm on the Port Trust since the establishment of 
the Trust. The first Port Trust Act was passed in 1873 and although then the 
constitution was 9 to 12 all nominated, Government very rightly considered the claim~ 
of the Indian merchants and nominated two Members on that Board. In 1879 a further 
Act w~s passed whi-ch made ·it compuisory that the Govern.ment shall nominate three 
Indians on the Port Trust. So day by day Government saw the necessity 'of nominating 
lndians on the Port Trust, considering the state of the trade and the increasing interest 
that .the Indians began to take in the trade of Bombay. From 1879 down to 1909, it 
appears that three Indian merchants used to be nominated on the Trust. In 1909 
Government intrpduced. .a further amending Bill. Whilst that legislation was undertaken, 
the Indian merchants asked for election with nomination. It appears that the Govern· 
ment then conceded the right of election to the Indian merchants and it was provided that 
lour bodies which Government thought were fit to send representatives to the Trust 
should be allowed to send two representatives every year intermittently to the Port Trust 
and the three nominations which the Government were bound to fill in with Indians were, 
if I understand aright, also allowed. That is to say, Government were to nominate 
~hree (ndian merchants on the Trust and two in addition were to be elected by the different 
bodies. This was the position since 1909. Thus we have now 5 members from the 
l.ndian mercantile community on the Port Trtist. What my Honourable friend 
J'eq_uiJ;es is that the three nominated seats should be converted into elected seats. That 
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is "the only thing which my Honourable friend proposes. .As I pointed out before, the 
Bill is not so clear and not so simple, but it appears to be of very great importance and 
of very great magnitude affecting as it does the very constitution of the Port Trust and 
I would rather think that a Bill of · this character must be referred to a Select 
Committee. 

The Honourable Mr. DATTATRAYA VENKA.TESH l3:EtVI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-It appears that the Bill is not of a non-contentious character and I think
it would be a wise thing to have this Bill referred to a Select Committee for consideration 
and to give an opportunity to the people concerned to make their representation to 
Government. I think the usual procedure should be followed and that a Select 
Committee should be appointed to consider this measure. 

The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM spoke as follows :-Your Excellenoy,-I rise 
to oppose this amendment which has been put forward by the Honourable 
Mr. 1\IAN:UOHA.NDA.S RAMJI. I do so after a very careful consideration and because I 
~annot see that the proposed amendment adds one iota to the efficiency of the working of 
the Port Trust. The Port Trust is not a consultative body but is an administrative body, 
so that efficiency is a matter of paramount importance, not only on account of the 
complex nature of the questions ihat arise in the administration of the trade of the Port 
but also on account of the great interest in properties held by the Trust. The public 
show their confidence in the administration by the large investments held in Port Trust 
stocks. The Port Trust debentures, as various Members of this Council are aware, are a 
favourite form of security for local investment. This is fully borne out by the 
successful issue of the Port '£rust loan this week, which was issued at a rate averaging 
over par, notwithstanding the serious decline in prices of Government securities and 

· other good securities owing to the present tension of international politics. The Council, 
therefore, I consider must be very careful not to interfere with the constitution of the 
board and not to impair that confidence. It can be claimed. that the present :Board of the 
Port 'frust is thoroughly representative and I think it can also be claimed with some justi
fication that the Board is thoroughly efficient in the execution of their duties. I consider 
that the honourable mover of this impor~ant amendment, suggesting a radical change in 
the constitution of the Port Trust, should have shown to this Council either that the present 
Board of the Trust was not efficient or should have shown that his amendment would 
make the present Board more efficient by the proposed change. This, however, be bas 
not shown. He has based his arguments for the proposed change on the ground that as 
the Chamber of Commerce has five elected representatives, Indian commercial interests 
should be similarly represented. This I consider, ~ir, is ba~ed on a misconception. It is 
true that the Chamber of Commerce elects ·five representatives, but two of these 
membets are appointed solely to represent the shipping interests. Their presence on the 
board is ab~olutely necessary owing to the knowledge they have and can command of 
shipping questions, matters of berthing, pilotage, and so on. The honourable mover or 
the amendment has said that Sir .Charles .Armstrong's reply was no ans\Ver to 
the question raised at that time, namely, that two of those members represent shipping 
interests. But, Sir, I claim that it is and I claim that tbe standing of those two 
representatives is very similar and very analcgous to the standing of the two reprenta .. 
tives of the two railways, t;tnd if Government were to say to the Chamber that they 
thought it advisable that those two representatives should be nominated instead ot 
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elected, I do not think the Chamber of Commerce would object. Thus I think it 
win be seen, Sir, that the Chamber. of Commerce has really only three members on 
the Board of the Port Trust.· I do _not wish. in nny way, Sir, to introduce anything
controversial, nor do I wish it to be thought that 1 am speaking in a spirit of rivalry. 
·Tho question is really a business one and it should be considered entirely on business-
grounds. If, as I think, it can be fairly and reasonabiy argued that the value of trade 
and commerce handled in the docks should be the basis or representation, then it will be 
seen at once that Indian commercial interests are already fully represented on the 
Trust; in fact; they are more than fully represented. Generally speaking, the European 
interests are chiefly concerned with the external trade of India; the Indian commercial 
community is concerned with the internal trade of the country. The Honourable 
:Mr. :M!.NMOHANDAS RA:MJI Slid· that the Indian commercial community has large 
interests in the development of Bombay ; I consider that European merch!lnts also have 
large interests. The only difference is· that the European commercial community 
controls and develops the external trade and the Indian commercial community develops 
the internal commerce. The statistics o.s regards the volume · of trade handled in the 
docks, which have been very carefully worked out, show that no less than 70 per cent. 
of the trade handled in the docks is in the hands or European firms or merchants. I do 
not think, Sir, that the Indian 'commercial community have any grounds for grievance. 
'Ihey have two elected representatives as against three of the Chamber of Commerce on 
the Port Trust. Seeing that 70 per cent. of the proportion of trade is in the hands of 
European merchants and 30 per cent. in the hands of the Indian marcbants,· 
·surely the representation in the proportion of three to two is more than fair 
and the· Indian mercantile il;lterests have already got . their full r~presentation. 

There is no need, therefore, Sir, on the basis of trade for altering the present system. 
On the contrary, it appears to me that there are very good grounds to adhere to the 
present system whereby Government, in addition to elected members, nominate three 
Indian gentlemen of special qualifications from the three Indian coq1munities .of 
:Bombay, Parsee, :Mahomedan and Hindu. Valuable assistance is given by these 
gentlemen on· the Trust in regard to varioq.s mattars concerning land, finance, etc. 
Another point which must not be overlooked by this Council is that if this amendment 
is carried and the Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDA.s, proposals are adopted, it would 
practically ·mean the elimination of the Parsee and Mahomedan elements on the Port 

·Trust, which I do not think is at all desirable. Nomination, therefore, must, I contend, 
Sir, be ·maintained, in order not only to select special men with special knowledge, but 
to allow special communities to have a voice in tile affairs of the Port Trust. I think 
that we all agree that the general principle of election is better then nomination, but I 
do not think on the present occasion a good case has been mad~ out to extend election 
any further. On the contrary, Sir, on the ground of general efficiency and considering 
the complex questions which come before the Trust, I think that the present 
constitution should be ·maintained, as it oan be claimed to be both effi.oient and of a 
representative ·character. I th.erefore move, Sir, that this amendment be not 
supported by the Council. 

The Honourable Mr. GOKULDAS KAHA.NDAS PAREKH spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-I support the amendment moved by the Honourable Mr. liANMOHANDAS 

·RAYJI. I do this 'because it seems to me that the question involved is of a very 
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difficult and complicated character. It raises before the Council the important question 
in which way the Port Trust can be worked more efficiently and I would rather agree 
with the view which has been put forward_ by my -:ijonourable friend Mr. MAN:MOHANDAs. 

This is a matter which requires much consideration and is one of principle, and I think 
the best course would be to refer it to a Select Committee, as the Council would bel in a 
better position to form its opinion after the matter has been threshed out in the 
Select. Committee. I therefore support the amendment of my Honourable friend 
Yr. li:ANMOHANDA.S RAMJJ. 

The Honourable Sir JA'MSETJEE JEEJEEBliOY spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-
1 oppose the amendment of my friend the Honourable lli. MANMOHANDAS RAMJI on . 
the ground that it will have the practical effect, if it is carried, which I hope it will no 
be, of taking away :Mahomed,an and Parsee representation and· handing it over to 
electoral bodies which are mostly composed of Hindus. At present the Indian Chamber 
of Commerce sends two Trustees to represent the Chamber on the Port '£rust. The 

, composition of that Chamber is about 219, of whom only 10 are Parsee3, and 10 
:Mahomedans and the rest Hindus. 

The Honourable Mr. liANMOHANDAS RAMJI :-There have never been two Trustees 
elected by the Chamber on the Port Trust, and there was only one occasion when only 
<>ne was asked by Government and one was returned. 

The Honourable Sir JAUSETJEE JEEJEEBliOY (continuing) :-I submit, Sir, that if 
election bas to be given over, it at least sbould not hand over the two seats, the Parsee 
and the lfahomedan, ·whose cause has been championed by my Honourable friend Mr. 
GuA.HAM. Nomination has to. be adopted in cases where there are minorities which 
could not be represented upon the bodies to which they are sen~ when the election rests 
in the hands of a majority. I consider that the Council will be well advised to reject 
the amendment of my Honourable friend. 

The Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN A:a:MAD spoke as follows:-Your Excellency,
! am sorry I have to oppose the amendment on the ground that my Honourable friend 
Sir J AliSETJEE J EEJEE:BHOY has ad vance~.· If the representative of the· Mahomedan . 
community who is now on the Board also disappears by this amendment, I think it is 
a mischievous amendment. I confess however that if my Honourable friend the Mover 
of the amendment assures us that there will always be a Mahomedan member on the 
Board, then surely the objection would not have much weight. But if he can give n(} 
assurance of the kind, it is surely an injustice to the neighbouring communities that he 
should bring in such an amendment here and disturb the harmonious working of the Port 
Trust. Sir, I am second to none in the promotion. of nationd feeling 1n India. I do 
want more Indian representatives on the Board if possible, but the Indian representation 
should be not only adequate but also such as to provide places for all communities on 
that body. But if in the representation only one community predominates, then surely 
there is good ground for c~mplaint. 0~ course, I do not agree with every ·word that has 
fallen from my Honourable friend Mr. G&ARAll; but if, as he points out that by the 
adoption of this amendment the representatives of the two communities will disappear 
from the Board, the amendment should be rejected. 

The Honourable Sir FF.EDERICK SPROTT spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,
.After all that the Honourable Mr. GRAHiM has said, it practically leaves me reall_:r 
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nothing to say or very little. There are one or two points on which I think I should,. 
however, speak for a few minutes. The Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDAS claims his 
amendment to be a modest one. Well, I am afraid I cannot agree with him. I think 
it is: one where the characteristic least to be noticed is modesty. It is one which would 
result, as the Honourable Sir J AMSEl'JEE J EEJEEBHOY said, in the complete domination of 
the election by a particular nationality, a particular section of the Indian community. 
That, I think, is in itself a most undesirable matter, and I think, also that the nc~ result 
of this will go somewhat further than that, and that the result will be not only the 
representation of one particular section of the community, but also a very large 

. representation of one branch of trade. Up to now four bodies have sent rnpresentives 
to the Port Trust, but of these four two bodies ha~e elected tl1e same gentleman and it 
is probable that, if those two bodies continued to have the right of sending representa· 

• tives, they would still continue to send not perhaps the same .representative but one or 
two representatives as the case may be, both representing the same trade. Mr. 
liANMOHANDAS has put· out a feeler, I may say, that the Indian Chamber of Commerce 
should be put on the same footing as the European Chamber of Commerce. I do not 
think that that can for a moment be agreed to, or should be agreed to, because the 
Indian Chamber of ~ommerce, though an excellent body, is not so fully representative, 
as is the European Chamber of Commerce, of the several trades in the city of Bombay. 
We have at present an extremely well balanced body on the Port Trust. We have, 
as Mr. GRAHAM has explained, three representatives of European commerce, two · 
representatives of shipping, two representatives of the two railway~, three Indian 
nominated members, who are generally one Parsee, one Mahomedan and one Hindu. 
The principle of nomination enables. Government, when· questions regard~ng a particular 
branch of trade have to be discussed, to nominate a member to represent that particular 
trade. Besides that, we have three European nominated members, who are generally 
the Collector of Customs, who is the representative of Government, the Municipal 
Commissioner, who represents city interests, and the Director of the Indian l!arine, who 
is an expert in naval questions. In addition to that, it is now proposed to add a military 
member. That seems to me to be an extremely well balanced body. I think I can 
r,·ay from my experience that it is a body which works most harmoniously, in which no 
interest pred{)minates. · I am very much averse to any such change as is at present 
contemplated by the Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDAs, nor do I think that any change 
whatever should for the present be made in the constitution of the Port Trust, with the 
exception of the nomi~ation of a military member to represent military interests. 

The Honourable 8ir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA. spoke as follows :-Your Ex:cellency,._ 
_As the Member o! this Council who is responsible for the recognition of the principle of 
election by the members of the Indian mercantile community on the Board of the Port 
Trust, I think I may be permitted to offer a few remarks on this occasion. 

I was amused to hear the Honourable Mr. GRAHAM and the Honourable the 
Chairman of the Port Trust bringing forward the same argument which was advanced 
on the previous occasion when I pressed f )l' election in favour of the Indian commer .. 
cial community, namely, that the Port Trust was a perfect body as then constituted, 
that it did perfectly sound wc:>rk, and that any innovation or the introduction of the 
principle of election would have disastrous effects. Well, Your Excellency, I was 
_presumptuous enough to persist in my demand for the recognition of the principle of 
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-election to the Port Trust; and Government, after a g:ni de'\l of consideration, . were . 
. good enough to amend the Port Trust Act, and conceded the right of representation by 
-election of two Indian members. These two elected Indian members have been sitting 
on the Board for the hst four years, I think ever sinca 1910. Well, Sir, when these 
apprehensions which were entertained on the previous occasion have been falsified in 
spite of two elected represantat ives sitting on the Board and the Port Trust has remained. 
well balanced and perfect in' spite of the in traduction of the principle of election in· 
favour of Indians, I ventura to submit that the ·same fears which are again advanced 
to-day neei not weigh 'with the Council in consideri.ng the question of election versus 
nomination. (Hear, hear.) If.the perfection of the Port Trust has remained undis .. · 
turbPd, if the loans of the Port Trust have continued to· command the same confidence 
of the inyesting public which it did before the elected Indian members took their 
seats, it leads to the conclusion that, if the elected representation on the Port Trust is 
further increased, no dire consequence need be apprehended as has been done by some 
Honourable Members. 

Sir, it seems to me that the arguments bas~d on the relative proportion of European 
trade and Inclian trade are hardly relevant on the present ot'casion, because, unJer the 
existing law, the right of Indian merchants to five seats on the Port Trust has been 
recognised. No member of this Council has asked for an increase in such representation. 
If Government have in .the past felt that the Indian trade interests require a representation. 
of five member~, and no Councillor has either asked for more or urgeq a decrease, the 
question of the relative volume of European and Indian trade does not arise. 

On the present occasion the point for consideration befoM:} the 'Council is whether 
the principle of election recogn!sed on the last occasion in regard to two members should 
not now be extended, and if so, to what extent, whether all the five seats should be 
throw1;1 open to election, whether the present two elective seats should remain at_ that 
figure, or whether that number should be inc:reased to three or four, and I propose 
with Your Excellency's permission, to speak in regard ·to these issues which are before 
the Council 

I was very glad to notice that the Honourable. Mover of the amendment quoted 
two arguments in support of the extension of the right of election. The fir.st wa~ that, 
the Indian merchants substantially contributed to the income of the Trust, and that . 
as such they were entitled to represe:t;1tation, an11 he further quoted the high authority 
-of Lord Morley in support of his contention, that election was preferable to the dubious 
method of nomination. Sir, I was very glad that the high authority of Lord :Morley 
was quoted, beoause I propose to quote the very Pame authority in favour of my con-

·tention, that the present system of election by associations, should now be done away 
with~ and that Indian merchants who are directly contributing to the income of the 
Port Trust should be recognised as voters for the election of such number of Stlats as 
may be thrown open to election. Sir, it appears to me, that, if one relies upon the 
principle which Lord Morley enunciated' in favour of election as against nomination, 
with which I entirely agree, the other principle, which is of even greater importance; 
namely, that the people who are directly contributing to the income of a body, ought. 
to be the people who should ex:ercise the right of election to that body cannot be 
disputed or objected to. I ne'ed not dilate upon that point, because· it has been largely 
adopted in this Council. If that prinoiple were accepted, it would, to my mind, largely 
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remove the diffi.cmlties which have been urged to-day on the question of increasing the 
elective representation of the Indian me.rchants. It appears to m.e that the system of 
election by associations has had its day and should now be dropped. 

I do not propose to deal with the question of proportionate representation of 
Europeans and Indians on the Board, but as arguments have been advanctd in that 
direction, I may be permitted to say a few words. The Honourable .1\Ir. GRAHAM 

contended that, though the Chltnbar of Oorn.n~rce had the right of electing five members, 
by an unwritten law they always elected two members representing shipping interests, 
and three members representing commerce, Now, Sir, that is al1solutely within the 
discretion of the Chamber themselves. I do not think that what the Chamber have 
done or propose to do in the matter of exercising the right of election which the legis-

. lature concedes to· them can affect the consideration of this question. The legi~lature 
gives the Chamber of Commerce, as representing the comillercial interests of Bombay, 
the right of electing five representatives on th'a Port 'rr11st, and they are absolutely free 
to elect any five, whomsoever they like. If they choose to exercise their l'ight in a 
particular way, and if the effdct of thee xercise of that right is the dimi~ution of the 
European commercial representation on the Po rt Trust, it is their business. The legis .. 
lature cannot tell them how to e:x:ercise the right which it gives. to them. If they 
choose to exercise it in that particular manner, 1 do not think that that· can affe.ct the 
question which the Counoil has got to consider. At present the constitution of the 
Port Trust is this. ·There are five seats representing _the European commercial interest~ 
through the Chamber of Commerce, and .6. ve In:iian representatives, two by election and 
three by nomination~ ·It appears to me, Sir, that if the right of voting for the elaction 
of Port Trustees by the Indian commercial community was given to people who contri·. 
bute a certain amount of income . • • . -

The llono~rable Sir FREDERICK SPROTT :-I rise to a point of order, Sir. The 
·matter before the House is not about the methocl of election, and the suggestion. of my 
honourable friend Sir IBRAHIM for special elective bodies is, I contend, not a matter 
before the House, and consequently out of order. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENt' :-1 am afraid I cannot agree with my honourable 
friend. The amendment does refer to the alteration in the election. 

The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM :-I am much obliged to Your Excellency. 

It appears to me that, if all the five seats wera thrown open to election by members 
of the Indian }Iercantile Community who are contributing to tho resources of the Trust 
011: the principle of the cumulative system of votingt the difficulties which have b~en urged 
by my honourable friends Sir ~AMSETJEE and Moulvie RAFIUDDIN would be removed. 
If however my view does not appeal to this Council and if they feel that, even if my 
suggestion was accepted, namely, that all the five seats be thrown open to election by 
the contributories to the revenues of the Port Trust, there is a risk of the Farsi and the 

· Moslem commun~ties remaining unrepresentel. then I an':t. quite prepared to be content 
with advancing the point which I gained on the previous occasion a little further and 
agree to an arrange~ent by. whic~ three ou~ of the five seats may be thrown open 
to election by the constituency I am advocating and the two remaining seats may 
remain in the hands of Government to supply by nomination the· necessary communal 
representation. 



Your Excellency, I do not propose to take up any further time of _the CounC!il, but 
beg to submit that the section which we propose to amend is a saction delling with the 
constitution of the Port Trust, and theref~re, in view of the discussion thlt h!lJ taken 
place, it would be desirable that this Bill shouli go before a Sele"t Com nit tee in orier 
that all these points may be carefully threshed out in that boiy, and that we may h!l.Ve 
before this Council the considered recommendations of the Select Committee. 

His ExcellE:pcy the PRESIDENT :-I think perhaps it will be to the convenience of 
Hon::mrabl~ Members if we adjourn now for lunch till a quarter to three. 

1'he Council then adjourned for lunch. 

After Lunch. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. A Bill further to amend the Bombay 
Port Tru~t Act, first reaning. Discussion of the amendment proposed by the Honour .. 
able Mr. MANMOHANDAS HAMJI. 

The Honourable Mr. G. P. MrLLE'r spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, if I venture 
to oppose this amendme~t I perhaps lay myself open to the retort of'' Shof'maker stick 
to your last " or, as some even may rsay, ''Woodman cut your stick-'' But I take the 
standpoint oE the man in the street who has the right to take an interest in what goes 
on around him. 

The 13om bay Port Trust is a very important public boiy and it should therefore be 
th"e aim of everybody to avoid doing anything which might in any way weaken it. 

We are not chiefly concerned with the relative merits of election and nomination; 
but the question is whether in the case of the Bombay Port Trust the election of members 
will ""have a strengthening influence as compared with nomination. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL's view that if Government can find four bodies fit to 
elect representatives, they can find five, might be prolonged indefinitely and lead us 
nowhere. It ~ust be shown that such other bodies have any real interest in the trade 
of the port. 

I submit we have heard no good argument in favour of the amendment; and the 
argument of the Honourable Sir IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA. is I think the weakest of all, viz., 
that because no harm has happened to the Port Trust since two Indian members were 
placed on the Board therefore no harm can happen to it by putting more. 

The present Board have been shown to be thoroughly representative, and we all 
know it to be thoroughly efficient. If the aim of the present amendment is to favour the 
interest of retail merchants as :would appear to be the case, it is not one that should have 
any support. The whole contains the part, and the present Bombay Port Trust effectively 

·looks after the trade of the Port in all its elements. 

The Honourable 1Ir. J. A. D •. .McBAIN spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I 
desire to oppose the amendment moved by tue lf onounble Mr. MA.NMOHA.NDAS RAMJI. 
In the remarks made by the Honourable Mr. PAREKH he laid great stress on the fact 
that if the proposals of the Honourable Mr. RAMJI werd accepted the Port Trust would 
be a muoh more efficient body than it is now, I do not think that we can point to a 
more efficient body on this side of India than the Bombay Port Trust. 'Ve all kno1v ho"• 
the present Trustees have 'managed the affairs of the Port for many years. I think the 
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Honourable Mr. GRAHAM put the case very clfarly before us, ancl although, it is true, 
that the Chamber of Commerce send five members to the Port Trust, they have for many 
years past_ nominated or elected two members from the large shipping <·ompanies, and 
these, representing tha shipping interests, are as much required on the Port Trust as the 
representatives of the great railways. I therefore think that the Honourable l\1r. MAN· 
MORANDAS RA:MJI's amendment is not one which should commend itself to this Council. 

The Honourable l{r. W. D. SHEPPARD spoke as follows :-Your Etccllency, I must 
confess to a strong s(!nse of disappointment at the a·rguments that have been put forward 
in support of this amendment. I am not surprised that this has been the case, because, if 
I am right in my belief, there has been no publio demand for any amendment of this 
nature. 'l'he proposal out of which this Bill has arisen, as I told you at . the beginning of 
my opening remarks, has not come from the public, but it is a demand from.the Govern· 
ment of India to the effect that a military officer was required on the Port Trust in 
order to attend to the qu~stion of military defence. Out of that, suddenly, without any 
demand from the public, without any consideration from any _public body, there comes 
the Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDAs's amendment, and he produces an amendment ao.d 
says" Now, gentlemen, we will change three nominated members into three elected 
members". I would suggest to.the Oouncil in reply, that if suc.h a proposition is to be put 
before this House at this time, some attempt should have been made to show that it was 
justified, and some reasons should have been given to justify it. I have here the speech 
of the Honourable Mr. MANMORANDAS llAMJI, a copy of which he has been ~ood enoQ.gh 
to send to me, and there is really. nothing in it excepting the theoretical advantage of 
election over nomiqation. But when you come to the practical position and composition 
of the Port Trust, you have all heard what the exact position is. You have. heard from 
the Honourable Sir FREDERlCK SPROTT and the Honourable ·Mr. GRAHAM how· well 
represented and how evenly represented the various communities and interests are on the 
existing Port Trust •. It is properly divided, and the Honourable Sir FREDERICK SPROTT 
gave us the division, which is, three representatives of European-Commerce, and two of 
Indian Commerce. These are the two divisions that are most important.' These are all 
elected, and the three European representatives represent 70 per cent. of the trade of the 
Fort, and the two Indian representatives represent 30 per cent. and then you llave two 
European Members representing shipping interests, two representing the Railways and 
the tl;lree officials in Bombay who are nominated in virtue of their office, the Collector of 
Customs, the Municipal Commissioner and the Director of the Royal Indian Marine. 
Those do not l'epresent any co:umeroial interests at all. Then yeu have, in addition to 
them, three Indian nominees who are put on to rectify any deficie.ncy in the representa~ 
tion of the Indian· communities. 

Well, now, this arrangement was made as far back as 1879, and the two elected 
:Members were put on so recently as 1910, so that yoll have had the two elected Indian 
Me.mbers on this body for only three years, and I say that, without any publio demand 
for further representation, without any cause for believing that the workinO' of the Port 

1 
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lrust has been bad, or that a !Interests are not properly represented on it, it is premature 
. and wrong to come forward at the .end of the third year and say that "beoause you have 
giv.:n us two men the other day, g1ve us three more men now''. I would go further and 
say that ~f this .a.,mendment is to be accepted by this C.ounoil, it wo~ld have to be con· 
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sidered in very great detail, and that we should have to come to a decision whether it was 
right that the elected Indian Members should be fiv·e and the elected European Members 
should be only three, because whatever you may say about the shipping interests, they 
have to be represented on the Port Trust, and if the Chamber of Commerce were to find 
itself in the position that it was to be limited to three Members and the Indian lesser 
interests were to get their five Members, they would certainly call upon Government to 
take away the two shipping Members from the elected ~1:embers and change them into 
nominated ones, and I think Government would only be too glad to do it. Briefly, Your 
Excellency, I feel that neithe~ has a good case. been made out nor is there any cause to 
pass this amendment • 

. I will just make one remark with reference to the· speech of the Honourable Mr. 
PATEL, who b~gan by saying that he could not agree with me that my Bill was a simple 
Bill, that it was a non .. contentious Bill, and there was another expression (I have tempo· 
rarily mislaid my notes of his speech) that my Bill was not simple and that it was not · 
non--contentious. I take exception to those remarks on the patt of Mr. PATEL, and I 
maintain that my Bill is· quite unobjectionable, is quite simple and is also non· 
contentious. 

The only contention which .has been raised is that of the Honourable Mr. MAN .. 

:MOIU~As RAMJI who wishes you to change nominated seats into elective ones, but once 
you waive that aside, the~e is no matter for contention left, and I must demur to the 
remarks of the Honourable Mr. PATEL. 

The Honourable Mr •. MAN:MOHANDAS RA:MJI spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
1 am rather surprised at the attitude of my Honourable friend Mr. GRAHAM in introduo• 
ing certain matters in his zeal to oppose my amendment. I should have "liked not to 
have replied to the ~rguments advanced by him if I could refrain from doing so, but if 
I do so it will be only with a view to reply to him, and not with any Gther object. 

The Honourable :Mr. GRAHAM says that the administration of the Bombay Port 
Trust is satisfactory. I never have for a moment contended in this Council tba.t because 
the sdministration of the Bombay Port Trust was bad the change is necessary. If I had 
taken up that attitude, his remarks would have been justified. 

The next point that he made out was that the Port Trust had succeeded in floating~ . 
large debenture stock and people had good confidence in the constitution of the Board. 
Well, if a large amount of the Port Trust stock is being taken in the market, it is 
a question whether it is due to the constitution of the Board or whether it is due t~ the 
confidence of the public tba.t it is a sound investment. He thinks that because there is 
a large majority or more members representing certain classes or interests, therefore 
people have confidence in the Board, but whether it is really due to some other causes, 
I do not want to dilate upon here. 

Then he argued that there is some misconception about the constitution of the 
Board. The constitution of the Board is that :five Trustees are to be elected· by the 
Bombay Chamber of Commerce. The Honourable Mr. GRAHAM cannot deny that. He 
says that they have been electing two shipping members out of their number. Well it 
is the mood of those electing Members to elect those two seats to :represent shipping 
interests, but it is in no war. obligatory on the Members of the Bombay Chamber of 
Commerce .either to return Railway, Shipping or sewing-: thread people. 

JI 41-219 . . 
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Theri he referred to the external and internal trade. I never referred to th& 
quantity of trade, and if the quantity was to be the only test for the returning of those 
Members to the Trust, then the suggestion of my honourable friend Sir IBRA.HIM fits 
in very well. The idea of the oriO'inal framers of the Act was that there should be an 

0 . 

equal element of Indian and European :Members. 

The Honourable Mr. GRAHAM cited figures to show that sev:enty per cent. of the
trade is in the hands of the European merchants, and thirty per cent. in the hands of 
Indian merchants as being the relative quantity of trade done by theE:e two different com
munities respectively. Well, if you deduct: from that the a~ount of piece-goods that is 
being brought by the Importing Houses of Bombay, it is simply brought by them as 
middlemen, really the importers are the Indian merchants, and therefore if you deduct 
seventy per cent. 'as cited by the Honourable Mr. GRAHAM, the bulk of tliat figure will 
disappear. 
· · Then he ~aid that if the Oouncil adopts my amendment, it will elimiD.ate- a Parsee 

:Member and a :M:ahomedan Member, both of whom are important elements in the constitu· ·· 
tion of the Port Trust I never have denied, I never· have said that. these elements 
should be eliminated. (Hear, hear.) What I say is that Government should elect or 
nominate those bodies which are in their opinion competent to return a member who 
is fit to be a ·Trustee of the Port. No\V then, where does the question of community 
come in? If it is the desire of this Council, I shall have no objection 'to say that certain 
bodies shall elect Members out of which one shall be a Mahomedan and one shall be a 
Parsee, or give them separate elections if you like. Let the standard of their elections be 
determined on the dues which they contribute, to the Port Trust. Let the Mahomedans 
who pay certain dues elect a Mahomedan Member to the Port Trust, and l~t the Parsees 
who con~ribute certain dues to the Port Trust return one Parsee Member. I do not come. 
in their w.ay. I do not object to that procedure. All these things 'can be considered · 
when the Bill is referred to a Select Committee. 

Of course, the same remarks apply to my esteemed friend Sir JAMSETJEE. Of 
course, he was under a misapprehension in thinking that it was only the Indian 
Merchants Chamber whq did return these two ~!embers. It was not so, and I may say 
that the fears that he en:tertains may be removed by saying that the present Vice
Chairman of that Chamber is. a Mahomedan. If that Institution was simply confined to. 
Hindus, then that thing would not have come in. The Honourable Sir FAZULBHOY 
Cun:aiMBROY, who is at present the Vice-Chairman and is likely to be elected Chairman 
of that Institution, is a :Mahomedan. The. Honourable MOULVIE RAFIUDDIN wanted 
some assurance, and I think that I have succeeded in giving him all the assurance that· 
h~ needed. 

The Honourable Sir FREDERICK SPROTT said that the Indian Chamber did not 
represent all the interests. I say that if you once admit that principle, I do not know 
what prinoiple you will adopt or where you will go. 

You do not recognise the claims of the Indian Chamber, which, of course, is in its 
infancy, but even in its infant stage it has done marvellous work. It has reached to 
this point, that lWhenever big officers of the Government of India like the Finance . 
Member pr the Member representing the trade and commerce, comes to Bo~bay, he 
pays a visit to this Chamber, the same as he does to the European Chamber. Does that 
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not show that the Government of India are not doing this through some mistake or 
error? The Government of India in recognising this body has surely some informa.... 
tion on the point. 

While on this subject, Sir, I may point out to the Council that there was, abou·t 
two years ago, a complaint brought before the Indian Merchants Chamber by Indian 
merchants that Railways were showing preference to certain exporters at the cost of the 
.Indian merchants, and they brought this grievance to the notice of the railway 

authorities and sucoeeded. . 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I really' cannot see what this has got to .do with 

the alteration of the constitution of the Port Trust. 

· The Honourable Mr. M.L'iMOHANDAS RAMJI :-As the matter was referred to by the 
Honourable Sir FREDERICK in a casual way, I thought it better to mention it.· 

The Honourable Mr. :MILLETT also referred to the relative merits of nomination 
versus election, and I do not think it is necessary to take his arguments into consider
ation. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA :-Why not ? 

The Honourable Mr. ~IA.NMOHANDAS RAMJI :-Because he could not prove the
statement he made, and similariy the Honourable Mr. McB.UN also failed to establish 
his claim in asking the Cot;mcil not to entertain my amendment. · 

·The Honourable Mr. SHEPPARD, of course, argued that because'there is no public· 
demand why should we entertain amendments like this ? That is a proposition I cannot 
entertain. Every Member of this Council is at liberty to bring in any amendment 
which he thinks desirable on any Bill. 

Then th~ Honourable ~fr. SHEPPARD laid great stress upon the position of the Trust •. 
I say that the position of the Tl'llSt is not due to the Trustees, but it is due to its organised 
and prClper management. (Laughter.) The Trustees are not always the same. They are 
appointed time after time, and these ·Trustees are changed very often. In some cases 
within six months a Trustee has to go and a new one has to come in. On the whole, I 
say that the Trust's position is not due to tl:ie oaplbilities of the Trustees themselves, but 
to the Trust as a whole~ · 

Then the Honourable :Mr. SHEPPARD wanted to draw an analogy that the European 
Chamber has only three elected Trustees and the Indian Chamber has only two. I say 
again that the European Chamber have five elected members •. We have also five, but out 
of these five, t~ree are nominated and two are elected, and what I want is that the 
nominated seats should be turned. into elected ones, and, as to the allegation that I 
wanted the two Trustees representing the shipping interests to be eliminated, I have 

·replied to that argument. 

With these remarks, and after the discussion that we have had before this House,. 
I think it will be quite necessary to refer this Bill to a Select Committee. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT spoke as follows :-I think it is hardly necessary 
for me to say more than a few words after the reply of my Honourable Colleague an'l 
after hearing the various speeches to which the Council has listenel But I would like to 
say that Government in the very first instance considered se~iously whether the amendrt;ient. 
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of my Honourable friend Mr. RAMJI should be allowed as in order, and that it was only 
after going very c!l.refully into the matter that we decided that leave should be given. 
My reason for saying this is that I feel very strongly that it is a pity that th~ 
Honourable Mr. RAMJI should have at this time raised this discussion, a discussion 
almost entirely as between election and nomination on the Port Trust, when our business 
·was merely to carry out instructions that were sent us by the Government of India 
to add a military member to the memberships of the Trust. 1\Iy Honourable friend has 
taken ad vantage of this o.pportunity and as he was technically in order I allowed the 
particular amendment, but I sincerely trust that Honourable Members will reject the 
amendment, 

Now my Honourable friend seems to be very severe on the Board of Trustees. He 
first of all says that the success of the Board is not due to the Trustees but is purely 
dJie to the management. Presumably the management must be done by the Trustees. 
So after all let us hope he may agree that there is some virtue in these gentlemen. His 
;main point see.r.p.s to be that he disapproves of the fact that there are three nominated 
Indian Members on the Trust. But may I ask the Council to bear in mind that when 
he came to this very thorny problem of election or nomination for these gentlemen, 
he poured out assurances to every Honourable Member who was not of his particular 
community and assured them that he was ready to do everything in the world to secure 
the election of a :M.ahomedan and a Parsi. But let me assure the Council that there 
is no~hing in this ;.tmendment to secure that in any form or shape. Government are 
of opinion that since the alteration that was ·made under the advice and at the 
i~stigation of my Honour~ble friend Sir IBRAHIM three or four years ago, as far as 
we can see at the moii,lent, the position of the Board is absolutely fair. .There appear 
to be what I would call five .oflioial Members, two agents of Railways, the Director of the 
Royal Indian Marine to repxesent Naval interest, the Collector of Customs to represent 
Govern~ent~ o;ne Municipal Commissioner who represents the City interests and the 
Chairman. Then you have five Members elected by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, 
a11d ~s · I gathe:r two of those a,.-e .elected to represent shipping interests and three are 
elected to re.present .comm.~:l'cial int~rests; and in the third place you have 5.Indians,. 
two of them elected by the Indian Chambers, three of them nominated by Government 
in order to secure that the various communities should be represented on the Port 
Trust. If my Honourable friend is ·SO anxious to secure this alteration with regard to 
election, would it not be wiser for him to withdraw his amendment in order to 
;raise it in a manner which will secure what he desires, namely, the election of the other 
communities rather .than go any further with it at the present moment. (Hear, hear). 1 
,sincerely trust that the Council will show by their votes, that having regard to all the 

· facts .they are of opinion that the constitution of the P.ort Trust as far we can tell is a very 
tair one and I trust that they will refuse this amendment by a considerable majority. 

The Honourable :Mr. MA.NMOHANDAS RAMJI:-May I know, Your Excellency, 
whe~her it is the .intention to refer this Bill to.a Select Committee, or to deal with it 
now, li lt is going to b~ ;re!erred to a Select CQmmittee, I am prepared to withdraw m.y 
.amende;n~. (Laughte;r.) . 

His ~x.cellency t~e PR,ESIDENT :-T~e question before the House is the Honourable 
Member's at;n.en.d~ent. If anyt~ng comes ~fter that, it can be brotJght before the Council. 
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The Honourable Mr. 1\{ANMOHANDAS RAMJI :-Then I beg to withdraw my 
amendment. 

The Honourable Mr .. W. U. SHEPPARD spoke as follows·:-Your Excellency,- may 
I rise now to ask that this Bill be read a second time. The amendment which was 
the only feature of contention about this Bill has been withdrawn. The Bill itself, 
as I said before, is an entirely simple and clear one . and it is in every way necessary 
that it should be passed. I, therefore, ask Your Excellency, that the second reading be 
proceeded with. ., 

The Honourable Sir !BRAHm RARIMTULLA. :-May I rise to a point of order? 
Unless the standing orders .are suspended no motion for the second reading can be moved. 
When Your Excellency is asked to suspend the standing orders it would be open to any 
member of this Council to move that this Bill be r~ferred to a Select Committee under 
rule 7 appearing at page 52. 

· His Excellency the P~ESIDENT :-I am very much obliged to my Honourable 
friend. It is just what I was going to do. The question before the Council is whether 
the standing orders be suspended. · 

The standing orders were then suspended and the motion for the Second Reading of 
the Bill was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Sir· IBRAHIM RARntTULLA. :-Your Excellency, under rrile 7 
appearing at page 52, any member of. this Council can ask that .the business under 
consideratio:n may be referred to a Select Committee and that can be done without 
notice. In view of the discussion that has taken place, it appear~ to me ver:y desirable. .. 
that the matter ·should be referred to a Select· Committee. This question is likely to 
come up every. now and then and it is desirable that the whole question should be 
thoroughly thrashed out in a Committee so that such questions may not· constantly 
arise. I therefore propose that the Bill be referred to a Select Committee. consisting of 
the Honourable member in charge, the Honourable Sir FREDERICK SPROTT, ·the 
Honourable Mr. GRAHAM, the Honourable Mr. MANMOHANDAS RAMJI and myself. I 
am asking for a small Select Committee which will thoroughly examine the question 
in all its bearings and bring forward for the consideration of this Council a considered 
report as to what should be done in regard to the representation of the Indan commercial· 
community. 

The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VrsnANDAS spoke as follows :-I have great 
pleasure in supporting this motion. Only the other day the Honourable Mr. SETALVAD 
complained in regard to the Civil Courts Bill that it was rather undesirable that the 
usual practice should be departed from and then it was pointed out to him that the 
conditions necessary for departing from the usual practice did actually exist in that 
case, namely, the urgency of the measure and the noncontentiouS nature of the 
measure; and, at least the nonc~mt~ntious nature of the measure was admitted on all 
hands and urgency was then pointed ori.t. As far as the present Bill is concerned I do 
not think anything has been pointed out as to the Ufgenoy of this measure and it is 
really and surely, I think, not noncontentious. Fat these reasons, I think, ·it is proper 
that the matter shaql4 be ref~rred to a Select Oonunittee. 
. The Honourable Mr. VITHALBRAI JAVEltBHAI PATEL spoke as follows :-Your 

Excellency, I rise to ~upport the :Jnotio~ of m.y Honourable Friend Sir IBRAHIM for 
II 41-220 • 
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referrinO'. the Bill to the Select Committee. It is an established. practice of this Councn 
that th; matter must be of a noncontentious and urgent nature if the Council is to 
proceed with the second and third reading at once at one sitting. . . The present Bill is 
neither urgent nor noncontentious. Under the circumstances I have great pleasure in 
supporting my Honourable friend's motion. 

The Honourable Mr. W. L.· GR..uim spoke as follows :-Your. Excellency, three 
Honourable ;Members have spoken on this motion, the Honourable Sir lnRAHnr, the 
Honourable :Mr. HARCRANDRAI and the Honourable Mr. PATEL. They have·spoken on 
the same lines saying that the Bill is neither urgent nor noncontentious and have urged 
that it should be referred to a Select Committee. It appears to me the Dill is quite a 
simple one, and I cannot see why it should be referred to a Select Committee. The Bill 
in itself ·is certainly a noncontentious one. It is merely to appoint a Military Member · 
and I consider, at the present time, when international trouble is brewing on th~ 
Continent and at Home, if the Government of· India ask that a Military Member 
should be appointed on the Trust, it is surely a matter that this Council should consider 
as urgent. I therefore urge that it s4ould not be referred to a Beleot Committee but 
should llo read a second and third time and passed into law. 

The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEEBHOY spoke as follows:- Your Excellency, 
I too am· opposed ~o the motion for the Bill being referred to a Select Committee. We 
hear much of War on all sides and I think it is a very urgent matter that this Bill 
should be· passecl int'o law· as soon as possible~ ~Of course it is quite likely that we may 
not be aff!:'oted by this War, but at the same time it is well to be on the safe side. 

The Honourable tho ADvocATE GENERAL spoke as follows :-Your· Excellency, the: 
.only ground upon w1iich tho Honourable Sir I:BRARill advocates the Bill being referred 
to a Select Committee was, as I understood him, that the matter requires to be most 
thoroughly threshed out and investigated. Your Excellency, four years ago, if I 
understood the Honourable Mover cauectly, it was he who advocated that there should 
be Indian Members on tho Board who should be elected and not nominated. · I may 
t*e ·it that at that time, so far as he was concerned, the matter was thoroughly 
thrashed out and that was only four years ago; and if it was only four years ago, I think 
it is\ ~uite unnecessary that within such a short period another Select Committee should 
be constituted to perform the same operation. It has not been suggested that during the 
lapse' of these four years anything has happened to alter the decision at which they then. 
arrived. Ad therefore !.submit that no case has been made out whatever for referrin01 · 
tho Bill to ~:i· ect Committee and no. case has. been made ont for ~ot pr?ceeding with· 
the absolutely mple and· noncontentious subJect-matter of the Bill as It now stands 
before the Counci · · · · - · · · · 

\ -
The Honourable.Moulvio RAFIUDDIN Anrun spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 

I should have certainly supported my ·honourable friend Sir IBBAIDH if there was a 
question of sugg~sting methods of election or if the amendment of the Honourable 
Mr. MA.NH<;>IIANDAS RAYJI had been adopted. But as there is no such matter before th~ 
Council, I cannot understand what the Select Committee would discuss. Tho only 
matter is of putting a 'Military Member on the Port Trust ·Board and for that purpose 
such a complicated step would be rather delaying tho Bill for nothin01. 

• 0 
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· The Honournble Mr. W. D. SHEPPARD spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, after 
what has fallen from honourable friend Moulvie RAFIUDDIN there is nothing left 
for me to say. But I will suggest to the Council, now that Mr. MANMoHA.NDA.S RA.mr's 
amendment has been withdrawn, that there is really nothing contentious at all about 
this Bill and there is therefore no reason why it should be referred to a· Select 
Committee. I therefore hope that the motion will be lost. · ' - · 

The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM RA.HIM:rooLA. spoke as follows: -Your Excellency,. 
I have a few words to say in reply. The reason why I did not take up the time of the 
Council in moving for a reference to the Select Committee was that I thought there was 
a general fetiling in this Council in favour of my motion and that they desired that the 
question should now be thoroughly thrashed out in Committee in all its bearings. The 
1Ionourable Mr. JARDINE has contended that it was only four years ago that the matter 
was thrashed out in Committee. I quite agree. But I should like to remind the Council 
that on that occasion in th:e Select Committee my suggestions were ·outvoted. I 
had therefore to give notice of 5 amendments to be brought before the Council. alter· 
nately one after the other. Before any of these amendments were moved the Honourable 
Sir JoHN MUIR MAcKENZIE approached me with a compromise and asked. me whether I 
would be satisfied if two elective seats were conceded for the representation of Indian 
Commerce in addition to the three seats already provided for by nomination. I gladly 
accepted the compromise as a first instalment because it increased Indian representa· 
tion from thre~ to five and recognised the prillciple of election, in regard to two seats. This 
compromise was carried. throng~ in the Council. Now I submit that in view of the 
discussion that has taken place we might hope to g~t a second instalment of the· principle 
of election and it is for that reason, Sir, that I wish the matter to go to the Select 
Committee. I was surprised to notice that the argument of international complications 
was advan9ed against my motio.n. It appears to me that some people have very. curious 
ideas as regards the usefulness of a man as a trustee and as a non-trustee. The Military 
Member wh<> will be put on the Port .Trust under this section will be an officer of 
Government and it is open to the Chairman of the Port ~rust to consult him even 
though he may not be an actual voting trustee. If there is any emergency surely. the 
Government of Bombay and the Chairman of the Port Trust can consurt any Military 
officer in this Presidency. It is not necessary that he should be a Member of the Board 
for such consultation to take place. It appears to me that the case for the oonsideratiou 
of the whole question is a strong one and there can be no possible objection to a reference 
to the Select Committee. I have n;1ade the Select Committee a very small and represen• 
tative one and it~' if appointed, examine the question carefully ~nd submit a valuable 
report. As required by the Rules, I beg to add to• my motion that the· Select Committee 
be requested to report within a month. With these words· I trust that rp.y motion will 
appeal to the Council. 

ffis Excellency the PRESIDENT :-1 have only one word to say, and that is merely 
regarding what has fallen from the Honourable Sir IBRAHIM. We now know the trua 
inwardness of my honourable friend's position in moving this reference to a Select 
Committee. He tasted blood about four years ago on this matter and he is extremely 
anxious to taste it again in the ·near future. But what I would like to be made perfectly 
clear to this Council is that this Bill merely contemplates to add a .Military expert to 
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the Board of the 'Trustees. . That is aU we have got to discuss, a.nd to refer this matter 
to a Select Committee seems to me a most unfruitful form of proceeding. I really hope 

that this Council will not support the motion of the Honourable Sir l:BRA:JIIM. 

The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM's motion .was then put to the vote and declared to 
have been lost. · 

The Honourable Sir IBRAHIM then asked for a division which resulted in 14 votes 
for and 30 against the reference to a Select Committee. 

Ayes. 
The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 

Venkatesh Bel vi, LL.B. 
'The Honourable Mr Ghulam Mubam· 

mad walad Khan Bahadur · 
Wali Muhammad Bhurgri, 
Bar.-at~Law. 

The Honourable Sheikh ·Ghulam 
Hussein Hidayatallah, LL.B. 

The Honourable Sir Fherozeshah 
Merwanjee Mehta, K.O.I.E., · 
Bar.•at-Law. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb Ven· 
katesh Shriniwas N aik. 

The Honourable Mr. Raghunath 
Furshottam Paranjpye. 

The Honourable Mr. Gokuldas· 
Kabandas Parekh, ~t.B. 

The Honourable :Mr. ·vithalbhai Jha. 
verbhai Patel, Bar.·at·Law. 

The Hono'll.'l'able Sir Ibrahim Rahim-
toola, Kt., O.I.E. · 

The Honourable :Mr. Manmohandas 
1 Ramji. 

The Honourable P~Jl.o Bahadur 
Shriniwas Konher Rodda. 

The Ho~ourable Rao Bahadur Gan~sh 
Krishna Sathe. 

The Honourable Mr. Shridbar Bal· 
· krishna· Upasani. 

The Honourable Mr. Harchandrai 
Vishindas, LL.B. 

Noes. 
His Excellency the Right Honour· 

able Lord Willingdon of Ratton, · 
G.O.I.E.~ Governor of Bombay,. 

presiding. 
The Honourable Sir Richard Am• 

phlett Lamb, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., 
Lo.s. 

The Honourable :Mr. Frabbashanka:r 
D. Fat_tani, OJ.E. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D. Sheppard, 
C.I.E., I. 0. S. 

fihe. Honourable the Advocate 
General. 

The Honourable Moulvie Rafiuddin 
Ahmed, Bar.·at-Law. 

1rhe Honourable Mr. R. F. Barrow, 
I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Fazalbhoy 
Meberally Chinoy. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. Curtis, 
O.S.I., I. C. S. 

. . 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'Monte,. 

M.D., L.R.C.P. (I..cnd.), L.M.&S. 
The 1Ionourable Dewan Babadur 

Kashinath Ramcbandra Godbole. 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. Graham. 
The Honourable Mr. G. W. Hatch, 

I. 0. S. 

The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee Jee· 
jeebhoy, Bart. 

The Honourable Mr. J. E. C. Jukes, 
I. 0. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Balkri.shna 
Sitaram Kamat. 
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Ayes. Noes. 
The Honourable·. Sardar Dulab~wa 

Raisingji, Thako~ of Ker\Vada. ~. 
The Honourable Mr. N avroji Dorabji 

Khandalavala, LL.:B. . . 

The Honourable Mr. Jehan~ir H. 
Kothari. · 

The . Honourable Surgeon-General 
R. W. S. Lyons, M.D., I. M.S.-

The ·Honourable Sardar Sir Chinu• 
bhai Madhavlal, :Bart., O.I.E. 

The Honourable :Mr. J. A. D. McBain~ 

The Honourable Mr. Lalubbai 
Samaldas :Mehta, O.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. G. P. Millett. 

The Honourable Mr. E. Ferrers 
Nicholson. 

Th~ Honourable Rao Baliadur 
Ramanbhai :Mahipatram Nil· 
kantb, LL.D. 

The Honourable Mr. Abdul I!ussein 
Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable Mr. W. H •. Sharp. 

· The Honourable Sir Frederick L~ 
Sprott, K~ • 

. The Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner 
I. 0. S. 

The motion was therefore declared to have been lost. 
' I 

Bill read a second time. Clauses 1 and 2 and the Preamble were then put ·to the 
vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D. SHEPPARD :-I now ask that this Bill be read a third 
time and passed into law. 

Bill read a third time. 
The motion for the third reading of the Blll was then put 

to the vote and carried. . • 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-For the information of Honourable :Members I 

wish to say that I am going to take Resolution No. 6 first, and then follow on the rest. · · 
The Honourable Sir RicHARD LAMB spok~ as follows:-With Your Excellency's 

permis~ion, before t~e resolutions are taken up, 1 want to ask t~e pennission ~f t.he 
Council for a motion regarding the Select Committee on the GuJarat Talukdar s Bill. 
The Council is doubtless aware that the Bill is now before the Government of India fo~ 
further consi4eration, and 'it is not known when their orders will be received. But the 
Council will remember that as soon as tho8e orders a~e received, the Bill is to be further 

R 41-221 
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considered in the Select Committee. The Members of that Committee included thEr 
Honourable Mr. CARMICHAEL and the Honourable Mr. STRANG MAN. Both these gentle
men are at present away in Europe and it is not known for cerbin whether the meeting
of the Select Committee will be held before they return or not. I, therefore, ask, Sir,. 
that the Honourable the Advocate General and the Honourable the Chief Secretary t() 

. _Government may be appointed in their places. 
The motion was then put to the vote and carried. 

1DISCUSSION ON MATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST. 

. · His Excellency the PR~SIDENT :-Resolution No. 6.-" This Council respectfully 
·recommends to Government that the ancient and hereditary right of servic(} 
. of Vatandar Xulkarnis (Village Accountants~ should not be commuted, at any 
rate, before an earnest and· sustained effort at improving their efficiency is 
made by providing them with suitable educational facilities and by giving 
them· adequate remuneration."-The Honourable Mr. BELVL 

.. The .Honour~tble Mr. DATTATRAY.\. VENKA.TESH BELVI spoke as follows :-Your 
Exceliency,-The Resolution which I crave permission to move. for the acceptance 
of this Council runs thus :~(reads). Before I develop my argument in favour 
of my Reso~ution, I think it will be conducive to a clear understanding of the issues 
in~olv:ed in it. if I explain to this Council who these Kolkarnis are, the kind of work 
they do, the amount of remuneration they get from Government, and what Government 
intends to . do now'~ . The. Vatandar Kulkarni is a hereditary accountant, and this 
hereditary accountant is to be ~ound almost in each village in not less than 10 districts 
of the Bombay Presidency. The Council will thus see that the Resolution affects an 
impor.tan t. clafs of fUblic functionaries in not less than 10 dist;icts of the Presidency 
that is, nearly half of the Preside:p.cy. In a meeting of this Council held in July 1913 
I put· a question to Government requesting them to state the total number of . villages 
and towns in which there were Vatandar Kulkarnis. and Government were pleased t() 
furnish me this mformation. The information given to me was that Vatandar Kulkarnis
are to be found in· 11,7 52 :villages of the Bombay Presidency. The Council will at once 
see from this what an extensive· area in- the Pre~dency is covered by these Kulkarnis .. 
In the same question I ·alao asked Government to furnish me with information about the
total amount of assessment on the lands which are held_ by these Kulkarni! in lieu or 
setvic~ and the amount of judi or quit-rent ~ hich is levied .bY Government from them .. 
The reply of Government to this part of the question was thll,t ;-:-Th~ total assessment 
!~viable on. the Kulkarnis' land. in these 10 districts was Rs. 3,~7,070 and the amount ~f 
quit-rent or" judi," which is paid, ~y the ~u.lkards is Rs. 2,69,928. I put a further 
question to Gov:ernmen,t requesting them to . tell us the total amount of allowance or 
payment" .in cash. made to the Kulkar,o.is m. all these villages and the reply to this 
ques~ian was t~at lts·. 7.,96,376 were gi v,en to them annually as cash a~lowance. I put 
these questions as it was rumoured· that it was intended by Government to abolish th~ 
ancient ~ce- of the hereditary Kulkarni and that some high officer of Government had 
submitted a report· to Government against Vatandar Kulkarnis. I 'Yas naturally 
anxi~us t9 know the nature of.the allegations made to Government by their Officers. 1 
requested c;1overnment ~o place on the Table· of the Council the information that they 
had reeeived, but l was sorry to find' that Government declined 'to accede to ~y ~equest. 
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The reply given to me was in the usual official fashion. The reply was that Government 
were prepared to place on the Table neither. the papers of the case nor a copy of the 
Resolution they· had probably issued. I gather that there was at any r~te a B.esolution. 
·Of course what the nature of the Resolution is, I cannot say. I requested Government. 
again to s~pply ·me, at any rate, with the Resolution~J .that lutd been issued subsequent ·to 
the Resolution to which I referred in my request preferred in .July 1913. But, strangely 
·enough, I recei'ved a reply the day before yesterday from ·the Chief Secretary to 
Government to 5ay that Government regretted t'!leh~ inability to .supply me with copies 
even of the B.esolutions which they had issued in connection with the proposed abolition 
<>f the office of the hereditary Kulkarni; Tha reply from the Ohief Secretary to Govern· 
~ent runs thus (reads). 

I invite the attent\on of this Qodncil·to the refusal of the Chief Secretary to furnish 
me \\ith the required Resolutions to show that it should· not be taken that I vouch for 

·the accuracy of all the statements I may have to make in the absenoe of the information 
whlch lies in the possession·_of Government ~ut which is denied to me. I am bound to· 
rely upon my own personal knowledge and such knowledge as I may have gathered from· 
my constituents. · If I am wrong, I trust that the Members of Government or the Ohief 
Secretary will be pleased to set ma right and I shall thankfully accept the corrections.· 
For myself I am prep~tred to concede-that Government intends to take these- measures 
abso}utely with a view to promote the efficiency of the service .. I' do ·not in. the least 
attach any sinister motives to Government, because I know that there has not been a 
fairer and nobler President of this Oouncil than Your Excellency .. Now !shall, first .of 
al~ tell the Council that this hereditary Kulkarai is an ancient Officer~ .To fortify my 
'observation, I rely on the authority of no less a.gentleman than Sir HENRY MAINE. On 
page 29 of the Immortal Book written by Sir HENRY MAINE on village communities. in 
India he sets out in his felicitous phraseology the~ important position of the. Kulkarni in 
the village autonomy as follows (reads). I shall content myself with quoting only one 
more extract in connection with the a.ncient character of Kulkarnis and it is again from 
an official document. · It is from a Report of Mr. R. N. GoDBOLE, Assistant Superinten• 
dent, the Revenue Survey and Assessments in the Ahmednagar District. Tb.e report. 
was made in 1852 and this is what that Officer of Government says : 

· "I hare heard that in so'lne parts of Gujarat this Officer's situation· is not here· 
ditary, but it is so in these districts and old doouments still extant will show it to be of 
the utmost ancient· standing.'' · 

. ; I , , . • r • • 

Now to honourable members who come here from the Oentral and Southern 
Divisions all this may seem unnecessary, but I am g_iving this information for· the benefit 
Qf those who come'from Sind and from Gujarat, parts of the Pre~idenoy where there _are. 
no Vatandar Kulkarnis. I am anxious to impress upon them the fact that the people 
whose cause I advocate here are ancient and hereditary' functionaries. They a.re not 
stipendiary functionaries who may h~ employed to-day and dismissed to-morrow, bqt 
people who have clung to an ancient office for generations together, from father to ·son. 
Even before the Moguls came to India these functionaries, the Kulkarnis · were in 
ex.istenoe~ there are documents in the possessioq of some gentlemen in my part o~ 
the Presidency which show that the Kulkarnis' vatans have been in existence for 
600 ywrs. The Council .will find that· these· Kulkarnis have not only been bi 
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existence for a long period of time, but that they have ahrays discharged. very important 
functions in the rural economy of the Deccan. I shall give you a rough idea of the nature 
of the duties they have to perform by referring to a high authority, '17iz., Mount Stuart 
Elphinstone (reads). You will find that he gives an idea of the duties that the Kulkarnis 
discharged. The Council will find the required passage at page 16 of the Report which 
was published by Government in 1872, and, I shall read it for the information of my
colleagues {reads). This excerpt will give the Council a rough idea of the duties they 
have to perform, Shortly stated these Kulkarnis do the clerical work that is necessary 
to be done in each village. It is they who collect the revenue, it is they who fill'. 
up the several forms that are kept by Government and it is they who supply to Govern
ment all the necessary statistical information. The Kulkarni is remunerated in twQo 
ways. His forefathers have been granted a certain amount ·of landed property. This 
is called his Watan land. The officiating Kulkarni also gets a certain amount of' 
cash each. year frorb. ·the publi~ exchequer. In every_ one of these 11,000· villages.·· 
tl1e Kulkarni family is broken up into a number of branches and it is not every man of 
this family. that serves the Government ·as a Kulkarni but Government have fixed aftel" 
making elaborate enquiries members of tho family from. whom service· should be
accepted by rotation. In some cases Government have come to the conclusion that one-· 
man should be allowed to render service and after his death his heir should fill his post .. 
In other cases Government have ruled that the privilege to officiate should be in· 
diff.erent branches in a certain order. As to t}le qualifications of the Kulkarni I ~y 
tell the Council that the Kulkarni who· now holds office is a man who has passed
the required test. Government has fixed a certain educational test and the Kulkarni is 
examined and it is only after passing the test· that he is appointed. to the post.· 
Recently, after the introduction of the.Record of Rights Act into this Presidency, it was 
desired that the Kulkarni should know some thi~g about surveying :fields so that he may 
be able to give the required information for the purpose of the preparation of the. Record· 
of Rights. Special classes were opened to train K~lkarnis in the elementary knowledge 
of surveying and· the Council will be agreeably surprised to hear that in many cases· 
.these Kulkarnis we,e able to pick up the necessary knowledge in a very few days. I· 
shall give the Council soma idea as to the kind of people they are so far as their brains 
are concerned. These are. not illiterate people : many. of Ulem are Brahmins. There are 
some people among them who are not Brahmins but Lingay ats or Mahrattas, and, in a 
few cases, even Musalmans. But they are all literate people. This is what I find on· 
referring to the Bombay Gazetteer; so far as th~ Poona District is. concerned, it is stated 
in Volume 18, Part II, page 311 (reads). · · · 

So you will see that the Kulkarni generally comes from classes in the Presidency . 
that are expected to be· literate. I give this information to my honourable colleagues. 
here because it is now alleged that these Kulkarnis are extremely inefficient. J. ·know 
that a chorus of denunciation has recently been set up against these unfortunate 
Kulkarnis because it is wished by certain people . that their ancient office should be 
abolished and that they should be supplanted by stipendiary accountants. The present 
idea of certain officials of Gover_nment is this. They want to get rid of· these hereditary 
.accountants. They want to replace them by. stipendiary accountants and they. wisa that 
~he .o~ce ehould be transferrable. . It· is not desired by these people that the 
){ulk~rn~ ')lo belongs to a particular village should go on serving in that village alone. 
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It is true that hopes are held out to some of these Kulkarnis that they will be appointe~ 
if they are found efficient as stipendiary accountants but all the ~ame they will have 
to conform to the new rules as regards transfers or as regards ply. These Kulkarnis 
respectfully but emphatically say that they are ancient though humble functionaries and 
that they have lived in their respective village3 for generations. Their office should not 
therefore be made stipendiary, and even if appointed stipendiary accountants th'ey will have 
to leave their villages. What I pray for in my Resolution is that an earnest ani sustained 
effort should be made at improving the hereditary Kulkarni by giving him suitable 
educational facilities and by increasing hb remuneration. The Council perhap3 know that 
Government have established at various centres educational institutions for training its 
officers in various Departments. We know that Government has established schools in 
which Police Officers are trainei. We also know that Government has bean pleased to 
establish training schools where sohool m~sters are trained. We know Government hg,ve 
established schools in which Hospital Assistants are trained. What I request 
Government in my resolution is that-Government may be plea~ed to eshblish either one 
or more schools according to the need$ of the Districts for training Watandar Kulkarnis .. 
If Government thinks that the present educational standard is not sufficiently high, 
I request that the standard. may be suitably raised and the Kulkarnis may be given 
a reason-able period of time to educate themselves and their sons. Some of them are too . . 
old to learn anything :J?.eW. -'B11t they are anxious that their hereditary office should 
not be abolished at once. They are anxious that they should be· given an opportunity 
to send their. sons or other relatives to these institutions so that they may be trained . 
in a short period of time. There is another argument brought in by_ certain Government 
officers that Government find it very difficult to appoint one Kulkarni after another. 
The argument is that it is rather a troublesome business to appoint a successor 
to a Kulkarni who works as Kulkarni for 5 or 10 years only, but I fail to understand 
the .difficulty that is alleged. It is further· alleged that because one Kulkarni . has to 
leave his office at the end of his term and another has to step in, the first Kulkarni is 
unable to peform his dutiea, when it is his turn again, for, by the time he gets 
the second turn he i~ out of touch with the current official literature and revenue 
officers do not find him sufficiently up to the mark. It seems to me, with all due 
deference to these officers· in the Revenue Department who advocate this, that this is a 
grievance which is more imaginary than real. The Council will remember that these 
Kulbrnis have to do business that is purely routine work. They have to keep a certain 
number of village forms and supply information to Government. They are required to 
collect revenue dues in various shapes from the people in elch village.· I do not think 
the Kulkarni will. ever find it difficult to understand. his business, if he is appointed • 
a second time. The Kulkarni is not like a lawyer bound to be in touch with current 
legal literature. liore or less his duties are clearly defined. once and for all, and there is 
no doubt, you will fi~d the Kulkarni able to carry on his duties provided he has at one 
time passed the required test. · 

I shall give the Council some idea of the quantum of remuneration that is at 
present given to the Kulkarni. The Council will see that in the latter part of my 
Resolntion I request that adequate remuneration should be given to the Kulkarni. Th~ 
Council may be anxious to know what the Kulkarni gets at preij)nt. I shall read som~ 
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extracts from the Bombay Gazetteer as regards S:Jme of. the ten Districts. So far as 
'Belgaum is concerned (reads). 

the Honourable Mr. BARROW :-When was thatP 

The Eonourable Mr. BELVI (continuing) :-It was in 188£. Page 416 of 
Volume 21. 

. In the Sholapur District the pay of the Kulkarni ranges from· Rs. 16 .. 8-0 to 
Rs. 202 .. 8-0 and average3 Rs. 74·8-0. This inform::Ltion is to be found on page 302 of 
Volume 20 of the Bombay Gazetteer. In the District of Poona it ranges from Rs. 3 
toRs. 300 and a¥erages Rs. 9o. This information is to be found on page 312, V?lume 18, 
Fart II of the Bombay Gazetteer. Now I shall address myself to a consideration of the 
question that was put by my Honourable friend 1\Ioulvie RAFIUDDtN. The Kulkarni, 
as I said, does enjoy certain fields. But on most of the land that the Kulkarni holds as 
his Watan Government levies full assessment. - It is only in some villages in the Central 
Divislon that Kulkarni WatR.n lands are not subject to full assessment, In most cases in 
. the Central Division and in many. cases in the Southern Division the Kulkarni has to. 
pay full assessment payable on his W atan land. It is only in a few cases that he is 
.allowed a certain amount of remission. So far as the Watan lands are concerned, he 
derives no particular benefit. He stands so far as the possession of land is concerned 
almost in the same category in which an ordinary ryot or an occupant of ryotwari land 
. stands. Tfie Council . will be pleased to see that the remuneration that is at present 
giTen to the Kulkarni is extremely inadequate. That the Kulkarni is over-worked and 
very poorly paid is borne out by the Reports cf highly placed Government officials them
. seives. I shall read one or two extracts from the Reports of Government Officers. On 
p:..ge i3 of the Land Revenue Administration Report, Part II, for the year 1903-1904, it 
is. stated (reads). This speaks for their efficiency. On page 23 the Council will 
.find (reads):-'' The work of the village officer will be considerably increased ... , ..•• " 

. Here is an admission made by the Honourable Mr. HATCH, a very competent officer in 
the ReTenue Department. I give one more quotation :-On page 48 of the same 
document, -ciz., Land Revenue Administration Report for 1906-1907 (reads):-'' It 
must be observed here .................... '' This again speaks volumes for the efficiency of 
the Kulkarni. ll he is an idle man, by all means improve ~im, but do not say he is 
absolutely incapable of improvement. This is what Mr. B. N. V AIDYA, a Deputy 
Collector, .says {reads). There is another European Officer who speaks of Kulkarnis 
thus (reads). · 

My point .is to show that these Kulka.:rnis are over-worked and badly paid. My 
submission is that, given a reasonable opportunity ~o improve themselves and given 
sufficient remuneration, these Kulkarnis will turn out excellent public functionaries and. 
the fact that these are ancient and hereditary Officers shows that they command much 
influence in the mofussil. It is they whose forefathers founded many of the villa01es 
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in the Deccan and they are naturally proud of those villages. It is they who kept up 
the light of learning in most of the villages before the advent of British rule. It is true 
that under the benign British Rule numerous schools have been opened, but before the 
introduction of British Rule and even after the introduction of British rule for many 
years the village Kulkarni was the only man who could do clerical work not only for 
Government but for hif fellow villagers. It is these men who are now attempted to be 
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.hit in the dark. It would have been a very _good thing had Government been pleased 
to appoint a small commission to investigate this matter. .At present an ·amount of 
pressure of various kinds is brought to bear directly and indirectly on these W atandar 
.Kulkarnis to accept the terms proposed by Government. I may tell the hono~rable 
members what the nature of the Government proposal is. If the Kulkarnis -a!!ree -to 
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cease to work as of right Government promises to pay them without any service; one· 
.third of the cash allowance which they get now. This one·third is to be divided and sub .. 
·divided amongst the different Watandars who are called representative Watandars, i.e., 
men who represent the different branches of a famtly,. I take a concrete ~nstance. 
Suppose there is a village that has a Watandar Kulkarni who is paid Rs. 120 ~year and 
suppose there are four people who have got a right to serve by turns. What Govern
ment now propose is that it will pay out of this sum of Rs. 120 a third, i. e., Rs. 40, and 
this sum of Rs. 40 will be divided amongst the four representative Watandars. Thus 
·each of these ancient Watanda.rs will get only a very small amount. . · 

His. Excellency the P&ESIDEN'T :-I would draw the honourable- member's attentio~ 
that he has had well over half an hour. I should like him to be as short as he can • 

. The Honourable Mr. BEL VI :-I beg Your Excellency to give XD:e 5 minutes more. 
Your Excellency will pardon me. I am speaking very strongly as I am feeling very 
strongly. 

The Council will at once see that the proposed arrangement leaves those bhagidars 
or kinsmen who are not representative Watandars entirely alone. They are not 
considered ·at all in the proposal made by Government though they have a right 
under the provisions of the W a tan Act to come in and serve as officiators, under certain 
conditions. At present the choice is left to representative Watandar Kulkarnis either to 
serve in person or to nominate qualified substitutes from their families. If I am a 
Watandar Kulkarni and if I do not choose to serve in person, it is my kinsmen who have 
a right to come in and say that one of them should be appointed. Now the proposed 
arrangement does not take any notice of this fact. I am quite certain that I may be 
told in reply that a large number of Kulkarnis have consented to the proposed coin
mutation in the Niphad taluka in the Nasik District, in the Poona District and certain 
other places. It is but too true that the poor Kulkarni has consented in some places. 
But I make bold to say the consent is not worth the paper on which it is written. I know 
as a matter of personal experience that these unfortunate men are subjected to pressure 
of various kinds to accept the proposed commutation--

The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB :_..I beg to rise to a point of order. Before my 
·honourable friend goes any further, I wish to deny emphatically the allegation of 
pressure being brought to bear on the Kulkarnis unfairly or unduly to accept the 
commutation that has been proposed. I wish to deny it emphatically. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :~I should like to say that I do not think there is 
any point of order. J think it is the duty of the honourable member, if he makes an 
allegation of that sort, to bring in individual instances of the allegations against the 
people against whom he is makin£'1' those alleO'ations. 

0 0 

The Honourable Mr. BELVI :-I am thankful to Your Excellency. It is not that I 
am not armed with very good evidence. I know that I am making an unpalatable 
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statement from my seat here but I have got at any rate one important document from 
a particular taluka to bear me out and I shall read out to'the Council a portion of the 
document that was issued by the Mamlatdar of a taluka. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Do I understand that the honourable member 
has got only one· charge. 

Th~ Honourable Mr. BELVI (continuing):-Yes one typical instance. Those of 
my colleagues who know ::Marathi will place the proper construction on this official 
document. 

This was issued by the Mamlatdar of Chikodi to every .village officer in his taluka 
andurunsthus:--

. · ''Those that accept the comm~tation at once will have special advantages and those 
that either do not accept the commutation or are obstinate in refusing to accept the 
commutation will not have even these advantages and they will be subject to dis• 
advantageous liabilities that may attacp. to the office hereafter.'' So here is an instance 
in which it is distinctly said that it is in .the interests of the Kulkarnis to come forward 
and accept the offer of commutation made to them at once. I ·put it to the Council as a 
matter· of common sense to say what will be the position of the Kulkarni if he is 
confronted with a circular like this. Though I cannot attach ·much value to the consent 
of the Kulkarnis obtained by those that can easily dominate his will, I pray that the 
KUJ.kamis may be graciously ·given an opportunity to better their present position. 
If Government :fincl after a period of 20 years or so that they are people who are 
incurably bad, and that they are absolutely unfit to be trained as Kulkarnis, Government 
may appoint other men, but it is not fair to them to abolish their privilege at once 
without giving them a, fair chance. With these words I recommend th'e Resolution to 
the acceptance of this Council. 

The Honourable ,Rao Bahadur SRRlNIWAS KoNREB RoDDA spoke as follows :-Your 
Exce~ency, coming as I do from the Southern Division, I do not know the state of 
the Central Division, I am concerned only with the Southern Division, I do not in the
l~ast wish to make any aspersion as to how the consent is being obtained. Those that 

. have given the consent ~ad an opportunity to make a free and voluntary expression of 
opinion~ In su~h circumstances, I do not in the least object to their Kulkarniships 
being commuted ; if they are foolish enough to give their consent to the commutation 
without considering whether it would be to their interest or not. If they are wise men,. 
if they know their own interests, I do not think they will entirely agree to accept the 
commutation. The circumstances of the Kulkarnis in the Southern Division,. that is,.. 
the Kanarese Districts, entirely differ from those of Kulkarnis in the Central Division. 
The Central Division E:ulkarnis are generally poor and, as poverty pinches them, their 
salaries are very low, they are not in a position to sufficiently maintain themselves. 
However small their remuneration may be, the Kulkarni institution is not of to-day or 
yesterday, ·but of 1,000 years. I can just trace thern to the Moghul Empire and the 
Bijapur Kings. They haye all given them the • sanads • which the Kulkarnis have held 
from posterity. If it is now contended that the Kulkarnis are incompetent, and if it is 
contended that they are a source of great trouble, that they exercise tyranny over· the 
ryots, if these are the things which cannot be mended by transferring them from one 
village to another, there is a special remedy for them. If they do anything defined ill 
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the Indian Penal Code-if they are guilty of breach o~ trust ~nd so on, there is th~ Indian 
Penal Cole to deal with them-the Watan Act is a sufficient bar for their notdoing.any 
offences, because there is always that ''sword of Damocles '' hanging over the Kuikarni's 
head, that, if he does any offence, not only his watan but all the watans in which he is 
interested will be confiscated and all his collateral heirs will also suffer if he or his 
Deputy is convicted of any offence. With this idea and owing to his position. in the 
village he has been rendering great service in the present days and he has done so in 
years past. Through the influence of many Kulkarnis and Patels, are not subscriptions 
collected for public works of utility? Is it not the Kulkarni men that have built the 
tanks in villages? Is it not through their infl.uence that many works of public utility 
nave been done, such as Dharmshalas? Now it is only during the last few years this 
idea of their incompetency and so on has come to pass. Now the circumstances, as my 
Honourable friend Mr. BELVI pointed out, have changed, the work has undoubtedly in· 
creased. In old dlys there was only one register and there were a few Karkuns. When 
I was a Jababnisi Karkun in a l.Umlatdar's Kacheri, my work w~s done by a Kulkarni 
wpo was a canditate, and the -very man after he got into the Revenue Department 
had acquitted himself admirably. Such being the case, we cannot at once fall upon the 
Kulkamis as men who are illiterate and the most incomp~tent ones. What Mr. BEL VI 

wants is that the ancient hereditary right of service should not be co~muted. all at once 
but he asks that a consistent and per£:istent effort be m3!de at improving their efficiency 
by giving them time and suitable fa~ilities. !£·Government have waited so long, if Gov .. 
ernment with all their magnanimity of mind show that leniency, why should they not 
continue for so~e 10 years or more to give them time to improve? Let Government 

. prescribe a standard of efficiency, lay down a course of instruction necessary . for their 
duties, and thesa Kulkarnis will come forward and educate their sons and grandsons to 
be competent enough to serve as Kulkarnis. .The nature of the very Kulkarni, the very 
fact that he belongs to a literary class, the very fact that his brain is the development of 
1,000 years past in writing work and doing the work of ~he Village Accountant, is a 
sufficient reason for his continuance. Well, if I am asked what heredity has to do in 
this matter, I would say that it is heredity that has kept up these people even in service 
because we find among them many who are doctors and other professional gentlemen in 
one· and the' same fami y. Many are at present working in the Bombay Public W~rks 
Department as Engineers. So in every line, for any service, heredity has a good deal t() 
do, arid it is only heredity, I maintain, which will go to .produce a good class of men. 
Therefore, my Lord, I do not think that this ancient institution, which has been handed 
over to us by Governments past, for generations together, should be. made to disappea~ 
from the land by a single stroke of pen. 

' . 

Now perhaps it may be urged that in connection with the villages the trouble is 
that the Kulkarni will be capable of creating mischief in the villages. Will not th~ 
same thing be done by a Talati? Even a menial officer is capable of doing more 

· mischief if be is not paid well. AS Mr. BEL VI has suggested, give the Kulkarni a good 
training, and if he is a hopeless being, if he does not improve, turn him out of the servic& 
all at once. 

With these remark~ of mine, I strongly support Mr. BELVI. I do not in the least; 
BaY that Government ought not to commute watans of those who have willingly and· 
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freely given their consent, but in the case of the ordinary poor people it will be a great 
·hardship _to take away their bread from them an~ ta~e 8tway the privilege they have so 
long enjoyed. . 

The Honourable Mr. G~ W. HATCH spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, my .name 
has been brought .forward by the honourable mover of the Resolution as that of· a 
defender of· the Kulkarni, ·I should like to be permitted to give to this Council some 
idea of my experience of the Watandar Kulkarni in the six di~erent districts .in the 
Central and Southern Divisions in which I have served. 

My earliest i~pression of the 'Vatandar KulkarD.i was that he was an· unmitigated 
nuisance. As Assistant Coll.ector I suppose one-third of my time was given to qu~stioD,s 
arising under the W a tan Act. No wat"andar representative could die without it be~ 
necessary for Government to find his successor, and finding that successor and· entering 
his name in the W a tan Register involved frequently a great deal of work. Vacancies , 
in the appoint:rp.ent of Kulkarni in several hundred villages arising every 5 to 10 years 
resulted frequently in disputes between rival claimants. ·These disputes · required the 
decision of the Assistant·Oollector, and often went up on appeal to the Collector and 
the Commissioner. In this way the Watandar Kulkarirl was:_r· would go so far as ·t~ 
say-a clog on the administrati?n• 

.As regards efficiency, !'admit at once that I frequently found Kulkarni ·watanda~s 
efficient, perhaps more often than not; but there were' a number of cases in' which they 
·were inefficient, arid our dif!iculty was, and still is, that under the present system ·we 
cannot get~ rid of the inefficient Kulkarni. B:e is there ani we have to put up with him • 

• There is a test, as the· Honourable Mr. BEL vi: has· pointed· out. I myself have passea · 
hundreds of Kulkarnis through this examination. It is an exceedingly low. test and we 
cannot raise it beca·use the candidates are. confined to a comparatively small class. · · W: e 
·want Kulkarnis, the .n~mb~r of candidates·for examtnation is limited, therefore 'we are 
obliged to p·ass them. ~ccordingly the s·ta.ridard has to be kept very low. · 

Another experience that I have had of th~, Watandar Kulkarni-! am sorry 'to 
say-is that he is often dishonest. . I do . nqt blame. him. personally, but I blame t~e 
system. ~'he system: tends to create dishonesty. In .the first place the .Watandar 
Kulkarni is .usuaily a. holder of a share in the. watan perhaps, of 4 annas or less in the 
~upee, with the result that he must wait for a period of 15 . or _ 20 or 25 years in order 
to get his turn of 5 years as a Kulkarni. The rest of his t_ime he is hanging about 
·waiting for his turn. We can hardly ,blame him if when his chance comes-it. may ~e 
the only chance in his lifetime-he looks upon it as an opportunity of feathering~. 
nest. The second weak point in the system is the appointment of Deputies •. The 
practice has been for many years that the representative watandars who are unable to 
serve themselves for various reasons are allowed to appoint Deputies. Well, it is a well. 
known. fact and I do not think that Mr. BEL VI will deny it, that the practice is that the 
representative watandar nominates his Deputy and makes a private arrangement with 
the Deputy as to the division of the cash allowance granted by Government for doing 
the work, with the result that the Deputy frequently·gefs· only half the allowance. As . 
a consequence the Deputy gets a starvation wage. 

·These f~ults, I consider, are.the result of the sy . m.. . I. must admit that for my 
. pa.~t ~· always believed. that the system was so firmly found~d in. the traditions of the 
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. country that I des~~ired of ever seeing it abolish~d~r even radic;allr mende~ ;,. howev~r, 
<>n my rdurn from leave l :find that it is in. process of being abolishe4 1\ml I would .l!lfe 
to congratulate my Honourable friend, Mr., CURTIS, on his courage il!-. ta.~kl_ing t~_is 
.problem, and on. the s~ccess which 4as alrf;!ady attended hi.s, efforts_. · 

The Honourable Sir PnEROZESBAH ME:aw A:NJEE ·~EHT~ spoke. ~s follows :--:-1 am not 
. going to make a long speech, Yo~ Excellen<?Y, but I should like to move a11 amendm.e~t. 
. The reasons for that amendment will be eriden t to all Honoura.bl~ Members. The amen~· 
:ment which I move is that the consideration of this Resoluti<?n be. pos poned un.¥J. 
Government have placed before this Coup.cil the Report and tile Resolut~on in. ~on.n~~· 
tion with this question of commutation. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Honourable :Members will have heard the ~esG• 
lution moved by my Honourable friend Mr. BEL VI. Since then an amendment · btls 
been proposed by ·the Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAII .MEH~A to this effect, that the 

· consideration of this Resolution be postponed until GoverQment has placed before t:Qe 
·Council the Reports and the Resolutions in connection with the question of commutation. 

· The Honourable Rao 'B'ahadur GANESH KRISHNA :SATHE spoke as· follows:..:...Your 
· Excellency,-I have to make only qne· observation that,· if the· amendment is carried, 
there may be ground for apprehension that by the time the Resolutions and tlie Reports 
come before the Council the commutation work ·will be over. · · 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZSHAH MEHTA :-We must leave it to Government. 
. . ~ 

The Honourable Rao Bahad'Ql' SATHE_:-! think I a~ ~D:titled to ,spe.ak Qn ~qe 

Resolution. · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:-You are entitled to speak on b<?th. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur ·SATHE spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-! have 
not the language 'at my command in which to voice the feelings and se~timimt which have 
been placed before this Council by my friends the Honourabl~ :Mr. ·B~LVI and the 

. Honourable Rao Bahadur RoDDA. The course which I am going to. pursue is to place 
· in a very simple form my own opinion on the subjeot. 

I am no~ myself a Kulkarni, nor have I any vested interest in them, nor ami 
.. briefed t~ speak on their behalf. Howe~er, as it i~ a 'question w~ch affec~s a large section 
of the people living in this Presidency, I think it is but right that I should place my 
views before this Council. The object of making observations when .such. Resohiti~ns are 

. brought forward for discussion is to convey to the . executive Government and to the 
officers of Gove.~nment the views· ~hich.we hold on questions· of such ini.portance. No 
doubt, we have been told repeatedly that these Kulkarms are inefficient and. corrupt· and 
service by rotation is a blme of the whole 'system ... No one i~ this Oouncii wilf ever 
urge for a minute that, :if they are inefficient, if they ·are corrupt and if t.he system· ~f 
rotation is a bane, we should retain that system. · It is·· said · they are effi~ie~t 
Whether they are efficient or not will have eventually, to be judged by the officers .of , 
Government. Whatever we might say about their.competency, the final word rests with 
Gov~rnment. So I assume that a majority of them are inefficient and un that assump• 

· tion I am placing som.e observations before this Council. ·Who is responsible for this 
inefficiency ? And, if I may· be pardoned for being a little blunt, I say that the blame 

·lies at the doors of Government. You .have provided in the Ac of ·1874 in various· 
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:sections the. word '' fit.'', and what prov.ision was made so . .as to secure .the best persons 
·to ·serve. as ~ulkar~is .? I do admit that the position of affairs in the early seventies and 
eighties was quite different from what it is at present. The work they hafe now to do is of 
diverse nature. Ever since 1896 we are getting years of scarcity and some years ~f famine 
That has also increased the work of the. Kulkarni. By the introduction of the Record· 

·of-Rights Act the work has been increased. The Kulkarnis prepared Record of·Rights 
··registers more accurate an~ they are required to preserve them in proper form with changes 
1 that take place from time to time. They have been asked to do the crop inspection work 
"'which ·has relation to suspensions and remissions. All this work has really ·made the task of 
the Kulkarni more laborious and more difficult, and therefore we have been·no~ finding 
that the Kulkarnis who were found to be efficient in the early seventies and eighties 

· are •not efficient to cope with the present .work. Has Government thought it necessary 
-and expedient to raise the sc~le. of remuneration which has . been fixed long ago? 
·Members of this Council will note that in some villages the remuneration paid is very 
·low indeed,· as has been pointed (mt to us. by the Honourable Mr. BEL VI, and the question 
.that is .often asked is, why should people try to stick to the appointment which bring 
~h.em nothing P That is true, but unless we div~ deep into the sentiment of those people 
,and take into .account the fact that the~ wa.tans have been held by them for centuries 
.. together, we cannot coine to a tair idea as to ~hy they have ~een ~illing to work so 
long ~n such. a ~iserable remuneration. 

qovernment . have latterly found that they are inefficient and they have recently 
introduced a test. If I am . correct in my information, that test is merely a test in 
name,. and though Kulkarni classes were. opened and tests were taken, I am afraid those 
tests were not really such tests as would secure competency.. So my earnest desire is to 
request Government not to take action on the ground of inefficiency unless they give 
Jhe Kulk~rnis a .trial by giving them time to improve, a stricter test may be .laid down. 
-~· .wi~l n'!t di1ate .on t~s point any f~rther. . 

Then comes another point of rotation system. I do find, Sir, that this rotation 
,system was not in favour when the earliest Act was passed. This rotation system first· 
came into existence in 1843 when it was said that the Collector would be competent to 

,accept _Dep.u.ti~~ or repre~entative watandars of other families of sub-sharers, leaving the 
.a~cep~aJ?,ce to the 4_iscretion of the Collector.· When Act III of 187 4 · was · passed, we 
.fin~ that a radi(fal chang~ was made and i~ WaS made compulsory on the Collector. to . 
}~~cept ~he ~ervices of the nominees ..fr<?m .co-sharers whose rights were recognized as 
."~~pa~ate Ta~shi!D~ar~. I am ,not ,heres andingto support the system of rotation, because 
.it is true th~t, as soon as 5 years go, a~other ma·n c~mes in and he inter.est is not kept 
,upJ but when we have ~he· power of .. legislature, if it was not provided in the Act 9f 
J827, it wo~d not he yery difficult, with certain modifications, to find out means as to 
,how w~ can do .away ·with this rotation system, and certainly, with such expert and up• 
.to-date officers ~~~e my Honourable friend Mr. CuRTIS to assist,; it Ehould not· be so 
.difficult to find ways and means by which we can override this evil. 
·', ' ' "' . 

·My another point-is the question of corruption-a· point taken up by my Hono~rable 
friend Mr. ·HATcH. Corrupt he is, not in all cases, but in certain cases._ But .what is 
the cause of his corruption? It is low. pay, and the principle which. Government 

·· always accepts in ·creating responsible· posts is to increase the pay and minimise .the 
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chances of corruption. If that is the principle which we adopt in all other adm·inis.: 
trative departments, I think it is but fair that we should give these Kulkarnis chance 
to improve by giving them more substantial pay. I do not mean to say that by 
substantial pay they will all be turned into honest men, but I am sure that by tha 
increase of pay their stlndard of morality is bound to increase. 

Now, Sir, after having given these r~asons, I will now refer to the question of 
Deputy. As regards the question of Deputy, here too we finq that Government have 
been willing to accept Deputies on the mere asking of the representatives to nominate. 
Deputies were originally intended for Durbares and persons of high position. • 

. Now one goes to the Collector and says " I refuse to :work, accept my Deputy '' and 
a Deputy is accepted. Probably this was due to a desire on the part of Government 
not to insist upon personal service. Deputies pay to the ~epresentative watandars for 
their ~ppointment and thereby they deprive themselves of the WilY or portion of the 
legal remuneration which they get at the hands of Government. My object in referring 
to this state of things is to show that it is still in the hands o.f Government to av;:oid the 
evil of getting more Deputies than what are really necessary. 

Then, Sir, as regards the present commutations which are being secured I 11ave to 
make a few remarks. Section 15 of the Watan Act is a very wide section, and if 
you look at the section (reads), it gives power to Government to commute with the 
consent of watandars. Even if we leave aside for a moment the question of coercion 
orundueinfl~ence we must see ~hether the consent given is voluntary or otherwise. 
The section has been standing on the Statute book for 4() years •. The~e people had the 
option to go and request Government to have commutation, but they have not done so. 
Suddenly a light has dawned upon them in the yoar 1914 that it is to .their own intet·est 
to ask for commutation. The very fact, Sir, that these operations are being taken up 
in all the ten districts of this Presidency, simultaneously indicates to the. people that 
it is the desire of Government to secure commutations. If I may be permitted. to express 
the state of feelings of the general public, I would say that they think that, when 
Government intends to do a cart~in thing, they are bound to acoept it ; they s:~y ''let 
us take whatever we get and it is no use to take it with a fighting attitude." Oan we 
call consent given in this state of affairs a .voluntary consent P I Qannot subscribe to 
the _view, in the absence of any insta.nces-no instance~ have c::>.:ne to my knowledge 
personally, Mr. BELVI has read one-that, according to the strict letter of the law, there 
has been an undue influence or pressure to secure commutation, but, Your Ex:cellenoy, 
I ask the Council to consider . whether voluntary consent could be given all through 
in the ten districts at about the same time. ""' 

Then, Sir, another point which I wish to place before this Council is one about the 
conditions which are being laid for the acceptance of these Kulkarnis. In th;, absence 
of any definite information on the point, I know that it is very risky to say anything, 
but in one of the newspapers I read-and the Editor assured the readers that he repre• 
sented the Government side. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CuRTIS :-I rise to a point of order. Full information is 
given in answer to question No. 13 of the Honourable :Mr. UPASANr, on page 8, with 
.reference to the terms which are offered to the Kulkarnis. 
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'Tbe·Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE (continuing) :-In the· co.nditions which were. 
given,.one·of the'conditions was that he was to get one-third of the cash allowance, and 
anotber was that the land was to .be fully assessed and continued as Inam property. 
The question of the 'judi ' ·does not affect the Central Division very much ~ecaus& 
remission of assessments here is not so great as it is in the districts of Belgaum, Dharwar 
and .Bijapur. The Kulkarnis should get the same concessions as re5ards payment of 
judi as Deshmukhs and Desbpandes got at the time of Gordon Settlement, Diz., 
''without increase of land tax in future." 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable liember has 5 minutes only. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SATHE :-If my time is up, I must take my seat •. I 
. will finish .in three minutes. My point is that, if Government is giving them one-third of 
the remuneration and continuing .tho lands with them taking the full payment of the judi, 
then my only submission is that thoy should be brought on a level with the settlement of 
"Deshmukhs [and Deshpandes.'' Another point is, if we are going to fix: a remuneration 
according to the present sca]e and if that scale is likely to increase in proportion to the 
increase in the revenue of 'the village after the introduction of the survey settlement, I 
think some increase should be given to the village Kulkarni on the ground that .the 
revenue has increased. In fact they should get the proportionate in.crease in the 
remuneration which is now being fixed. I had much more to say, but as my time is up 
I will take my seat with the remark that, though I am not in .perfect agreement with. 
all that has been said by the Honourable :Mr • .BEL VI, I have placed. my view before the 
Council for such use as the executive officers of Government may like to make. 

The Honourable Mr. LA.LUBHAI S.A.MALDAS MEH'rA spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-Knowing the Tahiti system in Gujarat as I do, I am naturally not inclined 
to be in favour of the Kulkarni system. Still, to give a fair bearing to Mr. BEL VI's 
Resolution, I am prepared to support the Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAR's amendment; 
which is now before us. 

The Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PuRsHoTl'AM PARANJPYE spoke as follows:
Your Excellency,-! have also great pleasure in. supporting the amendment brought 
forward by ·my Honourable friend Sir PnEaozEsHAH. In the first place, I am not 
particularly in favour of any system which is based on hereditary right and which would 
naturally lead to corruption and ine.ffi.ciency; but, all the same, I would like to have all 
the information that it is possible· to have before condemning the Kulkarni class whole
-sale. I therefore beg to support the amendment.· 

• The Hqnourable Sir RrcHA.kD A. LA.MB spoke a~ follows-Your Excellency;-· 
P~rhaps it would be convenient if I mention at once with regard to the Honourable Sir 
PHEROZESHAR's amendment that I am not at all prepared to lay on the Council Table ·the 
Reports and Resolutions on this question. It is not in· accordance with practice to lay · 
-on the Council Table reports which contain discussions between Government and its 
-officers or the intermediate Resolutions and orders which Government issues to its 
.officers on the subject. What we do put on the table is . the result of oW: d.~liberations 
with our officers. I shall be unable, Sir, to consent to place .on the table the Resolutions 
and orders on this subject 

The : Honourable Sir PHERozEsBAH MERTA :-I did not quite catch what the 
Honourable Member said towards the.end of his remarks. 
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The Honourable Sir RICHARD LA:r.m.:-At the present :stage I. am not prepared ·to. 
-place anything on the Council Table, beyond what .has already been given .in answer 
to the questions at this Meeting. · · 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. CURTIS spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-Tb.er~ 
.seems to be a certain amount of misunderstanding about this question. I will. 
endeavour to explain what the present conditions are: and then go on to state 
what has teen done in the past three months to improve them. No doubt, 
.as Mr. BEL VI says, the office of ,Kulkarni is an an9ient one and the right to it is highly 
prized. 1:3ut the fact remains that out of the hereditary right-holders some 72 are 
absentees. The Kulkarnis themselves are not in the villages. They are in the le:trned. 
professions. They are as Rao Bahadur RoD~A admits Engineers, Veterinuy Surgeons, 
Doctors and members of Governm:mt services. How has this. come about? During the· 
time of the ~laratha. Kings and the first 60 years of British rule Kulkarnis had to serve 
in person. The regulations of 1827 make . no provision for service as deputy, and the 
Act of 18t3 allowed deputies only in case of infirmity and minority, and sex: disability. 
13ut by the Act of 1874 dep~ties were allowed wholesale and the practice of appointing 
th~m has grown to such an extent that, as I say, about 3 in .4 Kulkarnis are absentees 
and get others to work for them. I wil~ now try and describe what happens when a 
deputy is appointei. There are often in a village three or five families, whose ri.ght it is 
to serve in succession. When the turn of one comes round and he ·does not want to 
serve himself, he calls a family council and. puts the right to ·auction. Th~ cousin, 
who offers him the largest share of the remuneration gets the post of deputy. In order 
to clinch the bargain the parties go off to the Registry office next morning, where a 
Promissory note is executed by the newly appointed deputy stating that he has borrowed a 
sum equal to one-half or thereabout of the remuneration and he will reply it on the 
date on which the remuneration falls due. The reason for the agreement being drawn 
in this form is that the High Court have definitely refused to allow Swamitwa. or 
Seignorage paid by the deputy to the watandar to be recovered by a civil suit, as such a 
proceeding would be in ih~ir opinion contra bonos mores, consequently we hav~ the 
fiction. of the loan. The resuit is. that t~king Slakhs of rupaes as to the total re:nunera .. 
tion of the Kulkarnis i~ this Presidency, three· fourths or 6 lakhs is paid to people who 
do no work themselves, but get others to work for them, and who retain for their 
personal profit at least one-third, occasionllly half of the total remuneration; to put it in 
figures, over two lakhs of rupees. And, Sir, in addition to this obvious defect in the 
system, there is the addit ional one that however much Government may improve the 
remuneration there is no guaran~e e that the money given by Government will reaoh the 
man, who does the work. In fact there is every probability that in a very short time 
none of it will. 'fhe ~epresentative watandar will continue to put the post of deputy up 
to auction, the competition of third, fourth and fifth cousins will continue to increlse the 
Swamitwa, a~d eventually the share of the deputy or the n1an who does the work will 
~eturn to i~s old figure._ Therefore, as matters stand, to increase remuneration and leave 
the Act as it is will be like pouring water at a .lJottomless jar. It will satisfy no one. 
This being the present state of the things, what has been. done ~uring too past three 
'months? The question of mending or ending the Kulkarnis h1s been under considera .• 
tion for at least 30 years: ·and its settlement has always been hampered by the fact 
that i~ was believed that the cost of effecting a satisfactory settlemen~ of. the Kulkarnis..' 
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claims and creating an efficient stipendiary service in the Kulkarnis stead would be 
prohibitive. Some doubt was expressed whether this belief was well founrled, and 
finally an officer was placd on special duty to enquire. His report showed that. if the
charges were carefully re-distributed, Government could ~fiord to pay tbe Kulkarnis right· 
holders one .. third of tho remuneration and with the remaining two-thirds or rather more 
than two .. thirds engage an adequate staff of tala tis. Shortly after this, a feeler was put 
forward by some Kulkarnis in Nasik, who wrote asking to bo given a guarantee of one .. 
third of their allowances in perpetuity and to be relieved of their duties. Their request. 
was granted. ~,hortly after this again a Provincial Conference was held at Sat6.ra under 
the Presidency of the Honourable :Mr . .BELvi. My Honourable friend moved n Resolu. 
tion that nothing should be done to deprive Kulkarnis of their watans. A day or two 
after tbjs 66 Kulkarnis headed by Sirdir_.Mutalik went to the Collector and signed 
agreements by which they accepted terms. similar . to~ those · already accepted 
at Nasik. The news of this spread to Poona and in this .district out of 1,170 villages 65 
per cent. have accepted N asik settlement. In West Khandesh 98 per cant. or so have
done the same .. Now what is my Honourable friend's complaint in this respect? Section 
15 of the Act passed 40 years ago conferred on representative watandars the privilege of 
commuting their right. of service. on terms to be arranged with the Collector. The. 
watandars of Poona, Nasik and Satara have availed themselves of this privilege. Who is 
the Honour;1b1e Mr. BELVI that he _should say that they were wrong? Who is he that 
he should come forward and denounce officials and people who have done what the 
law says they may do, merely because it does not happen to suit his own particular 
prejudices. I submit, Sir, that the Kulkarnis .of the Centr;l.l Division know their own 
business best and that outsiders like Mr. BEL VI would be well advised to leave them 
alone. 

Finally, Sir, one other point,. Mr. BELVI has urged that Government should start 
training classes for the education of Kulkarnis. I will quote a few figures to show how 
impracticable the suggestion is. I have here a statement relating to 7 talukas of the 
Nasik District. In these talukas there are 396 Kulkarniships. In 310 cases out of the 
total the representative Watandars are absentees. Where the Watandar is an absentee,. 
whom are we to train? In this case there is an obvious difficulty. The W atandar may 
appoint any cousin his deputy. Are we to train all the cousins; if not, how many r 
And that is not all. Enquiry shows that the actual number of accountants required to 
do the work in those villages is 2.::.0. That is, if we set out to train only so many men as 
are required for the work, we shall want 220 only~ But Mr • .BEL VI says that we must 
. train the W atandars. - I wonder if this Council has any idea of how many there . are of 
these. · The exact number is I, 758. Therefore if we are to train \Vatandar Kulkarnis we 
must train 8 times as many as will be necessary if we have Talatis. And there will be 
no guarantee th:1t when that ~raining is given, efficiency will improve in any way. Most 
of us are trained for a profe~sion of some sort. If we worked at it for 5 year:; and then 
went away and did something else for 15 years, should we be efficient? J think not. 

· 4-nd yet that is what the Kulkarni does. · · 

. -In conclusion.Mr. BEL VI has quoted the great jurist Sir HENRY MAINE with reference
to . the Kulkarnis. I would remind him that the main principle which Sir HtNBY 

MAINE enunciated was that in the progress of society status gives place to contract • 
.And w~ have an excellent example of this in this Presidency. In the days of the 
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1Iaratha rule everything depended on status. The Deshmukhs and Deshpandes in virtue 
of their status were responsible for the Revenue administration, the Kazi (a hereditary 
officer) was the Judge : the :Bhats and the J oshis the hereditary priest and astrologer • 
.All of these have now been settled, they have been relieved of their official duties and 
their emoluments placed on a regular footing. The Kulkarni~ and the Patils alone 
remain. The former has, as I have shown, forsaken his hereditary calling for the trained 
J>rofession and Government service : and it is time that he too should commute his rights 
of service. 

I trust that the Council will reject the amendment. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur R.A.YAN:BRAI MA.HIPA.TR.A.M NILK.A.NTH spoke as 
follows :-Your Excellency,-In view of 'the information that has been placed before 
this Council in the course of this debate I would submit that it would not be advisable· 
for this Council to adopt the motion of .the Honourable Mr. BELvi. Mr. BELVI has 
made out that the heredit!;try Kulkarni is the relic of an ancient system, but, he has not 
made out any case for the perpetual retention of this ancient system. The Kulkarnis 
have in the matter of work no proprietary right::~. They are only State servants; and 
the State has the right to have the best kind of servants that can be obtained. '!'he 
Honourable Mr, CuRTIS has told us of the large number of absentees there are in the · 
~ervice and the la~ge quantity of work that has to be taken from deputies ; and; it 
cannot therefore be said that there is any justification for continuing hereditary officers 
a large number of whom do not do their work. Another disadvantage of the system is 
the periodfcal displacement of the Kulkarni in the course of rotation, so that in many 
cases at the end of every five years the work of the village accountant has to be entrusted 
to men who are new to the work and are not conversant with standing orders. It was 
said that the allowance of the Kulkarnis is niggardly and that the burden of work on 
them has become very heavy. If that is so, it is to be wondered why they are so anxious 
to stick to their position. The Honourable Mr. RoDDA said that there was an element 
of good in heredity. Whatever might be said about the general question of heredity, it 
is clear that in the present case heredity is giving only incompetency. There is n(} 
reason why out of regard for the principle of heredity, Government should continue to 
employ incapable men at the cost of efficiency in the public service. Further, 
commutation of this se~vice is what the law allows and recognizes, and no case has been 

' made out for asking this Council to interfere by its recommendations in the work of 
commutation that is being carried out in accordance with law. The· Honourable 
Mr. BELVI complained that pressure was being used in the matter of commutation; but~ 
he could cite only one instance, and, that was the circular of a Mamlatdar. So far as I 
have been able to follow the extracts read out from that circular it appears that the 
Mamlatdar pointed out to the Kulkarnis the advantages of commutation and said that 
those who do not make a commutation will have to do their work in accordance with 
law. There is no evidence of pressure in this. However, commutation is authorized by 
law and I submit that no grounds· have been shown why this Council should express 
itself against commutation. · 

(His. Excellency the PRESIDENT at this stage withdrew and the Honourable the 
VICE-PRESIDENT occupied the Chair.) 

H41-29 . 
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The Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PURSROTTAY PARANJFYE :-May I ask, Sir~ 
whether we are debating on the amendment or on the Resolution moved by my 
.Honourable friend Mr. BELVI? 

. The Honourable the VrcE•PRESIDENT :-Well, I have already explained to the 
Council 'that I am n~Jt at all prepared to lay on the Council Table all the Reports and. 
Resolutions, so I think the bottom of the amendment has fallen out. 

The Honourable Sir PnEROZESH.A. MERTA :-That will be for the' Council to decide. 
Simply be~ause a Member ·of Government says the information cannot be furnished, it 
does not follow that the Council accepts it. 

The Honourable the VIcE-PRESIDENT :-I said that the bottom of the amendment 
has fallen out, because it runs" that the consideration of this Resolution be postponed 
until Government have placed before the ·Council the Reports and Resolutions in 
connection with this -question." If Government have refused to lay ihe papers on the 
table, the whole basis of the amendment falls out, but, of course, it is for the Council to 
decide whether they would wait until then. If the Council adopts this amendment, of 
course, the consideration of this Resolution·will remain adjourned sine d-ie, in perpetuity. 
l3ut,: as regards the Resolution and the amendment, the ordinary procedulle is that both 
the amendment and the Resolution go on under discussion together, and at the end 
His Excellency the PRJ<:SIDENT puts whichever he pleases first to the Meeting, either the 
Resolution or the amendment, so that at the present time both the amendment and the 
Resolution are under discussion. 

· I think the Honourable Mr. PAREKH had the House. 

T4e Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH spoke as follows.:-Mr. Presi· 
dent,~The objection to furnishing the Council with the papers to enable it to come to a 
decision upon this important question will, I think, place it in a somewhat difficult 
position. I submit, Sir, that in a matter of this kind, all the members should have all 
the information that is relevant to the question in the possession of Government, barring 
the information that is of a confidential nature. But so far as the question of Kulkarnis 
is concerned, I do not think there is likely to be anything of a .confidential nature which~ 
if disclosed, would be to t~e detriment of the interests of Government. 

Now, Sir, coming to the resolution: itself, I think the whole question ought to be 
decided upon the ground whether it is desirable in the public int«::rests that the posts of 
hereditary Kulkarnis should be abolished or that something should be done to improve 
their condition. As things now stand, the officers of Government complain that they 
are incompetent, that they are not always reliable, and that in many cases they absent them· 
selvesleaving their offices to the officiators who are themselves frequently not of the 
same family. That i~ one ~ide of the case against the resolution that has been moved 
by my Honourable friend Mr. :BEL VI. But on the other side, there are also other import· 
ant considerations, one of them being that they form a class of people who are spread 
over a considerable area and who honestly .believe from the length of time that they have 
~een allowed to hold the offices heredttarily and this being recognized·. as hereditary that 
they have a right to the. offices and the emoluments attached. thereto. Now, when this 
aspect of the matter is consi_dered, it will be seen that the present attempt for the 
abolition of .the Kulkarnis would create a feeling of dissatisfaction over a large number 
of villages lying over a considerable area. · 



The next consideration that has to be borne in mind is that the question _of forming 
village pancbayats for conferring autonomy on villages. will shorUy engage the atten· 
tion of Government. The intelligent and important class of village Kulkarnis will be . . . 

a very useful and essential element in t~ese panchayats ; and I think it is undesirable to 
abolish this class of hereditary officers when such a large .administrative change is under 
con tern plation. 

There is also a third matter which seems to require careful conside;ation, namely, 
that the stipendiary Talatis will be found on the_ whole more costly than the hereditary 
Kulkarnis.. A Talati would be more costly inasmuch as while the hereditary Kulkarni 
will have to work in his own village and therefore he will be able to live much cheaper 
than a stipendiary Talati who comes from another village . .. 

These are some of the considerations upon which it would be desirable to see if their 
condition could be improved so as to remove the objections that the. officers now find to 
their continuance. 

Now much has been said on the question of the Kulkarni being absent and their 
offices being managed by deputies. As regards this question, I think, the. system of 
deputies can be easily modified. This difficulty will be removed if Government, except 
in cases when the man entitled to officiate is physically or mentally disqualified, insists 
on the Kulkarnis to stick to his office and personally . to attend to it instead of 
providing a deputy. 

Then the other difficulty is that during recent years, the work of the Kulkarni has 
become very heavy and complicated. I think :fifteen years before those who did 
work as Kulkarnis were regarded as competent. They now appear incompetent, bacause 
they are new to the work which is thrown upon them. What is now to be considered is 
whether it is possible by a system of training to raise them to a condition in which they 
would become efficient officers of Government, or, whether their case is so exceedingly 
hopeless that there is no alternative but to do away with them • 

.As. my Honourable friend Mr. BELVI pointed out, the Kulkarnis belong to a class 
which is known to be particularly intelligent and they would be able to do their wor~ as 
efficiently as the stipendiary Talatis if properly trained. · 

(His Excellency the PRESIDENT at this stage returned and occupied the Chair.) 

And lastly, what I want to sabmit is that the Kulkarnis may be given sufficient 
time, say 5 years or 6 years to enable them to obtain such educational and technical 
equipments as may be needed to make them efficient and bring them on a level with 
stipendiary TahHis. It appears.to me that the Kulkarni service is capable of improve. 
ment. I therefore submit that it would be desirable to adopt measures for its improve
ment rather than take the drastic step of abolishing the class altogether. 

The Honourabld Mr. BA.LKRISHNA SITARAM KA.MAl! spoke as follows :-Your 
.E:x:cellency,-After the remarks made by the several speakers before me, I think it is my 
duty to be very brief. Mter the explanation given by Mr. HATCH and Mr. OuRns, I 
confess I am not satisfied about one point, and that I think is rather a crucial point in 
the whole question. W o are told that the Kulkarnis are an influential body of men in 
villages and I know they are. \Ve have also been told that in good many cases they nre 

. dishonest and my own experience b in several cases that they are dishonest; but the 
question is, if they have to improve-and Government cannot improve them all at once-
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js it not necessar1 to give them an adequate notice, say. of three year:', to 1m 
themselves .P I know the terms offered to these people by Government at present are 
:most liberal, but~ think they have. a legitimate grievance when they say that it is 
~mpossible r'or them to improve in their old age, and the consequence is that they will 
be thrown out of their jobs. I therefore think that ev.en admitting, for instance, that 
they are inefficient and even admitting also that they are dishonest,-for which the 
system is responsible, as the Honourable Mr. HATCH has said,-and considering also that 
the test was laid down by Government and not by the Kulkarnis themselves-if the test 
is low, it is possible for Government to ~aise it-but even admitting for argument's sake 
.that the Kulkarnis get through the test and yet theyare ,unable to satisfy Government, 
still I am not quite sure if sufficient time has been given by Government to th~se old 
people to improve themseJves during a certain number of years of their service. For 
instance, 10 years' notice would have been quite reasonable. The terms offered by 
Government may be. very liberal, but my point is that in trying to spring upon them, as 
it were, a surprise as we are now doing I think they· are likely to be taken at a dis~ 

advantage and 'if Go.vernment will be pleased to consider whether something lik~ 
10 years' time could be given, it would b·e, I think, conceding a point in their favour 
and thereby satisfy the people concer.ned. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR. BALKRISRNA U:PA.SANI spoke as follows·:-It is a 
little difficult, my Lord, to discuss this question in the absence· of all the papers and 
Resolutions in the possession of Government on this subject. In my interpellations I 
had asked if non-o:ffi.ci81 opinion had been consulted in this matter and, if so, whether 
.Government would be pleased to lay on the table the proposals received on the subject. 
The answer given is in the negative. That means on this question non-C?fficial opinion 
has not been consulted as to whether there is any prospect to improve this service. 
The institution, my Lord, has stood for six centuries or more and the Kulkarnis have 
·been in existence in spite of all that may be said against them and they have been doing 
their work until now. Is there anything to show that the revenue of Government has 
been left. ~ncollected owing to their negligence P In fact, they are the people who not 
.only ~pll~ct all.Government dues but also supply all the statistical information required 
by Government. Departments have been increasing and along with them the Kulkarni's 
work pas also been increasing, but his remuneratioJl bas not increased. That being the 
case, it. is a matter for consideration whether it will not be still possible. to retain the 
.institution as it stands with certain improVI;nents which are.necessary. 1\fy own idea is 
that ~11 the people belonging to, and having ~ested interests in, the villag~ would much 
prefer to have the Kulkarnis retained in their own places as hey 'are at p~esent. . 

Another thing which we have to urge is that in the scheme that is now being 
proposed the number of Kulkarnis is bei,ng reduced and I do nothnk it is possible that 
~heir work could be done w!th less number of hands. When the present number of 
hands is not sufficient, will it be possible to have the work done with a smaller number 
pf hands? Th(m as regards the consent which has been given. Well, I regret to say 
~hat~ have heard compl~ints on this point that those people who have given their consent 
.have given them very reluctantly in all cases. A number of them had refused to consent 
pefore the }4amlatdar. They had to appear before the Assistant Collector and then 
,again ~efore th~ Collector, and the majority gave their consent more or less under 
offic~al pressure. Of course, we cannot say that th~r~ was any direct pressure of the 
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kind that ought not .to have been pla~ecl, but my friend the Honourable Mr. SATHE has 
said that it is a fact to be noted that it is not to be expected that people who have a 
hereditary interest should so readily give it up. If ~hey give it up, it will be giving up 
the rights not only on their own account, but the rights which are to go to their children 
and grandchildren. Therefore, keeping apart that question, I think it will be in the 
interests of the country and in the interests of the administration to retain the services of the 
people who have been trained to do that work by heredity. training. Though some of 
them have gone elsewhere, they will have interest in their own places and on the 
whole the village ad_ministration will improve. Now the Kulkarni is the one intelligent 
man in the village whom people can trust and whom Government can trust.' He having 
a hereditary interest in his V a tan Government has a greater hold upon him than on a 
man who will be engaged only for a certain time. A paid man, if he is dismissed, will 
lose only pis appointment, but this man, if he is removed, will lose his permanent 
hereditary interest in his office. Therefore, Government has got a greater hold upon him. 
He knows the people bette~. That is a strong point in his favour and, had it not been 
for the personal knowledge of the Kulkarnis, I do not think it would have been at all 
possible for the Government to · compile all those bnd records in the form of .record of 
rights that they have compiled, and what is to be their reward for all the trouble taken 
in the preparation of the elaborate records? Not only a dismissal of themselves for 
life, but the permanent loss of their office to his family* This is very hard, my Lord. 
With a view to improve the service, Your Excellency, I pray that more consideration 
:may be shown to the Kulkarnis. 

The Honourable Sir InRARIM ltARIMTOOLA spoke as follows :-Your Excel .. 
}fi!noy ,-I should like to say a few words in regard· to the amendment and in view of the 
explanation which the Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB has given to the Council with 
regard to the Honourable Sir PnEROZESHAH MERTA's amendment, If the effect of 
passing the amendment would be, as the Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB pointed out it 
would, postponement of the question Bine. die and the continuance of the operations 
under section 15 of commutation, then to my mind it is futile to press for that amend. 
ment in that form. 

Under the tules the resolutions that this Council may pass are only in the nature of 
a recommendation and Government are not bound to act according to them. ~hat being 
so, the explanation from the Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB is tantamount to this that 
the reports and the tesolutions referred to in the amendment would not be forthcoming. 
There is no time limit and there is no obligation upon Government to act upon the 
resolutio~ which this Council may pass. Therefore the question that the Honourable 
:Mr. BEL VI has Taised would remain in its present form and nothing further would be 
said about it. 

Section lois quite clear as the Hon:ourable Mr. SATRE read it. Clause (1) says 
that the Collector may (reads).. That being . the position it appears to me that the 
Honourable Sir PREROZESHAH MEHTA's amendment to be of any value to the Council 
should be modified and the follo~ing words should be added to it, namely, that in the 
:meantime this Council recoiD:mends that prooeooings under section 15 for commutation 
should not be proceeded with during the_ time that these resolutions or these reports are 
submitted to the Council. Of course even in that case it would not be binding upon 

JI 41-226 
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Government to supply this information, but there is this difference, Your Excellency. I 
wish to make the difference between the amendment as it stands and the amendment as 
it would stand if my suggestion is accepted. I want to make that distinction quite clear; 
in the one case the matter, as the Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB ba~. rightly pointed 
out, becomes postponed 8Ene die. In the other case there is an expression of the Council's 

. opinion thlt proceedings under section 15 should not go on pending the submission of 
these reports. There would be at all events a. definite expression of opinion of the 
Council in favour of a particular line of action if the amendment is moved on the lines I 
suggested. As it stands it appears to me useless to support it • .. 

The Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN. AHM~D spoke as follows :-My Lord,-I really 
· fail to understand the distinction drawn by the Honourable Sir IBRAHIM between the 

two. There may be a distinction without difference. But what I want to point out 
is this. What consolation can it be to the Kulkarnis that these resolution~ are only 
placed before the Council without any fruit. I do not think they will benefit them 
in any way~ Th6 addition to the amendment as has been proposed by the Honourable 
Sir IBRAHIM: will not benefit the class for which Mr. BELVI has been pleading. I 
shall therefore proceed to address my remarks fo the question proper. I have very 
great sympathy with my Honourable friend Mr. BELVI's class for whom ·be pleads and 
I should have certainly done· every thing in my power to support him. But there is also 
the interest of the public and I should like to know bow the tax-payers will be affected· 
by this. Efficiency of the administration is to be looked after as well as the interests 
of a particular class. I have told my honourable friend beforehand that I keep an 
open mind upon this question but after hearing the .arguments of ~he Honourable 
Mr. CuRTIS, I confess it seems to me that really speaking very great consideration h.as 
been shown to these Kulkarnis. · 

· I may tell this House that there are hereditary Imimdars and others of the Mahomedan 
faith that date back from the Mogh ul period, but not half the consideration has been 
shown to them a~ has been shown to the Kulkarnis. The position is this that Govern
ment is going to give.them one·third of their cash allowance for doing nothing and also 
to keep stipendiary Kulkarnis in their place, That is a principle I should strongly 
object to, a~d if that were to be adopted I should certainly bring in. other persons before 
the Council ~ho have better claims for such consideration, I do not mean to say 
that consideration should not be. shown to this class. But upto this time, a case has not 
been niade out for them.· I do !lOt know what my honourable friend has got in reply 
to say. Honou~~ble gentlemen who have spoken upon this amendment have not shown 
.that the actiot:l of Government is not liberal, is not generOll;S and none has proved that 
it is detrim~ntal to the interests of that class. As I have said, to my mind, the action 
·of the Government is Iibera~ enough. The Honourable Mr. BELVI has brol?-ght forward· 
many documents to ~uvport him. But I have been reading the recent reports of Col]ectors 
given in the Land Revenue Administration Report and I find from them that almost 

· every Collector except one recommends the total extinction of this class. Instead of 
. reading them all, I will read out the opinion of a gentleman who cannot be considered 
·for· a moment to· be . partial, Khan Bahadur· Kadri, Collector of West Khandesh, 
· says· that the class of Kulkarnis should be abolished altogether. It seems to me that 
·it is ~h~ opinio.n of a very impartiill observer: He does not 1ack sympathy as an Indian 
Adm1n1strator, and unless he really felt that the Kulkarnis' presence was a blot on the 
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administration, I "do not think he would have written so strongly against th.em. I shoulJ 
. be, willing still to support my Honourable friend Mr. BELVI provided he. convinces me 
iu his reply of the soundness of his arguments. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT:-We have had a most interesting debate. on. this 
resolution and I hope, before long, we may be able to bring our discussion tp a conclusion. 
But I want particularly to ma.ke reference to the remarks of my. Honourable. friend Sir 

· PHEROZESHAH UEHTA. I think it must be perfectly obvious to all members of this 
Council that there are certain reports and resolutions which Government cannot lay on 
the Table owing to their being of a confidential character, and it must therefore be 
within the discretion of Govern:ment to ·say yes or no as to whether any reports and 
communications asked for could be so placed. I think it is a fair thing to say that 
Governm'ent has done all it could in the matter. It has stated perfectly clea~ly what 
terms are suggested as to this commutation. And I would suggest under those 
circumstances to my Honourable fri~nd ·sir PHEROZESHA.H, if he is so disposed, that he 
should withdraw his amendment. For really it is impossible for Government to.lay any 
reports upon the Table which are of a confi.dentiai character. . 

The Honourable Si.r PHEROZESitAH MEHTA spoke as follows :-My Lord,-After 
what has fallen from Your Excellency I am quite prepared to withdraw iny amendment. 
Your Excellency will allow m~ to add that because my Honourable ~riend M~. CURTIS said 
that there was nothing serious or mysterious in those reports, I thought that there 
wns nothing to keep back from the Council. However, as. Your. Excellency says, that 
Government cannot do it I withdraw my amendment. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am very mu~h obliged to my honourable 
friend. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

The Honourable Mr. DATTATRAYA VENKATESR BELVI spoke as follows :-Your 
Excellency,-The debate has been long and very interesting. It has brought out some 
valuable admissions from the officials themsehtes here. The first important admission 
which is useful to my ca.se comes from my Honourable friend Mr. HATCH. He has 
admitted the fact that many Kulkarnis are competent men. As to efficiency there is 
hardly any doubt in his mind. That is a valuable admission coming as it does from the 
official side. 

The Honourable 1\Ir. HATOR also says that the test is an exceedingly low one~ It 
may be so, I do not deny that the test is rather low, but is it insuperably difficult to 
improve the test laid down P If you please, you may . impose. the School Final test ; 
make it the Jlreliminary test, and then ask each Kulkarni to be examined in the work 
which he will have to turn out afterwards. There will be no difficulty at aU in doing 

. this. It is for Government to say what should be the kind. of education the Kulkarni 
should receive. If the test is low, do not say that he is incompetent, for ho will tul'n 
round and say ''I have conformed to tlie test that was laid down by Government.>' 

Then the Honourable Mr. BATCH said something about the deputies. . It seen:ts now 
· that this is made a very serious grievance. I fail to underst~nd how the public interests 

suffer if the duties of the Kulkarni are discharged by his deputy. Is it. alleged. that the 
deputy is nvt a qualified man p The law .says that the deputy m~st be a fit m~n, and . 

. it is in the discretion of the Collector to refuse to accept any deputy. The repr~sentative 
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vatand~r has to bring a man from his kinsmen that the Collector will accept. Well, 
the Collector may 'not be willing to entertain the proposed deputy ; then the Kulkarni . 
. has to bring another man, and if this second man also is found not to the satisfaction of 
the Collector, the Collector may say under the V a tan Act 1

' I gave you two chances and 
therefore I exercise my right as a representt.\tive of -Government, and I ~m at liberty t() 
appoint anyone I please." Such a thing is allowed under the Vatan Act. Much cannot 
t.herefore be m!:lde of the fact that many Kulkarnis discharge their duties now through: 
their deputies. It is in the discretion of the Collector not to accept the services. of a 
deputy. The Act is permissive. It says the Collector mag accept. If the Collector has 
not insisted upon the Kulkarni rendering service in person the Collector has to thank 
. himself. The Kulkarni surely is n.ot to ·blame, 

The next gentleman to whose remarks I should advert is my Honourable friend Mr. 
CuRTis, for whom I have the greatest admiration. He says that if a Kulkarni is alrsent 
from his ·duty for a period of 15 years, he cannot discharge· his duties efficiently even if 
he had the intellect of a NAPOLEON •. Thi.s remark of my· honourable friend seems to be 
really very heroic, but to my mind it does not sound very sensible. Are we to suppose 
that the Kulkarni has to work out problems of differential calculus, or that he should 
have the intellect of the Indian Newton, Mr. P ARANJPYE? What are the duties of a 
Kulkarni, a .man who has simply to do the duty of a karkun? It is all very well to stand 
up in the· Council and say that the Kulkarni will forget all his business as if the 
Kulkarni possesses no brains. ·I have told the Council that these Kulkarnis belong to a 
·literate class. · · 

·M:uoh was then made of deputies and swamitva. Make it penal if you please, that 
if a representative vatandar receives anything in consideration of the appointment of a 
deputy he runs a risk of being hauled up before a Magistrate and fined, and if you please, 
being sent to prison~ 'rhe Honourable Mr. CuRTIS in his elaborate speech has not given 
the Council any specific instances. He has chosen to .draw an imaginary picture,. I 
should like to know the number of documents that have been exeauted about the pay
ment of swainitva on an average. Why does he not place before the Council facts and 
fi~ures, and why does he not say that so many documents were executed by so many 
deputies, and so many had to give a share of their remuneration to the people who 

· appointed them in a particular year. Everything that has proceeded. from him is beauti
fully vague, aD;d he wants to say that the Kulkarni should not be mended, but that he 
should be ended. It is very fortunate that1 he is not a doctor; I do not know how he 
would have treated his patients. (Laughter~) . 

Then, my Lord,. it is said that the Kulkarnis in the Central Division should not be 
said to have given their consent involuntarily; and my friend says I have no right to · 
speak on behalf of the Kulkarnis in that division. I demur to the proposition which he 
has laid down, .I believe that so long as I am a Member of this Council I have a right to 
discuss here any question touching the interests of the people in any. part of this Presi· 
dency. If the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS keeps an 'Open mind, I am prepared to satisfy 
lim that there are not a few Kullmrnis even in the Central Division who say openly with 
tears in their eyes,~and one ·of them saw me ut my residence the ·other day here,-that 
they have not given their ·Consent voluntarlly. Government have entirely been under a 
tnisapprehension in thinking 'that the Kulkarnis have given their consent voluntarily. 
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I am not prepared to believe that all of a sudden by a metamorphosis one fine morning 
sixty vatandat· Kulkarnis in a taluka went to a Collector and presented an application 
saying that they wanted a commutatio~ of their vatans. It. is too much for me to tinde~
stand that sixty vatandars should say that they did not want their vatans any longer. I 
am not prepared to believe that the Kulkarnis· in the Central Division are men who 
belong to an inferior grade of human beings. I believe that they are as efficient and 
as capable as their brethren in the Southern Division. So far as the Southern Division 
is concerned, the Collectors of D.harwar, Belgaum and Bijapur have found an impene
trable wall of opposition from the Kulkarnis. .After this explanation I leave tho Reso• 
Iution to the Council in the hope that it will be able to accept it, and give the Kulkarnis 
in the Presidency a fair chance of improving themseives. If they do not improve them· 
selves in a reasonable period of time, by all means ·abolish their office. . Do not do it,:_it 
is not fair,-unless they are given a fair chance. 

It was said by my Honourable friend Mr. RAFIUDDIN ·that money was to be given t() 
these Kulkarnis for nothing. Well, if he knew the position of these Kulkarnis, if h6 
appreciat£~d their attachment to their vatans, I submit that he will say that no amount 
of compensation will be adequate. If the Members of Council will turn to the Appendix: J 
which was placed amongst the papers on the Table the other day, they will be pleased to 
see what a clever attempt has been made to show that the public exchequer will not 
suffer any loss from the proposed commutation. The simple arrangement . se~ms to be' 
to levy full assessment upon the vatan lands of all tho Kulkarnis, and to appoint . one. 
Talati for two villages or more. I may as well say that public expenditure wili be 
greatly cut down if you were to leave two districts to one Collector. P~y the Collector 
·a little more and give him charge of two districts. It has been mada to appear that 
Government or the public exchequer will be benefited. Members of Council will find that 
it is an atte.mpt to make a profit of Rs. 23,000 and odd, and the thing has been so beauti
fully done that these Kulkarnis are to be given one-third of the remuneration whi~h 
they are getting in 1913-14. The. reason for this is, I suppose, that when assessments ar6 
revised and raised, the Kulkarni will get a higher remuneration. They are not to get 
one-third remuneration, on the enhanced land revenue, but they have to pay full 
assessment, all the same when· a ·revised ·assessment ·comes in. So you will see the 
adroitness with which the scheme has been drawn up. I submit that the attempt which, 
has· been made is not a fair one, and I hope the Council will ba plea11ed to ac~ord t() 
my resolution a hearty acceptance. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke. as follows :-Your Excellency,-! 
do not propose to follow each speaker through all his remarks, but I will just try. to 
indicate, .as briefly as possible, the attitude and the position of Government in this 
matter. I have served in this Presidency for now 35 years, and during that time the 
question of the Village Accountant has been continuously growing in difficulty and 
insistency. That is to say, as the administration improved and became more complex, 
it has become continuously more difficult to get an adequate return of work from the 
kulkarni, and it has become more and more insistent to improve this state of affairs. 

It may be within the recollection of some members of this Council that I have, once}' 
twice, and again, stated in this Council that I should be extremely obliged to any mem~ 
ber of this Council if he would suggest to me personally or to Government through me 
some means by which this kulkarni question could be dealt with. I have one perfectly 
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distinct recollection thnt I did so in the course of a discussion which took place on some 
motion of the Jahagirdar .of Ichhalkaranji and I have done so on other occasions also. 
I am sorry to Foay that I have met with no response to these requests, nor any indic:1tions 
from the non·officiall\Iembers of this Council as to what might be done to remove the 
difficulties that were being experienced. Having received no suggestions, it fep. to us, 
the officers and Members of Government, to devise for ourselves without that non:.oflicial 
aid for which I had appealed unsuccessfuly, it fell to us to devise, if we could, some 
~eans by which matters could be improved. In tho course of devising measures, 
naturally a good deal of discussion has bken place, and when I decline to produce and 
lay papers on the table of the Council of the discussions which have taken place between 
Government and its officers and the methods by which wo have arrived at the decision 
of the means which we should adopt, I think I am following what is always recognised 
as a just and proper course, that the discussion between Government and :its officers 
the differences of opinion that. ·may have arisen, the smoothing over of the same, the 
working out of the line on which we finally decide, are not proper matters to be pub
lished. At any rate, it has not been done within my experience, and I cannot consent 
to its being done on thi~ occasion. What we do is to pla~e in reply to questions on the 
table here a full description of the terms at which we have finally arrrived to be offered 
to the vatandar kulkarnis, and a sketch of the financial scheme on which we are work~ 
jng this commutation. In connection with this commutation of service, I beg to refer 
to a phrase that is frequently used out-of-doors and also used in this Council, viz., the 
.abolition of the kulkarni vatans. We are not abolishing the kulkarni vatans. The 
only thing that we are attempting to do is to commute the right of service leaving the 
vatan rights otherwise untouched. The Honourable Mr. BELVI possibly ·imagines that 
the vatandar kulkarnis att~ch no importance at all tO their vatan rights, that it is of 
no account that their inam lands should be 'left entirely in their possession subject only 
to such judi as may be imposed ; that all the manpan should be reserved to them and 
-continued to them as it bas been continued to the Desais, Deshmukhs and Deshpandes 
lVhosa right of service was also commuted many years ago. I think, Sir, it is not 
accurate in any way whatever to talk about the abolition of kulkarni vatans, and it is 
right to speak only of the commutation of service, with the retention of the vatan rights 
to the kulkarnis. That, at any rate, is the line we are taking, to preserve the vatandars 
the full ho~our and respect which their vatans undoubtedly have throughout the Dekkhan. 
That we desire to preserve. We desire to give to them in commutation of their right of 
service a full, fair and even a liberal payment. It is perfectly clear that in very many 
-cases the allowance of one-third of the remuneration which is to be paid will be a more 
advantageous thing to the vatandar 1.-ulkarnis themselves than the remuneration which they 
at present receive In this way. The remuneration that is at present paid is paid to the 
-officiating kulkarni. He may conceivably be the res presentative vatandar himself thouooh 

. ' 0 
that is not often the case. At any rate the o:ffi.ciatnr serves for a period of five years only, 
and at the end of that time he haS to vacate, except in those few instances in which 
there is a sole representative vatandar who alone has the right of service and who serves in 
person. In those few cases, the whole of the remuneration goes to the representative vatan
dar, who is himself the officiating knlkarni and can remain in office continuously. Btiun 
the great majority of kulkarni vatans ~th which I am acquainted, there are one, two or 
~hrce or more takshims or divisions, and they have the right of service in turn, consequen~ly 
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the man who officiates gets his remuneration for five years and for the next 10, 15, or 
. . 
20 years, or t1 whole generation it may be according to the number of takshim.s. All 
~hat time, he goes without receiving anything from Government except what he may, 
'be deriving from the vatan inam lands. If it be the representative vatandar, who is 
himself officiating, a rare occurrence, he of course receives the whole remuneration. If 
it be not, if it be a deputy, then, as the Honourable lfr. CuRTIS pointed out, he has to 
pay a very considerable portion of that remuneration to the representative vatandar. I 
have even been told that at least in one instance not very_ far from this place the deputy 
pays to the representative vatandar more than tne remuneration which he receives from 
Government. What sort of financial arrangement he makes to keep body and soul together 
will perhaps not bear enquiring into too closely. At· any rate, there is the case : that 
the officiating kulkami receives for himself a sum very much less th!ln what Govern
:ment pays, and in some cases he has to pay even more than what he rec~i ves. It is 
therefore to the advantage of these people to accept a commutation in which they shall 
be free ; the person officiating shall be free from the necessity of paying more than his 
remuneration to some person who does not choose to serve, and the representative vatan
dar shall be free from all the risks and liabilities attached to him on account of 
misfeasance by his deputy, and that they shall remain. in possession of their vatans 1vith 

'the rules and the conditions regarding adoption and perpetu~l continuance of the vatans 
which are indicated in the reply given to the questions of the Honourable Mr. UPASA:~"L . 

A good deal has been said about the efficiency of the Kulkarni. I am not at all dis·. 
posed to deny that there are instances in which efficient service is rendered by Kulk:trnis. 
Mr. HATCH has said that he has experienced it himself. I have also experienced that in 
111Y time, and undoubtedly there are efficient Kulkarnis who do efficient service. But 
as a general rule it is otherwise. The ordinary practice, at any rate, is for the men, the 
members of the Kulkarni vatan family who have any ability at all to go further afield 
than the somewhat humble village service and to seek for the emoluments that may 
come to them in higher walk~ of life. The Honourable Mr. RonDA and others are p~r
fectly right in saying that there are members of Kulkarni vatan families who have made 
their way in the world, and have supplied good offi.eers to· (lovernment, good men of 
professional abilities in various walks of life. But the point is that it is precisely beyii.use 
these peple go out of their villages that we feel the need of good men to serve in the 
village itself. It is ordinarily what .may be roughly called the fool of the family who is 
left to look after the village service, and a., the Honourable Mr. Cu:&TIS .has indicated, 
even this fool has to pay for what he can get. The most inefficient member of the 
family is left to the service of the vatan in ihe village. It is not right, Sir, I think that 
men who have the status and the honour and reverence which are attached to the holders 
of vatans should leave the duties of their vatans to be discharged in this fashion; and it is 
not possible for us to improve matters. The Vatan Act, as it stands at present, has been 
in force, as other members have mentioned, already for forty years, and in that time 
within my experience it has been more than once considered whether we could not 
change completely the procedure laid down in that Act for securing the service of the 
Vatandar Kulkarnis. The suggestions have been considered and debated. aJ:!.d one after 
ahother have been thrown out as entirely impracticable. I do not see how it will be 
possible for instance to enact that out of several takshims one man only shall serve for 
life; the result would be that duriniJ' that man's life all the remaining takshims 

. 0 . 
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would have absolutely no interest in the remuneration. paid t()o the officiator. Nor has. 
any way been devised, after much discussion, for an election of a life-server by the whole 
body of Takshimdars. So that one after another. suggestions made for improving the 
·present Act and for securing service otherwise than by rotation of five year9 _have been 
found impracticable and have had one by one to be· dropped. We have come back then 
to the' position where we are obliged to use an officiator for five years only and. to put 
him on one side after five years' work. After he has·done five years' work, the officiator 
may, it is true, endeavour to get reappointed as the nominee of some other representative 
vataLdar; but even if he does try, he does not often succeed because generally there is 
sufficient jealousy between Takshimdars to prevent any one of them nominating a man 
from another takshim, nor.can he do so so long as a member of his own takshim is willing 
to serve. Thus it nearly always happens that at the end of five years the officiator must 
be changed. 

It.is said that we ought to ~ain these men. I think the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS has 
given figures showing how impracticable that suggestion is. The Honourable !Ir. BEL VI 

said that the Honourable Mr. CuRTIS when giving the .figures of cost, etc., was vague and 
indefinite •. I think that in the matter of the Nasik District K ulkarnis the Honourable· 
Mr. CuRTIS gave us absolutely definite figures. Nasik may be called a typical Dekkhan 
district. If you are going to attempt to train the whole class of Kulkarnis, in order to 
secure 220 adequately trained men, you have got to train 1,758 Kulkarnis, that is to say, 
eight times more men than you require. You expend in vain seven or eight times as 
much in training thE:se men as you need to do. We have tried that training. We had 
instituted our Survey Classes for the training of Kulkarnis in surveying, and we have 
bad to give it ~P· It proved a totally useless labour to put a man 'into a Survey Training 
Class, give him a training and send him to his village, an.d 'then after the fourth or fifth 
year find him vacating his office, so that the benefit of the training given to him was 
totally lost to us. We had to give it up. The Government of India pressed us to· train 
our village accountants here as they are trained in Northern India where they have 
never had the misfortu~e to have this Vatandari system for their village accountants. 
We did our best to follow the instructions of the Government of India and to give our 
men a good training, bu~ ~thad to be given up absolutely and entirdy, not because the 
men were unwilling. to take the training or assimilate the training, but because they 
had no hold on the office for which they were trained. They had to vacate at the end of 
a certain time. It appears to me, Sir, that it is a perfectly right and justifiable thinO' 
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that, even though the Kulkarni vatandari system is .of a very ancient date, nevertheless, 
when it is found that the Kulkarni is .inadequately performing the services req_uired of 
him, we should interfere and set matters right. I do not wish to press the point of the 
statements which are made about dishonesty or corruptness of the Kulkarni. It is 
probable, I think it is extremely probable, I do not doubt the fact, that there 
are a good many who are not perfectly straight in the matter of dealing with 
their charges. But it is very largely the fault of the system, and so long as. that 
system is maintained and is not changea, that sort of abuse will continue, and it 
is therefore incumbent on us to see what can be a.one to change that system. 

When the Honourable Mr: BELVI moves a recommendation that the ancie~t 
. an~ . hereditary right of service should not. be commuted before an earnest attempt 
is mane to improve the efficiency of the Kulkarnis, I think he comes a little late. \Ve 
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have been· making earnest and. sustained efforts at improving their efficiency during , 
·a. good many years past.. It is precisely because we have failed in those .efforts 
that we· have. had to· turn to the present method. He is also rather lata in asking 

·that there should not be· any commutation, because, as has been· stated,· a· good· 
deal of commutation has already taken place. . A suggestion has been made that this 
commutation which has to be by consent,-so long as the Vatan Act remains what it is--· 
it must be by consent 'that this consent has been obtained. under pressure. The case 
which the Honourable· Mr.: BEL VI quoted appeared to rest on some instruction given by 
the Mamlatdar of Chikodi. Chikodi is not a taluka from which I have heard that any· 
voluntary commutation has taken place. I have not heard of ar:y from· the Southern 
Division.- A great many have come from the Central Divisio·n, but I have not heard 
any suggestion until the Honourable Mr. UPAsANI spoke to-day ·that! the cons(mt was 
otherwise than voluntary. At any rate, in the orders that ·issued from· Government I 
personally have taken· the greatest care to see that no words should be used iridicating that 
there was any pressure on the part of Government· t.o get acceptance of the terms offered~ 
The terms having been reported as likely to be· accepted, there having come iil actual 
applications from t~e NasikDistrict, and the terms having been settled in the orders 
that have been issued,.I have taken personal care to see that no threats of any kind shall · 
be held out to people not wiiling to accept these terms. What· has happened really is· 
that, notwithstanding the resolution of the conference over which the Honourable 
Mr. BEL VI presided,-! think it was at Satara,-notwithstanding the resolution that was 
there passed, the news of this Nasik application having spread, it was the Kulkarnis of 
the Deccan ·districts of the Central Division who further considered and from whom 
further applications h~ve come in. In the orders that were issued on the applications· 
as to whether they should be accepted or not, the terms were definitely settled~ and the 
Collectors were authorised to offer the same terms to the Kulkarnis in their districts. · 
I cannot conceive, Sir, myself, that any of our Collectors in the Central Division would 
take it upon himself to issue orders which may bring any pressure to compel these· people 
to accept what they do not wish to accept. They have undoubtedly made known the 
terms, because they were told to make them known, so that all Kulkarnis might become 
well aware of the conditions on which they might commute, but I must emphatically 
state, Sir, that I am not at all prepared to accept the allegation that undue pressure 
bas been brought on these Kulkarnis to commute their right of service. 

The Honourable Mr. BELVI'S Resolution (I did not quote it quite to the end) 
reads that ''This Council respectfully recommends to Government that ·the ancient and 
hereditary right of service of Vatandar Kulkarnis (village accountants) should not. be 
commuted, at any rate, before an earnest and sustained effort at improring their 
efficiency is made by providing them with suitable educational facilities ·and by giving 
them adequate remuneration." It is not a question of providing suitable educational 
facilities. There are educational facilities available where Kulkarni families ~:x:ist, and 
the men are sufficiently educated in the ordinary way to be able to learn the work of 
Kulkarni. It is a question rather of securing that the man shall have a compact charge, 
neither too large nor· too small. That is ordinarily not the case with Kulkarnis. · ·For 
instance, a deputy of one or more representative vatandars may·· be serving in three 
separate villages far ·apart. from one another. We no'" desire to see that officiators 
should have adequate charges, and that the remuneration which is paid by Government: 
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should go into the pocket of the officiator himself. .It is not possible to secure that 
under the present system. It is possible, if you employ a stipendiary accountant, to 
secure that he shall get all the remuneration himself, and I think if it is suggested, as 
I think the Honourable Mr. UPASANI suggested, that we have not so eoreat a hold on the 
Talatis as we have on the Kulkarnis, I must differ from him. The Talati enters the 
service on a ~xed scale of pay with rising grades and with a prospect of· promotion, and 
at the end. of it ·he gets a pension. If he rnisbehaves himself, he loses all chances of 
promotion, and what is more serious to him, a, pension. In old days the Talatis were in 
the scale of inferior service, that is to say, they used to get Rs. 4 a month as pension 
They are now in the superior servic~, and they get pension in accordance with the rules 
of the superior service, .that is to say, .half their average pay for the preceding three 
years. That is a very valuable thing, and I do not think that the honourable mem
ber is at all· justified in saying that oq. such a man we have less hold than on the 
hereditary Kulkarni who serves only for five years and then goes. Only if he is a sole 
representative· he cannot be turned out of his office except for serious offences such as are 
detailed in. the Hereditary Offices Act .. I think it is now rather late in the day, and 
although, I could conceivably go on taking further time of the Coun~il, I think I have 
laid before the Council, to the best of abilitr, what the actual state of affairs is, what our 
position is; what we have done, an.d I hope, Sir, that this Council will not accept this 

· Resolution. 

His Excellency the P.n.EsiDEN';r :-I can assure Honourable Members that it is with 
the greatest diffidence that I approach a $Ubject which to me has so many intricacies 
as the subject of the Vatan Act and the Kulkarnis, and I am sure Honourable Members 
will agree with me too that he would he p. rash man indeed who, after ·such a short 
residence here, were to dilate at any length o:p this matter in the presence of gentlemen 
who have .. lived in this country and who have been brought up in the Kulkarni system 
for many years. But I am glad to have an opportunity of saying in a very few woxds 
what is . the position of Government on thi& question and what seem to be the main 
objections of the Honourable Mr~ BEL VI to that position. I take it that there is no 
Honour~ble Member in the House who does desire increased efficiency in the general 
administration of this Presidency. That is our '(irst aim. With that aim we have' put 
forward a suggestion for the commutation of these Kulkarnis and to get rid of the 
hereditary system-a commutation which we thillk is perfectly fair and liberal and which 
well tend to the general efficiency of the administration in the future. 

Now my Honourable friend Mr. BEL VI tells -qs that these gentlemen who, we arB"· 
told, have come in in considerable numbers and giv~n their consent freely to our proposal9, 
have only done so because they have been grossly i~fluenced by officials of Government,. 
and hE) ·produces one instance-and one instance alqne-to establish that proposition. I 
am bound to say that my honourable friend, if he was going to make such a serious 
charge against the officials of Government, should h~ve made his case sufficiently strong 
to establish.it in every possible degree. He has give!\ ~s only one instance of. coercion 
but as .my honourable colleague tells me .it is a curious fact that although it may be 
true the Mamlatdar he refers to sent out this circular letter, yet that no kulkarnis have 
come in: at all from that district to give their consent; so his instance therefore seems 
altogether to fall. to the ground. 
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The other point that I notice in his resolution is that he wishes that we should 
hold our hands for a time in or~er that we may. see if we cannot give educational 
facilities to these kulkarnis. Well, as my honourable colleague has told us. and as the 
Honourable Mr. CuRTIS has said, first of all there· is this fact, that the Kulkarni him~elf 
in a very Ia:rge number of cases is an absentee and, as I understood from the Honour
able Mr. CuRTIS, it may be the fourth or fifth cousin who takes the post by arrangement 
with the absentee holder. The result would be that Government would have to educate 
an enormous number or' people for this one p~rticular post and never be sure of the 
particular individual who was going to receive the appointment. As far·as the Govern
ment is concerned, what we wish to do is, first of all, to secure efficiency and then to 
secure absolutely olean administration in the Presidency. I am given to understand 
that the system of deputies does lead to very. undesirable methods througho~t the 
Presidency, and I quite sure that Honourable 1viembers in this Council would wish to 
do away with such methods if possible. That being the case, it seems to me that 
the Government's position is a perfectly strong one. What we desire is efficiency of Govern• 
·ment, what we desire is absolute fairness to the existing Kulkarnis, ·and what we 
think we shall ensure is a general improvement in the condition of the Kulkarnis 
throughout the Presidency. I sincerely trust that, under these circumstances, this 
resolution will be negatived'by the Council. 

The Resolution was then put to vote and declared to have been lost. 

The Honourable Mr. BELVI then asked for a division which resulted in 12 for and 
29 against as ~ollows :

Ayes. 

The Honourable Moulvie Rafi.uddin 
Ahmad, Bar.-at·Law. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 
Venkatesh Belvi, LL.B: 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam Muh· 
ammad walad Khan Bahadur 
W ali Muhammad Bhurgri, Bar.• 
at-Law. 

The Honourable Dewan Bahadur 
Kashinatb Ramchandra Godbole. 

The Honourable Sheikh · Ghulam 
Hussein Hidayatallah, LL.B .. 

The Honourable Mr. Balkrishna 
Sitaram Kamat. 

The Honourable Mr. Gokuldas Ka., 
handas Parekh, LL.B. 

The Honourable :Mr. Vithalbhai. 
Jbaverbhai Patel, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable Rao l;abadur Shri.; 
niwas Konher Rodda. 

The Honourable Rao . Baba.dur 
Ganesh Krishna Sathe. 

Noes. 

His Excellency the Right Honour
able Lord Willingdon of Ratton, 
G.C.I.E., Governor of Bombay, 
presiding. 

The Honourable Sir Richard Amph .. 
lett Lamb, . K.C.S.I., C.I.E., 
I. c. s. 

The Honourable Mr. Prabhashankar 
D. Pattani, C.L E. 

The Honourable Mr. W. D. Sheppard, 
C.I.E., I. C. S. 

The Honouarble theAdvooate. General. · 
The Honourable Mr. R. P. Barrow, 

I. c. s. 
The Honourable Mr. · G. S. Curtis, 

c.s.I., I. c. s. 
'Ihe Honourable Dr. D. A. D'Monte, 

M.D., L.R.O.P. (Lon.), L.}L & S 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. Graham. 
The Honourable Mr. G. W. Hatch, 

I. C. S. 
The Honourable Sir JamsetjeeJeejee ... 

bhoy, l3art. · 
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The. Honourable Mr. Shridhar Bal· · 
krishna U pasani. 

The , Honourable Mr. Harchandra.i 
. Vishindas,_ LL.B. 

The Honourable :Mr.J. E. C. Jukes, 
I. C. s •. 

The Honourable Sardar Dulabawa 
Raisingji, Thakor of Kerwada. 

The Honourable Mr. Navroji Dorabji 
Khandalavala, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. J ehangir H. 
Kothari •.. 

The Honourable Surgeon-General 
R. W. S. ~yons,.M.D., I. M.S. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Chinubhai 
Madhavalal, Bart., C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. Lalubhai Sa
maldas Mehta, C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. G. P. Millett. 
The Honourable: Rao Saheb Venka ... 

tesh Shrinawas,Naik •. 
· The Honourable Mr. E. Ferrers 

N ichols011 •. 
. The Honourable Rao Bhahadur Ra

manbhai Mahipatram Nilkanth, · 
LL.B .. 

The Honourable Mr. Raghunath 
Purshottam Para.nj pye •. 

The Honourable Mr. Abdul Hussein 
Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable :sir Ibrahim Rahim· 
toola, Kt., C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. Manmohandas 
Ramji.. · 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. Sharp, 
The Honourable Sir Frederick L. 

Sprott, Kt. 
'The Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, 

·I. C. S. 

m~ Excellency the PRESIDEJT :-Before 'the Council adjourns I should like to 
·clear up the situation, as far as I can, having regard to the business to-morrow. Am I 
right in· supposing that· the Honourable- Mr. PARANJPYE wishes to withdraw his 
Resolution ? 

The Honourable Mr. PARANJPYE :-I have be~n assured by the Honourable Member 
i~ charge of the Department that Government are in correspondence with higher au tho. 
rities on this subject, and in view of that I withdraw mY, resolution. 

The Honourable Mr. PRABHASHANKAR D. PATTANI :-I assured the Honourable 
Member that this matter. is engaging the attention .of G.ovemment, and I did not say 
·that we were in correspondence with higher authorities. What I again want to assure 
the Hon..ourable Member is that this matter is engaging the attention of Government, 
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His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Do I understand that Resolution No. 5 is going 
to be ·withdrawn ? 

The IJ;onourable Mr. PATEL :__:I am not going to withdraw it, but I am not going 
to move it at this meeting. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable Member does not propose to 
move the Resolution at this meeting p· 

The Honourable Mr. :PATEL :-No, my Lord, I am not going to move it at this 
meeting. • 

The Resolution by the Honourable Mr. PATEL was by leave postponed to the next 
meeting. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Council will now adjourn till 11 A, H. 

to-morrow. 

The Couneil then adjourned untilll A.M. on Saturday the 1st August 1914. 

lf 4:1-229 

13g order of His Eg;cellencg the Right B.onourable the Governor, 

S. G. KHARKAR,-

Aoting Secretary to the Legislative Council. 
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Journal of Proceedings of the Legislative Council of the Governor of Bombay, 
assembled under the provisions of the Indian Councils Acts, 1861 to 
1909. 

The Council met at Poona, on Saturday, the 1st August 1914, at 11 A.M. 

PBBSBNP: 

His Excellency the Right Honourable LoRD WILLINGDON of RATTON,: G.p.I.E., 
Governor of Bombay, presiding.· 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD AMPHTJE'rT LAMB, K.C.S.I., O.I.E., I. C. S. 
The Honourable' Mr. P.rtABHASRANKAR D. PATTANI, C.I.E. 
The Honourable :Mr. W. D. SHEPPARD, C.I.E., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mol7LVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD,. Bar.·at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr. R: P. BARRow, I. 0. S. 
The Honourable Mr. DATTATRAYA V ENKATESH BELvr, LL.B. 
The Honourable .Mr. GBuLru MuHAMMAD valad Khan Bahadur W.Atr MuHAMMAD 

BBuRGRr, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable l{r. FAZALBHOY MEHERALLY CHINOY, 
The Honourable Mr~ G. S. CuRTIS, O.S.I., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D':UoNTE, M.D., L.R.C.P. (LoND.), L.M. & S. 
The Honourable Dewan Bahadur KAsmNATH RmaiiANDRA GoDOOLE. 
The Honourable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM. 
The Honourable Mr. G. W. HATCH, I. C. S. 
The Honourable SHEIKH GBULAM RussEL.~ liiDAYATALLAH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEEBHOY, Bart. 
The Honou:rable 1\Ir. J. E~ C. JUKES, I. C. S. 
The Hcnourable Mr. BALKRISHNA SITARAM KAMAT. 
'The Honourable Sardar DuLABAWA RAISINGJI, TMkor of Kerwada. 
The Honourable Mr. NAVROJI DoRABJI KHANDALAWALA, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. JEBANGIR H. KoTHARI. 
The Honourable Surgeon-General R. W. S. LYoNs, M.D., I.M.S. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir CHINUBIIAl MADHAVLAL, Bart., C.I.E. 
The Hono:urable Mr. J. A. D. McBAIN. 
The Honourable Mr. LALUBHA;I SAnALDAS :MEHTA, C.I.E. 
The Honourable S1r PnEROZESHAII MEn.WANJEE MEHTA, K.C.I.E., Bar.-·at .. Law. 
The Honourable Mr. G. P. MILLETT. 
The Honourable Rao Saheb V ENKATESH SHRINiwAs NAIK. 
The Honourable lir. E. FE&RE&s NmiiotsoN. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur RurANBIIAI MAmPATRAM NILKANTII, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PoRsHOTTAM PA&ANJPYE. 
The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAIIANDAS PAREKH, LL.B. 
The Honourable :Ur. VITHALBHAI JtUVERBHAI PATEL, Bar.-at·Law. 
The Honourable Mr. A.BouL .HussEIN ADAMJEE PEER BHOY. 
The Honourable Sir lBRAHUI RAHIMTOOLA, Kt., O.I.E. 
The Honourable Mr. MANYOHANDAS RAMJt. 
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The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRtNIWAS KoNHER RoooA. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANnsn KRISHNA SA'l'FE. 
'fhe Honourable Mr. W. H. SHARP. 
Tho Honourable Mr~ E. G. TuRNER, I. 0. S. 
The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRJSHNA UPASANI. 
'The Honourable. Mr. HAROHANDBAI VISHINDAS, LL.B. 

His Excellency the PBESIDENT.~Order, order. Resolution No. 1. The Honourable 
Mr. G. M. BnuRGRr. 

The Honourable :Mr. G. M. BnuRGRI spoke as follows :-The resolution which I 
have ~he honour to propose runs as follows :-

".(a) This Council recommends to- HiS: Excellency the Governor of 
:Bombay in Council ~o suspend the recovery. of the increased .rates of 
assessment sanctioned. in July last for the Tando Sub-Division of the 
district of Hvderabad, Sind. 

tl 

. (b) This Council further recommends that an enquiry be made into 
the representation of the Zamindars of the Tando Sub-Division lately 
submitted to Government. 

(c) This Council further requests that the enquiry be conducted by a 
mixed commission of officials and non-officials and the rates revised after 
their report is considered by Government." 
My Lord, in asking this Council to pass tl1e ltesolution I have just read, I will, 

in a few words, remind the Council of the circumstances under which the new settlement 
has been introduced into the four talukas of the Tando Sub .. Division. About five years 
ago, Government appointed Mr. Moysey ·to revise the settlement of the four talukas 
<>f Guni, 13adin, Tando Bago and Matli, and·in making this appointment, I am glad to 
say Government chose the best officer, they- could ; for Mr. Moysey had served in the 
sub-division of Tando and was thoroughly con versant with the conditions of life obtain
ing in. the;: four talukas. · With his knowledge of the sub-division, he combined an 
innate shrewdness and a painstaking habit of working by day in the fields and by night 
at the desk. After many months of hard labour, this capable officer wrote his reports 
which I consider to be the models which every settlement officer should adopt for his 
copy. Mr. Moysey's reports are a mine of information, and the conclusions which ~e 
drew from this information are very tersely described by him in the :pages of his repnts .. 
I am grateful to Government for having published these reports, and I think they form 
a land mark in the history of the four talukas of the Tando Sub-Division. The con· 
elusions at which Mr. M;)ysey arrived were that the rate of a~sessment, viz., Rs. 3 per. 
acre be increased by 4 annas an acre in the Badin and Matli Talukas only, that the rate 
of Rs. 3-8 per acre in the. Guni 'l'aluka was already too high and that no increase should 
be attempted in it, and that in the taluka of Tando Bago, the ·rate of Rs. 3 per acre was 
sufficient, and no circumstances existed for revising this rate. 

Bearing in mind the fact that the Settlement Officer was of the selection of Govern
ment itself, and bearing in mind the further fact that his recommendation was made 
after minute and detailed inquiries anci experiments and based upon a mass of facts 
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and figures· which were incontrovertible (having been compiled from Government · 
records), no hesitation should have been shown in accepting his recommendations. Tho· 
Collector; Mr. Pratt, while reviewing Mr. Moysey's reports agreed that the 'talukas of, 
Guni and 'fando Bago were not susceptible of any increase in the rates of. assessment,· 
but thought that the rate in Badin might be brought to the level of -Guni, or, in· other 
words, that it should be increased by 8 annas · per acre. Mr. Moysey was however so 
convinced of the inadvisability of increasing the :Baai"n rate by more than 4 annas, that 
he had exhorted Government not to do so, but consult him again if they should differ 
from him when he would he able to convince Government by additional arguments that 
Badin could not bear more than 4 annas per acre. My Lord, I am indeed proud to say 
that in this instance, the man of tho Government happened to be th~ people's man 
as well. 

I am not able to say, My Lord, why Mr. M:oysey's reports were kept back for full 
five years. All I know now is that Mr. Lucas, the present Commissioner in Sind, after 
a hurried march of three weeks in the four _tdZulcas at a time when there were no crops 
on the land and no water in the canals, made recommendations that the rates' of asseSs• 
ment in the three talukars of Guni, Badin and MatH be raised toRs. 4 per acre a~d of 
Tando Bago to Rs. 3 .. 12 per acre, and Government sanctioned the heavy increase 
amounting to nearly four times the increase proposed by the Settlement Officer, without 
any notice to the land-holders, and without inviting_ any objections from them. The 
increased rates were announced with such a suddenness that it took our breath away. 
By the provi~ions of section 103 of the Land Revenue Code, Government are req_uired · 
to give a reasonable notice of the new rates before they take effect. But the only 
notice ,Government gave in this instance was that the announcement was made in Guni 
on the 29th July 1913, hi MatH on the 30th July, in Badin on the 31st July ancl in 
Tando Bago on the 1st .August, while the rates took effect from 1st .August 1913. The 
notice thus was from nil to 2 daysJ and I do not know whether in substance or in letter, 
Government can claim to have given reasonable notice of the new rates. 

My Lord, I will not waste your time by dwelling at any length upon the suddenness 
of the announcement or upon the departure from .the wholesome practice of inviting 
objections to the .rates which Government propose to levy, which has hitherto been 
usually observed in the past, but I will at once proceed to say that the new rates are 
unconscionably heavy~ and have got the double demerit of pressing hard upon the 
resources of the land owners and reducing the revenues of Government. If under the 
high assessment of Rs. 4 an acre, many lands cease to be productive, the loss is not only 
that of the rayat but also of the estate. I know that Government are averse to rack
renting and are devising ways and means to stop the p~aetice between ordinary landlords 
and tenants and I think that Government will not rack-rent the Zamindars of the Tando 
Sub·Division, if they are persuaded that the new rates will have that effect. On my 
side, I am authorized to say that the Zamindar.S fully recognize that Government ·should 
have a fair share of the net income of the land. What is the average net income "per 
acre is a disputed point, but the dispute can be easily laid at rest. I have been at pains 
to find out why the Commissioner in Sind has put the gross outturn per acre at 16 Mds. 
of paddy. Absolutely no data is given for this figure. Against it, we have the 
testimony of Mr. Pratt, who was the Collector of the Hyderabad District, of which Tando 
Sub-Division is a part ancl a very large pa:rt, that 10 m!:umds per acre is the utmost that 
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could be expected. Now Mr. Pratt was a capable and. careful o:ffi.cer· and bad the 
ad~antage of serving in· the· district for several. years together. The Zamindars' · 
Association supports the Collector's view and has asked for actual experiments on 
typical fields of 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th groups. Government ought to be able to take up· 
the challenge, and either convince the Zamindars. that they are wrong or be convinoed 
that the estimate of Government is wrong •. That, My Lord, appears to me to be the 
crux of the whole thing. If the Zamindars' estimate is correct then the net income of 
the Zamindars is only Rs. 4-15-0 or, in round figures, Rs. 5 per acre (vide page 23 of the. 
Zamindars' petition). It is evidently iniquitous that Gqvernment should claim 
Rs. 4.4 .. 0 (for we have to take into account not only the assessment but also the Local 
Fund Cess) and leave only annas 12. to the Zamindars to.live upon. If this is not 
rack-renting, I do not know what it is. I think Government owe it to themselves to 
institute the inquiry which the Zamindars have asked with such excellent reasons. This 
Council is pr~bably aware that the Zamindars of the Tando Sub .. Division have lately 
submitted to Government numerous statements containing the actual figures of the 
produce of the. Zamindars' entire holdings which fully support. their statement that the 
average gross outturn per acre is less, and not more, than 10 maunds. The actual 
average is 9 maunds and 25 seers. If these statements are correct and there is no reason 
to doubt their veracity, then it seems to me that it is impossible to defend the increase 
sanctioned by Government. ~ 

My Lord, the Memorial of the Zamindars seeks to meet every point which has been 
urged by the Commissioner in Sind for the· enhancement which he recqmmended. It 
does not deal in general platitudes, as memorials sometimes do, but it marshalls o-q.t facts 
and figures step by step and draws conclusions. which seem irresistible. If I take. up 
even the principal arguments noticed in the memorial, it will occupy a, long time of this 
Council but as copies of the memorial have been supplied to all the members of the 
Council I will bring to th~ notice of the Council one or two points only. 

First, it appears to me that the Commissioner's proposals t.o increase the rates were 
based almost enthely upon the figures of the last. five years. As a period of each 
settlement is 10 years, it was most necessary that he should have taken the figures. of the 
last ~0 years, and compared them with those of the previous 10 years. The last 5 years, 
l\fy L-ord, were comparatively easy years, while the preceding 5 years were, roughly: 
speaking, bad years. ·The omission of bad years and the inclusion of good year~: alone 

·have deprived ~is conclusions of the value which they might have otherwise possessed. 
Secondly,. it appears to me that the Commissioner in Sind should not have lightly set 
aside the recommendations of the Settlement Officer or of the Collector, for he hinaself 
did not possess the advantage which they possessed of having served ]ong in the loc~lity · 
and been brought in direct touch with the conditions which they observed. The third 

, fact which I wish to bring to the notice of the Council is that, while in the Pre~idency 
proper and in upper Sind the annual letting value of ·the land is double or treble the 
rates of assessment in the Tando Sub-Div~sion, it is less than one .. half the old rate and 
less than one-third -of the new rate. . It fluctuate~ b~tween Rs. 1-2 .. 0 and 1~9-0 per acre. 
Th~ figures of the letting value have been taken from a statement contained in the 
compilation published by Government. I venture to ask how it is possible, in the face of 
these figures, to raise the rate of assessment by as much as 33 ·per cent. I am. afraid, My . 
Lord, the new ratts have the tendency to kill all agricultural enterprise and to red ucQ: the. 
condition of the agricultural classes to one of penury. 
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In conclusion .. I submit, My Lord, that the zamindars ~f the_ Tando Sub-Division 
have made out a very fair case for further inquiry •. That inquiry I Will urge Your 
Excellency to oive both in the interests or the peqple a~ well as of the Government. 

0 . ' . ' ' . : 

Till the inquiry is made and it will take some time I earnestly appeal to Your Excellen~y 
to suspend the levy of the new rates .. Last_year, as Your Excellency .has already been 
apprised ~as been one-of exceptional hardship in _the Tando Sub-.I?ivisi9n. The heavy 
rains of the last monsoons converted a greater part of this tract into one vast swamp. 
In many villages no crops were produced, in others they were very poor and, in .. _ad<:lltion 
to the floods an unprecedented outbreak of rat pest devastated many fields. The condition 
of the agriculturists in the Tando Sub-Division is most dismal, and the. outlook for the · 
future is not very cheering. The fields are still full of water and it has been impossible to · 
bring them under the plough in the current kharif. I am glad to, observe that Govern· 
ment suspended the new rates for the year just expired and appointed special Mukhtyar• 
kars to give remissions of land revenue. For this boon, the ~eople are most grateful 
and they are anxiously looking forward to a restoration of the old rates which are 
sufficiently heavy, and for which no substantial reasons have existed. 

My Lord, in my Resolution I have asked for an inquiry into the facts and figures 
brought to light by the Zamindars of the 'rando Sub-Division in their memorial to Govern
ment. This seems to be necessary if Government are prepared to justify the increases which 
they have sanctioned in such a hurry. As a matter of fact, not one of the precautions 
which Government usually observe, hav~ been observed in the present instance. The recom
mendations of the Settlement Officer were suddenly and unceremoniously set aside without 
any proper inquiry, and the opinions of the Collector were treated scarcely with a greater 
consideration and the new rates were recomme~ded without the usual inquiry, which 
must be both patient as well as thorough. The need of this inquiry has been fuily 
demonstrated by the Zamindars, and I would earnestly appeal to Government to give the 
inquiry which has been demanded. 

Now, as to the personnel of the commissi~n of inquiry, My Lord, I am clearly of 
opinion that some non offi<:ial element is necessary. When this Council remembers.that 
it is the conclusions of the Commissioner in Sind that have to be revised, an enquiry by 
a single officer of the status of an Assistant Collector will not inspire much confidenQe. 
Nor will a mere official inquiry conducted by two officers give satisfaction to the people. 
The view of non-officials who take part in the inquiry will be of substantial help to Your 
Excellency's Government in arriving at the rates which should. be fixed for the next 
period of Battlement. The situation, My Lord, in the. Tando Sub-Division is a grave one, 
and I hope the Government will ri.se equal to. the occasion and without any false idea of 
unsettling a settled thing, d? that which is right and proper • 

. The Honourable SHEixn· GHULAM HussEIN. HrDAYATALLAH spoke as follows:
Your Excellency,-! support the resolution of my Honourable friend Mr. 
l3RTIRGRI. Thbreis a difference .of opinion on important points, facts and figures between 
ihe opinion of the Commissioner and the.Zamindars and that the Zamindars want that 
either they be 'convinced by Government: or that they are ready to convince Government. 

For this inquiry the first ground that I have to urge is the unprecedented procedure 
that has been adopted by the Commissioner in, Sind. All settlements are carried out by 
a Settlement Ofli<ler who goes on the fields makes an experiment) sees the facilities of 

. ' 
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water and the condition of the soil. But what. has been done- in this case ? The 
Com-~i~ione~.iri Bind goes on tour for three weeks as is clear.frorn his own reports when 
there 'is absolutely no water and no crops standing. And I cannot imagine how any 
officer can base ·his calculations about the outturn of the produce per acre or the price 
or about the facilities of water when at that time there was absolutely no water and no 
crop standing. Secondly, when the rates are to be increased, the Zamindars are given 
notice that they may raise their objections, if any. ' . . . . 

Section 103 of tb e Land Revenue Code is very clear on the point that a reasonable time 
is to be given to them. But what bas happened in thiscase is that they had only a notice 
of two or three days. I will read a portion from one of their applications (reads). Only 
one or two days' notice was given to them • 

. There is another difficulty in the way of the Zamindars. They say that Government 
invite their opinions but they never publish their reports. A:pd the Zamindars do not 
know the grounds at all for increasing the rates. I question if the Commissioner in 
Sind or any one has published· his report l'egarding this matter in the Sind Official 
Gazette. How are the Zamindars to raise objections unless they know the grounds. 

Now this revision of the reports was ~done by the Commissioner in Bind on the 
13th July 1913. The previous settlement that took place in the Tando Division was in 
1899-1900. In 1899-1900 the Zamindars were given a guarantee that for 10 years, that 
is to' say, up to 1909·10 the rates would not be enhanced, but a little before that time in· 
1908, when the time was about to expire, Government appointed Mr. Moysey as 
Settlement Officer. ·Mr. Moysey, as we have been told, made actual experiments and 
reported the matter, and be was· supported in this report by two able Collectors Mr. 
Pratt .and if I mistake not, by Mr. Sale too. Both these authorities supported the rates 
that he had notified. Now unfortunately for the Zamindars of Tando, the Com missioner 
in Bind being overworked, this report was delayed in the Commissioner's office for five 
long years. 

Now I put it to this Council if Mr. Moysey's repo.rt and also that of the Collectors 
who supported him had been sent in 1908, surely the Commissioner.in Sind would have 
carried out those recommendations and a guarantee of ten years would have been given, 
tha~ is to say, from 1909-lQ-1919-20. But we find that, owing to the delay of the report 
in the Commissioner's office, without any fault of the Zamindars, those 5 years happened 
to be prosperous years for the Zamindars in the Tando Division. Then the Commissioner . 
in Sind takes advantage of these 5 prosperous years. Without making any experiments 
at all as I told- you, the Commissioner in Sind makes a report when there is no water, no· 
crop. He does not take the whole period of 14 or ~5 years into account. The original 
settlement commenced from 1899·1900. He ought to have taken into calculation the 
whole period, when the new revision was going to take place and not the last 5 years 
·which were prosperous years. . 

·Now t put it to this Council, had these 5 years been worse than tho3e which went 
before, what would the Government have done ? W auld the Commissioner have reduced 
ihe rates of assessment P Certainly not. Then it is hardly fair that becam~e 5 years 
happened to be prosperous years, Government should increase the rates. In all fairness 
the Commis~ioner ought to .have taken into consideration the whole period of settlement 
of 14 ·ar· 15 years before enhancing the rates of assessment. · . . ' .. ·""" . . 
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Now I will take up some of the arguments that are advanced by the Conimissicmer 
in Sind. The first is that the villages in the Tando Division were free from pests and 
rats and that it was free from floods and other calamities during thpse 5 years, and, 
therefo~e, the Commissioner in Sind advanced· one argument to the effect that those 
5 years have been years of prosperity and therefore he desires to increase the assessment. 
That argument has been approved of by Government too. What do we find the next 
month or the third month after these enhanced rates of assessment and after the rosy 
picture that has been drawn of the Tando Division by Government? The whole of the 
prosperity of the Tando Division is washed away. The Commissioner calculated these 
high rates for next 10 years. Therefore I ask this Council does the argument of the 
Commissioner in Sind hold good ? 

The next argument is more mone'y is spent on clearance of silt, etc., I submit it is ~ 
most fallacious argument. No doubt more money has been spent on the clearance of silt 
and you have stopped the deficiency of water and therefore· you have enhanced the 
rates of assessment, but I submit it is not so. Now ·wherever there is a deficiency of 
water, it is the duty of Government to give us a good supply of water -for cultivatio~. 

:Because if there is deficiency of water then there is less cUltivation and less crop and it 
affects the Government adversely in the form of remissions. Government are obliged· to 
give us remissions when there is a deficiency of water and bad crops., Hence if Govern· 
ment has spent more money, Government gains in the form of remission; and further.my 
contention is borne out by the Commissioner that by these improvements there has been 
extension of cultivation, and there have been no remissions. And therefore the money'
that Government have spent on clearance is recouped in the form of giving no remissions 
to the people as well as by the extension of cultivation which is bound to bring in more 
revenue to the State. Therefore, the fact that Government has spent more money on 
clearance is no justification for increasing the rates of assessment. 

Then again as to the strengthening of the Hajipur :Bund, I must tell you at the out.: 
side that this Hajipur Bund is of benefit only to one taluk~. Now there are four 
talukas. Why should the three other suffer? :Because one has been· benefited, why 
should the three other talukas bear the burden ? Besides, the strengthening of this 
Bund has prevented floods and saved the Government a large amount of money which 
they. would have had to pay in the form of remissions. I have shown you that the. 
strengthening of the Bund is no reason for increasing the present rate. 

Now one of the arguments is that cultivation has been extended and that extended 
cultivation means more reven:ue. Then they say there are no remissions. We know 
remissions are only granted wh~n the crops are bad. 1Vhen the crop is of an ordinary 
kind, no remission is given. That again showa that in the absence of remission the 
condition of the Zamindars is very prosperous. Moreover remission!l are in the hands of 
the officials and I have shown you on the last occasion when I addressed you about the 
remissions in my Budget speech that th~ officials are very ·much afraid of· giving large 
remissions. As regards the arrears of Government it ·an dependa upon the officials. 
How do they re~over those arrears? ·I have been lately to one of the Divisions and that 
Division had suffered not less than four times from flood. And I know that under 
section 157, Land Revenue Code,· warrants of arrest were issued for not paying the 
.arrears, and I think that was done in order that there may be no arrears at all. When 
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the crop is fairly good, then the Zamindar can. pay revenues. But when there are no 
arrears that does not show that the Zatnindar is very properous. 

Now I will come to the most important point. One of the arguments of the 
Commissioner in Sind is that the prices have risen by 43 per cent. But how does the 
Oommissioner calcmlate P He takes the last six prosperous years and compares the 
rates of these years with those of the previous eight bad years. Is that fair P The 
whole period of 14 years ought to be taken. It is no use taking one or two years. 
Supposing ~wo years were lean years, would Government have reduced assessment? 

Again we come to the outturn per acre. Here :Mr. ~OYSEY made experiments. 
He is tl1e best :man to know what the outturn should be. He recommended that the 
outturn was ten maunds. While Mr. PRATT who has been Collector for a long time 
was of the same opinion, and the Zamindars also say that it was ten maunds. And the 
Zamindars have sent me account-books of the last five years. One of the men whose 
accounts I have seen is Rao Bah~dur Dayaram Gidumal, the retired Sessions Judge. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I would draw the Honourable :Member's atten
tion to the fact that he has taken already over quarter of an hour. He must draw his 
remarks to a close. 

' I 

The Honourable Mr. HIDAYATALLAH :-All that the Zamindars wish to say is that the 
outturn per acre is ten maunds, while the Commissioner says it is 16 maunds. · I have 
no time now, but I am sure that my honourable friend has made out a very clear case 
for inquiry and I want nothing else but an inquiry. 

The Hono~rable Mr. LALUBHAI SAliALDAS MERTA spoke as fQllows :-Your 
Excellency, I have to move an amendment to the resolution of the Honourable Mr. 
BHURGRI, My amendment runs as follows :-

That this Council recommends that an enquiry be made into the representation of 
the Zamindars of 'l'ando Sub-division which was lately submitted to Government and that 
the rates be revised in the light of such inquiry. 

My reasons for moving this amendment are that the :first paragraph of the resolution 
requests that the new rates should not be changed till the result of the inquiry asked for in 
the second paragraph. As the rates are already sanctioned and are probably being levied 
it would not be politic to ask that the rates should be suspended till the result of such an 
inquiry. In the second paragraph Mr. BRURGRr asks for a Committee of officials and 
non-officials. . As this is a technical matter, an inquiry of this kind cannot very well be 
conducted by a mi~ed commission or even by a Committee of officials. It must be co~
ducted by an expert on the subject after making full local inquiries. Hence I have 
dropped all reference to a commission in my amendment. The reasons why I think thft 
3n inquiry is necessary are that the reports of the Special Officer .. Mr. Moysey and 
·of the Collector Mr. Pratt and the Commissioner in Sind differ, in essential points. 
The Commissioner says (reads). 

This, my Lord, has been written five years after Mr. Moysey submitted his report. 
His immediate superior Mr. Pratt says (reads). Therefore in view of this difference of 
opinion between the officials, I consider that it is extremely necessary that a further 
inquiry be conducted _in the ~attar. ~hen there is one poi~t which has been very 
strongly urged and whiCh I think reqwres very careful consideration. Supposing the. 
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prices had gone down, would the Commissioner have reduc~d. the ra~es of assess~ent. 
I fear not. If he would not have done that, I think he has no right to increase them. 

With these remarks I recommend this amendment to the acceptance of the Council. 

His Excellency the P.&ESIDENT :-We will discuss the resolution a~d the amend· 

ment simultaneously. 

The Honourable Mr. JEHANGIR H. KoTHARI read the following 'speech ·:-Your 
Excellency, In rising to oppose the resolution w~ich has been moved by the Honourable 
Mr. BRURGRI I wish to make my remarks as briefly as poss.ible. 

We must remember that that Tando Mohomedkhan settlement proposals have been 
drawn up bv the present Commissioner in Sind, Mr. W. H. LucAs, whose uniqu~ acquaint
ance with the Province of Sind extending over a quarter of a century is unrivalled and 

. whose personal interest in the welfare of and _sympathy with the landholders of that 
Province is a matter of common knowledge throughout the Ieng.th and breadth of Sind 
and is well known to every member of this Council. 

Bearing these facts in mind we may rest in the sure confidence that the recommenda
tions of an Administrator of the type and personality of our present Commissioner would 
err, if at all, on the side of liberality rather than harshness. I do not vent'll:l'e to ~iscuss 
the intricate question of the incidence of the land revenue taxations in· this particular 
{}ase. On this point I think we should unreservedly accept the informed opinion of 
Government a~d their representative on the spot, who have met every one· of the con ... 
tentions of the ~o·called Tando Zamindars' Association. · 

I iherefore strongly recommend the. Council to ~eject the resolution now beforo them . 
• 

The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH spoke as follows.:-Your 
Excellency, I am not a Sindi, nor can I claim to be personally acquainted with the 
conditions of agriculture and of the agriculturists in that p;rovino~ and yet it appears 
to me that I might join in this debate, because the questions that arise are questions of 
principle and for their discussion neither residence in Sind nor acquaintance with 
all the details of Sind conditions is necessary. The question is one of very great import
ance. It relates to the pitch of assessment in four talukas which appear to me wholly 
{)r mostly populated by agriculturists. I have seen one or two instances where heavy 
assessments have practically caused considerable distress in the ta.Iukas and made the 
recoveries of Government dues in them very difficult. These being the circumstances, 
I would urge that an inquiry ought to be made. 

The other ground upon which I think an inquiry is· nec~ssary is that· on one side 
there is the opinion of the Commissioner, no doubt a very high authority, an officer who 
is much acquainted. with the conditions of Sind, which is approved to that of the survey. 
officer of whom it is said that he has worked hard and who is admitted to be capable and 
whose report is considered to be valuable and prepared with much tact. This then is no 
question of incompetence, want of care ·or industry on the part of the officer personally 
conducting the survey inquiries; there is therefore a strong ground for an enquiry by 
an independent officer. My next reason for wishing that an inquiry be made is that many 
of the facts· that have a bearing upon the question are of an undisputed character. 
Some of the facts can be established by convincing evidence and therefore this is a mattet. 
upon which an inquiry would certainly lead to very satisfactory results. 
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The most important question for consideration in fixing the assessment is the yield 
·of the soil. On this point the Commissioner in Sind and the Survey Officer materially 
differ. The Commissioner puts the yield sixteen maunds per acre ancl the Special Officer 
who was deputed for the inquiry considers that it is only ten. maunds. Now I should 
consider that if there were any inquiry, there would be left no douht so far as the yield 
of the land is concerned. We . have a larO'e number of Zamindars-very respectable 0 . 

Zamindars-whose account books show what the actual quantity of the yield is, and what 
they receive out of the yield as their share. If the. books of the· Zamindars are reliable
and there is nothing to show why these books ought not to be relied on, I think the 
inquiry will show what the actual yield is upon which the assessments are to be based . 
. So far then as the question of the income of the Za~indars is concerned, I think there are 
elements and circumstances which can ]eave no appreciable doubt as regards the actual 
yield per acre. 

Another factor for consideration in determining the propriety of a survey settle
ment is to ascertain the average cost per acre to the Zamindar; upon this too an enquiry 
will leave no doubt. The outgoings in connection with the Government and the 
Local cess demands are fixed. As regards other outgoings in order to 'arrive at the real 
profits of tl1e Zamindars, there is only one element to be ascertained, namely, the cost 
per acre for cleaning the water channels. The Zamindars, I have no doubt, will be 
able to satisfy the inquiry officer as to what is the average actual cost under this head. 
Therefore, Sir, I consider that if an inquiry is instituted we will be able to ascertain 
the real conditions of things. 

The other question is with reference to the. disturbing conditions. With reference 
to them the Com~issioner considers that they ought entirely to b·a eliminated. 
Upon this, I think the principle is that where certain disturbing conditions have been in 
existence for a number of years, it is. necessary to go over a consiaerable length of time 
for the purpose of assuring oneself that the disturbing conditions have ceased to exist. 

Now during the ten years preceding Mr. Moysey's inquiry it is found that the
disturbing conditions did.exist. Those conditions were absent during the 5 years after 
].:fr. Moysey's report. T~ose 5 years were very favourable. But the period was too short 
for arriving at the conclusion that the conditions had disappeared altogether. As a matter 
of fact the disturbing conditions were not eliminated, because, shortly after the Commis
sioner's remarks, "Ne find that they did reappear. Therefore I would think that the objec
tion that the disturbing conditions were not taken into account (while they ought to have 
been taken into account) remains unanswered. There is again another ground upon which 
I consider the settlement open to objection. If you look to the Hindu Law you will find 
that Government would h~ve one-sixth and the tiller of the soil one-half and the remaining 
one-third would belong to the owner of the soil. In some of the most. recent settlements 
least favourable to landowners and most favourable to Government the proportions of 
shares laid down, are two shares out of the four to go to the actual cultivator and of the 
remaining two shares one share goes to Government and one to the landlord. Now hi 
this case-

His Excellency the PREsiDENr :-Order, Order. It is very interesting, I can 
assure the Honourable :Member, to hear his . discourse on a matter of assessment 
throughout the Presidency, but really I must ask him to reme~ber that the question 
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we are discussing is a perfectly clear and a perfectly definite one, whether· an inquiry 
should be held into certain hardships which are presu~ed. to exist in Sind. .A general 
discussion on a general assessment of the Presidency is really a waste of time of tho 

'Council. And I am sure Honourable Members .will agree with me when I say that 
we are aU anxious to get on with our discussions as quickly and efficiently as we 
can, and if I find a:oy Honourable Member getting up and going into a repetition of the 
arguments we have heard, I really cannot permit them. 

The Honourable Mr. PAREKH :-I accept 'your Excellency's ruling and 1:: do ':Uot 
. want to go beyond the ruling. What I propose to sa)T is. whether you look to the ratio 
·of the income as calculated on the crop-share or ca~culated on the rental to the assessment, 
:the profit left to him is. much less than what ought to be reasonably left . to a landlord 
upon a proper consideration of the assessment, and that I submit is an important 
consideration in determining whether the assessment is fair or not. 

The.question of the Hajipur Canal ha~ .been referred to and I think the· circum
. stances apply only to one out of four talukas and the consideration has been applied to 
all tbe talukas. This is not fair. 

For these reasons I think that· it would be very desirable that the inquiry asked 
for be given. 

The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN .AH~AD spoke as follows:-Your Excellency, 
this is a matter in which, though the members of the Presidency proper do not have 
that infor~ation which they are likely to possess about their own Presidency as far 
as I understand, the issues are quite clear. It is futile for my Honourable friend Mr. 
KoTHARI to come and say that because a person happens to be a Commissioner and 
because he has been in service a long time that he cannot commit a mistake. Well, 
that is no argument at all. The argument of my Honourable friend, the Mover of the 
Resolution, is that there has been a conflict o'f opinion between specialists Mr. Moysey, a . 
Settlement Officer of very great repute, two Collectors Mr. Pratt and Mr. Sale, and 
the Commissioner Mr. Lucas. I believe, too, there can be no dispute about their 
capacity to judge on a question of this nature. They are of one opinion and Mr. Lucas 
is of another. Of course, it frequently happens that even Judges of the High Court 
differ. It is common knowledge that experts generally differ. Well, what should 
happen when experts differ? I believe the natural conclusion is that the matter 
should be beforf' a third party. In the High Court it is the practice, when two Judges 
. differ, to refer the matter to a third Judge whose opinion is final. So I believe, in this 
case an enquiry should be held by some other person or persons. It is a very strong 
argument. Another strong argument in favour of an enquiry is the reason why the 
report of Mr. Moysey was put into the pigeon hole of the Government House of Sind 
for 5 .years. If a report is put into the pigeon hole of Government for 5 years, there 

, must be very good reason for it. So I believe, Sir, if there were nothing else in its 
favour this fact alone is a good reason for such an enquiry. 

Then, Sir, it has been' alleged, I do not know how far it is true, that the. Commis· 
sioner passed through three or four talukas for three weeks and in February, which is 
a dry month and not a wet one. That is not a month in which an officer can hold an 
enquiry with any satisfactory results,-well for that officer to go and see and to lay 

·down a rule for future guiuance in this manner is unjust to the zamindars. The Indus 
n n-232 
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is Sind and Sind is Indus. The vagaries of the river are such that sometimes a garden 
becomt:~s a waste 'land and a ·waste land becomes a garden. To take the average only 
of 5 prosperous years, leaving out 6 or 7 lean or bad years, itself shows that the enquiry 
has been, on the very face of it, not a· complete and proper enquiry. I submit, Sir, 
that there is no discredit to ·the Commissioner if his error 'of judgment is pointed out. 
Officers commit mistakes, Members of Government commit mistakes. So if an enquiry 
is ordered there will&~be no personal discredit to the Commissioner. My friend de~ires a 
Commission of officials. and non-officials, and perhaps that would commend itself to the 
Council. Of course, he knows his interests best, but an enquiry w bich would b~ 
thorough and, if possible, public, would be most welcome to the public at large. But, 
on the whole, my Honourable friend would be well advised if he would confide fu 

ti» 
Government as to the method of enquiry that should be pursued. In my opinion there 
is no doubt as to the need for an enquiry. 

The Honourable Mr. R. P. BARRoW spoke as follows :-Your Excrllency, I rise to 
oppose the Resolution which the Honourable Mr. BnuRGRI has put before us as well as 
the amendment which the Honourable :Mr. LALUBH.u has pr6posed, because I think that 
this Council would be extremely ill-advised to follow the line that Mr. BHUHGRI would 
have us· follow. What is it that he suggests we should do? He suggests that we 
should accept as correct the representation or as I shall afterwards show the misrepresen
tation made in the memorial, and that on the strength of it we should seriously recommend 
Government to suspend indefinitely the operation of the orders already passed after the 
most mature consideration not only· of thE) proposals submitted to them by their 
responsible officers but also of the Zamindars' detailed objections which practically 
included everything covered by the Association's memorial, to subject those orders to 
examination at the hands of a mixed Commission of officials and non.o:ffioials-that 
universal panacea in modern days for all evils-and subsequently to re-issue fre~h orders 
in the light of the discoveries of the mixed' Commission. I submit, Sir, that this Council 
woUld be. ill-advised .to submit such a proposition as that to Government and that f.Jr this 
Council to allow itself to be used as an instr~ment for re-opening a que3tion of revenue 
administration on which Government have already passed orders after mature consideration 
of the facts would be al~ost to invite a rebuff. The revision of a time~expired settle· 
ment is a simple matter in Sind where there are no complications of soil classification or 
distance scale, and the rates vary in the different groups only according to the nature of 
the water-supply, and it passes my comprehension to understand why to deal with the 
simple conditions of the settlement of four talukas in Sind machinery is needed, which 
so far as I know, has . ~ever yet been co~idered necessary in. the far more corn pi~~ 
circumstances of the revisiOn of a settlement In the Presidency proper. The Resolution 
of the Honourable Mr. BHURG~I asks us to recommend to the Governor in Council the 
suspension of the recovery .of the Increased rates. This Council is doubtless aware that 
m May last Government d1d pass an order postponing for one year the levy of the r · d . . . . ev1se 
rates and I would InVIte special attentton to that fact, as illustratinoo the very ooe 

• o 0 nerous 
treatment accor~ed to the ~ammdar~ of the Tan~o Sub-Divisiofl. The levy was suspended 
chiefly be~ause 1n the p~enous khanf ~eason owmg to a rainfall five times as heavy as 
the average, and not owmg to breaches of the canals the low .. lying rice lands were deeply 
:flooded while no damage was done to the dry crop. Ordinarily damaO'e caused to crops 
by :flood or other natural calamity is, in Sind, dealt with by an exccllt}ntly developed 
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system of remissions. Government rather went out ·Of their wayJ or, if I may say so, 
they were extra kind, in holding over the levy of the revised rates, because of the floods. 
Such damage as was caused would be adequately compensated for by. the ordinary 
remissions. Not only was the levy of the revised rates postponed but remissions amount .. 
ing to nearly a lakh and a half of rupees were granted and probably the suspension of a 
considerable amount of revenue was sanctioned. 

The Honourable Mr. Bau:aGRI in his speech seemed to argue just . now that. the 
Commissioner in Sind was not entitled to differ in any way from the opinion· of the 
officers whose reports were before him. Sujely, Sir, he must understand that no question 
of this kind can be debated amongst a number of officers without there being differences 
of opinion. The revision of the assessment of a taluka must bring out a variety of 
opinions, and what is the Commissioner there for except to weigh the pros and cons and 
after arriving at a decision on one side or the other to make a ~econimendation to 
Government based largely on his own experience? The memorial runs to considerable 
length and touches on many points and to deal with every point, would require mora 
than the short time allowed for speaking, and would most certainly exhaust the patience ~f 
this Council. I will make very sparing use of dry figures in my attempt to . show that, 
as I said just now, the representation is a misrepresentation. I suggest, in the first place, 
that this memorial which has the support of the HonourableJ.Ir. BauRGRr, who has been 
backed up by an impassioned appeal from the Honourable ¥r. HinA.YATALLAH, is a ·piece 
of special pleading from beginning to end and that the arguments contained in it are 
vitiated by a mishandling of figures. 1 said, Sir, that the statements contained in this 
memorial are a misrepresentation and I may add that the Honourable Members who 
supported it should have thought .twice before venturing to bring against the Commis
sioner in Sind the very seri?us charge, serious in view of his responsibilities both to. 
Government and the people of having recommended to Government .rates which are 
neither just nor reas'lnable solely on consideration of 5 years of prosperity and without 
reference to what the association have called the preceding years of suffering and want. 
The Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB gave us yesterday a category of the poor people 
lately discovered, and I suppose the zemindars of the Tando division are now· to he 
entered in this category of 'Poor people. To anyone who has the slightest acquaintance 
with the Tando division-the Honourable l\Ir. ·PAREKH seems to argue that no real 
acquaintance with, or knowledge of, Sind is necessary in order to dispose of this question 

·to anyone who has the slightest knowledge of the Tando division, the mentioning of years 
of want and suffering, can only provoke a smile. I venture to say that I can speak with 
some authority on this point, for I held charge of t~s division for several years and I 
can assure this Council that, if the rules of Government per~itted me to hold land and 
cultivate it for my owq profit, the first place that I would ask to hold .land in would be 
amongs_t the rice lands of the Tando division. The expansion of the rioe area in the Tandp 
division has been very considerable. I deny entirely that the restrictions whi~;Jh have 
been imposed upon it hav~ been imposed for the reasons given by the. ~ssooiation. An 
unlimited expansion of rice cultivation is of course possible provided there is an unlimited 
supply of land fit for rice, an unlimited water-supply, and an unlimited supply of 
cultivators who like those of the Tando have sufficient energy to scatter seed on land 
which is usually neither weeded nor manured, and then sit down to leave nature to do all 
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t1ie rest until the troublesome time of harvest. The drafter of the memorial must have 
been· perfectly well aware that restrictions have been imposed on the further extension 
of rice cultivation on most of the branches of the ·Fuleli because the Canal cannot bring 
down enough· water to satisfy the demands of ·an would-be cultivators. It is most 
probable that rice cultiv:ttion in· this tract has· now reached its limit. Until the recent 
revision the rice rates remained stationary and untouched for 30 years in Guni, for :17 in 
Badin·and ior 26 in Dero 1\fohbat and Tando Bago. That during that period the 
·material prosperity of tbe sub-division has increased enormously is incontestable except 
·by those who deliberately close their eyes to facts. ' 'Vhen the settlement was introduced,. 
:'there was no communication between the Tando and the ·outside world, except by r.oad • 
. Produce had to be· carried by camels_:_a slow ·process-or for one or two months in the 
·year by boat · There. was only one market for produce, and that was· Hyderabad, 
·although occasionally, in. years of famine, the trade went further on as far as Cutch. 
Hyderabad was cut off from the rest of the world and had no outlet except via Kotri, 
on the other side of the river Indus. Since then 'the whole situation has been altered .. 
Hyderabad has direct railway communication with all the large markets-centres to the 
north,' the west and the south. The Tando division is traversed by the Hyderabad-Badin 
Railway, while the Fuleli has been converted into a perennial canal affording a cheap 
. and easy means of transport all the year round. 

The construction of the Fuleli Escape Channel has contributed largely towards 
reducing the risk of floods from breaches of the canals or of the protective bunds. The 
\Tando is a notoriously fertile tract enjoying a better regulated and more steady supply of 
water than any other sub-division in the Province. That its rice lands have long been 
under-assessed is, I venture to think, prefectly well demonstrated by the continued 
eagerness cf all classes and more. especially of the Hyderabad Amils, to obtain grants of 
. them. Nor has this demand fallen to any_ appreciable extent since the rates were 
increased •. The Honourable :Mr. BHURGRI argues that Government stand to lose over the 
imposition of the new rates, because the area under cultivation will drop. I should like 
to draw attention to the actual area under cultivation. During the three periods reported 
upon the total occupied are~ in the Division was 5,25,000 acres in the first, 5jlakhs in 
the seco~d and over 6 lakhs in the third. . Of this the area under rice amounted to 1,79,000 
acres in the first period, 1,71,000 in the second and 1,93,000 in the third year. When the 
temporary settlement of 1886 was introduced the rice area amounted only to 1,05,000 
acres. The_ increase 'then is a fact that cannot be got away from.. . · · . . 

I regret to firid, Sir, that I have exceeded the time limit. With your 
Excellency's permission I will occupy the attention of Council for one minute more 
·only, and I ·will only make this orie point for· Council's. !-}onsideration that any 
further enquiry at the hands of outsiders is absolutely uncalled for. Government may 
see fit, in consideration of the representation made to them by the zemindars, to make 
further enquiry for their own satisfaction. Whether they have done so or not I cannot 
say but I shall not be surprised to hear that they have. The informaiion on record 
which has been considered by Government is ample and I am convinced that it fully 
justifies the increase in the rice assessment which have been ~mnctioned. 

I am sorry that my time is up before I have been able to fully develop the 
·argument. 
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The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,--If r 
might just interpose with a few· words; perhaps it·. would· assist Honourable Members. 
I should like · to say that the course of events has been this : The Honourable 

• Yr. BHURGRl brought in a Resqlution some. time ago. which was postponed. On receipt 
of that Resolution, communications were entered into with the Commissioner· in Sind. 
On the recommendation of the Commissioner. in Sind, the levy of the revised rates which 
have already been sanctioned was postponed for a year, as the Honourable Mr. BHURGRI has 
recognised. The Commissioner in Sind was then asked for his comments on the memorial 
submitted by this body of people, which I understand .calls itself an Association. Th& 
Commissioner submitted his remarks. These remarks did not appear sufficient to enabl&· 
Government to judge the question adequately. The Commissioner was, therefore, called 
on for a detailed report. He has, in accordance with these orders, submitted a long and 
detailed report, accompanied by a full historical note by the pre3ent. Collector or 
Hyderabad or the then Collector of Hyderabad, Mr. Beyts. He has forwarded this letter
with a report of his own. The position is, therefore, ihat the question of this memorial 

. has been enquired into by the lot3al officers and their reports are in my hands; and I am.· 
perfectly willing to make· them. available to members of this Coun~il and to those in· 

· terested in Sind; but I ·am .not prepared to agree that there shall be any further enquiry. 
On the Honourable Mr.•BHURGRI'S motion in· :Marchlast, an enquiry has been made •. 
What I am prepared to do now is to have these reports published. I am not prepared to· 
agree to any further postponement of the revised rates that have been sanctioned by 
Government, but I am prepared to agree that, if after the publication. of these reports 
which we have received, any further representation should be made to us which, conveys. 
good and substantial grounds for further consideration, such reconsideration shall be
given. That, Sir, is the attitude which I propose that Your Excellency's Government·. . . 
should adopt on this question; that no further enquiry is necessary, that the papers of 
the enquiry already made should be made available to the members of this Council 11nd· . 
. to those interested in Sind, that there should. not be any further suspension of the revised. 
rates than there has been at present, and that, if after the publication of these reports any
further representation is received which renders the reconsideration of these rates. 
necessary, it shall be given. • 

The Honourable Mr. LA.LUBHA.I SA.:MALDA.S MEHTA. :-After the remarks that I1ave 
f.allen from the Honourable Sir RICHARD LA·MB, I withdraw my amendment 

The Honourable Mr. GHULA.:M MuHAMMUD :QfiURGRI :-I understand the Honour~ 
· able Member said that the reports would be published and another opportunity would be 
given to the people for a repres~ntation. If that is so, I beg to withdraw my Resolution, 
. .·. . . 

The Resolution was by leave withdrawn .. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Resolution No.3. "That this Council recom· 
mends to His Excellency the Governor in Council to appoint a mixed com
mission of officials ·and non-officials to enquire into and report on the desir· 
ability of extending the period of settlement in Sind from ten to thirty years." 
The Honourable Mr. BnURGRI. 

The Honourable Mr. G. 1!. BHURGRI in moving his Resolution spoke as follows:
y cur Excellency ,-The Council will be glad to learn that my Resolution is going to be 
.accepted with some modification by the Honourable Member in charge, and without 

H '41-2~:i 
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taking any further time of the Council I would request Your Excellency to allow me 
to omit the words" mixtn" and also the words" officials and .non·offi.cials ", from the
Resolution so that the Resolution may read as follows" That this Council recommends to 
His Excellency the G~vernor in Council to appoint a commission to enquire into and 
report on the desirability of extending the period of settlement in Sind from. ten to 
thirty years.''. . 

The Honourabl~ Sir RICHARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-I am 
quite prepared to accept that Resolution as amended. We recognise that it is desirable 
that the period of settlement in Sind should now be examined. It has been in force more 
or ~ess for a good length of time, and it is reasonable that it should be .examined. (Hear, 
hear.) 

.As to the constitution of the commission I do not wish to commit myself until we 
h.ave had an opportunity of consulting the Commissioner in Sind. 

The Resolution as amended. was carried. 

' His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Res.olution No .. 4. "That this Council recom.,;. 
mends to His Excellency the Governor in Council that the term of land settle· 
ment in Sind be extended froni ten years to at least thirty years as in other 
parts of the Presidency.". The Honourable SHEIKH GnuLA.:M: HussEIN HIDAYAT· 
ALLAR, 

The Honourable SHEIKH GHULA'M HussEIN HIDA.YATALLAH in moving the Resolution 
spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-In view of the assurance that has been given by 
the Honourable Member in charge, I beg to withdraw my Resolution. 

The Resolution was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Resolution•.No. 7. The Honourable Rao Saheb · 
NAIL . 

The Honourable Rao Saheb SHRINIW AS V .ENKATESH N AIK in moving the Resolution 
re~d the following speech :-

May it please Your Excellency,-The resolution that stands in my name runs as 
follows:-

,,~his Council respectfully recommends to His Excellency in Council the 
·desirability of granting Taka vi loans for the purpose of building houses on 
sanitary conditions in the town extension schemes undertaken by the 
Municipalities and other Boards." . 

My Lord, this resolution is exceedingly a simple one. It is a mere request and: 
an appeal to Your Excellency's Government for help in a very important matter con• 
cerning the better housing of great many poor people committed. to You,r Excellency's 
-care. Plague which has prevailed in various parts of the Province . since 1896 and 
-caused pitiable misery on innumerable subjects of His :Majesty, has forced the attention 
.of Government and the people to the necessity of sap.itary. improvements. The 
inevitable evacuation of the infected quarters and removal to health camps, have 
convinced many people of the sanitary. advantages of residence on airy plains and in 
.detached houses. Government have also seen the necessity of opening congested parts 
in cities and towns. Our present Viceroy has declared. that advancement of sanitary 
:reform is one of the chief aims of his polioy. Und.er such favourable conditions cities arB; 
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elaborately improving. :Moiussil towns are grateful to Government fo.r liberal gran~~ 
given for opening of congested areas, town extensions, improving water-supply, drainaga 
and other sanitary improvements. It is being recognised that small towns and villages. 
deserve similar attention. Sanitary conferences are being held, sanitary associations 
have been started and are doing useful work. School hygiene is being attended to~ . 
Sanitary experts are being trained for work in the mofussil. Government have declared_ 
liberal concessions for employment of Health Officers and. Sanitary Inspectors. This . 
vigorous policy will not fail to ensure s~nitar~ improvements throughout the country It ·. 

The local bodies in tho mofussil also being encouraged, by these benevolent actions 
of Government, have taken up town improvements and other sanitary schemes in many 
places. The condition of houses in. small towns and villages i~ greatly deplorable. 
They are built closel_y packed together, as a security against robbery and physical 
·violence. But in a peaceful age like this, such necessity no longer exists. Many . 
lessons are taught by plague, chief amongst them is th~ recognition of the fact that . 
-overcrowding and living in old-fashioned and ill-ventilated houses, underlies the . 
prevalence of numerous diseases, is productive of plague and other epidemic diseases 
and reacts generally in a deleterious manner on the mental, moral and physical welfare of 
human race. 'Ihe attention of local Government has been· directed to the need of 
improvement of congested and insanitary areas by the recrudescence of plague since 
1898 and onwards. 

The well-to-do who are generally better educated and consequently can better 
understand the advantages of sanitation and living in open air, are able to carry out 
sanitary improvements readily. The condition of the more numerous poor deserves 
anxious ca!c· It is the poor who suffer most by the ravages of plague, malaria, etc •. 
The village poor often go to towns to earn wages and live in overcrowded and 
rongested quarters, and when such quarters are, opened for sanitary. reform, they lose 
their w-hole or parts of their residences and flock to other parts of the towns and this 
leads to overcrowding of old-fashioned houses and cottages. The insanitary condition 
of such cottages is notorious. Ihe floors are of mud and often low and damp, and 
~ventilation is mostly defective. Most of them are in an uninhabitable state from a 
sanitary point of view. Such deplorable condition contributes to a high mortali~y 

;amongst the girls, pardah·ladies and infants, who are required to stay in such houses 
both day -and night. The provision of cottages and houses built according ·to sanitary · 
principles is surely an object worthy of encouragement by Government and others. . · 

Generally schemes for the opening up of congested quarters are carried out by many 
:Municipalities and other Boards, along with town extension schemes, subject to 
building regub.tions based on sanitary principles. The well-to-do can avail themselves 

·of this wise policy. It is found, however, that many among the poor though they have 
been convinced of the ~Civantages of living in such houses, and have been ind'uced to 
build houses in extensions undertaken by the 1\Iuuicipalities, cannot build such houses 

·on account of funds. Of Ide, building houses is not as cheap as it used to be. The 
price of material~ and rates of wages have gone up considerably and the conditions 
imposed for houses on sanitary principles with regard to the floor, plinth, etc., i'aquire 

. an outlay of money, which is beyond the scope of an average man's savings, though 
he can conveniently set aside for repayment of the part of tha outlay on such houses • 

. He will either have to continue to live in wretche-i houses or borrow money at a high · 
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~te of interest .to build houses on sanitary principles. On account of the effects of he
Dekkhan Agriculturists' Relief Act money-lenders hesitate to give loans. The spread 
of co·oi?erative societies and the limit of amount 'to which such societies can often lend 
nioney 'to an individual person· for such purpose are not yet sufficient to meet the 
·demand. Therefore some way must be found out to supply money to the poor builders 
if' it is desirable that they should be better housed. Moreover whenever such extensions 
are undertaken it is often found that the poor people though they have a desire to 
. build hoU.ses · in the extensions and have purchased plots, ·they are either slow in their-
bUilding operations or' will surrender· the plots to the local bodies, not being able
to' build "at all within the allowed time, only on account of their :financial liability .. 
To bri.D.g the valuable suggestions made by Government and the Honourable Mr. ORR 
with regard to'the improvement of insanitary houses and building new ones on sanitary 
principles, into speedy operations and induce the public of moderate means to adopt 
tllem, I s~bmit.that there shou~d be a place where they can get loans on easy terms. 

· . It has .been recognised and also gratefully acknowledged that the State help given 
tq the agriculturists fu tlie form· 'of Tagai )oans for the development of agriculture 
h,as materially improved their state and the Government also are not in any way loser 
by this step. .As supreme 'landlord and guardian of the people, Government should 
also. encourage and fi.nancfu.liy help the poor by granting special concessions and 
Tagai 'loans to those borrowers who stand in need. of them, for the purpose of building 
houses on sanitary principles, and thus render the. system more elastic and improve 
tlie physical state of their subjects .. 

· . ·The c~ief difficulties that strike me~ the way of advancing these l~ans are the q ues
tion of_secu:dty', unproductiv~ nature 'of the purpose for which these loans are proposed to 
be given and the questio:ri of increased income out of whioh these loans are to be repaid •. 
Of ~ori.rse· these loans . will be unproductive directly. . A . more healthy and robust 

·,. t • . .. •. . . • •. 

physique, saving of. doo~or's fees and cost of medicines, saving of loss of earnings on 
day~ of sickness, will' h~wever be indirect but very agreeable products. Small loans 

·I • . . ,· . . . 

for building agric:ulturists' houses destroyed by fire or floods and for the purchase of 
agricultural me~ns. are often given under the Agriculturists' Loan Act on the coilaterat 
and.per.sonal security of: the borrower. In' thes~ cases also collateral secu:dty of the· 
immovable·p~operty. or personal security of solvent persons may be taken to ensure 
repayment of the instalments adopted to the borrower's normal repaying capacity. 

"' .. . . ~ . ... " . ' . . . 
I have been told that the object for which these loans are proposed to be given 

is beyond the purview of the existing enactments. If with the executive powers which 
OUr G-overnment have they are not authorised to grant such loans, I request that they 
sliould take s,uch. steps 'as would empower them to grant loans for building purposes,_ 
when. tne conditio~s about the security and repayment of loans are satisfactory .. 

r . . . •. . ·- . . . 

. · I humbly submit that ·if Government should kindly see their way to accept this 
r~~s~lution, t~~y will be carrying their benevole~t policy of pu~hing on the sanit:iry 
reforms a step further and thus benefit a major portion of poor subjects as well as 
t~os~, of moderate means and enable them to become better citizens and lead a 
~ppy life. 

With these remarks I commend this rrsolution of a non-co~tentious nature to the~ 
u~animous acceptance of the Council. 
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.The Honourable Mr. W.· D. SHEP:P.A.RD spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I 
think ·it will obvfate· discussion on this matter if I say that Government are prepared t~ 
·make enquiries ~n t~o ·direction indicated in this Resolution. It is impossibla for us to 
accept the Resolution as it stands for ~he simple reason that Tagavi Loans are at present 
:granted under _special Agricult~rists' Acts, that is to say, Acts relating to agricultural 
purposes, and building of. ho~es is not one of the heads of loans which come under' the 
·A~riculturists' Loans Act. A further point is that even those Acts require the sanction 
' 0 . . 

of the Government of· India, and if any large system of building houses on sanitary lines 
'neaessitating the advancing of money on a-large scale is introdueed in this Presidency, 
that qu~stion will ~eq~iJ:e the previous sanction of the Gov~rnment of India and possibly 
of the Secretary of State, so that it is quite impos~ible for us to accept the Resolution a~ 
it stands, but we are prepared to make enquiries as to the. practicability of some scheme 
.for enabling ho~ses to be built in the places mentioned by the Honourable Mr~ NAIK. 

,In these circumstim?es, ~·would ask him to withdraw his Resolution. · _ · 

The Honourable. Rao Saheb NAIK :-I have no objection to withdraw th~ 
Res~lution in view of .the assurance given by the Honourable Memb~r in charge. 

The Resolution was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the ;I>RRSJDENT :-Resolution No.8. ''This· Council recommelids 
to His Excellency the 'Governor in Council that the Government should prospect 
for· artesian water supply in the Deccan and Karnatic for irrigational purposes 
in view of frequent failures of rain and want of other irrigational facil~ties.'' 
The Honourable lir. N AIK. 

· ·. · The Honourable Rao Sahel> VENKATESR SHRINIWAs NAIK read the followin(JI 
. . 0 

speech:- . ' . ,, 

Your Excel1ency,-T~e inspiration of moving this resolution :flashed ac.~:oss my mind· 
after reading l\Ir. KEA.i'INGE's interesting notes on his recent tour in the continent, fort~~· 
study of improved methods of agriculture, with a view to intrQduoe them into this country: 
a.s far as practicable, and particularly in the Santa Clara Valley in California, and the 
irrigation facilities in the territory of Hawaii by .me1ns of artesian wells. The not~. 
reminds me of such wells in the French territory of Pondicherry where water constantly, 
flows aboveground through pipes of 4 to 6 inches in diameter without any trouble- and 
cost of raising the same. The note also leads me to think how great an advantage it· 
would be in our present agriculture if we get similar wells in the Bombay Deccan: 
and Karnatic, which is so often a prey to scarcity consequent upon failures of 
seasonable rainfalls. · .· · · · 

Government have recognised the necessity, of pushing on irrigation works 
wherever possible. They have already completed many useful works, many similar· 
works are in progress, while some more will be undertaken h~reafter. We are lo.1ally 
grateful to Government for this; but looking to the extent of the country I am afraid: 
these works will not meet the situation. It has been a:;oertained after full inve3tigation 
that that part of the Bombay D~ooan and Karnatic which is liable to famine is 
unfortunately not suited to any irrigationai works. Even after all possible irriga· 
tional works are completed, a considerable araa will remain unpro~eoted. Our pre3ent 
irrigational fa.c~lities are from th:ree source3, viz., river3 and streams, tanks and wells. 
~he firat two kinds are entirely dependent upon rains and are only useful to very. 

J{ 41-23~ 
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limited nrea near them. The only supply· for irrigation cr.erywhere s.nd. fo.r sm~ll 
:lloldings isfrom wel~s. The wells that ·we ~ow bave,bave only surface water whic~ is 
·sufficient for irrigat~onal. purposes only in. years of goo~ rahifall~ and moreover on 
!lCcount. of precar~ous and deficient rainfalls in ~ecent years , th(3 . supply is inefficient 
·and often fails when it is most urgently needed. Mr. KEATINGE . depicts. in his notes 
.that Santa Clara Valley in California 30 ye.ars before was in a desolate .state and was 
-considered to be unfit for economical agriculture, but since the people took up to well· 
'boring arid have been able to t~p artesian and sub-artesian supp~y of water . there has 
been a vast change, in their condition. The obvious lesson to be. learnt in. this respect 
·is that if artesian and sub-artesian wells can be successfully bored in our Presidency, we may 
-expect similar prosperity and·the country will be greatly protected against famine •. The 
present problem therefore is whether artesinn or sub-artesian wells will be successful 
'in our country.- Experts on the subject say that a good deal of prospecting by explora· 
·tion is necessary before concluding whether artesian wells will be successful in this 
.Part of the country. Yr. CHATTERTON of Madras irrigation is of .opinion that there is 
undoubtedly a vast amount of subten·anea:Q. supply of water which has never yet been 
maoe use of. It is more or less a matter of. conjecture to say what is below the surface 
:and to what depth the supply of artesian and sub -artesian water can be tapped. In the 
:Manual of Geology of India the greater part of the Decaan and Karnatic is said to contain 
trap rook and in some places transition rocks. I alll: told that there is a belief that 
below these rocks on account of their imper~ious nature, there is uncertainty regarding 
the volume of water and its running under pressure~ Mr. D OOB.IS, the b"oring expel't 
in this :Presidency, has, I am told, reported instances of having found water under trap 
within 100 feet from· the surface. Mr. SHUTTE, our Agricultural Engineer, told me 
only 3 days before thnt si~oe J una last he has been able to bore 4 holes in the Deccan 
with good sub·artesian supply of water in trap strata. These and the recent 
-successfUl. boring operations made by the Sanitary department at Kelva liahim iri 
Thana district, where also Deccan trap was found to exist underground, have induced 
me to think and impress upon Government that it might be possible to get similar 
supply also in this part of the .c~untey. The fact that two years. before when there was 
scarcity of water at Dharwar, where only surface· water was known to be available, small 
borings with 1land machines"were made in some wells with the result that copious water 
was found to spring to a considerable height. though not to the surface, and the fact that 
in my own Taluka·where jumper experiments were m"ade by the Taluka. Locat' l3oard in 
some of its wells water was found to rise to a sufficient Leight, shows that there is 
JlOssibility of finding artesian and sub·artesian supply of waterif borings are taken deeper. 
with more powerful machines. If the artesian capabilities of our country is systema
tically tested and the results arc hopeful, I am sure agriculturists will not fail to bore 
wells by alLpo.ssible means. It goes without saying that the range of possl.bilities of 
improvement in agriculture will be very extensive, if artesian water is tapped in this 
.-.;ountry. :Boring wells by the agriculturists without any ·previous prospecting, as. to 
wbether:the artesian or sub-artesian supply of water is possible, may end in failures and 
thereby cause much loss of money to them. As guardian of- the country: and guide tC> 
the agriculturists, it~ a matter for·the State to ueal with this, exploratory work,. as. tho 
problem is. too far difficult for· private individuals· to ·tackle, and .thereby show to. the 
ryots whether artesian or sub-artesian supply of w.ater ".is llOSSible. in their neighbon.P-
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hood. This prospecting 'work may in some cases result in' failure. If fo~tunately a 
few cases prove successful they will com~ensctte all the. expenditure Gov:ernmeu't ~ight 
~ndertake for this exploring work, .and will in the long, run lead· to .the. ~gricul.tural 
J>rosperity and saving of famine expenses. Such benefits swell the . publi~ treasury 
and the outlay in prospecting will ·be repaid many times. The famine problem ·aiso' 
will have been successfully solved in the area at least where such ·experiment3 provf;'· 
successful, and the Government will earn the lasting gratitude of suffering millions. · · · 

I have omitted Gujarat and Sind from the pp.rview of this resolution, the former as 
·Government have. been ~onducting experiments and mostly .su~cessful.· through the. 
:Engineeriiig department of the Sanitary branch, and the b.tter as they ·have' splendid 
irrigat.ional facilities. I hope that iny Honourable friends from· those parts ·of. the 
~residency will not treat this resolution with disregard. · · · · 

Under such hopeful prospects I beg to move my Resolution and place it before this 
·Council with a hope that it will be unanimously accepted. 

The Honourable Sir Rrcru.Rn A. LAMB spoke as follows :.:.....Your Excellency, I_ 
suggested to my Honourable friend that he should make the modification in his Resolu· 
tion which he has accepted, because the fact is that we are already doing a good deill of 
~ark in the matter of prospecting for artesian or sub-artesian water in the . Dekhan. and. 
the Karnatik. I have in my hand p:tper.s detailing. th9 work that has already been done,' 
the work that is in contemplatio:n, and the pl'o3peets of further success. We ha.ve in· 
this matter e.nthusiast3 in the persons of our. present Director of Agriculture and. the 
.Agricultural :Engineer a!Jd .I was proposing, if there had been time, to ~ave detailed to. 
the Council what they have already done and what they contemplate doing, but ·as much 
·iime i3 past I propose to save the time of the Cou~eil. by causing~ Press Note to be: 
prepared and published detailing the work done and what is in contemplation. There is 
not only the work . of the Agricultural D3partment but there is. tile work of the 
!lublic Wor~s Department also. The latter have not been devoting themselves s~ muoh 
to the agricultural aspect of the question as to the question of the water-supply of·. 
towns. They are carrying on considerable experiments iri connection with that question~ . 
With Your Excellency's permission I will undertake to have a Press Note publi~hed. 

describing what has been done, what is bei.ng done, and what is intended to be,done in 
both the Departments, the Public Works and the Agricultural Departments, and. with 
that I am perfectly willing to accept the resolution which has been moved •. 

The Honourable Rao S:l.heb ~AIK :-I am very thankful b Government. 

The Resolution was then put to. the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Resolution No.9. 'l'he Honourable R:io.Bahad~r; 
RoDDA. · · · 

, . The Honourable Rao BalHl.clur SIIRI~HWAS KoNHER RoDDA. in moving his Resolu- _ 
t~on spoke as follows:-Your Excellency, the Resolution I have the honour to move. 
runs thus-

"That this Council respectfully recommends the Bombay Government to 
take such steps as may be· necessary to connect Kar.war with Hubli or 
.o~~-er convenient station on the Madras and Southern Maharatta Railway." 
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. I~ was suggested _by the Honourable Sir Rrc,_u.Itn ~AMB, .the Senior Member of 
Council, that if I modified my resolution in the terms as und~r ;- · 
. . ·tcThat this Council. recommends :that the Government of Bombay be pleased to 

bring to the ~otice. of. the .Railway Board the desirability of examining the question of. 
connecting Karwar with liubli or other conv.enient stat~on on the Madras and ~outhern 
.Maratha Railway." · · 
there is a probability of my resolution being adopte4. Therefore I beg to move the. 
r~o~ution o~ the subject. 
; ~. It may be a matter of surprise to the Honourable Members that I should request, 

·fOJ:'· .the construction of. a railway line, in a sense abandoned by GoverJ;J.meat. 'rhe. 
popular impression is that G-overnment are keen .on Rail way development and that no: 
goadillg is required to. press tllem to undertake any profitable or necessary scheme. In: 
.fact it has been a standing complaint of popular representatives both in and out of 
Council that Government have neglected the claims of irrigation in their solicitude for 
!tail way development. · But without committing myself either way on the rival merits of' 
Railways and Irrigation, I might say that the question of the Karwar Railway presents 
p~culiar features of its own and I should like to urge th~t the point dese~ves the earnest. 
c'onsideration of Members, apart from the general aspects of Railway versus irrigation •. 
Iri this civilized age J;rarwar Distriet is traversed only by 6 miles of Railway from Tinai. 
Ghat 'to·castle _Rock. It forms one of the most neglected directions in the Presidency, so. 
far as Railway development· is concerned. The Karwar Railway is. however an old. 
questiOJ?... 'Karwar was till '1864 under the Madras Presidency .and as it was a foreign'. 
district wedged between the cotton districts of the Bombay Presidency and .Bombay, it' 
was.· taken ove_r· by the Bombay Government with a view of developi~g Karwar and~ 
c~nnecting it by Railway.from Karwar to Southern Maharatta Country in 1863., Sqrveys. 
were. undertaken by ·Government in 1869 and lines proposed by Kaiga and .A.rbail passes.·. 

. Th.e_ line _by _Arpail ·pas~ was preferred in 1869 and in 187 4 Government incuned an. 
expense ·of . nearly . 10 lakhs on the survey operations of the . Karwar Rail way, the· 
Dha~ar and Karwar Collectorates contributing themselves nearly 4} lakhs. T~e.~ 
pr~spects of the Karwar Railway were very roseate and the Karwar Railway Committee'. 
composed of lir.':W. ·H. Havelock, the Commissioner; Colonel Anderson, the Survey 
Co~p,tissioner ; , :Major . Hanckot, . the Secretary . to Government ; the Superintending 
E1;1gineer Colonel Wilkins, and 1\Ir. Curriet Agent, B. B. & 0. I. Railway, went' 
exhaustively into the subject and reported favourably if my memory fails me not. 
on the matter. ··There is no use in going into the details by quoting all figures. ·These' 
figures wou~d have to be .revised iu the light of the present circumstances· and. the 
revision, if any, would be entirely in favour of the Karwar Railway. The trade of the 
Sout~ern Maharatta. Country W:hich would n~turally be diverted to Karwar has increased 
ten -times. We have gained a good deal of experience of Ghat Railways, Railway 
Engineering skill has also increased and we will be able to negotiate the Karwar' 
Railway at .a much less· expense than the -Karwar Railway Committee anticipated. 
From Gadag to Hubli there is already a ·railway line reducing the mileage by 35 miles .. ; 
This will also materially reduce the e~pense on the Karwar Railway. 

:. The Karwar Railway Committee considered also the question of the K1r\var 
llarbour which is inseparable from any project of 'the Karwar Railway. 



The Karwar Harbour is one of the safest and the most natural harbours in the Pr~ 
sidency. Fr~m immemorial times Karwar has been doing a good deal of foreign trade . 
and at one time 50,000 looms rattled ·at the bidding of ·the Karwar English . factory in 
the Southern Maharatta ·Districts. The Portuguese then made many .an attempt to 
ruin· the English factory and they. claimed a ·monopoly of the Karwat: trade. and the. 
English Agent was withdrawn as· they were in a position to enforce it. All this acts as a 
curious reminder when we consider the ill-advised desertions of Karwar by the.Secretary 
of State in favour of Marmugoa. The Bombay Government h_ave ·all along supported 
. the Karwar Railway scheme and the resolution on the Karwar Railway. report show:s 
clearly that the Bombay Government have . not beon remiss in their attention to the 
subject. .Had there not been a division in the Bombay Chamber of Commerce on the 
subject and had not the Madras Chamber gone to t1le length of. sending two representa· 

· tives to London to protest against the scheme we would have got the Railway. The 
~pposition of Bombay and Madras wa's based not on any inherent defect in . the schema 
but· on the fear that Karwar might prove a serious rival to . them. Me::tnwhile a group 
of English merchants .styled themselves the Stafford House Commfttee and .open~d 

. negotiations with the · Portuguese Government. .. Most · unfortunately the . Secretary 
of 'State decided to abandon the Karwar· Railway in favour of a line to be run by the 
Stafford House Committee from Marmugoa to. Hubli. Eventually the Committee was 
allowed to run to Hubli because it was found inadvisable to allow a line guaranteed 

· by a Foreign Government to control a lhie in the British territor~es. 

. His Excell~ncy the PRESIDENT :-Order, order, I really cannot allow the Honourable 
Member to refer to any matter affecting the relations· of His Majesty's Government 
with a Foreign State. The matter he is referring to affects the relations of the Imperial 
Government with a Foreign State and I cannot therefore allow him to refer to it. 

The Honourable Mr. RoDDA:-Very well, my Lord, I shall not refer to it. 

The Stafford House Committee has not fulfilled the c_ontract of constructing a line 
to Hubli, they cannot prevent the c:mstruction of the Hubli-Karwar line. Everyone 
has admitted that the construction of the lfarmagoa line has seriously interfered with the 
trade of Karwar. The Imperial Gazetteer says that the trade of Karwa~ has markedly 
decreased since the opening of the Western India Portuguese Rail way line.. The 

. :Bombay Administration Report for 1892-189::3 says, .when the district was first opened out 
by roads there was a very large trade from Belgaum, Dharwar and l\Iysore which passed 
through the district and was exported to Bombay and other places, through the sea 
ports of Karwar and Kumta. The opening of the Portuguese Rail way to Marmagoa and 
its connection with the Madras and Southern· Maratha Rail way hav-e almost entirely 
div-erted this trade and much injured the district and the roads formerly crowded 
with carts are now almost de3ertecr. In the Settlement Report of the Karwar 

.. Taluka Mr. MacGregor says that "at the introduction of the Survey, Karwar was a new 
port, lately converted into the headquarters of the district and with promise of a Railway • 

. Karwar in fact was then booming and prices were at fancy figure. It must be 
admitted that the opening of the Railway to Marmag:xJ. has diverted the streams of carts 
loaded with cotton which came to Karwar from Hubli and which probably returned to 
the Kamatak laden with rice and salt. In these days Karwar exported produce grown 
outside the district, now there is no export at all.'' .Kumta had a trade of two crores 
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and Karwar30 to 40 lakhs hefore.the opening of the Railway~ Now the trade of Kumta 
has entirely disappeared an:d that of 'Karwar 'has been reduced to 3 or 4 lakbs. It 
is a mistake to suppose that the;Poona-Hubli line is responsible for the diminution of the 
Karwar trade.· Cotton is ex:ported via Marmagoa and never via Poona from the cotton 
area. They should revive the Karwar·Railway question, get the estimates revised and 
begin the construction of the line from Hubli to Karwar without any delay. :M:uch of 
tl1e trade· of Marmagoa. is not its natural trade as will be evidenced. by a reference 
to the income of the Western 'India Portuguese Railway before 1902 and now •. It is 
only by the contract of the Madras and Southern Maharatta Railway with the 
Western India Portuguese Railway which was executed. in 1902, that trade of l\farmagoa 
has hugely increased. What was the gross profit in 1\}03 is now the net profit of the 
line. Now there is to be a metre-gauge line from Raichur to Gad.ag running through 
the cotton area and serving the Hutti Gold mines. All this trade now will be diverted 
to Karwar if a Railway is opened. I have purposly said nothing as to the agency which 
Government sh9uld adopt in the construction of the Karwar Railway line. It is for 
them to decide whether it should be a ~tate Railway or a guaranteed Railway or if 
Government will permit me to say, a District Local Board Railway. Istrongly urge upon 
Government to request the Railway Board to discuss the whole question in all its bear• 
ings and then decide whether the Karwar Railway should be taken in hand or shelved •. 

The utility of the Railway cannot be judged by merely taking into consideration 
the actual profit and loss account of the scheme. The indirect advantages of the Karwar 
Rail":ay cannot be ignored. Obviously Karwar can never remain content with only 
three miles of Rail way. The increase. in land assessment and the increased forest 
revenue which Government would derive from the Karwar Railway should be taken 
into c'onsideration when we decide upon the merits and demerits of the Karwar Railway. 
Above all it·is a question of the Karwar Harbour. When· Providence has given us such 
a safe, natural; convenient and beautiful' harbour just close to tho cotton area it'woUld 
.certainly be a blessing to the Province to have it connected by Railway. 

-
I ·am very glad to, mention here that the Indian merchants already moved in the 

matter and supported the ·Karwar project. This, coming from the Bombay merchants,. 
would prove to the honourable members that Bombay is not at all afraid of develop-

. ment of Karwar. If Government preferred to have a guaranteed Railway they might. 
_give the first option to Madras and Southern Maharatta Railway. I am concerned only 
with the construction of a Railway·linefrom Hubli to Karwar. With these few words I 
'beg to commend the Resolution to the Council .and trust that it will be unanimously. 
passed ; and I entirely ·leave the modified Resolution for the acceptance of the Honour
.able Members. 

·The Honourable Sir RIORARD A. LAMB spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, I 
:suggested to the honourable member to modify the form of the resolution indicating to 
him that in that form I was perfectly willing to accept it. · I hoped that by that suggestion 
.I should be able to head him off from attempting to discuss matters which Your 
Excellency in aceordan~e with the Rules of this ·council had to check him from discus
:iiing: However, my honourable friend did not .apparently· thin]\ fit to accept' the sugges• 
.tion I made to_ him, and had. to incur the closure enforced upon him by Your Excellency. 
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.As regards the question of railways, this.Counoil is well aware that it -is a :ma.tt~r 
. which is not in our power at all. It .is reserved by the Government qf _India to itself,. 
and when this Resolution came up, I was very doubtful indeed whether it would not lJe 
proper to. recommend to Your Excellency to rule it out ofor~er as a Resolution whicP,. 
ought to be moved in the Legis1aUve Council of the Governor General. However, .~ince 
it is a matter of local interest whether there should or there should not be a railway at· 
Karwar, I refrained from making such a recommendation in. order that it might Qonie 
forward; but it is perfectly obvious that we mmnot possibly .enter_ into questio:t¥J whlch 
are reserved by the Government of India to itself, and 'Ye therefore c~Dn.~t talk abo~t 
the relation of the Western India Portuguese Railway to any possible railways that ~ay 
hereafter be constructed conducting to the Port of Karwar. .In these circumstances, 
the utmost we can do is, I venture to submit, that this Coun9il can recommend_ to the 
Government of Bombay to bring to the notice of the Railway .Board, the desirability of 
examining the question of connecting Karwar with Hubli. In that for~ ,I am. wtp.ipg 
to accept a resolution. We can bring to the notice of the Railway 'Bo~rd the feelin,g 
that exists in the Southern ltfahratta Country of the desirability of su~h a _line~ and we 
can suggest to them the advisability of considering whether it is practicable to underta~~ 
such a line. Honourable Members will have seen thlt the reply to one of the quest~o.ns O!:l 
this subject, was that we, Your Excellency's Government, ~re at present of the opini~n.that 
it is impracticable to consider any such scheme. However, there is no harm jn putting the 
question before the Rail way Board and letting them examine it. I am therefore prepared. 
to accept on behalf of Your Excellency's Government tha Resolution ag amended. 

The Resolution as amended was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Re~olution No. 10. ''This Councilreoo;t;nmends 
.to His Excellency the Governor in Council that the principle of .. a_ppointing 
Advisory Excise Committees be now extended to smaller towns and rural 
areas in the Presidency.'' The Honourable Mr. KAMAT. 

The Honourable :Mr. BALKRISRNA. SITARAM MM:AT in movjng his resolution ,spoke 
as follows :-Your Excellency, I am told that certain points which ar~ intimately 
connected with the subject matter of my resolution are already under discussion between 
this Government and the Government of India, and I cannot therefore move this 

· resolution in this Council. I therefore beg leave to withdraw the resolution, and hope 
to bring it later on when the correspondence between this Government and the Govern .. 
ment of India is at an end. 

The resolution was by leave withdrawn. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Before we withdraw to allow Honourable Member 
to elect their Finance Committee, I should like to make a few remarks before ·the con
-clusion of our business of this session. 

In the first place, I should like to congratulate Honourable l\Iembers on having. 
created a record as far as the sittings of our Council are concerned. A record both with 
regard to the length of a session, a record with regari to the number of mea~nres that 
have been passed in one se3sion, and a record with reg:ud to the amount of interesting 
business that we have discussed and. got throu;h during that session; I sincerely trust 
that I hav:e not put an undue strain ou Honourable l\t~mbers by the length of time I 
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have made. th~m sit. day by day i~ Council; and I tru~t that they will agree that Govern 
ment'has_shown a readiness and an anxiety to co-operate with them and to receive such 
suggestions as they could with regard to amendme~ts in reference to :Bills and to the 
various resolutions which have been brought before the Council. (Hear, hear). Our 
anxiety, as I hope Honourable Members will believe, is to receive their full co-operation 
in order that. we should secure the general improvement of :Bills b_efore they get 
through this Council and pass into ~aw. 

Now having regard to the increasing length of our debates, I should just like to 
make two· observations, and I make them with all possible respect and deference to 
Honoirrable Members. Two observations with regard to our procedure which I would 
really like Honourable Members to consider, for I have observed certain things which 

. I think it is only right that I should put before them. One is this. I would be glad if 
Honourable Members will recognise that the second reading debate is the debate in 
w:hich they are 11erfectly at liberty to make full speeches on the general details and 
principles of any measure, but when we come to clauses, I would urge upon them to 
remember that that is merely a business discussion; and I do feel-and I say it with all 

I 

possible respect-that. there have been occasions when Honourable lfembers have risen 
and have made speeches rather in the nature of second reading speeQhes on amendments 
of clauses, when I think those amendments mil~ht have been spoken to in a very few 
sentences and the reasons put fcrward much more briefly. 

T~e other remark that I have to make with still more diffidence and respect is this, 
that I do not think that it is necessary that Honourable Members should make speeches 
on every single matter that comes up before t~e Council. 

. . . In· conclusion, I~t me thank Honourable Members extremely for the ·assistance they 
have given me during the course of this long and strenuous session in carrying on· the 
1msi.I;less in an ordefly, friendly and :parliamentary manner . 

. The Council will now adjourn sine. die • 

.. The Council then adjourned sine die. 

JJy order of His Excellency the BigM Honourable the Go'Oernor 

S. G. KHARKAR, 
Acting Secretary to the Legisl.ative Council. 
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The following papers which were placed on the Council Table at the meet
ing of the Legislative Council of the Governor of Bombay held on the 8th Decem-
ber '9~4 are p1,1,blished fo~ general information:- · · 

LIST OF BUSINESS, BROUGHT UP-TO-DATE, TO BE BROUG~T 
FORWARD AT A MEETING OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCiL O,F 
THE GOVERNOR OF BOMBAY TO BE HELD IN THE COUNCIL 
HALL, SECRETARIAT, BOMBAY, ON TUESDAY, THE 8TH 

DECEMBER 1914, AT 12 NOON: 

I.-NEW MEMBERS:-

New Additional Me~bers. wiil, under Regula#on VII of the· Regulations 
for the Nomination and Election of Additional Members, make the oath or solemn 
affirmation before taking their seats. 

11.-QUESTIONS ASKED BY HONOURABLE MEMBERS AND ANSWERS 
THERETO:-. 

... 
(A list of Questions and Answers will be printed separately and placed 

on the Council Table.) · · 

Ill.-BILLS:-

t. A Bill to· provide for the making, and execution of town planning 
schemes-Second Reading (vide item No. I under head VI). 

(z) For notice of amendments by. the' Honourable Mr. C. H. A. Hill, 
C.S./.1 C.I.E., I. C. S., vide items .. ~nder he0;d IV. · . 

(iz') For notice of amendment by th~ Ho,n.qurable ltlr .. E. G, Turner, 
I. C. S., vide item under head IV. 

(iii) For notice of amendments by the Honourable Rao Saheb V. S. 
Naik1 vide items under head IV. . · 

(iv) For notice of amendments by the Honourable Afr. B. S. Kamat~ 
· · 'Vide items und,er head [V. · . · 

(v) For notice of amendments by the Honourable Rao Bahadur 
. G. K. Sathe1 vide items under head IV. . · 

(vi) For noticf/ of qmendments by the Honozlrable Mr. V. J. Patel, 
vide itf!ms under head IV. · . · 

(vii) For notice of amendments by the H(Jnourab{e Mr. ·s. B. Upasanil 
vide items under head IV. · . . -

2. A Bill to provide for a survey of t4~ Town and Island of Bombay-First 
Reading. · 

3· A Bill further to ~me~d the Bombay City Land~Revenue Act, t876-
Fir.st -Reading. · . . . . 

4· A Bill to decentralize and otherwise to facilitate the administration of 
certain enactments in force in the Presidency· of Bombay-First 
Reading. . . 

5· A Bill to authorize the levy of dues on vessels for the provision of lights 
on the coast of the Province of Sind-First Reading. · 

li 41-236 
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IV.-MOTIONS OF AMENDMENTS OF WHICH NOTICEs· HAVE BEEN 
GIVEN. 

Under sub-rule (4) of rule 35 of the Rules for the Conduct of· Business, 
notices have been received of the following amendments to Bill No. V of 1913, 
(a Bill to provide for the making and execution of town planning schemes), as 
amended by the Selecf Committee :-:- · 

Clause I. 

(1) From the Honourable Mr. V. J .. Patel-

Substitute the following for sub-clause {2) of clause 1 :-

" ( :t) It shall extena in whole or in part to such part or parts of 
the Bombay· Presidency to which the Governor in Council may, by 
notification in the Bombay G01Jernment Gazette, make it applicable: 

Provided that no part of this Act shall be extended· to any 
area in the Presidency falling within the jurisdiction of any local 
authority except on· the previous application to the Governor in 

' Council'by such local authority, such application having been 
previously assented to by a majority of the whole number of 
members constituting that authority." 

· (2) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

Add the following to sub-clause (2) of clause 1 :-
" Provided that this Act shall not be extended in .whole or in part 

to any area within . the jurisdiction of a Local f\.uthority or within · 
3 miles· therefrom without the consent of the majority of the whole body 
·of that Local Authority." · 

·Clause 3· 

(3) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel- · 

Delete sub-clause (j) of clause 3· 

Clause 7· 
(4) From the Honourable Mr. V. ]. Patel

Substitute the following for clause 7 :-
" 1· Notwithstanding anything contained in section 7 or in sub

section'(3) of section 187 of the Bombay Distric~ Municipal Act, 1901, 
the Governor in Council may declare any specified area for which it is 
prop()sed to make a town planning scheme to be a Municipal District 
<>r a notified area and notwithstanding anything contained in proviso 
to sub-section ( 1) of section t88 of that Act a Committee for any 

. notified area for which it is proposed to make a town planning . 
scheme shall consist of not less than 5 and not" more than 7 members 
of whom a majority shall be elected resid~nts of that area." 

Clause ·a . 
. (S) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

. At the end of the para. of sub-clause (I), add' or is required :to be so 
used for the ,development and extension of ~ny adjoining city or town'. 

· Clause 9· 

(6) Frox;n the Honourable Mr. C. H. A. Hill, C.S.I., C.I.E., I. C. S.-
~ In sub·clause (I) ~£ clause g, for the words " the preceding section ", 

the word and figure " sectlon 8 '~ shall be substituted. 
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(7) From the Honourable .Mr. V. J. Patel- . , 

In clause g, sub-clause (I), add th~, following words between the words 
"whole or any part of such land and and the words "of any land which 
is in the vicinity, "with the consent of the District Local Board. concerned". 

(8) From the Honourable Mr. ?· B. Upasani-

. In sub-clause (5) of clause g, substitute the words ''two months" for 
the words ''one month". 

Clause IO. 

(9) From the Honourable Rao Saheb. V .. S. Naik-

(i) In sub -section (I) of section 1 o, t~e words "and sanitary experts " 
shall be added between the words ''owners, and " prepare''. 

(ii) In sub-section (2) of section Io, the words "and .such. sanitary 
officers as they deem necessary~, shall be added between the words 
"owners '' and "prepare". 

Clause I :F 

(1o) From the :Efonourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

. In clause 13, substitute the words " two months " for· the word · 
,; one month. " . 

Clause I5. 
(II) From. the Honourable Mr. S. B. U pasani-
. In sub-clause (I) of clau·se J 5, delete the words 'declaration of 
intention to make a' and substitute the word 'draft'. 

(12) From the Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, I. C. S.-
ln clause (b) of sub-clause (I) of clause 15, for the words " sends no 

answer", the words, " communica:tes no decision '~ shall be substitqted. · 

Clause I6 •. 

(13) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasf.ni-

(i) In clause (b) of sub-clause (I) of clause 16, ·delete. the words 
'or estimated to be spent'.. . 

(ii) In clause {d) of sub-clause (I) of clause 16, for the words "decla.: 
ration of intention to make a" substitute the words "publication 
of the draft.'' 

Clause I7· 
(14) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

In clause I 7, for the words " declaration of intention to . make a " 
substitute the words " publication of the draft". · 

Clause I8. 

(IS) From the Honourable .Mr. s~ B. Upasani-

• In paragraph I of sub7clause (1) of clause 18, substitute the follow· 
mg:-

c The costs of the scheme shall be met by the Local Authority 
and Government in such proportion as . ~overnment may ~x having 
regard to the means· of the Local Authonty and part of ;.~t-. may be 
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levied if thought n~cessary by the Local Authority by wa:>: of contribution 
in the form of differential rat~s on the plots included m the scheme 
having regard to the extent o{ their area with refer~nce to the wh?le 
area included in the jurisdiction of the Local Autho~ty and the relative 
advantages which may be enjoyed by them respectively by reason of 
the execution of the scheme and. all other circumstances of the cas~.' 

Clause 19. 

(16) From the Honourable Mf~ S. B. Upasani-

In line 15 of clause 19, for the words "declaration. of intention to make 
a, substitute the words "publication of the draft". 

Clause 21 • . 
(17) F~om the Honourable. Mr. S. B. Upasani- -,. 

In paragraph 2 of clause 21, for the ·words "declaration of intention 
to make a , s~bstitute the words " publication of the dra ft ". 

Clause 27. 

(18) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani

. In sub-clause (2) of clause 27-

For the portion 'It' after the word 'hut' in line 5 up to the end 
substitute the following :- ' 

' If the agreement be disallowed or modifed by Government or · 
by the. T!i~unal of Arbitr~tion either party shall have the option 
to avmd It 1f they so elect.' 

Clause 28. 

(19) From the Hon~urable Mr. V. J. Patel

Delete clause 28. 

(~o) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani..,..... . 
Delete th~ words 'by' the Collector' in lines 4 and .5 and substitute 

'municipal dues' for 'land revenue' in line 7 and delete the· words 'on 
a pplica,tion bei~g- rna~e. to him '_ 

Clause Jl. 

(21) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe-

. In clause 31 add the figures " 3, 7 " in 2nd and 3' d line on 
page 14. 

(22) From the H?nou~abl Mr. V . .J. Patel-

ln clause 31, add" (3)" after the words "arising out of clauses" and 
before "(4) " and add " (7) "after" {6) " aqd before "and (g)". 
(23) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. l.Jpasani....-. 

.. · Add S\lb-clam~es (2)~ (J)~ (7)~ and (8) of clause 30 to those mentioned, 
in clause 31. · . 

(24) From the Honourable Mr. C. H. A. Hill, C.S.I., C. I. E., ·1. c. S.-

. In clause 31, after the figures "30 ", the words and fioures "and 
subject to provisos contained in clause (10) of section 30" shall be inserted. 



·Clause j2. 
(25) From. the Honourable Rao aahad~r G. K. Sathe- . 

In clause 32, add the figures "3, 7" in line 2. · 

( 26)- From the Honourable Mr. v: J. P~tel-
In clause 32, add· "· (J) '! after the words~" arising :out-. of clauses~' and 

.before" (4)" and. a~~ "(7)" after" (6)." and before "and {9) ",. · · · 
• '. f . •• . ' .' . 

_-(~·7). From. the Hondurabl~ Mr. S. B. Upas~_ni....:.. 
:: ; -Add sub-clauses (2)~ '(J), (7) ah~ (8) of..clause 30 to those mentioned 
:·in ·clause 32~ · , . · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · "" 

· '(;lause 33· 
(28) ·F~o~ the .Honourable Mr. c. H: ~· Hill, c.s.r., C.I.E., I. 6. s.-

In sub-clause (2) of clause 33, after the word '' be " the words cc a 
person who holds: or< has .held office as" shall be inserted1 : arid after the 
wo~d "Justice" t~~ w..ord~ "in th~ :Oistrict of Karachi, be such Additional 
Judicial Commissione-r' as ma:Y be appointed by the Judicial Commissioner", 
shall be inserted. · . . · . . . · · 
{29) . From the Hono.ur~ble Mr. B. S. Kamat- · 

I~. ~e~tion 33, pl~use (3), after the. word 'itl}parti~l ', inse~t .the word 
' non-official'. . .. · . . . . · 

. (so) From the Honourable Mr. S. B: Upasani- · 
:· fn sub-·clause 3 of clause 33,·for ·the portion after the words 'to be' in 

Iirle 2 substitute 'to be selected by the majority of the owners of the plots 
included iri the scheme '. 

· (31) From the Honoure1:ble M~. ~· f{. A.-Hill,:C.S.I., C.I.E., I..C.-5..7"" 
,. In sub-clause. (3) ·of ·clause 33', after, th~ word -""such''. ·the. words 
"person who holds or has held office as a, shall be· inserted:; and after the 
word " Ccurt ",. the words, '' in the District~ of. Karachi, by such Additional 
Judicial Commissioner", shall be _inserted. . . . ) 

(32) From the Honourab~e ~~O:.Be3.hadur G .. K. Sath~--:- . . ·. , 
. . In sub-elapse (5)' ~:>£clause 33, add t~e· figures ': '3, i'' in line ·23:' 

. . . ·... . . . . . I . 

(33) From the Honourable Mr!· V. J. P;:ttel~ . . . . · · , 
· . : lnspb~~lause .(s) ·of~clause '33, add.~'- (3) " aft~~ the words '.'arising out 
of clauses" and before '' {4) " and add .·" ( 7) '' after · '~- (6} " .a~d . before 
"and (g) ". · -

-(34) From the Honourable Mr~ ·s. ·:s: 'upasa~i- . . .. 
Add sub-clauses (2), (J), (7) :ah'd '(8) of clause 30 td those mentioned 

in clause 33 (5). 

· ·clause j7. 
(35) From the Honourable Mr. c~ H. A.. Hit( C.S.I., C.I.E·., L. t. S.~ 

· Omit clause· 3 7. 

Clause 38. 

{36) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe-
.In sub-cl~use (I) of clause 38,, add the figures"' 3, 7 ".in_ line 8~ 

(37) ·From the· Honourable 1\!r. V. J. Patel- . . . . 
.: , in sub-clause (I) b£. Clause J8, add "(3)" after the words ct arising 
.. out. of clauses " and before . "(4r,. · an4. add ~t (7 )" ·.af~er. •'~6)" and before 

Hand {g)". " ' . "' , . , ' .. , . • , .. ~ •·• • 

H4I-2J7 
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{38) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

Add sub-Clauses (.a)', (3), (7) and (8) of clause ~o· to those mentioned 
jn clause 38 (I). . . . · 

Claz_ese·40.• 

'(39)· From 'the Honourable Mr. B. ·S. Kamat-· · · 
l • ' • 

(~ In section 40 delete the words from ·" The Arbitrator . and the 
_Assessor appointed under sub-section (3) of section 33 respectively, shall, 
·save where he- is .a salaried officer of Government" and substitute "The 
Arbitrator, save where he is a salaried officer of Government and the Assessor 
appointed under sub-section (3) <?f section 33 shall". 

(ii) In_ s!!ction 40, clause· (.a), delete the words 'and of an assessor' • 

. Clause 4I • 

. · (40) From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe-

. In sub-clam::e (I) of clause 41 add the figures" 3, 7" in line 4· 

(41) From the Honourable Mr. 'V_· J. Patel-

In claijse 41, add "(3)" after the words "arising out of clauses" and · 
before "(4)" and add "(7r' after "(6)" and before "and (9)". 

(42) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-
Add sub-clauses ( 2), (3), ( 7) ;_and (8) of clause 30 to those mentioned 

in clause 41. · 

Clause 47· 
_-- (43) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

ln sub-clause (z) of clause 47, between the words "scheme" and 
"may" in lines I and 2, insert" if found unworkable" •. 

Clause 48. 

(44) From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-

. (i) Between the words 'scheme' and 'shall • in line 8 insert' or has 
suffered any substantial loss. or injury' .. 
· (ii) Between the words 'abortive' and 'by' in last but one li.ne insert 
' or loss or injury sustained '. 

Clause 49· 

(45) From the Honourable Mr. V. J. Patel

Delete clause 49· 

Clause 51 . 

. (46) ·From· the Honourable Mr. S. ~. Upasani-

ln sub-clause (I) of clause 51, for the portion after the word 'with ' 
in the last but one line, substitute ' any scheme prepared under the 
provisions of t.he Act'. 

V.-DISCUSSION OF MATTERS OF GENERAL PUBLIC INTEREST

Resolution by the Honourable Moulvie. Ra.fiuddin Ahmad,~ Bar.-at-Law-

. That this Council begs to express _its. d~e~ convi~ti?n ~£ the righteous
ness of the cause of Great Bntam m Its participation in the present 
\Var and assures His Majesty's Government of the unswerving 
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· loyalty and devotion -of all. communities and classe.s to tbe British 
Throne and offers its humble service to Government during the 
crisis,, an~ prays th~t. the qoyernor. i?. Cot;mcil. will be pleased to 
convey thts expressiOn of opm10n to H1s MaJesty's Government. 

·VJ.-PAPERS TO BE PRESENTED TO THE COUNCI~: 
I. Report of the Select Committee appointed to consider Bill No. V 

of 19 r 3 (A Bill to provide for the making and execution of town 
planning schemes) ... . . 

.. 2. Petition from the Jo.int Secretaries, Matunga Residents'· Associa .. 
tion, No. D-13'"4, dated the 2nd _March I9I4, in cohnect~on 
with Bill No. V of 1913 (A Bill to provide for the .making. and 
execution of town planni.ng schemes) •. · . · · 

3· Letter from the Government of India, Legislative D~partment, 
No. 3051, dated the 2nd September 1914-Returning, with the 
assent of His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor .·General 
signified thereon, the authentic copy of ·the Law furth.er to 
amend .the Bombay Tramways Act, 1874. 

4.· Letter from the. Government of India, Legislative Department, 
No. sus, dated the 4th September 1914-Returning, with the 
assent of His. Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General 
signified thereon, the authentic copy of the Law further to. amend 
the Bombay Civil Courts Act, 1869. 

5· Letter .from the Government of India, Legislative Department, 
· No. 3118, dated the 4th Septemb~r 1914.....;..Returning, with :the 

assent of His Excellency the VIceroy and Governor General 
signified thereon, the authentic copy o~ the Law further to amend 
the Aden Port Trust Act, 1888. · 

6. Letter from the Government of India,· Legislative Department, 
No. 3459, dated the 21st September 1914-· Returning, with the 
assent of His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General 
signified thereon, the authentic copy of the Law further to amend 
the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879• 

7· Letter from the Government of India, Legislative Department, 
No .. 3708, dated the 9th October 1914-Retuming, with the 
assent of His Excellency the Viceroy and ·Governor General 
signified thereon, the authentic copy of the Law further to amend 
the Bombay District Municipal Act, 1901. 

. ' 

S. Letter from the Government of India, Legislative . Department, 
No. 3727, dated the 12th October 1914-Returning, with the 
assent of His Excellency the Viceroy and Governor General 
signified thereon, the authentic copy of the Law further to amend 
the Bombay Land-Revenue Code, 1879. 

'9· Pdition from Mr. Rajaram Tukaram and others (inhabitants of 
Salsette), dated the 2nd December 1914, in connection with Bill 
No. V of 1913 (a Bill to provi<\e for the making and execution of 
t?wn planning schemes). · 
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Questions~ 

THE.HONOURABL'E MOULVIE · . 
. ji ,.JtAJ'IU.D.Plf.\ AHMAD~ ... ;.1 

1. Will Government · be pleased to 
· state+- ·. · · .- . · ' 

' " I> • 'i . .. ' .. 

(a)-·If it is.trus that the Mahomedan. · 
. ~:·Trainlnk :cbuege :·at . ' stipendiarY. 

.Ahmedsbad-Mahom e dan students . in · • 
-students. . . . the Ahmed~"' 
)tbad Trailiirig College for Men whn.· . 
. are. bound to reside.' within the· 

·. ~p\l~~e a~e propi~ite(from ~~~g' .. 
. ammal toad Wlthtn the ptecmcts? . ~ 

·.(b) :Wlie~li~r-:. ~·ill~·;. st~d~~~s··_)l_a<i· 
.. . apprpacJ:u~4 . -Jh-e .. · ,Educ~tional 

Inspector, N.D., with ·a pr~y~r 
for the redrel$s of the above 
'grievance' · t :a::hd ~ whether ' that·· 
·officer:had'asked ·theni-t.o· apply · 
·to· him through:their· Friricipal? .. · 
, :: , J ·~ I ·: :-:· 1: "; ,·;. . ; . . . ·-. . 

• ' • : ; ' '; . ''I ' 

(c) W}lether.the.·Principal.of th~ · 
· . Colleg~ _had refused tq forward. 

both ' their ., collective ' .. · and . 
. iridjvi,d4_al. ; app~icati~~s :' ~0 'the ' 
Inspector, N.- D~-? 

(d) If the matter has been brought 
to their notice, are Government 
taking any steps to remove this 
anomalous prohibition. P 

:. : 
-{~) ~he~e. has _been no such express 
' . prohibition but it is the fact that 

since the esta.blishment of the 
college both the Mahomedan and 
the Hindu students have partaken 
of the same vegetable diet which 
is prepared in a common kitchen. 
This is the diet to which these 
students; who are not at all welJ 
.off, .are accustomed in their owr.. 
yillage ~omes •. _ Moreover, there 
was no. indication on the part of 
the Mahomedan students until 
the 9th Apr,il 1914, of a desire 
that the diet · should include
unim.al food. . . - . : 

. (b) The Educational Inspector bad 
- ah:eady inquired into the matter 

bef_or~ ·the students approached 
him directly and had instructed 
the Principal of .the College to 
inform them that there was no
convenient place where separate 
arrangements could be made for
the .cooking of their food and 
~hat they should .therefore wait 
until the proposed new blocks of 
bu_ildings were ready. When 
the _students approached him he 

.. r~ferred them to the Principal. 
l ·- ·• . ' 

(c) Yes. The joint application of· 
· the · 'l:fahomedan · students was 
·returned to -them because it 
infringed the standing orders of 

· Government . and the college 
hostel rules on the subject, while
the individual applications ·were 

. returned to them as there was 
no necessity for submitting them 
t_o the Educational Inspector, the 
latter having alreadv decided the 
question after per;onally goin !11 

into it at the college. 
0 

(d) Since the 9th August 1914, 
temporary arrangements have 
been made for a separate kitchen 
for Mahomedan students. 
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Questions. 

2. 'Is it a fact that at the present 
Government High Scl•oola time the~e is 

and Mahomedan Head not a smgle 
Masters. Mahom e d an 

Head Master in any of the Govem• 
ment High Schools tht•oughout the 
Presidency P If so, will Govern· 
ment be pleased to give the reasons . 
for this? · 

3. Will Governmen~ be. pleased to 
give the following ii:J.formation :-

(a) The number. ,of· Mahomedan 
students 

Higb'Scboolsand Mahome• in · each 
dan students. · 

Govern-
ment High School in the Presi· 
dency proper; 

(b) Their percentage to the. total 
number of students in each High 
School P 

. (c)' The number ,, of Mahorriedan 
' free students in each of the High 

Schools? 

4. · In connection ·with the recent 
. Government 

H]t~~::::~on of . Press Note on 
the subject of 

Municipalities and·· Communities, 
will Government be pleased to in· 
quire and place .on the Council Table 
a list of. all · the :Municipalities· in 
the Presidency P!oper in which no 
Muhammadan member has been 
elected siuce the enactment of the 
Local Self Government Act of 
1882 up to the year 1912? 

[ Pkese questions were asked at t'ke 
Meeting held on the 27th July 1914 
when ad interim replie8 were 
given.] 

1141-238 

. -.A.n81Ders. 

2. · · Yes. ·The reason for this is . that 
of the eight Mahomedan· graduates 
at present serving . in Government 
secondary schools only one· has as 
yet completed even five years' 
service. With ·this single excep
tion, which is moreover of quite 
reoe;nt date, . these· graduates do not 
consequently possess the experience 
required in a head master. . . 

3. The accompanying statement 

(See Appendix A.) 
gives the in
formation 

required· by the Honourable 
Member (see Appendix: A). 

· 4. · · The information required by 
the Honourable Member is given in 
the following statement :-

Division. Municipalitiea 

Northern Division. Gogha., Sana.nd, Nadiad, 
Kaira., .U mreth, Anand, 
Broach, Basseio, Mahim. 

Central Division. Kbarda, Amalner, Sawda, 
· Faizpur, Beta wad, 
Shirpur, Nandnrbar, 
Sinna.r; Poona., Baramati~ 
Ala.ncli, Jejnri, Tasgaon, 
Ashta. and Sangola. 

Southern Di~ion. Athni, . Sannde.tti 
. Yellama., Gokak., Nipani, 

lSavalgund, By~~~ 
Haveri, Kn~ta, Sas1, 
Haliyal, Honavar and 
Vengurla. 



Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE M& DATTA.,.· 
TRAYA VENKATESU BELVI,. 

1. Will Government be pleased to 
state-
(a) the·· average number of pupils 
· · · in. the Gov· 

Anglo-Vern.a.cular School. ern men t 
at .Bagalkot. 

· HighSchool 
at· Bijapur and the Municipal 
.Anglo-Vernacular School at 
Bag~ot . in each · of the· las.t 7 
years,. 

{b) the maximum numberofpupils 
to whom the said High School is 
open at present, 

(c) the amount of money, if any, 
raised by public subE:oription and 
now lying in the hands of the 
Municipality at Bagalkot for 
developing the said Anglo
V ernaoular School into a High 
School, and 

(d) the conditions on which the 
said Anglo-VeJnaoular School 
will be permitted. to be raised to 
the sta~us of a High School P 

2. '(a) Is it a fact that the Collector 
of Bijapur has 

~al.bodh scri,Pt in Bij4pnr issued orders 
!Jistnct, · that the 
official correspondence of the 
District shall be carried on in 
certain cases in the .Balbodh .script 
in lieu of Kanarese P 

(b) Did the Collector obtain the sane• 
tion of Government before issuing 
such orders ? 

(c) Were the opinions of any .. non
official gentlemen in the District 
invited before the : said orders were 
issued? 

(d) Was it eve~ published in the 
Bombay Government Gazette 
before the orders under considera
tion were issued that it was in· 
tended to change the script of the 
district and that it was open to 
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. ·Answers. 

l.· 

'(a) For the figures ot pre-vious years 
· the Honourable Member is referred 

to column 7 of the subsidiary form 
No.2 given in the supplements to 
the annual reports of the Director 
of Public Instruction. For the 
year 1913·14 the average numl;le:r 
of pupils in the l3ijapur High 
School and the .Municipal Anglo· 
Vernacular School at Bagalkot was 
410 and 210 respectively. 

,(b) The :tnaximum number· of pupils 
fixed for the Bijapur High School 
is 510. 

(c) <:tovemment are informed th~t no 
Jlloney has been raised by publio 

· subscriptions for converting the 
:Bagalkot Anglo· V ernaeular School 
into a High School. · 

{d) In the present tmsatisfactory con
dition of the existing mu~cipal 
schcols Government are not pre
pared to permit this ohange,on any 
conditions. · . 

2. (a) Early in 1909 experiments 
were made by the Collector of 
Bijapur in regard to the introduc· 
tion of the Ealbodh sori pt, chiefly 
i~ the writing of magisterial deJ>osi
tiOns. The experiment has since 
been abandoned. · 

(b) No." 

(c) No. 

(d) No. 
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-the public to state their objections, 
if any, to the intended change 
within a prescribed Feriod of 
timeP ' . ~~. 

3. (a) Has the Commissioner, S. D., 
ordered· 'that 

~d-rent fo~ bt?J~g ground-rent at 
land 111 Kanara Dlld:ict. th te f ·· · · · · e ra o 
Rs. 40 per acre should be levied 
on p6t-kharab land used as build
ing sites in the Kanara· district P 

·(b) What is the area of the land so 
assessed P · · · · · · · 

(c} Will Government be pleased to 
lay on the Table of the Council a 
copy of the Commissioner's ordGrs P 

(d) Are the orders for the levy of' 
ground-rent on p6t-kharab lands· 
in conformity with the rules laid. 
down in the Survey and Settle·· 
ment ManualP 

4. (a) 

(b) * 

• 
• 

• 
• • 

.(c) What is the total area of land let 
T --3- ,_ft_ft3 1 out for S()[Jpu 
.lAWWI ....,...,_ or manure d h • 

of J!reen leaves and revenue an w at 18 :;:from in Karwar Dis- the amount of 
revenue 

·realised from Soppu lands from the 
1st of August 1913 to. the· en~ ot 
June 1914 P · · · 

{These questiont were asked at tlze 
meeting hel~ on .the 2'1th J_uly1914~ 
when ad mtenm repltea were 
gifJen.] 

Llnswers. . ~ . . . : 

3~ (a) TJle Cottt~s~ioner,. · S;,. D., 
· ha:s · V!sued no such orders:;- btit a 
ground-rent at · .the rate of. :ru:. 40 
per acre has bee;n irqposed by' ths 
Collector of Kanara in respeot of 
certain building. plots· in favour¥ 
loca.J.iv4-ies within the .limits· of. the 
MunicipalitieS· of Kumta .and 
Honavar which had escaped: assess
ment' at the· time of the original 
survey settlement of these talukas. 

"' •• •I 

I 

(b) The area' of the land so assecaed is- , I ' ' • ' 

G. As. 
(1) In Municipal limits 

of Kumta ••• 22 . 5 
(2) In Municipal limits 

of Honavar ..... 10 12 

Total ••• 33 1 

(c) Vide reply to (a) abov:~ 

(d) There are no orders under which 
p6t-kharah1ands uaed as building 
sites are exempted from the pay· 
ment of the building assessment. 

I • • •• 

4. (a) 

(b) 

~ 

* 

~ 

* 

• 
• .. 

I, 

' 
* 1.' '* 

* * 
. (c) No Soppu assignments w~re.ma.de 
· ·.)letween August 1st, ~91~,·and ;the 

end of J ~y 1914. · No rev:e~ue 
has been realised, nor has. the. levy 
of any reyen~e-.from Soppu as~· 
menta ever been oontemplat~~~ ., 



Questi'ons. 

THE HONOURABLE Mn. G. M. 
BHURGRI. 

1. (a) Will Government be pleased 
Working of section 110 to state if the 

of the Orimin.al Procedure enquiry insti• 
,Code.• · · ·: . • .~· tilted .into the 
~working .. of section 110, Criminal 
.Procedure Oode, is completed P 

I ,1• 

. (~) If sb, will Government be pl~ased 
to.Jlay on the: table the papers 
connected with the enquiry, along 
with auy orders Government may 

i have passed in the matter p . 
(c) If not, will Governm~nt be pleased 
. to, state when the enquiry is ·likely 

to be comnleted P 

' 
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· A.n8Wers. 

1. Government have caused full en-. 
quiries to be made into the working 

· of Chapter VIII of the Code of· 
Criminal Procedure in Sind, and 
:are satisfied that· there are no. 
reasonable grou.nds for discontent. · 
The records of 3,060 prosecutions 
during the last four years have been 
examined ; only 115 of the~e cases 
were found by the Magistrates to. 
be untrue, and in a large number 
of these the police were not held 
to ba.ve been directly responsible • 
The Commissioner in Sind · has 
·recently issued orders which will 
ensme even closer supervision than 
at present of cases' under this. 
Chapter by the District Superin-. 
tendents of Police and Inspectors •. 
Government will continue to give· 
the matter close attention. 

Government do not consider it neces· 
sary at the present stage to lay on. 
the table the papers o~ the enquiry.\ 

2. (a) Has the attention of Govern· ) ' 
Newspaper article of the ment been 

. workingofseotbnliOofthe. drawn to an 
Criminal Procedure Code. article, en• 
·titled " Section. 110· and its 'disas· 
trous consequences", appearing in 
the . issue of the 21st November 
. 1914.<, of the '' Aftabe Sind" pub· 
lished at Sukkur P 

{b) If so, will Government be pleased 

2. No; but .enquiries are· being· 
· made • 

· to state if tha presentment of facts 
is correct or otherwise P · J .. 

~ 

3. (a) Is it a fact that many Zamin
. . ' 'cancellation ofthe grants· . dars who held 

of land~ b~ld on restri~ 'land ' on 
tenure 1n Smd. ·· · . "Ka b. 1., • ,, I U 1 

. tenure' prior to the advent of the 
Janirao ·canal were ·subsequently 
given the same lands on restricted 
tenure? 

{b) Is it a fact that some such grants 
have been cancelled for failure to 
comply with the conditions ap· 
plicable to restricted tenure, such 
as the erection of a permanent 
structure, f;)tc. P 

1 

3. Government .have no information 
in the matter and do not propose to 
call for it. As the · Honourable. 
:Member is aware, if any Zaminda!: 
is dissatisfied with the action of the 
local officers, it is ·open to him to .. 

' submit his case. to Government. 
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Questions. 

4. (a) Will Government be pleased I 
Cotton crops and cotton· to state if they I 

growers in Sind. have come to 
any decision regarding the disposal 
of the cotton crop in Sind? 

.J.nswera. 

(b) If so, will Government be pleased 
to state their decision ? 

I . 

~ 
4. The question of taking measures 

(c) Do Government intend to make 
any concessions to the cotton
growers in view of the depreciation 
of the cotton rates to nearly one
half of those ruling during the 
past few years ? 

THE HONOURABLE M&. F AZAL
BBOY MEHARALLI CHINOY. 

1. (a) Have Government ascertained 
the feelings of 

Technical Education of Mu h a m m a-
.Huhammadans. d b an oys . 
towards Technical and Commercial 
Education? What is the proportion 
of Muhammadan students taking 
ad vantage of the Technical College 
in Bombay and the Engineering 
College at Poona? 

[Tltis question was asked at the 
meeting lleld on the 27th July 1914, 
when an ad interim reply was 
gitJen.] 

THE H ON CURABLE SYED ALI EL 
· EDROOS. 

1. (a) With referen<fe to.myquestion 
· No. 5 at the 

Night-soil depOt at Council meet in ()I 
Surat. on the . 28th 
July last, regarding the existing 
night-soil . dep6t at Surat, ~·will 
Government be pleased to state (a) 
w~ether the dep6t is not also a 
nuisance to the inhabitants,i'esidinr,. 
in the North-East direction of th~ 
City, and (b) to ithe residents of 
Gotalavadi, a hamlet of Katargam? 

ll 41-· 239 

to support the cotton trade is under r consideration. . 

I 
I 
J 

1. (a) The first part of the question 
·has already :been replied to. The 
information asked for by ·the 
Honourable Member in the second 
·part of his question is given 
below:-

Name of the 
Institution. 

I 'Percentage 
Total of MuJuun.. 
num• Number madau 
ber of of Students 
Stu• Muha.m• to the total 
dents, madans, numbe_r of 

Students. 

College o! Engineering. 166 5 3 
Do. Workshop... 132 4. S 

. Victoria Jubilee Tech· 
. nical Institution • .. S37 11 3 

" Total ... · 635 20 S 

· 1. (a) and (b) Yes, to a certain extent, 
especially after the monsoon. 
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Questions. 

{c) Will Government be pleased to -
enquire how long will it take to· 
remove the. existing dep6t 
nuisance P 

[This question was asked at tl~e 
Meeting held on the 27th July1914, 
when an ad interim reply toqs 
given.] 

THE HONOURABLE DEWAN BAHA
DUR KASHINATH RAMCHANDRA. 
GOD BOLE. 

1. (a) Are Government aware that 
the Travellers' 

Travellers' B~ngalows at Bungalows at 
Medha. and w at. Medha and 
W ai in Satara District have been 
abolished and that the Public 
Works Department Inspection· 

:Bungalows have been provided at 
these places instead, which cannot 
be occupied by non-offiaial gentle· 
men without the permission of 
the Executive :Engineer previously . 
obtained P 

l Phis queBtion was asked at the 
· Meeting held on the 27th July1914, 

when- an ad interim .reply teas 
·.given.] · 

THE HONOURABLE Mx. BAL
. KR~SHN.A. Sl'rARAM KAMAT. 

I. Is ·it true that in certain districts 
like Satara 

Treatment of Mangs, th t f . . . e sys em o 
daily muster-call for Mangs was 
kept in abeyance . a few years ago 
and if so, with what results P 

Have Government considered the 
desirability of . permanently 
exempting from this general disabi .. 
lity such members of the Mang 
community as may be found to 
have settled, honest occupations in 
lifeP 

2. Have Government also consi· 

Treatment of llaugs. 
dered the 
practicability 

of granting disforested land,_ where 

.Answers. 

(c) As a temporary measure, pending 
the inauguration of the under
ground drainage scheme, arrange• 
ments are being made for the 
incineration of a largo portion of 
the night-soil and these will he in 
operation during the coming fair 
season. 

1. (a) The Travellers' Bungalow at 
Medha was converted into an 

. Inspection Bungalow as it was 
found the most satisfactory 

· arrangement, there being practi· 
cally no necessity for a Travellers' 
Bungalow thera. It is proposed to 
build a new Travellers' Bungalow 
at Wai as soon as funds c:1n be 
provided fot• ·it. The _ old one was 
condemned and was sold at the end 
of last year. 

1. The system of daily roll-call for 
Mangs· and other criminal tribes 
was discontinued in the Satara 
Dil3trict during the years 1908 to 
1910. Government are informed 
~hat the results were deplorable. 
The system was, therefore, reintro
duced in December 1910. 

~ The answer is. in the affirmative. 
The registers are under prepara· 
tion, and llangs having settled 

· honest occupations in life will b~ 
exempted from roll-call. 

2. No. The Collectors are em powered 
to grant such lands for agricultural 
purposes on favourable ·terms to 
suitable .a pplioants. 



Questio~s. 

possible, on favourable terms to 
any ·applicants from this com-
m~nity? · · · · 

[These q1Lestions were asked at tlle 
meeting held on the 27th July1914, 
toTten ad interim t·eplies were 
given]. 

3. In view of the present condition 
Advisory Boards for of the Import 

c1ev~lopment of local in· and Exp o r t 
clustries. trade due to 
th~ war, will Government be pleased 
to state if they have been good 
eriough to consider the desirability 
of taking any action, such as the 
appointment of an Advisory Board 
or the permanent appointment of 
a Director of Commerce and In· 
dustries for the Bombay Presidency, 
for the purpose of advice and 
guidance to the mercantile com· 
munity and the development of 
suitable local industries? 

.J,. With reference to the view 
Curriculum of studies expressed by 

fo:the Indian girls going the Director of 
up for the Matriculation p u b 1 i C In• 
J.;umiilation. struction at 
vage ul of the last Quinquennium 
Progr~::ss Report ~of Education re· 
garding the unsuitability of the 
present curriculum of studies for 
Indian girls g~ing up for the Ma
triculation, have Government been 
pleased to consider if the co~rse of 
studies needs any modification, and 
will Government be pleased to 
say if this subject has be~n at 
any time referred for ppinion to 
Indian educationists? 

5. Will Government be pleased to 
state what 

Arts College for Women progress has 
a~ Bombay. b d een ma e 
regarding the proposal for an Arts 
College for Women at Bombay P 

6. Will Government be pleased to 
say-
( a) how many instruments known 

• Water·findere. . as the water-
finders are 

kept in use by the Agricultural 
De.IJartment at prese~t; 

Answers. 

3. The action taken by Government 
in the matter is indicated 'in the 
reply to Question Ncr.- 5 put by the 
Honourable Mr. U pasani. :, 

4. The attention of the Honourable 
Member is invited to paragraph 14 
of Government Resolution No~ 879, 
dated the 31st March, 1913, review· 
ing the report referred to by him, 
from which it will be seen · that 
Government have accepted .the 
recommendation of the Director· of 
Public Instruction made in para· 
graph 16 of Chapter IX of that 
report that a course· specililly 
adapted for girls should be formu· 
lated and ·followed. It is under· 
stood that the Director has been' 
engaged in framing such a course 
in consultation with Indian and 
other educationists. 

5. Government have nothing to add 
to the reply given to question No.4 
put by the Honourable Mr. ·Fazal
bhoy Meharalli Chlnoy at the 
meeting of the Legislative Council 
held on the 27th July last. 

6. (a) The Agricultural Department 
· has obtained an automatic water 

finder for the purpose of testing its 
utility. · 



Questions. 

(b) whether Government propose 
to keep~ such water-finders at 
different places in the Presidency, 
say, at the Agricultural Farms, 
for the benefit of the agricul· 
turists, if necessary on payment 

· of a reasonable fee ? 

·7. Wii.i Go:vernm.ent .be. plea~ed. :to 
- · · . • • . j · · • · state if the 

1 Irriga.tiop t \ Comm1ttee's · • · ' ·• 
Report on the system of Ir r 1 gat~ 0 n 
water distribution along the 0 0 m m i t te e 
Mutha and Nira. Canals. h' h t . w 1c sa 1n 
Poona in July last to consider the 
revision of the system of water 
distribution along the Mutha and 
Nira Canals have submitted their 
proposals to Government, and if so, 
whether Govt3rnment will be 
pleased to give the irri~ators an 
opportunity to express the1r.opinion 
.regarding any proposed rules 
before finally . sanctioning and 
bringing them into force P 
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8. With reference to the rules 
, . : , . . · framed under 

. Recovery of arrears. of section 152 of 
land Tevenne from one · h L d 

.lnant :Balkrisbna Rangne• t e . an 
ker of ~il_Ja~e ~ochra. in the Revenue Oode 
RatnAgm distr1et. · · d · bl'. h d . .an pu IS e 

.. inGoveJ:n:rnent Resolp.tion Nq. 2459, 
,,R~venu~ Department, . dated . the 
.. ~6th Marc,J;l :l~~3, regarding ~he 
:.r~coyery 9f_ arrears of ~and rev~nue, 
. will. Goyernment be pleased to say-

(i);,whether rule No. 1• which lays 
:down that , Notices .of Demand 
·shall be issued , by Mamlatdars 
has been observed in.' practice in 
the Ratmigiri. district ? 

{il) Whether . Government are 
, awa.re pf ·~ Ol}se in . which . .the 
.. Mamlat~a~ of , V engurla, dis.trict 
. Ratnagiri, recovered in or about 
! Feb~uary 1913 by distraint and 
sale of moveabl~ .. property from 
one Anant l3alkrishna Rangne· 
kar, of village Koohra in V en· 

. gurla taluka, arrears of in~tal· 
ments due together with penalty 
and the balanca of revenue for the 
remaining part of the year, and 
if so, whether a written Notice 
of Demand was issued to the 
defaulter in the :first insbmce? 

(b) The . experiments are still in 
proooress and no larger supply of 
th~:e instruments will be ordered 
flntil the tests show that they are 
practically useful. 

7. The report of the Committee 
lias been received. 

Certain r epresentati~ns .which · were 
made , by the I President of the 
.Decpan Agricultural Relief, Asso
.ciation . were consid~red by the 
Committee and are now under the 
consideration of Government. 

8; (i)' Gover~ment have no reason to 
believe. that thE) rule referred to is 
, not· being observed in the Ratna .. 
_ giri district~ 

(ii) and (ill) Government have heard 
pf the cases referred to in (ii) and 

· (iii), but · have no information 
.,

1
whether written notices of demand 
were issued in the first instance. 
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· Questions. 

(iii) Whether it is true that the 
said Mamlatdar in June of the 
samP year caused the same occu .. 
pant's moveable property to be 
distrained and sold for the re· 
covary of Rs. 6 only also without 
a N otic a of Demand ? 

(iv) Whether any general orders 
are issued by Government to 
Revenue officers making it ne .. 
cessary that processes for the 
recovery of arre:us of land reve· 
nue shall be employed only in . 
the order in which they are de· 
scribed under section 150 of the 
Land Revenue Code? and 

(v) Whether it is a. fact that Gov .. 
ernment have borne the legal 
expenses in the matter of the 
criminal proceedings instituted 
by the said ::Mamlatdar against 
the said occupant on a charge of 
defamation arising out of a 
petition of redress addressed by 
the said occupant to higher 
Revenue authorities concerning ""' 
the action 1Jf the ::Mamlatdar P 

THE HONOURABLE MR. N. D. 
'. .KHANDALA VALA •. 

1, Will Government be pleased to 
state whether 

.. :Fire-engine •tations at the p 0 0 n a 
Poona. City Munici· 
pality, the Poona Cantonment, 
Committee and the Poona Subur .. 
ban Municipality have up-to-date 
steam or motor fire-engines, with 
means of quickly conveying them 

. to the scene of a fire, and supplied 
with expert workers, kept in train• 
ing, and available for ~mmediate 
service, and whether there is tele· 
phonic communication between the 
~~fferep.t fire-engine stations? 

2. Will Government be pleased to 
.Fire service at Poona. state Whether 

there is any 
workable arrangement by which 

B 41-240 

Answers,. 

(iv) No such orders have bee11; issued· 

(v) The orders given ·were that the 
Public Prosecutor, Ratnagiri, or 
other Government prosecuting 
Officer should appear on behalf of 
the Mamlatdar. 

1. The Poo:qa City Municipality and 
the Poona Cantonment Com
mittee possess three and one steam 
fire-engine respectively. One of· 
the former engines is not up-to-date, 
and a proposal is now· under consi· 
deration to replace it. The Poona 
Suburban Municipality owns a 
motor fire-engine jointly with the 
Poona City · Muni11ipality. The 
engines are worked by expert work· 
eJ,'s and O!tn be taken quickly to 
the scene of fire. E.x:oept in the 
case of the Poona Cantonment 
Committee the workers do not hold 
regular practices. 'relephonio com· 
munication does not exist between 
the several fire-engine stations 
belonging to these bodies. 

2 No · such arrangement exists 
between the Poona Uantonmep.t 
Committee and the Poona City 
Municipality. 
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Questions. 

these three Municipal bodies may 
lend freely their tire-engines and 
staff quickly to each other in times 
of emergenoy to put out disastrous . 
:fires? 

[Phese questions wet•e asked at the 
meeting held on the 27th Julg1914 

. when ad interim . replies were. 
given.] , 

THE HONOURABLE RAO SAREB 
VENKA'l'ESH SHRINIWAS NAlK. 

''' 

1. Will ~overnment be pleased to ') 
· supply the 

Courta of Subordinate followinO' in• 
Judges in Db,rw(r District. f 0t • orma Ion 
about the Judicial Suborflinate 
Courts in the Dharwar District for: 
the last five years? · 
(a) The· number of suits filed in 

the First Class Subordinate 
Judges' Courts. 

(b) The number of original civil 
suits, both small cause and long 
cause, miscellaneous applications 
and Darkhasts filPd in different 
Second Class Subordinate Judges' 
Courts. 

(c) The number of these suits filed 
in different Subordinate Courts 
from each taluka. 

~) * * • • • * 
(e) The number of villages within 

the jurisdiction · ·of different 
Courts which are more than 20 
miles in distance from the seat 
of Courts and which have· no 
Railway communication direct 
from these villages. 

(/) The longest distance · from. J 
·the seat of ·these Subordinate 
Courts to the villages over which 
they hay.e· jurisdiction. · 

2. Is it a fact that under the' Gokak 
· . · . · Canal the big 

Irrigation rates· . for varieties . of 
gro~ndnuts on Gokaik CanaL . d . t. . . . . . · · groun n u s 
(Japanese and Pondirherry )· which 
ri_pen in fqur or five months only 
are"charg~·~:at tb~ same rate as .the 
~ndigtmo~s variety, which requires 
seven months to ripen, and con
sequently more water r . . 

.tl.tiswers. 

1. Statements containing the in· 
formation 

See Appendices B, c, D. have been 
placed on the Council Table. 

2. · Yes, ~:ut t~e\ foreign, varieties of 
grounqnut are more heavily water. 
ed each time than ordinary monsoon 
or rabi dry. crops. They should 
pay the monsoon plus rabi rate as 
they are irrigated in both seasons 
always •. 



Questions. 

3. Do Government intend to revise 
the rates for 

Irrigation rates for the bi 0' varie• 
groundnuts on Gokik Canal. t' fo d 1es o groun • 
nut referred to, so as to bring them 
to a level with the rates on crops 

. grown in four or five months? 

4. Is it a fact that men~al Railway 

Menial Railway servants 
travelling in the lnterme• 
cliate carriages on Madras 
and Southern .Mahratta. 
Railway. 

servants often 
:travel on the 
Madras and 
S outher·n 
Mahratta 

Railway 
Carriages. 

in the Intermediate 

.5. Is it a fact that InterQiediate 
Railw'\ys-Intermedi ate class carri~ges 

Class Carriages on M. & are coloured 
8• M. Railway. in the same 
colour as third class and many 
illiterate pas8engers not knowing 
the class get into the Intermediate 
class carriages and are required to 
pay additional fare at the destina• 
tion or when the tickets are exam
ined at intermediate stations by the 
Rail way Authorities ? 

u. Will Government be pleased to 
state how 

Midwives in Dispensaries many dispen• 
and Hospitals. saries and hOS• 
pitals in the Mofussil have qualified 
m.id wives attached to the institu· 
tions? 

.[ Th.l18e questions were asked at the 
meeting held on the 27th July 
1914, when ad interim replies were 
given.] · · 

1. Will Government be pleased. to ) 
Jarlicia.l Subordinate supply the 

Courts in Belgaum, Bij6.pur f 0 11 0 W i n g 
and Kima district~. in forma t iOn 
about the Judicial Subordinate 
Courts in Belgaum, Bij:lpur and 
Kanara districts ~eparatc ly for the 
last five years ? . · 

.d.nswers. 

3. No. The big varieties. of. g~ound .. 
nut can. afford the existh:,tg , rate. 
If the rate wer.e reduced to' the 
monsoon rate plus a charge for one 
or. two rabi waterings;· this .. crpp 
mtght seriously interfere with ordi· 
nary rabi crops and . bring_'in a 
SlD:~ller revenue per acre, for the 

· rab1 season. . . ·· 
Crop rates have genArally been given 

up in favour of season rates and the 
·re-introduction of separate rates for 
different crops would be. a retro-
grade s~ep. · 

4. The Agent, Madras and Southern 
Mahratta Railway Company, re· 
ports that the matter has received 
attention and that instructions, 
have been issued that Intermediate 
class carriages should not be occu• 
pied by those not entitled . to travel 
therein. ·i. 

5. A copy of letter ~rom the A~ent, · 
Madras ·and 

See Appendix E.. Southern Mah-
ratta Rail way Company, No. 2002/T, 
dated 26tbjJOth September 1914, 
is laid on the table. : · 

6. Qualified mid wives have been 
·attached to_ 18 hospitals and· · 25 
dispensaries in the Mofussil. 



Q~~stion~. 

(a) Th~ number. o~ 1st ,,and 2nd; 
· ). Cla:~s Oourts, ~oth per.manent and. 
· . joint~ ancl the ·places · \V,here they 
; hold their Courts: · 
,, .. , . . .. '' '' 

(b) The number of suits filed in 
.. ·: the , First . Class Subordinate 
·Ju.~ges' Courts. · · 

(b) The number of original . s~its 
poth S~all Cause arid ·long cause, 

· darkhasts and · miscellaneous 
. applications fil~d ' in different 
· Second Class Subordinate Judges' 

Courts. · 

(d) The numbe;r of these suits filed 
in different Subordinate Courts 
.from .each t:Uuka. 

{e) The period and number of 
:Joint and Additional Subordi· 
.~ate Judges .entertained in each 
·of these Subordinate Courts. 

(/) The number of villages within 
the jurisdiction of different 
Courts which are more than 

· .20 mil.es in distance from the 
$eats of Courts and which h~ve 
no railway communication direct 
from these v?-llages. 

(g) The longest distance from the 
seats of these Subordinate Courts 
to the villages over which they 
have jurisdiction. 

7. A statement containing the in• 

Set~ Appendix L • 
formation 
required by 

the Honourable Member in clauses 
(a) and (e) of his question has been 

. placed on the Council Table. The 
infor.mation asked for in the other 
clauses of the· question is being 
Pbtained. 

8. ,Will Government .fbe ~lehased to 1 . 
urms the 

: •• In,door pa~ents of lfofua· follo~ing de~ 
rdl dUlpensarua Ill elass. . t .1 b t th · ... · a1 sa ou e 

. 11,061 patients shown to have been 
treated as indoor patients in 259 
dispensaries of class III in the 
Mofussil towns of the Presidency 
proper, in column 8 of statement B 
of Appendix: I to the Annual Re .. 
port on the Civil Ho~pitals and 
Dispensaries under the Government 
of Bombay, for the year 1913:-

.(a) The number of Police Consta-
bles and Officers. 

(b) The number of undertrial pri· 
sonars and convicts. . 

(c) The number of patients sent by 
the police as indoor patients other 
than (a) and (b). . 

} 8. The information asked for by the 
Honourable :Member is not obtain-
able. · 
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Qlfestions. 

(d) The number of private paying 
indoor patients. 

(e) The number of paupers and 
others treated as indcfor patients. 

9. Is it a fact that in many cases · 
the Medical 

Admission of patients in Officers in 
dispensaries. charge of dis· 
pensaries are required to refuse to 
admit patients of a serious nature 
when all or some of the beds in the 
dispensary are occupied by the 
police officers suffering from very 
trifling complaints? 

Kanarese villages and 1 o. Will Govern-a 
schools in the Sholll.pur ment be pleased 
district. to state:-

J 

(a) In how many villages in Shola· 
pur district does the. major part I 
of the populati9n speak Kanarese 
as its mother tongue ? ~ 

(b) What is the population of these 
villages? . 

(c) In how many such villages are 
.there Kanarese primary. schools? 

(d) What is the Court language of 1 
these villages. J 

11. Will Government be pleased to 
· state whether 

Pri~ate non-aided dis· the 323 hos
pensanea. pitals and dis· 
pensaries of the fifth class-pri· 
vatenon-aided-shown to be existing 
on the last day of the year 1913 in 
column !1 of statement A of Appen· 
dix I to the Annual Report on the 
Civil Hospitals and Dispensaries 
under the Government of Bombay 
for the year 1913, include hospitals 
and dispensaries opened by private 
medical practitioners in ~he mofussil 
towns? 

(b) If this figure does not include 
hospitals and dispensaries opened 
by private medical practitioners, 
will Government be pleased to 
inquire and say in how many 
places where there are no hos· 
pitals and dispensaries of any of 
the five classes -mentioned in 
statement A of Appendix I to the 
Annual Report on the Civil Hos

JI 41-241 

.A.nswer8. 

9. So far as Government are aware 
the answer to the question is in the 
negative. 

10. The information has ·been 
called for. 

11. The figure 323 of private non
aided hospitals · and dispensaries 
under Class V includes only insti .. 
tutions established by persons or 
corporate bodies (Mi~sions included) 
which have the relief of the poor 
as their primary object. Hospitals 
or dispensaries opened by private 
medical practitioners are· not. 
included. 

(b) Government are not as at 
present advised convinced that 
the . results of the proposed 
enquiry would be commensurate 
with the trouble involved. 
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Questions. 

pitals and Dispensaries under the 
Government of Bombay for the 
year 1913, such hospitals and 
dispens'aries opened by private 
medical practitioners, exist P 

12. Is it a fact that private Medical 
Licenses for cocaine in practition e r S 

the case of registered Medi· W h 0 h a V e 
tlal practitioners. regi s t e r e d 
themselves under the Bombay Medi
cal Act of 1912 are also required to 
obtain licenses from the District 
Magistrate and renew them year 
after year to keep cocaine above 
20 grains for their medical pur· 
poses? 

13. Is the renewal of these licenses . 
Renewal of lice~se1 in the often delayed, . 

case of registered Medical and are the 
practitioners. Medical prac• 
titioners consequently put ~to great 
inconvenience ? · 

THE HONOURABLE Mn. RAGHU· 
NATH FURSHOTAM F.ARANJ.PE. 

1. Is it a fact that in the city of 
. . . Poona public 

. L1censl!lg of pubUo con• ccnveya n C e S 
veyances m Poona. , 

are - licensed 
only twice during the year, that 
just before the time of issuing these 
licenses these. conveyances become 
very scarce as their owners want to 

· repair them or to rest their horses ? 

What difficulties are there in the way 
of having a permanent licensing 
officer who will be prepared to 
renew the Iicen.Ses or issue new ones 
all through the year, and,, in 

· particular, cannot the present 
Inspector of these conveyances be 
asked to . set a part one day every 
week .for this purpose? · .. · 

I 

[Phis qzeestion was asked at the Meet· 
ing held on the 27th July 1914, 
when an ad interim reply was 
oiven.] 

.J.nswers. 

12. Possession of cocaine by private 
Medical practitioners is prohibited 
except under a license granted by 
the Collector. The license does 
not require to be renewed annually, 
but subject . to the provisions of 
section a2 of the Bombay Abkari 
.Act ordinarily holds good so long 
as the licensee continues to 
practise at the place specified in the 
license. 

13. .As the license dose not require 
to be renewed annually, the ques
tion. of delay and inconvenience 
does not arise. 

1. Public conveyances at . Poona 
have hitherto been licensed only at 
two periods in the year, exrept that 
conveyances which have been un· 
able to attend either of the two 
fixed inspections have been licensed 
at other times in the year. One 
of the two yearly inspections has 
now been abolished. Government 
are not aware that public con· 
veyances become insufficient to 
meet public demands just before 
the times. of issuing licenses. 

Under the Public Conveyances 
Act, licenses can be granted only 
·by the officer appointed to perform 
the duties assigned to the Com- _ 
missioner of Police, 6. e., by the 
District Superintendent of Police. 
The personal attention of that 

· officer to the inspection of con· 
· veyances is essential, and Govern
. ment consider that it would be 
~con~enient if he were obliged to 
Issue licenses all through the year. 
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Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE ~!B. GOCULDAS 
KAHANDAS PAREKH. 

-1. Will Government be pleased to 
say-
(i) Whether X-ray installations at 

Inroula.tions of X·Rays the yarious 
at Publio Hospitals in public Has
Bombay. pitals Of 
Bombay are used by the Medical 
and Surgical staffs of the said 
institutions for examination and 
treatment of their private 
cases? 

(ii) Do Government propose that 
certain fixed fees be levied for 

. the use of these installations in 
·connection with private practice P 

. (iii) Do Government propose to 
allow the use of the installations 
to private practitioners for the 

. examination and treatment of 
·their cases, subject to such rules 
and restrictions and the payment 
of such fees as Government may 
see· £t to prescribe ? 

:2. Will Government. be pleased to 
say-

How many beds there are under 
H o~pital,, the care of 

Number of beds in charge each of the 
of each Medical Officer. Me d i c a 1 
Officers (whether of the Indian 
Medical Service or Honorary) at 
the Jamsetji Jeejeebhoy, Gokul· 
das · Tejpal and St •. George's 
Hospitals, Bombay, and the 
S~ssoon Hospitals, Poona? 

:s. Will Government be pleased to 
say-

(1) Whether the Sanand Estate.is 
llanagement of Sanand under the 

Estate by TAlukd.iri Settle- m a n a ge
ment Officer. ment of the· 
Talukdari Settlement Officer on 
account of the minority of the 

. present Thakore P 

Answers. 

1. (i) and (ii) The X-ray installa .. 
tion at the Gokaldas Tejpal Hospital 
has on occaSions been used by the 
Medical and Surgical staffs of the 
institution for the examination and 
treatment of their private casss. 
[1he installation at the J amsetji 
Jeejeebhoy H~spital is occasionally 
so used by some members of the staff. 
No such ll.Se is made of the installa· 
tion at St. George's Hospital. 
Government do. not approve of this 
use of the X-ray installations, and 
orders have now been issued dis
continuing it. The question of the 
levy of fees does not arise therefore. 

(iii) There are a number of private 
practitioners in Bombay who have 
gone to considerable expense in 
learning X-ray work" in Europe and 
in fitting up complete installations 
of their own. . They are adequate, 
both in number and in proficiency, 
to meet existing requirements in 
this respect. In these circum· 
stances Government do not consider 
it necessary that private practi
tioners should be allowed the use 
of the X-ray installations at the 
Government hospitals. 

2, The infomiation required by the 
. Honourable 

See Appendix F. Member is 
contained in the appended state· 
ment. 

3. {1) Already answered, 
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Questions. 

(2) Whether the Talukdan Settle· 
ment Officer has advanced 
Rs. 2,000 belonging to . the 
Sanand Estate to one Ramsing 
Madarsang of Lolya to enable 
him to file an appeal to the 
High Court against the Thakore 
of Utelia? 

(3) · Whether the estate of the said 
Ramsing is also under the 
management of the Talukdari 
Settlement Officer? 

( 4) Whether the total income of 
Ramsing's estate for Samvat 
1965 was Rs. 73, for Samvat 

· 1966 Rs. 125, for Samvat 1967 
Rs. 55 and for Samvat 1969 
Rs.141? 

(5) What is the amount that 
Bamsing owes to Government 
on· account of Taka vi and what 
is the-total amount of debt which 
he owes to private individuals P 

(6) What security, if any, has been 
taken from Ramsing for the 
r~payment of this advance? 

4. Will Government be pleased to 
say- . . 
(1) _ Whet~er Sardar U desanji, 

lnakore of 
President of Jambusar Sarod, is a 

lJ nnicipality. 
permanent 

resident of Sarod, which is about 
9 · miles distant from the limits 
of the Jambusar Municipality? 

(2) Whether the Th.akore's own 
estate is under the management 
of the Talukdari Settlement 
Officer of Gujarat ? 

5. Will Government be pleased to 
say-
(1) How many cases for taking 

securities 
:B~h Sub-Divisional under sec~ 

Magistrat6 tions 107 
and 110 of the Criminal Pro .. 
cednre Code were heard by 
:Mr. N. M .. Joshi, First Class Sub· 
Divisional ~{agistrate of Broach ? 

(2) What was the interval of time 
between the commencement and 
conclusion of' the proceeding in 
each case P 

.J.nswers. 

(2) Yes. The advance was made
partly for the purpose stated. 

-{3) Yes. 

(4) The figures are approximately-' 
correct. But a considerable area 
of land has been restored to the· 
estate since the Samvat year 1968, 
which may be expected to increase. 
the income. 

(5) Ramsing owes to Government 
Rs. 583 on account of takaviand. 
Rs. 613 to private creditors. 

(6) Ramsing's whole estate has been 
given as security for the advance .. 
It is worth considerably more than. 
the advanoe made to him~ 

4. {1) No. 

{2) Yes. 

5. (1) and (2) Two statements•· 
*See Appendix G. containing 

the informa·· 
tion have been placed on the· 
Council Table. · 



Questions. 

6. Will Government be pleased to 
say~ 

(1) Whether the First Class Sub. 
· Divisio n a I 

Magiaterial powers of Magistra t e 
lU:mlatdU at J ambuaa.r. f. B h . o roac tn 
charge of Jambusar and A'mod 
Talukas keeps his headquarters 
during the rains at Broach or 
JambusarP 
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{2) Does the practice of locating at 
Jambusar a Mamlatdar with 
powers of a First Class Magistrate. · 
continue or has been given up ? 
and 

(3) If it is given up why ? 

.. 

7. Will Government be pleased to 
say-

-
(1) *· * * . * 
(2) Whether after the inhabitants 

. . of Palej had 
· Notified area of PaleJ b 't t d 
side-walks. .su mi e 

to Govern· 
ment their petition in which 
they complained against this 
prohibition, among other things, 
the Mamlatdar of Palej instituted 
revenue proceedings against six: 
of the shop-keepers for using the 
side walks for weighment and 
imposed fines on them ? 

[These questions were asked at the 
Meeting held on the 27th July 
1914, when ad interim replies 
were given.] 

8. Will Government be pleased to 
say-

With reference to the J ahirnama 
Ta.lukdars' J ama, 

which has 
been r e· 

cently issued to Talukdars 
II 41-242 

Answers. 

6~ (1) At Broach. 

(2) The practice of always locating a 
Mamlatdar with· the ·powers of a 
First Class Magistrate at Jambusar 

· has been given up. 

(3) The posting of Mam,atdars · does · 
not depend solely. upon judicial 
considerations; and it is not always 
possible to post one· with First Class 
powers to a given taluka. 

. . 
7. (1) * * * * * *· * 

(2) It is the fact . that, . subse· 
quently to the submission to Gov
ernment of a petition requesting 
the abolition of the Notified Area 
Committee of Palej, in which 

· among other grievances it was com· 
plained that that body had issued 
a notification prohibiting the use of 
the land on either side of the road 
in the hazar for the weighment of 
goods, six: persons were ordered 
under the provisions of the Land 
Revenue Code to pay rent and fine. 
for the unauthorized occupation of 
portions of this land by depositing 
on it weighing machines and 
sacks of grain. Orders have since 
been issued that, pending further · 
enquiry, no proceedings should be 
instituted in respeot of ~he . utiliza• 
tion of this land for the above 
purposes. 
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Questions. 

whereby it is, proposed to fix the 
highest limit of the Talukdars' 
J ama to sixty per cent •. of the 
assessment of their estates and to 
extend the J ama settlements to 
periods of not less than 30 
years-

(1) Whether the concession that 
the Ta.lukdars have hitherto 
enjoyed of the exclusion of the 
.lalliti lands in calculating the 
amount of J ama will be con• 
tinned or not P 

{2) Wpe~her the concession. about 
excludmg from calculation o~ 
paying smaller percentage of 
the assessment on culturable 
waste which is being now enjoyed 
will be continued or not ? 

·(3) What will be the gain or loss 
in the revenue that is estimated 
by the adoption of the new 
arrangement p 

1}. Will Government be pleased to 
say: 

.(1)' Whether in 1900-01 on the 
death of Talukdar Bapu :Miya of 

1 Dholka leaving a minor son, his 
estate was plac~d under · the 
Talukdari · Settlement Officer's 
management ? 

(2)' Does his son .still continue a · 
. Management of the estate minor or has 
of T4lnkdar Bapu Miya of he attained 
.Dholka.. :rna. ority ? 

(3) Whether the management of 
the estate still continues with the 
Talukdari Settlement Officer P 

. 
(4} If the son has attained majority, 

is there any special reason fo~ 'not 
restoring to him the management 
of his taluka P 

LO. Will.; Government be pleased to 1 
say-.. · 

(I) What ·was the value of the 
property which was the subject
matter of litigation in the case 
of Biohhubha versus Vela Dhanji 
reported in 11 :Bombay Law 
.Reporter at page 736 P 

8. {1) Yes. 

{2) Yes. 

(3) Pending the revision of Jamas no 
information as to gain or loss of 
revenue is available. 

9. Ye~. 

Enquiry will be made. 
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·(2) What was the total.· amount of 
· costs in-

Costs incurred by the d b 
Talukdari Settlement Officer curre Y 
in the case of Bichhubba the Ta.luk
'l/l!f'BUI Vela Dhanji. dari Settle· 
ment Officer, who was the 
guardian of the minor Bichhu· 
bhai in the course of the said 

·litigation P · · 

~11. {1) Will Government be pleased 
Report on the audit of to plac~ 0~ 

accounts of ta.lukd ri the Council 
estates. Table · the 
report of Mr. Ramgovind Lalbhai 
Patel of the audit made by him 
under the orders of Government of 
the accounts of the estates which 
were made under the ·management 

_ of the -Talukdari Settlement 
Officer? 

(2) Will they be pleased to say 
whether the Talukdars interested 
were _ given an opportunity of 
showing their objections to the 
accounts which were being audited P 
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.tf.nswers. · 

} 10. Information will be called for. 

J 
11. (1) The auditor's report has not 

reached Gover~ment, but in any 
case Government are not disposed 
to place reports of this nature on 
the table. 

(2) The auditor's duty did not require 
him to give a. hearing to the 
Talukdars of the estates the 
accounts of which were being 
examined. 

12. Will Government be pleased to l 
say-
(1) For what periods the Gangad 

estate and ~-
Detailed accounts ?f the estate of 

debts, etc., of certam V'k D 
t&lukdari estates in 1 a osa 
~m~bad and Kaira of Bela in 
Dlstncts. the Ahmed .. 
abad District and the estates 
of Partapsing N anabava, 
Takhatsing Nanabava and 
Nanabava Motaji of Napad in 
the Kaira District have remained 
under the management of the 
Talukdari Settlement Officer? 

(2) What was the amount of the 
debt when the management of 
each of these estates was taken 
up, what was the total income 
of each estate received by ·the 
Talukdari Settlement Officer, 
what amounts out of the same 
have been paid as Government 
Jam a, what amounts as main ten .. 
ance of the Talukdar and his 
dependants, what amounts as 
costs of management, what as 

l12. . Information will be called for. 

I I -
I 
I 
I 
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. Q·uestions. 

. interest and what ·amounts have 
been paid towards the Iiquida· 
tion of the debts and how much 
of the original debt yet remains 
unpaid P · J 

13~ Will Government be pleased to 
RemoveJ. of liquor and say in what 

. intoxicating d11tg . shops manner and 
from unde~irable ~ites. to what extent 
have the instructions of the Gov-

. ernment: of India about. the- re
moval of liquor and intoxicating 
drug shops from undesirable site8, 
referred to in the Viceroy's speech . 
in reply to the deputation on 
behalf of the AU-India Temperance 
League on 26th December 1918, 
been carried· out P 

14.· Will. Government be pleased to 1 
.say- · I 

· .dnswers • 

13. The instructions are carried out as 
opportunity for taking action arises 
by the Collector either independ .. 
ently or in . consultation with 
Advisory Committees, with the 
sanction of the Commissioner of' 
Customs, Salt,· Opium and .A'bkari · 
when such san~tion is necessary. 

(1) Whether; with reference to the 
Local Excise Committees. .tDhespastch of I· 

e ecre· 
tary of State for India dated the 
·29th May 1914, they propose to 
constitute Advisory Bodies like 
Local Excise Committees with · } 14. ·Government have no present 
a majority· of elected members ? · ' intention of modifying the existing:· 

(2) Does Government propose to . arrangements. 
make any increase in the suh· I 1 

· 

jects of consultation with the 
Excise Committees as mentioned J 
by the Secretary of State in the . 
said Despatch ? 

.; 

15. WithreferencetotheExcise Com· 15. 
0 0 mis s i o n e r's 

Talnka Exc1se Comm1ttees. A l R nnua e· 
. port for 1912·13, paragraph . 20, 
will Government be pleased to 

. say-

(1) Whether additional Ta,luka (1) N 0• 

Committees have been con-
stituted since ? 

(2) Whether any increase bas been (2) No. 
made in the sphere of their 
activties P 



Questions. 

THE HONOURAJ3LE Mn. VITHAL .. 
BHAI JHA VERBHAI PATEL, 

1JAR.•A.T•LAW, 

1. Will Government be pleased to, 
. . . place on the 

E.rn.mmat10ns-S c h .oo 1 Council Table 
nal and Vernacular Fmal. , 

a comparative 
statement of the receipts and ex
penditure during 1912-13 and 
1913·14 at the School Final and 
Vernacular Final Examinations? 

2. Will. Government be pleased to 
place on the 

Criminal co.ses tried lly Council Table 
Jury. a statement 
showing:-

(a) the number of Jury cases tried 
by the Sessions Courts at Ahmed· 
abad, Surat, Thana, Poona and 
:Belgaum respectively within the 
last 5 years; 

(b) the number of such cases where 
the Judge differed from the Jury, 
and 

(c) the number of such cases in 
which the High Court upheld 
the verdict of the Jury ? 

[These questions were asked at the 
meeting Tteld on tlte 27th July 
1914, tohe111 ad interim replies were 
given.] 

3. (a) Is it true that a petition 
P t·t· . ti si IJ'ned by 56 c 1 tens m connec on o , 

with the uuj:\rat T6.lukdars' 'J.1alukdars of 
Bill. the Ahmed· 
abad District ha3 been addressed 
to His Excellency the President in 
Council praying for the appoint
ment of a commission to inquire 
into the affairs and working of the 
Talukdari Department? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to 
say whether they have made any 
inquiry in connection therewith 
and, if so, with what result? 

:e: 41-2!3 
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Answers. 

1. The Honourable Member · has 
already . been furnished with the 
informa:ion ~equired by .him in 
connection With· the School Final 
Examination. The figures of 
receipts and expenditure ·for the 
Vernacular Final Examination are 
given below:-

Year. Receipts, Expnnditare. 

Rs. Rs. a. P· 
1912 14,644 11,808' 4 a 
1913 14,080 11,818 5 6 

I 
~ 2~ A statement containing the in• 

I 
formation has been placed on the
Counoil Table. 

I 
J 

[See Appendix H.] 

3. (a) Yes. 

(b) Inquiry wns made and !Jovern
ment came to the conclus10n that 
the allegations made were without 
foundation. 



Questions. 

(o) Will Government be pleased to 
lay on the Council Table the said 
petition with the papers of inquiry, 

. if any r 
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(d) Will Government be · pleased to 
say whether the statements of the 
petitioners in paragraph 3 of their 
petition regarding the payment by 
the Talukdari Settlement Officer 
ta Government in Sam vat 1969 of 
the J amabandhi for the famine 
year Samvat 1968 from the revenue · 

· · of the estates under his manage
ment are correct P 

4. (a) Will Government be pleased 
. .~ : · to place on the 

Ta14tis, Kar1:uns, Upri· Table a list of 
knrkuns and Deputy Mana· , • K 
gm under the TUukdari Talatis, ar· 
l:ictU?ment Offic~ an~ their kuns, U pri· 
salanes and qualificattons, k, k . d ar uns an 
Deputy :Managers ·serving under 
the rralukdari Settlement Officer 
showing the monthly salary and 
qualification of each of them ? 

(b) Will Government be pleased to: 
say whether there are any rules .for 
the guidance of the Ta.lukdari 
Settlement Officer in making these 
appointments ? 

5. (a) Will Government be pleased . 
. Petition in connection to say whether 

with Gujarat :ruukdars' they · have 
BilL . received · a 
petition dated the 27th July 1914 
from one :Bapubha :Mohob~tsang 
of Jaska under Dhandhuka 
Taluka P 

·{b) '\Vill Gove1·nment be pleased to 
say whether they have made any 
inquiry in connection therewith 
and, if so, with what result P 

6, ' Will Gov~rnment be pleased to 
Petitions in eonnection say whether 

with Gujarat Talukd,r11' they have 
Bill. made any in· 
quiry regarding the statements 
made by the Thakore Fatesingji 
Rai8ingji in his petition dated the 
28th July 1914 and addressed to 
His 11:xcellency the Right Honour
able the Governor in Council, and, 
;£ C!O n1if:'h TU''ha ~ """" H ~ ( 

.J.nswers. 
( o) Government are not disposed to 

place_ the papers on the Table. 

. ' 

{d) The statements referred to are not 
correct. 

4. (a) Government do not consider 
that the labour of compiling a 
nominal list of the kind asked for 
is justified by any purpose which 
the list is likely to serve. 

(b). These appointments are filled 
up: by the Talukdari Settlement 
Officer in accordance· with the 

. principle of selection from among 
the candidates eligible under the 
general rules regulating the admis

. sion to the Subordinate Revenue 
Service of ~he Presidency proper, 
and there are no special rules 

. prescribed. by Government for the 
guidance of that officer. 

5, (a) Yes. 

(b) Inquiry was made and Govern· 
ment decided that there was no 
reason to interfere with the orders 
passed by th~ local authorities. 

6. The petition was returned to the 
writer as. he did not comply with 
the requue:ments of No. 11 of the 
Petition Rules. 



Questions. 

1. Will GoT"ernment be pleased to 
state whether 

rrosccution of Girrasia G" • 
ladies under the orders of any IrrasUL 

· the Talukdari Settlement ladies were 
Officer. t d pros ecu e 
under the orders of the Ta.lukdari 
Settlement Officer since 1913, and, 
if so, for what· offences and with 
what result? 

-8. Will Government be pleased to 
say whether 

Alleged harassment of · th h 
Pardanashin ladies of Gir· ey ave 
rasia families by the Taluk~ made any in· 
dari Department. , t qmry as o 
the statements concerning the pro
secution of Pardanashin ladies of 
Girrasia families by the Talukdari 
Department,· made-

(a) by Thakore Fatesingji Rai
singji in paragraph 16 of his 
petition dated the 28th July 
1914, 

(b) by Bapubha Mohobatsang in 
paragraph 17 of his petition, 
dated the 27th July 1914, and 
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.J.nawers. 

7. A prosecution· on a. charge of 
· defaming the Sheristedar of· the 

Talukdari Settlement Officer was 
being instituted . against a lady of 
Sanand, but she s~ccessfully ab· 
sconded. One of her associates was 
tried and convicted on a similar 
charge. In anot~er case certain 
ladies of lJhandhuka were pro·· 

· secuted under the orders of the 
Collector for resisting the police 
in the execution of their duties. · 
Government have no information 
with regard to any other cases of 
the kind. . __ 

,. . . 

~ 8. The Honourable :Member is 

l referred to the answers given to 
questions Nos. 3, 5 and 6. · · 

(c) by 56 Talukdars in paragraph .

1

. 
13 of their petition, dated the 
22nd December 1913, 

and, if so, with what result P J 

·9. (a) Will Government be pleased 
to say whether they propose to 
appoint a Municipal Commissioner 
for any of the Municipalities. of 
Ahmedabad, Karachi, Poona and 
Surat, and, if so, when? 

{b) Will Government be pleased to 
say if they have· taken any steps 
preliminary to the appointment of 
a :Municipal Commissioner for any 
of the said Municipalities, and, if 
so, what? . 

·(c) Will Government be pleased to 
say if they have asked any of the 
said Municipalities to determine 
the salary of such officer if appoint
ed by Government? 

") 

I-

I t· · a ·a 9. The ques Ion 1s un er const era• 
tion. 

The reply is in the negative. 



Que~Uons. 

THE HONOURABLE Mn. ABDUL 
HUSSEIN ADAMJEE 'PEERBHOY. 

I , . 

~· (a) What is the question at issue 
· · between the 

Municipal Slaughter ·u · · 1" t 
House at .Ahmedabad. Jll UDIClpa 1 Y 

and the re
sidents of Ahmedabad as to the 
removal of the Slaughter ·House at 
Ahmedabad from its present site? 
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1. (a) Certain persons ha·veobjected 
to the removal of the Slaughter 
House on the ground that its 
location outside the city walls will 
be inconvenient.. Certain others 
have represented that the new site 
is objectionable by reason of its 
vicinity to religious buildings .. 
Government have made careful 
enquirie..q and are satisfied that 
these objections are without 
foundation. 

(b) Will Government be pleased to 
make enquiry and state whether 
all the cattle slaughtered at the 
Honse at Ahmedabad are required 
for human consumption P 

I (b) and (c) All the animals slaughtered 
} are required . for humsn con .. 

(c) In the event of cattle being 
slaughtered there for other purposes 
as well, what is the number killed 
for each purpose in a year? 

I sumption. 

[This question was asked at file 
meeting held on the 27th Jult' 1914 
whet& an ad interim reply 1.oas 
gi11en.] 

THE HONOURABLE SIR IBRAHIM 
RAHIMTOOLA, K~.; C.I.E. 

J 

1. Will Government be pleased to 1 
. , . supply in- I 

Exp~m;ure on ~~cation formation, in 
dunn., last fi-re Je -• u.. ll . . we fo omng 

form! fortheach of thte Ifast five dy'etars, . 
shoWlilg e amoun o expen 1 nre I 
incurred by Government on Edu.ca-
tion under all heads :-- J 

Central ~ Sontbem I Eomba:r Northern Sind. 
City. Di\'i.don. Division. Div'.sion .. 

Year. eG !G ~ ~ I~ ~ 
j:; .: E ~ ;:: 

em 
;:: tG ~ Iii .. :; .. 

.::: g .::: E "' = ::1 .. "' ·;: "' ~~ " ;:: 
~ 'E e ~ ~ t .. 

;:1 = ::1 ·g = c f 
"' 0 

., 
~ ~ 

.. 0 ~~ ~ ... 0 

~ z ~ ~ c:l c:l z ------- -

I l 
1 l [ 

2. Will Govern~eri.t be pleased to 
· Expenditure on primary state the total 

education by Municipalities amount of e:t• 
and Local Boaros. penditure in• 
curred by the Municipalities and 

I 
I 
~ 

I 
I 
I 

· 1 and 2. The Honourable Member 
is referred to the General Tables 
IV and VII and. the subsidiary 
forms accompanymg the annual 

· reports of the Dire·ctor of Public · 
Instruction which gire most of 
the infornution that is desired. 
As the collection of the remainin 0' 

information, i. e., that relatin~ 
to non-recurring expenditur~ 
would involve the expenditure 
of an excessive amount of time 
and labour, Government are not 
prepared to call upon the officers 
concerned to undert.'1ke it. 
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Questions.. 

Local Boards of each of the J 
Divisions of the . Presidency on 
Primary Education out of their I 
own revenues during each of the 
last five years ? J 

[These questions were aslced at t~e 
Meeting held on the 2'ith Jul?J 1914 
when ad interim replies were 
given.] · 

THE HONOURABLE MR. MA'N· 
MOHANDAS RAMJI. 

1. Will Government be pleased to 
give the figures 

Import and Export for the Import 
11tatistica for KArwar, d E t 
Kumpta. and Ma.rmagoa., an Xpor 

Trade of the 
Ports of Karwar, Kumpta and 
liarmagoa for the decades 187 5 to 
1885 and 1903 to 1913? 

( PMs question was aslced at the 
Meeting held on the 2'itl11 Julu 1914 
when an ad interim repl?J wa.9 
gicen.] 

2. Will Government be pleased to 
state:-

The amount of realization from 
Realizations from the ~be estates 

estates in charge o.f the In charge of 
Offiei~l ~ssigneo and his the Official 
commlSSlon. A , 

ss1gnee 
(1) in· his capacity of Official 
Liquidator and (2) in his capacity 
of Official Receiver and his 
commission thereon cluring the 
last quinquennium. 

H 41-244 

1. (a) Separate statistics stowing
the import and export trade for the 
port of Karwar for- the decades 
1875·76 to 1884·85 and 1903-04 to 
1912-13 are· not available, but a 
statement* A is appended showing 
the import and export trade of the 
Karwar Taluka for the periods in 
question. 

(• Vide .o\ppendi.x I.} 

(b) The appended statementt B fur
nishes figures of the import and 

· export trade of the port of Kumta · 
for the periods 187 5-76 to 1884-85 
and 1903-04 to 1905·06. Parti· 
culars for the years 1906·07 to 
1912·13 are not available .. 

(t Vide Appendix J,) 

(c) Separate statistics showing the 
import and export trade of the 
port of :Marmagoa are not available. 
The appended statementt 0 gives 
the figures of the trade of Goa 
with British ports in India and 
non-British ports in the Bombay 
Presidency for the two decades 
mentioned above. 

(:!: P'ide Apptndi:r: K.) 

2. The . information is being 
obtained·. 



Queatlona. 

'THE HONOURABLE RAo BA.HADuR 
SHRINVAS KONHER RODDA. 

1. Will Government be pleased to 
state the aver· 

Inspection of schools by 
Assistant Deputy F.daca· age number 
tional. ~pee tors in Sonth- of schools exa-
ern DiVlBton. • db h mme yeac 
Assistant Deputy Educational 
Inspector in the districts of South· 
e. n Division P 
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·2. Is it true that some Municipalities . 
Teachers in Municipal giVe special 

Schools-special allowances allowance to 
to- masters in 
excess of the maximum pay allowed 

- by the Masters' Code? 

{2?hese questions toere asked at the 
Meeting held on the 2ith July 1914, 
when ad interim replies were given.] 

.3. (a) Will Government be pleased 
Vice-Principals of Train· to state whe

i~ Colleges : their promo- ther the posts 
t.on and pay. of the Vice-
Principals of Training Colleges 
appertain to the teaching line or 
the Inspecting Branch? 

'(b) How are the promotions of Vice· 
Principals regulated? 

(c) Will Government ·be pleased to 
state whether a scheme for making 
the pay of Vice-Principals personal · 
is under consideration ~ 

THE HONOURABLE RAo BA1IADUR 
· GANESH KRISHNA SATHE. 

l. Will Government be pleased to 
give the following information :-

(a) The number of lock-up rooms 
at Barsi in 

Look-ups and under-trial Sho 1 a. p u r I 
prisoners at Barsi. Taluka for 
under-trial men and women. 

(b) The number of under-trial r 
priso.ners (male and female) that I 
can be accommodated therein 
according to rules. 

AnStoers. 

1. The average number of schools 
examined annually by each Assist
ant Deputy Educational Inspector 
in the Southern Division according 
to districts is given below :-

Dharwar 91·4 
Belgaum ... 72 
:Bijapur ••• ••• 81·4 
Kanara ••• 79· 5 
Ratnagiri ••• ••• 109·25 
Kolaba. ••• 68·6 

2. The. answer to the question is in 
tho affirmative. 

3. The posts ofVice-Principt$ of the 
Vernacular Training Colleges are 
classed with those of .Assistant Mas
ters in High and Middle Schools and 
are accordingly included in the 
teaching line. Their pay has already 
been made -personal. This b:ing the 
case, if a Vice-Principal is appointed 
on less than Rs. 200, he can be 
promoted in the ordinary course in 
the same post up to Rs. 200; but 
as there is no higher place in the 
cadre, when he becomes due for 
further promotion he must be. made 
either a Headmaster or a Deputy 
Educational Inspector. If he is 
not considered fit for either of 
those charges, then he must stay 
where he is and remain on Rs. 200. 

1. The information required by 
the Honourable Member will be 
obtained. 
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Questions. 

(c) The number of under-trial 
prisoners (male and female) that 
were admitted in every month in 
the years 1913 and 1914 in the 
lock-ups at Barsi. 

"2. Is it a fact that magisterial lock
ups are gen· 

Magist-erial ;£ock-nps and erallyleSSCOm• 
nndor-tria.l pnsoners. di d 

mo ous an 
satisfactory than jails for the 
accommodation of convicts ? ' . 

.. a. Will Government be pleased to 
give the following information for 
the years 1912, 1913 and 1914 :-
(a) Places where illicit distillation 

Illicit; distillation of of country 
country liquor near Ghoda liquor was 
in the Poona district. . suspe C t e d 
by the authorities in o~ near 
" Ghoda '' in the District of 
Poona with their respective 
distances from Poona. 

(b) If any criminal prosecutions 
for illicit distillation were under
taken during those years, and if 
so, how many and. with what • 
result. 

(c) '£he amount of illicit liquor 
detected in each case. 

THE HONOURABLE Mn •. 0. H. 
SETALVAD. 1 

-1. Whether any, and if so wha t, steps 
were taken 

Nominated members of t 'nf 
the Municipalities. 0 1 orm 

the Commis
sioners of Divisions and Collectors 
of Districts of, and to ensure the 
adherence by them to, the following 
assurances given on behalf of 
Government by the Honourable 
Mr. Pattani, during the course 
of the discussion on the District 
Municipal Bill on the 29th of 
,July 1914:- . 
" The idea is to further the interests 

of local self-Government and if 
Government are prepared to 
force these restrictions, Govern• 
ment are also prepared to say 
that whenever a case of nomin• 
ated member arises they shall 
always take care to nominate 
people who belong to the local 
area •••..• The case for complaint 
will only arise if Governmen~, 

Answers. 

2. · It is a fact that in some cases 
lock-ups are less commodious and 
satisfactory in structure than 

· central jails. Improvements are 
being made, where necessary, when 
funds permit, and further detailed · 
enquiry will be called for • 

3. Information will be called for. 

1. The Honourable Member's speech 
was published in the Go'Derrvment: 
Gazette which is communicated 
to the officers named. 
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Questions. 

after this Act comes into force, 
nominate people from outside ; 
and then there will be time for 
this Council as well as for any 
other body to represent to the 
Government · that the 'principle 
that has been so forcibly 
enunciated has been in this 
particular instance departed 
from. I have His Excellency's 
permission to assure the Council 
that Government will always. 
take great care in the matter of 
nominating their nominated 
members from those who are . 
residing in the local areas 
concerned •...••... But with regard 
to , non-official nominated 

· members, I have been asked to 
announce that Government will 
always take great care and the 
case will only arise when, after: 
this assurance in full Council, 
Government depart and. deviato 
from what bas been explicitly 
put here.'' ~ . · 

2. Whether Government intended· 
Nominated .non·official and intend to 

members of the District and apply the same 
T&.luka. Local B~ds. . p i' i l.l C i p 1 e 
of restricting non-official: nomina
tions to persons residing witb.4t the 
local area, to n~m.inations to Dis-

. trict and Taluka Local Boards. .. 
· 3.: ·Whether Government are aware 

Nominated members of that among 
the District Lo~ Board, the · persons 
Xaira. nominated by 
the Commissioner, Northern Divi
sion, to be members of the District 
Local Board, Kaira, for the trien
nial term commencing from · 1st 
October 1914 (fJide Bombay Go". 
ernment Gazette, Part 1-A. of 19th 
November 1914) is Mr. Jesingbhai 
Bhaib&bbai Patel, a Barrister
at-Law residing in Bombay 
and practising in the High Court 
throughout the year. . 

41. Whether it is true that the said 
Nomination of Mr. J. B. :Mr.. J esing

Pa.tel, :Bar,-at-Law, to the bha1 Was a 
District Local Board, Kaira. candidate for 
election to the District Local Board, 
Kaira, by the electors, and was not 
elected and the Commissioner, 
Northern Division, nominated him? 

.J.nsrcer8. 

2~ As there is at present no proposal 
to enforce a residential qualification· 
in the case of the elected members. 
of Local Boards, the question of 

·applying such a ~;estriction to the 
nominated members of such boards.. 
does not arise .. 

3. Enquiries are being made. 

~... Enquiries are being made~ 
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Questions. 

THE HONOURABLE :Mn.. S. B. 
UPASANI, 

1. (a) Is ·'it true that the request 
for the 

Liquor shop at Sangam· al f th 
~ rem~ o e 

, liquor shop,at 
Sangamner was made at a Collec· 
tor's Durbar held at Ahmednagar 
and , again . when the Collector 

. visited Sangamner P 
(b) Has the shop been removed P 

2. {a) Is it a fact that the owners· 
. ofginningand 

Non•agncultu.ral assess• • • 
ment levied from owners of press factones 

• ginning ana press factories at N andurbar 
at Nandurbar, h d t k , a a en up 
lands required for their factories on 
payment of fine from Rs. 250 to 
Rs. 500 an aore and an assessment 
at Rs. 5 an acre P 

(b) Are the factory owners now 
charged on the same land Rs, 15 
an acJ"e P 

(c) If so, will Government be pleased 
to place on the table the orders 
under which this has been done P 

3. Is it true that ·there was no 
provision for 

Drinking. watc~ at Pan• d r i n k i n .g 
dharpur Railway Station. · . 

water for 
third class passengers at the Pan· 
dharpur Railway station at the 
time of the last Chaitri fair and 
that also the pilgrims were not 
allowed to use the river water P 

[These questions were a11ked at the 
meeting held· on the· ·2'1th July . 
1914, when ad interim replies wet'e 
given.] 

n 41-245 

.ll.nswers. 

1. (a) and (b) .A request for there
. mova]. of the liquor shop at Sangam· 

ner was made at a Collector's Durbar 
at .Ahmednagar and again when 

_.the Collector visited Sangamncr. 
The question was fully diScussed 
at a meeting at, Sangamner 
convened by the Collector when it 
was found that public opinion was 
against. the propos9.l to · enforce 
total abstinence . by Government · 
orders. The shop in - question, 
which is the only shop in. the whole 
of the Sangamner Taluka, has 

' I accordingly not been removed. 

2. (af Yes. 
\ 

(b) A standard · rate of Rs. ·16 per 
acre has been levied since 1912-13 
on all lands at Nandurb~r· appro·. 
priated tt auilding purposes, . as 
rule 56-11 of the · rules under 
section 214 of the Bombay Land 
Revenue Code was extended ··to 
that town , , under . Government 
Notificatioz;t, Revenue J)~partment, 
No~ 10107, dated 6th October 1908. 

(c) Th~ standard rate for "Nandurbar 
has been fixed under No~ 56-Il of 
the Land Revenue Code Rules~· 

8. Government have been info~nied 
that it was only on o;ne evening 
during the Chaitri fa;ir that the 
pilgrims could. not get water,, the 
cause being. the breakdown : of the 
pump, and· that they. were· for~· 
bidden the use of the .rrver water 
because if was liable · to· infection 
from cholera which had broken out 
at Pandhnrpur. ·· ·· 
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Questions •. 

4 .• (a} Will Government be pleased 
t·o state 

• Dis1ooation of mill whether any 
mdnstry. t• • 

. ac ton ·IS 
proposed to be ·taken to help the ·. 
mill industry of the . Presidency in 
the , hard position in which it is 
p1aced . owing to the dislocation of 
trade caus~d by the warP · . 

Will Qo,vern:ment be pleased to state 
whether it is proposed to grant a 
remissi~n .or at "least a temporary 
su~pension 'of 'the excise duty 'on 
the· sto'cks which . the local mills 
fint( H difficult to dispose of ? 

'! '. ' ' . 
(b) Wil1 Gove~nme~t be pleased to 

state whether 
qotton dealers in. up· any action is. 

country. . · . 
· proposed to be 

b.keh to help the up-country cotton 
dealets who are not able to dispose 
of their stock of cotton purchased 

· lakt season and are not in a posi
tibh to .. make any purchases this 
s~ason . unless some pecuniary bel p 
l~ ~iveh them on the security_ of 
their stock ? . 

5_ • ."-_'~ill~' Government be ~le~sed . to 
'< 1 Deve\opme~~ of· eJ~;i~ting' S~Y, · W:h~t~er 
-~ trlahufac~u'ring~ industries . any action 
. ll..hd start1n~ of new. oh~s. ·. , ha' S . . . . be' r · ·· ···· - · en 
: take1i to develop existing ina~ufao· 
' ~uring : iridustrie8:' and start 'new 

· · t. hes-::inc cdnnectioiLwith'.cotrimoai· 
~es' th:e .. e~ppii ;: of which:. is'. n,ow 

. . rohibited, as, also those an' adequate 
shpplx of which cannot be obtaine~ 
b~: ;ippbrt. t~ . *.te~t · ... the'' ordin~ry 
n~eds ot the, country on acQount 
ot· warP · · · '· · · .. · ·. ·" · 

6. . Wlll ( Government be pleased· to 
. ~~l~ection' c)~ ~~ess~ent sayd if .hany 

and .tagl.i in ~entral or ers ~ ~ve 
D~vi~i,lln:.'· _ • ·· · · .been is$Ued for 
early oollection of thi$ year's instal· 
nients'·. or assessment and . tagai' in 
Nagar ~r any· ot~er. 'district of ~he 
CentraJ ·niVision as was done last 
year? 

7. (a) Is it true that] a proposal to 
· abolish the Bbingl'ir Municipality. 
Bhi n gar 

4. (a) The Government of India 
have decided· th~t reduced tariff 
values for cotton goods. should take 
effect from '1st October 1914 and 
that duty should be charged on 
cotton goods produced in Indian· 

. mills on or ~fter that date on these 
reduced valuations.: Government 
are not. aware of any. prqposal to 

·grant a remission of such duty or 
·any suspension otherwise than as 
provided in sections 13 and 15 of 
·Act II of 1896. 

(b) The question is under considera· 
tion. 

I 

5. · The steps taken by Government 
in the direction indicated. have lieen 
as follows :-

{1) The question of facilitatinO' 
the manufacture of rectified and 

· denatured spirit with a view to 
encouraging the development of 
the local industry has been taken 
up and is u~~~~ consideration. 

(2) :Exp_erim~nts. are being ·made 
wit~ the . view: of obtaini,ng 
locally cer~a~~- chemicals require~ 
for the ~dl1ndustry. ·· · · 

' ' 

6. Information· will be called for. 

7. (~) The proposal is to .abolish the 
Bhmgar Municipality and to 
include within the cantonment area 



Queslifms. 

lrlunicipality and to hand over the 
municipal administration of the 
town to the Cantonment Committee 
is under consideration ? 

(;) Is it true 'that the Municipality 
has been in existence for over :fifty 
J ears and that the people of the 
town are strongly opposed to .their 
municipal administration being 
placed under the cantonment 
authorities ? 

(c) Is it a fact that previous propo· 
sals made to place the municipal 
administration of the town under 
the Cantonment authorities were 
disapproved by the Civil district 
authorities as also by Government, 
and if so, will Government be 
pleased to place on the table the 
correspondence which may have 
led to the proposal being now 
renewed and the representations 
which the Municipality and the 
people may have submitted to 
Government and the Collector 
against the proposal ? · 

8. (tz) Will Governm;:nt be pleased 
· .. · to state if any 

Yambori :Municipality. t• 'b no 1oe as 
been taken of the proceedings 
taken under Chapter VIII of the 
Criminal Procedure Code by the 
Assistant Collector of Ahmed.nagar 
against the Chairman of the Vam· 
bori Municipality,. which were set 
aside by the High Court in Sep• 
tember last P 

(b) Is it true that for years together 
repeated complaints had been 
made · against the Municipal 
Secretary by the Municipality and 
the people of the town and that 
the Vice-President who is now 
retained in the new body had 
himself joined in the complaints ? 

9. (a) Will Government be }>leased 
'Modi script. to state to 

what Depart· 
ments Government Resolution in 
the Revenue Department No. 
11277, dated the 9th December 
1912, requiring th.e substitution of 
Balbodh for·: Modi script in official 
work is meant to apply? 
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..J.nszoers. 

the area which is now within 
municipal limits. 

(b) ·The Municipality was establi.shed 
in 1857. ·Petitions of objections 
have been addressed to the· CoHee• 
tor by certain re~idents. · · 

(c) In 1862 a proposal to. inelude the 
village within cantonment limits 
was approved by Government~ but 
subsequently, when it was realized 
that such a step would, under the 
reg~lations which were then in 
force and which con~emplated ~he 
Government ownersh1 p ·of all.land 
within cantonment limits, involve 
the removal of a number· of sub. 
stantial houses, Government with· 
drew from the proposal. . ! 

As the present·proposal is still under 
· the consideration of Government, 
th~y are not prepared to lay the 
papers on the taple. . 

8. (a) Inquiries are being p1ade. 

(b) The complaints against, ·the 
Municipal Secretary ·were fully 
investi"ated and . found· to be 
groundless. The information 
which was before Government 
showed that the Vice-President 
had not joined in the complaints. 

9 (a) The orders apply to all offices 
·in the Central,Division except those 
under the Educational Department. 
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Questions. 

(b) Is it true that all superior officers 
serving in the Central. Division are 
required to pass second langu:1ge 
examination in Marathi and that 
the readi;ng and writing of Modi 
script is one of the necessary sub· 
jects prescribed for that examina-

. tion. If so, is it necessary that all 
writing work done in the publio 
offices should be· done in Balbodh 
instead of liodi P 

(c) Is it true t.hat though tho Gov· 
ernment Resolution in question was 
issued in the Revenue DC:lpartmen~ 
it has, on reference by the Re
venue Commissioner, Central Diti· 
sio'n, been declared to apply to also 
the Civil and Sessions Courts in the 
Central :pi vision P 

(d) Were the . District and Sub
. . . Judges concerned consulted as to 
. th~ necessity or conveniencP. .of 

substituting the Balbodh for Modi 
script·in the work of their Courts ? 

(e) Is it true that in consequence of 
the extension of the Government 
Resolution to the Civil Courts all 
plaints, written statements, Dar· · 
kh~sts,a pplications and even power8-
of-attorney and extracts.from Modi 
accounts are now required by the 
Courts to be written in Balbodh, 
and is it true that sub-registrars 
and revenue officers also generally 
insist on ·documents and applica· 
tions presenued to them being 
written in Balbodh script ? If so, 
has Government been. pleased to 
draw the attention of all the 
officers concerned to the assurance 
given by Government in answer to 
question No. 4 asked by, the 
Honourable Mr. Khandalawala at 
thEf Council· Meeting of the 28th 
July 1913, that ·the Government 

• Resolution in question was meant to 
apply to only the writing work to 
be done by clerks and ether 
Government officers in the course 
of their official work and not to 
applications or . other documents 
to be presented by the public r 

10. Will Government be pleased to 
state if the 

Registered Libraries and r e g i s t e r e d 
Native papers. libraries are 

Answers. 

(b) Yes. 

It is not necessary but is arltmm~
tratively convenient.·· 

(c) Yes. 

(d) No . 

. (e) Government have no reason 
to believe that the facts ·are as 
suggested. Opportunity will be 
taken to explain to the officers 
concerned the exact extent of the 
orders. 

10. The Honourable Member is 
referred to the reply given to 
question No.7 put by the Honour
able Mr. S. D. Garud, at the 



Questions. 

not allowed to Aubscribe to some of 
the En!llish and Vernacular news
papers'"' published in this Presi· 
dency ; if so, will Government be 
pleased to place a list· of them on 
the table? 

11. Will Government be pleased to 
Subotdinate Judges' state how many 

Courts in East and West of the Subordi.; 
Khl!.ndesh. nate J ud.,.es' 

0 

Courts in East and West Khandesh 
have jurisdiction over only one 
taluka and how ma~y over more 
than one ? In case of the latter, will 
Government be pleased to state 
the number of talukas over which 
the jurisdiction· extends, the total 
local area of the jurisdiction, the 
number of villages included therein 
and the maximum distance which 
the ryots have to go for. attendance 
in the case of each court ; how 
'many talukas in the two districts 
have been apportioned between 
different courts ? 

·12. Is it true that the pay of the 
Head · Shroff 

Head Shroff of the . of. the Dis-
District Trea&uries, · t . t Tr . . _ no . ea• 
suries has been fixed in. the revi• 
sion at Rs. SO rising to Rs, 45 by 
an increase of Rs. 5 every five 
yea.rs? 

13. (a) Will Government be pleased 
Promotion and encourage· to state whe· 

m11nt of Engli&h education ther they hold 
iu KbaBdesb. a n e d u c a • 
tional fund of Rs. 21,000 handed 
over to them by the Dhulia English 
School Com mit tee for the promo· 
tion and encouragement of English 
education in Khandesh? 

(b) In what year was the fund 
handed over to Government an,d 
what is the accumulated balance 
of interest due on the same? 

14. (a) Is it true that though the 
contract for 

Printing of new series · • t• th 
of Vernacular Headers. pnn mg , 8 

· new series of 
Vernacular Readers was gi'ren to 

97_9 

..dn8wers. 

Legisl~tive ·oouncil Me.eting held 
. on the .28th January 1911. ·Since 
that reply ·:was given: the '' Dhar
war v ritta * ''.has been added to the 

.list ~bile the . '' Jain.'.' ancl the 
*' Karnatak Vritta '' have been 
removed from it. 

11~ The infor~ation will be obtained. 

12. Yes. 

13. (a) Yes. 

(b) 1864. No separate acc.ount has 
been kept of the fu~d, the i~terest 
acCJ:uing thereon bemg cred1ted to 
Provincial revenues and utilized for 
the payment of the salaries of the 
teachers of the school. . _ 

14, . (a). Yes. 

• Has ceased to exiat. · 
n 41-246 
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Messrs. Macmillon & Co. all the 
books were got printed by the 
Company through the local presses 
in this Presidency ? 

{b) What was the printing cost of the 
several old V emacular Readers 
when they \Vere printed through 
Government Agency? . 

{c) 'Vill the cost price of the first 
three Readers of the new series 
exceed annas 1, 2 and 3, respect
ively, if the Readers are printed on 
average kind of paper instead of 
on art paper P 

15. (i) Will Government be pleased 
to state the 

Watandar kulkarnis in b f 
the Central Division num er 0 

· kulkarnis who 
l;tave given their consent to the 
commutation of their watans and 
of those who have refused it in the 
several districts in the Central 
Division? 

(ii) How many of the kulkarnis who 
have given their consent are 
reta~ed as talatis ~nd how many 
thrown out in the several districts 
and how many new hands engaged 
as talatis who are not watandar 
kulkarnis and with what quali· 
:fications ? · · 

(iiQ Is it true {a) that in ·these 
districts there was general un· 
willingness on the part of the 
kulkamis to commute their right 
-of service on the terms proposed by 

· Government and (b) that in several 
eases they . bad intimated to the 

· :Mamlatdars of their talukas orally 
and in writing their unwillingness 
to consent to the commutation 
proposed? 

( iv) Will Government be ·pleased to 
give the. number of kulkamis in 
the taluka of Chalisgaon and 
Pachora (Ea~t Khandesh District) 
whose consent was asked for and 
:of those who, if any, may have-
in the first instance intimated tO' 

I 

(b) 'Ihe information has been called 
for. 

(c) The question of a new contract 
for the publication of vernacular 
readers being at present under 
their consideration, Government 
are not prepared to make a state· 
ment on the subject. 

15""· (i) 

:Name of~ 

East Khindesh 

West Kb.8ndesh r-
Nlisik- - -· 
Abmedna,"V-

l'oou- -· 
Sitara-· - -
Sholapor - -

... 

... 

... 
-· 

Total DIUilber of 
' representati\"O NIUiiber of 
' watandars who representative 
have eo far agreed watandars whose 
to commutation eolllll!nt is yet to 
of their right of be obtained. 

seniee. 

2,2:"3 <J:il7 

1,001 7 

U67 '177 

3.211 '18 

2,568 388 

2,300 l,SSl 

519 I,70i 

(ii) Information will be called for. 

(iii) (a) It is not true. 

(b) Information will be called for. 

I (iti) & (v) Information will be calied I for. 

I ., 
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Questiong. 

the · ::Mamlatdar i'n writing their J 
unwillingness to give it? · 

{.,) Did any of the Mamlatdars from · ~~ , 
the East and West Khandesh 
Districts report to the Prant o~ the 
Collector the unwillingness of the 
kulkarnis to give their consent to 
the commutation proposed,· and 
were any special instructions 
issued to them to obtain· it ? 

:.Answers. 

•(vi) Is it true that some eighteen (vi) No. 
- kulkarnis from the Sindkheda 

taluka in West Khandesh had 
refused to give their consent before 
the Mamlatdar of the ta.Iuka and 
also before . the P1·ant Officer and 
that they were sent up before the 
Collector and refused to give it 
even there? 

·(vii) Is it true that subsequently a 
criminal prosecution was instituted 
against one of them, named Ragho 
Babaji, who had served as 

-Kulkarni of Ajanda in taluka 
Sindkheda for forty years charg
ing him with theft of a piece of 
dead wood removed by him a year 
previously from a plot of land 
which .was alleged to belong to 
Government, and did he sign the 
commutation paper after he was 
arrested P 

(f:'iii) Is it true that on a full enquiry 
. being made the land from which 
the wood was removed was found 

· to be alluvial land belonging to 
him from which he was entitled to 
remove it and he was acquitted. 

{ix) Is it a fact that the others who 
had tefused to sign the consent 
papers also gave in and signed 
them when these proceedings were 
taken? 

(Pii) Ragho Babaji; Kulkarni ef 
... 1\.janda, was arrested at the instance 

· of the police· ·on 13th July .1914 
on a charge of theft o! dead wood 
of a babul tree standing on Gov· 
ernment land. . The charge was to 
the effect that the accused removed 
the wood. some three months prior 
to the date of his arrest. He 
agreed to the commutation· pro
posed. on 14th July. Of' the com· 
mutations agreed to in· the Si:nd
kheda taluka, 64 were effected in 
May 1914, 9 in June; 12· up to July 
·lOth,~ 7 on July l~th an4' 3 on JUly 
14th. It is an unfounded and un· 
warrantable insinuation to imply: ~ 
that a false charge was brought 
against Ragho Babaji in ord~r to 

. compel him and other kulkarnis to 
accept the commutations.· 

(viii) At the trial of the case the 
:Magistrate found that the tree 
was on alluvial land adjoining 
RaO'ho Babaji's :field, and. applying 
the 

0 
provisions of Section 64 of the 

Land Revenue Code acquitted the 
accused on 28th July 1914. The 
accused was admitted to bail from 
the date of his arrest. 

(ix) No. 



Queslion8. 

16. Will Government be pleased to 
Medical education of state how 

lady &tudents in the many ladv 
Sassoon Hospitals, Poou. students are . 
at present attending the Bassoon 
Hospitals at Poona to receive 
medical· education P 

Has any provision been made for 
residential quarters for them on 
the Hospital grounds or close to 

·them? 
Have arrangements been made for 

their regular training in a full 
Medical course in Vernacular as 
was · done for the old Medical _ 
pupils trained as Hospital Assist· 
ants? 

Has any provision been· made for 
scholarships for these lady students P 
H so, to what extent ? 

1 
I 

I 
l 
I 
!16. 
I 
l 
I 
I 
J 

.J.nswers. 

Enquiry is being made. 

17. Will Government be pleased ·to I 
. state the total" I 

Normal Classes for number of 
trained female teachers. t h . - eac ers m 

. Girls' Schools in the Central 
Division and the number of male 
and female teachers among them, 
as also the average number of 
trained teachers annually supplied 

. by the Poona Training College 

. during the last five years P 

} 17. The information has been called. 
I . 

1 
for . 

Is it true that complaints are made 
as to the trained female teachers 
not being able to teach the higher 

, vernacular standards efficiently ? J 
18. Will Government be pleased to 

state when 
"~h School Building a• t h e H i g h 

N4siJr. School Build· 
ing at Nasik was commenced and 
when it will be completed? 
What is the cause of the delay and 
who is responsible for it? What 
will the total cost of the building 
come toP 

19. With reference to the answer 
Collection of arrears at given toques .. 

Pimpri. in Pumndhar tion No. 2 {b) 
TAluka. asked by me 
at the Council Meeting of the 16th 
December 1913, will Government 
be pleased to state what scale of 

18. The building was commenced. 
in November 1912. It is un-
certain when it will be completed, . 
but probably in another two 
years. The delay is due to un
foreseen difficulties with founda
tions necessitating tests to deter
mine whether the work sholtld 
proceed on the same founds. The 
work is now in progress again as 
the tests were satisfactory. The 
approximate cost of the building is. . 
estimated at Rs. lf J.akhs. 

19. _Enquiries are being made. 



Questions, 

remission or suspension has been 
allowed in the Government villages 
adjoining the village of Pimp:rj, in 
Taluka Purandhar in the Poona 
District for· the period 1908-09 to 
1913·14? 

Is it true that arrears due for this 
period in the inam. village . of 
Pimpri are being recovered in full 
by the Inamdar by ~ttachment of . 
moveable property 'of the ryots 
under orders of the Mamlatdar? 

.Answers. 

N . .B.-Where the answer to a questi~~- is a blank the question will be
repeated and the answer given at the next meeting of the Legislative Council: 

H 41-247 
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APPENDIX A. 

Statement. 

-
~umber of 

Percentage of free.studontships 
Number of !lahomedan . held by 

Total number Students oo llahomedans, . No. Name of Schools. of students. 
Mahomcdan the total two-half free students. number of students being 

students. counted as 
one fret. 

1 Eiphinstone High School, Eombay. 691 19 I ·2·7 s 
2 High School, Poona. ... 249 26 10·4 3! 

s High School, Sata.ra ... 310 39 12·6 4! 

4 High School, Sholapur ... 483 50 10· 10 

5 High Schoo~ Nasik . . .. 440 12 2•7 4 

6 High School, Dhulia. ... 453 38 8·3 s 
7 High School, J a.lgaon ... 251 14 5•6 4 

8 High School, Ahmedabad ... 331 34 10·3 '1 

9 High School, Surat ... 270 20 7•4 s . 
10 High School, Eroach ... 340 35 10·3 8 

11 High Schoo}, Nadiad ... 311 241 ';·7 41 
. 

'12 High School, Godhra ... 229 46 20• 4! 
13 High School, Thana. ... 296 2 ·7 0 

' . . 
14 High School, Eelgaum ••• 530 38 7•2 91 
15 High School, Dha.rwa.r ... 406 29 7·1 lli 
16 High School, Bija.pur .... 421 34 s· 9 

17 High School,· Karwar ... 267 12 4•5 3 

18 High School, Ratnagirl •.. 219 3 1·4 li 
19 Middle School, Bom~ay ... 610 . 20 8·3 1 

20 Middle School, Poona . ... 151 81 53·6 31 
21 :madle School, Ahmedabad ... 242 9 3·7 

j 
6 

22 Middle Schoo~ Surat ... 272 29 10·6 3 

23 High School for Indian Girls, 
Poona. ••• . .. 2613 1 ·4 0 

24 High School Branch Training 
College for Women, Ahmedabad. 158 4 q~ 

3 .:.;:) 

- -
Total ... 8,196 619 7-6 11.1 
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APPENDIX B. 

Statement showing the information aslced for in clause (a) of the question • 

.. 
Sllits in F. C, Sub-Court, DMrwar. 

Year. ,Remarks. 
Long cause. ., .. Small ea~se. 

. ' 
\ 

I 

1909 ... ... 641 453 
I 

l910 . 758 358. ... ... 
' 
1911 ... . .. 608 463 

1~12 ... . .. 518 456 

1913 ... ... 'il7 55~ 
•" 

------
S,2·t0 2,28~ . 



APPENDIX C. 
Statement showing the information asked fo'l" in clause (b) of the question. 

.I 

s·ubordin~te Court, Hobll, Subordinate Court, Ga.dag. SubordiDato Court. Bll.veri. 

-
Year Suits. Di!.rkhll.sts . Misce~ne- Sa its. Dnrkb:l.sta, MiBcellnne• Suits. · Darkbllsts. Mi~cell~ne.· De:mar'ks. 

OUIII oua oue 

I \ 
a.ppllca- appl!ca· 

o. -1 s. I appllca-
L. c. s. c. L 0. ~- o. tious. ~- c. 8, c. L. c. s. o. tiona. L. c. L. c. s. c. tiona. 

I . . 

1909 ... ···I t06 I 412 513 ,. 243 I 132 I 880 I 1'14 8'71 103 I 93 l 50i I 201 IS2t. 13t I 66 I ·-. 
1910 616 412 629 222 loa 50'; ""• 309 167 _$2 ),00~ 190 . li?S 188 81 ... . .. .. ., . -
i9ll ... . .. 462 368 536 26~ 12Z 472 202 8'11 10'1 . 107 601. 1U 491 '18 74 

1912 ... . .. 513 407 568 241. 146 4.91 260 435 98 104 481 193 636 132 65 

1913 ... . .. 639 522 t96 2155 llS3 609 339 1)9! 143 97 853 844 ()20 161 161 ---------------------1---·------- I -- -Total ... . .!,736 2,1sa 2,1s_2 1,229 1 'ioo ·1 2,4-69 1,1r2 2,079 618 4.95 S,4i7 1,009 2,694 I 6~3 . 4.47 

' . . . ' , 

Statement giving tlte i7iformati01~ asked for in clause (c) of tne question • .. 
I •. I First CJ .. ss Subordinate Court, Dhatw£r. Snb-Court, }{ubli, Sub•Courh, Ga~ag. Sub·Court, Havcl'i. 

Yeat', DhbwAr Naval~nnd Kalgho.tgi Haliyal Bubli 

\ 
Bo.nkapur Gacle.g RouUluka, 1\ars.jgt B&.nga.l Ranebcn.nur I Kod ta.lulm, t'lnka. tAlu a. taluka. tAluka. tAluka. tUuka. talul!a.. U luka. t1Uuka. · tUuka.. 

~ 
L, c.j s. c. L. c.j s. c. L. c.\ s. c. L. cis. c. L. c., s. c. IL· c. Is. c. L. c. !': c. L. c.Js. o. L. c.,s. c. L. · c.Js. c L. c.ls. c. Jr.. c!s. c. !:! 

' ·• ~ 

1009 ... ... 293 846 290 85 42 22 . .. . .. 34~ 406 160 56 2H 15G 186 18 158 92 78 .25 1!>7 70 74 u 
1010 ... .. 29) 2.z.i 842 99 68 17 3B 21 4i5 840 141 72 572 157 135 4.0 808 79 140 ss 45.j, 63 lVO 10 
1911 ... ... 256 319 248 17 liO 25 29 12 370 259 92 74 812 171 160 . Sl 218 47 105 l3 216 57 65 2.1. . 

1761 nl •s 1 25 28 1 - ul 433 1· 1n2 ... .. 246 St2 863 1 so 41 SOi I 1861 1871 74 154. 791 8t' 1 35 1!38 67 fS I 12 

19j3 ... 243 372 S32 ,,., 67 ., ., .. • .. {31 152 91 453 
260 I ""I " 298 121 1i6 1 61 8()3 109 

15() 1-'-~ ---- --I,:iS3 ,71 · 275 -m-1 ·132 "7s 2.ill --~ 

930 1 774. "24a ----"'4r8 600 1 ToJtol 1,330 1,G33 1,832 625 33,1 1,6tl5 1,186 163 l,l358 S6G 453 123 
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.APPENDIX· D. 

Statement givi'fl,g tke in/ormat~on asked fof' in clauses (e) and (f) 
· of the quest£on. · 

(e) . 
:Num'fier of villages with· (/) 
in the jurisdiction of each The longest distance from Court which are more 

NIUlles of Courts, than 20 mUes in distance the seat of these Sub· 
Remark e. 

.from the seat of Cou1ts Courts to the villages 
and wbioh have no railway over which they . 

communication direct have jurisdiction. 
from these villages. 

• 
F. C. Sub·C~urt, Dharwar ... 269 46 

Sub•Court, Hubli ... 147 44 

Sub-Court1 Gad·ag ~I·; '76 45' 

Sub•Court, Haveri ··"""' 831 35 
I 1 

'· 

H 41-248 
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APPENDIX E~ 

THE MADRAS AND SOUTHERN MAHRAT'rA RAILWAY 
COMPANY, LIMITED. . 

AGENT'S OFFICE : 

J{adrae, N. E., 26/BOth September 1914. 

No. 2002-T. 

THE JOINT SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF BO~IBAY, 

. · Public Works Department, Bombay Castle. 

·sir ' . · With reference to your letter No. ·l315·Ry., dated the lOth ultimo, re .. 
questing that the Government of Bombay be furnished with the necessary 
information regarding a question put by the Honourable Rao Saheb V. S. Naik 
at the meeting of the Legislative Council held in Poona on the 27th July last 
on the subject of the ~termediate Carriages on this Railway, I have the 
honour to say that it is a fact that the intermediate class carriages are coloured 
in the same manner as ordinary third cl!tss carriages, and I understand that 
isolated cases of illiterate passengers holding third class tickets travelling in 
the intermediate class carriages do occur, but such cases are extremely rare. 

2. The intermediate class compartment is provided in the brake van on 
the .Metre Gauge and as Guards ha.ve strict orders in the matter there is very 
little chanc~ of illiterate persons holding third class tickets being allowed to 
travel in the intermediate class carriages. 

3. Intermediate class compartments in the bogie carriages under con· 
·struction for use on the Metre Gauge section of this Railway will be painted · 
slate colour up to waist panel. 

4. I may add that the provision of Intermediate Class accommodation on 
ihe Metre Gauge section ~s still in the experimental stage. · 

I have ~he honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

(Signed) A. R. STU ART, 
for Acting Agent. 
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APPENDIX .F. 

Designation of Officer. 

Jamaetji Jeejeeblto!J Hospital. 

1st Physician ... ... ... 
:2nd do. ••• 
Senior Surgeon ••• ... 
2nd Surgeon ••• ••• . .. 
Honorary Physician ... ... 

Do. Surgeon • •• . .. 
Do. Assistant Physician 

St. Ge01'ge's Hospital, 

Surgeon Superintendent eee I •••.) 

Physician on the Staff ... ... 
Resident Surgeon ... ... 

GolculiJaa TejpaZ Hoapital. 

Surgeon in charge ... 
Bassoon Hospitalt. 

Civil Surgeon ••• 
Assistant to the Civil Surgeon ... 
Honorary Surgeon in Ophthalmic.Sargery 

Do. Lecturer in :Medicine ••• 

Do. Gynmcologist ••• • •• 
...... 
...... 
...... 

. .. 

• •• 

... 

. .. 

. .. 

••• 

.. . 

••• 

. .. 

••• 

. .. 

. .. 

Number of beds. 

58 

56 

54 

87 

ss. 

33 

25 

83 

19 

108 

120 

60 

72 

11 

6 

5 

6* 

6t 

25t 

Remark .. 

• In charge of aU Medical 
Officers of o~t-patient& 

t Do. d.o. 

Chronic :Medical and. Sur· 
gery including tubercle 
under auveniaion of Civll 
Surgeon lor :Medical and 
Assistant to ihe Civil 
Surgeon for Surgical 
cases. 



APPENDIX G.• 

St~t~ment showing the time taken up &n deciding cases. 

Iut11rva.l of time between the commonaemenli and oonoluaion of tbe prooeedlnge, 

In.,; I~~. - . . 

I Dil.' ::1~r. Da.ya Daya Da0,• · Day1- ~ ~ .. ln.,, DB!I Day a Day• >1. D.l l{. P. M.D. M.D. :M.D. M. n. . lS. 7. s. l . 11> 12. ltl. 21. 2,. 26. 1-o. 1-11. 1-18. l-28. 2-0. C-1. 

I 
[ -

r • ' .8 1 lo I 1 a 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 I lt 
- ... 

. - -- -· - •. . ... 

• In all theM ouoa tho Police bro~ghb the ncouiiOd and witneaaes on the ~~ame day. The Magiat.rate was oonaulted aa to hi• convenience and the partice were pr~~ent on tb~ convenient day. 
, Xbe~te• under 1cctionllO, Criminal P1-oc&dnre Oo<lo, wore D:oatly case& of habitual crop steo.ling, The·pereonl proceeded againet were bound over for the ecaaon only. 

t Some of the aocuaed had absconded and hence delay, 

I RG!IIt.tb, . 

I 
/ Number of caac1. 

Statement showing' the number of cases heard by N. M. Joshi, Esquire, und6r Ohapter VIII, Orlminal PrfJcedure Oode, 
from l8t June 1912 to 3181 A.ugust 1914. 

' .. 
Numbell· of ca&el under 

Number of cuea Number of casea 
Perlod. . diepoaed of within delayed over B.emal'kl, 

SocUon 101, · Section 100, S3Ction· 110, the sanotiouod £"riod oue montb. 
Cl'iu;lnn\ Procedure Crimtun.l Proocduro Criminal Procedure Totnl, (one mont ). 

Co do. Code. Codo. 

' 

L I 
-

1-lst June 1912 
. I ... •.. ,1 I I l to 

J 
:33 1Q 48 100 9;) 0 

31st August 19B ... . .. 



' 1-.:> 
g 

Tho number of Jurs casealrled; (AI 
by the Sessions Court. l (B) 

Tbe number of auch cases where 
the Session• Judge di.ilere<.l from 
the Jury, i. "·• Jury relerencea 
decided by the High Court. 

'fbe number of reference~ in whioh 
the High Court opheld the verdict 
of tho Jury, 

l 

APPENDIX H. 

Statement accompanying R~o'" Court letter No. 1792, dated _24th September 1914. 

Ahmedabad. 

8 6 
2 

18 
1. 

a 

(6j 

111 

1 

Surnt. 

]0 13 16 12 

1 1 

1 

(A)· Ahmedabad cal!l'B• 

Po on a. 

4 48 61 50 56 

s 8 2 

... 1 . .. 1 {a) l 1. 

{D) Kaira. cases. 

Belga.um. 

41 85 89 85 '8 46 46 

1 '1 4 1 

- 1 1 (a) 2 

(a) In 1909, in a case from Be1gnum, the High Court agreed with the Jury and a~nitted two of the acon•ed J bot convicted two othera, upholding the opinion of the Sesaiona Judge. In ;nother case from Belgaum, 
the High Court ordered ~etrial ea.ying that there were eircumstancea giving ri .. e to doubt which, when cleared up, would throw ooneidel'&ble light on the caRe, ., 

tb) In 1912, the High Court in one case fNm Ahmedabad npbeld the verdict of the J'ory aa regard.R the innocence of aocused No. 2 and sided wlth the Se8sion• Judge as rega.rda tba dPgree of guilt so fill' as accused 
No. 1 waa concerned. . · 

(a) In 1913, ln two o~her caa&Ro one from Belgaum and one from TMna. the High Court agreed with the Jury so fa.r as aome of ~he a~cuaod wero con<lerned, and with the Sesaion.s J'adge ao far as the remaining 
ocotucd were concerned., in each Clfll'. · . 
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APPENDIX I. 

A. 

Statement showing the import and export trade of Karwar Pdluka from 
18'15-76 to 1884·85 and from 1903.04 to 1912·13~ 

Year. Import. Export. 

Rs. Rs. 

1875·76 ••• 83,53,692 67,51,076 

1876-77 ... BI.,97,806 41,84,669 

1877-78 28,86,280 11,18,356 

1878-79 24,57,702 47,68,341 

1879-80 ... 16,05,681 23,11,501 

1880-81 ... 19,00,408 27,73,8~9 

1881·82 ••• 19,45,866 32,96:365 

1882-83 2,30,407 36,07,526 

1883-84 24,39,825 41,88,021 

188£..85 ... 17,38,343 32,72,290 

. 1903-04 4,26,163 2,69,072 

1904-05 4,60,871 3,24,303 

1905·06 ••• 5,41,647 4,59,008 

1906.07 ... 4,61,844 3,96,565 

1907.08 5,01,781 3,12,904 

.1908-09 5,85,983 3.,36,000 

1909-10 ••• 5,66,471 3,80,348 

1910.11 ••• 7,30,355 4,22,873 

1911-12 ••• 6,02,317 4,93,237 

1912·13 ... j 7,68,509 4~83,1241 
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AP:fE~DIX J! 

B. 

Statemenl.skowing the :figures for the import and e~p~rt lrade of ~umta 
Eunder from 18'15·76 to 1884-85 i1'nd 1903·04 to 1fJ05·0~~ ' 

1875-76 

] 876-77 

Year. 

1877-78 ' 

1878-79 

1879-80 

1880-81 

1881-82 

1882-83 

1883-H4 

1884-85 

·1903-04 

1904-05 

1905-06 

... 

. . .. 
... 

... 
••.• 

Import. 

-Rs. . 
62,43,120 

60,06,002 

46,90,968 

51,60,056 

55,65,479 

60,18,909 

53,14~451 

65,92,834 

26,56,431 

22,06,027 

9,57,755 

9,48,770 

13,82,171 

Export. 

Rs. 

37,74~753 

25,051717 

21,27,956 

57,73,887 

68,18,857 

57,87,241 

70,86,156 

68,36,122 

70,35,649 

. 56,98,867 

25,48,284 

30,39,828 

27,82,702 
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APPENDIX K, 

o. 
St~tement dowing Me impor~ and t!:tport trade of Goa with British ports 

in lrarlia and rion·llritislJ port; in tAe Bomba!) Presiden-cy. 
···----"".- ~-- ~- -·~~ ~ 

Year. Imports from · · Export~ to 
Goa. Hoa. 

Rs. Rs. 

1875-76 ... 11,01,061 7,40,243 

1876-77 ... 10,69,457 9,65,8i7. 

1877-78 ... 9,03,127 8,17,852 

1878-79 ' ... 12,04,098 10,92,944 

1879-80 11,62,176 10,28,538 

1880-81 •• 12,27,247 10,10,353 

1881-82 20,11,328 18,36,686 

1882-83 18,67,939 13,96,699 

1883-84 12,59,372 18,84,039 

1881-85 ... ,10;91,396 23,67,47S 

1903-04 .•. 1,15,40,633 39,28,240 

1~04-05. 96~19,075 38,50,094 

1905-05 ... 1,32,56,665 39,17,750 

1906-07 1,04,38,281 87,67,432 

1907-0S 1,87,98,751 43,17,086 

1908-09 1,24,25,215 46,59,853 

1909-10 1,87,99,0~6 52,57,717 

1910·11 . 3,29,92,~:W7 64,38,327 

1911-12 . 3,16,43,449 ' 47,17,662 ... 
1912-13 ... 2,85,51,343 57,65,138 



APPENDIX L.; 

~ Statement showit;g t/';e 1zumber of Subordi:~ate O<rd,rta in Belgaum, .Bijrlptu• and K dnara districts d·uring the. quinquem~inm, beginning from 
j tl.e 1st Januaru1910_ and the periods for whicl• Joint and Additional Oo~rts existed in those dt'stricls clztring the same pe,·iod. . 
~----------------.----------------.------~--------~---------------.----~---------,r-~------------.-----------~·-----,---------------------------
0 Fira~ Clan Soaond Clo.ss \ 

Subordin~to Court.. flace wh!!rO ltolcl. Subo1"<liu~lo Court1. l'laco wllero held. 
Join~ Subordiu~~ote 

Court!._ 
Perioi! for which 

tboy uiatccl. 

BoJgn:tm ••• Belga:1m 

Bijapur ••• Bijapur 

Knr.ara .•. Kar,ra.· 

r 1 • Bel~um ••. Balg!:!.um 
I 2. Bail-Honga.l ••• Bail-Honga.t 

••• -{ 3, Chikodi · ... Chikodi 
I 4. Gokak ••• Goka.k 
l 5. A:tD.ui ... Athni 

( I. l3a.galkot .. , D~tgalkot 

I 
I 

... ~ 2. l\lnddebihal ••. Muddebiha.l · ,. 

l 
L 

r .. 
... 1 ~ ~: 

jl~· 

Kumt a 
Houava.r 
Sirsi 

... Kurotu. 
•• . llonavar 
••. Sirsi 

1Jet9 autn. 

... I 

••. ~Gokak 
... I ... ) 

Bija pur. 

"'! 
I 

••• ~ None 

J 
Kanara. 

•• · Permanent 

... . . . " ... 

...... 

T~mpor-\I'Y Addit.icPnl 
Subo!cl iu:~.~~ Courts. Period for wh ich they o~:istcd. 

r J. Ba.il-Hongal 

: ... ~ . 

· I 2. Chikodi 
L3. Athni 

I (1. Bagalkot 

--{ 2. Bijapur 

J 

I 
I 3. Mnddebihal .... 

( 1. Karwar 
~~ 2. Honavar 

I t 

••• 8 month a (Btill continuing h~vin~ 
been sanctioned up to 29th 
March 1915) . 

.. . 12 months. 
••• 18 months. 

... 29 months (still continuing 
having been sanctioned upto 
14-th December 1914). Recom
mendation ba9 also' been re
ceived for its extension for a 
further period of Fix mouthS). 

• • • 85 months (still continuing 
having been eanctioned upto 

. lOth January 1915). .Recom
mendation has also been re. 
ceived for its cxtens1on for a 
further period of six months. 

... ll months. · · 

I 
... 24 months. 
,.. 16 months (still continuing 

having been f:llnctioned upt.o 
2nd Janur. ry 1915), 



REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE AP.POINTEQ TO 
CONSIDER BILL No. V OF 1913. 

(A Bill to provide fo·r the making and execution of town planning $Chemes.) 
We the undersiO'ned members of the. Select Committee to whom the 

Bombay Town Plan~ing Bill, Bill No. V of 1913, has .been referred, have 
Yery ca!efully examined the Bill and ~ave the honour to report as follows. 

We have incorporated in the Bill most of the suggestions placed before us 
by the Honoorable Mr. Hill, Chairman of the Committee, as a ·result of the 
detailed examination of the Bill made by him between the date ~fits first 
publication and its reference to us. We have also had the advantage of the 
ad vice. of. Mr. Mirams, Consulting Surveyor to the Bombay Government, · and 
of Mr. Kissan, Special Officer, Salsette Building Sites, who have both had 
experiepce of Town Planning Schem.es in England an~ Germany. As a result 
of prolonged discussion on all doubtful ·points during a number of sittings, we 
have succeeded in securing unanimHy, among ourselves in regard to all the 
main features of the Bill. · · · · 

Before dealing with the various clauses we desire to. refer briefly to the 
more important changes which we have made in the Bill as a whole. Many of 
the clauses have been re-drafted in order to render the language.as simple 
and as precise as possible, and their order has been re-arranged. A few 
definitions have also been added. . . 

3. One of the changes· that we have made is to define the kinds of land in 
respect of which it will be legal to make a town planning scheme (clause 8). · 
In the original draft, a scheme could be made ''for any area in which land 
is or is likely to be used for building purposes '' (clause 8 ( 1) ). The Honourable 
Mr. Hill had pointed out in Council that it was not intended to apply this 
.Bill to land which had already been fully built upon •. Further, the original 
draft did not directly provide for the inclusion in a town planning scheme of 
land which is neither used nor likely to be used for building purposes, and yet 
which,,owing to its situation, it may be desirable to include in such a scheme. 
In the Housing, Town Planning, etc., Act, 1909 (9 Edw. 7, c. 44),-hereinafter 
referred to for brevity as the Parliamentary Act-the expression "land likely 
to be used for building purposes " is given a wide connotation so as to include 
roads, parks and the like. We have therefore reverted to the three classes of 
land included within the scope of the Parliamentary Act, and the terms of 
sub-sections (1), (3} and (7) of section 54 of that Act are closely followed in 
clause 8. 

4. Another important proposal which we have accepted, is to substitute 
t.he "Governor in Council" for the " Commissioner " as· the authority 
primarily responsible for the ·control of the making of a town planning- scheme 
from its inception to its final sanction. Consequently the term "controlling 
authority" has· disappeared from the Bill. The main reasons for this chanO'e 
are thi:J.t it is in accordance with the Parliamentary Act whereby the cont:ol 
is vested in the Local Government Board, that the Governor in Council is in 
d better position to command expert advice than the Commissioner, who 
however, can at any time be consulted, and that the experience gained in on~ 
Division of the Presidency can be utilised by the Governor in Council· for the 
benefit. of another Division. In the less important provisions, however, the 
W?rd "Commissioner'' has been retained, vide clauses 4 (1), 10 (2), 26 (1), 
a?d 44-.(3). 

I 

: 6. The power of the local authority to settle by agreement any or all matters 
to be provided for in a town planning scheme has been prominently brouO'ht out 
(clause 27). To secure the co-operation of the owners concerned.., and to

0 
ensure 

teereby the success of a town planning scheme, it is very desirable to encourage 
a:p-reeme.nts between the local authority and the owners. In England. and 
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Germany such a<Yreements between the parties concerned and the .. local 
authority are the ;ule rather than the . excepti?n. .The Governor in Coun~ii ·. 
has, however, been empowered to modtfy or disallow any such agreement,. m.: 
the ·same way as he has been empowered, by clause 14 (2), to modify or" 
disallow the draft scheme itself. We have also provided for the right of the 
owners to be consulted and to state their objections at every important stage · 
of the proceedings. 

7. An important change in the Bill is in reference to the finality of the· 
arbitrator's decision, and it is described in d~tail in the notes on Chapter IV. 
In clause 30 the duties of the arbitrator have also been set forth more clearly 
and systematically than was the case in clause 29 of the original· Bill. 

8. In clause 53, which gives power to. make' ,rules, all the matters in 
respect of which the rules can be made by the Governor in Council have been 
enumerated. 

9. Reverting to the important clauses in the order in which they appear 
in the Bill :- · , 

Clause 1 (2).-We have considered the suggestion that the prev1ous 
coneent of the local authority should be a condition precedent to the extension 
of the Act to parts of the Presidency outside the City of Bombay. But in our 
opinion that suggestion is not practicable. It may be desirable to extend this 
Act to areas outside the jurisdiction of a local authority or even to whole 
districts. In any case it is the local ·authority which, in the first instance, 
declares its intention to make a town planning scheme (clause 9 (1) ), and which 
actually prepares a draft scheme. The proviso to clause 1 (2), however, 
embodies the promise given by the Honourable Mr. Hill in the Legislative 
Council that the Bill should not be extended to any part of the City of Bombay 
without the consent of a majority of the whole lfunicipal Corpora~ion. This 
provision is justified by the special circumstances of the Presidency town. 

Olause 2 (a).-Although section 188 of the Bombay District Municipal Act, 
1901, allows the Governor in Council to appoint a single person as the local'
authority for a notified area, still, for. th~ purposes of this Bill, such· local , 
authority is always to be a committee. We have, therefore, deleted the words 
"person or " from clause 2 (a) of the original Bill. 

Olause 2 (d J.-The definition of" plot" is important, as under .clause 18, · 
contributions towards the cost of a scheme can be levied only on plots. Land . 
which does not fall within the definition of the term "plot'' will not be liable to 
contribution, e. g., roads, parks, municipal schools and dispensaries. It may be · 
observed that certain kinds of land vested in Government, e. g., assessed, 
unoccupied land, which can be sold by Government to private individuals, 
fall within the definition of plot and are liable to contribution. 

Clause 2 (e).-The importance of the definition of the term "reconsti· 
tuted plot" will appear when it is read with clause 12. .In the making of a 
draft scheme power is given to alter the boundaries, or the ownership of a 
plot. Where, however, an original plot is altered, for instance, by the inclusion 
of a portion of it in a road, the remainincr portion is not a reconstituted plot, 
as it will continue to be held by' the sa~e owner and on the sam.e terms as 
before. The owner will, of course, be entitled to receive compensatwn for the 
portion of his land included in the road under the provisions of clause 21. 
'l'he main principle observed in giving pow'er to alter the boundaries of a plot is 
that the resultant plot so obtained will form a suitable building plot. 

· Olause 3 (a).-The power to provide for the "alteration'' of streets will 
include the power to widen them or to make them narrower. 

Clause 3 (a).-'' The plotting out of land as building sites" will include 
the power, expressly given by clause 12, to make reconstituted plots. 

Olause 3 (d).-There is a slight difference in the connotation of the terms 
" allotment" and " reser\"ation." Allotment implies setting apart for immc· 
diate use, while reservation implies setting apart for future use. 
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Clause 3 (A).-We have taken into consideration the suggestion made at 
the first read in:,. of the Bill in reference io the preservation of religious buildings,. 
and clause 3 (A). expressly lays down that the town planning scheme can provide 
for. such a matter. 

Olazese 3 ( j ).-The pqwer to suspend rules, bye-laws, acts and other pro· 
visions in force in the area included in the scheme is based on sub-section {2) of 
section 55 of the Parliamentary Act. Ordinarily, in making a scheme, account 
will be taken of such provisions as are already in force. But cases may arise in 
which it will be desirable to keep such provisions in force in the rest of the . 
municipal area, but to suspend them in parts of the area included in the scheme •. 
. Under the ordinary provisions of law the power to make, modify or rescind 
rules, generally implies the power to do so for the whole of the municipal area. 

·The special prov.ision, which we have inserted, gives power to suspend such rules 
or bye-laws in particular parts of the municipal area. -

Clause 4.-In regard to the ownership of plots it is intended to follow, as 
far as possible, entries in the Record-of-~ights or mutation register. But in some · 
municipal areas a Record-of-Rights has not ye~ been framed; and where it has 
been framed it may be that an entry is inaccurate or inconclusive. This clause 
authorises an enquiry into, and provisional settlement of, a dispute as to owner
ship. If the dispute is of an intricate character, or if it appears certain that 
the parties will not rest content without obtaining the decision of a Civil Court,. 
it will be useless to waste time in a provisional enquiry. Hence the permissive 
character of this clause. 

Clause 6 (2).-It has here been made clear that, notwithstanding anything . 
contained in the Bombay District Municipal Act, 10Jl, or in the City. of B:Jm
bay :Municipal Act, 1888, as to the limiteJ powers of expenditure of a. local 

. authority, such authority will be empowered to expend its funds on a town . 
planning scheme. This provision is based on section 65 {2) of the Parliament. 
ary Act. 

Clause 9.-The revised draft brings out the stages of the procedura in 
proper sequence and the wide powers of the Governor in Council to hear objeetions,. 
to make inquiry and to sanction or refuse to sanction the making of a scheme. 

In the Bill as introduced the local authority had to obtain the previous 
sanction of the Governor in Council before it could declare its intention to make 
a town planning scheme~ The obtaining of such sanction would necessarily 
take some time, ·during which the values of land would increase, owin'-' to 
speculation among the many people who would obtain information about .:-_,the 
application of the lo~al authority. It is but right that the local authority 
should share in the rise of the values of land from the earliest opportunity in 
order to reduce the cost of the scheme to the general public. In the revised 
Bill the date with reference to which original values are to be estimated 
is the date of the resolution of the local authority declaring its intention to 
make a scheme. 

By clause 8 of the or~ginal Bil~ a local authority was liable to be com
pelled by the Governor m Council to declare its intention to make a scheme. 
This power of the Governor in Ccuncil has been removed. But in certain 
exceptional circumstances the Governor in Council has been authorised to act 
independently of the local authority ('Dide clause 49). 

Our attention was drawn to Article IV {c) of the Town Planning Procedure . 
Regulations. (E!lgland and Wales) dated 3rd May 1910. That Article provides 
for commumcatton to the Local Government Board by the local authority of a 
statement showing '' the total number of members of the local authoritv the
number who voted for the !esolution (decl:uing its intention to make a sche

1

me),. 
the number who voted agamst the resolution, the number who were present at 
the meeting but did not vote, and the number absent from the meetin(J'." In 
our opinion it is desirable that the Governor in Council should have kn~wled(J'e 
of these facts when considering the application of a local authority and th~t 
provision should be made for this by rules as in the Parliamentary Act but
not in the body of the Bill. 
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. ci~us~ 9 (B).-The ~ule.s sho~ld. similarly pt~v.ide for sh~win~ 'on tl~~·. plan 
the existing main roads. . . . . . · · . · , . ' · . · . . · ) 

. . Clause. 10.-The phrase "block s~heme and plan '1 appearing i.n 'the 
original Bill has been replaced by the Simpler phrase "draft . scheme "~ In .. 
accordance ·with clause 2 (f) wherever th~ word" scheme'' appears the word. 
cc plan'' is implied. .. · · ·· · ·· · ·· .. · ·· ·· · 
: · · Clause 11 (a):-The word'' tenur~" ha.s been added,.' as it is importan~· 

tha~ Inam, Khoti and other su~h . rights sho.uld be specially brought- to th~ 
notwe of the owners and the sanctwnmg authonty. 

Clause 11 (b).-In the draft scheme it is not desirable; to insist on too 
precise a description of the uses to which land assigned to the. local authorities 
is to be put, so long as the purpose is a publi~ one. · . 

·Clause 11 (d).-The draft s~eme is not concerned with indirect"costs likely 
to fall on owners of property, and, indeec;l, it would be difficult to estimate such 
indirect costs. . · · 

· Cllwse 11 (f).-U nder this sub-clause a rule. might be framed to carry out 
the suggestion that the draft scheme should contain, where possible, a pro• 
gramme of the works to be executed with an approximate anticipation of the · 
dates on which these works are likely to be completed. Such a rule would help 
the ~rribunal of Arbitration to estimate the increments likely to accrue tn parti
cular plots. 

- Olause 12.-This clause corresponds with clause 10 of the original draft. 
In order to. bring out clearly. what was intended by clause 10. the 
clause has been further sub-divided. The. main object of reconstituting plots 
is indicated by the first sub-section, which lays down that the size and, shape of 
every reconstituted plot shaH be so determined as to render it, as far as possible, 
suitable for building purposes, and power is given in sub-section (2) to provide · 
plots for owners dispossessed of their lands which may. be required for public
purposes, and also for clubbing together, with the consent of the owners, two or 
more small plots which are each separately not of sufficient size or of convenient 
shape for building purposes.· · . . 

· Clause 15.-This clause is to be read with claus~ 44; clause 15 (1) (a), a.s 
re-drafted, provides only for tho stopping of any work in progress, if it is neces
sary to do so, after the declaration of intention to make a scheme; while clause. 
44 ( 1) (a) provides for the pulling down of buildings in certain cases after the 
final-scheme has come into force. Clause 15 (2) makes provision for the -grant 
of compensation in certain circumstances to the person injuriously affected by an 
order under either of these clauses. 

CHAPTER III. 
No .new principle regarding what is due from owners or to be paid to ·them 

has been introduced, but certain of the sections have been re-drafted to make 
them more clear. Clause 16 (1) (d), for instance, read with clam~e .. 19, n~:nv 
shows unmistakably that if a plot is in any way altered, then the compensation 
payable to or claimable from the 0\vner is measured by the difference in the 
market values of the original plot and the plot as finally settled, both· of such 
values being estimated without reference to the improvements contemplated in 
the scheme other than improvements due to the alterations in the shape ot such 
plot. It may be mentioned that this principle, of' estimating ~he differen~e. in 
values of a plot which is altered, is also to be found in the _Itahan Expropnat10n 
Act of 1865. · 

Clauses 21 and 22.-These pr0visions for compensation subject to certain 
exceptions are based upon sections 58 (1) and 59 of the Parliamentary Act. If 
A.'s right in a property is transferred to B or extinguished for the benefit of B, 
!J should obviously be required to compensate .J.. 

Clause 24.-The principle underlying this provision is· that the local 
authority shall have adequate security for the payment of the contribution and 
<>ther sums due to it from any person. 

:a: 41-251 
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· Clause 25.-The object is, as far as possible, to a\·oid cash payments by 
the local authority, and thus to keep down the cost of a town planning scheme. 
In this matter the local authority and the owners are equally interested. 

Clause 21.-This clause provides for agreements between the local authority 
and the owners to which special reference has already been made. Such agree• 
ments are to be in every way encouraged. 

Clause 26 Q/ the original .Bill.-This clause has been deleted in conse• 
quence ofth~ recommendation of this Committee that ~here should be a Tribunal 
of Arbitration to fix :finally the amount of contribution chargeable upon each 
plot. There is thus no need to notifiy the completion of the works contemplated 
m the schemu as the revision of the contributions by a second arbitrator 
proposed to be appointed under clause 35 of the original Bill has now become 
unnecessary. • 

CHAPTER IV. 
Clauses 29 to 45 deal with the arbitrator, who will generally be an expert, 

and with the Tribunal of Arbitration. · We have had considerable discussion as 
to the work that should be done by the arbitrator, and the extent to which his 
work should be subject to revision .. 'V e have finally decided that the second 
arbitrator mentioned in clause 35 of the original Bill should be omitted and that, 
,instead, a Tribunal of Arbitration should be appointed ; and that the more 
important decisions of the arbitrator shall not be final until they have been 
confirmed by the Tribunal of Arbitration. We considered that, in view of the 
novelty of this piece of legislation, we should endeavour to compose the Tribunal 
in such a manner as would secure absolute puhlic confidence and general 
acceptance. It is therefore provided that the Tribunal shall in the mofussil 
consist• of the District Judge and two assessors, namely, an impartial. person 
appointed by the Judge, and the arbitrator. In the case· of the City of 
Bombay the Select Committee would much· prefer that the President of the 
Tribunal shoul,d be one of the Judges of the High Court. If, however, there is 
serious objection to this appointment, then the Select Committee would 
reluctantly accept the other alternative that has been proposed, namely, the 
appointment of the Chief J':Idge of the Court of Small Causes, Bombay, as 
President of the Tribunal of Arbitration in the City of Bombay. 

Clause ,4.1.-When the final scheme has been drawn up the Arbitrator shall 
submit it through the local authority to the Governor in Council, who, if he 
sanctions it, shall notify it in the Bombay Government Gazette, and the town 
planning scheme spall take effect from the date of the notification. 

As a result of the change mentioned above, clause 35 of the original Bill 
regarding a second arbitrator has been omitted ; H has been laid down, however 
in clauses 31 and 38 (2) that the decision of the arbitrator and of the Tribunai 
of Arbitration, as the case may be, shall be final, but clause 37 allows the 
Tribunal to state a case on a point of law for the ruling of the High Court. 

Clause ,4.5.-We have made _provision for requiring the attendance of 
witnesses. . 

CHAPTER V.-MISCELLANEOUS. 

This chapter has been considerably extended. 
Clause 4'1 gives power. to revoke or vary any town planning scheme 

after it ha~ been fi~ally sanctiOned. Clause 16 of the original Bill gave the 
Governor m Council power to vary or revoke a scheme at any time before 
it was sanctioned. We consider that this power is unnecessary as there are many 
precautions taken to see that all persons interested have a riD"ht to be heard at 
various stages in the drawing up of a scheme. What is watrled is the power to 
vary or revoke a scheme which, after introduction, may prove to be either 
unworkable, or where such scheme would be considerably improved by a sliO'ht 
variation. Section 54 {6) of the Parliamentary Act has therefore been follow~d. 

Clause 49 is based on section 61 of the Parliamentary Act. It empowers 
the Governor in Co,uncil 'to take the place of the local authority, in certain 
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~xceptio~al circumstances, in matters connected with the making of a town 
planning scheme. This power in reserve entrusted to the Governor in Council 
is, however, not so drastic as the power given by section 179 ·of the Bombay 
District .Municipal Act, 1901, or by section 67 of the Bombay Local Boards 
Act, 188-t, which enables the Governor in Council to supersede a Municipality 
()r a Local Board. 

Olause 51.-0n account of clause (b) of.sub-section {1} of section 17 9£ the 
Indian Registration Act, 1908, doubts might arise as to the necessity for register;
ing certain documents made in connection with a town planning scheme. n might 
be argued that there is nothing in sub~section (2) of section 17 or in section 90 
()f the Indian Registration Act, 19'08, expressly exe'mpting such documents 
from registration. And yet it is clear that such documents ought to be so 
exempted. Under sub-clause (3) of clause 41 and under clause 42 of the Bill, 
the provisions of a to'\\'D. planning scheme, duly sanctioned, have the same effect 
as the provisions of a law, and certain consequences ensue on the scheme coming 
into force. As nothing .is said about registration being a condition precedent to 
these results, it is apparent that registration is not required. But clause 51 
will be useful as it will obviate all doubts on this important point, by expressly 
exempting such documents from registration. 

Clause 52.-There are analogous provisions in local enactments. Compare, 
for instar:.ce, section 72 of the Bombay Local Boards Act, 1884, section 91 of 
the City of Bombay ~Iunicipal Act, 1888, and· section 41 of the Bombay 
District .Municipal Act, 1901. · · 

. It wiH be necessary to request the Governor General to accord his sanction 
under section 5 of the Indian Councils Act, 1892, with reference to the enact
ments added by us to the Bill which will affect certain Acts passed in the 

· Imperial Council. · ' 
In conclusion we recommend that, as this ia the first Bill of its kind· that 

has been introduced in India, it should he ·widely published both in English 
and in the vernaculars in order that the publi~ may have ample opportunity of 
studying its clauses before it is read a second time in the Legislative Council 
1Ve also recommend that copies should be sent to the Honourable the Chief 
J u5tice and Judges of the High Court with reference to the notes on Chapter IV 
and also to the Born bay Municipal Corporation. 

(Signed) CLAUDE IDLL. 
( ,, ) E. G. TURNER, 
t , ) B. S. KAMAT, 
\. , ) N. D. KHANDAL.A V ALA, 
( , ) \V. 'D. SHEPFARD, 
\ , ) JEHANGIR H. KOTHARI, 
t. , ) J. P. ORR, 
( , ) G. K. SATHE, 

( , 
( " 
( " 

(subject to a minute of dissent), 
) RAFIUDDIN AHliAD, 
) JJ. A. D'MONTE, 
) RAMANDHAI .MAHIPATRAM 

N1LKANTH. 
( , ) K. R. GODBOLE, 
( :. ) FAZULBHOYM. CHINO~ 
( , ) LALUBHAI SAl[ A LDAS, 
( , ) .. PHEROZESHAH M. MEHTA, 
( , ) C. H. sE·rALV AD. 
( , ) T. J. STRANGM.AN, 

(with the following no/e). 

· N~te.-I regret that owing to illness I was unable to attend the meetings of the Select 
Cornmtttee when my presence was necessnry. .• 

I ha!e no difficulty, however, in subsciibing my namJ to the report although I may have to 
suggest, if necessary by way of amendment, alterations of a more or less formal character. 
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Mimde ·~f dissent uy 'the. Honourable: lldo Bakddur G. K~. Sathe. 

. .. :ozduse,' 1 (2). ~My, suggestion· wa~, and .I ~dh~ro. t~ it, that tiie '.Act should ·. 
n,~t be extended to any urea falling within the JUriS~ICtion_ of a. Local .Authority . 
"W:l~hout_ the preyio:us consent 

1
0f such Local A uthor1ty.. . . . . :. . 

" Olause ~8.-The procedure suggested for recovery of sums due to a Local· 
4ut~orit1. would. w~rk hard. ·T?e princip!e~ ·of English Law should be 
adopted. S~ch dues sho~ld .be constd~red as ctnl deqt and should be recover~ 
a~le as s~cb. · , .. · 

• ;I ; Clauses 81, 82, 83 (5), 88 (1) .and 41.-My suggestion was to add to these 
'clauses sub-clauses (3) and (7) of clause 30. · My reasons for this addition artt · 

· in brief as under :- . · 
The Tribunal of· Arbitration i~ empowered to estimate the increment 

under clause 17 and then to determine .the contribution in proportion to 
the said ·increment. Calculation of incren;1ent d~pends upon the deter
mination of the market value of a plot at the date of the declaration of' 

· intention to make a scheme and the· determination of the prospective value 
of the same plot_estimated on the assumption that the scheme has been 

. completed. Thus the· determination of marlcet values of plots is as im
portant a ~atter a.R the other and it is but reasonable and fair that both the 
valuations. should be finally made by the Tribunal of. Arbitration. The 
Arbitrator can do preliminary work under clause 32 in matters arising out. 

·of sub-clauses (3), (4), {5), (6), (7) and (9) of clause 30 • 

. BOth April '1914. · (Signed) G. K. SATHE. 

·No. ·n.-13·14~ 

THE MATUNGA RESIDENTS'. ASSOCIATION. 

SECRETARY's OFFICE : 
tdtungct, 13oml;ay, 2nd l}farak 1914. 

THE '})RESIDENT OF TRE LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL, 
Bombay . 

. Your Excellency-, . . .. 
We are directed by the Managing Com~ittee 'of. the l\Iatunga Residents'" 

· Association to address you in connection with Bill. No. V of 1913. · 
2. The object of the Bill is to make an enactment providing for the . 

making and execution of town-planning schemes following. in the footsteps of .. 
· the Housing, Town-planning, etc. Act, HW9, of England. The latter is altoge

ther a new measure and it remains to be seen how it works. There is a wide 
difference between the habits and natures. of the .. inhabitants in Englan'd and 
those in India. There is a very great politieal difference also. In England 
arms are allowed to anyone while in India it is not so. The only defence of 
Indians ag~inst robbers, thieves, etc., is the living in juxta positions so as to 
help each other against such outrages. At least such a living carries with it 
a sense of security 'in absence of arms. The Indians have naturally grown a 
timid race and would be afraid to live in places too far apart. ·rhey would go 

. to live in such· places only when there is a question of life and death due to 
. any epidemic. Again they are a race believing in fate. They would reason 
.that if fate has decreed death it would take place anywhere whether in the 
niidst of epidemic or in the securest place. The result will be that the holders 
ot land will be made to contribute towards the cost of construction of roads 
and such other works, but they will not be benefitted a,t all. We might 
constr.uct any number of roads and lay out plots for building purposes and 
some persons perhaps may be induced to bu~ld even. But it will be found 
that they will not be sufficiently tenanted if at all.. At Rajkot, a Native 
State in: Kathiawar, suoh a town-planning was tried,· but the scheme has not 
been successful.- The Rajkot State set aside a large plot at a distance of 
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about a mile from Rajkot for the scheme .a:r;td .. cheaply sold small plots, each 
measuring an acre to well-to-do perso~s, many of whom have· beeri induced to 
build. But these buildings are hardly occupied. In Salsette itself where the 
town-planning is to be tried first, many persons .of Bombay have built houses 
and bungalows during the time when plague was raging in Bombay. But they 
do not go to live there unless forced during plague seasons. Salsette has been 
selected as an experiment as a residential subu~ban area to Bomb'ay •.. During 
the next fifty years there will. be no further. appreciable development in 
Salsette for any town-planning scheme. More than 20 years· ago the Bombay 
Municipality constructed the Vincent Road from Dadar to. Sion.· But even 
during such a large period hardly 10 or 20 buildings were erected on the sides 
of the road which is about two miles in length. On account of plague 
epidemic the areas in close proximity of Railway Stations have been developed. 
But the Railways increased and nearly doubled up the charges of the season 
tickets and thus have put a stop to further developments at further stations. 
Schemes Nos. V and VI of the Bombay Improvement Trust will lay, out. a 
number of suburban plots for .. the public. It. would 'be safer. to. wait the 
completion of these schemes and see how these plots are taken up before 
saddling the holders of· land at Salsette and elsewhere with such an Act. 
It is a fact that private land-holders near the Railway Stations have laid out 
private roads to develop their lands such as Saw~hani, · Road,. Laxmi Narayan 
Road, Visrani Road, Devram Road, etc., in M:atunga and. such a practice 
would go on everywhere when beneficial. It may be that these private· roads 
may not be satisfactory to the European eye; but the . Town~planning Bill in 
the present form is not a remedy to it. An Act conferring powers on local 
authorities to regulate such roads· wouH be quite sufficient to meet any 
r~osent or future exigencies. But to confer powers to construct any roads, 
i ~ridges, etc., and to recover the cost from the holders .of land without any 
actual development of their land would be a great hardship on them. The 
suburban development of Bombay can only be effected by cheap and speedy 
travelling which would mean a lqw scale of Railway fares, numerous Railway 
Stations- and numerous Local Trains. On the contrary the .Railway Adminis
trations have been increasing the Railway. fares and paying no attention to 
complaints made to remedy inconvenience~ to local passengers. Facilities of 
Railway travelling must be increased for any real suburban development. 

As to the body of the Bill, the Association is of opinion that the following 
sections are very objectionable. · · · · 

3 (a). It is most objectionable to give any power to anyone whomsoever 
to stop up streets,- roads and communications altogether. There is no harm in 
providing for their constructions, diversions and alterations. But stopping up 
of them altogether may turn out very harmful and grievous. · 

3 (c). The plotting out of land as building sites for ·building purposes 
in the immediate future only should be allowed ; no plotting out for any remote 
date should be allowed. · 

3 (i)~ ''The purposes to ·which specified areas may or may not be 
appropriated" is likely to be interpreted in various ways and ought to be 
omitted. . . . , . . 

7. Municipality concerned mUst be given a chance to 'advance objecti?DS 
. and the Governor in Council must consider such objections before declarmg 
any specified area as notffied area wherever -such Municipality is concerned. 

8 (i). Bef~re th~ ph~ase "'with the previou~ slnction of. the Govern~r, 
etc:,, the following phrase should be added "w1th the previOus consent 1n 
writing of the land-holders holding more than half the area, and'' . 

11 (ii). Add at the end cc when compensation has been awarded for the 
same but not otherwise''.' · · 

19.. Ad~ the following as (iii): "Holde~ of any plot ~ay require the 
LocalAuthonty. to acquire his plot and pay h1m as compensation the value of 
the.plot.at the time of the declaration plus half the increment estimated by 
the Arbitrator". · · · · 

H 41-252 
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29. Add as olau~e (8) :-
(8) Any award of the Arbitrator shall be appealable to a Court of 

Law as a reference under the Land Acquisition Act. 
34. Add the following :-

(3) The decision of the controlling authority shall be appealable to a 
Court of Law as a reference under the Land Acquisition Act at the 
request of the person or persons aggrieved. 
35. This section should be as follows :-

,,Every decision of the Arbitrator shall be appealable to a Court of 
Law as a reference under the Land Acquisition Act at the request of a 
person or persons aggrieved. 

' • * * * * ,, 
Lastly it. is not clear how a Local Authority is to meet expenses which 

cannot be charged on a scheme under the Act perhaps by some taxation as in 
case of the matter in Bill No. VI of 1913. 

The Matunga Residents' Association is of opinion thlt the time has not 
come for the passing of any such Act as proposed in Bill No. V of 1913 and 
that the Bill should be shelved for the present. 

In conclusion we are directed to request Your Excellency to circulate these 
views of the Matunga Residents' Association amongst the Honourable Members 
of the Legislative Council of Bombay before its meeting. 

And we as in duty bound shall ever pay. 

JIVRAJ GOKALDAS NENSEY, 

· RAT lLAL KESHAVLAL SAN GHANI, :B.A., 
Joint Secretaries. 

No. 3051.. 

GOVERN.l\fENT OF INDIA. 

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT. 

From 

To 

Sir, 

THE HONOURADLE SIR· w. H. H. VINCENT; KT., 
Secretary to the Government of India, 

Legislative Department; 

THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY, 
Legal Department. 

Simla, the 2nd September 1914. 

I am directed to return herewith, with the assent of His Excellency the 
· · · . Viceroy and Governor General signified thereon, the 

La.w further to amend the Bom• th t' f th L t d th • · • 
bay Tramways Act, 1874. au en I~ copy o. e aw no e on e margin, which 

· was ·received With your letter No. 1031, dated the 
22nd August 1914. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) .A. P. :MUDDIMAN, 
Deputy Secretary, · 

Fo1· Secretary to the Government of India. 
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No. 3115. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT. 

A. P. MUDDIMAN, EsQ., c.I.E., I.Q.S., 
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India, 

Legislative Department; 

THE SECRETARY TO TJIE GOVERNMENT OF ~OMBAY, 
Legal Department. 

Simla, the 4th September 1914 . 

. Sir, 
I am directed to return h~rewith, with the . assent of· His Excellency the 

. . ·Viceroy and Governor General signified thereon, the 
The Bombay Cml Courts authentic copy. of the Law noted on the marP"in 

Amendment Law1 1914. ', • o- ' 
which was rrece1ved w1th your letter No.1033, .dated 

the 22nd August 1914. 

From 

To 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) .A.. P. MUDDIMAN, 
Deputy Secretary to the Government India. 

No. 3118. 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT. 

A. P. MUDDIMAN, EsQ., c.I.E., I.O.S., 
Deputy Secretary to the·Govemment of India, 

Legislative Department; 

. THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY, 
Legal Department. 

Simla, the 4th September 1914. 
Sir, . 

I am directed to return herewith, with the assent of His Exce1lency the 
Th Ad P T Viceroy and Governor General signified thereon, the 

-q>.ent) La.;~I9I~~ rust (Amend. authentic copy of the Law noted on the margin, 
which was received with your letter No. 1032, da.t~d 

the 22nd .August 1914. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 
(Signed) A. P. MUDDIMAN, 

Deputy Secretary to the Government of India. 
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No. 3459 . 

. GOVERNMENT OF INDIA. 

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT. 

. . 

THE HoNou.RA:BLE SIR w.- H. H. VINCENT, KT., 
Secretary to the Government of India, 

Legislative Department; 

TJIE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY, 
Legal Department. 

Simla, the 21st September 1914. 

I am directed to return herewith, with ·the assent of His Excellency the 
, Viceroy ~nd Governor General signified thereon, t~e 

Law further to amend the Bom· authentic copy of the Law noted on the margm, 
bay Port rrustJAct, 

1879
• which was received with your letter No. 1101, dated 

the 3rd1September 1914. 

From 

To 

Sir, 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) W. ·H. VINCENT, 
Secretary to the Government of ~ndia. 

No. 3708. 

THE HONOURABLE SIR w. H. H.· VINCENT, KT., 
Secretary to the Government of India, 

Legislative Department ; 

THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY, 
Legal Department. 

Simla, the 9th October 1914. 

. I. am directed to return herewith, with the I assent of His Excellency~~the 
. . , Viceroy and Governor General signified thereon, 

. Law fnr~er. to a.me~~ .the· the authentic copy of· the Law noted on· the margin, 

. ~mbay DJstrict Munlclpal which was received with your letter No. 1190, dated 
Act, 

1901
• . the 26th September 1914." 

I,have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) W. H. VINCENT, 
Secretary to the Government of India. 
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,GOVERNMENT . 9F INDIA ; 

.~EGi.sLATIVE DEPARTl!E;T. 
·' .·. ; . 

THE HONOURABLE SIR. w. H. }f. VINCEN~l', Kr_r., 
SeQretary to the Gov-ermqent of India, 

Legislative I>epartiiJ.ent; 

THE SECRETARY TO TliE GOVERNMENT. OF :BOMBA):, 
~egal Department; Bm~bay. 

Simla, tlze 12th·9ctooer 19~4. 

· I am direoted.to return_herewitp, with the assent of His Ex:cel~ell:CY the 

Law further to· amend tho 
BC?mbny Land·Revbnue 9ode, 
1S79. 

V,iceroy and . Governor· General signified ~hereon, 
the auth~ntic copy of the Law noted on the-111~rgin, 
which was received with your Jetter N o.11~9, dated 
the .~6th September 1914. 

.To· 

Sir, 

I have the honour to lJe, 
Sir, 

Yptirobedier1t Servan.t, 

(Signed) W. H. VINCENT, 
.~ecretary to t~e Government of India. · 

s. G. KHARKAR, ESQUIRE, 

· Acting .~ecretary to the Legi~lative CounciJ, 
Bombay. 

'Ve, on behalf of the inhabitants of Salsette. crave leave ta submit tha 
following· representation for the consideration of the Honourable Members of 
the Legislative Council in connectio11; with the Town Planning Bill, which is to 
be reacl a second time at the ensuing Meeting and request-.you to see that each 
Honourable Member gets a copy of it at least a day or two prior to the 1\Ieeting 
of· the Council. · 

1. There is, we submit, no justifimition for the Honourable Members to 
-place Salsette- in tbe forefront of the operations of the 'fown Planning' Bi11. 
We do not propose to quarrel with the principles of. the Bill. They may or 
may not be good. What ~e do seriously object to is the provision in the Bill 
to single out in the first instance Salsette, which is really a poor and mostly an 
Agricultural District. We, therefore, submit that we should be placed on the 
same level with the C.ity of Bombay and the 'rown Pbnning Act slvmld not 
be made applicable to us without tho consent of our representatives on the
Local llodies in Salsette. 

2. ''Local Authority '1 in the Bill is defined as Municipality or Notified 
Area Committee. 

The present constitution of t.he Noti6ed Area Committees is such that wo 
must strongly but respectfully object to the inclusion of such Committees in the 
definition ot '.' Local Authority/' There are at present various Notified. Areas 
Committees in Salsette, each of which consists or three Members, viz, : save an'l 
except only Ghatkopor Notified Area Committee, (1) Special Officer, Salsette 
Building Sites; (2) 1\.famlatclar, Salsette ; (3) One n~n~Offici.ll . gentlem~m 
nomix;atecl by Government, not necesslrily permanent resident w1thm the. ~rea. 
In this state of the constitution of what will be known as" Local Authorities '• 
under the Town Planning Act, there will be absolutely no voice of the Salsett;) 
people in the preparation of the various schemes, and other acts required to be 
done under the Act by such authorities. A Notified Are!l.. Committee is out 
ancl out a Government Body and unless the definition of Local Authority is 

· H 41-2.53 
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restricted to" Municipality" or if it is to be extended to Notified Area Committee, 
unless the Constitution of that Committee provides for election on it of the re
presentatives of the people, residents of Salsette will be materially prejudiced in 
matters of Town Planninoo Scheme. In this connection we beg to suggest that 
the Government might e;sily group together two or three Notified.Area Com• 
mittees and constitute a .Municipality or if this is not feasible ~r desuable, make 
provision in this Bill grantinO' election to Notified Area Cflmm1ttees. 

0 . 

3. We should like to invite the attention of the Honourable Members of the 
Council to one important point which, we believe, has not been considered in 
the Select Committee. Some of the lands which are at the present moment 
used for agriculture will have necessarily to be included in most of the Town 
Planning Schemes to ba prepared under the Act. Such lands are at present 
liable to the payment of Agricultural .Assessment only. Very soon after the 
inclusion of such lands in any 'J.1own Planning Scheme they will, we are afraid, 
be made liable to the payment of Building Site Assessment. Our humble sug .. 
gestion is that no agricultural land should be made liable to Building Site 
Assessment, merely on the ground that it bas been included in a particular 
Town Planning Scheme, unless, of course, it is actually converted by the owner 
.to any non-agricultural use in accqrdance with the scheme. Our further 
suggestion in this connection is that the owner of any agricultural plot included 
in the scheme should not be prevented from using that plot for agricultural 
1mrposes ti~l he chooses to put a building on it. Provisions containing these 
.safeguards are absolutely necessary in this present Bill, otherwise the Act 
will work a great hardship to the poor agricultural population 'of Salsette. We 
are inclined to.the belief that although the Town Planning Authorities will 
lay out roads and turn . the agricultural lands into building plots and compel 
-contribution from the owners for the necessarJ expenditure in that behalf, 
-only very liinited number of plots will be built upon during the course of say 
::!5 or even 50 years to come. The question which the Honourable Members 
l1ave got to consider, therefore, is. whether the owners of agricultural plots 
included in the scheme are to be made liable to the payment of Building Site 
Assessment for· all those years, although such plots are·not built upon and 
whether those owners are to be prevented from using such plots for agriculture 
a1though they for want of means or other reasons are not in a position to put 
.buildings upon them. · 

4. Clause 9 of the Bill gives power to the Local Authority to include in a 
''I own Planning Scheme any other land in the vicinity of land within its jurisdic· 
1ion. We concede tha~ it may be very desirable to include such lands in the 
-vicinity of any area of a Local Authority for the purpose of a proper Town 
Plann~g Scheme, but we submit that the Local Authority must obtain the 
sanction of any other Local :Body within whose jurisdiction such lands fall. 

5. Clause 28 provides that any sum due to .the Local Authority under 
the Act shall be . recoverable as arrears of land revenue. This provision must 
be dropped and the amount due must be made recoverable as a civil 

·debt only. · 
6. We are in entire agreement with the suggestion of the Honourable Rao 

Bahadur Sathe to add Sub·Clauses 3 and 7 of Clause. 30 to Clauses 31, 32, 
3;J (6), 38 (1) and 41 for the reasons·given by him in his minute of dissent, 
and we submit the Honourable Members of the Council will favourably consider 
this suggestion. 

In conclusion, we hope and trust that tho Government and the Honourable 
1\Iembers of. the Legislative Council will very carefully peruse and consider 
each of the 6 points raised by us in this representation and make necessary 
.alterations in the Bill. 

We beg to remain, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servants, 
(Signed) RAJARAM TUKARAM and others 

Bombay, 2nd .December 1914. (inhabitants of Salscttc)· 
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NOTICES OF MOTIONS OF AMENDMENTS -TO BE ENTERED IN 
TH~: LIST OF BUSlNESS AT A MEETING OF THE LEGISLATIVE 
COUNCIL TO BE HELD ON TUESDAY, THE 8TH. DECEMBER '1914. 

. . 

Under sub-rule (4) of rule 35 ·of the Rules for the Conduct of Business 
notices have been received of the following amendments to Bill No. V of l9JS 
(a Bill to provide for the making and execution of town planning schemes), as 
amended by the Select Committee :- · 

From the Honourable Mr. ~· H. A. Hill, C.S.I., C.I.E., I. C. S.:

Clause g-
In sub-clause (I) of clause g, for the words u the preceding 

section·", the word and figure "section 8 " shall be substituted. 

Clause 3I-
In clause 31, after the figures "30 ", the words and figures 

"and subject to provisos contained in clause (Io) p£ secf:!>n 30 '' 
shall be inserted. 

Clause 33--
(a) In sub-clause (2) of clause 33,.a£ter· the word ''be'' the 

words " a person who holds or has held office as " shall be 
inserted ; and after the word " Justice " the words ''in the District 

.. of Karachi, be such Additional Judicial Commissioner as may be 
appointed by the Judicial Commissioner"', shall be inserted. 

(b) In sub-clause (3) of clause 33, after the word "such" the 
words " person who. holds or has held office as a " shall be 
inserted ; and aftP.r the word " Court , ' the words H' in the District 
?£ Kar;1cpi, by such .Additional J )ldi~i~l Commissioner", shall be 
·mserted. 

Clause 37-
0mit clause 37· 

From the Honourable Mr. E. G. Turner, I. C. S,,

Ctause IS-
In clause {b) of sub-clause (I) of clause 15, for the words 

"sends no answer", the words, "communicates no. decision" 
shall be substituted. 

From the Honourable Rao Saheb V. S. Naik

Clause ra-
(i) In sub-section (I) of section ro, the words "and sanitary 

experts " shall be added between the words· "owners " and 
'' prepare '~. 

(ii) In sub-section (2) of section 10, the words "and such 
sanitary officers as they deem necessary " shall be added between 
the words " owners " and " prepare ". 

From the Honourable Mr. B. S. Kamat

Clause 33-
d ,. "1'. h In section 33, clause (3) after the wor xmpart1a , msert t e 

word 'non-official'. · 
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Clause 40-
. ··(a) In section 40, delete the word~ from "The .Arbitrator and 

the -Assessor appointed under• sub-sectiOn (3) of sectton 33, respec
tively, shall, save- where he is a salaried officer of Gov~rnment" 
and substitute "The Arbitrator, save where he is a salarted officer 
· of .. Government and th.e Ass.essor appointed , under sub-section (3) 
~of section 33 . .shall ". 

· {b) In section 40, clause (2), delete the words 'and of an 
assessor'. 

From the Honourable Rao Bahadur G. K. Sathe-
'Clause JI-

, Tn clause 31, add ·the figures '' 3, 7 '' in 2nd and 3rd line on 
page 14; 

· .Cta.ttse 32...:.. 

In. clause 32, add the. figures·" 3, .7" in line 2 ; 

Cla'use 33-
ln sub. clause (5) of clause 33, add the figures "3, 7 " in line 2 3 ; 
Clause ':)8...:..- · · . 

. Jn sub-claus.e (!:) of. cla.use 38, add the figures If 3' 7 IJ in line 8 ; 
.Clause.41---

. · In sub~clause (1) of, clause 41 add the figures " 3, 7" in line 4· 

· F.rom:~he,Honourable Mr. V • .J. Patel, Bar.-at·L~w-
'1. ·Clauser!- . 

Substitute the following fof sub-clause { 2) of clause I. 

"(2) It shall extend in whole or in part to such part or parts of 
the Bombay Presidency to which the Governor in Council may, by 
notification in the Bombay Government Gazette, make it applicable : 

Provided that no part of this Act shall be extended to any 
area in the Presidency. falling within the jurisdiction of any Iccal 
authority except on the previous application to the Governor in 
Cc;mncil by. such locq.l authority, such application having been 
previousl/.assented to by a majority' of the whole number of 
·members constituting that authori~y." 

II. Clause J-
Delete sub-clause (j) of clause) 3· · 

III. Clause 7.-Substitute the following for clause 7: 
. . "7· Notwithstanding . anything contained in section 7 or in. sub

section {31 of~ection 18_7 of the Bombay District Municipal Act, Igor, 
·.the' Governor tri Counctl-may declare any specified area for which it is 
proposed to make a town pl~nning scheme. to be a Municipal District 
'or a· notified area and not~zthstanding ·anything contained in proviso 
to sub-section (I) o~ sec.tiO~ I 88 of that Act a committee for any 
notified area for .wh1eh 1t 1s proposed to make a town planninO' 
scheme shall consist of not le~s than 5 and not more than 7 member~ 
of whom a majority shall be elected residents of that area:'. · 
IV. Clause g.-In .'cl~use 9, sub: clause I, add the fol1owin0' words 

~etween the words " whole cr. any part of such land and " and th~ words 
·'of: any land which is in :the ·vicinity" " with the consent of the Di~trict 
Local Board concerned. " . 
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V. Clause 28.-Delete clause 28. 
vt Clauses Jl' J2, JJ, J8 an~ 41 :-:-In clauses 3 J' 32, 33 (S)' 38 (I) 

and 41, add "(3)" after the words 'ansmg out of clauses" and before 
''(4)" and add "(7)" after "(6)" and before" and (g)". 

VII •. Clause 49.-Delete clause 49· 

From the Honourable Mr. S. B. Upasani-. . 
I. Clause!-

Add the following to sub-clause (2) of clause 1 :-

" Provided that this Act shall not be extended in whole or 
in part to any area within the jurisdiction of a Local Authority 
or within 3 miles therefrom without the consent of the majority 
of the whole b.ody of that Local Authority " 

II. Clause 8-
At the end of the para. of sub-clause (1) of clause s, add" or 

is required to be so used for the development and extension of any 
adjoining city or town". · 

III. Clauses 9 and IJ-
Clause 9 ·(s) and clause I 3-
Substitute" two months" for'' one month" where these occur 

in the two clauses. 

IV. Clause IS-
In sub-clause (1) of clause IS, delete the words 'declaration of 

intention to make a' and substitute the word ' draft'. 

V. Clause 16.~ 
In sub-clause (b) of clause 16, delete the words 'or estimated 

to be spent'. 

VI. Clauses 16_, 17, 19 and 21-

ln sub-clause {d) of clause 16, clause I7, clause 19 line IS and 
clause 21 para. 2-for the words ' declaration of in.tention to make a ' 
substitute 'Fublication of the draft' where those words occur in the 
said clauses. · 

H 41-254 

VII. Clause I8-
In para. I of sub-clause (1) of clause 18, substitute the following:- · 

' The costs of the scheme shall be met by the Local 
Authority and Government in such proportion as ·Government 
may fix having regard to the means of the Local Authority and 
part of it may be levied if thought necessary by the Local 
Authority by way of contribution in the form of differential 
rates on the plots included in the. scheme having regard to the 
extent of their area with reference to the whole area 
included in the. jurisdiction of the .,Local Authority and the 
relative advantages which may be enjoyed by them 
respectively by reason of the execution of the scheme and 
all other circumsta:qces of the case '. 

VIII. Clause 27-
In sub-clause (2) of clause 27 for the portio~ ' I~' after the 

, word 'but' in line 5 up to the end substitute the followmg :-
' If the agreement be disallo\'Ved or modified by Govern

ment or by the Tribunal of Arbitration either party shall have 
the option to avoid it if they so elect'. 
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IX. Clause 28.-Delete the words 'by the Collector' in lines 
4 and 5 and substitute 'municipal.dues' for 'land revenue' 
in line 7 and delete .the words '.on application· being made 
to hill)'. 

X. Clauses 31, 321 33, 38 and 4/
Clauses 31,_32, 33 (5), 3~_(1) and 41-

Add sub-clauses 2; 3, 7 and 8 o~ clause 30 to those 
mentioned in the above clauses . 

. XI. Clause 33-
In sub .. dause. (3) .of clause 33, for the portion after the words 

'to b.e' in line 2 substitute 'to be selected by the majority of the 
owners of the plots included .in .the scheme 1

• 

XII. Clause 47.-Between the words' scheme' and' may' in lines 
I and 2 insert 'if found unworkable'. 

XIII. Clause 48.-
(a) Between the words 'scheme 1 and ' shall' in line 8 insert , 

'or has suffered any ,substantial loss or injury'. 
(b) ~.Between the words 'abortive' and 'by' in last but one 

line insert 'or loss or .injury sustained '. ' 

XIV. Clause 51-
In sub-clause (/) of clause 51, for the portion after the word 

' with ' in the last but one line substitute 'any scheme prepared 
under ..the. provisions of the Act'. . 

By 'order of His Excelle!lCY the Right Honourable. the Governor, 

S. G. KHARKAR, 
Acting Secretary to the Legislative Council: 
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Journal of the Proceedings of the L~gislative Council of the Governor of 
Bombay, a:ssembled under the provisions of the· l~dian Councils 
Acts, 186l"to 1909. 

The Council met at :Bombay on T~esday, the 8th December 19141 at 
12 o'clock noon. 

PRESENT: 

His Excellency the Right Honourable Lord WILLINGDON OF RATrON, 
G.C.I.E., Governor of Bombay, presiding. · 

The Honourable Sir RicHARD AMPHLETT LAMB, K.O.S.I., O.I.E., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. c. H. A. HILL, C.S.I., c.I.E., I. c. s. 
'The Honourable Mr. PRABHASHANKA.R D. PATTANI, O.I.E. 
The Honourable the ADVOCATE GENERAL. 
The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, Bar.·at-Law. 
'The Honourable Mr. DATTATR.A.YA V ENKATESH BEL VI, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. GHULAM MuHAMMAD valad Khim Bah.adur W ALI 

MUHAMMAD BHURGRI, Bar.-at-Law. 
'The Honourable Mr. ·T. W. BIRKETT. 
'The Honourable Mr. G. CARMICHA.EL, C.S.I., I. G. S. 
'.rhe Honourable Mr. FAZA.LBIIOY MEHER~LLY CHINOY. 
The Honourable :Mr. G. S. CuRTis, O.S.I., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Dr. D. A. D'MoN:rE, M.D., L.R.C.P. (LJnd.),:L. 'M. & S. 

· 'The Honourable Sardar SYED AL~ EL EnB.oos. · 
·The Honourable Dewan Bahadur KAsHi~uTH RAMCHANDRA GonBOLE. 
The Honourable Mr. G. W. HATCH, I. C. S. 
The Hqnourable SHEIKH GHULAM HussEIN HIDAYATALLAH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEEBHOY, Bart. 
The Honourable Mr. J. E. C. JUKES, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. BALKRISIINA SrTA.RAM KAMA.T. . 
·The Honourable Sardar DuLABAWA. RArsrNGJI, Thakor of Kerwada. 
The Honourable Mr. NAVROJI DORABJI KHANDALAVALA, LL.B. 
'The Honourable Mr. ·JERANGIR H. KoTHARI. 
The Honourable Surgeon-General R. W. S. LYONS, M.D., I. M.S. 
'The Honourable Mr. E. MACONOCHIE, I. 0. s. 
The Honourable Sardar Sir OnrNUBHA.I MADRA VLA.L, Bart., C. I. E. 
The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. MoBA.IN. 
The Honourable Mr. LALUBHA.I SA.MALDA.S MEHTA, C.I.E. 
The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH liERW ANJEE MERTA, K.O.tE., 

l3ar.-at·La w. 
The Honourable R~o Saheb VENKA.TESH SIIRINIWAS NA.IK. 
The Honourable .Mr. E. FERRERS NrcnoLSON. 
The Honourable Rao Babadur RAMANDIIAI MA.RIPATRA.M NtLKANTH, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PURSHOTTAM PAR.A.NJPYE .. 
'The Honourable J\Ir. GoKULDAS KAIIANDAS PAREKH, LL.B. 
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1'he Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JnAVERBHAI PATEL, Bar.-at·L::tw. 
The Honourable Mr. AnnuL HussEIN AnAYJEE PEERBROY. 
The Honourable Mr. MANMORANnAs RAYJI, 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRINIW AS KoNHE.R RonnA, 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH K.n.rsnNA SATHE. 
The Honourable 1\Ir. CniYANLAL HARILAL SETALVAD, LL.B. 
The Honourable 1\Ir. W. H. SnARl'. 
The Honourable Sir FREDERICK L. SPROTT, Kt. 
The Honourable Mr • .E. G. TURNER, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. SHRIDIIAR BALKIUSHN.A. UPASANI. 
The Honourable Mr. HARCH.A.NDRAI VIS HIND AS, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. M. DEP. WEBB, C.I.E. 

Rew Members. 
' 

The following Additional Members made the prescribed oath or solemn~ 
affirraation of allegiance to His Majesty the King-Emperor and took their seats 
in the Council :-

The Honourable l\Ir., G. CARYICIIAEL, C.S.I., I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. E. ~fAcONOCIIIE, I~ C. S. 
The. Honourable Mr. MoNTAGU DE PoMEROY W~nn, C.I.E. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :--I propose for the convenience or· 
Honourable Members to suspend the Standing Orders and to take item No. 5-
on our agenda first, namely, the resolution to be proposed by the Honourable· 
Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD. 

The ·Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD then me. ved :- · 

"That this Council begs .to exp.ress its deep conviction of the 
righteousnesa of the cause of Great :Britain in its participation in . 
the present war and assures His Majesty's Government of the 
unswerving loyalty and devotion of all communities and classes to 
the British Throne and offers its humble service to Government 
during the crisis, and prays that the Governor in Council will be 
pleased to convey this ·expression · of opinion to His Majesty's. 
Government." . . 

In support of the resolution the Honourable Member said :-Your 
Excellency, I shall venture very briefly to proprose this resolution, because· 
wh~t it will, I know, meet with the unanimous support of this Council, the 
reasons which will induce us to give it unaniinous support need no exposition 
at this stage. The Empire is to•day fighting for its existence. 'l'he causes 
which have forced this Empire, which is above all things a peaco~loving 
Empire, to fight for ~ts existence, are bound up with the rise to a position of 
mastery in Germany of a Government bent on forcing all other States, great 
and small, into a position of subservience to it. Circumstances have placed 
the heroio Belgian people in the forefront of the fight, but we recognize that. 
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the principle for which Belgium is struggling so gallantly is equally precious 
to us all-it is the right of peoples and States to work out their destinies in 
their ~wn way, free from the ever•present menace of war by a State which has 
for years prepared itself for aggression. These are forces which come home very 
closely to us in India. We know that our highest destinies stand ·to be realized 
within the Empire and under the Crown; that the future of India is. indis· 
solubly .associated with the triumph of those liberal principles which are the glory 
of l3ritish statesmanship : the~efore, whilst we should have lent our loyal and 
full support in any war in which the Empire might be engaged, we are with it 
heart and soul, from prince to peasant, in a war for the defence of the smaller 
State from brutal aggression and of the right of peoples to work out their own 
salvation. If I may say a word on behalf of the community to which I belong, 
it will be that our allegiance to His Majesty the King-Emperor is strengthened 
rather than weakened by the stroke of fate which has brought Turkey into the 
:field. against the British Empire; we, know where our duty as well as our 
interests lie, and we earnestly hope that even at this· stage the people of Turkey 
will be able te wrest the control of their State from the hands of the section 
which has proved so singularly unfitted to exercise it. I ask the Council unanim
ously to adopt this resolution, and Your Excellency to accept yourself, and 
convey to His Imperial Majesty, the assurance of our unalterable devotion to 
his Throne and person, and of our ardent desire to support by all means in our 
power the armies of the Empire, until the righteous war into which ~e have 
been forced is brought to a triumphant conclusion. ~o part of this Empire 
is more solid in its support of this war than the people of the Bombay 
Presidency. Your Excellency knows them so well, that I believe you need no 
assurance upon this point. I think that under the inspiration of yourself and 
Her Excellency they have done what in them lies. to relieve the distress and 
suffering which must be caused by war; and I may assure you, Sir, that they 
fully appreciate the calm and sagacious aotion which your Gov-ernment has 
taken day by day to meet the emergencies arising from an unprecedented 
situation, and toJallay the uneasiness necessarily arising in a people unfamiliar 
with war. 

The Honourable SH:EIKR GRULAY HussEIN HIDAYAT.A.LLAR said :-Your 
Excellency, I rise to support the first portion of the resolution of my Honour• 
able friend, because the Germans are waging an unholy war with the sole 
intention of establishing an unchallenged predominance in the world. 

As regards loyalty, Your E~cellency, we are all loyal to the very core. 
We are, and we will continue to be, loyal, however long the w~r may last, and 
whatever its fluctuating fortunes may be. We are loyal because our religion 
teaches us to be loyal, and bec:.~use we are conscious of the innumerable 
blessings which we have enjoyed and are enjoying under the British Rule. 

Before I conclude, Your Excellency, I should like to refer to the 
unfortunate event of q:urkey joining the enemy. Turkey by joining tbe enemy 
has lost sympathy of all Indian Mussalmans, because Turkey ha'il joined tl.1e 
war against their best friend-Britain. The :Mussalmans of India sho';red 

n 41-255 
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considerable sympathy towards Turkey when she was in trouble, but now that 
the war she is waging is a war of aggresssion, we have absolutely no sympathy 
for Turkey. It is a pity that Turkey has no regard for the feelings of ~n:illions 
of Mahomedans. 

With these words, Your Excellency, I support the resolution moved by 
the Honourable 1\Ioulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, 

The Honourable Sir JAMSETJEE JEEJEEB:S:OY said :-In support of the 
resolution moved by my friend the Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN AHMAD 
little need be said at this time .of the day. The righteousness of our cause in 
this great struggle requires no vindication; no one who has not been imbued 
with the ideals and standards of the Prussian military party doubts that 
England has drawn the sword in defence of principles which she has held 
inviolate through long ages. The Germans have set out, not only ·to 
re-cast the map of the world-with a view no doubt to the spread of German 
cr Kultur "-but they are also attempting to re-cast our ethical notions. Perhaps 
they are astonished that an ungrateful Europe is not prepared to accept the 
imposition of either their'' Kultur" or their lofty moral standards, and that it 
will not rest until it has restored to their proper place the forces which have 
made for progress and civilization. 

As ~o the second par~ of the resolution, not much again can be said which 
has not been reiterated times without number during the last few weeks. The 
loyalty and devotion of India have been demonstrated in a manner which has 
thrilled the Empire; and by being among the first and in the forefront of the 
fight, we have demonstrated that saying that" India was the brightest jewel in 
the . English Crown " was not an empty phrase. 'l'he princes and people of this 
great land have given unmistakable proof of their attachment to the Throne, 
and while it may be ·necessary to give formal expression to the sentiments 
which inspire all classes and creeds, it is obvious that we shall be judged, as we 
always desire to be, not by what we are saying, but what we are doing. And 
we all know what the verdict of history will be on the part that India is 
playing in the present struggle. With these few remarks I have much . 
pl~asure in supporting the proposition. · 

The Honourable Sardar SAYAn ALI EL EnRoos said:-Your Excellency, 
I beg to associate myself most heartily with what has been said by the former 
speakers. I believe the sentiments of the people of India on this terrible war 
have already been sufficiently made clear, and no further expression of the 
same is· now needed. A wave of loyalty and enthusiastic devotion has passed 
over the whole country, and but one sentiment permeates all classes of the 
people, that of the most unflinching fealty to the British Throne and Government. 
What ·a bitter disappointment to the enemy, who counted upon the so-called 
''unrest" in India. It has also been a good answer to those who believed India 
could ~ever be' united in loyalty as a nation. It has shown that, whatever 
internal differences they may have had, the people of India today stand 
shoulder to shoulder in upholding the prestige of this great Empire. ·Thus th~ . 
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war cannot be callecl. an unmixed evil. lt has its bright sides as well. It has 
brought the rulers and the ruled hi India more closely together and a bett~r 
mutual understanding has prevailed. The decision to employ Indian troops 
in· this great war has also amply justified itself. Our brave soldiers havf3 
already fulfilled our best expectations, and the steadfast courage With which 
they are fighting along with their British cQmrades in arms is sure to refle~t 
the highest credit on the country they rep~esent. 

As a representative of Gujarat-particularly that of the Mahon;tedan 
community-I beg to be allowed to ·assure Your Excellency of our wholeheart~d 
devotion to the Government and our readiness to afford whatevm: help we can 
.n these days of severe trial, and we join i:q t~e prayer that the British arms 
niay soon emerge victorious and glorious from .this bloody conflict. 

I beg most heartily to support this resolution. · 

The Honourable Dr. DE MoNTE said :-Your Exoellency,it is with sincere 
pleasure that I rise to give my very cordial support td this resolution, ancl I: 
congratulate the Honourable Mr. AHMAD on the able manner .in which he has 
acquitted himself of the responsibility of moving it in this Cot:tncil. My, only, 
regret is. that it has ·not been possible for this, Council to pass a resolution of 
this kind· at an earlier date. After the magnific~nt way in which the whole 
country, from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin, has rallied round the T.hrone 
and Empire, after the gallant and thrilling achievements of our Indian soldiers· 
o:r;~. the field of battle, reports of which have reached u~, and last, but not least 
after the splendid response which the princes and people of India have made 
and are making to the call for funds to provide our soldiers with comforts, 
it seems somewhat belated for us to pass this resolution now. Still, "bett~r 
late than never" is an excellent maxim, and I am sure that the people of thi,s 
Presidency, of all classes and creeds, are wholeheartedly in favour of this 
resolution. The Catholic Christians, whom I have the honour to represent 
feel an especial enthusiasm in this war, owing to the desecration of some of 
their most sacred shrines-the destruction of the noble Cathedral of Rheims · 
and the dropping of bombs on the no less noble Cathedral of Notre Dame at · 
Paris-by the German army. It is quite unnecessary at this time of the day, 
when all the world is in full possession of the facts, to enlarge upon the 
righteousness of the cause in which His Majesty the King.,Emperor has 
drawn the sword. There can be no two opinions on the matter in an 
impartial mind. England has stood forward in her historic character of 
champion of oppressed and downtrodden nationalities, and the friend of 
liberty. She has undertaken all the sacrifices she is making, for the vindica
tion of the public law of Europe and the maintenance of the sanctity of solemn 
treaties. I believe from my heart that there was never a more righteous war 
than that in which our Empire is engaged. It is the earnest prayer of all 
classes of the Indian people that complete victory may soon rest on the British 
arms, that the evil portents of militarism and materialism may disappear for 
ever and that the blessed Gospel of "Peace on Earth and Good will to men," 
proclaimed two thousand years ago, may reign undisturbed on earth. by 
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doctrines of physical force and moral backsliding. My Lord, I Lave great 
pleasure in supporting this resolution. 

The Honourable Mr. 'llAN:M.OliA.NDAS RAlrJI said :-Your E:x:cellency1 I 
rise to support the proposition moved by my Honourable friend Moulvie 
RA.FIUDDIN AHlU.D, and in doing so I would join with the previous 
speakers in all they have said, inasmuch as our Empire is dragged into this war 
only for the sake of liberty and for defending the right c·ause. Your Excel
lency, this war, although its duration is very short, has caused great h~rdship 
to several families and several nations. But when the whole thing is over wa 
shall ~e glad to see that the right will be protected by the .Almighty God.. 

With these few words I beg to support the resolution moved by my 
Honourable friend Moulvie RAFIUDDIN An1u.n. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb V EXK.ATESII SnRINIV A.S N AIK said :-lfy Lord, 
I crave Your Excellency's permission to add my feeble voice to the eloquent 
expressions of :Bombay's loyalty to the Throne, by ass:)ciating myself whole· 
heartedly with every word of the resolution, which has been so ably and 
sincerely moved and supported. by my Honourable colleagues that have spoken 
before ine. We are all grateful to Your Excellency for giving us this 
opportunity of expressing our loyalty and devotion to Government on this 
critical occasion. Though meetings after meetings are held in different parts 
of the :Presidency, giving expression to loyalty, and though Government is 
convinced of India's firm devotion to the Crown, we feel that it is a privilege to 
us to give vent to the feelings of loyalty and firm attachment to the Thron·e 
of our :British Government. Ever since Providence ordained India to be placed 
under the British Rule our kind and benign rulers never spared men and money 
to make us what we are-peaceful, progressive and happy. n is needless for me 
to enumerate the various blessings that have been conferred upon us by the 
British Rule. The .progress of trade and co.ptmerca has been such that the 
people of this country had never enjoyed before. The safety of our property 
and the freedom of our actions are so perfect that the most insignificant 
:peasant, or an artisan, or a coolie, who depends on the small Etock of produce he 
grows on his land, or earns on his tools, or the daily wages he gets for his day's 
labour, for his maintenance, gets the same protection and security as a landbrd 
holding vast tracts of land, and rich industrial magnates owning extensive 
factories. and engaging a troop of coolies. Suffice it to say that our connection 
with England has been a fountain of innumerable boons, and we owe everything 
to the British Rule •. If India is ever to attain her salvation, and take her stand 
on an equal footing with the world's great nations, she can do so only unler 
the auspicious regis of our dear Britain. I need hardly say that the interests of 
this country, and the civilization of the whole world, are indissolubly bound up 
with the integrity and solidarity of the :British Empire. 'Ve Indians are not a 
whit less devoted ·and loyal to our King-Emperor, and we would count it a 
privilege to offer our personal and m!lterial assistance in the defence of the 
Empire, an Empire that· has stood for purity, strength, righteousness and 
civilization, and whtch has left visible and indelible muks where the British 
have held their sway. 
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My LOrd, 'speaking as I do, as an Indian, we ·are indebted to the .'JJ.dtisb ' 
Bdj a .great· deal, so ·much so that any sacrifice ·we may make at the present 
crisis will not be considered too great.· This _is indeed an occasion on which 
we should let the world know that India is prepared to rise as a man to make 

· any service for upholding British power and prestige, and also to maintain 
Britain's position as·the greate~t world power. Although our share of work in . 
the present war will probably be less than .that of other countries, ,our will to · 
help the Government, in various ways, will not be less than that of any other part 
of. the Empire. The fact, that the subjects of the different parts of this country 
are·vying with each other in their offer of assistance to the Government, is . 
i.Iideed a matter for jubilation and satisfaction. From every part of this wide 
continent, from every section of its multitudinous people, from the. highest to 
the lowest, from the prince in his palace to the peasant in his cottage, there 
has emanated the mo~t striking ·ev dence of the devotion of the people of this 
Empire.· By instincts, by habits, by immemorial traditions, we are loyal. Our 
loyalty has its roots deep in our hearts, and it springs from the fountain of 
affection. We ·are loyal, not only be"ause it is· part of our nature, our tem
perament, our creed, but because every one of us feels that with the stability and 
permanence of the British Rule are bound up our best prospects and advance .. 
ments. All that I have to say is that with all ·the differences of race and 
creed India is united in her devotion and loyalty to the British Throne and 
to the ·person of His Most Gracious Majesty the King-Emperor. 

The motive( that have actuated our Government to join in the present war 
are' .... not with a view to the territorial aggrandizement, but with the loftiest 
motives of righteousness-the protection of !liberty and the weak. This war 
has been thrust ·upon our Government by the enemy, who have povoked, and 
there is not a breath of protest or dissent, with regard to the righteousness 
of the war, and the actions our Government have taken, in joining in this 
world-wide conflict. As justice is on our side, however heavy the odds may be, 
against which the forces of our Empire have to contend, there is not a single 
man in this country, who for a moment doubts that the ultimate victory wili' 
be ours. 

My Lord, I may take this opportunity to inform Your Excellency and this · 
Council that even in villages of the remotest part of the mofussil, from whioh · 
I cop1e, I could gauge personally, when I had occasion to address the villagers 
on the present war, the degree of sincerity in their loyalty to Governmentt · 
and the depth of feelings and sympathy towards Government in the present 
war, and the readiness with which the whole population under our Government' 
is ready to help in every way possible. They amply feel, and thoroughly· 
realise, that in rendering any service to the Government at the present mom_ent, 
lies thejr duty, happiness and prosperity. I therefore desire to assure Your 
Excellency, and through Your Excellency the Government of India, and His 
Most Graoious.Majesty the King.Emperor,·that the citizens of this province, 
however remote they may reside from the seat of Government, and in what
position they are, they are loyal to the very fibre,, and have resolved and 
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determined to stand firmly and unflinchingly, by the flag of our King-Emperor, 
which is the banner of justice and freedom, and are prepared, if need be, to 
sacrifice all· and everything they possess in this undertaking. · 

We might have our. numerous wants and aspirations, but I speak the· 
truth when I say that we shall sink them all, and bury them out of sight and 
mind, if necessary, till the war is over, and its e:flects on the finances of our. 
Government are improved. 

In conclusion, I beg to reassure the Government with all the sincerity of 
heart, that the whole of this Presidency shall ever remain loyal to the liberty 

. loving, just and beneficial Government of our beloved Emperor, and shall 
ever be ready to make such sacrifices as we may be called upon to make, and 
help the Government in the successful is~ue out of the present war. 

With these words I whole-heartedly support the resolution. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAII MERW ANJEE MERTA said :-May it please 
your Excellency, at this time of day it seems to me that it is scarcely necessary 
to add any words to the universal and enthusiastic expression of loyalty and. 
devotion to the British Crown and the British Empire which has in sue~ a 
remarkable way spread over the whole country. Anybody who attended the 
great public meeting held in the ·Town Hall the other day would have seen 
what remarkable feelings of loyalty and devotion prevailed throughout all the. 
communities, a~ the races, all the creeds of all the people of the whole. 
Pre~idency, although the meeting was held in the city. 

At that meeting I ventured to say that we were proud to think that the. 
war England was waging was a just and righteous war in a just and righteous 
cause. My Lord, everything that has 1 since transpired bas shown that this. 
war which is being wagedl is ·a war which it was absolutely necessary that 
England should, undertake for the very existence, if I may say so, of the British 
Empire, for the' cause of civilization, and for the cause of humanity; and a 
prayer goes from all enlightened people in this world that success,. :final and 
complete, may a.ttend our great efforts .in t~e cause, as I have said, of humanity 
and civilization. 

Your Lordship will pardon me if I say a personal word on this occasion. I 
think it is a matter of great good fortune to the people of this Presidency that 
we have at the head of the administration and of society your Excellency and 
Lady Willingdon. (Applause.) My Lord, I do not want to say anything much 
more than that ·we are most gratefal that we should have at thiq supreme 
j"uncture your Excellencies to guide a:t;t.d superintend, as you have done, all 
the efforts which we wish enthusiastically to put forward to co-operate on this 
great occasion. · 

The Honourable Mr. CHIMA.NLA.L H.A.RILAL SETAL VAD said :-Your Excel· 
laney,~ beg to· associate ~yself with all the sentiments that. have been given. 
expression to by the prenous speakers.· The outbreak of this war has conclusive
ly demonstr~ted that all cree~s and communities of this country are united to 
a :man to support the British Empire. It must indeed be very gratifyin(J' to 
the.people of this country" to." .find that Indian soldiers have been privileged. to 
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fight shoulder to shoulder with British soldiers in suppor~ ·of the .prestige and. 
honour of the British Empire; and the reports that we· have heard of their . 
achievements must indeed have been gratifying to all people in this country,· 
European and Indian, and this feeling has created great satisfaction amongst 
all classes. We all hope, your Excellency, that very soon peace, and lasting 
peace, would be restored in all parts of Europe. 

The Honourable :Mr. SJIRIDHAR BAL:S:RISHNA UPA.SANI said :-Your 
Excellency, I heartily join in the loyal sentiments expressed by the previous. 
speakers, parti~ularlythose by our Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA. 
~Iy Lord, since the outbreak of· the war our people have themselves given 
such sure proofs of their deep loyalty all over tho country that it ts hardly 
necessary for us as their representatives to give any formal-assurances about it 
in this Council. My Lord, we all know that our Empire stands on firm found· 
ations. Though its head. may be in England and other parts spread all over 
the world in Asia, Africa, America and far off Australia, its heart is centred in 
India, and in this land of our.s the Empire is as securely rooted as in any other 
part of the globe. With the vast resources of this world-wide Empire at our 
disposal and with the powerful support of our Allies to back us, there can be 
no doubt whatever of the ultimate success of our arms. But, my Lord, we 
pray that the wild fire of the terr~ble war which has already spread . over three 
Continen.ts and dislocated the economic condition of the whole world may soon ·. 
be brought under effective control with the loyal co-operation of all the members . 
of the Empire. We pray for it in the interests of humanity and of the world .. 
at large and may Gc.J grant that the successful end may come soon. With 
these few words I again express my full sympathy with all that has fallen from · 
the previous speakers and heartily support this Resolution moved by our . 
Honourable friend .a:IouLVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD, 

The Honourable RAo BAHADU.R. SHRINIW A.S KONHER RoDDA said :-My· 
Lord) coming from a part of the Presidency where the inhabitants look upo~ _ 
the Prithwi Pati as an incarnation of Vishnu, the one Universal Almighty·· 
Creator, it is but natural to say that the people of the K~rmitl1k were loyal, . 
are loyal, and will remain loyal for ever. The Pritkwi Patl o! ours, the King- . 

· Emperor, is not an ordinary thing, but he is really · Prith.wi Pati, viz., the 
~mperor of the Earth, which includes every part of the world and on whose 
dominions the sun never sets. To such a mighty Sovereign we are firmly··.: 
attached, as especially under His Imperial Majesty's reign we ha~e enjoyed, and · 
have been enjoying, and will enjoy, blessings'. of every kind. We look upon 
him as a Divine Incarnation. · 

Besides, in the present instance.we have to express our just indignation at. 
the evil doings of Germany whose ambitious ruler has set up an unreasonable · 
war. Our King-Emperor has taken the war in the cause of justice and right· 
ou~ness and in the cause of supporting the weaker nations. Such being the 
case it is our bounden duty to assure your Excellency that the -whole country 
is prepared to afford all help, physical, material and mora~ and to place o.ll its 
resources at the disposal of the Throne in the just cause f9r. which the war is · 
undertaken. 
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. I p;ray that your Excellency will be pleased to convey to His Imperial 
Majesty ihrough the proper channel our sentiments as regards our firm loyalty • 
and we are fully ~prepared to afford all help from the very· poorest to the 
richest. 

The Honourable Mr. F.izuLBRoY :MimE&A.LLY · CRINOY said :-At this 
stage, when the war has so far gone satisfactorily in favour of the Allies and in 
which India ·has played a conspicuous and honourable part, any expression of 
mere loyalty would be superfluous, unless the speeches themselves were deeds. 
lly ·Lord, the whole of India has responded to the call of duty 1n fighting the- · 
Empire's battle, and the gallant Indian warriors ·are shedding their blood in 

• the service of their beloved King-Emperor. I am proud to say that the-· 
Moslems of India have proved. loyal to the very backbone and they have readily 
given their best in treasure and men. We will continue to do so till the end 
fo; ·our very liberty, honour and independence and the world and civilization · 
hang on the issue of the war which has been thrust upon us by an implacable 
enemy to whom no obligations are sacred. We trust that our Indian troops 
will return to their country crowned with glory and success. 

The Honourable SA:RDAR Sir CniNUBHAI liA:DHA. 'VLA.L said :-Your 
Excellency, I heartily support this resolution and thank my Honourable friend 
:MoULVIE for moving it. I will not take up the valuable time of this Council 
in describing our feelings of loyalty or in defending the war as a righteous one 
because all of us. more or less in various capacities on several occasions in 
different places have had our say on the subject ; but this is the only official 
time if I may ~y so for our Council to give expression to our feelings of loyalty,. 
to our sense of justice and righteousness of the causa for which our great and 
beloved King Emperor has joined, and we sincerely wish that success will 
crown eventually. I also heartily endorse the remarks of my esteemed friend,. 
Sir PHEROZESllAltlliHTA in connection with your Excellencies and it requires 
no great argument to prove what good your Excelleno ies' association with us. 
in these tryint.t times has done and what impetus your Excllencies have given 
us. With these few remarks, I support the resolution brought forward by my 
Honourable friend MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN AulrAD. 

The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHNA SITAB.UI KAnT said:-Your Excellency 
afW.r the very admirable remarks that have fallen frcm the previous speakers: 
it is scarcely necessary for me to add anything to what bas already been said. 
But I feel that I would be failing in my duty, coming as I do from the Deccan, 
if a word on behalf of Poona and the Deccan was not added to what bas been 
already said on the subject; and therefore, I take the liberty in the name of 
Poona and the Deccan to associate ourselves (and when I speak I also speak on 
behalf of my Honourable Colleagues who come from Poona) with this resolution 
of loyalty and devotion to the British Crown. I need hardly assure your 
Excellency that every man in the Deccan, belonging to whatever school of 
thought, and whether he is a Brahmin or a Non-Brahmin, educated or uneducat· 
ed, in fact every. man in th~ Deccan joins at this juncture in these feelings ot · 
loyalty to the British Orown and the Empire. 
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Although owing to certain ciroumsbnce51, Poona. had not had the privilege 
of formally conveying its sense of loyalty in .a meeting, all the same I need 
hardly say here that Poona and the whole of the Deccan joins most sincerely 
and warmly in the feelings of loyalty, to which already expression has been 
given by my Honourable Colleagues. 

The Honourable Mr~ ABDUL HussEIN AnAMJI PEERBHOY said :-Your 
Excellency, I beg to support the resolution moved by my Honourable friend 
MouLviE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD and I endorse every word that has been said by 
the previous speakers. The resolution confirms the proof of what has already 
been said all.over tbe country, that it is a righteous cause which England has 
taken up and· I think we should be loyal to His Majesty the King Emperor for 
the innumerable benefits which India has derived under Btitish Rule. 

The Honourable Mr. GRULAM MUHAMMAD W ALAD KHAN BAHADUR W ALI 

MUHAMMAD BHURGRI said :--:Your Excellency, I beg to take the ·liberty. of 
fUlly associating mys.elf with the remarks that have bdem made.by my Honour· 
able friend the :M:over 'of the Resolution. 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VISHINDAS said :-Your Excellency, 
I entirely associate myself with the sentiments that have fallen from the various 
speakers and although we at various public meetings have expressed our devo .. 
tion .ar..d loyalty to the British Crown, arid public meetings have been held in 
every 1iart of the country, it is but fitting that we, as accredited representatives 
of the people of this Presidency, should, in this Council, pass this resolution. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT said :-Before saying a. few words in 
summing up this debate· I should like to refer briefly to the personal re
ferences made by two honourable members. I say as a rule, and I am sura 
Honourable Members, especially the gentlemen who made the remarks, will 
agree with me that personal re.ferences are to be deprecated in Council. But 
I _do also agree that we are discussing a matter under the most remarkable 
circumstances. Therefore, on this occasion, perhaps, I too, may be led to say 
that I appreciate most sincerely the kindly references of a personal character 
made by the mover of this resolution, and also more plrticularly by my Honour4 

able friend, Sir PHEROZESI!AR :MEHTA. Let me assure him that such guidance 
and such superintendence as he suggests have been given by myself during 
these last rather strenuous. months, would have been of little avail unless I had 
had the whole-hearted support, assistance and encouragement not only of those 
gentlemen closely associated with me in official life but by every class and 
condition of people in the Bombay Presidency. 

I feel I need add little to the admirable speeches which have been delivered 
by Honourable Members who have addressed the Council on this Resolution, 
which has been ably moved by my Honourable friend lir. RAFIUDDIN, but I 
would wish on behalf of Government to express our warm appreciation of tbo 
tone and character of these speeches and assure Honourable. Members of our 
warm support of its terms. 

This Resolution is of threefold character and I am glad that it emphasizes 
in the first place our deep conviction of the righteousness of the cause for which 
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we are fighting, especially as we know that the official German Press Bureau 
bas been persistently, though I think unsuccessfully endeavouring by various 
inaccurate statements which have been widely spread, to deceive the world and 
hush up tbe truth. We are fighting for the inviolability of Treaty rights, for 
the freedom and liberty of small Nations, and in order to crush for ever the 
brutal Jllilitarism . of Germany which has brought so'.many horrors in its train 
during the last few months. .And I venture to urge upon Honourable Members 
the desirability of ~sing tlteir influence in their various Districts to spread the 
true story ot the reasons for our engaging in this struggle and to dispel the 
many wild rumours which I am sorry to say still fin~ some credence in the 
minds of many of our people. · 

In the second place we assure His :Majesty's Government of our loyalty 
and devotion to the Throne. I think I may truly say that we have never had 
any doubt as to the loyalty of the Bombay Presid~ncy or indeed of the whole 
of India, and we can claim that it is no mere lip loyalty, for our people are 
bearing, and will in the future b~ar, with courage the numerous anxi~ties and 
trials.of all kinds which are inevitable in time of war. 

The economic and financial disturbance throughout the wo~ld must lay a 
heavy strain and burden on us here as well as on all the countries who are 
engaged in it. While it is the duty of Governme.nt to endeavour as far as 
possible to. relieve that strain and while we are proud to give men and tn~ney 
and ·to take our full share in this struggle, I am confident that we are also 
prepared to· carry with loyal fortitude our share of the burden in the full and 
confident belief in the absolute justice of our cause, and of the ultimate 
advantage that will accrue to us as a most important part of the British 
Empire. 

A very severe test has during the past few weeks been applied to the 
loyalty ·.of a large number of our fellow-citizens who are of the same religion as 
the subjects of the Su~tan of Turkey and who have hitherto looked upon that 
ruler as the trustee of the Islamic faith, owing to the very regrettable fact that 
the hitherto friendly country of Turkey, under the malign and persistent pressure 
o~ Germany, has been forced into a state of war with the British Empire and 
her allies. The sympathy of all those who belong to other religious denomina· 
tions must go out in full measure to them in their hour of trial, but while we 
all share their feeling of deep regret that the old friendship between the British 
Empire and Turkey should have been broken off, let us n~ver forget that on
Germany must rest the sole responsibility for having engineered this unfortunate 
state of things at this particular time. 

The Empire of Turkey had no unfriendly relations with any of the allies· 
when the war broke out, and had been assured by them all that her position in 
Europe would be· secured and maintained provided she herself remained 
absolutely neutral. But Germany, who has been firlding that the course of the 
war was not going at all so successfully as she anticipated, as a desperate 
resource has forced Turkey into committing certain acts of war, has dragged 
her in on her side, much against the wishes of that country's most responsible 
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statesmen, in order if possible to create a .Mahomedan diverBion in her favour 
in various parts of the world. And what js t,he answer she has reaeived ? 
Assurances of loyalty from princes and peoples of the Mahomedan faith that 
they will be no party to these unworthy machinations and are determined to be 
loyal to their rulers throughout this great struggle. 

Germany, in fact, has made yet one mare grave miscalculation. She hoped 
to cause a holy war to be declared as a consequence of dragging Turkey into 
the struggle. But she has been unable to deceive the Mahomedan world, who. 
realise that she, a Christian power, has provoked this war fo~ a political motive 
of her own and has rendered it impossible for them to regard Turkish co-opera
tion with her converting it into a holy war of Islam. 

Let me add this consideration for the attention of all Mahomedans at the 
present juncture. It may, I think, be truly said that our King-Emperor through 
his Government has always shown a determination to recognize and obtain 
absolute freedom for the numerous religious creeds and holy places within the 
:British Empire, and that has been solemnly reaffirmed . at this crisis by the 
striking Proclamation whfch the Viceroy issued to ·the members of the 
Mahomedan faith a short time ago. Now I ask any ~Qnourable Member this 
question : Can .the experience of the past few weaks lead us to expect that. 
Germany, if it suited her purpose, would respect in any degree the religious 
susceptibilities of any community ? The wholesale destruction of sacred edifices 
in :Belgium and France is a full and sufficient answer to this question, . and I 
venture to suggest that the true interests of Isla,m would be safer in the ·hands 
of the allies than under the heel of the military despotism of Germany. 

Let me add one word on the third point raised in the resolution, which 
expresses our desire to give our ·humble services to Government. The fact 
that our Indian soldiers are fighting, and fighting splendidly, side by side with 
our forces from all p1rts of the Empire, the offers of service and help freely 
offered and generously given by all classes and races, the prince and the 
pea3ant, the old and the young, the rich and the po:>r, all coming forward. with 
one spontaneous desira to give of their best to the cause, the great 
work which the ladies of India are doing in supplying comforts and. clothip.g 
for our troops and hospital!;, and finally the fine wave of p1triotism. which has 
spread through the land-:-these are surely full evidence of the intense desire to 
offer full services to the cause of our Empire. 

And so, while we know that this war will bring pain and grief into many 
a home, we shall go forward confident that the God of :B:J.ttles will give us the 
victory, for we are fighting for justice, for freedom and. liberty among nations; 
proud in the knowledge that England and the rest of the Colonies fully realise 
that India is doing splendid service for our cause and certain that India will prove 
herself to be both at home and abroad. a great bulwark of support in defenoe of 
the Empire. 

The Resolution was then put to the vote and carried. 
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BILL No. V OF 1913 (A BILL TO PROVIDE FOR THE MAKING A.ND 
EXECUTION OF TOWN PLANNING SCHEMES). 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-A Bill to provide for the making and 
~:xeoution of Town Planning Schemes. The Honourable Mr. CLAUDE HILL. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL, in moving the second reading of the 
Bill, said :-Your Excellency, I feel that I nee:i·not detain Your Excellency's 
Council very long in moving the second reading of the Town Planning Bill, for 
the reasons that such a very large·Select Committee discussed the matter very 

. ihoroughly and that, if I may judge from the nature and extent of the amendments 
. to the Bill which have been received, it is clear that there is a general consensus 
of. opinion on· the part of this Council that the Bill as amended by the Select 
Committee is on~ which sh.ould commend itself to the. public. I imagine that 
it is a record: for the :Bombay Legislative Council that a Select Committee 
should have compris.ed seventeen members (of whom twelve were non-officials), 
and 1 am q:uite. certain that another record is involved in the interest. displayed 
and the degree of assist~nce given by all members of the Select Committee. . I 
am very glad to have this opportunity of conveying my warm acknowledgment 
to all membersfor the. very great assistance they gave me, and ~f acknowledg .. 
ing that what I believe to. be the great improvements effected by the Select 
Committee were due in a very great measure to suggestions made by non
ofij.cial Honourable !fembers as well as to the_ gre~t acumen which was brought 
to bear by, them upon the parent :Bill, and upon all suggest~ons ror its 
amendment. 

If further testimony were required of the efficiency of the work of the 
Select Committee, it is contained in the approval expressed by the Government 
of India of . the l3ill as now revised. I shall have occasion later on to suggest 
two small changes in connection with the remarks of the Government of lndia

1 

but neith~r of these. changes affect in the smallest degree the principles of. the 
:Bill or, I believe I may say, its efficacy. 

: -There are just 2 or 3 points in the revised Bill to which perhaps I should 
refer for the benefit of those membera of Council, though few in number, who 
were not members of the Select Committee. These though detailed in "the 
report of the Select Committee should perhaps be specially mentioned. .An 
important change was. effected by substituting the '' Governor in Council '' for 
the. '~ Commissione~" as the authority primarily responsible for the control of 
the . making of town planning schemes from their inception to their final 
sanction. The point taken by the members of the Select Committee, and I 
think. rightly taken, was that after all, apart from the local authority, the persons 
best qualified to revise in respect of town planning schemes were those who had 
access to expert advisers such as the Consulting Architect to Government, the 
Consulting Surveyor and so forth. Moreover, we feel that, at all events in the 
first inception of Town Planning Legislation, we should follow as far as possible 
the Parliamentary Act whereby the control in question is -rested in the Local 
Government Board. 
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By clam;~ 27 .of the rcvi~ Bill we have brought prominently to notice the 
power of the !peal auf·hority to settle all matters connected with the town 
planning schen;te by agreement whenever agreement is possible, and. we hop~ 
that as time goes on and local bodies and persons become familiari~ed with the 
working of this Bill, the ·Settlement of town pla.nning schemes by agreement. 
will become .the rule as in England rather than the exception. So many of the 
minor changes in the Bill are the subject of minor .amendments, which will be 
discussed in. their prop~r place, that I think I may . pass them by for ·the 
moment and come to .the very vital change .which the Select Committee made 
in establishing a Tribunal of· Arbitration~ ·It will be remembered that in the 
.original Bill, clause 35, a: second arbitrator was. mentioned. But it was the 
unanimous opinion of the Select Committee that jt would be more satisfactory to 
circumscribe the finality of the decisions of the expert arbitrator and le1ve them 
to be subject to a final investigation and adjustment by a Tribunal of Arbitra
tion. .As regards the constitution of the Tribunal of .Arbitration, the Select 
Committee were strongly in favour of associating a judioial authority on the 
board, and we therefore composed the tribunal of, for the mofussil; a 'District 
Judge and two Asses~ors, na~ely, an impartial person appointed by the Judge 
and the arbitrator, and in the' City of Bombay the Select Committee recommended 
and inserted in the draft Bill th~t the Chairman should· be a J udga of the 
.High Court or failing that the Chief Judge of the Court of Small ·Causes, 
':Bombay, the remaining members being constituted in the same way as for the 
-mofussil. ·Now, although the Government of India have indicated reasons why 
we should not appoint by statute a Judge of the High Court to this post of 
President, I think that we have in the amendment, which I shall be· proposing 
in due course to the Council, succeeded in devising a revised wording which will 
·secure what we want. Again, in the same chapter of the Bill we inserted a 
'clau~e 37, allowing the Tribunal to state a case on a point of law for the ruling 
of the High Court. This was not a point upon which the Select Committee 
laid any particular stress, but· they accepted the · suggestion which was made 
by a member of the Committee as a harmless one whioh might be useful. As I 
shall: explain when we come to consider the Bill clause by clause, the Govern
ment of India see a technical objection to this clause, and I am quite sure that 
its omission from tho Bill will neither affect the operation· of ths Bill nor be 
in any sense a serious disappointment 'o the members who decided to insert it. 
1 think the last clause that I need mention in detail is clause 51, which obviates 
all doubts on the question of the need for the ragistratio:ri of doouments made in 
connection iwith town planning schemes and definitely exempt them from 
. registration. 

· In regard to clause SO, which is the subject of various amendments; all of 
~hich can be dealt with probably under one head, I will say nothing·at present 

·except that, 'in conformity with the principles which we have endeavoured to 
follow in conne~tion with this Bill, in dealing with a matter so noV'el to 
Iridia~ Government propose· to ·leave the decision on the point entirely tG 
'the sense of Your Excellency's Legislative· Council. 

n 4t-2os 
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I~ conclusion,. I inay perhaps be permitted to comment upon the somewhat 
unique position which Your Excellency's Council occupies in dealing with 
a matter connected With town planning at the present juncture. Owing to the 
prevalenc~ of war, Parliamentary assemblages in Europe meet only. for 
purposes connected with the war and the ordinary legislative machine is iri 
most ~ivilized cou~tries at present at a standstill. Your Excellency will 
perhaps permit me to invite the special attention of Honourable 1\ferri.bers to the 
remarkable position in which India stands in relation to this war, in that 
though forming part of an Empire which is one of chief belligerents, she is, 
owing to the safeguarding of the seas, able peacefull~ to prosecute the nieas~res 
for her own civil advantage at a moment when almost all. other countries, 
whether belligerent or neutral, are suffering from such an interruption of their 
ordinary avocations that the normal work of development bas to be entirely 
neglected. 

His Excellency tli e PRESIDE.NT :-The question is that this Bill be now 
read a second time. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHA JAVERBHAI PATEL said :-Your Excel-
lency,-Before this Bill is read a second time, I should, with Your Excellency's 
permission, like to make a few observat~ons. · The Bill was referred to a Select 
Committee of 17 Honourable Members, more than a third ofthis H~use 
and the report of that Committee is now before us for some time past. ·Accord
ing to·that report, the Bill~ when it becomes law, will apply in the first instance 
to Salsette. It will not apply to the limits of the Bombay Corporation except 
()n the application made to the Governor in Council by the Corporation, such 
application having been previously assented to by a majority of the whole number 
of members constituting that body. The Bill will also apply to such other part 
or parts of the Presidency to which the Governor in Council may, by notifi
{Jation in the Bombay Got:~ernmen.t Gazette, make it applicable. These are the 
decisions of the Select Committee as to the applicability of tho Bill to this 
Presidency, and yet curiously enough that Committee recommends in its report 
that a copy of this Bill should be sent to tho :Bombay Corporation but none to 
any other municipal body in the Presidency. I put it to the Honourable 
Members of this Council and to Your Excellency's Government to consider 
:whether the Bombay Corporation to whose limtts the Bill was not to apply 
except on theit' consent stood in need of a copy of this Bill before its second 
reading or· the municipal bodies in the mofussil, to who~e limits the Bill was to 
apply without their consent, really stood in such need P :Besides, the Bombay 
Corporation was sufficiently represented on the Select Committee, whilst none 
of the representatives of the mofussil ·municipalities on this Council found a 
place on that Committee. The Honourable liover of this Bill, in his speech 
that he just now made, describes this Committee as a representative Committee. 
The· que.stion, therefore, for this (Jouncil to consider is whether a Committee 
t4at has on it• none of the representatives of ·the municipalities to which ·the 
legislation is to apply without their consent, and. has on it several representatives 
of a body to which the :Bill is not to apply without its consent, can, in any sense, 
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be called a representative Committee even 'by· any stretch of' imagination? I, 
therefore, ask the Council to hold as I do that the Select Committee in this 
particular case was anything but representative. Who are the representatives 
of the mofussil municipa.lities on this Council to which this legislation. is to 
apply without their consent? My Honourable friend Mr. PAREKH represents 
the municipalities of the Northern Divis~on in .this Oounoil for years. · My 
Honourable friend Mr. BELV! represents the Southern Division. The President of 
of the Karachi Municipality,. the Honourable Mr. HARORANDRAt, represents 
Sind Municipalities~ and the Central Division Municipalities are represented by 
my friend the Honourable Mr. U.PASANI. Do we find any of .these gentlemen 
on the Select Committee? The answer at once is'# No, none." The facts are, 
therefore, clear that none of the mofussil municipautfis--~as called upon. to 
·submit its views ·on the provisions of this important Bill and. none· of the 
representatives of those municipalities was called upon to serve on .the Select 
Committee. Under the circumstances, this Council has got to rely upon such 
representations as they have got from the peopl~. Now let us see what those 
representations are. So far, only three representations have been received by 
Government. They are from the people of Matunga, Mahim and. Salsette. I 
do not propose to trouble the Council by any discussion of the first two. It is 
perfectly clear that the people of Matunga and Mahim were sufficiently 
represented on the S~lect Committee. Both these places fall within the limits 
of the Bombay Corporation, aD:d the Bill, when it becomes law, shall not apply 
·to the Corporation limits without ·the consent ·Of that b3dy. Thus the people of 
·Mahim and Matunga are more fortunately circumstanced than the people .of 
·any other part 'of this Presidency outside Bombay. Then remains the .only 
·other :representation of the people of Salsette, but before I come to the considera· 
tion of that document I should like to invite the attention of the Council .to 
:clause 3 (j), the importance of which does not seem. to have. been re1lized eith~r 
-at the first reading or in the Select Committee. This sub·olause (j) gives 
power to the local authority to make provision in a town planning scheme f~r 
the suspension ·of any ·rule· having the force of la\v, bye-law, Act or other 
provision under whatever authority made, which is in force in the area inclqded 
·in ·the scheme. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-·wm the Honourable Member tell me 
what ·is the clause he is referring to? 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-Sub·clause ( j) of clause 3 at page .2 . of t~e 
B~ . , . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Much obliged. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL (continuing).:-To put it plainly, this ,Oouncil 
proposes by this sub-clause to invest the Ex:eoutive Government ,of :this Presi· 
dency with the power to suspend any Act or regulation ·made by any authority 
either in India or in England.· I object to the inclusion of this·sub·clause.in the 
Bill on two grounds, viz., (1) this Council proposes in effeot. to delegato to. ~he 
Governor in Council certain powers which .the Council. itself. has not got, ~II.d 
(2) this Council is not authorized to del13gate its power. ofle6islation ·to. any other 
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body or person. The powers of any.provinciallegis1ature in India is contained in 
section 42 of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, as further amplified by section 5 ot 

·the Indian Councils Act, 1892. [Reads.] Under these two provisions this 
Council could repeal and amend any laws and rAgulations made by it only •. If 

·it is proposed to.repeal and amend any law or regulation made by the Imperial 
'Legislature, this Council (nnd not the Governor in Council) must .first proceed 
to obtain the sanction of the Governor-Genera]. No provincial legislature has 
·the power .to make anv law or regulation which shall in any way affect any of 
the provisions of the Indian Councils Act or of any other Act of Parliament in 
force or hereafter to be in force in that Presider:cy. These are· the lirr.itations 
·to· the powers of this Co~~cil, and I submit that the sub-clause is 'ultra vi~ea, 
inasmuch as this Council proceeds, under it, to give powers to the Governor in 
·council to suspend any Act or regulation made by the Imperial Legislature 
independently of the question of the sanction of the ·Governor-General to be 
·previously obtained in each case, and curiously enough it also proceeds to invest 
the Governor in Council wit~ powers to suspend any Act or regulation made by 
:Parliament. · 

· Then there ·is the question of delegation. Has this Council really any 
authority to delegate its powers of legislation, which include power to suspend, 
repeal·or amend any law? The ·powers of this Council have been, as I said 

.. b'efore, re~ulated by the Indian Councils Act, which gives power to any provincial 
legislature to legislate under certain circum stance~ and with certain limitations 
but they do not at all give power to such legislature' to delegate the power so 
given." This Council, therefore, derives its powers of legislation from Acts of 
Parliament, and unless those Acts also authorize delegation I submit that this 
·Council. could not under 11ny circumstances authorize the Executive Government 
·to do that which the Parliament e~pressly authorizes them to· do. If. it were 
otberwise, a provincial legislative assembly might very well meet once and by an 
Act authorize the Governor 'in Council to undertake all future ·legislation for 
· tlie. Presidency and quietly close its doors for the· remaining period. of its 
:existence." . This. sub-clause, therefore, in my opinion, should be entirely dropped. 
·:rf"'the autb.O:i'ities ·<=mtrusted with the· town planning work are of opinion that at 
a certain stage of any town planning scheme it is desirable or necessary that 
certain Acts or regulations require to be suspended there is nothing to prevent 
them to move the Governor in Council to bring in a Bill before us for that 
.purpose. When _they do t~at, we shall have an opportunity of examining that 
·lfill clause by clause and give or with old our consent to it as we please. Under 
the circumstances, I strongly object to ·the inclusion of this sub .. clause in 
this :Bill. 

Hating dealt-'with this clause; I now turn to the ·consideration of what t 
·consider to be· the most important of the representations before the Council .. · 
· That -is the representati6n from the inhabitants of Salsette to which the Town 
·.:Planning Act shall apply in the first instance. The petitioners at one place in 
· their representation say: "·We do not propose to quarrel with the principles of 
· the ·13i11. They may br· may- not. be good. WI.tat we seriously object to iS the 
1 singling out bf Salsette in the first instance for the. operations of the tow~ .. planning 
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scheme." I must say I have my sympathy towards the sentiments thus 
expressed by the petitioners. They say that SaJsette is a poor and mostly an 
agricultural district, and this experimental measure must, in the first instance, 
be tried somewhere else before it is tried in S:Hsette. Let us, therefore, examine 
the effect on Salsette of the practical application of this measure. .As soon as 
this Bill becomes law, various town planning· schemes affecting vast agricultural 
and other areas in Salsette will be submitted to the Governor in Council by the 
Salsette local authorities for sanction. Probably most or some of these schemes 
are already preparerl in anticipation of the passing of this measure. Once the 
schemes are. ~auctioned, local ~uthorities will proceed to construct roads and 
make other improvements in furtherance of those· schemes .. Plot owners 
included in a particular town planning scheme will be called upon to con .. 
tribute towards the cost of such roads and improvements. .Agricultural land 
which hitherto was liable to the payment of agricultural assessment will be, as 
the petitioners appreheri~, declared building site as soon as it is in~luded in any 
town planning scheme and the owner will be made to pay building site 
assessment. Not only this, but the local authority will require funds for the. 
maintenance· of the new works created under the scheme, and it will proceed to 
tax the entire population within its limits to meet this expenditure. It is 
thus, perfectly clear that owners of lands included in a town planning scheme 
will have to pay (1) initial expenses of the construction of roads and the making 
of other improvements, (2) building 'site assessment whether a building 
is actually put on a plot or not and (3) further taxation to meet the 
expenditure of the maintenance of new works made in furtherance of the 
scheme. 'The questions, therefore, for the consideration of this Council are 
(a) whether the landowners in Salsette will be able to bear this burden and 
(b) what will be the consequence in case of their inability to bear it. W~th regard 
to the first question, the petitioners themselves say that Salsette is a poor district 
and· the Honourable Members have nothing before them to contradict them .. 
There may be an individual here or there in Salsette who may be rich but we are 
not concerned with him. We have to consider the cases of those petty plot 
owners whose plots will be included in Town Planning schemes. Those petty 
land-holders who will not afford to pay the treble burden must, I am afraid, 
make room for their rich :Bombay neighbours and .find bread outside Salsette. 
I put it to the Council wh~ther these apprehensions of the Salsette inhabitants 
are totally unfounded and groundless as my Honourable friend Mr. HILL would 
put it, or are they really worthy of- very serious consideration by each and · 
every member of this .Assembly. One would not object so much to this Bill 
had the Select Committee decided to apply its provisions by way of experiment. 
to the rich City and Island of Bombay before they are extended to any other 
part of the Presidency. H~wever, I do not propose to say more on this point" 
and prefer to proceed to the consideration of the second point raised by the 
petitioners. They contend that they should be treated with the same considera
tion as the Legislature proposes to treat Bombay in the matter of the application 
of·the provisions of this Bill. If the provisions of this Bill are not to be
extended to the limits of the Bombay Corporation except on the application ... of 

ll 41-259 .. 
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that body, they should not be similarly extended to Salsette except on the 
application of the local bodies there. The Select Committee is of opinion that 
the special circumstances of the City of Bombay require special treatment and 
hence they haTe excluded Bombay from the operation of this measure except 
on the application of the Corporation. I wonder what those special circum. 
stances could be. Town Planning, if it means anything at aU, means expense, 

· and if there are any circumstances which require consideration before the 
application of this measure to any part of this Presidency, they are surely the 
circumstances regarding the financial condition of the people and the lccal body 
of that part. If you look at the matter from this point of view, I submit, that 
the special circumstances of Bombay require its inclusiOJ?. rather than its exclu
sion in regard to the operation of this Bill. It has not been disputed that this 
is an experimentai measure in India, and is it not but fair and re:1sonable to ask 
that this experiment must first he tried in that part of the country where the 
inhabitants are wealthy, where the people are Eufficiently educated and public 
~piiited so as to be able to guide and control the actions of officers charged 
with the execution of this measure and where there is real and substantial 
representation of the people on the local bodies P The point raised by the 
petitioners does not, it appears, go so far. It merely demands that the 
measure should not be extended to any part of Salsette without obtaining the 
consent of the local body concerned. I hope the Honourable Members of this 
Council wili have no hesitation in granting this most modest demand. 

: - In the third objection raised by the petitioners, they contend that the 
present constitution of the Notified Area Committees which will be known as 
local authorities under the Town Planning Act, is such that the people of 
Salsette .will have no voice whatever in the p-reparation of schemes and in the 
various other acts to be done under the .Act by a local authority. It seems that 
there are at present seven or eight Notified Area Committees in Salsette. Each 
of these Committees consists of three members only, tJiz., tbe Special Officer, 
Salsette Building Site, ·Mamlatdar, Salsette, and, any Non-Official gentleman 
nominated by Government whether resident within the area or not. This 
being so, a Notified Area Committee is entirely a Government body; Now, if we 
turn to the Bill, we find that section after section gives some power to or throws 
some duty on a local authority. Why, in fact the very initiation ·of a town 
planning scheme is left to a local authority. In this state of affairs, are not the 
people of Salsette justified in asking this Council not to leave the whole Town 
Planning business to such local auth~rities but to give EOme effective voice to 
the people whose rights to property are at stake P .As it is, it will be entirely a 
Government concem and the people have got to take it as they find. I ask the 

· Honourable Members to consider the fact that this is an experimental measure 
to be tried for the first time in India and considering the character and iJn .. 
portance of its provisions, it would not be right or safe to discard the voice of 
the people altogether and leave the whole thing to Government officials. What 
iS the remedy then P The petitioners suggest that the constitution of a Notified 
Area Committee be so changed as to provide for sufficient representation of the 
people on that body or two or three Notified Area Committees should be grouped 
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together and constituted a Municipality. If the Council is anxious to .. allow the 
, people to have some voice in the experiment of this new: measure, it is absolute• 
ly necessary that this prayer of the Salsette people must be heard• and suitable 
provision must be made in this Bill or by way of amendment ·of .the District 
liunicipal Act before the Town Planning Act is put into operation in Salsette. 

In the fourth objection raised by the .Petitioners, they apprehend that as 
soon as any Agricultural land is included in a Town Planning Scheme, such 
land will be declared a Building site and it will be made liable to pay Building 
Site Assessment, whether the owner puts a building on it or not. They also 
apprehend that the owner of any Agriculturalland included in a scheme ·will be 
prevented from using such land for Agriculture. · I am not prepared to say that 
these apprehensions are not well founded. It is perfectly fair and reasonable 
to ask that because any Agricultural land is included· in a Town Planning 
Scheme, it should not-on that account merely be made liable to pay Building Site 
Assessment and it is surely most unreasonable and harsh to prevent the owner 
on that account from using it for Agriculture. Cases might arise, and I should 
say in a poor district like Salsette they are bound to arise, where an owner of an 
Agricultural land included in a Scheme will not be in a position to put a build· 
ing on it for years to come. I respectfully submit that such safeguards as would 
leave no room for the apprehensions mentioned in the petition ought to . be 
made by the Legislature. · 

Objections Nos. 5 and 6 of the Salsette representation have the strong 
support of my Honourable friend Rao Bahadur SATHE, wpo, I am· sure, will · 
deal with them as he has done in his Minute of Dissent and I do not wish to 
take up the time of the Council by any discussion at this stage on them. 

In conclusion, I should like to add a word or two on the introduction of this 
novellegi~lation in the Country before its results are materiali.zed.in England. 

I maintained at the first reading and maintain now that the present 
.financial condition of the Country and various other considerations, some of 
which I urged at the first reading, are entirely against the application of any 
expensive experimental measure of this kind. Conscious as I am that the 
majority of this Council are against me on this point, I do not propose to enter · 
into any discussion of those considerations but close my observations with the 
most emphatic but respectful protest against this measure. 

The Honourable Mr. JEIIA.NGIR H. KoTHARI said :-Your Excellency,-! 
beg leave to say a few words in support of the motion for the second reading of 
the Bill and in doing so would fir~t give expression to my personal appreciation 
and. satisfaction for the progressive spirit which has characterised the action of 
Government in leading the way in India in the direction of legislation for the 
improvement of the cities and towns of this Presidency. 

My travels have brought me into personal.contact with the results which 
have attended legislation on the same lines in many cities in various parts of 
the world, particularly in Canada, Alaska, the United States, New Zealand .. 
and Australia, and I am also well aware of the pains which have been taken 
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by the Honourable 1\Iember in charge of the Bill to make available for the 
Bombay Presidency the practical experience in legislating for town planning 
all over the wo~ld. 

· In the awakening to the imperative need of a different and better method of . 
city making we are but following tho precedent of other nations. Continental 
European cities decades aO'o and EnO'lish and South American cities more 0 , 0 

recently, changed radically their municipal regulations and their methods of 
building cities. The splendid results of their activity are now apparent to 
every citizen and visitor. In tho Bill which is now before us we hope to 
provide a means of handling with skill and experience, supported by law and 
public authority, the complex question of the improvement of modern city 
life. · 

' . There are many misconceptions current about town and city planning, but 
none is further from the fact than the notion that comprehensive plans are only 
for large cities. The reverse is nearer the truth. It is in the comparatively 
small cities and provincial towns, cities with population ranging from twenty
five hundred to two lakhs, comprehensive planning or re-planning may be made 
of far-reaching and permanent service. Th.ere· is scarcely anything in the 
smaller places that may not be changed. For example, railroad approaches 
may be set right; crossings . eliminated ; areas reclaimed for commerce and 
recreation; open spaces acquired even in built-up parts of the town, a sa tis .. 
factory street plan can be carried out, and spacious and adequate road-way 
established·; public buildings can be grouped in an orderly way and a park 
sys~em, made up o'f well distributed and well balanced public grounds, can be 
outlined for gradual and systematic development. · All these civic conveniences, 
indispepsable sooner or later to a progressive community, may be had in the 
~mall city with relative ease and at slight ~ost. 

When we talk of t~wn planning in the mofussil of this Presidency our 
, thoughts at once turn to the case of the Provincial cities-Karachi, Poona, 

.Ahmedabad, Belgaum-wh,ere the pressing need of town planning and improve
\ ments are matters of urgent and. imperative necessity. But the measure with 
\ .which we are now dealing is equally applicable to and takes an added import· 
, ance in respect of the great number of smaller municipal towns at district and 
' taluka headquarters. 

The smaller cities of this Presidency have not undertaken those publio 1 

improvements that- are so essential to modern life. Their streets are still. 
obstructed, dangerous and unsightly; their school grounds are either too small 
or do not exist at all ; their playgrounds are either inadequate or undeveloped ; 
they have not drawn up comprehensive plans for roa~s and street extension. 

In conclusion, let me observe t~a~ town·plannin.g is . not a movement to 
make towns-beautiful in a supe~ficial se11se._ It aims to provide-those facilities 
that are for the .c-~mmon good that -cqncern every}>ody; it s~eks. to __ save. waste 
due" to unskiiful" and planless procedure by doing things at the right time and 
in the right way. 
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In supporting the motion for the second reading of the Bill, I therefore 
beg very heartily to congratulate the Bombay Government on Eetting the lead 
to the remainder of 'India on a matter of such supreme importance to ·the 
welfare of urban communities. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb VENKATESR SRRINIVAs NAIK said :-May it 
please Your Excellency,-I have very great pleasure in supporting the se~ond 
reading of. the Town Planning Bill. The urgent need .of such a measure for 
our · province has been sufficiently discussed in the first reading of the Bill. 
The increase in the number of population both in urban and rural areas, and 
consequent congestion in them, bas necessi~ated the extension of towns and in 
some cases even villages, but in the absence of any Act to regulate these exten
sions, and the inadequacy of the provisions of the Municipal .Acts and bye-laws· 
in this respect, experience has shown that houses even in recent years have 
been built whe~ever space was available, most il.Tegularly, both inside. and 
outsid~ the towns, having no regard to the sanitary principles and hygienic 
rules. This is not because the people do not realise the importance of ~uilding 

systematic towns, but because the powers which we have on th~ statute are not 
sufficient to regulate the existing new buildings. The vast contra~t which 
w~ see. in ~he blouks of buildings built by the Bombay. Improvement Trust 
since its creation, and the old ones, affords an illustration of the desirability of 
a· system in the building of towns. In many mofussil towns, extensions have 
been undertaken both on account of congestion and realization of the benefits 
of living in open area. 'fo save these newly built towns from ugly appearance, 
and to give them the benefits of the modern, hygien,ic rules, an Act of this natur~ 
is essentially necessary, and should invariably be applied for new extensions 
f}Ven in the Mofussil towns and rural area. 

· Since the introduction of the Bill, and since its reappearance after a great 
modification by the Select Committee, there have been only two representations 
by the residents of undeveloped parts of this city. It has been found that on 
aQcount of the unsystematic developments of the greater part of this city, the 
constitution of the Improvement Trust was found necessary. When the parts 
from which these representations come are yet undeveloped, I do not see why 
they should take objection. Moreover, as they form part of the City of 
:Bombay, and the Municipal Corporation for the City of Bombay has been 
given special right of asking for the ·application of the Act by a majority of 
more than half of its members, I. do not see why we· should consider their 
objection at this stage. The other objection raised seems to be about the cost. 
In the cases where the .Act is to b~ applied are new extensions and planning of 
entirely new towns, the cost will not at all be great and will be easily borne 
by the public. In this connection I may be permitted to inform Your 
Excellency and this Council the experience we baV'e gained at Ranebennur, a 
small Municipal town, with which I am connected. Last year about 24 acres 
of land was acquired, building plots were constituted and sold to people, after 
laying ~oads and reserving sufficient space for breathing places, par~s, etc. 
~he, Municipality was not only able ·to realise the whole cost of the soheme, 
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but was able to lay aside a decent sum for further improvements; such as wells, 
lighting and the like, in that locality. Being encouraged by this and the 
demand· for such plots being great, they have undertaken another scheme of 
a bout 50 acres. It is also argued that Indians are not accustomed to live in 
open places and in detached houses, but experience at Belgaum, Dharwar, 
Bijapur, Ranebennur and. other places where extensions have been undertaken 
shows that plots are rapidly sold, and there is a pressing demand for more plots 
invariably, and decent buildings are not. only Lbeing erected but are occupied. 
I therefore submit that .if town planning scheme is made applicable to now 
e:x:tensions where these a~e undertaken or will be undertaken, it is sure to be 
successful both financia11y and practically. Of course the application of the 
Act to the area fully built upon will create some hardship fo owners of some 
property, but the various benefits of the improvements accruing by the 
introduction of the Act will sufficiently compensate the loss and inconvenience, 
to which Eome of the parties will be temporarily put to. ' 

Some powers are proposed to be given to individual officers during the 
various stages of the operations of the Act, and I presume that Government 
inte~ds to entrust these powers to responsible officers, and there is no need ·for 
any misapprehension about injustice or hardship being done to the public. 

With these remarks I support the second reading of the Bill, and I hope 
that when the Bill passes into law it will be applied to some Mofussil town or 
e~tension as an experimental measure. ' . 

The Honourable :Mr. E. G. TuRNER spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-· 
1 should just like to say a few words on some of the remarks which fell from 

• my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL. It seems to me that most of his remarks 
referred to the different sections in detail which will be considered when. the 
various amendments are proposed in the Council. 

As regards not consulting the various local authorities in Salsette in reference 
to this Bill, I really cannot remember now whether any local authority there 
was specially asked to report or to give their opinion on the Bill, but what I do 
know is that the ~ill was published in the Gover?"'ment Gazette at length ~nd 
each of the Notified Areas Committees, the Municipalities and local bodies were 
acquainted with the Bill by means of the Government Gazette. Besides which, 
I personally know all the members of the various local bodies in Salsette. and I 
think I can justly say that with every one of those members I have freely dis· 

· eussed the Bill and spoken about its introduction into the Island of Salsette. 

· ' As regards clause 3 (i) regarding the granting of power to the executive t~ 
su~pend laws to which the Honourable Mr. PATEL referred, lam afraid it is a 
legal point on which the legal advisers no doubt will give their opinion; but, at 
any rate, it can be discus$~d when the amendment is before the Council •.. 

J.P.av:e had .considerable experience of local Government in Salsette· of,· 
M1J,Idcipalities and " notifled areast I was a President of the · Bandra Muni .... 
ci12ality for a number of years, and .1 was the first Chairman of the first cc N oti· . 
. fied Areas Committees" that were formed. I am quite sure that anybody who 
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knows the way in which buildings have been erected and are being erected' hi 
Salsette will admit that there have been very many occasions when the cominittees · 
have wished to stop a particular man doing a particular thing or to prevent a 
man from putting up a shop in the midst of a residential building. Such ceca-' 
sions as these have been many, and we have all felt that we wanted some 
more powers in addition to what are given under the District Municipal Act. The 
Honourable Mr. ·PATEL must not think that. because the Town Planning Act is 
made applicable to Salsette that immediately the whole of S3.lsette will be town· 
planned at once, and the owners included will be compelled to accept the position, 
whether they like it or not. Local authorities will not be so stupid, I think, as 
to enter upon a scheme which they themselves from their own point of view 
do~ not reasonably think would be a financial success, . and in addition to that, I 
am quite sure that the .Governor in Council will make full enquiry into every 
proposal for a scheme which is submitted to him, and unless he is quite con
vinced that it is good for the benefit and development of Salsette that a parti· 
cular sche.me should be made he will refuse to give his sanction to it. 

There is one point which I really do not understand at all. The Honour· 
able Mr. PATEL referred to paragraph 3 of the memorial presented by the 
inhabitants of Salsette in reference to building sites assessment. I really do not 
understand what their fear is. In this Act there is no mention whatever made 
of Government assessment.' Government assessment upon land is regulated by 
the Land Revenue Code, and during the continuance of the Survey Settlement 
the survey rates prevail, unless an own.er converts his agricult~al land to non· 
agricultural use. Therefore even if a Town Planning Scheme has been sanctioned 
for a particular area, or whether it has been sanctioned or not, I do not see h~w 
that at all affects the question of the Government assessment upon that land. 
Without. the buildings, the owner like others will be called upon to pay non .. 
agricultural assessment for his building site. I should also like to inform this 
Council that Government has already publicly announced that when any Town 
Planning Scheme has been brought into force the Government assessment under 
certain conditions will be actually reduced to what it is at present. Therefore 

, there need.be no fear whatever of the people having to pay more; on the other 
band, they have every reason from the notifications published' by Government 
to feel that they might even pay less. 

As regards the "Notified Areas Committees," it is quite true that at the 
present time most of them consist of three Members, but there is one exception, 
and that is the case of Ghat-Kopar where there are five Members, two extra 
having been recently appointed. It seems to me that this is a matter where full 
discretion as to the. constitution of the committees has been given to the 
Governor in Council. Under the District Municipal Act he has full power to 
appoint as many, persons as he likes in most cases, and also to appoint as many 
officials or non·oflicials as he thinks fit, and it seems to me it would be needlessly 
fettering the discretion of the Governor in Ooun·cn if any restriction on that 
discretion were placed. The Local Officers, I am of opinion, are best fitted to · 
know what is the best constitution for them, and as .they grow and develop, 
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thej:r powers will be enlarged, until at last they are big enough. to be given the 
full powers of a l\funicipality. . . . 

J .• 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Perhaps it will be to the convenience of 
Honourable Members if we adjourn till a quarter to three. 

'.rhe Council then adjourned for Lunch. 

The Council re-assembled at 2·45 p. m . 
. · . 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, prder. :A Bill for the making· 
and lh:ecutio~ of Town Planning ~chemes, Second reading. The Honour· 

· able .Mr. GoDBOLE. 

·The· Honourable Dewan Bahadur KASRINATR RAMCRANDRA GonBOLE 
spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,-As a 'member of the Select Committee 
I have considered· this Bill in detail, and. I might say at once that I strongly 
support the second reading of this.Bill. · I think in the case of growing town~, 
or towns that are b~ing developed, the provisions of the Bill would be extremely 
useful. I have an instance in view of a growing· town. Those who know or 
have visited the village ~f Lona~cl in the Satara district may be aware that 
this village is going soon to develop into a large town. It is going to be g, 

central place in connection with a large canal that Government are construct
ing, and it is also going tq be a junction station of a· new railway. In the 
course of 10 or 12 years ·this village· will develop into a large town. In the 
case of such growing villages the provisions of this. Act will be extremely 
useful, as the future growth of the places· will be regulated on recognized 
principles· of sanitation. As regards the discussion which has taken· place 
hitherto, I think the Honourable Mr. PATEL's views ·as regards the ·constitution 
of notified areas are well worth consideration. According to the Bill as it is 
presented by the Select Committee, a notified area has the option of preparing 
a· town planning scheme and sending it to Government for sanction. 
According to the constitution a notified ar~a committee is to consist of 
~hree members appointed by Government; the people concerned themselves 
ha:ve no vo1ce in the appointments. I thi~k, Sir, that in the case of notified 
areas want,ing town ~Janning schemes~ we ought .to have some provisions like 
those entered in the amendment of the· Honourable Mr. PATEL. His proposals 
will, no doubt, be duly considered when the Council proceeds to consider the 
amendments in detail. 

Before I close ·my remarks I want to draw the attention of the Honourable 
:M;ember in charge of the Bill to certain reports that have reached ·me. I am 
told that since the ·Select Committee went into the Bill and modified 'it in its 
present shape, an expert has been· visiting this Presidency. The gentleman 
I am referring to is Professor. GED.DES. I atp told, Sir, that the opinion. of 
Professor GEDDES, who is said to be an expert in this matter, has not been 
very favourable. to the ~ill. This is the report that has reached me. I do not 
know·· whether it is ~rue or not. I would ask the Honourable Member in 
charge of the·: Bill to tell us, when he replies to the debate, whether the 
rumours that I have heard have got any foundation at. all, and whether Mr. 
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G:Enms has approved generally of the provisions that are put down in. th~ 
Bill. If Mr. GEDDES has objected to several provisions of the Bill, I would 
certainly postpone the second reading, a~d have his reports circulated to 
members of this Council before dealing further with the Bill. With ·these 
remarks I. support the second reading of this Bill. · · 

The Honourable :Mr. GoKULDAS KAIIAN:OAS PAREKH spoke as follows :-May 
il please Your Excellency,-! rise with considerable diffidence .in offering· 
comments with reference to the measure which has met with the approv~l 
of a Select Committee, which was both big and strong. There are, however,· 
one or two points upon which, l submit, looking to the importance of the· 
measure, some observations are necessary. The basic principle of town. 
planning legislature is that where a large number of property owners desire· 
that there should be a ~upply of some sanitary needs. or that s9me conveniences 
that they require should be supplied and this desire is approved of by the State,. 
in such cases the minority should not have the power of preventing the majority 
from gettin~ what they desire. That being the principle, I submit, that in 
reference to Salseite, · the Committee ought to have considered. the question. 
whether it was not po~sible by some means to ascertain the desire in reference-. 
to the town planning of the majority of the property owners. As it is, the 
matter ~s left in the hands of the notified area · committee, and the committeet 
we have been told, in most cases,· consists of 3 individuals, two of whom are·· 
officials. We have been given to understand by my friend the Honourable 
Mr. TURNER that Your Excellen~y's Government proposes to ·make an. 
alteration in the constitution of the notified area committees. I submit, 
however, that matters relating to undertaki~gs of this kind should be' conducted 
with the consent of the majority of the people who own properties in that 
area. I have no doubt that Government will do their best to put upon 
the committees people whom they consider to be the representatives of the· 
views of the land .. owners, but I for one, in all such cases, consider it more· 

, satisfactory if, instead of people appointed by Government, there be upon the-· 
committees a majority of members elected by the property holders themselves. 
in order that the committees may represent the views of the' bulk of the
·holders of land. Another matter on which, I submit, some consideration' 
is needed, is in respect of l~nds which are in the vicinity of a notified area ur 
municipalities. In such cases also, if the improvements are not needed for 
the area itself but are to be undertaken for the benefit of the municipality or 
notified area, it would not be proper to transfer the area to the latter and · 
make the voice of its property holders impotent. In such cases, I submit, the 
proper course would be to take up the area under the Land Acquisition Acts. 
I also consider that in such cases it is better that the wishes of the people 
whose property will be affected should be ascertained before any action 
is taken. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur RAMANBIIA.I :MA.IIIPATRAM NILKA.NTII · 
said :-Your Excellency,.;....I beg to support the second reading of this Bill. 
Some of the Honourable gentlemen who preceded me expressed the opinion that 
this Bill ought not to be proceeded with further. I humbly submi~ that it · 

n 41-261 
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-would. not be advisable to postpone the further consideration of this Bill. In 
the vicinity of large towns and cities suburban areas are growing up without any 
·regular plan, and every day that passes makes it a more complicated and more 
·costly procedure to regulate and improve these ill-built areas. It is, therefore. 
necessary that a town planning enactment should be placed on the Statute 
Book without further delay. , 

The Honourable Mr. :PATEL observed that as this enactment is not to be 
.applied to. the Bombay City without the consent of the Bombay Municipai 
·Corporation, so also in the case of local bodies in the mofussil the Bill should 
provide for their. conse:r;tt being obtained before the provisions of the Act are 
.applied to their areas. Now, the conditions of Bombay are peculiar. :Bombay 
has a City Improvement Trust in addition to the Municipal Corporation, and 
it may be worthwpile considering whether the operations of a third statutory 
body are called for. :But these conditions do· not obtain in the mofussil. The 
scheme of the Act for the mofussil is that Government have the power to extend 
the Act to particular areas and that the local authorities in such areas have the 
power to introduce town planning schemes for their localities. This, I would 
urgeJ is a fai~ division of work. 

The Honourable lir. PATEL expressed· the apprehension that sub-clause {j) 
'Of clause 3 would be ~tltrfJ vires, inasmuch ·as this Council cannot pass an 
enactment authorizing the executive to suspend the operation of laws. I would 
in the first place invite attec.tion to the fact that this provision is borrow:ed 
from section 55 (2) of the English Housing, Town Planning etc. Act,· 1909, 
which provides" for suspending, so far as necessary for the proper carrying out 
-of·the scheme, any statutory enactment,_ bye~laws, regulations, or other 
·provisions . under' whatever authority made, which are in operation in the 
area included in the scheme." Further, it mu!)t be noted that the object of 
-this provision is to avoid conflict of regulations. In areas fqr which town 
pJanning schemes are P?t in force, there may be building bye-laws or sanitary 
regulations made by municipalitJes which may not fit in with the details of the. 
town planning scheme. It would be necessary in such cases to suspend the 
operation of such existing rules, bye-laws and regulations. As these rules

1 

bye-laws and regulations are made . by municipalities with the sanction of 
Government, so the provisions for their suspension would be made by a town 
planning authority with the· sanction of Government ; and this would be 
perfectly intra vires. It would be perhaps said that at . any rate the operation 
1>f an Act cannot be suspended in this manner. I would point out tha.t the 
:Sub-clause does not contemplate the suspension of the operation of the Penal 
·Code or the Code of Civil Procedure at the instance of a town planninoo 
:a~thority~ :. All that is meant is that where some provision i.n a Municipal Act 
.or a similar enactment is found to be inconsistent with the details of a town · 
·plap.ning scheme su~h provision may be suspended for the purposes. of the 
sche~e. This qualification may be perhaps made clear. If .there is any legal 
objectivn to such a course it may be considered when the Bill is read clause. 
by.clause.... · 
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. The Honourable }fr~ PATEL furtner objected .to the Act being ·made 
·applicable to Salsette at once. I would submit that Salsette is peculiarly fitted. 
·for the immediate application of the Act. It is in the vicinity of Bombay and is 
being fast built up. This has led to Government making several' pr~visions ~or 
··regulating the construction of buildings in Salsette, and . ~he operation of a 
-complete town planning scheme is eminently called for in Salsette. 

With these observations I support the Bill in its second reading. 

The Honourable Sir PREROZES~AB; M. MEiiTA·spoke as follows :-M~y 'it 
Jllease Your Excellency,-! only 1desire to make a very few observatioris.with 
·regard to the second reading of this Dill. It is a new piece of legislation,. and. 
I am very glad that this Presidenf)y takes the cr~dit of initiating it before 
·any of the other Presidencies. · · 

. . 

:My Honourable friend Mr. HILL spoke in very flattering terms of the 
assistance which was rendered to him by the very large Committee which sat' 
.as the Select Committee for the consideration of this Bill. My Honourable 
friend :Mr.-PATEL was rather inclined to carp about the representatiVe character, 
·.of the Committee, but I think that the description given by my Honourable' 
friend Mr. PAREKH was a juster one than the carping one given by the 
Honourable Mr. PATEL. He called it a "large and strong Committee,'' .and I 
think it was a large ~nd strong Committee, and my Honourable friend in.·cha:rg~ 
of the Bill was qu.ite right in saying that it was. really a record-breaking 
Committee. ·He said that the assistance that it had rendered him wasof.a 
large character, was very valuable. That observation requires to be supple- 1 

m€mted by another, and it is this, that I think the Committee .was very 
fortunate in possessing my Honourable friend Mr. HILL as its Chairman. I 
.am speaking from some little experience when I say that Mr. ·HILL make~ .at). 
ideal Chairman of Committees, for this reason that, while he is a strong and 
firm-minded person, as we have reason to know1 he is also one always open to 
reason and possesses a judicial frame of mind, and always places himself in a 
judicial position to take into consideration the view:s of those who differ from . 
him, and it seems to me that it is one of the characteristics which makes. a
Chairman absolutely invaluable in conducting the deliberations of an important 
Committee. Therefore it is that I am glad to be able to say that the Council. 
·is very grateful to the ,Committee and its Chairman for their indefatigable and 
arduous labours in the consideration of this Bill, 

My Lord, I congratulate my Honourable friend Mr. HILr, in steering this 
·very important Bill to a safe haven. He has steered it successfully in spite of 
what has been said by the Honourable Mr. PATEL and the Honourable 
Mr. PARl!JKR, I venture to think that if there were any doubts about the. 
merits of this Bill, they would all be removed. after hearing Mr. PATEL. 
For. what did his speech amount to ? Mr. :PATEL first spoke against the 
·representative character. of the Committee. Well, I believe there were' 
·seventeen Members mi that Committee. Seventeen Members of this Council, 
-I think, whoever they may be, whether they come from the Southern Division 
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or the Northern Division, or from any other part of the Bombay Presidency,. 
may .well be trusted to consider a Bill of this character in all its bearings. 

~ · Then, my Lord, what were the other objections which led the Honourable 
Mr. PATEL to conclude his speech by saying that he entered a protest against 
the passing of this Bill. They were about the constitution. of the Notified 
Areas Committees and the grievance of Salsett9 that it should have been put 

·in the forefront in the operation of this Act. Well, the only objection he 
advanced, was a joke. He is a lawyer, and I suppose that nobody knows 
better than he does that clause (j) to which he referred applies only to certain 
specific purposes. I am sure he was joking when he made the observation 
that because clause (;) is introduced in the Bill for a certain special limited 
restricted purpose, as it is introduced in other Acts, for the purpose or 
enabling the operation of the essential parts to be carried out unfettered by· 
any local bye· laws or rules and such other things, that we may as well abolish 
this Council. . Well, that was all the criticism which was levelled by 
Mr. PATEL . against the :Bil1. Therefore it seems to me that the vindication. 
of the Bill really comes from the mouth of the Honourable :Mr. PATEL 
him.self. 

As to' my Honourable friend Mr. PAREKH, although he always speaks 
very moderately, still it seems to me that he advanced nothing which could be 
said to· go against the essential character and the essential principles upon 
which this Bill is founded. He said that the basic principle is that if a... 
large number of land-owners want sanitary and other improvements and if a 
minority comes· in their way, the Local Government may well be trusted to
allow the will of the majority to prevail. I think my friend Mr. PAREKH · 
forgets that the essential principle goes a great deal further than that. It 
is to protect ihe general rate-payer from bearing burdens which really ought 
to fall on those who ~erive advantages from improvements. It is for the 

. purpose of preventing large areas of land from being as if it were misapplied 
from its proper purposes.· All these are very important considerations in.. 
the progress of a rising village or a rising space of land, and therefore it is 
that in the interests of th~ whole people, of all those who are responSible for 
the finances, that it is necessary that only a few land-owners should not be · 
allowed to aggrandize themselves and to benefit by betterment which takes 
place ·at the cost of the general rate-payer. This question of betterment is 
·a very large question with which we have not been able to deal in the past. · 
In :Bombay a large nu~ber of private individual land-owners derive benefit 
from moneys 'spent by the general rate-payer without contributing anything· 
~hemselves really to it, and that has been always most unjust and inequitable.· 
We have been perpetually making efforts to see that people whose lands are . 
hettered ~y the improvements made at the cost of the general tax-payer 
should not altogether escape with ~mpunity_ That is one of the cardinal and 
essential principles upon which the Town Planning Act are founded. Therefore 
it ~··most useful and valuable that they should be applied t:> all growing places .. 
~ke ~alsette, and .Salsette was selected and .specially mentioned because it. 
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:presents incidents and phenomena which :in~ke it very easily accessible to 'all' 
the benefits of an Act like the present. 

My Lord, I entirely approve of this Bill. But when one remembers 
that it is a new and novel piece of legislation, that it is the first of its 
kind in India, where it has been never tried before, that it. has been tried 
in other countries with varying success,. it is important that its application to· 
India will be carefully watched, and I do trust that in its application, 
Government will see that the utmost care and the utmost caution are exercised. 
All Bills of this character, all Acts of this character, depend for their ultimate 
.success, not upon the mere wording of the Aot itself but upon the way they 
are practically administered, and I have no doubt that Government wili 
see that this new piece of legislation in its application is watched with , 
care and with caution. With these few words, .Your Excellency, I con· 
gratulate, I say again, my Hono~rable ·friend Mr. HILL in steering . thiS , 
important and valuable piece of legislation to a safe haven. 

The Honourable :Mr.LALUBHAISAMALDASMEHTA said :-Your Excellen~y,
After the able speech of my Honourable friend Sir PnEROZESRAR I shall not 
detain the Council by making a long speech but I will only read out a few 
opinions of experts in support ~f the proposal to apply this· Act in the first. 
instance to Salsette. 

My Honourable friend Mr. PATEL wants to know why Salsette should be
first selected for 'the application of the Act, and it has been mentioned by the 
author of the annotated edition of the English Town Planning Act that it 
should first be applied to lands passing from agricultural to building sites. 

With the permission of the Council, I shall read out a few se.ntences, and 
the first fentence is a reply to my Honourable friend. " A scheme cann<?t be
prepared from a town or part of a tQwn which has already been built up'.'. 
This gives the reason why it should not be applied to Bombay. Then it is said 
"In the second place it seems that a scheme cannot be prepared •••.. 
(reads).'' ' · · 

Your Excellency, Salsette comes under exactly these condidions where· 
there are small spaces which sooner or later will be brought under .building. 
sites, and ~herefore it is "decided to apply the Act in the first instance to Salsette~ 

There seems to be some misunderstanding that as soon as the Act ·is 
applied to Salsette the whole of Salsette will be brought under the operation of 
the Act, and the local authorities in Salsette will at once begin to prepare . 
town planning for the whole of the town. It is nut so. The whole power is.. 
left under clause 9 to the local authorities; so that I think .my friend's. criti-. 

• I . . , . 

cisms are far from sound. l .,. 

My Honourable friend 1\fr. PATEL took exoepti9n. to clause 3 (j).- I do< 
not know if his objection is based on any legal grounds, .if so, as I am not a .. 
lawyer, my lawyer friends will be able to meet his objection. ,As the ·.clause·. 
has been approved by the Legislative Department of the ,Government of India, 
and as long as they did z;ot take ex:ception to that clause remaining in the-, 

1141-262 
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13ill; I think that my Honourable friend baSI no ground to complain. With 
these few words I support the Eecond reading of the Bill. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRnnw~s:.~oNHE:& RoDDA. said :-Your 
Excellency,-The principle of the Bill is a vePy round one. The rwheme has been 
under the consideration of the Government of Bombay for months together, arid 
.although it is the first of its kind in India it will prove a blessing to places in 
the vicinity of 13ombay and in other towns. 

Now my Honourable friend ¥r. PA:r~L. o~jet;=ts to its application to 
·Salsette and asks. why it should not be made. ~pplicable to Bombay and why 
it should be made applicable to Salsette only hi: the first instance. Well, there 
are certain special reasons for this. Bombay is. so densely crowded that such 
a scheme cannot bQ all of a sudden brought, ~nto, force, while Balsette is so 
very near and has so many means of commun~c.atic;m a"Qd facilities to travel, 
-and therefore that area has been selected · for a pplyipg ·the Act in the first 
instance~ If by degrees the circumstances of. the Municipalities in the mofussil 
~dmit of the application of this Act, and after the experience gained in Salsette 
the Act will be applied to other Municipal towns like Belgaum, Ahmedabad, 
Karachi and such other places where the towns are already congested ; such 
being the case, the Bill, as amended by the Select Co.:mmittee, pan; I. think, 
be read a second time, and if there is any point which ,requires.. explanation, 
there are the amendments to be proposed and they may be ~cussed. With t~ese 
few words I entirely and who~e-heartedly support the second reading of 
this Bill. 

The Honourable Mr. SIIRIDRA.R BALKRISHNA. UPASANI said :-:-Your Excel
lency,-We are sincerely.thankful to the Select Committee for ~h9.~~at pains 
which it has taken to improve this Bill, and our particular thanks are due to 
tha Honourable Mover who as Chairman guided the proceedings of the Select 

· Committee. Nothing is further from our minds than to say anyth.ing against 
-any of the members of the Select ·Committee. The Honourable Mr. PATEL 
himself had nothing to urge against any ·of them personally, but then it is due 
i;o him to say that his protest against the. constitution of the Select Committee 
was fully justified, The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAlt has taken exception to 
his remarks on this point, but, my Lord, we have to bear in mind that the 
-constitution of our own Council is based on the principle of representation, 
.and it is necessary that we must k~p ihat very principle always in view 
when we appoint our Select Committees. It is only because this principle 
was not kept in view that we have to take exception to the constitution 

-of the Select Committee in the proselt c~sa. I appeal to our veteran friend 
Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA. and ask him if there had been an important 
Bill before us referring to tha Bombay Corporation, and if that had been 

. brought before the Council without its being referred to the Corporation, 
and if the same had been pass ed through a Select Committee without any 
Member of the Corporation itself being appointed on the Committee to 
:represent its interests, would he not have complained and fought for the 
principle which we advooate P It is not a matter of personality at aiJ. I 



know there were on tha Select Committee Members a~ capable as any of those 
representing the mofussil municipalities, but they did not represent the 
municipalities, and it wa\l, I .think, due to those Municipal bodies that 
they should have bean ·allowed. an opportunity to themselves in the first 
instance to represent their views on ·a legal measure which was to directly affect 
their interests. At any rate, there should have been placed on the Select 
Committee the Members whom they had elected to.represent their interests in 
this Council. This was the more necessary as this Bill . was of a novel kind 
containing as it does very complicated provisions involving new financial 
burdens on the municipalities. My Lord, the Bill was duly rererred to the 
Bombay :Municipality for its opiirlon, and· was it not fair that the courtesy 
shown to the Bombay CorporatioJ?. should h!llve be~n shown to at least the 
more important ~ity municipalities in the mofussU P 

Our friend the Honourable Mr. TURNER has said .. that Government had.· 
published the Bill in the Bombay Go1Jernment Gazette. Well, I ask him 
if the Bomb:ty Corporation had not got copies of the . Gazette ? And if 
nevertheless it was deemed necessary to refer the ·Bill to · th~t body for 
{)pinion, should not similar consider~tions have been e:x:tended ·to the mofussil 
municipalities, and was . it not the more necessary that s:>me at lQ!l.St of the 
Members who represented them in the Council should have been pl~cei on the 
Select Committee to consider the provisions of the :Qill from-:the· standpoint of 
their interests. I do not speak anything about individuals, but it is only on a 
matter of principle that we have to make our protest on t~s point. 

Now, with reference to the provisions of tne .Bi~ itself, the first . point 
which I discussed at the first reading was as to the application of ,tlie Bill 
to the Municipal towns as they stand or only to new towns and· ~uburbs to 
be laid out. We urged that so far as the old towns were concerned, it 
would be more· convenient to do the needful by suitable bye-laws and, if 
necessary, by some few amendments in the provisions of the District Municipa,l 
..ict with the working of which we are now so intimately acquainted, and that 
the operations of the Town Planning Bill might be tried in the first instance 
in only planning out schemes for new towns or for new suburbs which would be 
by themselves independent of the old towns. 

The Honourable Mover of the Bill himself told us at the first reading, and 
it has been since also accepted by the whole body of the Select Committee, that, 
so far as the developed areas of old towns are concerned, it would be too expensive 
to apply the 'present Bill to them, but they propose to apply the provisions of 
the Bill to such areas of existing towns as may ba in course of development. 

Now this may lead to an anomalous situation, ~y Lord. We will have a 
portion of the town under the Town Planning Act and the. remaining portion 
under the Municipal Act, and there will be a conflict in the operation of the tw() 
Acts, especially when they are to be worked on different princ~ples and through 
different agencies. The .Bombay Municipal Co~poration itself is feeling the 
inconvenience of having the incubus of the Improvement Trust upon them!' 
In Bombay they are st~ong enough tn stand th~ Improvement ~rust experts, but 
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we in the mofussil are not so far· advanced, and where shall we be supposing we 
have to differ? Even now we find it diffi.c-u.lt to hold our own as against official 
opinion, and how much more diffi.oult will.the position be if we happen to differ 
in matters over which we shall have no control; that beb;tg the case,· does it 
not stand to reason that the municipalities should have a voice in the matter 
of. the application of this Act to the area within their jurisdiction. Our 
}:lombay friends were strongly represented on the Select Committee and the 
Bombay Municipality is excluded from the operation of this Act. 

The. Honourable. Sir PHEROZESHAH :-For the exclusion. 

The Honourable Mr. U:PASANI continuing said :-There is an express 
proviso added to clause 1, providing that, unless the Bombay Municipality 
itself apply for it, the .Act shall not be extended to any part of its area. I 
should certainly have preferred that the interests of the mofussil municipalities 
were equally taken care of and similar concession provided in: favour of them. 
In my opinion all those bodies will come under the operation of this Act sooner 
or later and they should be consulted before the Act is extended to their 
area. The difference is this. Under the first clause as it stands, Government 
may apply the Act so soon as it is passed to any ~unicipal area in the mofussil, 
and compel the municipality to have the town planned, whereas so long as the 
Act cannot be extended without their consent yoq cannot compel them. 
They have to consider their own local circumstances. Everybody. wants to 
have model dwellings to live in. The municipalities themselves exist for that 
purpose, but we have also to consider the local means. _There are so many 
difficulties in our way in the matter of removing congestion and overcrowding. 
Those will not be removed by this Act. In many cases, even when we have 
got open lands outside a town, they are not inhabited, b,ecause the' people 
cannot afford.the means to put up buildings on them or to have needful facilities 
for communication with business centres of the town. They require help in · 
both these directions~ and it should come from the State and the whole town, 
but the :Bill provides otherwise. Now if new suburbs are opened they will 
remove the congestion of the whole town and the whole population will be 
benefitted in the matter of sanitation and c9mfort. For my part, therefore, 
I feel that the suburbs should be treated as . the offspring of the town and the· 
whole ·town ought to bear the expenditure required' for the development of 
the suburbs, and these new areas to be developed under the Town Planning 
Schemes ought to be part and parcel of the present town and ought to be subject 

. to the same rate~ prevailing in the town. The vital principle of the Bill is to 
differentiate the expenses and to recover them to the extent of half the incl'e .. 
ment from ~he owners of the plots to be developed. My Lord, it is a very difficult 
thing to arrive at the increment to be calculated under the provisions of the 
Bill, and I am afraid the calculation will be made more or less on mere speculati \'e 
considerations. Therefore, it would be better, so far as possible, to change some 
of the provisions on ~~ point in the direction of the amendments which 
i propose to mov~·with a view to reduce the incidence of~he burden upon those 
ivho may oc_cupy the areas~ be developed under this Act. 
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Another point to be noticed is as regards · the areas that do not lie within 
municipal limits or which are not in its vicinity. In the Bill it is proposed to 
treat t.hem as separate notified areas. I think it would he better if we had 
interested the Local Boards in this matter. The District Local Boards have an 
interest in the sanitation of the district. It is Pilrt of their duty to provide for 
it. It would be better for the District Local Board and the Town itself jointly 
to contribute to have the needful done in the interests of the general sanitation 
of the town to be developed. · Some suggestion on this point is I believe 
proposed to be moved by our Honourable friend Mr. PATEL, and we shall think 
of the suggestion later on. 

I shall not take up more time of the Council in going through the 
detailed provisions of the Bill to which the amendments refer, and 1 have. no 
·doubt your Lordship will allow us enough time to discuss them. 

The Honourable Moulvie RAFIUDDIN ARMA.D said :-Your Excellency,-! 
will just draw my Honourable friend tbe Mover's attention to section 3, 
sub-section (h), of the Bill. ''The preservatio~ of objects ............ (Reads)''. 

For purposes of preservation, i think it is necessary to have a more 
extensive phrase than" and of buildings actually used for religious purposes''. 
For ~orne buildings which though not used for the purposes of worship 
might still be actually held in veneration by the. people at large, sucn as 
tombs and burial places. I will make a, personal appeal to my Honourable 
friend to include in the objects of preservation ali places for which people have 
special veneration. If I remember aright, there is not a city in this Presiden~y 
where at times disputes have not arisen with regard to burial grounds· which have 
caused serious disturbance. With that s~ggestion, Sir, · I will strongly 
support the second reading. 

. The Honourable Rao Babadur GANESII KRISHNA SATRE said :-Your 
Excellency,-! rise to support the second reading of this Bill. Many speech~s 

have been made in support of it and many of the speakers have said~ that the 
Select Committee was able to improve a good deal upon the provisions of the 
Bill as it was pre~ented to us in the March session, but I must say here, that 
these improvements were mainly due to the indulgent attitude which was 
·shown to the members of the Select Committee by the ablo and tactful 
Chairman, the Hon~urable Member in charge of the Bill, and but for his 
indulgence, we would not have been able to put forward many of the sugges .. 
tions, and to bring about many useful amendments. Having said so much 
about the working of the Select Committee, I would take up certain points 
which have been referred to by Me~bers who have preceded me. As regards 
the question whether Bombay should be differently treated from Mofussil 
places, I think much need not be said about it. '.rhe reason is clear. I have 
myself said something about it in my humble minute of dissent, but on 
further consideration, and from what I learnt from the Select Committee 
Report, I think the reasons. which actuated the Seleot Committee. in giving 
special treatment to the Bombay Corporation was the immense confidence 
wP,ich is placed in the Corporators of Bombay. as compared with that in 

.a: 41-263 
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1Jofussil Corporators, and I must say there is some truth in that. But, at the 
same time, I think that some provision should have been made to consult the 
wishes of local authority before the Act was extended, and though there is no 
specific provision in the Act, I feel confident that before extension is allowed 
the local authorities and District Officers will be consulted,. whether certain 
reasons have arisen which necessitate the extension of this Act, and if this is 
done, though the provision is not placed in the Act, the objects will be secured. 
That is the view which I take of this question. · 

A$ to the second point which was taken by my Hor;.ourable friend Mr. 
PATEL, I can only say that if Government were in a position to know, or if 
Government would come across places where Town Planning Schemes have to 
be introduced in notified areas, I think a consequential amendment will be 
sooner or later required in the Municipal Act, because nobody would deny 
that for the introduction of certain important schemes as Town Planning 
Schemes some representatives of the people are required. When the Act of 
19.01 was passed, notified area Committees were only provided for as contingen· 
cies, but now, if such big works are going . to fall upon them, I thb.k some 
provision will have to be made for the better constitution of notified area 
Committees. 

The other point by my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL was about inclusion 
of clause (j) in section 3. Of course,- I need not add a word to what has 
fallen from my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESliAH whom we can look up to 
as to whether this provision will be ultra vit·es or not, and many are of opinion 
that this provision will not make the section inoperative or ultra vires. This 
view whioh the Select Committee has taken, seems to have been correctly 
taken~ inasmuch as the Legislative Department of the Government of India 
did not raise any objection. 

Coming to the next point as regards the method of determining the incre
ment to which a ref~rence was-made by my Honourable friend ~fr. UPASANI, 

I may tell him that several proposals were placed before the Select Committee 
with a view to see how the question of fixing increments could be solved so 
as to cause least hardship to the owners, and on mature consideration it was 
found that the present was the only feasible scheme which we could adopt, 
but if it could be shown to the satisfaction of all that other remedies are better 
suited in the interests of the persons affected by the Town Planning Scheme, 
none of us has any objection to adopt them, but a contribution up to 50 per 
cent. was considered as best under the circumstances. There is another point 
of local authorities consul~ing the owners. I think I need not dilate upon that 
point, because there is a clear section which allows owners of property to come 
forward and to place their objections not only before local authorities but 
before the Governor in Council (1iide section 9) before sanction is given to the 
scheme. They can therefore at the first stages of the scheme bring forward 
their grievances to the notice of the local authority and the Governor in 
Council and they can suggest changes in a particular scheme or they can 
come forward with their ·own schemes. Another point which I have men• 
tioned in my minute of dissent is one about the method of recovering dues 
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aml although· I have not given a specific amendment on that point, I may b~ 
allowed to say one word. It seems to me that to reake these dues recoverable · 
under the provisions of Land Revenue Code would work hard, and if :we have ·a 
provision similar to the one which we have in the Bombay Improvement Trust 
Act, namely, that such orders of Tribunals should he treated as decrees of 
Civil Courts and executed in accordance with the procedure of the Civil 
rrocedure Code, I think this hardship will be mitigated and the recovery of the 
money will also be se~ured. That is my suggestion. Then one other point, and 
I think the most important, is about the inclusion of clauses 3 and 7 within the 
purview of the rrribunal. I was glad to learn from the Honourable Mover of 
tho Bill that Government have an open mind on this question, and though 
I have given .my reasons in short in the minute of dissent, still I wish to add 
that this is a point which really ought to be considered with the consideration 
it deserves, and I w.ill only make one observation with respect to that point, 
and that observation is this. 

The Honourable Mr. HILL ::.....],![ay I ask what clauses the Honourable 
'Member is referring toP 

'fhe Honourable J'rfr. SATRE :-1 am referring to the inclusion of clauses 
3 and 7, and my point in making the suggestion is this : that if we examine 
the whole scheme of the Act we lind that certain increment is to be arr ved at 
with a view to cover the costs of the Town Planning Schemes, and the method 
is described as to how that is to be arrived at. .For that purpose we have to 
value pieces of lands or plots according to the market rate at the time of decla· 
ration of intention to make Town Planning Scheme, and also we have to make 
valuations of the same plots by determining the prospective value estimated on 
the assumption that the scheme has been completed, and the difference betweer.. 
tho two prices is the amount which would go to determine the increment. My. 
suggestion is that just as the question of prospective valuation is considered to 
be important, the question of present valuation which forms a great factor in 
determining increments ia also an important one and may therefore be referred 
to the Tribunal. Therefore, just as we refer all these cases of present valuation 
coming within the purview of the Land Acquisition Act to the District Judge, 
similarly the question of present valuation might usefully be referred to the 
Tribunal by including clauses 3 and 7 in the clauses which have already been 
put down as C<?ming within the authority of the Tribunal of arbitration. I 
may say something more, if necessary, when it will be my turn to o pose that 
amendment ; with these few words I beg to support the second reading. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency, 
I fancy that every Honourable Member of this Council has on different occasions 
been asked to make a ceremonial speech or something of that kind or to· 
deliver an address on some subject, and I am quite sure, knowing the con
scientious principles which actuate tht' actions of the Members of this Council, 
they have one and all on such occasions gone home and . studied their subjeot, 
":orked up suitable quotations and come ready prepared with an admirable 
speech to meet the occasion. Well, it is on such occasions a matter for great 
disappointment when some previous' spes.ker has utilised one's quotations and 
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made use of all the material laboriously collated. Although the circumstances 
in which I stand here are somewhat similar, my feelings are totally different. I 
find after listening to the speeches of the Honourable Sir l'REROZESHAH MERTA, 
the Honourable Mr. LALUBRAI and others, that I am left practically without 
any work to do, and that it is really almost superfluous that I should detain 
this Council at all. And, far from being disappointed, I am exceedingly grateful 
to those Honourable Members. However, 'there are one or two points which 
perhaps still require a passing notice, and, with Your Excellency's permission, I 
will begin with the question which has been debated. of the non-extension of 
this Bill to Bombay except on the application of the Corporation. Well, Sir, 
I think that we are all agreed here that the Island of Bombay, administered as 
it is by the Municipal Corporation of Bombay, stands on a totally different 
footing (hear, hear)" from any other part of the Bombay Presidency, furnished 
as it is already,-! am not sure how my Honourable friends will welcomethis,
with the City Improvement Trust (hear, hear), the Bombay City Improvement 
Trust, which is really a part of the Bombay Corporation's machinery. Under 
these circumstances I say with confidence that the differentiation. between tho 
Island of Bombay and the ;r~st of the Presidency needs no defence whatever. 

Now, Sir, I would turn for a moment to the painful subject of the consti
tution of the Select Committee. It is :really a matter for sincere regret to me 
to think that in proposing the names of the Select Committee I did, as a matter 
of fact, overlook the actual question of what Honourable Members represen:ted 
what constituencies; and for this I throw myself on the mercy of the Council. 
But I submit, Sir, that looking to the names of those who helped me on the 
Select Committee, it will be admitted that the whole weight of the names 
connotes Municipal experience of a very practical kind, and it was that 
which I chiefly looked to, and I regret to say I overlooked the actual constitu· 
encies from which the representatives came. It was their practical acquaintance 
with Municipal affairs which seemed to me to constitute the best guarantee of 
efficient advice being given by those 1\Iembers, and I should like once more to 
say that in the selection of Members I was most emphatically not disappointed, 
and that every :l\femher of the Select Committee displayed a familiarity with 
Municipal affairs which gave all the assistance that could possibly be desired 
in the consideration of this Bill. 

The next point which, I submit, has been mistakenly laboured is the 
question of notified areas •. I would draw the attention of this Council to the 
fact that the consti.tution of a notified area Uommittee has really nothing to do 
with this Bill. It is an existing entity under the Municipal law, and all that 
this Bill does is to take cognisance of the existence of the notified area Commit· 
tees as being corporate bodies which can take certain steps for their own advan
tage under this Bill~ and I am quite certain that if this Bill is justifiable at 
all, every local self-governing body, even in its most embryonic stage, should 
be in a position to take a.dvantage of this :Bill if it so desires . 

.As regards the question raised by my honourable friend Mr. PATEL whether~ 
a notified area Committee is a sufficiently representative institution to justify 
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its making proposals under this Bill; that is a" matter which the Governor in 
Council will carefully consider on each occasion ; and it seems quite likely that, 
as my Honourable friend Mr. TURNER indicated,· when it corp.es to the point 
whether an area is of sufficient Municipal importance .to justify the. promulga· 

. tion of a Town Planning Scheme, that question will of course be carefully 
considered before sanction is gi van to any scheme. 

Well, Sir, another point which the Honourable Mr. PATEL rais.ed relates 
to the question of the legality of clause 3 (j) of this Bill. I can only say that 
it has passed through the scathing ordeal of examination by the. Legislative 
Department of the Government of India, and I assume that the Legislative 
Department of -the Goyernment of India consider that that clause is not illegal. 
As regards its desirability, I think there can be no two opinions. Per hap;, 
Honourable Members are not aware of the extent to which in England local 
bye· laws have stood in the way of the promulgation of ~own Planning Schemes. 
It has been necessary over and over again for Parliament to pass special .Acts 
of Parliament in order to over-ride other enactments which have obstructed the 
improvement of a town. It is for the purpose of avoiding a similar state 
of affairs that this clause was introduced by the Select Committee, and I 
venture to submit that, on consideration, the Council will admit that it should 
stand as part of the Bill. 

I should like to give one assurance to the Honourable Mr. GoDBOLE, 
namely that I have seen Frofessor GEDDES, and that he referred in conversation 
to the Town Planning Bill which he had evidently seen ; but he uttered no 
criticism at all and gave no indication of a desire to criticise its provisions. 
I confess I did not cross-examine him on the s-qbject, nor did he question me, so 
that I can only assume, from his reference to the Town Planning Bill as a 
subject for congratulation, that he had not anything very serious to criticise 
with regard to this Bill. · 

Well, Sir, my Honourable~friend Mr. PAREKH, gave me a great shock. 
He suggested that Town Planning Schemes and Town Improvements should 
only be entered upon at the request of the property owners. Now, I would 
suggest to th~ Honourable Members that that is a very aristocratic point of 
view to take, and the gene~al point of view should be that improvements in 
town building and so forth s~uld properly be for the benefit of the populace 
at large and not for the 'property owners or a majority of them. Th~t should 
be the determining factor with regard to the introduction of the measures for 
the benefit of housing the poor,. and general hygiene. It seems to me a mo~~ · -
undemocratic suggestion of my.Honourable friend, and I ·believe he can hard!y 
have realized what the real meaning.of what he ~uggested was. 

I found, Sir, some difficulty in following what my Honour~ble friend 
:Mr. UPASANI 8aid, because it struck me that his general thesis was that, those 
interested in Local and Municipal Government in the mofussil were so harassed 
and worried and almost submerged by all sorts of Municipal legislation that 
the addition of any further legislation would completely drown them. Under .. 
the existing laws it appears to him that the officials pursue them and harass them . 

1141-264 
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to such an extent that he would gravely deprecate the addition of any furthe~ 
machinery. In fact he went so far as to suggest that Government officials 
connected with· M)micipal administration were hindering the progress of local 
self-government. I am qU:ite sure he did not mean that, but that was the gist 
of his complaint; and I am afraid that,- if his premises are correct, we are 
adding another mill-stone to be hung round the necks of Municipalities. But 
I do ~ppeal to this Council to take the BiU. as a whole, to look at it as a whole, 
and see whether the Eill viewed as a . whole does not specifically consider and 
safeguard in every possible way the interests of local bodies. That is the aim 
and object of the Bill, and we wish in all respects to acld to the efficiency of local 
bodies in order that the carrying out of Town Planning in the future may not 
be subjected to the reproach which has sometimes been: levelled ·at it in the 
pa~t. 

. As regards my .Hon?urable frien'd Mr. RAFIUDDIN, he made a suggestion 
regarding <?lause 3{h). ·I do not think that my honourable friend submitted 
any amendment to clause 3 (h) of the Bill, nor have I any recollection of any 
suggestions being made by him for the modification of its wording, but I 
venture to assume, Sir, that, should the Honourable Member be able to ·devise 
an amendment, even though. it be not already on the Table, Your Excellency 
will be goocl enough to allow it to be considered when t~e time comes for taking 
the Bill clause by clause . 

. I think, Sir, these are all the points to which I need specifically refer in 
proposing tpat this Bill_be read a second t~e. 

I am extremely obliged to the Council generally\ for the favourable view 
they have taken of this Bill as a whole, and for the very strong support which 
has been given to it by my honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA 
and others, and which, as I have said, has almost deprived me of the right of 
reply to the deba~e. . I should like to say, particularly with reference to my 
honourable friend Rao Bahadur SATHE and. his proposed amendment under 
clause 30, that his absence from the meeting of the Select Committee, which 
actually considered that part of the Bill, accounts for that matter having .been 
specifically brought forward by him, and to assure him that~ as I said at the 
begmning of this deba~e, we shall be only too· pleased to consider the matter on 
its merits, and to allow it to be decided by the· ~neral sense of the Council 
wben the time comes. 

In conclusion, Sir, I think we all owe a considerable debt ·of gratitude,
nt least I know that Your Excellency's Legislative Department owes that debt,
to the Honourable Mr •. KoTHARI. He. v~ry kindly placed himself in corres· 
pondence with people whom he has met in his travels all over the world and 
many authorities, Municipal. and otherwise; in England, in New Zealand, in 
America, In France,-in fact all over the· world,-responded most· cordially 
in sending literature,. all relating to Town Planning, which will greatly aid the 
formulation of Town Planning ·Schemes hereafter when they come up before 
Government in a concrete form. .The Bombay Government are sincerely grate-
ful for the help so cordially given. . .... 
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I now move, Sir, that the Bill as amended by the Select Committe be read. 
a second time. 

The motion for the second reading of the Bill was then put to the V'ote and 
• ' I 

carried • 
. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Bfll will now be read clause. by' 

clause. 
The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JRAVER:BHAI PATEL spoke as follows:

y our Excellency, The amendment that stands in my name is .as follows :
(Reads). . ' ' ' . 

My Lord, this amendment if accepted or carried would give cred1t to this 
Council for according equal treatment to the Bombay Corporation as well as to 
the mofussil Municipal or other local bodies in the matter of the application of 
this measure. I am' of opinion tha~ an experimental measure of.this character 
should not be made applicable to the area of any local body except on the 
application· of that body. I do not understand why there should be a 
differential treatment between the Bombay Corporation and the mofussil local . 
bodies in this respect. The Honourable Rao, Bahadur SATHE who had· the 
honour to serve on tho Select Committee is also or the same opinion as appears 
from his minute of dissent. I therefore hope that this Oouncil will accept the 
view· I have been advocating by this amendment. ·Let the local authority in 
the mofussil h~ve the choiec to have this measure applied to their areas or not. 
With these few words I put this amendment for the co11sideration. of this 
Council. 

The Honourable Mr .. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA UPASA.NI said~: ...... Your Excel• 
lency,-There is an amendment standing in my name which. is almost· similar
to that of the Honourable Mr. PATEL, and I will say what I .have to . say with 
reference to it _in support of the Honourable. :Mr. Patel's amendment. . 

His Excellency the President :-Then .I. uude;~t~nd · th~t the Honourabl~ 
. I .I ' . ' " . I . 

liember will not move his OWII; amendment. :· ; . ; 1 • · • • 

The Honourable Mr. UPASA.NI :-No, My Lord.. I am not. going to move 
my amendment. · 

The Honourable Mr .. S.aRIDRA.R BALKRISHN.A. UPASANI in supporting the' 
amendment of the Honourable Mr. PaTEL spoke as follows :-Your Excellency,~ 
My object in supporting this amendment is this, that local bodies with their 
know ledge of the local conditions and necessities of the place shonld be ·the 
proper authorities to decide whether it is necessary for them to apply this Act 
to their town or whether they ~ould be able to do the·needful under the provi· 
sions of the District Municipal Act, and I think they may be allowed to exer• 
cise their own discretion in the matter. If they think that the machinery of 
the Act is needed, then it will be open to them to apply for the application of 
the Act to their town area. It is the same privilege which has been conceded. 
to Bombay. I admit the conditions of Bombay are exceptional, but the citi .. 
zens there who own house property belong to the well-to·do classes and they 
can afford to have the costly machinery provided in the Bill for Town Planning 
SchemesJ and it is better suited for them than for the mofussil towns in which 

\ . 
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the conditions are different. The question in the mofussil is more of cost and: 
means rather than of necessity and convenien~e. .We would all like to drive in 
motor cars in our villages, but we have not the means for them .and must be· 
content with our country carts which are better suited for our means and· 
needs. I think nothing ~11 be lost by allowing the local bodies to decide for 
themselves whether the application of this Act is not a real necessity for their. 
town. They will be amenable to the advise of the District Officers, and 
Government itself has under the 11:unicipal Act the power to compel them to
do what may be· necessary in the interests of their town. If the Government 

·are convinced of the necessity of applying the Act they will certainly compel 
the local body to consent to the application of it even if the local body be 
given .the option to decide the matter in the first instance. If the amendment 
is accepted, Government's power will not be taken away, and at the same tim~ 
the local bodies will have the option of ~eciding what would be nios~ suitable 
for them. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order. I do not wish to suggest· 
to the Honourable Member that he should not go on with his speech, but I 
would like him to be briefer in his remarks. 

The Honourable Mr~ UPAsANI continuing :-Very well1 My Lord. My 
Honourabe friend Mr." SATHE has suggested that if the amendment is not 
·accepted, there should at least be an _understanding that these bodies will be 
consulted before the Act is made applicable to the area under their jurisdiction,. 
but I think the understanding suggested will not form part of the l~w, and 
therefore it would be be_tter th~t there should be something definitely laid down 
·in the Act. ;For that. reason I beg to support my honourable friend 
Mr. p ATEL'S amendment. 

The 'Honour~~le Mr~ C. H. A. HILL said :~Your Excellency,-! do not 
think that I can do anything except to. repeat more or less what I have already 
1laid in explanation of the distinction between the treatment in respect of the 
application of this Bill to the Bombay City and to the other areas contem-
plated. But I would again like to point out that this clause does not even in 
the case of Salsette bring any Town Planning Schemes into being; it merely 
operates so as.to make this Act, when passed, applicable to the whole of the
Island of Salsette, whereas in respect of other areas in the Presidency we ara 
~ot sure whether the Town Planning Act may or may not hereafter be extended 
to them. It depends on their needs. 

· 1n respect of this particular amendment by which an application by the
local authorities is sought to be made a condition precedent to the application 
of the Act, I ventme to say, Sir, that just as the Select Committee has done,. 
the majority of this Council will appreciate the advantage of following the 
usual procedure in respect of Aots of this kind in allowing the Act to be 
extensible to any area other than the area whieh we know has special 
characteristics~ .namely, the Island of Bombay, at the option of Government. 
without necessarily waiting for the application of the local authority. It will · 
be for the local authorities to have each town-planning scheme validated under. 
the Act. I think the conditions are quite simple and clear~ and that the 
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apprehensions entertained by the Honourable Member who moved this amend
ment are quite groundless; and I venture to ask that the Council will vote 
against the amendment proposed. · 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I do not know if my Honourable friend 

Mr. UPA.SANI withdraws his amendment. · 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-Yes, my Lord . 

.Amendment by leave withdrawn. 

Clauses (1) and (2) were then put to the vote and carried. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-C1ause 3. I understand that the 

Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN wants to .. move an amendment to· sub
clause 3 (h). 

The Honourable MoULVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD :-Sir, I propose to add 
after the words " and of buildings actually used for religious purposes '' at the 
end of clause 3 (h), the words" or places regarde~ by the public with special 
veneration.u 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think I had better read out to th~ 
Council the amendment exactly as we wish it to stand.· The Honourable 
Member. would like to add at the end of clause 3 (h) after the words" and of. 
buildings actually used for religious purposes," the words" or regarded by the 
public with special veneration.'' · 

·The Honourable MouLVIE RA.FIUDDIN :-The Honourable the Advocate 
General suggested the addition of the word" religious," so I will adopt.that. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESRAII MEHTA :-Who will decide that P 

The Honourable MouLVIE RAFIUDDIN AHMAD :-The Governor in Council 
will decide that eventually. So that my amendment will read as follows:
''(h) the preservation of objects of historical interest or natural beauty and of 
buildings actually used for religious purposes or regarded by the public with 
special religious veneration." 

The Honourable Mr. HAROIIA.NDRAI VISIIINDAS :-May I know, Your 
Excellency, what will be the effect . of the suggestion put forward by the , 

I . • 

Honourable MOULVl RAFIUDDIN. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENr :-My Honourable friends are seriously, 
considering the situation. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL spoke as follows:-Your Excellency 
I may say at onoe that Government are prepared to accept this amendment, 
namely the addition of words ''or regarded by the public with spe"ial religiou~; 
veneration" at the end of clause 3 (h). · 

The motion was then to put to the vote and carried. 
The Honourable Mr. VITHALBIIAI JHA.VERBIIAI P A.TEL said :-Clause 3 (j) 

must be deleted. Your Excellency, the questions for this Council to 
consider are (1) whether this Council itself possesses the powers which they 
-propose to transfer to the Governor in Council and (2) whether this Council 
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bas any authority to delegate its power of legislation to the Governor in 
CouncU. It is really no "joke " as my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHAH 

seems to think, but these are suggestions which I seriously put forward for the 
consideration of this Council. I have made it perfectly clear in my 
speech on the second reading that this Council has no power to suspend 
any law or regulation made by the Imperial Council without the assent of the 
Governor General prev~ously obtained. It has no power under any circum
stances to SU8pend any law passed by Parliament •. In-no case has this Council 
any authority wh~tsoever to delegate its power of legislation. 

. Under these circumstances I respectfully ask this Council to consider the 
legal aspect of the clause and judge for itself what are its powers under the 
Iridian Councils Acts and whether they could legally delegate all or any of the 
powers they have got. 

With these observations I leave my amendment in the hands of the 
Council. 

The Honourable :Mr. LALUBHAI SA!ULDAS MEHTA.. said :......:.Your Excel~ 
lency,-With reference to the amendment moved by the Honourable Mr. PATEL:. 

I may tell the Council that we adopted sub~clause {i} of clause 3 in 
the Select Committee, because there was a similar provision· in the English 
Town Planning Act, as the House of Commons · have given this power to 
the Local Government Board, and it means that they . have not considered it 
.illegal to do so. The words in the Act are '" so far as necessary for the proper 
-carrying out of the scheme any statutory enactment, bye~Iaw or regulation." 

. The only suggestion therefore- that I would like to make is to add the word3 
'' so far as necessary: for the proper carrying out of the scheme " be inserted in 
sub-clause .U). That will make the meaning quito clear, and if that is done 
I do not think my Honourable friend 'Mr. PATEL ne.ed have any misapprehension 
as to the scope of that s_ub-clause. 

The Honourable Mr. DATTATBAYA VENKATESH BELVI said :-Your Exoel
lency, I do not see my way to agree with what has fallen from my Honourable 
friend Mr. LALUBHAI 8AMALDAS. In ;England the House of Commons is the 
highest legislature and it has got a right to enact in any way it pleases. :But in 
this Presidency the Governor in Council will have to consider the Acts passad by 

·the Imperial L~gislative Council and by the House of Commons itself. The 
question is whether this Council has got any power to invest the Governor in 
Council with the power to suspend the operation of Acts which are not passed 
by this legislature. The question will have to be looked at from the lawyer's 
point of view, and in this connection, I submit that the opinion of the Honour· 
able Advocate~General will be the only opinion that should be accepted by 
this Council. 

It is not desirable that simply because we find a provision in the English 
Act there should be a similar provision in an Act passed by a subordinate 
legislature. For these reasons I am inclined to agree with my Honourable 
friend Mr. PATEL. However this is a question of law and if the Advocate· 
General's opinion is that no difficulty will arise on this soore, I think, we 

, should accept the clause as it stands. 
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The Honourable Mr. 0. H. A. HILL said:-With Your Excellency's per
mission, I think it will save time of the Council if I 'suggest that inasmuch as 
no criticism has been made as to the substance of this clause except the one 
now made by the Honourable Mr. PATEL and since t~is question which is now 
raised in this Council has been, as I have already indicated, before the Legisla
tive Department of this Government and,before the Legislative Department of 
the Government of Indi~~ and since n·o objection has yet been taken on legal 
grounds to its .inclusion in the Bill, I think, we may sleep safely in our beds and 
not apprehend any severe penalty for carrying into effect something which we 
have no power to do. If any illegality has been done we shall be hauled up 
quickly enough, and I suggest that as there is no criticism on the merits. of the 
clause apart from the question of its legality, that we should pass it for the 
moment. .But I do ·recognise that the Honourable Mr. LALUBHAI'S proposal, 
which limits th~ scope of this clause to a certain extent, and which also follows 
section 55 ( 2) of the Housing and Town Palnning Act in En.gland, has con
siderable force ; and Government agree that certain words should be included in 
the clause, so that it will then run :-"That a town planning scheme may make 
provision for any of the following matters : The suspension so far as may be. 
necessary for the proper carrying out of the scheme of any rule having 
the force of law, bye·law, etc." That limits the scope of thenoperation to a 
certain extent and perhaps will relieve the anxiety of this Council; and I 
suggest, Sir, that the proposal to delete this. sub·clause ought to be rejected, . 
and with Your Excellency's permission, I move that it be amended as suggested 
by the Honourable Mr. LALUBHAI. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL said:-Your 
Excellenoy,-In the first place I should like to read a similar provision under 
the English Act. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Order, order, I do not know if the Hon· 
om·able Member ~OTees to the words proposed. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL :-Not at all. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-"\Vill the Honourable Member then discuss 
his amendment P 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL (continuing) :-Your ~xcellency,-much has 
been made in this Council regarding the existence of a similar provision in the 
English Act, and I should therefore like to invite the attention of this Council 
io that provision. It is contained in section 55 of the Housing and Town 
Planning Act, 1909. (Reads). ~he Honourable Members will thus see· that 
unqer that Act no scheme which contains provisions suspending any enactment 
contained in a general public Act shall come into force unless a draft of that 
scheme has been laid before each IIouse of Parliament for a period of not less 
than 40 days and n:> address within that period has been presented by either of 
those Houses to His Majesty against the proposed suspension. I am afraid we. 
are in giving our consent to the passing of this clause going far beyond this. 
Again it has been urged by the Honourable }!oVER of this Bill that the· 
Legislative Department of the Government of India has taken no suoh 
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objecti.on to this . clause. May I submit to this Council that we are not bound , 
by the opinion of the Legislative Department of the Government of India 
much less that of the Legal Department of ~his Government P We have to 
construe section 42 of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, and section 5 of the Indhn 
Councils Act, 1892, to see what powers we have. The language of both these 
sections is perfectly clear, and. nowhere in these Acts do .we find any authority 
to us to delegate any of our powers to legislate. 

Under these circumstances, I would requos t the· Council to consider this 
amendment. favourably. 

The Honourable Mr. 0. H. A. HILL said :-With Your Excellency's 
permis~ion I should like to suggest the insertion proposed by the Honourable 
Mr. LA.LUBHA.I of the words "so far as may be necessary for the carrying 
put of the scheme'' after the word" suspension''. ·. 

· The amendment was then put to the vote and lost and the clause as 
amended in the manner suggested by the Honourable Mr. LA1.UBHAI was 
carried.· 

· Clauses 3 to 6 were then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-:-Clause 7. The Honourable Mr. PATEL •. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL said:-Your Excel
lency, the amendment that I am going to move reads thus:-

Substitute the following for clause :-

" 7. Notwithstanding ~nything contained in section 7 or of sub-section 
(3) of section 187 of the Bombay District liunicipal Act, 1901, the 
Governor in Council may declare any specified area for which it is proposed 
to make a Town Planning Scheme to be a Municipal District or a notified 
area and notwithstanding anything contained ,in proviso to sub-section (1) 
of section 188 of that Act, a Committee for any notified area for w hlch it 
is proposed to make a town-planning scheme shall consist of not less than 
5 and not more than 7 members, of whom a majority shall be elected 
residents of that area ". 

Your .Excellency, as· the clause stands at present, it gives .. power to the 
Governor in Council to constitute any area to which a town-planning scheme is 
to apply, a notified area. I ask this Council to go a step further and authorize 
tho Governor in Council to constitute any such area, a }funici pality. :By the 
amendment proposed, I also ask the Council to allow proper representation of 
the people on a notified area con:;tmittee to whose limits the. Town Planning 
Act is.to be made applicable. 

My Honourable friend, Rao Bahadur SATHE, seems to think th&t for this 
purpose an amendment of the District Municipal Act is necessary. I submit 
that without amending the. District :Municipal' Act we could give election to 
the people on notified area committees. This can effectively be done if my 
amendment is accepted. Wl.Jen we are applying for the first time in India a 
DO""\'el}egislatfon of this chara9ter by way of experiment, is it not right that 
the loca bodies who have various powers, duties and responsibilities under the 
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Act, should have- on them proper representati~n of the p-eople likely to be 
affected by its provisions? 

With tbese observations, I move this amendment with a 'hope that it will 
be considered favourably. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR. BALKHISHNA. UFASA.Nr said :-Your 
Excellency, I beg to support my Honoura~le friend Mr. P .AT:EL in this am~nd .. 
ment. :M:y Lord, the section as it stands provides~ (reads). 

This clause thus contemplates a case .in which it is already proposed by
Government to introduce a Town Planning Scheme in tho area to be declared 
as a notified area. The local authority will in that case be constituted only to 
carry out the scheme initiated by Government and its initiation by the local· 
authority will become a matter of necessity and a mere formality_. Moreover 
it is a h(lavy responsibility to be placed on a small body which will represent 
the notified area. Therefore it is desirable that we should constitute the local 
authority for the said area in a manner which will ensure its capacity to take 
up the responsibility proposed to be placed upon it to initiate and carry out the 
proposed scheme. 

Under the Municipal Act as it stands, notified areas can only be declared 
in places which form the headquarters of the taluka and if that restriction is 
removed there will be the greater necessity that .the committee to represent the 
notified area should be constituted as proposed in the amendment. Thertlfore, 
I think the Honourable Mr. PATEL's amendment on this point should be 
accepted. -

I have only to suggest if my Honourable friend will acaept it one further 
amendment to his proposal, and it is that if the area to be . notified under this 
sectiOI;l be in the vicinity of a town which is already a municipal town, then. 
that area instead of being declared to be a separate notified area should for~ 
part of that Municipal town and be included within its municipal limits. 

The provisions of the Bill as they stand provide far· lands in _the viCinity 
of a municipal town being taken up for a scheme and when they lie in the
vicinity it will be much better to include them in the Municipal area rather 
than make them sepa1•ate notified area, and this will be easily done if we only add 
the words "provided that where the area is in the vicinity of a local authority 
which proposes the scheme, the ar.ea shall be included in the Municipal limits". 
If my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL be agreeable I would suggest that those 
words be added to his amendment. 

. The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said :-Your· Excellency, I really 
think it may sa.ve further debate if I point out that this suggestion of my 
Honourable friend seems to be altogether going beyond the scopeo _of thO 
Bill under consideration. It is true that under clause 7 ·or the Bill we have 
had to provide that, in an are3. ·in which it seems to be desirable to make a 
Town Planning Scheme, Government may declare such areas as." notified. areas n 

in spite _of the restrictions imposed by clause 187 . of the Bombay District 
Municipal Act. But my Honourable friend Mr. PATEL proposes to go further 
~nd to reconstitute notified areas for that particular purpose, that is to say to 
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alter the constitution of ·the committees appointed under clause 187 of the 
District . Municipal Act. This. Bill endeavours to touch as little as possible 
the Municipal Act and only so far as is necessary to safeguard any operation 
of the Municipal Act which would prevent. us from use.fully applying the Town 
Planning .Act. Well, I suggest, Sir, that there may very wel.l arise cases of 
notified areas which may contain a town, whether the headquarters of a 
taluka or not, to which it may 'be advisable to apply a Town Planning Scheme; 
and that it would be rather a pity if, in order to apply the Town Planning 
Ac~ to it, we had to reconstitute the Committee by effecting an alteration 
in the law, so far as that notified area was concerned. And certainly I would 
deprecate very strongly the imposition of a mal:imum number of members 
to a notified area. That, I think in a.ny case most undesirable. But I suggest, 
Sir, that at· this stage this Council would be well advised not to examine ·in 
greater detail the minutire of the :M:~nicipal Act than is absolutely necessary 
to render it possible ~o apply this Town Planning Bill in as many localities 
as may ~eem to be desirable; and I venture to assure Honourable Members 
ihat no fear need be entertained that proposals will be made to apply. the 
Town Planning Act without due regard to the constituted local authority. I 
~uggest, therefor~, Sir, that the proposed ~clause be accepted, and that the 
·amendment to· clause 7 of· the Bill be rejected by the Oounoil. 

. The Honourable Yr. YITHAL:BIIAI JIIAVER:BIIAI PATEL said :-Your 
Excellency,. what is there to guarantee beyond the assurance given by 
the Honourable'liemberin charge that the proposals under the Town Planning 
.A~t w.ill not ~e appl~ed ~ecklessly or carelessly to any local· areas· by th~ 
:author~ties that inay be charged with the execution of the Act. 1 appeal to 
:this Council, that before the proyisions -of the Act are extended to any local 
area, ·the people of that area must ,have fair representation on tqe local body 
-of that area. · 

' .· 
. The amendment was t~en put to the vote and lost. 

· Clause 7. was then. put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT.-Clause·S. ThE> Honourable Mr. UP.A.SA~r. 
The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHA.R B.A.LKRISIINA UPAsANI said :-Your E.x:cel

·~ency ,-The clause reads as follows (reads).-It will be seen that this clause 
lays down that a· Town :Planning Schem~ und~r this Act may be made in respect. 

· ()fa land which is in course of development or is likely to be used for builclinoo 
' 0 

purposes. Now it is not easy in all cases to say definitely whether a particular 
.plot of. land is in course of development or is likely to be used for building 
purposes unless the same be close to· a business centre or to the residential 
quarters of the better. classes. In the case of lands removed from such 
.localities ·especially ·when they lie on the outskirts of the town, it would be 
.difficult to say with confidence that they are 'in course of development or likely 
'to. be ·used for building purposes and in case they be only used for cultivation 
:and have no buildings on them or in close proximity, 'the ·more natural and 
·proper inference would be that·-they are not in course of development or likely 
.to be used for building purposes and in that case~ they would not come under 
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the strict wording of the clause .as it stands. 13ut these lands may be the 
most suitable from a sanitary point or the only lands available in the vicinitY 
!or further e.:densicn of the town and to allow these also to be taken up for 
Town Planning under the Act, I propose that the foll.owing words be added at 
the end of the :first paragraph of this clause, viz., "or is required to. be so used 
for the development and extension of any adjoining city o~ town.'' The addition 
of these words will allow of the lands beipg taken up for a Town Plamiing 
Scheme under the .Act, though they may not be actually in course of develo~ 
ment or likely to be immediately used for building purposes as they stand~ 
The addition of the words proposed will also enable a Municipality to take up 
from an adjoining municipal town ·or notified _area any land which it may 
require for the extension of its town in cases where the same may not be 
wanted for the development of the other neighbouring town or in cas~ the 
latter may not be in a position to utilise it for that purpose for itself. ·The 
addition of the words . proposed. would thus appear to be necessary and would. 
BX:tend the .operation of the clause and my amendment· on this point may, 
th~refore, well be accepted. by Government. ; 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. TuRNER said ;-Your. Excellency, the 
amendment refers to land in an adjoining city or town. It does not say how 
sub-claul!e (1) has any reference t~ land adjoining a particular city or town. 
The clause simply says g~nerally that a Town Planning ~cheme may be .made 
in respect of any land. H we insert the words the Honourable Mr. UPASANI 

suggests I do not quite see how that makes the clause more general. In fact, 
I do not quite see what_he refers to. ".Any land 1

' refers to any piece o( land 
'whatsoever. Another thing, he refers to land which is required to be used for 
the extension of towns. He does not say who will so require it to be used ·or 
how the requisition will be enforced. It will be very hard on owners to tell 
them that they must build upon their land. I know of no such rigid provision 
e::nbodied in any scheme •. I also would like to _refer the Honourable Member 
to section 9 (2), where it says very distinctly that a Town Planning Scheme 
·may''not only be applied to land ref~rred to in sub-clause (1) of section g 
but may also refer to land which is in the vicinity of such land. I would. also 
refer him to clause 46 where a joint Town Planning Scheme may be made for 
.two portions of land which are under different local authorities •. It seems to 
me that sub·clause (1) section 9 and section 46 give ample powers to pro~de 
for what I understand the Honourable Member wishes. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Does the Honourable Member wish to 
~eply. 

The Honourable Mr. SH.RIDHA& BALKRISHN.A. U~ASA.NI said :-Your 
_E:xcellency,-Seciion 46 pointed out by the Honourable Mr. Turner refers to only 
.cases of joint Town Planning Schemes by two local authorities joining together in 
a joint Town Planning Scheme. I contemplate not only those cases but also . 
cases in which joint Town Planning Schemes may not ba feasible. In the case of 
.several small municipalities or notified areas, there may be plenty of land within 
their M unicipallimits, which may not be wanted for the extension of their_ own 
towns and as regards which their local authorities may not have the means 
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to·join in a joint Town Planning Scheme with a neighbouring town or city. 
The latter, on the other hand, may require the land for its extension and may 
be in a position to develop it alone on its own accJunt if it cou1d be taken 
up for it by itself or by Government. Such cases, however, would not be covered 
by section 46 or by section 9 or by section 8 ns it stands. If the words I propose 
be added to the latter section, they will cover all cases in which it mo.y bo 
.necessary to apply a Town Planning Scheme to any land in the vicinity of a 
~wn which may be required to be taken up for its extension and development. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and !ost. 

Clause 8 was then put to the vote and. carried. 

His Excellency the P&ESffiENT :-Clause 9. Tho Honourable Ur. HILL. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL in moving the amendment said:-
Yo~ Excellency,-This amendment . is purely one of- drafting. It has. 
been pointed. out by the Honourable Mr. Sr&ANGMAN thlt in the case of 
an ~nactment which is .liable to undergo modificltion hereafter, i~ is bad 
drafting t!) use the words "the preceding section') seeing that some day 
"s"ection 8 " may ·no longer be · preceding section 9 ; therefore, Sir, I propose 
to substitute the words ''section 8 ,, for the words'' the preceding section" ill 
'lines 5 and 6 of sub-clause (1) of section 9. 

The motion :was then put. to the vote and canied. 

His Ex~ellency the P&ESIDEl'l'T :-Clause 9. Item No.7. The Honourable 
Mr. PATEL. 

c The Honourable Mr. V ITllAIJJHAI Jru. VERBHAI PATEL :-With Your 
Excellency's permission, I should like tp drop this amendment, as I do not 
wish to trouble the Council. 

The amendment was by leave mthdrawn. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL spoke as follows ::--With Your 
E;xcellency's permission, I should like to make the observation that, although 
my Honourable friend does not wish to trouble the Council with his amend· 
ment, we will make a special note of the desirability of District Local Boards 
being consulted. 

. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 9 (5). The Honourable 
Mr. Ul'.A.S.A:I\1:. 

The Honourabl(:lllr. SHRIDHA.R BA.LKRISHNA. UPASA11: said :-My Lord,
This clause allows only one month's time to any person affected by a Town Plan~ 
ning Sc;heme to communicate in writing any objections or suggestions relating to 
the scheme for the cons~deration of the Governor in Council. :My Lord, one month 
isfar too short and. I propose that at least two months be allo~ved. .As a rule publi· 
cations in the .Go-cernment Guzette are read by a very small minority of people 
and it takes sqme time for the general public to know anything about the.:n. 
It is supp:Jsed that whatever appears in the Government Gazette is known to 
everyl10dy, but that is only a legal fiction, and the fact is that the mas5 of the 
people iq the mofussil do not get the Gotermnen€ Gazette, ncr know anything . 
about what may appear therein. Un~er the£e circumstances one month will 
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not at all suffice for the public concerned to get the needful information and to 
draw up the objections and suggestions which they may have to communicate 
for consideration with regard to any proposed scheme. Two months' time 
should at least be allowed as proposed by me and that would certainly not 
be too long. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. ~· HILL said :-Your Excellency,_:_It 
may save. the time of the Council if I. say that, while Your Excellency's 
Executive Government has no particular views on this subject, the Members 
of the Se~ect Committee considered the period very carefully and came to the
conclusion that one month was ample. I do not know whether the opinion of 
Your Excellency's Legislative Council has undergone any change in the 
interval, but if that is not the case, I suggest that a division be takEm to see
whether the opinion of the Select Committee ·was a right one or whether the 
amendment should b~ adopted. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 
Cia use 9 was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 10. The Honourable Ra() 
Saheb NAIK. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb · VENKATESH SHRINIWA.s NAIK said :-Your 
Excellency,-Clause 10 (1) with' the addition of the words, for which I have 
given notice' of amendment, runs 'thus- · 

Within twelve months from the date of the notification sanctioning the 
making of a Town Planning Scheme, the loc9.1 authority 'shall, in consultation 
with· the owners and sanitary experts, prepare and publish in the prescribed 
manner a draft scheme for~ the area in respect of which sanction has been 
given. 

My main object in asking f~r thi$ change is that when the Act is to be
applied to the mofussil municipalities, these municipalities will be the local 
authorities, and generally they have not got sanitary experts under them to·. 
advise. As sanitary objects, such as drainage, water-supply~ lighting, etc.,. 
form part of the objects of the Bill,. and there is likelihood of some objections 
on the principles of sanitation, such as situation of sites, alignment of roads 

·. and buildings, with reference to prevailing winds, facilities for drainage and 
, the like being raised by sanitary authorities, it seems advisable that the 
sanitary authorities should be consulted at various stages ·of the Town Planning 
Scheme, and as the preparation and publication of the draft scheme is its first 
and important stage and the proposals for the new alignments of roads, drain· 
age, etc., are to ba proposed in it, I think that the local authority should draw· 
up the draft scheme in consultation with the sanitary authorities also. 1,o 
'P.oint a concrete instance in this respect, if I am rightly informed, the Belg<?.u~' 
Municipality, in the extension which they have recently undertaken, la1d 
the roads and the alignments of the buildings and sold the plots to the public,. 
unfortunately, without consultin~ the sanitary authorities, and somehow or 
other, the attention of the sanitar; authorities was directed to the delect in the· 
alignment of buildings and roads not being in conformity. with the ~revailingr 
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wind£~, and they took objection. But, however, as the :Municipality had 
sufficiently advanced in the sale of plot:1, and the public had also built 
houses on the plots sold, the alignment of roads and houses could not be changed 
without substantial loss to the public, and I have no authoritati·ve information 
as to how the sanitary authorities dealt with tl1is defect. To avoid such 
mistakes, I think sanitary authorities should be consulted beforehand. . The 
rules to be made by Your Excellency, under section 53, cover only the manner 
of publication of the draft scheme, and therefore I humbly propose that the 
words '' and sanitary experts" should be added between the words "owners '' 
and '' prepare ". 

· My object for amendment of clause 10 (ii) also is the same as No. 1. 
As Your Excellency can command expert advice at any time, I have 
only worded this in slightly differE:mt words, and suggest that the same may 
be accepted. · 

The. Honourable Rao 13ahadur SnRINIWAS KONHER RODDA said:
Your Excellency,-I do not wish to support the amendment proposed 
by my Honourable friend Rao Saheb NAIK. In the first place when a scheme is 
laid before · Government by a local authority it passes through the hands of one 
thousand and one officers of the various departments of the State like the Agri
cultural and ~ublio Works Departments before Government accord their 
sanction to it. Under such circumstances I do not think it is necessary to 
~onsult the sanit.ary authorities in every case which will only cause delay in the 
matter. .For these reasons I think the amendment proposed by my Honourable 
friend Rao Saheb N AIK is unnecessary. 

The Honourable lir. C. H. A. HILL said :-Your Excellencv,...:.. 
It may perhaps save the time of Your Excellency's Council if I say at ~nc~ 

· ·t.hat we entirely sympathise with the Honourable Member's proposed amend
ment to this clause. Only I think that if the Honour~ble Mr. NArK goes 
through the Bill carefully, he will see that the whole object and the way in· 
which the sections are arranged and· the control which Government exercise, 
all connote in the strongest possible manner the necessity at every stage of 
consulting all those persons who are qualified to advise, and if reference be 
made to clause 14 (2). it will be seen that the Governor in Council is bound to 
:r;nake inquiries before he gives sanction_. All those things indicate, I suggest· 
with deference, that the Select Committee ·have done all that is needed to hedge 
round the operations both or t.he local body and of the Governor in Council 
in such a. way as to see that the best possible advice is obtained. Only the 
Select Committee carefully ·refrained from inserting specific obligations to: 
c~nsult specific persona, because it is a difficult thing to say who is a· sanitarY" 
expert in any locality, while the Government have the service of the Sanitary 
Commissioner and others at its command. I suggest, therefore, that in these 
circumst.ances perhaps the Honourable Member would be willing to withdraw 
ltis amendment. 

,The l!onourable Rao. Saheb VENKATEsn _SHRINIWAS NAIK :-After tb~ 
explanation:gi.ven by t.he Honourable Member in charge, I beg to withdr~~ 
my amendment. · · . 
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The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clauses 10, 11 and 12 were then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think that we have made good progress 
this afternoon and that we might adjourn till tomorrow at 11-30 A.M. The 
Council will now adjourn. 

The Council then adjourned till Wednesday, the 9th December 1914 • . 
By order of His Excellency the Right Honourable the Governor, 

S. G. KH.ARKAR, 

Acting Secretary to the Legislative Council .• 
Bombay, 8th December 1914. 
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The Honourable Mr. E. FERRERS NicHoLSON. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur RAruN:BHAI liAniPATRAlt NILKANTH, 

LL.B. 
'The Honourable Mr. RAGHUNATH PURSRO'ITAY PARANJPYE. 
The Honourable Mr. GoKULDAS KAHANDAS PAREKH, LL.B. 
'The.Honourable Mr. VITIIA.LBHAI JHAVER:BHAI PATEL, Bar.-at-Law. 
The Honourable Mr.· ABDUL HussEIN Al>AMJEB PEERBHOY. 
The Honourable Mr. lliN!IOHANDAS RA!IJI. 
"The Honourable Rao Bahadur SHRINIWAS KoNHER RoDDA. 
The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESR KRISHNA SATHE. 
The Honourable J'Jr. CnmANLA.L liA.RILAL SETA.LVAD, LL.B. 
The Honourable Mr. W. H. SRARP. 
The Honourable Sir FREDERICK L. SPROTT, Kt. 
·The Honourable Mr. E. G. TuRNER, I. C. S. 
The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA UPASA...'iL 
The Honourable Mr. HARCHANDRAI VIsHIND.A.S, ~LB. 
The Honourable Yr. M. DEP. WEBB, O.I.E. 

The Honourable the VICE-PRESIDENT :-Bill No. V of 1913, clause 13. 
The Honourable Mr. UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI said:-Sir, section 13 provides one. month 
from the date of the publication of a draft scheme for communicating to 
Government in writing any objections that may have to be urged against 
the draft; instead of that I propose that two months may be allowed. I had 
made a similar suggestion with regard to the time to ~e allowed for objections 
aooainst the declaration of an intention to make a scheme under the Act. The 

0 . 

same has not been passed, but here in this case it is absolutely necessary that 
at least two months' ~e should be allowed to the public to be acquainted 
with the details of the draft scheme and to submit in writing their objections 
in respect of them. The local authority is allowed 12 months to draw up the 
i3cheme, and if it is· not able to pt:epare it within that time nine months more 
are allowed to the Commissioners to prepare it for them. That being the case, 
would two months' time be too long to be allowed to the public to state their 
objections and suggestions as regards a draft scheme which may have taken • 
21 months or more to be prepared? In the first place, the people will have 
to acquaint themselves with the general details of the scheme, then of the plots 
in which they may be particularly concerned, and if these may have been 
re-constituted under section 13 then with further details in re!?ard to them. 

0 

Will one month be sufficient for all this and for drawing up in writing the 
objections and suggestions to be communicated against all the details of the 
draft scheme? I need hardly state that in the first place it will take some 
time before people get to know of the publication of the draft scheme in the 
GoTJeroment ·Gazette. There is no provision in the Bill that at least those 
whose plots·are affected by the soheme shall be served with notice of the pub
lication or of the date on which it may be expected to appear in the Go'Oern-



ment Gazette and they will. have to depend on their own chance to get 
information about it. I have already urged that only very few people in the 
mofussil actually get the Gooernment Gazette, or read it regularly. There is no 
provision for notifying the publication in the local vernacular papers. That 
being the case, our people who are mostly illiterate will certainly require more ' 
than one month's time to study the details of the draft scheme and to submit 
their objections to Government. The two·months which I have proposed may, 
therefore, well be allowed as being absolutely neces~ary in this case. 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. TuRNER said :-I think, Sir, that it is a 
matter of opinion whether one inonth is sufficiently long or not. The 
corresponding section in the English Act only allows one month from the time 
of publication of the draft scheme before its submission to Government for 
sanction. The _Council have already rejected the amendment un~er clause 9-
in which the Honolirable Member wished two months to be put instead of 
one month, and I think in the case of clause 9 the cas& for the extra time is 
very much stronger than in the case of this particular clause. Under 
clause 9 the time was allowed to get all objections from people as to whether a 
scheme should be made at all, that is to say, without knowing any details of 
the scheme the people would have to say if they would have objection t~ the 
making of the scheme, but this case arises after a year or 21 months, during 
which time each of the owners would have been consulted and they would 
have see;n maps and plans and probably carrying out agreements ·tha.t they may 
have come to with the local authority, so that, when the draft scheme is finally 
sanctioned and published, I thin~ that the owners know a· very very great deal 
more about it than they know before the scheme was made at all. I, therefore, 
think that as this Council has already rejected the amendment of clause 9, it 
has very mucl;t stronger reason for rejecting the amendment under clause i3, 
and also as it is very necessary not to delay schemes more than is absolutely 
necessary. 

The Honourable Mr. 0. H. A. HILL said :-I think, Sir, that I might 
e~plain that Government have no rigid objection to this extension of period 
for which the Honourable Mr. UPASANI pleads. But, in point of fact, his 
arguments were fully considered before the Select Committee and his argu· 
ments ignore what the Select Committee had taken into account, namely, that 
during the whole period of the preparation of the scheme the method laid 
down implies and connotes that the arbitrator consults everybody concerned, 
furnishes· them with every possible information, and, if possible, enters into an · 
agteement with them; and by the time his procedure is completed, everybody, 
either remotely or closely connected with the scheme, is fully acquainted with 
it. Therefore, it seems to me, though we are entirely in the Council's hands 
as regards .the pet'iod, unbusinesslike, and it would certainly be a waste of 
time to amplify the period to two months which is what the Honourable 
~r. UPASANI pleads for. 

The Honour~ble Mr. SHRIDRA:U. BALK~ISRNA. UP ASA.NI said:
Mr. President, as regards the observation of the Honourable :Mr. TURNER 
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that only one month is allowed in England, I submit that we have to 
remember that . in England all proceedings and all publications take place in 
the vernacular of the country. Here all proceedings are published in a foreign 
language and a very small percentage of the people in the mofussil are 
sufficiently acquainted with it. They will in many cas~s have to depend on 
others to get· needful information about the details of the scheme and to get 
their own objections and suggestions drafted in proper form. Under these 
circumstances, I do not think anything will be lost by allowing two months 
instead of only one. Several people may have to urge objections to the scheme 
which may cover a number of plots. That being the· case, I think that we 
should allow reasonable time for objections to a scheme which may seriously 
interfere with the rights of the people in their own private properties. Let 
them have some fair play. The scheme will not be delayed. No time is pre
scribed for Government to accord its own sanction to it, and one month's deby 
will certainly not matter much. Under these circumstances, I pray that at· 
least· in this case the two months' time I propose must be allowed as absolutely 
necessary. 

The motion was then put to the vote and lost. 

The Honourable :Mr. UPASANI then asked for a division which resulted 
in 8 for and 33 against the ametldment as follows:-

Ayes. 

The Honourable Mr. Dattatraya 
Venkatesh Bel vi, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam 
Muhammad valad Khan 
Bahadur Wali Muhammad 
:;Bhurgri, Bar.-at-law. 

The Honourable Mr .. Balkrishna 
Sitaram Kamat. 

. The Honourable Mr. Raghunath 
Purshottam Paranjpye. 

The Honourable Mr. Gokuldas 
Kahandas Parekh, LL.B. 

. The Honourable Mr. Vithalbhai 
Jhaverbhai Patel, Bar.-at
Law, 

The Honourable lir. Abdul 
Hussein Adamjee Peerbhoy. 

The Honourable :Mr. Shridhar 
:Sal krishna U pasani. 

Noes. 

The Honourable Sir Richard 
. Amphlett Lamb, K.C.S.I., 

C.I.E., I. C. S. 

The Honourable Thir. C. H. A. 
Hill, C.S.I., C.I.E., I. 0. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Prabha
shankar D. Pattani, C.I.E. 

The Honourable the Ad.vocate 
Gen~ral. 

The Honourable lfoulvie Rafiud• 
din Ahmad, Bar.-at-Law. 

The Honourable :1\'Ir. T~ W .. 
Birkett. 

The Honourable 1\fr. G. Carmi· 
chael, C.S.I., I. C. S. 

\ 

The Honolirable lir. Fazalbhoy 
Meherally Chinoy. 

The Honourable Mr. G. · S. 
Curtis, C.S.I., I. C. s. 
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Noes. 

The Honourable Dr. D. A. 
D'Monte, lLD:, L.R.O.P. 
(Lond.), L.M. & S. 

The Honourable Mr. G. W. 
Hatch, I. 0. S. 

The Honourable Sheikh Ghulam 
Hussein Hidayatallah, LL.B. 

The Honourable Sir Jamsetjee 
Jeejeebhoy, Bart. 

The )Ionourable Mr. J. E. C. 
Jukes, I. C. S. · 

The Honourable Sardar Dulabawa 
Raisingji, Thakor' of Ker .. 
wada. 

The Honourable Mr. Navroji 
:· Dorabji Khandalavala, 

LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Jehangir 
H. Kothari. 

The Honourable Surgeon-
General R. W. S. Lyons, 
M.D., I. M. S. 

The Honourable Mr. E. Macono· 
chie, I. 0. S. 

The Honourable Sardar Sir Ohi-
. nubhai Madhavlal, Bart., · 

O.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. J .. A .. ·n. 
McBain. 

The Honourable Mr. Lalubhai 
Samaldas Mehta, O.I.E. 

The Honourable Rao Saheb 
Venkatesh Shriniwas Neik. 

The Hon~urable Mr. E. Ferrers 
Nicholson. 

The Honourable Rao · Bahad~r 
Ramanbhai ·Mahipatram 
Nilkanth, LL.B. 

. . 
The Honourable Mr. Manmohan· 

· das Ramji. 
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Ayes. Noes. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur 
Shrini was Konher Rodda. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur 
Ganesh Krishna Sathe. 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. 
Sharp. 

The Honourable Sir Frederick 
L. Sprott, Kt. 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. 
Turner, I. 0. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Harcha.nd· 
rai Vishindas, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. M, deP. 
· Webb, C.I.E. 

The Honourable the VICE-PRESIDENT :-I hope the Honourable Member 
who moved the amendment is satisfied that he has taken about ten minutes of 
the Council's time to ascertain the result. 

Clauses 13 and 14 were then put to tJJ,e vote and carried. 

The Honourable the VICE~ PRESIDENT :-Clause 15. The Honourable 
Mr. UPASANI • 

.The Honourable Mr. SIIRIDHAR BALKRISIINA UPASANI said:-
1\fr. President, clause 15, sub-clause (1), provides that ''When a · local 
authority has published a declaration of intention to make ·a scheme · 

• . • • '' ·This means that so soon as the intention is declared people are 
to stop from. dealing wi~h their property altogether except with the permission 
of the local authority . concerJ;l,ed. The declaration of intention is only the 
initial stage and as such it need not be taken as the actual starting of the . 
scheme. After the declaration of intention a long time may elapse-sometimes 
one year sometimes even twQ years· also-before even a draft of the scheme is 

, prepared, and for aught we know the intention even after it is published may 
not materialise in any draft scheme at all. That being the case, I think it is 
not desirable that the people's rights should be interfered with before a reguiar 
draft scheme is prepared and published. It is only when the draft scheme is 
prepared that the scheme may be said to be definitely outlined and that may be 
taken to be the starting point when any interference with public rights may 
be allowed to commence. If no scheme is prepared by the local authority or 
by the Commissioner, the scheme may be dropped. If that happens, the inter· 
ference with public rights will prove to have been unnecessary and unjustified, 
and .therefore I say it is only when you have s~mething definite done in the 
matter of the scheme that we might allow any interference with the people's 
rig~t. to deal with their properties as they like. There is no provision for 
payment of any compensation for their enjoyment being interfered with before 
t.he scheme is finally passed and started for execution. Strictly spe~~ing, it is 
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only when! the land is actually taken up that the people should lose their right 
to enjoy it. I do not go so far. I have taken a middle course and only 
propose that the restrictions to be placed on the people's right to deal with 
their properties should be after a draft scheme is- prepared and published- and 
m.ot from the date on which merely an intention to make a scheme is declared, 
For these reasons I propose that in place of the words" declaration of intention 
to make '' the wor~ " draft '1 may be substituted in the first paragraph of 
clause 15 so that it may read " When a local authority has published a draft 
scheme '' instead of '' When a local authority has published a declaration of 
intention to make a scheme '' as it at present stands. This will not in any way 
interfere with the scheme itself, and it will obviate the undue hardship which 
may be caused to the public if the paragraph remains as it stands. Both ends 
will be met, and I _urge that in the interests alike of the local authorities and. 
of the public this amendment may be safely accepted. 

The Honourable Rao J3ahadur RAMANBHAI MAHIPATRAM NILKANTII said:
Mr. President, the proposed alterations would create difficulties by bringing 
about complications and adding to the cost of the scheme. If the starting 
. point for the restiction provided for in this clause were . from the publication 
of a draft scheme, a number of buildings would spring up in the interval 
between the publication of a declaration of intention to make a scheme and the 
publication of a draft scheme, some with the intention of making a profit ·if 
buildings are allowed freely to be constructed till the draft. scheme is published, 
the draft scheme would have to be altered or its cost would inorease. The 
object of the restriction is to make a town planning scheme as little expen· . 
sive as possible, and the amendment would frustrate that object. I would . 
therefore oppose the amenilment. 

The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHNA SrTARAM KAMAT .spoke as follows :- · 
Sir, no amendment standing in the name of the Honourable Mr. UPASANI has 
surprised me more than perhaps this amendment, because I feel that if there is 
any amendment which is likely to' frustrate any scheme, it is perhaps this 
amendment by which he seeks to enforce this particular clause after the,. 
publication of the draft scheme. During all the 21 months or perhaps more, 
after the declaration to make a scheme, when people once get an inkling of what. 
is proposed to be done in a particular area, I think numerous buildings will . 
come into existence, the prices of the proposed plots or of the whole of the land . 
will go up tremendously, and for the local authority the result will be disastrous. 
I think, therefore, that the amendment proposed by my Honourable friend is 
neither in the interests of the local authority nor in the in~~rests of the 
individual owners. The whole thing, I am afraid, is misconc_eived, and I. 
therefore, very strongly oppose the amendment proposed by the Honourable 
Mr. U PASANI. 

Tlle Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL saitl :-Sir, I am very ~~oh obliged 
to my Honourable friend Mr. KAMAT for his lucid explanation 9f what I am 
certain the Honourable Mr. UPASANI failed to realise in moving hi~ amendment, 
and if tbe Honourable lir. UPASANI had been named as the 18th Member of 
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the Select Committee, I feel sul;'e he would ··never have.moved his ·amendment 
at all; because, if anything is calculated to wreck the advantages which we hope 
will accrue from the Town Planning Bill now it would be to place facilities in 
the way of speculative builders and other persons for erecting buildin.gs or jn 
qther ways for making arrangements to secure illicit profits from an intention 
to plan. It seems to me .that we may ·.just as well, if this amendment is to be 
carried into effect, withdraw the whole Bill. I am perfectly certain that in 
view of the Honourable Mr. KAMAT's lucid explanation my Honourable friend 
Mr. UP~SANI will agree to withdraw his amendment which must be due to 
misunderstanding. . 

· The Honourable· Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA U:PASANI said:_;. 
Mr. President, I am obliged to · the previous speakers for ·the· explanation 
they· have given, but for my part I think that' though in the interests. of the 
local authority it may be desirable that the operation ·of the scheme should be· 
taken to comme~ce from the time the intention to make the scheme is declared, 
I .think from the standpoint of the public the proper course should be to take 
it to commence only from the time when the scheme · has ta;ken a definite shape, 
and. that, at the· earliest, ds when. the draft· of the scheme is made and 
published.· l)ntil ·then the rights of the people in their private property ought 
not .. to be allowed to be interfered with merely on the local·authority's declaring 
its· intention to make a scheme whi oh in fact may not be made or sanctioned. 

Now ·as to the .rise. in the. values of the lanas included.in the area taken 
under the sohen;ie, I think that while consulting the . interests of the local 
authority" we have' also 'to 'consider the interests of 'the. individual owners con-

. cerned, a'nd 'to do justice·to both so far as possible acc.ording to their legitimate 
legal rights. :My amendment aims at seouririg that object, aJd under these 
circ:umstances I' would still urge that·· my. amendment ·may be favourably 
considered. · . . · 

·.The amendment was then put to the vote and lo~t. 

· The Honourable the VIcE-PRESIDENT =~Clause· l6. The Ho1:1ourable Mr. 
TURNER. ' 

The ·Honourable Mr. E. G. ·TURNER said :-Mr. ·President, the amend
ment that I propose is really. a matter· of drafting. I thin~ it· will make 
the · wording · a little more definite if t~e words proposed in my amend· 
ment are substituted. It seems .to me that the words "sends no answer" 
would mean that'the municipality on receipt of an application from a builder 

·could simply say at the end of three mont~s that ''your application is under 
consideration'' or somethi~~ of ~bat so!t, which, to wy mind, will be quite 
unfair. to· the builder. I think he should ·get a somewhat definite answer of 
some sort after waiting for three months .. I ·do ·not think the proposed amend· 
ment calls for any further e~planation. · 

· · T~e :Honourable. M~.' 0. It. ~· Hn:L said :-.:..~· n~ed only say, ·Sir, that so 
far as the' Government-Is concerned the amendment 1s accepted. . · 

.. The·amendment·was put to. the vote and carried... . 
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·The · Honourablel Mr. SHRIDHAR · BALKRISHNA Ur>AsAm said:~ 
·Mr. President, the amendment which I propose only requires the omission of 
the words ''or estimated to be spent'' after the words " all sums spent '' in sub· 
clause (6): I urge this because the sub-clause provides for inchid~ng_ in the 
costs all sums spent, and under clause (a) provi_sion is also made for including 
all sums payable by the local authority on. account of costs. That being the· 
case, I do not see why we should further· include " all sums estimated to be· 
spent." The estimates may or may not be correct .. We ~ave ex:perience of 
the estimates being far in excess of .the amounts actually spent. .That being 
the case, it would not be proper to charge people with costs which are only 
estimated and not actually incurred, and it appears to me that we should 
include in them only sums actually spent or payable and not those merely 
estimated to be spent. There is, therefore, no need at all for the inclusion of 
the words "estimated to be spent,'' and I think these may be deleted as 
proposed in my amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said:-It may, perhaps, save the 
time of the Council if I explain that here again is an instance in which 
misunderstanding has cau~ed·my Honourable friend to propose an amendment. 
The costs of the scheme are distributed before the scheme actually comes into 
operation and· before the execution of any works. The costs of road construction 
can, therefore, only be estimated. These estimates will be carefully scrutinised· 
by Government, and perhaps my Honourable friend is familiar with the fact 
that estimates of construction are usually exceeded in execution, in which case 
it will be gratifying to the Honourable Mr. UP.A.SANI to know th3.t the local 
authority will have to spend more than is estimated. In such circumstances, 
I venture again, Sir, to appeal to my Honourable friend to withdraw his 
amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. SnRIDH.A.R B.A.LKRISHNA Ur>ASA.NI said :-Sir,-. 
After the explanation given by my Honourable friend Mr. HILL, I withdraw 
my amendment. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clause 16 was then put to the vote and carried. 

[At this stage His Ex:~ellency the PRESIDENT occupied the Chair.] 

His Excellency the PRESIDE_NT :-Clause 17. ·The Honourable Mr. 
U :P .A.SANI. ' 

The Honourable Mr. SliRIDHA.R B.A.LKRISHNA. U:PASA.NI :-Even that I beg 
to withdraw. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clause 17 was then put to the vote and carried. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 18. The Honourable Mr.: 

UrAsAm. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDH.A.R. BALKRISJINA. Ur>A.SA.NI said :-A.fy Lord,
Clause 18 .. refers to · contribution towards the costs of the scheme. The 
provision regarding that contribution is ~·that the costs of the scheme shall 

· H 41-270 
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be met wholly or in part by a. contribution to be levied on each plot included. 
in the scheme." My Lord, what I urge is that wh'en the area which is the 
subject of a scheme ~orms part of a municipal town, it is but fair that any cost 
incurred on that scheme ought to be shared by the whole population which 
lives within the municipal area, and even if the scheme refer to a place which 
stands outside the_ municipal limits and which by reason of its vicinity is 
required to be developed in the interests of the municipal town, even then it is 
also but fair that instead of the cost being imposed· wholly or partly separately 
on the particular plots included in the schQme, it should be met as part of the 
expenditure· on account of the whole town and the area included in t~e scheme 

· should in that case form part of the town and be included within its limits. 

Another reason is that if the contribution is separately levied wholly from 
only the plots included in the scheme it will.be. too heavy a charge on those 
who come under the scheme, and particularly because the costs of the scheme 
include good many tl).ings. Under clause 3 the scheme is to make provision fo1• 
construction and diversion of streets, for construction and repair of buildings, 
nridges and other structures also, for drainage, water-supply' lighting, schools, 
markets, gardens, recreation grounds, etc.-all these are heavy items, and if the 
~ost incurred on these'is separately charged wholly or even part.ly upon the few 
owners who may own the plots included in the scheme, I think the cost will be 
disproportionate, Instead of that provision I propose in my amendment that 
the cost should be proportionately distributed.· My amendment runs thus :-
[Reads.] . It may appear that what I propose is rather elaborate, but, my Lord, 
the provision made in the section as it !!ltands regarding the apportionment of 
costs is far more elaborate and complicated. I submit that my proposal, wheq 
w~rked, will be found to be much more simple and definite than the scheme 
indicated in the cl:mse as it stands for the apportionment of the costs of the 
scheme. According to the wording in clause 18 as it stands it will be more a 
I:natter of speculation ~ather than calculation, if I may be allowed to say so, to 
apportion the cost on each plot in proportion to the increment accruing to it 
as estimated by- the Tribunal of Arbitration. That being the case, I think it 
will be much better if we prqvide that the cost incurred on the scheme should 
be shared by the whole population of the town and of t~e plots which may 
be the subject of the scheme as proposed in my amendment. In that· case 
t~~re will be no injustice 9r hardship done to any particular.party. 
. . . The Honourable Mr. 0. H. A. HiLL said :-Again, Sir, with Your Excel~~ 
~ency's ~ermission, I should like to be brief.. Whether the general tax-payer 
should or should not pay part of the cost of the promotion of local schemes fo~ 
local improvements is a question perhaps of interest as occasion arises; but, as 
a principle at all events, I venture to. think. that this' Council will not support 
this amendment~ . .And in any case it is well within the the '"knowledge of 
Honourable Members· that Government have in recent years come frequently 
to the assistance of local ·bod.ies with grants for purposes analogous· to town 
planning· schemes, and there· is no reason to suppose ·that' in. any· well-thought
out. town planning scheme that may hereafter be brouO'ht. before · thei.n 
Gqve~nment 'Yil~ ;to~ giye favoura_~le coQsi~el~ation :to. _those gases in .whicJl a 
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.local body cannot afford. ·to carry it out and perhaps contribute towards it. 
But to insert in the Bill that it is part of the general tax-payer's obligation· to 
assist in town planning and 1ocal schemes is, I venture to sub.mit, contrary to 
the general prin~iples of this Bill and town planning in general. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDJIAR BALKRISJINA. UPASANI said :-Your 
Excellency,-After what has fallen fro?l. the Honourable :Mr. HILL, I 
have no objection to omit that portion which relates to the contribution by 
Government. What I wish to retain is that the contribution should be levied 
as I have suggested from the whole population and that the owners of the plots 
in the area included in the scheme may be charged, if necessary, a higher 
differential rate for the special advantage to them from the scheme. If you 
·charge the cost on the owners of the plots included in the scheme and proceed 
to recover them in the manner provided in the clauses as they stand, in many 
cases it will only have the effect of compulsory evacuation, for the owners 
will not be able to pay at once, and they will have to dispose of their property. 
Therefore, rather than do that, let us have only a separate higher rate charged 
for the additional advantages, and accept. the amendment l propose, omitting 

. ) .. 
only the portion that refers to Government contribution. 

His ExOOllency the PRESIDENT :-Does the Honourable Member wish to 
amend his amendment P . 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-Yes, my Lord, I would like to amend it 
·as I have suggested. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I .think that if he wishes to amend· his 
amendment we had better defer the consideration of this clause. We want to 
·get on with the Bill. Will the Honourable Member let .us have his amended 
amendment in due course P , 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-Yes, my Lord. 

His Excellency the :PRESIDENT :-Then we well postpone the consideration 
,o£ clause 18 for, the present. 

His Excellency ·the PRESIDENT :-Clause 19, The Honourable Mt. 
UPASA.NI. 

The Honourable Mr.- SHRtDHAR BALKRISJINA UPASANI :-My Lord,-My 
-amendment under this clause will go out with those under clauses 15,16 and 17. 
which I have already withdrawn. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clauses 19 and 20 were then put to the vote and carried • 

. His Excellency the P.&:ESIDENT :-Clause 21. The ·Honourable Mr. 
UPASANI. . 

The Honourable Mr. Sri:RID.IIAR BALK&ISHNA UPASANI :~I also. beg to 
withdraw it, my Lord. . . 

_The amendment was by leave withdrawn • 

. Clauses 21 to 26 wer~ then put ~o the vote and carried. 
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·.; His ·Excellency . the PRESIDENT :-Clause 27 •. The Honourable Mr. 
~UFASANI, 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISRNA UrASANI said :-My Lord,
Clause 27 runs thus:-{lteads.] What 1 urge, my Lord, is that if the 
.agreement is upheld then it will of course be binding, but if it is disallowed 
by Government or if it is varied then I think it will not be fair and equitable 
to hold that ,agreement binding on_ the parties with the variation made without 
their consent. If there is to be a variation; that variation should. be with the 
consent of the parties~ or otherwise it should render the agreement voidable at 
.the option of either party. This is but fair and equitable ·and consistent with 
what we legally allow .in cases of ordinary agreements between private parties 
,under similar circumstances • 

. The Honourable ·Mr. C. IL .. A. HrL"L said :-Your Excellency,-I vcntur;_,. 
very warmly to congratulate my Honourable friend Mr. UPASANI for havin ·~ 

.suggested an amendment which is really useful and which we should be ve1 
glad indeed to accept if he will accept a :modification of his wording. TL ·~ 

wording which I would suggest· to give· effect to what he proposes runs ~ •. , 
follows :-To add the f~llowing proviso to clause 27 :-''Provided that if the 
,agl'eement be modified by Government, ei~her party shall have the option of 
avoiding it if he so elects." That in substance gives. effect to the admirable 
s~ggestion of my Honourable friend, and I venture to think that if he will 

. ·agree to :its'· substitution for his amendment: the Council will probably accept it. 
The Honourable Mr. SRRIDRAR BALKRISHNA UPASANI :-I have no 

objection to accept it, my Lord. 

' . 'His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Then the Honourable Member with. 
draws his amendment,P · 

• I '. 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-Yes, my Lord, I agree to accept the 
amendment proposed by the Honourable Mr. HILL. · · 

. - The original amendment of the Honourable Mr. UPASANI was by leave 
withdrawn, and the amendrrient as further amended was then· put to the vot~ 
and carried. . . , · 

) 

Clause 27 was then put to the vote and carried. 

.. . . His Excellency, tpe PRESIDENT :-Clause 28. The Honourable Mr. PATEL. 

_·, The .-Honourabie Mr. VITHALBHA.I JHAVERBH~I PATEL :-Your Excel-
~ ' " ' ' ' . ' . . . 

lency, I do not propose to move that amendment. . · . · . . · , 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. · · ... ' ' 

The HonoUrable Mr~ SHRIDRAR BALKRISHNA .UP,A.SA:~I saiq :-My .Lord,. 
clause, 28 provides ::-[Reads.] The gis~ of my .amendment with regard to this 
clause is that the sums due 'to the local· authority, instead of being. recovered as 
arrears due on acc?u!lt of, land revenu~, sholl;ld be ~~co~ered as municipal due~. 
They are not arrears of revenue due to Government, and the special privileges 
and rights which Government enjoys in re~pect o~ r~coveries of th'eir dues on 
account of land revenue should net ·be· transferred to the ·local authority. It 
may be to the interest of the local·authority to have special facilities for ~eoover .. 
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ing the dues, but it will entail great hardship on the owners who have to pay. 
Undet the provisions of the Land Revenue Code Government impose fines, 
penalties, forfeiture of lands and so on, and such hard measures which ;re being 
resorted to for the collection of the Government revenue need not be adopted in 
respect of dues which are to be paid by the townsmen to its own municipal body. 
There is no difficulty in recovering other municipal dues and there need be no 
fear of any special difficulty in the re~overy of these dues to justify th~ adoption 
of any .exceptional measures. There is, therefore, no reason for a differential 
treatment in this matter, and to avoid, needless hardship I propose that the local 
authority be allowed to recover their dues under this Act as ordinary municipal 
dues cnly. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said :-Your Excellency,-I have no 
desire whatever to. shorten the debate on subjects which are really of a de bat· 
able character, but I venture to think that the Honourable Member has missed 
the whole distinction between recoveries in areas with which we are dealing 
now and recoveries in municipal areas. In the one case there is the movable 
property available for attachment; in the case of. areas which we are contem· 
plating there is probably no movable property, available, and, Sir, if the 
method of recovering municipal dues is adopted, only movable property can 
be recovered. Therefore it · seems to me that the Honourable Member has 
again somewhat misunder3tood the vital distinction in this matter which caused 
the Select Committee to prefer that the arrears should be recovered as land 
revenue instead of. as municipal dues. I venture to think again, Sir, that the 
Honourable Mr. UJ?ASANI will, in the light of this explanation, probably be 
willing to withdraw his amendment. 

The Honourable· Mr. SnRIDHAR BALKRISB}\A- U~ASANI said :-Your 
Excellency,-! am sorry I am not satisfied with the explanation given by my 
Honourable friend Mr. HILL. I still think that in the interests of the people 
it will be more desirable that these dues should be recovered in the manner 
that all other municipal dues are recovered; and I submit that no unnecessary 
,differentiation need be made in the mode of recovery in respect of only this 
IJarticular item of municipal dues. · 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 

Clauses 28 to 30 were. then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANEsn KRISHNA SATHE said :-Your 
:Ex.cellency,-If there was any chapter in this Bill which troubled the Select 
Committee most, I think it was the chapter of Finance, and the Select Committee 
devoted a greater portion of its time to the consideration as to how they could 
satisfactorily work that chapter out. The amendment which stands in my 
name is already hinted at in paragraph 3 of the Minu' e of Dissent which I 
appended to the Select Committee's Report, but I am airaid that will not be 
enough for the purposes of convincing the other Members of this Council as to 
the necessity of the amendment which I have proposed. If my Honourable 
friends would examine the several stages through which these town planning 
schemes have to go and the way in which they are financed, they will see that 

H 41-271 
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all the costs of the town planning schemes-which are bound to be exorbitant
. have to be borne by the local authority and by owners of plots comprised in the 
town planninO' schemes, and in order that there should be no excessive strain 

. 0 •• 

on the. owners of properties comprised in town planning sohemes a provlsion 
is made in the Bill to limit the amount of contribution to be levied; but that 
co~tribution is to be levied on the amount of increment which is to be arrived 
at after calculating the market values of the plots and the prospective values of 
the same plots,· on the assumption that the sche~e is complete, and it is this, Sir, 
that is really a difficult matter to be dealt with. I find from the section as it 

· stands in the Bill at clause 4 of section 30, page 13 [reads], and the clause on 
which I have to move the amendment (section 31), 'Oiz., " except in matters 
arising [rea~sl," that the question of prospective valuation is left to be finally 
determined by the Tribunal undE;!r olause 31, but my submission is that if that 
increment could only be arrived at by correct valuation of two· times-correct 
valuation so far as market value is concerned, and correct valuation, namely, of 
prospective value of the property. The first valuation should not be left entirely 
to the discretion of the arbitrator, and just as the Bill has made provision for 
including clause 4 in section 30 within the scope of the Tribunal, my sugges· 
tion is that, similarly, the question of the determination of the market value 
should' be left to be finally decided by the Tribunal. Then I respectfully ask 
the attention of Honourable Members to seotion 17 of the Bill [readsJ. So 
that· is the section which authorizes the arbitrator to assess the prospective value 
of plots in the first instance, an:d this decision will be subject to confirmation by 
the Tribunal, or the decision will be final if approved by the Tribunal. Another 
section which authorizes the plots to be valued. according to the market value 
is clause (d) of sub·clause (1) of section 16, and fro~ the marginal note I find 
that the reference given is~ Land Acquisition Act of 1894, section 23 (i), first 
clause, and 

1 

the question of valuing the property under the Land Acquisition 
Act is as difficult, oris on the same lines, as the question of valuing· these plots 
at the time of declaration of intention to make the scheme, and if the Legisla~ 
ture has given the right to the people to have references made to the· District 
Judge in cases coming under the purview of the Land Acquisition Act, l for' 
one think that no differentiation should be made between those cases and the 
present. Besides, this enquiry, if left to the Tribunal, will not necessarily 
inorease the_ costs, because in any case· the increment will have to be determined 
by a comparative value, namely, prese~t v~lue and prospective value, and if an 
enquiry is to be made in respect to the prospective valuation of plots, I do not 
think the question of hav.ing marke~ values determined by th~ Tribunal will 
necessarily entail any heavy expense which will increase the burden on the local 
authority and the owners. Let us turn to page 4 of the Select Committee's 
Report, Chapter III:-" No new principle regarding what is due • • • • . 
[reads]." There is nothing particularly mentioned there which will show tba t 
the question of present valuation is not as important a question as the question 
of determining prospective values of plots comprised in the ii9wn planning 
schemes, and my submission is that ~f we want to i:J?.troduce a new Legislature of 
this kind for the first time in this Presidency, we s~ould endeavour to popularize 
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it and we should do everything which will inspire confidence. We should, there
fore, see that cases coming under the present Act are dealt with on the same 
lines as cases dealt with under the Land Aequisition Act, ·and. my submissiot;t 
again, therefore, is that the question of present valuation should be considered 
equally important, and should be left to be finally decided by the Tribunal 
under section 31 by .adding clauses 3 and 7, 

With these few .remarks I propose the amendment which stands in my 
name. 

The Honourable Mr. LALUBHA.I S .. HIALDAS MEHTA said :-This question 
was thoroughly disc~ssed in the . Se~ect Committee and it is a pity that my. 
Honourable. friend Mr. SATHE was not present at the last meeting 
of the Select Commit~ee when it was finally decided to give the arbitrator final 
powers as regards sub-clauses (3) and (7). I have tried to see the chief points 
made out by my Honourable friend, and yet I am sorry to say, my Lord, that 
I am not convinc~d by his arguments.~ I think that my Honourab.le friend 
bas clearly seen· that sub-clause (d) (1) of clause (4) to whi0h sub-clause (3) of 
clause 30 refers, has nothing to do with the increase in the price of land owing 
to completion of the scheme and. he thinks that sub-clause (3) should be included 
in the powers of the Tribunal. My Honou~able friend :Mr. SA.THE said .that 
section 17 which corresponds to sub.chusa ( 4) of section 3() leaves in the hands 
<>f the arbitrator references to increments on the assumption that the scheme · 
has been completed. :.My Lord, the· Select Committee thought that the 
arbitrator, who was an expert, would be the proper m~n to value the increment · 
or depreciation in the value of properties and prices of land owing to reasons 
which are due to the alteration of boundaries. It was mainly a question of 
~alculation. I think the Council won't mind my ,putting a small· problem 
before them. If a plot of land is valued at" a" in the first instance, its value 
will be greater or less as its. size is increased or diminished. That is to be 
.done by the simpie rule of 3. If the plot's shape has been altered in such a 
l!lanner that it has increased in value, the arbitrator will add a small percentage 
pn it and value it a tax, when it will be usually very small. This valaation can 
be much better done by an expert than by a Tribunal Even if he has made a · 
mistake in valuing the plot at "a", that difference when multiplied by X, 
which after all is the most important item, will be so small that it is not worth 
while to leave it to the Tribunal. That was our idea in leaving this ruatter in 
the arbitrator's hands. We thoughts that giving this . work to the Tribunal 
will merely increase the cost of the scheme without in any ~ay benefiting any· 
body. lli. SATHE thinks that the cost won't increase: I believe the cost will 
go up. I believe the Honourable ·Mr. TURNER will be able to tell us what the 
increasf.' in the cost will be. It was on these grounds we thought in the Select 
Committee that this matter should be left to the arbitrator, and if my 
Honourable friend Mr. SATHE satisfies me in his reply that the cost will not be 
proportionately heavy by leaving the question to the Tribunal I am prepared to 
side with him ; but till he does so 1 shall support the Bill as it stands. 

The Honourable ]t!r. E. G. TuRNER said :-Your. Excellenoy,-I quite 
recognize that there is a certain amount to be said for the inclusion of these 
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two sub-clauses Nos. 3 and 7 in clause 31 and J alsc. reccgnizt• the analogy of 
the work of the Tribunal in this matter to that of a Civil Court, in the case of a 
reference being made' to it under the Land Acquisition Act. Both the Court 
and the Tribunal will deal with the accuracy or otherwise of the valuation of 
land as on a given date, but I should like to point out that there is 
this important difference, that a Civii Court is only called upon to confirm 
a valuation when a reference is made to it, whereas the Honourable 
Members wish the Tribunal to confirm each and every valuation which the 
arbitrator make3. No~, this will increase the work of the Tribunal considerably, 
and eve1·y day the Tribunal sits means so much added to the costs of a scheme 
for which the owners have to pay. It must,. therefore, be considered whether 
the placing of this extra work upon the Tribunal will really be a practical 
measure that will be beneficial to the owners as a. whole. The Tribunal has 
already a large amount of work to perf9rm and the calculation of the increment . 
that will accrue to each plot will take up much of their time. In England, no 
appeal is allowed against an arbitrator's decision iii the matter of land values. 
But even suppo3ing that in some oases-e. g., where a large portion of land is 
acquired-that it would seem more fair to allow some sort cf an appeal on the 
arbitrator's valuation, I do not consider that it would be at all fair on the 
majority of owners to run up the costs of a scheme, because the Tribunal is 
bound to investigate the case of every owner, who has to part with land however 
small in amount. I consider that if th~ .sub·clauses 3 and 7 are to be a4ded to 
section 31 that there should be some proviso to the effect that the arbitrator's 
valuation under sub-clause 7 should only be subject to con,firmation by the 

_ Tribunal when it exceeds a certain amount, say Rs. 1,000. 

The Honourable Mr. 0. H • .A. Hn.L said :-Your Excellency,-The Honour
able Mr. SATHE has most lucidly explained his point in this matter and we ought 
to admit that there is a great deal of force in his argument and in the suggestion 
which he bases on it .. .At the same time I -believe that if the Honourable 
:Mr. SATHE had been present on the particular day when the Select Committee 
considered this particular point he would have realized that all his arguments 
were then as a matter of fact taken into account and that the Select Committee, 
unfortunately in his own absence, unanimously came to the conclusion that the 
balance of advantage lay in excluding, from the necessity of confirmation, those 
operations of the arbitrator which are embodied in clauses 3 and 7. As the 
Honourable Mr. TURN~R has pointed out, there is so much f~rce in the counter· 
argument that it is .really a question for determination by each individual 
upon his weighing the evidence. But to my mind the real point, which I know 
determined the opinion of the ~elect Committee and which has determined my 

• own, was that there is really a considerable increase of cost involved both to 
individual owners and to local authorities if we prolong the proceedings in the 
manner which would be involved by relegating to the confirmation of the 
TribunaJ these two particular classes of the functions of the arbitrator ; and the 
Select Committee, rightly or wrongly, thought on the whole that it was better 

. to. risk the possibility of an occasional erroneous determination on the part of 
the arbitrator ~ather than to hnndicap all operations by this additional cost. 
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.At the same time the arbitrator. is, as a matt~r~ of fact, 'in ·l.,··bette1 position ·in 
respect of these two functions to determine correctly than a Tribunal of Arbitra· 
tion, although the arbitrator himself is also represented on that Tribunal. · The 
arbitrator himself has to visit the whole of the locality concerned, enter into 
agreements with all the individuals concerned, and he is so Intimately ~cquainted 

·with all the circumstances that on the whole the Select Committee decided to 
eliminate these two particular functions from the. Tribunal of Arbitration. 
That was the view of the Select Committee. Therefore, I venture to think, Sir, 
that it is safe to continue this _clause of the Bill in the ;form in which it left the 
hands of the Select Committee. 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur GANESH KRISHNA SATHE said :-My Lord,
The Honourable lfr. TuRNER said that the work of the Tribunal will be greatly 
increased if we left -the determination of individual oases for their decision, but 

·if we come to the practical methods of the work which the Tribunal will adopt 
we will find that it will not be necessary for them to go into each case, because 
the town planning scheme will be applied to a certain area, and I for one 
cannot think that each individual case will materially require their special 
attention. Just as an arbitrator will make a survey of the whole situation and 
will value plots according to the sit:uation and other surrounding circumstances, 
simila~ly the Tribunal will take into· account the whole situation which is 
covered by the town planning scheme . and estimate the values. . . When they 
find that any cases ought to be particularly examined,· examination of individual · 

·cases will be necessary, but I think this'will not materially increase the cost C?f 
the schemes nor the work of the Tribunal. In all cases in which we have given 
the Tribunal the'power under clauses (4), (5), (6) and (9) of section 30, even 
there the arbitrator has to do all the preliminary ·work and he is to be on the 
Tribunal. So,, as he has to do all this preliminary work, he will also . do pre· 
liminary work of making present valuation of plots. Being one of the Tribunal 
and considering the special know ledge which the arbitrator will bring to bear 
upon it, I do not think the costs of the scheme will be increased or the labo~r of 
the Tribunal will be materially increased. My only anxiety was not to leave 
the question of present valuation hi the hand~ of the arbitrator. If the incre
ment is to be determined by the Tribunal, I think it is ·but quite fair that both 

. valuations should be left in one hand, but mstead of that we have left one in 
the hands of the arbitrator and the other in the hands of the Tribunal. This 
question of increment is very important, as the owners have to contribute 
towards the costs of the scheme in proportion to the increment determined by the 
Tribunal. If there is a mis'take in one, viz., present valuation, there is bound t() 
be a mistake in the other, viz.; increment. There is no reason to apprehend 

. that the Tribunal will have to go through each individual case, and if my 
Honourable friend looks at it from this standpoint, then I think he will not 
oppose the amendment on the ground of additional costs. We do want to allow 
the whole work of valuation to be in one hand and, therefore, we think that 
the· decision of the arbitrator should be made subject to the confirmation of 
the Tribunal, e-ven on the question of present valuation. I -think there need 
not be any apprehensio-n on the ground that every owner will lay his case befora 

ll 41-272 
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the Tribunal arid, bring forward his evidence, With these few remarks I place 
my amendment befo~e the Council. · 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 

The Honourable Mr. SATHE: .....;.I would like to have a division, my Lord. 

A division was then taken which resulted in ·15 for and 30 against as 
follows:-

Ayes. 

The ·Honourable .· Moulvie 
Rafiuddin .Ahmad, ~ar.-at •. 

" Law •. 

The Honourable· Mr. Dattatraya 
Venkatesh Belvi, LL.B. 

The Honourable. Dewan Bahadur·· 
'Kashinath 
God bole. 

~Ramchandra 

The Honourable Mr. :Balkrishna . 
Sitaram J(amat. 

. The , Honourable· Mr. Navroji 
Dorabji Kha~dalavala, 

<LL.B.. . . 

The Honourable Rao Saheb 
Venkatesh 'Shriniwas Naik. 

· The Honourable Mr .. Raghunath 
Purshottam Paranjpye~ 

The Honourable Mr. Gokuldas 
Kahandas P~rekh, LL.~. 

·,The Honourable, Mr. Vithalbhai 
Jhaverbhai . Patel, :Bar.-at· 
Law. 

The· Honourable Yr. Abdul 
Hqssein Adamjee Peerbh~y. 

The Honourable ·Mr. Manmohan· , • 
das Ramji. 

The Honourable Rao :Bahadur 
Ganesh Krishna Sathe. 

'!'he Honourable Mr. Chimanlal 
Harilal Setalvad, LL.B. 

The Honourable Mr. Shrldhar 
· Balkrishna U pasani. · 

The Honourable Mr •. · Harchand. 
i:ai Vishindas, LL.B. 

Noes. 

His Excellency the Right 
Honourable. Lord Willing· 

· don of Ratton, G.C.I.E., 
Governor of :Bombay. · 

The Honourable Sir . Ric4ard 
Amphlett Lamb, J(.C.S.I., 
C.I.E., I. C. S. 

I 

The Honourable Mr. C. ·H. A. 
i . . 

Hill, C.S.I., C.I.E., I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Prabha
shankar D. Pattani, C.I~E • 

The Honourable the Advocate 
General. 

The Honourable Mr. Ghulam 
\ 

¥uhammad valad Khan 
Bahadur Wali Muhammad 

. Bhurgri, Bar.·at-Law. 
I 

The Honourable Mr. G. Carmi· 
. chael, C.S.I., I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. Fazalbhoy 
Meherally Chinoy. 

The Honourable Mr. G. S. Curtis, 
C.S.I., Ie C. S. 

The Honourable Dr. D. . A. 
D'Monte, M.D., L.R.C.P. 
(Lond.), L.M. & S. 

· The 1Ionourable Sardar 'Syed 
· Ali El Edroos. 

The Honourable Mr .. W •.. L. 
' Graham. 

The Honourable Mr. G. W. 
· Hatch, I. 0 .. S. . 

The Honourable Sheikh Ghulam 
Hussein Hidayatallah, 
LL.B. 
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The ,Honourable Sir Jamsetjee 
Jeejeebhoy, :Bart. 

The H~nourable Mr. J. E. C. 
Jukes, I. C, ~. 

The Honourable Sardar Dula· 
bawa Raisingji, Thakor of 
Kerwada. ' 

The Honourable ·Mr. J ehangir 
H. Kothari. 

The Honourable Surgeon-General 
R.' W •. S. Lyons, M~D., 

I. M.S. ) 

The Honourable Mr. E. 1\faco
nochie, I. C. S. 

Th.e Honourable Sardar. Sir 
Chlnubhai Madhavlal :Bart., 
C.I.E. 

The Honourable Mr. J. A. D. 
McBain. 

The Honourable Mr. Lalubhai 
Samaldas Mehta, C.I.E. 

The Honourable: :Mr. E •. Ferrers 
Nicholson.· 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur 
-Ramanbh.ai Mahipg,tram 

. Nilkanth, LL.B. . 

The Honourable Rao Bahadur 
. Shriniwas Konher Rodda. 

I 

The Honourable Mr. W. H. 
Sharp. 

The Honourable Sir Frederick 
L. Sprott, Kt. . 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. 
Turner, I. C. S. 

The Honourable Mr. M. deP. 
Webb, C.I.E .. 

The Honourable Mr. SnRID~AR BALKRISHN.A. U:PASANI said :-My Lord, 
I propose that sub .. clauses {2), (3) (7) and (8) of section 30 be included in: 
clause 31. ' · 

" His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-The Honourable :Member is out of order. 
We have already refused that. 

The Hon~able Mr. U~ASANI :-My Lord, sub~clauses (3) and (7) have only 
been disposed of. My amendment is that sub-clauses (2) and· (8} be included. 
in clause 31. 
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·His· Excellency the PRESIUENT :-Order, or.der. I wish really that my 
Honourable friend would shorten the debate very considerably. He is only t() 

··formally move his amendment. The Honourable Mr. SATHE has already spoken 
and_I do not think it is necessary to give reasons. 

The Honourable Mr. U:P.A.SA.NI :-Clause 31 provides [reads], Sub-clause (6) 
·of clause 30, which is included in clause 31, refers only to th~ calculation of 

. the contributio~ to be levied on each plot and_ the arbitrator's orders as regards 
that money payment is not allow~d to be. final but is made subject to appeal to 
·the Tribunal and it is the more necessary that his orders passed under sub-
, clauses (2) and (8) of section 30 which are to refer to rights, shares and owner
ships in immovable pr<;>perty should also n·ot be final but be likewise subject to 

, appeal. to the Tribunal. These ·orders will affect valuable rights in immovable 
property and involve 1 judicial enquiry and will be of a far more important 

. character than those passed under sub-clause (6), and, iherefore, there is the 
greater reason to· include sub-clauses (2) _ and (8) of section 30 in clause 31. • 

~·Clause (2) of section 20 refers to the deter~ination of shares in re·constit.uted 
plots allotted to be held in common and sub-clause {8) provides forth~ total or 
partial transfer ·of'any right in·an original plot to a re-constituted plot and for 
the extension of any right in an original plot in accordance with the provisions 
; of sections 12 and 20. Orders _passed with reference to these will be in the 
nature of judicial adjudication and they ought not to be final and conclusive 

, but subject. to appeal to the Tribunat . It would be anomalous to disallow appeal 
ag~inst these orders affecting immovable properties and rights therein when 

.·the same is ··allowed in comparatively less important orders, referring only to 
mere pe~uniary payments. My amendment for inclusion of shb·clauses (2) · 
and (8) of section 30 in clause 31 would thus appear to be necesst+ry and shouldt 
I think, be accepted. .J 

The Honourable Mr. 0. ·H. A. Hr~L said :-Again, SirJ I venture to intrude 
as I did at an earlier stage of the debate on this amendment for the same reason 

'·as b·~fore, for it is perfectly clear that .the Honourable Member who moves this 
. amendment has failed to understand what the effect of this clause is. It is only 
· a 'reiteration of what cla1:1se 20, which, we have .passed alr~ady, authorizes the 
arbitrator to do. Therefore it.is perfectly futile· at this stage, if the Honourable 

. ::Member will forgive me for using the expression, to consider whether the arbi
trator.. ought or ought not to have the power. I suggest, therefore, that with 

·regard to·ciause (8) there can be no question. . 

As regards sub-clause (2), I would draw the Honourable Member's atten• 
: tio'n to the fact that plots can only be allotted to persons in Qwnership in com• 
. mon ·with 'their consent under clause 12 (b). It is therefore extremely unlike.ly 
that they w,puld consent to such joint ownership when settling among theni• 
·selves their respectivq shares •.. The arbitrator ·will not interfere in any such 
arrangement and so there is no necessity to addJo, the costs of the scheme by. 
relegating that ·also to the Tribunal of Arbitration. I venture to suggest, 

. therefore, that the Honourable Member, in view of this explanation, might 
perhaps be induced to withdraw his·amendment • 

..... 
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The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR lh.LKRISHNA UP .!.SAN! said :-liy Lord,.-. 
In all cases of allotment of shares there will be no question of their having to 
be considered by the Tribunal In cases where a share is allotted without consent. 
of the parties then the allotment will have to be considered by the Tribunat 
Therefore the explanati?n of the Honourlloble Mr. HI.LL does not' apply.. "\V ell, 
in every case we do allow the arbitrator to_ pass his ·order in the first instance; 
that is quite true, but we insist that it should be subject to a revision by the 
Tribunal if the same be necessary. If there is to be a Tribunal for final adju
dication and settlement of the more important matters arising with reference to 
schemes prepared under the Act, why make the single arbitrator's orders 
affecting the permanent rights in immovable property final ? If an appeai ·to 
the Tribunal is allowed in t~e matter of questions arising under clauses (4), (5), 

· (6) and (9) of section 30 which refer to mere money claims is it not fair .and 
reasonable that the same should be allowed in the case of more important orders 
passed under sub-clauses (2) and (8) with reference to immovable property? 

Therefore I pray tha~ the amendment be passed.~ 

The amendment was then put to the vote and .lost. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said :-This, Your Ex:cellency, is 
only a matter of drafting. The Honourable Mr. STRANGMAN suggested that 
we ought to make it clear that clause 31 does not supersede the provisos to 
sub•clause 10 of clause 30. I have very little doubt myself that it could not 
be taken to be superseded, but as a n:m.tter of greater caution Government were 
advised that we should add the words which stand as my proposal, namely, 
"in clause 31, after the figure 30 ", the words "and subject to provisos 
contained in clause (1 0) of section 30 " shall be inserted. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and carped. 

Clause 31 was then put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 32. The Honourable Mr. SATRE. 

The Honourable Mr. PAT.EL :-liy Honourable ·friend :Ur. SATHE is not 
here, but he has asked me to request Your Excellency's permission to withdraw 
his amendment. I also beg leave to withdraw my o~vn and the Honourable 
Mr. UPAs.A.NI's amendments. 

Amendments by leave withdrawn. 

Clause 32 was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. C. B. A. HILL said :-Your Excellency,-The amend· 
mimt which stands in my name proposes to add certain words. to clause 33, 
sub-clause (2). It is really in two parts. The first part is made in accordance 
with · the suggestions of the Government of India. I need :not detain the 
Council very long on that head because in my opening remarks I referred to 
the fact that in respect of clause 33 the Government of India, while approving 
generllly of the Bill, had made certain comment~ on 'the subject of designating 

.II 41-273 . 
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a Judge of the High Court in virtue of that office as President of the Tribunal, 
and I explai~ed at that time that we.have devised a wording which we hoped 
would,meet the views of the Government of India and secure the whole object 
which the Select Committee had in view. The observations of the Government 
~f India were these: '.'Turning from the general aspect of the case, the 
Government of India notice that in paragraph 3 of the letter under reply it is 
stated the Judge of the R_igh Court is not to sit on t~e- proposed · Tribum'tl in 
his capacity as a Judge, but as a persona designata. . Clause 33 (2) of the Bill as 
drafted, however, appears to contemplate t~e Judge sitting as a Judge. of the 
High Cqurt, although not in the High Court. If the Bill .makes it clear that 
the Judge is to sit as a persona designata, it is not apparent why any validation 
i~ nece~sary, for he .would be ~erely sitting in hh private capacity and not as a 
Judge of the High Court ; and the Government of India see no reason for 
considering that a law providing for su~h an a·rrangement would be in excess 
~f the powers of the Local Government. . It is. possible, however, that some 
·alteration in the wording of clause 33. ( 2) ·of the Bill might, as regards this 
provision, avoid the necessity of any ·validating Act.'~. 

' • •f 

We have th~refore proposed, in place of the words which at 
present find place in clause ·33, to substitute the words "a person who 
holds or . has held office as a .Judge of the High Court of Judicature 
to beappointed by the Chief J.ustice." That, Sir, I ventura to think, will be 
generally accepted as achieving ·all that the Select Committee desired and at the 
same time, incidentally, as.rather enlarging our scope, as .it is quite conceivable 
that ex-j~dges of the High · Court resident in Bombay . :would. be· within the 
scope of selection for the appointment as Presidentof the Tribunal. I venture 
to think therefore, Sir,, that no diffi.culty'\vill be experienced by the Council in 
supporting that part of the amendment. 

Then, Sir, the second part relates to the province of Sind, and it is .the sugges
tion of the Judicial Commissioner in Sind. It is a necessary amendment, for 
although ,there is a District'. Court: at Karachi, ·there is· no District Judge. Th~ 
Additional J udi~ial Co~~issioner usu~lly performs the duties of District 
Judge·, and; therefore~ it was a mistake in drafting to refer,· so· far ~s :karachi 
was c~ncerried,' to the Dist~ict Judge. We p~opose after the. ~ords "Justice'' 
to add· tlie · words " In the · District ·of Karachi be such Additional 
Judicial Commissioner as may be appointed by the Judicial Comrit!~sioner ''. 
So that the whole clause will then read ':.~he Preside~t .. shall, in . the City of 
l3ombay, be a person who hplds or. has held office. as a Judge of the. High Court 
of Judicature, to be appointed by the Chief Justice, :ln th~ District of Karachi 
he ·such Additional Commissioner as may be~ appointed by the Judicial 
Commiss1one;r, and :elsewhere, the District Judge. ·. . · 

{v~nt~e .to .propose~. Sir~ that clau~e. 33 .·be amended in ac~o~dance. with 
these suggestions. · 

· ·The Honourable Mr. UPASANI said.:~.A.s regards the am'endment just 
proposed, niy Lord, I think that if we are to provide by statute that the President 
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Tribunal in Bombay shall be· a Judge of the High Court,. he ought, 
strictly speaking, to act in that capacity only while he holds .th~t office. If. ~his 
appointment were to be with the consent of the parties it would be another 
matter. He is to be invested with jurisdiction under the Act in his official 
capacity and by reason of his being a high judicial functionary who will 
command public confidence by reason of his official status and responsibility. The 
District Judge is also to sit as President' of the ~rribunal in the mofussil in ··his 
official and not private capacity. If we make a departure in favour of a retired 
High Court Judge, why not then make it also in favour of a retired District 
Judge? Why make an invidious distinction? Rather than do it I should prefer 
that for the sake of ensuring public confidence it would be better to allow the 
cla~sc to stand as it is. , ' 

The Honourabl~ Mr. HARCHANDRAI .v ISIIANDAS said ::.._Your Excellen~y,
In view ofthe Honourable :Mr. UPASA.NI's remarks, I would suggest, .Your 

· Excellency, the desirability of splitting this amendment i~to two clauses, 
because, I am of the opinion that the second clause about the additional 
Judicial Commissioner will not admit of a difference of opinion, where ·there is 
the difference of opinion it is difficult for Members to know how to vote.· . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I am entirely in the bands of the Council 
with. regard to that. · 

The Honourable Mr.CHIMANLA.L HARILAL SETA.LVAD said:-I venture to 
think, Your Excellency, that there need he no difficulty to. Honourable Memb.ers 
as how to ~ote on this matt~r. I am afraid my Honourable friend l\1r. U:PAS~Ni 
has not fol1owed the reason why this amendment has ,been proposed. by. my 
Honourable friend Mr. HILL. Ashe has explained to the Council, the Govern- ' 
ment of India have pointed out, and rightly, that .it will avoid the necessity of a ' 
validating .Act if you amend the section in the manner now suggested. · By 
that amendment it must be remembered that the real object that the Select 
Committee had in making this proposal is not interfered with. The Select 
Committee wanted to secure that in the decision of these matters you ought to 
have a person of the status of a High Court Judge to deal with them. Thafis 
certainly secured by the amendment now proposed. You will.still have a High 
Court Judge to preside over the Tribunal of Arbitration, although, when• he is 
doing that work he is not sitting. as a High Court Judge, you secure a person of 
the status and qualifications of a High Court Judge-.he is to be a·High Court 
Judge or he may be a retired Judge who may be selected for doing this work. 
So the substance of the thing is there which the Select Committee wanted, 
and my Honourable 'friend Mr. U:PASANI will recognise that the whole object 
of this amendment is not in any manner to detract from what the Select 
Committee wanted t~ secure, but simply to avoid a validating Act w¥~h 
otherwise would have been technically' necessary' in order to give effect 'to the 
recommendations of the Select Committee. 

There is, however, one thing that I want to be clear about, Your Excellency. 
Under the original proposal no doubt what was intended was a Judge· of the 
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High Court as such Judge would be put upon this work and that being so you 
had the provision. that he was to be nominated by the Chief Jus tic e. 

·. ·Now under the proposed amendment, what is proposed to be done is to take 
a High Court ,Judge and to put him to this work as on deputation. You also 
take power to appoint, if it is desirable, a retired Judge of the High Court to 
this post. Under these circumsta1;1ces it is a matter !or consideration whether 
you want to leave the appointment · to the Chief Justice. Supposing you 
appoi1;1t a retired Judge of the Court, then you are not disturbing the High 
. Court in any manner. U rrder those circumstances it is a matter for consideration 
whether it is still desirable to leave the appointment of such a retired Judge. 
in the bands of the Chief Justice. This is a point that arises for consideration; 
becau~e in the Select Committee we intended to take a Judge as a Judge, 
but now that you are providing for the appointment of_a retired High Court Judge 
who is a non-official altogether, still you leave the appointment in the hands of 
the Chief Justice. 

r.L'he Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH :-What is· your own opinion. 
(Laughter.} 

The Honourable Mr. SETALVAD (continuing) :-1 only want to draw the 
attention of the Council to this. It all depends upon circumstances whether it 
will· be desirable to leave the. appointment to the Chief Justice or ~o the 
Governor in Council. It is very diffi.ault, I quite admit, to decide whom 
you are to leave it to, b~t I want to draw the attention of the Council to the 
fact that this is a matter which under· the altered :amendment does require 

. ~onsideration. • · 

The Honourable Sir .PHEROZESHAH MERWANJI 1\:fERTA said :-Your 
Excellency,-! have very great respect for ·the extremely painstaking zeal of 
mt Honourable friend Mr. UFASANI, :But I trust he will not consider hair· 
splitting a portion of that painstaking· zeal. It seems to me that on this 
occasion he really has been splitting hair. He says that there· is an essential 
difference between a Judge appointed as a Judge and the same man appointed 

·.not as a Judge but as one selected for the purpose of carrying out the functions 
of a Judge. It seems to me that the object which the Select Committee had in 
view and which the Council has in view is to see that there is a person of a 
certain status and of ce~ain qualifications who is appointed as President of this 
important body. If. tha~ object is secured we get all that we want. 

Now my Honourable friend Mr. SETALVAD I thought, when referring to 
the point which he rai.sed, was going to compliment the Government on the self· 
denying ordinance placed on themselves by my Honourable friend Mr. HILL 

and Your Excellency's Government. (Laughter.) Instead of takin(J' t~e 
. . 0 

power in their own bands to nominate a retired Judge themselves, they have 
left the nomination to bo made by the Chief Justice. When raising his 
.point, it was easy to observe that my Honourable friend Mr. SETALVAD 

. was .. very much. puzzled to say where ·the power should be-whether· the 
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power should be taken: a way from the Chief Justice and given to Government. 
I think we can leave the matter as in the amendment· suggested· by my 
Honourable friend Mr. HILL. I think we can well trust them when they deny 
themselves the power of appointing a Judge and give it to another person. It 
seems to me that the amendment proposed by my Honourable friend should 
meet the full approval of the Council. 

The Honourable Mr .. W. L. GRAHAM said i-Your Excellency,-! 
understand that under section 2 a High Court Judge in :Bombay and a 
District Judge elsewhere will be appointed to preside over the Tribunal of 
Arbitration, and the Council will see that under section 40 fees are provided 
for. By the Honourable Member's amendment a retired High Court .Judge can 
also b'e appointed. If such an officer is appointed to arbitrate, I would beg to 
bring to notice that no provision has been made for ~is remuneration in clause 40. , 

. . 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think the Honourab~e Member should 

defer his remarks till we come to clause 40. I 

· The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said :-Your Excellency,-I do not 
think I need deal very long in replying to the debate on my original motion 
since it has found such forcible and unequivocal support from my Honourable 
friends.Sir PHEROZESHAH and Mr. SETALVAD. But I should like to say, Sir, 
that I have never in my life felt, as I have felt today, my complete and 
hopeless incapacity for explaining matters clearly. I have never failed so 
miserably as I have today, to explain points clearly which, I am certain, if 
thoroughly understood, would have eliminated much of the debate which has 
taken place this morning. I can only express my regret to the Council that 
my incapacity in that respect should have caused so much of their time to be 
wasted. 

Also, Sir, I think perhaps I had better refer to one point, namely, the 
question of leaving in, the words'' to be appointed by the Chief Justice". It 
seems on the whole to be more consistent with the whole idea which underlay 
the drafting of t~ese sections by the Select Committee to leave the matter as 
far as possible to the nomination of the Chief Justice: and I am quite sure that 
my Honourable friend Mr. ~ETALVAD has no intention really to object to it, 
although h_e seemed rather dubious in the matter. 

I do not think I need add more, Sir, in commending this amendment to 
clause 3'3 to the consideration of the Council. 

The amendment was then put. to th(i' vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. BALKRISHNA SITARAM KAMAT said :-Your· Excel~ 
lency,-The · amendment which stands in my name seeks to add .. the 
word" non-official ,. after the word" impartial " in sub-clause (3) of clause 33, so 
that .with. this addition. the· sub-'clause will read thus :;..,;..(Reads.) . The Tribunal 
·of Arbit~ation as constit11:ted under.the pre~en{clause 33 would consist. of one 
J-p:d_~~-.a~d two· ~ss~ssors, ~nd 'altho~gli'I. h~ve·no doubt that iii all probability 
the person chosen by tho presiding·; Judge 'as tlie assessor may·"be a fit and 

1{ 41-274 
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suitable .person· or an impartial person, and although also I h1ve not the·least 
dou,ht that the person chosen by the ·Judge may be trusted to discharge his . 
duty very· impartially, still I think, Sir, that it is quite conceivable that the 
person chos_en by the District Judge in the mofnssil or' by ths -High· Court 
Judge in the City of Bombay may happen ~way~ to be an official in the actual 
service of the Government. My object therefore in bringing this am_endment 
is to secure and to expressly lay down that one of the a~essol'3 at least shall 
be a non-official; by "non-official", I mean a person not in. the actual service 
of Government for the time being. I must "confess, Sir, ·as a :Member of. the 
Select Committee that there was ample opportunity a:fiorded to .us to d:is'cuss 
this section thoroughly, and, just as the Honourable Sil PHERoz:Es.HAH ·:M:EiiTA. 

.remarked yesterday, I have absolutely nothing to complain regarding tli.e. very 
patient hearing and the very considerate manner in which the Chairma.n of the 

' Select Committee received the suggestions of the MembEUs on the various 
clauses, and particularly on this clause 33, regarding the Tribunal of .d.rbitra
tion. I tqerefore bring forward this suggestion purely as a subsequent 
suggestion. It will be seen th:lt the Honourable Mover in charge of . the 
:Bill has met the wishes of the Members. of' the Select Committee in two 
.material points about the Tribunal of Arbitration, firstly in doing away with 
the clause regarding a second arbitrator whiclt was laid down in the .original 
Bill, and secondly, also by having a District Judge in the mofussil or a 
High Court Judge in the City of Bombay as the presiding authority 
on the Tribunal, and in these matters the Honourable Member in 
charge has met the wishes of the lfembers of the Select Committee 
very well, and our acknowledgments are therefore due to him. But if we go 
. one step further, and if the suggestion which I venture to make is accepted, I 
think it will secure in a greater measure that confidence on the part of the 
public and .. t~at general acceptance of this Bill which has been the 
aim both o_f the. Honourable Member in charge as, well as the 
Members of the Select Committtee, as they themselves say, in their 
report. I think, Sir, that according to the ordinary laws of arbitration 
throughout the world, it is quite necessary that there should pe representatives 
on the Tribunal of the vari9us interests concerned regarding the points at 
issue, and so if there is at least 6rie non-official assessor in the constitution of 
this Tribunal, it will secure greater confidence, as I say, on th~ part of the 
public regarding the awards. By way of. analogy we are told in the marginal 
note of this s6$}tion that this section is mod~Jled ·afte~ ·s~ction.4S ~a), s.ub-clause 
(3), of the Bombay I~provemen Trust Act. Even there I find that one of the 
assessors is to be appointed by the Corporation of Bombay. That means that 
. there is at least some opportunity to the people to represent their views on that 
·Tri~nnal, and by analogy· of reasoning, although I do not contend an~ press 

· . that the local authorities in the mofussil should. have their direct representative 
:on·· the~ Tribunal because I know there are certain tecbllical: difficulties, and 
·although· I :do· not wish· also t~ contend·. and p~ej:s · .th1t there should be a 
·representative of the owners of plots, still I think if I. only ask that the person 
to be' chosen by the presiding Judge be a no:J.·o.ffic!al, it would only ba 
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going one step further to secure that confidence of the publi~ i~ this measure 
which is necessary, especially in a Bill of sue b. a novel character, and which in 
the first stage of its operation reql;J.ires a good deal of ·ta<?tful consideration. 

It might be contended perhaps tha.t such suitable no~·official ,person~ may 
not be availabl~ tq the extent as is necessary, but I for one think that in a place 
like Bombay where there are so ;many architects and land valuers there will not 
be any difficulty in choosing a suitable. man who. knows somethjng about 
valuation of lands and the technicalities of land. So far as the mofussil is 
concerned, I think this Bill would be ~pplied·in the first instance to big towns 
like Poona and Ahmedabad, and in such places, although. of course ·suitable 
experts knowing something about land valuations may ;not be· as. plentiful as 
they are in Bombay, still there are persons, retired servants from Government 
service· for instance, and I have no objection to retired ·serya~ts, because they 
form a non-official class, and there are such persons retire'd from. Government 
service either from the Engineering Department or the Revenue Department who 
linow sufficiently the technicalities of land and land valuation. I therefore 
think that there will be no practical difficulty either in the City of Bombay or 
in the mofussil to select a non-official expert'. ·He need not be quite an expert 
,on Town Planning; if he is a man knowing. something about the technicalities 
of. land valuation, Ithink his common sense will lead him to come to a cOlTect 
judgment regarding all the points that ;will .be referred for arbitration. So 
practically there will be no serious difficulty in choosing a suitable person a 
non-official assessor on this Tribunal of Arbitration. For these reasons and 

. . . ' 
especially in order to ensure the .confidence pf the public in the Tribunal of 
Arbitration, I have to urge that the Honourable Member in charge will meet 
further the wishes of the Members.and of .the public in giying one of the 
. assessors at any rate a non-official person. 

·The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said :-May I, Sir, intrude once 
more upon the debate. I regret to say that I am unable to agree to the 
amendment proposed in the Bill itself, but I venture to hope that if I assure 
the Honourable Member that we will provide in the rul;s that wherever possible 
the impartial person referred to in this section shall be a non-official, ·and if 
my Honourable frien~ will accept that undertaking on my part and withdraw 
bis amendment, I am quite certain that .there will be no cause for regret. 
'rbe difficulty in the way of accepting the Honourable Member's amendm~nt 
is this; he may be quite right that there will not occur serious difficulty in 
finding an impartial non-official person, but we cannot be sure that it is so~ 
and to that extent, it seems .to · me undesirable to tie ourselves down by 
legislation · in a manner which in a given individual case, however remotely 
possible, should cripple our usefulness in carrying out Town Planning. Arid 
the.refore. I venture t~sugges:' that my Honourable f~ien~, i~ view of o~ 
undertakmg that we w11l pronde by rule that he I. shall ord1oardy be, . ·where 
possible, a non•official,. will withdraw his amendment. 

The Honourable Mr. BALKRISIINA SITARAM Ku.iAT :-Your Excel
lency,-· H the rules contemplated under section 33 are well laid do·.rn a~ 

I . . 
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me~tioned by the Honourable Member fn charge, I have no objection to with·· 
draw my amendment. 

The amendment was 'by leave withdrawn. 
The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISHNA UPASANI :-I do not pro

pose to move my amendment, my Lord. 
The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 
The~ Honourable :Mr .. 0. H. A. HILL said :-lfy amendment, Sir, in sub· 

clause (3) of section 33 is merely conse.quential and also so as to conform 
with t~e amendment which the Council .bas adopted 'in respect of sub· 
clause (2). I venture, therefore, to formally 'propose it. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and carriecl. 

The Honourable Mr. VITHALBHAI JHAVERBHAI PATEL: -I beg to withdraw 
my amendment, as also those of the Honourable Mr. SATRE lnd the Honourable 

, M:r.,UPASANI. 

The amendments were bv leave withdrawn . . 
Clause 33 was then put to the vote·and carried. 

Clauses 34 to 36 were then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr.· 0. H. A. Hnr, said :-Your E:x:cellency,-This, 
as I intimated in my opening remarks yesterday, is the second amendment 
necessitated iri this Bill by the view taken by the Government of India that 
it is undesirable to· pass a validating Act. The G~vernment of India agree 
that to legalise an arrangement by which a Tribunal of Arbitration may state 
a cas~ for a ruling of the High Court, requires validation, and they are rather 
reluctant to pass a validating Act specially for that purpo~e. The Government 
of India suggest that, in view of the very careful constitution of the Tribunal 
of Arbitration by appointing to that body as President the highest judicial 
authority available in the different areas concerned, the Bill already provides 
an adequate safeguard that legal points shall be carefully taken into account; 
and no doubt in the course of time certain rulings will grow up which will 
further aid the T~ibunals of Arbitration in connection with their work under 
this Act, and, in such circumstances Your Excellency's Council has come to 
the conclusion that on the whole this· clause may safely be omitted as suggested 
by the Government of India. · . 

I. should like to explain to Honourable Members that, as a matter of fact, 
this clause was inserted by the Select Committee at the suggestion, I think, 
of only one Honourable Member. Originally the Select Committee were most 
anxious to take every possible step to meet every possible contingency in the 
w_ay · of doubt in regard to the operation of t:W.s Act, and we rather went ·out of 
o~ way,.perhaps in some respects, to safeguard and hedge ro~nd the operations 
of . the Tribunal. we w~re . setting up. .Well,, Your Excellency's Legislative· 
Council has ~ow had the opport~ity of· going clause· by clause through t~ 
Bill and are in a positioirto judge· for themselves whether the final, if -I may 
so des9ribe i~~' safeg:ua~d ;Of per~itttng. a T;ribuna~ ,{)f. .Arbitration to state a:· case 
fo~ the. ruling of .~he Jiigli i9011f~ pn uny q~es~io~ o£ law is such a matt~r- that . 
~;~ .aJ.': .J..d ' •.. ". ., ·.• '\1. \·' . ~ .•. ' ••• ·~· ~ .. ', _. . ..... 1 . ' l ~ v.• ' ~~ !· 
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havi~ regard .to t,he views oJ th~ -Govj3rnm-ent of . India,· is worth insisting-
upon. · I venture to suggest, Sir, that the O!Ilission Qf this. clinse will for 
all practical purposes have. ;no de.teriorating effect. ~n. .the efficient machinery 
we are setting up. It was possibly an act rather of excessive caution on the· 
part of the Select Committee to insert it. At all events, Sir, I suggest that, 
in view of the difficulty of overcoming the reluctance of the Government of 
India t.o validate it, we should ·now witlldraw clause 37 from the Bill. 

The motion was then put to the vote and-carried. " 
· · His ~xoellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 38. The Honourable Mr. P A.TEL ... 

The Honourable Mr. V ITHALBHA.I J HAVERBHAI P A.TEL :-Your Excellency,~ 
I beg to withdraw my Honourable friend Mr. SATRE's and. those of mine and. 
the Honourable Mr. UrAsANI. : 

· The amendments were by leave withdrawn. 

Clauses 38 and 39 were then put to the vote and carried. 

· His Excellency the PRESIDENT : Clause 40. The Honourable Mr. K.uuT .. 
The Honourable :Mr •. BALKRISHNA SITABAM KAMAT said :-Your Excel

lency,-This amendment is purely consequential and practically hinges upqn.. 
the previous aiD:endment. If therefore the prev~ous amendment has been 
withdrawn, this also I beg to withdraw. · 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 
His ·Excellency the PRESIDENT : Can the Honourable Mr. GRAHAM tell 

the Council how long he will take to submit his amendment'P (After a pause.) · 
Perhaps we will postpone the consideration of clause 40. ·. ' · · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT: Clause 41. The Honourable Mr. PATEL ... 

The Honourable .M:r. P AT.EL : I beg to withdraw my amendment. 

The amendJ?.ent ~as by leave withdrawn. 

Clauses 41 to 46 were"t~en put to the vote and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDE!'IT: Clause 47. The Honourable Mr. ITrA.SA.NI .. 

The Honourable :Mr. UPASA.NI : I beg to withdraw my amendment. 

The amendment was by leave withdrawn. 

Clause 4 7 was then put to the vote and carried. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT: Clause 48. Honourable Mr~ UPASANI. 

The Honourable Mr. SHRIDHAR BALKRISJIN~ UPASANI said :-Your-
Excellency,-The clause as it stands provides for compensation in case of a final 
scheme being revoked or varied to any person who may have incurred 
exp~nditure in complying with the scheme. · I propose similar compensation to· 
persons who have sustained. any substantial loss or injury by reason of the 
revocation. or variation .. Supposing that a scheme of Town Planning is revoked 
or varied after being in part executed and an owner of a plot is given back his
own plot in a condition which might require him tQ. incur further expenditure, 
if .YOU wish to give him compe_nsation for what he has expended, then. on the 
same PTim;iple he ,will. be entitled to compensation for what .he may have tO. . 

a 41--275 · 
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expend to have the ;plot restored to its original condition. If the principle 
of compensa~ion is allowed it ought I think to be allowed in all cases where 
expenditure have been incurred. or may have to be necessarily incurred as also 
where substantial loss or injury may have been sustained. 

The Honourable Mr. E. G. TuRNER said :-Your Excellency, The wording 
-of the clause is analogous. to the woriing of the corresponding section in the 
English Act. The insertion of the words proposed would needlessly encourage 
litigation, a~ . own~s would doubtless bring forward ail sorts of claims. If a 
person lias incurred expenditure for the purpose of complying with a scheme 
there c'an then be no doubt about the amount of compensation to be paid. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said :-Your Excellency,-I regr~t to 
-say that we cannot accept,. thi_s amendment. which, as the Honop.rable 
Mr. TuRNER has pointed out, gives far too wide an opening for bogus claims; 
in fact it will leave the door open to practically any sort .of bogus claims that . 
{, ''' . . . . \' 
·may be ·brought forward, and will distinctly · encourage litigation. The· clause 
·as ·it stands, which pfh·haps' the Honourable Mr. UrASANI has not realised, 
is definitely specific in that, if, at any time after the date on whloh the final 
. scheme has ·come into force, such scheme is varied or revoked, any person who 
has incurred expendi~ure for the purpose' of such scheme shall be entitled 
to receive compensation. It relates to· a part of the .process .of fo~ulating 
.a scheme, an~· the ~Select . Committee_ c~r~ainly · hall no: idea of enlarging that 
so as ~o .encour~ge ~~y body. who has any sort. of wievanoe to come .fm;war~ 
and get compensation,, and I venture to thi.nk that Your Excellency's Council 
will agre~., in th~t _vie '\f. . . 

1 
• "' J I ' • ~ ~ , } 1 ' 

His Excellency the l?R~SIDENT: Doe_s ~he I:{onourable Mr. UPAs~· wish. 
to say anything in reply ? 

The Honourabl~ Yr .. UPASANI: I do not.w!shto say anything. 

The amendment was then put to the vote and lost. 

Clause 48 was then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. PATEL h~ving withdraw11 his amendment to cla~.e 49, 
clau~es 49 and 50 were put.to~he vote and,carried. 

:His Excellency the P:nESIDEN'r: Cltiuse.51, Honourable Mr .. UPASANL 

. The Honourable 'Mr. UPASANI :'I beg to withdraw my amendment.· 
··Amendment by leave withdrawn. 

Clauses 51 and 52 were then put to the vote·and carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 53. The Honourable Mr. HILL. 

The Honourable Mr. 0. H. A. Bri.L said :-This . amendment is conse• 
quential, Sir, on the elimination of clause ·37. There are certain figures in the 
sub-clause of section 53 of the :Bill which re·quire alteration, namely, ~11 the 
numbers relating to clauses which appear after section 37. I propose, therefore, 
that in sub·clause (l} for the figure'' 41" be substituted the figure'' 40 ". In 
sub-clause · (m) for the figure "43 ') be substituted the figure "42 ". In 
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·sub·clause (1~) for the figure "44" be substitute-& the figure "43 "·· In 
sub-clauses (o) and (p) for the figure "46 ''be' substituted the figure "45 ''• 
In sub-clause (q) for the figure" 51" be substituted the figure'' 50''. , 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :__:.I am sure Honourable Members do not 
wish me to repeat the figures proposed by my Honourable friend. 

. . -

The amendment was then put to the vote and carried. . . 

Clause 53 was then put to the vote and carried. . . . 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 18. The Honourable Mr. UPASANI. . . 

The Honourable }fr. Sll&IDIIAR BALKRISRNA UPA;SANI said:-Your 
Excellency, In the amendment. that I have given notice of, I propose t~ . omit 
the words" and Government in such proportion as Government may fix having 
regard to the means. of the Local.i;\.uthority " . .A.sr~gardstheremaining portion 
I have already explained my reasons for char_ging the costs of the sch~me t~ the 
whole population of the town and not on only the owners of the plots in~~uded 

. . . . ., . '·1 

in the scheme. I have a]so given my reasons fot the cost being recovered in 
the form of a rate instead of in one sum and for charging a differential ;.higher 
rate to the ow~ers of the plots if the same be deemed necessary for any special 
advantages which !nay b~ secured to them under the scheme. · · · ... 

The Honourable Mr. 0. H.- A. HILL said :_;,Your Excellency, I have; only· 
one remark to make about. the amendment, now· that the vital, part ·of it ·has 
been removed, and that is that, as consequential to it, if it be accepted, we. 'shall 
have to recast the whole of the Town Planrung Bill. 

His Excellency- the PRESIDENT :-Under thos~ hideous circumsta.Iuies,~i.I 
think, my Honourable friend will see his way to withdraw his amendment.~ _ 

The Honourable Mr. UPASANI :-Then I beg to withdraw the amendment. 
- - . ' : l li 

Amendment by leave withdrawn •. 

Clause 18 was then put to the vote and carried.: , . ., 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Clause 40. . The Honourable-- Mr. 

·GRAJI.AlL 

The Honourable ¥r. W. L. Gn.A.RAY said :-Your Ex:cellency,-Tha 
amendment I beg to propose to sub~clause (1) of clause 40 js consequential 
on the amendment passed in clause 33, and I beg to suggest that this clause 
should read :- · . , ' 

"The arbitrator, the President of the Tribunal of Arbitration, and the 
Assessor shall, save where they are salaried officers of Government, be 
entitled to such remuneration either by way of monthly salary or by way · 

. of fees or partly in one way and partly iD the other, as· the Governor in· 
Council may from time to time determine." 

\ ~ ~ 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said :-Your Excellency, So far as I can 
see, the Honourable Mr. GRARUI is to be thanked for having brought to notice. 
~n amendment which is really consequential to the alteration effected at the 
instance of the Government of India, and the amendment would probably have 
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be~n introP,uced in .. QU~ L~ia~ Departme.nt .had it' occurred to ~s. We, therefor~~ 
are VFry m:uoh obliged to the Honourable :Member ·ror bavmg brought this, 
to our notice. _1 und~rstand that the amendment is to read (reads). 

_ · · ;u. tliat .is correctly given then I think that Government may accept the 
amendment proposed. 

The amendment was. then put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. · Gn.A.HA:M then proposed that sub-clause {2) should. 
read as follows :- · 

· "The salary of an arbitrator, a President of the Tribunal of .Arbitration,. 
or an Assessor who is a salaried officer of Government and any remuneration·· 
payable under sub-section (1) and all expenses incidental to the working of~ 
tlie Tribunal of Arbitration shall, unless the Governor in Council otherwise. 
determines, be defrayed out of the funds of the local authority and shall be
added to the costs of the scheme." 

The amendment was then put to the vote and carrie.d. 

Clause 40 was then ·put to the vote and carried. 

The Honourable Mr. 0. H. A. HILL said :-With Your Excellency's~ 
permission, I have one more verb~l amendment consequent on the elimination 
of' clause 37 which has hitherto ~scaped our .notice and that is the substitution 
in clause 15 of sub-clause {2) of the figure "43 '' for the figure "44 ''~ In.. 
domg' so, Sir, I hope that no other figures of this character have escaped the 
attention of Your ExceJlency's . Legal "Department and that this is the last. 
amendment· I shall h~ve _to propose. 

The amendment was then put to -the vote and carried.- . . . 

Eill read a second time. The motion for the Second Reading or the Bill. 
. was th~n. put to the vote and carried. 

, !fhe preamble _was .then put to the vote and carrioo. . 

· ' The Ho~ourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL. in :tnoving the third reading of · Bill_:' 
No, V.of 1913 said :-With Your Excellency's permission! will now niove that. 
the thi~d ~eading of Bill No. V of 1913 be passed by this Council. In doing so 
I do not'think t~at many remarks will be expected of me. This Bill was intro
ducea ~Iinost exactly· a year ago in this Council and was read for the first time
and referre~ to a Select Committee las~ :March, leaving five months in full· 
during 'which the Bill was·before the country sinc·e t~e Select Committee sat, 
and,- as I have· already said, it was a very repre~entative Select Committe.e. 
DuriDg these mon~~s the Select Co~ttee's Report as well as the Bill as 
rensed·-nave!been available to the public for criticism. The number of. amend· 
ments which we have discussed in this Council has no doubt been considerable . , 
but..:;"'h:fi.~· ~9'Pl.6" p~ them,.l think, betrayed ·a want of appreciation of the 
ext~em~lrte~linicaJ.· s_ubject of Town Planning I do· not on· that account think.: 
tha~,J1;h~jilp~:·9f~the Council·has· been· needlessly wasted in considering them: ... 
Th~ point'r.eally ~s that· in this technical matter the Select Committee was able to 



make use of tl1e services of such ex}ierts ~s· were availabie .. 'They deliberateir 
on the matter at very unusual length and submitted' an. unusual report, and :it> 

. was on that account that several sections of this' complex measure. g~l.ve rise' to 
misapprahensions or misunderstanding in the minds of some of those who were
not present o:a the Select Committee. As I have already said, I cannot suffi-· 
ciently express my own sense of apprecia~ion to the Members of this Council,: 
and particularly to Members of the Select Committee, for the manner .in which 
they have assisted Your Excellency's ·Government throughout in· disposing of' 
,this measure. I am assuming that the third reading will be passed and the 
Bill will become law, and I think, Sir, as Sir PHEROZESHAH said, that it is a 
matter for congratulation for Your Excellency that Your Excellency's Govern.,., 
ment should be taking the lead in India in this class of legislation. I am quite 
conP.dent that this ~easure, which the Select Committee so carefully deliberated, 

· will prove an efficient measure for the improvement and future extension of 
towns in this Presidency, and I should like to add that, far from being a mea·· 
sure of oppression, as feared in some quarters, or of' fomenting trouble between· 
local bodies and the people residing in their limits, lt will,: I hope, pave the way,: 
by the clauses relating to agreement, to a state of affairs in which much which 
is done at present, as a rule, through official channels and without full under· 
standing on the part of people, will.in future be carried through by agreement. 
afte~ discussion with the Arbitrator. I do not know that I need· say znore. I 
have already said that I cannot adequately express my sense of gratitude to· the-" 
valuable help I have received from all Members of this Council on this ~atter,. . 
without which help I can only say I should not have been able to ask Your· 
Excellency as I now do to permit me to move the third reading of this Bill. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT : Before the Bill finally leaves the· 
Council, I should like to s·ay that I feel that the character of the debate
to which we have just listened and tha peaceful course that this measure 
has had in passing through its various stages are a happy omen for the future· 
usefulness of the Town Planning Bill. I have been surprised, I own, that there
has been so little of what I call ~eally substantial criticiogm of the details of the
Bi11, bu.t this is largely due to the constant care and attention which DtY 
Honourable Colleague Mr. HILL and his Select Committee have given to its 
provisions which have enabled them to present it to the Council so much improved 
that it has almost escaped the searching criticism of my Honourable friend 
:Mr. UFASANI. I think it was my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHAH who· 
made an observation on second reading, which I think of great importance· and 
with which I entirely agree. He expressed the view that this is a test measure 
and that we must all remember· that it is the first Bill of the kind that has been 
introduced into India arid that the responsibility of its administration lays an 
important task on the Bombay Government. He urged, and I think perfectly 
rightly, that we should act with caution and care in goirig forward with its· 
administration, and 1 perfectly agree with him in his view. Honourable. 
:Members may re"lt assured that Government will do all they possibly can to 
administer the Bill with absolute fairness, and I trust that we shall have· the· 
fullest co-operation of all Honourable Members and people of influence in 

!141-276 
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their various districts to assist us in our endeavour.· After all, what is the real 
result which we 'wish to achieve from this Bill ? · I think it can fairly be said. 
without any offence to anybody in the Bombay Presidency, or in other parts· of 
India, that we see towns and suburbs all around· us literally tumbling . up int~ 
being without any idea of road development or the laying out of: plots, without. 
any knowledge or thought of sanitation, or the various other necessities of Town. 
Planning. . What I hope we may atJhieve by this Bill is this that, we shall find 
that Government and the local authorities will in the future combine .with tho 
citizens in their various localities to secure better, healthier and more sanitary 
homes for our workers, better means of access to their various places of labour 
and fine open spaces where they may get fresh air, healthy recreation, and, if we. 
cari secure these results, we shall raise lip in this country a healthier, happier, 
and much more self-respecting race of people than we can possibly e:&:pect to 
under the circumstances in which a good many of them live at the present 
time. 'Vith these words I thank all the Honourable ~fembers for the constant 
.attention they have given to the passing of this ·Bill through the Council, and 
all the assistance they have given during its various stages. · 

Bill read a third tin:e. 
The motion for the third reading of Bill No. V of 

1913 was then put to the vote a11:d carried. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT: I think perhaps .we had better adjourn. 
till three o' olock. 

The Council adjourned till three o'clock. 
' ' ' "' . ' 

The Council re-assembled after lunch at 3 p.m . 

. BILL NO. VIII OF 1914 (AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR A 

SURVEY .OF. THE TOWN AND ISLAND OF BOMBAY). 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT~ Order, order. A Bill to provide for a 
Survey of .the Town and Island of :Bombay. First reading. The Honourable 
Sir RICHARD LAMB • 

.. . 'l'he :aonourable Sir RICHARD LAMB in moving the first reading of the 
The Hon~nrable Sir nxcHAl!.D Bill said ·:-Your Excellency,-! have not very much 

LAHB moves the First Reading to add to what is' set forth . in the Statement of 
the BilL Objects and Reasons. We have had in preparing the 
Bill the advantage of there .being already in force in Calcutta an .Act providing 
for a·survey such as we wish to have completed in Bombay. Wehavetherefore 
to a very great extent been willing to learn from Calcutta, and to draft our Bill 
on the lines of the Calcutta Survey Act. The survey itself has been undertaken 
after prolonged correspondence and examination · of the methods which should 
be followed in carrying it out. The correspondence began so long ago as 1908, 
when enquiry was made into the need for a new survey to take the place of 
Laughton's· survey •. The Laughton survey was, as is generally acknowledged, 
a fairly accurate survey; but it was made very many years ngo, and the 
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arrangements for maintaining the survey records 'vera not adequate, with the 
result that it is now very much out of date. The record maps are not avail~ble 
in numbers, and _as to those which are available, great· difficulty .is found in. 
~onsulting them. We therefore investigated whether a resurvey of the Town 
and Island of Bombay could be carried ,out by merely going·over again thro~gh. 
the old survey or whether an entirely new ~urvey was desirable. On investiga: 
tion it seemed perfectly clear that an entirely new survey was necessary.' If 
was not possible to pick up for the most part the boundary marks of Laughton's. 
survey, and it was necessary, therefore, to start afresh. We conside~ed the best: 

. means in which the survey should be carried out and the Government of India· 
consented to assist us. by deputing a:n expert surveyor, Mr. Newland, with a 
certain establishment. .. We. decided that the commencement 'of the work should 

I 

be experimental, and ~s the work procee.ded,. to find out in w~at manner the 
survey should be done, and to what extent we iihould carry it on.. The experi· 
mental work has proved successful. We are, . therefore, as a matter of fact~· 
continuing the survey, the extension and expansion of the experimental wo~k, 
and what this Bill seeks to proVide is legislative sanction to the procedure 
adopted by the surveyors. A: great number of clauses- of the Bill deal entirely · 
with survey matters and follow, very closely indeed, even the wording of the 
Calcutta Act. The insertions in this Bil( which are not to be ·found in the 
Calcutta Act are taken from the Bombay Land Revenue Code in respect of 
clauses 14 and 15 wh!ch provide for· the regulation of survey fees. It will be 
proper to explain here that in the mofussil we have been.carrying out, for some 
time past, a number of City surveys under the Land Revenue Code, and in all 
those surveys, a portion of the expenses is recovered by fees for the sanads 
which are issued to the respective owners of the plots demarcated and mapped 
as surveyed. , In the case of Bombay before we began operations· we consulted 
the :Municipal Commissioner, the City Improvement Trust and the Port Trust. 
The Municipal Commissionerheartily concurred in the proposal that the survey 
should be undertaken, and the City Improvement Trust, as well as the Port Trust, 
~lso concurred. The Port Trust signified its willingness to bear a proportion of 
the .cost. The Municipal Commissioner signified that he would be willing to 
;recommend to the Corporation that the Corporation should bear a proportion of 
the cost. The City Impro~ement Trust it bas not been thought necessary to ask. 
For the remainder of the cost it is 'proposed that as in the mofussil, so also in 
:Bombay the holders of lands demarcated should contribute by paying fees for 
the record of their land. The exact proportion in which the cost will be distri· 
buted is not a matter which is dealt with in this Bill. I refer to these facts 
~nly in order that the Council may understand what is actually being done. 
"The Bill itself deals with nothing more than the power given to Government 
to recover from holders of land certain fees which.it is anticipated will suffice 
to cover perhaps about half the cost. 

The next cla:use which contains a variation from the Calcutta Act is clause 
19 in wltich words are inserted, which .are not found in that Act, regarding the 
.preparation .of a Register of Possession. I do not propose at this stage of the 
proceedings to go into details as regards the character of a Register of Posses• 
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wb~t the effect of such an enactment may be, but I think that in all probability 
when we c~me to thrash the matter out in the Select Committee, a stage at 
w,Uch. I hope this Bill will arrive in due course, we shall be able to show that 
there· is no.substantial ground for apprehension, and that the Register of Posses-· 
sion. will be such a Register as must be maintained so as to do away with the 
necessity of hereafter undertaking, after anothe:r 30 or 50 years, another survey 
of Bombay, ail;d so as to maintain a record of the actual holders of properties 
in. Bombay. The remaining clauses follow the Calcutta .Act, and I do not 
prop~se ~o deal with them now. There is also a Bill, of which I shall move 
the first reading, as soon as this Bill has been disposed of, which is entirely 
consequential on this Bill and makes certain amendments in the City of Bombay 
Land Revenue Act. On that I will make further remarks when we come to 
that Bill. For the present purpose, Sir, I think I have said sufficient to lay the 
Bill before this Council, and. to justify my asking that this Bill may be read for 
the first time. ' · 

( . 

The Honourable'· Sir PHEROZESHAR .1\fERWANJEE MEHTA said :-May i~ 
please Your Excellency,-This is a very harmless and innocent looking Bill in 
appearance, but I think that Honourable Members when they study it more 

1 car~fully will find that it is a far more extensive .Bill and deals in matters of 
greater importance than would be otherwise supposed .. In that connection, 
Your Excellency, I cannot help wishing that '\V'e :were following a course which 
the Viceroy's Council used to follow in the days when I was a :Membef -of it. 
This. Bill ~as published in the Government Gazette certainly long before the 
18 days which are prescribed by our rule~:!,-I believe it was published about 
.the· .2nd of No'!ember, but even then, I venture to think that the Bill is of such 
~ character and requires such a minute examination that it seems to me almost 
impossible that the public, the press or any other bodies interested in it would 
really be able to study" it before it came before the Council even for the first 
r~ading~ In the Governor General's Council in the days to which I refer, the 
course which was followed with regard to Bills was this,. that the first reading 
was allowed to come on and the P.rst reading was passed. Then the Select 
Committee did not follow immediately after that. Its appointment was brouO'ht 

' . . . 0 

forward in the next se.ssions, and at the beginning of the sessions a Select 
Committee was appointed which brought up its report during the same sessions, 
and the Bill was considered and proceeded with in the usual course. That 
procedure allowed the public, the press and bodies. interested to make their 
representations before the Select· Committee commenced its deliberations. The 
course which we are· following very often results in this, that the S,elect Com.;. 
mittee ·finishes its deliberations before the people are able to come forward with 
their reiJresentations; and all the rest of the time, sometime3 a good deal of time 
elapses ~fter the report of the Select Committ.ee is made and that is really of no 
avail so far as the deliberations of the Select Committee are concerned and the 

' ' Members of Council can realise from their experience that it is very difficult to 
!nake effective representations after a Bill has ·been considered by the Select 
Committee. The other course enables the Select Committee to gain time to 
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receive all possible representations which the public, the press, the parties 
interested and other bodies interested could make in regard to the matter. 
Your ExceU,mcy, I make this observation particularly with regard to a Bill of 
this character which requires a very minute study before we can observe what 
is the r~al extent of the operations of the Bill, and I will venture to show that 
the operations are of a character which, if really carried out, would create an 
agitation in the City of Bombay to _which there will scarcely be any other 
parallel. , 

Now, my Lord, this Bill reminds me of an incident in this Council which 
took place in the year 1904. I believe it was the first time that Your Lordship's 
predecessor, Lord LA.'liiNG'ION, presided. A similar innocent looking Hill was 
brought forward alleged to have been based upon a Bill 1fhich had been recently 
passed. in England itself, the English :Uotors Act,-the Act was passed, I believe 
in 1903, and this was brought in 1904, and a similar Bill had been passed for 
Bengal a few months before, and it was alleged in the Statement of Objects and 

. . 
Reasons that the Bombay Bill was based upon the English Statute and the 
Bengal Bill, and so it was, except with regard simply to one section. All the 
rest of the Bill was certainly found~ upon the English Statute and the Bengal 
Bill, except one section, which quietly took power to grant monopolies for 
running motors not only in every town and place in the mofussil, but in every 
street and every road in all the streets including the City of Bombay, a most 
extensive thing. My Lord, I ventured to point out to the Council on that 
occasion,-and Lord LAMINGTON who had come then fresh from England was 
somehow or other cogni.sant of the question of granting monopolies in this way,
and after I tcok objection, he took the opportunity of discussing the matter 
with his colleagues during the lunch interval and pointed out to them that such
a thing could not possibly be allowed, and when they returned, the Honourable 
Mr. FULTON, afterwards Sir Ro:BERT FuLTON, ruefully announced that they had 
determined to withdraw that section completely. 1\Iy Lord, the same thing 

. happens with regard to the Bill before the Council. It is perfectiy true that it 
is founded upon the City of Calcutta Survey Act,-I believe it_is Act I of 1887 
Now I perfectly admit that all the main provisions of this new Bill are founded 
on the Calcutta Act, and as the Honourable Sir RICHARD LAMB said:-" You 
have simply to substitute Bombay for the wcrd Calcutta,h and nothing would 
have led anybody to imagine that there was any substantial difference between 
the present Bill and the Calcutta Survey A.ct unless he had gone very minutely 

. through the sections, because the ~ections are the same except the certain 
sections which were thro·wn out regarding arbitration from the Calcutta Act 
which were not required in this Act. The Calcutta Survey Aot gave the nsu1l 
power to Government to make rules for the purpose of carrying out the objects 
of the Act. Now the Calcutta Act contained a very appropriate clause for that 
, purpo£e. I believe it was section 23 and it ran as follows:-'' '!'he Local 
Gove~ment may by down rules not being inconsistent with this Act to provide 
for the preparation of maps and for the collection and record of any information 

. in respect of any land to be· surveyed under this Act and generally for the 
proper performance of all things to be done and for the regulation of all proceed· 
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ings to be taken under this Act", certainly a most proper section for the 
purpose of giving power. to make rules. Now, Your Lordship will see, what 
does the Bombay Bill contain, an~ that is in section 19. The Calcutta clause 
gave only power to ma~e bye-laws for purposes of survey, the main object of 
survey legislation. Now section 19 of the Bill before the Council reads thus: 
·" Government may lay down rules not being inconsistent with this .Act to 
provide for the preparation and maintenance of maps'', the same words, 
perfectly right, " and of a Register of Possession ''. These arl3 the additional 

;words ." and of a Register of Possession ", otherwise the section is the same. 
Now, my Lord, I s.ubmit, "to make rules for the purpose of maintaining a 
.Register of Possession " is an absolutely different thing from a survey, and the 
preparation and prod.uction of maps. I will ask tbe .Members of Council to 
realise what the addition of these few words _means really. In the first place, 
I will briefly state t~at it means an inquisition into all the private titles of 
private owners in the City of Bombay, whether they paY. land revenue or not. 
Now I am not speaking without the book in saying this. A letter came from 
the Government of Bombay to the Bombay Corporation asking them to consent 
to pay a certain portion, one-sixth I believe, of the cost of the survey. Some
thing in that letter, I frankly confess, roused my suspicion, and I moved in the 
Corporation that it be sent to the Standing Committee for the purpose of 

· examination and report, and I spoke to the Chg,irman of the Standing Committee 
to ask the Commissioner for an explanation of certain of my suspicions, wh~ther 
it did not involve some inquisition into private. titles. The matter went before 
the Standing Committee, the Commissioner was asked for an explanation, and 
I think ;my Honourable friend Mr. CuRTIS, I believe he is somewhere here, was 
approached by Mr. CADELL and consulted as to what the real meaning was, and 
lir. CURTis will contradict· me if I am not correct. In consultation with 
.Mr. CuRTIS he explained what would be the meaning of those words in the 
.13ill, and I have got the letter which Mr. CADELL addressed. Upon that explan· 
ation in consultation with Mr. CuRTis, he sent a letter in which he explained 
the m~tter in this manner, and I ask the attention of the Council to the real 
·explanation of what was intended to be done by the insertion of those few words. 
'' The enquiry into disputed cases will be conducted by a gentleman of legal 
training appointed. by Government ". All these would come in under the 
Rules, there is nothing in the Act. The letter further said'' I understand that 
it is the intention of Government shortly to legislate in the matter. I enciose 
-a copy of paragraphs 17 and 18 of the Report of the Committee appointed by 
Government to make proposals. It will be seen that it is proposed to maintain 
a Central Office and make the registration of all changes and valuation of 
titles compulsory. This will doubtless have the effect of making entries strong 
-evidence in Courts of Law, and this evidence will doubtless soon, if not imme
diately, be treated as presented. The record maintained will in fact be a 
-record·of·rights ''. That is the meaning of those few words. Thus we have 
·here under the guise of power of making rules for the purpose of maintaining 
:.a Register of Possession an inquisition into the titles of all private owners in 
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the City of Bombay, so that there will come into existence in time a record;.of· 
rights. 

Now, Your Excellency, I ask in the first place, what right have Govern
ment to investigate private titles so that there should be at any time a record· 
of-rights so far as private properties are concerned? If you give notice: to 
people to prove their right of title to posse_ssion hundreds of people who would 
never otherwise have dreamt of raising any , claims will come forward. Has 
anybody ever heard of people being required to produce' their title deeds so 
that all the flaws in them may be discovered? Most gentlemen will be aware 
that any number of titles, if examined by a solicitor, he will find that there are 
Haws in them. Though the titles may be perfectly good, still on investigation 
into the titles, it will lead to the exposure of flaws. So strong is the fe~ling in 
England in regard to that matter that Courts of Law will not permit witnesses 
to be compelled to produce title-deeds~ That is the law in En~land, and that is 
the law which has been followed in India itself under the Evidence Act3 and 
under section 131 no witness can be compelled, though all documents relevant 
for the purposes of a case can bo corr~pulsorily acquired, to produce his title 
deeds in any Court of Law, and Your Lordship and Members of Council will 
understand what this means. As I _say, a title may be perfectly good, but if 
yon subject it to a critical examination there may be a hundred flaws in it. 
Not that the party would be turned out in consequence, but he does not desire 
those flaws to be known to other people to raise all sorts of speculative claims 
in a variety of ways. Take for instance the Government themselves. If_ yon 
go into the reported cases yon will find that there are a number of them in 
which Government have absolutely refused to produce anything which may in 
any way show any defect or flaw in their own titles. I ask my honourable 
friend, Sir RicHARD LAMB, whose knowledge and experience of revenue matters 
1s, I suppose, unequalled by anybody in this Presidency, whether Government 
will not refuse as utterly confidential the production of a document of that 
sort. They will never produce such documents, and I can imagine, if we were 
impertinent enough to put a question relating to the production of a document, 
Sir RICHARD LAMB getting up and sternly declining it as an absurd request 
and giving a non possumus. Whenever there is a dispute, the party would be 
·required to go before a gentleman of legal training and. to prove that he has a 
good title. Even to prove ihat he has possession he must produce his title 
deeds. liark the use of that word" Possession". It is one of those dangerous 
words which might mean anything. What do you mean by "Possession '' P 
Do you mean actual physical possession, do you mean the actual physical 
possession which may be held by a tenant at will, or a. tenant at sufferance or 
by any body but the rightful owner P What possession do you mean P 

'Ihe Honourable Mr. CURTIS :-Beneficial possession; 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH M. MEHTA :-Now what is a beneficial 
possession ? My Honourable friend :Mr. CuRTIS will find that " beneficial 
possession" means all sorts of different thinos. What a vista of litigation and 

0 . 

dispute would that raise .up p A man is to be required to show his title to 
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beneficial possession? I am afraid my honourable friend Mr. CuRTIS who is 
expounding law will find it very difficult to support what be says when the 
time comes for him. It may mean, if you set aside actual possession, possession 
l>y a tenant at will, possession by sufferance, possession by monthly rent, 
possession for a period of years~ it must mean, if he means anything at all, owner
ship, rightful ownership, and how are you going to prove the rightful ownership 
·~xeept by producing your title deeds? Supposing that you are called upon to. 
prove ·your beneficial possession or ownership, how are you going to do it P Are 
you going in person with a bundle of your documents before this gentleman of 
legal training to produce and let him examine them. Well, an ordinary 
·individual cannot go and propound his title deed before a legal gentleman, he 
must go to a pleader or a solicitor and take his ad vice. Now ·this will lead to 
putting an enormous burden upon private owners. It would be a real taxation 
of a heavy character upon every hous~-owner and every private owner in the 
city of Boinbay. Even before any dispute arises if he is asked by notice to 
.appear before this legal gentleman and produce his beneficial possession, do 
you think that anybody will venture to go before him without having consulted· 
some solicitor or some legal adviser? Consider all the expense of the procedure· 
:which must follow under these circumstances P Are you going to allow the 
beneficial possession of the properties in Bombay to be taxed in this manner? 
'For what? for a thing in which Government have no right to meddle at all. 
Government are perfectly right in carrying out a survey like Laughton's. 
survey, and we would all like a sur-rey which marks out the boundaries of 
properties, irrespective of the titles of those people who may be there. So far 
as you may require evidence for the purpose of proving the possession of any 
·strip of land you may b~ r~quired to produce it. But beyond that what right 
nave you to go ittto the question of the titles of private owners P The Calcutta 
Survey Act wisely confined itself to the functions proper of a Survey Act, and. 
~ade them out accordingly. They never entered into this question of a record 
of possession or record of rights. Therefore, Your Excellency, I beg to point 
out to the Members of Council that this is a far more extensive Bill involving 
questions which would give rise. to perturbation in this city such as you have: 
never dreamt of in the old days. Everybody would tremble if he is spokcu to 
with regard to his title deeds. ln the city of Bombay, it is true that there are 
a certain number of large land owners who possess a large portion of the city: 
But there are a· large number of what are called single house owners, people-a 
widow or a man who owns only a single house, part of which he or she occupies 
and part of which is let out. From the rent he or she maintains himself or herself. 
Just imagine a person in that position being called upon to appear before this. 
gentleman of legal training and a~ked to show his possession. If it is disputed 
by anybody claimants may arise who would never have dreamt otherwise 
of questioning the right of the rightful person, and that he or she would be 
required to appear before this gentleman to show that he is entitled to beneficial 
·ownership: What a burden you are putting upon the private owners and for 
a,. purpose in regard to which· <!overnment haV'e no right. to meddle at all p 
There are tribunals which go into· these questions of disputed rights when the: 
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,disputes arise. I do not know if Government have obtained the opinion of th~ 
Judges of the High Court. You will find that the percentage of ,dispute~ 
claims is very small, and for these few cases the Civil Court is the trjbunaL 
They go to the Civil Tribunal and get their disputes dec~ded. But h~re yo~ 
enter upon an enquiry i11to all the properties in a large city like the city of 
Bombay and call upon them to prove their right of beneficial ownership all, at 
once. As I said, Government have no right whatever to call upon any private 
owner ex:cep~ for certain public definite purposes like the survey and other 
things to do what is needful. · 

lfy Honourable friend· very glibly spoke of beneficial ownersbip. Take 
the ques~ion of an undivided Hindu f~mily. What11 difficult task it would be 
to settle_ it ? Is the manager of the joint family to be put down, or all the 
persons interested ~r. possibly all those occupying the house living together, are 
they all to be put 'down, and how long is this to be gone on. with time after, 
time, the registers being altered and changed and the thing carried on from 
year to year indefinitely P 

My Lord, I haV'e given no notice of any amendment at the first reading as 
I once intended to do, because I think it is possible to thrash out the matter in 
the discussion in the Select Committee, and therefore it js that I have given no 
notice of any amendment in regard to this point. But 1 do impress upon the 
Council that this Bill is far from being an innocent looking production which 
at first sight it appears to be, and it is not only not innocent,. but I think it is 
likely, if carried out in the way in which it appears at present ·it might be, to 
~o immense mischief, bring about immense. agitation and-- throw a heavy 
pecuniary burden upon the citizens of Bombay which Gover~ment have no r~ght 
to impose upon them. As I said, they are perfectly. right in- carrying ou~ a 
survey for general purposes and for municipal purposes; they, are perfectly 
right that they should have such a survey. But I say that, if this Bill tries to 
go beyond that purpose, it would be entering upon a function, which it is not the 
function of Government to enter upon, it would be meddling into private rights, 
it would be entering upon an inquisition of private titles and title deeds which 
no country does,-I won't say no country in the world because when I say that, 
it may be said'' Oh there is Germany and Prussia", but I hope we have got 
rid of the fondness for iinita ting their methods, of following the Pru~ian models 
and German models as was once the vogue. I trust we shall no lo~ger be 
enamoured of Prussian mode~ and P~u~sian nictation (laughter). 

The Honourable Sir RICH.A.RD LAMB :-What about Scotland and London r 
The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA :-There is no such thing as a 

Compulsory Register of Possession there. 

The Honourable Mr. CURTIS :-I beg. the Honourable Member's pardon •. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESliAH MERTA continuing:-Well, I shall havs 
the opportunity of pointing out at the proper time that my friend .M;r.:. Cu~TIS 
is mistaken in thinking that any such thing exists in England or Sootland of 
the sort he imagines, 
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I venture to submit, My Lord, that if this Council embarks upon such an 
inquiry as is possible under the wording of section·I9 in a country like this, and 
in a City like Bombay, with a population, Hindu and Mahomedan, with their 
different habits and their special laws, you will bring about such an agitation 
to which, as I' said, there will scarcely be any other parallel. 'rake the case of 
a Mahomedan family. How will you discriminate whom to put on that 
Register of Possession? Well these are questions with which I will deal later 
on. I eay ,that if you consider the conditions of Bombay life, if you consider 
the conditions of an enormous Oity like Bombay, if you press on this Bill with 
the object of securing a Register of Possession, you may call it a Record-of· 
Rights, I think you will bring a hornet's nest round your ears such as that of 
which we have no experience for very many years past indeed. 

With regard to the rest of the Bill and with regard to the distribution of 
the cost, as I said, these details can best be settled when the matter goes to the 
Select Committee, and I know that my Honourable friend Sir RICHARD LAMB 

has asked me if I would serve on that Select Committee. and I have expressed 
my willingness to do so, though I should have preferred perhaps not to be so 
burdened because it is a matter which I feel essentially affects the interests of 
the City of Bombay, and I could not possibly refuse to serve on· a Committee 
of that character. 

With regard to the other question in reference to the distribution of the 
costs of the survey, as to the charges for giving maps of the different prop~rtie~ 

·to privat~ people, this will have to be considered, whether .such a thing should 
be ·compulsory or voluntary. If it is a useful thing lor private parties to 
possess I have no doubt they will come forward voluntarily to ask for copies of 
those plans, but I am not qUite sure yet whether it is wise to impose a compul
sory burden upon every body to coma forward and pay charges for securing. · 

· the plans. This is ·a question which requires very careful consideration. 

Then,_ My Lord, I come to the point which I :first made, and that is that 
this is a Bill of .very great magnitude in which it is necessary that the public 
should have ample time to _consider the dimensions of the :Bill. You cannot 
expect people, when the Bill was published only on the 2nd of November, to 
have gone into it thoroughly before it came before the Council to-day. The 
Select Committee, if you appoint it at once, may ·sit at any time. There is no~ 
thing to restrict the Chairman of the Seleot Committee from calling it 
immediately after the Council closes, and very often such has been the case • 

. This procedure will not give enough time. for the purpose of enabling all the 
interested parties including the general public as well as the Press to really 
examine and make representations with regard to this Bill. .And that was what 
made me to suggest whether such a course as I sketched out and which was 

· followed in the Viceroy's Council might not be a useful course to take, that 
the appointment of the Select Committee shoUld' not follow immediately the 
adoption. of the first reading of the Bill, but that the Select Committee should 
be appointed early i:ti the next sessions, so that the parties interested and the 
public might have ample time to send in their representations which could then 
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be considered by the Committee. What I say is that a Select Committee· 
sitting in that way could receive all representations before commencing its 
deliberations. All the time that is required by our rules is 18 days before 
taking the report of the Select Committee in consider~tion and that will be 
within the time which the Council will occupy in the sessions and the Bill can 
be disposed of at that sessions with~ut an:Y further delay. However, this is 
on1y a suggestion which I throw out. · This has been in my mind in connection 
with various other things in regard to which discussions had arisen as to the 
time which should be given for the purpose' ~f enabling the public to make 
their representations, and very often I think my Honourable friend Sir RICHARD 

LAMB had to say that he will not call the Select Committee for such a period of 
time so that the parties may have time to make representations. It seems to 
me that the other course is a more definit~ course and the representations could 
be considered in the Select Committee. I have known of instances in which 
Select Committees have not considered the representations ·sent to them in this 
way. The representations have coma sometimes perhaps a short time after the 
report had been drawn up by the Select Committee, and then of course the 
memorials were laid aside without being considered by the Select Committee. 
However, that is only a point which I hav~,"to throw out for future considera~ 
tion, but I submit again that this is a Bill which requires very careful considera· 
tion and examination indeed. · 

The Honourable :Mr. G. S. CURTIS said :-In view of the remarks which 
have fallen from the Honourable MoVER, I must ask the. Council to bear with 
me if I go at some length ·into the history of the existing survey and, the 
circumstances under which it was originally undertaken. The exishing survey 
of :Bombay was started in 1865 on the initiative of Mr. Arthur Crawford, the 
:Municipal Commissioner of the day, and carried out partly by subordinate 
of the Government Trigonometrical Survey under Col. Walker and partly by 
members of the Bombay Survey Department under Col. Laughton. The cost was 
rather more than rupees three lakhs and a half, of which the Bombay Munici· 
pality contributed the sum of over 50 thousand rupees. The completion of the 
map was followed by the preparation of a register designed to show the tenure. of 
the land and the liability of the occupant to Government but the entries in this 
register were not based on any regular enquiry. They were filled up by an 
eRtablishment of karkuns without any particular supervision. The surv~y and 
register were completed in 1874. In 1876 the Bombay City Land Revenue 
Dill (II of 1876) came before the local Legislative Council, and iJl the course 
of the discussion upon it the Advocate General while he dwelt on the undesir· 
ability of enquiry into the titles ·emphasized the expediency of the Collector 
maintaining a register in which all transfers of title to land paying revenue to 
Government would be entered. This was the origin of section 30 of the present 
Land Revenue Act. In 1888 the present Municipal Act was passed. That 
Act contains a section, 149, which provides that all transfers of titles to premises 
paying property-tax shall be notified to the Municipal Commissioner. That 
section is, I believeJ largely a dead letter owinoo to the want of'a proper map 

• ' 0 and regiSter. 
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The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHA1l :-It is nota dead letter.\ It is actually 
being done. 

The Honourable Mr. CURTIS (continuing) :-In 1890, the question 
of surveying Bombay once more came up for consideration. (I should mention 
that when Col. 'Laughton's survey was completed in 1874 it was said by experts 
that it would require revision in 1~ years. •In England maps of this sort are 
~vised eve1y 20 years.) The question was referred to Sir Charles Ollivant, who 
was Municipal Commissioner for many years, for his opinion, and he said that 
he was in favour of revision and considered it absolutely necessary to co-ordinate 
,th~ Collector's map and the Municipal Register, ~there should in his opinion 
.be one map and one register which should be kept up to date and show all 
~etails. The matter was the subject of correspondence for some years, but 
though the need of a fresh survey was fully established, financial considerations 
led to its being deferred. In 1908 Me5srs. Barthalomew, the well-known map
.makers of Qharing Cross, brought to the notice of Government the inadequacy 
of the maps of Bombay and urged the desirability of bringing them up to date. 
As the result of that representation and under directions from Government the 
Collector of :Bombay addressed a letter to the Municipal Commissioner from 
which I read the following paragraphs:-

4. 1:he first question·! would ask is does· the Municipal Executive 
Engineer find the existing map so unsatisfact~ry _!18 . to render a revision 
·urgently necessary and, if so, should that revision take the form of a fresh 
cadastral su~ey of the whole Island as indicated in the report, or would a 

· :partial revision suffice for municipal purposes? The second question 
is what -proportion of the cost of revision is the Corporation prepared 
to meetP 

. 5. _ It has been suggeste~ that a topographical map, showing merely 
roads, and public · passages, also public buildings and Government and 
.M1micipal property, but not attempting to define the limits of private 
properties, would suffice for the needs of the public and the Municipality .. 
Such a map could be prepared for about one quarter of the cost of the 
·proposed cadastral survey. On this question also I request that I may be 
favoured with your opinion. 

6. In the even~ of a decision in favour of a complete cadastral 
survey it is suggested that a considerable portion of the cost might be 
recovered from the property owners by the levy of a cess fixed in proportion . 
to the area of each property. A minimum charge of Rs. 5 for a holding 
containing less than 100 square yards, increasing by gradations to a 
maximum charge of Rs. 15 for a holding of over 4,000 square yards, is 
estimated to produce nearly 2! lakhs of rupees. In return for this charge_ 
it is suggested that the property holder should be given a plan of his 
holding drawn to scale and certified by the officer in charge of the survey 
as correct. The levy of this cess would require legislation. I am to invite 
:your opinion on the desirability of undertaking legislation for the purpose •. 
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In reply the Municipal Commissioner forwarded the opinion of the Heads 
of Departments and added his own. All were unairimous that a . mere topogra
phical survey would not be satisfactory and that a cadastral survey was 
a bsol utel y necessary. 

Now, Sir, there seems to be a certain amount of misunderstanding in the 
public mind as to what the expression" cadastral s.urvey" really means~. The 
word cadaster is derived from late Latin Capitastrum, and meant originally a 
·poll tax. Later it was taken as equivalent to the expression terrana capitatio 
meaning the units of territorial taxation into which a province was divided for 
purposes of land tax. Finally it meant a register of the quantity, value, and 
ownership of land or property in a country. . -

The Municipal Commissioner then, Sir, opined for a cadastral survey. 
The same question was put to the Port Trust and to the Improvement Trust : 
both gave similar replies. Both said that they wanted (i) the map, (ii) a register 
of ·properties contained in that map. 

On receipt of these replies further enquiries were made by Government as 
to whether a partial re-survey would suffice. It was then found that the maps 
of Laughton's survey were in a tattered condition, that the records of the 
anginal theodolite observation~ were lost and that with the exception of 
spasmodio efforts on the part of badly paid and badly supervised surveyors, no 
revision of the map worth the name had been carried out since it was completed 
in 1874. · Government, on this, decidell that a complete revision of the survey 
of Bombay was necessary. The nex:t question arose as to the agency by which 
the survey was to be done. Many members cf this Council who come from 
Mofussil towns, are familiar with our ordinary City surveys. 

These surveys have of late years been taken up on a large scale at the 
request of the Municipalities. At the moment surveys are proceeding in Poona, 
ShoJ.apur, Barsi, Gadag and there must be some 30 towns in which the survey 
is completed, in progress or likely to be undertaken in the near future. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAn MEHTA:-Under what Act? 

The Honourable l\Ir. Cun.TIS (continuing) :-Under the Land Revenue 
Code. But, Sir, it was found that the survey of Bombay was a far more difficult 
and complicated matter tban the survey of a :Mofussil town. The value of 
property in "Bombay is so great that a very slight mistake in calculation may 
have most serious consequences. Henes Government decided not to employ 
Provincial Agency but to ask the Government of India to lend the services of 
surveyors from the Trigonometrical Survey. The Government of India were 
pleased to comply with the req,uest, with the result that the estimates for the 
survey were prepared under the direct supervision of the Superintendent of 
the Government Trigonometrical Survey, to whom we are under great . 
obligations for the personal interest \vhich ho has taken in the matter. The 
task of framing estimates was not [an easy one. There was a complete lack 
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of knowledge as _to the outturn of work, which might be expected from the 
·surveyors and above all whether it _would be· possible in the more crowded 
parts of the City to use the theodolite by day or whether it would not ·be 
necessary to "take sights" by night. Finally as a ~means of solving these 
differences it was decided to make an experiment in Girgaum. This experiment 
which was fi.nishQd in Maroh last was found quite satisfactory and furnished 
ground for supposing that the cost instead of being nearly 10 lakhs of Rupees 
would not exceed 6}lakhs. Having settled this [point., the next question was 
what was to be done. It would have been more regular to have dismissed the 
experim~ntal party and suspended proceedings until the necessary cahnges in the 
law had been ma.de. But this would have involved useless expenditure. It was 
felt that it was better to expand the nucleus party of surveyors and proceed with 
the work without delay. This has been done and the result is that the survey of 
the estate as far as the north of Girgaum is now complete. Specimen sheets 
showing the new maps have been placed in: the ante.:room of the Council alongside 
with the maps prepared by Laughton dealing with the same areas. I venture to 
think that no -unprejudiced person who examines them will be disposed t~ 
question the need for a re~survey. 

I now come, Sir, to consider the prineiple of the Bill before the Council. I 
gather from the speech of the Honourable Sir PREB.OZESRAH that he is not 

. opposed to the re-survey and that he is prepared to support the first rea4ing of 
the :Sill, subject to certain sections of it, more particularly section 19, being 
carefully examined by a Select Committee at as late a date as possible. I Will 
now tum to section 19 and the expression there used t"he ll.egister-of Possession . . 

The Honourable Sir FnEROZESIWI :-It is styled elsewhere the Beaord 
of lligkts. 

The Honourable Mr. CURTIS (continuing) :-The Record of Right in 
possession. A cadastral survey as I said before postulates (i) a map, (ii) a 
register. It is for the Council to decide finally what this register shall contain. 
But I urge adherence to my original definition, a public register of the quantity, 
value and ownership of the real property in the given area. 

Now as to the expression ''beneficial posse~sion '', I can assure the 
Honourable gentlemen that· I have never contemplated an elaborate enquiry 
into titles. If it will set his mind at rest on the point I should be quite willing 
to accept a proviso t:> section 19. 

'' Promded that from the Register of Possession there shall be no inference 
as to the title." What is wanted is to obtain a reliable list of the person's 
owning or occupying properties in Bombay. This list will be of the greatest 

11ossible utility to Government, to the Municipality and to the Port and Impr?ve
ment Trusts. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESR!ll ME~TA :-You do not require a list for 
liunicipal purposes at all. 
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The Honourable Mr. CURTIS :-That is a point which I must ask the 
Honourale Member to settle with the head of the Municipal Executive. · . 

The Honourable Sir PliERozESHAli MEHTA :-He is the head of the Munici· 
pal Executive but not the Municipal representative. 

The Honourable lli. CuRTIS :-As I say I am quite ready to accept a proviso 
to section IS that there shall be no inference as to title. From my point of 
view an enquiry into titles is quite superfluous. The Registers prepared for 
Laughton survey by mere karkuns without any regular enquiry ha!'e according 
to judical pronouncements acquired a very high value. I am sanguine that our 
Registers, based as they will be on a formal enquiry held by an officer of high 
attainments, will ripen in course of time into a credence of title which will be 
very valuable indeed • 

• I now turn to Sir PHEROZEsHAH's remarks regarding the registration 'Of 
title in Engiand and Scotland. The point is not very material for the purposes 
of the present discussion, but I can assure him that when he says that there is 
no registration of title in England or Scotland he is wrong. I can show him, 
if he cares to read them, a whole series of reports regarding registration of 
titles in England and if he lik~s to turn to the front page of the Times N e~s· 
paper, he will find advertisements inserted by the Registrar of Middlesex giving 
notice of applications for registration with absolute title. 

The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MERTA :-Is this registration compulsory 
or voluntary P 

The Honourable Mr. CURTIS :-Compulsory as regards the County of 
liiddlesex. Turning to the Mofussil we have, as I have already said, carried 
out City surveys in several places under sections 131-132 and following sections 

· of the Land Revenue Code and Rule 82 of the Rule under section 214 of that 
Code. The procedure there is practically the same as that which we intend to 
adopt for Bombay. First of all a map is prepared. Next an enquiry officer 
is appointed who draws up a register. Entries in that register hold good as 
between Government and the Municipality on the one hand and the public on 
the other unless they are questioned by a Civil Suit brought within one year of 
the completion of the Register. 

The Honourable. Sir PHEROZESHAR :UEHTA. :-Do they affect the Revenue. 

T?e Honourable Mr. CURTIS :-City surveys are not as a rule undertaken 
for £seal purposes. In 99 cases out of 100 land in the urban area to which City 
Surveys are offered pays no revenue to Government. From a Revenue Officer's 
point of view it is unfortunate that the provisions of the Land Revenue Coda 
in this respect cannot be applied to Bombay City. If they could, sections 131· 
132, eto., could be applied without further ado. As they cannot, we have to 
pass a special Act, and we have gone to Calcutta for our model. 

As :regards the additions to that Act which appeara in our present :Bill I 
contend that no more have been made than are necessary to make the Bill 
harmonize with the Supplementary Bill IX of 1914 and provide for the proper 
maintenance of the Survey Register. The Honourable member has read a letter 
from the Municipal Commissioner in which he remarks that an enquiry into 
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disputed cases will be conducted by a gentleman with legal training. What is 
there to object to in this P If the· enquiry were to be conducted by a Revenue 
.Officer, it would at once· be impugned on the ground of revenue bias. 

Sir, .I will not trouble the Council with my remarks any longer. I urge 
that this measure is one of very great utility, and of supreme necessity for the 
efficiency of the Municipal administration,·for the operations of_ the Improve
ment Trust and for the proper development of this great City, of which we are 
all so proud. I therefore ask ihat it may be read a first time. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB said :-Your Excellency,-I propose 
to detain the Council for a very few minutes. After the somewhat impassioned 
rhetoric of .my Honourable friend Sir PHEROZESHAH MEHTA, and after the 
somewhat diffuse speech of my Honourabl~ friend Mr. CuRTIS, it ,will not be 
proper to detain this Council long, esp.ecially as I understand that there is no 
objection to taking the first reading of the Bill. 

· I do not find myself entirely able to appreciate the grounds on which the 
Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAH MERTA anticipates a terrific outbreak of distress 
and distrust discomfort and inconvenience to the landholders in Bombay. 

· It seems to m~ that it is not · necessary to assume that because a Register of 
. Possession is to be framed that there will be a detailed inquiry into the titles 
of all persons holding lands. I presume that in any survey whatever when the 
plots of land are measured, demarcated and mapped th,ere must be formed some 
list of those plots of land, and I presume that there must in all cases be entered 
agahtst- each item in .the list some person's nama. Personally I do not know of -

-any survey that has ever come under my observation in which there is not such 
a list. There is always such a list in which there is an indication of whose 
holding the particular plot is. Such a list may properly be \Called a Register 
of Possession, or a Record of Possession, and I cannot myself understand how 
an entry of the actual possessor, the beneficial possessor, or whatever term you 
apply to the names entered in the register of plots which have been demarcated 
and mapped,-how the entry in the name of the actual possessor can be regarded 

. as. likely to cause immense disturbance and to involve inquiry into all the titles 
of all the lam1holders in Bombay. I cannot understand how if there be such a 
troubie imminent it has not already arisen si:r:.ce the year 1876, because in that 
year it was laid down that the Collector of B~m bay should maintain such Registers 
as were necessary for recovering the revenues of Bombay ; that the revenue was 
recoverable in the first instance from the superior holder, and it was also laid 
down that whenever there was any change in title,-the word "title " is used in 
the definition of superior holder,-whenever the title to any land, house or 

··other immovable property was transferred or assigned, both the person by 
whom and the person to whom such property was transferred or assigned should 
give notice of the same to the Collector. That at the present time is beinCI' 

- 0 

done by the Collector of Bombay; and ever since the year 1876 the Collector of 
:Bombay has been keeping a list of persons, with their title as superior holders, 
who hold lands in the City, and the people holding these lands have been 
obliged to give notice to the Collector of any transfers or changes in their title. 

··This has been in force now for all~ these 38 years, and as yet no disturbance 
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w~atever has arisen. Similarly. you- find -.in . the Municipal Act there is a 
section laying down, I think it is section 156, that a Register is to be kept oJ 
the persons primarily liable for the payment of Municipal taxes. The Commis· 
siorier keeps an Assessment book in which he enters the names of the persons 
primarily liable for the payment of property taxes. Under section -146 the person 
primarily liable is the actual occupier of the premises if he holds the premises 
immediately from Government or from the Corporation or from a fazendar. 
Ot~e:rwise the taxes shall be· primarily leviable, if the premises are let, from the 
lessor; if the premises ·are sub-let, from the superior lessor'; and if the premises 
are ~et, from the person in whom the right to let the same vests, that is the 
person in whom the title rests. Therefore the Municipality at least since the 
year 1888 has been maintaining a Register in which the title to the land is 
entered; and under section 149 of the Municipal Act the persons entitled 
have to give notice to the Commissioner of any transfer of title. So that first 
under the Bombay City Land Revenue Act and next under the Municipal Act 
there are at present in existence two Registers, one kept by the Collector and 
one by the 1\Iunicipal Commissioner, of lands in.the City of Bombay in which 
the names of people who are entitled to hold them are entered, and a notice· 
has to be given by them to the Collector and the Commissioner of every· 
change or transfer of title iu those lands. All that is proposed to do now is to· 
haye under. the survey of Bombay one record of the possession of these lands; arid 
it is hoped that this Record of Possession ~f the land~ which are now surveyed,. 
demarcated and mapped will be of such a quality that both the Collector of 
Bombay and the Municipal Commissioner will be able to. refer to it as some
thirig authoritative for the purpose of filling in· their own entries for collection 
of the land revenue and for· the collection of the 1\Iunicipal tax. That it will 
become at once and straightaway a Record·of·rights~ I do not myself regard as
probable. What kind of possession it is which will cause a person's name 
to be entered in the register, is a point which the enquiring officer will have
to determine • 

.. A form of Register has been suggested,-it has not been finally adopted,. 
it was suggested by the Committee to. wbicl~ the Honourable Mr.; CURTIS 
referred on which he himself sat, and on which we had the benefit of the advice 
of the Honourable Mr. HATCH, who is now here, and of the present Solicitor tc> 
Government, the Honourable Mr. NicHOLSON. They suggested a form of 
RegiSter to contain the new Survey number, Laughton's survey number, Sheet 
number of map, .Area in square yards, description of tenure, name of person 
(certified at survey) in beneficial ownership, nature of beneficial ownership, 
name of person from whom title immediately derived, original grant (if any) 
from Goternment, and date,_ land revenue due to Government, grom:d·rent due 
otherwise and the reference to mutation register. Then they go on to suggest 
th~ form of the llutaiion Reiister. Therefore, Sir, it seems to me that the fear 
which. my Honourable friend expressed that very great hardship, consternation, 
diStress and inconvenience will be caused to the land .. holders in Bombay rests 
on. no substantial basis, and I venture to sugge~t with all respect that it is a 
fantastic dream. Any way I am glad to recognise that my Honourable friend is 

n 41--2s'o . 
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wjl~ing to thrash o~t __ the .matter in the Sel~ct Comxpittee, and do~s .not _wish to 
o()ppCse. the first reading, . ' . : . • · I . _ , _ 

~As regards tl~e tim~ which has_~een given to the public for· the considers. 
tion of.this ~ill; I may eay that the procedure for the conduct of Bills in the 
Viceroy's Legislative. Council is ·laid down by rules applicable to that Council, 
and the pr~cedure for conducting 13ills in this Council is laid down by a 
separ~te se~ of rule~ for this Council, that the two sets of rules do not coincide,. 
and that if. we were to adopt the procedure followed in the Viceroy's Council we 
shall have· to revise our rules. · · · 

.Tho. Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAII MEHTA.-~o, no. ·You can do it un~er 
yo~r present rules. · . . 

. The HonouraMe Sir RICHARD LAm.:._ :My Honourable friend does not agree 
with me in this respect, but my own opinion is that we could not do it. I have 
not studied .the point very closely, but at any rate time is given under our 
own procedure by an adequate lapso of time between the publication in the
Gazette and the _taking of the· :fi~st reading, and then by calling together the 
Select Committee at a· reasonable date after the first reading has been taken • 
.As I have already informed my Honourable friend privately, I do not propose to 
proceed wit4 the .Select Committee on this Bill until some time in January,-I 
:should.like_t~bave it SO!Jle time bet~een the 8th and the 15th of January. 
I thi~, therefore, Sir, that th"e first reading of this Bill may now be passed. 

His E:Xcellen~y the PRESIDENT. said :-I think Honourable Members will 
·agree that we have had a very interesting discussion on this Bill which deals With 
:a very jmportant question for the. City of Bombay, but before going into i~ · 
merits I _would like ·to refer to certain suggestions which have been made as 

. . ' 
to giving ,more. time ~or consideration of .this Bill in its future stages. _I venture 
to suggest. that .as my Honourable C<?lleague pr~poses to postpone the session 
-of the Select Committee until the middle of January that will allow every one 
.ample time to consider the Bill and give everyone full opportunity of care• 
fully weighing its pr~visions-. · For, after all, the controT"ersy on the Bill is really 
a very small matt~r~ · It is a question as between the 2 terms " Record of 
Rights" and ''.Register-of Posse~sion ''. · I notice at the beginning of his speech 
my Honourable ~iend Sir PHEROZESHAH MERTA gave u_s an interesting parallel 
-of a Bill which; was brought into this Council in 1904, at the time Lord 
Lamington was Governor of this Presidency, and when, I gather, he was over· 
whelmed with the oratory of .my Honour~bl~ friend-

, . The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAII ~EUTA :-No, Sir, by the arguments • 
. His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Well, I give my Honourable friend 

the full benefit of his arguments-and that Lord Lamington was so overwhelmed 
that he withdrew the offending clause in' the Bill after consulting his colleagues. 
I ahnost. think. my ~onourable friend thought that history would repeat· 
itself in.this case and hoped that I would take my colleagues into consultation · 
and ;ithdriiw" the 'offending, portion of this Bill, but the fact is that Lord 
]Ja~~g_ton ~a~ cc a ne~ boy," and I hav~ .had op~ortunities or listening to my 
Honourable.friend before now, and I am able to w1thstand ~.eloquent sugges-
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· tion. Hon-ourable Members will agree that we want to h~v~ a ··~ap pf Bo~~.ay. 
From my Honoiirable friend Sir PHEROZESHAli MEHTA, I gather,. the. Map of 
·Bombay should contain publio grounds, publia place~ and buildings of all sorts, 
but that the names· and holdings of owners of private properties should not be 

·included in this map • 

. The Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAR MERTA :--:-No, No. 

His :Excellenay the PRESIDENT,:-1 :should like the Honourable J\Iember 
·to tell me what it is he wishes for. J. 

The Honourable Sir PB;EROZESIIAH MEHTA :-My Lord, what I say is, in the 
-survey, include all pr~perties in the City. of Bombay, their boundaries, all_ the 
public roads; and all the public plac~s which belong either to Government, -t() 
·the Corporati~n, the Improvement Trust, or to the Port Trust. The importan~ 
thing is that no encroachment should take place. It is essential to put don 

··boundaries of all p~operties, prlyate properties mcluded, and I do not disput_e 
about it in any way. · · · 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Then I think I am right in my view of 
my Honourable friend's position. He wishes to have absolutely clear boundaries 

:-as between private property and public property laid out but as . regards 
boundaries between· one private property owner and another that. no enquiry 
·should be made in order to define such boundarie~, while our desire under this 
Bill is to have a full and complete map of the City of Bombay~ with public 
.and private ownerships clearly defined. 

I really fail to see the objection to the inclusion of private ownerships in . 
this survey, for speaking with some personal experience as a property-owner at 
-home evert :field, every building, and every house of my own property is defined 
with my name on the maps arid with clear boundaries as between my property 
and the various private owners who own. property rourid me. It seems to me 
-that for Municipal and other purposes of this or any other City, some map of 
this sort is a most· desirable thing, and I have a :firm hope that thjs Bill will 
emerge from the Select Committee under the same favourable circumstances 
.as the Bill which we discussed this morning. I do not know if my Honourable 
friend llr. CURTIS is likely to be on the Committee but I hope that if he is, . he 
and my Honourable friend may be able to discuss this point of d4!erence and 
·smooth away any difficUlty which may exist and that this Bill will prove to be 
in the future of real value'and utility to the City of Bombay. 

Motion for the :first reading of the Bill was then 
put to the vote and carried. , 

BDl read a first time. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB said :-Your Excellency,
I now request that the Bill may• be referred to 

-eo~ent_ of \he Select a Select Committee consisting of all the elected 
members of'this Council who come from the City 

. of Bombay and a few more, namely : the Honourable Sir PIIEB.OZESRAR MERTA, 
the Honourable Mr. ClliNoY, the Honourable lir. ll.A.NMORANDAS RAMJI, the 
Honourable Yr. SETA.LVAD, the Honourable .Mr. BIRKE~r, the 'Hpnourable Sir 

.JAl!SErrim JEEJEEBRoY, the Honourable Sir FREDRICK Sr:avTT, the Honour· 
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able l!r. HATeR, the Honoll1'3.ble Yr. Cunm, the Honourable l{r. C.A..RmcR.A.EL. 
ana myself, with instructions to report by the 31st of 1 a.nuary 1915. 

The Honourable Sir PnE&~ZESRA.H :MEnu :-It will give a very short time. 
The Honourable Sir llicn.um .A. L..urn, continuing :-I suggested the 

31st of 1anua.ry because I thougbt that it was possible that we oould 
meet early in January, and that we should be able to get through our 
discussion and have the report published. before the 31st of January, EO 

that the :Bill as revised. by the Select Committee might be before the public 
for the period. between its publication ani the meeting of this Council on or 
about the 13th March. If we get it out before the 31st -of January,· that. will 
give .six weeks before the publication of the Bill as revised by the Select 
Committee, and the meeting in March. 

The Honourable Sir :Prum.ozESIU.R l!EHr.A. :-I would suggest, My Lord,. 
15th of February. Time should. be given to the public to make their repre
sentations. If the report is made by the 15th of February, there will be 
time enough for the public to. consider and make repr~sentation.S by the· 
end of March. 

The Honourable Sir RICH..ARD L.um :-I have no objection to have it by 
the 15th of February. I suggested 31st January because it appeared to me 
ve have from now to the middle of January a whole month. In that time the 
:public could consider the matter further, and make any representatio~s if they 
-wished to before the 8th or lOth of January. Then the report woulcl-be before· 
the public for full.dx weeks. If six: weeks is too much and it is better that 
they should have a longer time before.the Select Co~ittee ·pub;Iish theU:·
report, I do not mi.D.d. We will alter the date, and say with instructions .t~ 
reporl by the 1_4th of February. · 

. 1liil merred to • Select 
C01Ul1littee.. 

The motion was then put to the Tote and_ 
agreed to .. 

:BILL No. IX OF 1914 (AN ACT FURTHER TO AMEND 
THE .BOMBAY CITY LAND REVENUE ACT, 1876.>. 

His :Excellency the P:l.EsiDE.l\"'"1' :-A Dill further to amer{d the :Bombay 
City Land Revenue Act. · The Honour.lble Sir RICH.A.RD L.urn. 

The Honourable Sir Rrc.lllRD .A. L.um in moving the first reading of 
the Bill said:-Your :Excellency,-Thls :B~ is auxiliary and subsidiary 
to the :Bill which the Council has just read. a :first time. I propose that this. 
:Bill be also Tead a first time, and that as soon as it is passed that it also be. 
~eferred to the same Committee.. 

:Bm.reaaa~ti.me The motion was put to the vote and carried. 

:The Honourable Sir RICIIARD A. L.um :-:Your Excellency,-1 propose. 
that this :Bill also be referred to the Select Committee 

· Ap~ment . _of the Select consisting of the same Members as the Committee to 
CoJD.Dlitt,ee. . - . which Bill No. VIII has been referre~ with instrnc-
~i9ns to report by the sme date. · 

.l3m :te!emd to a Eeleet Committee. Th~ motion was p:o.t to the vote and carried. 
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ILL No. X OF 1914 (AN ACT TO DECENTRALIZE AND OTHERWISE 
. TO FACILITATE THE ADMINISTRATION' Oi' CERTAIN ENACT~ 

MENTS IN FORCE IN THE PRESIDENCY OF BOMBAY) .. , 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-.A. Bill further to decentralize and other
wise to facilitate. the adD:rinistration of ·certain enactments in force in the 
Presidency of Bombay. The Honourable Mr. PATTANI. 

The Honourable Mr. P:&ABHASHANKAR D. P ATTANI said :.:.._Your Excellency,~ 
1 beg to introduce the Bill to decentralize and otherwise to facilitate the adminis· 
.tration of certain enactments. · The Royal Commission on Dacentralization sull-
mitte-d their. report in 1909, and since that date the Government of India and the 
Local Governments have been gradually carrying into effec~ the various proposals 
of the Commission. There was considerable discussion on the question whether 
there should be a general Decentralization Act or specific Decentralization 
Acts, that is Act specifying the particular sections in which amendments 
should be made. It was fina,l1y decided that the latter course was preferable, 
and accordingly a Decentralization Bill has been introduced and passed in the 
Imperial Council, ·and similar Bills . 'rill. be passed in the Local Councils. 
Thus the :Madras Decentralization Bill was introduced in the Madras Legislative 
Council last June and we take ours in hand to-day . 

.A. fUll account in justification of the Bill has been given m the Statement 
of Objects and Reasons, and as the provisions of the Bill consist of details 
which will be studied by the Select Committee; I will not discuss them at . . 

present ; I would only point out that the necessity for giving more powers 
to the Divisional Commissioners has long been felt. Hitherto the Commis
sioner has had to refer for the orders of Government various local matters, such 
as those dealing ·with Sanitary Committees, which he ·,could easily dispose of 
himself. The delegation of the powers mentioned in the Bill will make both 
for efficiency and for expedition in the administratioD:, of tha country. I move, 
Your Excellency, that the Bill be re~d a first time. 

Bill read ~ first tiine. 
The motion for the first reading of the Bill was. 

then put to the vote and carried . 
• 

The Honourable P:&ABHASRANKAR D.· PATTANI said :-!lour Excellency,-
. . The :Bill having been read a first time, I. move: 

co!f:~ent ·ot the Select that a Select Committee be appointed consisting 
of the .Honourable Mr. Cu&ITs, the Honourable 

Mr. HATCH, the Ho~ourable Rao Saheb NAIK, the Honourable Mr. UPAsANr, 
the Honourable Rao :Bahadur RAMANBHAr, the Honourable Mr. J3ELVI, th6 
Honourable SHEIKH GnuLAM HussEIN HmAYATALLAH, and myself, with instrud· 
tions to report by the 15th of January. 

The Honourable Mr.· .UrAsA.NI :-I should suggest,. my Lord, before· th& 
31st of March. 

The Honourable lfr. P ATTANI :-I propose that we should sit as soon as 
possible after this Council is over, so that the Members now present in Bombay 
may sit on it. The i~ea is to consider this Bill as soon as the Council is ever • 

.a: 41-281 
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'lhe Honourable Mr. SnRIDIIAR :B.ar,KmsnNA UrAsAXI said :-Your 
Excellency,-This Bill refers to 10 Acts and it was published for the first time 
in the Goternment Gazette only on the 12th November. Strong objection 
has already been taken by the Honourable Sir PHEROZESHAff hlEHTA in connec• 
tion with the Bombay City Survey Bill that the time allowed was not sufficient 
for the expressi(Jn of publio opinion. Therefore it would not be proper to 
commence the deliberations of the Select Committee immediately and I pray 
that a longer time should be allowed for submitting the report of the Select 
Committee. I leave it to Your Excellency to fix the time so as to be sufficient 
for the public to consider the provisions of the Bill and to submit their 
npresentlt,ions if they wish to make any. 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-I think a Select Committee should be 
appointed to consider this Bill and submit their report by the 15th of February . 
.Bill referr.:d to a Select Committee. The motion was put to the vote and carried. 

BILL No. VI OF 1914 (AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE LEVY OF 
DUES ON VESSELS FOR THE PROVISION OF LIGHTS 

ON THE COAST OF THE PROVINCE OF SIND). 

His Excellency the PRESIDENT :-Bill No. VI of 1914. An Act to 
authorise for the levy of dues on vessels for the provision of lights on the Coast 
of the Province of Sind. The Honourable Mr. Hn.r.. 

The Honourable 1Ir. C. H. A. HILL said :-Your Excellency,-In proposing 
The Honours.b1e ~r. HILL moves that Bill No. VI of 1914, a Bill to authorize the levy 

the first r<ading of Bill Ko. VI of dues on vessels for the provision of lights on the 
of 1914• Coast of the Province of Sind, may be read the first 
time, I venture to think that I shall not be charged with making an unreason .. 
able proposal. In the case of this particular Bill, the provisions are taken 
bodily, and without any subtle exceptions or additions, from a pre-existing Act 
which has worked for 10 years in ~Iadra~, and I shall if the first reading be 
carried, then suggest that it be referred to a Select Committee chiefly composed 
of gentlemen in Sind, with. the suggestion that we should sit almost immediately 
to consider it. The Bill, as Honourable 1\Iembers will see, follows clause by 
clause the ~Iadras Coast Lights Act of 1904 (Act IX of 1904) relating to the 
lighting of the Coast of the Presidency of Madras; with one single exception. 
In clause 3 of the :Madras Act a schedule is given which details the different 
-circum~tances under which different rates of dues are levied in respect _of 
fes'5els coming from different directions. It will be obvious, I think, to 
Honourable Members that in the case of Madras Coast Lights, which relate 
to the lighting of Coasts over many miles on the East- and West of India, the 
circumstances are entirely different to -those relating . to the Coast of. the 
Province of Sind. In the Statement of Objects and Reasons are detailed the 
lights which are in existence now in the Coast of Sind, and which are proposed 
to. be brought under the operation of the :Bill in question. Therefore the 
details of clause 3 in the present Bill simply say that "For the purpose of 
pr~viding lights on the Sind Coast ••••. (Reads)". 
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Well, Sir, that is the ·only respect in which this :Bill differs from the 
:Madras Act, except that the minimum tonnage of vessels in this Bill which 
will come within its operation is 45 tons, whereas in the :Madras Act it is 30 
tons. Otherwise, this Bill slavishly foil ows the Madras Act. The general 
outline of it is that vessels exceeding 45 tons making use c.f the ports notified. 
by the Commissioner in Sind shall pay dues (below a certain maximum) at a 
rate fixed by the Governor in Coun.cil and notified in the Sind Official Gazette 
and that the dues for sailing vesseh shall not be more than half the rate fc)r 
steam vessels. The remaining clauses refer to procedure, to seizure in default 
of payment of light dues and to the ustial penal clauses. I do not think, 
therefore, Sir, that, until the Select CoitJ.mittee has examined the Bill it w.iii 
be necessaey to enter upon a discussion of th~ provisi<:>ns· of the Bill, and I 
suggest that the Council should agree to th~ :Bill being rea4 for ~he first time 

· ·now with a view to being referred to the Select Committee. 
t 

The Honourable M:r. HA.:acRANDRAI V ISHIND.A.s said :-Your Excellency,-:-
The first suggestion. that would strike one as quite germane to a :Bill. of 
this nature is that it is quite necessary to consult the people who are affecte.d 
by the imposition of the fees. Now I dare say that it is just possible that 
the Government will be able to m~ke out a good case for the levy of t~~ 
fees. But at present I am afraid I do not find myself in possession of sufficient 
data to decide upon this question with authority. The mere example that has 
oeen quoted to "!IS as justifying this enactment is the provision on the Madras 
-c~ast.. I am sorry to say that I am not ·familiar with the provisions of. that 
Act, but apart from that we are not told of any other instance in which fees ·of 
this kind have been levied for the provision of lights. I do not know whether 
the provision of lights in big ports like Bombay or Calcutta has necessitated 
the levy of fees of this nature. It may or may not be the case. But at all 
events I am strongly of the opinion that this is a case in which some further· 
time should be allowed to the parties concerned before even the first reading of 
the Bill is passed, for the main reason that it is obvious that the main 
provisions of this Bill relate to the levying of fees. Secondly, if you ·pass the 
first reading of the Bill, you will be directly committing yourself to the 
position that the levy of fees is at least necessary, the other · question of 
details being left to be determined by the Select Committee at the.second 
reading. If, on the other hand, it appears to, you from enquiries a~d from 
representations that might be submitted to the Council by the boat-o~ers and 
the owners of other crafh concerned from whom all this fees will be levied, 
that they have made out a case for exemption, and if the Council is c~nvinced 
of it, then I submit, Your Excellency, even the first reading should not b.e 
passed. I am not aware if any such objections were i.J).vit~d from the boat~ 
owners and other people concerned in Karachi, and if they were, I do not know 
whether they have submitted. any objections. However,- I think that t~ 
is a case in which even the first reading of the Bill should not be ~der1;aken 
until the Council has had the opportunity of knowing that the parties concerned 
hate been. consulted and what reply they have sublnitted; . i:n which . ca~ 
there will be a very good case for the levy of the proposed. fees. On the 
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other hand, U they have made objections, I think it is necessary for the· 
Council to investigate into the validity of the objections and their soundness, 
and if after this the Council is convinced that the objections are not sound, then 
the first reading may be passed and the Bill proceeded with. If that course 
does not appeal to· this Council, there is another course, and that is this, 
that the Select· Committee should have power to consider objections of the 
. nature I suggest, but even then there will be this objection, as I have said already, 
you will have admitted the princfple of the levy of this fees, and then the course 
I am suggesting will be entirely nugatory and futile. I therefore, with these
few remarks, place this consideration before Your Excellency that'the first 
·reading be postponed allowing the interval for the public opinion to develop. ' 

The' Honourable Mr. MoNTA.GU DE PoMERoY WEBB said :-Your Excel
lency,-Speaking on behalf of the Shipping and Commercial Communities of 
Karachi I heartily welcome this Bill which may be regarded· as the coping·· 

' stone of 7 years' sustained and persistent representations from Karachi for the· 
better lighting of the Sind Coast. I hope·:my Honourable friend Mr. HA.RcHAlt'1JRAI 

. will· be satisfied if I explain· that so far as the Indian merchants and the 
. Karachi Chamber of Commerce are concerned Government have already 
submitted the :first draft of the Bill nearly a year ago and the Shipping and 
Mercantile Communities have approved of the Bill and expressed their willing
ness to defray whatever fees are necessary in order to obtain a proper lighting 
of the Coast of Sind. The Bill appears to be in every way satisfactory. 
The lights which it is proposed to supply are, as far as we are able to judge,_ 

• 
quite in order, indeed, and the light which has already been showing for some 
.months at Cape M~nze is generally recognized by shipping people to be one 
of the finest lights East of Suez,-a very good light indeed. I hope therefore 
that this Council will agree to the first reading of the Bill. ·When it goes to 
the Select Committee, there are one or two ~nor matters such as the minimum 
of tonnage on which fees should be levied, and also the period ·or frequency at 
which fees should be levied that will need consideration. These matters can be 
dealt with by ·the Select Committee. Meantime, I strongly deprecate any 
postponement of the first reading of the Bill which I would now ask the Council 

·to read for the first time. · 

The Honomable Mr. W. L. GRAHAM said :-Your Excellency,-Speaking 
on behalf of _the _Shipping interests, I heartily endorse the words which have 
fallen from my Honourable friend Mr. WEBB. We had this Bill already 
under consideration 1 think since 190~. The Bill was thoroughly considered 
by the Karachi Ch.amber of Commerce, and, as I said before, on behalf of the
shipping and trading interests of Karachi, I cordially agree with all their 
proposals· except one or two small points which will be thrashed out ·in the 
Select Committee.: I therefore suggest that the first reading should be gone 

·through. • 

., The Hono:nrable Mr. JEHANGm H. KoTIU.RE said :-Your Excellency,-I 
heartily endorse every word that has fallen from the lips ofihe Honourable 
:M:r~ WEBB in connection with the lighting of the Sind Coast. The necessiiy 
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is felt most keenly for ~years past and so forcibly pointed out to the public 
by late Commander HooD, one of the most experienced: navigators who 
visited the Sind Coast regularly for years_, and other matters both Europeans 
and Natives, and the sooner we deal with this important Dill the better. 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL said :-Your Excellency,-I regret 
that I did not make it clear in my ~troductory remarka that this Bill was the 

· result of consultation and references to and from the Karachi Chamber of 
Commerce to the Commissioner in Sind and that it has been ascertained that it 
represented the wishes of the Shipping Community. I think, Sir, if I had made 
this clear my Honourable friend Mr. H.ucHANDRAI would probably have 
omitte.i to criticize from that point o( view the taking of the first reading_ of 
the Bill. 

As regards the principle of the levy of fees, it has been properly said that. 
it rests upon the principle that the general tax-payer should not pay the charges.· 
of maintenance . of services which are for the benefit of a particular class, and 
that that class should contribute. The construction of these lights, at all 
events, has been carried out at provincial expense; but it is for the upkeep of 
the lights that it is now proposed to levy fees from those who benefit by the 
institution of these lights. I shall be very glad indeed to ask my Honourable. 
friend Mr. H.!RCRANDRAI to assist me on the Select Committee. I am quite. 
prepared to promise, if it is so desired by the Select Committee, or, in. any case,. 
that this Bi11, with such amendments as may be introduced in the Select. 
Committee, shall, after publication, be specially referred again. to the Karachi 
Chamber of Commerce, and such other bodies as may be best qualified to 
advi~e us in regard to the Bill. In these circumstances, Sir, I think, I may~ 
venture to move the first reading. · 

Bill read a first time. The motion was put to the VOte and carried. . 

The Honourable Mr. C. ii. A. HILL :-I should like to propose now that.:.
Appointment of the Select the Bill be referred to a Select Committee con-

Committee. sisting of the following members :-

The Honourable the ·ADVOCATE GENERAL,· 

The Honourable Mr. T. W. BIRKETI', 

. The Honourable Mr. H.ucHANDRAt VxsHINDA.S,' 

The Honourable. Mr. J. H. KoTHARE, 

The Honourable Sir FREDERICK SPROTT, 

The Honourable Mr. MoNTAGU DE PoYEROY WEB», and myself, 

with instructions to report at convenience. 
I 

Bill referred to the Se'IA!ci Com. . 'rhe motion was then put to the VOte. and-i. 
umtee. carried. 

The Honourable Mr. ILucHANDRAl VIsmNDAS fiaid :-Your Excel·
lency,-As the Honourable Member in charge of the Bill had consulted 
me in the morning if I would serve on the Select Committee, I had consented .. 

:a: 41-282 
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to it, but if it is intended to meet just·now· it will not be convenient for ine, 
but if it is intended to meet on some other day, then I would suggest, .to .carry 

. <>ut the object that I have in view, that some other time be fixed, for the reaso:n 
that the interval I intend to utilise by making inquiries of the people I have 
got in conte,mplation about whom I spoke on the motion of the first reading, 

· that is, the owners of small boats and other crafts who are affected by the .Bill . 
. When the Honourable Mr. WEBB said-

• • I . 

H1s Excellency the PRESIDENT ;-Order, Order, The Honourable Member 
-cannot go into·a ·dissertation of the Bill now. He may talk about the.Select 
Committee. 

·. The Honourable Mr. HARCRANDRAI VISHINDAS :-I was suggesting .that 
in that case my name be taken off. My own point. is that fees should not ·be 
levied without consulting the people concerned. I was elaborating that point. 

, If it is .intended to meet immediately and submit the report, then I am afraid 
I c3:nnot serve on the Select .Committee. unless ,I acquaint myself with the 
wishes. of the parties who would he affected by the provisions of this Bill. , 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL :-When I ·spoke to the Honourable 
·Member this morning,. I suggested that we should s~t tomorrow, Thursday, . 
. and submit the report immediately, and I still propose that. 

·" .. The · Honourable Mr. BARCHANDRAI VxsnrNDAs :-May' I give an 
explanation? ·.As ·this is a matter of levying fees on which I would be 
consulted, I think it would not be proper to give my consent to serve on the 
Committee unless I consulted the parties concerned. Therefore if .my name is 
taken off, there is an end of the matter. If my name is to be retained, t.hen· I, 
would ·not. agree to the proposal of the report being submitted soon. · 

The Honourable Mr. C. H. A. HILL :-May l understand that. the 
Honourable Mr. HARCJIA.NDRAI proposes not to . serve on the' Select pom· 
mittee? 
· ·. · The Honourable Mr. HARCH.Al."DRAI VIsniNDAs :....;.;Quite so. · · , 

. . , . . . . , .•• . I' . ' . ., 

The Honourable S~r RICHARD A. LAMB .spoke.· a~ follows :-Your Excel·. 
lency,-I regret that in suggesting the names of the' Select Committee to' sit 0~ 
the two Bills a little while ago, I entirely by oversight omitted to mention the 
name of the Solicitor to Government, . and I ·fully intended all the time that 
he should be asked to sit on :the Select Committ~e. . I ~o~ propose that 
the name of the Honourable Mr. N ICROLSON be added to that Select Committee 

• ·, I ' • • : •. • 

The motion was put to the vote and agreed to. 

The Honourable Sir RICHARD A. LAMB said :-Your Excellency,-! have 
-one more request to make in respect of the Select Committee on . the . Gujarat 
'Talukdars' Bill. The 'Honourable Mr. BARRow having resigned his seat on this 
Council, his plaoe··on the C~mmittee ~vacant, and in order that it may be filled, 

.I request that the Commissioner, N. D., may be ·appointed a Member of 
!that Select Committee~ 

.. - The motion was put to the vote and carried. 
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His Excellency the PRESIDENT in closing the session of the Council 
said :-In adjourning this session of the Council I have once more to thank 
Honourable Members most sincerely for the help and assistance they have given 
me during the session, and I can assure them that these are no empty words, 
for I appreciate very fully the constant assistance and consideration that I have 
received from Honourable Members, in my responsible position during the last 
two years. We have passed one most importanfBill but I dare say Members 
are not. sorry that our session has not been quite of such length as on the last 
occasion. May I say in conclusion that I am sure it is the wish of every 
Honourable :Member in this Council,. the deep and sincere wish, that our 
political sky ma.y be clearer ere long, and I trust that on the next occasion we 
shall again meet under the same pleasant and though not always unanimous 
still united circumstances as we hive always met on previous occasions. 

The Council then adjourned sine die. 

13y order of His Excellency the Right Honourable the Governor, 

S. G. KHARKAR, 
Acting Secretary to the Legislative Council, 

Bombay, 9th December 1914. 


